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es tbf mm Fa net tatttd the

APPRENTICE, Itersprrstd -rv,tb

Remarks cm ibe Puee and ibi Persormtri.

J H I S performance

is intended as • fa-

tire on those y< ung

 

Scotchman, Irishman, and other mem

bers of the Spouting Club.

Catchpole, a bailiff.

Porter, watchmen, &c.

Act I, The farce opens with a scene

between Wirgafe and Simm, by which

it appears that Dick has eloped from hit

xi_iCiniai£

neglect the huh

nes ol their liade

to attend to the

diversions of the

stage ; to ridicule

prentice kings and

handicraft tragedians ; and is indeed very

veil calculated, in the woids of the pro

logue,

To cheek these heroes, and their laurels

crop, [shop.

To bring them back to reason and their

But we cannot help observing, that if

the satire had come from any other hand

mc-clunicks, who ^ master, and been miffing above a month.

1 " Wingate suspects Simon to he in i he plot,

but at last finding he can make nothing us

him, fends him to fetch his master. Si

mon goes out, but soon ieturns with a

let'er, which, he says, the post brought

to the door just as he was going out.

This proves to be a formal epistle from

Ebenezer Broadorim, a quiker at Bns-

B tol, informing Wingate that his son came

there with a company of strollers, who

were taken up by the magistrate, and

committed as vagabonds to jail : Eut that

Ebenezer had taken Dick out of con

finement, and sent him up to town in the

waggon. By Hie time Wingate has read

this letter, arrives Gargle, who trlls himthan that of a person who is himself on

the stage, the pliyers would probably hive q Dick is bel iw staiis, " Where, fays he,

looked on the piece as an affront to ih-ir I judged it prooer to lea-e h m till I had

p-epared you tor his reception,'1 For

whi;h purpose Gargle harangues Win-

gate in the language of a true apothecary,

prescribes lenitives, gentle alteratives, the

loss of 20 ounces of bl> d, with a ce-

pliilic tincture. This enrage' Wingate

still mote, and tlio' Ca>gle assures him

D *< Inflammatories may be dangerous," he

continues in a violent pasVton. In the

m-fst of his suty enters Dick, who throws

himself into an a'tttode. and, in a tragedy

tune, say* to Wingate, fioirt H<m>ct,

A a " Now

1

L

The chaiacters represent! d

are :

Wingate, i passionate old fellow, a

great miser, and ridiculously fond of anth

metick.
Dick, his son, bound to an apothecary,

and mid aster plays, in love with Char

lotte.

Gargle, Dick's master.

Charlotte, daughter to Gargle, in love

with Dick.

S.mon, servant to Gargle.

January, i?J6.
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4 Account of the APPRENTICE. Janr

' Now, my good father, what's the mat- among them, and it called The Genius.

er?" In this scene Dick' s whole conver- There it some humour in the notion of

ation is from' plays, hut hits lather, who the broad mouthed No: th -Briton's giving;

knows nothing of Shakespcar and Ben a speecimcn of elocution, and the Irifh-

Tompson, as he calls him, takes most man's boddering them With Othollo, but

of \vh*t he :.iys as coming from himself, on, the whole one might have expected

tho' he is so net mes at a I fs whit to more from thit scene, which we are

make of his behiviour. However, Dick » taught to wait for at the principal one in

i, at ler.jjth d.smisstd to go and change his ^ the farce. At length the spouters all issue

dress, and return to his hufintf*, and it is forth, full of tragedy and wine, into the*

fettled by the two old men, that as soon street; where they insult the watch, by

at he is out of his time he (hall marry whom they are all taken, except Dick,

Charlotte, fit is to be observed, that the who, af er being once knocked down,

while dialect in wh.ch Dick, Wingate, makes his escape.

and Gaigle converse is entir:ly characte- The scene then changing to the street

rillick. D ck's discourse is downright where Gargle lives, Dick re-enters with

spouting : W ngate talks of nothing but B a lanthom and a ladder, in order to keep

fract.oni and Cnckei's anthmetick : And his assignation with Charlotte, and con-

Gargle converses in the language of the cert her escape with him from her father's,

prescriptions on his file, and the difpen- Charlotte soon appears at the window,

satoiy.] The two old fellows no sooner and it very ready to go off with him im-

disappear than Dick, who was ordered to mediately, but Dick insists on their acting

go home and change his dress, enters the garden scene first ; on her refusal of

again with Simon, and lorms a design of which he is determined to act Ranger,

changing his dress befoie he return* home, q and tho' Simon is to let her thro' the

Tins he puts in execution by breaking shop, " up he goet, neck or nothing,"

open hit father's closet, where it seems and gets in at the window to come out

the old cuimudi-eon has always some again immediately at the street door,

jemmy thing locked up, as a pawn for merely because he it determined lo go
irpney Itnt. " In a dark corner of his ca • thro' with his part. Just as Dick goea

binet" Dick finds a paper, which proves off with Charlotte, enters a bailiff and

to be a note of hand of his father's for his follower in pursuit of him, and after

7I. 14s. 7d. value received, but alas ! assuring themselves that he is the man

" The name's torn off—because the note D they are after, go out different ways in

is paid." After the dispatch of thisbu- order to dodge hirrt. The. watchman

fines*, he borrows sixpence of Simon, then coming his rounds, disc vers the lad-

[which appears to be the fifteenth on der at Gargle's window, and alarms the

score] w.th a promise to pay him all at family. Simon taket thit opportunity of

his benesi' ; and then sendo him down to rehearsing hit part of Scrub, which (it

open the street door. In the mean while seems; Dick was to teach him, by crying

Dick amuies himself with a soliloquy, out, '* Murder, thieves, Popeiy I Sec."

representing to himself how happy he g In the midst of Gargle's uneasiness at the

(hall be when he gets on the stage ; hut loss of hit daughter, enters Wingate, and

recollecting that, being club night, the this perhaps is the heaviest and flattest

spouse's are all met, he determines to go part of the farce, al tlie action seems to

to Item, and afterwards to an assignation stand still, and the scene contains very

he has made with Charlotte. Thus ends little humour to engage the attention,

the first act ; but I cannot conclude my Wingate and Gargle are indeed but very

observations on it without taking notice indifferent company ; however, we are

of the infinite humour displayed by Mr. at length relieved from their dull conver-

Woodward in his performance of Dick, F fation by she arrival of a porter, who

and even in his m inner of dressing the brings a letter for Gargle. This proves

character. There was also a certain m- to be an heroick epistle from Dick, made

tive, genuine simplicity in Vaughan's up of odds and ends from various trage-

manner of acting, very seldom to be met dies, I is put together with a good deal

with on our stage, which made Simon a of humour ; but our dramatick genius

person of no mean consequence in this had expressed himself in such sublime

little drama. terms that Wingate and Gargle cannot.

Act II. At the beginning of this act q conceive what it means, till the porter

the curta.n rises and discovers the Spout- informs them he brought it from a fpungr

ing Club, the mcir.beis seated, roaring ine house, where Gargle resolves to go to

out bravo ! drinking, &c. In the midst him.

of this theatrical riot enters Diek, who it The scene then changes to the spung-

received with great transport by his com- ing-house, where Dick and Charlotte are

panjont, appears to be a, principal man fitting



1756. Haller'.* insensible Parts of the Body. 5

fitting in • disconsolate manner over a 3- Tl)e P«iosteum, when Wounded,

bowl of punch with the bailiff ; who at torn or burnt, caused no pain to the ani-

frrt endeivours to comfort them, but mals.

Dck informing him, in tragic phrase, 4- He allows feeling to the teeth, but

that •' he"» now not worth a groat," she not to the other bones, because they are

farly officer chafes rr.s note, and threat- not furnished with nerves, and because ht

m h.m that he shall go to quU (« he has seen the skull trepanned, without giv-

ca% it) that is, that he will soon lodge A mg pain, in persons who were possessed of

km hi Newgate. Dick soothes his dis- all they sense.

nesses with d*eu tragedy, snd come) for- 5- denies feeling to the marrow, not

•ran) with Charlotte to act the prifcn »rom »nv experiments of his own on living

feme in the Mourning - Bride. While animals, but because it is a fatty substance,

ther arc beginning to practice their atti- ™'U'e °[ ncrvc5-

todes, W.ngate and Gargle enter behind, »• w»en the dura mater was cut or

sod just as Dick is pathetically spouting lacerated, or burnt with oil of vitriol,

W nrate sinriC of nitre, and butyrum antimonii, the, knocks him down. « s seemed to have no feeling of the

<row, (Hi more violent, but Garble re- o

presenting to him that it was always in when ^ ^ ma(er w]| by

tended Dick should marry Cnvioiie. t0Uch.ng it with butyrum antimonii, the

that if the young man was nnnea, au nis jnima|(. nei(htr cried> nor were „)ey c00.

money must go into another cnam"> vulled ; but as soon as the brain itself was

avarice get. the better of hrt rage, asw mcmM> the body of the iniml] w>>

he grows calm again. Thus me « twisted and distorted with violent convul-

phe is patched up abruptly, Dick reforms ^

and is married, and -All's Well that End's C peritona.llm) plturi> snd per!.

Wdl on a sudien. (See p. 40.) earditrm. when la;d bare and cut, or other-

«r .k. AUTHOR of ibt LONDON wife iiritated, produced no change in the

MAGAZINE, animah

9. He denies feeling to the mediastinum,

T^R Whvtt, of whose worth the world not upon the authority of any experiments,

D is Thoroughly convinced, ha, in a but because like he pleura, .t .. a mem-

1 _ ,^„,.j rertain brane, and destitute of nerves,bte physiological essay, refuted certain , ^

coctafion. of Dr. HaHe "J ««« U aak it, nerves cannot ta demonstrated,

I from many new and curious .Xperi- ew g.v.ng p.m.

rowt

tonsu

comea.

1

and, a, the doctor fays, hid they Besides the insensible parts above, men-

been just would have produced considers- tioned, there are others, which, accord,

bit changes both in the theory and prac- 'ng 'o Dr. Haller, have either no sense of

tiee of the mrdical art. Dr. Haller, in feeling, or a veiy obscure one ; and these

treating of the secfibility of the several j? are the arteries, veins, glands, and vis-

parts of the human body, reckons, a- v"*- 'he lungs, liver, spleen, and

mong the in.enfiile parts, the tendons, kidneys, which, when pricked, cut, or

if. neuroses, ligaments, capful* cf the otherwise irritated, shewed nothing like

articulitionf, periosteum, benes, mar- feeling.

dura and pia mater, pleura, peri- The conclusions which our author drawa

- pericardium, mediastinum, and from 'he above experiments, may be re

duced to the three fallowing.

He tells us, that living animals, _ First, That the tendons, ligaments, cap.

whose tendons were cut, burnt, pricked, * fulæ of the joints, dura mater, pleura, and

or torn, shewed no signs of uneasiness ; 0,r|er membranes, arc quite insensible,

and, when a little part of the tendo Secondly, From the insensibility of

acdilKs was left entire, they walked w.th- these parts, and the difficulty of tracing,

out any seeming pain. by dissection, any nerves to them, he con-

». When the ligament! and capsutæ of eludes that they have none, and that thit

the articulations were pricked with a j» the reason why they are destitute of feel-

needle, scraped with a knife, or had nil

of vitriol or butyrum antimonii applied G Thirdly. He thinks it follows, that

to them, the animals (hewed no fense of 'hose parts which, from his experiments,

pain. The wounds cf these parts and of lie concludes ro be insensible, hive been

the tendons wtre followed with no bad unjustly accused by physicians, as the seat

symptoms, and were cured without any of many painful diseases ; particularly,

other remedy than the saliva of the animal, that the pain, swelling, and inftimrna-

and sometimes without thu, tion,



6 Derbyshire QUACKS. Jan.

lion, which hive often followed venat- house, began to ask several ambiguous

section in the flexure of the arm, have questions ; such at, how far he was corne

not been owing to the tendons or apo- that morning f Were not the roads very

neuroses in that part, being pricked by duty ? And last of all, whose water hid

the lancet, but to the median nerve, or he brought, and what did they ail > Were

fume branch of the musculo - cutaneoua they poor ? and so forth. The unwary

nerves being wounded. — That we need messenger readily answered every question

be no way afraid of wounds of the ten- asked him, whilst the false prophet heard

dona, whether they be cut, pricked, every word that wii spoke, by the use of

burnt, or otherwise hurt. That ihe a hole in the wainscot, out of which my

cephahea and phrenitit have not their seat friend espyed a co-k to appear and disap •

in the dun mater. That the skin, or pear, as every fool entered or left ihe

soheutaneous nerves, arc the feat of she room. When the doctor was well in-

violent pain with which arthritick pati- formed of what he wanted to know, my

ents are assected, and not the ligaments friend heard him privately withdraw down

rir capsulae of the joints. And that the a pair of back stairs into another apart-

psin of the pleurisy has been without *» merit, and ringing a small bell the per on

.reason supposed to be owing to an ii slam then waiting was informed by a servant

mationof the pleura, which is vo.d os seel- that his water was cast, (or sufh iently

ing, subsided) upon wheh he waned on the

[T» hi unsinuei in cur nrxt.] doctor in his own room, where looking

more bewitched than inspired, he told

A Correspondent, at Bakewell in Der. the poor gaping messenger evety c rcum-

byshire, has favoured ut with a stame of the disorder without asking a

nariative of the vaiiout quacks in that Q question, and withal told him, that had

county, where ic seems they abound, par- he neglected coming but two hours longer

ticularly in that part wheaein he dwells, the petson w uld have been a dead man.

called the High-Peak- Hundred, a country The fellow amazed at the Oracle's pro-

perhaps as remarkable for the robustnefa found (kill in urinal hydioflatickt, came

and healthfulness of its inhabitants, as any immediately and declared this amongst

country in Europe ; and yet, as our corres- them all to their no little surpiiso. When

pondent says, never was any country so every one had had his turn and was well

pestered with lad midwives, pifs-prophetf, „ deceived, (having each payed th ee or

and quack- curates, as this is. 1 f-ur shillings lor pliyfick no, better than

" The piss- prophets, fays he, undertake the sweepings of an apothecary's shop)

(or jd. without seeing the person, upon look ■ my friend was beckoned, who upon en-

ing at their urine, to tell what the disease teiing the room wat attatked by the ser-

is, how long the patient has been ill, wlie vant maid, faying to him, Well, and how

ther they (hall recover or not, what sex far are you come this wet morning r

(hey are of. and what religion they po- What are you come for? your wife or

fess : Nay, I myself not long ago (out of some neighbour ? The doctor will soon set

wantonness) being in peisect health, sent E them at righ t if they be life-shown, as

any urine in a phial to or.e of the most she expressed it. Cut he making no an-

celebrated of them, and charged the mes swer to any thing (he sajd, file called her

senger, to whom I disclosed the secret, mistress, who getting no more answer

that from ths moment he left me, until than the maid had done, said. Certainly

he saw me again, he should not open his the fellow must be either dumb, deaf, or

mouth for any purpose in life, except to silly, or else all three j what do such crea-

eat, drink, or breath. Armed thus, against tures as these do coming on such errands ?

any imposture, he went, and I believe act. p But hold, fays she (stopping short) per-

ed the dumb man a* well as if he had been haps these ate the complaints for which

seven years a prisoner in Tuikey, ar.d aster he comes to be cuied ; and if he has mo

tiving the doctor the urine, and the usual ney, why not } For 1 hive known the

fee, he was desired to fit down until it was doctor cure a great many incurables. If

his turn, for I think he told me iliat he my friend personated the dumb nvn, he

counted 17 who weie come on ihe s.rat did not personate the blind man, for he

errand before him. He obsttved they kept a steady eye upon the motion of the

were called one by one, in their turns, into cork. The doctor hearing all ihi«, and

anothsr room, which seemed to be the G hiv,ng observed a kind os dumb panto-

kitchen or house. place, and the first who mime amongst them, and finding there

was called being alked 'o lit down to the" was no intelligence to be had, entered the

sire, (for my friend could hear, being very room, and afk'ng h m aloud in his ear,

arteniive. every word that wa> Ip ke) a Whrre ihe peison was sick ? He answered

person who sat knitting in the chimney- by dumb signs, luting one hand to hit

comet, and seemed to be mistiest of the mouth,
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mooth, as if he wanted to drink, and thecary, and very often mortal to those

liyrog the other har.d upon hit empty who employ them. 1 am, Sir,

belly, fignisy.ng he was hungry. The A constant reader, H. C.

sacaciooi doctor immediately concluded
ibar the person became about nmft be with From ■* Pim>.bltt «/«rW, A fair Represtn-

th.k), and wanted a potion to destroy it, "<ion of hi* Majesty's Right to Nova-

aad durst not employ any one who had the Scotia or Acadie. (S<t ibt M a f <■/

use of speech in the affair. Upon wh ch A Nor,h Ameiica, in Vol. xxiv.)

tlie doctor sat down, and wrote to me «"T-< H E English commissaries, by a me-

1 be following epistle —" Milt'it, I par- 'I mothl dared the zist of September

ctvt yo are big of a chyld by chaunce and 17S0, set fur h what wai claimed on the

pad whicke I can fee by your water, if part of Great Britain, as the real limits

yo wl tend the dum man with too ginnes of that country, described to be bounded

I wii do fur you and nobody shall ever be ai follows :—" On the west, toward!

the wiser, but dunny drive, I am your New-England, by the river Penobscot,

hutnbcl sarvant. Ac."—It 1a true I am a - otherwise called Pentagoet j that ia to

fat man and bg bellied, bu' not with ** say, beginning at its mouth, and from

child that I irnow of. I laughed heartily thence drawing a streight line towards the

at the fancy, and am of opinion, was north to the river St. Laurence, or the

every body who go to these impostora to great river cl Canada.—On the north by

uic them at I did, their ignorance would that river all along as far as Cape Rozieri,

become popularly known, and the very situated at its entrance.—On the caff by

race of those caterpillars in phy lick would the great gulph of St. Laurence, from

quickly hive an end. There's another C pe Roziers to the south east by the

ar .<-n by the name of white-witch, (a C isl.nds of Cape-Breton, leaving these

Roman Catholick I prelumej and therefore islands and the gulph on the right, and

suyerftitiously pretends to cu e all dillem • Newfoundland and the islands belonging

pen by faith, and maiks all his papers of to it on the left, unto the cape or pro-

medicines with crucifixes, an original of monroiy called Cape-Breton. — On the

whose prescriptions (a weaver by trade) I s.,urh by the great Atlantick ocean, go.

hive herewith sent you, if you can tcad ing south west from Cape- Breton by Cape,

and think proper to transcribe it for the Sable, taking in the island of that name,

goed of the publick, which I believe it r» round to the bay of Fundi, as far as the

the main en* of your Magazine, but al- mouth of the river Penobscot or Penta-

thouth be is commonly called a witch, goet."

one would not take him for one either by Bit they observed, " That the island

hia Ipellif'g or prescribing.—" + Take this of Cape Breton, as also all others, both

a tee cup of waim ayle at 3 in the mouth of the river St. Laurence,

a c ock in afte nawne, j poins of po set and in the gulph of the same name, al-

drink aftc the uomeat beeginea to wotke. tho* described as above to be within the

bee fexe yau take the uomeat eet a good ancient limits of Acadie, are, neverthc-

of flauwer hufty pudding, and as- E less, by the XIHth article cf the treaty

the uomeat hath bine waking geet of Utrecht, excepted and declared to re-

1 chicken broth or mufon broth. Re- mam under the French jurisdiction."

ceived of rhomas bn-si. fidd the sum 3s. His mijesty's commissaries having been

id. by me George frith."— so particular in describing the boundaries

I have a son whom I have some thoughts of ibis country, as claimed by the crown

of educating a physician, but he told me of Great Britain, it wa« expected, That

the other day, that unless the government the French commissaries, on their parr,

will please 10 take these things into their p would have been as explicit ; but, on

eonfirdeiiUGn, (at the French king has the contrary, by their memorial, dated

lately done by publishing an anet, that on the same day, they confined themselves

no mountebarik, barber- surgeon, or any only to a negative assertion, That Port-

kind os quack whatsoever, shall vend any Royal was not comprised within the li-

fbrt of medicines) instead of learning hew mits of Acadie, and consequently, that

ro kill his majesty's good subjects, secun- ancient Acadie lock in only a part of the

dum arrem in England, he will go and peninsula which goes by that name ;—

learn to kill hit majesty's enemies, secun- that the island os Carccau, being in the

dum sortunam in America : Since theG mouth os the gulph of St. Laurence. wa»

country people make a practice of run- not compri ed wnh.n Ac; die ;—that the

ning in she apothecaries debts very ofien limits of Newfo undland and New. France

forever, and cat ry all their ready money h-rl received no aheration by the treaty

to these jobbers in phyfick, who ate hurt- of Utrecht, and therefore ought to remain

ful to the physician, hateful to the apo- as they were before -.—And, lastly, they

1 referred
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referred themselves, as to all other parti,

culars, to such consequences as might be

deduced from the letter and spirit of the

treaty of Utrecht." This description not

being satisfactory, and being called upon

Co mark out in a more particular manner,

what they deemed to be the ancient limits

of Acadie, they contented themselves with

delivering only this further declaration in

writing j namely. *' That ancient Acadie

begins at the extremity of the bay Fran-

joise from the cape ot St. Mary, or the

cape Fourchu, that it extends along ihe

coast, and terminates at cape Cancetu."

This, at first setting out, discovers that

the French had invented imaginary limits ;

and created, il I may be allowed the ex

preflion, a New Acadie, under the name

of the ancient one, of which they would

allow us only a parr, and that an inde

terminate part, in lieu of all Acadie,

which had been yielded to us in those ex

press terms by the treaty of Utrecht : And

accordingly our right to the whole of that

real country has been supported by solid

proofs, whilst 'hey have endeavoured to

prop their chimrncal system by wrong

citations and misconstructions of the

words and intent ot that treaty, as is made

appear in this treatise.

[To be continued in our next.]

jSLa/iy, ivbose Correspondence deet ut Honour,

xebo sl^ni btrfeif J. M. bat sent ut a]

Scheme for a kind of Militia, or ready Ar-

m-rr.'nt. She propufel,

CC HAT the nobility and gentry

I should furnish their servants wilh

all proper accoutrements, which would

without any charge to the government

arm thousands in its service ; and the up

per servants, in general, would also wilh

pleasure accept of arms. Let the upper

servants and the livery appear to be re

viewed and exe ciscd every half year."

This publick spirited lady adds, " were I

a nobleman, how expeditious should I

be in beginning ; poor as I am, being

willing to fur"ish iw.i, tho' many I may

affirm can produce thirty or upward) ;

what looks better than an armoury at the

entrance of a great man's palace ; and

what pleasure would it be to his ma

jesty to hear of so noble a spirit ?"

A Discription of FLINTSHIRE,

ivitb a eorrefi M A P of that County,

FLINTSHIRE, a county of north

Wales, and the least in that prin-i

cipality, is bounded on the north by the

sea, on the east by Cheshire, ard on the

west and south by Denbighshire and

Shropshire. It is well watered wiih ri

vers, of which the Clwyd and the Dee

are the chief, which affjrd them plenty of

'LINTSHIRE. Jan.

fish and wild fowl, as does the sea, which

has fase harbours for ships to ride and

anchor in. This county is not so moun

tainous as some other of the northern

counties of Wales are, and is interspersed

with fertile vallics, which afford both

corn and pasture, feeding great numbers

^ of small cattle, who supply them wi'h

plenty of butter and cheese. Honey

is a principal product of Flintshne, of

which the inhabitants make a drink

called metheglin. They have little fruit,

and are very sc3nty ot wood. The air is

healthy, tho" cold, as being exposed to

the northern winds ; however, the north

ern part of the cou-ty abounds in pit-

- coal, and its adjacent mountains are

stored with lead ore. A part of the

coumy is severed (torn the relt by the in

terposition of Denbighshire. It is about

4 - miles in circumterence, and is com

puted to contain about 160,000 acres,

and 1100 houses. It is chiefly in the

diocese of St. Asaph, tho' part of it is

« in that of Chester, *nd has z8 pariftict,

one city, and one market town, with 11

its confines, and sends two members to

parliament, one for the county, who, in

the present parliament, is Sir Thomas

Mostyn, Bart, and one lor Flint, who is

now Sir John O'ynn, Bart.

The towns are,

I. St. Asaph, an ancient city, distant

1 srem London 159 computed and ait

measured miles, but is neither la ge nor

berutiful. It is squared on the river

Elwy, where it receives the Clwyd, and

has a bridge over each ol them. It it an

episcopal see, founded anno 560, by Km-'

tigern, a Scot, bishop of Glascow, who

was succeeded by Asaph. from wh m the

city takes its name. It has very little to

boast of but its cathedral, and has a

small ma ket on Saturdays. The present

bishop is Dr. Robert Hay Drumm >nd.

a. Caerwiia a very inconsiderable market

town, between three and four miles S. E.

from St. Asaph.

3. Flint, the shire town, noted s r

nothing but an eld ruinous castle, being

very porrly and thinly inhabited, with

out a ma>ket, and is distant from London

147 computed and '98 measured m les.

4. Holywell, tho' not a market town,

is very populous, and much resorted to

on account of St. W.nifrcd't well, of

which many fabulous stories are told by

the superstitious. Over the head of the

spring, or well, is a curious chapel of

free stone, withfio'ted ivindwi richy ditbl ,

with the adventures of St. Winifred.

This county has many remains of British

and Roman antiquities, and it gives the

title of earl to the princes of Wales.

JOUR-
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JOURNAL of the Proceedings and Debates

' in the Political Club, continued from our Ap

pendix to last Year, p. 609.

year, if by their conduct they have

/Jhallunu giveyou the Substance cs a rendered themselves disagreeable to

Debate or t-wo ive ha,i in our Club, their fellow-citizens : Nay, even

upon the Bill passed last Session into those magistrates that are chosen for

a Law, entitled, An Act for Esta- life, such as the aldermen of the

blifhing, Maintaining, and well city of London, may be made very

Governing a Nightly Watch with- A uneasy, and very insignificant, by

in the City of Bristol. Our first their fellow-citizen?, if they behave

Debate uson this Bill was upon the in an insolent or oppressive manner,

Qu'stion, -whether the Potver ofesta- or become suspected of being ready

lli/bivg, maintaining, andgoverning to sacrifice the liberties of their

ibis Nightly Watch,should be lodged country, or the rights of their fel

l's the Magistrates, or in the lnhabi- low-citizens, to the ambitious or ar-

teents,tbat is tofay, in Trustees chosen B bitrary designs of a prime minister j

by the Inhabitants of the City of of which we have sever.>.l recent ex-

Bristol * ; and the first that spoke amples, especially in the city of

upon this Occasion ivas P. Furius London.

Fhilus, -whose Speech ivas to this This power, Sir, which the go-

Efrc?. . verned have over their governors,

M p . , naturally and necessarily produces a
Mr. fresident, c cont;nuai g00d correspondence be-

• * tween them ; for it prevents any un-

AS Bristol is such a large, o- reasonable or groundless jealousies

pulent, and flourishing city, arising in the breasts of the former,

it is highly reasonable, and and it obliges the latter to behave

even necesiary, that they should have not only in a just but in a modest

a nightly watch, therefore, I believe, and complaisant manner, in the ex-

no gentleman would think of oppo- j) ercise of that power with which they

sing a proper bill for this purpose, are intrusted. But by the unfortunate

Indeed, 1 am surprized, that they and singular form of government

have not long since had such a bill established in the city of Bristol, the

passed into a law ; and, I believe, magistrates are quite independent of

the chief cause of this neglect, has their fellow citizen?, either as to their

own the contention that has been being chosen into office, or as to

introduced by the unfortunate and E their continuance in power after be-

fingular constitution of the govern- ing chosen. To illustrate this, I

ment of that city, between the ma- must beg leave to give a short ac-

gistrates and inhabitants ; which count of their present form of go-

contention must always subsist whilst vernment ; and shall first observe,

the constitution of their government that the chief power is lodged in a

remains the fame, as is evident from court, which consists of a mayor, iz

the petitions now lying upon our ta- p aldermen, and 30 other common-

ble. In all, I believe, or at least in council men, in 31143 persons. The

most of the cities of this kingdom, mayor is chosen annually, not by the

the inhabitants or freemen have the citizens as in other corprations, but

privilege of chusing their own ma- by the majority of the other members

giflrates, and may change or turn of this court, all of whom, after be-

oot most of them at the end of every ing once chosen, continue for life, or

January, 1756. B during

• See-cur Magazine fer hfl ytir, p. 440.
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during their good behaviour. When common council seems to be con

any one of the aldermen dies, or is fiimcd.

removed, a new alderman is chosen From this account of the form of

from among the common-council- government established in the city of

men, not by the citizens of any Bristol, it is evident, Sir, that the

ward or precinct, but by the majority citizens have nothing to do with the

of the other aldermen , and when 'A government of their city, nor have

any one of the 30 common-council- their magistrates the least depen-

mcn dies, a new-common council- dance upon them, either for their

man is chosen, not by the citizens acquisition of power, or for their

of any ward or precinct, but by the continuance in power. On the con-

majority of the said court, that is to trary, the government of that city

fay, by the majority of the mayor, must always neceflarily continue to

aldermen, and common-council- men. B be a sort of oligarchy; for when two

In this court is lodged the power to or three men have once got the lead-

make by laws for the good govern- ing of the court of common coun-

ment of the city, and to inforce cil, they may easily, and they cer-

those laws by pains, punishments, tainly will take care, that no new

penalties, fines, and amerciaments ; man shall be brought into it, who is

and the mayor and aldermen are not not slavishly attached to them ; and

only justices of the peace, but of C if they should ever find themselves

oyer and terminer and general goal mistaken as to any such new mem-

delivery, within the said city. Then ber, they will take methods to get

with regard to their officers, the re- him removed, or to make him so

corder is always to be an alderman, uneasy, that he shall be glad to resign,

is chosen by the majority of the said How this oligarchical form of go-

court of common-council, and conti- vernment came to be introduced into

rues during life, or good behaviour; J) the city of Bristol, does not appear

and their two coroners, their town- from any history of that city ; for

clerk, and the steward of their she- from their old charters it is plain,

riffs court, are all chosen in the same that this was not originally their form

manner, and for the fame time : of government. in a charter grant -

Their two sheriffs indeed are chosen ed by Henry III. the burgesses of

annually, but in the choice of them Bristol and their hejrs, burgesses of

the citizens have nothing to do, for E the fame town, are impowered to

they are chosen by the court of com- chuse a coroner : In a charter grant-

mon council only ; soth.it this court ed by Edward I. it is said, that as

has not only the power of chusing often as the burgesses (meaning the

all their magistrates and officers, but citizens) shall chuse a mayor, they

by some of their old charters it seems shall present him for admission before

likewise to have a power of remov- the constable of the castle of Bristol,

ing any one of them, for what the p instead of presenting him as formerly

majority of it may think proper to at the Exchequer : And in the fa-

call a misbehaviour in office; for mous charter granted by Edward III.

with respect to the aldermen, the the burgesses and commonalty were

power of removing or deposing an every year to chuse three persons,

alderman is expressly granted to the one of whom the crown was to ap-

mayor and aldermen by some of their point as sheriff for the year ensuing ;

old charters; and as all their old ju- q and the mayor and sheriff, with the

rifdictions, powers, and privileges, consent of the commonalty, were to

are confirmed by queen Anne's char- chuse 40 os the better sort of men

ter, this power, and likewise the in the town, who with the mayor and

exclusive jurisdiction of the court of lheriff, wete to have the chief go

vernment, in
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In short, Sir, from all the old thereof to exclude their fellow-citi*

charters of this city it appear*, that zens from any share in the govern"

ill the magistrates and chief officers ment of the said city. But in tha1

were originally chosen by the citi- year, 1 suppose, they were threatened

zens in general ; for tho' their al- with some sort of prosecution for

cermeti from their first institution in having acted thus illegally, therefore

trie reign of Henry VII. w»re to be A they applied for a new charter, and

chosen by the mayor and common- by that charter they took care to gee

ccdkiI, yet by the same charter it is all the powers granted them by king

directed, that the members of the Charles the Second's charter con firm -

common council shall be chosen with ed, together with a release of the

the issent of the commonalty of the power of interposition reserved by

said town, and consequently every the former charter to the crown, and

free citizen had originally a share, B a pardon to the magistrates and offi-

by means of those 1 may call their cers for having executed their re-

representatives, in the choice even spective offices contrary to that char

es their aldermen ; therefore I must ter, as also some new additional

ccDckde, that if ever the mayor, powers never before granted.

aWermen, and common-council of Nay, what is still more, Sir, even

the city of Bristol, assumed such a during the time that they were acting

sole and absolute power as they now C in a manner for which they after-

exercise over their fellow citizens, wards thought it necessary to have a

before the 36th year of the reign of pardon, they applied to parliament,

Charles II. when that famous new and obtained a very great increase of

timer was granted to them, upon their power; for in the 11th and

their having resigned their former. izthof king William, they applied

I fay, if they ever assumed such a to parliament, and obtained an act,

power before that time, it was an D intitled, An Aa for the belter pre-

afbrpation upon the rights and pri- serving the Navigation of the Rivers

rfleges of their fellow-citizens, with- Avon and Frome, and for cleansing,

eat any colour of law, or the autho- paving, and enlightning the Streets of

rity of any charter. the City of Bristol ; by which act the

Bar, Sir, when men have once power of the magistrates of Bristol,

got possession of power, however il- especially the mayor and aldermen,

legally obtained, from the example E who are the only justices of peace

of Bristol we may fee how loth they within the city, was very consider

ate to part with it, how apt they are ably increased in many respects, as

to endeavour to increase it; f >r the every gentleman who considers what

, of Bristol having, by this power the justices of peace have in

utional charter granted their respective precincts, may easily

by Charles II. obtained the imagine; and every such gentleman

pretence of a right to continue F must see, how dangerous it would be

themselves and polttrity for ever in to the people of any county, to give

the magistracy of that city, unless the justices of peace the sole power

prevented by the interposition of the of chusing and removing one another,

crown, for which a power was in which is now really the cafe with re-

that charter reserved to the crown, gard to the city and county of Brif-

aed being well assured that this tol ; therefore in that city it may be

power would never be exercised by G supposed, that no man can expect

the crown after the revolution, they much relief by appealing from any

conriuaed to act in pursuance of this two of the justices of peace to the

charter, until the 1 1 th year of the next quarter sessions.

of queen Anne, and in virtue

B t Having
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Having thus, Sir, explained the several former bills of the seme re

present form of government in the ture, that they may be more pro-

city of Bristol, and the means by perly and more conveniently trusted

which it was established, 1 think my- in the hands of the inhabitant;, or

seif obliged to take notice, that I trustees chosen by them, than in any

do not do so with any intention to other hands whatsoever. The in-

reflect upon the conduct of the pre- A habitants are certainly most interest-

sent or any late magistrates of that ed in the preservation of themselves

city ; for I must fay, that consider- and those that come to sojourn in

ing the extraordinary powers they their city, and it is they who must

are invested with, and their absolute support the expence : Their own

independency fortheir continuance security will oblige them to appoint

in that power, not only upon their a sufficient number of watchmen,

fellow- citizens, but even upon the B and to chuse the most proper persons

crown itself, they have hitherto ex- for the purpose, and their own in-

ercised that power with great justice terest will prevent their appointing a

and moderation. My objection there- greater number of watchmen than

fore to the bill now before us, does may be necessary, or allowing them

not arise from any misconduct in the higher wages than the service may

present or late magistrates of Bristol, deserve ; therefore from the nature

nor from my thinking that a nightly C of things the inhabitants are the

watch is not necessary for that city, only proper persons in whose hands

or that any powers are intended by the powers intended to be granted

this bill but what must be lodged by this bill should be ultimately

some where or other. But, Sir, the lodged j and that they have always

general nature of mankind makes been thought so by this house ap.

me think it dangerous to trust too pears from the several acts that have

much uncontroulable power in the D been passed for establishing and r«-

hands of any man, or any set of gulating a nightly watch in several

men whatever. Insolence in power of the parishes of Westminster, in

too often follows close upon the heels every one of which the powers ne-

of an increase of power : A man cessary for the purpose are all ulti-

may be moderate in the exercise of a mately lodged in the inhabitants of

little power, and yet may become the respective parishes,

tyrannical if you make but a very E Therefore, 1 hope, Sir, that the

small addition. For this reason, present magistrates of Bristol, will

whilst the form of government in either content to the restoring the

Bristol continues to be the fame it is ancient form of government in that

ax present ; whilst the magistrates city, and bringing it as near as pofli-

and chief officers continue to be so blc to the model now established in

independent of their fellow- citizens the city of London, which would

as they now are, I shall always be P greatly add to their own characters,

against investing them with any new and very much, I am sure, to the

powers, or extending any of those future peace and quiet of their city ;

they are already possessed of. or otherwise, I hope, they will ex-

This, Sir, (hall with me be a ge- cuse me for proposing, that this bill

neral rule with . respect to every should be so altered as to lodge the

new power that may hereafter be power of establishing, maintaining,

thought necessary for the good go- G and well governing a nightly waten

vernment of that city ; but with re- within that city, in a certain num-

spect to the powers to be granted by ber of trustees to be annually chosen

this bill, I must conclude not only by the vestries, or by the inhabitants

from, the nature of things, but from of each respective parish.
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ry VII. the power of chusing a new .

Ufm /ii'i C Numisius stood up and alderman in the room of one dead,

Jp-.ke in Substance at followui. or removed, has been lodged solely

in the aldermen. But whatever was

Mr. President, anciently the form of government in

SIR, Bristol, whatever alterations it has

IF the house should think fit to A undergone, those alterations are, in

adopt the proposal made by the my opinion, an argument in favour

Hon. gentleman, I think it is evi- of the present form, because I must

deot, that the bill now before us suppose, that every alteration was

muff be withdrawn, and a new bill owing to some inconvenience that had

ordered to be brought in ; for it been felt in the old form ; and as the

would be impossible to alter this bill present form has continued ever since

in the committee, so as to make it B the revolution, without any corn-

correspond with what he has propo- plaint from the inhabitants, I must

fed ; and even if this were possible, suppose it to be the best that has ever

I do not think it would be right in yet been thought of ; for if the citi-

os to do so, because a bill so much zens had ever found themselves op-

altered would really be a new bill, pressed by their magistrates, or had

which conld not be said to have gone ever experienced any inconvenience

through all the forms so wisely re- C in their present form of government,

quired by our constitution for the they would certainly have petitioned

enacting of any new law, nor would either the crown or the parliament,

the people without door;, who might for some new regulation,

justly think themselves interested, But so far otherwise, Sir, that we

have an opportunity to explain to the have never heard of any general corn-

house either their interests or their plaint among the citizens of Bristol,

objections. D or any general desire to alter their

This, Sir, is one great objection form of government. On the con-

which I have to what (he Hon. gen- trary, we have now before us a pe-

tleman has been pleased to propose ; thion from the most respectable body

but I have a much more material ob- of men in that city, next to the ma-

jection, which is, that I think it would gisirates, approving of the powers

be of the most pernicious conse- granted to the magistrates of that

quence to the city of Bristol : It E city by the act of the t ith and izth

would be setting up an imperium in of king William, and of the con

and this can never tend to duct of the magistrates in the exercise

the peace, quiet, or prosperity of any of those powers ; and giving it a*

country or city. I shall readily ad- their opinion, that the magistrates

mit. Sir, that the form ofgovernment are the most proper persons to be

in Bristol has, like that of all other invested with power to support and

cities and boroughs, undergone ma- F regulate a nightly watch. From

ny alterations since it was first erected hence, I think, we have great rea-

a free borough : I fay a free son to suppose, that the majority of

borough, for it has been for so many the inhabitants of Bristol approve

ages in that state, that I doubt if we not only of the present form of

have any authemick record or history government, but also of the conduct

of it* first erection ; whereas we of their present magistrates ; and in-

kr.ow, that it was never erected into Gdeed, as 1 have the honour to be

a city until the 34th of Henry VIII. personally acquainted with all, or

tad-it is certain, that ever since it most of them, I cannot wonder at

has had any aldermen, which was their meeting with such a general

Hot, i think, till the reign of Hen* approbation ; for their is not, I be

lieve

1
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lieve, a city in the kingdom, whose of infinite confusion. Should you

magistrates are men of better fense, give the populace of Bristol a power

of more moderation or justice in the to chuse trustees for regulating and

exercise of power, or of more disin- supporting a nightly watch, you

terested concern for the peace and would not surely make those trustees

prosperity of the city they have un- and their watchmen absolutely inde-

der their care. So much J can say A pendent of the magistrates. Such

from my own knowledge of the pre- an independency would be altoge-

sent magistrates of Bristol ; and from ther inconsistent with government ;

thegeneralconcurrerice they met with for the watchmen must be fubordi-

when they applied for an extension nate to, and under the immediate di

ets their power in the nth and i zth rectiun of the night-conflables, and

of king William, and when they the night-constables must be subor-

sollicited a new charter in the I ith B dinate to, and under the immediate

of queen Anne, ard in short from direction os the justices of peice,

the present flourishing condition of but the only justices ot peace within

that city, I think, we have the the liberties of Bristol are the mayor

strongest reason for supposing, that and aldermen; and should you put

the conduct of the magistrates of the trustees and their watchmen un-

that city has been always the fame, der the controul of the magistrates,

and that as often as they had occa- C the people would then cry, you had

sion to chuse a new magistrate oroffi- estiblislud tte very thing they com-

cer, in the room of one decealed plained os.

or removed, they have always cho- Thus, I think, Sir, it must ap-

fen as lit a person for that purpose, pear, that what has been proposed

as was to be found in their city. by the Hon. gentleman, is a scheme

From the conduct therefore, Sir, that consists only in speculation, for

of the present or, any former set of D it is impossible to reduce it to prac-

magistrates of Bristol, there can be tice ; nor can it be any way sup-

no reason drawn for altering the form ported- by the precedents here in

of government of that city, or for Westminster; for in the first place,

refusing to lodge in the magistracy there is no proper magistracy esta-

any new powers that may be found bliihed here in Westminster ; and in

necessary for the good government the next place, there was never any

thereof. Unquiet minds will always E general law proposed, much less

be finding fault with the best form of enacted, for tst tblifhing a nightly

government that ever was, or ever watch in the city of Westminster,

can be contrived by human wisdom ; The acts that have been passed for

and however necessary some fort of establishing such a watch in some

popular elections may be for keep- parts of it, related only to one pa-

ing the exercise of power within due rifh, or two at most, and even in

bounds, and for preserving the liber- F them you lodged all the powers ne-

rirs of the people, yet it is certain, cessary for the purpose in those who

that they are often the cause of great by law had the government of the

disturbance and contention ; there- parish, that is to fay, in the vestry

fore I shall never be for introducing of each respective parish. Conse-

tiiem in any cafe where experience quently no argument can be drawn

has not shewn that they are become from these particular parochial acts,

necessary. In the cafe now before G for our doing the fame thing now

us, they are so f.ir from having when we are to pass a general law

appeared from experience to have for estiblifhing a nightly watch in

become necessary, that I am con- the ciry of Bristol. At least if any

vinced, they would be the forerunner sort of argument can be drawn from

4 these
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these acts, it is an argument lor oor do- attendant, spreads its ham ful infection so

is* with respect to that city, what we d d Wide, as so threaten the urdermmng our

with repect to thee respective parishes, constirut.on and the downtal tf our slate,

that is, to lodge all the powers necessjry I am sensible hnw much public* spirit is

lor the pur p: se in the hands os those who discouraged by the min or s of power, and

have o> law the government of the c ry, sneered at by the ielfish ; yet I cannot

Bat, S r, theie it a late act which 1 look help ihinkir.g that the m.a who does hi*

on at a precedent much more proper for" en deavour to keep al. re ihis spirit, and to

our dst&on upovi the present occasion, awaken people toa lenscof theduty which

thar icy of these Westminster acts : The they owe to their country ; I cannot help

tS I mean is that which was passed in thinking, I fay, that such a man, how-

IV ath of his present majesty, for better ever private his station or mean his talents

rut rhttni'-g the ilreets of the city of Lon- may be, deserves commendation tho' his

don. Surely the inhabitants of any ci'y labours may fail of succes.

are »s n Uih interested in hiving theif As no vice is more destructive to a state

streets c I glvened, as in having a night- g than luxury, the legslafuie o I every rari

ty watch eftablistied, and, I believe, the on oughe to take timely ar.d vigorous mea-

torrocr win always be the most expensive ; sorts to prevent its increase, and obviate

yet the ir.hab.tar.ti of London d.d not so the bad effects it will preduce ; the growth

Bieeh asdisVe to liave the powers necef- of luxury isa sure prognostication of the

sir: for th.s purpose lodged in their hands, decline of empire t It may indeed seem

er ia the hands os trusites chosen by them, flow in its advances, but it is sure to

and the parliament thought proper to bring terrible consequences. Tho' it does

ledje the whole in the hands of the com- „ not slaitn us with imminent danger, nor

men, council, with an appeal to the court *~ th.raten a state with impinging calamity

erf aldermen, in cafe any person thought or immerfiife dissolution, yet in the end

himself aggrieved by having too high a it will infl ct fir gieater evils than even

tax laid upon ti.m for the purposes of that the most hiavy and funous war can bring

aft. upon a nation, Dmgerand adversiiy rouzs

Tsui, Sir, is a precedent in point ; and us from the lethargy of pleasure, keep alive

aj that act has been feund by experience our indusliy and publick spirit, and confirm

to answer evety purpose for which it was our virtues by obliging us to exert them j

without being oppressive upon D but luxury debauches our minds and

any one of the citizens, we cannot do weakens our bodies ; we become forget-

better dun to follow this precedent, ful of our country ; and the stale, like

which if we do, we must pass this bill as feme time-shook tower, moulders insenfl-

it now stands j and if it be passed into a bly away, and at length, unable to bear

law as it now stands, I dare fay, we shall a blast of w.'nd, yields to the storm and

emr hear of any complaints against it, from sinks into ruins. Luxuiy will infallibly

tbe citizens of Bust 1 in general, nor from weaken ai d eradicate all these v.rtucl

lay irhabitant of th.t city in particular,' „ upon wh.ch the preset vation os a state de-

Ilfcs Jocshai. re be ntlmuid isj ear next,] pends j no remedy can be found power-

1 ful enough to withstand the mighiy tor-

e-yMfa^^^SSS^als^-^S^aStSfiSia rent of corruption or to prevent the fatal

effects of universal depravity j when self-
Uxmria wictain «/ci/iir«r Orbm. interest is p.eferred to the service of our

Juv> country, it is not d.fficult to foresee what

T is an observation founded on wis- must follow ; loss ot liberty and power

_ dam and justified by experience, that must be the inevitable consequence of

the more we indulge our vices and passi- p vice and degeneracy, md cur ccuntry will

ess the lets conctrn we must have for the soon become a prey either to the intrigu-

satetest of our country and the prosperity in* ambition of a domeltxk tyrant, or to

os tie publick : Luxuiy emasculates our the superior power of a foreign invader :

anrjca, and makes us regardless of every A generous few may indeed ward off the

thing bat what relates to the gratification blow for a while, and perhaps sacrifice

os its i! cssinc and insatiable demands. their lives to their heroick patriotism, but,

How far this vice now prevails among us alas ! unless all concur in a general refer-

1 will not pretend to fay, because I am marion, destruction will soon overtake ut.
■tot fond of those common place declama- u That ceitain ruin has ensued whiiever

tioes agatrst the degeneracy of the present luxury his prevailed, is an observation

tunes, which are too often in the mou'hs which may be exempl fied in the history

ot the tioomy and splenetick ; but I bel'eve cf all nations ; when we take a survey of

it will be granted that it prevails very the great theatre ot the universe and ex-

mitch, and that con uption., i's natural am ne (he resolutions that have happened

in

I
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>n it, we find examples and experience to It has been justly remarked that a very

convince us of (hit truth ; the causes of near comparison might be drawn between

the declension and extinction of states are the antient Romans and our British an

notated out so strongly, than one would celtors. The fame virtues that dignified

imagine nothing but an unhappy insatua- the Roman name once glowed in the

tion, or a fatality of vicissitude to which breasts of Engl fhmen : Plain, frugal,

all human establishments are liable, could honest .and brave, thty withstood the ty-

prevent us making a proper use of their a ranny of papal oppression, and the ambi-

falutary warnings. tion of their own princes ; their valour

Luxury occasioned the ruin of those great and their piety founded our liberties, de-

republicks of Greece whkh once made fer.dcd our country, and established our

so glorious a figure in the world : The religion. Britain has produced heroes and

Lacedemonians, so long as they adhered patriots equal to any that Rome itself can

to the institutions of Lycurgus, were a boast ; But, alas ! I fear the comparison

brave warlike people, united and happy , will prove equally just between the dege-

at home, feared and respected by foreign nerated Romans and the Britons of later

powers; but when a relaxation of disci- B times. Our riches may perhaps be greater

pline began to ' prevail, when Persian than formerly, but I am suie our virtue

wealth had corrupted the Spartan honesty, is less : Luxury by increasing cur plea-

and enticed them to quit the paths of rigid sores, has increased our wants, and left us

virtue to walk in the flowery vales of less time, or left inclination, to promote

luxury and pleasure ; their power and the welfare of the publick : We do not

grandeur then declined apace, and they emulate one another in seiving our coun-

sunk by degrees into a state of slivery and try, but in amassing riches, or refining plea-

contempt. Athens likewise by indulging q sures, and displaying prodigality. One

the same vices underwent the fame cala- would imagine that the edict of Xerxes

mitiet ; after she had made so many glo- was revived, who promised a great re-

riout Rtuggles in defence of liberty, and ward for the man who could find out ■

successfully withstood the power of the new pleasure ; I believe to do this at pre-

whole Persian empire, luxury began to sent would require a good deal of study,

prevail and corruption to follow, till at but at the same time I am confident he

length degenerate Athens fell a prey to would be mate caressed and applauded

the arms and intrigues of Philip of Mace- than the man who should propose some

don. Thus it is, as my lord Bclingbroke D salutary law for the benefit os his coun -

observes, when governments are worn try. We are become an effeminate pec-

out ; when luxury and corruption are e- pie ripe for fl.very, into which we should

ftablished and avowed, the decay appears probably very soon fall, were we not

in every instinct. Publick and private blessed with a king who seems more defi-

virtue, publick and private spirit, science rous to rouze us from our lethargy, and

•nd wit, decline all together. animate us against ihe common enemy,

Rome affords us an eminent example of than to take advantage of our degeneracy,

the surprising degree of power to which £ ahd subject us to his will. Wanton with

publick virtue may raise a nation, and how wealth, and d.scontented with liberty, we

low luxury may fink the most powerful. know not how to enjoy the one or value

The historian Sallust has with gieat the other. Such is our situation and

strength of thought and elegance of lan- worse will it become, unless the present

guage displayed the causes of the rife and alarming crisis revives our publick spirit,

declension of this republic k ; he tells us unites our endeavours, and animates our

that the first was owing to the excellent ccuage.

virtues of the primitive Romins ; they — As the fame causes wilt always produce

were remarkable for temperance, a strict *" the fame tff:ct», we must expect to lose

regard for religion, and an inviolable love our liherty when we hav; lost our virtue :

for their country j simplicity of manners, Now is the important time todeteimine

contempt of luxuiy, and the love of vir- whether we have lost the one »r are likely

tue, were the qualifications that added to lose the other. Our enemies, more

fresh lustre to the braveiy of their consuls perhaps by our own misconduct and neg-

* and generals ; behold Cinrinnatui plout.Ii- lect than the.i power or their valour, are

ing his little farm wi'h those hands that attacking us in the most dangerous part,

had so often fought with success his coun -G a"d putting it to the trial whether or no

try's battles 1 But the Romans as well as we a e to continue an indtp;ndcnt nation,

the Greeks soon degenera'ed, and in Cæ- We must exeit our vinue to the utmost,

tar's time we find them by their vices we must not be dismayed by thteatningf ,

made quite ripe for that flavery which terrifird by dangers, nor d fcourged by

Octavianus cempleated. defeat!. A zeal for the constitution, in

terest
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terest and glory of Great- Britain will

sufficiently animate those who are deter

mined to follow the example of their

king and (hew themselves Britons. But

Co those who are the slaves of luxury and

pleasure we must urge other arguments ;

we must exhort them by those pleasures

that are so dear to them, if they expect

to enjoy the theatre or the opera, balls,

masquerades, or Newmarket ; if they

would protect their mistresses, or above

Jrfl, if they would pursue the delightful

science of gaming without interruption,

let them contribute their assistance to

drive the enemy from their doors. Let

the law of self-defence supersede the pur

suits of pleasure. I will take the liberty

to address my countrymen on this great

occasion in the words of Cato, as quoted

by Sallust : StJ, ptr Das immrtala, vos

egc affpeUo, qui semper domos, villas, fegna,

tabu/as vefiras pasris, quam rempublicam fc-

tifeis ; fe ifta, cvjujcumqat modi suit, qua?

erepltxamini, retinere, fe voluptatibus vtfiris

•Titos frabtrt vultis ; expergifeimini aliquanda

€f aprffile rmpublicam. Non agitur dt veSi-

gjlibut, veque de fociorum injuriis : Libertas

a axiwut noftra in dubio eft.—The animated

speech of this great patriot, tho' made

on another occasion, is in many respects

extremely applicable to the present times

and circumstances. In short, to be or

not to be is now the question : If we fall

a^muft be our own fault, for we want

not power to defend ourselves, if we are

not wanting in virtue. We have now an

opportunity of securing the rights of our

country, of maintaining the empire of

the ocean, and becoming once more the

scourge of ambition and the arbiters of

Europe ; if we neglect this opportunity,

Great-Britain will become a nation as

mean and contemptible as it was once

poweiful and glorious.

Birminghamensis, Dec. i, 1755.

Fnm MAN, No 50.

Swperitrity of Man over the Brutt Criation,

IN the very countenance of man are

seated majesty and dignity, power and

expression. He need not always exert

his voice to declare his mind ; the look

of his eye, the varied colour of bis coun

tenance, and the sensible alterations of

bis features, sufficiently denote his

thoughts and intentions on many occasi

ons : An advantage to which no brute

can pretend. His erect stature, and the 1

configuration of all his parts, suited to

the powers of bis soul, enable him to use

flis limbs to the noblest purposes j to

rule, subdue, and govern the earth 1 or-

aaraem it with the various works of art j

January, 1756"
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and make the vegetable, mineral, and

animal creation obedient to his com

mands. He dresses the ground, plants

woods and gardens, erects buildings and

monuments of perpetuity : He bieaketh

the wild horse, he tameth the lion, and

draggeth from the sea the huge leviathan.

^ Several defects ha.vebeen inconsiderate

ly objected to the human structure, as if

it were left imperfect by its Creator.

Some have fancied that, instead of arms,

wings should have been given to man,

to transfer Ms body quicker from one

place to another. But what a diminution

would it be to the human dignity, were

our arms exchanged for wings ? Would

B wings supply the infinite uses of hands

and singers, by which we exert our pow

er and dominion - If man had been a

winged race, who must have ploughed the

ground, dressed the vine, or felled the

timber ? The arm of man fathoms the

ocean, extends to the entrails of the

earth, and fetches up numerous ptoducti-

q ons from places where wings could never

reach. Could wings enable us to weave

our sail-cloth, and build our ships, which

carry us farther than eagles fly > Let the

sublimest human genius make what ima

ginary alterations it pleases in the human

structure, they will all be foi the worse 5'

and we be forced to acknowledge that the

body of man is contrived by an architect

O infinitely wife.

The human arm is a mark of regal dig

nity. Every creature hath its limbs destin

ed to its particular uses, and as it were,

its peculiar handicraft, to which alone it

is formed and built ; without being able

to extend its power of working beyor.d

its peculiar destination : But the arm of

£ man is an universal instrument, by means

whereof he extends his dominion through

all the regions cf nature. When he

stretches out his arm it serves as a bar of

defence, which, when he revolves it, acts

as a fling. His doubled fist strikes like a

hammer ; and, when opened and hollow

ed, serves as a vessel. His fingers do the

office of hooks and claws : The situation

of his arms makes out bis balance ; and

by their means lie can draw to him, thrust

from him, or climb on high. The arm

of man is an emblem of the powers of

his foul, and animaies all other instru

ments and tools, which enable him to

hew rocks, fell trees, and transport them

to great distances for the building of

houses, towns, and cities. The human

arm works wonders : It cuts channels,

pierces rocks, conducts rivers, renders

them navigable, digs metals and minerals,

and brings them to what shape or figure

we please. By means of his aim man

U tailea
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raises immense weights, and subdues the ing majestic ) and when he requires «S3C -

wildest animals. The wonderful master- pedition, he has brutes at his service to

pieces of art are the works of his hand. carry him ; and can hunt the stag, or tbc

When his fingers touch the organ, the ear wild-boar, in a manner becoming his

is no Itfs delighted with the ravishing dignity. His legs, however, by means

sounds, than the eye with the never-sad- of their exquisite structure, afford him

ing roses and beautiful flowers in paint- numerous advantages over all the brutes ;

ing, needle-work and embroidery. The ^ for by the dextrous management of his

adroitness or dexterity of the hand and feet, he can wonderfully alter his posture

arm, so exquisitely fitted to numerous and attitude, and at the same time pre-

purposes, shews us the resign of our serve his whole body in equilibria } he

Creator in man's formation ; and how Can dance in various graceful figures, and

far he willed that our power and might turn his limbs in all the positions and mo-

should extend. Our hands are prepared tions suited to his stately make,

and formed to manufacture whatever we Man has a great advantage over brutes

And upon earth, and assist in converting Q from his being able to digest, and to sup-

all things to our service. *• port his body, by all kinds of aliment.

Another advantage which attends the Such brutes as feed only on fish are obligee!

noble construction and formation of the to live altogethei near the shore ; and the

human body is, that it gives us the pow- birds that feed upon feeds or fruits live

er of directing, regulating, and changing wholly in the fields. The tyger, that eats

or altering our own conduct, according raw flesti, cannot be fed at the crib like

to circumstances. Tho' the brutes have an ox ; and the beasts of burden are

certain tingle advantages over us ; tho' contented with the moderate fodder they

the stag, for example, excels us in swift- Q so richly deserve at our hands : But man

ness ; yet man hath the power of using is unlimited, unrestrained, unconfined :

still fleeter brutes to assist him in the He can live where he pleases, by land or

chace. Many brutes indeed excel us in water ; he can use all sorts of diet, and

strength, and can bear greater burdens ; is not obliged to hunt for his prey. His

but this excellence in them redounds to palate is fitted to enjoy all sorts ot tastes ;

our advantage ; while the ox, the horse, and his stomach digests every thing that

the ass, the camel, the elephant, are at is digestable. Earth, air and water an-

our command : Which shews our infinite nually offer him their tribute of number-

superiority over them, and the extent of L« less kinds of aliment ; the greatest uarc

our dominion. being such as is destined only to his use.

Fault is found, that man, the ruler of It would require a volume to relate the

the earth, should be born naked and un- wonders of the human tongue ; whereby

armed, whilst nature provides other crea- we form founds, and have the command

tures with weapons of defence. But the of speech, to express our sentiments of

regal dignity of man is heightened by this all the things that are subject to the pow-

seeming defect. He walks more majestic er of our fouls ; and as the whole visible

unarmed, guarded and defended by his g creation is subject to our thoughts, this

strong domestic brutes ; and conquering shews us how wide the dominion of man

all things by his art, and the creatures extends, and proves his dignity to be di-

that are made subservient to him. Lead, vine,

iron and steel, fire and sword, nitre and

sulphur, are his defence against savage Ti tie Authok os tbt LONDON

fierceness. Tho' man enjoys only a mo- MAGAZINE,

derate degree of strength and swiftness,
yet the frame of his body fits him for all SIR,

undertakings ; and his address in using F « F you think the following observations

and applying the powers of nature, (hews 1 upon the marriage act worth a place

that his very wants were given him on in your Magazine, they are at your ser-

purpose that he might call forth his latent vice. Iam, Yours, A. Z.

powers to supply them.

The legs cf man, constructed in exact -a # ANY have been the observations

symmetry with his body, seem not design- J.V1 upon the late marriage act j but I

ed for fleetness ; whence many wild beasts think no person hath hit upon these sol*

are swifter of foot than he, who being lowing. Fiift, that now the lowest sort

riot formed for a messenger, but for a*3 of people cannot be married by a licence,

ruler of the world, his legs prop=rly serve S-condly, that persons married by licence

him for state and grandeur. It would te or banns cannot be sure that their marri-

unbecoming his dignity to scamper the age is valid, unless they understand the

fields like a deer. He is framed for walk, laws concerning the granting ef licences,

and
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and are careful to fee that their licence is

('anted according to law, er are careful

to know that the banns be published as

the law directs. Thirdly, that the gene

rality of people cannot be married, unless

the clergyman, in marrying and registring

them, runs the hazard of being transport

ed or hanged, if he does wrong, without A

sufficient evidence that he does not do

wrong.

first, the lowest fort of people cannot

now be married by a licence. By this act

atl surrogates to any ecclesiastical judge,

before they grant any licence, are obliged

U> take an oath to execute their office ac

cording to law ; by which they swear to , ,

grant licences according to law. The » dispensation shall be held void to all effects

»9

would do so) grant a licence to persons

who are not of good state and quality,

and the persons be married by virtue of

such licence, it may be doubted whether

such licence is not void ; and if the li

cence be vsid, then the marriage cele

brated by virtue of it will also by this act

be void, as having been celebrated with

out banns or licence. For the hundred

and fourth canon fays, '* that if any com

missaries for faculties, vicars general, or

other the said ordinaries (and by conse

quence any of their surrogates likewise)

shall offend in thepremises (mat is, shall

grant a licence contrary to the directions

above laid down) every such licence and

laws concerning licences are the canons

of the church and of this act of parlia

ment. Now the hundred and first canon

.orders, that licences (hall he granted unto

such persons on}/ as be of good slate and

quality. Therefore no surrogate can,

without acting contrary to his oath, grant

and purposes, a if there had never been

any such granted, and the parties marry-

ing by virtue thereof shall be subject to

the punishments which are appointed for

clandestine marriages." Which words

may extend to all the three foregoing

canons, and probably were intended !•

to any but such persons as be of£ do so ; for the hundred and first canon

good state and quality : And I think that

servants and day-labouring persons may

undoubtedly be judged to be persona not

of good state and quality. What other

persons may be esteemed not to he such I

shall not take upon me to determine ;

excepting that I think common sailors

cannot be said to be persons of good state

contains matters of as much importance,

concerning granting of licences, as the

other two, viz. The persons by whom

they are to be granted, and how far thew

right of granting them extends, viz. to

their several jurisdictions respectively.

Whence it is reasonable to think, that

the intent of the hundred and loutth

and quality, therefore to them also a li- D canon is, that licences granted contrary

cence cannot be granted ; and then they

cannot be married at all, unless they can

dwell so long time in one parish as is suf

ficient for the banns of matrimony to be

published three several sundays. Only the

surrogate to an ecclesiastical judge is re

quired to take this oath, but not the judge

to the hundred and first canon should be

void, at well as those granted contrary to

the two following.

The second observation is, that persons

married, either by licence or banns, can

not be sure that their marriage is valid,

unless they understand the laws concern-

himscls j so that the judge himself is not a ing granting of licences, and are careful

restrained hy such an oath from granting

licences to all sorts of people. But then

the lowest sort of people cannot easily

come at the judge himself ; and it can

not be supposed that the judge himself

would transgress the canon by granting

licences contrary to its direction, tho" his

surrogate might do it, and it was well

to fee that their licence is granted accord

ing to law, or are careful to know that

the banns be published as the law directs.

For it appears from what hath been said

under the first observation, that licences

not granted according to law are void, or

no licences at all, and then by this act

marriages celebrated by virtue of them

known toTiave been a common practice F are void ; and with regard to banns, the

ef surrogates to do so. And this suppo

sition probably was the reason why the

judge himself was not required to take

(Au oith j or perhaps he is sufficiently

boanifo observe the canons in this res

pect by the oath which he takes when he

eaten into his office, viz. That he will

to the utmost of his understanding dealp

uprightly and justly in his office without

respect or favour of reward.

But mould any surrogate, being igno

rant ef the canon, {for it cannot be

thoiijht ibat any one who knows it

publication of them not as the law di

rects is no publication of them, and then

marriages celebrated by virtue of such

publication will he likewise void. For

persons to be assured that their marriage

was valid, it was sufficient before this act

to be assured that the marriage ceremony

was performed between them, which be

ing an open act to be persoimed in their

presence, they could not but know whe

ther it was performed or not ; but now,

in order to be assured that their marriage

is valid, they must also know that » li-

C z cent*
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tcnce hath been duly granted, or banns manner of publishing them, and so ca

duiy published. Before this act the per- more easily be assured that they are pub

formance of the marriage ceremony be- lished according to law, either by bein

tween the parties was the only thing ne- present themselves, or desiring somefiien

cessary to make the marriage valid ; but to be present at the publication of their

now a licence or banns is become necessa- So that the generality of people, if mai

ry to the validity of it. Before it only ried by banns, can be more certain tin

concerned the minister not to marry per- A. their marriage is valid, than if they ai

sons without licence or banns ; but now married by licence ; and therefore it seen

it as much concerns the persons to be safest for the generality of people to t

manied to be careful not to be married married by banns,

without a licence duly granted, or banns The third observation is, that the gem

duly published. The minister by marry- rality of people cannot be married, ur

Ing per ons without banns or licence is li- less the clergyman in marrying and r<

able to be transported, and to be hanged gistering them runs the hazard of bein

if he registers them as married by banns transported or hanged, if he does wronj

or licence ; the per sons married without O without sufficient evidence that he dot

banns duly published, or a licence duly not do wrong. I suppose here, that tt

gi anted, will live in a state of fornication, clergyman registers the marriage as we

and iheir issue will be illegitimate. as marries ; for if he does not register ti

ls it fliou'd be said, that as the act di- marriage, no person will, there being r

rests the marriage to be registered as cele- direction in the act for any other peiso

brated hy banns or licence, therefore the to register : Neither does the act dire*

register is a sufficient proof that banns the minister to register, but it seems t

have been published, or a licence hath Q suppose that he does register by saying i

been granted j it is answered, that the one place, that what it enacts is for th

act does not fay, that the register shall be direction of ministers in the eelebratio

so sufficient a proof that banns have been of marriages and registering thereof. Th

published or a licence granted, as that the minister in marrying and registering run

marriage (hall not be void if it should be the hazard of suffering the greatest pu

proved that banns were not published, or nifhment which can be inflicted upo

a licence was not granted. So that tho' him, viz. That of being transported o

a marriage be registered as celebrated by hanged ; and therefore one would think

banns or licence, yet if this be a false en- a* that no evidence that he doth not di

try, and it be proved that banns were not wrong is sufficient, but the greatest evi

published, or a licence was not granted, dence, even that which is absolutely cer

the marriage hy this act is void notwith- tain ; and that the minister is not obligei

standing any thing that is said in it to the to marry and registerwithoutfuchevidence

contrary. and that it would be hard upon him if hi

As 10 licences the generality of people was : But in marrying the generality o

are ignorant of the laws concerning grant- people he cannot have such evidence

ing them, and so cannot be certain that a £ the minister cannot have such evideno

licence granted to them is granted accord- except both the persons to be marrie<

ing to law ; and consequently cannot be dwell in his parilh, and are married b;

certain that their marriage is valid. And banns, and he himself publishes the banns

even they wl o do understand the laws unless he is himself a surrogate and giant

concerning granting of licences cannot be a licence. But this cafe doth not happer

certain, according to the usual manner of in the marriage os the generality of peo.

taking out licences, whether in granting pie : If the persons are to be married hj

a licence to them the directions of the ca- p banns, and one of them dw;!l» in hi:

rons are duly observed. The usual man- " parish and the other in anotlur parish :

ner is to go to some ecclesiastical judge, if he publishes the banns between then-

surrogate or proctor, who gives them a in his own parilh. he is sure that the)

licence under the proper seal, without have been theie published ; but that they

their taking any further thought or care have been published in the other parish

about it j but if he either thro neglect or he has no proof but a certificate undei

mistake hath not taken the proper allcga- the hand cf the ministet rf that parish]

tions or security required by the canons, whose hand writing it may ..lien hippen

the licence is void, and consequently tlieG he doth not kno>v, or if he Jces know

marriage ce'ebr.ited by virtue of it will be his hand writing, yet for ought lie knows

likewise void. The publication of banns this certificate n.a/ be forged , in both

rs a more open and publrk act ih^n the which cafes the evidence he has, thar the

priming of licences, and the generality banns have been published, is far from

of people can more easily know the right being absolutely certain, or such an evi

dence"
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fcr.cc as is equal to the punishment, viz. having been published in the church b»>

That of being transported or hanged, longing to the parish where one of the

which he runs the hazard of suffering in parties dwell, as from the minister of that

marrying and registering t em, if the parish, and the clergyman marries the

banns have not been published. Again, if persons in consequence of such licence or

the persons are to be married by a licence, certificate, and registers them as married

sad a licence under the pioper seal be by licence or banns, and so does in fact

brought to the minister of the parish in ^ marry them without a licence or banns,

which one of them dwells, for him to and inserts a false entry in the register j

marry them, this is not certain evidence yet he cannot be said to do this knowingly

te him that there is a licence : For tint, and wilfully, and therefore is not liable to

rfce seal may be forged ; and secondly, the penalties of this act. It is answered,

tho' the licence has pasted under the pro- that in this cafe a clergyman does not

per seal, yet if the directions of the ca- knowingly and wilfully transgress this

oons hare not been observed in granting act, and so is not liable to (he penalties

it, it is void, as if there had never been of it j yet he is liable to a prosecution,

any such granted, and is no licence or B the court is to judge whether he has

warrant to the minister to marry them, transgressed the act knowingly and will-

as appears from the hundred and fourth fully or not, and it is uncertain whether

canon. he will be able to prove to the satisfaction

Had it been said in the act, that if a of the court that he did not transgress the

licence was brought to a minister under act knowingly and wilfully, it is uncer-

the proper seal, or a certificate of the tain how the court will determine in the

banns hiving been published in the church, cafe, and therefore he is not sure but he

belonging to the parish where one of the p may be condemned to suffer the penalty

parties dwell, as from the minister of of the act. And can a person be blamed

that parish, that this mould be a suffici- for refusing to do that, in doing which,

ent warrant to him to marry persons, and if he does wrong, he is liable at least to

to register them as married by licence or be prosecuted and tryed for felony, if not

banns, then a clergyman would have to be condemned to be transported or

known when he had been safe j but now, hanged, without certain evidence that he

as this is not said, when a licence under doth not do wrong ? Or is it reasonable

the proper seal is brought to a clergyman, that a person should be obliged to act in

or a certificate os the banns having been D such a cafe without such evidence ?

published in the church belonging to the

parish where one of the parties dwell, he Ttffc AUTHOR '/the LONDON

is left to his own discretion to judge, MAGAZINE,

whether this licence or certificate be a
j sufficient warrant to him to marry the SIR,

• ■ persons, and register the marriage. And rr^HERE is a coal at Castle-Comber,

Soce the penalty for marrying people A about 60 miles S. W. from the city

without a licence or banns, and for re- g of Dublin, which from its first ignition

gisrering the marriage, is so great, if the to its going out burns without making

clergy ate so cautious as not to marry the least smoke, and fires tho' ever so

persons without sufficient evidence that large are known to burn without the least

there is a licence granted, or that banni eruption of smoke 24 hours successively,

hare been puhliihed, without such evi- only emitting a constant blue ambient

dence as is equal to the punishment they flame, strongly impregnated with sulphur

are in danger of suffciing, if they marry which constantly hovers over it.

and register w'thout a licence being grant- So curious a phenomenon must strike

ed, or banns having been published, who F with wonder the inquisitive philosopher

can blame them ? But such evidence can- when he observes, that all other fuels,

»ot be had with regard to the generality whether coal, wood, peat, or turf, con-

of people wiio come to be married. It stantly fend out the most dirty and un»

may be said, that the clergy are not liable wholsome smoke, tainting the whole at-

to the penalties of this act for marrying mosphere for 10 miles around ; but I

without licence or banns, and inferring a leave the enquiry of so singular a proper-

false entiy relating to any mai ruje in the ty to the lucubrations of others better ex-

regisler, unjes. they do it kr.owi gly ar.dg perienced in philosophical researches, and

wilfully i bur when a licence undt r the shall proceed to lay before the publick the

proper sell is brought in a cl gyman, many advantages which might accrue to

which is indeed ri<> licence, ha».np not this nation by the importing of this coal,

fcren rranted as the law direSs, ora fur;- particularly to the city of London and to

ed certificate be brought of the bviut the royal navy, as well as to all seaf-uing

people.
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people. This coal lies in a strata of black the (hip, which mixing with the bulge

lime-stone marble, and is dug out of pits water generates that noxious air so fatal

about 70 or 80 feet deep ; it quarries very to mai inert, whereas were they only to

conveniently into large laminz or streaks use this Irish coal, in a few hours fail Ota

of stone coal, making no waste or flack, the Atlantick ocean, they would final

of 1 or 100 weight, and when first taken themselves in a climate meliorated by the

out of the shafts has a fine glittering and sulphurous particles from their own fires,

shining lustre of a bluilh japan, beauti- ^ dissipating at once all nauseous, contami-

fully ennamelled with sulphur. The large nated smells and vapours, breathing at

proportion of sulphur which is every where the fame time an antidote and cure of the

diffused thro' the bowels of this valuable scurvy, so destructive to sailors, in short,

combustible has produced this singular they would find themselves, almost on

happiness to the inhabitants of the county weighing anchor off the English coast, in

where these mines are, and to the adja- a climate as pure and healthy as the south

cent countries, who make use of the coal, of France. That the coal is sufficiently

to have meliorated their climate, from a impregnated with the sulphur, te obtain

rainy, foggy impure air, into a fine clear " these desirable ends, may be illustrated by

atmosphere, having a constant blue azure the experiment I made on a cat, which,

•anopy over their heads, whilst in all the on holding his nose in the currency of the

other parts of the kingdom they live in a blue ambient flame issuing out of the

.perfect fog during the winter season. site, in » sew minutes began to struggle.

Having related to Dr. Mead some time and at last dropped down his head as if

before he died the account of this coal, dead. I took him from the fire immedi-

he said lie was persuaded were the city of ately, and as I had foresaw what would

London to be prevailed nn to use this Q happen, I immediately applied the pipes

coal, it would not fail to change this cli- of a pneumatick engine I had provided

mate into one full as eligible as that of ready, and pumping out of his lungs the

Naples, as it would have all the clearness rarified, sulphurous air, and injecting

of the Italian atmosphere, be more tern. alternately fresh air, in a few stroke*

Berate, and have none of its excessive of the pistons he got upon his legs again,

■eats ; that the smoak os the sea coal was and briskly getting from us run into the

so ptrnicious that it killed every year yard, leaping and frisking about with joy

thousands of children, persons when at- he had got out of our hands,

tacked with ordinary fevers, the chronic D I enquired of the physicians and apo-

diforders, or epidemic diseases ; that he thecanos of the county town, who in-

always found the animal œconomy so formed me that children seldom or ever

clogged by the pestiferous atmosphere, died of chronic disorders, and none but

wholly from the sea coal, that he gene- very old people of epidemic fevers when

rally gave the patient over, the human they happened, that scurvies and cutane-

machine not being able to perform its ous distempers were very rare ; all which

function in so dreary a climate ; the use they imputed to the atmosphere of their

of this Irish coal would on the contrary £ country being so thoroughly purged by

save the lives of thousands. Add to this the vast quantities of sulphurous fires j

material consideration, what a new nur- and I observed in the people of all ranke

sery (or seamen ? What a profitable ad- a natural sprightliness and turn of hu-

vantage to corn merchants ? Who would mour superior to most of the inhabitants

exchange their corn for this valuable coal, of these northern islands. This coal is

besides importingblackmarble, with which brought for two pence the hundred weight,

this country abounds, and which takes carriage paid, about 10 miles from the

the finest palish in Europe, and burns to _ pits, by the hawkars who carry it about

the finest lime stone. In regard to the ** the country on sledges of a singular make,

use os this coal on board of his majesty's which are universally used in that king

ships and merchant-men, I am fully con- dom, and whith make but a very mean

vinced were seafaring gentlemen once to appearance in comparison to the waggons

make tryal of it on a long voyage, they we make use of here in England ; the

would acknowledge their being made ac- whole fabrick, timber and ironwork, does/

quainted with the salutary properties of not cost two (hillings j however, one

this coal amongst the signal blessings of poor single horse (hall be able to crawl

good fortune : Any one who has been at G thro' the kingdom with 800 or 1000

sea cannot but reflect on the miserable weight, and with this advantage be doe*

moments they have passed and to which not spoil the roads : I could not but ad-

they are daily subject on that element, mire this piece of humble mechanism for

from the clouds of pestiferous smoke its simplicity : It is composed of two

which at every blast of wind return into shafts made of all], with five or six bars

which
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which are thrown loose on a square axis, net eat sodden, and was at least a month

bed so tight to the wheels as to turn or fix weeks pining after tbe roast beef of

round with them, by means of a twisted my old quarters, and I regret to this day

goad which is not an inch diameter, and the want of such coal in the city of Loa-

fixed in two holes which are augured in don, and it it with all its other good qua-

toc shafts for that purpose ; when the lities the cleanest and neatest, it not mak-

borse begins to draw he drags the goad, ing the least litter or dirt j the cinders are

which being intercepted by the axletree, . thrown by, which makes a fuel either for

be forces forward the axletree, which the poor or they make a very valuable

gives motion to the wheels and turns culm for the burning of lime, which they

round with them, being greased, clouted sell for two shillings a barrel. What re-

and rounded off. I could not but observe, lief would this coal be to those who live

that there was less friction in this method in the neighbourhood of furnaces, brew-

ttwn in the ordinary way, there being houses, smelting-houses and fire-engines,

•nhr one point of the curve affected by their climate meliorated and no smoke,

the friction, the whole weight resting on I cannot but wonder that amongst Co

the cross bars which lie perpendicular over many people of condition who have tra-

the axletree, so that the wheels being 3 veiled into those parts none have observed

very sow and not above 14 inches di- the signal virtues of this Iiisti coal, which

atmeter occasions a great slope up to the may be the saving the lives of many thou-

horfes withers, and takes off the whole sands of children and others, but if this

weight of the burden, the shafts being Irish coal cannot be obtained, why should

very short the load rests very near him, not the stone coaj out of Nottinghamshire

and being so very near him he draws the and Wales be brought to London ? Stone

easier ; sometimes the wheels slip from coal in general makes less smoak : Why

under the carriage by means of the goads should not all slack be prohibited, which

flipping out of the holes appointed j in *• is only the refuse and dirt of the mines,

this case one would think the whole ma- extorting from the publick large sums,

chine dislocated, but it is only fixing in cheating them, and selling them dirt in-

the goads again and they proceed as well stead of coal ?

as ever. This coal is very difficult to This Irish coal lies not far from the ri-

Jtindle, and servants not acquainted with ver of Watetford, one of the finest rivers

its natural properties are not able to light in Europe, and ships of 100 guns can

it at all ; it is so delicate as not to suffer sail into it : What a fine nursery for

the bellows or the poker ; if you offer to D seamen ! Having enumerated so many ad-

stir it or blow at any time of the day you vantages which would accrue to the pub-

are fare to put it out. The making these lick from the use of this coal, I hope you

sires is a kind of mystery and study, the will give this a place in your next Maga-

whole art of which consists in well piling zine, being one of your constant readers

the coals in the grate, the fresh broken and admirers,

grain inwards and very dose together* I am, Vours, &c.

leaving a hollow in the middle for char-
eoal, and a chasm for the introduction of - ™m tbe C R A F T S M A N, N» 1365.

matches or a lighted candle ; when you . T} ESENTMENT and revenge, tho'

have waited sometimes an hour and half 1\ terms very distinct in their ngnifica-

or two hours, your patience is sufficiently tiens, are yet frequently confounded, and

repaid by the sudden eruption of the indiscriminately applied. Resentment is

brightest and most agreeable fire that can the hasty spark which flashes from a gene-

well be conceived, and your fireplace rous mind, indignant at affronts ; re

wind) a few minutes before is all gloomy venge is the dark deliberate mischief

and dismal, is suddenly illuminated with ? of an ignoble soul, which broods in ii-

! refulgent globe of fire, the coals be- lence over its injuries. The one, is the

all red hot thro' and continue so jealous guardian and assertor of consci-

bout being mended or stirred for eight ous honour ; the other, the slow avenger

or nine hours successively, exhibiting a of lost reputation, which it has not power

% lustre of heat ten times mix intense than to protect. The one, is the becoming

any coal we have here in England. It is spirit of a man ; the other, is the gloomy

the most valuable fuel for the kitchen of delight of a fiend,

any extant in the known world, giving Q It argues conscious unworthiness, to

meat roasted by it a taste and flavour be- bear ill-treatment patiently : Honour in '

yond conception. As I had a considera- a man, is as estimable as chastity in a

ble post in the army, and was cantoned woman ; and it is a duty which he owes

in that country, on my changing quarters to himself, to check defamatory reflec-

ifito another, I thought all the mnt I tiens with jealous indignation. If the
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tongue of calumny and reproach dares the injured to corporal or pecuniary pu-

avow its slanderous insult, and refuses to nifhment, or loss of life (except in cafe*

make the reparation, which offended of scandalum magnatum.) If you call a

worth has a right to demand, it then be- tradesman a cheat, or any man a thief,

comes an act of necessity to enforce the the law has furnished them with a remedy

justice due to our character, tho' at tho against you. But you may with impunity

hazard of our lives. But we ought not give any one the lie ; which in all ages

brutally to deem our adversary's blood as » has been considered as the ultimate of

a tribute of justice ; nor inconsiderately opprobium, and to imply the most deadly

suppose that an amends, which prevents defiance.

an opportunity of reparation. Hence You may revile another in the most

arises an essential difference between the bitter and taunting terms of contumely ;

worthy and the worthless. The worth- you may tell htm, that it is a "vice to

)ess, knowing that the measure of their know him—that he is a* disgrace to hu-

dislionour, exceeds the bounds of accu- man nature—you may sting him with re-

sation, endeavour by the death of their proachful invectives even to madness,

adversary to bury the testimony of their B and he can have no redress for such

shame : The worthy, confiding in their grievous wrongs, unless he puts himself

integrity, seek not the destruction of their in a state of nature, and acts both as

antagonist. By a brave and noble beha- judge and executioner ; and then the

viour in their own vindication, they op- law will condemn him for defending that

pose the prejudice of those who treat reputation, which itself refuses to protect,

them wrth reproach. But tho' the indig- Nay, I have been told by men of gravity

nity they receive, raises in them the spirit and eminence in their profession, that you

of manly opposition, yet it does not pro- q may call a woman a whore, and that (he

Voke them to inhuman slaughter ; they can obtain no remedy for the abuse, un

do not attempt the life of their injurious less she can prove that she has sustained

opponent. To them, it is ample satis- particular damage from the shocking irhr

faction to pardon the man, whom they putation of incontinence,

have power to punish. To forgive, after Are such laws calculated for the good

having successfully exerted our valour, regulation of civilized societies, which

is the severest method of chastising a van- regard our fame no farther than its preju-

quilhed foe. . _ dice affects our interest ? The primary ob-

Such conduct may serve to correct his "ject of all law«, should be to inspire a

mistake, and induce him to conceive love and venerarion of honour and virtuje.

kinder sentiments in our savour. He may Expressions, which disturb our peace of

live to revere that virtue he has offended, mind, expose us to contempt, and tor-

and be as forward to publish the worth ture us on the rack cf shame, strike more

which he has approved and experienced, horror to a feeling generous foul, than

as he was rash jn passing a precipitate poverty or death.

and mistaken censure. If those who use an unbecoming li-

But the worthless have no such hopes E cence cf speech, or. were found guilty of

to entertain. They are sensible, that the obloquy and detraction, were branded

longer they are known, their infamy will with infamy, and obliged to make seme

become more publick ; and therefore they servile submission to the party offended j

pursue those with unremitting vengeance, and if under pain of some heavy penalty,

who expose them to detection, and wound men were compelled to submit their pri-

them with the sling of honest (tho' per- vale resentments to publick decision,

haps incautious) veracity. Both are such regulations would contribute greatly

moved at reproaches, but they are as- p to promote an amendment of manners,
fected from different motives. The one, f and prevent the miscKiefs which pmcrtd

lest they should prejudice his fame, which from the hasty fury of virtuous pride,

he is anxious to preserve ; the other, lest " which disdains to appeal to others, to

they proclaim his dithonour, which he is redress its wrongs,

careful to conceal.
If I am rightly informed concerning the 0/ Tinmouth Caiti*, v»ib » VIE\y*

laws of England, they are in these cases thernf, btautisully ngramed.

most lhamefully defective. I have been ff\ HIS castle, and the monastery at

told, that a regard for a man's reputation, G 1 Tinmouth, the Tunnocellum of the

is one of their principal and avowed ob- Romans, tho' in decay, challenge the at-

jects. But upon a minute inquiry, I find tention of travellers, and look venerable

that it protects reputation no further, in ruin. It stands upon a high promon-

than the injury it sustains may prove de- tory, which overlooks the sea, and those

tiimental to worldly interest, or subject dangerous rocks, the Black Middins ; to

i prevent
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prevent mischief fmm. which, two lUht. of their diesses and occupations. Henca

bouse* »re erected by the Trinity House at were derived the flapped hat, and crop-

KewcaiVc; and near them Ciitfmd Fort, ped hair, the green frock, the long staff,

built xi r67i, which effectually commands and buckik n breeches: Hence, amongst

ail vessels that enter i he Tine, the ladies, the round eared cap, the stuff

night gown, white apron, and black lea-
Tbt WORLD, Jan. 6. tncr mot : And hence many p;rfcns of

OK E can scarce pass an hour in any the highest rank daily employ themselves

o-napany without hearing it fre> in riding matches, driving coaches, or in

queeily aflertrd, that the present genera- runnning before them, in order to con-

two of servants in thi» country are the vince their domerticks how greatly they

proudest, and the laziest, the most profli- are inferior to thrm in the execution of

P'c, insolent, and extravagant set of these honourable ■ ffices. Since then we

mortals any where to be found on the make use of so much art to corrupt our

face of the globe : To which indsputable servants, have we reason to be angry

truth I always readily give my assent, with their concurrence ; Since we take

with but one sing e exception, which is " so much pains to infoim them of their

that of their matter* and ladits. Now, superiority, and cur weakness, can we

tho" by this exception I hive incurred the be surprized (hat they despise us, or dis.

smile* of many a wise face, pleased with their insolence and imperti-

tbe indignant frowns of many a ranee?

pretty one, yet I shall here venture to As the pride of servants thus proceeds

that the pride and laziness of cur from the pride, so does their laziress from

servants, si era whence this profligacy, in- the laziness of their masters : And in-

folency, and extravagance, must unavoid- Q rleed, if ihere is any characteristick pecu-

ably proceed, are entirely owing, not ■ nly liar to ihe young people of fishion of the

to our example, but to our cultivation, ard present age, it is their laziness, or an cx-

aie but the natural productions of the fame tfeme unwillingnessv to attend to any

imperfections in ourselves. 'hing, that can give them the le?st trou-

In the first place then, pride has put it ble, or disquietude, without any degree

into our heads, that it is most honourable of which they would fain erjoy all the

to be waited on by gentlemen and ladies ; luxuries of life, in contradiction to the

and all, who are really such by birth or dispositions of Providence, and the na-

education, having also too much of the ^ ture of things. They would have great

fame pride, however necessitous, to sub- estales wi'hout any management, great

mit to any servitude however easy, we expences wi'hout any accounts, and great

are obliged to take the lowest of the peo- families without any discipline or ceco-

pte, and convert them by our own inge- nomy 5 in short, they are fit only to be

noiry into ihe genteel personages we think inhabitants of Lubberland, where, as the

proper should attend us. Hence our very child's geography informs us, men lie

footmen are adorned with gold and silver, upon their backs with their mouths open,

with bags, toupees, and ruffles : The va- E and it rains fat pigs ready roasted. From

let de chambic cannot be distinguished this principle, when the pride they have

from his master, but by being better drest ; infused into their servants has produced a

and Joan, who used to be but at good 01 proportionable degree of laziness, their

sty tmij in the Ja'i, is Dow by no means own laziness is too prevalent to suffer

her inferior in the day-light. In great them to struggle with that of their ser-

I have frequently intreated the vants ; and they raih:r chule that all bu-

mtiirt fHottl to go before me, and have finess should be neglected, than to en-

pulled a chair for the butler, imagining _ force the performance of it ; and to &ive
them to be a part, and not the least gen- r up all authority, rather than take the

teel part of the cm, any. Their diver- paint to support it : From whence it hap>

nons too are no left polite than their ap - pens, that, in great and noble families,

pearar.ee 5 in the country they are sports- where the domesticks are very numerous,

men, in town they frequent plays, operas, they will not so much as wait upon them-

and taverns, and at home have their routs selves ; and wss it not for the friendly

and their gaming tables. assistance of chair-women, porters, chsir-

But lest thus exalting our servants to men, and shoe- blacks, procured by ■

an equality with ourselves should not suf G generous distribution of coals, candies,

tkiently au ment the.r pride, and destroy »nd provisions, the common offices of

all fabordinati n, we taks another me- life could never be executed. In such it

thod still more effectually to complcat the is often as difficult to procure convenien-

work, which ia. debasing ourselves to cies, as in a desart island j and one fre-

fc'.-cr meanness by a ridiculous imitation quently wants necessaries in the midst 1 f

January, 1756. D ptosusensfs
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profufeness and extravagance. In such drunkenness, and extravagance. The last

families I have sometimes been shut up in of these is an evil of so gigantick a size,

a cold room, and interdicted from the use so conducive to the universal corruption of

os sire and water tor lull a day \ and, the lower part of this nation, and so en*

tho' during my imprisonment, I have seen tirily destructive of all firmly order, de»

numberless servants continually passing cency and re;onnmy, that it well de-

by, the utmost I could procure of them serves the consideration of a legislature,

was, thit they would fend somebody to A who are not themselvts under the influence

relieve my necessities, which they never of the. r servants, and can pay them their

performed. In such I have seen, when a wages without any inconvenience,

favourite dog has discharged a too plenti- Fioru what has been said, it p! inly »p-

Iiil dinner in the drawing-room, at the pens, that every man in this country ia

frequent ringing of the bell numerous at- ill served in proportion to the number and

tendants make their appearance, all in- dignity of his servants ; the parson, or

Created to depute some one to remove the tradesman, who keeps but two maids,

nuisance with the utmost expedition, but „ and a boy not exceeding twelve years old,

no one has been found in such a house " is usually very well waited on ; the private

mean enough to undertake such an em- gentleman infinitely worse ; but persons

ployment ; and so it has lain fmoakmg of great fortunes or quality, afraid of the

under the noses of the illustrious com- idols of their own setting up, are neg-

pany during the whcle evening. " lecterl, al'ui'ed and impoverished by their

I could produce innumerable instances, dependants ; and the king himself, as is

minute indeed, and unobserved, but well due to his exahed (lation, is more im-

worlhy observation, of the encroach- posed on, and worse attended, than any

ments of our servants on our ealincss and Cone of his subjects,

indolence, in the introduction of most of

. the fashions that have prevailed for seve- From the Connoisseur, Jan. 8.

ral years past in our equipages, and do- TVyfR • Fitzworm, a correspondent of

mcilick oeconomy ; all which are entirety j\l Mr. Town's, after ridiculing he-

calculated for their pleasure, ease, or ad- raldry, and the boa Its of ancestry^ fays,

vantage, in direct contradiction to our " The pride us anc.it y, and the desire

own. To mention but a few : Our of continuing our lineage, when they

coaches are made uneasy, but light, that p. tend to an incitement of virtuous and

they may whirl us along with the utmost noble actions, are undoubtedly laudable j

rapidity, for their own amusement. Glasses and I should perhaps have indulged my.

before are laid aside, and we are im- self in the pleasing reflection, had not a

mured in the daik, that the coachman particular Itory in a French novel, which

may no longer be under our inspection, I lately met with, put a flop to all vain

but be drunk or asleep without any ob- glories that can possibly be deduced from a

fervation. Family liveries are discarded, long race of progenitors,

because badges of scurrility, which might A nobleman of an ancient house, of

give information to whom their we.irers E very high rank, and great fortune, fays

belonged, and to whom complaints might the Novellili, died suddenly, and with-

be addressed of their enormities. By their out being permitted to stop at purgatory,

carlessness and idleness they have obliged was sent down immediately into hell,

us to hire all our horses, and so have got He had not been long there, before lie

rid of the labour of looking after them. met with his coachman Thomas, who.
By their impositions on the road they like his noble master, was gnashing lus

have forced us into post-chaises, by which teeth among the damned. Thomas, fur-

means they ate at liberty to travel by p prized to behold his lordship amidst the

themselves, as it best suits their own ease (harpers, thieves, pickpockets, ar.d all

and convenience. By their impertinence, the Canaille of hell, started and cried out,

which wg have not patience to endure, in a tone of admiration, Is it possible that

nor resolution to repress, they have re- I fee my late master among Lucifer's

duced us to dumb-waiters, that is, to tribe of beggars, rogues, r.r.d pilferers f

wait upon ourselves ; by which means How much am I astonished to rind your

they have shaken off the trouble and con- lordship in this place? Your lordship!

descenston of attending us. By their pro- whose generosity was so great, whose

fusion and mismanagement in house- G affluent housekeeping drew such crowds

keeping, they have compelled us to allow of nobility, gentry, and friends to your

them board- wages, by which means they table, and within your gates, and whose

have obtained a constant excuse to loiter fine tide employed such numbers of poor

at publick- houses, and money in their in your gardens, by building temples and

pockets to squander there in gaming, obelisks, and by terming lakes of water,

that
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Jut seemed to vie wilh the largest oceans This famity it therefore related to the

of the creation. Pray, my lord, it I most illustrious Kdaitus d' Hail and VaUtt

Buy be so bold, what crime has b ought dt Cbambn of that kingdom. Jaques had

jour lordship into 'his cursed assembly ? issue two sons, viz. Robert and Paul ; of

—Ah, Thomas, leplied his lordship with whrm Paul the youngest was invested

his usual condescension, I have been sent with the purple beloie he was eighteen,

hither for having defrauded my royal mas- and made a bishop, and soon aster became

ter, and cheating the widows and father- ^ an archb shop. Robei t, the elder, came

less, olely tn enrich, and purchase titles, to be a duke, but died without issue :

honcers, and estates, (or that ungrateful Paul, the archbishop, left behind him an

rascal my only son. But priihee, Tho- only daughter, Barbara, base-born, who

mas, tell me, as thou didst always seem was afterwards maid of honour ; and

so be an honest, careful, sober servant, inter-mmymg with a lord of the bed-

wbat brought thee hither ? Alas ! my chamber, had a very numerous issue by

noble lord,, replied Thomas, I was sent him, viz. Rebecca, born a week after

hither for begetting that son." their marriage, and died yourg ; Joseph,

*» first a 'Iqure, afterwards knighted, high-
Mr. TOWN addi, faflg o) „ courty> and coione| of lhe

I must azree wilh my correspondent, militia ; Peter, raised from a cabin- boy,

that the study of heraldry is at present in to a lord of the Admiralty ; William, a

rery little repute among us ; and our no- faggot in the first regiment of guards,

bitty a:e more anxious about prelerving and a bngidier ; Thomas, at first an

the tenealosy of their horses, than of ear|-, e|delt tori) and aftervvatds lord

their own family. Whatever value their mayor of the city of London. The fe-

progeniiors may have formerly set upon q vera| branches of this family were no le's

their blood, it is now found to be of distinguished for their illustrious progeny,

no value, when put into the scale and Jaques the fr.under, first quartered lace on

weighed against solid Plebeian gold : Nor n„ coati ,nd Robert added the shoulder-

would the most illustrious descendant from knot. Some of them, indeed, met wjth

Csdwalladcr, or the Irish kings, scruple great trouble i Archbish p Paul lest his

to debate his lineage by an alliance with see for getting a cook- maid with child ;

the daughter of a city- plumb, tho' all her Barbara, the maid of honour, was dis-

aacestors were yeomen, and none of her missed with a big belly ; brigadier Wi!-

faniily ever bore arms. Titles of quality, U |iam was killed by a chairman in a pitched

the owners have no other merit to ba„le at an ale-honse ; the lord of the Ad-

reemunend them, are of no more esli- miralty was transported for seven years ;

maoen, than those which the courtesy of and duke Robert had the mj,forlur)e ,„ fc,

the vulgar ruve best wed on lhe deform- hanged at Tybutn.

ed : And when I look over a long tiee of

t/tscent, I sometimes fancy I can discover Ibt Connoisszui, Jan. 15.

the real characters of Shirpers, Repro
bates, and Plunderers of their Country, £ T° Mr. TOWN,

cocealcd under the titles of Dukei, Earls, SIR,

and Viscounts. "|T is my fortune to be m:rried to a

I* is well known, that the very ut- X lady, who is an extraordinary good

rants, in the absence of their masters, as- housewife, and is cried up by all lhe good

fu-ue the fame titles ; and Tom or Harry, women of her acquaintance, for being

the butler or groom of his grace, is al- the "cat/ft body in btr bouse they ever knew,

ways roy Lord Duke in the kitchen or Th s, Sir, is my grievance: This super-

stables. For this reason I have thought abundant neatness is lo very troublesome

proper L> present my reader wiih the pe- " and disgusting to me, that I protest I had

digTce os a footman, drawn up in the rather id..: in a carrier's inn, or take up

fame sour.ding titles, as are so pompously my abode with the horses in ihe stables,

dismayed on these occasions : And, I dare It must be confessed, that a due regard

fay, it will appear no less illustrious, than to neatness and cleanliness is as necessary

the pedigrees of many families, which to be observed in our habitations, a> our

are neither celebrated tor their actions, persons . But tho* I should not chusc to

tor diilmijuishcd by their virtues. have my hand? begrimed like a chimney-

The family of the Skips, or Skip-ken- G sweeper's, I would not, as among the

reis, is very ancient and noble. The superstitious Mahometans, wash them six

founder of it. Maun came into times a day : And tho' I should be loth to

Hr.gland with the dutchess of Mazarine. roll in a pig- stye, yet I do not like to have

He was (on of a prince of the blood, his ' my house rendered usclcis to me vr.der the

Blither cne of the Bi'JJamn of Fianse; pietence of keeping it clean,

O * far



28 Extravagant Neatness satirized. Jan.

For my own part, I cannot see the dif- than when she first sets ton to her

ference between having an house that is toilette. My wife appears decent enough

always di ty, and an house that is always in her apparel, to thox who visit us in

to be cleaned. I could very willingly the afternoon : But in 'he morning she it

compound to be washed out of my home, quite another fieure. Her usual dishabille

with other mallet* of families, every Sj- then is, an ordinary stuff jacket and pet-

turday night : Bjt my wife is so very no- ticoat, a double clout thrown over her

table, that the s<rre cleansing work must head and pinned u' dei her chin, a black

be repeated every day in the week. All greasy bonnet, and a coai se dowlas apron ;

the morning long I am sure to be enter- so that you would rather take her for a

tained with the domestick concert of chair-woman. Nor, indeed, does she

scrubbing the floor*, scouring the irons, scruple to stoop to the meanest drudgery

and beating the carpets j and I am con- of one : For such is her love of cleanli-

slantly hunted from room to room, while ness, that I have often seen her on her

one is to be dusted, another dry rubbed, knees whitening an hearth, or spreading

another washed, and another run over dabs of vinegar and fuller's

with a dry mop. Thus, indeed, I may B boirds.

be said to live in a continual dirtiness, that It is observed hy Swift, that " a nice

my house may be clean : For during these « man is a man ot nasty ideas :" In like

nice operations every apartment is stowed manner we may affirm, that your very

with soap, brickdust, sand, scrubbing- neat people ate the most 11 verily on many

brushes, bair- brooms, rag mop*, a..d occasions. I have told you my wise'i

dish- clout*. morning ttim : But besides this; she ha*

You may suppose, that the greatest another cust m, wh".h c-ea'es the .greatest

care is taken to pi event the least speck ol q disgust in me. You must know. Sir,

dirt from soiling the floors : For this rea- that among other charms she prides her-

fon, all that come to our house (besides self vastly in a fine set of teeth : And

the ceremony of scraping at the door) arc somebody hat told her, that nothing i»

obliged to rub their shoes for half an hour so good for them as to rub them every

on a large ragged mat at the entrance ; morning with Scotch snuff arid fasting;

and then they must straddle their way spittle. At an husband is no stranger,

along several lesser mats, ranged at due this recipe is cor stantly administered in

distances from each other in the passage, my presence be'< re breakfast ; and after

and (like boy* at play) come into the^ (hi* delicate application, her pretty

room with a hop, a step, and a jump. mouth (which is afterward* wiped for

The like caution is used by all the family : mt to kiss) in order to preserve her gums

1 myself am scarce allowed to Air a step from the scurvey, must be rinsed—would

without flippers: My wife creep* on tip- you believe it ?—with her own water,

toe up and down stairs : The maid-ser- I shall dwell no longer on this subject,

vanfs are continually flumping below in at I fear it may prove surfeiting both to

clogs or pattens; and the footman is ob- you and your readeis: I shall therefore

liged to sneak about the house bare footed, £ conclude with telling you, that this fau

lt if he came with a sly design to steal pulous delicacy of my wife in the neat,

fortieth n.'. ness of her house was the meant of our

Alter what has been said, you will na- losing a very good fortune. A rich old

rurally conclude, that my wise must be no uncle, on whom we had great depend-

less nice in other particulars. Indeed, ance, came up to town last summer on

she cannot conceive that any thing, wh ch purpose to pay us a visit : But tho' he

is done by so neat a woman, can possibly hid rode above sixty miles that day, he

give offence : I have therefore been in was obliged to stand in the passage till his

pain for her several times, when I have boots were pulled off, for feat of soiling

seen htr, before company, dust the tea- the Turkey carpet. After supper tlie old

cups with a foul apron, or a washing- gentleman, as was bis constant practice?,

gown ; and I have more than once blush- desired to have hia pipe s But this you

ed for her, when thro' her extreme clean- may be sure could by no mean* be al -

lmess she has not been contented without lowed, as the filthy stench of the tobacco

breathing into our drinking- glasses, and would never be got out of the furniture

afterwards wiping them with her pocket- again ; and it was with much ado, that

handkerchief. People, Mr. Town, who G my wife would even suffer h m to go

are very intimate with families, seldom down snd smoke in the kitchen. We had

see them (especially the female part) but no room to lodge him in except a garret

in disguise ; And it will be readily al- with nothing but bare walls ; because the

lowed, that a lady wears a very different Chints bed chamber was, irdeed, too

aspect when she tome* before company, nice for a dirty country 'fqui-e. These

sttghti
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.V(h • very much chagrined my good un- fluff, are no less cautiously fkreenrd with

da I But be bad not been with us above ordinary checktd linen. Thus does he

1 day or two, before my wife and he answer, by the appearance es finery, al)

ame to an open quarrel ; and the occa- the purposes of pride and ostentation :—

ooe oi it waa thia. It happened, that he Like many families, who being really

had brought a favourite pointer with possessed of ornamental and useful fm*-

hm, who at his first coming was imme- niture, make no more use of it than the

dutdy locked up in the coal hole : But a beau blockhead does of his library ; which,

the deg having found means to escape, tho' it contains many books finely bound

bad oipt slily up flairs, and (besides and gilt, is design -J merely for (hew,

other marks of his want of delicacy) had and it would spoil the backs, or rumple

very calmly stretched himself out upon * the leaves, to look into the contents oi

cnmioa d.m-sle settee. My wife not them,

only sentenced him to the discipline of
tbc whip, but insisted upon having the aeVrewsf »/ibt BRITISH PtastTATIom in

criminal hanged up afterwards ; when AMERICA, emunutd srtm f. 612,

the mailer interposing in his behalf, it B «/ *" t»A *,»/«*«.

produced such high words between them, *T* H E next settlement we made upon

that my uncle ordered his horse, and J. the continent of America, alter

s«on he would never ivkin ntr dters that of Virginia, was in that country

again as long as b* breathed. He went now called New- England, and was, like

brme, and about two months after died : many others, a good effect flowing from

But as be could not forgive the ill treat. a bad cause, tor it was owing to the re

cent, which both he and his dog had ligious persecution then set on foot against

met with at our house, he had altered his q those called Dissenters. As king James I.

•ill, which before he had made entirely in had in his youth been mest insolently

our favour. - treated by the enthusiafliol Piefbyteriant

lam, SIR, in Scotland, he had conceived a most ex-

Yoor humble servant, travagant love for what was called the

Pxtxx Muckiovi. episcopal chuich, and as extravagant an

aversion for every denomination of Dis-

It may not be improper, as my cor- fenters ; and notwithstanding the boasted

respondent has but sightly touched liberties of this country, it will appear

trua topick, to add a word or two, by -L) thro' .our whole history, that even the

way of postscript to his letter, on the vices and weaknesses of the sovereign

extraordinary sollicitude of many notable have often too great an influence on the

housewives in the care and preservation principles and practices of the people,

of thsir furniture. In middling genteel especially those employed under him.

families it it not uncommon to have Accordingly, in this reign, the Dissenters

throgt more for shew than use : And I wete not only refused any indulgence a*

cannot but applaud the ingenious thought to their publick worship, but were often

of a friend of mine, who has contrived E prosecuted, and subjected to the severe

to furnish his house in the moss elegant penalties inflicted by the laws passed in

taste at a very small expence. He il the reigns cf Edward VI. and queen

p'eased, it is true, to eat ess your com- Elizabeth, for not going to church, so

mes stone ware, because it looks so that they were compelled not only to a

dean ; but you see his beaufet crowded passive but an active obedience. This

with a variety of curious enamelled China forced many of them out of the king,

slates, which are ranged in such manner dom, and among the rest, a whole con-

as to conceal the streaks of while paint p gregation of Independents, under Mr.

that cement the broken pieces together : John Robinson their preacher, had re-

He likes to drink his porter out of the tired to Holland, but fli.ding themselves

ordinal ale-house pewter pot ; but a uneasy there, and having heard that the

a large silver tanicard always stands upon country in Nonh America, which had

the side board, which the most curious eye been named New- England by King

at that distance discover to be Charles I. while prince of Walea, was

French pUte. The wnole range of rooms a good climate >nd rich foil, they refol

in bi» middle story ia most grandly fitted ved with the assistance of their friends in

up: But at it would be pity to foil suchG En8land. l° go ">d establish a colony

good furniture, hit curtains, which we there, in order to have the free exercise

most suppose to be made of the richest of their religion which they could not

damasx, are carefully pinned up in paper- enjoy at home. For this purpose they

bars; and the chairs, of which the feats applied to Sir Robert Naunton, secretary

ar.d hacks are undoubtedly of the (ame of state, to obtain for them the king'a
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consent, which king James, notwifhsland- settlement they pave the name Plymouth,

inghis aversion to phanaticifm,readily grant- which name it ft. 11 retains, and at first

ed, calling their request, a [nd and befst consisted rf a piece of ground, th y sound

propifeh cleared, ot aHout half a mile in compasip

They then applied and obtained a grant allowing ro each house a little garden,

of a tract of land at the mou:h of Hud- Ttiu spot they paled round, ard in the»

son's river from the Northern then called middle erected a sort, on which they

the Plymouth company ; and on Sept. 6, . planted some cannon ; and about the

1621, they sailed from Plymouth, being ™ middle of Match they were told, that the

only about 110 persons, men, women great king Massasoit, king of the next

and children, for Mr. Robinson himself, neighbouring nation, intended soon to)

and perhaps some more of the wisest of pay them a friendly visit. Accordingly

them, took care not to expose' themselves he arrived on the ud, attended by about

to the first danger. On Nov. 9, they 60 men, but all ur.aimed, to shew they

fell in with Cape Cod, where they found came as friends to the English ; and in-

themselves obliged to land, and make a deed they were glad of their fettling there,

settlement, being prevented by a storm J} because they hoped fur assistance from

from getting to the mouth of Hudson's them against ; lie Naragankts, with whom

liver. they were at war. The colony enieitatn-

This place not being within their grant, ed his Indian majesty in as magnificent a

they found it necessary to enter into a vo- manner, and made a6 formidable an ap-

luntary association and engagement, to pearance as thty could ; and in return

submit to all such regulations as should his majesty made them a grant of all the

be approved of by a majority, which in- lands within a certain distance round

ftrument was signed by 41 men, being all their settlement, which they accepted as

♦he heads of families that wire amongst a good and valid grant, without being so

them ; and it is surprising that such a foolishly curious as to enquire what right

small number should have been preserved he had to make it. This visit his ma

in such a desart country, inhabited by jesty was probibly induced to make by

such a barbarous people, and landing at one Squanto, an Indian, win came along

such an unseasonable time of the year. , with him, and who some years before

But tho* they were mad with regard to had with others been treacherously carried

their religious tenets, they were certainly off by the captain of one cf our trading

sincere, and therefore they were favoured D ships, and fold to the Spaniards at Jla-

by Providence, which in many respects laga, from whim he was probably re-

«is visible. For if they had got to the deemed by some our countrymen and

mouth of Hudson's river, they would brought to England, where he heard that

probably have been all cut off by the In- the captain had been punished for his per-

dians, who always take up their habita- sidy, and where he met with such kind

tions upon the st ies of rivers, and would usage, that he retained an affection for

rot have allowed such guests to settle in the English as long as he lived, and was of

their neighbourhood ; whereas the place p great service to this infant colony,

at which they accidentally chose to fettle, As soon as these adventurers had signed

»ho' a good harbour, was not near any the association bcforementioned, they

liver, and was a fort of m ddle place be- chose one Mr. John Carver as their go-

tween two nations who were at war to- vernrr for one year, but he died in April

(tether, so th»t none of either side durst following, and in his room they chose

straggle thereabout in the winter time. William Bradford, Esq; who was by an

After 'heir coming upon the crast they annual election continued in that post for

were many days in search of a proper several year* ; and as every summer

place in which they could settle, so that F brought over a new recruit of planters,

it was Dec. 10. before they all quitted by the year 1618, the colony began to

their ship, ard on the 1 ;th they began to fsread themselves along the coast on each

build a store house for thtir goods, and fide of Plymouth town, and to have

some cottage* f«r themselves, where they plenty of provisions of all forts, as well

continued till March without feeing the as a profitable trade, having before ob-

face cf an Indiin, but the winter was so tained a grant of the country where they

severe, and their accommodation so bad, were settled from the Plymouth compa-

that'near one half of their people diedp ny. The news of this being spread

before that time, consequently the rest among the Dissenters in England, great

might have been an easy prey to the Indi- numbers of them resolved to go and set-

»ns, had they formed any design against tie in the fame country ; for which pur-

ihem. pose they obtained from the Plymouth

To the place where they nvde their .ompiny a grant ef all the lands from

three}
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fete mile* north of Mcrimac river to the limits of either colony they set up *

raiee miles south of Charles river, which government of (heir own.

falls into the sea at the bottom of Maffa- Hithetto neither colony had met with

c: use! bay; and May 1, 1619, a fleet of any disturbance from the Indians j but in

do Use than fix stout ships with 350 pas- this year some of their people were mur-

fengers, a great stock of live cattle of dered by the I equot Indians who lived

,a forts, and all forts of necessaries, fail- about the mouth of Connecticut river,

ed from the Isle of Wight, and arrived at ^ which would have produced an immedi-

Keumktak, "ow Salem. Jur.e 14, where ate war, if the Indians had not promised

they jo'ned some of their friends who to deliver up the men who committed the

had been sent thither the preceed.ng year ; murder, and to yield up their lands border-

but ihere being among these last comets ing on that river, if the English should th.nk

some of the Church of England persua- proper to plant there,

sion, who set up that worship in this In the year 1635, a fleet of no less

new settlement, it shewed the true spirit than 10 sail loaded wi'h goods and paf-

of mankind ; for those very people who (engers, arrived at Boston, on boaid of

complained so bitterly against, ar.d had B winch came the famous Hcmy, aiter-

fled from persecution in tngl-r.d, having wards Sir Hmry Vane, who had a design

here the government and power in thtir to have established a new colony on Con-

hatwJs, compelled two gentlemen to re- necticut river ; but as the Massichuseis

turn to England, because they dissented did him the honour to chuse him for their

from the religion which they had esta- governor for the ensuing year, he dropt

butted. that design, and his people made a latge

The next year a still larger fleet was sent ad-l.tt. n to that colony. However, as he

oat, by which this new colony was so in- q appeared to be a favourer of the Ana-

creased, that they were obliged to divide, baptists, and as tbe rulers of that colony

some of them having removed to a place had resolved to persecute, with the utmost

which they oiled Charles Town, ar.d to- severity, every sect that differed in the

wards the end of the year, some others of least from th.it which they had established,

them removed, and b'gan to build in the they next year rechosc iheir old governor

Peninsula at the bottem of the hay, giving Mr. Winthrop, and Mr. Vane returned to

this their new town the name of Boston, England.

which for its conveniency and security is In the mea« time as trie Pequot Indians

now deservedly become the metropolis of D continued to be surly, and refused to

New-England. ermply with whit they had promised, it

Thus there were two distinct colonies was found necessary for the satety of both

settled ill New England, that of Ply- colonies to have a new one settled at the

snout h under the government of the mouth of Connecticut river, which was in

above named Mr. Bradford, and that of 1636 carried into executu n, and towns

MatTachtafets, of which John Winthrop, begun on both fides of that river, but as it

Esq; had been chosen governor ; and as was not within the limits of cither of the

incredible numbers of people flocked j; two colonies, they likewise were obliged

daily over to them, either on account of to form themselves into a government of

or for the fake of trade, which their own.

to be very profitable, almost As archbishop Laud continued not only

year produced the building of tw> to multiply supeistitious rites and cere-

within the limits of the monies in the publick worship of the

one or the other of the'.e colonies ; and church of England, but to enforce the

many of the clergymen, who had been observance of them in the most rigorous

turned out of their livings in England, manner, the number of Dissenters, or Pu

le* not complying with the times, found ' ritans, as they were then called, daily

here cot only an asylum, but a support, increased, and consequently the number

by being settled as ministers in these of those who designed to transport them-

towns; but as zeal often degenerates into selves to New-Englsnd, insomuch that

enthusiast ck bigotry, one of these who the court thought fit in 1617 to put a slop

was minister at Salem, named Williams, to it by proclamation, and by an order 10

began to broach some doctrines which the admiral to prevent any clergyman'*

the reft did rot approve of, and refusing going abroad without a licence from the

to recant, the governors of Maslachusets G archbishop and the bishop os London,

colony again begin to prosecute, by bi- However, Mr. Davenport, who had been

nishingthii man and all his followers out forced to quit his church of Coleman-

of the town, whereupon in 1634, they Street, London, found means to get pri-

went and built a new town over- against vately on board a fleet then ready to fail

Rhode Island, to which they gave the with a great number of peofle for New-

:, and as it was rot within England ;

4
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England ; end at they could not find i

in Mass.chuset or Plymouth colony, with- To accompany a neat Plan »/ LISBON,

out going too high up the country, they tnd a MAP of the adjacent country.

planted themselves upon the coast be

tween Connecticut and Hudson's river, **T"' H E mouth of the Tagua is near three

by purchasing a tract cf land from the na. J. miles in breadth, and has two

trves, where they built the town of New- channels into it, called the North Chan-

haven, from whence this new colony was ^ nel and the South Chanel, the former

called the Newhaven Colpny.' defended by fort St. Julian, a very strong

Whilst our people were thus extending fortress, mounting 176 pieces of cannon,

themselves to the south-west, many others, and the latter by a round wooden fort,

of them, for the fake of the fur and oiled Bugio. In sailing up the river, the

fishing trade, went and seated themselves country has a most delightful appearance,

on the coast to the north east, between abounding in villages, monasteries, and

the rivers Merimac and Kenebec, where country feats, on both shores of the Pro-

they built several towns, and formed two vince of Estremadura. The capital city,

count.es, which they called New-Hamp B Lisbon, seemed to rise *ut os the water,

shire and Mam. At fi'st they associated and looked like a large and lofty amphi-

themselves into a distinct government ; theatre, and few cities afforded so noble

but soon aster, upon their own petition, a prospect. It might be said to be at

they were united with the Missachufet's once the most visibly rich, and the most

colony. abandonedly wicked and superstitious city

But a spirit of religious contention in the world. Stt a Description ,( LMom,

having been raised among the people of viitb a beautiful PrtsfeS thereof, in our

this nation at home, it accompanied them (j Twenty-fourth Volume, f. j6o,

wherever they went ; and in 16)7, a

furious contention of this kind arose a- The INSPECTOR, Jan. 17.

mong the people, both of the MafTachufet
and Plymouth colonies, between those SIR,

who were for the covenant of wo>ks, T)A S S I N G from London to Chelsea in

and those who were for the covenant of L one of those severe days we had in

grace, whereupon a synod was assembled, the end of last October, I saw a ferrule

consisting of the ministers ?nd lay eldets figure prostrate in a ditch by the way-

of most of the towns ; and in this synod D side, with every mark of wretchedness

the principles of the covenant of grace that could fall on human nature. A .wo

men were condemned, on which those man, exposed to lightning and rain,

who would not submit to the infallible de- stretched on the wet ground, and wit fi

erce of this synod were banished. As out friend or covering, was an object

these people were the most enthutiastick, none who had pity could pass by unno-

they were of course the most obstinate ; ticed. My surprize was doubled when I

and as they were very numerous, and perceived she did not beg. Her eyes were

some of them rich, they bought of the J? fixed upon the heavens, as if accusing

natives the island Aquetnet, which they Providence that had deserted her j lie*

called Rhode Island, where they formed hair was loose and dripping ; and her legs,

themselves into a new and distinct colony ; for they lay uncovered, were swelled and

but at this island was too small for them, big with cold. I would have given hei

they presently aster purchased a track of money, which she declined, shaking her

land upon the adjoining continent, where head, but returning me no answer j I

they built the towns of Providence, War- then offered my assistance, which file nei-

wick, Sec. — tncr accepted nor refused. I led her

Thus we see, by the persecution of the ** speechless to the Lock-hospital : It waa

(he Diffentets here at home, we, in 15 the nearest charity, and I had some ioic-

ycari, became pcfstlsed of a tiack of rest as a governor. The matron received

country upon the sea coast, from Kent- her with her natural compassion, and she

bee to Hudson's river, being between commended mine. I told her the citcum-

3 and 4-co miles ; and tho' these religious stance, and ordered the dying creature un

people hid often disputes about religion to bed.

among themselves, yet they behaved so We fat by her, and by degrees tho

well towards the natives, that until this Q starved purple left her cheeks j her lip*

last year they had never a war with any grew red, and a more natural blush ap-

Indian nation, tho' they were divided peared upon her face. We were iurpns-

lnto so many different governments ; and ed to fee a hand not hard with labour ; a

even the war which we are now to give ring upon the finger, and on the wrist a

an account of wat not occasioned by any bracelet. When she waa able to speak

fault of theirs. we would have questioned her, but she

[la ot continued in our next.] prevented
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prevented all discourse. " Your charity, ungrateful creature's, who has deluded

Sir, said flic, turning her eyes upon me, and destroyed me. My name is Anne

is not the less because it is lost on me.—If Clynn Allen. The place of my birth,

I accepted your assiltar.ee it was because Biddeford, in Devonshire : My father,

I bad not strength to lefuse it.—I have Thomas Allen, of that place ; one in

now but one favour to request,—that you whose circumstances a happier child

will let me g->." I urged her not to ex • might glory. I lived with him; and I

plain herself, but to accept such comfort was always most pleased with those he

as we could give her : But (he continued most esteemed. Among them there was

CKnt. Parting I gave the matron charge of late one who had his favour in a de-

oi her, but heard towards evening (he gree so eminent, the rest seemed little

was gore ; no entreaties nor offered ser- heeded. I singled him out also, sollow-

v.ce could detain her. ing my father's example j and as he had

I talked of this among my friends, his favour, he hid mine. He soon had

who looked upon it as a romantick ficti- more ; my first, my perfect, my unal-

oji, and to myself it appeared a kind of tered love."

vision ; t.ll about e.ght days since (hat it B We expressed our astonishment at her

returned upon me. My in crest was sol- manner and discourse, while file stopped

i.e.:ed to recommend a wretched, d.s- heie to weep again—aster a little pause

tracted creature, so they called her, and she procetded. " My father did not for

to indeed (he appeared, into another cha - seme time perceive our affection; and

riy to which 1 contribute. When I saw when he did, he utterly declared against

the person it was the fame, and if it be it Tho' he esteemed the youth as an

possible more ovei whelmed with wretch- acquaintance, he did not think him

One circumstance there is, at q worthy to be a son -in. law. Let me ex-

Icafl before unknowo to us, which made plain myself : He did not think h m rich

her misery more terrible. Mie is with enough ; for there was no other wealth

child. The unhappy creature will pardon he wanted. If grieves me to reflect upon

my freaking an unpleafing truth : She is a parent ; but lie is not particular in that

n.it married. If there be any of her own fault. Those who have wealih them- '

tee, for there are none of any other I selves tarely value any other qualiy in

am sure so barbarous, who think this flip such as have it not.

has rendered her no object of compassion My father refusing, we resolved to

in all these sufferings ; let such read no D marry without his knowledge —'Tis for

farther. this disobedience I am punished."—Hav

I have charged the ladies rashly ; they, ing gone ihus far, partly too much speak-

th(* the most general, are not the most ing, and partly her anxiety of m.nd,

severe in punishing this sailing: Our cha th.ew her into a fainting sit. We heard

ritKS are infected wiih the lame unfor- no m re uninterrup"dly ; hut have by

giv.ng principles. She r. und it so ; and dtgiee>, and at different times wi'hin

all who tried to save her found it, till this seven or eight days, learned all tho

they applied here. No publick charity g story.

would receive the most miserable of her The youth and she were named aecord-

fex, btause she had once been faulty. ing to form at a remote church, where)

One only remained to try ; and this, not he contrived to reside two days of the

to the credit of the age, the least known recessary three: They fanced ihemselvee

a'most os all, the General Lying-in Hos- in a manner married ; and ttey denied

pital : There compassion I es in its full their passions, rothing. The father heard

pomp, extensive as the occifi jns that can of the design just .n time to prevent it j

drmmd its help : Heaven diffusses its _ and the youth came to Lordon, he left »

fun and rain on all t Men hive once sol- * letter for his mistress, en-reairg her to

lowe! the exampV. To this last aiylum fallow him, and be married there, and

sre have at length brought the wretched she obeyed ihe summons. She left her

wanderer ; there she was received with father's in the night with her maid fer-

open arms. For (here no claim is need - vant only, who was her c nfidant, with

ful, but distress. By the care employed some little money ; she enquired m vain

about her she soon recovered her scattered upon the rosd for tilirgs nt the lover ;

reason ; and, unable to refuse any th ng her last place of st >pping was at the Rose

to such repeated benefits, she thus u,ld at Hjunflow ; here she sr.ld her haifes,

hei story, G as t> cy wou d be useless in London, and

"lam a poor deluded girl, not of the came with her attendant and four and

meane.1, th j' of no h gh condition. You forty guineas to the Be 1 in Friday -Street,

flail! know »l,' my history —There is but Her sole business was inquiring alter

one nane f will cneeal trurh you."—Here her 1 jver, but it was in vain. One morn- 1

ihe wiped a»ay some tears—" Hut is the in,? her maid was miffing, and her money

January, 17i6. * fce
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Ate twit left destitute, and a stranger :

She cbtaimd a les nif,rVs entertainment

at the Bear in f iccadirly ; rhis was in the

beginning of October, an J from that time

till (he was re-eived ir.to the protection of

this ihtiity, never, except the few hours

she was in the L< ck, knew any bed hut

the ground, cr any covering but the Iky.

From tint rime till now she has wandered

about the fields in the must absolute de

spair j pitied by eveiy body, but refusing

assistance from all.

Lady Lincoln saw her soon after this

near L*mbeth ; her charitable curiosity

desired to know the history of an unhappy

creature with child, and, as they supposed

who saw her, about to destroy heifelsj

the request vth declined j anil all the as

sistance she could offer was refused, but net

with insolence.

Not long after this time Mr. Shephard

of Richm-nd found her in the Melds in

that ne ghbourhood perishing, and hi

faced some relief upon her. Mi i. Combes

of the f-me place another time, pieiced

with her misfortunes, pressed her to accept

refreshment, cloth<>, and money, all un

willingly : Last of all, the chai I'able and

humane Mr. Banks, steward to lady Mon-

trath, found her in the sie'ds within that

. lady's manor near Twickenham, feeding

on cr.b-appleS and h irse chesnutl. The

wretched creature's cafe was represented

by this gentleman to Mrs. Champernon

of Princess Street, who ordered her seme

way to be brought to town, put her into

a lodging at her own expence, and paid

for all due care of her ; here she was

kept till this lady, Mr. Bmks, and others

of the contribuors to her relief; were

pleased to use rrly interest scr getting her

into the chtnry J have named She there

waits her deliveiy. and J hope will be re

covered to life. It if pi ( bible a young

creature may thus be preserve's from de

struction, anaicstored to her fr.t.ids, ard

a devoted infant saved with her. This I

ptomife myself will be one os the good

effects of a charity, which I 'h.nk can

not be too often recommended, or too

much savoured,

I am, etc.

Dr. HUXHA M, U bil Ohjernotient on

Antimony, lattly pubifkctt, bit vrry

(teatly Uijiatttrtd tbi Rtafon if the Joi-

tvwing hafii, v.z.

" -rt H AT six or eight grain* os the

1 liver or regulus ot antirn >r,y, and

even a much less quantiry of i's glaft,

("."II cause the m st violent vimitinej j

•th"rea**a dculim or nvre of the crur'e,

"i emsen' depirra'ed antimony of the

iti n*. may bs t.keo with rare and safety.

:iur futthi'r, if equal quantities of anti

cs Antimony.

mony and salt-perre are deflagrated ar**

melted together, a very strongly emetics*

liver of antirrtony is produced j and yet.

if trree par's of that salt, and one cf

antimony, are detonated and calcined in

a proper fire, » m'le nitre calx, or anfi-

moftium diaphareticum, as it is called.

coitus out, not in the least eme'irk or

c.ithirtick. On the other hind, if only

ore eighth of nine had been fused witfa"

ih: Intimory, a very mild kind of regu-

lus medicinal^ hid been the conftquence-

So likewise, if one part of salt of tartar*

is fluxed with five parti of crude anti

mony, a very gentle medicinal antimony,

or, as more commonly called, regaluss

•» merlicinalis, is prepared ; ard yet if two

or three parts of fixed ale < i salt, and ontS

of the same mineral, are melted toge

ther, a very drastick kind of hepar anti—

monii, and commonly a small quantity

os regulus, ensue. rJ.y, antimony well

fj masted, calcined, and then fluxed into a

gltss, without the add.tion of any other

body, become) the most virulent emeticlc

in nature : But if this very glaft is only

calcined again by th: concentrated cays

of the fun. thro' a large burning glass,

it is turned for1 liwith into an inactive

calx, or a fort of an'imonium diaphore-

ticum. The fame is effected by burning

L> the vitrum antimonii with abjut an equal

quantity of nitre."

The doctor has prefixed to hit disser

tation, a description of the method of

mtk ng the csfentia, or vinum antimonii.

wh ch he strongly recommends, and very

frequently uses, as an alterative, atte-

nuant, and diaphoretick ; not but tint the

£ first dofea commonly cause a slight nausea

cr fickisliness at the stomach, and fome-

tirn-s even a small degree of puking, with

a stool or two j hut after using ic two or

three days the stomach is scarce at ar'l

affected hy it. It may be given out of

whey, tea, wine, beer, cyder, or any a-

queous or vinous liquor, from 30 or 40,

j, to 60 or 80 drops, to adults.

Let one ounce of well picpared glass of

ant,mony, powdered, be infused, cold,

in 14 ounces of found Madeira wine, for

10 or 11 days, shaking it sometimes. Let

it settle for a day or two, then decant

the wine, and filter it thro' whitish,

brown piper, and keep it in a glafs-bot-

tle well stopped. Thus mtde it will keep

„ gord for several days. I prefer the Ma.

*J deirs, as it keeps Better than most other

wines : A p enercuj old Spanish white-

v. if e will do very well.

"Thi antirmn al glass should not be

powdered and rubbed much in a brass or

bell metal mirrar, lest the particles of

the copper should be rubbed eff with it,

which
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tmiefc also dissolve in the wine — of ir.isfoitune and pove ty, jiined with

this indeed ought to he a central caution 'he helpless infirmities ot dccl.niug aRe.

in powdering any hard mneral substances. He begged alms of the lold.ers, and ini-

eitte {or rnedic:ne or an assay, plored relief of Psammjnitus, and ilie

Ægyptians who were will htm in (lie

ft tit AOTHOR ts tbt L 9N DON luburbs. Ps-mmemtus, struck at ihe

MAGAZINE. vSfht of hit dtlticCi, Mised ha voice in a

bmenianle tcne ; and oiling ths* o d
S T Rt companion by name, diiavtred the im-

IV perusing the History of Ci,<etus., piessioos of t;ri<-f in h,s mind by bearing

lately published, in Scotland, I he dis- h mscll upon (he head. Thiee Persian,,

tres, and answer of Psammenituj, k» g of who hid been api,o nieH to observe iho

Egypt, then conquered and captive to unlvppy ktig's m >tioi 5, rrpurttd the

Cambyfcs, son of Cyms, the tyr.nt em- paiticuUrt cf his hehav.our to Camby't-t.

peror of Persia, in his own c»|>i'al of The account ihey prvs btir;; very surpec-

Memphis, gave me so much .oom (or re- jn(t1 he caused ir.q'Jie 01 Pfammenitgs,

section, that 1 wish you would g.ve it G Why, ,fter feeing willlCOt ;ny expressions

your readers, lam, Sec. of sorrow, hs daughter igr.o-ninioi.sly

treated and ills son d ajged to execution,

TE N days after Memphis siirrandered, he had shewn liim'iif so mu.h :ffl died ac

Camby.'es caused Psamminirus to hef the appearance of that man who wai

led out ir.tj the suburbs ; white she place known to be w r,e of his kinditd ?• Hit an-

«re minner in *hich he was exposed, to-' swer wa< : " S>n of Cyrus ! my domestick

jeher with some /Egyptians of the fi st woes are felt rno dieply lo be bewailed ;

nek, published moie d.st.nctly the t'ud- (jbut the distuss.d erudition of a familiar

den overthrow cs one who had continued friend was a subject of tears ; when I

c~ > 5x months aapon the throne { and beheld h m, wlio trjoyed the rrcateft

tut Cambyses opportunily to make hit plen'y and affluence, ex pi fed to fvnermfs

fei-ital observation! upon the behaviour of and poverty in the verge of eld age." Ai

a kinr, when he witnessed hi« disgrace who heard this rcpl) were touched with

and misery aggravateH by the following jr 5 Crœsus melted in'o tears ; the Per-

sed spectacle. In P(ammcni'u»'« view, funs wept in Cambysrs's presence} so

his daughter appeared in the habit of a that his unrelenting bread yiededa little

slave, carrying a pitcher to draw water ; D to compass! in •. He gave orders to five

and followed by several o:her young wo- the life of ' Psammemtui". son ; and to

men of high birth, who were all covered bring rise father from (he subuibs nto the

vrth the same wretched garb. Al they place where he kept his cou t. But thofo

pair by and cast their eyes on .their fathers that wero sent wiih this message found

who stood in ompany with llieÆtyp- the son had been first dispatched in the

tun king, they burst into loud fit ieks slaughter,

and pitiful tears j which their fathers, in

the fame angu.sti of heart, r:turned ; all g P-"' '/ <"■ fipicl Lett t«/<™ Wales, it

Dot Pfammenitus, who, at the light of « tltik in tie Navy Qfti:e.

bowed his face to the ground. cr .
Ai.er them, his son came uo a! (he he.d T" Mr- J—" " ^

of two thousand Æ^yntiaris, all >oung LtnJtn.

men of the fame age. They had ropes a- SIR,

haut their necks and bits in their mouth* ; rT"*0 acquaint you who I am ; I am

being in that cond iron pushed on in order J (he wife of Capt. Ed ds. My

to their be ng sacrificed, by way of reta- husbard died in the army, and I hid no-

sor the murder of those on board thing f,ona him, and I am very poor and

uVe Mirytenean ship *. For the decision F lost my health, weiy sLk <-f iheague. Long

es the -king's judges was, That for every while ago I write a letter (o my king, but

t*t»h-i had been mass^oed hythepeo- it was » troublesome time wUh my k:ng

pie of Memphis, fen Ær.y;)tians of the then. Whether ho had the letter or no I

first order should be put to death. Pfam- cirnot tell, for I was informed that my

tner.itui seeing them and his son at their lord ard king use to assist the captains

fcead, as they moved along to receive their wives when their In soands d,ed. An

cruel doem j he dirt not bemnan them hearing of yur goodness to a creat many

with doleful cries, like the Ægyptians_, of ycur country people, which 1 hope

who were placed by him, but behaved" you will net deni to acquaint my king cf

in the fame way as when he beheld his this my oidref, for you are highly ei-

daujhter. Imm:diate'y afrer this, a per- teemed w.th my lord and king, ai I was

son who had lived with him as one of his told. Your hmour's most loving servant,

most intimate friends, discovered himself LI—d. July 1 1, 1746. A—r Ed ds.

» the crond, having the miserable aspect El Ikt

• Wiiifc Ttiai st»t milt an bimld to [uvmtin Mtrnsbii It su'rrttiitr ; it/f tbt pifukii r si

»»J /<iavi*{ tbt vtjstl ttri tbt (rev; It fiecn.
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Sung by Miss Thomas at the Theatre-Royal in Drury-Lane.
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AD hail thrr: mighty pow'r divine !

Low ac ihy ihrine

A willing victim lee !

Ready thy soldier to commence, and prove

All <hc extremities of love ;

The joyi, the fears, the bliss, the smart ;

Ob ! may the cooq'resa of my heart,

A gracious soVreign be !

Then love all meaner objects shall control)!,

And reign en|£ron'd the ruling passion of my

foul.

Rrm n?hsm, Dec. 17;;.

7» Mr. lauaPMT a rtai&mr bit Farte, tailed

tie APPRENTICE

RANGER, Apprentice, or whatever

turns

Pleases thine ear, and recommends to fame !

Oft' baa (he muse with pleasure read thy lore,

And still the more she read admii'd the more.

Pleas d with thy moral page she moral grew,

Aarl own'd her taste and virtue were thy due.

Proceed Cervantes of the British stage,

And laugh away the follies of the age 1

F-r ibou art born in nobler scenes to shine,

Vnril hit Culex had, and thou hast thine.

W. Rinia.

ISABEL.

AS K. you for whr.m I fondly sigh,

For whom I live, for whom I'd die ;

Win does all other njrnpht excel ?—

It cin be only Isabel.

A thousand charms that cannot fade

Adorn the matchless, nut brown maid ;

A face of native red and white,

A pair of eyes like diamonds bright,

A breath that's sweeter than the rose,

A breast more chaste than falling snows,

A heart that never new a fault,

A tongue that freaks but what it ought,

A voice that human notes excels,

And sweeter far than Philomel's,

That strikes the ear with magic lay,

And steals the very foul away.

Think, think of all that's (weet and fair

To plea'e the eye or chirm the ear,

All that is soft in womankind,

All that is strong in manly ra nd,

Then, think of—more than I can tell—

'Tit something then like Isabel.

« D E /«• tie NEW-YEAR. Bj

CoiiiT CiSBia, Ess}

tntta<trv> by Mr. Savage.

AIL, hail, auspicious day !

Advancing to prolong

The yean of Csefai's sway :

Ee thine the festal song.

Air by Mr. Sa VAGI.

Ib Rome when fam'd Augustus liv'd,

Bad then the lyrist of his praise

To this more godlike reisn surviv'd,

What glories now had grae'd bil lays 1

Now had he fung a golden age,

With birth- right liberty renew'd j

A ocbkr song than realms by r»g«

Of oivU war to chains subdu'd.

H

Rtdialim by Mr. Wass,

1 Shall then our lays the wreath resign,

Where far superior virtues shine ?

Turn, Britons, tuin your annals o'er,

Then mark the reign you most admire :

The present still shill hold its p-.w*r

To charm your highest heart's desire.

Air by Mr. Wass.

Or if this hsppier youngest year

In blessings should transcend the last.

The pref 'rence only would declare

The present sweeter than the past.

Recitative by Mr. Beard.

Such is the praise by Britain paid

To Caesar's gentle empire fway'd :

Such, such the truths that lift our layt

Beyond the flights of classick praise.

A<r by Mr, Be aid.

Annual aids when senates grant,

Less the king than subjects want ;

All the dues by him receiv'd

Are but publick wants reliev'd.

So the seasons lend the earth

Suns and fhow'rs to aid her birth ;

Well the mutual labours suit,

His the glory, yours the fruit.

Chorus.

Thus happy years on years enrollM

Shall teach the new to praise the old,

Till fame has confest,

Through the glories of state,

No subjects so blest,

No monarch so great.

To a very beiutifjl Youno Lady, cnVI at

Ladies Memorandum- Book, ftr ibe Tear

1756.

OS A L L Y ! kindly form'd by heaven to

to prove

The power of beauty and the sweets of love,

Taught with politeness, elegance and fense,

To shew your sex the charms of innocence.

In this small book behold the present year,

Compleatly fitted for the British fair ;

Where old and young may register theirtiire,

And you may keep the records of your prime.

Let modish ladies paint a vjcioui age,

And croud with debts of game the blushing

page :

'Ti> yours the moments wisely to improve.

And mark each day for virtue or for love.

What tbo' in this no part with lustre shine;,

While yet unhonour'd with your graceful

lines ;

Yet when you once describe in order here

Your scenes of lile throughout th' ensuing

year j

Soon will eich page, beneath your mag ck

hand,

In value rise, and all our pra se command ;

The pleasing rules ot happiness contain,

And teach the art of living wrhout pain.

Then too when length of time Hull still

imFrc ve

Your modest virtues, and reward your love.

Haply
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Haply 1 his little hist'ry m«y remain,

With some past j' y to sooth a moment's pain :

Your babe* m«y lead t too, and fondly strive,

To write like mamma.—and like her to live.

PROLOGUE /. tbe APPRENTICE

virtue* ky Mr. G ah rick, jpcktn by Mr.

Murphy, diejstdin Black.

BE H O L D a wonder for theatrick story !

The Culprit of this night appears before ye.

Before his judges dares these boards to tread,

•* With all his imperfections on his head I"

Prologues precede the Piece,—in mournful

verse ;

As undertakers—walk before the hearse.

Whose doleful march may strike the harden'd

mind,

And wake its feeling—for the dead — behind,

Triclct out in black thus actors try their art,

To melt that Rcckoi Rocks,—the critic's heart,

No acted fears my vanity betray ;

lam indeed,—what others only play.

Thus far myself ; — the farce comes next in

view ;

Tho' many are its faults, at least 'tis New.

No smuggled, pilfer'd scenes from France we

shew,

'Tis English—English, Sirs !—from top to toe.

Tho' coarse my colours and my hand unfkill'd,

Ffom real life my little cloth is fill'd.

My hero is a youth,—by fate design'd

For fulling Jimslit, —but whole stage struck

mind,

Nor Fate could rule, nor his Indenture! bind. J

A place there is where such young Quixots ")

meet j [glorious tieat !
•Tis cali'd the SPOUTING CLUB ;—a

Where prentie'd kings—alarm the gaping

street !

There Brutta starts and stares by midnight

taper ;

Who all the Day enacts—a woollen- draper.

There Hamln's ghost stalks forth with "J

doubPdtist j [0 Lift," I

Cries out with hollow voice,—" Lij), List, \

And fiightens Denmark's prince—a young 1

tobacconist. J

The spirit too, clesr'd from his deadly white,

Rises—a habeidasher to the sight !

Not young attornics—have this rage with

stood,

But change their Pern for

And (strange reverse)—die

try's good.

Thro* all the town this folly you may trace j

Myself am w.tness—'tis a common case.

I've further proofs, could ye but think I

wrong ye j [youths among ye.

—Lock round—you'll find some speutmg

Tocheck these heroes, and their laurels crop.

To bring 'em back to Reason,—and theirSnop,

To raise an harmless laugh was all my aim,

And if I shun contempt,—I seek not Fame,

In-lulge this firstling,—let me but Begin,

Nor ,:.p me—in the buddings of my Ha ;

the sight !

ve this rage with- "

[Ink for Blooij j

>r Truncheons, >

ie for their coun-

1

Some hopes I cherish—in your Smiles I rear!

'em ; [ceed 'em.

Whate'er my faults,—your candor can ex-

EPILOGUE written by a Friend, Spoken

by Mri. Clive.

[En'eri reading the Play- Bi/l.J

AV E R Y pretty bill;—as I'm alive

The part of—nobody—by Mrs. Clive !■

A paltry, fcrib'ing fool—to leave me out—

He'll fay perhaps—he thought I could not

spout.

Malice and envy to the last degree !

And why ?—I wrote a farce as well at he.

And fairly ventur'd it,—without the aid

Of prologue dreft'd in black, and face in

masquerade ;

Opit—have pity—see how I'm dismay'd !

Poor soul !—this canting stuff will never do.

Unless, like Bays, he brings his hangman too.

But [ratting that from these fame obsequies.

Some pickings to our bard in black arise ;

Sould your applause to joy convert bis fear.

As Pallas turns to feast—Lardilla't Bier ;

Yet 'twould have been a betier scheme by

half [with me to laugh.

T'have thrown his weeds aside, and learn't

I could have shewn him. had he been mclin'd,

A spouting junto of the female kind.

There dwells a m.Hirer in yonder row,

Well-diess'd, full voie'd, and nobly built for

shew, [rahl,

Who, when in rage, she scolds at Sue and Sa •

Demn'd, damn' dDiJJ'tmbler /—thinks she's

than Zara.

She has a daughter too that deals in lace,

And sings—OPondtr well—and CbevyCbafe

And lain would fill ihe uir Ofre u's place.

And in her cock't up hat, and gown of ca n

b'et, [Hamlet.

Presumes on something — touching the lord

A cousin too she has, with squinting eyes,

With wadling gait, and voice Ike London Criei ;

Who, lor the stage too (horf, by half a story,

Acts lady Town'y—thus—in all her glory.

And, while she's trave-fing her scanty room,

Cries—' Lord, my lord, what cm I do at home !'

In short, tliei e's gi'ls enough for all the fel

lows, [jealous

The ranting, whining, starling, and

The Hotsijuis, Romcos, Hamlets

Othello*.

Oh ; little do those filly people know,

What dreadful trial—actors undergo.

Myself—who m st in harmony delight,

Am scolding h;re from merning until night.

Then take advice from me, ye giddy thing*,

Ye royal milliners, ye apron'd kings ;

Young men bewsreandfhunourslipp'ry ways,

Sudy anth-netick, and burn your plays;

And you, yc girls, let not our tinsel train

Enchant yosir eyes, and turn your madd'ning

brain ;

Be tim;ly wise, for oh 1 be sure of this j—

A shop with virtue, u> the height of hi si .

THE

i

> at home !*

the fel "J

jealous, I

ind the V

s, and I
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Tkuisday, Jan. I.

)ING Street coffee-house,

in King street, Cheap-

fide, Wil consumed by

lire, and Mr. Huggins,

the master, his wife, her

sister, and the maid, pe

rished in the flames. The

kdeer, in whose morn it began, escaped.

Monday, 5.

Mi k Clew, a private centinel in the

first re*, os guards, waa shot, for deser

tion, in Hyde Park.

Tuesday, 6.

Three houses were consumed by fire at

Chelsea.

Tuesday, 13.

Ire Wh thread, Esq; one of the sheriffs

of this city, attended the house of com-

with the city's petition for a new

(See Vol. xxiv. p. 593 )

FlIDAT, 16.

M. Mitchell, lare'y secretary of amr-assy

tn the king os Prussia, had his fi st pri

vate audience of his majesty 10 present

hit kfers of credence as ambassador and

plenipotentiary from that court.

Monday, 19.

Ended the lessions at the Old Bailey,

when Annr.w B'inkworth, for publishing

a sorted promissory note, John Boswell,

let robbing Frederick Lennard, and Alex

ander Thorn-non, for not surrendering ac

cording ro proper notice, he being de-

dired a b'rk-upr, received sentence of

Oirh : Twenty erght to be transported

for seven years ; thiee to be branded, and

two whipped.

Tvhday, 10.

Ann Alien, a notorious cheat, who waa

latdy found in the fields of Iflcworth,

before that at Twickenham, ard sometime

briere that near Windsor, in the character

cf a ruined young lady, was committed

to Br.aewell. It it not to be conceived

what a variety of impositions she ha»

seen guilty of within these two years.

She is about ji years of age, well set,

speaks with a weft country dialect, and

U)i she comes sometimes from Cornwall,

sometimes from Devonshire, was found

•boot two years ago naked in Leirester-

ftWs, and committed by the late Henry

Fielding, Esq; to Bridewell, and after

wards by rhe Rt. Hon. lord Cadogan.

[We are sorry such an abandoned cheat

Ihoold exist, since it rendera real objects

suspected, and tendi to fasten the chari-

J.nuary, 1756.

table hand against their relies, and we

are sorry we, also, were inclined, with

the Inspector, to believe her artful tale,

which is so affectingly told by h s corre

spondent, and to insert it in our Magazines;

which however we did from a ttuly chris

tian and praise-worthy motive.]

Saturday, 14.

Two houses were consumed by fire, in

Cock-lane, Ratcliss,

TurlDAT, *7.

Sheriffs appointed by his may sty in

council, for the year ensuing, viz. for

Berks, Thomas Reive, Esq;—Beds. Junes

Smith, Esq;—Bucks, Thomas Worster,

Esq;—Cumb. Sir Wilfred Lawson, Bart.

Chesh. Thotms Prescot, Esq;—Camb.

and Hunt. Charles Pepys, Esq;—Cunw,

John Sswle, Esq;—Devon John Oliver

Williams, Esq;—Doiset. Harry Meggj,

Esq;—Deib. Nicholas Hurt, Esq;—Esstx,

Edward Emmett, Esq;—Glou. Clmles

Wyndham, Esq;—Herts. John Turvin,

Esq;—Heref. Edmund Thomas, Esq;—

Kent, John Cockaine Sole, Esq;—Lciceit.

William Pochin, Esq;—Line. Thomaa

Lister, Esq;—Monm. Daniel Treagose,

Esq;—Northamp. J hn Ashley, Esq;—

Nors. John Barker, Esq;— Notting. Rob.

Sutton, Esq;—Oxfordsh. Charles Peers,

Esq;— Rutl. Robert Tomblin, Esq;—

Shrop. Anthony Kinnerfley, Esq;—Scmer.

Jsmts Perry, Esq;—Staff. John Touchet

Chctwode, Esq; — Southampt. Bernard

Brocas, Esq;—Surry, Charles Devon, Esq;

—Suss. Joseph Calverley, Esq;—Warw.

John Taylor, Esq;—Worcest. Jjseph Bi-

die, Esq;—Wilts. John Jacob, Esq;—

Yorkfh. G. Montgomery Metham, Esq;

—For South Wales : Brecon, William

Prytherch, Esq;—Carm. Henry Penry,

Esq;—Card. Lewis Lloyd, Esq;—Glam.

Henry StratsfirH, Esq;—Pemb. George

Lloyd Mears, Esq;—Rartn. John Lew^s,

Esq;— For Nor h Wales: Angl. Charles

All-nson, Esq;—Carnarv. William Owen,

Esq;—Denb. Maurice Jones, Esq;—Flint,

John Wright, Esq;—Merioneth, Richard

Owen, Esq;— Montgom. Richard Powell,

Esq;

The king os Portugal has returned his

thanks 10 this court, for the relief sent

h<m by his majesty and ihe narion. (See

Vol. xxiv, p. .,94.) and th'.' whole Por

tuguese court in extremely affected by this

instance of British generosity

Great numbers of carpenters, &c. have

been engaged here to go so Life >n, at 4.

F and
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and 61. per month, to forward the re

building of that city.

Christened last year at Amsterdam 4340.

Married 1058. Buried 6512. Ships ar

rived in the Texel 1488.

A Dutch seaman afBcted with the

dropsy, being cast away on an island in

the East- Indies in which he could rind no

spring!, was radically cured of that dis

temper in a few days by drinking salt

water, which brought on a flux.

A gentleman of Birmingham till com

municated to the masters of the iron

foundery at Coalbrook Dale, in Shrop

shire, the lollowing method of restoring

cast iron furnaces and soap-pans that hap

pen thro* accident or mismanagement to

be cracked, which ha'h been found by

experience to be effectual, and may re

move a popular objection to the use of

them.

" Take a small clod of fine new Hme,

slacked and finely sifted ; mix it up wiih

white of egits, well beaten, till it is of

the consistence of pap or soft mortar ; add

to it some iron file dust, and with this

paste fill up rhe inside of the crack, (which

will be sufficient) raising a little seam or

bead upon it, and it will soon become

bard and fit for use." This he fays may

be depended on, and further adds, *' I

cured a friend's furnace which had a large

Crack about 14. inches long in Januaty

last wiih the above ; it has boiled three

or four days every week since, and is yet

perfectly tight."

On the ilt instant the river Frood, near

Ponty-Pool in Monmouthshire, funk by

the fall of a rock into the earth, and is

loft, not having yet been discovered to

have broke out again any where, tho' it

may be orserved to run about 10 yards

under ground.

On the fi'st of November last, in the

lake not far from Kirby Lonsdale, in

Westmoreland, called Wynander Mere,

(famous for the fish called the Charr)

in an instant the water rose seven see',

and again as loon subsided, and this with

Out the least previcus notice by the noise

of thunder, &c. so that two fishermen,

who were in a boat at the fide of the

lake, repairing their fishing tackle, found

themselves at once carried back a consi

derable way upon it, and were so asto

nished with the sudden transportation, as

to declare they expected nothing less frem

it than the general consummation. Others

likewise upon the lake, and near it, were

equally sensible of its almost instantane

ous alteration.

Edinburgh, Jan. 6. On Wednesday last,

betwixt one and two o'clock in the

morning, a im-IJ shock of an earthquake)

was felt at Greenock, and several placet

in that neighbourhood, as well at Dum

barton, Inchinnan, and Glasgow.

Extras! es a Letter from the Parijb of Kil-

macolm, about tin Uilet IVcJt of Glas-

gow, dated Jan. 1.

" Yesterday about one o'clock in th<

morning, being awake in bed, I fell

about seven or eight shocks of an earth

quake, all succeeding one another. Thi

whole (hocks were over in the space o

half a minute. The second shock wai

the greatest, and so violent, that it fair!)

lifted me off the bed, jolted me to tht

head of it, and in a moment down agair

to where I lay before ; and jostled a largt

chest with such violence along the side o

a wall in another room, that it awakec

a gentleman who was sleeping there."

Dublin, Jan. 13. On the 17th pas

there was a shock of an earthquake, 0

so greats fall of rains at Slieuve Baughty,

in the county of Galway, near Loughrea

that a bog of more than fifty acres, anc

above twenty feet thick, was forced frorr

that mountain, and carried a mile to ;

lower part of the hill, to the great dreat

and terror of all the neighbouring people

who are afraid it may be moved again

and rest on their lands, and destroy them

On the second of this instant they hac

also a shock at Tuam, and at Ballymore

in the neighbourhood of that city.

Since our accounts of the earthquake

on Nov. 1. (fee Vol. XXiv. p. 5J4.) wt

have received accounts, that at the samt

time it was felt in New-York, Phila.

delphia, and in several parts of Sweden

Barbary (tee Vol. xxiv. p. 598) wa;

again effected with the like calamity or

the r 8th and 19th of November, whict

did great damage at Fez particularly

[See p. 47.)

The Indians in the French interef

continue still their depredations at ih<

back of Virginia (fee Vol. xxiv. p. 498.

burning the plantations, and scalping 01

carrying off the inhabitants.

Two prrfbyterian clergymen in Cumber

land county have marched in quest of thi

enemy, at the head of two confiderablt

parties of their hearers. A party frorr

fort Cumberland fell in with the Indian

lately, and killed a great many of them.

Philadelphia, Nov. 58. For some timi

past the uneasiness of the back- settlers ha

been much increased by the incursions o:

the Indians (some of them lately in oui

interest) who have destroyed many fami

lies within about sixty miles of our city

These hostilities having been frequent!)

repeated, occasioned a great number o:

the inhabitants of the back countries tc

come
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to promote a reconcilia-

between the governor and assembly,

which some ibirk it in great measure effec

ted, far since that incident two bills have

been passes, cne for regulating such as aie

witting to fight, and the other for raising

55,ccol. by a tax upon the estates of the

anluhraxt* ; the proprietors only excepted

at that time, in consideration of a gift of

jceoL bow given as an addition to the

55.:ecl. The several goverrors on the

coannent are to meet the second of next

month at New-York , to settle the plan of

•perarions for next spring.

Two days ago the Indians fell upon the

Morav.an<, and destroyed their settlement

at Gnaden Hvr.tcn, ab>ut e.f,hty five miles

Ircm this city. It was remarkab'e, that,

a few days before, the Indians 'ent down

to tetl th;se pecple to net out of their way,

for that they were jud coming to take

Gaaden- Hutten, which was formerly their

own, long before the Europeans set a foot

there ; nay. as Ion; a< the rivers had tun,

or the .'rees burst forth into verdure. The

MvavUns trusted, they said, in the lamb,

wba> would fnht for them; bur, alas I

they have reason to see, that with Hue con-

ccer.ee in God, proper means must be used

if we would be safe.

Uaisuces a-d Births.

Jan. i. r O R D Robert Mmners was

I i married to Mits Diggea, of

Grcsvenoi Square.

William Yea, of Okthampton, in So-

merfeishire, Esq; to Mist Julia Tievelyan,

daughter of Sir George Tievelyan, Bart.

*. Ceo Arthur, Esq; to Mi's Weaver.

Henry Correr, ol ftildwick, in Yoik-

la>re, Eso; to Miss Fan and.

■ Notion Pjwlett, Esq; to Mra,

Owe.

17. Richard Harcourte, of Pcnlee, in

Hertfordshire, Esqi to Miss Eamei, of Lit

tle Gaddetdtn.

10. Christopher Anstey, E'q; to Miss

Cafvert.

is. Mr. Thomas Hughes, the king's

10 Mft Wilkei, daughter of

Wilkei, Esq; an eminent malt

distiller.

a6 Earl of Egmont, to Miss Compton,

niece lo the earl of Northampton.

J7. David Graham, Esq; to MissSearle.

19. Earl of Eulton, to the Hon. Miss

Liddel, daughter of Hrd Ravensworth.

Jan. a. Lady of James M idyi'otd Hey-

wood, of Maristow, Dev„n, Esq; wa« de-

arered os a son.

t. of Hugh Ro's, Esq; of a son.

Coontesi of H^tsord, of a dingh'er.

15. Lady of George Niitea, tsqj of a

43

Deaths.

Dec. 27. T ADY Barbara North, aunt

I j to the earl of Pembroke.

Jan. 1. Relict of Sir John Chefhyre,

king's prime serjeant.

a. James Church, of Great Shelford, in

Cambridgeshire, Esq;

4. John Robertson, Esq; fort- major of

Edinbureh-easile.

7. Richard Draper, E q; serjeant at law.

8. Hon. Mrs. Verney, diughter of lord

Leigh, and relict of the Hon. Mil. Verney.

9. Richard Bodrlicoate, Esq; an eminent

West- India merchant, of an apopkctick

fit.

10. Richard Pratt, Esq; an eminent mall

distiller at Vauxhall.

Henry Read, ot Ramsbury, Wilts, Esq;

high sheriff of that county in 17*1.

Lady Amelia de Wassenaer, sister to the

duke of Portland.

15. Lord Mtlfington, eldest son of the

carl of Prrrmore.

18. J hn Phillips, of Low Layton,

Esq; who has left 1000 1, to the Found

ling hospital, and 10,000 I. more in rever

sion.

Rtv. Dr. Hildrop, rector of Wath, in

Y01 kshire, author of Though a on the Brute

Creation, and many other pieces in the

cause of religion and virtue.

20. Mrs. Henry, wife of Mr. David Hen

ry, printer, at St. John's Gate.

Col. William Ellison, who succeeded the

brave Sir Peter Halkett in the command of

his regiment, at the latter end of Decem

ber.

Robert Bagnall, Esq; at Parti, possessed

of 15,00.-1. per ann. in Ireland.

Hon. William Byam, Esq; one of the

council os Antigua, in September last.

Hon. Ezck el Lewis, Esq; one of the

council os New-Yoik.

Ecct rsiaitical Preferments.

RE V. Joseph Sim mi, M. A. was pre

sented to the vicarage of East Ham,

Essx.—Thomai Fletcher, M. A. to the

vicarage of Milton Court, in Hampshire.

—Mr. Wray, ro the vicarage of Bourne,

in Cambridgeshire. — Mr. Kand, to the

living of Hickling, in Nottinghamshire,

worth 300 I. per ann. — Mr. rassett, to

the rectory os Beeston St. Laurence, in

Norfolk. — Mr. W.llanV Filzherbert, to

the vicirage of Hornden on the Hill, in

Essex. — Mr. Mos:s Wright, to 3 minor

canonry of St. Paul's. Mr. Nicholas

Hilland, to the vicarage of Mucking, in

Essx.—^fr. John Jones appointed vicar*

ch ral of St. Paul's, in the room of Dr.

Gieene.

A dispensation past the scab, to enable

Robert Eden, D D. to hold the rectoriei

of H dbourne and Michael - Mirsh, in

F 1 Hampstuic,
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Hampshire, worth 480 1, per ann. To

enable William Sparrow, M. A to hold

the rectories of Chickley and Failey, in

Cambridgeshire.

Promotions Civil ami Military.

From ibr London Gazette.

WHITEHALL, Jan. J. The king

has beer, pleased to appoint the fol-

I owing gentlemen to be offi .. in the tegi-

ments hereafter mentioned.

Fiist reg. of guards. Richard Shuck-

burgh, Esq, Kent, and to take rank as capt,

of loot.

B.^ckland's. Cecil Forrester, Esq; licut.

col. — Thomas Cordon, licut. — Charles

Philips, ensign.

Stcond reg. of guards. Ruvigny do

Cosne, capt. — Ceorge Bodens. Esq; capt.

I ieut. and to take tank aa litut. cola, of

foot.

Third reg. of guards. Montagu Blo-

mer and J>hn Scott, Esqrs. capt, of a

comp. each. — lord Adam Gordon, capt,

licut. and all three to take rank as licut.

cols, of foot.

Lt. Gift. Anstruther's. Gmrge Mon-

esief, Esq; lieut, col.—Dav.d Eifkir.e, Esq;

major.

Mordaunt'S dragoons. R< hert Sloptr,

Esq; major. — Henry Ailhui Fellows, Gent,

cornet.

Col. Howard's. John Barlow, E'q;

■naj ir.

Bentinck's. John Mackay, Esq; major.

Fowke's. John Bell, Esq; m jor.

F liiott's. Sir Robert Hamilton, maj r.

Hsneywood's. John Beckwith, Esq;

major.

Stuart's. Jordan Wren, Esq; major.

Durour's. James Robertson, E!q; ma

jor.

Whitehall, Jan 6. The king has been

pleased to appoint Henry Gore, Esq; to

be major to lord Robert Bertie's regiment

of foot.

Whitehall, Jan. 1%. The king has heen

pleased to grant to laid Sandys the offices

of warden and justice in eyre of all his

majesty's forests, &c. on this side Trent,

in the room f the duke of Leeds : And,

To the Rt. Hon. George Doddingtnn,

Esq; the .slice of treasurer of his m.jesty's

navy, in the room of George Grenville,

Esq;

From lie reft if tti Patirs.

Mr. Nares, organist and composer to

his majesty, in the room of Dr. Green,

deceased. J An Collier, Esq; judge ad

vocate at Nova -Scotia. Duke of Rut

land elected a governor of the Charter

house, in the room of the late duke of

Devonshire — William Cunningham, Esq j

appointed to be first major to St. Clair's

reg, in the room of W.n. Forster, lieut. col.

Sloper, Esq; major to Motdaunt's

dragoons, — Campbell, Esq; major

to lord J.jhn Murray's, in the room of

Francis Grant, lieut. col. Fletcher,

n. j.-r to Otway's, in the room of Charles

Owen , lie ut. col. — —— Beavt r, Esq ; ma

jor to Tliomas Murray's. — —— Napier,

m <j >» tu Bligh's horse, in the room of Hen

ry Stamer, lieut. col.

The following gentlemen are appointed

capls. and capt, lieuts. in the undermen

tioned regs. Abercrombie's. Capt>. Geo.

Augustus Bany, Thomas Calcraft, Alex.

Abercrombie, George Manwanng, Will.

Muilch, Hugh Powell, John Hay. Capt,

lieut, Danlay Collins. — Napier's. Capts.

Hiidebtand O.ikes, Richard Montgomery .

John Blair. Nehemiah Donelltn, Wiliiam

Martin, William Bailhe, John Walker.

Capt, lieut. William Wade.—Lambron'e.

Capts. Francis Jonts, Loftus Anth. Tot

tenham, Hcniy Biowrrig, John Ycung,

Thomas Phillips, John Travers, Archi

bald Williams. Capt, lieut. William Mor

ris. Whitmore's. Capts. John Linde-

fay, Robert Lamb, Ceorge Sempiil, James

Walieman, Thomas Benson, Thomas

Thompson, James MFarlane. Capt.

lieut. Lord vise. Allen. Campbell's.

Capts. Wnliam Powell, John Biourh-

ron, William Hamilton. George Twifle-

ton Riofdale, William Bellenden, Will.am

Dodsworth, J hn Townsend. Capt, lieut.

Ttiomas Palmer.—Perry's. Capts. James

Har^rave, George Weft, Witheringtors

Morrii, Alexander Bredin, Alexander

Duncan, John Carter, John Wilkina.

Cap', lieut, John Blomer.—Loid C. Man -

ners's. Capts. Jimes Stewart, Thorn >a

Hirgrave, William Skipton, John Heigh -

ington, William Plaistow, John Deaken,

and the cail of Sutherland. Capt, lieut.

Francis Girgor. — Arabin's. Capts. Lord

Bovde, Joseph Harrison, Samuel Cramer,

William Craigg, John Clifford, Daniel

Clements, Patrick Preston. Capt, lieur.

Thomas Bunbury. — Anstruther's. Capts.

James Agnew, Charles Gradon, John

Nuttall, George Bird, Jjraei Dalrymple,

Robert Rutherford, John Letland. Capt,

lieut. Charles Ho ....—Montagu's. Capts.

James Manwaring, Edward Barry, James

Pnngle, Robert Milward, Peter Henni?,

Walter Campbell, M' Donald of

Knock. Capt, lieut. William Dundas.

Lieuts. and ensigns have also been appoint

ed in the above 10 regiments.

Alterations ra the List as Parliament.

Elcomb Regis, George Doddirgton,

M and Wellbore Ellis, Esqrs. re-elected

on preferment.

Woodsloock, Lord Baseman, Ditto.

Tavistock, Richard Rigby, Esq; Ditto.

Penryn, Hon. Rich. Edgcurnt*. Ditto.

Gloucester
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Gloucester city, George Selwyn, Esq;

Rtto.

Romney, Henry Forrtse, Esq; Ditto.

Donw.ch, Soame Jenyns, Esq; Ditto.

Seasjrd, Lard vise. Gage, Ditto.

Hunion, W.lu, Capt. Mabbot, in the

ream of B.sse Richards, Esqj deceased.

B—re— T».

Jan. j. T\B N J A M I N Hooker, of Cre-

13 diton, Devon, apothecary,

6 John Burton, of Shadwell, mariner.

—Hiimn Camm, of AbrngHon, B rks,

dealer.—Edward Beazley, of Bermondfey-

ftrier, Soothwark, woolstapler. Thn.

Pntchard, of Bndgwater, coal merchant.R.cha d Eavei, of Birmingham, ear

ner.—Elizabeth Tiinder, of Bath, tavern-

keeper.

10. James Nunn, of Coventry -street,

vintner. — Richard Knight, sen. and jun,

of Brentwood, woolstaplers.—John Stott,

ot London, merchant. — Richard Sand-

land, of Covent Garden, haberdasher of

lentil wares. — John Waters, of Litcham,

N rfolk, linen- weaver.—J. hn Wetteibum,

(en. of Hawkill, Northumberland, maltster.

i». Ohsrtes Theiker, of Stamford, to-

st Alexander Pyrtt, and Jacob

Westhke of Winchester, cornlactors. —

Edward Sly, of Ramlbury, Wilts, leather-

feller.

J7. John Rimington, of Blackburne,

in Lancslhi e, chapman. — Silvanus Per-

rott, of Hcmtl Hrmpftead, in Hertford

shire, dealer.—John Chappel, of Tring, in

Hertfoidlh re, dealer.

»o. Tho. Smith, of Andover, Hants,

dealer.—William Frerman, of Southwark,

turner.—Nath. Wraxall, of Bristol, mer

chant.—J >seph Capes, of Knottingley, in

Yorkshire, corns ctor.

s«. John Dagl-y, of Bafinghall- street,

bricklayer.—Jamea Dolman, of Westmin

ster, ionholdcr. — Robert Pycrofr, of St.

Botolph, Aldea'e, brewer.

27. John Green and Robert Green, of

L»ed», merchant! and partners. — John

R->se, of Avebury, Wilts, dealer.—Tho.

H slear, of Southampton, merchant.

Frm tbe Publick Advertiser, J»n. »o.

Versailles, Jan. i*. On tbe 1 1st fast M.

Jtisi'!e\ Miniper and Secretary of Vru/e fr

fs'ag* jiff:irtt titrate tbe following Leifer to

Mr. Fix, Secretary of State to tbe K<ng of

England.

Si; By Command of tbe King my Moster f I

have tbe Humour to fend your Excellency tbe

jc <itvtng Memorial, Arc

TH £ kin? is able to demonstrate to

tbe v... U universe by auliientick

I

of tbe French King. 45

proofs, that it is not owing to his majesty

that the differences reining to America

have not been amicably accommodated.

The king, being most sincerely desirous

to maintain the publick peace and a good

understanding with his Rritannick majesty,

carried on the negotiation relative to that

subject with the most unreserved confidence

and good faith.

The assurances of the king of Great-

Bii'ain's disposition to peace, which hi*

Britannick majesty and his ministers were

constantly repeating, both by word of

mouth and in writing, were so formal

and precise, that the king could not, with

out reproaching himself, entertain the least

suspicion os the sincerity of the court of

London's intentions.

It is scarce possible to conceive how these

assurances can be reconciled with the orders

for hostilities given in November, 1754., to

general Braddock, and in April, 1755, to

admiral Bofcawen.

The attack and capture in July last, of

two of the king's ships in the open sea,

and without a declaration of war, was a

publick insult to his majesty's flag ; and

his majesty would have immediately ma

nifested his just resentment of such an ir

regular and violent proceeding, if he could

have imagined that admiral Bofcawen acted

by the orders of his court.

For the fame reason the king suspended

at first hii judgment of the piracies {fira-

teriei) that have been committed for seve

ral months, by the English men of war,

on the navigation and commerce of hit

majesty's subjects, in contempt of the law

of nations, the faith of treaties, the

usages established among civilized nations,

and the regard they reciprocally owe to one

another.

The sentiments of his Britannick ma

jesty gave the king room to expect that

at his return to London he would disavow

the conduct of hit admiralty and naval

officers, and give his majesty a satis

faction proportioned to the injury and the

damage.

But seeing that the king of England,

instead of punishing the robberies (brigan-

doget) committed by 'he English navy, on

the contrary encourages them, by demand

ing from his subjects fresh supplies against

Fiance ; his majesty would fall short in

what he owes to hit own glory, the dig

nity of his crown, and the defence of his

people, if he defered any longer the de

manding of a signal reparation for the

outrage done to the French dig, and the

damage done to the king's subjects.

His majesty, therefore, thinks proper

to apply directly to his Britannick majesty,

and demand ircai him immediate apd lull

restitution



4.6 Mr. Fox's Letter.—Schemefor the two Millions. Jan.

should judge it to be of English manufac

ture if we could suspect men of such spi

rit as are now at the head of our affairs

capable of so much meanness and disre

gard to their country's honour, at to speak

to the French court in any other language

than plain English.

restitution of all the French ships, as well

men of war ai merchantmen, which,

contrary to all law and all decorum, have

been taken hy the English navy, and of

all the officers, fiMiers, mariners, puns,

floret, merchandises, and in general of

•very thing belonging to those vessels.

The king will always chuse to owe to

the king of Enghnd'a equity, rather than

to any thing else, that satisfaction which

he hath a right lo demand : And all the

powers in Europe will undoubtedly fee in

this step which he haih 'eterm ned 10 I ke,

a new and fluking preof of rhat invaria

ble l*ve of peace which directs all hit

counsel* and resolutions.

If hit B'itannick majesty order restitu

tion of the vesselt in question, the king

will be disposed to enter into a negetia'ion

for that farther satisiaction which is le

gally due to him, and Hill continue desi

rous, as he hath always been, to have

the discussions relating 10 America deter

mined by an equitable and f .i.d accommo

dation.

But if, contrary to all hopes, the king

ol England refuse what the king demand*,

hia majesty will regard (hit den al of jus

lice as the most authentick declaration of

war, and as a formed design in (he court

of London to disturb the peico ot Eu

rope.

Mr. Fox feat ft Mr. Rouilte the follnvinr

Anjm^r, dated at Whitehall, Jan. 13,

1756.

SIR,

I Received on the third instant the letter

dated the 11 It past with which your

excellency honoured me, together with

the memorial subjoined to it. I immedi

ately laid them before ihe k ng my master ;

and by hia command I have the honour to

infotm your excellency, that his majesty

continues desirous of preserving the pub-

lick tranquillity 1 But tho' the king will

readily consent to an equitable and solid

accommodation, his majesty cannot grant

the demand that is made of immediate

and full restitution of all the French ves

sels, and whatever belongs to them, as the

preliminary condition of any negotiation ;

his majesty having taken no step hut what

the hostilities begun by France in a time

of profound peace (of which he hath the

most authentick p oofs) and what his ma

jesty owes to his own honour, to the de ■

fence of the rights and possessions of hit

crown, and the security of his kingdoms,

rendered jufl and indispensable, I Ii .vc the

honour to be, &c.

Mr. Fox's letter, at printed in the Paris

Gazette, 1 such beggarly French, that wt

Tbr felliming it tht S c h e m i far raising

2,000,000 fur the Strvtct of ibu Tear.

HAT the sum of

raised by annuities at 3I.
1,500,000!. be

ios. per

cent, per ann. and the sum of 500,00c).

by a lottery, to be attended with annui

ties, icdeemable by parliament, after the

rate of 3 per cent, per ann. the said seve

ral annuities to be tranafeiable at the

Bank of England, and chaiged on the

finking fund ; and that every person sub

scribing lor 4. cl shall be entitled to 30. J.

in annuities, and to I col. in lotto y

tickets, and so in proporii:n for a greater

or lets sum : That the lottery shall con

sist ot tickets of the value of 10I. each,

in a pmpoitkn not exceeding eight blanks

to a pr ze, the blanks to be of the value

of 61. each, and the blanks and pnzea to

bear an interest after the rate of 3 percent,

per ann. to commence irom the a .th day

of January, 1757, and (hat (he sum of

i,,oo,cocl. to be raised by annuities, beai-

in/. an interest after the rate of jl, tot. per

cent, per ann. from (he 11th day of Fe-

biuary next, which annuities shall be

redeemable in the while, or in part, by

sums not less than 500 oool. at one time,

after the expiration of fifteen years, ad

not sooner, fix months notice having been

given of such payment, or payments, le-

fptctivcly.

That any subscriber may, on or before

Feb. n, at 5 in the afternoon, make a

deposit of 10 per cent, on such sum at

he shall chuse to subscribe towards raisirg

the said sum of i,oco,oool. with the cashi

ers of the Bank of England, as a security

for his making the future payments on (he

days hereinafter appoin'ed, v<z.

On annuities, ) 5 per cent, on or before

March 30.—10 per cent, on or before May

15. —10 per cent, on or before July 16.—

30 per cent, on ar before Sept. 16,— 15

per cent, on or before Oct. 30.

On the lottery, 20 per cent, on or be

fore April 22.—to per cent, on or before

June 16.— 1; per cent, on or before Aug.

14 —15 per cent, on or before Oct. 10.

That any subscribers paying in the whole,

or any part of his subscription, previous

to the days appointed for the respective

payments, shall be allowed a discount af

ter the rate of 3 per cent, per ann.

[Tie Catabgfc ef Bnkt in tur next. J

SINCE
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SINCE our last we have had many

surpnz-ng accounts of the earth

quake* that hive been felt in many parts

or Europe, during the course ot Novem

ber and December last. At Lisbon they

hid, (or forty days after the fust of No

vember, a slight shock every day except

one ; and on the aist ult. ihcy had a se

vere one, which threw down mist of the

h.ulea that had been lest standing, and

buried ]oo personi under the ruins. On

the 9 th of December a shock was felt all

over Franc nu, Bohemia, Bavaria, Swit

zerland, the north of Italy, and the south

of France, which wjS lo violent in some

places, as to throw down or damage se

veral boosts ; and on the nth another

was felt in most of the fame places. And

on the :6th in the evenirg and next

morning sever;! shocks were felt at

Maestnch*, Liege, Brussels, and other

parts ot the Netherlands, which were so

violent at Quefnny, that the barracks

were thrown down, and upwards of 600

soldiers crushed to death, or very much

braised. Befic'e* the<e we have accounts

of earthquakes having been felt on sieve ■

ral other days ; and that at Brigue in the

Valais they continued from the ill tc the

15th alt. by which most of the houses in

that town were thrown down. These

shocks produced in many places very ex

traordinary effects ; for in some the wa

ter! in the springs and little rivers turned

almost as red as blood, and in ethers the

ground opened in divers placet, and thro'

the cracks or chasm, water gushed out,

bubbling and boiling as if there had been

fire underneath.

There have likewise been extraordinary

inundations at several places upon the

continent of Europe, particularly at Avig

non, where the river Rhone rose on the

aft u t. at least it feet above what was

ever known, by which the greatest part

of that city, and the country for a league

round, were laid under water : The peo

ple were forced to betake themselves ro

the tops of their houses, fiom whence

they were brought off in boats : All their

floor, bread, and provisions, were spoilt ;

and as all the corn-mills in that neigh

bourhood were demolished, before they

could get a sufficient supply, biead rose

to fix livre* a pound, so that the poor

were in danger of starving.

To these surprising accounts we shall

add the following from Poland, that, in

the beginning of last month, such storms

of wmd have arisen in the salt pits in se

veral parts of that kingdom, that some

hundreds of the labourers, and great part

of the subterraneous workt, are destroy

ed j by which accidents thi salt, to a

very considerable value, has been dis

persed and rendered useless. From other

parts of that kingdom also, we have ac

counts of springs and fires which have

broke loose in those subterraneous caverns,

by which some p ts are entirely destroyed,

and others remain still burning. From

those parts, however, we hear of little

damage that has been done by the lats

earthquakes.

Pans, Dec. 26. Netting has been 'talked

of here for some day* past but bankrupt

cies, occasioned by the disslter at Llbon,

and the captures made by the English.

Upwards of thirty have been declared

within this last fortnight, and many more)

are expected, so that all private credit it

at an end ; and yet the tickets of the

new lottery continue to fell at 30 livre*

premium.

Brest, Dec. 17. By a lite survey of

the naval stores, and the representations

of the several boards of works through-

cut the kingdom, it is found that a suffi

cient quantity of materials are already

imported and deposited in his majesty's

magazines, for the equipment of 150 fail

of the line. Orders have since been sent

hither for the construction of ten new

ships, to Kochefort for eight, and to

Toulon for the construction of sive, all

upwards of 50 guns.

Paris, Jan. 5. The' vise, de Bouteville

hath received from the king a present of

6000 livres, aid a persion for life of

1000 livres, for the gallant defence he

made in the ship Esperance against four

English men of war. An additional duty

of f. ur sous per livre on all commoditici

brought into Paris to be consumed by the

inhabitant! took place on Thursday ; and

tho' the ptice os fuel, butter, eggs, tec,

is theiehy augmented, the ptople submit

to it chearsully, because by making an

addition of several millions ro the publick

revenue, it will enable thf king vigorously

to cany on the war with the English,

against whom the people in general are

filled w.th the greatest animosity.

Paris, Jan. 17. By an arret of the coun

cil of state it was ordered, that from the

first day of February next, all duties

whatsoever levied on silk of the product

of the kingdom, shall be suppressed, and

the said lilk, in whatever province it may

have been produced, shall circulate and

be transported freely into all other pro

vinces of France, without being subjected,

on any pretence whatsoever, to pass thro"

the city of Lyons, nor to pay any duties,

notwithstanding the edict ot the month

of January, 1721, the arret of the list

of November, 1724, and all other edicts

or 1 emulations to the conttary.

Prticis
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The London Magazine:

 

Or, GENTLEMAN'S Monthly Intelligencer.

For FEBRUARY, 1756.

To be Continued. (Price Six Pence each Month.)

Containing, (Greater Variety, and more in Quantity, than any Monthly Book of the(ame Price. )

I. Methods ol Elcach.ng.

B. Whytt of the sensible Parts of the Bar-y.

Ill Solution to a Mathematical Quest, oh.

IV. Right of the English to Acadie.

V. Ticaty with Prussia.

VI. Description of Demm g i sh : j t.

VII. The Journal of a Learned and Po

litical Club, &c. continued : Contain

ing the SrztCHES of S,j. Cissius and

Afraniui Rnrrhus, on the Debate on the

B.1I for a Nightly Watch for Bristol.

VIII. Melancholy S'oiy ol a pliable Youth.

IX Reflection* on the Fate of Lisbon,

X London a Sink or Iniquity.

XI Editions of the Eikon Bifilike.

XII New Veirun of Genesis i, ii, iii.
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The filinvimg it a very exatl Description of

tht mbtU freeeft of Bleaching, taken

f'imacarto^t B^ok lately pubhjbcd at Edin

burgh, tmtitleJ, Experiments on Bleach

ing, by FbancII Home, M.D.

H E two methods of
 

cording to the warm'h of the wea.'her j

about which time the pellicle or scum be

gins to fall to the bottom. Before this

precipitation happens, the cloih must he

taken out ; and the proper time io# taking

it out, is when no more air-bubbles aiife.

This is allowed to be the juslest guide by

bleaching, established by « the most experienced bleachers
t n _ _ *» 1 . 1 • . 1 1

general practice, are

the Dutch, and the Irish ;

one or other is follow

ed at piesent by every

bleacher. A description

of each of these, is then

a description of the whole piactice. The

Dutch method is that much followed for

The cloth is then taken out, well rinsed,

disposed regularly by the selvage, and wash

ed in the put- mill to carry erf the loose

dust. After this it is spread on the field

to dry ; when thoroughly dried, it is ready

for bucking j which is the second opera -

tion.

Bucking, or the application of salts, is

fine cloth by the skilful bleachers 5 while, B performed in this manner. The first, or

for cheapness, they use, in the whitening

of coarse cloth, the Irish method, or one

very like it. f shall then give a short de

scription of the facts which happen in each.

The Dutch method ii as follows.

After the cloth has been sorted into

parcels of an equal fineness, as near as

mother-lye, is made in a copper, which

we shall suppose, for example, when full,

holds 170 Scots gallons of water. The

copper is filled three- fourths full of wa

ter, which is brought to boil : Just when

it begins, the following proportion of

ashes is put into it, v z 30 pounds of

and then steeped. Sleeping is the riist

operation which the cloih undergoes, and

is performed in th:s manner. The linens

are folded up, each piece distinct, and

Iv.d in a large wooden vessel ; into wh ch

is thrown, hhod-warm, a surncirnt quan

tity of wa'er, or equal parts of wafer

lye, which his been ucd to white

s is put

be judged, they are latched, linked, r\ blue, and as much white pearl ashes ;
.1 A I c : '-- . V. _ , .1 l_ _ c 11. _ l\. / ic2C0 pounds of Marcrolt ashes (or, if

they have not these, ahout 300 pounds of

Cafhub ) 300 pounds of Muscovy, or

blanch -ashes ; the three last ought to be

well pounded. This liquor is allowed to

boil for a quarter of an hour, stirring the

ashes from the bettem very often ; after

which the fire is taken away. The |i.

cl-xh only, or water with rye meal or D quor must stand till it has fettled, which

b an mixed with it, till the wtule is tho

roughly wet. and the liquor rises over all.

Then a cever of wood is laid over the

cloth, ard that cover is secured with a

post betwixt the boards and the joisting,

to prevent the cloth from rising during
the fermentation which ensues. About

fix hours alrer the cloth has been steeped

in warm water, and about twelve n

cold, bubbles of air arise, a pellicle is 1

formed on the so face of the liquor, and

the cloth swells wl.en it is not presssd

do»n. Thii intestine motion continues

from thirty- six to forty cix.ht hours, ac-

February, '7j6.

takes at least six hours, and then it is fit for

use.

Out of their first, or mother- lye, the

second, or that used in bucking, is mad*

in this minner. Into another copper,

holding, for example, 40 Scots gallons,

are put 38 gallons of water, two pounds

of soft soap, and two gallons of mother-

lye ; or. for cheapness, in place of the

' sosp, when they have lye which has been

used to white linen, cMzi white lirun lye,

they take 14 gallons of it, leavirg out an

equal quantity of water. This is called

hmking-lye,

C z After
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After the linens are taken up from the If the milk i> thick, about an eighth o'

field diy, they are set in (he vat or cave, water is added to it ; if thin, no water,

as their large vessel it called, in rows, Soura made with bran, or rye- meal and

endways, that they may be equally wet water, are often used instead of milk,

by the lye; which, made blood, warm, and used milk-watm. Over the first row/

ia now thrown on them, and the cloth is of cloth a quantity of milk and water is

afterward! fqueez d down by a man wi h thrown, to be imbibed by the second ;

wooden five . Each row undergoes the A and and so it ia continued till the I'nen to he

fame operation, until the vessel ia full, or soured ia sufficiently wet, and the liquor

all the cloth in it. At first the lye ia put rises over the whole. The cloth is then

on mi'k warm, and after standing a fi'tle kept down by covers filled with holes,

time on ihe cloth, it is aga n let off by a and secured with a post fixed to the joist,

cock into the buckm; copper, heated to a that it may nut use. Some hours after

greater degree, and then put on the cloth the cloth has been in the four, air bubbles

again. Th.s course is repealed for fix or arise, a white scum is found on the fur-

seven hours, anil the degree of heat gra- g face, and an intestine motion goes on in

dually increased, till it is at the last turn the liquor. In warm weather it appear*

or two thrown on billing hot. The cloth sooner, is stronger, ar d ends sooner,

remains after this for three or four hours in than in cold wether. Just before this

the lye ; after wh ch the lye is let off, fomentation, which lasts rive or hx days,

thrown away, or used in thesfirst bucking*, ia fin shed, at which time the scum fallal

and the cloth goes on to another opera- down, the cloth ihou'd be taken out,

tion. rinsed, mill- washed, and delivered to the

The cloth is then carried out, generally _ women to be washed with soap and

early in the morning, spread on the grass, *~ water.

pinned, corded down, expoied to the fun Washing with soap and water is the

and air, and watered for the first fix fifth operation ; and is performed thus,

hours, 10 often, that it never is allowed Two women aie placed opposite at each

to dry. Afterwards it is allowed to lie tub, which is made of very thick staves,

till dry spots appear before it is watered. so that the edges which slope inwards.

After seven at night it gets no more wa- are about four inches in thickness. A

ter, unless it be a very drying night. small vessel full of warm water is placed

Next day in the morning and forenoon it Q in each tub. The do It is folded so that

is watered twice, or thrice if the day is the selvage may be first rubbed with soap

very dry ; but if the weather be not dry- and warm water length ways, till it is fus

ing, it gets no water i After which it is ficiently impregnates. In this manner all

taken up diy if the green is clean ; if the paiccl is rubbed wi:h soap, and after-

not, it is rin ed, mill- washed, and laid wards carried to be fcuck:d.

out to diy again, to become fit lor buck ■ ' The lye now used has no soap in it,

in*, except what it gets Irom the cloth ; and

This alternate course of bucking and wa- ia equal in strength to the strongest for -

term*, it perfurmed for the most part from E meily used, or rather stronger, because

ten to sixteen times, or nvve, before the the cloth is now put in wet. From the

linen ia (it for souring ; gradually increasing former operation these lyes are gradually

the streng h of the lye from the first to Ihe made stronger, till the cloth seems of an

muv'le bucking, and from that gradual/ uniform white, nor any datknefs or

decreasing it till the souring begins. The brown colour appears in its ground. Af-

lyss in the middle buckings are gener- ter th.s the lye is more speed. ly weakened

ally about a third stronger than the first than it was increased ; so that the last

and last. p which the cloth gea, ia weaker than any ic

Souring, or the app'ic»ti*n of acids to got befo.e.

' cloth, is the fourth operation. It is dif- But the management of fours is different j

sicult to fay when this operation should for they are used strongest at first, and de-

commence, ar d depends moitly on a created so in strength, that the last four,

length of experience. When the cloth considering the clo'ii i» 'hen always taken

has an equal colour, and is m-stly freed up wet, m<y be reckoned to contain three-

siom the iprat, or outer bark of the lint, fourths of wi'er.

ic ia then thought fit for fuuring ; winch From the bucking it goes to the water-

is performed in the i Mowing manner.^1 ing, a* formerly, observing only to over-

Jnto a huge vat or vessel is pouted fuch'a lap the selvages, and tie ic down with

quantity »f butter m'uk, or four milk, as cords, that it may not tear: then it re-

wt|l fufjiMently wet the first rotas of cloth ; turns to the four, milling, washing,

which i> tied up in loose tolds, and p efsed bucking, and watering again. Theici

do.vij by two or three men bare-looted, operations fur-reed one another ahar-
L' " ' na'.ely
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Vely till the cloth ii whitened ; at excites immediately {hooting pains in the

which time it is blued, starched, and glands there, tho* no mark of the bruise

fried. appears in the skin.

[To it etmtinati in Mr nixr.] Dr. Haller allows, continues Dr. Whytt,

the membranes of the aorta near the heart.
Dr. Wm vtt « Observation, on tb, SnftbiUtf mA of ,he temporal, lingual, labial, thy.

of ikt Part, of Atr» and other Anmalt, roid ind pharyngean arteries, to be fen-

1. A/W to Dr. rUms.riKira^iii A . but lh,nk, lhe coilt o{ the lrte.

t- *• ries in other parts of the body have either

TH E doctor firs* observes, that in no feeling, or a very obscure degree of it j

making or relating experiments to though it does not appear from his experi-

difc ver the /cr.fibility or insensibility of menu, that animals complained more

the several parts of animals, particular when the former, than when the latter

rrrard should be had to an observation of were irritated. In this cafe, he relin-

Hippocratca, viz. " That a greater pain quishes the appeal to experiment, and

eestro)S, in a considerable degree, the founds his opinion on his tracing nerves

feeling of a lesser one." Of the truth of o to the former, which he could not do to

thii observation, he has given many the latter i An argument he makes use

proofs, and if this is the cafe, it is not of upon several other occasions, and which

to r*e wondered at, that after the more is next to be examined,

sensible parts were cut, these animals, As our author not only founds his

nhich Dr. Haller opened, shewed no opinion of the insensibility of many parts

signs of pain, when the less sensible parts of the body upen experiments made on

were wounded. The conclusion there- living animals, but also on their being

fore which should be made from his ex- Q destitute of nerves J we shall briefly con-

per.ments, is, not that the parts he men- fider, whether from the real or seeming

Dons are wholly destitute of seeling, but insensibility of any part, or from anato-

that they are much less sensible than some mists being unable to demonstrate its

chers, or than hat been commonly believ- nerves, we are intitled to conclude that

ed by physicians. it has none.

That the marrow is not insensible, he Altho' the tendons are quite insensible,

sari, is manifest from the experiments of according to Dr. Halkr, and their nerves

Duvrrney, and his colleeue Mr. Monroe, can scarcely be demonstrated by anato-

and adds, that the feeling of it is not mists ; yet we are convinced, that the

owirg to its oil ; but to the membranes tendons are not destitute cf nerves, from

containing this oil, which are proved to be the following ebvious observation. In

furnished with nervous filaments, aliho, foetuses and new born children, the parts

pei haps, too subtle to be traced by the knife which afterwards in an adult state, bo

ot the most accurate anatomist. come tendinous, are muscular, or partly

That the tunica cornea is not insensible so j and as animals advance in age, the

any one may soon be convinced of by an proportion os the tendinous to the mus-

experiment upon his own eye ; for when ]? cular part, gradually increases : We must

the cornea it touched with the point of either, therefore, deny nerves to the

ore's souer, a very sensible pain it felt ; muscles, or allow them to the tendons

jnd powder of tobacco, or any acid liquor, also,

app:.ed to the cornea, excites a very pain- Although we cannot trace nervous fila-

ful sensation. And rhus Dr. Haller's post- ments to the small arteries, we have rea-

ttf that all membranes are destitute of son to believe they are finished with

nuft admit ac least of one excep- them, else how could the distraction of

p their coats in inflammations occasion such

physician of the doctor's acquain- *" acute pain ? 1 think we may conclude

who bad occasion to see the ope- every part that is liable to be inflamed by

of nephrotomy performed, was irritation, to be, in some degree, sensible,

by the patient, that when the kidney and endowed with nerves , for, since the

was opened, he felt pain, though duller inflammation cannot in this case be ow-

and left acute than when the skin was ing to any increased force of the heart,

cv*. Again, the acute pain attending a the distension of the small arteries, and

nephritis, and sometimes occasioned by a (he greater impetus of the blood in them,

stone l< dged an the kidneys, shews, be- G must be owing to an increased oscillatory

yond doabr, that they are endowed with motion in the vessels themselves, excited

feeling. That (he glands ate not insen- by the unusual irritation : But these mo.

fible, is evident from the exquisite torture lions of the small vessels being of a like

a man see's from a bruise on the testicle, kind with those alternate contractions

ud a blow on a woman's breast, often which arc observed in muscles whose

fibres
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fibres have been irritated, it will follow, the firmness of parts, and in effect upon

that those vessels partake ot a muscular na- their nerves, we cnuld never accuunt for

ture, and consequently have nerves like the what has been observed above, viz. that

other musclei. tBe parts of muscles, which in foetuses and

Wi'h regard to the membrane! ; since children are lax contracting fibres, and

the dura mater and pleura aie furnished very sensible, became, in a gnat measure,

with nervous filaments, which anatomists insensible, in a sound slate, when, by the

have been able to demonstrate, we may A feature's advancing in age, they are com-

reasonably conclude, that the other mem- pasted into tendons, at happens to many

branes are not destitute of Ihrm, although of them.

they may be too small to come under the If sensibility, then, be a sure mark os ihe

eye of the best dissector : This is certainly existence of nerves in any part of the bo-

true of the cornea and membranes contain- dy, there is not one that is destitute of

ing the marrow, which we have shewn, them, altho' anatomists will never be able

from undoubted experiments, to be fensi- to demonstrate them in every part.

We, and consequently not without nerves. _ From what has been said, it may ap-

lt appears theresoie, that we can by no " pear, that Dr. Haller'i experiments on

means conclude any part to be insensible, living animals do not sufficiently prove

merely because its nerves cannot be demon- the doctrine he would deduce from them ;

liraied. lr"' 'hat his argument, for the insensibility

On the other hard itis allowed, that we of parts, taken from their neives not be-

cannot certainly conclude, from a part's ing demonstrable, is altogether inconclu-

being furnished with nerves, that it is fen. five.

fible It all, or in what degree : For the [To it eutinued in oar nrxr.]

nerves must be in a cettain degree of flexi- C >
b lity and tension, to perform their offices Solution t, a QUESTION ,n PU. xxiv.

rightly -, and in proportion as they recede t' *« **» Proposer.

from this, their fcnsihility will be more T E T a — too the radius of the given

or less blunted. Examples will illustrate JLi quadrant y = the radius of the in-

th I. scribed circle ; then y = 2 — « =

The bones, which in a natural found 4.1, 4.1, &c. pur * — the radius of the

state are insensible, are nevertheless most little inscribed circle, then by a natural

certainly furnished with nerves, as appears jj procession 1 6 ji^je1 4. I ayx* 4. 4«>x>

from the remarkable sensibility of the gra- Sya*x* -f i yi x 4. 4yi„x— ityix

nulated substance which rises from them as- 4^3 x == iji^i — a 4 — Hence « —

ter fractures, or their being chizelled, or 4,011, Sec.

when they exfoliate 1 This soft flesh, how

ever, gradually loses its feeling as it grows A stir Rtpnjenittion of bis IU yjly'i Right

harder, till being, at last, turned into a ro AC ADI A, cominutdjrcm p. 8.

callous or bony substance, it becomes whol- N G L AN D claims not only as Nova -

ly insensible. A-» Scotia or Acadie, all the peninsula

The membrane* of the tela cellularis E that goes by that name, but also all the

ire in a natural state, soft, flexible, and territory on the continent before describ-

d.sseniile, and have but little feeling; ed, within 43' and 5o» of north lat.

but, in every wound or ulcer, when they all the sea coasts of that district on the

acquire some mote firmness, they are fen- Atlantick, and round the bay of Fundi,

fible of every touch and every acrid ap- on which are the forts of Pcntagœt and

plication, as surgeons fee daily. Alter a St. John on the no th si<e, and Port

cicatrice has sometime, covered the parts Royal or Annapolis Royal on the south,

where the fore was, and they have re- p »» parts of the country yielded to us by

turned to their natural lotnef), these 'he treaty of Utrecht. Whereas the

cellular membranes lose again their fen- French pretend, that neither those forte,

Ability, as appears on making a new "or any part of the coasts round the bay

wound thro' the ee3lrice ; and recover it of Fondi, are to be comprized within

a<ain, whenever they be; me firm and the ancient limits of that country. To

tenfej by the new inflammation and sup- demonstrate our right the English commis-

pUrj,Ion, saries produced proofs of the limits and

The dura ma'er, which, in a found state,-, boundariea at three different periods of

has but little feeling, granulates alter the *» time, viz First, At concluding the treaty

trepan, and feels every irritating substance of St. Germains, i6jx. Secondly, At the

applied to it ; and the fame th.ng happens treaty of Breda, 1667. Thirdly, At the

to cartilages, ligaments, tend'jns, snem- treaty of Utrecht, 1713.

brane;, fee. First, By the third article cf the treaty

Without attention to this change in of St, Gctmains, Charles the First " pro.

4 mifes
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■** lo restore to his most christiin ma- island, lying at the mouth of the river '

jestr, a'l the places possessed by his sub. St. George. When llicy were to vindj-

jrert in New France, Acadia, and Ca- cate their right of importing goods into

cada ; and to that effect to fend ordcra Pentagoet, they insisted that by the treaty

to such at command in Port Royal, Port of Breda, it had been decided to be in

Qjebec, and Cape Breton, to g.ve up Ihe Acadia, and had been delivered up to the

bid places and forts." Tho" Acadia king their master, by virtue thereof,

was thus given up in general terms, fe- When the governors of Acadie were to

veral original commission:, were produced, complain (o those of New- England of

which veiy particularly point out the ex- incroachment*, they mention in their let-

tent of the territory, and prove that the ters the river Kennebequi, as the boun-

court of Frarce, in appointing lieutenants dary of the two nat ons. When Port-

general of Acadie, mentioned the forts of Royal was taken by the English in 1710,

Pcnfartoet and St. John's, at being under nionf. Subtnaife, governor of Acadie,

the.' jurisdiction, and described the ex- and commander of that fort, in the arti.

tent os the c untry, •' to begin from the cles of capitulation stiled himself, " Go-

battks of the great liver St. Laurence, B vernor of Atade, Cape-Bieton, and the

and to take in as well the coasts of the islands and lanas adjacent, from Cape-

fea, ard the adjacent islands, an the in- Roziers of the river of St. Lamence,

bed part of the Terra Firma j and this to the west of the river Kennebequi."

10 extend a> far as may be to Virginia *." Which no doubt his commihion warrant-

in i« 4 Cromwell sent a fleet which ed him to do. Thus from 1 heir own re

took rentageet, and in 1656 he marie q cords it appears, that, from the treaty of

col. Temple governor of St. John and St. Germains to the treaty of B.cda, and

Penraroet, as appears by the original from thence to the time of the treaty of

warrant wherein these forts are mention- Utrecht, which was the last period of

ed as being in Acadia, commonly called thiir possession, <hty made Acadx com-

Nova-^cotia, in the parts of America. prehend, rot only the ptniniula but also

The fame col. Temple was appointed go- the continent on the other tide ot the bay

vtmor of Nova Scotia by K ng Charles II, of Fundi } and to take in the forts of

in i66j. Abcut that time count D'E- PortRoyr.1, Pentagoet, and St. John,

trades arrived in England to demand the D together with the fame northern and eas-

rrftiturioo of Acadie, who in a letter tern boundaries as ate now claimed by

to the king his master, said he had de- the crown of Great-Britain.

the restitution of all Acadie, con- [To be cmdudid in our ««'■]

Sc leagues of country, and that
of Pentagoet, Port- Royal and Subfantff the hit Tretij with Prussia.

La Heve should be restored in the same TJ IS majesty the k ng os Great Britain

cendirion in which they were taken. In and the king of Prussia, having ma-

another letter he calls Pentagoet, the first „ turely considered that the differences which

place in Acade, and in a third mentions *^ have lately arisen in America may easily

it a» being within its limits. extend much farther, and even reach Eu-

Secondly, By the tenth article of the rope ; having moreover always had the

treaty of B<eda, Ergland was to restore welfare and safety of Germany, their com-

A cadre in North- America, which his most mon country, much at heart, and being

chnst an majesty form/ly enjoyed. By extremely desirous to maintain her peace

(He instrument lor restoring it, according and tranquillity, have, at the most effee-

to the stipulation of thin treaty, dated tual means of obtaining this salutary end,

Feb. 17, 1667, king Charles surrendered F agreed upon between themselves, and

all that country called Acadie which the caused to be signed on the 16th of Janu-

Jaw! most chnst'an k:ng did formerly en- ary last by their ministers, a convention

jcv, as namely, <he forts and habitations ot neutrality, which purely relates to Cer

es Pentagocr, St. John, Port-Royal, La many, and tends to c lien d no person

Heve and Cape Sable. In the original in- whatever. By this convention their mi-

ftrumcnf, opposite to the names of these jellies reciprocally bind themselves not to

torts there is a marginal note in these suffer fereign troops of any nation what-

wordt : *' Inserted at the request of mon- soever to enter into Germany or pass thro*

neur Ravigny," who was th:n the French G it, during the troubles aforesaid, and the

ambassador at our court. When com- consequences that may result from them ;

plain! was made, after they thus had it in but to oppose the same, in all caset, with

possession, of the English fishing ooon the their utmost m.ght ; in order to secure

coast1 of Acadie, they describe them as Germany from ihe calamities of war,

extending from the isle Percee, which maintain her fundamental laws and con-

ta near Cape atofieret, at the entrance of Aitutioni, and prtserve her peace unin-

tte rirer Sr. Laurence, to St. George's terrupted ;

• site tbe tumt given n tbi inb)U Eng ijb A'rib. America,

■
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terrupfed ; which is (he solo object os the aMe prospect. There are many remain*

aforesaid convention. Their majesties of British antiquity in thil (hire, a great

having, moreover, seized 'hia favourable number of military workt, and some mo ■

opportunity to adjust the differences that numental inscriptions, which have not a

have subsided between them in relation little puzzled our antiquaries to interpret,

to the remainder of the Silesit loan due The market towns are,

lo the subject* os his Briianmck majesty, I. Denbigh, the county town, is seated

and the indemnification claimed by the £ on a branch of the Cluyd, on the edge of

subjects of his Prussian majesty for their * rocky hill, which was formerly a place

losses by sea during the late war ; the of strength, as appears from the ruins of

two high contracting powers have hap. its castle and walls. It is moderately

pi I y fettled these two points to their mu- large, well built, and chiefly inhabited by

tual satisfaction ; lo th<t the attachment glovers and tanners, an4 has a confidera-

la id some time ago on ihe said debt will ble trade. It is governed by two alder-

be taken off, as soon as the ratification of men, two bailiffs, 15 capital burgesses

the aforesaid convention of neutrality for and some inferior officers, has a good mar-

Germany is arrived. B ket weekly on Wednesdays, for corn,

_ i a n cattle and provisions, and a free gram-
^DescriptionofDENBIGHSHIRE, mar school (or JO boyi) we|, elltiowe(..

ivitbanrw aadarreS Map if that ctunty. jt gives title of earl to the noble family < f

DENBIGHSHIRE, in I!r t ih Shir Fielding, and is distant from London 1 to

Dhinbeck, is a long and narrow computed, and 109 measured miles,

county of North Wales, in length from ». Llanwrst, a small town, whose

E. to W. about 3 1 miles, about jo broad maiket is on Tuesdays, distant from Lon-

from N. to S. and 116 in circumference, pdon 170 computed and 110 measured

It is bounded on the E. with Shropshire miles.

and Cheshire, on the S. with Montgoms- 3. Ruthin, a large, well inhabited cor-

ryfhire, on the W. with Merionethshire poration, governed by two aldermtn and

and Caernarvonshire, and on the N. with burgesses, has a large maiket on Mon-

the Irish sea and Flintshire. It consists days, chiefly for corn, and a free school

of 410,000 acres, and is divided into is well endowed by Gabriel Goodman, dean

hundreds, which contain 57 parish of Westminster. It had formerly a castle

crunches, four maiket towns, and 6,*co of great strength which is now in ruma,

houses, and fends two members to parlia- D and is about fix miles S. E. of Denbigh,

mtnt, one for the county, who at present 4. Wrexliam, reckoned the largest town

it Sir Lynch Salisbury Cotton, Bart, and one in North- Wales, is well built and popu-

for Denbigh, who is Rid. aid Myddleton, lous, and besides a large church, hat two

i fq, It it partly in the diocese of Bangor meeting, bouses, it has two markets week-

and partly in that of St. Afaph. ly, on Mondays and Thursdays, at which

This county is very hilly, some of the great quan'ities of flannels, winch is the

mountains being so high as to have snow princip >l manufacture of this town and

upon them all the year. The western £ parts adjacent, are bought up by the Lon-

part is heathy, steril, and but th.nly in- don factois. It is distant from.London

habited; tire eastern part, beyond the stX comr.u'ed and 167 measured m les.

vale of Cluyd is fruitful, but the middle, ——

which is a plain, is the most pleasant and O.cjitnrd cy blaring a Dfcourf, fr»m ibe

fertile, and well inhabited, havng a great lau Rtmtrind and Ltarnrd Mr. ISAAC

number of gentlemen's (eats. It produces K I M B E R, ivbij* Strmr,m art now pub-

great quanu-.ies of Rye, oiled Amel- I'fi 'g h Sutfcnftim, (Sit Vcl. xxiv.

corn, goats and sheep are very numerous, f - 4»- a"-)

and it abounds in mines of lead ore- LEST influence of ftcred zeil !

The air is wholsome but sharp, it being F £y That gives the confc.uus heatt to feel,

in a manner, on all sides exposed to the Th' extatick joy, the raptur'd swell,

winds. It is indifferently well watered The honest pride of act.n$ well,

with rivers, as the Alin, Elwy, Alett, G od works are springs supply 'd and fed

Cluyd, &c. which have no little plen'y os By faith, the living fountain——head s

fish. The vale of Cluyd is the chief b ast Tht.fe unall/d an empty name ;

of this county, which is in the middle United, make the perfect stream,

part of it, and is about 17 miles long and Whence peace of mind will ever flow,

about five broad. It lies open to the fe»,Q The greatest bliss the foul can know,

but on all other parts is bez.tr t by high Hence Kimbz« with religion fraught,

mountains, from which springs the river Inforc'd the rules his doctrine taught ;

Cluyd, which waters it. It is exceeding Whose exemplary steps puisu'd *.

healthy, fruitful and pleasant, the green Conduct, thro' virtue't p»th, to God.

meadow?, corn fields and numerous vil- G. Hollos.

lages and churches affording a most agree- JOUR.

• Sie bit Cbtraf.tr in tut Rtv. Burro'Jgli'i Straus) iiiafu'nti! by lit Dtatb, frinltdftr
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JOURNAL of the Proceedings and Debates

in the Political Club, continued from p. 15.

gistrates in that city. The present

1* the Debate begun in your last, the set of magistrates must all necessarily

next that stood up ivasSp. Cassius, die off in a few years, and if we

nbospoke to the EffeR asfollows. judge from the general run of man-

, _ £J kind, we must conclude it to be most;
Mr. rrejtaent, probable, that they may be succeeded

SIR, A by a set of selfish, rapacious, and

THE first objection made a- oppressive men, who will make use

gainst what is now pro- of every power they are invested with

posed by the Hon. gentle- for enriching their own families, and

man who spoke last, will not, I for opprefling every citizen that dares

hope, be allowed to be of any weight, refuse to comply with any of theic

because, is the bill now before us most unjust demands, particularly in

be so improper as to render it im- B that of voting at every election of

poffi le, or inconsistent with our members of parliament, for that

constitution, to amend it in the com- candidate who appears with a pro-

mittee, we may order it to be with- per recommendation from the trea-

drawn, and a new bill to be brought fury ; so that for the future we shall

in, which may be passed into a law never have in this house any repre-

before the end of this session, con- sentatives from the city, but from

srqtiently no man, either without C the magistrates of Bristol ; and if we

doors or within, can, on that ac- judge from past times, we may easily

count, be against what is now pro- foresee what sort of representatives

posed, if he has nothing in view but we shall always have from that city,

the tranquillity and the happiness of For this reason, Sit% I take the

the people of Bristol. 1 fay, Sir, bill now under our consideration, to

the tranquillity—and the happiness, be inconsistent not only with the li-

because I know that the tranquillity D berties of the citizens of Bristol, but

of the people of any country or city with the liberties of the people of

may be secured, by subjecting them England ; and, for the same reason, I

to the absolute power of their rulers, am not at all surprized to find, that

and the more arbitrary the power is, the usurpations of the magistrates of

the more abject slaves the people are, that city have been countenanced,

the more secure and the more lasting and even anthorized by our ministers,

their tranquillity will be ; but as yet, E especially by those who were our

I believe, no gentleman in this house ministers in the year 1710, when

will dare to maintain, that such a they obtained that charter on which

people can be happy ; for even when their present establishment is found"

they have the rare good fortune to ed ; for I believe we seldom, had,

be under a set of just and wise rulers, or ever shall have a minister, who

yet the consciousness of their slavery, would not wish to have the govern-

and the precartousness of their te- F ment of every city and corporation

sure, must render every thinking in the kingdom formed upon the

man among them uneasy ; and this fame model ; because such a ma-

most invalidate every argument th.it gistracy may be easily brought, and

can be brought in favour of the bill always retained, under ministerial

now before us, from the conduct of influence ; and then in order to give

the present or any former se; of ma- the crown the perpetual nomination

February, 1756. H of
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of near four fifths of this house, no- of their fellow-citizens, and the

thing more would be necessary than worse use they make of their power,

to give those magistrates such exten- the more sensible they will be of

five powers over their respective citi- this inconvenience, the more zea-

zens or burgesses, that the latter lous for getting rid of it.

durst never, or at least never could The Hon. gentleman may as well

successfully oppose them atanyelec- A say, Sir, that the powers and pri-

tion. This, Sir, should make us vileges of this, or of the other house

cautious of bringing any corporation of parliament, is an imferium in im-

in the kingdom under such circum- peria, as to fay, that wh.t is now

stances ; for precedents are dange- proposed would be an imferium in

rous things, and those in favour of imperio, with respect to the govern-

arbitrary power are always the most ment of the city of Bristol. It is

likely to be followed ; and we know B the spirit and the beauty of our con-

that mobs and riots at elections will stitution to divide the exercise of

never be wanting to furnish a pre- power into as many channels as pos-

tence for putting other corporations fible, in order to prevent its gather-

into the fame circumstances. ing into such a torrent as must bear

If this was not the pretence, Sir, down every thing before it ; and the

on which the usurpations of the ma- chief security the people have for

gistrates of Bristol were at first found- C their liberties is, that of our having

ed, it was certainly the pretence for no constitutional power but what is

authorizing and confirming those liable to be controuled by some o-

usurpations by charter, tho' it is as ther. This bill is therefore abso-

certain that it was not the true cause ; lutely inconsistent with the true spirit

for in all ages, and in all countries, of our constitution ; for it not only

princes and ministers, and all under adds to the unconstitutional power

them in power, have been enemies D lodged in the magistrates of Bristol

to popular elections ; and those who by their present form of government,

have once got into power have al- but it expressly declares this addi-

ways been not only for enlarging tional power to be above any con-

their power, but sorcontinuing them- trou! even by the crown itself, Or

selves in the possession ef ir, as much, by the judges appointed by the

and as long as they could. It is to crown, which is a greater power

this, Sir, that we are to ascribe that E than the parliament thought fit to

arbitrary power which the magistrates grant even to the lord mayor and

of Bristol now have of chuiing one. aldermen of the city of London,

another, and of filling up all vacan- by that act which the Hon. gen-

cics by a majority among themselves, tleman was pleased to bring as a

without so much as asking the con- precedent for the bill now before us ;

sent of their fellow-citizens, which for tho' by that act an appeal be al-

by their original constitution they F lowed from the common-council to

were obliged to have ; and conse- the court of aldermen, yet it is not

quently, we are not with the Hon. said, that their decision shall be final

gentleman who spoke, last to (uppose, and conclusive, and shall not be re -

that ai.y alteration in their form of moved by writ of certiorari, or o-

government proceeded from an in- therwise.

convenience felt by the citizens in Having thus mentioned the act

the former, but from an inconve-Q for enlightening the streets of Lon-

nience felt by the magistrates ; for don, I must btg leave to shew some

most magistrates, I believe, think it of the most remarkable differences

an inconvenience to owe their con- between that act and what is now

tinuan.ee in power to a free election proposed to be enacted with regard

'. to
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to the city of Bristol ; and first, as appointing what number of lamps

to the different form of government might be sufficient, of appointing

in these two cities, I must observe, where each Lmp mould be placed,

Sir, that the common-council men of taxing the citizens for defraying

of London are chosen annually by the expence, and of apportioning

the citizens in their several wards ; the tax upon each inhabitant, was

but in Bristol they are chosen by the A committed to the common -council ;

mayor, aldermen, and common- and as the common-council men of

council, and being once chosen they the city of London are all chosen

are in for life : In London the lord annually by the citizens, it may pro-

mayor is annually chosen by the ci- perly be said that the power was

tizens, that is to fay, the citizens ultimately lodged in the citizens

return two to the lord mayor and themselves , yet nevertheless it was

aldermen, one of whom the latter B thought necessary to limit the power

chuse as lord mayor for the of the common-council in some re-

year ensuing ; but in Bristol the ci- fpects, and to subject it to a controul

tizens have nothing to do with the in other ; for in the first place they

choice of their mayor, he being an- were limited as to the tax which they

cually chosen by the then nwyor, were to impose, as it was not to ex-

aldermen, and common-council men : ceed 12s. on each house of 10I. and

In London the aldermen are all C under 20I. a year rent, 14s. on each

chosen by the citizens in their re- house of 20I. and under 30, 16s. on

spective wards, and tho' they are each house of 30I. and under 40,

chosen for life, yet if their beha- and 2cs. on each house of 40I. or

viour be in any respect disagreeable, upwards ; and .as th'y were thus li

the citizens may prevent their ever mited as to the tax, it was a limita-

arriving at the honour of being lord- tion as to the number of lamps, be-

mayor, and may in many other re- D cause they could not set up a greater

soects render them very insignificant ; number than could be supported by

but in Bristol their aldermen are all this tax. Then as to the oppointing

chosen by the mayor, aldermen, and the places where the lamps were to

common council men, and let their be set up, and as to the apportioning

behaviour be never so disagreeable the tax upon the several inhabitants,

to their fellow-citizens, the latter the common council were put under

can neither prevent their arriving at E the controul of the court of alder-

the honour of being mayor, nor men ; for if any one should think

render them any other way insignifi - himself aggrieved, either by not

having a sufficient number of lamps

From this comparison, Sir, must set up in the place where he lived,

not every gentleman see, that no re- or by having too high a tax imposed

golatioo we ever made with regard upon him, he was in 20 d ys to ap-

to the city of London, can be a F peal to the court of aldermen ; and

precedent for our making the very as even their decision was not declar-

fame sort of regulation with regard ed to be final, the person so aggrieved

to the city of Bristol. But further, might find redress by applying to the

Sir, let us but examine carefully edurrs in Westminster-hall. Besides

what was done with regard to en- all this laudable caution, Sir, care

lightening the streets of Lor.don, and was taken th'at the common council

we shall plainly see the extravagance G should not have the power of con

es what is proposed by this bill to tracting with those who were to far-

be done with regard to the city of nifh ar.d supply the lamps, but the

Bristol. In the act for enlightening alderman in every ward, with the

the streets of London, the power ot consent of his deputy and common -

H 2 . council
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council men, was to contract with such uncontroulable powers, there

such persons for furrifhing and sup- will not often occur a tajut pro amice,

plving his ward, provided such con- especially in the stationing of the

tract should be made for one year watchmen, and the apportioning of

and no longer, and should not exceed the tax : We may suppose that the

such sum for each lamp, as should watchmen will be so itationed as to

be directed by the common council. A be of as little benefit as possible to

And lastly it was provided, that those who are not in the good 'graces

at the end of every seven years of the mayor and aldermen, and all

an account of the produce of the such unfortunate men, we may sup-

taxes, and an account of the whole pose, will be rated as high as possible,

expence incurred, sh >uld be made especially those who live in a house

tip, and that the surplus, if any had they have purchased, or for a lease

arisen, should be applied as the com- B of which they have paid a large fine,

jnon council should direct. and consequently pay no rent, or a

Sir, when we consider what care very small one ; for as to all such

was taken in this act to prevent its houses the tax imposers may put

being possible for the citizens of Lon- what value upon them they please :

don to be imposed on, cheated or and as in hying the astessmen^ re-

oppressed, even by magistrates chosen gard is to be had to the abilities

annually by themselves, can we sup- Cos the occupier as well as to the

pose it was ever looked into by those rent, the mayor and aldermen will

who were chiefly concerned in sram ■ have an arbkrary power even as

ing the bill now before us ? By this to all other forts of houses or tene-

biil the power of appointing a suffi- ments.

cient number os watchmen for the I say, Sir, the mayor and alder-

city of Bristol, the power of posting men ; for as to that clause which

or stationing those watchmen, the D seems to put the laying of the as-

power of taxing the citizens in gene- sessments into the power of the inha-

j-al for defraying the expence, and bitants of each ward, I look on it

the power of apportioning this tax as a meet sugar-plumb, contrived

upon the several inhabitant;, is for making us swallow this bitter

wholly lodged in the mayor and al- bill, which the citizens of Bristol will

dermen, no one of whom is chosen find to be of a very purgative nature ;

by the citizen;, nor has any depen- E because the magistrates will from

dence upon them either for his con- henceforth have so much power,

tinuance in power, or for his acquir- that it will be impossible to carry

ing any office in that city, he may any question against them in any of

alterwards aspire to. And what is the wards of that city ; and as there

still more extraordinary, all these is to be no appeal but to them in

new powers are lodged in these inde- their quarter sessions, where their

pendent magistrates without any li- F decision is to be final, they will first,

mitation or comroul, consequently by means of their slaves in the seve-

they may appoint what number of ral wards, oppress those that disdain

watchmen they please, they may to be so, and then establish that op-

station those watchmen at what pression irreversibly in their quarter

places they please, they may load sessions ; so that these assessments

the citizens with what tax for this made by the inhabitants will, like

purpose they please, and they may G the decrees of a corrupt senate, only

apportion this tax upon the several serve to palliate the oppressions of

Citizens at what rate they please. Can the tyrants that corrupt them,

we suppose that in the exercise of But, Sir, the most extraordinary

s«ch arbitrary, such unlimited, and circumstance is still behind : Thufe

independent.
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independent, self-crested magistrates

of Bristol are not only to impose

what t.-.x they please upon their fel

low citizens tor the purposes of this

bill, but they alone are to have the

fettling and pasting of all accounts,

and a revenue of 36 1. 10 s. a year

may he desirable even for one in

be tter circumstances ; so that the ma

gistrates, by having the appointment

and removal of 3 or 400 watchmen

and night constables, will secure i

both as to the produce and the ap- A their interest at least 3 or 400 dead

nlicanon of that produce ; so that by votes at every election, besides a

collusion between them and their

chief constables, very large sums

jniv be raised and applied to uses

very different from what are intend

ed by this bill. They are indeed

great number of others that may be

secured by a promise of the next va

cancy ; from whence we may expect,

and, I think, we ought to apprehend,

that if this bill be passed into a law,

limited as to the wages which they B the magistrates of BtistqJ, or rail r

are to pay to their watchmen and

night constables : but it is sueh a li

mitation as 1 must look on a^ none at

all ; for it will always be very easy

to get both watchmen and night con

stables to serve at a less rate, unless

they p..y the full rate allowed, for

other services than that of watching

and warding; which 1 very much,

sulpect is what is secretly intended,

tho' I am very sure it will never be

openly avowed.

When 1 say this, Sir, I believe

every gentleman will suppose I mean D because" the common - council m< 0

a service that are to be perform- may very properly be called trustees

the chief minister for the time being,

will always have the nomination of

the two gentlemen who are to repre

sent that city in this house.

This apprehension alone, Sir,

should ii-duce us to ad pt the propo

sal that has been made, for lodging

all the powers intended to be granted

by this bill, in the hands of ;rustees

to be annually chosen by the citizens

of Bristol ; and for this the act for

enlightening the streets of London

may be justly pleaded as a precedent.

ed at elections for members of parli

ament. The citizens of Bristol have

still that vestige of English liberty left,

of having lodged in them the privi

lege ol chusing their own represen-

annually chosen by the citizens, and

therefore were thought the most pro

per persons, to whom the powers in

tended by that act could be granted.

Can there then be any reason for not

tatives in parliament! and they have E trusting the powers intended to be

sometimes made such a free use of granted by this bill in the hands of

this privilege, as to reject those can

didates that were recommended to

them by their magistrates. This, I

believe, is what some people have a

mind to prevent for the future : It

trustees to be annually chosen by the

citizens of Bristol ? Surely the rea

son pretended by the Hon. gentle

man who spoke last, will not be al

lowed to have any the least weight.

cannot be directly and avowedly F He was pleased to say, that these

done, but it may be indirectly done,

by lodging so much power> and (o

much corrupt influence, in the hands

of the magistrates, as may enable

them to secure a majority at every

eiection ; and it is impossible not to

powers must be all put into the hands

of the magistrates of Bristol, who are

the only just ices of peace within that

city, because the watchmen must be

subordinate to, and ur.der the direc

tion of the night constables, and the

foresee that this bill, if passed into a G night constables must be subordinate

hw will contribute, I may almost to, and under the direction of the

{ effectually to this end. An an- justices of peace : He might as well

nual revenue 'of 1 81. 5 s. is a very have said, that the appointing and

pretty ircome for a poor freeman ; regulating the nightly watch within
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the several paristies of Westminster, powers in the hands of magistrate*

ought to have been lodged in the who are so independent of their fel-

hands of the Westminster justices : I low citizens, and who are already

believe, those who were our ministers possessed of such extensive and un-

when these acts were passed, would limited powers, will, in my opi-

have been glad to have got such a nion, be inconsistent with the liber-

regulation passed into a law ; but A ties of the people of that city, and

there was at that time so warm a may become intolerably oppressive

spirit of liberty among the people, upon all such as shall dare to oppose

that none of their fools without the magistrates at any future election

doors, nor any of their friends with- of representatives for that city in

in, durst venture to propose such an parliament. Therefore if gentlemen

anticonstitutional regulation ; and yet be of opinion, that this bill cannot

it must be allowed, that the night B be properly altered in the committee,

constables are -as much subordinate I hope they will agree to its being

to, and under the direction of the withdrawn, and to a new bill's be-

justiecs in Westminster, as the night ing ordered to be brought in upon

constables are subordinate to, or un- the plan of what has been proposed

der the direction of the magistrates by my Hon. friead.

in Bristol.

But the truth is, Sir, that the C The next thatspoke in this Dilate ivai

constables are no where subordinate Afranius Burrhus, •whose Speech

to, or under the direction of the jus- nvat in Substance thus.

tices of peace : They are regularly

to be chosen and appointed at the Mr- Pr'Mnt,

court leet ; and after they are ap- SIR,

pointed, they are subject to no sub- THAVE often heard our consti-

ordination or direction but that of D 1 tution and liberties hooked into

the laws of their country. Indeed, a debate in this house, in which I

as the constable has only an execu- thought they had "not any concern,

tive, and not a jurisdictive capacity, but I believe they were never brought

he must carry his prisoner before a into any debate in which they had

justice of the peace, to be by him less concern, than they have in the

committed, bound over, ordischarg- debate now before us; for to sur-

ed, as he upon due examination E nilh the least ground for so doing,

shall fee cause ; and as he is the pro- several most extraordinary and most

per executive officer for many pur- improbable suppositions must be

poses within his precinct, he must made ; as first, That by this bill all

execute every legal warrant issued to the citizens of Bristol are to be made

him by the justice or justices of the slaves to their magistrates. Second,

peace ; but then he is so far from That every future set of magistrates

being under their direction, that he F in the city of Bristol will be slaves to

may refuse to execute their warrant the chief minister for the time being,

if he thinks it illegal ; and if he does Third, That from this precedent

execute an illegal warrant, he does it these two effects will be produced in

at his own peril. every city, borough, and cinque

Thus we may fee, Sir, that it c*n port in the kingdom. And lastly,

be no way inconsistent with the That all this will be brought about

good government of the city of Bris- G before the people become in the least

tol, to lodge the powers intended to sensible of their danger,

be granted by this bill in the hands As to the first of these supposition?,

of trustees to be annually chosen by Sir, I sliould be glad the lion, gen-

the citizens ; but to lodge all these tlemen who are so sanguine for hav -

3 »ng
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ing the whole plan of this bill al- in Bristol will generally be such at

tered, would point out to me what are employed in London and West-

powers or influence the magis- minster: They will be decayed house-

trates are to acquire by the bill as keepers, who would be inmled to

it now stands, over those citizens relief from the parish, if a provision

who neither are, nor shall desire to were not made for them by appoint-

be night constables or watchmen. A ing them watchmen. Consequently,

For my own part, I have perused the magistrates can by this means

the bill with all possible attention. acquire no influence over any man

and yet can discover nothing that has intitled to a vote, either for mem-

the least tendency this way ; for bers of parliament, or for laying the

surely, the placing of a watchman assessment upon his fellow- citizens ;

or two, more or less, in any one street, and therefore all such as may be in-

can have no such influence upon the B titled to these valuable privileges,

people who live in that street, as will remain as free and independent

must subject them to a slavish depen- aster this bill is passed into a law, as

dence upon the magistrates ; espe- ever they were at any time hereto-

daily, if we consider, that every sore; from whence we must see,

watchman must go his round every that the magistrates of Bristol can-

hour, that every watchman's ap- rot, by any of the powers to be

pointed round must on every side ex- C vested in them by this bill, gain any

tend to the round of the next watch- greater influence upon the election

man, and that all the watchmen of their representatives in parliament

must be within call of one another, than they have always had ; and as

Now as this of stationing the watch- the people of that city have, upon

men is the only new power that can former occasions, rejected the candi-

have any effect upon the other in- dates who were recommended to

habitant!, if this can produce no D them by the magistrates, we may

dangerous effect, I must conclude, expect they will do so again, as of*

that the other inhabitants will, after ten as the magistrates adopt the inte-

this bill b passed into a law, be as rest of the least popular candidate,

free from any slavish dependance But now, Sir, supposing that the

upon the magistrates as they were magistrates of Bristol could by means

before ; and if so, then the ma- of the powers already vested in

gistrates can have no commanding E them, and that are to be vested in

influence with respect to the assessing them by this bill,- bring a majority

the tax upon the inhabitants of any of the citizens under a slavilli de-

wird within that city ; but, on the pendence upon them, yet we cannot

contrary, those who are suspected of suppose, that they will always be

having any slavish dependence upon slaves to the minister for the time

the magistrates, may very probably being. The magistrates of that city

be assessed the highest by their neigh- ? have always been, and always mult

bours in that ward. be, men of considerable fortune,

As to the watchmen indeed, Sir, and related to some of the best fa"

and those who may desire to bt such, milies in or about the city, conse-

I shall grant that the magistrates luently they must have so high an

mast have a very commanding in- interest in preserving the liberties,

fluence, and it is absolutely necessary and psomoting the happiness of their

it should be so; but it is so meanG country, that no minister can offers

and so low an employment, that bait sufficient for tempting them to

no man who does, or can pay scot betray or sacrifice either the one or

and lor, will accept, much less de- the other. Therefore if we should

sire it. The persons to be employed ever be so unsortunite as to have a

minister
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minister so wicked as to aim at overturning magistrates of this very city, and appoint -

the liberties, or so weak as to expose the ing others in their room, yet he could not

safe y of hi* country, we may, I think, with get a parliament to his mind, but on the

great confidence depend upon it, that the contrary, was himself removed from the

magistrates of Bristol will join wiih their throne within less than a year after this

fellow- citizens in rrjecting with disdain tyrannical use of his power,

cveiy candidate that (hall be recommended This, Sir, shews the improbability of

or patronised by such a minister. This I the last supposition I have mentioned,

say we may with confidence depend on, which was that the people should be so

nor does any past experience derogate in stupid as to fee such a direct atiack made

the least from th s confidence ; for tho" upon their liberties without raking the

the magistrates of that opQIcnt and flou- alarm, or making the least effort ro de-

tishing city may not perhaps j 'in in evrry feat it. Consequently, as every one of

popular clamour that may be aised against these suppositions is n it only improbable,

the conduct of an admimstrati .in, yet we but. I think, impossible, ihc I bertiei of

are not from thence to conclude, (hit the people ot this nation in general can-

they ever .were, or ever will be, the slaves B n.it have the least concern i<i the question

of the mon ster for the time being. On now belore us, and I have already shewn,

the contrary, it is my firm opinion, that that the liberties of the people of Bristol in

if ever our liberties be brought into any paiticular can be no way infringed, (h uld

real danger, it will proceed from our this bill as it now stands be passed into a

throwing too much weight into the hands law. The only questi. n now belore us

of the populace. It was by this that the is, whether the peace and quiet of the

liberties ot Rome were at last overturned j city of Bristol, and the security of its isl

and we fi-d that those states have the Q habitants, will be best peserved by our

longest preserved their freedom, where adopting the plan of the bill n >w before

the populace h<ve always been kept un- us, or by our rejecting it and adopting

der a due subordination to their superiors ; the plan proposed by she Hon. gentleman ;

and, as I think, that what is now pro- and this question cannot, I think, admit

posed has a tendency towards making the of any doubt. For as to the peace and

populace masters of the city of Bristol, quiet of the city, our adopting the plan

this among many others is wi'bme a strong now proposed would establish a perpetual

argument for being against it. contention and discord between the ma-

Now, Sir, with regard to the third sup- " giftrates and the tiustees to be chosen by

position which must be made, in order to the people, as well as annual disputes and

shew that our liberties have any concern animosities among the citizens in every

in the present question, I think it more ward about the election of these trustees,

improbable, or rather more imp; ssible, And supposing a contest sh uld happen in

than either of the former ; for granting any ward about the election these truf-

that in every corporation of the kingdom tees i Supposing one party of the citizen*

where their form of government is, or should chuse one set of trustees, an ano-

ihall be put upon the fame model with E the* party should chuse another : Surely

that of Bristol, the inhabitants must be you w uld not brirg such a contested

slaves to their magistrates, and that their election before any of thecurts in West-

magistrates must be slaves to the minister minster- hall, where it could not be de-

for the time being ; yet it would be im- termined before a new election would be-

poflible to get the government in most come nc^essaiy: In my opinion, you

of our corporations put upon the iame could Kdge the decision ot it no where

model. It could no way be done but by but in the magistrate-, and their decision

getting them to resign their present char- p you would find necessity to nuke final

ters : and what difficulties the execution and conclusive ; so that even in this cafe

of such a project would meet with, we you would be obliged to lodge the su-

may judge from what h -opened towards preme power in the bands of the magif-

the end of the reign cf king Charles II. trates j and indeed it can in no cafe M

when I must allow that it met with fur- lodged any where else, as they are by the

prising success j but what was the conse- city's charter appointed for the keeping of

i ? Sudden and fatal was the conse- the peace, and for the ruling and govern-

» to the prtjectots, and directly ing of the people there.

ntrary to their expectation j for not- G Then, Sir, with regard to the security

Withstanding the great power which the of the inhabitants, it must in a great mea-

crown thereby got over most of our cities sure depend upon this, that every consta-

and boroughs, which was manifested by ble and watchman shall not only diligent-

the next successor's removing and dis- ly perform his duty, but take care not to

placing at once no left than it of the 43 make an improper use of the power with

which
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which he is intruded. For both these an officer's wife, we have seen the distresses

purposes the terror of being removed will ot a lather and mother, and the mi con-

not of itself alone be sufficient. They du{t of a daughter, whose meekness and

must be punished if they commit any tres- gentleness of temper hive drawn upon

pass or unjust assault in the execution of herself and family the utmost misery and

their office ; but they can be punished by distress. Give me leave to lay before you
> _i n 1 .L _ _ _t xv ' < ... *
but the magistrates, who are the a character of another kind j the too great

orJy justice* of the peace within that city ; ^ gentleness and weakness of a son.

and can we suppose that they will be to In the forty second year of my age, I

punctual in observing the orders and re- Was left a widower with an only son of

gillations of those who can only remove seven years old, who was so exact a like-

t cm. as they will be in observing the or- ness of his mother, both in person ard

ders and regulations of those who can disposition, that from that circumstance

punish as well as remove thrm. To this alone I could never prevail upon myself

I must add, that there is such a connecti - to marry again. The image of the ex-

on between the duty of the constables cellent woman I had lost was perpetually

and that of the watchmen, thit it seems B before my eyes, and recalled to my me-

absolutely necessiry they should be both mory lhe_ many endearing scenes of love
a?ed and •egulated by the fame fort and affection that had past between us.

of magistrates ; and tho' by the common I heard her voice, I saw her mein, and I

law the constables are to be appointed at beheld her smiles in my son. I resolved

the ccurt leet, yet we know, that they therefore to cultivate this tender plant

are now generally appointed by the jus- with more than common care ; and I de-

tces of the peace in their several divifi. termined to take such proper advantage!

cms, or by the inhabitants in their several Q of his puerile age and hopeful temper,

parishes, and in cities and towns corpo- as might engage him to me, not mote

rate they are usually appointed by the from moral duty, than from real inclina-

mag.stratei in their courts, which come lion and attachment. My point was to

in place of the court leet ; from whence make him my friend ; and I so far suc-

we may easily see the 'eason, why in the ceeded in that point, that till he was se-

feveral parishes of Westminster wheie venteen yeais old he constantly chose my

watchmen have been establisoed by act company preferably to any other,

of parliament, it was enacted, that those _ I should have told you, that I placed

watchmen should be animated and regu- O him early at a very great school ; and to

bted by the vestry of each respective pa- avoid the mischiefs that sometimes arise

fish. from boarding at a distance from paicnts.

And from hence, Sir, it is likewise evi- 1 took a house near the school, and kept

dent, that, in the city of Bristol, the po*er him under my- own eye, inviting con-

of appointing and regulating the watch- stantly such of his school fellows to amuse

men, in every part within the liberties of him, as were pointed out to me by the

that city, ought to be lodged in the ma- master, or were chosen by my own dis-

gistratet, unless some very particular rea- £ cernment, in consequence of my son'*

son could be assigned for lodging it some recommendation. All things went on in

where else ; for as to that of their beng the most promising train ; but Hill I saw

Olid by a tax raised upon the citizens, it in him a certain easiness of temper, and

can be no reason at all. We might as an excess of what is falsely called good-

well say, that all the officers of our reve- nature, but is real weakness, which I

nue nay, and all ihe officers of our navy feared mult prove of dreadful consequence

any army ought to be appointed and re- to him, whenever he should tread the

gulated by ihe people ; for they are all stage of the great world. Hiwever, it

paid by taxes raised upon the people. * now grew time to advance him to the

To conclude, Sir, as I can fee no rea- university ; and he, went thither, I can

son for any material alteration in the bill with truth fay it, as free from vice, and

now before us ; as I ihink that evety such as fuli of virtue, as the fondest parent

alteration would render it worse, and could desire. What added farther to my

misht defeat the very end for which it is hopes, was his "strength of body, ard

Intended, I shall be for agreeing to it as the natural abhorrence which he had to

it now stands, and hope it will be passed wine, even almost to a dcgiee of loath-

into a law. G . , , .

(Tin fooaNAL lo be ecntititd in cur nxi.] When he was settled at college, I in

sisted upon his writing to me once a

7ti WORLD, N° 161, week ; and I constancy answered his let-

S I R, i" ,rle sty'e •"<* rnanner which I

BY a very tender sorter, in one of yotif thmight most condweibre to the improv*.

papers, (fee Vol. XX.v. p. 479.; from ment of his knowledge, and (he exiertion

febnrsry, «75*« * »»d
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and freedom of his thoughts. During nation but timidity. He bought intern-

some time our mutual correspondence perance at the price of his life ; his health

vr.ii kept up with great punctuality and paid the interest money during many

chearfulnest ; but in lest than two months months of a miserable decay ; at length

it drooped and grew languid on his fide ; his death, little more than two years ago,

and the letters I received from him con- discharged the debt entirely, and left me

tamed seldom moie than three lines, tell- with the fad consolation of having per-

ing me, " that he was much engaged in ^ formed my duty to him, from the time

studies, and that the departing post- I lost bis mother till the time he i— '

boy hindred him from adding more than in my arms,

that he was my dutiful sen." I have borne my loss like a man ; but

Not to trouble you with tco many par- I hive often lamented the untowardness

ticulars, in fix months after he had been of my fate, which snatched from me an

at the univeisity I paid him a visit ; but only chil l, whose disposition was most

I cannot find words to express the asto- amiable, but whose virtues had not suffi-

n.shment I felt, in discovering my gentle, cient strength to support themselves. He

easy, sweet-natured son, not only turned o was too modest to be resolute ; too fin-

into a Buck, but a Politician. Never wai cere to be wary j too gentle to oppose ;

any young man less fitted for either of and too humble to keep up his dignity,

those characters : Never any young man This perhaps was the singular part of his

cnte:ed deeper into both. He was a character; but he had other faults in

Buck without spirit or ill nature, and a common with his cotemporariet : He mis-

Politician without the least knowledge of took prejudices for principles : He thought

our laws, history or constitution. His the retraction of an error, a deviation from

only pretence to buckism was his affected Q honour : His aversions arose rather from

love of wine ; his only skill in politicks names than persons : He called obstinacy

was the art of jumbling a parcel of words steadiness ; and he imagined that no friend-

together, and applying them, as he ima- ship ought ever to be broken, which had

gined, very properly to the times. By begun, like the orgies of Bacchus, amidst

this means he became distinguished among the frantick revels of wine,

his associates as the jolliest, (loneliest toast- Thus, Sir, I have set before you, I

master in the university. But, alas ! this hope without any acrimony, the source

was a patt assumed by my son, from a _ and progress of my irreparable misfortune,

desire of pleasing, mixed with a drezd os'' It will be your part to warn the rising ge-

offer.ding the persons into whose clubs neration in what manner to avoid the ter-

and bumperaceremonies he had happily rible rocks of mistaken honour and too

enlisted himself. Poor miserable youth ! pliant good-nsture.

he was acting in opposition to his own In the last century the false notions of

nature, ot which had he followed the honour destroyed our youth by fafhiona-

dictates, he wou.d neither have meddled ble duels; and they were induced to mur-

with party, politicks, nor wme ; but der each other by visionary crowns of ap-

would have su'filled, or at least have aim- E plause. The false notions of honour in

ed at, that beautiful character of Pamphi • the present age destroy our youth by the

lus in Terence, so well dehnearel in the force of bumpers, and the mad confe-

Bevil of Sir Richard Stee.'e'* Conscious quences arising trom every kind of liquor

Lovers. that can intcx.cite and overturn fense.

To preserve his health, I withdrew him reason and reflection. Why are not health*

frem the university as expeditiously and to be eaten as well as drar.k ? Why may

with as little noise as I could, and brought not the spells ar,d magick arising from

him home, perfectly leslored, as I vaii.ly p mouthfuls of beef and mutton, be as ef-

imagined, to himself. But I was mis ficacious towards the accomplishment of

taken. The last person who was with him our wishes, as gallons of port or over-

alvvays commanded him. The compam- flowing bowls of punch ? Certainly they

ons of his midnight hours obliterated his might. I hope therefore, that by your

duty to his father, and, notwithstanding publick admonition, the young men of oor

his good fense, made him, like the simple days, who eat much Itss than they drink,

beast in the fable, fancy himself a lion may drink much less than they eat : And I

because he had put on the lien's skin. must farther add, that as it may be danger -

With the fame disposition, had he btenaG ous to abolish customs so long estab ished, I

woman, I am persuaded he must have humbly advise that you pc mit them to eat

been a prostitute, not so much fiom evil as many healths as they please,

defies, as from the impossibility of deny- I am, SIR,

ing a request. He worshipped vice as the Your constant reader,

Indiana adore the devil, not fiom inch. and msst humble servant, L. M.

1»
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~ , , . miration, luxury and wantonness ; an
T. ,k< A U T H O R „/ ,U L O N D O N grarid C0'rrupKr7 of our manner., tho"

MAGAZINE, leader, tliou stiametul example of a"

S 1 R» wickedness under the fun ; thou art the

TH E alarming accounts in every mother and nurse of all lewdness and de-

newa paper relating to the lamenta- bauchery, if not a Sodom. O Lord, in

tie cor.scquen.cej of the late earthquake thy wralh reprove US not, and suffer not

M Lisbon (the once richest city in the . sad Portugal's dreadful calamity to be-

known world; must surely be very awaken- Ccme the sale of England : And tho' thy

«r«i affecting, and striking, to every seri- Almighty arm may be at present even

cm, thinking mortal, carrying terror along lilted up against our land, ye', Lord, for

wi'h them. Ihy mercy's sake, avert the blow! O

AIM ! Sir, what are these national ca- Lisbon, Lisbon, thou or.ee the joyontj

'.2~. t «?, but the just ar.d deserved judg- city, whose antiquity was of days re-

meets and corrections of an offended mote, permit me to mourn and lament a

God, up. n the sinful inhabitant of a moment over ihee, whose merchants were

wi.xcd land, or they would net have g as princes, and rhy traffickers the ho-

ia'ucn upon them ? For, when Ihe Lord nouraUe of the earth ; whose revtnue

Cod of haaven and earth is angiy with a was as the harvest of rivers, and thy ex-

nstioat, what people, or what cny, shaN change the mart of natrons ; who fat al

be »b".e to abide, or stand before the fury a queen, stretching out thy hand over

of hit Aiming vengeance, and fiery in- the seas ; but she is fallen, she is fallen,

••• t •. - ? Tremble then ye nations, ye heaven has stained ihe pride of thy glory ;

inhabitants of a (alien world, repent, thy king wi'hout subjects, thy prince

and turn unto the Lord yc ur God, in wiihout money, and the great lather of

sackcloth, dust, and ashes, th it ye may his country even wiihout bread ! What

be saved, saved from the wrath to ccme ; then, O London, art not thru pained

lar, doubtless there is a God, who will f„r the report ? And wilt thou sing as an

one day judge the earrh in righteousness, harlot, and take the harp to make sweet

The Lord Jehovah riJci m tic whirlwind, melody, sing mar y songs, and turn to

«W iittBi lit fiftn; who is from ever- thy hire (without eithir feeling or re-

lasting to everlasting ; whose eyes, and pentmg) and commit fornication with

■arcvidenrial care, are overall his works ; all the kinfd ms of the world ? Why wilt

beholding all the busy ways of mortal J) yru> amidst all this general calamity,

men, searching out the very secrets of jUin, and distress, put on a face of wan-

their hearts, and troubled, as it were, ton gaiety, and smiling affluence, and

for the fins and imquitie. of all the na- |;Ve too, even without God in (he world ?

tions upon earth. Thy ways, O Lord, Are not these the signs of fad approach-

are in the deep, and past finding out, by irg desolation, ruin, what not ? Not

the short line of human understanding ! signs only, but the very causes too ? O

AU just and equal. Let (he careless, un- insolent prosperity ! O the foolish pride

thinking world, be never so d.squ;eted, of life I What mischiefs do you bring

in regard to thy providential protection. ** even upon private lamilies, hut much

O Lord, 41 My flesh tremblvth fer fear of more upon a nation forgetting Cud !

thee, ar.d I am a:raid of thy judgments." Plenty and abundance are, for (he most

frid a great, wife, and goon king. And part, more faial and pernicious to the

shall our present gracious monarch upon sons and daughters of fallen Ad.m, than

the throne be so sensibly affected, and we poverty ard want. Alas ! weie Lisbon's

bis subjects not tremble too ? What aic wealthy inhabitants, sporting in the maze

all the nations upon earth, but as a drop 0f life, I ke Sodom's people, fair with'

of the bucket to the Almighty I All a- p out, but full of stench and rottenness

God! Shall his tremendous dealings will) within; like (he fruit, the apples of So-

the children of men fly off I ke the morn • dom's country. What then, O London,

ing cloud, and pass away only as the are thy gay boasters of an hour ? Why,

ftory, or the news of the day, and be no nothing belter, heaping up the measure

longer remembered j or be resolved inio of their iniquity yet more and more :

the effects of second causes, when all na- Luxury in perfection, abounding in all

tare is in the hands, ard at the command, manner of evil and wickedness, wanton

of the Lord Almighty? Methinks, Ip in (hy prosperity, dealing our thy baleful

qaake for fear of the many crying tins of" poison, scattering round thee loathsome

ths our land : O let us all repent, and fifihintss, fiantick madness, wild disor-

brbeve the gospel, nor turn infidels upon dered folly, brimful of iniqui'y, thy mta-

tke occasion, but mourn for cur mani- sure running over like the overflowing

scld fins and iniquities: London in parti • rivrr, fpre. ding far and wide over our

culir j thou mint, thou fir.k of all abo- luxury ant! destruction, the h»i>« of

I 1 lliuusands.
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thousand!. O London, the country (cell disorder, all discord, seeking nothing but

and bleed* for thee, thou mistress of ini- the perishing, fading things of this pre-

quity ! O be wile, and repent of thy sent world, the bitter cause of sore dis-

fooleries before it is too late, or else ihy pleasure and sad troubles. Let me per-

towcnng nothingness of grandeur mult suade thee Gallio to know and see thyself

and will f<ll to (he ground ; ihy fate like a little, for Gallio you must one day die,

Lisbon's desolation ! O repent, O believe and pass into the invisible world of spi-

the gospel, which is only able to set thee a rits : Why, what then ? Why, hen to)

right in all things. Let not thy Head judgment : And weit thou this night to

only be affected, but thy heart also. Let quit the world, art thou fit to appear

not this earthquake, like a fit of sickness, before the living God, just even as thou

be no sooner over, but forgo' ten j but now ait, in the full career of fin, and

ponder it in thy mind, so as it may lead forgetfulness of God ? This world thy

thee into newness of life. Let it forward all, a glorious immortality not in all thy

th: work of repentance, and speedily thoughts ! Here pause a single moment e

bnng about a total reformation of man- What art thou then ? Why, a worm, a

nets. Is there any nation under the B nothing, the creature only of a day, the

copes of heaven wants it more thin Eng- sport of fears and cares, the very drudge

land ? Then shall we rest under the sha - of sorrow and trouble, for sorrow and

dow of the Almighty's wings, and who, trouble will come upon thee in spight of

or what, shall harm us ? Let thy mer- infidelity ? Thou art troubled about many

ciful ears, O Lord, be upon us, like as things, thou art in the world, and in thy

we do put our trust in thee." Then own mind tcssed up and down like a

shall the earthquake reach our capital ? wave upon the restless ocean, never at

No. Shall the pestilence that walketh by q peace within thyself, perhaps a terror to

night, or the arrow that flieth by d>y, thyself, fretting, fuming, and repining,

at all come near our towns and cities i at every cross accident; thy v hole life a

No. Shall the famine sweep thousands blustering storm, always uneasy, never

away, or the plague destroy her ten thou- happy; for thou art dead whilst thou

sands ? No. Or shall the bold invaders livest, if our Bible speaks the truth :

of our country, our enemies, prevail over <« Man in his best estate is but as the flower

sis ? No : For the Lord our Gort, strong of the field, which to day is, and to-

and mighry to five, will then become the morrow is not ; treading his few and

rock of our salvation, and tower of de- D uncertain hours upon the stage of life,

fence, in whom alone is safety. But, and then no more as to all things here

however, methinks I fee the man of the below, walking in a vain shadow, and

world yonder sneering at all this trum- disquieting himself in vain, heaping up

pery, this over heated nonsense and trash, riches, and knoweth not who shall ga-

crying out, all sensual and carnal as he (her them." A wife man, or a fool,

is, strutting in all the natural pride and man's breath is in his nostrils, and when

vanity of his duordcred and deceitful the Lord taketh it away, what, I pray,

heart, Tush, God careth for none of ]7 is man ? His body a morsel for the worms,

these thing", he regardeih not the children and his better part, the foul, either in

of men : I am great, I am rich, I am eternal misery, or everlasting happiness,

one of the mighty ones of the earth, I Arid why will you not think of this Gal -

am wife above my fellows ; mine one lio ? The somewhat unpoffEtTed ever

arm, my wisdom, and my power, hath wanting with you, and thro' the fear of

gotten all this my wealth, all this my death you are in trouble all your days,

worldly grandeur to me : I am more than Shake this fear off if you dare j you can-

man ; so said the king os Babylon, >et not, till Almighty overturning grace

Babylon fell to the ground : But hold, F (which God will give you if you will fin-

Gallio, thou art but a mistaken man with cerely seek it) shall heal the wound),

all thy boasting, for thou in thyself art which sin, and practical atheism, have

blind and poor, miserable and naked, in made upon your foul : Then all is peace

want of every thing, even wretched in Christ, and you happy, come life,

above thy knowledge, because thou de- come death. Boast not thyself, but blush

spiselt God, and his judgments upon the at tby own nothingness , " For all flesh it

earth. Thou art all darkness, forgetting as grais, and the glory of man as the

thyself, the dignity of thy nature, this Q flower of grafs, the grafs withereth, and

pressing call to repentance, and all that the flower fadeth away, but the word of

Si g'cat and good. Thou hast lost the the Lord endureth for ever." Live then

image of thy Maker, originally stamped unto God, and not unto the world j sol

tip >n thy soul : Thy mind is alienated doubtless there is a God that judgclh the

from him, thy heart turned away from earth.

him, thy whole foul is out of tune, nor is SIR. Your constant reader,

(here any peace or harmony to be found Jan, I, 1756, S. T.

yritlua thy breast, Alas I thou art »!} Cmaiuictei
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. , „ ,,„.»,, , , , . the earth." And it was so. (i6;Thue
fft Mtevt tie following Version of tbe first, God mlde the tw0 great iuminailes . ,he

second, and tbird Chapter, </ Ginisis, greater luminary to rule over the day,

wbub ba, stmetbing new in it, mil not |nd the lcsser |umjnary t0 IU|e over the

displease our learned Reader,, and tberif.r, night along wi,h ,ne staf| j j And

vie insert ,t to gratis] ,ir mgniou, Cor- God pjlced them in the expanse of hea-

rejptndent. ven, to give' light upon the earth. (18)

_______ . And rule over the day and over the night.
GENESIS, Cka*. I. and to set bounds between the light and

(i) FN the beginning God created the the darkness. And God saw that it wae

X heaven and the earth. good. (19) And there was evening, and

(2) The earth was chaotick and unin- there was morning, which was the fourth

formed, and darkness was upon {tbeface dav,

of, Hebrew explitive) the abyss, and a vio- (JO) Then God said, " Let the wa-

lent wind raged (Heb. bivcredcrfiuttered) ter, bring fortli abundantly teeming crea-

upon (tbe fate of) the waters. tures breathing life, and fowl that may

(3) Then God said, " Let there be B fly above the earih, upon (the fate of)

light," and there was light. (4) And the expanse of heaven." txi)- Thue

God saw the light, that it was good (1. e. God created the great water animals, and

suitable to bit great design) and God set eveIy moving thing breathing life, which

bounds between the light and the dark- the waters brought forth abundantly after

ness. their kinds. And God saw that it wae

Q5) To the light God gave the name gaod. And God b|essed them, say-

oLiay, and to the daikness he gave the ingj « fie fruitful and multiply, and fill

name of night. (Ergo, latgujge via, rc. „ the waters in the sea ; and let the fowl

mealed.) So there was evening, and there multiply upon the earth." And there

was morning, which was the first day. was evening, and there was morning,

(6) Then God said, •« Let there be which was the fifth day.

an expanse between the waters, ar.d let Then God said, " Let the earth

it be for a boundary betwixt the waters." produce what miy breathe life after

(7) Thus t*> speaking) God formed the their kinds, the cattle, and the reptiles,

expanse, and set bounds betwixt the wa- and the wild beasts of the earth after

ters that were under the expanse, and their kinds." And it was so. (15) Thue

the waters that were above the expanse : D God formed the wild heads of the earth

And it was so. (8; And to the expanse after their kinds, and the cattle after their

God gave the name of heaven. And there kinds, and every thing that creepeth upon

was evening, and there was mo. ning, the earth after its kind. And God saw that

wbich was the second day. it was good,

(9) Then God said, " Let the waters (l6) Then God said, •« Let us form

which are under heaven be gathered to- mankind in our image after our like-

gether into one place, and let the dry land nef^ arld ]et them have dominion over

appear." And it was so. (10) To the „ the fish os the sea, and over the fowl of

dry land God gave ihe name of earth, the air, ar.d over the cattle, and ever all

and to the collection of waters he gave the earth, and over every reptile that

the name of sea. And God saw that it creepeth upon the earth." (17) Thu»

was good. (11) Then God said, " Let G)(j crea'.ed mankind in his own image ;

the earth produce grafs and herbs bearing ,n the image of God created he them ; he

feed, and truit trees yielding Iruit after created them male and female. (a8)

t.heir kind, whose seed is thetein, upon Thtn God blessed them, and God said

the earth." And it was so. (11) The unto them, «' Be fruitful and multiply,

ejarth produced the graf, and herbs bear- F and fill the earth, and subdue it, and

ing seed after their kind, and trees bear- have dominion over the fish of the lea,

ing fruit, whose seed is therein, after and over the fowl of the air, and over

their kind. And God saw that it was every living thing that moveth upon the

goo:). ( 1 J ) And there was evening, earth." (19) And God said, " Behold,

and there was morning, which was the 1 give unto you every herb bearing feed,

third day. which is upon (ibe fate of) the whole

(14) Then God said, '* Let there be earth j and every tree whereon is the

luminaries in th: expanse of heaven, Ioq fruit of a tree bearing seed, that it may

set bounds between the day and the night 1 be food for you. (30) And for every

And let them be for signals, for appointed beast of the earth, and for every fowl of

seasons, and for days, and for years. the air, and for every thing that moveth

(15) And let them be for luminaues in upon the earth, every green herb shall be

the expanse of heaven, to give light upon for food." And it was so, (31} Then
■ God
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b« every thing that he had formed,

tad behold, it war very good. And there

wat evening, and there wit mornirg,

which was the sixth day. (II. i.) Thus the

heaven and the earth were complcated, and

all the hoi) of them.

(IT. *.) Now on the seventh day God

npJeated hit work which he had A names to all the cattle, and to the fowl of

(to,) Now Thi Loid God had formed

out of the ground every beast of the field,

and every fowl of the air, and he brought

them unto the man to fee what namei be

would give unto them j and what name

soever the man gave to an animal that wat

the name of it. (20) And the

bad

farmed, and he ceased on the seventh day

from all hit work that he had formed, ( j)

Therefore G-d blessed the seventh day, and

sanctified it, because thereon he had ceased

from all bil work which God had created

to put into form.

(a.) This it the history of the heaven and

of the earth when they were ctealed, at

the time when Thi Lo id God formed "

earth and heaven, (5) and every plant of

the field before it wat in the earth, and e-

»t:> herb of the field before it grew ; when

Tm Lois God had not caused it to rain

upon the earth, ncr was there a man to cul

tivate the ground, (6) nor had a mill arisen

bom the earth, to moisten any part of the

ground.

(?) Now Thi Loid God had formed

a man out of the dust of the ground, and

breathed into his noflrili the breath of

life j and thua the man was become a

Gviag foul. (8) And Thi Loid God

bad planted a garden in the eastern part

cs Eden, and there he had put the man

whom he hid formed. (9) And Thi j» really said, ye must not eat of every tree

Leie Goes had caused to grow nut of the of th

the air, and to every beast of the field :

But for the man there wat not found an

help- mate suitable for him.

Then Thi Loid God caused a

deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he

slept, and He took out one of hit ribs,

and cloied up the flesh in the place there

of ; (12) and Thi Loan God fashioned

the rib that he had taken from the man,

into a woman, and he brought her unto

the man. ( 13 ) Then the man said,

" Thii was once bone of my bone, and

A (h of my flesh : The name of woman

shall be given unto her, beciuse she wai

taken out of man. (24.) Therefore let a

man leave his father and mother, and ad

here unto his wife ; and let them be one

flesh. (15) Then they were both naked,

the in n and hit wife, and were not

ashamed."

(III. 1.) Now the serpent was more

subtle than any beast of the field which

Thi Loid God had made ; and he said

unto the woman, " What! hath God

ground every tree that wat pleasant to

the fight ar,d good to eat : Also a tree of

We in the midst of the garden, and a tree

of the test os good and evil. (10) And

a rrver went frim Eden to water the gar

den, and from thence it was divided, and

four capital nvert. ( 11 ) The

the garden." (2) And the woman

said unto the serpent, " We may eat of

the fruit of the trees of the garden : (j)

But of the fruit of the tree which is in

the midst of the garden, God hath said,

" Ye must not eat of it, nor touch it,

lest ye die." (4.) Then the serpent said

unto the woman, " Indeed ye will not

earne of the first is Pi Ion ; it encom-Edie. (5) But God doth know, that

paffetb the whole land of Havilah, where when ye have eaten thereof your eyei

there it gold. ( 1* ) And the gold of will be opened, and ye will be like gods,

that land it good : There is bdellium and the difeerners of good and evil." (6) And

the onyx stone, (ij) The name of the when the weman saw that the tree was

Second river it, Cihon ; it encompasseth good for food ( siting tbt firsmt tat tbtrns)

the wh-le land of Ethiopia. (14.) The and that it wat delightful to the eye, and

name of the third river it Hiddekel ; it a tree to be coveted for imparting know-

goetb to the east of Assyria. Ar.d the p ledge, she took of the fruit, and cat
-• '■ thereof, and e.ave also to her husband

with her, and he eat. (7) Then the

eyes of ihem both were opened, and they

ptrce.vcd that they were naked : And

they sewed fig-leaves, and mads themselves

girdlei.

(8) Now they heard the found of Thi

Lord God ruflnng in the garden in the

river it Euphrates. (15) And

Tut Loid God hid taken the man, and

put him inro ihe garden of Eden, to cul

tivate it and to keep it. (16) And Thi

Loid Gcd had commanded the man,

uyier, " Of every tree of the garden

thou mayst freely cat, (17) but of the

tree of the test of good and evil thou

Draft not eat j for in the day that thouG breeze of the day : And the man and hit

eateft thereof thou shalt surely be mor

tal." ( iS ) Also Thi Loid God had

said, " It is not good that r.'an should

be alone, f w ill make him an hclp-mite

foiarVes-r h.m."

wife hid themselves from the presence of

the Lord, amnrgst the trees of the ear-

den. (9) Then Thi Lord God called unto

the man, and said unto him, " Wheie

art thou f" (10J And he said, «• I h-ird

thy
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thy sound in the garden, and I wit asurd from whence he was taken. (14). Ants

because I was naked, and I hid myself." when he had expelled (he man, he placed

(11) Then he said, '* Who t:>ld thee this. in the call of the garden of Eden cheru-

thou wast naked ? Hast thou eaten of the bims, ard a flaming sword, which turned

tree whereof I commanded thee that thou every way, to keep the passage of the tree

shooldst not eat." (11) And the man of life. -

bid, " The woman whom thou gavest
to be with me, she gave me of the tree. A Account cs ,le British Pi.antations

and I have eaten." (ij) Then The AM B R. I C A, continuedfrom p. ji.

Loan God said to the woman, " \yhy T/\/E have already mentioned the mur-

didst thnu do this ?" And the woman said, VV ders committed by thePequotln-

•' The serpent hid seduced me, and I had dians, and the lubmission they made upon

eaten." that account ; but they weie so far from

(14.) Then The Lorb God said unto fulfilling the terms of their submission,

the serpent, " Because thou hast done that, encouraged perhaps by these enthu-

this, cursed shalt thou be above all cattle, si stica! disputes among the English, they

and above every beast in the field : Upon B seized upon a small vessel which had gone

thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt to trade among them, and murdered Mr.

thou eat all the days of thy life: (15) Oldham the master, at Block island, aster

And I will put enmity between thee and which they sell upon a little village, called

the woman, even between thy seed and Weather sfield ' upon Connecticut river,

her feed : He shall assault thy head, and murdered nine men, and carried off two

thou shalt assault bis heel."—,16' Unto young women, whom they woutd hke-

the woman he said, " 1 will greatly aggra- wife have murdered, but they weie laved

v/ate thy pain, even thy conception, in Q by the wife of one of their sachems or

pain shalt thou bear children, yet thou ohiess. Upon this 110 men, under the

shalt be under the command of thy huf- command of Capt. Endicot, were detach-

band, and he shall have dominion over ed from Boston to demand the murderers,

thee." [See cb. iv. ver. 7. wtiiV* may he but the Indians fled to the woods, and the

tbmt tranjlated : 1sttea badst done will would detachment returned to Boston, after hav-

tbere mt have bun an acceptance t Aid if ing destroyed all their huts and plantations

tbou bast not done we//, a sin offering lietb at oi corn.

thy door ; it it at tby command, and tbou bast In the mean time the Pequots continued

sower oner it.) " to minder all the English that had the mis-

(17) And unto the man he said, " Be- fortune to fall under their power, and to

cause thou didst hearken unto the voice sollicic their neighbouring Indians, » spe

cif thy w'lse, and hast eaten of the tree of cially the Naraganseta, to join with them,

the which I had given thee a charge, but such was the mutual animosity and

saying, Thou shalt not eat thereof; jealousy of those little tribes, that most

cursed shall be the ground upon thy ac- of them joined with our people ; and

count ; with toil shalt thou eat of it all tho' they had not courage enough to be

the day! of thy life: (18) Boti thorns E of much service, they rejoiced at seeing

and thistles shall it produce unto thee, the slaughter of their old enemies the Pe-

yet thou shalt eat the hetb of the neld. quota; for another detachment of no

(19) By the sweat of thy brows thou men under the command of Capt, Mason,

shalt eat bread, until thou return unto having been sent against them, they retired

the ground ; for out of it thou waft taken : into two of what they called their forti.

For dust thou wast, and unto dust shalt with a design to defend them ; but Capt,

thou return," (io) Then the man gave Mason surpiised one of them in the night

the name of Eve unto his wife, because she — time whilst they were asleep, where 4 or
was to be the mother of all life. (See ver. r 300 of them were either burnt to death in

15.) («i) Then The Lord God made their huts, or put to the sword, not above

coats of skins for the man and for his wile, seven or eight escaping, with the loss of

and clothed them. only two of the English killed, and about

(n) Then The Lord God said, " Be- %o wounded ; aster which Capt. Mason

hold the man is become as one of us in retumed, as he had not men enough

respect to the test of good and evil (1, r. with him to attack the other sort, where

be bjtb btbaved, in that respect, at disre- was their king Sasscus and the rest of

farding our command.) And now, per- G their nation.

haps, he may put forth his hand, and In about a fortnight after, a large de-

take also of the tree of life, and eat, tachment came by sea fr«m Boston, and

and live for ever." (13) Therefore The being joined by Capt. Mason and another

Lord Gad drove him torth out of the body ot i.icn irom Connecticut, the Pe-

garden of Eden, to cultivate the {round quota mutinied against their king, abin •
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doord their fart, and dispersed in small of them were most cruelly pun stud, >nd

parries thro' the woods j whereupon the ai this, at u ual, propagated [he cmhufi-

£ngdsh dividing themselves likewise into asm, a law wii ac last made for punish rig

ttaull parties, killed a great number of With death any quakes that should return

them in the woods, and at last enclosed aster having been ban-shed, upon which

aboat So men and 100 women and chit- some of them were actually hanged, and

dren m a swamp, where they must all more would have been so, if K. Charles II.

htm been flux, or starved, but the men, . had not put a stop to it by an order dated

dwing a thick fog, made their escape Sept. 9, 1661.

tho" the bushes, and the women with As soon as the news of the king's re-

tiiesr children surrendered themselves pri- storation arrived in New England, 1 hey

town. Among these was (he Sachem's sent over some of their chief men, who

Wife who had saved the lives of the two presented as loyal, congratulatory ad -

)~unc English women, on which account dresses upon his restoration, as had beers

the met with the kindest treatment, and presented by any of the societies in Old-

aadeed on her own personal account she England j and presently after died their

' deserved it j for like a true heroine she B old friend Massasoit, king of the Warn-

d.idruncH to foe for life, but enly begged, panoag nation, who had been of so much

that they would not abuse her body, nor service to the Plymouth colony at their

take her children from her. Most of the first arrival. He was succeeded by hit

snen who had made their escape were soon two sons, Wanifutta and Metacomet,

after hunted cu' and kilied in the woodr, who upon their accession professtd so

and their king Sassacus having fled to the much friendship for the' English, that

Maqujs had his head cut off by them at they requested to have English names,

of the Narraganfets, so invete- q accordingly the former got the name of

rate waa the malice of these Indian tribes Alexander, and tlte latter that of Philip {

to one another. but notwithstanding these professions the

Thus almost the whole nation of Pe- governor of Plymouth, in a, little while,

quota was in a few week* extirpated ; and had certain advice, that king Alexander

as it had been one of the most powerful had been sollicking the Narraganfets to join

among the Indiana, their fate with him in a war against the English,

such a terror among them, that whereupon a party was sent who seized

the colonies met with little disturbance upon him at one of his hunting huts, and

from them for many yean, but were con- brought him a fort of prisoner to Ply*

tianally disturbed by the wild enthusiasms mouth, where, tho" he was treated wirh

of their own people. However, every great humanity, yet the affront put upon

oee of the four colniei, viz. Plymou'h, him threw him into a fever of which he

Massachiaset's, Connecticut, and Newha- died j and tho' his brother Philip waa

van, continued to incieafc daily in num- young and revengeful, yet not being pre-

faera of people, so that in 1641, when pared for war, he smothered his resent-

the disputes began between the king and ment, went to Plymouth, and renewed

parliament in England, it was reckoned £ his father's league with the English,

they could muster between 7 and 8000 In 106*, the witchcraft phrenzy first

able to carry arms ; and in 1643 rhe four appeared in Connecticut colony, wheie

colonies, wi h all the plantations in com- one Mrs. Greenfworth waa accused by

bination with them, entered into formal some cf their mad preachers, of be-

articles of confederacy, which were sign- witching a young woman who was sub-

ed by the respective commissioners on jecT to fits ; and the poor woman beirg

S?ot. 7. But the triumph of the rump thereupon imprisoned, she was either by

parliament over the king was no great „ ill treatment of her own madness induced

advantage to them 5 for it not only pre- " to confess, that the devil had lain with

vented any supplies of people from Erg- her, whe.eupon she was condemned and

land, but induced many of their ch.ef hanged for a witch. Whether the mi-

preaeheis and gentlemen to return home, gistrates repented of this fe/itence and ex-

where all torts of enthusiasm were now edition is not known ; but very probably

tnemphant, and more indulged than in it made them c nfider, that as they had

"ew England j for in the latter some Ana- no charter, they had no authority to put

baptists were prosecuted and severely pu- any criminal to death, and the Newruven

Irthed in 1051, for d ssering from sthitQ colony being in trie fame circumstances,

they called their establ lhed religion ; and they in the year 1604 applied and obtain-

in the year 1656, some preaching, quakera ed a charter, by which the two coloniea

tiavsnr been sent thither by the spirit, as were unred into one, under the name of

they (itit several severe laws were made Connecticut colony j soon aster whth

against them, in fsjrfiiara* of which seme they wetc delivered from a ve-y tr-ubU-

/abmary, 17%6. K.
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f me ard dangerous neighbour, by our island and Mcnument-hay, where he wat

corquest of ihe Outch settlement then call. soon after surrounded by the English ar-

ed Nova-Belgia, now New Yoik. my, who thought to have reduced him by

The famout act, called the Barrholo- famine, having blockaded all the passages,

mew act, having been passed in ihc-j, by except upr-n one fide , where wat a deep

which many dissenting clergymen had river ; but he having firfl piepared some

been turned out of their livings, »rd the rafts of timber, passed over this river in

D.ssemers m general subjected to a new ^ the night-time with all his people, except

persecution, it occasioned a new emigra- about 10c who surrendered at discretion,

tion of great numbers of people to all The confedeated Indians then fell up.

the colonies in New-England, tho' in on the English out settlement, and cru-

some of them 'uch as dissented from the elly murdcied great numbers of people

reii.z on established there, were moie fe- round all ihe colonies } and even several

Verely peisecuced than they were at patties of the troops were drawn into

home ; for tho' their puttn g people to ambuscades, and either all cut ess. or fuf-

death on account of difference in religion, Itied great loss before they could escape

had be«n put a stop to, yet they.cor.ti- B or be relieved j but one of the most bloody

rued to punish them by fines and impri- >nd desperate actions happened towards

sonmrnts, i otwilhstanding ihe in'erpofi- the end of. the year, when the English

tion os several of the null eminent dis- were informed that a laige body of Indi-

se.iting clergymen in England, who wiote ans had fort.fied themselves upon an

to them upon ih<t subject; and thise dis • jfljnd ln the middle of a large swamp

serences between the various Clmltian about 16 miles up the countiy ; and as

sects very much obstructed the design un- fIOm hence they might have done great

dertaken hy several clergymen in New- £ mi/chief in the winrer, when the English

England, of converting ihe nat.ves to fo.ces could not keep Ihe field, the re-

Christianity j for which purpose one Mr. solved to disl.dge them, tho' the rflmd

John E liot was at the pains not only to was not without difficulty accessible but

learn their language, but to translate into by one path. Accordingly Gen. Winflow

it the Bible and some other religious marched with a considerable army, being

books, and to compose a giammar for it. directed to the path by a Christian Indian

However these endeavours had no great, (hey had along with them. This path

or at least no lasting success, at appears (hcy br.fkly marched along in the midst

from the present state of all the Indian D „s a, continual sire frrn the enemy, and

nations, among whom the Pop.fh m.ssi- arriving at the island beat the Indians

onarics have much better success (fun the |rom one intrenchmtnt to another, till

Protestant, which is not at all surprising, they had beat them quite eff the island ;

as the Popish religion, by its external alttr which they demolished all the wors t

forms and ceremonies, is better adapted railed by the Indians, and returned in rri.

to captivate the minds of trie simple and umph to Boston. In this action no less than

ignoiant, and the pr.ests take care not to so Indian Sachems, and about 700 of their

trouble ihem with any religious mysteries g warriors were killed, besides a great num-

nr abstract speculations, nor aie ever in ber of women and children, and 300 of

the leist ccntiad.cted by one another. iDel( waninis died alterwards of (heir

Except as to these reliciout d.fputes wounds ; but as the Indians had defended

among the people themselves, all our themselves with great bravery, there were

colonies in New England continued in <jx of the English captains, and SI 5 sol-

profound peace, and daily inciealir.g, in dlCrj killed, and 150 offictis and soldiers

numbers of people, until the year 1675, wounded.

during all which lime the befoiemtnuon- Notwithstanding this signal defeat, at

ed Philip king of the Wan-.p .n. ags had _ the Indians icceived reiniorcements and

been meditatmg revenge atuo.st the Eng r sopphes of arms and ammunition from

lifh, and endeavouring to draw all the the French at Canada, tho' it was then

neighbouring Ind.an nation - into a tons*- , iime of profound peace between the

de.-acy against them. As he now thought two nations, thay continued to do a deal

his project ripe for execution, he began of mischief during the test of the w.nrer,

hostilities against Plymouth colony soon by destroying several towns and many

after the beginning of that ye.r, where plantations, and killing or carrying into

upon an army was raised by the conlede- captivity men, women and children,

rated colonxs ind sent against him. Up-Q Nay, they even at'acked and killed seve-

on their approach he matched off with ral men »• Medfuld, within 20 miles of

all his people in m hit usual residence at Briton ; but when 'the spring came on so

tape Hope, and posted himself m a that the English forces could k;cp the

Iw.mp on PoctsseC neck, beiwcen Rh.'dt- 6<J, they were every where beat, and

great
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great nombers of them killed ; and it forces to the assistance of their eountrv-

Cmy had every *htie neglected to plant men, who coming by surprise upon 400

er provide any corn for themselves, and Indian', as they were plundering and

their friend* the French rould not supply burring cne of the plantes'i. hou et, sui-

thtm wiih any, a famine began to pre- rounded them so as to oblige them all to

vail among them, wheh obliged many surrender thrm elves prisoners, which dis-

ol them to sue tor peice; so that king posed rheir coun'rymeo to Rive eir to

Philip found hit affairs ine'rievable, un- £ terms of peace ; and about three months

kh he could prevail wi'h the Maquas cr alter king Philip's dea:h, a treaty of

. to join w.th him. pe:ce was concluded, by v bith ihese two

For thi- purpose he went h msels to sr I- colonies cblited themselves to give them

licit their assistanre ; but finding thtm a certain quantity cf corn yearly, by way

immovcable, he beihought himltlf of this of quit rer.t for the lands they had uk:n

ftTitaeem. He walked out by himself pcss.ssmn of.

■ffo their w«ods, where meeting with In this war it was computed that at

two ot the r men, he murdered them leaf) 7000 Indians and ab< ut 54.0 English

both, and as soon as he had done, ht tun B perished ; and it was remaiked, as it

is ail haste to their king, and told him, msy prubahly be in every wai we have

that n such a wood he hid seen fume with the Indiana, that they h»d much

bullish soldiers mu der two of h s people, the better of us in firing; for as they

Upon this the Maquas king fell into a are obliged to make daily use of ihtir

rrta: rage, sr. o t he would be revengid, fire arnn, for procuring then<sclves food

and the stratagem would have had the and other needs' ries, they are much bef-

denred effect, but, unluckily for Philip, *" ter matkfmtn than our people, theresote

one of the rr.en had so far recovered as we should always run in upon tlnm as

t» be able to re 1 who it was that murder- soon as possible, consequently our soldiers

ed his companion, and wounded him : should be all provided with good swords

whereupon Philip with <.im uliy made or sabe* ; and if they wete taught the

tut escape, and the Maqua> declared use of the target, it would be a go' d de-

against him. 1 hia rendered hit affairs fence against all the weapons commonly

q ite desperate, and obliged km to return u ed by the Indians j lor tho" the screwed

at am to the coast near Rhode island, sj batonct be a very good weapon tor a

where be lurked about with a sew atirn- body 01 men whilst they can keep in dose

darts from swamp to (wamp for some order, yet whrn they are obliged to bie k,

tune, ytt so resolute was he never to and to engage man to man, which is of-

ir.ake peace with the English, that he ten the ca'e in an American war, it is a

kilted cne of hit own fiiends for only ridiculous weapon, because an agile, drx-

p opofing it, which induced another of trous enemy may so easily parry and get

■hem to go over to Rhode island and in- with n i'l point, and the soldier cannot

form Capt. Church how he might be sur- p then have rime to draw hit sword, befme

prised. Philip suspected the treachery ot'1' he is slabbed or cut down by hs enemy,

bit friend as soon as he missed him ; but [To 6t ccndudtd in our nrjrr.J

before he could move from ihe swamp, it .„,„„_„ „_
was surrounded by Capt. Church with a 7i. INSPECTOR, N' 300.

rar'y from Kh dr-island, and in attempt- U L L I U S vns in disties« 5 and my

u\g to make his esc»i>e. he wan (h it dead 1 |..rd what's hi« name relieved him.

by or* of the Engl sh Ir.d.ans, August 11, He h d mide his how with decency, as

,,7g. the n b.'e peer n de by hm : He fallow.

Thus ded thi» brave prince, who for p ed him with his eyet, as he would lay,

conduct and address, at well at hit you tide gractful'y Cou'd there need

enrage and resolution, deserved a be'ter moic recirr.m ndatirn ? The patron turn-

fate j and his whole nation was in a great ed: He rx.il wed some trifle on h:m ;

nuaiire cut off b> that veiy people whom and wi ere he dired he told the st: ry.

hit saitur hid rece ved aid chershed at " The bt'st lor king, the moll decent,

da friends, and as assistants to h m against honest poor creature that ever was de

b's enemies. But his dea h did not pre- fert*d by fortune." It was enough 1 Ser-

fearly restore peace to our colonies ; lor vantt. were d searched all ways ; Tull.ut

b< king Philip's war the Irdiant upon G w*» found, and every one contiibuied hit

ib* north east were encouraged to attack guinea to teheve him. The ladies heatd

tbe wbabitano of New Hampshire and it talked <>t, and they ecchoed the goed

Maine where they did great mischief, word*, " she most worthy, hor.tll clea

red c' ntinued 'he.r ravatet till some ture." When he called he never went

me alter Philip*' death, when the Mat'- without rrl.es : They sent him money,

icsu.eVs colony Cent a large body of present, eveiy thing j and Clelia thuuSht

K a it
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it an excuse when she w»i discovered

cheating, that " 'twasto send to Tullius."

The whim lasted a month : The object

of their profuse liberall y koew it could

not continue always ; and he imployed

the bounty to a prudent purpose ; he tra-

buked in trad: ; and took a shop for the

sale of gloves and ribbons. They loaded

h m with their command* ; and he pro

portioned his stock to hit custom ; but by

that time he had lain all in, they neg-

Itcttd him. His creditors came with their

demands : The stock was unfold ; they

refused to take it upon return ; and five

month* from the date of the first loid's

printing generosity, saw Tullius in a pri

son.

Being unfortunate, he wit no longer

honest ; so said report. Speak of him,

and he was calied by every bad name Ian.

giiaire enulH afford. Enquire into his

fault, and he was an impostor ! What

had he done ? " O such an impstor !"

Nay, but for what ? On whom had he

imposed ? They did not hear that i But

such an impostor !——Thus ended mad

charity. They had no more known why

they relieved, than why they deserted and

abused him : It was a fashion j they gave

a* they went to the opera, because other

people did it : But Tullius suffered. To

have left him as he was found had been

no crime ; but what wanton generosity

can atone for deluding a wretch to his de -

struction, and afterwards reviling at him

as if he had been guilty ?

Few hive had more opportunities of

seeing distrera in its various shapes and

form*, in different ages, sexes, and con

dition*, than I have : Thi* paper hat

brought me the occasions : Few have

therefore seen more what it the spirit of

relief from affluence ; Those of mirtdls

fortunes sometimes bestow because they

feel ; the higher class too generally from

caprice. I have seen from these outrage

ous flights of generofiiy, ihat the hand

has scarce bestowed them before the heart

wa» stek and sorry. Let distressed virtue

apply to that purse that was poured out to

.the ragged gamester or 'he discarded pro-

Aitute ; it is tied for ever. In what we

most admire at acts of charity, I am afraid

the head, not the heart, dictated ; and they

were flights of an idle fancy, not reasonable

offerings to religion. He who was yester

day humane, beneficent, and generous, to

day is hai fh, oppressive, and unfeeling. His

mind is altered : As if charity was an ap

petite, and not a virtue.

From private, if we turn our eye* to

publick charities, it is worse. The living

reglect them ; and the dead, we find dai.

r/a have robbed their be.rs to leave en-

Whim and Caprice." FcbJ

dowments : Fools, to thirk heaven will

accept that as charity, whose root it in

justice.

This is the fcource of all mismanage

ment. If these were better supplied by

the living, they would be better regard"

ed i None looks from the grave to fee

^ who revel* on the stock he left for the

necessitous and sick ; but if they saw it

who contributed largely, they would

withdraw their benefactions till better

men disposed of them. In this world of

profusion there is no ger.erosiiy ? Make

the demand to Sylvius ? His honesty de

prived him of hit post ; and a reverend

old man who saw it. made himself a pa-

B iron. He promised his interest, and <o!d

him, till be wa« provided he should have

a supply from his purse. The honour of

the patron's chariot stoppirg daily at the

door gave Sylvujs credit for a week's food

and house room : He was oblised to re

mind his great friend of his distress ; but

the ip'endcd generosity was al! anticipa-

p ted ; What could the grey virtue do ? He

hid designed all that he promised | but

accidents—unforeseen accidents " Hie

mistress's monkey had broke her Dresden

chim——it wa< not in his power ! It waa

impossible 1" Interest and savour want

together ; and the great patron thought

himself bound in honour to abuse thai

nun he had not served, lest he should be

D reproached after his publick promise. Syl-

viuB's merit would have got him employ

ment ; but the wrinkled oppress r pre

vented : When it was named he shrugged

his shoulder*, *' You know I took notice

of the man at first ; but there are people

one can't save——One r.evtr is to judge

by the outsides." It was enough : Syl

vius was declared incapable.

If generosity be dead, it will be asked,

is there no gratitude ? Judge by the

history of yesterday. If it were possible

a master should be obliged to his servant,

the great, the ostentatious D ves wa» s

He owed his ease, under a load of wealth,

to this man's assiduous integrity. Careful

thro" out five and twenty years that othera

should not wrong him ; he had not done it

himself. Past youih, past memory, inca

pable of further service, he asked a little

employment for his wife, on which they

both could pass the r few remaining yeara

wnhout distress. It was no sooner nam

ed than granted ;—in promise. " So ho

nest a domestick must not be neglected 1"

And then he counted up his services : " If

masters do not make difference between the

common herd and such as you, they don't

deserve such."

The old slave bowed j he was dischirg-

td the service ; and eight months, that

the
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the post was vacant, fed on air 5 or, it __ _ _.

the reader please, on c:< , ectatior.. At Ti« W O R L D, Feb. li.

ter p- h it was disposed cf to another; it *"|-t H E R E was an ancient sect of phi -

was in Tain to murmur, " Lady Faddle X los. phers, the disciples of Pythagoras,

had been with him herself, to recommend who held, that the soul* of men and all 0-

her Frenchwoman, and there was no re- ther animals existed in a state of perpetual

fusing." From th.s hour no mere fair transmigration ; and that, when by death

Ipcccbci, and no more remembrance. A they were dislodged from one corporeal hi -

bitaticn, they were immediately reinstated
Time his a wallet on his back, in anotherj happier or more miserable, ac-

Wherein he put alms for oblivion : cerding to their behaviour in the former :

And these are good deeds past. So tbj|t when any perfoo made hii exi,

But the old servant will not long reproach from the stage of this world, he was fup-

htm. The porter faithfully makes each posed only to retire behind the scenes to be

day's visit fruitless; and death, called by newdiefsed, and to have had a new part

old age, and spurred by misery, will soon g assigned him, more or less agreeable, in

stop the journies. proportion to the merit of his performance

Moralists have long described the fickle in ihe last.

of the human mind, bu> it is This doctrine of transmigration, I must

no where so strongly, as where they have own, was always a veiy faveurite tenet

failed to figure it in the neglect of good- of mine, and always appeared to me one

rets. It has been said, that if there were of the me ft rational guesses of the human

no other life, viitue would be th- interest mind into a suture slate. I shall here

cf every one ; but this is preaching up ~ therefore endeavour to shew the great

morality where we should prai'e religion ; probability of its truth from the sollow-

we who have both should join them. The ing considerations. Fiist, from its justice ;

best a heathen couid deliver was thi< p aise secondly, f om its utility ; and lastly, from

of virtue ; but we know more, and we the difficulties we lie under to account for

fee more is needful. On that co'd princi- the sufferings of many innocent creatures

pie. dishonesty would have been in this last without it.

recited instance prudence, but it is not so Fiist then, the justice of this system

when we unite with a sense of good and exceeds that of all others ; because, by

ill that of religion. J) it the great law of retaliation may be

The old steward, if he knew no mire mme strictly adhered to : For by mean

thin this world's caution, who saw him- of this metamorphosis, men may suffer

self perishing for want at 74, while those in one Me the very fame injuries which

of hie occupation at half his time of life they have inflicted in another 5 and that

purchases, and lent their masters too in the very fame persons, by a change

naturally enquire into the only of situation, Thus, for instance,

reason; and would naturally declaie dis- the cruel tyrant who in one life has sport,
honesty was better than his virtue. Thus _ ed with the miseries of his slives, may

is one instance among thousand?, we see k in the next feel all the miseries of slavery

the imperfection of all natural decisions, under a master as unmerciful as himself,

and the necessity of a revealed religion. The relentless and unjust judge may be

Christianity has told this hoary beggar, imprisoned, condemned and hanged in

that there remains for him a reward su • his turn. Divines may be compelled by

eerier to all his lord could give him, or fire and faggot to believe the cieeds and

possess, superior to all he aitkles they have composed for the edifi-

from the fond favour of his fove- cation os 01 hers ; and soldiers may be

reign ; and to that sovereign's own con- p plundered and ravished, in the persons of

dstaon > A crown of glory, eternal in the defenceless peasants and innocent virgins,

heavens. The lawyer reviving in the character of »

This will bear up his spirit in the dis- client, may be tormented with delay, ex

es bis remaining years; and wih pence, uncertainty, and disappointment;

this be will comfort and rejoice the tot- and the physician, who in one lite bad

tering partner in his afflicted hours. Tliel'e taken exoibi'ant fees, may be obl.ged to

things he will tell her are not 1 he rewards take phi sick in another. All those who

of virtue, for they are not wcr'hv ; but,, under the honourable denomination of

that its recompense is certain. This rich sportsmen have entertained themselves

he will have right to fay to wiih the miseries and destruction of in

ner, as th-y break the homely crust log*- nncent animals, may be terrified and

Iher, that Dives, will to-morrow w sh ar.d munhered in the shapes of hares, par-

so'liclt, but in vain, a d op of »a'.r to tridgts and woodcocks ; and all those who

(Bay bis burning torments, from fhi», h j;d under the more illustrious^ title of heroes .

Co which he now denies hit charity. have
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have delighted in the devastation of their for the suffering) of many innocent crea-

own species, may be massacred by each turca wi'hout it ; for if we look round ut,

other in the forma of invincible game- we cannot but observe a great and wretch,

cocks, and pertinacious bull- dogs, Aa ed variety of this kind; numberless ani-

for statesmen, ministers, and all great mals subjected by their own natures to

men devoted to great business, they, many miseries, and by our cruelties to

however guilty, cannot be more properly, many more j incapable of crimes, and

nor more severely punished, than by he- consequently incapable of deserving them |

ing obliged to reassume i heir former cha. called into being, as far as we can dis-

racteri, and to live the very fame lives cover, only to be miserable for the ser-

over again. vice or diversion of others less meritorioua

In the next place, the utility of this sys- than themselves ; without any possibility

tern is equal to its justice, and happily co- of preventing, deserving, or receiving re -

incidea with it s For by means of this compence (or their unhappy lot, if their

transmigration, all the necessary inconve- whole existence is comprehended in the

alienees, and all the bunhensome offices nairow and wretched circle of their pro

of life being imposed on those only, who by *» sent life. But the theory here inculcated

their misbehaviour in a former state have removes all these difficulties, and recon-

deferved them, become at once just punish ■ ciles these seemingly unjust dispensations

mentl to them, and at the same time bene- with the stiictest justice : It informs us,

fits to society ; and so all those, who have that these their sufferings may be by no

injured the public* in one life by their vi- means undeserved, but the just punish-

ces, are obliged in another tomaketepa- ments of their former misbehaviour in a

ration by their suffering*. Thus the ty- state, where, by means of their very vicea,

rant, who by his power has oppiesscd his Q they may have escaped them. It teachea

country in the lituation of a prince, in us, that the pursued and persecuted fox

that of a slave may be compelled to do it was once probably some crafty and rapa-

some setvice by his labour. The highway- cious minister, who had purchased by his

man who has stopped and plundered tra- ill -acquired wealth that safety which ho

vellers, may expedite and assist them in cannot now procure by his flight : That

the shape of a post horse. The meta- the bull, baited with all the cruelties that

phorical buck, who has terrified sober ci- human ingenuity or human malevolence

tizens by his exploits, converted into a p. can invent, was once some relentless ty

re*I one, may make them some compen- " rant, who had inflicted all the tortures

sation by his haunches ; and mighty con- which he now endures : That the poor

querors, who have laid waste the world bird, blinded, imprisoned, and at last starv-

by their swords, may be obliged, by a small ed to death in a cage, . may have been some

alteration in sex and situation, to contiibute - unforgiving creditor; and the widowed

to its repeopling, by the qualms of breed- turtle, pining away life for the loss of her

ing, and the pains of child birth. mate, some fashionable wife rejoicing at

For my own parr, I verily believe this the death of her husband, which her own

to be the case. I make no doubt but that E ill- usage had occasioned.

Louis XIV. is now chained to an oar in Never cm the delicious repast of roast,

the galleys of France, and that Hernando ed lobsters excite my appetite, whilst the

Cortex is digging gold in the mines of ideas of the tortures in which tho e inno-

Peru or Mexico. That Turpm the high- cent creatures have expired, present them-

wayman is several times a day spurred selves to my imagination. But when I

backwards and forward between London consider that they must have once proba-

and Epping ; and that lord * * *, and Sir bly been Spaniards at Mexico, or Dutch-

Harry * * • •, are now actually roasting p men at Amboyna, I fall too, both with a

for a city feast, I question not but that good stomach and a good conscience, and

Alexander the Great, and Julius Caesar, please myself with (he thoughts, that I

have died mapy times in child-bed since am thus offering up a facr.fice acceptable

their appearance in those illustrious and ta the manes of many millions of massa-

depopulating characters ; that Charles XII. cred Indians. Never can I repefe myself

is at this instant a curate's wife in some with satisfaction in a post-chaise, whilst

remote village, with a numerous and in- I look upon the starved, foundered, ulce.

creasing family ; and that Kouli Khan is rated, and excoriated animals who draw

stow whipped from parish to parish, in G it as mere horses, condemned to such ex-

the person of a big bellied beggar woman, quisite and unmerited torments for my

with two children in her arms and three at convenience ; but when I reflect, that

her back. they once must undoubtedly have existed

Lastly, the probability of this system in ihe characters of turnkeys of Newgate,

appear! from the difficulty of accounting or fathers of the holy inquisition, I gallop

s
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en with is much cafe at expedition ; and and silver medals, worth but a small sum,

am perfectly satisfied, that in pursuing my and many a poor vassal, like some brass

journey I am but the executioner of the ores, of great piice : For virtue is not very

strictest justice. delicate in the choice of her habitation ;

I very well know that these sentiments she is often satisfied with a thatched root'

will be treated as ludicrous by many of over her head.

my readers, and locked upon only as the What thinks your royal highness of

productions of an exuberant imagination ; such an assembly ? Would it not be a sin -

but I know likewise, that this is owing gular happiness to fee one's self surround-

to Ul-grounded pride, and false notions ed with sincerity, honesty, and honour ?

of the dignity cf human nature ; for they But I am of opinion that the prince, who

arc in themselves just and serious, and would make such a collection, must be

carry with them the strongest probability himself the chief piece in the cabinet ;

of their truth s So strong is it, that I otherwise there would be great reason to

cannot but hope it will have some good doubt os his ability in chusing. I should

effect on the conduct of these polite peo- hive no fear but that the desire of being

pie, who are too sagacious, learned and 8 admitted w;,uld make all the wotld grow

couragious to be kept in awe by the threats honest, our volumes of law become waste

of hell and damnation ; and and I exhort paper, ard our judges idle men : Perhaps

every fine lady to consider how wretched also some sort of learning would lose its u-

will be her condition, if after 20 or 30 tility.

years spent at cards, in elegant rooms The vaiious passiom of mankind are, a-

kept warm by good fires and soft carpets, las! but too evidently the sources of almost

she should at last be obliged to change an universal deluge of evil j but I am, by

places with one of her coach horses ; and q no means, of that sect who believe it a

evety fine gentleman to reflect how much necessary cement of society. Be this as it

more wretched woo d be his, if alter wast- will, your royal highness may safely begin

ing his estate, his health and his life in ex- your collection without the least fear cf its

travagance, indolence aid luxuiy, he should growing too numerous, any more than the

again revive in the situation of one of his entire extinction of the supposed necessity

creditors. sparks of vice.

We have a common preverb, which

Ibrrt are ft meiy fne Semimenlt in Count fays, " Tell me his companions, and I

Tsssin'j LETTERS, to Bit Royal D shall know the man." Koverbsdo not

Pmfil, Custavus, Prince of Sweden, a concern the common people only. Kings

Iretsfi'ion of wbirb it lately pui'ijbed, and princes have often reason to blush at

1 tar we have spared Room tbn M,ntb far the morality they contain ; and ought,

ibe and stall occasionally infer! two in prudence, not to delp.fe them, lest

or ibree more, wbicb vie don't d:utt will men should imagine they had not read the

agreeably entertain our Readert. B ble, in which, we find, the very wisest

ot kings used this energick method of writ-
LETTER XLIX. „ inK.

OST men are born with a taste or Mankind have undoubtedly a right to

passion for some peculiar objtct : judge of our morals by ih.>se of ourerm-

But it appears more cbviously in prince.s, paniona. He that associates with men

as they are best able to indulge it. Some of I o<e principles will, deservedly, be

are fond of paintings, some of mtdals, thought little better than his company,

some of books, and others of natural cu- be his own actions, in reality, ever to

nonties. Were I equal to the design, I blameless. I confess there are some casiS

would certainly make a collection of ho- in wh eh a private subject is obliged to

nest snen ; but it is above the power of F bear with the vicea of particular men : I

a private man, and only fit for 'he cabinet mean our own relations, or those of our

of a king. Beside, it wculd require the fiitnds. Common civility will also en-

Hull of a perfect connoisseur ; tor it is a gage us to receive visi s from, end con-

kind of ware frequently counterfeited with verse wnh, people whose dispositions are

great art. as opposite to ours, as fire is to water.

Whit an infinite satisfaction, and plea~ In short, our situation in life, and the

sing variety, would it afford, to be pes- laws of neuhbourho'd, frequently leave

seded of men os all complexions, figures, q us not at liberty in the Choice of our ac-

sod occupations, even to the veiy lowest quainrance ; therefore this proverb Can

nes; of mortals! If, as in other coliec- not be applied to private men, without

rice*, 1 hey were to be bought according some exceptions ; but a king has the

lo r&jejr real value, 1 belli Vj we should power of a free choice among all his suh-

firsl many a great man, like ( mi gold jtcts j and, for that reason, mankind

Will

M
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will infallibly judge of bis fense, and my weary limbs under the shadow of hi*

principles, by the honesty and abilities of wines, who will, one day, be the chief

those whom he honours wiih his confi- ornament and happiness of Sweden,

dence, and tmploys in affairs of import
ance. If the people have a bad opinion 7i' Lin of Mr. S A MUEL BUTLER,

of his ministers, their best endeavours will teitt bit Hiad finily tntrauri,

fall short of the end proposed. If justice QAMUEL Butler was the son of a

be not impartially administered, the people ^ o considerable farmer, and was born

grow licentious, and the reproach will fall at Shenfham, in Worcestershire, in the

upon the king. If the generals of his ar- ye»r 1611. He had (he first part of his

any be not expeditious, prudent, and reso- education at the Iree school of Worcester,

■lute, his iroops behave ill, and he will bear under the care of Mr. Henry Blight,

the blame. from whence he went to Cambridge, and

You, my dear Sir, are the joy and hope continued there for fix or seven years;

of our kingdom-. Endeavour, therefore, but was never matriculated in that uni-

berimes to correct and improve your judg- versify. When he returned to his native

ment. All wife men apply themselves ro B county, he became clerk to Mr. JetTerys,

some peculiar study t That of a prince, is. of Earls-Croom, an eminent justice, of

the knowledge of mankind. the peace, with whom he lived for fesre-

Tho' we do not build with our own ral years, and during that time, by the

hands, yet when the house i» finished we indulgence of a kind master, had suffici-

are answerable for every fault that ap- ent leisure to apply himself to his favou-

pears either in the design or execution. rite studies, histoiy and poetry, and di-

When your royal highness advances a lit verted hmfelf wi h musick and paintings

tie further into the spacious field of his- Q He made such progress in the latter, rhit

tory, you will find innumerable instances, Mr. Samuel Cooper, one of the best

where posterity have formed their judg- painters of that age, held him in very

ment ot princes, not so much from their great esteem. He was afterwards in the

own actions, as from those of the instiu- service of the counrefs of Kent, where

ments of their power. he not only had the happiness of con-

One of the best rules to direct you in suiting a good li> rary, but of conversing;

your choice, it, to prefer such men as with the great Mr. Selden, who fre-

arc most universally esteemed : You will _ quently employed h.m to write letters to
reap the praise, and your kingdom will be u foreign parts, and to translate for h m.

happy. But if, on the contrary, you He lived f .me time, likewise, wi'h Sir

seffii men of ill fame to assume the helm, Samuel Luke, a gentleman of Bedford-

thr ci-mmander. tho' ever so skilful, w.U shire, and a famous commander under

be severely censured for committing the Oomwill. Ab ut this time, and in this

management . f hit ship to ignoiant or service, he wrote his inimitable Hudibrat,

tteachtroui seamen, and those who have vtlurein he has sarcastically lashed ibe hy-

' intrusted him with their merchard.ze, will pocrisy and nonsense of ihe sectaries of
live in continual apprehension of the consc- £ ihorc days, and Sir Samuel is supposed to

quence. be the hero he characterises, under the ap •

My design is not, by any means, to de- pellation of Hudibras.

prive she least subject of his sovereign's After ihe restoration, he was consti uted

favour ; but a king may be extremely secretary to the earl of Carberry, lord pre-

mild and humane, without intrusting the fident of Wales, who appointed him stew-

welfare of his people to dishonest or unex- ard of Ludlow castle, when the court was

perienced men. revived there ; and near that time he mar-

My dearest prince! I lay my heart open p ried one Mrs. Herbert, and was soon after

to your severest examination. Age and secretary to the duke of Buckingham, then

bufinels have indeed impaired my strength chancellor of the university of Cambridge ;

ard intellects; but this heart of mine, tho' this last circumstance is not allowed by

Old as it is, burns still with true teal for seme writers.

my king and country 5 and which, in it was the fortune of this great wit

spite ot time or fortune, nothing but the and poet, rho" admired by all, to meet

grave (hail extinguish. I do not envy with little encouragrment, after abun.

those, who suipais me in youth and vivs- dance of court promises; and though

city, ihe hinour of their feats near the G Charles II. was so excessive fond of his

king, and in his council. It is enough Hud.hras, that he always carried it in hit

for me, that my grey head be counted pocket, quoted it on every occasion, and

among 'hose whi> have served his ma- never mentioned it but with raptures,

jesty, and their country, faithfully; and The only favour upon record, that ever

that t be allowed the comfort of reposing he receive of that monarch, was > gra-
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tuity of 300I. with the complement of it* Butler, are published together, under the

pilling ill she offices without fees, title of his posthumous woiks.

The excellent lord Buckhurst, earl of
Dorset, was one of hit friends, and per- The fatal Canfauittea of epmwg Tombs er

hapa his first introduction to that noble- Graves sea fmn, Sec.

nun was at related in a late collection, TP H E people of Challons upon the

viz. * That the earl havinr a gieat de- A Maine in France having resolved to

lire to spend an evening with him as a ^ enlarge the yard or squire before their

private gentleman, prevailed with Mr. town house, by adding to it a part of St.

Flee;wood Shepherd to introduce him Alpin's church- yard, and for that pur

ist* hit company at a tavern which they pose to remove all the bodies lately bu

llied, in the character only of a common ried there, they were diverted from the

friend ; this being done, Mr. Butler, present execution of their design, by *

while the first bottle was drinking, appear- dissertation wrote by M. Navier, a phy-

cd very flat and heavy ; at the second bot- fician, and a member of the Royal Aca-

tle extremely hriik and lively, full of wit demy of Sciences at Paris, for shewing

and Icirning, and a most pleasant, agree- " the dangerous consequences of opening

able companion ; hut before the third bot- graces before the bodies are quite dis—

tie was finished, funk again into such flu- solved ; and as such practices are too fre-

ptdity and dullness, that hardly any body quent in this country, it may he of (er«

could have believed him to be the author vice to publish an abstract of what tnii

os a poem that abounded with so much celebrated physician has said upon the sub*

wit, learning, and pleasantry. Next morn- ject.

ing Mr. Shepherd asked hit lordship's opi- The doctor divides his dissertation into

nion of Mr. Butler, who answered, " He C tw0 Pirt*t 'n 'he first of which he de-

it Ike a n ne pin, little at both ends, but scribes the several degrees of corruption

great in the middle " which a dead body successively undergoes.

He hid al 'o promises of placet and pen- and which bring it at last to a total disso-

siont from lot d chancellor Clarendon ; but lurion. From these principles he eon-

tbefe proved mere court delusions. chides, that the terrible mixture which

After having lived to a good old age, results from putrefaction, by raising itself

personally known but to sew, he died, in the foim of infectious exhalations, may

Sept. »«, 1680, and was buried at the -.penetrate even to the inside of the tender

expence of Mr. Longueville of the Tern- and delicate organs of living bodies, and

pie, in the church -yard of St. Paul's may infallibly occasion their destruction.

Covent Garden. The late Mr. alderman These exhalations will convey themselves

Barber erected a monument m hit me- mdre or less into all those who happen to

roory many years afier, in Westminster- be within their atmosphere ; and our

Abbey, i n which occasion the following fluids being once impregnated with these

epigram wat written, virulent particles, cannot without diffi

culty disintangle themselves, so that not-

Whiist Butler, needy wretch,was yet alive, E withstanding the redoubled efforts of na •

No gen'rous patron wou d a dinner give; ture, to free itself from the Rrasp of such

But lo behold ! when dead, rhe mouldrtng a formidable enemy, multitudes must suc-

dust, cumb. The misfortune resulting from

Rewarded by a monumental bust ! hence may not confine itself to that short

A peer's fate, in emblem here is shewn, space of time during which the air con-

He .sie'd for bread, and he receiv'd—a tinues infected ; for a part of these cor-

ttone. rupting impurities which have Aid them-

p selvet into living bodies, may continue

Hodibras, by which he acquired such a there for a long time, and may be com-

repuration, was published at three diffe- municated to others, or may tie concealed

rent times ; the first part in 1668, some even for a considerable time before they

time asrer the second, and the list part in begin to exert their virulence.

1(78. <A poem, that, as Voltaire fays, This poison, the doctor observes, may

hat at many thoughts as wordt in it ; a convey itself into living bodies by m-ve

poem that will be admired as long at ways thin one ; for example, thro' the

there are any traces of wit and learning pores of rhe skin, along with the breath

in the nation, and that will he a lasting G we draw, along wnh our food of any

satire upon the hypocrites, who in those kind, i!c. and to prove that dead bodies

dayt, or since, have intruded upon man - must lie a long time buried, in order ro

kind, superstition for religion, and hypo- give time to the corrupted particles with

ertfy and cant for godliness and grace. which the surrounding earth it iinpreg-

Many other pieces said to be written by nated , to dissipate themselves, or to be

February, 1756. L entirely

• Tie Tr//-T«ir, cr Anuielit txprt£ivi of Cbartftert if Ptrsnu lainctt ftr R«e>, Litrn-

'"It 2ff- I" *wi Vtlumtt, Pimtrtftr R. BdUwtn.
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entirely converted into th; first elements and of depositing the bones of dead ho

of matter, he menticns, first, A deter- d,es m chatr.el houses, gives M. Navier

ment of several bodies in a church-ydid occasion to make . Nuv.tojs upon this

of Cliallons Jh.the year 1714, which, two told abuse; and in a second dill'er-

tho' they had been lour yeais under- tition, which is a sort of appendix to

ground, were nevertheless very (ar from the fiist, he with great reason declares

being near consumed, and which still against burying in thuiches, which is too

emitted such an infectious stench, that ^ frequently permitted under the specious

the people coulrt hardly bear it, notwith pretext of railing thereby a teve. ue lor

stand.ng the great quantity of incense the support if U e labntk. He ohseives,

they kept burning. Secondly, he men- that this custom oi h rying in dim dies was

tipns the report of several grave diggers, never allowed before the ninth century j

aU.of whom declared fiom experience, and that ever fir.ee it has been allowed,

that it was dangerous to open tombs in ic has, from time to tune, produced unfor-

less than four years \ and that, by moisture lunate c.nlcquences ; several of which

or rain, dead bodies were kept from being he relates, both anc ent and modern, that

consumed. And, Thirdly, He mentions B have happened ;.t Cliallons, at Montpt-

a tact ol winch he was himself a witness 1 1'er, at Fans, and in foreign countries.

A giave digper, in digging a grave, shew- As the earth which is thi own up by dig-

ed him ihe skeletons of three bodies ging new graves, is impiegnated with a

which had been buried me above ano- great quantity ol coriupt particles, con-

ther, eveiy one of which had fcrr.e of veytd into it by the bodies before infer

tile han and some of the ir.tr ails remain- red the ein, it is not at all surprising,

ir.g. and something of a fleshy fubibree fays he, that hidi ur.lucky effects fhouM

upon the b'inej, tho" the lowermost had q ensue; for if the bodies of dead animals

been ao, the second 11, and the third S left in the open air, often occasion con-

years in the ground. tagious diseases, tho" the free air to which

In the second part, the doctor proposes tl.ey are exposed is continually carrying

the methods he thinks most proper for off, and, as it weie, sweeping away

guarding those who are exposed to the those putrid impurities which arise srem

bad air of determents, from this almost pead bodies, by degrees as they become

inevitable cor.'agion. He advises the put- corrupted, what have we not to fear

ting them off as long as possible, as be- from chuiches where great numbers of

itut the most certain ; but when extreme av pecple are interred ? It is these poisoner!

necessity will admit 01 no delay, he pro- particles, he adds, with which the earth

pose, these piecautions. The first ar.d i» impregnated, that has caused the death

the most essential consists in making a of great numbers of grave diggers, even

number of -mall trenches in the church- upon their opening ground where no

yard, ihen filling them with ur.ll-ck'd vestige of any dead body was to be found }

l.me, and taking care to pour upon it a and it is for th'S reason, that they are

larjte quantity of water ; for the waier generally obliged to dig a grave at several

being impregnated with the ignious and £ intervals ; for if you ask them why, they

ab'.O'brng particles of the lime, pene- win tell you, that they feel , themselves,

tiates the earth and the remains ot the as it were, suffocated, if they continue at

interred bodies, ai.d theteby destroys, in it for any long time ; and their breathing

whjle or in par., their corrupting iropu - in these infected vapours is what makes

lilies: This operation he advises to rei- such men eenerally but short lived,

terate more or.; lei's often, in proportion According to M. Navier, the most essec-

to the numbei and condition of the bo- tual remedy lor this abuse would be, not

dr. buried in the ground. The second to permit any, or but vety few persons to.

precaution is to. chuse fer the determent " be bur.td in churches ; and when it is li

the coldest time of the year, ar.d when lowed, to sl,ck a large quantity of lima

the n.ir.h winds prevail mrst. And lie upon the body, there being no more cer.

third m to make great fiies round the tain meihod frr destroying it fpeeojly, and

church - yard, to Ore cannon, or seme as one may fay, before it can pass thro*

other instrument charged with sulm.na- any one depree ot corruption,

ting powder, at least three or four tunes But as, in spite of all these precautions,

a rlav. These last methods, fays he, the air in churches may olien be a little

>ave 1 ha niopetty ot ccx ncting and essectu- G vitiated, M Navier p eposes a vciy easy

ally oestroying the putiid exhalations with method lor restoring it to its natural pu-

whith the air may still remain impregnat- rity, wh.ch is, 10 take out, in the day

ed, and of accelerating ihe currents of air, time, fun.e of the upper panes of the

*c. . / , . glass windows near ihe vaults ; whu h

The custom of- burying in churches, intht opening cannot render the church

too
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too cold, ind at the same time w,ll make blush lo find, that they had gleaned their

a free communication between the external choicest phrases from streets and allies,

ard internal air. and enriched their discourse by the e'.e-

And as to chirnel houses he tells us, (.ant di .Let of Wapping, or Broad Saint

that he has often visited them in the fe- Giles's ? •

veral places where he his happered to I fh .11 purp< seiy wave miking any re-

te&ie, and that among the benes he has flections on the impiety of this practice,

always found some that had (till asr' os ^ ai 1 am satisfied they would have but lit.

corrupted fleshy sub.lance up n them. tie weight eiitwr with the btau-mmue or

Ought not, fays he, sueh an abu e to be the cannie. The Swearer of cither sta-

prevented : Oudit it not to be forbid un- tion devotes (limit's piece - meal fas" it

tier pain of exemplary punifhmen*, to were) to destruction ; pouts cut ana-

expose the bones of dead bodies to the them at againit his eyes, his heart, hj«

open air, which must always be corrupted foul, and every pa*t of h:s body; 3tyd

by their unwholesome exhalations, even extends (he fame good wishes to the

when they have nothing of this fleshy lim'-s and joints of his friends and ac-

substance upon them ; for we cannot be " cruaintance. This they both do with the

too watchful in preserving the air in its fame fearless unconcern ; but With tfait

utmost purity, since upon it depends the d fference orly, thit the Gentleman -

life and the health of man. Therefore Sweater damns himself and otheis with

.be concludes, that all chuntl-lioufes the g'eattst civility and goed breediog

ought to be suppressed, as they appear to Imaginab e.

Ii.m to be more hurtiui than useful j and I know it will be pleaded in excuse for

that all grave-diggers ou ht to be strictly this practice, thit Oaths and Cur(e> are

enj-tined, to collect carefully all the hones Q intended only as mere cxplet ves, to Ail

thrown up in digging a grave, in oider to up and give a grace to conversation : But

be again ihruwn into it, and well covered as thete are fi ll some old fashioned ciea-

with earth. tutes, who adhere to their common ac

ceptation, it would be proper to fubAi-

Frem ibe Connoisseur, Feb. 19, tute some other unmeaning terms in their

room, and at the fame time temote from
Mr. Town, the vulgar Cursing and Swearing. A

AS there are some vices, which lnen worthy clergyman * (whose name I cannot

vulgar have presumed to copy from AJ recollect; being chaplain of a regiment,

the great, so there are others, which the is laid to have reclaimed the officers,

great have condescended to borrow from who were much addicted to the vulgar

the vulgar. Among' these 1 cannot but cultom of sweating, by taking occasion to

fet down the black. guard practice (for so tell them a story, in which he- introduced

I must call it) of Cutting and Swearing : the words r>«rf< and glisi, instead of the

A practice, which (to fay nothing at pre- usual expletives of Oed, devil, and damn,

sent of its proianenese) is low and indeli- winch he did not think Quite so becoming

cate, and places a man of quality on the [{ for one of >u cbtb to make free with,

fame level with the chairman at his door. The fume method might, I imagine, be

For my own part, I cannot fee the dilTe- followed by our people cf fashion, when-

rence between a by gad or a dtm-met ev.r they are obliged to have recourse to

minced and softened by a gentile pronun- the like substitutes lor thought. Btttlt

elation from well -bred lips, and the fame and glisi might be used with threat energy

expression bluntly bolted out from the in the table talk at the King's Arms, or

broad mouth of a carman or an oyster- St. Alban's tave fts : The gamester might

wench. p be indulged in swearinij by the knave of
Your predecessor the Spectator has e elubt, or the car/e cf Scotland ; or he might

given us an account of a select party of with some propriety retain the old exe.

Swearers, who were ex'remely furp i'ed cration of ibe duct take it ; The beau

at their own common talk, which was should be allowed to 11 swear by his gra-

tsken down in sh n-hand, and after- cious self, which is the god cf his ido-

wards repeated to them. In like man- latry j" and the common expletives of

ner, if we were to draw out a catalogue conversation should enlist only of upar try

of fashionable Oaths and Curses in pre- -wed, or ufn my b:mur ; which, whatever

sent use at Arthur's, or any other politeG fense they night formerly bear, are at ore-

assembly, would not the company them- sent understood only as words of course

selves be led to imagine, that the conver. with ut meaning,

sation had been carried on between the lam, tez,

lowest of the mob ! Would they not

L t The

• Dr, Wiitt Krtir.it.
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Sung by Mrs. Cibber, the Words by Garrick, set by Mr. Arne, jun.
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Come, come my nood shepherds our flocks we must (hearmy good shepherds our flocks we must shear

mm

 

In your holy day suits wiih your Usses appear,

The happiest of folks are the guileless

1:

pp
ES

and free, And who are so guileless so happy as we, Who are so guileUss

 

so happy as we, The happiest of folks are the guileless and free,
 

guileless and free, guileless and free, and wlio sre so guileless so happy as we.

"• 3-

We harbour no passions by luxury taught, By mode and caprice are the city dames ted,

We practice no arts with hypocrisy fraught, But we all the children of nature are bred,

What we think in our hearts you raay read By our hands alone we are painted and

in our eyes, [guise. drest, [peace in the breast.

For knowing no salshood we need no dis- For the roses will bloom when there's

4. That
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That giant ambition we never can dread,

Our roofs are too low for so lofty a head,

Cement and sweet clieci fulness open our

door, [the poor.

They senile with the simple ard teed with

When love his possess 'd us, that love we re

veal, [we feel.

Like the flocks that we feed are the pafliom

So harmless and simple we sport and we play.

And leave to sice folk to deceive and betray.

A COUNTRY DANCE.

Humours of WAPPING.

 

First and second couple right hands across half round ; left back again A ; cross over and

half figure £ ; hands fix round, and right and left at top - .

Poetical Essays in FEBRUARY, 1756.

Array'd in panoply divine,

Invincible he stands!

Strong in his strength, safe in his shrine,

Who heav'n and earth commands.

CaiTO,

PSALM XCI.

BL E S T is the man . supremely blest,

Whose Maker is his friend ;

Under his shadow he shall rest,

When mighty woes impend.

When burning (uns infect the climes,

And fevers grow intense ;

When vengeance ripe visits for ctimes,

And spreads the pestilence :

Secure may he on Cod rely,

Whose arms protection yield ;

His truth . n ! providence supply

The buckler and the shield.

No arrow wounds when he's the mark,

No terrors him rTray ;

The pest that walketh in the dark,

Nor war that wattes by day.

A thousand on this side shall fall,

On that ten thousand dye ;

His hand supports that holds the ball,

And grants stability.

He hav ng chose the Lord his dread,

His hope, n" confidence ;

No evil e'er shall touch his head,

Or vex hjs residence.

The angels have it in their charge

To guard him night and day ;

The straiten'd passage to enlarge,

And smooth the rugged way.

He on the lyon's whelp shall tread,

Aside the adder thrust ;

Spnng on the dragon's lifted head,

And spurn him in the dust.

ODE, from ibi Old Maid.

OFar remov'd from my retreat

Be av'nce and ambition's feet !

Give me, unconscious of their power,

To taste the peaceful, social hour :

Give me henqarh the branching vine,

The woodbine sweet, or eglantine,

While eveninp sheds its balmy dews,

To court the chaste inspiring muse !

Or, with the partner of my soul,

To mix the heart expanding bowl !

Yes, dear Sabina, when with thee

I hail the goddess Liberty ;

When joyous thro' the leafy grove,

Or o'er the fljw'ry mead we rove ;

When thy dear, tender bosom sharee

Thy faithful Delia's joys and cares ;

Nor pomp, nor wealth, my wishes move,

Nor the more soft deceiver, love.

To Ch lor, with a prtfmt ts Sweetmeats.

FROM climes where hot Phœbus is scorch

ing my 6kin, , [within.

Whilst a flame more inters* destroys me

Say how shall I bear either this or that pain,

When of rain, nor of love, not a drop's to

be seen. [cree.)

Der.y'd thy dear presence, (oh ! dieadful de-

J write now my Ch!oe, and write it to ihee !

To
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To thee ! the best natur'd sweet she that I

know,

Thou fairest ! of all the fair charmers below :

Yet, possible, were but the wish ot thy friend,

No letter I'd send thee, myself child I'd lend ;

Those smooth loving singers ihe seroul that

fust (in, [train,

That bosom which cannot from heaving re-

Should find an employment more fruitful of

chaims, [arms.

I'd pant on thy breast, and I'd melt in thy

With this,— Oh accept the dear gift I have

sent,

Accept it my charmer too ! as it was meant ;

III sweetness, its beauty, its rareness com-

bn'd,

An emblem of Chloe's dear person and mind !

Oh ! les not your -ppetire alter my joy,

Nor think as ihe gift,—that the giver can cloy,

On the brink of despair, I live but by hope,

Thou trown'st and I die, without pistol or—

rope.

Antigua, Dec. 1755. F ,

Ibe CONTRAST: On rniift a Ser

mon cn the Earthquake at Lsbon, and lit

Bi(h»p of London's Letter to the People of

his Diocese,

———Nil tatn dij'far. Hob,

FI R* D with the vices of an impious land,

Threats in his mouth and scorpions in his

hand,
r • * « * ascends the doctor's lofty chair,

'Whilst with revenge his rolling eye balls glare :

Like Paul of old, unlike his heivcnly sire,

H i looks are slaughter, and his breath i« fire !

O'er L Ib jo's fate no pitying tear he sheds,

And rage, not mercy, through his audience

spreads j [fell,

Unmov'd be views where fanes and tempi. 5

And piously consigns the slain to h—.

But Sheilotk you have sought a milder way,

Around your mitre love and pity play ;

E'en while you Ush. our vices ) ou lament.

Breath nought but love, ai d nought but

mercy vent.

On love ycu strive religion's dome to rear.

And cau'e no terror, tor you own no fear.

'Twat hjs our Master left the realms above

To draw all hearts, but draw with cords of

love. W. Rid,, k.

Damon to Sylvia. A Pastoral ODE.

1.

ACCEPT, my fair, this humble lay,

The trihute of the muse ;

The verse that Damon fondly sings,

Let Sylvia not refuse.

2.

Why fhruld I urge my palTion here,

Or tell you 'hat I love ?—

My eyes have told the tale before,

My eye* that never rove.

Why does my Sylvia turn away ?

Ah me, my tuple's (ate !

The boon I ask is Sylvia's love,

But ail she gives is hate.

+■

Ah cru:l mud, relentless fair !

Relieve poor Damon's pain ;

'Tis Damon speaks, 'tis Damon fiebi,

Oh spare the love-sick swain !

You urge, my fair, my flocks are small.

That chitge I can remove,

A sc mty f rtune I'll mike up

With affluence of love.

6.

What tho' I boast no patron great,

Th' Almighty will piovide ;

Distrust not th:n his bounteous care,

I want no fiiend beside.

7-
What tho' no honours deck my b'ow,

Nor titles giace my name ;

I've somewhere read, tint virtue point*.

The surest road to fame.

8.

Banish ambition from thy soul,

Despite superfluous wealth ;

They aie the truly rich, who share

Peace, competence and health.

9-
Ab Sylvia ! ne'er let outside show

Or glitter fire thy breast ;

The dame who tides in gilded coach

Is oft with caies opprelt.

10.

The God who feeds the feather'd choir.

And gives the lilies rain.

Can re neglect my Sylvia's wants ?—

Distrusting heav'n's prophane.

11.

I've heard them talk of golden sands,

Potosi and Peru,

Oh were 'h se happy countries mine,

I'd fettle all on you.

12.

A richer swain you sure may wrd,

(From hence preceedt my woe)

But never, never will you get

A youth who loves you so.

>J-
Shepherds there are more sightly too.

More courtly and polite.

But none, dear Sylvia, have a soul

More honest, more uptight.

14.

Dam'n's unvers'd in all the paths.

Of flattery and art ;

All that you hear, whate'er I fay,

Is larguage of the heart.

IS-

Believe me, Sylvia, for I swear,

To you I'd constant be j

Were you but mine, none else should boa*,

No, not a kiss Irom me,

16. To

i. -
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16.

To you my ev'ry thought's confin'd,

From you 1 never stray ;

Of S)lvia's charms I dream all eight,

And think of her all day.

>7-
See how Ihe flocks all round US sport,

And innocently play :

Let us, my Sylvia, take the hint,

Nor be lest pleas'd than they.

lit.

Come then, my fair, my Sylvia, come,

My humble suit approve :

Be kind :—And all our lives shall pass

In chea/fulnefs ar.d love.

Cantab aioiiNS is.

PROLOGUE tt fie Winter's Tjiib

Cathesiki and Petruchio. ( h) tb

frtm Shakcspcar.) Wtittm and fprken by

Mr. Gait ick.

TO various things the stage has bten com-

par'd,

Aaapt ideas strike each humorous hard :

This night, for want of better simile,

Let this our theatre a tavern be :

The peets vintners, and the waiters we.

So, as the cant and custom ot the trade is,'

You're welcome Cem'men, kindly welcome

lathes.

To draw in customers, our til'i are spread,

You cannot miss the sign, 'us Sbakefpear'i-

Head. [vine,

From this fame head, this fountain head di-

For different palates springs a different wine !

In which no nicks, to strengthen, or to thin

!

}

t as imported—no Frtntb brandy in *

for the choicest spirits flow Cham

paigne ; [vein

Whose iparklirg atoms shoot thro' every

Then mount in magick vapours to th' en

rap'ur'd brain !

Hence flow for martial minds potations

strong, [young.

And sweet love potions, for the lair and

For you my tieaits of oak, for your regale,

There's good old English Siingo, mild and stale.

[7a ibe upptr gallery.

Fer high, luxurious fouls with luscious smack :

There's Sir Jsin Fatsiaff is a butt of sack :

And if the stronger liquors more inviie ye ;

Barde'sb is gin, and Pijltl aqua vi'æ.

Be: fhou'd ycu call for Falfi.ff, where to find

him, [hun.

He's gene—nor left ore cup of fuck behind

Sack m !iw elbow. cSair, no moie he'll "J

roam ; [come ; I

No mo e, wiih merry wag«, to SaJIcbeap >

He's gone,— to jest, and laugh, ar.d g.ve |

his sack at home. J

As for the learned criticks, grave and deep,

Who catch at words, and catching fall a-

sleep;

* Tie a&im us tbt Winter': Tale, at writ.

Who in the storms of passion—hum,—and

haw !

For such our master will no liquor draw-

So blindly thoughtful, and so datk'y lead,

They take Tim Durfj't, for ihe Sbjkefpear't-

Head. [gain*

A vintner once acquir'd bo>h praise and

And sold much Perry lor the best Cbamj-ai^n.

Some rakes this precious stuff did so alluie \

They drank whole nights—what's that—

when wine is pure ? [lord—

" Ccme fill a bumper, Jack—, I will my

*' Here's cream ! —damn'd fine !—immense I

—upon my word I" [me—

Sir William, what fay you?—The best, believe

In this—Eh Jack !—the devil can' t deceive me.

Thus the wife critick too, mistakes his wine,

Cries out with lifted hands, 'tis great !—di

vine ; [strike him ;

Then jogs his neighbour, as the wonders

This Sbakcfpear ! Sbakefpear .'—Oh there's,

nothing like him !

In this night's various, and enchanted cup,

Some little Perry'i mixt for filling up.

The five long acts, from which our three are

taken, [saken.
Stretch'd out to • sixteen years, lay by, for-

Lest then this precious liquor run to waste,

'Tis now confin'd and bottled for your taste.

'Tis my chief wish, my joy, my only plan,

To lose no drop of that immortal man !

PROLOGUE r< the Englishman re-

turn'd from Paris, Spoken hf Mr. Foote.

OF all the passions that possess makind,

The love of novelty rules most the mints,

In search of this from realm to realm we roam,

Our ficets come fraught wi h every folly home.

From Lybia's deserts hostile brutes advance,

And dancing dugs in droves skip here from

France.

From Latin Linda gigantick forms appear, '

Striking out Biitifh bi casts with awe and

fear,

As once die Lilliputians—Gulliver.

Not only objects that affect the siiht,

In foreign arts and artists we delight,

Near to that spot wl.ete Charles bestrides a

horse,

In humble prose the place is Cbaring Cross ;

Close by the marg n of a kennel's fide,

A dirty, dismal entry open* wide,

There with hoarse voice, check'd shirt and

callcUS hand

D-.ffi Indian English trader takes his stand,

Suivcys each passenger with curious eyes,

And rulti.k Riser fills an easy prize ;

Here's China porceiaine that Chelsea yields,

And India hindkerchiHs from Spittalriclds,

With Turkey carpets that from Vf'ilten cams,

And Span.fh tucks and blades from Birming

ham.

Factors are fore'd to favour this deceit,

And English goods are imu^gl'd thro' the fitee'.

The

.'» Ij Stak'fpear, twit'thtr.il fifteen -jt^rt.

1
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The rude to polish, and the fair lo please.

The hero of to night bw cross'd (he seat,

Tho' to be born a Britain be his crime.

He's manufactur'd in another clime.

*Tis Buck begs leave once moic to come be.

fore ye.

The little subject of a former story,

How chang'd, how iasluon'd, whether brute

or beau,

We trust ihe following scenes will fully shew.

For them and him we your indulgence crave,

*Tis ours still to fin and yours to save.

EPILOGUE. Spoken ly tin. Bellamy.

AMONG the arts to mike a piece go

down,

And fix the fickle favour of ihe town,

An tpilopte is deem'd the surest way

T* attone for all the erron of the play :

Thus, when pathetick strains have made you

In trip? the comick muse, and wipes your eye.

With equal reason, when she's made you

laugh. ,

Mclpcmcm should send you sniveling off ;

But our poor bard, unequal to (he task,

Rejects the dagger, and retains the masque :

Faia would he send you cheerful home to

night,

And harmless mirth by honest means excite ;

Scorning wish luscious phra'e or double fense,

To raise a laughter at the fair's expenee,

What merhod shall we chu e ycur taste to

h.tf

Will no one lend our ba/d a little wit ?

Thank ye, kind souls, I'll take it from the

pit.

The piece concluded, and the curtsin down,

Up starts that dial Phalanx, call'd the Town :

In full assembly weigh our author's fate.

And Surly thus commences the debate :

Pray, among friends, does not this poisoning

scene

The sacred righ'S os tragedy prophane ?

Is farce may mimick rhus her awful bowl :

Ob fie, all wrong, stark naught, upon my foul !

Then Back cries, Billy, can ir be in nature ?

Not (he least likeness in a single feature.

My lord, lord love him, 'tis a precious piece j

Let's come on Friday night and have a hiss.

To this a peruquier assents will) joy,

ParMqn'tt ajsrenre lot Francoti, cat, m* f*i.

In such distress what can rhe poet do ?

Where feck foi shelter when these

sue ? ,

He dares demand protection

}

, but, tr.* ji/tt
poet do ? ■J

hefe foes per- I

synu. s

n. Sirs, from J

At rxtemfnrt t. ITT is from Cambridge.

y -tplS strange, dear Ned, in de«d vacation

1 To find '.hat 1 him.ng's ltill in lashion ;

And more ilia' I, who ntver yet

Bug ir. Parnassus" mines scr wit,

Now scorn the beaten road os letters,

And trample in poetick letters ;

When fate too of each muse bereft u*,.

Since L—r, Hal, and you have lest us.

The cause i», K—n and I being sate

To spend an evening tetea tete,

And finding without foreign aid

The wh-el of conversat 01 stay'd,

Our wisdoms yielding? nothing, save

" Sir your good health, and Sir your slave,"

Resolv'd to call in your assistance

To make a party, tho' at distance j

To write you each a doughty letter,

And our dull nothings cloath in metre,

Well knowing, that without a muse

Verse manag'd right may be of use.

At chus ; suppose your present place is

Amidst a circle of the graces,

(Your sisters, Sir, I mean, for fame

Sufficiently confirms the name)

When enters honest J >hn the room :

" A letter, Sir, from Cambridge come."

" O s h»nd, I know the scrall,

" What verses too i"—streight one and all

In expectation tittering fit,

And think if verse it must be wit.

You read and smile, seem wond'rous proud

And laugh tyrannically loud.

But when the fair begin to teaze you

To shew the lines that so could please you.

And every pretty eye would see

The wit that comes from Varsity,

Besure in closet close to lock it,

Or deep immerge in breeches pocket j

For if they steal it they'll disclose,

That verse is just as dull as prose.

Thus have I seen at masquerade

A glittering dame with pomp array'd.

In jewels, stature, motion proud

Raise admiration in the cioud 5

Till one too curious by surprize

Snatches the vizor from her eyes ;

Behind appear* an ugly face,

And sneer and laughter fill the place.

Solution to Mr. Sly's Riddli, (Vol. xxiv.

f. 615 ) by Ibe Author.

WHAT makes you, reader, scratch and

stare?

1 he thing you want is only Haii.

REBUS.

TAKE the name of a City that's very well

known, '

Being formerly famous for women ill grown ;

But has now quite extinguished its sullied

same. [nam*.

And as 'til a large one you'll soon guess its

Then by taking two thirds of the name of a

place, [horse t,

Where's sure entertainment for man and for

And after that placing the name of a tree,

From which by incision runs turpentine tree 9

You soon will discover, is you add next to thta

The name of a viigin in the greatest of bliss,

The pUce I iivend \ where you'll certainly find

A small benefaction wili be thought very kind.

THE
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Fsidsy, Jin. jo.

BtJKJfC^yrQ,© N E Kichard Hitch, for-

tSl^i^uSPfS* mer'y ■ hog- butcher of

5p*5r^™TsS£j> Islington, was commit-

CjfJ O feQ tt<' 10 the new goal,

jrjVv^^/v? oj I) ."irk, for the mur-

5j£j3* o^Vff ckr ot li ■ wife, i i yean
€TX ttftjt!» ffH9 a po, since which he has

been strolling about the countiy, in a

very miserable condition. He was fasten

by two butchers, who happened to recol

lect him, a: Ditton upon Thames.

Tuesday, Feb. 3.

At a council held at Si. James's it was

resolved to issue a proclamation (which

waa accordingly pub'ished in the London

Gazette) setting forth, that the king be

ing resolved, by the assistance and blessing

of Cod, not to be wanting in his care for

the defence of this kingdom, in else of

ar.y hostile attempt to land upon the coast

thereof, hath thought fit strictly to charge

and command all cssicers and ministers,

civil and military, within their relpective

counties, Ac. that they cause the coasts

to be carefully watched, and, upon the

first appearance of any such hostile at

tempt, immediately cause all horses, oxen

aud cattle, which may be fit for diaught

or burthen, and not actually employed in

hit majesty's service, or in the defence of

the country, and also (so far as may be

practicable) all other cattle and provisions,

to be driven and removed zo miles at least

from the place where such attempt shall

be made, and to secure the same, so that

they may not fall into the hands or power

of those who shall make such at'empt.

Wherein nevertheless it is his royal will

and pleasure, that the respective owners

thereof may suffer as little damage, loss

cr inconvenience as may be confident with

the publick safety.

WlDNESOAY, 4.

The kiln hnufe, w,th all the stock in

trade, of Mr. Lemons, potter at Lambeth,

were consumed by fire.

Thuhsday, 5.

The subscription to the new loan of

two millions (fee p. 46.) was closed at

the Bank, being qufie full,

Fhiday, 6.

The publick last was observed with a

becoming decency, by all ranks of peo

ple. The churches and meeting-houses;

were thronged, and thee was, in appea

rance, an entire cessation from business

throughout the city and fubutbs, and all

ever the kingdom.

February, 1756.

Monday, q.

Francis Gosling, Esq; citizen ant) sta

tioner , an em nent banker in Fleet- street,

was elected alderman of the ward of Fsr-

r.ngdon-without, in the room of Richard

Beckford, Esq; deceased,

Thvbs»ay, It,

Four houses weie blown down, by the

violence of the wind, at Mertin in Surry,

Friday, ij.

Was held a court of comm-n-council,

when it was resolved, that, fir the future

the committee of city lands should consist

of T2 aldermen and 24 commoners, of

which three aldermen end six commonest

should annually he removed. The com

moners are to be taken one out of every

waid, except Lime street and Bassishaw,

which being small, one is ta> be alternately

chosen out of those two. The committee

of city Isnds were immediately silled up

to the above number, as were all the va

cancies in the other committees, accord

ing to annual custom. A motion wai

made and agreed to, that the chamber

lain should, out of the m rey he h-s on

account of the Mansion house, pay back

to the general cash of the city, the sum

of 2, cool, which the c urt had sometime

since directed him to advance. lor furbishing

the Mansion h use. Another motion was

then made, that the chamberlain should,

at Lady day next, give notice to rhe bond

creditors cf the city, that one half of the*

debt of upwards of 16 oool. would be

paid off at Michaelmas next, under the

direction of the court of aldermen. A

bill for raising 1441I. i s. for the support

of the Lord n workhouse, was read a

th rd time and passed into an act of rhe

court. A report of the city lands, in re

lation to letting the city's estates, which

was some time since printed, was read,

and ordered that it should he taken into

consideration at a court which is to be

called for that purpose in a short time.

Anoth:r report from the city Unds relat

ing to some repairs done at the house of •

p.- nc pal officer of this city was read, and

referred to the next court but one. A

motion was made and agreed to, th»t all

rc-poifs from the committee of city lands

should have the precedence of all other bu

siness in the court,

Tuesday, 17.

His majesty in council was this day

pleased to appoint the follow ne sheriffs,

viz. Norlhumb. Matthew Whi'e, Esqj
—Norfolk, Philip Bedingfuld, Esq,—luf-

M sulk,
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folk, John Canham, Esq;—Glamorgan.

Wilham Bruce, Elqj—Carnarvon. Owen

Wynn, Esq; ,See p. 41.)

Thursday, 19.

Early id the morning a dreadful fire

broke out in the comptmg house of Mr.

Howell, timber-merchant at Black fryara

stain, thro' the carelessness, at it sup

posed . of a servant who lay in it, and is

miffing. It burnt with such violence

that Mr. Howell' » and two >ther timber-

yards, the glass house, and about 13

houses, besides were consumed ; the flames

ltdt flipping till they came to Mr.

Holmes's lime wharf. Some lighten

loaded with deals 10 k lire, and having

burnt (heir moorings, fell down with the

tid thro' Lond or. -bridge and set several

ships on fire, particularly the Rote, Slade,

from Maryland, whose quartos are burnt,

and ano her ship is a shore ar Rotherhithe,

which wjs cut from her moorings to pre

vent her being burnt One ot the bum-

irg lighters which fell down the river slope

aga.nst London bridge, and vv s with

dirhr. Ity prevented, by some watermen,

from setting sire to it. Sir Robert L»d-

broke attended from four in the morn

ing tilt nine, encouraging anct directing

the populace, &c. to assist in extinguishing

the flames.

Monday, a).

Four of the malefactors under sentence

Of death were executed ar Tyburn, viz.

Alexander Thompson, Thomas Broad -

huist, Christopher Wade, and John Bos-

well. Seep. 41.)

A shock of an earthquake was felt the

latter • r.d of this month at Dover, and at

Dunk rk in France.

On Jan. 27, it was ordered by his ma

jesty in council, that Charlea Knowles,

Esq; governor of Jamaica, be permitted to

resign that govc<nment, agreeable to his

request of July 25, I It.

The king has ordered 30 additional

companies of marines to be forthwith

raiser).

The 1 th instant, at eight at night, a

ball of fire, its apparent magnitude equal

to that the m- on, was teen at M !ver-

ton in Somersetshire ; its direction was

from the sourh west to noith east ; it

must be ft mewhat above the clouds, be

cause ir could be seen only between them ;

its velocity was pretty great, be r ,, about

thr-e q<iat ert of a minute in passing from

the z-.rs 'h near which 1' was first disco

vered) to the place where it seemed to be

extingu shed, wh.cb was very near the

horizon ; it left a considerable train of

dark vapours like fm ke, but was at

tended with no noise. The letter writer

had not the pleasure to see it, but the above

it what he gathered from those who did.

The house of commons of Ireland have

waited upon the lord lieutenant with an

address to the king, to assure his majesty

of rhe just fense of that house of his ma

jesty's constant care and protection of

that kingdom, and of their determined

resolution to do every thing in their power

for the support of the dignity and honour

of his crown, and the defence of his ma

jesty's dominions at this time threatned

with invasion : And to pray that he would

be graciously pleased to increase the number

of forces in thac kingdom to 11,000 men

complete.

The great rains this and the proceeding

month, have done much damage in many

parts of the three kingdoms, and some

places have suffered from the late high

winds, which have had fatal consequences

at sea and upon our coasts, many vessels

having been unfortunately wrecked or

Ararded.

On the third instint the French king's

orders were published at Dunkirk, for all

Brit sh subjects to leave his dominions be

fore the first of r.ext mnnth, except such

as may obtain hit permission to remain.

Another edict w,s published at the same

time, inviting hit most christian majesty's

subject to fit cut privateers, promising a

premium ot 40 livres for every gun, and

as much for every man they took on board

the enemy's ship> ; with a further promise,

that in case etc* should be concluded soon,

the king will purchase the (aid privateers at

thei prime cost.

Puisuai t to rhe above orders, the Eng

lish vesseit in the several ports of Fiance

were seized, and their crews sent to prison.

The neutral French have been trans

ported from Nova-Scoria to South Caroli

na, Virginia, and other of our northern

colonies. (See Vol. xxiv. p. 616.)

Edinburgh, Jan. 31. On the list be

tween 9 and 10 at nigbr, two people com

ing from the other fide of the river Tay

to Perth, observed a very unusual phe

nomenon. Whilst it wat very dark, sud

denly >he firmament appearing to open

towards the east, and they discerned a light

clear as the fun, which illuminated all

ar >und them. They were struck with

consternation, and gaz.ng at thit strange

appearance, they saw innumerable sparks

of fire falling towatds the moon, which

wan but newly arisen.

From the parish of Echt we hear, that

on Morday night last many in (he parish

of Lumphanan and Kincarden were sur

prised with thunder and lightning, which

wire more frightful than any they had

ever heard or seen, hut especially the last.

They imagined (he loch of Auchlcsson all

on sire, at also some of the hills around

them,
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than ar.d that it was either an earth

quake, or the day or judgment at h.nd.

On Tuesday the wind tumbled over stacks

of corn, and tore up from 'he root more

than 30 trees in capt. Grant's wood. On

Wednesday night, a little afret twilight,

a fiery mete-.r was seen, apparently as

bit; as a full moon, going from west to

east, which enlightened the ground like

mid-day, when it past over their heads.

Edinburgh, Feb. 7. By a letter from

Rothten in Bidenoch we are informed.

Chat last week as some people were watch

ing cattle in the night, on a sueden the

whole horizon was illuminated like noon

day. This strange phenomenon was a

fiery globe, as large as a full moon, mov

ing from 'he northern part of the ho' izon,

and directing its course due south. It

was attended by a large fiery train re

sembling the tail of a comet, from wh ch

there incessantly issued large sparks of fire.

When it had a little past the place where

they were, the tail seemed to fall from it,

open which there ensued a noise not infe

rior to the report of a great stun, and

which waked several people in the neigh

bourhood. It continued its motion till it

disappeared at the southern part of the

horizon.

Burial* at Paris in 1755, ao,o*i, christ

enings 19,411, marriages 4501, found

ling children 4173.

Mabhiages and Births,

Feb. s.-VTlCHOLAS Jernegan, Esq;

was married '•) Mrs. Carte,

widow of the late Rev. Mr. Carts), the

historian.

5. Mr. Howell, merchant in Mark-

lane, to Miss Phillips of Walthamsljw.

7. Richard Bard Harcourt, Esqj to

Miss Ncfbitt.

9. Henry Bolton, of Spalding, in Lin

colnshire, to Miss Reston, of York.

Edward Collins, Esq; os Exeier, to

Miss Dyke.

11. Capt. Draper, of the first reg. of

foot-guards, to the Hon. Miss Beauclerk.

16. Mr. John Barclay, an eminent mer

chant, to Miss Willet.

17. Charles Barnet, Esq; to Miss Brid

get Clayton.

William Waller, Esq; to Miss Lee.

19. George Nelson, Esq; alderman of

AMersgate- wa-d. to miss Bell, daughrer

of Humphry Bell, Esq; an eminent Vir

ginia merchant.

John Greyhurst, Esq; to Miss St'ihan.

si. Alheton Cirzm, of Pern, in Bucks,

Esq; to Miss Hanmer.

Feb 9. Marchioness d* Grey, lady of

lord Royfton, delivered of a daughter.

14. Lady of Sir William Mayn.rd, 0,' a

1 j. Lady of Edwin Laseelles, Esq; mem

ber for North- Allerton, os a son.

Lady of the Hoti. Charles York*, Esq ;

member for Ryegate, of a daughter.

•5. Countesi of Scarborough of a son.

Deaths,

Jan. »3. A NTHONY Ewer, of Bushy.

A hall, in Hertfordshire, E q;

94. Richard Beck so d, Esq; alderman of

the ward 01 F .r rings 01, wilheut, and mem

ber for Bristol, at Lyons in France.

17. Jasper Cam ill n, Esq; commissioner

of sick and wounded in king William's

wars.

Christopher Pattison, Esq; high sheriff of

Cumberland during the late rebellion.

John Barker, of Shropham, in Nor

folk, Esq; high sheriff of that county fof

the ensuing year.

30. Mr. Somerset Draper, an eminent

bookseller, partner with Mess. Tonson in

the Strand, of a At ot the apoplexy.

Joseph Harris of Putney, Esq;

William Spencer, of Cannon-hall in

Yorkshire, Esq;

31. Edward Holmes, of Low- Layton,

Esq;

Hon. lady Hewett.

Joh Spccnte Long, of Penheale, in

Cornwall, Elq; possessed of aoool. per

ann. wh ch comes to his sisters.

John Brougham, of Brougham-hall, in

Cumberland, Esq;

Feb. a. S r J hn Trelawney, of Trelaw.

ney, in dinwall, B, t. ion of Sir Jona

than Treb.wney bishop of Winchester.

4. Thomas Ridge, of Woodford, in

Essex, Esq, toinierly an eminent stationer

in Corrihill, <and one of the court of as

sistants of the Stationer's company.

Dr. Edwaid Maurice, bishop of Ossory,

in Ireland.

t. James Scott, Esq; clerk of the re

ports in Chan .cry.

Jacob Brand, of Polsted-hall in Suffolk,

Esq;
9. George Morton Pitt, Esq; member

for Pomsret, in Yorkshire, in several par

liaments, a^.d formerly governor of Fort

St. CJeorge, in the East Indies,

Thomas Ellis, of Rumford, in Essex,

Esq;
Serjeant J..hn Bryan, aged 104, who

never had but one fit of sickness, before

his death. He feived in all K. William's

wars in Ireland.

10. James Casey, Esq; an eminent Ma

deira meichanr.

ir. Samuel Chambers, E q; in the com

mission of the peace for Kent.

14. Henry Boyle, Esq; nephew to the

speaker of the Irish house of commons.

■ 7. Abraham Culver, of Rumford, in

Essex, Esq;

M 1
At
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At La-Monc, in Yorkshire, Mn, Et-

to(t, ag<d hi.

At Over, near Dorchester, Mn. Sarah

Baker, aged 106,

Robert 1'urse, Esq; a Virginia mer

chant, who fined for fheiiff of thia city,

&c. some years since.

Andrew Ru'ledge, E q; of Charles

town, South-Carolina.

15. Mrs. Eliza Heywood, the cele

brated novellifi.

Ecclesiastical Piefiihikti.

RE V. Mr. William Combe was pre

sented to the vicarage ol Kirhy-

Moreside, in Yorkshire.—Robert Dodge,

M. A. to the rectoiy of A combe, in

Devonshire.—William Brecknock Wragg,

M. A. to the living us Fnefby, in Lei

cestershire.—James Trigg, B. L. to the

vicarage ot Fryfby, in Leicestershire. —

Mr. Arwood, to the vicarage of Long-

don, in Worcesteishire.—Mr. Red, to

the living of Bishop Cleve, in Gloucester

shire, worth 700I. per ann.

A dispensation has passed the seals to

enable John Bedford, M. A. to hold the

vicarage of St. (Cavern, with the rectory

of I'hilleigh, in Cornwall.—To enable

Frederick Toll, M. A. to ho!d the rectory

of Dogmers and vicarage of Odiham, in

Hampshire.—To enable Bickham Escott,

M. A. to hold the rectories of Kittsfoid

and Hearh, in Somerseifhire.

P»omotion5 Civil and Military.

From ibe London Gazette.

ST. James's, Feb. 17, His majesty in

council was this day p'ealed to ap

point John earl of Loud n 10 Ire governor

in chief of Virginia, in ihe room of the

late earl of AlDcmar'e.—Charles Pinfold,

Esq; to be governor 01 Barbadces, in the

room of the Hon. Henry Crenville, Esqj

who hath resigned —And Henry Moore,

Esqi to be lieutenant governor of Jamaica.

Whitehall, Feb. 7. The k.ag has been

pleased to constitute and appoirt, J mta

Kennedy, Lews Dejeane, Henry Con-

way, and James Abercrombie, Esqrs.

the Rt. Hon. George earl of Albemarle,

Henry Hints, E q, Sir Andrew Agnew,

and Robet Nip er, Esqj to be majors-

general of his forces.

Adm.ralfy Office, Jan. 31. The king

his appointed the following additional

field efficers to the marines, fee p. go )

James Patersn, col. Richa d Bendyshe,

li u col. Hcct. Boisrond, John Mack. n.

zie, J. Pur cell Kempe, and Samuel Bou

cher, majors.

From tbt reft if tbi Pa t i a I.

Oeo. Robinson appointed capt, of a

company, Robert Trevor, capt. lieu'.

Ctuilc* Wingficld, limit, and Adam Price,

Civil and Military. Feb.

ensign in the nth reg. of foot.—William

Louthian, Timothy Carrol, Mithael Good

man, a<d J 'b Hall quarter-matte s to the

third reg, of dragoons,—Thomas Patter

son, adjutant, and J hn Butler, furg:on

to the 1 ith reg. of dragoons.—Arthur

Owen, ensign in ihe third reg. of gutrds.

— — Comp'on, ensign in the second

reg. of guatds.

The t II wing , sheers are also appoint

ed. Herbert's diagoons. John Fergu

son, capt. William Innes, capt. heut.

Francis Cooke and William Beckwith,

I tut*, George Cooke and —— Legnrd,

cornets.— keif n'* toot. George Kolr,

erfign. — Howaid's dragoons. Simon

Taylor, quartermaster.—Rich's dragoons.

Edward Griffith, capt. Coleman and

Berkeley, heuts. James Boyd and

—— Jennylon, comets. — Marcus Nor

man, Esq; m jor to the 14th reg. of dra

goons.—Nicholas Tench, Gent, adjutant

ta the 10th reg. of foot. — Sir Charles

H. ward's dragoons. William Lawley,

capt. John Manfell and Robert Bnttain,

lieuts. Wade Caulfield and Henry Sangar,

cornets.—Albemarle's dragoons. Willi

am de St. Amour, capt. Anthony St.

Lrger, capt, lieut. Richard Ward, lieu'.

—— Tonyn, cornet. — Sec nd troep of

lo t guards. George Crastcr, sub bri

gadier and cornet.—Second troop of horse

grenadier guards. Charles Smythe, iub-

lieutenant. — Bland's dragoons. James

Bryant, quartermaster. Cholmondelt) 'a

dragoons. John Sandyt and Bre evn

Poynton, cornets. hirst reg. of toi-

guards. George Evelyn, eifitjn.—-Gen.

Hufke's foot. Patrick Kairiey, capt.—

CoJ. Cunningham, adjutant general ru the

forces in Ire and, in the room of Co:. Camp-

be!].—Thomas Dummer, Efb; surveyor of

the customs in England, Wales and Ber

wick upon Tweed.

B— K«— TS.

J-n. 17. TAMHS /\ Oiley, of Lordon,

J brandy-me chant.

J I. Therms Oldried, rf Covert gar

den, victual er. Jamis Galirpne, jun.

of S . Cement's Danes, meich'nt

Richard Wh tchcr, jun. of Norslng,

Hints, mi. er.—Richard Li^ht, of South

ampton, ironmonger. Richard Hir.

greaves, r-f New church in Rtsendale,

Lincash re, Woolstap'er —James Darcer.

of Ol-isw nfo-d, in W.wcefteisti re, scythe-

maker. Edward CcX, os Dodbridge,

Gloucestershire, clo h er and ma Aer.

Feb. 3. Robert Fogg, of Liverpool,

brewer.

7. Jimes Williams, of Pater noster-

row, stive, smith.—Charles Gregory, off

Southwark, painter.

FROM
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FROM the Higue we are told, that

he depHt.es of the admiralties have

resolved to fit out 4.0 (hips of war against

the spring, besides the . ■ that are now at

sea, in order tr protect not only their Me-

direrrauvean trade against the Algetines,

but alto that ot the oce»n, in cafe thers

should be occasion ; and 'that a placart

bn been lately published in the province

of Holland, for raising the 100th and

sooth penny, at two separate payment),

half on the 1 th of May, and the rtfidue

00 the 1st of July.

Berlin, Jan. 17. The duke de Niver-

noia continues to be enterained and feasied

in a very extraordinary manner, and to

have all manner of d flinctiont, Tthat a

sovereign can bestow upjn a minister of

hit best friend and ally, lavishrd upon

him. On the 14th, the anniversary of

the king's birth day, his majesty, who

d d not appear in publics that he might

not be fatigued and overwhelmed with

the compliments which the ministers and

nobility were preparing to pay him, sent

one of his adjutants- general for the duke

ac Nivernoit, and conferred with him in

his closet till the hoar of dinner, when

he conducted him to the queen- mother's

to dine with the royal family. The dis

tinction paid to him at this entertainment,

given by the queen mother, was (he fame

which he hath hitherto received on all

occasions, particularly on the zoth, when

he supped with his majesty at the ridotto,

and was placed next him ; as he was

also the next day at the dinner given h m

by the prince of Prussia, and at night at

the supper given by prince Henry to the

king and the royal family. To morrow

be will sup with the k ng and royal fami

ly at prince Ferdinand's. I cannot give

you su:h a particular account of his ne

gotiation, for not a syllable of it bran*

spirts. The 15 h he sent a curler to

Paris, which was the fourth he hath d.f.

patched since his arrival at this court.

Hanover, Jan. it. The treaty which

FFAIRS. 1756. 93

hit majesty his en'ered into with th°

Court 01 Prussia, it looked upon as the

more advantageous, because it serves to

stiengtlien the tranquillity of this electo

rate ; and since the arrival of the last

courier irom London, a report hat pre

vailed, that a reduction wiil be made of

some men out of every company of our

troops.

Dunkirk, Jin, 27. Last night order!

were received from court, by virtue of

which all the English (hipping in this

port were it pt this morning, and all

their crews sent to prison, except the

captains, who are only forbid to walk

ab.u' the f wn. At the fame time all

the innkeepers and other housekeepers

were ordered, on pain of being fined in

50 crowns, to deliver to the give-nor a

l it of the names and qualities of all stran

gers who lodged in their houses.

And by the last mail from France we

have advice, that the I ke orders were at

the fame time dispatched to all the other

ports of France; and 1 hat all the unna-

turalized ( or rather all the unnatural )

English, Scotch, and Irish, have been

ordered to depart the kingdom forth-

wi'h.

Madrid, Dec. 30. The king hath re

ceived a letter from the People of Para

guay, containing the strongest assurances

of the>r most sincere and inviolable at

tachment to h s majesty's sacred person

and government. What gave rise to the

mistaken notion of iheir having set up a

king os their own wat the appearance of

a pretender in Peru, who assumes to be

descended from the ant ent Incat, and hat

assembled a body of Indians with whose

assistance he vainly expects to recover the

throne of hit ancestors. He keept himself

at present with the people in the cavet

al .rig the Cordelier mountains at the di

stance of 60 leagues from Lima. The

Viceroy of I'eru hith taken proper mea-

fu es to defeat his design.

The Monthly Catalogue for Jan. and Feb. 1756,

Divinity «-« Contkoviksy.

I. A LETTER to the Rev. Mr. Law.

r\ By J. Wesley, M. A. pr. it.

P..'; n.

a. An H storical Difllr'arion on the

Books of the New Testament. By R.

t-xk u>n, pr. el. Millar.

5. A Form of Prayer on account of

the late Earthquakes, p jd. Bo k.

4, Remarks on the B ship of L ndon's

Discurfrs, pr. it. *>d. Crowder.

5. A Direct *ry for she due Ohservation

tf the appreaehing Fast, pr. 6d. Gi sti'lit.

6. Harmony of the G s; els. By J.

Mickmght, M. A. in 4to, pr, i s. Millar.

7. Strictures upon lore Passages in Dr.

Ship's Cherijhim, pt.6d. W.'heis.

8. An In roduct;on to the Study of rhe

Srnptures. By J. Hubr.cr, pr. it. 6d.

Bizet.

9. The Dr.ctr.ne of Ti anfubstantiarinn

sai ly argued. By R. Andrews, pr. is.

Waugh.

10. A new Methed of demonstrating

from Retton and I'hilcsophy tha four

fundamental
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occasional Patriot, p.pr,fundamental Points of Religion,

Millar.

11. The Country Gentleman's Advice

to hit Neighbour). By £. Welton, Esq;

pr. 6d. Johnston.

11. A Word to a Deist, pr. 6d. Trye.

13. A Dissertation proving the Light of

the Gospel i> the Light of Nature, pr. is.

Scott.

14. Th« wordetul Signs of Christ's

second Coming, pi. ^A. -cott.

15. The twelth Volume of the Ciedibi

lity of -he Gospel H. story. By N. La.dner,

D. D. pr. -8. Noon.

16. An ■ x'ortatior to the People of

London on th Hst, pr. Ad Trye.

17. The Cafe of the Jews considered

with respect to Christianity, pr. is. 6d.

Owen. ,

History and SciXNCI.

18. Observations on the antient and

present Sta'e of the Iflinds 01 Solly, and

their Importance to the Tiade of Great-

Britain, w> h Charts, Prospects, and D aw.

ings. By N. Burlasc, M. A. and F. R. S.

410. pr. 6s. in Boards. Baldwin.

19. The Elements of Navigation. By

J. Robertson, F. R. S. 2 Vols. Svo. pr.

151. Nourfe.

20. Medical and Chemical Observations

upon Antimony. By Dr. Huxham, pr. 11.

Hint n. (See p. } >■

21. The fourth Vuhrne of Mr. Carte's

History of England, pr. jos. in Sheets.

Russet.

«*. Physiological Essays. ByR.Whytt,

M. D. and F. R. S. pr. is. Vv'.H n. (See

P- SO
a). A Dissertation on Horses. By. W.

Osmer, pr. is. 6d.

24,. Experiments on Bleaching. By F.

Home, M. D. pr. 4s. Wilson. (*ee p. 51.)

15. The History of the Royal S. ciety of

London. ByT. Bitch, D.D pr.24S. Millar.

16. An Accounr of a useful Di e very

to distil double the Quantity of Sea Water.

By S. Hales, M. D. pr. is. Manby.

MlSCILLAMOUS.

»7. Reformation in Religion, to a dege

nerate People, the great Meant cf national

Prosperity, pr. is. 6d. Baldwin.

28. The Sequel of Advice to Posterity,

concerning a Point of the last Ln .stance,

p. is. Freeman.

29. The Cobler'a Letter to the People of

England, pr. ed. Robinson.

30. A Preparatory to the general Mas-

querade, pr. 6d. Baldwin.

31. Reflections physical and moral on

Earthquakes, pr. is. Millar.

3». The humble Petition of the F,ee-

Thinkers, pr. 6i. Coibelt.

JJ. The suffering Cafe os John LitteU

fairly sla'ed. by J. Webb, pr. is. Kin-

neisl.-y.

34. The occasional Patriot, p, is,

Payne.

j;. An Appeal to the Commons and

Citizens of London. By C Lucas, pr. l).

Griffiths.

36. A Discourse upon Genesis lii. 10,21,

By S Macdonald, pr. 84. Payne.

37. An Addi els ro the Ladies on the

Indecency of appearing at immodest Plays,

pr. 6d. Griffiths.

38. My Compliments, Sec, pr. is.

Cooper.

39. A Dictionary of the English Lan

guage. By S. Johnson, A. M. x Vols.

Svo., pr. 10s. Hitch.

40. Correct Tables for cilcu'ating the)

Course of Exchange. By W. Beawes, Esq;

Comyns,

41. Remarks on the French Memorials

concerning the Limit* of Nova Scotia,

pr. is 6d. Payne.

42. British Education. By Mr. Sheri

dan, pr. 6s. Dodfley.

43. Secre- H story relating to the Ru

mour of an Invasi in, p. '*. 6d. Kinnerstey.

44. A brief View of the Conduft of

Pennsylvania for 1755, pr. s. 6d. Griffiths.

45. An Enquiry into the present System,

pr. is. Corbett.

46. A Letter to the Inhabitants of

Great- Britain and Ireland, pr. 6d. John

ston.

47. Euripidis Hippolitus ex M. S. Bib.

Reg. Paris, emendatus. Variis Lectioni-

bus Sc Notis. J. Markland, pr. is. 6d.

Wilcox.

48. The Memorial of the English and

French C1 mmssnes, concerning Nova-

Scotia and St. Luc a, pr. acs. Owen.

49. All the Memorials of the Courts of

Great- Br tain and France, relating to

Norili America and the West Ind.a Islands

Price sewed us. Co-per.

50. A S'ate of the Cafe between the

Managers of ihe Royal Family Privateers,

and James Goddard, pr. is. 6d. Kent.

51. A third Letter to the People of

England, on Liberty Tores, and the

Application of Publick Money, pr. Is.

Scott.

52 Deliberate Thoughts on the System

cf our late Ireatie with Hcsse-Cassel and

Russia, pi. t. Sc tt.

c%. '1 he Corrector's earnest Address to

the Inhabitants of Gieat Bnia.n, pr. 6d,

DodJ.

54. An Essay on Ways and Means for

raising Money for the; Supp rt of the pre

sent War, pr. is. Coopci .

55. A Dissertation on Trade and Civil

Liberty, pr. is Dodfley.

56. The Crisis, pr. it. Copper.

57. Fuither Obseivatiors on Carauflus

and Oiiuna, pr, as. id. Owen

S»-
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e,g. The list Speech of the Ariins, pr.

t d. Cooper.

<9- Mem irt of the Coort of Augustus.

Vol. U. By T. Blackweli, J. V. D.

Wilson.

60. A fair Representation of his Ma

jesty*! Right to Nova Scotia, pr. it.

Owen.

POETtY ltd EsTIITAINMENTi

61. Poems, by Mr. Thomas Blacklock.

Dodsley.

6>. The Spoofer, pr. 11. Crowder.

63. The Winter's Tale. By. C. Marsli,

pr. it. M.i/h.

64. Covent-Garden, pr. 11. Legg.

65. Percy Lodge By the Rev. Mr.

Browne, pr. -«. Duck 11 id

t6. The Young L.dy, N° I. pr. trj.

Gardner.

6j. An occasional Ode, pr. 6d Comyns.

68 Ox the Earthquake at Lisbon, pr.

6d. Owen.

69. On the Earthquake, pr * d. Dodfley.

70. The Apprentice : A Farce of two

Acts. By Mr. Murphy, pr. is. Vaillant.

(See p. 3.)

71. The Rural Philosopher, pr. 6d.

Drdsky.

7». The History of Henry Dunvnt,

Esq; and Miss Charlotte Evelyn. By Mrs.

Cbarke, pr. 3s. Slater.

7j. The Fortune Teller, pr. 6a. Noble.

7*. The State Farce, pr. 6d. Cooper.

7f. The seventeenth Epistle 01 the first

Book of Horace, imitated, pr. is. Dodfley.

76. Love and Duty : A new Tragedy.

By J. Slade, pr. is. 6d. Griffiths.

77.*The Spouter, pr. is. Reeve.

7s. An Ode on the present Times, pr.

fid. Dodsley.

79. Love Epistles, in Veisc, pr. it. Scott.

SlUMONS.

to. A Discourse preparatory to the pub-

lick Fast. By H. Stebb.ng, D D. pr. td.

Jjhr.ftoo.

Si. The glorious State of 'he Saints in

Heaven : A Sermon. By J. Gill, D. D.

pr. dd. Kerb.

S>. A Sermon preached before an As

sembly of Minifle s at Exon. By J.

Bailer, pr. ;d. Dilly.

83. A Sermon at Daventry, Dec. 7,

17 c;, occasioned by the Earthqu ke at

Libsn. By S. Clarke, pr. fid. Buckland.

84. A Sermon a< Putney. By J. Fiudger,

U. Ajpr. cd. Gardner.

85. The Principles of the Church of

Rome exploded : In a Sermon. By J.

Pcvis, pr. fid. Hitch.

86. A Sermon at St. Paul's, Nov. 5,

By J. MajenOie, pr. 6d. Cooper.

87. A Scimon bcfoic the Sons of the

ror Jan. and Feb. 1756. 95

Clergy at Newcastle, Sept. 4, 1755. By

A. Wood, M. A. pr. 6d. Millar.

88. A Sermon on the Ea.thquake. By

T. Steward, pr. 6d. Tonson.

89. A Sermon cn the Earthquake. By

T. Gibbons, pr. 6d. Field.

90. A Scrm n, by W, Romaine, pr. 6d.

Worral.

91. TwoSermcns, by W. Dodd, pr, 60.

Dilly.

91. A. Sermon, by T. Franklyn, pr. is.

Field.

93. A Sermon at St. Olave, South,

wvk, Feb. 8, 1756, by H. Lee, pr. fid,

Keith.

94. A Sermon at St. Jjh 's Ch«pe),

Bedford Row, Feb. 8, 1756, by J. Halli-

fax, M. A. pr. 6d. Cooper.

9;. A Sermon ( reached at Epsom, on

Sunday, Feb. 8, 1756, by J. Lyre, M. A.

pr. 6d. Withers.

96. A Sermon to y-ung People, by

S. Hayward, pr. 6d. Buikland.

97. A Serrrv n preacher! in St. Tho-

ma-'s, Jan 1, 17^6, by A. Kippis, pr. 6d.

Waugh.

98. Two Sermons, by J. Knight, D. D.

pr. 6d R biniori.

99. A Sermon at Cranbrook, by R.

Noyes, pr. 6d. Field.

■ 00. A Sermon at the Charter- House*

Ch'pcl, by K. Norton, M. A pr. 6d. Ba-

thuist.

On the FAST.

101. A Sermon at Cray's Inn -Chapel,

by H. Stebbing, A. M. pr. 6d. L. Davia.

101 A Sermon at Chcfhunt, in Hert

fordshire, by J. Mason, A. M. pr. 6d.

Buckland.

103. A Sermon at South-Stoke and

Leominfler, by D, Gittin&a, L.L.B. pr. fid.

Cooper.

. 104. A Sermon at Stotrington and Par-

ham in Sussex, pr. 6d. Hooper.

105. A Sermon at St. Ann Westminster,

byS. Squire, D. D. pr. 6d. Lathurst.

106. A Sermon at St. Paul, D>ptsord,

by J Bite, M. A pr. fd. Owen.

107. A Sermon at Sonic let -Chapel, by

J Kidgflt, A. M. pr. 6d. L. Davis.

108. A Sermon in Hinovcr-S'reet,

Long Acre, by Or. Allen, pr. 6d. Milar.

109. A Sermon at St. Saviour's, Sou'h-

wark, by T. Jones, pr. 6d. Robinscn.

110. A Sermon at Barbicm, by C.

Bulkley, pr. fi t. Payne.

111. A Sermon, by T. Alhton, M. A.

pr. 6d. Wh ston.

1 1*. A Srrm in at S'imford, by J. Wil

liams, pr. 6d. Henderson.

■ 13. A Sermon at St. Nicholas's, in

Deptford, by T, Anguish, A. M. pr. 64.
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THE

London Magazine.

For MARCH, i756-

Account of the New Tsaoedy of

ATHELSTAN, ailed at tke Theatre

Ryal ifl Drury-Lane : Interspersed -with

Rimtrh on the Piece and the Performers.

HIS tragedy, written by

the author ot Barba'ossa,

 

mund enters in triumph, with a train of

English prisoners, and one captive youth,

in particular, of a nobler aspect than the

rest j who treat! Gothmund with scorn,

though h: wears his chains, and on the ar

rival of Athelstan accuses him as a traitor

to his king and country. On the depar

ts (for rema.ks on which A ,ure °{ '»»•» "P"™. Gothmund learn, of

|9 seevol.«iv.p.i»i,i7o.) Athelstan that, »mon| the rest of the

BE may be considered as a fP°'U>. he hu uke" °De beauteous

* kind of political drama, IDOOsni»S, «P«'*e. "hom *« ?*f« un"

accountably falls in love with, before haf^'^sf^j^iSS »daPted to tne Present

Wt^KtHr-^t—* juncture, and tending 10

(hew that an Invasion from abroad can

unless abetted by factions

The woes which Athelstan

heaped on himself, by betraying his coun

try, stand recorded here, as a monument

of Divine justice i

■ That black rebellion

May never rear her standard ; nor unfheath

Her guikjr sword, to aid the fell invader.

The persons of the drama are;

Athelstan, duke of Mercia,

Sitvard, his lieutenant,

Egbert, a captive officer,

Thyra, a captive female,

Edwina, her fellow captive

Cothmund, the captain genera),

Harold, his lieutenant,

fees her : but on her appearance, and in

forming them that her tears flow for her

husband Egbert, killed as she supposes in

the battle, Gothmund becomes so violemly

a ar

}

English.

Danes.

B enamoured of her, that he resolve to raise

her to grace his bed. But Athelstan

pleading the law of war, and sweating

protection os his cap'ive, Gothmund de

parts, muttering threats of anger ; and

leaves Athelstan too late convinced of his

own folly, and his new ally's ingratitude.

He wishes in vain, that he had not engaged

Q in this enterprize, and resolves, if he

finds Gothmund bent on violence, to leave

his carnp, and draw off his Mercians, the

very next m rning.

Act II. Gothmund determined to pos

sess Thy/a, con.ults with HaroM how to

win her to his wflie- ; and bids h m tell

her, that her consent should ransom fifty
^ *"" J Erglish prisoners rf war then preparing to

Act I. The play opens with Harold, " be sacrificed to the g-.ds of Denmark.

who appears discontented at Gs thmund's

treatment of him, and imagines h.s valour

checked, by confining him wi hin thi

camp, lest it should eclipse the prewes. of

his commander. He is soon joined by an

officer, who acquaints him, that London

is set on fire by the Danes, and a'most

Harold, meditating revenge and duct,

rdvil'es him to fend a captive Briton on

this* errand ; and selects Egbert for the

purpose, knowing he would disdain the

office, and hoping, that when Goth-

mund's intentions should be known, they

would incen'e, Athelstan. Harold's pro-

immediately after by another, who btings E posing thi» task to Fgbe.t occasions an as.

of the total destruction of the ca

pi'al, and overthrow of England, chiefly

effected by the revolt of Athtlttan, duke

of Mercia, to the Danes, who had madly

betrayed his country, to revenge a suit

denied him by the king. Then Gath-

March, I7j6.

feeing scene, fee'ingly wiitten by the

poet, and more feelingly performtd hy

Mr. Ross, in wh.ch it appeirs that Thyra

is w.fe to Egbert. He, a.'asmeH at her

d>ri?tr, hastens to her ti nt, and their in

terview is attended with a great deal of

N i site



ioo Account os, and Remarks on Athelstan. March

the moitm fmbtt ck : Here they are soon child and parent, Gothmund's messenger

j lined by A:lv lit :n, who. alter a conflict appears a second time to claim her as his

of rage, resentment, pity, and lepenUnce, captive, by right of conquest. Athenian

at length conkncs, at the mil nice of refusing to surrender her a guard rushea

Egbert, &c. to rejoin hi* country's cause, in, feizea Thyra, and bears ter off m spite

and determines to quit the Daniih tump us all ichstance, leaving the father ditliac-

with Thvra, a; d join his force* wi h those ted and raving at his lost,

of h.s injured king in an attempt to ex- A Act IV. Athelstan having in vain at-

pel the Danes, t his scene is one os the tempted to rescue bjs daughter, goes

must affecting of any in the pliy, and foaming with rage to G nhmund, who

admrably performed by' Messis. Garrick remains unmoved at his menaces or isl

and Ross : Bur the character of Thyra tteaties, and treats him w.th th: utmost

allow* Mrs. C.bber very l.ttle opportunity scorn and contempt. Gothmund, intent

of d.splaymg thole inimitable talents (he II on the possession of Thyra, again cen-

mistiess of. suits with Harold, who informs h.m,

Act III. Gothmund hiving got intel- Q that he has at length prevailed on Egbert

ligence that Egbert is Thyra s liufbmd, to plead his own life, and Gothmund's

and fearing he would rather ot-struct than love to Thyra ; but H«r<,ld's real reason

further his desires, hastens to Thyia's so' fending Egbert, appeals the fame as in

tent ; wh're meet ng with Eghert, and the second act, and Egbert goes i' deed to

being received by him with scorn instead Thyra, yet not to mould her into vile

of submilfion, the guard it called in, who compliance, but arm her fainting virtue

in sp.te of Thyra's criei and prayers, with new strength. But in crdir to

drag iff Egbert, at the command of make his proposed tevenge on Gothmund

Gothmund, to be cast into " dark im- V» more sure, he seeks out Aihelstan, ac-

prisonment, and seven-fold chains, till quaints him with Gothmund's purpose,

the fleet sail for Denmark." Then Goth- given him a dagger, and p omifes to lead

mund endeavouring by threats and pro- him disguised like Gothmund 10 the place

mises 'o pievul on Thyra to consent, she wiiere Thyra is confined, and where he

rnters very ab'up'ly into a detail of her may wait in concealment the tyrant's ar-

stoiy, and bids Edwina relate to Goth- rival, and securely stab him just as he pro- 1

mund what she knows of her, by whom poses to accomplish his hill.lh purpose,

it appears, that her fattier, a villager on J) Act V. Egbert is conducted, accord

ing coast of Kssex, tound Thyra, when an ing to Harold's order, to confer alone

infanr, abo-r-l a D nifh vessel, driven upon with Thyra. He informs her of the task

the rocks by a storm, in which this child of shame which Gothmund has imposed

al i-e survived the geneial wreck. The on him, but d, darning to purchase lile

old man bred her up as his own, «nd by her d fh. nour, and desirous, to revenue

Egbert falling in love with her, made her their injuries on the tyranr, he gives her

h'8 wife. A Danish chain worn by a darner, wi'h dtrtctions to plunve it

Thyra, which adorned her neck when into the ravilher's breast. Astei his de-

first found, is a farther confirmation of E parture AtheHt.n is introducer! diguiled

h'r be n< a Dine by birth ; an<1 gives like Gothmund, ard as soon as lie hat

Gothmund hipcs of m k.ng that the due secreted himself in the blind path ap.

to pnve her so, and , thence give him a proa.hing to her rent, Thyra mistaking

title to claim her. Thyra's dies, be- him for the ravifher, runs in with an in-

moaning the lo'.B of Egbert, hrinijt Athel- tent to kill him, when he at the s.me

stan to enquire the cause of her lamen- tme making the same fatal mistake

tations ; which known, he is determined stabs h s own daughter. She dies ot" ihe

to quit the camp immediately ; but is ir- p wound almost immediately, and Alh-1-

terrap'ed by a mels^rgrr from Go'h- stan, ih.ugh he rece ves intelligence 'hat

mund, »lw fends ta claim Thyta as a Gothmund is slain by Egbert, who at the

T)<ne. Atlielstin refuses to give her up head of his Mercians has again ustnred

hut upo - proof; when that very chain England's freedom, des will grits upon

produced ss a convincin : circumstance cf the sp t. This last act is very u-accu-

her being of Danish eX'racttun, is rhe in- rat:ly planned, ar.d gives trie audience

ft u.nent 01 discovering her to be the but little pleasure, though Mr. Gairick dis-

daugM:r ot' Athe nian, matched from her plays some of those great strrkcs in act-

cr:.d:e by the D nes. in o.-.c of theirG inir, which lie exhibits in Lear, arc! some

former inro^da .-n i-m si ind, ar.d slipped other tragick ch.ar..cter$. Upon tl.e v\li .le,

fir s>enm >rk. Thus Ihyra, lately ima- this tragtdy, though not void i f beaut.es,

girct a Da.ie, orovis to. be A'helstan's feenm t> have b-cn written very hallilv,

loop I. st <I 'iiulrer, Envna 1 But in th- ar.d the inartificial cnno'iic"! of some, !-ut

midii of iti* mutual iianspons of ths more esotcia'lv th.- latter, parts of 'he

sts-ry



Soliloquy of a Silver. Mug."

story probably arose from i desire of fiding

it for representation, while the rumour

of an invisijn continued to be popular.

(Seep. 14).)

A- UTOPIAN DREAM.

IT ruppeneH, berween the houts of

twelve and one, hit Friday night,

tnat as Mr. Benjimin Bustle, an honest

workm* weaver, near Norton. Falgate,

by in his bed, broad awake, he heard a

doleful noise from the cupboard in the

correr ot the room, which he quickly

pe:ce.vcd came from a si.ver pint mug,

which he had prest-nfed to his w.ie on the

first anniversary of then weddi. g, and

which hid kept up a vir.uuus emulation B

amongst nine children, by their parents

declaration, that it should be the reward

of him or her who deserved best. Ho

listened withceep attention, which enabled

him to retain the following soliloquy.

«' H>w often hive I derided the splen

dor of my companion, of the same size,

for be rg buc glass '. How saucily have 1 Q

insulted the gaudy colou s of the China

punch howl ! and how contemptibly have

I treated ail my white stone companion*,

that after taking place here, for a week

or two, were successively broke to pieces I

Alas < I was proud of my strength, I re

joiced in my brightness, and gloried in

the housewifely hand of my mistress, that

kept me always shining as the polished ^

diamond. My hour is now come ; in vain

has nature enabled me to resist the rage

of time, and art given me a beautiful

form, since the law of man can destroy

both !

How acceptable was my presence to

my master < How pleafem in the eyes of

my mistress ! How welcome on their fa- E

mily feists, when repleat with their own

Vomebrew'd, I was presented with a

IOI

hestty welcome to their friends ! How

painful is the temembrance of past plea

sures ! Wedding days and christening*

are no more ! The copper-pot, or the

black jack, (hall supply my place, filled,

perhaps, with no better liquor than chand

lers small beer. Hjw is my condition

altei ed I From being a sure resource in the

day of trouble, I im like to bee me a

burden to my muter ; and must be sacri

ficed to save his files, his knives, and his

spoons.

Singular, sure, ii my misfortune !

Strange and wonderful my fate ! Oft

have I been the Object ot' envy, more

often of avarice ! but still I have escaped.

Su^r.zed, a: last, by an invisible power,

agtainii which piudence is no guard, doora

and locks no essence ; by hard labour

w..s 1 acquired, with much pains have I

been kept, and now must I depart! I

scarce know how or why j driven by the

scourge of unseen necessity, removed with

out stirring, melted without a riie, and

stole by no thief. At least let my master

grant this least request, let my figure
adorn the door of my dererted lodging,

and under it be this inscription placed :

Here dwelt, in happier times,

A faithiul M ug ;

Pledge of matiimonial affection ;

Trophy of its master's ind istry ;

Which having many yeats adjin'd hit

cupboard.

And excited hope in his posterity,

Was most unwillingly condemned,

To coinage first,

Of course

To transpoitalion ;

Without t: e smallest fault in it ;

Without the slightest crime in him j

Because, alas, it was

Silver I

Axrwxx fe « Question /'■

Navigation, in si/,

xxiv. p. 539.

THE beiring or the an

gle C is 6 7 degrees jo

minutes, or fix point* of

John SiLvxsTta. fS^^t

Peter.fieJd, H.«U, V Zj^fi™ A

Jan. 6, ,n6. . E^^I

And the distance D B

fix mnuter, are) a fm.il.

matter above § of a mi-

T



102 Tax upon GODS proposed. March

one of your correspondent! on (hii subjectj

Tit CoNNOisstoa, Mirch if. a national tax upon gods.

VI R T U is almost the only instance, )t ib a strange, but an undeniable truth,

in which the appearance of literary Mr. Town, that if you and 1 were to

knowledge is affected in the present age { travel through, England, and to visit the ci-

and our persons of rank acquire just tiaen in his country box, the nobleman

enough scholarship to qualify themselves at his le it, the esquire at ihe hall house,

for Connoisseurs. These sort of students md even the divine at his parsonage, we

become sufficiently acquainted with the should find the gardens, avenues, and

custom* of the ancients, to learn the least groves belonging to each mansion, stuffed

interesting particulars concerning them. and ornamented with heathen gods.

They can distinguish a Tiberius from a In the present declining state of our

Trajan, know the Pantheon from the established religion, I almost tremble to

Amphitheatre, and can explain the diffe- consider what may be the consequences of

rence between the pratrxta and tunica ; these ready made deities. Far be it frem

which (only supposing the present times me to suppose that the great and rich

to have elapsed some hundred years) is B will worship any god whatsoever, but

just as deep knowledge, as if some suture still I am induced to sear, that the poor

an should discover the difference and the vulgar, when they find all other

between a Caroius and an Anna, or St. worship ridiculed and laid aside, may fool -

Paul's church and Drury-lanc playhouse, ishly take to these molten images, arid

or a full-trimm'd suit and a French frock. adore every leaden godhead they can find.

But the full display of modern polite If a tax on wheels has put down some

learning is exhibited in the decorations of hundred) of coaches, by a parity of rea-

parks, gardens, &c. and centered in that q son, a tax upon gods may pull down art

important monosyllable, Taste. Taste equal, if not greater number of statues,

comprehends the whole circle of the po- I would also offer another proposal ; which

lite arts, and sheds it influence on every is this : That an oak be immediately

lawn, avenue, grafs-plat, ar.d parterre. planted, wherever a statue has been taken

Taste has peopled the walks and gardens away, by which means those vast wcods,

of the grear with more numerous inha- which of late years have been cut down in

bitants than the antient Satyrs, Fauns, England, to supply the immediate neces-

and Dryads While infidelity has expunged fities of the illustrious Arthurites in St.

the christian theology from our creed, D James's street, may be in some measure

Taste has introduced the heathen mytholo- lispplied to future generations,

gy into our gardens. Temples are erected Among our present taxes some of them

to all the train of gods and goddesses men- fall upon branches of splendor not totally

tioned in Homer or Ovid, which edifices, luxurious. Wheel carriages may be re-

as well as the>r several statues, are adorn- cessary : Want of health, or lameness of

ed with Latin or Greek inscriptions, limbs, may require them : But what ne-

while the learned owner wonders at his cessitiea can we pre'end for statues in our

own surprising stock os literature, which ]? gardens, Penates in our libraries, and

he fees drawn out at large before him, like Lares on eve»y chimney-piece ? I have re.

the whole knowledge of an apothecary in- marked many wild whims of this kind,

scribed upon his gallipots. that have appeared submissions, if not at-

Tbese persons of Taste may he confl- tjchrnents to Idolatry. A gentleman of

tiered as a fort of learned idolaters, since my acquaintance has destroyed his chapel,

they m»y be almost said to adore these gra- meiely because he could not put up fta-

ven images, and are quite emhusisstick in tues in it, and has filled his garden with

their veneration for them. The following every god, that can be found in Spence'e

letter may possibly give them some essence; as Polymeiit : Another of my friends, after

but as I hsve myself no extravagant fond having placed a Belvidere Apollo very

ness for a Jupiter Tonans, or a Belvider* conspicuously and naked upon the top of

Apollo, I heartily wish the scheme pro- a mount, has erected an obelisk to tha

posed by roy correspondent may take place, sun : And this expence he has not put

though it should reduce the price of heathen himself to for the beauty of the obel.sk,

godheads. for it is not beautiful, nor again for the

splendor of the planet, which is of pew-
TiJfr.TOWN. q ^Me gilt, but only becau e being

5 t 5, in possession of copirs or originals of eveiy

AT a lime when all wife heads are deity that Greece or Italy cou'd boast,

considering of ways and means to he was resolved to have the god of Persia,

raise faxes, that may prove the least op- to compleit his collection. A poll-tax

prtssive to indigence, and most effectually therefere upon the gods and goddesses, be

rellr.ctiue of luxuiy, permit me ts pro- their rccieler.tatioo what it will, 'uns,

pose {as a supplement to the thoughts of dogs.
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dogs, moons, or monkeys, is absolutely A Description tfibtlstind o/Minokc a.

necessary. and woalc) infalably bring in a »TiHIS island lies in the Medi'erranean

large revenue to the state. J, sea, abcus 100 mile* directly south

Happening 'o be the other day at from Montpclier, upoo the southern coast

Slaughter's coffee-house, in St. Martin's of France, and about 170 miles directly

lane, I saw two very fine statues of Fame cast from Villa Real, upon the eastern

and Fortune, brought out of Mr. Ron- coast of Spun, and is about 31 miles

billiac's gate, and exposed ro view before long from sown- cast to north-west, and

they were nailed up, -nd carted. The about 10 or 1 1 miles broad in most p aces.

■Soy of the house told us, they were to be It is one ot those Islands by the ancients

placed upon the rop of Sir Thomat—"s called Balearcs, on account of the deX-

chapcl, in Hampshire. " Is it for such ferity of the inhabitants in the use of the

aa these, observed a sneering papist who fling, for which, as well as their courage,

ficod near me, that eruc.fixes hive been they vere famous and of great service in

remved, and that reverend saints and' the Carthaginian armies against the Row

snarryrs have been destroy'rl, and pound- mans. From whence they originally

ed into dost » Is it for these, that St. Pe- " came is quite uncertain, for their going

Per has been broken to pieces, and St. naked, from whence the Grecians call

Paul melted down into wa<er-pipes f Must these nations Gymnasia, seems to evince,

oar lady make room for Proserpine ? . And that they do not come from any part of

the holy giant, St. Christopher, fall a vie- Asia ; but history informs us, that they

tim to the Farnefian Hercules ? Will you have been successively conquered and sub-

not agree with me, Sir, continued he, dued, first by the Carthaginians, secmdly

that as men art induced, and almost con- by the Romans, thirdly by ihe Goth« and

strained to judge of others by their own Q Vandals, fourthly by the Maura, fifthly

manners and inclinations, we who ate sup- by the Spaniards, and sixthly by us, uri-

posed to worship the images of christians, der the conduct of the brave general, af-

must naturally conclude, that the prote- terwards earl of Stanhope, who landed

slants of the church of England woifhp there, Sept. 14, 1708, N. S. and tho' hd

the images of heathens ? " 1 confess I was had not above 2000 effective men under

at a lob how to answer the acuteness of his command, yet with the assistance of

his questions ; and must own, that I can- our squadron under Sir Edward Whitaker,

not help thinking St. Anthony preaching _ he reduced the whole island by the end,

to the fishes, or St. Dunstan taking the " or very soon aster the end of that month,

devil by the nose, as proper ornaments for tho" there was a garrison of 1000 men in

a chapel, as any pagan deities whatever. fort St. Philip well provided with ar-

Huherto I have kept you entirely a- tillery, ammunition, and every thing ne

mong the molten images without doors, ceffary for a vigorous defence ; and by

bat were we to enter the several mansions, the treaty of Utrecht we got the property

whose avenues snd demesnes are adorned and dominion of this island confirmed trj

in the manner I describe, we should find us hy Spain.

every chamber a pagod, filled with all the E The iflmd was formerly divided into

monstrous images that the the idnla'ry of five districts or counties, called Terminos,

India can produce. I will not presume to but two of them are now united into one,

infer, that the lad.es address Kitoos (pray- so that it has now but four separate di

ets wh ch the Japanese make use of in stricts, to wit, Mahon, Aleyor, the united

time of publick diftre'S) to their Ingests, Terminos of Mercadal and Fereriae,

but I am apt to suimisc, that in times of and Cindadela ; and it is computed to

and invasion, some of your fair contain 136 square miles, and 151,040

readers would be more alarmed at the p square acres ; but as many of these are

French approach to their rhina thin to steep mountains, or nothing but bars

their chapels, and w.uld sooner give up rock, they can produce turning, and in.

a favourite ap-dcg, than a grotesque deed the whole islind may be called a so*

chimney- piece figure of a Chine e saint lid rock covered wi'h a th'tt layer of earth,

with numberless heads and arm*. 1 tnve except in some places, where there in a

not yet digested my thoughts in what deep, moist foil, for this reason called Ba-

manner the fair sex cUkht to be NXed. rancos, and extrerre'y fruitful ; and even

It is a tender poin', and requ res confi- where the layer of earth is thin, as it con-

deration. At present, 1 am of opinion, G fists of a lich mould, the island is capible

ihey ought to be spared, and ihe whole of great improvement, if <he inhabitants

burthen entire'y laid upon those Bramini had either weath or industry; but they

and Imams, whose idolatrous templet lie have very little of either.

paUickly open to our street'. The Teimino of Mahin contains »r>~ut

I im, S I R. 13,000 inhabitants, and its chits town h,

Motjt OaTHoaox, Al .hen,
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Mahon, now the metropclis of she island, the;r z.alous assistance against any foreign

fruited at the bead of tint bay which invader ; whereat rhey would probably*

forma the haibour, one ot the best in tht nowjo;n against u< if we should be at-

world j ac the narrow. m. u h of which tacked in that slmd, enher by Fitnch cf

lies St. Phdip's Fort, on ihe south ride, Spaniards; fji thoueh we have some.ime»

and on the north fide anothtr fort was happened to fend them a man of huma-

intended to have been erected at Cape de nity for governor, yet, with respect to

la Mola, which might h.ve b.cn rendered . most military governora we may apply

almost impregnable, as the sea might whit Mr. Armstrong fays of tho'e that

have been brought quite round it ; but have the misfortune to be subject to Spa-

thii project lus never been carried into nissi governors : f If they are olelent

execution. rind passive, they are suffered to enj.y

Tho Term no of Aleynr contains ab-ut some part of ih-ir property in quiet 5 if

5000 inhabitants, and its chief town is they a mplain they are not heaid ; and if

of the fame name, reckeed to be the ihey resist, they are undone. " From

third best in the iflind, bur most remark- whence we have some reason to think our

able for the ancient heathen temp e, and B posleffion ol tins important island a lirtle

the ca'.tn about two miles to the eastward precarious, unless when we have a superior

of it.* squ>dr<n there, especially as many <t the

The united Terminos of Meicad'l and officers are always allowed to icir.an heie

Fererias conrain about 3826 inhabitants, at h"me, und the regiments arc seldom

and each has a chief town of the fame conip'eat f.

name, both very mean. Upon the north

fide of the former lies ihe harbour and ^— ——— ———«-

little foit of FumeU, where a c mpany q ^ RIDDLE,

Of one of our regiments always keeps gar

rison, but mijht easily be reduced in a very hl,Sy ' mevv

few days by an invading enemy properly .LN Vv* ,en fi.st I do go,

provided. My head ai d m> tail join'd together j

And in the Ternvno of Ciudadelli are Yet I'm certain to meet,

reckoned about 7000, inhabitants. This Wi'li a bocy complete,

Termino is by their corstitution the chief Ere 1 come to the end of my tether,

Termino, because its capital of the fame Twelve stage- I ru

name was, before our getting polieflion, D A, d k e w.ilh'lhc {an< .

the metropolis of the island, and the re- An4 m^ly mavc (|n0< ,„ hjste )

fidence of the governor; but fince .he Ard wheel. I have none,

government, ard the chief court ot justice j mlke ftift M w|)ee| on_

have been removed ro Mahon, this town ArJ ,m k|dom b Phc..,ul cut racV.

has fallen much to decay.

Ihus the inhabitants of this ill and ire L ke a glow, worm or fpaik,

not now compute! to be above 10.65a ; 1 'hew best in the dark,

whereas, if we had erected a proper civil r. With a countenance fiery red ;

government for tur own people, and But w hen the m-irn shires,

such strangers as m glit please to seitle Each ay feature declines,

there, and hid mide the whole >iT nd a And paleness succeeds in its stead,

free port, at soon as it whs yieloeo to us When I'm not at a stand,

by the treaty of Utrech', it would hive j beat time with my hind ; '

of course become a machine both for ihe |,u> is chance I am Hoot in my race,

Streigh'a and the Levant fr<de, and con. «.jy poor hand, ones so ready,

sequent! its inhabitams m pht now have in a tr;ce becomet. steady,

been perhaps twenty times moie nume F And motion el> coves my face,

rout ; aud a moderate land rax, with some

small dunes upon consumption in the L ke a th-rsty . M sat,

island, might by ihis time have raised as °r„ce I,dranlt » ful) PJ*. , ,

much a. would h,ve been fustic enr for „. But *™ watir. believe me, not ale J

maintaininf, t much greater m.mne. of Yet inBeid of my head,

troops, and t r f^rtisjing ive.y accessible Th'« ''I"0' '» ™- . .

parr o: the lfla..d. At the fame time the W' ulJ th" k 83t >n[0 mv t4'> ?

natives rinding th ir cireumitances so q By meats of wh c!' lo.i n,

much improved, aed percevng.the ad My tail's now in motion,

vanta.c of cur form of guverr.mtnt, would Yer ne ghS urs, pi'-y rease all ysur strife ;

have £ivcn up thtti own, and would I wai drunk once, 't.s tiue,

h«vc become so fi.'mly attached to us, But that w 1 my due,

that we might have depended upon And I drank but that onee in my life.

JOUR-
• Srt London Magazine/ar 175*, f. 343. f Urm 1743, f. 137. »«#J <i*/« f«

*75'» t- 460.
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JOURNAL of the Proceedings and Debates

in the Political Club, continued from p. 65.

consideration, and apply what I have

Tie next wio spohe in the Debate eon- said only to the affair now before us.

tinufd in your lojl, ivas A. Eoecu- Let us then consider what powers the

lonius, the Purport rf u.hc/i Speech magistrates of Bristol are alrendy

•u-ai as follows. possessed of. In the first pb.ee, they

mt p rj are tne on'y judges of all disputes
Mr. President, ^ between citizen and citiz:n, and of

SIR, all crimes committed, or pietendtd

WHATEVER the noble to have been commit:cd within the

lord may think of the said city ; and consequently, they

suppositions which he was have of course the nomination of all

pleased to slate to the house, there officers belonging to the said courts,

is not one of them so improbable as many of whom must in such a popu-

he would endeavour to make us be- B lous and rich city have from thence a

lieve ; and this every gentleman very lucrative employment. In the

must be convinced of who considers next place, they are the only justices

what is properly meant by publick of the peace within their city, and

or constitutional slavery, which does as such are invested with all the

not consist in any particular form of powers with which justices of the

government, but may be the attend- peace are invested in any other coun-

ant of that sort of government which, C ty, particularly that of licensing

from its outward form, seen s to be alehouses, and of punishing or wink-

the most free j for slavery may be ing at numberless little offences

as absolutely established, and ty- which tradesmen are often, and in-

ranny more cruelly exercised, under deed must often be guilty of. In

a republican form of government, the third place, they have the abso-

than ever it was under the most de- lute disposal of the whole of the

spotick ; and this will always be the D city revenue, and of all fines and

cafe when the magistracy is invested amerciaments that are levied within

with too great a power to reward their ci y. And in the fourth place,

those who blindly submit to their they are now possessed of very ex-

dictates, or to make those suffer who tensive powers which were vested in

upon any occasion refuse to do so ; them,by the before- mentioned act of

because by means of this power the i ith and 12th of king William,

they may make themselvt-s masters E and which by a partial execution may

of every check that can be contrived be made very oppressive upon some,

by the wit of man, for restraining and at the fame time very easy to

their power, or preventing their others. From all these I leave it to

making a tyrannical use of it. If gentlemen to judge, whether the

this had been duly attended to ever- magistrates of Bristol are not already

fir.ee the revolution, the raising of possessed cf a very considerable power

our publick revenue, and the dis F to reward those who blindly submit

po&l of the infinite number of lu- to their dictates, and to expose every

crative offices and employments since man who refuses to do so to very

created, would certainly have been great inconveniences ; and this power

put upon a sooting very different will, I am convinced, be thought

from what they are on at present. already too great by every gentleman

But, Sir, I shall leave this general who considers, that the magistrate!

March, 1756. ° O of
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of that city are all chosen by one true, that no man will be appointed

another, and may consequently very a watchman but such a one as would

easily enter into a combination to otherwise be intitled to relief from

reward only such as submit to be his parish : I say, this is so far from

their slaves, and to stretch their being true, that by the express words

power to the utmost for oppressing of the bill now before us, the ma-

those who disdain to be so. A gistrates are directed to chuse able-

VVhat then must we think, Sir, bodied men to be watchmen, and

will be the consequence, if, to the no able-bodied man -can be intitled

powers they are already possessed of, to any relief from his parish. Nay,

should be added the extravagant I am persuaded, that few or none

powers that are to be vested solely in will be appointed watchmen, but

them by this bill? 1 fay, Sir, the such as may have a right to vote at

extravagant powers to be vested in B every wardmote to be held in purfu-

them by this bill ; for I was redly arice of this act, and at every future

surprized to hear the noble lord de- election of members of parliament ;

fire such powers to be pointed out to and as in such a number of watch-

him. Does he think that a power men as must be appointed for the city

to raise 4 or 5000I. yearly upon the os Bristol, several vacancies must

citizens of Bristol, and to dispose of happen every year, not only all the

that yearly revenue to whomsoever C watchmen, but all such as may be

they think fit, is no power, or that made to entertain hopes of being

it is a power which can have no cf- watchmen, will be so many dead

sect but upon such as are, or design votes under the direction of the ma-

to be candidates for the post of gistrates, in every cafe where they

watchman ? His lordship's great for- have any occasion to ask the votes of

tune, and the lucrative post he now their fellow citizens. By this means

enjoys, may make him think a re- D they will have the absolute direction

venue of 1 81. a year such a trifle as of every wardmote to be held in

not to be worth asking ; but I can pursuance of this bill, and confe-

tell him, that there is many a good quently an absolute and uncontroul-

housekeeper in Bristol who would be able power of assessing every citizen

glad to have such a revenue settled at what rate they please ; for they

upon a poor brother perhaps, or are not confined to any particular

upon some more distant relation ; E sum, as the magistrates of London

and every such housekeeper will take are ; but, on the contrary, by giv-

care not to offend the magistrates by ing them a power to assess every man

his way of voting at the wardmote according to their ability, you render

to be held in pursuance of this bill, their power quite arbitrary ; which,

or by his way of voting at any fu- if they cannot exercise in the ward-

ture election for member os parlia- mote, they may, and certainly will,

ment. . F exercise upon an appeal. This will

But suppose. Sir, that this power add so much to tht ir power of di-

of raising and disposing of 4 or resting all future elections of mem-

50C0I. a year could have no influ- bers of parliament for that city, as

ence except upon such as are watch, will soon put an end to all opposi-

men, or such as are resolved to stand tion ; for as a prudent swimmer al-

cardidate for being a watchman upon lows himself to be carried a'ong

the first vacancy ; yet even this willQ with the current, when he. finds he

have a great effect in favour of the cannot stem the stream, so a wife

magistrates at all future wardmotes, man will avoid struggling against a-

and all suture elections in the city of power which he finds he cannot hope

Bristol ; for it is fa far from being to oppose with success ; and I wish

this

■
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this may not come to be the case in corrupt dependance which the ma

in assembly of much greater im- gistrates of Bristol might be brought

portance, than any that was ever under by the minister for the time

held for the city of Bristol. being, no man can think such an

I believe it will now appear. Sir, event improbable, who considers

that with respect to publick consti- what is now the cafe with respect

tucional slavery, so far as relates to A to many of our little boroughs, or

the city of Bristol, the supposition is who considers what has been the

highly probable, that by this bill, if cafe for many years even of that

pasted into a law, the citizens of city itself ; for as often as there has

that city will be made slaves to their been any contest between a candidate

magistrates ; for under an aristocracy upon the court interest, and a candi-

or oligarchy the people may be as date upon the country interest, the

abject slaves as under the most abso- B magistrates have generally appeared

lute monarch, and the tyranny may unanimously upon the side of the

be as cruel. This, Sir, the citizens former, we all know upon what side

of London are happily guarded a- they appeared at the very last elec-

gainst by the wife form of govern- tion ; and, however much some gen-

ment estab'iihed in their city. They tlemen may please to extol the con-

have no occasion to be jealous of duct of the present magistrates, I

any po- er that can be lodged in C must observe, that their conduct, as

their magistrates, because they are magistrates, upon that occasion was

all chosen by themselves, and most neither just nor impartial j for they

of them liable to be removed at the took away the licence from several

end os the year, if they render them- alehouse-keepers for refusing to vote

selves obnoxious to their fellow- citi- according to their directions. To

zen.«. Even their aldermen, though this I must add, Sir, that as the

chosen for life, must take care to D magistrates of Bristol have never hi-

preserve the g05d will of those who therto been able to acquire the abso-

chose them, otherwise they may not lute direction of the election of mem-

only prevent thsir arriving at the ho- bers for that city, it has not as yet

rour of being lord mayor, but also been much worth the while of ami-

they may render an alderman very- nister to endeavour to keep them un-

ir.significant, even in his own ward, der a corrupt dependance ; but when

by chusing such common council E they have acquired such a direction,

men as will not be any way under which by this bill, if passed into a

his influence ; and by an appeal from law, I think they will do, it will be

the scn:ence or judgment of any in- worth every minister's while to at-

ferior jurisdiction in the city of Lon- tempt it ; and considering the large

don to the lord mayor and aldermen, sums of money, and the many lu-

or to the quarter sessions, redress crative places, our ministers have

may be expected if the appeal be F now at their disposal, we have great

well founded, because the aldermen, reason to suppose, that every future

being chosen by the citizens in their minister will not only attempt it, but

respective warJs, cannot enter into attempt it with success ; nor can this

any combination for supporting the reason be in the least invalidated,

unjust decrees of one another, which should it be gramed, that the magi-

they might easily, and probably stracy of Bristol must always con-

would do, if they could exclude G silt of gentlemen of the best fortunes

from their court every man who and families in that city or neigh-

would no: previously engage to sup- bourhood ; for history will inform

por; that combination. u;, that publick constitutional slavery

Now, Sir, with regard to the was never established in any country,

O 2 without
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without the concurrence of many of per act for carrying it into execution ?

the belt and richest families in the Jf they could have got an act of

country. parliament impowerirg the king to

As to the third supposition, Sir, recal the charters of all cur corpo-

which the noble lord was pleased to rations, and to grant them such new

state to the house, I was surprised to charters as he might think convex

hear him fay, that the form of go- A nient, can we imagine that the mi-

vernment in all our other cities and nisters of those days would have

boroushs could not be put upon the been at the trouble to bring any quo

fame model with that of Bristol, un- •warrantos, or to follicle any sorren-

less they could all be prevailed on to ders f

resign their present charters. Does It is certain, I think, Sir, that

not every one know, that one general they would not ; but whether they

act of parliament would be sufficient B would or no, the success they mec

for this purpose, without any such with, and the quiet submission of the

resignation ? We all know, that a people to the execution of such an

very material alteration was made open and barefaced design against

some years ago by act of parlia- their liberties and privileges, is a

ment in the form of government of proof, that very dangerous designs

the city of London, without so much may be carried into exicution, wuh-

as asking that city to resign their pre- C out raising any general alarm among

sent charter. When I say this, every the people ; for the people submitted

gentleman must suppose, I mean the quietly to this for several yeirs :

famo'js act of the nth of his late Nay, even the parliament which

majesty for regulating elections within met at the beginning of the ensuing

the city of London ; by which it reign submitted to it ; for they con-

was enacted, that no act, order, or tinued sitting a great many days

ordinance whatsoever.fhould be made D without taking any notice of this

er passed in the common-council, anti-constitutional project, or of any

without the assent of the mayor and of those who were concerned either

alJermen present, or the major part in advising, or in carrying it into

os them, nor without the assent of execution-; nor did any of our cor-

thc commons present, or the major porations apply to parliament for

part of them, Was not this a veiy having their ancient privileges re-

material alteration of the form of E stored. So ready were both the

government of the city of London ; parliament and people to lubmit to

yet this was done by act of parlia- the yoke ; and it that king had not

ment, vithout desiring the city of very soon discovered, nay, 1 may

London to surrender their charter, say, declared his resolution to sob

er to give their consent to the bring- vert our religion as well as our liber,

ing in of that bill, or to the passing ties, he might, by a tolerable ma

os that act f This mews what may F nagement of the power he had got

be dune, and, I believe, no gentle- into his hands over our cities and

man wiil take upon him to fay what boroughs, have eilabliflied the ablo-

may not be done, by act of parlia- lute power of the crown, under the

rnent. What was the reason why appearance of our ancient constitu-

the court in king Charles the Second's tion, that is to fay, an absolute

reign took the trouble to bring qua power supported by a corrupt par-

iuiarrantos, or to prevail with our G liamenr, and enforced by a mer-

corpor;:tions to surrender their char- cenary army ; but tho' the parlia-

ter* .! Was it not because they knew ment, the people, and the army,

Ifhat the parliament would not con- seemed willing enough to have be-

c.ur in their design, or pals any prq. cpjne protestant slaves they were not

willing
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willing to become popish slaves, and is true, be protected against thieve'

this it was alone that made way for and pickpockets by a number of ho-

the revolution. nest and able-bodied watchmen :

I have now, I hope, shewn, Sir, but we have heard of that city's be-

that all the suppositions which the ing endangered by an insurrection of

noble lord was pleased to state to the colliers. Against such a danger, I

house as impossible, or at least im- A am sure, it could not be protected

probable : I say, I have shewn, that by watchmen : It must always be

every one of them is not only poffi- protected by the citizens themselves :

ble, but highly probable ; and there- Could we expect that a parcel of

fore I hope his lordship will no Ion- slavish minded citizens would have

ger insist upon it, that the preserva- spirit enough to protect their city

tioo of our constitution and liberties against any foreign danger ? There-

has no concern in the present debate. B fore, in order to preserve a spirit of

I am as much as his lordship for pre- freedom and courage, which always

serving the peace and quiet of the go hand in hand, amongst the citizens

people of Bristol ; but I shall never of Bristol, I shall be for giving

be for preserving their peace and them the nomination of their watch-

quiet at the expence of their liber- men, as well as charging them with

ties, and much less at the risk of the expence of maintaining their

endangering the liberties of the peo- C watchmen ; and if a proper bill

pie of this kingdom in general. I should be brought in for this pur-

believe it will be granted, that the pose, it will be very easy to put the

peace and quiet of the people of election of trustees upon such a foot-

every city and county of the king- ing as to prevent any dispute, or to

dom would be more uniformly pre- make every such dispute cognizable

served, is there were no such thing by the other trustees ; for it cannot

as popular elections : Such elections, D be supposed, that in any one year

we know, are often attended with the election of trustees will be dis-

great disturbance, and sometimes puted in every parish, or every ward,

with dangerous tumults and riots ; within (hat city ; and of every such

but this, I hope, will never in this dispute the other trustees would cer-

country be adopted as a good argu- tainly be the most proper judges, at

ment for depriving the people of we are in this house the most proper

any share in the government of their E judges of all disputed elections : By

native country. It is an argument this means the magistrates will have

which we should most cautiously nothing to do with the appointment

guard against ; because it has al- or government of the watchmen,

ways been ths argument for esta- which will prevent any dispute be-

bliihing an absolute monarchy, or tween them and the trustees ; and

an abfolute aristocracy ; and if ever when a watchman is brought befora

any luch design should be set on foot F a magistrate for a breach of the peace

in this country, this will be the ar- in the execution of his office, we

gument for putting the government may expect that he will judge more

of every city and borough in the impartially, and punish more se-

kmgdom upon the fame model with verely, than when he has himself

that of" Bristol, which argument will the appointment of such watchmen,

be enforced by observing and extol- As on the other hand, the trustees,

ling the constant and profound peace G who are chosen by the people, will

and quiet enjoyed for so many years be more ready to remove a watch-

by the people of Bristol. man, upon the complaint of any

Then, Sir, as to the security of citizen for neglect of duty, than

the people of Bristol, they may, it we can suppose a magistrate will be,

wh»
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who has no dependance upon the ci- of having the executive power ulti-

tizens. mately lodged in the crown, that is

From all which I must conclude, to fay, in ministers, magistrates, or

Sir, that if we have any true reg-ird officers nominated and appointed by

for the liberties and security of the the crown, or in some cases chosen

people of this kingdom in general, by the people, in their several dil-

or for the liberties and security of A tricts, by virtue of a power from the

the p:ople of Bristol in particular, crown. This, 1 fay, Sir, has con-

we must order this bill to be with- tributed the most towards the prefer -

drawn, and a new bill to be brought vation of our form of government,

in, for lodging the power for elta- which has now lasted much longer

bliihing, maintaining, and well go- than any limited form of govern-

verning a nightly watch within that ment 'hat was ever established, from

city in the citizens themselves. , B whence alone the wisdom of it is ap

parent, but becomes much more so,

The next that fioodup ivat Julius Flo- when we consider the fate of all the

tutfiubo/t Speech ivas to Ibis Effect, old commonwealths we read of in

_ history ; for all of them were un-
Mr. Present, done by trusting too much 0f the

SIR, executive power in the hasds of the

IF the constitution or form of go- C populace. The people in every

vernment of this kingdom in country are always extravagant in

general be wisely contrived for the their love as well as their hatred ;

preservation of publick Lberty, and and when they have the executive

for preventing the introduction or power in their lunds, they have ge-

establishment of arbitrary power, nerally at last trusted so much of it,

then when two different sorts of re- or trusted it so lorg, in the hands of

gulations are proposed for the go- D some popular minion, as to enable

vernment of any particular city, the him to make a property of the fa-

only right way of judging which is cred deposit, and by that means

belt, is to examine which is most usurp the whole power of the corn-

consonant to our constitution in ge- monwealth ; and the misfortune is

neral. N«. w, Sir, if according to that if the people happen to recover

this rule we examine the regulation from such an usurpation, they never

proposed to be established by the E take warning, but trust again and

bill now before us, and compare it again,' till some such usurper finds

with the regulation proposed by the means not only to possess himself of

Hor. gentleman at the beginning of absolute power, but to transmit it to

this debate, I believe, it will very whomsoever he pleases to appoint

plainly appear, that the former is for his successor,

jnoil consonant to our constitution in This, Sir, was the very cafe of

general ; for the difference between F the Roman republick ; for whilst the

the two is plainly this, that by the executive power was continued in

forme: it is proposed to lodge the the hands of the Patricians, the li-

exeCutive power, so far as relates to bertics of the people were inviolably

the nightly watch, in the magistracy preserved ; but after the law was

of Bristol, whereas by the latter it is psssed for admitting the Plebeians

proposed to lodge it in the populace into the consulship, the executive

os that city ; and every one knows, G power came at last to be lodged

that one of the most essential rules wholly in the populace, so that no

of our constitution, and one that has man, not even the most distinguished

the most contributed towards the Patrician, could aspire' to the ho-

yrcsirving of publick liberty, is that nemr of being cdniul, unless he was

a
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a favourite with the populace. What government in the hands of the po-

was the consequence ? The populace pulace, but these I chose to mention

continued Marius so long in power, as being best known to eYery gentle-

as to enable him to usurp the sole man in the house. From these we

and absolute government of the re- may see the wisdom of our conslitu-

publick. Did they from thence lion ; and from these I must con-

take warning ? No, Sir: After they A elude, that our adopting the regula-

had get rid of him by death, and tion which the Hon. gentleman was

afterwards of all his faction by the pleased to propose, and rejecting

help cf Sylia ; atid after they had that which is proposed by the bill

got rid of the usurped power of now before us, would be of the

5>ylla, by his most extraordinary re- most dangerous consequence to the

fignation, they in a sew years did liberties of the people of Bristol,

the some thing again in favour of B Nor can I see, Sir, how it is possible

Julius Cæsar, whom they invested for the magistrates of Bristol to make

with so much power, and continued such an use of any power they are

him so long in the exercise of it, now possessed of, or of any power

that they enabled him to put a final that is to be by this bill lodged in

end to publick liberty ; for after their hands, as can enslave any man

him there was nothing but faction in that city, so as to oblige him to

and confusion, till Augustus Cæsar C give his vote according to their di-

found means to establish himself in rection, either at the wardmote for

the possession of a sole and absolute assessing the citizens pursuant to this

power, and to transmit it to his sue- act, or at any suture election for

cessor. The case was the fame in members of parliament ; for how-

this country not much above a cen- ever tempting the post of watchman,

tury ago : An enthusiastick populace, or of any little officer belonging to

by the defeat and murder of their D the city courts, may be to a man in

sovereign, had got the whole power beggarly circumstances, it can have

of the government into their hands, no commanding influence upon any

and erected themselves into a com- man above that condition ; and sup-

monwealth : Could they keep what posing, that the magistrates could by

they had thus got possession of ? No, this means secure a dozen or a score

Sir. They trusted so much of the of beggarly votes in every ward of

executive power in the hands ofE that city, yet this could have no

their general, Cromwell, that in a weight in an assembly which mutt

few years he was enabled to usurp always consist of so many hundreds

the whole power of the government, of citizens in easy circumstances,

and to put an end to their infant every one of whom would, for his

commonwealth. This was foreseen own sake, be obliged to take care,

by some of the wisest heads among that no unjust and oppressive rate

them; but they could not open the F should be imposed upon any of his

eyes of the populace, who are al- fellow citizens in that ward,

ways so blinded by their love or their But, Sir, it has been insinuated

hatred, that they can never judge of as if the magui.ates may do by an

any future event ; and we might now appeal what they find they cannot do

have been groaning under the most in the wardmote : That is to fay, if

abject slavery, if Providence had not they cannot prevail with the ward-

made it necessary for Monk to restore G mote to over-rate a man against

our ancient constitution. whom they have a resentment, they

I could give many other exam- may do it by way of appeal How

pies, Sir, of the fatal consequence this may be done, I cannot really

ot trusting the executive power of a fee ; for as I take it, no man will

ever
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ever appeal to (he magistrates in their trouble about the form of government

quarter sessions, but such at think them- established in any of our citie* or bo-

selves aggrieved by having been over. roughs ; for while we fit here, and while

rated by the wardmote 5 and therefore, we preserve our freedom ard indcten-

tho' the magistrates may peihaps, upon dency, I am sure, that due ore will be

an appeal, diminish the rale imposed by taken to prevent any magistrate'! m k ng

the wardmote, they cannot upon such an use of the power with which he it in-

appeal increase it; and ihe allowing of ^ vested by the king's chaiter, either to

an appeal to the magistrates upon such the prejudice of puhlkk liberty in je

an occasion is not only, in my opinion, neral, or to the oppression of any one

absolutely necessary, but is agreeable to who is subject to his power; thoefote

what was established in the cr y of Lon- I do not think it worth our while to re-

don by the act for enlightntng their ject the bill now before us, and to be at

streets ; for by that act it was enacted, the trouble of conniving any new scheme

that il any person should think himself for establishing, maintaining, and well

aggrieved by the tax imposed upon him, governing a nightly watch within the

he might appeal to the coutt of lord mayor *> city of Bristol ; and at it has been on

and aldermen, whose judgment should be both fides confessed, that some such bill

final and conclusive. is necessary, I shall be for adopting and

Thus, Sir, we must fee that, with re- going thro" with that now before us.

gard to the power of assessing the citizena [This Journal to he continued in curnext.]

towards the expence of these watchmen,

the magistrate* may relieve one who haa Si^S^^wiKiK^SalffSSfSKSfiSifiiRjKiSiX

been oppitssed by his fellow- citizens in

the waidmote, but they cannot oppress £ At our Shift viill ttoto be making ready to ga

any man, orjay a gieater tax upon him ufan the Whale fishing, vie Jbull give our

than his fellow- ci'izens have thought rea- Readeri 0 very curt. ut Aiciunt if that

fi nable ; and with regard to their power Tijbing, from the History of the Royal

over the wardmote assembled for this pur- Society, fublijhrd by Thomas Birch,

pose they are so far from getting any pow- D. D. their Sitretary.

er over it by this act, that they cannot so Nov. 4, /t T a meeting of the society,

much as be present aa magistrates : Some 1663. J\ the history of whale-fish-

may be there as guardians of the poor, ing, and of the making of whale-oil,

or as inhabitants of the ward ; but no u was delivered in by the secretary, from

one of them can appear there in right Mr. Gray of the Greenland company,

of being mayor, alderman, or common- who had been in those parts, and present

council man. But new sjppose, that the at the killing of whales and the making

magistra'es should gain such an influence of oil a dozen times ; and was ordered

over the several wardmotes, as to get them to be registered, as follows,
to assess every inhabitant of their rupee- . " We have, according to the bigress

tive ward at what rate they please, yet the or smallncsa of our ships, the more or

highest sum that can be, by this means, laid E fewer boats: A (hip of 100 tons may

upon any man within that city, cannot man fix boats; a vessel of 80 or 100

be supposed to have such an influence, as tons, four boats ; a vessel of 60 tons,

to oblige him to vote at any election for three boats, or more, not less ; three

members of parliament, according to the boats being as few as may be with con-

direction of the magistrates ; for it ia not venience to kill a whale. Each boat

to be supposed, that the tax upon any hath six men, a harponeer, a steersman,

particular citizen, which cannot amount to and four oars; to which men the mer-

above 5 or 61. and 1 or 3I. a year, more p chant giveth (besides their wages) for

or left, can ever have luch an influence every thirteen tons of oil (which we call

upon any rich man, as to deprive him a whale) when there is so much for each

of bis freedom to vote as he may think boat, to the harponeer 61. 10s. the fleers-

fit at 3ny future elect'ir. Besides, if the man jl. and to each oar il. »os. in all

magistrates should attempt by any such for each boat 15I, lot. which we call

meant to influence an election, they whale money.

would be liable to be punished by this We have several men and boat! upon

house ; and upon proof of such a com- several convenient places, which we call

plaint a bill would certainly be ordered G looi-outt, that constantly, remain looking

to be brought in,t for some proper altera- out by turns for the whale, which, when

tion in the form 'of government of that we fish in harbour, cometh into a smooth

ci'y- bay, where is a good harbour for our

This alone, Sir, is with me a fuffici- ships : And having di'covered the whale,

ent argument lor not giving myself much which s,wi.Timeth with her back above

water,
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water, or is described by the wafer, which abdut half an inch thick, tnd a foot long,

flu blowcth into the air, one look-out and throws it into a cooler we cull a

maketh signt to another by hoisting up a slicing cooler, betwixt which and another

ttfleet upon a pole, and then all the boats cooler (called a chopping- cooler) we fi ve

row alter her ; and hiving opportunity to men we call choppers pheed ; five or fix

row up with her, before (he goeth down, men, who upon blocks cut about a loot

strike a harping iron into her, to which is and an half square (made of the tail of

a staff joined, being abaut fix feet long, ^ the while, which is very tough) do take

called a harping-staff, to the socket of the sl.ccd blubber and chop it very small

which iron is a white rope, with an eye and thin, not above a qmrter of an irch

seized very fast. This rope is about five thick, and an irch or two long, an4

fathom long, lying upon the fore part of thrust it eff from their blocks into tho

the boat (which we call a shallop) always chopping-;ooler, which holds two or

coiled over a little pin, ready to take up, three tuns. Then upon a platfcrm is

to give scope to the iron, when it is thrown built a copper hole about four feet high,

at the whale ; ar.d to this hand rope is to which there is a stoke-hole, and on

1 warp of 300 fathoms seized, to veer B this copper- hole it a broad copper, which

after the whale, lest, when she is struck, containeth about a butt, hanged with

ky her swift motion (which is often down mortar and made tight round the edges,

to the ground, where the water is 60, And over the stoke-hole, upon an arch,

70, or 80 fathom deep) she should fink stands a chimney, which draws up the

the boat. fmoak and flames. And we have one we

Thus having gotten one iron into her, call a tub-filler, who with a ladle of cep-

our boats row where they think she will per, whose handle is about fix feet long,

rife (after she hath been beating herself q taketh the chopt blubber out of the chjp.

at ground) and get two or three irons ping cooler, and puts it into a hogshead

more into her, and then we account her made with straps for that purpose ; and

secure. Then when she is ntar tired he draws this hogslirad from the chop-

with striving, and wearied with the boats pirfg-cooler's side to the copper, and pu.;-

and ropes, we lance her with long lances, teth it in ; under which having once

the irons and staves whereof are about kindled a fire of wood, and boiled a cup-

twelve or fourteen feet long, with which per or two of oil, the scurf, which rc-

we prick her to death ; and in killing her, mains after the nil is boiled aut of the

miny times she staveth some of our boats, D blubber (which we call fritter) we throw

beating and flourishing with her tail above under the copper, which makes a fierce

water, that the boats dare scarce come ni?h fire, and so boileth the oil cut of the blub

ber ; but oftentimes in an hour's time she ber without any other fuel,

is dispatched. Then when we find that it is boiled

Thus having killed her, our boats tow enough, we have two men, whom we

ler (all of them rowing one before ano- call copper-men, who with two lon£-

ther, one fast to another like a team of handled copper -ladles take both oil an I
horses) to the ship's stem, where, after g fritters out of the copper, about h. Is,

Die ': -h lain twenty four hours, we cut and put it into a barrow (we call a frir.

eff the blubber, and take the fins (which t«r- barrow) made with two handles, and

we commonly call the whale bone) and barrel-boards set about half a quarter of

her tongue out of her mouth, and with a an inch one from the other, thro' which

great pair os fl ngs and tackle we turn the oil runneth, and the fritters remain ;

her round, and take all that is good off from which the oil being drained, whilst

her, and thrn we tum her carcase a-drift, another copper of oil boils, they are cast

and tow the blubber (cut in pieces) to into the stoke-hole and burnt, and the

the shore, wh:re works stand to manure F barrow stands ready again on the' first oil-

it. . cooler, to receive what is taken out of

Having made fast the blubber to the the next copper. Out of this barrow

shore, we have a water fide man, who the oil runs into a great thing we call a

stands in a pair of boots to the middle cooler, made of deal-boards, containing

lej in water, and fiaweth such flesh as is about fivj tuns, which is filled within an

not clean cut from the blubber. Then inch of a hole (made in the side for the

we hare twj men with a harrow, that, oil to run into the next spout) with wa-

when the water side man hath cut it in q ter to ccol the oil, and so the oil runs

pieces of about two hundred weight, upon (he water thro' this hole into a

carry it up to a stage standing by our spout about ten or twelve feet long, into

workt hke a table; then we have a man another cooler filled as aforesaid, and

with a long knife, who we call a stage- out of that thro' a long spout into a third

cutter, who slice's! it into thin pieces silled as aforesaid, and cut of that in a

Match, 1756. P long
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long spout into a butt laid under the end is done in the following manner : Two

of this spout ; wh ch being full, the hole hundred pound* of Cashub asties, one hun-

of the cooler next the butt is stopt tilt dred pounds of white Muscovy, and thirty,

another butt is laid under, and then the pounds of pearl ashes, boiled in one hun-

pluj being taken out" it fi'leth another, dred and five Scots gallons of water for a

till we have done boiling. Then we fill quarter of an hour, as in the process for the

up our oils, when they are thoroughly fine cloth, makes the mother or first lye.

cold, and mark them, and toll them into A The cloth-boiler is then to be filled two-

the water, raft.ng twenty together, and thirds full with water and mother-lye, a-

so tow them aboard, hoist them into our bout nine parts of the former to one of the

ships, and stiw thrm to bring them home. latter ; so that the lye used for boiling the

And for our tin!, which grow in two coarse cloth, is about a third weaker than

gums in the whale'n inou'h (whereof in that used in bucking the fine. Such a quan-

a whale's mouih, great and small, are tity of cloth is put into the foregoing quan-

about 600, 4.60 whereof being merchand- tity of lye, when cold, as can be well co-

able) we cut them one by one out of the _ vered by it. The lye is brought gradually
gums, and having i ubbsd them clean, we a to the boil, and kept boiling for two hours ;

bind ih;m up sixty in a bunde, and so tak- the cloth being fixed down all the time,

ing account of them, ship them aboard in that it does not rife above the liquor. The

our long boat. cloth is then taken out, spread on the field.

Upon the shore we have a tent for our and watered, as mentioned before in the

land-men, built of stone, and covered fine cloth.

wilh deals, and cabbini made therein for As the salts of the lye are not exhausted

our blubber-men to lodge j and we have by this boiling, the fame is continued to

a great working tent with a lodging- C be used all that day, adding, at each

room over it, where about fix coopers boiling, so much of the mother- lye at

work, to get ready casks to put the oil will bring it to the fame strength as at

into." first. The lye by boiling loses in quantity

From the fame book we shall likewise somewhat betwixt a third and a fourth;

give an account of the following surprising and they leckon that in strength it loses

effect of sympathy. about a half, because they find in practice,

Dec. 13. At a meeting of the society, that adding to it half its former stiength

occasion being given to discourse of tor- q in fresh lye, his the fame efftct on cloth,

menting a person with the sympathy- Therefore some fresh lye, containing a

powder, Dr. Wren related, that in the fourth pait of the water, and the half of

house of a kinsman of his, the experi- the strength of the first lye, makes the

ment hid been tried by hm upon a fer- second boiler, as they imagine, equal in

vant, who had grievously cut her finger ; strength to the first. To the third boiler

and a rag rubbed upon the wcund being they add somewhat more than ihe former

dressed with calcined vitriol, and put into proportion, and go on still increasing

the maid's bosom, her finger within a gradually to the fourth and fifrh, which

short time was cured. Whereupon he E is as much as can be done in a day. The

had taken the rag from her, and hea'.ed it boiler is then cleaned, and next day they

upon the fire, whilst the maid was sweep- begin with iresh lye. These additions of

ing ths next ch.-.mbcr ; who, upon a sud- fresli lye ought always to be made by the

den, slung away the broom, and cried out master bleacher, as it requires judgment

for the pain in her finger; wh.cli being to bring succeeding lyes to the fame strength

looked to, w„s found veiy fiery : Upon as at first.

which they cooled the rag again, and dres- When the cloth comes to get the second

fed it is formerly, and within a day or two p boiling, the lye should be a little stronger,

the finger wa» entirely cured. about a thirtieth part, and the deficien-

t cies made up in the fame proportion.
7bc P 1 o c e s s «s BLEAIH1NG, For fix or seven boilings, or fewer, if the

antmutdsremp. 53. cloth be thirii the )ye js increased in this

TH E foregoing is the meih d u'ed in way, and then gradually diminished till the

the whitening our fine cloihi. The cloth is fit for souring. The whitest cloth

following is the method used in the whiten- ought always to be boiled first, that it may

ing of the coarse, not be hurt by what goes before.

Hiving lorttd the cl ths according toG In this process, if the cloth cannot be

their quality, they are steeped in ' ihs fame got dry for boiling, business does not stop

manner as the fine, rinsed, washed in the as in the fine; for after the coaise hai

mill, and dried before, boiling. dreeped on racks made for the purpose,

In this process, boiling supplies the it is boiled, making the lye strong in pro-

place of bucking, as it takes less time, portion to the water in the cloth,

and consequently is thought cheapest. It The

1
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The common method of souring coarse of uncommon understanding, os distrn-

Gnen, is, to mix some warm water and guished learning, and a valuable heart,

bran in the vat, then put a layer of yet never admitted him to the rank cf a

cloth, then more bran, water, and cloth, companion, neve honoured him vviih a

and so on, till the cave is full. The moment's conversation, but issued his

whole is trampled with men's feet, and commands to him, which vveie generally

fixed as in the former process. A thou- unreasonable enough, with the same

sand yards of cloth, yard-bread, require brow of sullen severity, the snmo harsh

betwixt four and five pecks of bran. The tone of voice in wh>ch he snarled at x

cloth generally Ires about three nights and dog that offended him. The you:h's

two days in the sour. Others prepare obedience was peifect, but it was nut

their four twenty four hours before, by always that he could understand the or.

m xing the bran with warm water in a ders he received: If he mistook them,

separate vessel j and before pouring it on a blow was the return ; if he understood

the cloth, they dilute it with a sufficient as perfectly as he obeyed them, he was

quantity of water. After the cloth is _ to suppose the old gentleman was satis-

taken from the sour, it ought to be well *» tied by hit silence ; for he never was ho-

washed and rinsed again. It is then noured with a higher matk of approba-

given tD men to be well scaped on a ta- tion. This behaviour to a man of three

We, and afterwards rubbed betwixt the and twenty, and the heir to a very con-

rubbing-boards. When it comes from fiderable fortune, was what only my

them, it should be well milled, and warm worthy friend could have born : slut he

water poured on it all the time, if con- endured it without reply or murmuring,

reniency will allow of it.. Two or three Every body who visited in the family

of these rubbings are sufficient, and the C f,w lt > and lf '',ev 'oved n'm f°r {"P-

ctath very seldom requires more. porting it, they adored him for not com*

The lye, after the souring begins, is de- plaining of it. A neighbouring man of

creased in strength by degrees, and three fortune, with wh m he dined one day,

boilings after that arc commonly sufficient took hi n into the garden in the afier-

to finish the cloth. Asierwarda it is noon, and spoke his sentiments on the

starched, blued, dried, and beetled in a subject : " So good a son, continued he,

machine made for that purpose, which sup- I am convinced, must make an excellent

plies the place of a calendar, and is prefer- n husband : My daughter, is yon approve

fed by many to it. her, is at your service, and 1 shall think

This method used in the bleaching of myself highly honoured as well as happy

our coarse cloths, is very like that prac- in the alliance."

Cised in Ireland for both fine and coarse. The youth expressed his gratitude and

The only material difference is, that there compliance in very endearing terms :

the bleachers use no other aslies but the The father would have carried him im-

kelp or Cashub. A ilye is drawn from mediately to the lady j but he prudently

the firmer by cold water, which dissolves declined entering into any advances to-

the salts, and not the sulphureous parti- E waid a treaty in which he could not en-

cles of the kelp ashes. This lye is used gage without the compliance of his fa-

till the clo'h is hall whitened, and the-. thcr. " I am most sensible, Sir, said he,

they lay aside the kelp lye for one made of of the honour and advantage of this

Calhjb ashes. Iamtol.1, that their most match; but shall I, in return for such

lk Itul bleachers have laid aside the use of generosity, involve your daughter in dif-

tbc kelp-ashes. ficulties, of which, perhaps, ic may ne-

ver be in my power to get the better >"
»mi rb, INSPECTOR, N» 303. p The parent could not but applaud him

HAD once, Mr. Inspector ! a friend ; very highly : He took his leave without

I if you hive had one too, you fetl seeing the lady aster this conversation : He

the due force of the word j if not, I proposed the allraxce to hit father ; bat

must explain myself to you, by adding, though it was an advantageous one in

that I do -ot mean by tint name what point of fortune, and what the old gen.

its general prosti'uted sense expresses, • tlemnn must have liked extremely, if he

cimmon acquaintance ; but a man whom had thought of it himself, all the reply

I loved because he deserved it, and whose the son received was the being knockud

fen.! part.ahty made him suppose he sawG down at his feet, for darmg to think of

ft much reason for the esteeming me. marrying before he spoke of it. All

He was the only son of a country gtn- possible endeavoort were used on the part

ileman, who, tho* he sound all the of the lady's relations to bring on the

neighbourhood fond of him, and heard match : hut in vain. The father, tho'

erery body full of his praise, as syouth he owned the fottune greater than he

f a could
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could expect, and ihe lady's character un- governor from the French gouverneur,

exceptionable, would never listen to any which originally signifies a pilot, or he

overtures, because the son had dared to that stands at the helm of a (hip, ard

think of it without his advice. whose business it is to bring those, who

The period of my worthy, generous, have intrusted him with their lives, safe to

virtuous friend's slavery, was continued land.

two years after this, with additional ri- One part of a governor's duty is to

goun He had, soon after the absolute preserve the health of his pupil, that his

refuel of the first offer, met with a lady strength of body may increase with his

of great merit, and of considerable ex- years, and hts life be extended to its

pectations, in the hands of a father of greatest possible length. 1c is in corn-

much more humanity than his own : He pliance with this duty that I am now and

loved her j he raised a mutual passion in then obliged to thwart your inclinations j

her breast ; he obtained her promise of which, tho' it should offend you at pie-

marrying him ; but he never dared to open sent, I flatter myself you will live to par.

his lips on the subject, either to his own fa- don. But to preserve your health, and

ther, or to her's. B prolong your life is not, alone, sufficient.

Four months since he married her, and A governor must be equally assiduous to

immediately afterwards brought her to render life happy : But real happiness

town. He applied to her father for his can, by no possibility, grow from any

pardon ; and intreated some small por- root, except that of religion, which must,

t on of her suture fortune might be settled therefore, be carefully pUnted in the

on her : The answer was, that (he should heart.

not have married without his consent j The first thinfc we shuld learn, when

but that as the families were acquainted, Q we quit the eradfe, i«, to whom we are

and his expectations were equal to what indebted for cur being ; that we are nc

1m daughter might expect, he should less than the work of the Almighty,

overlook the disobedience ; and, as it We then, most naturally, alk in whai

was over and irrecoverable, would settle manner we are to express our gratitude

on her in proportion to whatever his fa- to worship, and obey him. I canno

thcr would do for him. The husband, with forbear acknowledging, that your roya

great joy, wrote now to his father. He highness hath most chearfully lulsilVc

received for answer, that he had disinhe- _ these prircipal duties ; and I verily be

rited him, and would never look on him " lieve that Sweden may thank your tends

again. A thousand intreaties could make voice for many of the blessings (he nov

no chmge in his resolution ; and the father enjoys.

of the lady, thinking himself sufficiently Aster we have imbibed a true know

excused to the world by the offer he had ledge and sear of our Cieator, the natur;

made, refused to do any thing for them depravity os our hearts requires the im

under any other conditions. media'e assistance of morality, whit

The event has been dreadful : Yet I ought to tread upon the heels of faith

scarce know how to blame my unhappy E But to gain our early affections, it is ne

friend, even for the greatest of all crimes. cessaiy she should make her first appear

He visited his father a few weeks since : ance in her very gayest apparel. Tale'

What passed between them, that guilty fables, similies, and the like, are com

wretch can only tell. The youth was monly the ornaments in which she attrafi

found in the morning dead in his bed, our first attention ; and as the first im

with a pistol by his pillow ; and his dis- pressions are generally the strongest, th

tracted widow is following him. I have agieeable dress may, not without reasoi

no motive for writing this, but that it is p be supposed, to make us, ever after, pn

true t Say you what you think ought to ■ judiced in her favour. It is with mor;

be (aid of such conduct, and such conse- lity as wi ll a cheat su I sensible friend

quences of it. We like him suit for his agreeable qua!

I am, Sir, tec. ties, and afterwards, for his solid virtue

Morality, in like manner, keeps pai
Litter fnm Cuat T E S S I N, to ibe with our age : Whilst we ave young ar

Prime Roya! of Sweden. (See p. io.) gay, she is all alacrity; but gradual

. _ _ . atsumes a face of gravity as we grow o
LETTER LIV. G and serious. .

YOUR royal highness hath had a go- HiAoiy is our next study. A wi

vernor many years, but perhaps man will use his endeavours to be w<

without* ever once having had leisure to acquainted with the house he is to inhi

enquire into the meaning of his title, or bit. He will enquire into the natu

ex eat of his du'y. We de. ive our word and situation of the building, (he chara<

t
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ter and (economy of hit predecessors. A

comedian, who is ambitious to shine in

lit profession, must be well acquainted

with the history of the stage : He must

inform himself in what manner other

afiors have played, and by what meant

they gained applause. What is man, but

a player ; and the world but a theatre ?

on which no one will appear who hath

not had a predecessor in the fame charac

ter, whose example may be of service to

him.

Religion, morality, and history, are

the first and mot important branches of

education : But as the minds of youth

require frequent relaxation, and are ca

pable of receiving great variety of im- J

prtssions, it is thought necessary to inter

rupt our serious studies with more trivial

learning and bodily exercise, part of

which is intended to give us a certain po

liteness of behaviour required in the so

ciety with our fellow-creatures, and part,

to divest us of our natural stiffness, -and

teach us the graceful use of our limbs. ,

Thus far the general duties of a go

vernor ; who, in leaving his pupil thus

instructed, certainly deserves praise ai;d

(•rvi a e. But this it far from being the

ex'ent of his duty who is intrusted with

[he education of a royal prince. Where

another's duty ceases, his may properly

be said to begin. When he hath taught

(he high-born youth to be a man, he must

then instruct him how to govern man

kind.

The common duties of society are in

finitely less extensive than these of a so

vereign prince j whose governor it not

only, in some measure, answerable for

the peculiar virtues of his royal charge,

but for the future felicity of nations, and,

sometimes of the whole wot Id. A king

hath often the fate of more than one

nation in his power. Peace or war,

happiness or misery to whole regions,

are frequency the result of his councils.

But the more, and greater the virtues are

that should adom a throne, the more

subtle and stubborn are the vices which

surround it. A man of common rank is

sure to meet with many things in life to

humble him. He will find more men

ready to reproach him with his faults,

than to excuse and encourage them. But

a young prince who, from his cradle,

hves in a constant circle of flattery, falls

much more easily into the vice of pride ;

a vice that infallibly casts » cloud ever all q

hi* virtues.
Orber children are charged with their

own vices ; but, if those of a prince be

in question, the whole weighs falls upun

his governor : And he who was thought

to a PRINCE. 8$

the happiest of mortals, is often con

demned to spend the sad remainder of

his days in sorrow, to see that all his

care, his trouble, his late and early

watchings, have been employed to no

effect.

Honour is not to him that plants and

waters, but to him that giveth the in

crease. This good Being hath been

pleased to fend so ample a blessing on the

honest endeavours of those who have

been appointed to watch over your early

days, that we are without fear of re

proach. You, my dear Sir, are now in

the spring of your life. For heaven's

fake, be careful ol your spotless and ten

der heart ! that the approaching summer

of manhood may ripen the precious fruit

which the present promising blossom gives

us reason to expect.

We have lour different judgments to

look for : First, That of their majesties,

whose own bright example will render

us more severely answcii*b!e. Secondly,

' That of the nation j for which I expect

mote honour than I have deserved : For

he that is blessed with a lich soil, needs

employ but little pains and tillage. The

third, and most competent judge, will

be your royal self. You, next to hea

ven, are best acquainted with my heart.

You, alone, carl bear me witness, how

often, and how earnestly, 1 have dared to

' admonish you incur private hours. You

best know, whether I have ever sown

the least seed of evil in your heart. If I

have dene this, may the poisonous juice

of the fruit it beais destroy my own foul !

You are least ignorant in what degree my

own life hath been blameless ; and vvlie*

tlier, by my example, you have ever been

' tempted to do ill. I, therefore, chear-

fully submit myself to yoor severest exa

mination, and will receive your judg

ment as a glorious reward tor my past

services. 'J he fourth and last tribunal is

that of she omnipotent ; where suffer

ing innocence may expect to hear the un

just decrees of men repealed. I dare not

call up .n his justice \ for I am but a man.

I appeal to his infinite me:cy, vvhkli I

beseech him to send down up >n my royal

pupil, that he may become the token ot

an everlasting covenant betwem his peo

ple and iheir G-d !

Tbt PRINCE'S Answer.

My iter Ttss,

THE last letter which you wrote to

me, was very agteeable to me \

and I sincerely thark my dear Tess for

it. The duty of a governor to his pupil,

which you wrote about, temiinds m: of

the
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the duty of a pupil to his governor ; honour to themselves, and an advantage

which is, to love him, to acknowledge to their country. I could, without diffi-

his goodness, and to obey him. I assure culty, count a great number of these ;

you, my dear Tess, I will neglect none and truth obliges me to confess, that

cf ihcse duties, because I love you, and such men are more especially useful, nay,

jhall always be, even ir.dispensible, to this distant nation,

Dear Tess, as we aie under the necessity of fetching

Your faithful friend, fa that which no body will bring. ,

G U S T A V E. My endeavour hath always been, to,

awake in you an universal attention ; to

LETTER 1 XI. shew you the need of a father's care and

IH A V E observed, (hat our young inspection, with regard to the order and

Swedes, at their return from travel- happiness of his family ; to caution you

ling, generally deride and contemn the against believing, that there is any thing

manners of their native country, as if on earth so perfect as not to admit of

they had never been in the least acquaint- improvement, and to point out to you

ed with them ; when at the fame time, B the various rosds that lead thither ; which,

if we come tn cloe examination, they tho' they prove not infallible, may, at

appear to have travelled to no other pur- Jeast, serve to conduct men of more ab U-

pofe but to have iheir hair seized, and ties into the right way. But to return to

iheir bodies d'essed fer a pattern of the our subject.

mode. Our walk, our bows, our way It might not perhaps be much ami's,

of speaking, our taste, our buildings, our to oblige all tliose who have a mind to

tqu pages, cur dress, our diversions, in travel, fust to visit every province os this

th.irr, every thing appears ridiculous and Q k ngdom, to make themselves well ac-

ltiange : And I can w.thout difficulty quainter! with cur own nature, customs,

bd eve them sincere. Before they go wants, ar.d advantages j to examine them

abruar!, they use the things of this world, previously, and not to consent to iheir

as we aie commanded to do j namely, departure till they had given pioof of their

a* tho' they used them not at all. They being properly qualified to travel,

receive their first impressions in foreign Thus they would be able to distinguish

countries, having neither observed, nor those things which are good in their owp

even seen, any thing in their own. _ country, from those that want improve-

Those who have travelled into France, *" ment. They would then see, whether it

behave as if they had been entirely edu- were adviseable in these cold climes, to

cared there ; and are quite full of that adopt the modes of southern nations,

prejudice, in favour of French customs, They would learn to know the value of

with which most men judge of those to money, the need of {economy in travel-

vrilch they were bom. If, on the con- ling, and would at least buy their expe-

iraiy, they return from England, they rience of their fellow-subjects. It would

liave not only all the manners of a Bri- en.ble them to judge, whether the mag-

rnn, but ate become as inveterate ene- E nificence of more wealthy nations be

mies to Fr.:nce, as if they had been bom suitable to our revenues j whether foreign

in the center of London. In a word, ceconomy would thrive in this frozen

one hares all that is French, another can foil ; and whether modern compliments)

hear nothrg that is English, a third de- are consistent with our old Swedish ho-

spi es every thirg that comes from Ger- nesty. They would be qualified, instead

many ; but they all agree in falling out of weighing all things in a French, Eng-

v, tti (he manners ot their native Sweden. lifh, or Swedish balance, to judge impar.

In thus finding fault with my country- p ti ally of each nation. A Swedish officer,

men, I am net mit severe upon any who would engage himself in soteignser-

one, than on myself. When I first re- vice, should first be well acquainted with

tntned Urm France, 1 wss in every re- the slate of cur own army ; he will,

spict » I'e'it-maitre, or French sop. otherwise, not distinguish what he has to

Ir wou d he acting very unadvisedly, learn abroad, from that which is already

it, whilst I endeavour to expose the folly known at home. Before we enquire into

of particular men, I should give your other religions, we should be well in-

r yal highness an unfavi urable idea of all structed in our own. A prudent rrrer-

thr.se that have travelled. This wcreG chant will not fail to be informed, what

quite oppr fi e ta my design. I sh ,uld commodities are most wanted ; of the

ihirk myself undeserving the name ot a relative goodness and prices of foreign

Swede, if I did not distinguish, and set a and home productions: And according

1rue value on, the mtrit of luth of my to such necessary intelligence, he directs

cuuntrymen, whose travels have been an his; voyages er correspondence, A pea

sant.
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unt, who goes to market with intent to eat a large slice of roast beef, as a bumper

buy in provision! for hit family, must health to Old England,

unavoidably have known his wants be- Resolved, That the city of London, and

fore he came from home. the trade thereof, be eaten in tuitle.

These precautions in a traveller, would Resolved, Always to eat prosperity t

often save him the trouble of making Ireland in, boiled beef, and to North-Britain

needless enquiries into things which he in Scotch collops.

might have seen in greater perfection in Resolved, to eat the administration in

his own country. It might also not be British herrings.

improper to make the intended traveller Resolved, to eat success to our fleet iri

explain himself with regard to the parti- pork and pease.

cular science which he meant to pursue. Resolved, As the greatest instance that

This would enable us, at his rtturn, to this club can possibly (hew of their re-

jodge how far he had improved his capa- fpect and devotion, that the healths of

city to serve hit country : For we must lady * * *, and the dutchess of * * *,

not only become fine gentlemen, but use- be eaten by every member in mouthluls of

ful members of society. B minced chicken.

In consideration of the vast sums that Resolved, That Mr. Fitz-Adam, or

are carried out of this kingdom by travel- any of his friends, be permitted to eat

lers, we ought, at least, to do all in our the members of this club as often as they

power to render the golden stream fruitful, please, provided that they do not know-

When your riper age shall allow your royal ingly and wittingly suffer any Frenchman

highness more leisure, you may perhaps find whatsoever to eat the said members dead or

this irregular letter to be no improper ob- alive.

jest of further reflection. (See Vol. xxiv. q Thus, Sir, you fee, that you are enn-

p, j 6 1.) tinually in our thoughts ; and theiefore

as a member of a society so warmly at-

Trom tti WORLD, N° 164. tached to you. you will believe me when

1 assure you, that I am,
SIX, Yours, Sec,

IH A V E the honour to be a member E. P.

of a certain club in this city, where

it is a standing order, " That the paper Fnu ibt WORLD, N° 165.

of the World be constantly brought upon D

the table, with clean glasses, pipes and SIR,

tobacco, every Thursday after dinner." A Conquest over the affection! and

In consequence of this order, a letter, or Xx passions has been the highest boast

rather a petition, from one of ycur cor- of the philosophers of every age ; and in

respondents, was lately read, praying, proportion as they have attained this vie-

that you w-uld establish it as a law, that tory, future writers have celebrated their

healths should be eaim, at well as drar.k, characters, as the most exalted pattern ot'

(fee p. 66.} Theie appeared something g wisdom and prudence. But though a

to new and national in tati*[ ibi frcsftriiy veneration for the rust of antiquity, or a

$f nr H'l and enuntry, that the whole fondness for every thing which happened

club, with a vivacity unknown in that before the memory of our grandfathers,

place before, rose up to applaud it t And may lead some to celebrate former ages,

af'er miny wife and learned debates upon yet we may boast it among the felicities

the subject, agreed to ihe following orders of the times in which we live, that the

and resolutions. most important concerns of life are enter-

Ordered, That in this club, the word ed into, only under the directions of

Toast in drinking be changed to Mouth- F reason and philosophy. To instance only

ful in eating, and that every member, in one particular ; marriage is the effect

after naming the Mouthful he proposes, of mere prudence and forecast, without

do fill his mouth as full as possible, in any mixture of that ridiculous pilsion,

honour of the person or cause so named. which has now no being but in play -books

Ordered, That the chairman be always and romances.

Mouthful Mister. In former ages, love was supposed to

Ordered, That the Mouthful Master do keep the door of Hymen's temple ; but

the Mouthfuls regularly from the q now, as the knowledge of the world

members over the right thumb, snd do may have been somewhat expensive in

cause them to be eaten regulaily over his acquiring, as our modern philosophers

left. ruve spent that fortune on their ymib,

Resolved, That all the members of the which it had been ridiculous to have

club be obliged upon every club day to reserved for tbe debility of old aje, ^ust

, be:ort
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before the last spark cf vigour is extin

guished, some rich heiress is won, who

conduces both to the perpetuating a name,

and to the providing a fortune for that

posterity, which is to continue the family

honours. Happy expedient ! by which the

weight of numerous younger children, the

March

But why I wed should any ask,

To answer is an easy task ;

Want, want ! my honest Harry :

What can a man, whose fortune's spent,

Who's mortgag'c? to his utmost rent,

But drown, or (hoot, or marry i

- Of these the best is sure the bride ;
almost constant burthen of former times, A For when once pIung.d beoeath ^^

is most judiciously avoided

That I may present your readers with a

striking contrast between the follies of our

ancestors, and the solid prudence of the

present generation, I shall here subjoin a

couple of short odes, which are written in

the characters of an old Englishman, and a

modern one, on the day before their mar

riage.

Tit OLD ENGLISHMAN.

I'll tell you wby I love my love ;

Because her thousand graces prove,

Her worth is very high ;

She's very fair, and very good,

And not unwilling to be woo'd

By one so plain as I.

Wherever Muse has fir'd the strain,

On British or on Tuscan plain,

Delighted has she rov'd j

Has glow'd with all the gen'rous rage,

That animates the story'd page,

By British bosoms lov'd.

Oft has (he fought, with careful feet.

The hallow'd hermit's calm, retreat.

And trac'rf with thought profound

Each precept of the wife and good ;

There cv'ry wish has she fubdu'd

To wisdom's narrow bound.

Has learn'd the flatt'ring paths to shun,

Where folly's tickle vot'ries run,

Dereiv'd by iortu e's glare 3

Has learn'd that food, and cloths, and fire,

Are only nature's plain desire,

Nor forms for more her pray'r.

Content with these, my Geraldinc

Haspromis'd to be ever mine,

For well she knows my heart ;

She knows it honest and sincere,

And much too open to appear,

Beneath the veil of art.

She knows it pants for her alone,

That not the splendor of a thror.e

From her my steps could lure :

To- morrow gives to these fond arms,

My Geraldine in all her charms,

And makes my bliss secure.

The MODERN ENGLISHMAN.

No, no, by all the pow'rs above,

My heart's as little touch'd by love

As ever in my life.

Full well, dear Hal, to thee is known,

Whom fortune to my lot has thrown,

To be my wcddtd wiftv '

Adieu to all our figure :

Full sudden is the pistol's fate,

When once 'tis touch'd, alas ! too late.

We wish undrawn the trigger.

'Til thus resolv'd then honest boy,

To-morrow thou may'st wish me joy,

Joy will I buy by wiving t

g Soon to her mansion, far from town,

Six rapid bays shall whirl us down,

As if the dev'l were driving.

There shall the brisk capacious bowl

Drown ev'ry care that haunts the soul.

And rouse me to new life \

And. Hal, for all that she can say,

Some blooming village queen of May,

j. Shall—wait upon my wife.

When all the tedious farce is o'er,

And spouse has crown'd me with her dow'r>

Should sudden ruin meet her ;

Ev'n tho' her coachman broke her neck,

Unmov'd I'd stand amidst the wreck,

Nor swear at heedless Peter.

From rieOLD MAID, N° I J.

D JULIA and I made a visit" the other

J day to the Foundling -Hospital, where

I often indulge her and myself with >

sight, which must give pleasure to every

mind, which has any tincture of humanity.

It is surprizing to me, that so useful,

so politick, and so long as there are vices

or extreme poverty in the world, so r>e-

p ceffary a foundation, should be left to the

chance of private and uncertain dona

tions, the consequence of which is, that

three parts in four of those who are

brought there to be provided for, are re

jected ; when, to answer the very end of

its institution, it requires that all should

be taken in. I will charitably suppose,

that no motive but the fear of shame, or

F the extremity of want, can operate so

powerfully upon a mother, as to coun

terwork the force of nature, and the in

stinctive fondness every creature has for

its off-spring, to such a degree, as to in

stigate her to destroy the babe who is a

dearer part of herself, and the object, a«

I have been told, of the most pleasing of

p the human affections : And I am afraid

this hospital will have very little effect to

wards preventing such dreadful crimes,

when the parents of these unhappy in

fants know, it is more than three to one,

that they are icturned to them again':

Nay,
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Nay, perhaps (be despair and rage of such a tax be better appl ed, than to iffe

disappointment in such whose application suppott of an hospital, to recruit these

has been unsuccessful, may more effec- naval and land armaments wh ch other

coride ' n their unhippy infants to taxes are to support j nor can they reason-

the grave, than if no such foundation was ably object to this, as the hou:e is cb-

sn being. • liged to them for a considerable part of

The strange unfeeling carelessness of the its inhabitants. I therefore hurr.bly pro-

gay (art of the worln, and ths ill judged pose, that one shilling in the round be

severity of the more regular, have hitherto assessed on the teal and personal estate,

prevented such a provision from being made salary, &c. of every bachelor above the

as is necessary to render this hospital of ge- age os thirty, and sixpence on every nn-

aeral use ; nor can it ever answer the no- married woman of the same age : I lay it

be purposes for which it is intended, till in this proportion, both because the in-

some certain revenue is fettled on it, suf- comes of men, are in general much better

ficient to enable the governors, to raise than our*, and because their celibacy must

and support a build.ng, extensive enough be voluntary, which it must be allowed ii

to receive all who are offered, in the same *» not always the cafe with us.

manner at at Paris and Madrid. I cannot he'p fancying, that this expe-

Let thise who think it of importance, dient will please every bedy but the per-

•bot turn their thoughts to the infini'e va- sons concerned, and as thry are the least

riety of sudden and unsore een did esses useful part of the community, they have

in this vast metropolis, by which the pi - the least right to be considered. Whe-

rents of a legitimate off-spring, at least ther their continuing in a single state be

the more tender and helpless parent, by from just ft ib.c mo'ivei, or the contary,

the death or unavoidable absence of the Q the very circumstances of having no bur-

other, may be reduced to an incapacity of then upon their fortunes, but w hat merely

supporting a new. born infant, and they toncerns themselves, makes thitn of all

Will perceive at once the extreme charity others, the fittest to be assessed extraordi-

and usefulness of such a foundation as narily, to the support of a s.heme of

this, without supposing it intended be- such apparent pubhefc utility. But I d. ubt

fides, for the reception of such unhappy the celibacy of the men, when it much

babes, as owe their birth to their parents exceeds the term. I hive mentioned, it

guilt and f l.'y. " owing, for the most pait, to thtir hav-

It is extremely melancholy to reflect " ing set out in an irregular way of life,

upon (he many , unhappy infants who are and still persisting in it : And l know few

daily found exposed in the streets, and of the sisterhood, who are women of

the greater number who are destroyed as- condition, but owe the solitary staie, they

most before they see the light : One can- now heartily repent of, to fickleness, co-

Dot think without the exiremest horror, quetry, to mercenary exactions with re>

en those whose bodies were found putri- gard to settlement, or something equally

Sed in the river about a year since, and blameable and perverse. -

who I am afraid were not all destroyed E Those of either sex, whose celibacy is

by parish norses, tho' that is too often the not their fault, I am satisfied will contri-

cafe of such as escape the hands of (heir bute in (hit way to the good of the pub-

mothers, lick, without reluctance ; and as to the

I hope every gentleman, who has the rest, if (he levy should come from (htm

hinour of being entrusted by his country a little grudgingly, it will be on(y the just

with a feat in parliament, whatever may punishment of their sint. Ho wever at

be his political principles, will heartily the worst, it can be no hudstiip to be

concur in endeavouring to prevent such p charged with a burthen, they may at any
shocking accidents for the future, by en- r time quit themselves of by marking,

creating some way or other a fund, which There it one part of the unmarried,

h*at present so very insufficient, to an. who I am sure will be with me in wish-

swer the purpose of this foundation, and ing for the tax i Those who are so from

only serves to show what good it might the curse of avaricious parents, who love

do, if the revenne was plentiful and cer- their money so much better thin their

tain. children, that they will not part wih a

Our senators are now deliberating where reasonable proportion of it, to settle

to lay the taxes to provide for a war, G them happily in the world,; as in this

which appears to be unavoidable: A tax cafe I would' have the parents rated for

upon maids and batchelors has been of. the children, to the extent of their estates,

ten talked of j there can never be a bet- it would probibty put them upon laying

ter time to put the project in execution out their money for them in > much btt-

ttun the present ; nor can the produce of ter way. Besides (his, I tli nk it will

March, t7 j6. tu n to >
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furrish all such as have still an inclination country ; and the modern French map*

to enter into the holy state, but are afraid have marked out the (ame since the English

of being Lughed at, with a very decent have been in possession of it.

excuse : An ancient virg.n m»y plead, It is farther to be observed, that this

that really she hid no thoughti of chang- territory, in most of the maps printed

ing her condition } but the tax is heavy, btsoie the treaty of Utrecht, is called by

and it is very hard, that a virtuous wo- the lume of NovaScotia. Sown it also

man must be forced to contribute out of called by several antienr historians, an*

her fortune, to maintain the illegitimate accoidmg'y was demandtd by that name

brats of other people : A surly old batche- on the prrt of the crown of England,

lor too, may pretend dis Section to the in the tranlicticns previous to the treaty

ministry, and to iIkw that he will not be of Utrecht, whilst the French, in iheir

brought into their measure), may bits) h I pr»pof»!», affected to call it Acadie ; yet

maid Betty to church, without fearing the all the while both meant the fame coun-

jokes of his club. try : And since it was sometimes called

by one, and f;met:mes by the other, and
Tbtpir Reprrsctotio* <s b!i Mejfflj I Ritbt B cf entimes by both names ; it was agreed

to ACADIA, t<mt,*u,d}n,m p. 55. it last to be ceded by the mme of Nova-

BUT thirdly, As the Xllih article of th* Sc tia, or All Acad:e, and to put it beyond

trea'y of Utrecht transferred ever 10 all dispute, the cession of it was afterward*

Great Britain both Nova-Sci tia as well made by the name of Nova ScotU, other-

as Acadx with its antient limits ; it wai wi'e called Acadie.

necessary to set forth the letters patent, As therefore the right of the crown ot

or instrument writing, by which Nova- Gteat Britain to the country claimed by

Scotia was fust erected into a ClI ny, and Q the name cf Nova Scotia or Acadie, is*

from whence it originally took its name. founded on the Xllth aitic'e ot this treaty.

To this purpose the Engi sh commissaries; it may he proper here to insert the literal

produced the grant from king James the ttanll.tton of it, as follows.

F.tst, dated the icth of September, i6ti, <• The most christian king shall take

to Sir William Alexander, afterwards c re, on the fame day that the ratifica-

eail of Sterling, of certain distiicts and tions cf the present peace shall be ex-

territories in North-America, to be ever changed, to have delivered to the queen

after called by the name of Nova Scotia ; 0f G re it- Britain solemn and authentick

in which grant, all the lands, corinents D ]ettcra or instruments, by viitue wheriof

and islands, intended to be comprised un- the island of St. Christopher is to be pof-

cer that name, are there marked out by stfsed al;ne hereafter by British subjects ;

the fame northern, eastern, aud southern likewise Neva- Scotia, cr AU Acadie, with

limits, as we have before aferited to jtj antient limits, as also the city of Port-

Acadic. For this reason it may be sup- Royal, now called Annapclis-Royal, and

posed, the same territory was generally a|| ciher things in thole regions, which-

called ei-her by rrie or the other, or by depend on the said land, and islands, to-

both these names, except that Nova Sco- £ gether vrvh the dominions, propriety and

tia, if distinctly considered under this possession, and ail right whatsoever, whe-

grant, was bounded on the west by the lner by treaties, or any ether way ac-

river St. Croix ; and Acad.e, considered quired, which ibe most christian king, the

by itself, extended a little farther west- crown of France, or any of its subject*

ward to the river Pentagoe:. hut both have hitherto had to the f-id islands, lands,

are now included as one and the fame an[j fiM,t and the rnhabiranls rhereof, to

country, being so surrendered to Great- fce yielded and transferred to the queen of

Britain by the treaty of Utrecht. p Gre., B.lta,n, and to her crown for ever,

To these historical accounts was added r ., ihe most christian king now yields and

the evidence of maps, both antient and transfers all the said particulars r And that

modern, Fiench, Englisli, and neutral in such an ample manner and for™, that

ones j all which have extended ihe limit! ,he fubjtcts of the most clir.llian king shall-

of the countiy, marked by them to be hereafter be excluded from all kind of fifh-

Nova-ScUia or Acad.e, to comprise nut, ;ns jn ihe (aid seas, bays, ard other place*

only the whole cf the peninsula, but also on ,he coasts of Nova Scotia, that is t*>

part of the continent on the other side of s3y> 00 ft,ose which lye towards the tcuih-

the bay cf Fundi. And these maps wereG east, within th.rty leagues, beginning from

also relied upon to be so much the stronger t|le ,slarid coromoi ly called Sable, inclu-

evidcnce, if maps were ar all to be re- sively, and thecce goi'r g towards the south-

lied on, as the antient Englisli maps have wf ft •>

marked cut tins extent at the time when -rhc crown of Great Britain, in cmi-

the French were in posselhen cf th.C sCqu6..ce ot this cession, his ever since

insisted

A
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on iti rip lit to Nova-Scotia, or neighbouiing powers should think it neces-

All Aca""i- with the same antient limi t, sary to take a part in the dispute, ihey will

with which i: wia acquired and possessed find, frem the reason* her- produced, that,

by Francs, in Virtue of any former trea- by siding wi ll ut, they will side with tht

ties , or ot'lerways. Whatever therefore cause of truih and justice,

were the limits of this territory, at and
before rh- treaty of St. Geimain'i, in. »f Or. Whytt'i Obftruatumt M

i6j* ; or at and before the treaty of A 'bt Stn/ii ity cf tbe Parti tf Mem tni

Breda, in 1667 ; or at and bes-ire the ubtr Ammah. {Sup. 54 )

treaty of U'rechf, 17IJ; they aie still Whytt next proceeds to try whit

the fame, reconfirmed to h s maj.sty by \J further l.ghc diseases will throw upon

the ta-e treaty of .\ix la-Chapelle, in 17+8, this subject.

soon ed 01 the b.fn cf the former trea- " If ,laas he) the parts reckoned in.

(•ea ; by the IXtli article of which, after sensible by 0. . Haller were really delta-

fix r g ih: timei in which the particular tute of nerves, it would foil w, that they

reffc'uci n>. there referred to, wire to be g could in no cafe become the scat of pain-

made in the E?st arid West Irides, it is sul sensation ; and even supposing them

ft pulated, tha: evety thing besides should furnimed with nerves, but p ssessed only

be re -established on the foot they were, or of an obscure degree of feeling, it may

ought to have been, before the war. be thought, at least, not probable, that

The remainder of this conclusive piece, they can be the feat of those painful dis-

a lull, e'ear, and masterly an* eases commonly ascribed to them. In

' co what the French commissaries have order to set this matter in a proper light,

urged, in support of their system, pr.iv- it will be sufficient to distinguish between

jug, that they have eluded or evaded the parts in a found and in a diseased state,

point in question; mifciting, in several In a nod It .te, the feeling of many

instances, the proofs referred to, and parti of the tody is but very dull, which

thence, offering in he room of thereil, it altogether necessary to prevent the un

to substitute an .deal Acidie, not defer. b- easiness we would oiherways perpetually

ed in any !i firry, mentioned in any suffer, when our organs are stretched,

treaty, nor delineated in any map. pressed upon, Ac. in the comm n offices

As likewise an evident refutation of the of life: Such parts, therefore, when cut

Summitry Dt(«■$<>» »f tbt amittt Limi't vfQ or wounded, in a found stale, give little

A td r. In cjnciusion, ihc author fays, uneasiness \ but, if afterwards an inflim-

' Htri the.) we nrwy rest the question ; mation comes on them, they become tx-

a d to ''l it purpose, in lik- manner. a. tremefy sensible, and their over stretched

in the French discuisim, I have endea • vessel', and nervous filaments, Decision

vour-d to reduce tl.e arguments, on b oh intense pain, by which we are excited to

fidei, .iotj >t short a compass, as was endeavour the cure ot the disease,

consistent w th the necessary explanation It is certain, that the parts which are

of the points in ditpute: With this dis- mott sensible in a sound state, acquire a

f-rencf, t'-it', as .he French abstract'-' more acu'e feeling when inflamed. Thus

ha* lot owed the plan of their memo the stomach, which, in health, can bear

rats, m h«'' ci'ing ard quite niisconstm- the touch of wine, brandy, and other

irg th? a-ti Ijs of the treaty, on which punttent liquors, without being hurt, is,

the -ifc-ision s founded ; this treatise has when inflamed, often brought into con*

pursued the nobler example shewn in the vulfions by the mildest drinks ; and light,

£-ia-hfh memoial-, in openly describing wh ch gives no sensible pain to the eye in

what vrz tiam, an! in fi.rly producing a sound state, becomes intilerable when

the argunter.ts n support of it: With p this organ it inflamed. Nor can we

Ih.t fu.iiier difference also, that, aa the doubt, that the more insensible parti may

FrcnJi .ulh r s .uoes the alarm to all the acquire, when inflamed, or oiherways dis—

coerti of Europe, inflr.uatiog to them eased, a remarkable degree of sensibility,

•her own imagin.ry danger, and calling As often as there is an infla nm iti n,

out lor their j on: aid to reduce the all- efpecalry when tending to suppuration,

tarr«ssing po-ver of the English ; we, on ha any of the glands, as the parotids,

our ode, c- afire the dispute fimiy, as it tonsils, maxillanes, mammas testes, kid-

ought to be, be' wem 1I1- crown 01 France,, rteys, &c. the patient is tortured with
and ourftlvev ; far from desiring to in- *J pain, often, before the teguments are

v-lve all Europe in a general war, we affected, or even considerably stretched,

act only in our own defence, and make And is not this a much better proof of

reprisals for th? injuries we have re. the sensibility of these parts, than fchirri

ctived froai th-tse, who have invaded and other mdjlent swellings are of the

our rights, and were the first 3ggressora cunif.ry ?

U (hi cjja.rcl. So th«t, if any ol the Q^a The
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The fore-part of the eye. when infUm- ferent kind ; tho' little or no pain ii felt

ed, can bear the touch of no hatd or acrid at first, yet afterward*, not oniy the

fubil ince j and fungi riling from it, give whole arm is evidently pained and fwel-

very (harp pain, when fretted. led, but a particular hard (welling i* of-

In the rheumatism, joints, where the ten formed in the place where the wound

fk n is unftierc'icd and of the natural co- was made, from which a thin lymph

lour, and where no muscular fibres are issues ; and the patient does nut recover

placed, are severely pained on the least A. the full use of his arm for several months ;

motion, tho' dene without the efforts of nay, sometime* l-'fca the motion ol the el-

the patient, which must therefore depend bow j .int all together. And, that a wound

on the sensible ligaments and tendons ; in the tenden is, at least, sometimes the

since large branches of nerves, thus as- cause ot those symptoms that f How

Ircl.d, would produce convulsions of the blood- letting in the flexure of ihe arm,

muscles they serve, which do not hap- eppeared evidently in a patient who died

pen : Besides, in these cases, the pain i* in this place, some years a;o, of a fever,

not fejt where the large nerves are. occasioned l>y the pain, swelling, and in-

A contusion, by a fall on the great B summation, consequent upon opening

irocfcanter of the thigh, without caulirg the median vein ct ihe right arm, the

ee:h)m, sis, or swelling of the tegument*, teodo bicipi'is of which was swelled to

often brii gs, in a little time, racking pain near ten times its natural bulK.

on all the ou'fide of the th igh, leg and How very 'enfiWe tendons may be-

foot; whi h cor bnu.es obstinately for come when inflamed, appears 'rom vari»

mon hs or years thro1 the whole extent of ous oh'ervarions ; particularly one men-

the fascia lata. tioned by the learned Dr Van Swieten,

An mrl mmaticn of the periosteum, (Jos > nohltm n, who was seized with

as in the panaris, where the suppuration most terrible convulsions over his whole

h i; pens between this membrane and the body the moment hi* surgeon took hold

bone, nay, even the repletion of the ves- of one of the tend nc near his ankle,

fcls <f an over st etched periosteum, as mistaking it for a part of the fatty mem-

by heat or food in venereal nodes, give! brane.

very sharp pain. And, in the spina ven. ». Our au'h r ascribe" the pain of the

tosa, and other suppuration* of, the mar- gout to the Ikn or subcutaneous nerves,

row, pain is felt before any sign* of the _ and rot to th<- capfulæ or ligaments of

d.scale appear externally. " the joints affected. Bu* does not the ri-

These observations seem to demon- gidity of the join's, which the gout at

ftrate, beyond doubt, that many of those last produces, shew, that its feat is deeper

parts, which Dr. Haller would have ut than the (Vin or nerves below it ; and

believe to be insensible, are often the feat that the lig.mtnts of the articulations,

of remarkable pa n in the human body ; and tendons of the mule es which serve

:nd, I cannot help thinking, that, in for their motions, are affected ?

ether ex mples, where he endeavours to When one sprains his wrist or ankle,

assign a different feat of the painful fenfa- £ there is often no great pain felt immedi-

tion, he is mistaken, and is laying the ately ; but loon after, when the over-

foundation of dangerous practice. It will, stretched parts begin to (well and in-

therefore, be worth wbile to examine these flame, a considerable pain ensues, which

ca es. is greatly increased if the joint be moved.

I. He imagines that the pain, swet- Does not th; pain in this cafe preceed

ling, and inflammation of the arm, which chiefly from the over stretched ligaments

hive sometimes followed the opening of or tendons? It will be hard to persuade

Ihe median vein, must have proceeded, physicians, that it is owing to any

not from a wound of the tendon of the p received by the skin or subcutaneous

biceps muscle; but of the median or some neives. And, if the ligaments or ten-

other nerve. But, if this were the cafe, don* may be affected with pain from be-

why should not similar symptoms some- jng too much stretched, why may they

times follow bleeding in the cephalick or - not be the principal feat of that pain

jugular veins i In opening the jugular which affects the joints of gouty patients ?

vein, some nervous filaments are fre- Chalk stone* in a joint frequently give

quently wounded, and often occasion a sharp pain before they pierce the capfu-

iharp pain, as if the point of the lancet lar ligament, and before the skin is much

had been left in the wound ; this, hew- G stretched or red. Further, without al-

Bver, ge es off in a day or two, or sooner, lowing sensibility to the ligaments, let

without leaving any bad consequence. any one try to explain what my ingenioua

put the mischiefs which have followed friend Mr. Mcnro, and, I dare fay, many

bleeding in the median vein ace of a difT otheit, have oftencr than once seen in

practice,
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practice. A pea- issue, for a dropsy of inspiration in men, ii chiefly performed

the knee, put in with a caustick or a by the diaphragm, while the intercostal

knife, and dressed with the pea a con- musclei are scarce employed at all 5

nderable lime, created l.tile uneasiness to Wherefore, in inspiration, which pleuri

tic patient ; but, after a puncture of a tick patients perform with great caution,

lancet, made very near to where the the ribs may be supposed to alter their

issue was, thro' the c'apsula of the joint situation very little ; but, as the inferior

to let out the water, m ft racking pain part of the pleura must be somewhat

and inflammation ensued, which brought stretched by the descent of the diaphragm

the patient to the brink of the grave. in inspiration, it is no wonder the pain

3. Our author is of opinion, that the should be then most acute.

insensible dura mater cannot be the seat In women, especially such as are preg-

of a head ach or phrenitis. But how lit- nant, who use the intercostal muscles

tie soever this membrane may be in a na- more in ordinary inspiration than men,

tural state, yet, if it may be affected the pleura will be more stretched at that

with pain, as often as it is inflamed or time than during exspiration ; because the

obst rticted, it may still be, in many cases, B cavity of the thorax is increased in wide-

the seat of these diseases. In patients ness and depth, as well as length,

who have died of a phrenitis, the dura With regard to what the doctor fays of

and pia mater, at well^ss the corticil the ribs approaching each other in inspi-

subfUnce of the brain, have been found ration ; tho' this is certainly true of the

inflamed, suppurated, and mortified : superior ribs, yet I have some doubt.

And in those who, after recovering once whether it be so in the inferior ones :

end again of a phrenitis, have died of For, in a very full inspiration, I can with

other diseases, the dura and pia mater Q my fingers plainly feel the six or seven in-

have been found much thicker and haider ferior ribs recede from each other, and

than usual. approach again in the succeeding exipira-

As the head ach generally attending tion. Wherefore it must appear, that

fevers often begins several days before the inctease of the pleuhtick pain in time

any signs of a delirium appear, we can- of inspiration can be no proof, that the

not ascribe it to an obstruction in the disease has not its feat sometimes in the

cortical part of the brain, but in the dura plura.

or pia mater. Nor can this head-ach Upon ti'.e whole, altho' Dr. Haller's

have its feat in the exterior teguments of av experiments shew, that several parts of

the skull, oiherways, the pain would be animals are "posssled of a more obscure

increased by pressing the patt chiefly degree of feeling than has been commonly

affected, ai often happens in those perio- imagined ; yet it is hoped, the reader

dical head achs which seem to have their will, after weighing what has been said,

seat in the subcutaneous nerves, or peri- be far fiom pronouncing them altdgether

cranium. insensible, or condemning the uniform

4. Lastly, Dr. Haller thinks, that the opinion of physicians in all ages, con.

in: ei coital muscles, or large nerves run- £ cerning the parts which are affected in
rung between the ribs, are the feat of many diseases, and, instead of it, em-

tSe pleurisy, and not the pleura itself, bracing a doctrine which is fsr from be-

w^ch is insensible. But, if this mem- ing sufficiently proved, and may, if made

branc, notwithstanding its small degree a foundation for practice, be of fatal

of sensibility in a f und state, may be consequence."

affected with great pain, when inflamed ;
it will hardly be doubted, that it is some- Muted '/ de/lilliig Sia-Watir in doubt,

timei the feat of the plunsy : Since, in „ tit ujual $u»*tiif, i« ordtr it Jrefien it,

patients who have died of this disease, * h blwifg Stmvtn of Air riro' ibe diftiU

the pleura haa 'been found inflamed and ''"JT ««•■ From the learned and i»r<-

(nppurated. Dr. Haiis'i Pamftlet on that Sub-

Bat, besides the insensibility of the 1

pleura. Dr. Haller has brought another »Tp» H E doctrine after saying he found the

very plausible argument to prove, that \ effect of causing an incessant shower

the pleurisy can never have its feat in of air to ascend thro' the boiling liquor

this mtmbrar.c, viz. the patient's feeling in a still, to his surprize, to be very con-

the greatest pain in inspiration when rhe G fiderable, goes on thus : " The me

rit* arc brought nearer each other, and thod, which I used to blow showers

consequently when the pleura is less upon of air up through the distilling water,

the stretch than it was in time of exspi- , was by means of a flat round tin box,

ration. But the doctor has long ago very six inches diameter, and an inch and half

justiy obfcivcd, that ordinary and gentle deep j which is placed at the bottom of

eb«v
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the still, on f ur knobs or i-et half inch he equal to that of a body of water a

high, to mike room for the 1 quor to foot deep, and as broad a? the inner fur-

fprcid over the whole bottom of the still, face of Hut board. It will, therefore,

that the heat of the fire may cjme at it. be requisite, to add or tak? off weights.

In larger stills this box must be propor- according to the different depths of the

tionably larger, and have hiEher ieet. water in the still, at different periods of

AnJ whereas the mouth of .the st.ll is too the sime distillation. The bellows must

narrow for the tin box to enter, which . be proportionable to the size of the still,

box . <i lit to be within two inches as but r.ted nut be vcy large. Wherever

wide at the bottom of the still ; therefore the stills arc fixed in ships, .he air may

the box miy be divided into two parts, be conveye i to ihcm from the bellows,

with a hinge at one edge, or fide, an-i a cutter thro' a sma 1 leathern pipe, dis-

cla p at ihe oiher, to fix it together, when tended with spiral coiles of wi e, or thro"

in the still. This box must be of copi er Bamboo cane-, or broad small wooden

for distilling sea. water ; m m was mae'e pips'- I ke hollow fishirg rods,

of tin for other liquors also. The air- When I first destined in this ventili ting

pipe, which passes thro' rhe hetd cf the B way, in order to tstimate what tile ri.ffe-

still. Will help to keep the air- box Cnm rei.ee mijht be in the quantny dniil.cd,

moving to and fro by the motion of tin by that or the common method, I tried

(h o ; or, if that should not be fou.-d both ways, by» receiving the' distilled li-

s ffbient, thtee or sour small struts may quor into a quarter of a pint glass, esti-

be fixed to the fides of the air-b'.x. mating the times, by a perdu.um be.t-

They must reach to the sides of the ft 11. ire seconds ; wlieit I found, io my fur-

The cover and sides of the air b x were *" prize, that U metimes ihiee tmes mot

punched lull of - very small IiiIjs, or:e vis distilled by ventilation than by the

lourth inch distant from each ct'.ter, and usual way : But finding inequalities in
a'luut the twentieth part of an inch in ihe sm. ll q ian'iiies thus distil.ed, in or-

diameter. On the middle of the cover d:r the o.ore fully Mid assnedly to ascer-

or lid of this air-box, was fixed a nosil *Un ;hi true proporti' n the:e was in the

nioie than half in:h wide; which was twa mt li ds of distil ing ; I put three

fitted to receive, to put on, and take off gallons of water into the still, and, when

ibe lower end of a tin pipe, which was £) it boiled, put on the still-head, and fixed

twenty" inches long, ani pissed thro' a its noi'e ta the wurm tub p;e; which

h>e in the head of the still: Four inches tub was full o! cold w.ntr. Whtn it bad

o: 'he upper end of this pipe were bent di tilled for an hour, the receiver was in

to a crook, almost at a right angle to the slangy t-ken away And on mra urihg

upper stem, in order thereby to unite the ,the drilled water, I f.iu d it to be twa

crook to the widened nose of a pair of quarts and 4.^ cu-ick inches by a glasa

kitchen double bellows, by means of a divided into cubick inchc;. And a gal-

uVrt leathern pipe of calve -'kn. p Ion confining cubick or (bi.d inches.

The double bellows we:e bound fast to 11 this quantity if d stilled water, wh.ch was

a frame, at the upper put of the iron 1S6 cubick inch:», is cne lif^enth part of

n se, and at the lower handle, in order a ti l m.

C-'ie more commodioufly to work them. Then, filling the still a-, foil of water

And that the upper lulf of the doub'e as be! re, and wb.-n it b.gan to boil,

b ilo'.vj may duly rife and fall, in order rixrii the t.eid t. the (tin ^nd worn. tub,

ti caufe a constant stream of -ur ; (be- whith was full of col l -vac ; there waa

I'.J.s the usual contracting spiral spring* distil ed in an hour, with c urWntly blaw.

w-ili n fide) several fiat weights of lead p i.-.g Ihiweis of lush air op thro' the stil.

17a .1,1 be layed on the upper1 part ol the In g 1 quon, five quar's, l<.i"» by t'even

bellows, near the handle, with a hole in cubick inches, which is - -j 5 . jtln cubicle

i S -• i r middle, to fix them <m an aiaright inches, that i*, in. le Its, 11 -n the doubij

ir. hi pin fasttned on the billows ; that by of the qoint.ty r. at is riistil'd in the

ih-s means the weights may the mo e u'uil way. In ftve- l o her distillation*

roirimodiousti' be put on or taken off. of a qua t ;t a ti*.e, 1 f< und <h: quantity

t- r. avoiding to the different dep hs of diitii''d by ventilation, to he mire than

the liquor in the still, so will the force of the d'uoleot in t in the u'oal way; So

the included it, against the upper board G <h't the qu.r.ti'y ty ventilation, may at

01 the bellows, be more or less. Thus, a rr.cd.um clhma'cd ihcd.uble ot the

sn posing the depth of the wa'er in the usual distillation. It is t'ns well known

sti.i to be twelve inches from the furl ice pitperry of moving air, to carry aljlgj

ot the depressed witer i:i the air box, with it a coriiicki a^ie quantity of adj .10-

th?n the pressure of the inclul.d air a- ir.g. vapour, at alfa of falling water to

gi.ntf the upper part of 'he ktl;-*-i, v/JJ cany much air down along with it.
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It i» to be hoped therefore, that so con- will be well to try this method, in hopes

Perable an increase in the quantity dis- thereby to increase she quan'ity of water

tuied, will be of great bent lit to naviga- that is distilled. The hole in the head,

tion, as it may be done in less time, and or upper part of the still, is to be (lopped

with lei's fire. with a fin II plate of c"pp:r, so fixed as

lo the account of Mr. Appleby's pro- to turn to and fro ever the hole,

cess for making sea -water fresh, which is Dr. Butler used capital soap lees in tho

published by order of the lords of the « proportion of a wine quirt to 15 gallons

Admiralty, (fee • Vol. xxiii. p. 41.) it of sea-water, which sufficed tor four or

is said, that a still which contains 20 five times repeated pourings in of more

salons of water will distil 60 gallons sea water int > the (bil. But as I have

in 10 hours with little more than one found that a small quantity of chalk has

bushel of coal* 5 and therefore 1.0 gal- the fame good effect, and is cheaper, and

Ion* in 10 hours, with little more' more easily to be had, it is therefore pre-

than two bushels of coals. And by ven- ferable to soap lees.

talatton 140 gallons, or a tun ; and 14. Now supposing, that in a sixty gun

gallons may be distilled in 20 hours, B ship, the 110 tuns of water, for lour

making an allowance for the times of months use, were distilled at the expence

heating those st. It full of cold water 5 of three bushels of coals to a tun, this

and a still something larger and w der, would consume nine chaldrons of coals :

will distill a tun in 14 hours ; which will And as a chaldron of coals weighs . !> u:

more than suffice for a 60 gun ship with a tun and half, hence it appears, that

400 men, wh. fe provision of water for coals will distill about eight times their

four months is about no tuns. And quantity of water. And the no tuns

larger ships may either have proportion- p of water weighing (at the rate of 22^0

ably larger stills, or else two of them. pounds to the tun) 138 tons ; and the

As for merchant ships with few men, a nine chaldrons of coals weighing 13 tons

(mall still will be sufficient. and half, that is 94 tons and half less

The second siz=d stills contain 10 gal- thin the no tons of store- wjter j and

Ions, and will produce 60 gallons in 10 allowing 24 tons and half for the still,

hours, with hilt the above-mentioned water-casks, and coals, there will be 70

fuel ; and by ventilation 120 gallons. tuns weight of stow.ge saved thereby for

The least stills contain five gallons, and other ules. Or if feme tuns of store-

will produce 31 gallons in 20 hours ; and D water are carried by way of precaution,

by ventilation 64 gallons in to hours. which it will be adv.scable to do, efpe-

Now supposing a still to con'ain 25 cially at first, till they can be assured, by

gallons, and that four parts in five of it, repeated experience, what quantity can

viz. 20 gallons are distilled off ; then, in be depended upon by distillation ; even

order to distill a tun, or *to gallons, the then about half the tannage will be

still must be emptied, cleansed and re- saved, which will be a very material ad-

fiUed eleven times ; and if the whole be vantage,

done in 24 hours, full 16 of thfse hours p
w.ll be taken up in d.st.lling at the ra e C To tbt A U T H O R of tkt L O N D 0 N

of a g»ilon in about four tninu'es and MAGAZINE,

half ; and the remaining eight hours of
the 1 4, being divided inio 1 1 equal parti , ■» ^'3«ni*r " ""French Rtflj in relation t*

they will be e'eh near 44 minutes toj Lucia.

emp'y and cleanse the still, tp refil it, j e ■ . a .
, _ , , u i- _ Fruflra fit ftr tlura quod fiirl pttest pir

and give the sea-water a proper boiling - i

distilling he»t : Whither this can be done '"'

in so short a time, must be known by ex- F SIR,

perience, and ought therefore first to be THAVE often observed both in plead-

tried at land. J. ing ard writing-, that a good cause is

Dr. Bu ltr, in h s lately published Me- generally confourded ard rendered ob-

shod of procuring fresh Water at Sta, feure by a multi ude of words or argu'

prepefts the pouring in mote sea-water ments, therefore an »He orator who it

into the (tin, thro' a funnel f.xsd in a sure of the justice of the cau'e bs is to

small hoie in the head or upper part of plead, w ll observe. Ihat argument upon

the still, when more than half the former q which the justice of his cause chkfly de-

water 11 diltJ.'cd off ; by which means penrls, and neglecting, or very si ghtty

the water in the fi ll will sjon acquire a touching, any of the tell, will Hate that

distilling heat ; and this to be repeated argument in its clearest light, and enforce

several times ; but then it will be requi- it in the shortest but in the strongest man-

site to add each time more chaltc, in such rer ; whereas, when he finds he has the

proportion as shall be found requisite. It misfortune of being engaged to support a
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bad cause, he will endeavour by a flow of well acquainted with the Caiibbee Islands

oratory to confound that argument which before the year 1617, but had actual!/

ia the most conclusive against him, and taken possession of, and begun to settle in

enlarge upon those arguments which are the island of Barbadoea, by authority of

of the least importance to the decision of Jamea I. who died March 17, 171;. a*

the cause. This last method is what the appears from a law passed in th it island

French commissaries have very artfully in 1666, intitled. An An AS fir tbt teitir

chosen in their reply to the answer of our a ascertaining the Lavii cf rb 1 IJland, which

commissaries relating to the Island of St. enacts, " That all such acts and statutes

Lucia j and as by this method they may as have been made and published in this

impose upon some weak readers, I shall island, or confirmed by any governor and

beg lejve by means of your most useful council, by virtue of any commission

Magazine to g,ve them a rejoinder. from king James I. king Charles I. or

In this dispute between the French and Jung Chtrles II. or with the assent and

us, our right to St. Lucia is founded fiist consent of, &c." From hence we must

upon prior discovery, and secondly updn conclude, that some pf their laws were

prior occupancy or settlement. As to B made and published by virtue of a com-

the first, if our dispute were with the mission from king Jimes I. and if the

Spaniaids, I shall giant, that we must records of this island had not in the fame

give up the point ; but in a dispute with year been all destroyed by fire, ue should

the French, it is evident, that we disco- have been able to have determined mere

vered not only St. Lucia, but all that certainly when it was first fettltd, aa

string cf islands called the Caribbees, well as several other points which cannot

long before any of the people of France now be authenticated for want of proper

failed or traded to that part of the world, q records.

unless they were employed as sailors on Then with regard to St. Christopher's

board the Spanish galleons, or on board tho* the French author, father Teitre,

our trading ships, or afterwards on board fays, that M. Esnambuc arrived there

our privateers ; for by the treaty between about the fame time wi h Sir Thomas

Henry VIII. and Charles V. in 1544, Warner, yet from that French historian's,

cur merchants had leave to trade with own words, it it plain, that Sir Thomas

the Spaniards in the bay of Mexico, which had been there some time before M. Ef-

they continued to do until 1668, when, n namMic arrived ; for after having told
without any just caure, and in direct " us, that M. Esnambuc found some French

breach of this treaty, they seized three there (other historians fay he found Eng-

fhips out of five which had been sent to lifh as well as French) who lived in a good

trade with them in lhat bay by Sir John correspondence with the natives, and sup-

Hawkins, one of our merchants ; and ported themselves by those provisions

an open ruptuie happening the very next which were liberally furnished them by

year between the two nations, all the the natives ; his words are,

Spanish coasts in America, especially those Dam le meme tempi one As. d'Esnimbuc

in the bay of Mexico, were often visited £ arriva i St.Cbrifttpbe, uncapitaine Argloit,

by our men of war or privateers, during nemmi rVaemard, oat avut tie avfii mal

tha whole residue of queen EliZ btth's uaitl qut lui par quelquel ESpaimln, y ttott

reign ; and as all ships passing to or from dtjctndu en im aatrt qnarticr : Cet AngUit

Ihe bay of Mexico, must pass thro* the viveit dam la mime intelligence ante lit fan-

.Caribbees, we must suppose, that our *«/*■, ft »•» Franeeit *.

people were well acquainted with all of In Lngjish thus • " About the fame

them, long before the beginning of the time that M. Esnambuc airivtd at St.

reign of Charles I. That they were so is p Christopher's, an English captain, called

apparent from the charter granted by that Warner, who had been equally wiih him

king to the ear I of Carlisle, wherein all maltreated by some Spaniards, had landed

the chief of these islands are particularly at another part of the island : This Eng.

mentioned by name ; and on the other lilhman lived in the fame good correspon-

band, it appeal s from the commission dence with the savages, as our Frenchmen

granted about the ftme time by cardinal did."

Richlieu to M. Esnambuc, that very few How could the historian fay, that this

of them were known so much aa by name Englishman lived in the fame good corre-

to the French; for in that commission, G fpondence with the savages, as the French-

no one of these islands is mentiontd by men did whom M, Esnambuc found there,

name but St. Christopher's and Barbs- unless this Englishman had been therefor

does, both of which were then in our some time before M. Emambue's arrival ?

posscssi n, either in whole or in part. It is therefore evident, that Sir Thomas

We had not only discovered, and were Warner had taken possession of St. Chris

topher's

* Sit tbt dtcumenti freduced by tbt Trtntb antmijsariex, N° 4,
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lopber's before M. Esnambuc's arrival 5 of (hem, as much as the discovery of on*

but u he 'was afraid of being attacked by part of an isbnd gives a right to exclud*
tbe natives, he was willing enough to any nanon fi«m fettling in any other parc

enter into a fort of partnership with the of that ill ind. This was the foundation

French lor their mutual defence, against of that extensive grant to the earl of Car-

faviges with whom no treaty or agree- lifle ; ar.d upon the fame foundation it

me .t could be depended bn ; and from was, that king Charles II. inOiufUd the

the patent granted to the earl of Carlisle, lord Willoughhy in 166} , to endeavour

and th: h,;to:y of that parent, it is cer- to (heighten and distress the French, and

tain, thit Sir Thomas Warner was si ft to dispossess them, if any fair advantage

lent out by (hat earl, and was perhaps for that purpose should osser ; for such an

a partner with him in the adventure) for instruction he had a right to give, and

the grant of the Catibbce islands to that also a right to carry it into execution, in

earl was made by King Jimes I. before time of peace as well as war, as we had

his deith ; but he dying before the patent not given them up or departed from cur

could pass the seals, his lordship was ob. right by prior discovery to any one of

lited to have a new grant from king B those islands ; and as we have never yet

Charles I. and the patent, upon this fe- given up or departed from our right to

cond grant, did not, it is true, pass the St. Lucia, we have still, upon the toun-

(eili until the second of June, 1627. This dation of prior discovery alone, an indu-

hswever, - did not retaid Sir Thomas bitable right to that island ; and may,

Warner's return with a reinforcement either in time of peace or war, take the

for the colony be hid left at St. Christo- first opportunity to drive any violent or

cher's ; for father Teitre, after having thievish intruders nut of it.

told us, that M. Efnambuc did not return Q But to this island if St. Lucia we have

(hither until the second of May, 1627, in- a more substantial right, a right notori-

forms us, that capt. Waernard, as he oufly known, and a right acknowledged

calls him, was returned some time before, even by the French themselves, which is,

and received Al. Efhanibus with great joy that of prior occupancy or settlement,

and politeneis. Therefore it is ridiculous They acknowledge that we actually settled

in the French commissaries to insist so this island in the year 1619, anc they do

much as 'hey do upon Richlieu's comm.s- not so much as pietend, that they (hen

non to M. E'hambuc being prior to king disputed our iettling it, or that they had

Chirlea's grant to the earl of Carlisle. ^) a ri^t t0 dispute it. If we had (hen an

As to the inference drawn by the indisputable right to settle it, how have

French commissaries from their language we lost this right ? They lay, by deielic-

bting better understood by the native Ca- tion and prescription. 'I his brings the

ribbeans than English, it is equally ridicu- dispute to a short issue. Did we ever de-

luus ; for if the fact be true, it la no relinquish ic in such a manner as to give

proof ihit they had trided with savages any one a right to take possession of it ?

who never had any thing to trade with: Did they possess it in such a manner, and

It is only a proof that some French fillers E for such a time, as can give them a right

had deserted from the Spanish ships, or to hold it from us by prescription ?

from ours, and for fear of punishment These two questions 1 shall now very

hid taken refuge among these Birbarians ; briefly examine ; and shall begin with de

fer the vulgar Fiench have always been, reliction; as it is from cur pretended de-

aod st.ll are, more apt to consort, and to reliction, and from this alone, that they

contract a familiaiity with the natives of can draw any right by prescription.

America, than the very lo .vest of the Eng- By the civil Roman law any thing is

lisli ever weie ; and from sceh deserters, said to be derelinquished, when a man

it it to be supposed, (hat the native Cahb- throws away or abandons the possession

beans first learned their French. ot what belongs to him, with an inten-

With regard to (hat of the first discovery, tion that it shall no longsi be considered

it is theiefore evident, that we had not only as a part of his property: Prt dertiBe

difeove-ed all the Caribbee islands, hut auttm babttur, yuod liammut ea mtnte abjecem

had actually settled one of them (Barba- r/r, u: id in mimtra rtrum juarum ejj'c nt'.it

does) befoie the French knew so much This necessarily implies, that the proprie-

as their names, consequently we had all tor must at the time be a free agent ; for

th: right that prior discovery could give G a man under force or fear cannot be sup.

to (hose islards ; and as they lye in such a pestd to have any such mind, design, or

(king, (hat every one cf them may in a fair intention, even though he should declare it

day be seen from the next adjacent, this in the most express terms > On the con-

gave us a right to exclude the French, if trary, his declaration must be supposed to

we had th:ught si:, from settling in any one proceed from the same fores or sear that

Much, 1756. R WM

• i'Jlitut, Imfiritl. Lib. u, lit, 46,
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was (he cause of bia pretended dereliction. self os St. Lucia until theyeir 1650 j for 14.

If a highwayman sh uld with a pistol at yean it not surely a suffi-ient time tor giv-

my breast force me to throw my purse ing any one a right to an estate by prescrip

tion the ground, and to ride < ff, after rjon. But 1 (hail take no advantage against

having declared that I d d so with an in- them, and theiesore will allow that they

t-n'ion never more to look on it at mine, took possession of Si. Lucia at the end of

would his taking it up vrst the pn perty the year 1640; for we must distinguish'

cf it in him ? If by compiny'. coinirg ^ between the time os th:ir taking posses-

up he should be obligtd to ride off with. sic n of the island, by sending a garrison

out taking it up. and an innocent man ththcr, and builling a sort of foit, and

should afterward* find it, could the finder the time of their beginning to plant the

fcave any right to detain it, as er my island, by wh<ch mcam we Stall reconcile

proving it to be mine ? Sutely no. And iheir two historianE, father Tertre and

it' it should be picked up by a fmm cimmi, father Labat, the latter of whom ex-

by the highwayman'* partner upon the P'i<#y s»y», that M. du Parquet, gover-

road, surely, he would have less right to fl nor of Martinique, took possession of St.

detain it. B Lucia towards the end of 1640; and

No man therefore who by force or fear, even father Teitre cinnot otherwise be

or any other sort of necessity, is compelled re onciled with himself, for he says, that

to throw away or abandon his property, M. de Parquet bemg upon the point of

can b: said to dertlmquish it. Eut th s going to France to treat with the corn-

was the very cafe of our people's aban- pany abrut ihc purchase of Martinique

dotting St. Lucia in 1640 : Most of and Granada, and seeing St. Lucia aban-

th-ise that wete there, were massacred by doned by the English, resolved to take

the savages, and those that escaped the Q possession ol it before he departed, Sgc.

massacre were forced to abandon tt>e island Now it is- to be observed, that before

for the safety of their lives. Fiom hence (he year 1640, the (eitliment of the

therefore the French can plead no derelic- French islands was cariied on at the rifle

tion on our part ; but fay they, a derelic- and expence of a company, and the pro-

fion may bet presumed from your future petty ot all these islandi, at well as all

conduct, because for many years you ne- profits accruing therefrom, were to belong

ver attempted to repossess that island, no, to the company ; but M. du Parquet

■Ant even after you knew that we had taken hea hag* that the company were to be im-

possession of it; and upon this p-esump- ^poweted to sell such ol these islands, or

tion we put ourselves to the expence of such paits of any of them, aa they thought

fortifying and defending it against the tV, to private advtnturtrs, as they acts-

savages. Ftench presumption, I shall a ly wete by a grant, dated January 19,

grant, is not to be doubted of, but they 1641 -f*, he resolved to go home to treat

sometimes find it very ill sounded j and abour a purchase, and took possession of

it was never worse founded than in this St. Lucia hetorc he departed ; but his

case; for every one knows, and they vety purchise not bring compleated until the

well knew, the circumstances this nation E year 1650, he contented himself with

was in from the year 1640, to 1660 ; and keeping only a smart garrison in St. Lucia,

it is a general rmxim, that an intention and probably made the lavages believe,

to derelinquish is never to be presumed, that he kept it there only to prevent the

if another cause can be assigned : Cruiias return of the Er.gl fh, whereas, he no

expressly fays, Er altj causa turn cppunl, sooner got his purch <se compleated, than

ttffal ctnjreiuia viluntarh*. This there' he begin to pl<nr Sr. Lucia, as well al

fote may have been Ftench pre u.nption, Granada, boih which, with Martinique,

but it could not be the presumption of „ were included in his purchase, and this

any just or reasonable man j and our go. ** stirred up a general Insurrection of. the

vernment was no sooner resettled, than natives against him That this it the true

we made them seel that they had been histrwy it the moie probable, as it appears

mist ken. from his purchise need, that he was not

Thus it isevdrnt, that before the year in Fiance in the year '6eo, the affair

liii, when we repossessed ourselves of St. having been transacted by his attorney or

Lucia, it cannot be so much as pretended, agent J, and it is ce:tain, that he never

that we had lost our right to settle it by de- was afterwards in France,

reliction. Can it be said, th it the French G 1 am therefore fully convinced of the

had by (hat time acquired a right rn it by truth os what father Labit says, that M.

prescription ? Here, in order to justify the du P.rquet fii st took possession of St. Lu-

conduct of their governor of Martinique, cia towards the end of 1640; and at he

they very much weaken their own erase, wag so very quick in seizin- upon that

by pretending thai he did not possess him- island, after the massacre of the English,

it

• Pi Jure Billi et Pttit, Lit. ii. Cos. iv, § 5. N15 t. t frenct dntmtnti, N° 15.

J Ste diltl, N° I*.
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it ii a sir r r presumption, that he wai did not take possession of it until the year

coder hind the author of that maffa- '65°, he could not then pretend to a^y

ere, which preiumptinn was enforced by title for these reasons : F-rst, Because the

the late conduct, I may say the continual only title he could pretend was that of our

conduct of the French in North Ame- hav.ng derclinquifhcd the island, which

rica. every since tli y could approach ;he he could not suppose either from the

confines of any of our settlements. But manner of our people's leaving it, os*

whether be was rtally guilty of ihis pieces Irom any future fact or declaration of

of barbarity or no, it is evident, th.t the our , and ten years was too short a time

French have not any one of the requ, sites whereon to found a supposition of our

whereon to i rm a right by ptescr ption. intention to derelinq.iifh an rsi.r.d at such

Thole requisites are a feasible title, a a distance from cur feat of government.

inj fiiex, or belies of being the only true And, second y. He knew (hat this nation

proprietor, and a sufficient Length of time, was during that whole time involved in

Fuffcndoitf *s words are, Vidcdum q*oque a civil war, and consequently unable to

tft de nio aiqvirtndi utodo, quoit, qui ta «'i- execute any national indention \ so that

pjs'jp*—* *«»<> fi*<, •' j 'ft' limk 'ft 8 we were in one of those cases in which

airpiui, tt ettra eont'aditiiontm per longutn Grotius tells us, that no dcielict on is to

temportt sfatium ebtiuuit, flinam ejusdem rei be presumed fiom silence, or not acting.
frtfritiaitm rantif itur : •« We arc likewise His words ate, Std ut ad dfeliflionem pi*

■ th.it method of acquisition, by jumendam vateat Jt'rurium duo rrquvur.tur, ut

which a m»n who has gotten possession of filentium Jit fcitntii, et w Jit itbeie volentnf j

(lie property of another, by a feasible ti- and Huffendorf expressly fays, that even

tie and a laic conscience, and ha:ti also prescription itself does not run against a

held ib iC possession for a considerate time Q nation during the time of its being in.

without dispute or interruption, obtains volved in civil war : fadt aqu'jfimum tft,

the full property of the thing, or estate ut ad p>*tjciif.tioutm non vaieat ilt.d timput,

thus possessed *." A feasible title is vvfien quo eit/itn be vm tntra sua vifitra babmt £.

we have got the possession of a thing by Thus the French could not even in the

any ot tho e methods by which the pro- year 1650, pretend to any feasible title

petty os things is vested in the possessor, fur their possession of the island of St.

such as occupancy of what did not then Lucia, and consequently could not have

bebrg to any one ; or by which the pro- any boua fidtt, or belief of their being

perty it transferred frrm one pei son to *J the only true proprietor ; and the time

another, such as purchase, donation, sue- from 16 o, to 1664, was not sinewy a time

cession, Sfc Bon* fid,! is • belief that the 'sufficient for giving them a prescriptive

title by which we acquired the possession right to a real estate, much less a dumi.

was a good title, tho' it was not leally so. nion, even though this nation had been in

And a sufficient t me by the law ol na- a quiet and settled state j but every one

tore and nations, is that which is beyond Iciows thit it was, during ten >eais of

the memory of man, consequently cannot that time, in a molt ut settled state, and

he supposed to be less than forty or fifty £ subject to an usurpation. Therelore king

years, because there a e numbers of men Charles, upon his restoration, had a right

who c n very well remember what hap- to lock upon their possession of thit island

pered forty or fifty years ago ; though this as an invasion of his property ; and con-

cime has been shortened by the civil laws sequen'ly, even in time of peace, and

of most societies, (or the fake of quieting without any declaration of war, he had a

fxsscfjion, and preventing law suits. right to seize his prrperty ; for even Gro-

Now it is apparent from their own con- tins, who is extremely circumspect, tells

session, this the French cannot pretend to us, that in such a cafe the law of nature

any one of these requisites, whereon to F does not ■ require any declaration of war,

(bond a prescriptive right to the island of Ntque mawit ur natural jut indiHio ntitjjaria

St. Lucia, which they fdmit so have be- eft, Ji domtnut rei ft/a mmum imjtttrt webt ||,

longed to us in ^^*ro, For if M. du Par- Nor do the laws even of civility and good

quet tock possession of it at the end of manners, nor even a love of peace, re-

thit year, with a design to appr. pr ate it quire a previous requisition, when there

to himself, or to h s rwn nation, it was is good reason to believe, that such a le-

a most urjust wv-fVn of our property, ' quisirion would only serve for giving the

consequently he could ne.thrr have snyQ invader time to prepare for supporting his

title, ncr any thought of his betn< the invasion ; and this was what king Charles

only true pi opt ieter ; ncr is the time fom had very good reason to believe, from

■ oto, to 1664., a sufficient time for csta- the sale made of this very island by the

bUshing a ptesciiptive right between two French company to M. du Parquet in the

independent nations. And supposing he year 1650 §, which was before they could

R a claim

* tttv efUiturt aud Nuticrt, Book iv. Cb. xii. I. f De Jure Belli fits P*tii, Lit. ii.

Cip. iv. ij. 5. N° 3. J De Jure Natwet & Gentium, L-b, iv. Cap, xii. <j. e. *dfiner*.

\ D. Jut Btlli IS Pacit, Lib, in. Cj/>. ui. §. 6. N? 1. % Tteuetdtum N« it.
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claim any right (0 it by prescription, and,

according to our madern F encli ccmm ssi-

r.es, before they could cl.iim any right by

occupancy.

From all which it is trident, tha? in

the year i6jo, we had a right to the island

of St. l.ucia by prior occupancy, acknow

ledged by the French themselves ; that

from our manner of leaving it in that

year no dereliction could be presumed ;

that from no future fact or declaration

of ours a dereliction could be presumed ;

that consider in; the circumstances this

nation was in from the year 1640, to

1660, n<> dereliction could be presumed

from our silence, or our not returning to

resettle in that islind ; and that from the

year '650, to the year 1664, was not a

suffic ent time for giving the French a right

to it by prescription, even supposing that

they hid in the year i6;o really thought

that we had derelinqu shed our property

in that island, and that we had been du

ring that whole time in a peaceable and

settled condition. To this 1 shall add,

that of all forts of (feasible titles dere

liction is the most precarious, because

si m the na'ure os inarrffind it is so apt to

be supposed by an intruder without any

just foundation ; and therefore it was ex

pressly declared by the civil law, that no

such supposed dereliction shill be a foun

dation for prescription : Ntmo ptttfl pro dc-

relitio ujutaptre, qui si/ft cxijiimaverit rem

fro dtrcliRo habitant rjst *.

I now come to examine whether wr>

have lost our right to the island of St.

Lucia, and the French have gained a right

to it, fine* the year 1664 ; and 1 distin

guish between the time before and after

that year, because I shall shew, that to

our former titles by prior d.scovtry and ■

prior occupancy, or settlement, we then

added a title by purchase from the na

tives, and soon alter a title by treaty with

the French, in terms as explicit 36 can be

m'Ac me of by the words ot any language.

In this enquiry too, as well as /he for

mer, I shall found upon no facts but what

are acknowledged' by the French them

selves, or ettablilhed by the documents i

which they themselves have produced,

They acknowledge then, that in 1663,

we mode a purchale of this island from

the natives t This purchase we did not

make, nor had any occasion to make, tor

strengthening our title against tlic F;cncb ;

we made it with a view only to prevent

' the natives, if passible, from disturbing the (

infant colony we designed to plant in that

island j and as they had made the sale to

us, whether this was a breach of any

treaty they had made with the French, or

1 ino, is was certainly obligatory upon them

• Jvfl.iiic1" t>:l'ft', l*z> 6,

Occupancy, &?f, March

not to disturb us in the possession of what

they had said to us ; but experience ha*

since taught us, that no agreement wet

can make with any of the American na

tives can signify any thing, if French

rriissijqaries can get footing among them ;

for even during the most profound peace

between the rwo nations, these pretended

' christian priests never cease to instigate

such natives to rob and murder our

people.

In pursuance of this agreement with

the natives, and of the right, which I

have shewn, we had to repossess our

selves of the islind of St. Lucia, we sent

a colony thither in 1664., and drove the

French intruders from thence ; but as we

were then engaged in a war with the

Dutch, no supplies could be sent from

hence, and our people of Barbadoes neg

lecting, or not being able to fend proper

supplies, this infant colony was again

forctd, by famine and other misfortunes,

to abandon that island, Jan. 6, 1666 •» ;

and war having been declared against us

on the 16th of the fame month, hy the

French in support of our then enemies

the Dutch, it was impossible for us to re

possess ourselves attain of that ifland before

the treary of peace at Breda in 1667 ; but

in that trea'y care was taken to have the

following article inserted.

ii. " she most christian king shall

'also restore to the king of Great- Britain,

in the form already mentioned, the islands

of Antegoa and Morttferrat, if they are

at this time in his possession ; ard even

all the islands, countries, fortresses, and

colonies, which may have been conquered

by the arms of the most christian king,

before or after the signing of this treaty ;

and such as were in the possession of the

king of Great- Britain before he began

the war, fwhich has an end put to it by

this treary) against the stares-general of

the Uin.cd Provinces of the Low-Coun

tries. And the king of Great-Britain shall

reciprocally restore and give up to the most

christian king, in the f -m already ex

pressed, all the islands, countries, for

tresses, and colonies, in what part of the

world soever they are situated, which he

was in possession of before the first of

January, 1665 6, and which might have

been taken from him by the arms of the

king ot Great Britain, before or after the

signing of the present treaty,"

Now the on<y two particular times to

1 wh'ch it is possible to suppose that this

aiticle can refer, are the commencement

of the war with the Dutch, which was

in November, 1664, and the first of

January, 1655-6 ; and at both these par

ticular times we were, by the French

own
■f Frearifrf mamritj, ^. 81.
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cwn account, in possession of the island fortify themselves in the island of St. Do

cs St. Lucia •« Nay the first of Jan- minico than in that of St. Lucia ; be-

lary was certainly inserted with design to cause the forrrer was nearer to Mariinico

relate to that island, because it was then than the latter j because the savages were

known that we were in possession of it more numerous in the former than ever

01: that day, but had been obliged to they were in ihe latter; and because the

leave it on the 6th of the same month. trade winds savoured an attack from the

Therefore if the French were in posses- ^ foimer, but were directly contrary to an

fcn of it at the time of their signing this attack from the latter : Thereforr, what

treaty, they were by this article obliged they pretend could not be the tiue and

to restore it as. soon as we should please only reason for their takirg potlcssicn of,

to demand it, and if we had never, to and raislng a small fort in St. Lucia ; but

this very day, demanded it, they would if we consider, that there is an excellent

now be ob iged to restore it as soon as natural harbour in the latter ; that it had

we made the demand, as this treaty not been attempted to be settled by us, and

only stands upon record, but must be that it lay more convenient for making an

understood to have been revivtd and con- B attack upon us in Barbadoes, we may

firmed twheie not altered) by every ge- easily guess at the true reason. How-

ntral trea y of peace between the two ever, admitting that the reason they give

oatoni since that time. And as the de- was the true and only reason, all they

minding or settling of an island which can from thence pretend is, that upon

belongs to us, is a single act which, like our return lo that island they h d an

rhe redeeming of a pledge, we may do equitable claim to be leimbuised the ex-

when we find it convenient, they cannot pence they had been at, so far as that

so much as pretend to any dereliction on q expence might be of advantage to us ;

our part, or any presenption on theirs, lor if a man builds a house upon my

since the treaty of Brtda, even tho' they ground, this surely would not give him a

had been all along in the actual possession right either to the house or the ground -.

of that Island ; for Crotius fays, Jwa He would not have so much as an equita-

vers qu* ran babtnt qmiidiar.um txtreitium, tie claim to the expence he had been at,

sal frmt! ubi cemmittum grit, ut luitio pigro- unless it was apparent that the house

rrj 'on cwntmtkr nijl tx jut temple in- might be of advantage to me, and so lar

ttrr'JJir frrhibitiOf cijue parttum eft turn fuffi- only his claim could extend.

ciaut cnfem]*iJtptficavowt \. ButihetruihD The other pretence is that most ex-

is, I believe, that they have never been traordinary acknowledgment which they

in time of peace properly in possession cf extorted trom six of our countrymen in

fhat island s Seme of their people may gieat distress at Martinico : This piece of

have been clandestinely in it from time management, I am surprised, the French

to time, and may sometimes have built commissaries were not ashamed to men.

themselves houses, and peihaps raised tion ; for, from their own account, it ap-

panta'ions, but I question if they ever peaistohave been as knavish a trick ai

had any sort of government established g ever was played even by a French mini-

there, because the present French com- nistcr : They do not pretend that these

CTisseries have not given us the name of six men were officers or men of any rank

any one of their St. Lucia governors since in our colony of St. Lucia, or that they

1664, tho' they hive given us a very ex- had a letter, or any other authority in

act list of a l their governors of that writing from cur governor of that isl.ind :

island from 165c, to 1664. It is thertfore evident, that they were

I have now established our right to St. six rascally fellows, who had deserted

Lucia upon so clear and so'id a soynda- from our infant colony, and who finding

tion, that I have no occasion to give par- ** themselves in danger of starving at Mar-

ticular answers to the multitude of argil- ti. ico, begged of the French governor

roens made u'c-of by the French com- there to fend them to Barbadoes : This

misiaries in their rep y, because every distress he took' advantage of, made them

reader must now fee, that they are either assume the character of being deputies

false, or nothing to the purpose. How- from our governor of St. Lucia, and as

ever, I ca.-not conc'ude without taking such to sign the declaration or acknow-

■otice of two pretences they have setup, ledgment he had drawn up for that pur-

the fist of wheh if, that it was r.ecef- Q pose, before he would premise to give

sary for thrm to tike possession of, and them any assistance,

to fortify themse'vea in St. Lucia, in or

der to secure their island of Mattinico Aaipe nunc Damum injidiai, et trim**

against an atta.k from the savages. For ' ab uno

this purpose:: was sure'y more necessary Dijcc tmntt. Viacir..

for them to take po.lession of, and to This

• Vine, §. 76, and %l. f De Jure Belli Sf satis, Lit. it. Cas. iv. § 15,
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This p'ece of management in the French there was any other cause of death in th;s

governor of Martinico, gives fiefl) reason cafe? Whether the watcr^jy its force and

to suspect, that his predecessor, M. da weight might not rush into the lungs, fill

Parquet, privately contrived and insti- them, and exclude the air, and occasion

gated the malJ'acre of our people in St. death almost in the fame msnner as a col-

Lucia in 16 lo, and that he afterwards lection of water in the lun^s from a d l-

falscly pretended to have given them eise sometimes d"es ' For this was an

timely notice of what was intended a- older opinion, and more eommon'y re-

gainst them ; and theesore if 1 have ceived, in cen equence of wh.ch it has

made use of some exp e:Tions that seem a been customary to (usoend tietlons who

little harsh, I (lull not meanly sfk any have been crowned with their head diwn-

excuse, beciuse i have made use of none ward., in older to drain eff the water,

but what I think just ; for tho' 1 have a and thtrthy, if possible, to recover them,

great regard for the Frerch nation in ge- But Becker refuted this opinion to the fu

neral, 1 must fay, 1 never had any great tisfaction ot most physicians, and I couU

opinion of the hen our of their ministers, not help joining with them,

cither supreme or subordinate ; and theie- B - However, in the summer, 17s?, a wo-

fbre, so far as relates to them, 1 shall al man who was drowned by accidentally

ways bi ready, in imitation of one of f.lhng into the rivet Leine, and had re-

their own poets, mained several hours iiry^er w.ter, was

„ „ , _ brought to me to be di.Treird, and together
D'tfftlUr M Chat n Chat, ttli>Tra*?n with my ingenj00, e, „tf,ae Dr- christo-

dti ; r,>. pher Holmann, I had an opportunity 1 f

BciiL/.u. cor timing what he had discovered by ex-

. _ > , . - C petiments, vil. all the paitsof the lungs
Dr. H a 1 l«t'i Pvbokg.t.l Ohstwnm, «- and bre,ft remain n enlire> UPOn pre?.

thirst, from D,pa,on. cj m.rt.J Bod,,,, fing the |unfs> fhe had made

(W.r Ult/f hum tt.*st*ttd, msttmlt.sw iu m) jnt0 lftem £v:dcn.,v re){urgi„re4

.4,1 Mtn,h, our ,..i,r, m,h h.tfix,,. by ^ Win(i So |ikeWls up()n „ies_

fil*JOhJ«vai.<m,wbl,bt<mra,,,s.mRr. fing the f,omach> the WJrtr which the

mtrb on P erfen, -who bavt bnn dnm*U. womJn ha() swanlWed, returned by the

SINCE Becker, in a book which he gullet. The lungs were entirely black,

published upon that subject, refuted and the heart vr-id of blood,

the common opinion concerning the cause D Put we ought not to conclude, from

of death by drowning, it has been com- this instance, that Becker'a hypothesis is

monly allowed, that persons who are not founded on truth. For a very pro-

drowned, suffer the same kind of death babie cause may be alledged for it, and

with those who are strangled. And the both observations, i. e. of the water be-

c'u.l way of ar going upon this subject ing found, or not, in the lungs, may be

bis been thus. Al the will resists the reconciled thus. If, for example, the

admiilicn ot water into the wind-pipe, body should be opened immediately, or

knowing very well the intolerable pain £ very soon after the perse n was drowned,

which must thereby be occasioned, it there might perhaps be no water sound in

(huts the orifice of the glottis so forcib'y the bowels, the above-mentioned con-

against the water, that neither the force Ariction of the glottis excluding it. Cut

of thit, nor cf the incumbent atmos- ' is it is not opened till several hours, or

phee, can overcome it. Thus the lungs perhaps days after dcaih, the tone of the

being shut, the pe son dies in expiration, muscles in that time being relaxed, the

liiice lor (ear of the water getting in he larynx and glottis will both be opened,

daies not venture to inspire But in ex- ~ and the water, especially is the person

pirat.on the blood carnot pass frem the * was drowned where it is deep, will by

„ righ' ventricle of the heart into the lungs/ its prop-.r weight gradually make its way

wh ih at ihat time are collapsed and cen- thio' the relaxed pailages into the lungs

ft listed ; ind hence the vc<ns of the and stomach.

whHe body became turgid, especially I cannot help mentioning a phenrvs-

tlise of the b -m. and swell in such a non, not very common, that appeared in

manner as to imitate the pulse of the ar- (his bedy, viz. the lacteal vessels both in

teries, and at last that the blood teirg the intestines and mesentery were quite

collected in the right auricle and tentfl-G turgid wiih chyle, full of valvular knots,

cle, the let ventricle remains empty, and seven or eight of the larger sort for m-

wherehy the Supply of blood to the brain ed a kind cf plexus in the centre of the

i> intercepted, in consequence of which mesentery. At the same time the thoraick

the person die?. duct was filled with lymth, instead of

But it was very j-sl'y -sked, whether chyle, at in the human body set toe moll

(>»«
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cait ic is iound full of a pellucid fluid. riments which the ingenious Dr. Evei*

Bui the distribution of (he lacteal vt.is. ij published m his thefu at Gottmgen in

o.ih in this w. nun, and in most animals 1753, the event was almost the lame with

which I have dissected, was by no means the above-mentioned,

(ach as I have hitherto seen represented in From these expenmentt maybe drawn

figures if them. Nor indeed did they several very ufeiul corollaries. And fitst,

seem to f II w any other course than that the cause of death in animals that aic

of the bl - d-vessels, forming arches, al a dr wned, seems to be chiefly the water

these vessels do, with the neighbouring drawn into the lungs, and, by the last

little trunks, parallel with the intestines, struggling! of the animal, conquallated

and convex towards them. into foam with the air contained in the

But to return to roy subject ; as it ap- ti . ■ hea and lungs , which foam cannot

peats that in pers.na who have been be expanded by any dilatation of the

drowned (he water hat made its way thorax, feeing it is not capable of expan-

both into the lungs and it rmch, I thought sion like elastick air. For (hence (he

it w. rth while to try if I could discover veins and arteries seem to depart frrm

by experiments, whether this is always B that stieight direction, wh.ch sol owl

the cafe, and whit hopes there might be upon the distension cf the vesicles, and is

ef rec vering prisons drowned, some of necessary for transmitting the blood sent

v. j m are said to have been brought back from the right ventricle to the lungs,

to life after lying a very cenfitferable time Neither d es it appear, that the Vesicle*

leder water. Wherefore in the beginning can swell to a true spherical figure, with

es the year 175)1 i tried this experiment out expansive and e ast.ck air. Secondly,

upon dogs and other .inimah. Two dogs These experiments leave little hopes of

died within twenty-five minutes, so as £ recovering persons who have been drown-

not to be recovered by all the arts that ed, see.ng the obstructing froth cannot bo

could be oiled. There was water found expelled from the a'pera artena and lungs

both in the stomach and lungs, and by by any method hitherto discovered ; and

c.-.m. te si n it run out by the wind-pipe, the event of them all shews us, that a-

mixed with a great deal of froth. There nimals the most tenacirus cf life die fud-#

was no difference found in the blood of denly and irrecoverably upon being

the two great veins, viz. the cava and drowned. But if you desire me to ex-

pulmonary ; the lungs were red indeed, plain, or refute those stories which have

bat swam in water. Aster this a cat was D been told of persons who have remained

plurged suddenly into water, and died under water for hours, or even days, and

irrecoverably in the space of two minutes. afterwards have recovered, the oniy con-

In the stomach there was no water, but jecture I can offer is thi», that possibly

it had g t into the lungs, and run out during (hose inrervala when they weie

foaming, mixed with the air os the above water they drew in some air ; for

trachea. In another dog, which was ir- our b dies being very little heavier than

tecovcrably drowned, there was a great water, those unfortunate persons com-

tjuantity of water both in the stomach g monly raise their heads several times above

and lungs j and in (his cafe also (which it befi re their final submersion.

I repeat on pu'pofe) in the cava and pul

nonary vein there was a deal of (hick AUTHOR es tl-r LONDON

black blood, differing nodiing in eilher MAGAZINE,

•s to colour or tenacity. In a fourth

dog, who was taken out, after remaining Rara li and Otjervatiom up™ Cor allini*

seven minutes under water, and was quite «»<» Madreporss.

dead, theie was a quantity of water found SIR,

in the stomach . and likewise in the trachea p w T has lately been the endeavour of the

and lungs, mixed with1 froth ; the vessels J. ingenious iVir. El is *, as well as ol some

belonging to the right auricle and ventii- French authors to prove, that all the co.

clewere lull of blood, aud those belong- rallines, as well as madrepoies, are en.

tng to the left empty. Frcm other expe. tirely of (he animal, and not of the ve-

riments it appeared, that the .glottis in getable Mtnre. In proof of this (heir

animals (hat have been drowned remains new hypothesis, they . ss.r a number of

open ; that the water found in them ha* curious experiments, and appeal to mat-

been swallowed voluntarily, nor does it ter of fact, as 10 the case in question,

make its way into the lungs of the dead G Mr. Ellis in particular in hs book, which

body by its gravity j for in those animals he has lately published ujo 1 the subject,

that are plunged into water aster they are acquaints us, that in all the sea-plants,

dead, there is no water found neither in which he examined, he sou d a very large

the stomach nor lungs. In all the expe- number of polypes of different kinds, and

discovered

» Sa Mr. Ellisi Nsttrtl Histtrj of Curtis, &c.
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discovered numerous cells, in which those those reasoni become inhabitant! of those

animalcule! were lodged. The conclusion plants ; but why the whole nature of the

he draws from hence is, that the whole inhabited body mould be altogether ani-

body in which these animalcules reside, mal, there is no more reason for supposing,

is entirely a thing of their own construe- than theie is for asserting, that the duck,

lion, and whatever appearance it may weed, upon which the fresh water polype*

have of being a sea- plant, and of its be- are discovered, should be accounted of the

longing to the vegetable class: it is all a animal kind likewise,

deception, and it is truly the mechanism Another ' thing likewise which greatly

of its puny inhabitants.—That a large tends to prove, that corallines, &c. be-

number of polypes are indeed found in the long to the vegetable tribe, and not the

corallines and madrepores ; or that they animal, is the surprising regularity and

may, by the different state in which they exact symmetry observable in all the parts

aie, give these productions (commonly and different ramisicationi of those ma-

called sea plants) various appearances, is rine bodies. 1 have seen, and carefully

what I shall not at all dispute about. examined a great number, as well as at

The veracity of Mr. Ellis, and those B great variety of sea p ants, and yet in all

other gentlemen, who have adopted the of them the fame proportion and regularity

fame opinion with himself, are sufficiently was found in the contexture of them : That

to be depended upon, and (he care they exact correspondence in all their sibrill*

took in making their experiments, highly themselves, and in all their t .vinings and

commendable. I shall therefore grant the turnings is as lemaikabie, as it is in

truth of their assertion, that a great num- any land plants.—The formation of the

ber of polypes are always so. lid in those honey-comb by the bees has been indeed

marine bodies, and that they may by the Q offered as an answer to this argument,

different state they are in, give these bo- and they might as well also have offered

dies different appearances : I cannot, the surprising architectuie of the beavera :

however, notwithstanding this, admit of For both the one and the other instance

his conclusion from the premises, and are equally foreign to the purpose. In

take the liberty of still believing, that these these two cases the plastick form is evi-

marine productions are truly in themselves dent at first sight, and there are no lit.

of a vegetable nature, and to be accounted tie tubes and capillary vessels, by which

as such. What reasons 1 have for this, I the circulation of the sap is carried on,

shall now submit to the consideration of the O and the communication of the juice*

publick. proper for its support and growth is

That a plum leaf or a currant leaf are preserved throughout : But in regard to

really vegetables ; none but an inhabitant most sea-plants, as corallines, &c. this

of Bedlam would ever call in question : actually happens, and the fame formation

And yet every body must know, that such is observable in marine plants, as there

leaves are frequently so covered over, or is in those upon land. * Dr. Shaw,

irerusted with such an amazing number whose physical, as well as geographical ob-

of insects, that the natural appearance of J? servations are extremely judicious, has

the leaves is quite alteted, and that there some reflections so pertinent to the pre-

is nothing almost to be seen, except a sent subject, that I cannot omit quoting;

vast number of animalcules. In this cafe them. This ingenious author takes no-

it is evident we should allow the leaves tice, " That tho' nature has not allowed

to be still of the vegetable class, and not the marine plants (viz. corallines, &c.) one

entirely the production of animals. Now large root, as it has done to those upon

marine vegetables, like tertestrial ones, land, yet it hath wisely supplied that me

nu, in like manner be covered over, or chanism by a number of little ones, which

incrusted with polypes, and still the sub- F are distributed all over tbe plant, in so

stance on which they are found, be en- just a proportion, that they are lodged

tircly vegetable : For it is allowed, that thicker upon the branches, where the ve-

all plants and trees have myriads of in- getation is chiefly carried on, than in

sects which occupy them, and find pro- the trunk, where it is more at a stand,

per receptacles in them ; and if on land, and which is therefoie often found naked,

why not the fame in the sea also ? There and seldom increases in the fame propor-

is the strongest reason for our thinking so, tion with the branches. The terrestrial

ard that great similitude there is between Q plants could not subsist without an appa.

marine productions, and those on land ratus of great and extensive roots, because

confirm it. These animalcules therefore, they are hereby not only to be supported

which are found in corallines, tec. may pro. against the violence of the wind, which

bably find convenient nidusses and preper would otherwise blow them down ; but

subsistence in those marine bedies, and tor then food also is to be fetched at a great

distance ;

• See olsombcr furiiui p^f-ga in lit same jutbsr's :rsvi.':, ir. ibh [uljilt, et f. 3S4, 3S5,

3S6, 387.
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distance ; whereas the marine vegetable!, had judgment against them upon qua iuar.

as they are more securely placed, so they rumoi, his majesty appointed Henry Cran-

lie within a nearer reach of their food, field, Esq; to be governor of all those colo-

growing, as it were, in the midst of plen- nics ; but he continued a very short while

ty, and therefore an apparatus of the for. in thit post ; for king James, soon ^fter

mcr kind mull have been unnecessary, ei his accession, removed him, and appointed

ther to nourish or support them." Joseph Dudley, Esq; in his stead. As

Another thing, which is observed in ^ this gentleman had been boin and bred

some sea plants, and which argtits strong- in New England, the king expected that

ly for the vegetabiliry of their nature, is, the appointing of him would have been

that in many of thtm evident marks of agreeable to the people, but it happened

feed vessels occur to cur li^ht. I have quite otherwise ; for the people shewed

met with several sea plants, from the greater resentment against him for accept,

bodies of which there have proceed lit- ing of the government, which they coi.fi-

tle shoots different entirely from all the dered as a betraying of the righ's and

rest of the banch.es, and at the ends of privileges of his countrymen, than they

wh'-ch there have been somewhat like the B would have shewn against a stranger ; and

p»d> of hedge mustard. Now if you con- became so mutinous under his government,

fider them as being feed vessels to the that, in a short time, they took arms

plant, you can easily account for their against him, seized his person, and sent

u(e, as well as for the diversity of their him prisoner to England. Upon this all

form from the other branches : But if these colonies relumed their old charters,

you lock upon the corallines, tec. as be- and chose themselves new magistrates,

ing only mere animal pieces of mecha- which was really a fort of rebellion,

nifm, whence comes, this difference, and q However, the king war/ so gracious as

what can be the use or intention of these not to look upon it in that light ; for he

pods - I shall only add one particular presently sent Sir Edmund A -diets, to be

more, when seems to support that old their governor, with orders to confirm

opinion of the (ea- plants being properly most of the magistrates they had chosen,

shied so, and that they are not the pro- except such as they had chosen for gover-

dvctions of animalcules only ; and that nors. Soon after his arrival a dispute

it, that 1 have seen the roots of several happened between the people of New-

of these bodies inserted into the very England and the French, about (he boun-

p -res of the small pebbles on the beaches, D daties between New- England and Nova-

where the plants are found, and have Scotia, which last country had been yield-

taken up the plants together with the ed by us to the French by the treaty of

pebbles, in which their roots have been Breda, without describing the boundaries ;

inserted. Now, that the seed of a sea. and though the French did not, upon this

plant might be at first lodged in the pores account declare war against us, yet by

of the stones, we can easily imagine from means of their missionaries they got the

a number of instances of land plants that Indians to attack our eastern settlements

insert their roots into minute crevices, tec. £ of New England in the beginning of the

in a most surprising manner: But that year 168S, when Sir Edmund Andros

the polype should get into these very happened to be upon some business at

remote pores, and out of them form the New-York, from whence he did not re

plant-like structure, is to me incredible. turn till towards winter. However, as

In short, there are so many difficulties soon as he could, he put himself at the

attending the new hypothesis of Mr. Ellis, head of loco men, and marched to the

snd so many strong arguments to sup- eastern frontier, whereupon the Indians

port the opinion of the corallines, &c. _ retired up into the country, where it was

being really sea plants, that although we * not possible to follow them in the depth of

may justly applaud the ingenious author winter, so that without doing any thing,

himself, yet at the same time we ought he was obliged to put his men into winter

to reject his doctrine, (See Vol. xxiv. quarters, and before next spring an accouut

p. 16S.) came of the revolution in England.

H. Upon the arrival of (his news the peo-

pie presently mutinied aitiinst their go.
Account ,f tbt BaiTiSH Plantations vernor, turned him rut "of his govern.

m AMERICA, cMirmwrf frmf.TS- G ment» *nd chosc themselves new gover-

FROM the end of this war nothing nors and new magistrates, upon the foot-

worth out notice happened until the ing of their old charters, and urder this

year 1684., when all the colonies of New- fort of government thty continued for

England having been obliged to resign some time by authority of a letter from

their charters into the king's haAds, or king William and queen Mary, dated
M" ■"*" "75«. S August
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August *t, 1689. In (he mean time the that they likewise met with bad fortune;

war with the Indians continued, who for their fleet, consisting of 31 sail, with

were now openly supplied and supported 1000 land forcer on board, met with such

by the Fiench of Canada and Nova-Scotia, contrary winds (hit they did not arrive

(aa they always will be either secretly or at Quebec till October the ;th ; and long

openly) ai d during the year 1689, wai before this time the a<my that had march-

carried on with success rather on the ed by land, consisting of 1000 men, and

fide of the Indians, for in the unsettled < 1500 Ircquois, finding no canoes provided

state in which our colonies then were, for their passing the lake Cotlear, or

nothing could be concerted pioperly, ei- Chimplain, had thought sit to return } so

ther for ossnje or defence ; but on the that M. Frontenac, the French governor,

contrary, the Indians made themselves had collected his whole strength to Que-

masters of Pemmaquid Fort, and obtained bee. However, S.r William landed his

many other little advantages, so that the troops, then reduced to i<co effective men,

whole country to the east, and about the but, having no proper knowledge of the

mruth of Kennebeck River, was deserted country, he landed them at such a distance

by our people. B that they had above three miles to march

These misfortunes un ted and revived to the town, and that through a wood

the spirit of cur several col nies of New- barticadoed by the enemy, and defended

England, and in the beginning of 1690, by a great patt of the garrison, which

an expedition was resolved on lor driving consisted of near 4.000 men ; so that after

the Fiench out of Nova Scotia. For this a laint attempt to pass the wood, they were

purpose a fleet and a b. dy of land forces obliged to reimbark, in order to land

were prepared, early in the spring, and nearer, or to attack the town from their

the command of both given to Sir Wii- q ships ; but that very night their ship*

liam i hips, a native of New-England, ot were all dispersed up and down the river,

very mean birth, who had raised and en- and some of them damaged by a storm,

riched himself by discovering a Spanish and at the same time the cold set in so in-

wreck near Port de Plata, in Hisp^niola, tense, that they were forced to return

from whence he fished up above joo.oool. as soon as they had refitted their ships,

sterling in gold, silver, and jewels, for thiee or four of which were lost, with all

him elf and partners. With this fleet that weie on board, in their voyage back

and forces he sailed from New- England, to New England ; which unfortunate ex-

April 18, 1690, and arrived before Port- O pedition is a proof from experience, that

Royal, now Annapolis, in the bay of Fundy, no such expedition ought ever to be at-

the 1 >th os May. The little sort the tempted, unless the ships be ready to enter

French had there surrendered upon the the river St. Laurence as soon as it is free

first summons, and all the French inhabi- from ice in the spring,

tants there, or on St. John's River, to the 4, cm,i„u,d ,„ e»r ««r.J

number of about 6oco, submitted to the

English governmem. or were transported ?bt solhit>int Pitei is a Translation of tbt Rt-

to Canada. Sir William, it i« said, de- E e/y •/ tbt Court of France, to tbt Ansivtr

molished the fort ; but sn English govern- cf tkt Stattt-Gtntral, to tbt Dtmani made

ment was established, and possession kept „ ,blm Bf ,b, Marquis de Bonae and

of the place, till it was again surrendered ,4, Comtt d'Affry, tkt its of December

to the French by the publiek treaty of yfi . „4,-t4 tot imjtrt <u a striking Instant*

Ryswick. ,f ,bt insolent Language used by tbat Court

By this success the people of New Eng. „ ,b.ft Pemrt r*c, ■whom fit bat, by tbttr

land were encouraged to ferm a project Tamtntsi, acquirtd a superiority.

for driving the French out of Canada it-

self; but this was too great an undertaking F " Tp HE king has considered, with the

to be carried into execution the fame 1 most serious attention, the an-

year, or by any republican fotm of go- swer returned by order of the states- go

vernment, not enlivened and invigorated neral, in a conference on the 9th of this

by some great genius who, by chance or instant, to the comte d'Affry, his mi-

address, his got a fort of absolute sway nister plenipotentiary to their republick.

over trie whole. Accordingly it wa< Au- It is with satisfaction his majesty hat

gust the 9th b:fore Sir William ships, observed therein, the desire expressed by

who had apin the chief command, could Q their high mightinesses, of seeing the dif-

sail from Hull near Bost n, and no pro ferences that have arisen between France

per provision was made for another army and England terminated by an amicable

which was to march by land to attack conciliation. The whole conduct of his

Montreal, in order to oblige the French majesty since the conclusion of the treaty

to divide their forces. To this we must add, of Aix la-Chapelle in 1748, is • publiek

• and

»
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and shining monument of hii wishes for 7be aforesaid Mr. d'Affry read vibatftlkiat

the preservation of the tranquillity of Eu- Jrm a separate Paser,

rope. These principles of hi* majesty That his majesty expects their high

have been invariable, nor were a fresh mignMnesTes will explain themselves with

»ar now to be apprehended, if the k ng moie precision upon the part ihey intend

of Great- Britain had not begun, and did to take in ihe present conjuncture. Hii

not still continue, to exercise the most majesty, forced to revenge h niseis on an

urjuitictib'e, and the most irregular hosti. A. enemy, who has unjustly attacked him,

Hues against his mijesty's possessions and desires sincerely not to multiply the cala-

fubjects. mitiei of war ; but he can no longer rec-

The king is convinced, tint the states- kon among the number of his friends these

general are far from engaging in a war for powers, who far from fulfilling the defen-

an object that does not oblige them to it. five engagements they have contracted

His majesty knows of no other treaties with him, would make a common cause

between their high mightinesses and Eng- with, and furnish succours to his enemy."

land, but such as are defensive ; and as —

the king of Great Britain is evidently the " ^be 'ngemoui Dr- Hum, srem rvbofe Book

aggressor, his majesty has reason to assure "» bane given <be Process of Bleaching

bimself, from the equity and foresight of »■ «" >'/>• <•"* t- *"'> " Mu,~

the states, general, that very far from fur- "''** *f Exprimenti, given ut tbese'kvi-

rufhing, directly or indirectly, any sue- i'g '™ °f >ke comparative Ptmtrt ef

cours to the court of Londcn, they would, Bodia v>,tb regard 11 f-ftening tndbarden-

on the contrary, upon being required >"g ofiVtier.

thereto, fulfil the engagements, equally Comparative softening Pavert.

defensive, which they have contracted Q Filtration thro* sand softens in propor-

with his majesty. tion to the length of its course.

His majesty is disposed to enter into all Putrefaction softtni in proportion to its

measures, the particular motives and ends degree.

of which shall be the security, the tran- Volatile s>lt of hartsliorn — t

quillity, and the welfare of the republick. Fixed alkaline salts, tho' not of the

The kng, from the time of his accession strongest kind — — — %

to the throne, has constant y interested

himself for the independence and honour Ccmparative birdening Ptmeru

of the states-general, and his majesty still u Epsom silt — — — j

animated by the fame sentiments of Alum — — — 4.

esteem and affection towards their high Salt of steel — — — 4s

mightinesses, most sincerely desires, that Blue vitriol — — 7

the republick, whose fate is in her own Sugar of lead — — —5

hands ( feule arbitrt de son fen) may con- Cream or tartar — — — lj

tinue to conduct itself by those maxims of Salt of amber — — —10

impartiality and wisdom, by which alone Oil of vitriol — — — 18

they can maintain that honour and inde- E Spirit of sea- salt — — 15

peiidence, of which they are, with so Spirit of nitre — — — 9

much reason, jealons. The soluble part of lime — — 45

The present conjuncture of affairs not And for the benefit of mankind we (hall

being the fame as in 1733, when the add the following remaik made by him

king concluded a treaty of neutrality with frem the fame experiments,

the states- general, with regard* to the Au- << We could easily account for alt the bad

ftrian Netherlands, all precautions on that effects of hard water on the human body ;

head would at present be superfluous. P and show, that, by the separation of the

His m jelly could not but see, With the acid from the terrestrial base, which must

greatest surprize, what was inserted in happen in the body, several diseases must

the answer of the states general, relative ari e j such as, the stone and gravel,

to the con'inent of Great-Britain and Ire- rhtumat sm, colicks. gout, and many o-

laed. No power upon earth has a right thers . but this ii not the proper place,

to restrain the operations his majesty de- These unhealthy effects of hard water

fie.ru to execute, in order to take a law. may he easilv prevented, by mixing alka-

ful revenge on an enemy that has insulud tine salts with it. The hard water I have

and attacked him, against the faith ofG used in these experiments,- takes about ono

treaties, and all de ency ; for what re- drachm to one English pint : A very small

mains, his m-jesty does not think proper quantity to produce so excellent an issect.

to explain himself about the ohj -ct of The milky * water must be allowed to

those preparations which denounce his just stard till it becomes clear, before it is

resentment. uled for drink."

Si A

* 7be alialim (eltt at first render bard -xtter of a milkj ctlcur, but tbit etleur goei eff 11 4

Sitlj iimi, and liavei a [edimnt it ktutm.
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The Musick by C O R E L L I.

 

Madam, old Homer, an honest blind bard, Ha> told ua sand who

BE

need dispute the man's word ?) To withstand the sweet Syrens delud.

9
 

'ain. ToinR soft strain, How weak e'ry art was, all efforts how vain. To withstand the

3FE

ft

sweet Syrens deluding soft strain, How weak e'ry ait was, all effort! how

35

ilillig

vain, Smy.

m •XL

*• 3-

To the charms of the voice those of For soon as the* sweet flowing accent*

beauty were join' d, [eombin'd) were heard, ( mariners steer'd t

(How pow'ttul when single, resistless Plum against the rough rocks the mad

And living in ocean feme dreadful sharp Thus like a poor bird by the chaimer

rocks on, [destruction, dtcoy'd, [stroy'd.

Whole heaps of poor Mrs weie allur'd to The vessel was split, and the sailors de

ft- N ■ K
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Now, Madam, believe, for "tis certainly

tlU',

lift, ju.l, such a terrible creature are you ;

\ru act to perfection the Syren's sell part,

We are drawn by your charms, and the rock

i< your heart.

But since cruel fair, 'tit in vain to deplore,

Or repine at what thousand! h.ve suffer'd

before ; [your slave,

I submit, but, O ! rrsnr this last boon to

As I die by your heart, be your bosom my

grave.

A M I N U E T.
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T> a FaixND, efti'g vibit GOD wat.

TS there a man, whose daring hand

1 Can number ev'ry grain of sand ?

Can count the drops that fill the sea ?

An! tdl how many stars there he ?

Who (hall presume to comprehend

Infinity that knows no end ?

Who (halt set bounds to boundless pow'r,

Restrain Omnipotence, or lower

Eternity to one poor hour ?

Who (hill disclose his Maker's plan,

fir date his secret will to scan ?

Skill feeble, short-liv'd, sordid man ?

Believe me, friend, thou canst no more

The valt designs of God explore,

Than thy shert arm can reach the sky,

Or turn the spacious ocean dry.

>; r - but perfection such as his

Cm know th'Almighty as he is :

Hi< eirchlefs glory can't be brought

Adapted to a mortal thought j

H:s M jesty we can't discern,

Hit attributes we cannot learn,

'Till he removes the fleshly glass,

And wt his glory face to face.

Vain isthe wisdom, vain the skill,

That strives to take away the veil ,

That searches ev'ry mystery,

While clouded with mortality.

God in a theme too great for thought ;

An awful something, who knows what ?

Be silent, and submit to (how

Rc peel to what thou canst not know.

Remember what thou art ; and fear

This unknown witness, always near.

Search not into his deep decree ;

The subject's too refin'd for thee :

Thou must not ask, nor wish to fee.

Cast each presumptuous doubt away ;

Consider thouSt at best but clay,

Whose only province is t'obey.

}

\

Tuesday, Nov.

*S» '755-
Augustus Toplady.

Odi 11 FaiENDsmr, frm the Old Maid.

NO more fond love shall wound my breast.

In all h.s smiles deceitful drest,

1 scorn his coward sway ; .

And now with pleasure can explore

The gilling chains 1 If I' before,

.lince I am free to day.

To day win friendship I'll rejoice,

Wtiilit dear Luor.dn's nMif voice,

Shall
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Shall soften ev'ry care :

O, goddess of the joy sincere !

The social sigh ! the pleasing tear ! -

Thy noble bonds I'll wear.

When first, ill-fated, haplcsi hour!

My soul confess Amintor's pow'r,

Lucinda shar'd my grief ;

And, leaning on her faithful breast,

The fatal passion I confest.

And found a soft relief.

My steps she oft was wont to lead

Along the fair enamell'd mod

To sooth my raging pain ;

And, oft with tender converse, strove

To draw the sting of hopeless love.

And make me smile again.

O, much loved maid ! whilst lisp remains,

To thee I'll consecrate rr\y strains,

For thee I'll tune my lyre ;

And, echoing with my sweetest lays,

The vocal h'lls (hall speak the praise

Os friendship'! sacred fire.

ODE.

IN S P I R'D by love, of thee I fins,

Floreila, heavenly maid ;

Accept the off 'ring that I bring,

To thee 'tis justly paid.

My daily thought, my nightly dream,

Is thy bright angel form ;

I dwell for ever on the theme,

My breast 'twill ever warm.

Each lovely look, each winning grace,

To bring to mind I aim i

Thy eyes, thy lips, thy neck I trace,

And range all o'er thy frame.

O Ind my image in thy mind

An equal place, I then

No greater bliss could wish to find,

The happiest of men.

With thee o'er burning sands I'd go,

Regardless of the heat ;

With thee I'd wade thro" Greenland's snow,

And all ite rigours meet.

In thy dear bosom's happy site,

I'd find a sweet retreat ;

I'd bless the Raptures of the night,

And love would furnish heat.

No place I'd fear, convine'd of this,

Thi'one sufficient thing ;

Where'er thou art, elyfium is,

And joys for ever spring.

Nought but thy absence will I sear,

No other hardships fly ;

But that is more than I can bear ;

With thee I'd live and die.

COLLIN and LUCY.

1.

ON the banks of that crystalline stream,

Where Thirties oft its current delays j

And charm? (more >han poets can dream)

In hi* Rtchmond'6 bright villa surveys

z.

Fair Lucy, of all the gay throng,

The fairest that Britain has seen ;

Now drew ev'ry village along,

From the day she first dane'd on the green.

3-
Ah ! boast not of beauty's fond pow'r,

For short is the triumph, ye fair !

Not fleeter the bloom of each flower ;

And hope is but gilded despair !

4.
H - desire, each swain now behold.

By riches endeavours to prove ;

But Lucy still cries—what is gold f

Or wealth when compar'd to his love ?

S-
No, Collin, together we'll wield

Our sickles in summer's bright day ;

Together we'll lease o'er the field.

And smile all our labours away.

6.

In winter I'll winnow the wheat,

A> it falls from your flail on the ground ;

That flail will be musick as sweet,

When your voice in the labour is drown'd.

7-
How oft would he speak of the bliss ?

How would he oil her his maid ?

And Collin wpuld seal with a kiss,

Ev'ry promise and vow that he made !

8.

But, hark ! o'er the grass-level land,

The village-bells found on the plain !

False Collin, this morn gave his hand,

And Lucy's fond tears are in vain !

9-
Sad Lucy, too soon heard the tale ;

Too soon, the true cause she was told j

That his was a nymph of the va'e.

That he broke his fond promise for gold !

10.

As she walk'd by the margin so green,

That crowns Thames his flowery side ;

How oft was she languishing seen !

How oft would she gaze on the tide !

11.

By the clear mirror then as she fate,

That reflected herself and the mead 5"

Awhile she bewail'd her sad fate,

And the green turf still pillow'd her head.

I*.

There, there ! is it Lucy I fee i

'Tis Lucy—the lost undone maid :

Ah I no, 'tis seme Lucy, like me ;

Some hapless young virgin betray'd.

Like me, she has sorrow'd and wept !

Like me, she has fondly heliev'd !

Like me, her true promise she kept ;

And, l.ke me too, is justly deceiv'd.

I mtu, rlear companion in grief 5

Gay scenes and fond pleasures adieu !

I come ! and we'd gather relief,

From bosoms so chaste, and so true.

15. Like
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Lie you, I have mourn'd the long night !

And wept out the day in despair !

Like you, I have banish'd delight,

And wtlcom'd a fiiend in rr.y care !

16.

Yt meadows, so lively sarewel !

Your velvet still Collin (hill tread ;

AH deaf to the sound of that knell,

Which rolU for hit Lucy when dead !

"7-
Your wish will too sure be obey'd ; "

Nor Collin her lost shall bemoan ;

Soon, soon shall poor Lucy be laid !

Where her heart shall be cold as his own.

18.

Then clasp' d in the arm* of that fair,

Whose wealth has been Lucy's fad fate j

At together you draw the soft air,

And a thousand dear pleasures relate j

19.

If chance o'er my turf as you tread,

You dare to affect a fond sigh!

The primrose shall shrink its pale head,

And each violet languish and die.

ao.

Ah' weep not fond maid ! 'til in vain—

Like the tears which you lend to the Dream ;

Tears! are lost in that watery plain,

And sighs are still soft upon him !

si.

Scarce echo had gather'd the found,

Bat the plung'd from her grafs-springing

bed I

The liquid stream parts to the ground.

And the mirror clos'd over her head,

as.

The swains of the village at eve.

Oft meet at the dark spreading yew ;

There wonder how man could deceive,

A bosom so chaste and so true.

M-
With garlands of every flow'r,

(Which Lucy herself should hive made)

They raise up a short-living bow'r )

And sighing, Cry—peace to her shade I

a*.

Then hand lock'd in hind, as they move

The green platted hillock around ;

They talk of Cad Lucy, and Love,

And freshen, with tears, the fair ground.

*$•

Maj! wish they had never been born,

Or liv'd the sad moment to view,

When a Collin could thus be forsworn !

And a Lucy could still be so true i

PROLOGUE to A.THELSTAN. A

Tiaciby ■ Writtm by tbe Author.

Sp,.lln by Mr. HOLLAND, i» tbt CbtrtBtT

tf lie Genius tf Britain,

TO warn the sons of freedom to be wife,

Lo ! Bntain's guardian genius quits the

skies.

With pity, heav'n hath seen thro' many an age,

The bold invader lur'd by faction's rage j

Seen the dark working of Rebellion's train,

'While patriots plann'd, and heioes bled in

vain.

Behold, your country's faithless foe, once

more | shore !

With threatning squadrons crowd yon hostile

Behold oppression's bloody flag uniurl'd !

See bolts prepar'd, to chain the western

world ! [true :

Rife, Britons, rife ! to heav'n and virtue

Expiring liberty looks up to you !

Four on the common foe your rage comb nM,

And be the friends of freedom and mankind !

No more le' discord Britain's pe - < destroy j

Nor spurn those blessings, telson bids enjoy :

Oil, weigh those blessings in her equal scale !—

Say,—when did justice wear a whiten veil ?

When did religion gentler looks disclose,

To blels her friends, and pity ev'n her foes ?

A richer haiveli when did commerce reap }

When rode our fleets more dreadful o'er the

deep 1

Or when more bright (hear, Envy ! hear and

own ! ) [throne f

Did Tru'h, did honour beam from Britain's

Se>ze then the happiness deny'd your foes,

Nor blindly scorn the gifts which heav'n be

stows : [pride !

Gifts, the world's envy I happy Britain's

For which your gen'rous fathers toil'd and

dy'd !

Let union lift the sword, direct tbe blow,

And hurl a nation's vengeance on its foe !

As your bold cliffs, when tides and tempests

roar, [shore,

Fling back the mad'ning billows from the

One head, one heart, one arm, one people rife !

Nor tall, divided valour's sacrifice ! —

But if, by hope of proud invasion led,

Unaw'd rebellion lift her gory head ; —

Treason, attend!—here view the rebel's fate ;

Nor hope, thy arm can shake a free-born

state ;

See blood and horror end what guilt began j

And tremble at thy woes, in Athelstan.

EPILOGUE, turilltn by Mr. Garrick,

jfnkin by Mrl, CiBBIa.

TO speak ten words, again I've fetch es

my breath ; [death.

The tongue of woman struggles hird with

Ten words ! will that suffice ? Ten words —

no more.

We always give a thousand to the 'core.

What can provoke ihese wita their time to

waste, [taste?

To please that fickle, fleeting thing, call'd

It mocks all search, for substance has it none ?

Like Hamlet's ghost—'Tu here—'Tis there—

'Tis gine.

How very tew about the stage agree !

As men with diff 'rent eyes a I

So judge they of that stately can; e-

tragedy.

The

re agree ! ~%

1 beauty fee, t

dame—queen C
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The Greek-read critick, as hit mistress

holds her,

And having little love, for trifles scolds her :

Excuses want of spirit, beauty, grace,

But ne'er forgives her failing—time, and place.

How do our sex of taste in judgment vary ?

Mist Bell adores, what's loath 'd by lady Mary :

The first in tenderness a very dove,

Meita like the feather'd snow at Juliet's love :

Then sighing turns to Romeo by her fide,

Can you believe that men for love have

uy'd ?;

Her ladyship, who vaults the courser's back,

Leaps the bari'd gate, and calls you Tom

and Jack ;

Detests these whinings, like a true virago ;

' She's all for daggers ! Blood ! Blood ! Blood <

lago I

A third, who's heart defies all perturbations,

Yet dies for triumphs, tun'rals, coronations!

Ne'er asks which tragedies succeed, or fail,

But whose procession hat the longest tail.

The youths, to whom France gives a new

belief,

Who look with horror on a rump of beef :

On Shakespear's plays, with fhrugg'd up

shoulders stare, [iarkan !

These plays ? They're bloody murders— 0

And yet the man has merit—Entrc miu,

He'd been damn'd clever, had he read Bossu.

Shakefpear read French ! roars out a surly cir :

When Shskespear wrote, our valour match'd

our wit : [hang'd 'em ;

Had Britons then been fops, queen Bess had

Those days they never read the French—they

bang'd 'em.

If taste evaporates by too high breeding,

And eke is overlaid by too deep reading j

Lest then, in feach of this, you lose your

feeling ;

And barter native sense in foreign dealing ;

Be this neglecttd truth to Britons known,

No taste, no modes become you, but your

own.

An O U E to tbi Mtmiry tf Sh akespear.

Wtitltn by Mr. Havard.

RECITATIVE.

TITLES and ermine fall behind—

Be this a tribute to the mind :

O for a muse of fire,

Such as did Homer's foul inspire !

Or such an inspiration as did swell

The bosom of the Delphick oracle I

Or one yet more divine,

Thine, Shakefpear, thine!

Thtn shou'd this song immortal be 5

No> the verse blush that praises thee.

A I R.

Taught by himself alone to sing,

Suhlime he soars on Nature's wing ;

How sweet the strain ! how bold the flight I

Above the Rules

Of critic schools,

And cool correctness of the Stagyrite.

MARCH, 1756.

RECITATIVE.

When horror ombers o'er the scene,

And terror wiih distorted mien,

Erect9 the hair, and chills the blood,

Whose paint ng must be understood
To strike (uch feelings to the foul ■

What master genius workt the whole ?

CHORUS.

Shakefpear alone.

AIR.

He, pow'isul ruler of the heart.

With ev'ry pifsion plays ;

Now strikes the string, and ev'ry part

The magick touch obeys.

* He reigns alone ;

Nor can his throne

Fear usurpation or decay,

Lasting as time, and bright as southern day.

RECITATIVE.

Shakefpear ! No single merit's thine ;

How can we sep'rate what's divine ?

Thy mind effulgent sh >ots forth raya

Like the bright son ten thousand ways,

Yet is the body all entire,

One gloriout mass of intellectual sire.

A I .

Now roars tbe scene with humour's jest,

Now plaintive sorrows flow ;

And now, with pity's sigh opprest,

We feel,—we share the lover's woe !

When jealous passions rage, •

When thunder shakes the stage ;

Loud as the trump th'arch angel bears,

When the last found fhill rend the spheres.

RECITATIVE.

Others may, by unweary'd aim,

One passage only sind to fame ;

Thro' one unvary'd track pursue,

And keep the deftin'd mark in view :

But Shakefpear, your undaunted soul

Leaps into fyace, and occupies the whole.

A I R. <

If e'er thy lofty wing'

Too daringly hath flown,

"swat but, Columbus-like,

To find out worlds unknown ; [giv'n,

Then Britain boast that to thy two sons was

The gieatest genius ever sent from heav'n.

CHORUS.

Then Britain boast, tec.

On VARIETY.

I'LL live no more, single, but get me

wife, [os life.

For change, says poor Dick, is the comfort of

A wife then he got, and no mortal could be,

A few weeks after marriage more happy

thin he. [encreafe,

But when children and squalling began to

And a loud scolding doxy molested his peace,

I wish, in my heart, I was quit of my wife.

For change, fays poor Dick, is the comfort

of life. .

THE
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bunded.

Saturday, Feb. »8.

N D F. D the sessions it the

Old Bailey, when John

Wetherall, for a high

way robbery, and John

Parkin, for forgery, re

ceived sentence of death :

Twenty - seven to be

for seven years, and one to be

The four thieftakers, fee Vol.

rxiv. p. 137, 59 1 . ) received judgment,

to be severally imprisoned in Newgate for

seven years, and in the mean time to

fbad twice in the pillory, two at a time.

At the end of [he seven years to And fur -

ty for their good behaviour for three yeara

mere, and to pay a fine of one mark.

Monday, March 1.

His royal highness ihe duke of Cum

berland arrived at Chatham, and exa

mined the fortifications carrying on at that

place : At five in the afternoon he entered

Canterbury, and reviewed Ihe three re

giments quartered there. The next day,

between one and two in the afternoon,

be reviewed lord Robert Bertie's regiment

at Dover-castle, and there lodged. The

next day he visited Folkstone, Hyihe, Dym-

church, New Romney, Lydd, and Rye.

On Sun lay night, the 7til, he returned

from his tour to St. James's.

WtDNISDAY, 3.

Ordets wete sent to the commifTonera

of the customs, to lay an embargo on

all the shipping in the ports of England

and Ireland, and at night there was t lie

hottest press for seamen, on the river

Thames, that has been known for many

yean. An embargo was also laid on the

ships in the ports of Scotland. [This em

bargo was in part, taken off again before

the aoth.J

Friday, 5.

Macdaniel and Berry st'od in the pil

lory at the end of Hitton-Garden, Hol-

boin, and were so seveiely pelted by the

populace, that their lives were in danger.

(See Feb. it.)

Monday, 8.

Eagan and : a'.m n stood in the pillery

in Smithfield, and were lo pelted by the

mob, that the former died under their dis.

ciplir.c.

Tuisday, 9.

His majesty went, in the usual state, to

the house os peers, and gave the royal as

sent to an act for granting the lum of

two millions, to be lajscd by lottery ; to

March, 2756.

an act to enable his majesty to grant com-

misiions to a cerrain number of foreign

ers, (o serve in America ; to an act to

oblige ships more effectually to perform

quarantine, and to leveral other publick

and private bills.

WlDNESDAY, IO.

Five houses were consumed by fire in

Suffolk-street, near St. George's Fields,

Southwark.

THU«8DAY, 11.

Sir Edward Hawke, wi'h 'en ships of

the line, an-1 under his cmvoy 'hree East.

Indiamcn, Sec. fai ed from St. Helen'*

for the westward.

Saturday, 13.

The pieceeding week, there was a very

smart press for seamen and sandmen, in

all the ports of the kingdom, as well aa

this city and suburbs, sa also for soldiers;

to which purpose the peace officers search

ed all the pub] ck houses, and secured

every idle person that could give no good

account of themselves ; the roads into

Essex, Surrry, Hertfordshire, &c. were

guarded by marines, who took all those)

thit wee thought capab'c of serving hi*

majesty either by land or sea. Oidere

were likewise dispatched from the privy-

council to the lords lieutenants cf the se

veral counties, to enjoin the justices and

deputy lieutenants to exert themselves n

causing all the straggling seamen to be

taken up, for his majesty's service. Many

noblemen gave bounties in iheir respective

counties, to thuse who inlillcd in the

new regiments, over and above the usual

entrance money ; by whi.ti (hose corp*

were speedily compleated.

TurSDAY, l6.

A (habby middit-afced man and woman

were cen-mtted to Newgate by the Rip hi

Hon. the earl of Holdcrnesfe, one of his

majesty's secretaries of state, on suspicion

of being concerned in sending an anony

mous letter, last S-iturday, to Mr. Cleve

land, secretary to the Admiralty, inti

mating a design on the life 01 h i majesty,

by shooting him with a wind Kun when,

he should next pass into' the Patk. On

Sunday the gallery of the royal chapel

was cleared, and a double guard ap

pointed at St. James's. It is imagined,

that the fellow expected a reward for

communicating the plot : but as we do

not find that he pretends to knew the

ptrsons concerned in the scheme, it it

probable he will be deemed the cor.spira-

T ttr.
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tor, and suffer as a traitor, it being high

treason to imagine the death of the king,

or even of a privy counsellor.

The (.oil ended at Bristol, when the

numbers stood,

•at For Jarrit Smith, Esq; »4i8

John Spencer, Elq; 1347

Majority for Mr. Smith 71

Thursday, :S.

A motion was made at a court of com-

inon-council, at Guildhall, to present a

petition to parliament against the exten

sion ol exc.se laws, which was agreed to,

and a committee of aldermen and com-

JTK'ners were appointed to prepare the

fame ; who, after having withdrawn

some time, brought the petition into

court, which was agreed to, and ordered

to be presented by Ive Wbitbresd, Esq;

one of the sheriffs of th:s city.

The committee were likewise ordered

to prepare instructions to be delivered to

the repiesenfatives to oppose the bill now

depending, subjecting every possessor of

silver p'are to to the information of his ser

vants, or dissolute pe:sons, whereof the

following is a copy.

*« Whereas a bill is now depending in

parliament, by which owners, users, and

kcepeis of silver plate, are subjected to

the laws of excise : we therefore tike

this opportunity of expressing our uni

versal disapprobation of every extension

os laws, which tend to deprive the sub

jects of Great-Britain of their invaluable

right, a trial by jury.

And this bi.l appears to subject all per

son. (altho1 not engaged in trade) to pe

nalties arbitrarily levied by excise laws.

And we moreover recommend to you

the opposing the b II, as tending to the

ruin ol" many thousands of the most skil

ful artificers and manufacturers, or to

compel them to carry their art and in

dustry to foreign countries, leaving their

families a burthen to their own.

We apprehend a further consequence

of passing this bill, will be the exporta

tion of bullion unwrcujht, and the na

tion may be left without the only com

modity, to which they can have recourse

in the most pressing distress.

We conceive that this bill will ?lfo 1 y

an unequal burthen upen the middle and

lower rank of subjects, from which the

rich ard opulent (who are best ;blc to

contribute) aie partially exempted."

Friday, 19.

Ive Whitbread, Esq; one of the she

riffs of this city, went to the house of

commons, and delivered the petition of

the lord mayor, aldermen, and common.

council men of this city, against the ex

tension of excise laws.

Tuesday, ij.

The king sent a message to the two

houses of parliament, wherein hit majefly

informed them, that he had received re

peated advices, that a design has been

formed by the French court to invade

Great Britain or Ireland; and that the

great preparations cf land forces, ships,

artillery, and warlike stores, now making

in the ports of France, together with the

language held by the French ministers isa

some foreign courts, leave little room to

doubt of the reality of such a design :

That his m jesty had therefore judged it

necessary to acquaint them with intelli

gence of such hiyh importance to the safe

ty of these nations, and to inform them,

that he hath taken proper measures for

potting his kingdom in a posture of de

fence against so unjust and desperate an

enterprize, projected in revenge for those

just and necessary measures which have

been taken for maintaining his rights and

possessions in North-America ; and that,

in oid r further to strengthen himself,

his majesty had made a requisition of a

body of Hessian troops to be forthwith

brought over hither : And that, trusting

in the Divine protection, and in the good

affection, z-al, and fidelity of his people,

wheh he has so often experienced, hi*

majesty was dete' mined to exert all the

force God hath put into his hands, to

repel so daring an attempt ; and doubted

not of their support and concurrence.

The house of peers, in their address re

turning the king thanks for his gracious

message, assure his majefly that they

look with the utmost indignation upon so

urjust and dar.ng an attempt, as that

of invading these kinjderr.s in revenge for

his majesty's generous and steady conduct

in ma nta'ning h s just rights and posses

sions in Ncrth-A merica ; and humbly in-

treat htm not to suffer himself to be di

verted from it by any rppearanecs what

soever : They acknowledge with gratitude

the prudent mc.isures which his majesty

hath taken for putting his kingdoms in a

posture of defence ; feseech his majesty

to pursue his resolution of exerting all

his force to repel so desperate ?.n under

taking ; and particularly to augment his

army in Ireland in fich manner as he

shall think necessary : And cssure his ma

jesty that they will, at the h. zard of 1 heir

lives ar.d foi tunes, stand by his mnjesty

against all his enemies, and support him

in all such measures, as he shall find re

quisite in this critical conjuncture ; not

in the least doubting, that even the me

nace of so irjur.ous and presumptuous an

tnterprizr.

3
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«nferprize, will create the highest detosta-

uon in all who call themselves Britons and

protestant*, and raise a becoming spirit in

all hit mijcfly'S subjects (or the defence

of hii sacred person and government, the

protestant succession, and the religion,

law*, and liheities of these kingdoms.

Wehmsoav, 14.
A houre was consumed by site in Ru-

pert- street, Soho.

At the assizes at Aylefbury, two were

capitally convicted ; but afterwards re

prieved u At Winchester, one : At Cim-

bridge, two, but reprieved : At Heits..rd,

five, but reprieved : At Worcester, four :

At Reading, one, but rep ieved : At

Oxford, on the crown fide, was a miiden
one: Bedford was a m i >• one : At

• . -.• r.~i, n, two, but reprieved : At

Chelmsford, three.

That great phænomennn, a perpe

tual motion, it now found out by Sir

Charles le Blon, and Henry Huish, Esq;

captain in the royal navy : The mecha

nical part of it was performed and im

proved by Mr. William Paget, watch

maker, late of Burford, in the county of

Ozsoid.

Orders have been given by his grace

the duke of Devonshire, to array the mi

litia in every county and city of Ii eland,

as well as Dublin city, and the esrl of

Heath's liberty. It is computed that

each northern county can array at least

12,030 men ; the Munster counties 9000 ;

the Leinster 1000, exclusive of Dub in ;

and 5000 in Connaught : In the whole

about 300,000.

MaisiAces mud Births.

Feb. 16. T AWRENCE Butler, Esq;

I J was married to Miss Dorcas

Hayes.

March 1, Christopher Griffith, Esq; to

M ss Chichely, with a fortune of jo,oool.

Tho. Mannock, Esq; to MT Doughty.

7. Mr. Tho, Kynaston, chief burgess

of Westminster, to Mis. Cravm of Sou'h-

ampton, widow, with a fortune of

15.000I.

William Mclesworth, Esq; youngest

(on of Sir John Molesworth, Bart, mem

ber for Cornwall, to Mils Sm;th, of St.

Audries, Somersetshire.

13. Right Hon. the earl of Ptmhrcke,

to lady Betty Spencer, second daughter to

th: duke os Marlborough.

Tho. Rowney, Esq; member sir, and

h'gh steward of Oxford, to M.se Trol-

lope.

Capt. Dal'on, »o Miss Isabella Wrey,

filter to S.r Cecil Wrey, Bart. •

15. Edwird Tumour, of Shil'irg'ee

Park, in Sussex, Esq; to the Hon. Mils

Archer, youngUt daughter of lord Archer.

BIRTHS, DEATHS. 147

18. William Mildmay, Esq; to Miss

Mlldmay.

io. Richird Hoare, Esq; son of the

late aMerman, to Miss Hoare, daughter

of Henry Hoare, Esq; of Lincoln's Inn

Fields.

March 4. Lady of Sir John Hynde

Cottxn, Bart, delivered of a daughter.

9. Lady of the Hon. col. Schutz, of a

son and heir.

Deaths,

Feb. 25. TOHN Bad-ock, of Hampstead,

J. Esq; late an eminent mercer

rn Ludgate-hill.

John ThornhJl, of Gray's-Inn, Esq:

worth too.oocl.

Lady Heath, possessed of a large for

tune in the funds.

Wil'iam Smith of Sandwich, Esq; a

superannuated rear admiral.

Right Rev. Dr. Joseph Wilcocks,

bishop of Rochester, and dean of West

minster.

59. Right Hen. Benjamin Mildmay,

earl Fitzwalter, lord lieutenant, and cus-

tos rotulorum of the county of Essex,

and a privy councellor, aged 87. His ti-

t es of carl and vise unt Harwich are ex

tinct, ard his four baronies, of Fitzwal

ter, Egiemont, Burnham, and Ratcliffe,

lye in obey -.nee, being baronies in fee ;

tho' it is said the first descends to lady

Bacon of Colchester.

Henry Collet, of Norton Conyers, in

Yorkshire, Esq;

Margery Brider, of Willey, in Shrop-

fh:re, aged 113. Last summer she danced

with the morrice- dancers.

Arthur Sco't, Esq; one of the commis

sioners of the Nivy.

March 1. Mr. William White, senior

proctor of Doctor's Commons.

Mr. Palmer, stationer, cimmon-coun-

cilman for Lime-street ward,

Mr. Warren, fader, common- council

man for Broad- street ward.

Sir Edward Blackctt, of Hexhim, in

Northumberiind, Bart, an old commander

in the navy.

3. Hon. Mr. Moore, uncle to lord

Ha'ry Powlett and l.-.dy Ranelagh.

Henry Collingwood of Weslerhaugh, in

Northumberland, Esq; aged let.

Joseph Skinner, Esq; possessed of a

large fortune in America.

5. At h s k.dgings, in Ipswich, Mr.

Ph Hips, a batchelor. He has left all hit

fortu-e, which is near 100,0^ ol. to a poor

labouring nun, who was former.y hit

feivant, and who was on Saturday last

at the Bank to claim what m-rey is there,

/it Mr. P.hill p»'t death th:re wat .1 ba

lance of i6,o.'-ol. belonging to him in

the Bank of Englind, which hit lain

there 'wenty yeais without any interest.

T 4 6, Cor-
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6. Cornelius Herbert, Esq; an eminent

Weichant.

7. John Philpot, Esq; deputy ranger of

Ensield-chace.

Richard Phi lip*, of Soho, Esq;

9. Thomas Brereton Salulbury, Esq;

member for Liverpool.

10. Jimes Stiawton, of Blackburn, in

Lancafh-c. Esq;

11. Richard Rowden Baynham, of Ri

ver Hill, in Kent, Esq; a gentleman be

loved for hit amiable m.nr.ers and huma

nity.

11. James Jjckfun, of Cbpham, Esq;

Mr. Daniel Carne, high constable of

Westminster.

Serjeanr Gi'dlrr, senior serjeant at law.

15. Mr. Samuel Littlemore, clerk of

the journals and papers to the hjuse of

commwi,

Charles Killigrew, of Thornham Hill,

in Suffolk, Esq; grandson to the famous

jester 10 Charles II,

16. Dr. Watson, an eminent physician,

of Cecil street.

18. The only ion of lord Preston,

grange, late lord advocate of Scotland.

Lady Mary Pctre, relict of Mr. Petre,

os Stanford- Rivers, and lister to the un

fortunate earl ol Derwemwater.

19. Mr. Martin, lately an eminent

merchant in America.

71. Lieut. Col. John Duvernet, of the

first trnop of horse grenadier guards.

Richard Hitch, committed to the New

Coal, for the murder of his wife (fee p.

S9.) which before hit death he confessed.

12. Dr. Clinch, an eminent physician

at York.

13. Dodding Braddyll, of Acum, in

Yorkshire, Esq;

j6. Gilbert West, Esq; one of the

clerks of the privy council, and paymaster

to Chelsea Culle^e, well known for his

valuable writings in the c-Hife of relig on.

17. Mr. John Broiherton, bookseller in

Cornhill.

On Jin. 3-3 last, ar her brother's house,

Norron-Falgate, Mils Elizabeth Middie-

ditch, aged II,

EcclesiasticAl P» in 11 mints.

Trent the London Gazette.

"I* 7MTEHALL, March ac The king

V V has been pleased to promote Ri

ch ird Pococke, L. L. D. (0 the bi.hoprick

of Ossory, in Ireland.

From the rest of the PaTESS.

Rev. Mr. Oakley was presented so the

rectory of Hailecon. and vicar.ije of Com

henon, in Cambrrdgtsh re.—Mr. Hodg

son, to the vicaravee of Hurnhere, m

H :retoicfshire. — Mr. Jan es Tliorre, to

the iciJoiy of Bridfm, in Norfolk.—

Mr. G:orge Smrlirr, to the I vroir of

l\!c.ib„uroe, in Dei fc) shire.—Mr, Buckley,

to the living of Longbury, in Lincoln

shire, — Mr. Leach, to the vicarage of

Ash, in Essex.—Richard Shepherd, M. A.

to the vicarage of Norton on the Hill, in

Yorkshire.—Mr. Phillips, to the vicarage

of Hampton, in Arden, in Warwickshire,

worth 100I. per ann,—Mr. James Tai

wan, to the vicarage of Christ-Church,

Hants Mr. J»hn Holland, to the rec

tories of Edwyn Loach and Tedstone Wa

fer, in Herefordshire. — Mr. Mitchell,

to the rectory of Witherel in the Vale, in

Worcesteishirc.— Mr. Wcrmley Martin,

to ths rectory of Beeflon in Norfolk.—

Mr. Hare, to the rectory of Snetttrton,

in Norfolk Mr. R bert Malyn, to the

rectories ol Brainswcrth and Occold, in

Suffolk.

A dispensation passed the seal), to en

able James Stevens, M. A. to hold the

rectory of Ham, in Wiltshire, with the

rectoiy of Wo d Hay, in Hampshire,

Worth 300I. per -nn.

Psomotions Civil ani Military.

From the London Gazette.

WHITEHALL, March ic. The king

has been pleased to grant to the

Hon. Henry Boyle, speaker of the I'rtTe

of commons in Ireland, and to his heira

male, the dignities of a baron, viscount,

and earl of the said kingdom, by the

name, stile, and title of ban n of Castle-

Martyr, vilcount Bandon, in the county

of Cork, and ear' of Shannon.

To appoint the Richt Hon. John earl

of Loudon, to be commander in chiel of

all his forces in North- America. And to

appoint the following lord and gentlemen

to be officers to the sixty- second or royal

American regiment of foot to be forth

with raised in North- America.

Coh Tel in chief. Earl of Loudon.

C lorels commandant. John Stanwix,

JoOph Dusseaux, James Prevcst.

Lifurenant Colonels. Henry B riquet,

Frederick Haldlm nn, Russel Chapman,

Sir J. ho St. Clur.

Majors. John Young, James Robeit-

son, ]' hn Ruthei foid, Au>,uflin Pievost.

Captains of companies. Jr hn Tutli-

ken% Thomas Oiwa d, Rcdolph Fæsch,

Frederick Porter, Munflcr, Walter

Rutherford, Wersl.en, Ralph Har

ding, Chambner, Jerrmiah Stanton,

Kncilling, Richard Mather, Gusta-

vuj Wellerstroom, Hjrry Charteris, Paul

Castleman, — Sren er, Francis Lander,

Rollsx, Jrhi Inr is,——Schiader,

Gav.n Cochran, J seph ."rir.ee, Marcus

f'revost, Thon?as Sa^wix, Alexander

Harbrid, Abi eliam Bosomworth, John

Fa;'ch.

Captains- 'icu'enanrs. Knnn, John

Diirymnle, S eplitn Gu^lly, Edward Com

ber bach.

To
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To appoint major general Abercrombie

lo be color.el, and William Eyie. Esq;

rr ■ r of the reg. of foot late Ellison's.

Robert Melville, Esq; to be major to

Doroure'l.

Charles Inch, and John O'mfby, Esqrs.

Co be captains ; Luke Garde.ier, Esq;

captain.lieutenant ; Crnrlca Gore, Cent,

lieutenant ; and Nicholas Weld, Gent,

ensign in Otway's.

Frm tbc rrf es tbe Pa sum.

Andrew Mitchell. Esq; appointed envoy

extraordinary to the court of Praffii.—•

Albert Nesbit, Esq; consul at the Cana

ries.— Mr. J hn Barnes, bookseller, high

constable os Westminster, in rhe room of

Mr. C'arne, deceased. — Major- general

Stewart, lieuteeanr governor of Minorca.

—Richard Fiewin, Esq; land surveyor in

the port us London.

Pkomotions in tbi An my.

Third regiment of guards. George

Bruce, chaplain. — Earl of £ffir>gham'8

foot. Juliette Hering. ensign.— Col. I'ar-

som's.—James Quchterlony, lieut.—'-de

pendant company at Tilbury fort. Tho.

Ouchterlony, lieut. — Bland's drapoons.

Thomas Lister, quarter- master.—Hcney-

wood's, Thomas Carleton, atljutanr.—

Howard*! dragoons. Henry Knight, John

Worgan, and Henry Will am Guyon

cornets. — Albemarle's dragoons.

Be;heJ, I eut. John Bruges, cornet. — Col.

York's. Pampclone, ensign.—Ma.

j r- general HcimfVs. Demart/que,

enli n —Col. Hopfon't. Riclurd Sfiarpe,

ensign.— nd. pendent company at Provi

dence. Tho. Couzin, chaplain.—Corn-

w>lb»'i Robert Carr, quartermaster.—

Lascellet's. Charles BaflVt, lieut. Richard

Gold, ensign Rich's dragoons. James

Johnson, quarter. master. — Lord George

Beaucleik's f^ot. C>ates, ensign —

Carnwallit's. Philip Baitgs, and .

Patterson, ensigns. — Herbert's dngonni.

William Ge. rges, quarter-master.— Ben-

t. foot. Whitslud Keene, craplain.

— Jordan's. George Lloyd, chiplun.—•

Leighron's. John Quenchant, captain,

Gilbert Hillock, er. sign.

Alterations in the List Parliament.

BEiwickshire, Hon. Alexander Hume

Campbell, E.q; re- elected on pro-

, motion.

Liverpoole, Charles Pole, E'q; in the

room of Tho. Salufbury, Esq; deceased.

Bristol, Jarrit Smith. Esq; ■ —

Ricfu d Bcckford, Esq; deceased.

B (I—TS.

Feb. 7.\/f ICHAEL Alcrxk and

JV1 William Kempson, of Bir-

tninghim, iiutton makers and partneri. '

[ let Fmigm Affain, Cnt«hj;ut •/ Booh, a

h cur hjl Vtlumt, f. 581. cj.
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10. Thomas Watson and William

Tatcham,' of Cornhill, Habei dashers and

partners. — John Stephens, of Pnncc'i-

street, merchant.— George Fiy, of Cal-

ftone, Wilts, clothier.

14. Ralph Noden,. of Little Kerby-

street, 'merchant. Thimas Barnt, of

Wacton, in Norfolk, chairmaker.—Joseph

Hiscocks, of Malmsbury, Wilts, inn.

holder.

17. John Pratt, of Liverpoole, mer

chant, William Davis, of Bnmsccmb, in

Gloucestershire, clothier.

SI. J-naihan Brnccbridge, of Thames,

street, peruke- m-ker. —.John Amberry,

of Islington, dealer in coals.—Roger Pres

ton, of Bishopfgaie- street, dealer.—John

Pyke, of Bath, toyman.—James Wilks,

of Key- court, Little St. Thomas Apo

stle's, dealer and chapman. — William

Priddle, of St. Mary le Strand, scri

vener.

24. William Fox, of Manchester, chap
man —Christopher Wood, of Crathorne,

Yorkshire, merchant, Thomas Parsons,

of London, merchant.

March a, Henry Goold, of Pontefradt,

vintner.— Thomas Brown, of Cannon-

street, soap- maker.

6. Randal Macartney, of Cateaton-

street, merchant.—Junes Dickenson, of

Houndsrlitch, pawnbroker. — Thomas

Scatchar, of Nettleworrh, in Notring-

hamshiie, butcher. — Geoige Davies, of

Mold, in Fl.ntshi:e, soapbniler Daniel

Walkley, of Ar undel- street, taylor.

9. J ihn Morse, of Great Yarmouth,

merchant.—John Keer. of Debenham, in

Suffolk, grocer — Thomas Tearne, of

Hromsgrove, in Worcestershire, whitster.

— Thomas and Francis Hodgson, of

Thames-street, oilmen and partners.

13. Thimas Farnworth,. of the Maze,

Southwark. bricklayer — /irdrew Nalh,

of Seymour- court, St. Martin's in the

Fields, taylor. — Ji hn Hunter, of Pem

broke, merchant. — Thctnaj Elliott, of

Newcastle upon Tne, hnendrafer. —

George Weldon, of Thames-itreer, soap,

maker.

16. John H de and James Gregory, of

London, merchants and p inners,—Richard

Bottcl.cr, of Fcr.chuicli stieet, mercer.

jo. J.ihn Jennins, inn. of Welling'on,

Shropsh re, mercer.—R, ssendale AHef, of

Liverponle, l.mndrarier.— William Tuftly,

of Cai.non. streer, goldsmith.

43. Joseph Cracknel), of Birmingham,

linendiaper.— Samuel Cowell, os Hunf-

den, in Hertfordshire, tanner. — Unelt

Hodges, jun. of Whitburn palish, Hert

fordshire, yeoman. — Thomas Farr, of

Cuy's Cliff Mills, in Warwickshire, meal-

man.

An

id Months Bill of Mortality, in ear rears.]

a. /. t. Jar diaw,' r. cany.



150 Historical Account of

An Account of Invasions, or Afttmpti to

ward* Invasions, from the Conqutft.

ALFRED the Crev was the first of

our kings that made any refinance

against our enemies by lea, toward (he

end if the ninth century ; and Ed<ar was

■he first that got the mastery of nur seas,

towards the end of the tenth. S nee those

times there hive been at least twenty three

different Invasions, or attempts, with very

different success.

1. The duke of Normandy sets out with

affect of 900 fail, and lands his forces,

without opposition, at Pemscy, in Sussex,

Sept. 29, 1066, and gets England by a

tingle battle, near Hastings, tho' he had

no party to}oin him.

». Robert, eldest son of William

the Conqueror sand his successor in the

dukedom of Normandy) comes for Erg-

Jand in 1 lor, and lands at Portsmouth,

without opposition, having many inclined

to join him by land, and part of the si. et

in his interest. Archbishop Anfelm ha.

ranfcucs the army so powerfully as to estab

lish them in the interest of (his brother)

Henry I. They renew their oaths to him ;

so that Robert finds his attempt hopeless.

The brothers agree on terms of peace.

Robert flays two months at his brother's

court, and returns to Normandy.

3. Maud, daughter of Henry I, and

widow of the Emperor Henry V. comes

into England in 1139, with only 140

men, but is joined some time after by the

discontented barons, and numbers of the

people This occasions a civil war, with

the greatest violence and barbarities on

both fides, and with the most various sue.

cess, for the space of seven vein. Her

party is at last reduced very low, aod she

obliged to return to Normandy in 1146.

4. Isabel, wise of Edward II. lands at

Harwich, Sept. 18, 1326, with an army

from Hainault in Germany ; is joined by

many from their disl ke to the Spensers j

gets her husband* into her hands, and

obliges him to resign the crown to her son,

Jan. 22, 1327.

5. The duke os Lancaster is invi'ed back

to k'nglard, in the absence of Richard II.

Who was then in Ireland. He sets out

with three fhios, and only 80 men, and

lands at Ravenspur, in Yorkshire, in July,

1399 ; is joined by great numbers. The

king returns, m unable to make head

agiinst him, resigns, his crown to him,

September 30

6. Henry the Sixih's queen comes from

France, with a few ships, and 500 men,

in 1462 : Is prevented from landing at

the mou'h of the Tine ; loses the greatest

part of her n.en, but la '.<*(, at last, at

INVASIONS. March

Berwick, the Scots join her, and enter

England ; are defeated at Hexham, and

she and her husbind fly back to Scotland.

Edward IV, makes a truce wiih the Scots,

on which the queen returns to the conti

nent, and Henry VI. steals into England, -

where he is soon discovered, taken prisoner,

and confined in the Tower in 1463.

7. The earl of Warwick comes over

with a flee! and army from France in the

summer of 1470 ; the duke of Burgundy's

fleet, which lay ready to intercept him at

the mouth of the Seine, being dispersed by

a storm the very night before he set sail.

He lands at Dartmouth, is jointd by great

numbers ; drives Edward IV. out of Eng

land, and frees Henry VI. from his im

prisonment. Edward is declared a traitor,

November «6.

X. Edward IV. sett out with eighteen

ships, and 2000 men, from the duke of

Burerundy, in 1471, intending to Lnd in

Norf iik ; but as the lea was too well guarded

there, goes on to the Humber j lands at

Ravenspur, and recovers the crown, by tiie

Battle of Barneifield.

9. Henry the Sixth's quern comes tlie

second time, with a fleet and forces from

France, and lands at Weymoth, in 1471.

On hearing of Warwick's defeat at Bar-

net, she retires into an abbey ; is encou

raged by her friends to proceed, and de

feated by Edward IV. in the battle of

Tewkcfbury.

10. The earl of Richmond seta out

from Britany, with forty ships, and jcco

men, in 1484, His fleet is dispersed by ■

storm, and his own (hip driven alone on

the coast of Dorsetshire, but gets bick

safe.

11. The earl comes again with a very

indissercnt army, and lands at Milford-

Haven, in Wales, August 6, 1485, with

out opposition, Richard III. hiving la d

up his fleet. He is j:ined by many ;

marches for London, by the way of

Shrewsbury ; is met by the king at Bos-

wonhfield, and gains the crown, by the

battle there, the sixth day alter I us

landing.

12. Lambert Simnell pretends to be earl

of Warwck, one of the Yorkist hens to

the crown: Is sent into Ireland in 1486,

and received there as king. The dutches*

ot Burgundy fends a fleet thither with 2oeo>

men to assist him. He lands at Fowdray,

in Lancashire, in 1487, and is jointd

but by few as he moves on. Is deieated

at the battle of Stoke, near Newark,

taken prisoner, and turned into a scullion-

bjy.

1 3. Perkin Warbeek pretends to be duke

of York, son to Edwjrd IV. Is received

as such by the duke of Burgundy, several

of

r
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of the Irish, and the king of France.

Makes an attempt on the Kenrifh coast,

bac retreats without landing, in 1495 :

Gets into Scotland, is received by king

James there, and accompanied by him

with an army into England, in 1496 :

None join them, they plunder, and return

14. Perkin is obliged to leave Scotland,

goes to Ireland, and is invited thence by

some of the dissassected in England. Sets

out with four little barks, and 140 men,

and lands in Cornwall, in September, 1497.

He attempts Exeter in vain ; the gentle

men of the country rife against him : He

*)uita his army, then about 7000 strong,

and takes sanctuary at Bewly, He yields

himself to the king, is made a show of,

put in the Stocks, and hanged at Tyburn, -

in 1499.

15. Philip, king of Spain, fends avast

fleet, of 134 tail, with an army of 20,000

men, to be joined by the duke of Parma

with 50,coo more, and 2630 pieces of

ordnance, in hopes of conquering England,

in ic88. Queen Elizabeth's chief fleet lay

at Plymouth, and she had another * os

forty ships on the coast of Flanders, to

check the duke of Parma. As to our land

forces, we had 20,000 men to guard the

coasts ; 23,000 encamped at Tilbury, and

36,000 near the queen's person. The

Spanish fleet, after suffering by storm,

approaches our coast, and is engaged by

admiral Howard for three days, with

advantage. They draw eff towards Ca

lais : Howard and f Seymour follow them

with 140 ships, and arrack them, with

their late invented fVeship". The Spa

niards fly, suffer much by storms, and

bring home not much above one third of

the r overgrown fleet.

16. Charles II. sets fail from the coast

of Flanders, with a small fleet, June 12,

1650 ; escapes all the ships that were set

to warch him, and lands in the North of

Scotland the 23d. A'l Scotland is for

him, and raises an army of above 20,000

men. Cromwell comes over from I c-

laod, is made general of all the parlia

mentary forces, and marches into Scot

land. He forces the Sco's camp ar^ Dun-

bir, Sept. 3, and m.kes himself master

of a gie:t part of .Scotland aferwards.

The king resolves to try his fortuve in'

England ; marches frojn his camp at

Sterling, July 31, 1651, and pastes into

England, August 6. Cromwell follows

him with an army great y superior, and

ga:ns an absolute victory at Worcester.

September 3. The kng fi es, gets thro'

the greatest dangers and difficulties, to a

vessel at Slureham, October 15, and lands

the fame evening on the coast ef Nor

mandy,

17. The duke of Monmoulh sets fail

from the Texel, May 24, 1685, with only

one man ot war of 32 gurs, two tenders,

and 8- men. He pastes by all the ships

that were laid to intercept him, unper-

ceived, and lands at L me in Dorsetshire,

June 11. He is joined by leveial of the

common people j hears of the defeat of

his Irund the earl of Argyle, in Scotland,

and the approach of the king's army, on

his arrival at Taunton. Attacks the latter

at Sedgmore, July si ; is defeated there*

taken, and beheaded rhe 15th.

18. The prince of Urange set sail from

the Fiats of the Briel, Oct. 19, 16S8,

with a fleet of 50 men of war, i; fri

gates, 25 fircships, near 400 victuallers,

ar.d other vessels tor the transportation of

4000 horse, and 10,coo soot. They are

dispersed and driven back by a storm.

They draw together again ac Helvoet-

fluys, and set fail the lecond time, Nov.

1. It had been much debated, wrether

they should aim for the north or the welt ;

they resolve ac last lor the former, but a

change of wind lorced chem toward the

latter. They pass by the English fleet of

fii men of war, under the lord Dart

mouth, in the Downs, in a very foggy day,

and almost unseen, tho' they were ranged

in a line seven leagues long, and were six

hours in passing it. They then designed

to land at Dartmouth, or Torbay, but

were carried beyond both. The wind

turns short, carries them back to Torbay,

and at the lame time keeps the English

fleet, which was on the pursuit, from

coming up with them. They land there

without resistance, November 4. Most of

James's army desert him ; and William

gets the crown without a battle.

«9. James II. fails from Brest, with

French forces, and a fleet of 14 men of

war, six frigates, and three fircships, and

lands at Kingsale in Ireland, March la,

1689. He is joined by his Iriends there,

and by fresh supplies from France, to the

number of 40,000 men. They Jose a good
deal of time in their unsuccessful urges,

of Londonderry and Inifkilling. The duke

of Schomberg is sent over with an army,

much inferior in number, ro check 'h-m

that year j ar.d in the next king WMliim

goes to Ireland with another, lands in

June, 1690, comes to Schnmbtrj's c;mp

at Lifbirn, and cbtairs a compleat v-ct^iy

in the battle cf the Bcyie, July 1. James

flies to Dublin, and a few days after gets

off in a French vessel, arid retires to St.

Germains.

20. James II. goes to La Hague, whete

(here was an army of about 20,coo men,

with 30c transport*, and between 40 ani

to men of war, ly ng reidy :o mik? a

dr'ceel



15* Pretender and his Son'j Invasion. March

descent upon England. They are Aopt

almost a month by contra: y winds, and

then attacked by Rufstl with the English

and Dutch fleets conj.-intd (together a-

bout double the number of the enemy's

Ihips) on the i8ih of M»y, 1692. The

French have the worst of it j we pursue

them for severnl days, destroy seven of

tbeir ships in the pursuit, and burn four

teen more in the very bay yj La H-gue,

May 33. The desi n is prevented, and

James goes bsck aga'n l"r St. German's.

»r. The Pretender sets fail Irom Dun

kirk for Scotland, March 17, 1708, with

■ French fleet of 16 fh ps (most of them

of above 4.0 guns) and £ooo men, and

is pursued by Sir George Hvnt* (wh was

come over to the Flem sti oast to watch

their motions) with a licet of 40 ships.

They lake a wider compass, and Sir

George gets the Firth of Fd.nnurgh

before them. The French en approaching

the Firth, discover our fleet there, and

keep back ; Sir Ceorge falls in wi'h

some of them, and takes ths Salisbury.

The rest of their fleet steer lor Inverness,

but are kept bom it by contrary winds 5

they get back to Dunk rk, alter suffeiir.g

a good d;al by the weather, and losing

above 4000 men. ,

aa, 1 he earl of Mar goes to Scotland to

excite a rebellion in the autumn of 171c ;

they life, and proclaim the Pretender in

several parts there, as do others in the

North of England. The Scotch, under the

carl of Mar, are worsted by the duke of

Argyle, at Dumblain, Nov. 13, and our

northern rebels surrender to general Car

penter at Preston, on the i.<th. The .

Pretender steals to Scotland in a small ship,

and with only fix gcn'lemen to attend

him, lands at Peterhead, Dec, is, and

emeri Perth, Jan. 9, 1716, On the ap

proach of our army under the duke of

Argyle, he quits Perth, is puifued, and

gets off in a French ship, in the b.-ginning

ot February, to France.

*j. The Pretender's eldest son sets fail

from Britany, in a frigate rnly of 18 guns,

July 14, >745, and is jo.nt.-d afterwards

by a man of war of 66 : Brelt mtets and

engages the latter, and the adventurer

gets on in the frigate to Scotland. He is

joined, by degrees, by several, enters Perth,

Sept, 4, and the city of Edinburgh on

the 17th. Beats Sir John Cope at Preston

Pans the ust; besieges Edinburgh cattle,

Oct. 1, and raises the urge the 51I1 ; lo es

all the icst of that mon'h. They move for

England, pass the Tweed, Nov. 6, take

Carlisle, and penetrate aa far at Dtrby,

Dec. 4. As they had been joined but by

few in their march, and had much more

considerable forces than their own draw

ing towards them (under the duke of

• Stt N'o 1, 4, 7, 8, 9, is, 18, and 19,

5 N° 10. II N° I, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, and 18,

Cumberland, and general Wade: ) They

quit Derby the 6th, and retire, or lather

aie driven back to Scotland. On their

return they are joined by several mure of

the Scot* j take Sterling, Jan. 8, 1746,

besiege ihc eastie there, and get the battle

ofFalkirk, the 17th. The duke of Cum

berland sets out fiom London, Jan.

comes to our army in Scotland the 30th,

advances towaids the enemy the next day 5

they fly bclore him, and lie enters Sterling,

Feb. 1. The Scots make for their High

lands, hesiece Fort William in vain, and

aie totally defeated by the duke at Cullo-

den, April 16.

It appears from this list, that in thesis

twenty-three invasions, or attempts to>

invade us *, eight of the invaders have

landed with an ai my without 01 politic n,

two j" have been driven off by our fleets,

And one \ defeated on their own coasts

by the fame : One § has been disappointed

by a storm, and the other eleven have

stolen in with a single ship or two, and

few men.

It appears from the fame, that, in the

whole, seven || have succeeded, and sixteen

have been unsuccessful.

It may perhaps appear f>om the fame,

to ail who thoroughly consider it, that aa

our situation necessarily obliges us never

to be without a fleet to defend our coasts j

so 'he various accidents which often ren

der that caution useless or precarious,

oblige us never to be without a regular and

exercised militia, to oppese the e tiny, in

case ot their evading, cr (if it was possible)

getting the better of our fleets.

Anj-uitr te Rims fa February (p. %%.) by

ibi Howe Comb Shrp, Nottingham,

March 13.

TAKE the name of the town where

a contest hat been, Sir,

Betwixt J.rnt Smith, aid his honour

Jack Spencer.

Ir fiimary * * add, and the Rebus you'll

find [ycur mind.

Mr. Punster, is folv'd, and we hope to

REBUS.

TA^ K. E a word, which by many U of

tentimes ut'd,

Whtn peep'e descr.be a great place ;

"Mcth.rAs you'll find out, when once you

have mus'd,

A Mist who', endow'd with much grace.

Heartsrec, Camb.

On RELIGION.

EM G ION, you say, my attention

d.vides ; [fides i

Pray tell me what is there deserves it be.

[Pritei of Stotlt im our irMtf.]

f N° 15. and si. J N° io.

R1

•» Bnfttl lrjirgmy.
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To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

Farther RlMAtcs upon ill Nrgotiatior:! of

Count d'Avaux.

SIR,

JNyour Magazine (Vol. ^

xxiv. p. 259.) 1 find

one of your correspon

dents has very justly ex

posed the selfish and hy

pocritical views of those

Dutchmen, who, after

the year 1672, called

themselves republican*, ant, under the

specious pretence of defending the liberties B

of their country, set themselves up in op

position to the prince of Orange, their

stidtholder. The count d'Avaux, the

French ambassador at the Hague, has,

indeed, without any such design, con

vinced every man of the justice of this

charge against those he calls his sr, ends ;

and as several controverted facts, with re- q

gard to our own histo y, may be cleared

up and determined from the negotiations

ot the fame minister, a:low me to take

notice of some of them. The facts, I

mean, relate to the views of the prince of

Oranse, afterwards king William III.

with regard to England, fioin the year

1678, when the treaty of Nimeguen was

concluded, and the views of our several D

parlies and ministers, during the laiter

end of the reign of king Chales II. and

the short reign of his brother and succes

sor James II.

For this purpose we must consider the

circumstances of the royal fa rily, and the

nation in general at this period. As to

the former, king Charles was without any £

legitimate children, and without hope of

having any, as his queen would, in all

probability, out live him*; and his bro

ther, the then duke of York, had been

five years married to his second wife

without an appearance of hi; tvci having

Aprjl, J 7jt>.

any children by her, consequently the

princess Mary, his "eldest daughter, who

had been very Hnwisely married to the

pfince of Orange, was presumptive heir

to the crown ; and as (lie was not only

an obedient, but a most submissive wise,

he had by her means a probability of

succeeding to be chief governor of the

British dominions, as well as he already

was of the United Provinces.

Then as to the nation in general, it

was divided into two great parties, one

of which was called Tories, and the other

Whigs ; but borh these patties were again

divided into several other s : Of the Tories

all those that were papists were for render

ing the king quite absolute, because, as

the duke of York was a higotted papist,

and the king had always seemed to be of

that sect of religion, which must suited his

immediate interest, they might thereby

have a chance to get their religion re-esta

blished in these kingdom* ; and such of the

Tories as were of high-church principles

we.e willing enough 10 co-operate with

the papists, at least in augmenting

the power of the crown, because they

could not otherwise entirely crush the

dissenters j whereas the rest of the Tories

were for preserving the constitution as it

was then established, and both these join

ed together against the court when any

thing was done that seemed to favour

popery, under pretence nf giving ease to

the dissenrers.

Of the Whigs agiin, some were deter

mined republicans, who thought that the

nation cruld never be happy unless our

constitution were quite altered, and some

fort ol republican tarm of government

establilhed ; whilst others thought, that

the happiness of the nation mieht be '

secured by only curtailing the power of

the crown j and almost every man of these

two parties had some vjfiouaiy scheme < f

his own. Beside:, these, rhere was a third

party of Whigs that were well enough

pleased with our ccnlljtutioMl soim of

U a govern-
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government, provided the person os the 1679, the prince of Orange had projected

king, or at least of the next successor to a new alliance between the ftates-gereral

she throne, wtre changed; and of one or and the crown of England, which he

other of th; se thiee parties of Whigs were at fiist thought to have got the states to

all the dissenters in the kingdom j but propose, but being opposed, as he was in

about the year 1678, the last of the three every thing for the good of his country,

became much the molt numerous, as the by the republicans in Holland, he found

open and professed bigotry of the duke of^ he could net succeed, and therefore he

York obliged all the moderate Tories in applied himself towards gating the pro

file kingdom to list under that banner, and posal made by the king of England, as a

the two fi:st parties of Whigs did not leading step towaids his making up mat-

then think proper openly to extend their ters with his parliament, and as a measure

views any further, as they thoupht that necessary for giving a check to the anrbi-

even a change of the successor only would tion of Lewis XIV. who had alieady bc-

be a step towards their favourite scheme. gun to trespass upon the treaty of Nime-

Thus the people of this nation were guen. For this purpose he applied him-

divided into six several parties, to wit, " self both to the coun and to the principal

the Papists, the High church Tories, and Whig members of the parliament of Er.g-

the moderate Tories ; the Republicans, land, and what Mr. d'Avaux fays upon

the High-flying Whigs, and the moderate this subject is so particular, and so lur-

Whigs j and as to our grandees they fe- prising, that I shall give it in that mini-

verally embraced that party wh eh at ster's own words, as follows *.

the time seemed best calculated lor pro- The prince of Orange did not content

moting their views of ambition or ava- himself with working upon the Dutch

rice ; but all of them, and even most of q only ; he was likewise carrying on hi*

those, who were from time to time our schemes in England, with the king and

minister of state, made their court to some cf the principal members of parlia-

the prince of Orange, as being, in right ment ; and as he had formerly some par-

of his wife, the ptei'umptive heir to the ticular connections with the latter, by

supreme rule over these nations j and means of one Frymans, who raised such

this, added to the bigotry of the duke of cabals in the house of commons in 1674,

York, gave him hipes of at riving at this that they obliged the king to make peace

nit;h office before it came to his turn, with the states general ; he sent the same

which was perhaps what cliutfly encou- D person a second time, to inform them of

raged the country puty 10 propose the his design, not doubting to find them rea-

exclusibn bill in parliament; but this dy to embrace an alliance, which, by dis-

design he always took care to conceal engaging the king of England from the

from king Clurles, disguising it under interest of his christian majesty, would

the cloak of advising him to make up throw him into an absolute dependence

matters with his parliament; for he on his parliament. He took care to have

rightly judged, that it would bo impossi- represented to them all ihe advantages

fcle for his majesty to do so, without £ they could reap from such an alliance ;

agreeing to the exclusion of the duke os and that it should be put to them, whe-

York, at least from the administration of ther they could not assure the king os

government, in which case the princess England, they would furnish him with

Tiis spouse would have a right to be de- sufficient supplies, in cafe the king cf

dared regent; and this the king would Fiance should declare wart But as I

probably have agreed to, as appears from received intelligence of his most secret

what he hinted in his speech to the Ox- intrigues, I was informed of these prac-

fc"d parliament ; but this the Republicans tices with the English members. I spoke

and high-flying Whigs resolved to pre- * of it to one of the most considerab'e re-

vent, because they could not expect to get publicans in Holland : This man had an

a republick established, or the power of intimate correspondence with the leading

the crown curtailed, under the admini- men in the English parliament ; and by

flntion of the prince of Orang# ; and the his means, I signified to col. Sidney, a

'earl of Shaftsbury had now probably famous republican, who was afterwards

formed a scheme for Retting the duke beheaded, that as long 25 the prince of

ef Monmouth declared successor to the Orange remained so powerful in the Hates-

throne, for the fame reason that Crom- Q general, nothing could be more p'ejudi-

well got Fairfax declared general of the cial to the parliament <f England, and

parliament's forces in 1645. ,ne republick of Holland, than to allow

This may explain to us a piece of his- the king of Creat-Britain, to make an

V>ry taken notice cf by d'Avaux. which alliance with the prince of Orange, sir it

eannot otherwise be accounted for. in was certainly intended to huit the com-

• CAv»u*'t Ntgtittitm, Vol. I. /. 8.
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noo liberty j that the grandeur and 'hundred, I do not know, whether I

power of the French monarch, the pre- may not say 500, or even 1000, that will

text us this union, could not possibly be make use of them j they seem determined

re hurtful to either state, than such an to be as obstinate as the Irilh '

alliance, which they ought to endeavour to merly, who could not be persuaded ta

prevent, with all their strength and vigooi . dtaw their ploughs with harness (their

Col. Sidney wrote to his fiend, tint he fathers and grandfathers having alwaya

was strongly convinced hy the reasons ad • a drawn them by theirhorses tails) till an act

rinced, and (hat he had likewise com- os parliament was passed tocompel them to

municated them with sucetf., to the mi- One would hive thought, that the II-

jority of the parliament. Neveithelels, berty of pasting toll free would have been

he informed him at the fame time, that sufficient to induce our carriers and f»r-

the French kins *>ecJn 10 ?'*e powerful mers 10 come into the use of broad wheel*,

succour to the king of F.ng'and ; that he hut h seems even interest will not get the

had sent him lately a considerable sum of better of obstinacy, and most of our roads

money ; and that if the king of England, «re like to continue in the wretched con-

by the assistance os his most chrirtian ma- B dition they have been for some years Pift.

jerty, should be able to do without his All our great roads about London have,

P<rliameiit, in that cafe, he would become '» th» wetter part of this last winter, bee*

an absolute sovereign ; and this would hke a sea of mud and dirt, with here and

ohlige them to m ike in alliance with the there a (lough, ind scarce passible : At

fkatet-general. It 15 unnecessary to men- other times when they have been drier,

tioo all the particulars wrote to col Sid- y« were the ruts worn so deep, by the

neyupon that head ; let it suffice, to take narrow wheil., that they were crossed

notice, that the colonel and his fiend, (J with greaf) difficulty and danger by

—■ lo thoroughly gained, that after a coaches, chaises, and horsemen. I mud

negotiation of three months, the city of except Hackney toad, which does honour

London, and the leading members in par. to the surveyor, but this cannot be pro-

liament, p-litively refused to furnish such per'y called a high road, and Highgate

supplies as were necessary for the king of f°ad (the only one on which there are

England, to support an alliance with the more than thiee or foor waggons with

states-general, broad wheels) which wis formerly exces-

The prince os Orange succeeded better _ lively deep and dirty, and almost impaf-

with the king of England, who went so" sable, but h now become, solely hy the

readily into his designs, that at the end use of brond wheels on it, the only good

of August, 1679, he dispatched Mr. Sid- high road about London. I am told,

ncy, brother to the colonel, to the Hague, that at least one fourth of their waggotts

This gentleman, after his first audience, travel with broad wheels, which are con-

demanded commissa'ies, to whom he tig- tinually levelling the ruts made by nar-

nifird, that the king of England having row ones ; and were all to follow the

always had a particular regard for the fame example, it is evident a tenth part

states general, was desirous to enter into E °' <nc former expence would keep them

a close alliance with them, and had there- in repair, and, comparatively speaking;,

fore commanded him to propose the like 1 howling-green. I believe every

making os a tteaty os guaranty, to that of body will allow, that three horses would

Nimeguen. He not only made this pro- draw a larger weight, where the car-

posal, but he called upon the states to ac- ri'ge runs upon the nail, than five, or

cept of it, to acquit themselves of the «ven 6x can do thro' thick mud ami

obligation they had laid themselves under, dirt. The carrier would then be at H-

by their tteaty in July, 167S. p berty to carry any weight his eight

" horses could draw, and his carriage and
[ 7i It cmtinutd in lur nexi.] tire would not be Iwhle to be damaged

with the jerks «nd twists occasioned try
Ttttt AUTHOR tsth LONDON tne deep ruts. Centlemen and ladiei

MAGAZINE. would not run the risque of being over-

S I R. turned, nor horsemen of breaking their

THAT the care os our publick roads is limbs in crossing the ruts. In Ihort, there

a matter of the utmost consequence, would so many conveniences arise fronj

bath fjr the convenience of travelling, Q the use of broad wheels, that I admire

and the cheap, safe, and expedi'ious car- any body hut tite-smiths and wheel-

'iage of all bulky commodities, cannot Wrights should opp fe them,

be denied. The best method ever yet The roads which would then be free

thought ori for that purpose is the use of from dirt in wiser, would be free from

broad winds ; yet there is nil one in a thei'e clouds of dust which are so disa

greeable
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greeable both to man and horse in sum- •

mer ; for where there is no dirt in win- Tifi; AUTHOR cs tbi LONDON

ter, there would be little dust in summer. MAGAZINE.

Narrow wheels grind the gravel to dust in SIR,

summer, and dirt in winter ; broad one» f-r\ H E anonymous gentleman, who,

press the stones into the earth without 1 purely for the information t l man.

grinding , one is to the roads as a pick* kind, has taken the pains to publish ob-

ax, tearing them up, the other as a , servations and remarks on Mr. Ellis's

rammer, or leveller j theie would then Essay tovvaids a Natural History of Co-

be little else to do on the roads, but to ratlines, &c. in your Magazine of March

lay them in such a manner, that the wet last, p. 135. is desued, if he chuse* to

would tun ess, for which a small descent be informed, to read the book j for by

on each side would be sufficient. what he writes, it appears he has not

Rocky, stony roads, which shake our given himself that trouble,

carriages, and damage their tire, wouid Let him but examine the corallines and

by the pressure of large weights he level- sea-plants by proper microscopical glasses,

led like a broad pavement. As Hudibras B and try the fame experiments that Mi.

Cays, " No argument like matter of fact Ellis has done, and he will receive the

s»me satisfactory conviction that Mr. Ellis

It is evident, that broad wheels have had did, who perhaps was once of the fame

an extraordinary good effect on the only opinion with himself, and no doubt for

road upon which they have been tri- the very same icasuns. This curious

ed, and it is therefore to be hoped, that gentleman then will he able to separate

our nobility and gentry will countenance these extraordinary animals ficm the great

them, not only for the fake of their q class of sea vegetables, and will fee the

greater convenience of travelling, but as difference between feeds of sea-plants,

it must bring down the present extrava- and the vesicles, or little nidus's, where

gant price ol carriage, so destructive to the these animals produce their young ; I

trade and manufactures of the kingdom. mean, in that class desciibed in the begin-

Hay might be brought out of soft meadow ring of his book, under the title of the

grounds, without poaching them with Vesiculated Corallines, which have more

their narrow wheels, and dung might be the appearance of vegetables, than any

carried on in the wettest season. Our by- of the rest of the tribe ; and are formed,

roads being once made fit for their re- Das this gentleman rightly observes in ht»

ception, would be easily kept so, as it is remarks, with surprising regularity, and

evident the broad wheels could not injure the most exact symmetry in all their parts

them, and as nothing else but levelling and different ramifications,

would be required, the duty enjoined by London, April lam, SIR, Yours,

an act as parliament would put them in 10, 1756. I.E.

order, and they would not want mending P. S. Your correspondent seems so lit-

inanage; theannual burthensoineimpoft- tie acquainted with the seeds of sea-plants,

tion of fix days duty would cease, or be so g that he takes the swimming hbddeis of

diminished, that it would be no burthen. the 39th fucui of Ray's Synopsis for feed

The toll taken at our turnpikes for vessels, because they are in the shape of

coaches, chaises, horses, and carts drawn pods, and not unlike those of the hedge

by single horses (which might be allowed mustard,

without much damage) would be suffici

ent to keep our great roads in repair, Substance es the ACT scr Recruiting tbc

as well as the narrow lanes adjoining to Ftrcci.

them, and all broad wheel carriages _ T) Y the act for the speedy and effectual

might pass free, which they ought to do, P 1> recruiting his majesty's lard forces,

as the broad wheels would do more ser- and marines, passed on the ninth of

vice to the roads, than the horses which last month, the high-sheriff of every

draw them could do hurt. But reasoning coirnty in Great-Britain, or hi.- deputy,

with the majority os our farmers and upon notice from the secretary at war, is

carriers, is like preaching to the wind, to summon a meeting of the justices of

and nothing but a total prohibition, or peace, commissioners of the land tax, and

laying a heavy toll on the narrow wheels, magistrates of corpO'ations and burghs ;

will produce the desired effect. It is q at which meeting they are to qualify

therefore hoped the legislature will oblige themselves to be commissioners for put-

them to pursue their own interest by the ting this act in execution, by taking the

use of broad wheels. ulual oaths to the king, and to fix t ire

I am, tee. times and places of their subsequent

meetings,

1
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meetings, notice whereof is to be given &c. in other parts, to do the fame at the

to the admiralty and secretary at war. next office of Excise; and the duty to be

Any three or more of these commissioners paid at the fame time, and every year af-

may issue general search-warrants for ter within thirty days after the commence-

bringing before them such able-bodied ment of the year, to be annually corn-

men, not under seventeen, nor above puted from the said 51b day of July, and

forty-five years of a?e, who are not pa- from the beginning to own, use, S:c.

pists, nor under five feet sour inches high, ^ such plate. The penalty for not givinj

at do not follow any lawful employment, ' regular notice, and renewing the same,

nor have a lawful and sufficient maime- and for not making regular and just pay-

nance ; and these men being by a ma- menu (which are very particularly set

jonty found proper for tne service, shall forth in the act) 20I. half to the informer;

be delivered to the military officer, ap- to be determined in London before the

pointed by the admiralty or secretary of commissioners of Excise, or in any court

war, to receive them. Thi". officer is to of record, with liberty of appeal from

give a receipt for each recruit delivered the commissioners of Excise to those of ap-

to him, and to pay the parish officers B peal, and in all other places in England

aot. for their trouble, it. to the clerk by two justices of the peace, with ap-

attending the commissioners, and a sum peal to the qu.rter-sessions. The forfei-

not exceeding 405. nor under 5s, at the tuies are to be levied by distress on goods ;

discretion of the commissioners, to the but if no goods are found, then the per-

churchwardens or overseers of the poor son to be committed to goal till the mo

os the pariih where the recruit gained a ney is paid. No notice or entry is necef-

fettlemenr, or had a wife or family that sary for any new acquisition of plate

miiiht become chargeable to the parish, Q within the yeir. Persons receiving plate

beside* 6d. for each day the parish offi- in pawn, without using of it, are not IU

eers had him in custody. Any constable able to pay the duty, but the owners

guilty of a wilful neglect in the execution thereof are. Church plate nor to pay the

of this act, or any person obstructing it, duty j nor the stock in trade of any gold-

is to forfeit 10I. Persons inlisted by this smith, or manufacturer of plate, except

act shall be discharged at the end nf five for what Æull be used by him, or in his

years, if they desire it. No person hav- family,

ing a vote for a member of pa liamenr,

nor any harvest labourer who has a cer ^ /Ujinll os the ACT fir a wtw Duty ufm

tificate from his minister and church- Victualls as Licences,

warden allowed by a justice of the peace,

between the 15th of May, and j,th of r) Y this act, an additional duty of 20s.

October, (hill be inlisted : But bailiff's I) is laid on licences for retailing beer,

followers and assistants, &c. a:e expressly and other exciseable liquors, to be under

mentioned as persons liable to be inlisted. the management of the commissioners of

This act is to continue in force rill the the stamp duties, who are to appoint of-

end cf next sessions ; but his msjesty E f.cers, and provide a new stamp for that

miy suspend, by proclamation, its exe- purpose. The dury is to commence in

cution. England, &c. from and after Easter, 1756.

After the 2c,th cf October the retailers of

Accockt »f tin PLATE ACT. excise-able liquors in every royal borough

in Scotland, and after Nov. '1, in every

BY the act for laying a duty on silver shire and stewarty in that kingdom, are

plate (which duty is js. for every to be subjected to the said duty, and none

hundred ounces a*> far as 4000) all per- to fell liquors by retail there, without be-

sons, or bodies politick or corporate, r ing licenced annually, according to this

within the district of the chief office of a't ; and for every licence a fee of is. i>

Excise in London, who shall own, use, to be paid to the clerk of the peace , and,

have, or keep, any quantity cbargsable no brewer who is a justice of peace, or

by the said act, on the 5th of July next, magistrate in Scotland, to grant licences

are to give notice, and make entry in wri- under penalty of paying 50I. the one

ting, of their plate at that office, within moiety to the informer, and the other to

thirty days after j and all persons, &c. the collector of the ess, to be applied to

who after the 5th of July shall own, use, G tne repair of the roads. Forging or coun-

&c. any such quantity as 2s->ie said, must, terfeiting the stamp, &c. to be deemed

within twenty days after beginning to felony without benefit of clergy, and no

own, use, 4cc. give the like notice, and licences are to be issued but to persona

nuke the fame entry ; and ail persons, who have been licenced according to the

1 act
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act of the ninth of Anne. On the

death or removal of persons occupying

licenced houses, their assigns, ice. may

continue the fame for the residue of the

year, and new licences may be granted

to houses unoccupied and licenced the

preceding year, the tenant obtaining a

A DticmfTioN of tbe Stoni Biiidgi,

intended to be built Jrcm Black Friars, tt

tbt opposite Sbore of the River Thames,

wbiib it coiftruHed of eleven A'cbet, and

liuelve Piers, beside li t two Aiutmtntt. H

it so be built of Portland Stone.

i H E diilance between the wharfs iscertificate as prescribed by the act of »6 AT1 r , .
Ceo. II. Persons felling beer, &c. in 1 near 1 100 feet ; on each side, anc

on each end of the abutments, are stoni

steps to the watering places. The mid*

die arch is 100 feet, its piers on each sirs)

prisons and workhouses, are also to take

put licences, and former acts are not to

extend to duties on stamps granttd hy

this act. Persons sued on this act may

plead the general issue, and recover tre

ble costs.

From the WORLD, April si.

HA P P Y is it that the works cf men

of wit, learning and genius have

justice done them after their deaths ; tho'

I am apt to believe the merit we ascribe

to them then has it6 foundation in ill-na

ture ; as by admiring the productions of

are * of its arch, and the height srorl I

the springing of this arch is | of its dis) I

meter. The next adjoining arches a# I

90 feet each. The two next 80 fed [

The two next 70 feet each. The tw J

next Co feet each. The two next 50 let f

each j and all these arches have tire's

piers and height of arch in the fame pm

portion with the first mentioned arq

The ahutincnt toward each shore V

feet, to make proper room for I

flairs to the watering-place. The be

the dead, we are enabled by the compari- j_ torn bed of the piers is J more than <

son to condemn those of the living. We naked above, and gradually set off by ea

read the works of the former with a de- Dc(j „f flone. There are holes pierced

Are to find out beauties, and of the latter [ne spandrels quite through, w hose radi

to discover faults. Our acquaintance with 

shine in conversation, we are generally

blind to the wit of hi* wiirings. The

reasoning of an atheist in proof os a first

cause, or of a libertine for moraliry, is

sure to be laughed at by ihose who know

them j and it is only when a min'i wri

tings can be separated from his life, that

they will be read with candour and impar- e<j ,h(. nd ,nd holh fi

tlality. It may be observed farther, that E ,aid wit7n purbeck st 'Tbe coach v

in a country like ours, where party is apt

to influence every thing, a man who pro

fesses himself openly on one side of the

question, will never he allowed the least

degree of merit by tho e on the other.

Os this the immortal Milton U a witness,

whose attachments to Cromwell had

thrown such a cloud over his abilities at

the above finilhed fatiam and blucttj

stone cornice, and stone pedestals wtj

plinths : Also a stone rail and baity

ters two feet six inches high, and irejj

to the lamps at proper distances : Focj

ways for passengers, seven feet broad, eac

side ; between Purbeck stone curbs, f

28 feet between curbs, and laid with I

last, to make the road. The whole

pence of this stone bridee, as estimate,

by Lane. Dowhiggin and son, is 140,000!

including chains and cramps : The bread)

of the bridge 45 feet j starlings, fn

point to point 67. Invented and del

neated by Lane. Dowbiggin, and delivers
the restoration, that the copy of the no- p a!derrnari Sclater in 1751. (See '

xxiv. p. 41, 593 )
blest poem in the world was not only fold

for a mere tiifle *, but many years elapsed

before it was discovered to he a work

worth reading. Even Addj'on, whose

Spectators and other essays are deservedly

the admiration of all who read them, and

by a comparison with which i* is a kind

of fashion to condemn all orher writings

of the fame kind, gives us 10 uneftmand G

in his Spectator, N ' 541. anc* elsewhere

in that work, that he met with as miny

cavillers as any of lut sutciss.iis. (See

». I7« ) •

EPIGRAM.

LA Y, in God's name, cries Ce

j metaphysicks aside,

Take, my brethren, your bible, and

for your guide.

Religion of nature's the root of all evil.

And you r ide upon science post -haste 1
the devil. [IT J

Embrace then beloved, the happy 1

For now there is risen a bom of salvat

JOU

10/.
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JOURNAL of the Proceedings and Debates

in the Political Club, continued from p. 112,

Thus, Sir, tho' the executive

The last Speech which ivas made in the power be lodged in the crown, yet

Debate continued in your last, wool by Our conilitution it is in every in-

tbat made by A. Nonius, •whospoke stance liable to a check, and where

in Substance thus. is that check lodged ? Not in a sec

_ , of men chosen by the crown, or by
Mr. fresident, A one another, but in two assemblies,

SIR, every member of one of which is

I WA S glad to hear the confide- choien by the people, and every

ration of our national form of member of the other has not only a

government introduced into this right to be there as long as he lives,

debate, because that consideration but to transmit the same honour to

must neccflarily (hew the tendency his posterity. And with respect to

which the Bristol form of govern- B the former of these two assemblies,

menthas to the establishment of sla- no member thereof can continue to

very and arbitrary power. That enjoy that honour above seven years,

the executive power of our govern- unless the people in some of their

œent is lodged in the crown I shall districts should from his former con-

readily grant, but at the fame time I duct judge him fit to be again trusted

must observe, that by our constitution with the guardianship of their libcr-

the king cannot by himself alone do C ties, which they certainly would not,

any act of government, or command er at least ought not, if he had re-

any thing to be done : Every order fused to concur in the prosecution of

of his ought regularly to be in wri- any minister, who had either advised,

ting, and to pass thro' the proper countersigned, or executed any royal

office to which it belongs, by being order that was prejudicial to the

countersigned by the chief officer of state, inconsistent with our constitu-

that office ; and if without this for- D tion, or oppressive upon the subject,

mality any man should take upon From hence, Sir, gentlemen may

him to execute the king's order, he fee how securely the people are by

would, notwithstanding its being in our constitution guarded against any

writing, be liable to have his con- bad use of the executive power,

duct inquired into, and might be which is the only one of the three

punished by parliament, if upon powers of government that can any

such inquiry it should appear, that E way be said to be solely lodged in

what he had done was prejudicial to the crown ; for as to the jurildictive

the state, or otherwise inconsistent power, tho' the king appoints the

with our constitution. On the other judges, yet we know, that an ap-

hand, when the king's orders are peal lies from them to parliament ;

countersigned by the proper officer, and besides, they are liable to be

tho' it be an establiined maxim of prosecuted and punished by parlia-

our constitution, that the king can F ment, if they mould appear to have

do no wrong, nor be subjected to been guilt)' of manifest injustice or

any punishment, yet the officer who partiality in their proceedings : Nay,

countersigns his orders, tho' by his even in their proceedings they are

express command, may be punished circumscribed by the people in their

by parliament, if those orders be il- several districts ; for they can pass

legal or oppressive upon any subject. no sentence either iu civil or criminal

April, 1756. X rnatten,
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matters, until the facts have been with some propriety fay, Vox Populi

found proved by a jury. And tho' eft fox Dei and whilst this is the

the other house now claim the sole case, the Salus Populi will be the

right of determining all appeals from fiprema Lex to every man of com-

the king's judges, yet even upon their mon prudence that may have a share

determinations the people will al- in our government. Can this be

ways have some sort of check br A said to be the case with respect to the

means of this house ; for if the form of government established in

other house should ever begin to be the city of Bristol ? There, the exe-

partial and unjust in their determi- cutive, the jurisdictive, and the le-

n;itions, which to their honour they gislative power, are all lodged in one

could never yet be accused of, this assembly, consisting of but a very

house, in conjunction with the crown, few members who chuse one ano-

would find means to rectify what had B ther, and who pass what laws and

been done amiss, and to prevent the what sentences they please, and exe-

like in time to come. cute those laws and those sentences

Then with respect to the legisla- in what manner they please, witli-

tive power, we all know, Sir, that out any check or controul from any

the crown, and the two houses of man, or assembly of men, within

parliament, by having each a nega- that city ; nor have they the least de-

tive in the passing of any law, be- C pendance upon the citizens, either

come thereby a check upon each for their election into that assembly,

other ; and even the people in gene- or for influencing their proceedings

ral have some sort of ihare in the after they are there ; from whence,

legislature; for whilst our conllitu- 1 think, I may justly conclude, that

tion is preserved, the general voice of the citizens of Bristol, as citizens,

the people, especially when sounded are subject to as arbitrary a power as

in justice and the publick good, must D ever was established in any country,

always have great influence upon the This we may be convinced of, Sir,

resolutions of this house ; and our if we will but examine with atten-

relolutions when established upon the tion their several charters, especially

same foundation, must always have the last, 'which concludes with a ge-

their due weight with the other two neral grant and confirmation of all

branches of our segiflaturc, with re- the jurisdictions, liberties, powers,

fpect to the passing of any law which E and franchises, exemptions, privi-

thc people think necesiary for their leges, emoluments, and heredita-

seem ity or happiness, or the repeal- nients whatsoever, not thereby al-

ing of any law which they by expe- tered, as they ever before had or en-

rience have found to be inconsistent joyed, notwithstanding their having

with either. been ill used, not used, Or abused,

From this short account of ottr or discontinued. From these char-

national constitution, Sir, we may F ters we shall see, that the supreme

see in what our national liberty con- government of that city is lodged in

fists : It consists chiefly in this, that an assembly, consisting of a mayor,

with respect to the three principal iz aldermen, and 30 common-coun-

powers of government, no one man, cil men, which is called the com-

nor any one assembly of men, can mon-council of that city ; and tho>*

in any of the three act arbitrarily in former times the members, or

w ithout being checked and controuIedG most of the members of this assem-

by some other ; and the last and so- bly, were chosen by the citizens,

preme check is the general voice of yet custom so far prevailed, and is

the people. Therefore whilst our now established by charter, that the

constitution is preserved, we may citizens have not now the least share

in
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in the election of any one of them ; only the whole of the executive

for when any one dies, or is removed, power, hut also the absolute dispo*

a new one is chosen in his room by a sal of all the revenues of that city,

majority of the rest. Then as to and of all fines and amerciaments

the power of this assembly it is mon- levied by them, without any account

ftrous, considering how the members to be rendered to any man, or to

acquire their right to sit there ; for A any other assembly whatever,

first, aa to the Iegistative power of In (hort, Sir, the citizens of Bris-

govemrnent, those self-created and tol have not now any one badge of

irremoveable counsellors have a power English liberty remaining, but that

to make what by-laws they please, of being tried by a jury of their

and to enforce those laws by what neighbours, and that of chusing their

punishments, fines, or amerciaments own representatives in parliament ;

they please, without the least regard B and if you make but a very little ad-

to the advice or consent of their fel- tlition to the power of their magis-

low-citizens, and without any re- trates, you will leave them nothing

ftraint but of their not being repug- but a shadow of either of these j

: or contrary to the laws of Eng- for what advantage can 1 reap from

land ; which is really a greater, or a trial by jury, if I can have no

at least a more independent power jury but of such as must for their

than is lodged in king, lords, and C own safety determine against me ?

commons ; for as we of this house Or could the citizens of Bristol be

are chosen by the people, and must properly said to have the choice of

at the end of seven years again ap- their own representatives in parlia1-

ply to them for our re-election, we ment, when no candidate could ex-

must hare a regard to the voice of pect success if the magistrates should

the people, with respect to every law declare against him ? Yet this I am

we agree to, and the other two D convinced will in a very few years be

branches of our legislature can make the case, both as to trial by jury,

no law without our consent. Then and as to the choice of members of

as to the jurisdictive power, it is parliament, in the city of Bristol, if

wholly lodged in a few of the mem- you make the addition now proposed

bers of this assembly, or the ofHcers to the power of the magistracy of

, by them ; for the mayor and that city ; for as to trial by jury, let

aldermen of Bristol are not only jus- E us consider, that the sheriffs are an-

tices of the peace, but of oyer and nually chosep by the common- coun-

terminer, and of goal delivery, with- cil, and that being common-council

in that eity ; and as to all disputes men, as they always must be, they

relating to property, they must all be will be in hopes of being chosen al-

tried and determined by officers dermen upon the first vacancy after

chosen by this council or assembly ; they have served the office of sheriff ;

for no citizen is to sue, or to be sued, F therefore whilst they are in that of

fer any estate lying within the city's fiee, they will be as subservient as

liberties, or for any contract, bar- possible to those that are the leading

gain, or trespass, within the fame, men in the common-council ; ana

but before the courts established by from such sheriffs can any man ex-

charter or custom within the city. pect an impartial jury, if he hap-

And lastly. As to the executive pens to have the misfortune to be

power, it is wholly lodged in this>G upon bad terms with the leading man

one assembly, or in such officers as in the common-council ? This alone,

are chosen by them, and accountable Sir, may shew how much the ma-

for their conduct to them alone: gistracy have it already in their power

Nay, they have in their hands not to distress any citizen who very arro-

X 2 gantly,
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gantly, as they may call it, sets up can no way be prevented, and when

to be independent of them ; and if this influence is added to all the

to this you add the disposal of such a other sorts of influence which the

sum of money as they may raise ma^ii'.rates are already possessed of,

yearly by this bill, if passed into a we may easily judge what an effect it

law, it will soon give them an abso- will soon have upon every suture

Jute power over all future elections of A election.

members of parliament for that city. This effect, Sir, as well as every

The rich and independent pait of other bad effect that is to be appre-

the citizens may for some time be hended from the monstrous power

able to make head against them ; lodged, or to be lodged in the com-

but the disposal of such a sum of mon council of Bristol, must be the

money yearly, will by degrees en- more terrible to the citizens, as it

ga;j,e such numbers of the poorer B is so easy for that assembly, from

sort in their interest, as to enable the nature of their constitution, to

them to have always a majority, not prevent any divisions ever happening

only at every election, but at every among them. If such a division

wardmote j and their perpetual sue- should happen, a citizen might have

cess at the latter will secure their a chance to protect himself against

success at every former, which in a the revenge or resentment of some

short time will put an end to all op- C of the members of this assembly,

position either at the one or the other. by the friendship and patronage of

That this will be the cafe of the some of the rest ; but as they have

city of Bristol in a very small num- themselves the sole power of filling

ber of years; if this bill pastes into up every vacancy that (hall happen

a law, I am fully convinced, Sir ; in their assembly, they will take

for whatever the Hon. gentleman care not to admit any one but Inch

who spoke last may think of the D as the leading man can depend

post of a watchman or night con- on; and if any new member should

stable, there are in Bristol, and in afttr being chosen prove refractory,

every county of the kingdom, a and begin to foment a division among

great number of voters who would them, they have an easy and an ex-

Lc glad of 1 81. a year, in away peditious way by their constitution to

which cannot much interfere with get rid of him ; for it is but accusing

their other sort of business, and ma- E Kim of some milbehaviour, of which

ny who can no way be said to be they are themselves the judges, and

in beggarly circumstances, and yet after declaring that he has thereby

would think themselves very much forfeited his Teat in that assembly,

obliged to any one who should give they may order another to be chosen

a post of 1 81. a year to some poor in his room, as every member is by

ixl ition ; therefore c or 6000I. a their last charter to have his feat

jear to be disposed of in this, way, F there only whilst he behaves well ;

must always have great influence and by their old charters, the mayor

huth in die wardmote, and at every and aldermen are expresily inipow-

elcction ; and this fort of influence ered, at their discretion, to remove

it is impossible for this house to take and depose any of the aldermen,

any notice of, because when a man whensoever they shall please, and to

votes as privately directed by the chuse another in the room of the al-

rnagistrates, it is impossible to proveG derman so by them deposed,

that he does so for the fake of a Having now, Sir, explained the

"watchman's place, or in hopes of nature of our national form of go-

having the next vacancy ; conse- vernment, and likewise that of the

«juemly the efect of this influence form of government established in

the
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the city of Bristol, every gentleman Whilst they can do this, it will be

roust fee what a material difference easy for their representatives to lay

there is between them : In the former their complaints before this house,

no one of the three chief powers of and if upon inquiry it should appear,

government is lodged in any one that the magistrates had made any

man, or in any aflerably of men, by-lawsrepugnanttothelaws osEng-

without being checked and controuled A land, or had in any thing acted in an

by some other ; and in the exercise oppressive manner, or directly con-

of every one os these powers some trary to the laws of the kingdom,

regard must be had to the voice of this house would certainly addres*

the people in general : In the latter his majesty to order his attorney-ge-

all the three chief powers of go- neral to prosecute them. But chia

vernment are lodged in one assembly which is the only resource the citi-

os men closely united together, with- zens of Bristol have against the worst

out any check or controul ; which B of all slaveries, that of an Aristo-

assembly, by the nature of its con- cratical slavery, you will deprive

IlitutioD, is under no necessity to have them of by the passing of this bill

the least regard to the voice of the into a law ; for it is evident, I

people in their exercise of any one think, that after a few years, and

of these powers. Must not every after perhaps two or three unsuccess-

gentleman from hence see, that the C ful attempts on the part of the peo-

form of government establiihed in pie, the representatives for that city

the city of Bristol is as absolute and will always be chosen, not by the

arbitrary as any Aristocratical form people, but by the magistrates,

of government that was ever, or From hence, Sir, we must see the

ever can be established ; and that necessity of not lodging the establilh-

the citizens of that city would be as ment and government of a nightly

absolute slaves as the people in D watch in the magistrates of Bristol ;

Turkey, if it were not for the re- and if it be not lodged in them, it

straint which their magistrates are can be lodged no where but in truf-

ander, not to act in direct opposition tees to be chosen by the people in

to the laws of the kingdom. their several wards, as they are now

But now, Sir, as to this restraint, in the several parishes of Westminster,

how are they to be kept under it f To call this a lodging of the execu-

Not surely by any complaint or pro- E tive power in the populace is really

secution in any of the courts of surprising ; for watchmen have no

Westminster-Hall : For it would be fliare of the executive power, they

almost impossible for any private man are only assistants to the constables,

to go thro' with«such a prosecution at as every subject is obliged to be, and

his own expence against the corpora- are employed and paid, that they

tion of Bristol ; and he could not de- may be ready for that purpose when

pend upon being supported by any F the other subjects are in their beds ;

voluntary contribution amongst his consequently, the trustees who are to

fellow-citizens ; therefore no prudent have the government of them, can-

man will ever engage in such an un- not be said to have any (hare of the-

dertaking. The only method then executive power ; and if this could

by which the -citizens of Bristol can be properly said, it would not be in-

prevent their being as much slaves to consistent with ourconstitution, which

their magistrates, as the people inrj in many cafes, especially in our cities

Turkey are to their Bassiaws, is to and boroughs, has lodged in the

chuse two gentlemen for their repre- people the choice of those who are

sentatives in parliament, who are employed in the executive part of

independent of their magistrates : our government ; and even in our

4 coiifltiw
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counties it was originally the fame, (or ample foundation, other! raised and

the sheriff or (hire-reve was originally maintained by a single and munificent fa-

chosen by the freeholders, as the coroner mily, others by a joint act of the whole

is to this day. people ; all, however, noble in their pur-

After what I have said, Sir, I have no poses, and admirably adapted for the

great occasion to take notiee of the re- particular uses to which they were dif-

marks made by the Hon. gentleman who tinctly appropriated. I admired through-

spoke last upon the Roman government ; ^ out the number of inhabitants thus per-

for our form of government is so diffe- fectly provided for in every stage of their

tent from theirs, that no just parallel can conditions, together with the continual

be drawn from the one to the other. And increase of the fund which must support

to conclude, is the establishment and go- such an addition of charges, as 1 observed

vernment of a nightly watch in Bristol by the augmentation of apartments, and

were lodged in trustees to be chosen by decorations of more cost, perhaps, than

the people, I mould not be against an utility. Charity, thought I, works in

appeal from them, with regard to their secret j and these matters are of course

assi sTments, to the magistrates in their B hidden from me. But happening to turn

quarter sessions ; because if upon such myself on one tide of the chamber, I dis

appear the magistrates should he guilty of covered two or three long tablets, with

manifest injustice, by diminishing the 3s- several names inscribed in large golden

seism en t of a favourite citizen too much, characters, which in my simplicity I took

or increasing that of one they did not for the votive histories of the poor, who

like too much, the trustees would be such had felt the efficacy of relief under these

a body of men as might stand against the merciful mansions : But upon a nearer

corporation, and might procure redress q inspection, I found them to be no other

either from the king's courts, or from than an enumeration of the very worthy

parliament, which po private man could and pious persons of both sexes, who

at his own expence undertake. 1 have annually or occasionally afforded what it

said, increasing as well as diminishing the pleased them in their liberality to bestow,

assessment upon an appeal; because it is I was resolved, since chance had thrown

certain, that any man who thinks his so much information in my way, lo pc-

nrichbour assessed too low may appeal, as ruse, against my custom, the accounts of

well as he who thinks himself assessed too other families : which practice, however,

high ; and as in the latter cafe the judges D I thought the less impertinent, as I could

upen the appeal may diminish the assess- perceive no other end in their being placed

ment, so in the former they may cer- there. Here I discovered a contribution

tair.Iy increase the assessment - as much as that did honour indeed to the names that

they please, and may raise it to a very were annexed to it, and woultl have clone

extravagant height, when there is no so to the greatest. The immense sums

possibility cf contesting their determina- notwithstanding that were adjoined to the

tion, or getting them punished for their names cf several private persons, larger

injustice, which will be the cafe if the g than I could have suspected to be within

bill now before U3 should be passed into their power, raised my cuiiosity enough

a law. to make a farther inquiry into the history

.[Jin JouaNAt to tt ccmlimcd m exr next.] of some os these very liberal donors. Two

of them I accordingly pitched upon to be

i2£i£iK££S«&&5Æ3!fi3V&95iX*3%Stiii the subject of my investigation, as they

• stood upon the list ; the one a maidea
Ito W U R LD, April I. ]ady> wh„ bequeathed at her death 5000I.

'I-' A rC 1 N G my walk of observation to the poor of this house : The other, an

J. the other day, as is often my cuf- F old gentleman, who had settled, aster his

torn, I was led by the course of my tour decease, his whole estate upon them for

into one cf our famous hospitals. The ever.

m?~iificer!re of the building, the order and The good lady's story cannot be better

regularity of the houshold, the multitude known than by 3 letter which I received,

that weie received, and their several ac- In the course of my inquiry, from her

i:oinniodations, threw me naturally into nephew, who with three sisters had retired,

a very pleasing contemplation on the ex- in sorrow at their aunt's death, to a coun-

rtnlt'e chiriiy of my good countrymen, q try village, in the northern parts of this

From one of these endowed habitations kingdom 1 It is written with such plain-

1 was carried on to another, till I helieve ness and simplicity, and is so much suited

I made myself acquainted with all the to the circumstances of the writer, tint

puhhck edifices of this nature, that this I own mysef much captivated with my

large and opulent city abounds with. tuial cofiesfondence. The letter is this.

80111c of then I found of royal and very SIR,
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SIR,

It is neither our inclination, nor I am

sure our interest, to conceal any thing

from you, who have taken so much gene

rous pains in our service. Your osten

are received by us ail most thankfully ;

but you are misinformed as to the hun- ,

dred pounds s For my late aunt has left

every shilling to the hospital, after her

funeral expences were discharged, which

amounted to a good deal, as she was

whimsical in many articles that related

to her burial. Hojv she passed us by in

this manner, is still a matter of wonder

and perplexity to us, as she continued

to the very day cf her death to declare B

that she had nobody to look upon, this

side of heaven, but her dear nephew and

neices. She was accounted alway a vain

woman ; but we thought her very religi

ous, especially as (lie began to decline.

For some months before she died, she

never mused morning or evening service

throughout the week, besides her private p

devotion in her own house, at which

none of the family were suffered to be

present. The minister and (he would

sometimes stay two or three liours to

gether. She used often to discourse upon

charity, and said she loved the poor, tho'

1 do not remember to have seen her be

stow any alms whilst 1 lived with her ;

which surprized us the mote that she D

should leave all to them at her death. She

has given them her picture loo, with or

ders that it should be hung over the great

door of the chapel. Remember, Sir, it

i by your own desire I collect these tri

fling particulars, that concern ourselves

only, and the memory of so fantastical

and unjust a woman ; for such I must call

her, notwithstanding I assure you I am '

perfectly and contentedly resigned to my

Jot.

I am, &c.

It was with great difficulty I could

learn any thing relating to the old gentle

man, who is mentioned to have disposed

of hit whole estate in this manner.

Those of his blood and nearest kindred

had betaken themselves to the lowest

supports which employment affords to

the miserable ; and were eifhrr dispersed

in the navy, or in such stations, that all

enquiries of tins sort were fruitless. The

very name was obliterated every where,

except were it pointed out the disposal of

a very considerable fortune. All I could

gather of him was, that he had increased

a very good paternal inheritance by every

act os thriving in tiade, that is safely

practicable ; that he was always called in

the city, a hard money- getting man ; and
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that he had left his brothers, sisters, and

grand-children, to make their way with

out the least provision or assistance. There

was a statue erecting for him, 1 fouiiu by

his own orders, in the hospital.

Thus ended my pursuit, which I quit

ted with as much eagerness as it was un

dertaken. 1 was displeased over and over

with myself at my search, and wished for

that tranquillity cf mind, which is always

the portion of a happy ignorance. Hie

stream, as I viewed it, was clear: and

it is certain 1 went out of my way to

look at the fountain. The generosity I

at first contemplated with rapture, was

now exchanged for the disgust I sett ac

pride and injustice. Were strokes indeed

of this natuie not so severe in their effect,

there is something so ridiculous in these

ostentatious charities, and such an absur

dity in appropriations of thia sort, under

the circumstances I have described, that

I confess I could indulge a less scrisus re

flection at the examination of them.

The two originals above, have many

counterparts in this nation j persons who

are frequently so charitable as to reduce

their whole families to beggary. Tlia

raising a church, or endowing an hospital,

are the two main objects of an elderly

sinner's piety j and >no matter by what

means, so that the end be but accom

plished. This is such a compendious

way of discharging all the duties of life at

once, and at the expence only of what

there is no possibility of retaining any lon

ger, that no wonder these spur.ges of

charity are in so much use at some certain

periods, and at such alone.

I would not dwell upon errors which I

thought incorrigible, or endeavour to dis

cover causes without hopes cf amending

the effects; but I am really of opinion,

that tie grievances here set forth, owe

their birth chiefly to a few mistakes,

which my exception of the word charity

inchnet me very much to rectify, for the

service especially of these pious and libe

ral benefactors : For sach 1 make no ques

tion many of them are, only, as 1 have

said before, they are unfortunate enough

to lie under some mistakes. In the first

place therefore, I shall venture to lay it

down as a maxim, that theie is no such

thing as posthumous charity. There may

be equity, and their may be propriety in

a last designation of earthly goods, but

real or intrinfick generosity or benevolence

there can be none.

—— £jw mart fyris ivtsci Celalir jnlet

bospti.

It is a modern supposition, nourished

by hope and weakness, that leads people
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to reckon upon are act, that does not take religious society for a different purpose J

place while they are alive. I do not re- the end proposed being the salvation of ,,

member that any one of the apostles, fouls in another world : Hence inde-

the preachers and examples of every so- pendent on the civil, can have nocoactivj

cial obligation, enforced ever the duty of power, Sec. This I conceive is very jaft,

testamentary acts of goodness: Nor did and more might easily be said to explain

David set apart a charge upon the revenue and enforce it j but the gentleman's h nt

his son was to enjoy after him, towards is sufficient for my purpose, and, being

the buiMing a temple, which he sound always kept in view, will afford mat er

was not to be the glory of his own reign. enough to break the alliance that he ; f-

Another error, which I hope to set terwards talks so much of, as I conceive

right, arises from the general idea of po- no inference can be mure proper and jm ■

vert), winch seems not to be very well than this j that the nature and end ef re

settled. The poor under your eye, and ligious and civit society being so essentially

the poor unborn, stand in a very different different, no political contrivance what- \

relation of indiyerce together. Thus a ever can of right confound them : How- \

crippled pennylefs sister, or an infirm ever, be this as it may, Mr. VV. will

cousin, are by no means equal objects of B suppose the church and slate to he only at

bounty with the future offspring of a fu- first independent of each other, and then

ture beggar. All that 1 have to say to a talks as if they, once upon a time, met

persuasion os this fort, is, that I will as- together, and came to an agreement. I

firm, a relation or dependant left to starve, will be on your fide, and apply my en-

is in every article as true a beggar as any deavours for the service of the state, and

between St. Paul's and St. Peter's. Upon thereby the mischiefs of independency

the whole, since monty has no cutren- will be prevented, for you shall be my

cy on the othei tide of the grave, and no q head, and my power be communicated

real value but in its application on this, for your service. This is said on the part

I could wish the last disposition os it were of the church.— And then I am in return

a little better considered. It wa» but rea- to protect you, and to communicate my

sonable surely, to expect that those who power for your service : Hence a settled

do no good with it whilst they live, maintenance for the clergy, ecclesiastical

should do less mischief with it when they jurisdiction, right of churchmen to pnr-

•tie. take of the legislature, &c. This is said

on the part of the state, and so they seem
Remarh en the Rcu. Mr. Waiijitosi D to go on very lovingly together: But

Scheme of AlUana befw.cn Church and triere arc so many queries, difficulties

Stale. and facts. to be answered and cleared.

To———, in . that I doubt this alliance will not hold

good at last. For first, It is very nitur.it
Dear Si*, t0 enquire, when this compact was made ?

AS the main part of Mr. Warburton's Mr. W. hath an answer ready, by asking

book seems founde.l on a paradox, when was the original contract signed be-

so that gentleman's sentiments about the „ tween king and people j and thus would
alliance between church and slate, seems c insinuate, that cafe as parallel, and Co

at least to n.every chimerical, and which throw off the difficulty from himself. As

I shall use freedom in examining, but Mr. W. is very fond of this supposed

still with all due deference to the author's similar cafe, I therefore-beg leave to exa-

learning, and respect to your judgment. mine it a little.—By original contract, r

Befoie I consider ihe particulars of tina apprehend is meant no other than that

scheme, 1 would beg leave to observe, in reciprocal obligation the governors and

general, that thii gentleman hatn given F governed are under, to fill up the relation

us a lorry account of the establishments they stand in towards each other, for an-

in past a^ci, as being founded in traud j fwering the great ends for which civil fo-

and thatr utility not tiuth was the pre- ciety and government were appointed by

vailing principle thro' all, and thereby, I God ; so that if you will be pleased to

think, he puts a weapon in the hands of dig to the very foundations of civil go-

those who have not such whimsical no- vernment, you will there find a reply to

tions of establishment, as himself, nor the gentleman's queries.—You will easily

are such friends thereto as to call them theQ observe that governorsand the governed are

universal voice of nature. In order to relative in their nature.— You cannot con -

lead to his proof of the necessity and be- ceive, of governors of civil societies, with-

nefit of this alliance, Mr. \V. previously out civil societies to be governed, and the

tells us, that civil society was instituted supposition of a contract is as necessary

for the preservation of temporal liglrts j at the very end and design of govern
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Djent itself : Bat is this the cafe with the ing favours for their own particular ad-

alliance that Mr. W. speaks of, as made vantage. The honours and profits of

between church and state, and which this world to the latter ; what the latter

church and state are declared by him to had to, or did in fact, bestow on the magis-

be originally independent of each other, trate, 1 am yet to seek even from Mr. W.

and constituted for different ends? Is himself: But as there is much greater diffi-

this, I fay, a parallel cafe, when the one culty on the other part of the question, I

contract is supposed essential to, and re- ^ therefore go on to ask who is the church ?

suiting from the very nature and design —I really sometimes think the author

of civil government, and without which would have you understand him, as if he

the great end of government could not be thereby meant the whole nation, as one

answered, as the tye between the head body or religious society. What, all per-

and members of one body, for one and sons in the nation, what or whomsoever

the (ame great end ?—This is the notion they be, can that be a proper definition

at least, as 1 apprehend it, of what is call- of (tie church, or a religious society ? Shall

ed the original contract, and the idea a gieat many be left out ? How is the

seems just and confident, and, as you fee, B whole then as one religious society ? Or

takes its rife from the nature of civil go- how are we to know who is to treat ? Mr.

vernment, and the relation necessarily a- Lock's definition of a church, is a volun-

riling between kins anc' people. The o- tary society of men joining together, of

tber contract between church and state, their own accord, in order to the publick

must be supposed as between two bodies worshipping of God, in such a manner as

originally independent of each other, and they judge acceptable to him, and effectual

made for different purposes, but cement- to the salvation of their souls,—Hew clear

ed by a supposed contract, so as to be- Q and hew intelligible, and no wonder, for

come one:—An idea neither just nor con- Mr. Lock was pot striking up an imagi-

sistent, not taking its rife from the na- nary alliance : He had a higher aim, and

Ure of church and state as originally and his sentiments will scarce coincide here 1

separately subsisting, but from the time but perhaps Mr. W. may mean, at least

of the supposed contract, er when the he appears to me sometimes to do so, that

church and state entered into alliance.— church officers are the persons appointed

Does not the query then very naturally to treat : I am sure he hath been pleased

recur? When was that ? To fay it was to make the benefits of the alliance flow-

always so, would contradict the fuppo- " to them greatly. Who then are these ?

sition of their being ever separate, or ori- Not the pope, for I presume he is to be

finally constituted for different ends : To considered as a foreign head, and there-

fix the time when it commenced, would fore quite out of the question here ; but

have prevented the author from raising so the clergy, whether bishops without pres-

much dust as he hath done, and would, byters, or presbyters without bishops,

by no means, answer his purpose. He whether they are to be considered jointly

therefore very cautioasly avoids the ques- or separately, or in what capacity they

lion, and, instead of making a reply, is E did, or could make this alliance, the

only pleased to ask when was the original gentleman faith not, and yet 1 conceive

contract signed .' But he must not so drop it is very necessary, when an alliance is

his point. Let the original contract stand spoken of, to say, who had power to

en its own bottom, the present query is treat ? But Indeed the gentleman's scheme

about the alliance between church and depending on imagination, it is no easy

state ; and therefore I proceed to ask, Se- matter, nor is it his business, precisely

condly, Who are the parties, or what is to mark out when the alliance wai

meant by the state and the church ? Whe- p entered into, or who made it; it is e-

ther the gentleman means by the state, nough for him that the church is the

the governors or the governed, or the church, and the state is the state, and

whole civil society in a complex view, I that this church, and this state, shall turn

profess is not clear to me t Sometimes it out just as he would have it; so that every

seems to regard the oae, sometimes the thing agreeable to him shall be as of right,

other.—He was pleased justly to say civil by virtue of this imaginary contract j and

society was instituted for the preservation this leads me to enquire, Thirdly, What

of temporal rights ; religious society for a this alliance is, how stands its rights, and

different purpose. The one he calls the G how facts are corresponding ? You will

church, the other' the slate ; but when be pleased to remember, that the nature

he afterwards considers them as entering and end of the state, is that of a society

into an alliances it looks as if theoivil ma- constituted for the preservation of civil in-

giltrates and the clergy were the persons terests : That of the church, is, a society

concerned, and that they were exebang- voluntarily uniting sot the great purpose s

April, 1756. Y of
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of another life. How are these allied, nnd be, and the making or supposing terms,,

on what right is the alliance sounded ? on which it was to be continued ; that

That a member of the church, and a neither the law, nor the history of those

member of the state, may be very consis- times, speak one word of. How, or

tent and harmonious things, or, it you why then, the gentleman should make

please, united in one person, I readily this a part or condition of the alliance

grant, and that a regard to civil and reli« between church and Aate, and fay hence

gious interests may very consistently and the ecclesiastical supremacy, wiJl rest on

harmoniously he carried on, by a religi- him to make out, and I might add, that

ous and civil society, I will as readily ac- since that time numbers of the clergy,

knowledge; but this is not what Mr. W. who have supported themselves with the

intends by his alliance : His aim is to name of the church, have been far from

make the church and state one, so as giving up their independency, or acknow-

that the original nature of each shall be ledging it was given up at any time, or

out of sight, tho* the great ends for Svhich by any means whatsoever : And as thus,

each was appointed shall seemingly be the alliance is visionary on one side, so it

kept in view ; 1 say seemingly, for i be- B is on the other.—Can Mr. W. refer, has

lieve it will never be found truly the cafe he referred, to any record, where the

on examination, that where the original clergy have acknowledged, that their

nature of church and state is put under maintenance and jurisdiction are sounded

the table, the great ends of each were on this alliance, either by an express or

kept above board. My conclusion, there- implied contract ? Nothing less—strange-

lore, is this, that no alliance can be alliance indeed, where neither the facts

justified as if right, that alters the nature nor the terms can be found to be acknow-

<of things as originally appointed by God ; q ledged by the parties !—However this au-

and I believe it will be found as true, that thor will have it, that so it is provided,

110 such alteration was ever made or that in cafe this maintenance, jurisdiction,

pleaded for, that did not tend to the in- and right of churchmen to partake o£i

liingement of the just rights of the peo- the legislature [are the annexing baronies

pie. But let us fee how Mr. W. mana- to bishops fees, what is meant by this last

ge« his alliance as to fact ; on the one fide expression, or what elseJ should be taken

-we are to suppose the state or king, on away by the Aate, that, then the king's-

th.e other the church or clergy. You shall, supremacy should cease [what law or

faith this gentleman, in the name os theD gospel can the author produce for this J'

ltate, addrelfing the diurch, apply your and t!»e church and state be as independent

endeavours for the. service of the state, as at first, or before the alliance wasmade >

communicate your powers to my service,. Is this a real state of facts, or an imagi-

hence the mischiefs of independency will nary representation ? Pray, Sir, look into

be prevented, hence ecclesiastical supre- history, and examine the facts thereby ;

Aacy. The reason why I called this in and that you may judge of the right, let

the beginning of my letter, a chimerical every thing he brought to this (if yo«

alliance, is because no such alliance had g will allow it to be, as 1 think it the proper)

ever any other existence than in the au* touchstone ; is this or that consistent or

thor's imagination ; and matter of fact inconsistent with the nature of church

speaks no such language. If you will and state, ao instituted by God, and the

be pleased to look into church history, ends for which originally appointed ?

and particularly the historyof the reforma- What can it avail to raise up an alliance

tlon, I think I may safely say you will not contrary to fact, a dream instead of »■

be able to find a word about this alliance; history ; and if fact, could, as I humbiy-

the question was, whether the pope or conceive, bind no farther than the condi-

the king ought to have the title of fu- F tions are agreeable, to that religious and

premc head? This produced many de- civil liberty, for the preservation of which

bates; but at last the king carried his religious and civil society were instituted ?•

point, and an act of parliament was made On the whole, 1 must confess the scheme

to inforce it. The pope was supposed to of this great author seems to me no more

have usurped a title that did not belong to than learned trifling, a meer invention

him, and therefore it was taken from him, and playing on words, which may mislead

and the clergy generally submitted to an and confound, but never convince the rea-

acknowled^ment of it in the king ; 1 sayQ der, farther than that the author is one

generally, for some still adhered to the of the best hunters of a paradox in the

pope j but as to their consent being neces- kingdom, and that if he cannot run it

sary to the passing any law, their giving quite off the stage, it can never be said

up any independent light, as without to be for want of ability ; tho' methinks

wiliest the thing was riot, or could not it is freat pity sometimes to fee such abt
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i no better employed.—Mean or de- Q^_6. Whether any such alliance was

ing persons may be supposed to build ever made in fact ; whether if fact it

castles in the air ; they may find their ac- could give a right ; and by what rule the

count in it ; but writers of eminence right lo any claim ought to be tiied >

should be above it ; for notwithstanding 0^7' '5 not tn'5 interchange of sa-

all their learning and vast capacity, there vours, and power of resumption, wholly

will be a wound given to the cause os the effect Of imagination ; or where are

religion and liberty, for which they would ^ the facts corresponding j and on what
- J - that all the balm law or gospel is the right founded ?

■they can throw in will not heal.—But I Q^8. Whether such a general rule with

submit these reflections to your considers- that exception only, be a just one, and

lion, and am, especially how it can with any reason be

Your very humble servant. extended to the spiritual court ; whether

P. S. I would not wfllingly mistake such a rule is confined to this time and

the author, but as far as I can come at nation, or is in force at any future time,

*hi» meaning, amidst such a foliage as his and every other place ? (See Vol. xxiv.

learning and imagination prepares for a B p, 486.)

cover to him, I think -it amounts to this.

—That, when the members of a church ' fnm tbc c 0 n n 0 1 s s r u «, April 1.

become the majority, or the powerful in the

Jiate, they are (1) then to be considered as 'T'HERE is no character in human

one body, allied for their (2) mutual benefit 1 life, which is the subject of more

s.i)j and so as a right to all honours (4) frequent speculation among the vulgar,

and privileges be claimed by them, ex- than an author. Some look on him with

elusive of all others.—That this alliance Q contempt, and others with admiration ;

jane rife to a mutual interchange of fa- but they all agree in believing him to be

vours, and (5) thereby fixes the right of something different from all other people :

the church (6), and state to the claim of And it is remarkable with what greediness

their respective privileges as they now they attend to any little anecdotes, which

enjoy them, and of which if either de- they can pick up concerning his life and

f>rive the other, the alliance is broke, conversation. He is, indeed, a kind of

and the church and state arc then to re- an ideal being, of which .people conceive

fume what belonged to each separately, very different notions. By some he is

or before the alliance was made : How- D supposed never to stir out of a garret, to

ever (7), that the alliance cannot destroy wear a rusty black coat, dirty shirt, and

liberty of conscience to others, that being darned stockings, and to want al! the ne-

the end for which religious society was cessaries as well as conveniences of life j

instituted ; but -in other respects the al- while others regard him as a creature I'u-

liance makes every thing right that now perior to the rest of mortals, and en-

ij, and adds a sanctien even to the spiri- ■ dowed with something more than rea'on.

tual court (8). One part therefore is surprised to see him

Q^i. What are we to understand by g walk abroad, and appear as well ditssed

chufch ?—Is this one religious society in as other people ; and another is difap-

one nation, and one age, or every reli- pointed, when they find him talk ar.d act,

gious society, in every nation, and every and fill the offices of life, 110 better than

age > any other common men.

0^2 and j. Can numbers and power Nor is it less curious to consider the

give any right ? different ideas they conceive of the man-

4. In what light is church and state p ner in which the business of writing is

to be considered, before the alliance was executed. The novice in liteiature, fmit

made ? And by what authority can any with the love of sacred song, hut not yet

alteration be made in the nature of either dipt in ink, supposes it all rapture and en-

afterwardi, or by means thereof ? thirfiasm, and in imagination sees the a«-

Q^5- Can a plea for a toleration, ora thor running wildly about his room, talk-

right to worship God, according to the ing poetry to the chairs and tables ; while

dictates of your conscience, without suffer- the mechanick considers him as working

ing any penalty for so doing, be rendered p at his trade, and thinks he can set down
J to write whenever he pt with a plea for a test law, that J to write whenever he pleases, as c ;i 11 1 y as

fixes the penalty of an incapacity on you, the smith can labour at hi; forge, ora

that you shall not enjoy any civil office, car penter plane a board. Indeed he re-

unless you give up this right ? Are these gards the author with some veneration as

laws consistent with ejeh other, and may a scholar ; hut wri'ing appears to him a

they be pleaded in this country or age mighty easy bufine , and lie smiles whsr-

•aly, or in all countries md a4es ? inr I e heaTS any bodyli ention t'ie !».-

Y » bjur
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boar of it ; nor has lie the least concep- man, and the imprimatur to his works was

tion of the mind's being fatigued with no more than a Aainp us shame and ig-

thinking, and the fancy harrassed with nominy. These are the terrors, which

persuing a long train of ideas. at first disturb the peace of almost every

As people are led frequently to judge author, and have often put me in mind

cf a man from his ordinary conversation, of the exclamation of that writer,

so it is common for them to form an idea cried out, " O, that mine enemy had

of the author's disposition from the pecu- ^ written a book !"

liar turn and colour cf his writings: These feaiful apprehensions are perhaps

They expect a gloom to be spread over no unlucky drawback on the vanity na-

the face of a mathematician ; a contro- tural to all authors, which undoubtedly

veisial writer must be given to wrangling they often conceal or suppress, out of

and dispute ; and they imagine, that a deference to the world i Qut is this false

satirist must b» made up of spleen, envy, modesty is too much cherished, it

and ill-nature. But this criterion is by of course damp all genius, and discou-

1)0 means certain and determinate : I rage every literary undertaking. Why

know an author of a tragedy, who is the a should it be disgraceful to exert the no-

tnerriest man living j and one who has blest faculties given us by nature ? And

wrote a very witty comedy, tho' he will why should any man blush at acquitting

sit an hour in company without speaking himself well in a work, which there is

a word. Lord Buokhurst is celebrated scarce one in five hundred has a capacity

for being " the best good man with the to perform ? Even supposing an author

worst-natur'd muse ;" and Mr. Addison to support himself by the profit arising

was remarkably shy and reserved in con- from his works, there is nothing more

versation. I remember I once fell into (j dishonest, scandalous, or mean in it, than

company with a painter, a poet, a di- an officer in the army (the politest of all

vine, and a physician, who were no less professions) living on his commission,

famous for their wit and humour, than Sense and genius are as proper commodi-

fbr their excel'ence in their several proses- ties to traifick in as courage, and an au-

lions. After the usual common topicks thoriino more to be condemned as an

were discussed, the physician and the poet hackney scribbler, tho' he writes at the

fell into a dispute concerning predestina- rate of so much per sheet, than a colonel

tion, the divine smoked his pipe quietly should be despised as a mercenary and a

without putting in a word, while the D bravo, for exposing himself to be slashed,

painter and myself formed a privy council stuck, and shot at for so much per day.

for the good of the nation. Thus were The truth is, that authors themselves of-

it possible to conjure up the spirits of the ten create the evils they complain of, and

most eminent wits in former ages, and bring a disgrace on the service os litera-

put them together, they would perhaps ture, by being ashamed to wear the badge

appear to be very dull company. Virgil of it. Voltaire, in his Letters on the

and Addison would probably sit staring English, relates a remarkable instance of

at each other without opening their g this kind of false pride in our own Con-

mouths ; Horace and Steele would per- greve. Voltaire, when he was in'Enjj-

haps join in commendation of the liquor; land, waited on Congreve, and told him,

and Swift would in all likelihood divert that he was glad of an opportunity of

himself with sucking his cheeks, drawing paying his icspects to a writer so much

figures in the wine spilt upon the table, celebrated for his wit and humour. Con

or twirling the cork-screw round his greve received him politely enough, but

linger. told him, that he should be glad to see

The strange prejudices which some per- ^ him as a common gentleman, but would

sons conceive against authors, deter many F not be considered or conversed with as

a youth from drawing his pen in the ser- an author. The French writer was a

vice of literature : Or if he ventures to good deal surprised at such a ridiculous

commit a favourite work to the press, he piece of delicacy, and could not help

steals to the printer's with as much can- telling him, that he thought this nicety

tion and privacy, as he would perhaps, something extraordinary, for that if he

on another occasion, to a surgeon. He had been no more than a common gen-

js afraid that he shall injure his character tleman, he should never have had any

by being known to have written any q desire os seeing him.

thing, and that the genteel part of his I have often pleased myself with re-

acquaintance will despise him as a low ftecting on the different opinions, which

wretch, as soon as they discover him to my traders must have formed of me,

bean authcr : As il merely the appear- since rry sirlt appearance as an author,

^nj in print was a difgtace to a gem!e- As poverty :s one ol she general charae-

tcnsiUks
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terifticks of our brotherhood, those who _
indulg. themselves in a contempt of wri- ™* -au from «/• P»", W of

ten, have, I doubt not, often painted Rf™' April c, 1664 N. S. n, ZV.

me to their own imagination in a very WinCim, and mi atftlltm.

grotesque taste. Their ideal caricatures " I RECEIVED a letter from Mr,

bave perhaps often represented me lodged 1 Hill, wherein he tells me you think

at least three stories from the ground, it convenient J mould write a letter to

composing dissertations on the modern ^ the Royal Society. Sir, 1 know both

taste in architecture : At another time I them and myself too well, to think, that

may have been delineated sitting in a tat- any thing coming from me (especially

tered night-gown, and the hre~eche< of a about wh.it I have seen in Italy, where a

heathen philosopher, writing satires on yery great part of the society are more

the present modes in dress : And some- versed than I am) can be any way ser-

timei perhaps they have figured me half viccable unto them ; otherwise I should

starved for want of a hearty meal, penr not at all value my pains. The journey

ping invectives against luxury and de- of Naples, which I just now return from

bauchery. B making, is certainly very worth relating j

But while these have reduced me to and 1 would venture upon it ac your

this low condition, and " steeped me in command, if I did not verily believe, that

poverty to the very lips," I flatter myself two worthy gentlemen of your society

that some few have bellowed on me an had already described it with much accu-

extraordinarv Oiare of virtue and under- rateness ; and if they have not already

standing. Af;er so many grave lessons made the society partakers of it, they

against the vices and luxury of the pre- will do it without fail at their return to

sent age, they will naturally suppose, that Q England, which I suppose will be next

I never risked a farthing at the gaming- autumn ; I mean Sir J. Finch and D.

table, never kept a mistress, would de- Baynes. However, Sir, I will venture

elin» an invitation to a turtle-feast, and to >ou alone what we observed, which it

rather than he provoked to fight a duel, may be they thought not worth the tak-

would take a kick on the breech, or ing notice of. Both going and coming

tweak by the nose, with all the calmness we dined at Terracina (which Horace

and resignation imaginable. As to my calls Impusitum saxis Lite candentibut Anxur)

wit and hvimour, I mould blulh to set we saw very eminent ruins of a most

down the many compliments I have had L»m»gnifick temple of Jupiter Anxur ; but,

from several unknown correspondents on what I chiefly mention it for, it is the

that head : And I once received a note best spot of earth for simpling that I ever

from a very honest gentleman, who de- yet Uw in my life, there scarcely growing

tired to spend an evening with me, pro- one common tree or herb j tho' it was

mifinsr himself great diversion in cracking a bad time, being early in the spring, yet

a bottle with the facetious Mr. Town. we found very great variety of excellent

These various opinions of me as an simples, both trees, shrubs, and flowers,

author, I (hall never labour to reconcile, g many of which are not in France in the

but shall be equally contented with in- best gardens, and scarcely known in

structing or amusing the gentle reader, Rome. We only could collect the names

whether he considers my papers as fa- of them, this being no time for feed. If

vours showered down upon him from a the spring produce so much, what might

bookseller's garret in Grub-street, or issu- one expect from the summer and autumn ?

ing from my own apartment. However From Naples we went to the famous

this may be, I shall never think it a dis- Grotta d Cam', passing under the Pausi-

graee to have written, or be ashamed to lypus, which is peifoiated for near a

be considered as an author ; and if ever ** mile, in the lowest place of such a height,

Mr. Voltaire should think proper to visit as a man may ride thro' with a half pike

England again, I shall be very glad of a held up ; towards both the ends much,

literary chat with him, and will give him higher to let in light , of such a breadth,

a very gracious reception. that two coaches may meet therein. This

mountain is famed for bearing excellent

Ai tbefcllowing Letter lastly published in Dr. Greek wine. The grotto of dogs is a

Buch'i History of the Royal Society, little cavity in the hill about twenty yards

cor.tarnt a Metbid by ivbicb a Man ntivly Q distance from t'.ie Lake Aniano j it is

smffecated by any s^lpbureoui Damp in a about three yards long, a yard broad,

Well, Mine, er Coalpit, may be reftcred to and two yards high ; and there is a door

Li/e, it ought to bt wde at fubli:\ at to it, which miist be opened with a silver

fjjible, therefore vie stall givt it a f bee key, before one can fee the experiment.

in evr Ct . In this grotto t*ere arises very visibly a

lltam
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fleam or cloud not above half a foot fime csriout Injurriet into tbe Nature if

high, to which if a lighted torch be ad- Ihingi ; and tbe ingenious Dr. Htm'i

moved, it goes out as if put into water. Remark nptn tbe Nature and EffeHi ef

It did no hurt to us that were in it, be- bardWater, fubhjhcd in ntr lafi, f. 139,

cause the steam came aot so high j nay, smut vvbat Advantage! may be drawn

put tins in a weak dog, he came out hold- from Jucb Inquiries.

Ing his head up above the steam : but
when we held down his head, he fell * *"T*H IS experiment was mad* with a

down as dead immediately, ami stirred 1 Rood pair of scales, which would

not. The ordinary experiment is this ; tum w,th a sma11 Pai 1 of a Eraln. tho>

Tiold a dog down below this fleam (which, Terence of weight was sensible

besides that it is visible, the torch goes enough to be discovered by a more gross

cut at coming near it) he will very sud- and 'naceorate beam. The manner of

ncnly, I am sure, in less than four mi- p. the experiment was this : There wa«

nutes, appear dead, without any kind of taken » sma11 ba" of g'ase> somewhat

motion : If you would not have him die, b'PSer than an inch in diameter 5 this

take him, and throw him into the lake, was made h"vY enough, by white lead

(take heed of drowninsr him) taking him Put W1,l!in " and scaled UP> to sink "»

out again, lie is immediately well, and strong oil of vitriol. 1 lus was suspended

runs about. The people thereabouts, b* a very sine wire' under one of the

and some authors, attribute a sti anre re- scales' and the ""s1" of » exactly taker*

vivifying quality to these waters, but I in l',e °pen air> whldl waJ suund t0 be

believe without sufficient ground ; for' I C 3°*i grams. After this, a glass of fair

doubt not hut that any other water will wa,er was put underneath it, and the

do the fame business ; but we could not, baM suffered to sink into it, and being

for want of other water, make the expe- aRain exactly counterpoised, whilst in this

riment. We took two dogs, and put medium, it was found to weigh 150J

them at the fame time into the grotto, 8rains- Tnen the water was "moved,

till they both seemed dead 1 We took *nd» mstead thereof, a glass of oil of vi-

them both out together, threw one of tno1 was underplaced, in order to exa-

them into the lake, who recovered in- n mine the gravity of the former ball in this

slantly, and run away: We laid the ^Itquor, and it was found to be a4 grains,

other upon the ground, expecting what Then ltkinK an eq"»l q«an«ty of oil of

would become of him 1 after a good vltrl0' ,nd fair water« thev were b? d«-

while we perceived him to begin to 8™" Put together, which working upon

breath ; then he cried dolefully 5 he f*ch 0,her> a very great heat, till

ftrived with much pain to get upon his b°th of them were incorporated and

leirs, but fell several times as if he had perfectly united into one liquor 5 then,

been drunk ; when at last he could stand ^'"S suffered to cool, they were put into

upon his fore-legs, he could not for a E °n* °f the former glasses, and set under

while move his hinder-legs, as if his back the end of the sca|e» and the fame ball

had been broke : It was above an hour was suffered to sink into it, and was then

before he recovered to go tolerably. Sir, exactly counterpoised, and sound to weigh

I doubt not but this steam is of the fame 73* grama ; whence the proportion of

nature with a damp in the coal pits, only "e weights of the water, oU of vitriol,

this is perpetual ; and it may be worth and mixture, were as i5i| . 27S4 . aao ;

your inquiring, whether those that are wh,ch ,S a certaln experiment, that li-

furprised with damps, would not recover p are porous, and that they can pe-

fooner being put into the water, than be- "etrate each other, so that both of them

ing let lie in the open air j which I have Put together take up a much less room,

heard from a worthy gentleman of your tl,an wl,en sepa«te ; for wheiens, ac-

society is the way, by which they recover e^'W to the former experiments, it

them. If I mould describe the Solfaterra, ought only to have weighed 115 J- grains,

the mountain Vesuvius, and the natural 'f there hail been no incorporating of

stoves, I am certain 1 should tire you these two liquors, It was now found to

and myself, having already exceeded the weigh 1 3! t grains heavier in specie, than

bounds cf a letter. Pray, Sir, present G it would have done, if there had been no

my service to those of the Royal Society I penetration. This kind cf experiments

have the honour to be known to, &c." may h« of g-cat use, and afford an ex-

(See Vol. xxiv. [>. 435, 379 ) cellent clue to lead one further into the

recesses of nature, and to inform us of

From the fam'WJli.tj ive Jhall lihtuist give the internal texture and component parts

tbe sol!mfir,g Jlaneil Experiment! of the of bodies: For the prosecuting of which

Penetratim f Liquid, trade bes'.re the enquiry, it were very good le examine

Royal iscieiy in 1668, et 1: may eaism " the
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(he weignt os several sorts of liquors, in an infinite degree of every moral per-

both mingled and apart ; to examine the section, that he is happy in himself an*

weight of liquors, both before they have would have been so eternally, had man-

dissolved metals, stones, juices of feeds, kind never existed ; that liis end in

plants, &c. and when they are impreg- creating rational, moral, and intelligent

■sated with the newly mentioned sub- beings, could be no other than to com-

fUncec, and by some other liquors, whose municate happiness to them ; that as no.

comparative gravity has been also exa- moral agent can be capable of happiness

sained, to precipitate those dissolved sub- without being- virtuous, so all laws that

stances, and to examine the weight of are of divine original, and come flora

teat compounded liquor that remains. God, as rules of his creatures conduct.

For by such examinations, great light mull be of a moral nature, and have a

may be obtained for the finding out the moral tendency, must be calculated to

nature of dissolving and precipitating li- make men batter men, that is, to pro-

quors, and other liquors, that penetrate mote every personal and social virtue in.

each other." them; these are certain verities, which

B (if all are not agreed in) few, if any,

TV lit AUTHOR o/- the LONDON will openly dare to gainsay or dispute.

MAGAZINE. When you meet therefore with any dis-

SIR, puted article, compare it with, and refer

THE following is a genuine letter it back to these truths, which are certairv

from a tradesman (a friend of mine) and permanent, and you will soon dis-

to his son, who was apprentice at some cover, whether the doctrine be ef God,

distance from him, and wrote without or men : For instance, should any author

any view os ever being sliewn or made p endeavour to impress upon your mind the

publick. doctrine of original sin ; that Adam was

The Adventurer, Vol. II. N° 71. ob- the fœderal head of all mankind, and

serves, that letters written from the that therefore we all sinned in him, and

heart, and on real occasions, tho' not al- fell with him, and that God visits the fin*

ways decorated with the flowers of elo- of the parents upon the children, &c.

quence, must be far more useful and in- Compare this doctrine with the moral ae-

teresting, than the studied paragraphs of tributes of God, and you will plainly fee

Pony, or the pompous declamations of it cannot be true ; for Cod you will re-

Balsac, as they contain just pictures of D member is possessed of infinite justice,

hse and manners, and are the genuine infinite mercy and benevolence j ask

emanations of nature : In which opinion yourself then, is it consistent with justice,

be is perhaps not singular *. - mercy or kindness, to punish an innocent

It you please to give this a place in your youth for the sins of a vicious sire ? And

Magazine, you will oblige let your own judgment and conscience an-

Your constant reader, swer, making the case your own.

Nottingham, ' y. p Again : Suppose any author should en-

March 24, 1756. ' * tj deavour to impress upon your mind the-

* " doctrine of substitution, or that God was-

Dear Son, (0 offended with sinful man, that he ei-

AS I find by your enquiry into the cha- ther could not, or would not, pardon

raster of bishop Tillotson's works, them upon their repentance and amend-

that you are inclined to read divinity, a ment, without first having punished an

thing I would by no means discourage ; innocent person, via. Jesus Christ in their

yet as there is hardly one article but what stead, to make satisfaction for them t Try

is disputed by one or other of the chris- this doctrine by the aforesaid rules, and

tian sects, and as every art hath been F you will find it cannot possibly be true,

used, and abundance of chicanery been such a conduct would be diametrically

employed, rather to disguise than discover opposite to justice, mercy, and truth,

truth, rither to bring people over to a and therefore cannot be of God, neither

party or system, than to make them bet- can it have any tendency to make men

ter men 5 so I think it my duty to lay better, it may indeed make them worse,

before you such rules as I have sound to by encouraging them to presume upon,

be of use to myself, in discovering truth, the merits ot Christ's sufferings for ac-

and avoiding error. q ceptance, instead of moral righteousness,

Before you look into any controverted but has no tendency to make them better,

point in divinity, it will be proper to im- and therefore may with as much confi-

press these things upon your mind, viz, dence be rejected, as if God himself was

That there is a God, the maker and po- to declare it false viva fit: \ for it is a

vernor of the universe, that he is polsessed contradiction to his attributes, and 1 lie

, end

* See a Inter to a son, in VA. xiii. />. 343. Jiptd Sofbrcniat, -which wai written Ay the

ItU Htv. Mr. Kiinber, . <
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end of all his laws i And thus by trying Deity, and the end that al! laws that are

things doubtful by things that are cor- divine mud necessarily have in view ; in

tain, you may easily discover the true this cafe call no man master, bin judge

from the false in all cases of consequence, impartially for yourself ; and if you pay

and such only I esteem them to be, that a just regard to the aforesaid rules, you

liave, or may have any influence upon cannot err in any degree that may be

your moral conduct. hurtful to you, you will indeed in many

That God is wife, and just, and good, ^ things be pretty singular (a thing I would

in an infinite degree, we are as certain by no means have you affect) but where it

of, as we are of our own existence ; that is the result of serious thought, cor.sidcra-

his tender mercies are over all his works] tion, and impartial enquiry, I would by

that he has kind, and none but kind de- no means have you afraid of it ; in this

signs to all his rational creatures, we are cafe it is no disgrace, but an honour to

no less certain of ; and consequently, singular.

when any thing is presented to us under I am, &c,

the garb of religion, that either contra-

dicts, or is unworthy of his wisdom, a Before we dismisi tbe famat Count Tissin'i

Justice, or goodness, let it be rejected s LETTERS, vkshall give • ur Readers

for you may be sure it is not of him, and ttvo more of item. (Seep. 87.)

as his kindness extends to the whole crea

tion, but much more so to his rational LETTER LX1V.

intelligent creature man, so you may be T T 7 H EN shall we able to fay, "now

certain, that his wisdom will direct, and VV is our labour at an end." Man,

his goodness dispose him to promulge from his creation, never wanted, nor, so

such laws, and such only, as have a di- q long as the world endures, ever will want

rest, natural, and clear tendency to make employment. He may be compared to

men morally good, humane, and socia- an indefatigable ant, which, having just

ble : For as our goodness cannot extend dragged its burthen to the top of the hill,

to him, so as to add to his happiness, so is often, by the foot of some rational, or

the whole of our duty lies in personal and irrational animal, cruelly hurled down

social virtue, and in imitating him in his to the very bottom, and obliged to begin

moral perfections ; and therefore any its task anew.

narrow, bigotted, or enthusiastical opi- This may be observed, with no less

nions, that make men sour, morose, cen- I) truth, of whole nations, than of pnrticu-

Ibrious, or unsociable, are so far from be- lar men. New projects, 1

ing any part of religion, that they are new inventions, new improvements, are

the bane and disgrace of it. continually succeeding each other, till both

Again 1 As God is possessed of all mo- prince and people seem to be arrived at

ral excellencies and perfections, so is he their very highest degree of felicity ; when,

also of all natural ones, and such as in- on a sudden, a destructive war breaks

deed are incommunicable to all other be- forth, or a careless reign succeeds : A Th

ings, as self-existence, omnipresence, om- berius mounts the throne of an Augustus,

nipotence, &c. and thence we may fairly or a degenerate Comodus ruins, in the

conclude there can be but one such being, space of thirteen years, the edifice which

and consequently it necessarily follows, four preceding emperors had been fourscore

that all such doctrines as (that contained in railing

in the Athanafian Creed, are absurd and Lewis XIV. reigned upwards of fe-

false, the mere sorcery of school divinity, venty years. Being naturally ambitious,

propagated by the weakness or knavery of and indefatigable, he neither forgot hit

the priests*; and indeed, if yougiveyour- army, his navy, trade, finances, arts, fei-

felf leave to think seriously, and to judge F ences, civil policy, or any other branch

of all doctrines by such as you know to of government. Would one imagine,

be true and certain in their own nature, that the sue. essirs 01 such a king would

you will find reason not only to dissent have no other business than to maintain

from the thirty-nine articles of the church things in the fame order ? But the reign

of England, but from most of the creeds, of his present majesty has (hewn us, how

confessions and catechisms of all other many alterations were necessary, and im-

•hurches : My advice, therefore, is to provements possible,

compare every sentiment you find in Q Historians tell us, that Alexander wept,

every author you read, with what I have whenever his father took a town. These,

before mentioned to you, and embrace or in my opinion, were childish rears. He,

reject just as you fee they agree, or dis- after Philip's death, found work enough

agree with the reason and nature of undone. Whether he adled consistently

things, the moral perfections of the in the execution, is a question foreign to

» my

• rVe tvisb the letter writer bad net dogmatizedso much ; it it possible bit boasted reason may

I »t't carried him too great length in lj>i absolute denial ofsome of tie above foir.li offuttb.
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my subject. The enquiry might, how

ever, serve to convince us that the great

est princes are fallible, and sometimes be

lie their character.

Sweden, within the last two hundred

years, has been happy in many excellent

sovereigns. Gustavus I. was a prince

who always (hewed a remarkable tender-

ness for his people. John I. who was

a skilful architect, contributed greatly

to the embeliithment of hi« kingdom.

Charles IX. VMS a wife leeistator j Gusta

vus Adolphus, a successful hero : Chri-

stiina the mother of science j Charles

Gustavus, a zealous improver of his coun -

try ; Charles XI. a very assiduous, but not

quitedifinterested œconomist ; Charles XII. B

a most expeditious and intrepid hero; Fre

derick I. a pious and affable prince, to

whom we are obliged for many useful re

taliations : And who amongst us is not,

by two years experience, convinced that

his present majesty will govern the part

of the world allotted him by Providence,

in a manner worthy of himself ? Never- q

theless, his successors will have no reason

to weep, lest he should leave nothing for

them to finish.

The King of kings, in anointing the

rulers of mankind, hath assigned them a

continued chain of duties, that will not

be finished till the world shall cease to be.

The same omnipotent Being could, if he
had thought fit, have enlightened their D

understandings in an especial manner, and

influenced their hearts so as to render

them incapable of error : Eut in giving

them human weakness, he gave them also

man's greatest privilege, a free-will ; and

by making these princes of the earth free

agents, he gave mankind a right to judge

impartially of their actions. When time

(hall drag your pait of the chain upon

the anvil, let me advise your royal high

ness to continue your work chearfully,

without ceasing ; and may your people's

love, and the praise and admiration of

posterity, be the reward of your labour I

Be careful, my dear prince, not to be- c

lieve that any man is predestinated to an

inevitable end. This were indirectly to

confound God's justice with his omni

science, and must infallibly extinguish

every spark of virtue.

Natural sense may be improved into a

great facility of comprehension, a s<>und

judgment, and, at last, an enlightened

understanding : But this ean never be es- G

fected, without a laborious perseverance.

There are many people in the world who,

one might imagine, hive reason to accuse

nature of partiality in her distribution of

sense, when, in truth, their own negli

gence is the only cause of their stupidity.

" It is my hard fate ! how heaven

Apw'j '7S6-

I?7

afflicts me !" are exclamations commonly

marie by those who are the authors of

their own misery. Not rightly under

standing the meaning of " both good and

evil coming from God," they are pleased

to accuse heaven of what they have

brought upon themselves.

There is no need to disturb the natural

order of things for the immediate punish

ment of wickedness ; for no vice came

into the world without its punishment at

tached to it. An avaricious and unjust

man, is universally hated, universally

cursed. A drunkard must have an un

common constitution, if diseases do not

make him repent of his intemperance

before he dies. A proud man, upon the

least change cf fortune, is sure to meet

with derision and contempt. Where do

we see an epicure, that does not live to

curse his gluttony in flannel? Debauchery

cuts the thread of her own life. A li

centious king is an encouragement to vice,

and the cause of his own misfortunes. In

short, every man of us, who dares to eac

forbidden fruit, soon feels the effect of

his temerity. The temporal consequences

of sin are more than sufficient to keep a

wife man virtuous. Our final sentence

is reserved to commence eternity.

There is, likewise, no reason why God

should immediately give virtue her full

reward. She is abundantly recompensed

in her own tranquillity and the esteem of

mankind. God hath promised, that he

will bless her path ; and God will not

forget his promise. My dearest, kindest

prince ! let me beg of you to make her

your guide, and your people, for yqur

sake, will be blessed.

Lucan was of opinion, that the deeds

of a great man are his best panegyrick ;

to which a modern author adds, that it is

more pleasing to be praised by the voice

of the people, than in the song of a poet.

What Ovid, in a flattering mood, said of

his emperor, may, with more propriety,

be applied to a king, who is blessed with

the love of his subjects,

S^uodcuroue <■/} alto Jub y<rv;, Cœfor habtt,

I am, Sec.

Akswzr to lie frtcttir.g LETTER.

I A M glad that my dear Tess is arrived

at Æckeroe, because you are so much

neaier, and I hope to see you again. \

thank you for all your letters, and assure

you they were all welcome to me. I hope

you have aifo received my letieis. I beg

of you, my dear Tess, to remember me

lo your dear lady, and believe me,

My dear Tess,

Your faithful friend.

GUSTAVUS.

7. LET-
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unattended, that may contribute to
LETTER LXVTII. make you truly great in the eye of hea-

WHO can more resemble a thief, ven, and of the world. Beside, I am

than he that waits but for the prompted by too many examples of in-

death of others to attack their reputation ? jured viitue, not to recommend the me-

Tht thief lurks in expectation of a clear mory of honourable men to your care

house, and the slanderer, till the inhabi- and protection. What an encouragement

tant os the body be departed. A thief is ^ would it be to the living, to fee their ge-

impatient for the coming of the night, nerous sovereign keep a pious watch over

when the watch (hall repose in security ; the tombs of their fathers ! How would

and the reputation-thief waits till the si- this increase their zeal, their fidelity, their

nal sleep of death has closed our eyes, obedience !

and delivered him from the fear of detec- When any of your subjects have the

tion. A common thief takes care to missoitune to incur your displeasure, it

make no attempt, where he has the least will be in your power to deliver them

resistance to fear j the dealer of our good over to the law : But when they have

name is, in like manner, careful to leave B once suffered the punishment due to their

those unattacked, who are aimed, and crimes, I natter myself your nobje heart

upon their guard. Jn short, let us con- will generously shield their names from

tinue the comparison ever so far, we shall the poisoned arrows of private malice,

rind an invariable similitude of cunning who will otheiwisc think herself autho-

and cowardice to the very last. The only rised to shoot, under your banner, at a

difference between them is, that he who vanquished enemy.

is once branded with common theft, is My last will is already made. I have

pursued and punished whilst alive, and, Q bequeathed my foul to her Creator, the

at his death, entails an odium upon his stem of my possessions to my creditors,

family for several generations : But how and the remaining branches to my heirs,

small is the number of those that rise in May your royal highness be indulgent to

defence of pn injured reputation ? If the my memory, and gracious to my friends,

generality of men have so little- genero- for my sake ! 1 can never be more con-

sity, ought not that of a king to be so fined in the grave, than I have been in

much more extensive ? Is it not his duty the world : But the delightful occupation

to defend the good name of his departed . of marking out a proper path for your

subjects, and punish those who would " royal highness, hath made me happily

disturb and profane the sacred allies of forget all my misfortunes. Heaven blesj

the dead f my er.deavouts, and 1 have lived long

Let me persuade your royal highness and happily et ough !

never to think a faithful subject below Dearest Sir ! let me beseech you to

your protection, even in the grave ; ne- shew yourself a friend to mankind, and

ver to suffer the infamous tongue of envy to be careful how you wound the hearts

to blast the name of virtue, even in the of those that are within your power. I

tomb. It is the pleasing duty of a king E am J'way» sorry when, for want of a lit-

to protect innocence, and to assure the tie reflection, I have given pain even to a

privilege of justification to guilt itself. servant j yet he, to escape ray anger, has

Now who can be more incapable of nn- it in his power to quit my service. How

swering in their own cause, than those much mote careful ought not a king to

who have shut their gates, and are gone be ot the happiness of a subject, who has

down to the peaceful chambers of the often no refuge or consolation, but his

dead ? If, in their past life, they have ac silent, conscious innocence ; whose alle-

qtiited a good character, the defamatory p giance, os circumstances, do not allow

tongue of malice ought to prove nothing him to attempt a change of fortune ? As

but the corruption of her own heart. to my fate it is mote than tolerable, since;

I can easily forgive a lukc-warm friend I see your royal highness daily improve in

who, whilst I am living, shews no great every christian and royal virtue, which

zeal in my defence. My presence, and adds hourly to the high esteem and vene-

the power of speaking for myself, his ration with which 1 am, Sec,

own private views, powerful adversaries,

and many other circumstances, may, in * Sen* fer prrvcnthg a further Tr.crcafi

some degree, excuse, is not entirely jus. G °f 'if DlI"> ""is"' >ti«cing the

tify him : But, were my ashes capable of J""' H(ril"d " tht RiZh< Ihn- Philip

revenge, I fear I should be irreconcilable Dormir Stanhope, Earl of Chester-

to those timorous friends who could, with ficid> &c'

patience, hear my memory delivered up a H E proposer says, that " the reduc-

prey to the tongue of calumny. | tion of the national debt to, at

1 have made this the subject of a letter, least 40,1x50,000, is very essential towards

became I would willingly leave nothing making
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making us a happy people (which sure is esteem, and have much less trouble, as

riot so difficult to effect as some may ima- they would not every year he taxing their

gine) for thereby the gie.it increase of our f-Uow-subjects, which is one chief cause

commerce will render this nation the of the dislike the independent part of the

grand mart of the world ; and by the nation have to them ; they will thereby

great increase of our navigation we shall have much less business at home, more

be able to navigate our fliips .-is cheap as leisure to pursue the good and true interest

(if not cheaper than) the French, Dutch, of the nation, by m iking foreign affairs

or any other nation j likewise to sell our their chief study, and would prevent many

manufactures on as good terms as any families /roni ruining their fortunes at

other people whatsoever : An affair of so elections. To the second, I make the

great consequence merits the serious general answer now given upon any com-

thouehts of the legist uurc. plaint to the publick offices j *' Thegood

1 shall take the liberty to introduce an of the nation must be first corsiciered."

observation on the French trade, made by To the last, my answer is, I should be

an elderly merchant of great veracity in sorry to prejudice any one ; therefore all

the year 174c; that he remembered when B those who now enjoy any places, pen-

all the ports in France together did not sions, or salaries of any kind, should le-

fend yearly fifty sail os ships to the West- ceive the fame during their Jives, to be

Indies, and Jived to fee the number in- paid out of the monies raised for the ser-

crease gradually to upwards of two nun- viee of the current year, and those who

dred sail fitted out from one port only to have reveriions of places on the decease

the West- Indies. of the ptrsons in possession, should be

This great increase of the Fiench navi- p'id a sum equal to the full value of their

gallon and trade, was chiefly o .ving to (J grants,

their underselling us in molt West-India Further, as the French now declare they

commodities, especially sugars, cotton, are so well sl;illed in the state of our fi-

indigo, and all West-India goods, by which nances (I scar more so than many among

France is become now the greatest market us are) that if they can carry on their

in the world ; which is not to be won- trade by neutral bottoms to keep it alive,

dered at, as their outward bound cargoes and by threats, or attempts of invasions,

cost them twenty ptr cent, less upon an keep us at the present expence and annual

average, than our outward bound cargoes increase of our national debt ; they will

do us j consequently, they can afford to •» fully effect their purpose,

undersell us in all their returns." To frustrate this scheme of the French,

"Therefore, aster deliberating upon ma- I shall begin with the first patt of my

nyschemes, and turning my thoughts upon scheme, and recommend, that the legisla-

many ways, to bring about lo desirable a ture raise three millions at Michaelmas

thingas the increase of our trade and na- next, by annuities on lives, not excecd-

vigation, 1 could not fix upon any plan ing fix and a half per cert, (foreigners ex-

fo easy as that of Sir Matthew Decker, eluded) the management of this to be

Bjrt. which i?, a total alteration of the E conducted by seven trustees, to be yearly

present system of raising the supplies, by named by his majesty ; three noble lords,

abolishing all duties, excises, and taxes, twa commoners, and two persons con-

and raiting the supplies by one general versant in trade, who should act without

tax. This would make the nation a kind any salaries ; the whole expence for the

of free port, which would render it in management of this not to exceed 1000I.

a few years the grand magazine of the perar.n. viz. for clerks, 40c!. per arm. for

world. advertisements, paper, books, and inci-

Many objections fi3ve been made to Sir dent expences, icol. per arm. for tire

Matthe* Decker's scheme, and some os'* broker's salary, 200I. per arm. for ten shil-

them very frivolous, not wortli mention- lings chair-hire for each trustee when he

ing ; the three most material I will men- attends, 300I. Total 1000I. The said

tion, in order to obviate, viz. the first, three millions to be immediately em-

That the ministry will lose their power j ployed to the paying off the national

the second, That the ministry, and those deb;, not in Jess sums than ioo.oool. at

in great places, will not then have so many any one payment j and when it happens

vrays of serving their friends ; and the that stocks are under par, the trustees

third. That such a scheme will hurt those Q shall be impowered to buy in stocks in the

who now enjoy places, salaries, or have names of the lord high chancellor, the

revers;oaary grants under the government, president of the council, and the chan-

as most places will then be rendeied useless. cellor of the Exchequer for the time be-

To remove these difficulties, I reply ing, in trust for the nation. On the death

te the first : The ministry would gam of any annuitant the trustees to take in

4 id * fitch
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such as seem most to their advantage, but

not to exceed six and a half per cent, in

terest j and all monies arising by new an

nuitants, to be appropriated for the fur

ther payment cf the national debt, as

soon as the fame shall amount to 20o,ocol.

and the trustees to receive the future di

vidends, or an adequate sum, out of the « modifies,
f-_ -u„ /■ -1 - ** n.. -I.-.

scheme, which is for raising annually ■

large supply by one single tax on houses,

to prevent any further increase of the na

tional debt, and, according to Sir Mat

thew Decker's plan, abolilhall duties and

taxes, except such duties as affect our

manufactures by imports, or French corn-

sum raised for the service of the current

year on all debts they shall pay off, as if

the fame still existed, to accumulate in

order to the further lessening of the na

tional debt : This would immediately

strike our ambitious adversary with ter

ror, and in the course of ten or twelve

years pay off an immense sum.

I proceed next to the other part of my B following classes, viz,

By the best information I can jet, the

number of houses in iinglar.d, capable of

being so yearly taxed, to raise more

than ample supply in time of war, at the

most moderate computation, amounts to

866,000, exclusive of near one third part

of houses untenanted, and under the rent

of al. per ann. which I divide into the

Number of|

Houses

N°

I.

3

4000I60

6oco

7-

s.

AH peers and noblemen's feats, and town houses,

archbishops and bishops palaces, admirals, generals

and field-officers — —

All houses in the country, town, or city, inhabited ")

by baronets, or any persons whose fortunes are

ioo,oool. in freehold or personal estate, including all

furniture, or ger.eral officers in the army or navy

All gentlemen or ladies town and country houses,"

who keep their coa*. h, or any other carriage, all clergy

men for every living of upwards of aool. per ann.

All city and town houses with more than two rooms

on a floor, or only two rooms, if either of them are

a (hop or warehouse, and clergymen's livings, from

1 col. to 100I. per ar.n. or those who have a fixed sum

in lieu of tythes, from rjol. to 20oI. —

Town houses without ihops, two rooms on a floor 150000]

Country houses three rooms on a floor, and farm- 1

houses of f irms above 60I. per ann. and livings from >

80I. to I 50I. ptr ar.n. — — J

Country houses, the rents above 10I. and under ?

20I. ptr ann. — — — \

Small country houses with two rooms on a floor, ~)

and farm:, above 30I. and under 60I. and all livings >
from 50!. to Sol. per ann. ■— — j

All small houses and cottages above 2I. per ann. and 7

farm-houses, (or farms, fr om 10I. to 30I. per ar.n. J

863000

Houses in Wales — — —

Deduct one thud for uninhabited houses and cots under

z\. per ann. •— — — [

Houses —

Upon a medium at 8!. for each house

J5

16

160000 o o

240000 o o

1500CO o o

3200000 o o

1500000 o o

1000000 o o

500000 o o

3COOCO o o

20I0OO O o

7253000 o o

150000

50000

ICOOOO

Socooo o o

iooccoo o o

CJCOCO o o

The land-tax in time of war at 2s. in the pound, in time of peace 7

6d. in the pound — — — — i

Duties on all French commodities, and such other commodities as /

may prejudice our manufactories, if taken off — — J

DEDUCTIONS. £. ^ioocToIj

For collecting eight millions at 3d. in the pound locooo o o

For bounty on corn, Irish, lir.cn, and sundry exports 100000 o o

1 2QCOOO o c>

£• 89+1000 O o
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To be applied in Time of War.

To his majesty's civil list — — — — £. Socooo o o

To pay off the three and a half per cent, extra interest on the three 7
millions of life annuities — — — $ 105000 o o

To payment of the trustees expences — — 1000 o o

There remains to pay the expences of the national debt and sup- 7 „
plies for the current service of the year — _ 5 8035000 o o

8941000 o o

In time of war the nation will save more than 200,000]. as the commodities in fit

ting out the king's ships will be so much cheaper, and labour likewise cheaper.

In Time of Peace*

It is proposed, that all the said taxes shall continue, except the land tax, which,

being reduced to 6d. in the pound, as the landed interest pay on their houses, will

cause a deduction of 750,0001, then will remain the sum of 8,191,0001.

To be applied, was.

To the king's civil last — — — £.

The extra interest on the life annuitants and charges —

For keeping 24,000 able seamen, exclusive of the officers in part pay

To pay off the interest of the national debt, and for the supplies 7

for the current year — — — J

The remainder to pay off the national debt — —

£•'

My next business is to convince the several persons of the different classes, how be

neficial a scheme of this sort would be to them, as the land-tax will be reduced one

half, and all the other taxes (excepting some few) are to be taken off.

I shall begin with the noblemen, &c. of the two first classes, to whom I shall name

•nly three taxes, by which, if they will duly consider them, they will find themselves

great gainers, viz. by reducing half the land-tax, the malt duty, and duty on all

wines (except French wines.)

To the five next classes, if they consider the many taxes, duties, and excises on all

the necessaries of life (too numerous to mention) being taken off, how greatly all the

traders and mechanicks of this nation will be benefited, by the great increase of com

merce and manufactories such a scheme will produce, when this nation is a kind of

free port ; especially when they consider the heavy load of all the present taxes lying

on them at present ; and that every tax or duty laid on by parliament, is encreascd by

the vender to the consumer a fourth part more, they will have reason to rejoice : And

especially the fair trader, who is so great a sufferer under the present load of high du

ties, which are the cause of all smuggling, and much perjury : For he will be relieved

of this burthen, and get rid of his dishonest and perjured rivals in trade, who enrich

themselves by those means which impoverish the fair trader.

As to the three last classes, they will be much eased, especially those who have fami

lies, if they consider only how cheap all the necessaries of life will be ; widows, and

ladies of slender and small fortunes, will be able to live much better than they now do.

The utility and benefit each person will receive from this scheme,,

will plainly appear in luting one case only, for about ten

of Mr. B. who then declined business with a fortune

which he laid out in the purchase of New South Sea annuiti

then price of about 95 (but I will fay far) and he became

so.oool. of those annuities, which brought him in for interest,

tent, per ann, — ■—- — —

Upon a calculation he then made of the many duties, taxes, and 7 l0Q c

excises, his income was affected thereby upwards of per ann, \

He then had to live upon — «— — — £. 300 p "p

Since then, thefollowing taxes bane been laid on, tulicb affeS him in thefollowing

1746. The glass duty on all sorts of glass bottles and 7

drinking-glasses — — — J

1747. The act for repealing the several rates and duties "J

on houses, and for granting other rates and duties I V 4 16 o

upon houses, windows, or lights, each hr ' '

each window 6d. for fourteen windows,

nineteen windows, and upwards is. eacli

Carried over 4 16 o

The

 

_ £20©'

and duties "S

ind duties I »

house is. M IS o

1, gd. for I
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, ' Brought over 416 o

Tlie coich duty — — 800"

1748. Passed that grievous duty on trade of i;d. in the 1

pound on all goods, imported, which affects every > 8 o o

middling family — — J

1748. Duty on windows and lights extended to ccn- ^ V.

1750.

Duty on windows and lights extended to ccn- 1

iguous buildings, sky-lights, and lights in dwelling- >

icuscs — — — 3

The act for reducing the several annuities of soar 1

per cm. to three aud a half percent, until the 25th ^50 o o j

of December, 1757 — — J

ApiM

7» fi e

7*1. 6s. od. denuded from 3C0I. above, remains yearly income. £ 127 14 o

From whi-h deduct his parish taxes, and poor rates, church rates, ?

and waid rstca — — — — J
17 14 o

ZIO o o

175S. The taxes for this year being not yet fixed.

1757. The taxes to be then laid will affect every one.

At Christmas, 17C7, a further reduction of his interest, | per Jcent. - " - - - tF I 5° o o

£.160 o o

Reflecting upon the case of Mr. R. it plainly appears his income, which was 300I.

per urn. in 1746, by the increase of taxes is, or will be in 1757, reduced to less than

160I. and in so short a space cf time as about ten years, wheieof two only of them

were in war, fix years peace, and two years neither war nor peace ; what will the

consequence be, if we engage in this absolute necessary war, which may continue some

years, if a stop is not put to this growing evil ? I fear the small remains of Mr. B.'a

income will be in effect wholly destroyed by the consequence cf the just increase of our

taxes. And here I cannot forbear reflecting, that in the last ten years, peace hath

hurt us more than war : Peace, instead of bringing plenty, hath brought poverty, by

lowering of interest : And war, by accumulating our taxes, will reduce us to a most

deplorable state."

Trm ({(INSPECTOR, N« 307.

SIR,

I Venture to apply myself to you in my

own cause, and in that of a number

cf fellow- sufferers, against the most ab

surd, irrational, and ruinous establish- ^

ment that ever fashion exacted.

When I have told you, that 1 am one of

those people who have devoted the more

valuable part of my life, and spent a very

considerable share of my fortune in the

acquiring a profession by which I do not

expert to get my bread thtse twenty years,

I need net explain myself by saying, I

am a young physician. My father, who B

was a man of great worldly prudence,

happening to have an intimacy with Sir

Hans Sloane in the height cf his great

run of business, determined that he could

not breed his son to a better piofession

than that by which he saw it was so

easy to get 40C0I. a year ; and conse

quently, I was dispatched to one of the Q

univertiues «s a student in phyfick.

I do not know whether I am to attri

bute it, Sir, to the peculiar greatness of

my own capacity, or to the little that was

taught where I studied, but I am not aft aid

to fay, that I digested it almost as quick

as I swallowed it ; and by that time the

period of my leaving the place was ar

rived, I found myself much at case, well

assured that I was master of all that had

been delivered there, and consequently

satisfied that I was a perfect physician.

London I well knew the only place for

a man to make a fortune, and 1 fate down

there to practise. I blush to tell you,

that I no sooner was admitted into the

intimacy of three or four of the frater

nity hete, than I found I had been study

ing something else instead of the cure cf

diseases ; and in so many words, that I

knew nothing of the macter. However

much I might feel the shame of a retreat

from such a poll of honour and conse

quence as 1 now occupied, 1 found my

self by no means equal to the task of

filling it unworthily j I had too much

modesty to maintain myself in a station
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in which I was not qualified to fill the these unhappinesses of figure, had render-

d-jties, and too much conscience to mur- ed me much like an inhabitant of ano-

der my friends, by keeping them out of ther world, or like what Klimius mud

the hands of others who could save them, have been at his leaving the planet Na-

I quitted my house, discharged my ser- zar, if he had kept his old cloatlij [ill that

vants, took a quiet lodging near one of time.

the hospitals, and getting into the ac- I had not attended to it before, but I

quaintance of some who frequent the me- ^ now found that I was not at all like the

dical coffee houses, and are an honour to other people of the profession : I instant-

their profession, I spent the five succeed- ly sent fora taylor, shoe- maker, bjrber,

ing years in obscurity, in a close obser- and all the o'her assistants to dress, and

vance upon the practice of a physician to after a week's immuring myself, again

the house that I attended, in regular cour- sallied out as regular a doctor as ever was

ses of lectures in anatomy under one cf made by a great periwig,

our excellent instructors, in improving I found myself now much better re-

myself by an hour or two's conversation ceived among my friends cf the faculty

every day with my friends of the faculty, B than before j but I did not get any nearer

and in close study and careful private dis* to business. I walked in th* Park, I took

sections in my room in all the intermediate as much pains to put mvse.'f forward

time. In this manner, Sir, it cost me a as possiMe. At length I had a patient :

period of time in which I thought to have The cafe was not desperate ; and I cured

made advances towards a fortune, and her. J could perceive a sullen uneasiness

with that the greatest part of my remain- in the family, and even in the friends

ing stock, to go through a regular course whom I met with there on visits, during

of education after I thought I had finish- Q the time that all was going on as fac
ed it. • cesssul as possible ; and even when the

It is now half a year since I made my cure was compleated, I had the mortifi-

fecond emersion from the obscurity of a cation to hear a relation say something

student ; and not to incur your censure as about " people that one never heard of

a coxcomb, I think I may fay that I know and add, that " (he wished there was

as much of the matter as others of my not a relapse."

time. I appeared among* the medical I continued my visits in the family as a

peeple, but I did not find that any of friend, after my business was over as a

them chose to herd with me : I visited -* physician : And tho' 1 was all attention

among my acquaintance, and talked like to learn the cause of the visible dissarissac-

a doctor : I had the satisfaction to fee that tion that I saw in every face, I should ne-

they generally looked on me as a man ver have made it out, if by accident I

who knew a great deal, but I could find had rot heard a fine lady, who came in

that they always (hcok their heads when on a morning visit one day, afer asking

I talked of physick as my profession ; and many questions abcut me in an adjoining

I heard universally, that my best friends room, all which were answered much in

said behind my hack, 1 should never make £ my fivour by the patient, scream out at

any thing of it by my practice. last, " Angels ! a walking doctor !"

Alarmed at so terr ifying a prediction, I The hint was enough : I was happy to

set myself down to examine seriously to have heard it, and 1 instantly purchased a

what it could owe its origin j and I soon chariot. From that period I lived a new

found, that the being a master of the kind of life; but by no means fu agreea-

feience was but one very short step to- ble a one as I did before. Instead of em-

ward the making a figure in the prcfefli- ploying most of the hours of the morning

on: The pert and insolent air of college in study or dissections, I am now called

pedantry, which I had brought almost six *" upon by my coachman as soon as I have

years ago from the university with me, breakfasted and am dressed ; and as I am

had been thoroughly humbled at the first very sensible that the being known to keep

stroke cf my finding how little pretensions a chariot is the only use of one to a

I hid to it, and had now, by degrees, young physician, I constantly suffer my-

dwindled into a shrepish liastisulness, that self to be dragged about the streets in

would scarce ever suffer me to speak loud triumph for five hours, besjre I give my

enough to be heard, or to look any body horses and myself the refreshment of a

I talked with in the face. My close at- Q dinner, to prepare us for the fatigues of

ten tion to dissections had rendered me as the afternoon.

meagre and pale as one of my bodies : As I have no places of business to call

The charcoal of my furnaoes had planted at, nor have so many si iends and acquain-

a lasting begrimedness on my face ; and tance as to be able to make a visit of form

an utter inattention 10 dress, added to every day, it was long before I found out

a
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a method of doing nothing with any tole- OBSERVATION XIII.

rablegtace; but at present I have a plan ., ....
from which I never depart, and in conse. ■* «""■»& « rfcluip.

quence of which my chariot keeps its The following observations are taken

rout thro' all the piincipal streets of the from my diary on the common diseases of

town, at the hours of business, as regu- the lungs, hoping that they will throw

larly as a-slage coach. I go from my own some light on the astiological controver-

door to a bookseller's, from the booksel- sies relating to the pleurisy and peripneu-

ler's to a cofiie-houfc ; from the coffee- mony, the former of which generally

house to another bookseller's a mile off, passes for an inflammation of the pleura,

and from the other bookseller's to another or of the intercostal muscles, as the latter

coffee house. In this manner I am seen is defined an inflammation of the lungs :

in every part cf the town every day j and But, if I am not mistaken, these observa.

as I continue regularly to visit all the tions will make it appear, that they arise

three medical places of drinking choco- from other causes.

late at the proper times, there's not a In January, 1733, a noble family, con-

phyfician who frequents any one of them " fisting of a mother and three daughters

but sees me every morning. who were grown up, together with one

This, Sir, is the modern way to be of the maid servants, died all of the fame

known ; and this the method the arbitrary, disease. After -the death of the mother,

the foolish world prescribes for a physician one of the young ladies, and the maid, I

to get into business. Pray use your influ- was sent for, and found the other two fif-

ence to persuade them, that these hours ters ill of a pleurisy, with which one had

might be employed much more to their been seized sour days before, and the other

service: And, if possible, demolish nine- Q three. The pulse in both was strong,

tenths of the chariots of this kind, that hard, and truly pleuretick, the discharge

wear our pavement to pieces ; by con- by spitting bilious, and a violent oppressi-

vincing the owners of them, that he is on in the thorax. After a miliary erup-

not mnch better than a madman, who tion, and a plentiful excretion of a well

pays two guineas a week l^.r his horses, concocted pus, one of them soon reco-

wlien he does not get one by his profession. vered.' The other, for want of bleeding

in the beginning of the disease, died with

As several of Dr. Hallis'i Oisemati-ns an eruption of the same kind.
throwa new Light upon the Prat!ice of Ply-iJ On the eighth day after her death I

sick, wepall insert thru or four cf the most opened the body, and at the bottom of

interesting, in Addition to that on Drowning, the right lobe of the lungs, found a large

•which we gave tur Rtadtit laji Month, abscess, full of a white, yr.llow, and well

f. 134. concocted pus, of the fame kind with that

OBSERVATION XII °^ wn'cn tne f",er wn0 had recovered had

spit up a great quantity ; a plain proof

An ir.cystcd Drossy os the Pleura. that the lungs of both had been affected

N a body which was reckoned dropsical, E with a like abscess. The pleura was per-

and a great quantity of water inclosed fectly sound ; the seat os the abscess be-

in the pericardium, upon opening the ing in that part of the lungs which is con-

thorax, to the no small astonishment of tiguous to the diaphragm. I could con-

the persons present, there were no lungs firm this observation by innumerable in

to be found, but only a bag full of a stances of the fame kind. Thus in Lib. II.

green watery liquor, which upon farther sect. 3. of Bonetus's Sepulchietum Ana-

search was observed to have been extrava- tomicum, observ. IV. XX. and others are

fated between the intercostal muscles and to this purpose. Besides, the spitting in

the pleura ; and tlist this membrane, the p pleuretick patients owing to the inAam -

use of which is to line the inside of the mation, is easily understood, if the scat,

ribs, was sepuattd from them in such a of the disease is granted to be in the lungs }

manner, as to form a bag as large as the seeing by the inflammation part of the

Whole cavity cf the breast. Hence the obstructing matter will make its way

left lobe of the lungs was so much com- thro' the relaxed, exhaling, or mucous

pressed, as to be rendeicd thinner than vessels into the bronchia. But how that

one's hand, and the cavity in which it matter can pass from the pleura to the af-

was lodged no larger thin a glove. The pen arteria, while the lungs remain

other lobe was ulcerated. This is a very G sound, I leave to those who are of that

rare cafe, and slicws, that an incysted opinion to explain. For I must beg leave

dropsy may be produced in the thorax, to say, that it is a very rate case, and

from water collected in the cells of the what I myself never saw, for an infUm-

pleura, in the same manner as it happens mation ol the pleura alone to prove mor-

in the abdomen. tal,

I
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tal, or to produce that pus which is col- (3) I laid open the whole abdomen ana

lected in the empyema. And though I thorax of a frog ; and, at 18 minutes past

would be very far from rejecting obscrva- seven in the morning, immersed it in a

lions contrary to these, yet from the rare- turbid solution of opium, viz. the same

nesi of the case just now mentioned, viz. that was made use of in the preceding and

os an inflammation of the pleura proving following experiments. At forty minutes

mortal, I would advise physicians in after seven, I turned the frog on its back,

treating the pleurisy, to suspect the cause A, and observed its heart beating between

of that disease to be rather an infl.imm.i- ten and eleven time1; in a minute. Hav-

tion of the lungs than of the pleura, and ing laid it again on its belly, that it might

so have immediate recourse to the most be more exposed to the action of the

powerful remedies. opium; at forty-eight minutes past seven,

[To be continued in our next.] I turned it again on its back, and obser

ving the heart without motion, I opened
Experiment; ■with Opium on the Heart, in Rep!y the pericardium; which producing no

to an Assertion os Dr. Hallir. From tfftQ, 1 cut the heart out of the body,

Dr. Whytt'i Physiological Essays. (See B and laid it on a plate, when it gave two

P- '*3') or three pulses, and never after moved,

" r~\PlUM, which is remarkable for al tho' it was pricked once and again with

its power of impairing or de- a pin.

stroying the sensibility of all the parts of (y) I cut off a frog's head, and entirely

the body, also lessens or suspends the ir- destroyed its spinal marrow by pushing a

ritability or moving power of the mus- small probe down thro' the spine, which

del. Thus, in a small dose, it puts a occasioned strong convulsions of all the

stop to vomiting and coughing, and qui- Q muscles, especially those of the inferior

ets the convulsive motions of the intesti- extremities. Ten minutes after this, I

num rectum, bladder, abdominal muscles opened the thorax, and found the heart

and diaphragm in a tenesinus and stran- beating 45 times in a minute. Sixteen

gory, altho' the stimuli, which produced minutes after decollation, and the destruc-

thesc motions, continue to act on the tion of the spinal marrow, it moved 40

parts : When given in much larger quan- times in the minute. After half an hour,

tity, it suspends the perislallick motion it made 36, and, after 50 minutes, only

of the guts, and makes the heart contract 30 pulsations in the minute, which were

more slowly, till being by degrees rendeied now become very small and feeble.

quiteinsensible,its motiunceases altogether. N. B. When the thorax of another frog

But, as Dr. Haller, who allows that was opened immediately after decollation

opium destroys the irritability of the sto- and the destruction of its spinal marrow,

mach, intestines and other muscles, de- its heart beat 60 times in a minute,

nies it to have any power over the hears, (i) t cut out the heart of a frog, and

and seems to call in question those expe- put it into fountain-water, at twenty-

riments of mine which shew, that opium, three minutes past twelve. After twelve

injected into the stomach and guts of E minutes immersion, I took it out of the

frogs, renders the motion of the heart water, when it beat 20 times in a minute,

much slower than usual, and at last puts Having immersed It for five minutes

a final stop to it 5 I thought it necessary more, it ceased from motion ; and when

to endeavour to clear up this matter by taken out of the water, did not move ex-

some farther experiments, which I shall cept when pricked, and then only per-

here briefly relate. formed one pulsation.

(«) June 5, 1755, at minutes past (1) Eight minutes past eleven, I cut Put

four in the asterneon, I injected a turbid p the heart os another frog, and immersed

solution of half an ounce of opium in it in fountain-water. Twenty-eight mi-

eight ounces of water, into the stomach nutes after eleven, it continued to move :

and guts of a frog ; and, as it squirted But its motion, tho' at the rate of eleven

oat most of the solution injected by the pulsations in thirty seconds, was confined

anus, I threw in some more in its place. to about one third of the heart next its

At 14 minutes past five the fame evening, apex. Two minutes after this, observing

I opened this froe, and observed the heart it without any motion, I took it out of

beating very slowly, not above seven times the water, and laid it on a table, where

in a minute ; when it was touched with G it temained at rest, unless when touched,

the point of a pair of scissars, it renewed Soon after this, however, it began to

its motion faster for two or three pu'.sa- move, and, 25 minutes after immersion,

tions ; after which it became as slow as performed nine pulrations in 63 seconds,

before. The other muscles of this f og (() 1 cur out the heart of a frog, and,

were not at this time brought into con- at 32 minutes past ten, immersed it in *

traction by pricking or tearing their fibres. turbid solution of opium in water of the

April, 1756. A a same
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same degree of heat with the fountain- pium, the motion of the heart and arte-

water used in the two last experiments •. ries was very slow.

After this heart had been immersed ten From these experiments it evidently ap-

minutes, I took it out of the solution, and pears, that, as opium destroys the sensi-

laid it on a table ; but it made not the bihty of all the parts of the body, so it

smallest motion : And when pricked with deprives the muscles of all power of mo-

the point of a knife, tho' it quickly reco- tion j nor does the heart, in this respect,

vered its shape, yet it was not excited in- £ possess any privilege above the other mus-

fO a proper contraction as the heart of t'. ties, except that its moving power is not

I continued to observe this heart from so soon destroyed by opium as theirs."

time to time for above half an hour, but
it never made the least motion. Account of tbe British Plantation!

s» I cut out the heart of another frog, "AMERICA, eontimtd from p. 138.

and put it into the fame turbid solution TT7HILST the chief force of New.

of opium ; after seven minutes immersion, VV England was employed in this ill-

I took it out, and laid it on a plate, where designed and ili conducted pioject, a party

it remained at rest. When pricked with B of French and Huron Indians made them*

a knife, it did not perform a full pulsation, selves masters of Casco town, on which

but seemed to feel a little, by a very fiint all the other little garisons in that neigh-

kind of moiion which was excited in some bourhood drew off to Saco, and the In-

of its fibres. dians made incursions even beyond that

(9) Mr. Robert Ramsay, student of me- fiver, but were presently defeated, and

dicinc, at my desire, made the following a great number of them killed, by a

experiment. After making an opening party under capt. Floyd, and such of them

into the cavity of the abdomen of a small Q as escaped were all massacred by the

dog near six months old, he injected by French Abenaqui Indians, who took

the wound a drachm of opium dissolved in them for lroquois. Soon after this, ma-

two ounces and a half of water; but, jor Church, with a party of 300 men, was

before he could stitch up the wound, a- sent by sea to Casco bay, who marched

bout an ounce of the solution escaped. 40 miles up the country, and so distressed

Four minutes after making the injection, the Abenaqui Indians, that in November

he laid bare the thorax, by dissecting oft they sent a flag of truce to Wells, and

the teguments, which did nnt seem to agreed to a truce till May following, a-

give the dog any pain ; and could plainly D gainst which time they were to restore

feel the motion of his heart thro' (he all their prisoners, and then conclude a

pleura. It beat 76 times in the minute, treaty of peace.

but became gradually (lower +• Immedi- But in the mean time the French mis-

ately aster counting its pulse, Mi. Ramsay Canaries made so much of their interest

rut the ribs on each fide of the sternum, among them, that instead of beginning at

which he laid back in tbe usual way. The that time negotiations of peace, they be-

hcart, which was thus brought into view, gan the operations of war, by making-

appeared quite turgid, and continued in g incursions even beyond Piscataqua River,

motion about five minutes s During which killing and carrying great numbers into

time it performed only between 60 and slavery, tho' they were in their turn often

65 weak vibrations ; lor they were not defeated or repulsed, and gieat number*

compleat contractions. While the heart of them killed.

was thus moving, warm spittle was first Whilst tliese warlike operations were

applied to it, then cold water, and, last carrying on, Sir William Phips went to

of all, oil of vitriol, which shrivelled the p England, to sollicit assistar.ee for a new at-

*v it touched, almost in the fame man- tempt to drive the French out of Canada,

ner as a hot iron would have done ; but wisely foreseeing what has since been of-

none of them accelerated the heart's vi- ten confirmed, that our colonies can never

brations, which became gradually slower, be at ease whilst the French have posses-

till they ceased altogether. Son of that country. But tho' the revo-

Agreeably to this experiment, we are lution was then established, and peace

told by Dr, Alston, in his learned disser-ta- restored both in Britain and Ireland, we

tion on opium, that a filtrated solution of q were so mighty sanguine for assisting our

this medicine in water, having been in- allies in Europe, that we could spate nei--

jected into the veins of a dog, his pulse, thermen nor money for assisting ourcoun-

which, when he was first seized with con- trymen in America. Sir William rhere-

vulfions, was, rendered quick and small, fore gave over this project, and joined

became afterwards full and slow. And with the apents from New-Englard in sol-

Dr. Kaau Boerhaave informs us, that in liciting the restoring of their charter; but

a small dog, which he opened ten hours in this too he was disappointed, and ob-

aster he had swallowed three grains of o- liged at last to content himself with a

• Via. mar 60 degree! of Fjrenl'cit's thirn'mttrr, -J- 'sbii dcg'i heart, in a natural

fate and before ibt injtStmnt leal Ijo in tbe minute.
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new charter, in which the appointing of " I thank you for thit very loyal and

a governor, and several other prerogatives dutiful addiess. I have the firmest alli-

were reserved to the crown ; only by way ahce on the affectionate assurance you

of favour the people of New- England give me, of exerting yourselves to the

were allowed to name their first governor, utmost in support of my government;

and for this high post they named Sir and the city of London may always de-

William himself. pend upon my favour, countenance, and

Accordingly he arrived, May 14, 1691, protection ; arid my constant care to de-

with the new charter for the Massachuset fend the rights and possessions of my

Bay colony, including New Hampshire crown, and promote the trade and com-

and the Main Provinces, and a commission merce of this kingdom."

for being their governor ; for as to Con- To the address of the merchants of

necticut and Rhode Island colonies, as London (in which they assured his ma-

their old chatters had never been vacated, jesty, that they will most heartily and

they were allowed to continue in the zealously exert themselves, in every in-

enjoymentof them, and consequently to stance, for the support of the publick cre-

chuse their own governors. Soon after B dit of this kingdom ; and that no hazard

his arrival he marched himself against the or expence shall deter them from shear-

Indians, built a strong fort of stone at fully contributing to enable his majesty

Pemmaquid, besides several other little to maintain the just cause in which he i*

forts, and pursued such vigorous mca- engaged, and to repel the most daring as

sures, that all the Eastern Indians were tempts of his enemies) his majesty was

obliged to sue for peace the very next sum- pleased to return this most gracious answer,

mcr. especially as the French could not " I thanlt you for this affectionate and

supply them with a sufficient quantity of (j (seasonable address. It is a great satisfac-

arms and ammunition, and a treaty was tion to me, that the measures, which I

concluded, August 11, 1693, by which have taken, for the security of the rights

they renounced their alliance with the and possessions of my crown, and for the

French, declared themselves subjects to the support of the trade and commerce of my

crownof England, anrlconfirmedthetitleof kingdoms, are so agreeable to my trading;

the English to the lands they had possessed. subjects; and they may always depend

[To he continued in our next.] upon my countenance and protection.

The Mirth of the Lori Mayor, Aldermen, _ The publick credit is an object which I

and Common, os the Cty of London, u D have extremely at heart j and nothing

Ut Majesty, April 6, 1756. can he more acceptable to me, than the

Most gracicu, Sovereign, *0U "P"*' sor the saPP°rt «* »«•"

YOUR majesty having been graciously BI 1 1 • of Mortality from Feb. a4. to

pleased to acquaint your two houses March xi

of parliament, that a design hath been cm 1 "<
formed by the French court to make an Christened 5 M , $ 1 1«6

hostile invasion upon Great Britain or Ire- ' females 580 J

land; we, your majesty's most dutiful E Buried J, . Z7sli6zi

and loyal subjects the lord mayor, alder- _. . * *em ,. *

men, ind commons of the city of Lon- D'!,d under * Y"rs old 575

don, in common council assembled, beg Between a and j —- 136

leave to express our abhorrence of so un- 5 in<| 10 39

just and desperate an enterpri7e, projected 10 ,nj| 20 38

in revenge f ir your royal and gracious 10 ""j? 3° "

protection of the trade and commerce of 3° »»j *°

your people, and the necessary defence of p 5° >S«
the undoubted rights and posssssions of 5° *nd. 60 *5J

' 60 and 70 115
your crown
With gratitude and unfeigned loyalty, ?° *n<! 80 99

we most humbly assuie your majesty, that
the citizens of your faithful city, united 9° "nd 100 , S

in duty and affection to your sacred per- ISi.1.

son and government, will exert their ut- C Within the Walls 136

most power, and hazard their lives and ,« \ Without the Walls 385

fortunes, to support and defend your ma- G 3 1 In Middlesex and Surrey 73a

jesty, and the protestant succession in your * (_ City and Sub. of West. 368

royal family j not douhting, hut by the ,

zeal and loyalty of your majesty's subjects, „ 1 11
conducted by youJ- known wisdom and Week,y March a ~ *01

courage, with the assurance of the Divine 9 ~~ 4*4

Providence, you will he able to defeat all *" 39"
the defigns of your enemies. J3 ™"

Towhich address his majesty was pleased i6ai

to return this most gracious answer. A a z

80 and 9» 38
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Sung by Mr. Beard in the Fair Quaker of Deal.

The Words by Mr. Garrick.

How lit tie do the landmen know, Of what we sailors
 

feel, When waves do mount, and winds do blow, But we have hearts of

 

steel. No dan—ger can a fright us, No e—ne—my shall

flout, We'll make the Moun—sicurs right us, So

tors the can -Hnut.

r i i i

Stick strut to orders messmates,

We'll plunder, burn, and fink ;

"Jhen France have at your first rates,

For Britons never shrink.

4-
We'll rummage all we fancy,

We'll bring them in by scores,'

And Moll, and Kate, and Nancy,

Shall roll in Louis d'ors.

While here at Deal we're lying,

With our noble commodore,

We'll spend our wages freely boys,

And then to sea for more.

6.

In peace we'll drink and sing boys,

In war we'll never fly ;

Here's a health toGioacz our king boys,

And the royal family.

7« Aristotle cn lit nnv giUing tf h:s Bust.

I ET modern coxcombs vainly slirve

. / To blast thy deathless name,

A R — 1—d bids thy virtues live,

And consecrates to fame.

He, by refulgent merit sway'd,

Remov'd th* eb curing dust,

That time had o'er thy temples spre»4,

An«l freth adofn'd thy bust,

In his sreat steps by a!! admir'd,

Shall rising members tread,

And solW. by th' example fir'd,

Where first a R—I— d led.

So critickl, by thy splendour drawn,

Shall harmless round thee cluster,

And fall, like kindred moths, undone

By thy encreastng lustre.

Queen's College, Oxon.
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A COUNTRY DANCE.

SUCCESS to the FLEET.
 

First and second couple right hands across round left hands back again ~, lead down*

"? again, cast off, and right and left ~.

Poetical Essays in

On the present State os Amirica, and Genual

Bkaddock's Defeat.
 

O more I'll paint in soft descriptive

strain,

The lofty mountain, or the sunny plain 5

Nor vernal meadow, nor embow'ring grove,

Once the known seats of innocence and love:

But now pale terror haunts the secret shade,

And hostile bands each wish'd retreat invade ;

Fair liberty reclines her threatned head,

And peace, the blest inhabitant, is fted.

Muse, strike the lyre, direct the pensive lay,

War'sguilty rage, and dreadful pomp display :

In tragick numbers big with death relate,

The dire effects of Callia's restless hate ;

Review Monongahela's fatal flood, [blood.

And reeking banks, yet moist with British

That spot no more may spring's gay verdure

But future cypress sadden all the place.

In those lone fields no grateful herbage

bloom,

And the brown sorest shed a deeper gloom :

For there the snare by sriudsul hands was "J

spread, \

There Albion's sons, to early valour led, V.

Sunk in the Toyle, and mingled with the I

dead. J

Unfkill'd in base Canadia's coward arts.

In vain high courage warm'd their gen'rous

hearts,

In vain resentment aim'd th" uncertain blow.

While closeconceal'dremain'd the treach'rous

fpe :

See ! Halket falls, forgentlest manners known,

See ! breathless near the fire the duteoyj son;

What panics must then the lov'd survivor

share >

The filial virtue dropt the tender tear j

He could no more— by fate deny'd to mourn,

Or dick with pious care the parent's urn :

• Jtlnfin. f Diestau, J Montreuilte,

APRIL, 1756.

While scenes of woe in various forms surprize,

Fresh fights for thee, lamented Shirley, rife,

Whose kindly aid to bleeding Braddock giv'n,

Sent thee on charity's swift wings to heav'n.

Amaz'd, confus'd, Britannia's troops retire,

Whilst dauntless Hill their flaughter'd chiefs

expire ; [train

Then Tatton, Cholmley, Townsend, with a

Of blooming heroes press the sanguine plain ;

Unhappy youths, far from their native sky.

In India's darksome woods untomb'd they lie,

While ghastly wounds deface their mangled

clay

Of ruthless savages, the destin'd prey ;

Who wildly fierce each prostrate coarse deride,

And with fell shouts the reeking scalp divide.

And thou, unprosp'rous leader, doom'd

to bear,

The sharp regrets of unsuccessful war >

Didst thou, alas ! quit Thames' delightful

shore, [plore?

And vainly brave, these trackless wilds ex-

Didst thou ill-fated plough th' Atlantick wave,

To find in shades obscure a sordid grave ?

May censure stop, nor farther blast thy name.

Safe be thy ashes, and untouch'd thy fame.

Nor long shall haughty France her triumph

boast
An happier • warrior, arms an happier host;

To him (fubdu'd) the titled fvet'ran bends.

And ev'ry daring hope in bondage ends s

While Braddock't bov'ring ghost (each

wrong repaid)

In equaldust—beholds his J conqu'rorlaid.—

An E L £ G Y •written in an empty Assembly-

Room ||. J

y N scenes where Hallet's genius has com-

1 bin'd, [mind 5

With Bromwich to amuse and chear the

Amidst this pomp of cost, this pride of art,

What mean these sorrows in a female heart ?

U Designed al a parody oa Elaisa to Abilard.
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Ye croudcd walls, whose well enlighten'd

round

With lovers sighs, and protestations found j

Ye pictures flatter'd by the learn'd and wife,

Ye glasses ogled by the hiightesl eyes,

Ye cards, which beauties by their touch

have hied ; [prest,

Ye chairs, which peers and ministers have

Howareyechang'd ! like you my (ate I moan.

Like you, atasl neglected and alone

For, ah ! to me alone no cud is come,

1 must not go abroad and cannot be at

home. [pair'd

Blest be that social pow'r, the first who

The errinj footman with th' unerring card :

'Twll Venus sure ; for by their faithful aid,

The whisp'ring lover meets the blushing maid:

From solitude they give the chearful call

To the choice supper, or the sprightly ball :

Speed the soft summons of the gay and fair,

From distant Bloornfbury to Grofvenor's-

Square ;

And bring the colonel to the tender hour,

From the Parade, the Senate, or the Tower,

Ye records, patents of our worth and pride !

Our daily lesson, and our nightly guide,

Where'er ye stand dispos'd in proud array,

The vapours vanish, and the heart Is gay j

But when no cards the chimney-glass adorn,

The dismal void with heart-felt shame we

mourn ;

Conscious neglect inspires a sullen gloom,

And brooding sadness fills the flighted room.

If but some happier female'scard i'vefeen,

I swell with rage, and sicken with the spleen ;
■While artful pride conceals the bursting tear,

With some fore'd banter, or affected sneer :

But now grown defp'rate, and beyond all

hope,

I curse the ball, the d ft, and the pope.

And as the loads of borrow'd plate go by,

Tax it ! ye greedy ministers, I cry.

How shall I feel when Sol resigns his light,

To this proud splendid goddess of the night I

Then when her awkward guttts in measure

beat [their feet !

The crowded floors, which groan beneath

What thoughts in solitude shall then possess

My tortur'd mind, or soften my distress !

Not all that envious malice can suggest,

Will sooth the tumults of my raging breast.

(For envy's lost amidst the numerous train,

And hisses with her hundred snakes in vain)

Tho" with contempt each despicable soul

Singly I view, I must revere the whole.

The methodist in her peculiar lot,

The world forgetting, by the world forgot,

Tho* single happy, tho' alone is proud,

She thinks of heav'n (ihe thinks not of a

crowd)

And if Ihe ever feels a vap'rish qualm.

Some * Drop of Honey, or some holy balm,

The pious prophet of her sect distils,

And her pure foui I'craphick rapture fills ;

Grace shines around her with serenest beams,

And whisp'ring White—d prompts hergolden

dreams. [vain,

And now convine'd all human pow'rs are

Alike the Irish and the British swain ;

An heav'nly spouse alone she deigns t* ap

prove.

And melts in visions of eternal love.

Far other dreams my sensual soul employ,

While conscious nature tastes unholy joy :

I view the traces of experiene'd charms,

And clasp the recimentals in my arms.

To dr earn last night I clos'd my blubber'd eyes ;

Ye soft illusions, dear deceits arise :

Alas ! no more j methinks I vvand'ring go,

Todistant quarters 'midst the Highland snow :

Tothe dar k inn whcie neverwax-light burns.

Wherein smok'd tap'stry faded Dido mourns ;

To some assembly in a country town.

And meet the colonel—in a parson's gown—

I start—I inriek—

O ! could I on my waking brain impose,

Or but forget at least my present woes !

Forget 'em how ! each rattling coadi

suggests

The loath'd ideas of the crowding guests.

To visit—were to publilh my disgrace ;

To meet the spleen in ev'ry other place 5

To join old maids and dowagers forlorn ;

And be at once their comfort and their scorn!

For once, to read with this distemper'd

brain,

Ev'n modern novels lend their aid in vain.

My Mandoline — what place can mufick find

Amid the discord of my restless mind ?

How shall I waste this time which slowly

fires !

How lull to slumber my reluctant eyes !

This night the happy and th' unhappy keep

Vigils alike,—N * • has murder'd sleep.

To Miss Moo«e, of Angmcring, in Sussex.

OFT has the artless Muse essay'd

Her note to Caelia's praise ;

To Chloe oft her tribute paid,

In rough unpolilh'd lays.

Tho' Chloe's air, or Cailia's mien,

Ask not the Delian lyre ;

Yet sure, the charms of beauty's queen,

Scraphick strains require.

(So when we gaie on Cynthia's light,

Needs there an eagle's eye ?

Yet brighter fun-beams mock the signs.

And weaker pow'rs defy.)

But can the Muse on pinions soar,

Or tempt Diedalean arts !

To paint thy matchless beauties,

Demands a Waller's parts.

Yet wflb can view the unstrung lyre,

Nor tune the trembling string ?

If lovely Moore the notes inspire,

Who can refuse to sing i

• Tit title of a ink of Msitrn Devotion.
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And may this faithlul verse impart

(Sincere, tho' weak the lay j)

Wnencc flaw the transports of the heart,

That owns thy sov'reign sway :

Then to the Miise, the poet's fame adieu,

And give each happier hour to love and you.

Am.miui.

0» MiJ> Piggy B—t t, as Kirkandrewi

upon Efke, in Cumberland.

THE blooming fair, as Phœbus bright,

There, there first met my rausiYd light j

There, prodigal of ev'ry grace,

I.view'd the lovely Peggy's face.

Whilst I in silent wonder gaze,

She charm succeeding charm displays ;

Simplex mu ' .; all the while,

Nor art, nor vain-affected guile

Aftails : Weak stratagems like these

The vain but use, the blind but please.

Transported here with deep surprize,

1 feasted long my greedy eyes :

Long did I gaze without controul,

While joy exstatic fill'd my foul :

At length, and lives a maid so fair,

I cry'd, that breathes the northern air j

And ne'er a poet's name to wipe

Away the stains of " Pale—" unripe ?

Were Pope's aspiring Muse not tied,

Kor he laid number'd with the dead j

I'd daring sooner mount the stage,

And Pope, ev'n mighty Pope, engage.

Where-e'er she shews her visage bright,

AU nature gladdens at the sight :

As loth to leave the hallow'd place,

There Eslc its rapid torrent stays :

Its stream, that elsewhere foams and raves,

And swells and rolls its angry waves,

Forgetful of its wonted throng,

There scarce is seen to glide along.

Ye gods ! and yet her face I find,

The perfect index of her mind !

Her breast no pride, no folly stains,

There nought but native virtue reigns.

While from the foreign, dailing leaf,

(Surpassing Cassia's belief)

The dear, delicious draught she sips,

Mo scandal dwells upon her lips.

Not she, unvers'd in Czlia's ways>

Asperses while (he seems to praise.

Her presence strikes detraction dead,

And stills ev'n envy's snake-hung head :

The force of rancour's fiercest rage,

Her honey- healing words asluage.

let her but speak, sell clamours cease,

Each accent (boths their foul to peace.

Such it, ah ftsch ! each outward grace,1

At ne'er adorn'd a mortal's face :

Her candid foul unfolds to view,

Worth such as ne'er a mortal knew.

But he, alas ! who thinks to raise,

The virgin-fair's immortal praise.

Must, by Apollo and the Nine

Inspir'd, in lofty numbers shine j

4
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On fam'd Parnassus' top must dream,

And quaff the Heliconian stream ;

Thro' the whole range of Cadmus' race,

Each various term of art must trace ,

For darling epithets must fly,

Traversing land, and sea, and sky j

At length a silver swan must rise

Melodious thro' the azure skies ;

While 1 my feeble accents raise,

Detracting when I mean to praise.

'Tis hard, alas ! yet not on earth,

A power can sing my charmer's worth.

Shou'd ev'ry verse and line be wrought

In elegance of stile, of thought,

Contracted language must be found

To fail that worth, that knows no hound :

Content I therefore quit a task so hard,

And leave the laurel for no other bard.

M. K. Oxon.

On SYLVIA'S Birth-Day.

HA IL to the morn, the gladsome morn.

On which the fairest nymph was bora.

Dear object of my love :

Let nature's self be blithe and gay,

And ev'ry songster tune a lay,

To warble thro' the grove.

Let Sylvia's praise to day be sung :

Strike up ye lyres ;—let ev'ry tongu«

Resound the pleasing name ;

Let bards who boast Apollo's fire,

Assist the joyous tuneful choir.

And swell her rising fame.

Is virtue, innocence, and youth,

If smiling beauty, sense, and truth,

Or charm the soul, or fire ;

Sylvia demands the foremost verse i—«

Let others then her praise rehearse.

Whom all the nine inspire.

Of Sylvia's charms, let others write,

I dare not fully worth so bright,

For me the theme's too high :

My feebler Muse unskilful sings,

Of this, of that, of common things,

It stutters, but can't fly.

Crant me, good God, this one request,

May she with life and health be blest,

And ease and pleasure share !

Guard her, kind heav n, from ev'ry ill,

Take the protection of her still,

And make her all thy care !

April 11, 1756. DASton.

On tb, Death of Mr. JOHN ACKERS.

(See Vol. xv. f. 159.)

LAmenred friend 1 accept the tribute due,

These mournful rites,we sadly pay toyou ^

Behold the teats that wait upon thy heaife,

And stain each line of this elegiack verse !

Thy gentle virtues dwell on ev'ry breast,

On all our hearts—on all our minds imprest ;

Thy smooth benevolence, we weeping tiace,

And dolefully record each social grace:

Lost
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Lost to us now, alas ! the friendly lore,

And those lov'd accents cease to charm us

more ; [brace,

Torn from thy consort's arms, thy fire's em-

Full soon, alas ! thou'stclos'd thy earthly race !

Ah ! may it to depai ted worth be given,

To act the gracious purposes of heaven ;

Now, far remov'd from ev'ry pain and strife,

And rais'd to pure, to everlasting hie,

To shield us from this grievous weight of woe,

And dry those eyes whose streams so plente

ous flow !

Convinc'd by revelation's forceful ray,

Of future bliss, which never can decay !

An HYMN to BENEVOLENCE.

By Mr. Blacklock .

HAIL ! source of transport ever new j

Whilst thy kind dictates I puisue,

I taste a joy sincere ;

Too vast for little minds to know,

Who on themselves alone bestow,

Their wishes and their care.

Daughter of God ! delight of man !

From thee felicity began 5

Which still thy hand sustains :

By thee sweet peace her empire spread,

Fair science rais'd her laureld head,

And discord gnash'd in chains.

Far as the pointed fun-beam flies,

Thro' peopled earth, and starry skiet,

All nature owns thy nod :

We fee thy energy prevail.

Thro' Being's ever-rising scale,

From nothing ev'n to God.

Envy, that tortures her own heart,

With plagues and ever- burning smart,

Thy charms divine expel :

Aghast she shuts her livid eyes,

And, wing'd with tenfold fury flies,

To native night and hell.

By thee inspir'd, the gen'rous breast,

In blessing others only blest,

With goodness large and free ;

Delights the widow's tears to stay,

To teach the blind their smoothest way,

And aid the feeble knee.

O come ! and e'er my bosom reign,

Expand my heart, inflame ench vein,

Thro' ev'ry action shine j

Each low, each selfish wish controul,

With all thy essence warm my soul,

And make me wholly thine.

Nor let fair virtue's mortal bane,

The foul-contracting thirst of gain,

My faintest wishes sway ;

By her possess'd, ere hearts refine,

Id hell's dark depth shall mercy shine,

And kindle endless day.

If from thy sacred paths I turn,

Nor feel their griefs, while others mourn,

Nor with their pleasures glow :

Banilh'd from God, from bliss, and thee,

My own tormentor let me be,

And groan in hopeless woe.

An Ode. By the Same. Written vihen Sidt

O Prime of life ! O taste of joy !

Whither so early do you fly ?

Scarce half your transient sweetness known,

Why are you vanistVd ere full-blown ?

The beauteous progeny of spring,

Thar tinge the zephyr's fragrant win|r,

Each tender bloom, each short-liv'd flow'r.

Still flourish till their destin'd hour:

Your winter too, too soon will come,

And chill in death your vernal bloom.

On my wan cheek the colour dies,

Suffus'd and languid roll mine eyes ;

Cold horrors thrill each fick'ning vein j

Deep broken sighs my bosom strain ;

The salient pulse of health gives o'er,

And life and pleasure are no more.

An EPITAPH.

HERE lies one, who (this stone the

truth must tell)

By flatt'ry rose, by defamation fell.

EPIGRAM, tin the same SubjeS}.

TWO dæmons dire, one hapless mind

possess'd,

The pow'r of both stood in the man confess'd ;

RaU'd first aloft at adulation's call,

And scandal then, indignant, gave the fall.

On Mist Sabina E », mentioning her

particular Regardfar Milton.

OFT have I glow'd with rapture o'er the

page [rage 5

Which paints th' angelick host in martial

With pleasing wonder trae'd the great design,

And mark'd bright beauties rife in ev'ry line ;

But, now the loveliest fair my choice approves.

And with like warmth the hcav'n taught

poet loves ;

With sweeter warblings floats his golden lyre.

His diction glows with more cælestial fire j

Unnumber'd charms 1 find unseen bcfoie,

And hang enamour'd on the sacred lore.

So when o'er spreading fields we cast our

eyes, [prospect rise,

Where meads, trees, tow'rs, in mingled

If chance, th' all-chearing Ruler of the day.

Pours o'er the lhadowy scene a gladsome ray,

Each object strait to gayer hues refines,

And with new grace the vary'd landscape

shines. [lay.

Henceforth, great bard, thy fancy -woven

With double joy shall charm me on my way.

Whene'er I wander thro' thelengthen'H glade,

Or silent muse along the twilight shade.

For as each musc-fofm'd period gleets my

sight,

Fancy (hall aid th' ineffable delight :

" E'en now perhaps (my ravifh'd foul will

" cry) [« eye s

" These grateful lines engage the fair-one's

" Exalted bliss ! the charmer's thoughts aro

" mine, [" join."

'* And our rapt hearts in mingled transport

J. H.

THE
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Monthly Chronologer.

Thursday, April I.

lU5"^Ty?<Jj© H E following noblemen

tJ^*o*j^y?» and gentlemen presented

fji s^^g^w commons for bringing

°'<vv£ ovi;r a body of Hanove-
S^CfeSsiC^vJ r;,n troops vjz. tbelord

steward and lord cliamheilain of the hous-

hold. Mr. Kox secretary of state, the

chancellor os the Exchequer, comptroller

of the houlliold, and the secretary at war.

To which his majesty made the fallowing

answer : " 1 am always very glad to do

any thing that is agieeable to my parlia

ment and (or the benefit and security of

my people, and as both houses r'elire

that a body of my German troops should

hr brought over hither to assist in the de

fence of this kingdom in the present cri

tical conjuncture, 1 will give immediate

orders for that purpese."

Friday, 1.

At a common-council held at Guild

hall, a motion was made to petition the

parliament that the militia of the city of

London might be included in the bill for

regulating the militia of this kingdom,

but on holding up hands there appeared

so great a majority against the motion

that there was no division,

Tuesday, 6.

The lord mayor, aldermen and com

mon council, waited on his majesty with

itie city's address. (Seep. 187.)

Wcdnisday, 7.

Commodore Keppel failed with the

Torbay, Essex, Unicorn, and Gibraltar

on a cruize.

Admirals Byng and West sailed from

St. Helens, with a strong fleet.

Thursday, S.

At the anniversary sermon and feast of

the president and governors of the small

pox hosp.tal, the colitction for that cha

rity amounted to 91 jl. 13s.

A deputation from the merchants of

London, waited upon his majesty wish

the address of that respectable body.

(Seep. 187.)

Thursday, 15.

—— Kite, Esq; an eminent furrier in

Cannon- ill eet, was chosen alderman of

Lime-street ward, in the room cf alder

man Porter, deceased.

The following bills were signed; by vir

tue of a commission from his majesty di

rected to the Rr. Hon. the loid ihancel-

April, j;j6.

lor, the dukes of Dorset and Argyll, and

the lords Gower and Anson, viz. An

act to impower his majesty to prohibit

the ex|>ortation of salt pecre. An act

for preventing his majesty's subjects from

serving any foreign prince without leave.

An act for better supplying the fleet with

seamen. An act ro obviate a doubt arisen

on the last insolvent act. An act for

granting a bounty upon British and Irilh

linens, and taking off the duty on li

nen yarn. An act for appointing a suffi

cient number of constables to serve with

in the city of Westminster, and to com

pel proper persons to take upon them the

office of jurymen. An act for laying an

additional duty on cards and dice. An

act for the better regulation of his ma

jesty's forces in North- America, and

likewise to the plate act. (Seep. 159.)

After which the house of peers adjourned

to Tuesday the 27th inst, and the house

of commons to Monday the 16th.

Friday, 16.

Admiral Holborne with a squadron,

and his convoy, the transports with the

forces for North-America, sailed from

Plymouth.

Tuesday, so.

Admiralty-office, His majesty's ship

the Orford arrived at Plymouth on the

16'h inst, being sent in by Sir Edward

Hawke with two French ships taken off

cape Ortrgal, one of them of 14 guns

and 57 men, and having 183 soldiers on

board, bound to Cape-Breton ; the other

a schooner, bound to Quebec, with wine,

musket balls and flour.

Thu»sday, 11.

His majesty remov'd from St. James's

to Kensington, for the summer season.

Friday, 23.

The following gentlemen were chosen

officers and council of the society of Anti

quaries, for the year ensuing. Hugh lord

Willoughby de Parham, president, Mr.

Henry Baker, Samuel Berkley, Esq; Mr.

josiah CoMirooke, Mr. Peter Collinson,

Charles Compton, Esq; treasurer, An

drew Gifford, D. D. Mr. Theodore Ja-

cobsen, Adam Martin, Edward Rowe

Mores, Esqrs. George North, A. M.

Mr. Arthur Pond, Mr. Richard Rode

rick, Mr. Charles Rogers, Mr. William

Southoufe, Samuel Squire, D. D. Sir

William Strachin, Bait. James Theo

bald, Esq; John Waid, I.. L. D. direc

tor, James West, Daniel W:ay, Esqrs.

B b Joseph
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Joseph Ames, William Norris, A. M.

secretaries.

His majesty has, in consequence os an

address ot the Hon. house of commons,

ordered a reasonable allowancr to he made

lo the innhoMers and other r-uhhek house

keepers in Essex, Kent, and Suiry, the

city of Canterbury, the towns cf Hert

ford, Ware and Hoddcsdtn in Hertford,

shire, and Lewes, Cliff, Southover and

Eafl-Grinstead in Sussex ; in considerati

on os the g;eat expences they have been

put to by the very extraerdinary number

of officers and soldiers which have been

necessarily quartered upon them during

the last winter.

A prohibition is laid on the exportati

on of gunpo.vder, stoics, ammunition,

and all warlike materials, to foreign

parts, and even coastwise in Great-Bri

tain, except what is for the service cf

the government, by way < f precaution

against the designs of France, Arc.

'The fish on board the French New

foundland ships being become so putrid

as not to be safely landed ; the ships and

their cargoes are ordered to be carryed to

sea and sunk.

Addresses were presented this month,

to his majesty, fiom the cities of Bristol

and Norwich, borough of Southwark,

» town of Liverpoole, the sheriff »nd grand

jury of Yorkshire, and many other places.

The subjects proposed for Mr. Finch

and Mr. Townlhend's prizes of j 5 guineas

each to two senior batchtlors cf arts, and

to two middle batchtlors for 17^5, are

for the senior ba'chelors ! SJi r'd" ai'jumevli

ttb tnjiitu'is CbriJUanii ir.traUs etlr'uorum du-

trinee acceperixt f For the middle batche-

lors : Qii'Jqut RcmamrtttK depran-ati meres

tid labefattancum et evertendant rctrjubltcam

valucurt f

The two gold medals given annually

by his grace the duke of Newcastle, chan

cellor cf the university of Cambridge, for

the encouragement cf classical learning,

were determines lately in savour of Mr.

Webster of Eennet-coilege, and Mr. Im-

pey of Tiinity. Mr. Webster g.tined al

so the first academical honour at the tak

ing the degree of batchelor cf arts.

At Lancaster aslizes five were capitally

convicted, two of" whom were reprieved.

At Kingston five, two rf them for mur

der. At Salisbury three. At Bury one.

At Thetford four, but three leprieved.

At Warwick four. At New. Saturn five,

but one of them was leprieved. At Der

by two. At Rochester four. At Shrews

bury one, but reprieved. At Hereford

four, but one reprieved. At Exeter two.

At Launceston was a maiden assize. At

Stafford sour, two reprieved. At Taun-

ton five.

Many towns and corporations have of

fered additional bounties to encourage the

recruiting of his majesty's land and sea

foi ccs. which has h::d so salutary an ef

fect, that by a liroc'.ama'ion in the Ga

zette the execution of the recruiting act

is suspended som May the jst. ensuing.

(See p 145.)

The Boncttj sloop of war, Capt. Clarke,

has been stranded on the coast of Holland.

Extras! cf a Letter sum Safimn Waldtr,

March 19.

" About 10 o'clock yesterday morning

we were surptised with a very unusual

noise in the air, attended by the descent

of hailstones of an extraordinary size,

bigger than blackbirds ergs, some mea

suring three inches and a half round and

upwards, in shape like a pear. The bail

storm went off north cf this place to

wards Newmarket, the noise gradually

decreasing for some minutes, and then en

tirely ceased. As there was not the least

breath cf wind, the people there were in

the greatest confusion, thinking of no

thing but an earthquake."

Boston, Jan. 9. We hear from Nova-

Scotia, that the earthquake on the 18th

of November was felt at Annapolic-

Rojal, and at Halifax, tho' but just per

ceivable at the last mentioned place. (Sec

Vol, xxiv. p. 617.)

Extras! cf a Later frtm Virginia, Fib. 4.

" We are marching 200 white men and

100 Cherokces from a fort on the New-

river against the Shawnese, who live at a

place that runt into the Ohio. Shirley

and Johnson a>e to proceed in the spring

against Crown-poinr and Niagara ; and

governor Sharp of Maryland is to proceed

with 1000 men from Philadelphia, 1000

from his own government, Washington's

regiment of 1000 from Virginia, and

loco Cherokee Indians against fort Du-

slien.

By the last Garette from Philadelphia

there is an account of 78 people being

killed at a place called Ninisinks, and 43

plantations burnt by the Dclawar Jndians,

who live in the New York government.

The government of Philadelphia has

offered a reward of 350 dollars for each

of the officers heads.

On the Sill cf February a fire broke

out at Bridge-town in Batbadoes, which

raged with great violence from eight in

the evening till five the next morning,

and destroyed 160 houses, in the richest

part of the town, with James's fort.

No computation can be yet made of the

great k,st> sustained by the inhabitants,

and happily tire publick tecords were

saved. On
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On the 24th of December at noon be

gan at Alexandria such a violent storm as

has not been known in the memory of

man, which continued till next day at

noon. Nineteen French (hips, three

Swedish, three English, th ee Raguscans,

ore Imperial, one Greek Sambechine,

one Turkilh bark, one Tripoline cruiacr,

and one Alexandrine ship, were drove

ashore, and it is feared that few of them

will be got off.

The plague rages severely at Algiers,

so that the European consuls and mer

chant; have shut themselves up in their

houses.

The city of Quito, in Peru, was de

stroyed by an earthquake on the 28th of

April, 175;.

On Feb. 29. 1500 houses were reduced

to ashes, by fire, at Constantinople.

His majesty, according to the desire of

many loyal subjects in Norfolk, has given

to the earl of BucTcs, lord lieutenant of

that county, power and authority to form

into regiments, troops or companies,

such persons as are willing to associate

themselves for the defence of their coun

try, their liberties and properties, in cafe

of a French invasion.

Thirty French prizes have been carried

into Jamaica by his majesty's (hips upon

that station. Many have also been carri

ed into Barbadoes by the ships of com

modore Frankland's squadron.

A Dutch pirate of 60 guns is cruizing

tiff Virginia, and has taken several Eng

lish vessels and murdered their crews.

The man of war on that station is gone

to join another at Providence, and fail,

in concert, in quest of the pirate.

Boston in New-Engl ind has voted 3000

men, and the provence ofNew-York loco,

to be raised for the expedition against

Crown-point. Governor Morris has

drawn a line, upwards of 400 miles in

length, on the back of Philadelphia, and

sonified it in such a mariner as to secure

the inhabitants from the attempts of the

enemy on that side.

By the late great rains, the river Lea

overflowed the marshes from Waltham-

Abbey to Bow-Bridge, the witers beinj,

in some places, a mile wide, and so deep,

as 10 cover the hedges. The river Rod-

Won also overflowed the meadows from

On^i"- to Barking, to the great loss of

the farmers. The water rose on the road

at Edmonton eight or nine feet high ; the

Hadham sta<;e-coach was overset, and the

horses and a woman passenger drowned.

The count de Bonville and the other

French prisoners at Leicester, are jn-

<iuliced in wearing tiieir swords, in going

where they will, so they return at night,

mi in willing to whom they jJa.-.sc.

By the weekly accounts of burials and

baptisms at Boston in New-Englmd, it

appears, that from Jan. 7, 1755, t0 J,n'

5, 17^6, there has Keen buried in that

town, Whiles 419. Blacks 6e. 111311484.

Baptized in t"e several churches 442.

The hst year's accovnt stands thus -'

Buried Whites 380. Blacks 4.5. In all

434. Baptized in the several chuiclies

439-

Marriaces and Births.

March 27. I OHN Hagar, Esq; was mar-

J ried to Miss Bendysh.

April 8 Sir Hanson Berney, Ejrt. to

Miss Woolhall, of Wulthamstow.

Rev. Dr. Madan, to lady Charlorta

Cornwallis, daughter to earl Cornwallis.

15. Charles Jickfon. of Mile- end,

Esq; to Mrs. W'illett of Ilford.

17. Charles Seaile, of Farnham, in

Surry, Esq; to Miss S.vinhoe of Bio.np-

ton park.

22. John Mill, Esq; to Miss Comyn.

Peter Brooke, of Chester, Esq; toMisi

Langford.

24. Humphry Sturt, Esq; member for

Dorsetshire, 10 Miss Ceckford, sister tp

the aldeirrjan.

Sir Francis Knollyes, Bart, to Miss Cade.

March ;6. Countess of Glasgow w..s

delivered of a son.

April 6. Lady of Sir Richard Glynn,

Knt. and alderman of a son.

7. Lady i s Hon. Vere l'oulet, brother

to earl Fouler, of a son and heir.

17. Lady viscountess Middleton,osason.

23. Wife of the Rev. Dr. Warburton,

of a son.

26. Lady Guernsey, of a son.

Deaths.

March 22. RICHARD Childrens, of

Ramhurst, in Kent, Esq;

Rt. Hon. James earl of Wemyfs, who

has left his whole estate to his youngest

son, now with admiral Mostyn. His

eldest son is loid Elcho, and his second

Francis Charters Wemyfs, of Ampsfield,

Esq; heir to Col. Cliarteris.

26. Rev. Mr. Chichester Wrey, rector

of Tavistock, Devon, uncle to Sir Eou-

chier Wrey, 1?art.

27. Alexander Wilson, Esq; late agent

to several regiments.

Arthur Hearre, of Eltham, in Kent, Esq;

aS. Lieut, gen. Ceorge Reade, col. of

a reg. of drag-.ons in Ireland.

30. Sir Richard Lane, of Westminster,

Bart.

Rt. Hon. lady Luxborough, of Shannon.

Rev. Mr. Stephen Duck, minister of

ByfUet, in Suiry, the famous threshing

poet.

B b 2 30. Thomas
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jl, Thomas Musjtave, Esq; uncle to

Sii" Philip Musgrave. B,rt.

John Vernon, Esq; in the commission

of the peace for Staffordshire.

April 1. Rt. Hon. viscountess dowager

Torrington. aged S7, relist of the great

Sir George Byng, vi'count Torringron.

3. Rt. Hon. Alexmder earl of Kelly,

succeeded in title and estate by his eldest

son, Thomas lord Pettenwcem.

5. Miss St. Aubyn, lister to the late Sir

John St. Aubyn, Eart.

Sir Patrick Hepburn Murray, of Ba-

nnano, in Perthshire, Birt.

7. Charles Cbolmonc'eley, of Vale-

Royal, in Cheshire, Esq; who represented

that county in eight parliaments.

8. Rt. Hon. the countess of Drumlan-

rig, relict of the late earl of Drumlanrig,

eldest son to the duke of Queeniherry.

1 1. Sir Robert de Cornrwall, Bart, dy

ing without issue, the title and estate de

scend to councellor Cornewall of the

Temple.
Hon. Henry Bovle Walsingham, Esq;

son of the earl of Shannon.

Lieut, gen. Cornewall, col. of a reg. of

dragoons.
John Porter, Esq; alderman of Lime,

street ward, and member for Evesharn,

a: the hot wells Bristol.

Samuel Handley, Esq; a bank director.

Rt. Hon. lady Blaney, in Ireland.

15. Mr. John Ackers, in partnership

with his father, an eminent printer in St.

John's-stieet. (Seep. 191.)

Sir William Lowther, Bart, member

for the county of Cumberland, and lieut.

and custos rotulorum of Westmoreland.

16. Peter Burrell, Esq; sub-governor

cf the South-sea company, long member

for Haslemere with lieut. gen Oglcthorpe,

and late member for Dover.

Mrs. Knevitt, wife of col. Kntvitc of

the third reg. of guards.

Mr. Reeves, stationer in Chancery lane.

Vr. Andrew Ptumrr.cr, late professor of

chemistry in the university of Edinburgh.

17. Rt. Hon. the countess of Exctrr.

lames Vernon, £sq ; late a commilTi-

or er of the Excise.

18. The son of the Rt. HfD. lord Hills-

borough.
Edwa'd Fnirless, Esq; worth 20,oool.

19 Mr. Owen Lloyd, late an eminent

stationer in the Tenrple.

10. Mrs. Burchet, relict of the late se

cretary of the Admiralty, Jofiah Burchet,

Esq;
■it. Rev. Mr. Samuel Price, an emi

nent dissenting minister.

»2. Mr. Thomas Atkins, an eminent

stationer in Cheaplidc, and a common-

councilman.

Ti e eldest son of the Hon. snd Rev,

Dr. iios.Aweu.

13. Lady Margaret Bentinck, youngest

daughter to the duke of Portland.

15. Mrs. Badcock, relict of the late

John Earlccck, of Hampstead, Esq;

17. James Locke, Esq; a South-Sea

d. lector.
On January 19. l ist, at St. Omers, in

France, Thomas lord Widrington.

EcClE-iTASTICAt PlimMIKT!.

From the London Gaietti.

WHITEHALL, April 17. The

king has apoointed Dr. Zachary

Pearce, bishop of Bangor, to be bishop

of Rochester and dean of Westminster,

in the room of Dr. Wilcocks deceased.

Fram the rest of the P A ? E R 1.

Rev. Dr. Barnard was presented to the

rectory of Auspring, in Kent.—Mr. Wil

liam Nourse, to the rectory of Ashton,

Bucks.—Mr. Atwood, to the vicarage of

Longden, in Worcestershire.—Mr. William

Fletcher, to the vicarage os Bushy, in

Wiltshire.—Richard Rand, B. A. to the

vicarage of Outon, in Gloucestershire.—

Mr. Richard Burton, to the vicarage and

parish church os Asliford, in Herefordshire.

—Thomas Lippyat, B. D. to the rectory

of Leyham, in Suffolk, worth 300I. per

ann. - John Saunders, B. A. to the vica

rage of Yardley, in Somersetshire.—Ro

bert Tarret, M. A. to the rectory of St.

Patrick, in Exeter. — Mr. John Powell,

to the rectory of Rayne, in Essex. — Mr.

Trevor, to the vicarage of Ranston, in

Wiltshire.—Mr. Richard Smilhey, to the

vicarage of Wotton, in Oxfordshire. —

Mr. Richard Morgan, to the vicarage of

Cherbury, in Shropshire.

A dispensation passed the seals to en

able Theophilus it 1' Angle, A. M. to

hold the rectory of Tenterden, and the

rectory of Snarden, in Kent, worth 300I.

per ann. - To enable Lewis Fcnton, B. D.

to hold the vicarage of Winterburne Ship-

leton, and the rectory of Winter burne-

Abbot, in Dorsetshire,

Pi omotions Civil and Military.

From the London Gazette.

WH1T V. H A L.L, April 6. The king

ha- been pleased to constitute and!

appoint Henry carl of Pembroke, lieut.

and custos rotulorum of Wiltshire. —

Henry earl of Rochfort. lieut. and csslos

rotulorum of Essex. — Digby Dent, Esq; a

commissioner in quality of a principal cf-

rkcr of his majesty's navy, in the room

of Arthur Scott, Esq; deceased.

Whitehall, April 54. The king ha<

been pleased to appoirt Robert Rich, Fsq;

to be governor of Londonderry and Cul-

more Fort, in the room of lieut. gen.

Henry



'756. BANKRUPTS.&C.

Henry Cornwall, deceased. — William

Gerrard Hamilton, Esq; commissioner

for trade and plantations, in tlie room of

Francis Fane, Esq; — Thomas Wynne,

Esq; auditor of his majesty's revenues in

Wales, 'in the room of Thomas Farring-

ton, Esq; a commissioner of the Excise,

in the room of Mr. Vernon, deceased.—

John Fane, Esq; a commissioner for taxes,

in the room of Joseph Richardson, Esq;

—John Offley, Esq; keeper of his ma

jesty's p'ivate roads, in the room of Tho

mas Ripley, Esq; —Sir John Pennington,

Bart, lieut. and custos rotulorum in the

county of Westmoreland, in the room of

Sir William Lowther, deceased.

From the rrfi of the P a t I a s.

Conrthorpe Clayton appointed lieut,

col. Charles Bradlhaigh, major; John Jef

freys, ift lieut. and capt. Edward Flet

cher, id lieut. and capt. Joseph Walsord,

guidon and adjutant ; William Jeffcrys,

ift sub-heut. and John Hare, 2d sub-lieut.

in the first troop of horse grenadier guards.

—Major Sir Hugh Williams, major of

gen. Guise's reg. of foot, in the room of

major Scott, preferred to be lieut. col.—

William Maurice, Cent, lieut. and Charles

Erefkine, Gent, cornet in Mordaunt's

dragoons.—Lord Lindores, col. of one

of the new regiments, in the room of—

Gen. ASercrombie, col. of a reg. in Ame

rica.— Col. Amhuist, col. of a reg. of

foot at Minorca, in the room of—Gen.

Cjrnwallis, col. of a reg. of dragoons in

the room of gen. Reade, deceased.

Other Promotion* in the Army*

Home's. Lord George L:nox, capt.—

First troop of horse guards. Edward Bayn-

tun Rolt, Gent, sub-brig, and cornet.—

Rich's dragoons. Benjamin Farley, quar

ter-mast.—Hufke's. Edward Sachevcrel

Pole, lieut. col. William Adey, major ;

Paul Castleman, capt. Grey Grove, 2d

lieut. and Benjamin Bernard, adjutant.—

Ridgeway Merrick, Cent, ensign in the

ist reg. of foot-guards.—Col. Rich's foot.

Tbomas Hardy, major ; Thomas Cook,

capt. James Campbell, capt, lieut. Tong

Weket, lieut. Duntor Ha.nar, ensign.—

Mr. Alexander Hogge, sort-major and

adjutant of the garrison at Jersey.

George Montgomery Metham, Esq;

high sheriff of Yorkshire, knighted.—Ellis

Cunliffe, Esq; member for Liverpoole,

knighted.—Henry Fane, Esq; one of the

chief clerks in the treasury, succeeds Gil

bert West, Esq; deceased, as one of the

clerks in ordinary to his majesty's most

Hon. privy council. Barnes, Esq;

is appointed one of the commissaries of

the muster*. — Sir John Wynne, Bart,
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surveyor of his^majesly's mines in Wales.

—Mr. White, clerk of the journals of the

house of commons, in the room of Mr.

Littlemore, deceased.—Alderman Gosling,

elected into the court of assistants of the

stationers company.

Alterations in tht List of Parliament.

AP P L E B Y, Col. Honeyvvood and

counsellor Norton.

Oxford, John Offley, Esq; rechosen on

promotion.

Petersficld, William Cerard Hamilton,

Esq, Ditto.

Eveshain, Edward Rudge, Esq; in the

room of alderman Porter, deceased.

B—ki—TS.

March 17. JOHN Cracknel], of Bir-

J mineham, linen-draper. —

George Houstoun, of Fleet-street, gold

smith. —Edward Spink, of Holborn, hat

ter.—John Church, of London, merchant.

—Elizabeth Denham, of Katherine-street,

victualler.

April 3. Samuel Lodge, of St. Leonard,

Shoreditch, victualler.—Ferdinand 1 Lad-

brooke and Thomas Payne, of Alders-

gate- street, tallow-chandlers and part

ners.

6. Thomas Fowler, of Stroude, in

Gloucestershire, clothier.—Thomas de la

Motte, of Dowgate, cornfactor.—Robert

Rutty, of Newington, vintner. — Anne

Richardson, of St. Swithin's, vintner.—

—William Deacon, ofSouthwark, brafier.

10. Robeit Hill, of Spittal-fields, ba

ker.—John Williams, of Haversordwest,

mercer and chapman.—Rowland Morris,

of Worcester, giocer.—George Medd and

Richard Weston, of Leicester, merchant*

and copartners.

13. Richard Feme, of Leeke, in Staf

fordshire, threadman and chapman. —

John Shilling, rs Norwich, timber-mer

chant.—John Brander, of St. Clements

Danes, mercer and chapman.

10. Miisord Flower, of Sunderland,

merchant.—James Weekes, of Ottery St.

Mary, Devon, fergemaker.—Isaac Parker,

of Drury-lane, hosier. — Thomas Willi

ams, of Haversordwest, watchmaker,

dealer and chapman. — Nicholas Rooks,

of Norwich, carpenter, timber- merchant

and chapman.

24. John French, of Needham market,

Suffolk, grocer. — Robert Carrick, of

Newcastle upon Tyne, merchant.—Tho

mas Cater, of Birmingham, brass-foun

der. — John Fry, jun. of St. Leonard

Bromley, Middlesex, maltster.

27. George Lyster, os Cawood, York

shire, cornfactor.

THE
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THE Dutch, it seems, are now so

much under the influence of France,

that they have absolutely refused to send

©ver the 6000 men which they are by

treaty obliged to furnish to England, in

case of its being in danger of any domes-

tick insurrection or foreign invasion, tho*

they were not only demanded, but trans

ports sent tii Holland for bringing them

over ; and ir would likewise seem, that

they have refused a passage either for the

Hcinans cr the Hano\eii ins ; for both

these bodies of auxiliaries are to embark

at Static upon the Eibt for England.

About the beginning ot last month a

squadron of French men ot war, with a

number of transports, under the com-

mmd of M. Perrier de Salven saiied from

IJ.efl, having a number ef troops on

board, and great quantities 0/ arms and

ammunition ; but whither bound is as

yet a secret i All we know is that two

English merchant thu s hue been taken

by them in their pMstge, one of which

was sint into Morlux in France, and the

other, which was taken too league& to

the westward of Cape Finistcrre, has been

sent inroCidiz in Spain*

Ev er fin*C the middle of February we

have had accounts, by every mail from

France, of great preparations nuking at

Toulon, for fume naval expedition, in

which a stronj squadron, and a great num

ber of troops, were to be employed, and

it wa* generally said Lo be designed against

the io uid os Minorca, width was looked

on as a French gasconade, as no fquad;on

was sent from England for preventing it.

Rut by the last mails we have an account

that this squadron, with a body of 17 or

48,000 land forces, and all material* ne

cessary for a 6e?;e, actually failed the 9th

inst. bur were obliged by contrary winds

to come to an anchor off the islands of

Hierts, from whence they failed again

the ijtb, and wtre out of tijht when the

last lette.-i came from thence. This m ikes

some people apprehend that important

island fo !>e in danger, as onr louadron

under admiral Byng did not fail s.om Ply

mouth tili the 6th inst, so that the french

troop* may be landed, and the tort in-

tfesttd several days before he can reach

Clt ifl :nd.

T:ie dispute between his moil Christian

majesty's rrand council and the parlia-

ut .. s of France, which we mentioned m

our Magazine for lart year, p, ^g, is Lke

to become ar. affair of consequence. The

federal parltaraenM have not only pre

sented strong remonstrances against the

kind's edict for annulling riie airet of the

parliament of Paris, bur have faibid all

their inferior cou.ts to register that edict 5

and some bailiwicks within ihe juri dicti

on of the parliament cf Parts having rc-

giiie.cd iliAt cd.d, the parliament on the

F F A I R S, 1756.

1 3th of February issued an arret for mak

ing void that registeting, which arret was

next day annulled by a new arret of the

giand council. On the 16th the parlia

ment took this arret of the grand council

into cenriricration, and on the 17th re

solved, that the princes of the blood and

peers should be summoned to take their

feats ntxt o\iy in parliament, which they

were accotdingly ; but on the iSth the

parliament received a letter from the fluke

of O. leans in nnmc i f the test, expressing

his regret that he could not come to take

his feat in parlament, on account of his

having icceived from the king an express

otd«.r to the contrary. Upon this the

parliament resolved, that a deputation

iliould he immediately sent to his majesty,

to represent, that his forbidding the princes

to take their feats in parliament, was con-

to their birth-right, the essence and digni

ty of the peerage, and the welfare of his

majesty's service, especially at that con

juncture, when the fundamental laws of

the kingdom were attacked. The fame

day likewise a petition was presented to

the kinir from the princes of the hiood,

and another from the dukes and peers,

claiming their right to take their feats in

parliament when they thought it nictssi-

ry ; and the body of advocates have since

come to a resolution, to do no business

for the grand-council, and to expel from

their society all who shall plead in that

court whilst it continues to incroach on

the jurisdiction of the parliament, which

that coui t is like to continue to do, for a

pamphlet having been last month pub

lished* at Palis, intitied, Letters upon the

Detigni of the Great-Council, that court

presently issued an arret, condemning it

to be publickly burnt, which arret, as

soon as puhlilhed, being laid besot e the

parliament, they issued an arret for annull

ing the fame, contending that no court

but the parliament has any jurisdiction in

such matters, and therefore neither the

lieuvnanc of police, nor any ot the other

magistrates of Paris, would attend the

execution of the graud council's sentence.

And on the 7th inst, tliere was published

at Paris an arret of the parliament, setting

forth, that they having taken into conside

ration the disturbances occasioned by the

ini-ro«chment3 of the #;i;ind council, had

resolved to present humble remonstrances

to the king, against the privileges which

that court had at sundry times surreptiti

ously obtained smm his majesty ; and to

pray that he would be graciously pleased to

restrain their proceedings, and to repair

their incroachments upon the authority of

parlimionr. And by the fame arret they

ordercrl all the courts, within their jurisdic

tion, 10 pay no ie£ard in the mean time to

the usurped authority os the grand- council.

DlTI*
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Divinity an/1 Controversy.

I. A Collection ot Psalm Tunes. By

s\ E. Wallis, pr. is. Johnson,

a. A Minister's Instructions to such as

ofF^r themselves for Confirmi.tioiT, pr. 3d.

Millar.

3. A serious and friendly Answer to the

Rev. Mr. J. Wesley. By J. Parkhurst,

A. M. pr. 6d. Withers.

4. The Folly and Danger of Enthusi

asm, pr. is. Corbet.

5. God's Controversy vvith the Nations.

By T. Hartley, M. A. pr. 6d. Manhy.

6. An Elsay on the Education ot Cha-

rity Children, fiy '1'. Dihvor tli, pr. zd.

Kent.

7. Prayers for a Time of Earthquake*.

By J. Merrick, M. A. pr. id. Rivmgton.

8. The Church of EngUnd try'd by

herself, pr. is.

9. The Use of Reason asserted in Mis

ters of Religion. By R. Hcithcote,

A. M. pr. is. 6d. Payne.

jo. The Scripture Doctrine of the Re

demption of Man by fesus Christ. By A,

A. Sykcs, D. D pr. 6s. Millar.

11. A critical Ex.i nutation of the Notes

of Dr. Sykes upon the Epistle to the He

brews, pr. 6d«

History, PhysIck crJ Science.

II. The Manner of securing all Sorts

of Buildings from Fire, pr. 2s. Peer6.

13. Some Experiments on the Chaly

beate Water lately discovered at Bromley

in Kent. By T. Reynolds, pr. is. Payne.

14. Pathological Observations, consist

ing chiefly of Dissections of inorbid Bodies.

By A. Haller, M. D. pr. 3s. Wilson.

(See p. 184.)

15. A preliminary Discourse to an in

tended Treatise on the siuxionary Method.

By J. Rowning. A. M. pr. is. 6d. Dod.

16. A Treati'e on Ruptuies. By P.

Pott, pr. 45. Hitch.

17. Pharmacopeia Meadiana, pr. is.

6d. Hinton.

i3. The third Volume of Synopsis Me

dicinal. By J.Allen, M. D. pr. 4s. Davis.

19. A Letter in Answer to Dr. Watts.

By T. Frewen, M. D. pr. 6d. Owen.

20 Hydrops disputatio Medica, pr. 25.

bound. Baldwin.

»i. The Practice of Painting and Per

spective made easy. By T. Bardwell, pr.

10s. 6d. Rivington.

22. An Ess.iy on Waters. ByC. I.ucas,

M. O. Three Vols. pr. 10s. 6d. Millar.

2}. Essays geogrjphic--jl,philosophical,Xrc.

By L.Evans. N° II, pr. is. 6d. Dodsley.

24. The Method of Fluxions, applied

f« a select Number of Problems. By N.

Saunderson, L L. D. pr. 6s. Whiston.

MlSC E Ll ANR.OUS.

15 An effectual P.-medv totally to pre

vent Smuggling, pr. is. Corbet.

26. A Scheme fnr preventing 3 further

Increase of the National Debt, pr. 6d.

Dodsley. (See p. 179.)

27. A Letter to a Student- at a foreicn

University on the Study of Divinity, j->r.

is, 6d. Baldwin.

28. An Addicss to the Great, recom

mending better Ways and Means cf raif-

ing the necessary Supplies, pr. 6d. C»!c.-

win.

2u The general History of Polybins.

Translated from the Greek by Mr. Hamp

ton. Dodsley.

30. An Answer to a third Letter to the

People of England, pr. is. Cooper,

31. Consideration* on a new Place Tax,

pr. 61. Cooper.

32. Another Dissertation on the mutual

Support of Tiade and civil Liberty, pr.

6d. Payne.

33. A fourth Letter to the People cf

England, pr. is. Cooper.

34. A Letter to Sir John Barnard,

(hewing the Dissenters to be eligible to the

Office of Sheriff, pr. 6d. Shuckbutgh.

35. Patty Spirit- in Time rf publick

Danger considered, pr. is. Waller.

36. Letters on Mr. D. Home's History

of Great-Britain, pr. 4s. Innyt.

37. A Letter from a Frenchman at

Pahs, pr. is. Bladon.

38. The Free- thinker's Criteria, exem

plified, pr. is. 6d. Owen.

39. Proposals to the Parliament on the

Charge and Delay of Suits a: Law, pr.

6d. Withers.

40 A Letter from a Gentleman in Lon

don to his Friend in Penfylvania, pr. 6d.

Scott.

41. An Essay on the Writings and Ge

nius of Pope, pr. 5s. Cooper.

42. Maxims, Characters and Reflecti

ons, critical, satyrical and moral, pr. 4s.

Tonson.

43. A Supplement to the 1st and ?d

Volumes of a View of the Deistical Wri

ters. By J. Leland, 0. D. pr. 5s. Dod.

44. The History of Prussia, particularly

during the Reign of the late King Frede

rick William, pr. 6s. Manby.

45. The Cafe of Marriage between near

Kindred. By J. Fry, pr. 2s. Whiston.

46. A new easy and advantageous Me

thod of managing Bees. By S. White,

M. A. pr. n. Davis.

47. A new System of Patriot Policy,

pr. is. 6d. Robinson.

48. Rules and Directions for such Per

sons as are to serve in the Militia, pr. 6d.

Gardner.

4_9 A Letter from a Member of Par

liament on t^ie Plate Tax, pr. 6d. Scott.

50. A Word to the Hutchir.sorians, pr.

6d. Griffiths.

\Tbe rmninier ir. cur next,] Prices
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1. Bridge Act.

II< A modisli Mother's Complaint.

III. Delightful Scenes in the Country.

IV. Marshal Noailles's Letter.

V. Proposed Militia.

VI. Dimensions of the Royal George.

VII. TheJoumAL of a Learned and Poli

tical Club, &c. continued : Containing

the Speeches of L. Veturius Philo and

Cn. Fulvius, on a Clause in the Mutiny

B.I) .

VUl. Account of the Viper.

IX. Stones in the Call-Bladder.

X. Remarks on D'Avaux.

XI. Intrigues of the late King William.

XII. Folly of Ambition.

XIII. Shameful modern Luxury.

XIV. Of the Division of Time.

XV. Of Secret-keeping, and Secret-keepers.

XVI. Satirical Country Dialogue.

XVII. Witchcraft Frenzy in New-Enghnd.

XVUI. French Intrigues with the Indians.

XIX. City and Harbour of Brest desciibed.

XX. Letter to the Prince of Wales.

XXI. Carious Inscriptions.

XXII. Criticism on a Passage in Lear.

XXI II. Observations on Lycidas.

XXIV. Declaration of War agaanll France.

XXV. Match-making satirized.

XXVI. Poztky. Prologue for Mis» Phil

lips ; Nature and Garrick ; St. Mungos ;

Disappointed Lover ; Sylvia to Damon ;

the only Friend ; Song and no Song ; Elegy

on a Country Assembly j to Miss C—pb—II ;
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Ahstrabl es an Act for Building a Bridge

crejstbi Ri-jtrTh>mes,from Black-Friars.

See the Pl an, nWaiExrLAKATioK «/

it, in aur Mjg.yir last Month, p. 160.

7<jrf HIS act provides, that

JsJ}* themayor,aldermen, and

71 S5 commons of the city of ^

[tk^l London, in common,

council assembled, shall

'iave P°wer an^ autho

rity to direct, order, and

build the said bridge,

and to maintain, preserve, and support

the same, when built ; for which pur-

pose they are to appoint a committee,

from time to time, lo manage and trans- B

act such affairs as they may find neces

sary, who are to have such powers and

authorities as shall be delegated to them,

from time to time, by the said mayor,

4kc. in common-council assembled, or

such general powers as are granted by the

act. But no person concerned in build

ing, or dealing in any materials for build- q

ing, shall be eligible, or capable os acting

as a member of any such committee, nor

any other person, during the time he

(hall possess any office, or place of profit,

under the act, or under the mayor and

commonalty of London. The said mayor,

tec. iti common-council assembled, are

empowered to design, and lay out, in

what manner the said intended btidge ^

(hall be erected, and the ways, streets,

and passages to and from the fame, made,

widened, enlarged, or improved, and to

do all matters and things, for carrying

on and effecting the purposes of the act.

7 he said bridge is to be so constructed, as

that there shall remain a free and open

passage for the water, thro' the arches,

or passjges under the fame, of 750 feet, g

at lealt, within the present banks of the

river, that the navigation thereof may

receive no prejudice. No buildings, but

the proper states and toll-bouses, to be

t upon the said bridge, and any per-

sons damaging, or destroying, maliciously,

or hindering or interrupting the building

of the bridge, shall be adjudged guilty of

felony, and suffer as a felon. The said

mayor, tec. are empowered to make,

widen, and enlarge such streets, ways,

and passages, as they shall think neces.

sary, on each side the river, to and from

the said bridge, and to agree with the

owners and occupiers of such lands, te

nements, or hereditaments, as they shall

judge proper to be purchased, removed,

or pulled down for that purpose, for the

purchase thereof ; and, upon the pay

ment os such sums, as shall be agreed

upon, this act shall be as sufficient an in

demnification against the heirs, executors,

administrators, or assigns, of any of the

said owners, as if the fame had been sold

by deed or feossment, bargain, and sale,

or other assurance in the law whatsoever 1

And it shall, and may be lawful, for all

bodies politick, corporate, or collegiate,

corporations aggregate or sole, trustees

and feoffees, in trust, guardians and com

mittees, for lunaticks and ideots, execu

tors, guardians and administrators, not

only for and on behalf of themselves, their

heirs, &c. but also of their cestulque

trusts, whether issue, or infants unborn,

&c. &c. or other persons whatsoever, and

for all semes covert, to fell and convey

such lands, &c. to the said mayor, Ac.

and all such -persons so conveying, shall

be indemnified for what they shall do, by

virtue cf this act, notwithstanding any

omissions or mistakes as to matter of

sot 111. Persons refusing to treat with the

said mayor, &c. for the sale of such

estates, lands, Sec. a jury is to be called,

and impannelled by the sheriffs, and pro

per witnesses summoned, which jury is t*

enquire into the value of such lands, tec.

and of the estate and interest of every

person therein, and shall assess and award

the sums, payable to every such person,

for the purchase thereof, and such ver

dict and the judjtuent ef the mayor, *c.

Oca (if



104 Abstract of the BRIDGE ACT. May

(if in the city) or of the justices (if in from time to time clearfing the fame, to

Surry) shall be binding and conclusive, carry the soil, ice. into the Thamci.

against all persons, bodies politick and When the bridge is finished and made

corporate, claiming right to, or in the passable, no coachman or driver shall

said lands, &c. Upon the payment of the stand or ply, nor any drayman, carman,

sums so awarded, legal conveyances, Sec. carter, or driver of any carriage what-

are to be made to the said mayor, Sec. of soever, (hall wilfully stand or remain with

such lands, see. If the persons are not to ^ his canine on the (aid bridge, or within

be found who have a right to such pur- too yards on either fide thereof. Nor is

chafe money so awarded, or there be any any fiith, dung, or ruhbilh, to be put

other impediment or doubt with regard to thereon: Persons offending, to forfeit a

the payment of it, it is to be lodged in sum not exceeding 20s. nor kss than

the Bank of England for the use of the as. 6d. to the informers and apprehenders

parties interested therein, to be paid them of such persons, or to be committed to

at such times as the mayor, (hall or- hard labour on default of payment, for

der fnd direct. The said verdicts and such time as the magistrate (hall think

judgments (hall be good and effectual evi- B proper, not exceeding three days. A

deuce in all courts of law, being duly proper number of lamps are to be fixed

recorded in the coort of mayor and al- on the bridge, and to burn from fun-

dermen, or general quarter sessions of the rising to fan-setting throughout the year,

for the county of Surry, where all and a number of watchmen appointed

persons may have recourse to them gratis, for the safety of the passengers. For the

and take copies, paying for every copy erecting, repairing, and preserving the

such consideration aa the act prescribes, bridge, for widening the streets, pur-

On the payment or entry of such verdicts, q chasing ground, houses, &c. lighting;

judgments, tec. all the estate, trust, fee. and watching it, the mayor, &c. are cm.

in such estates, sec. shall vest in the said powered to appoint a toll, not exceeding

mayor, tec. and they shall be deemed in the following rates, viz. For every coach,

law, to be in actual possession thereof chariot, berlin, chiife, chair, or calash,

fully and effectually. Persons having drawn by six or more horses, is. With

any claim or demand on such lands, etc. four horses, is. 6d. less than feur horse,

(old as above, not entering their claim 11, For every waggon, wain, car, cart,

with the town clerk of the city, or the or carriage, drawn by four or more

clerk of the peace for Surry, who are to D horses, or other beasts, is. and by left

keep books for that purpose, within five than four, 6d. For every horse, mule,

years, from the inrollment of such bar- or ass, laden or unladen, and not draw,

gain and sale, shall forfeit their right and ing, one penny. For every foot passen-

interest in the said lands, ice. for ever. ger on Sunday, one penny, and every

Tenants at will, and lessees for a year, other day one half-penny. Power is given

to deliver up possession immediately of to appoint receivers and other collectors

such lands, tenements, tec. on the pay- of the said toll, and regulations made for

t or tender of fix months rent, or on £ the better management of them. The

twelve months notice. Persons who have whole of the bridge to be deemed to be

mortgages on any of the said lands, tec. in the parilh of Sr. Anne, Black-Friars,

not being in possession thereof by virtue The mayor, &c. ara empowered to raise,

of such mortgages, to assign over their upon the credit of the tolls, any sum, net

mortgages to the mayor, &c. on the ten- exceeding 30,000). in one year, until

der of the principal money and interest 160,000!. be raised in the whole, to be

due, together with six months interest of applied to the purposes of the act. I'er-

the (aid principal money. The mayor, sons sued for doing any thing in purfu-

ttc. are authorized to treat with the wa- F ance of this act, may plead the general

ti mien's company about a recompence to issue, and it is declared to be a publick

be made to that company in lieu of their act, and is to be deemed such by all

Sunday's ferry, from Black- Friars to the judges, justices, and others, in all courts

opposite shore. Fines, not exceeding ten and places, without pleading the fame,

pounds each, to be levied by distress and

sale of goods, on such stieriffs, deputy From rii WORLD, May, to'.

sheriffs, bailiffs, agents, jurymen, &c.
aa respectively make default in the pre- Q SIS,

raises. They are empowered to fill up y A M a widow of five and thirty, with

the channel of Bridewell-dock between 1 a handsome jointure, and have rc-

the Thames and Fleet-bridge, and to take fused many good offers for the fake cf an

away the bridge cross the said channel, only child, whom I have endeavoured to

nuking (efficient drains and sewers, and- bring up in the most fashionable minr.ej



1756. The disobedient DAUGHTER. 205

\ «u able. She will have 12,000]. to her lady rtn» day in England. Hut what ca*

fortune when Ihe comes of age, and I a couptry parson know of accomplish-

have supported her at my own ex- ments ? We who live in the polite circle,

pence, that the interest of her portion are certainly the best judges of those mat-

may he added to the principal. I assure ters. She plays well upon the musick in-

you, Sir, that I am not like other mothers deed, and has an immense pretty voice j

of my youth and complexion, who in but the misfortune is, that when (he

order to appear younger than they really should be dressing for a rout, she is either

are, confine their grown-up daughters at practising a lesson, or singing a song j so

home, for fear of being rivalled by them that I must be forced to go without her,

in pub'.ick assemblies. I thank heaven I or stay till the card-tables are all full. A

have no need of such arts : For as often fig for her accomplishments ; I am sure

as I go abroad with mine, ] am taken for they have almost broke my heart ; and I

her sister ; and I have the pleasure of ob- verily believe I shall be tempted to marry

serving, that I have more civil things said again, that I may have other children of

to me by the men, than my daughter can more towardly dispositions. It was.' but

ever hope for. Not that the girl is ei- B last Sunday, after spending the evening

ther ugly or awkward j she is as tall too at cards, at the politest assembly in town,

as her mother, and has been of a mar- (where I would gladly have taken her)

riageable age this year or two, being com- that, at my return home, I found her in

plete fifteen the 12th of last March : But her drtssing-room, reading a sermon to

as a colonel in the guards was pleased her maid. I am by no means against

to tell me a few nights ago at Ranelagh, sermons, Mr. Fitz-Adam ; they do well

1 have a certain air and manner, that my enough at church ; and when they are

daughter must quite despair of imitating, q enlivened by good company, I can endure

1 mention these trifles, Sir, to convince them as well as any body : But the

you, that I have not the motive of other morning is the time for those sort of

mothers for locking up my daughter when- things, and they ought never to interfere

ever I go abroad : On the contrary, I with more agreeable amusements,

hare carried her at times, to all the polite The girl has another whim too. You

sssjmblies in town : But alas, Sir I lean- must know she is naturally of a pale

not make her company for people of complexion; and for all that I can fay or

fashion. She will neither play at cards do, I cannot prevail upon her to lay on a

with them, nor enter into the spirit of D little red, even tho' she sees every day

their conversation. She even pretends to how becoming it is to me, who do not

blulh at (what lhe calls) the liberties I al- need it so much : So that she goes into

low the men to take with me. She would company like a mere ghost ; but of what

not toast a sentiment for the world ; and sex, if it was not for her petticoats,

for those delicate double entendres, that would be hard to determine ; for (he is

so enliven all private companies, I cannot absolutely covered from head to foot. She

for the life of me teach her to understand had the sauciness to tell me the other day,

them. To be sure the girl has not so that I wanted her to dress and look like a

white a skin as her mother, nor can she woman of the town. I would have you

value herself upon that beautiful fall of dress and look like a woman of the world,

her shoulders, and elegance of neck, for Mil's, fays I ; but to your shame be it

which (I may say it without vanity) I spoken, there are women of the town,

was always so admired. But then, Mr. who are capable of improving you. One

Fitz-Adam, those parts of her person are may look like a woman of the town, tho*

not absolutely odious j tho' by pinning her p one would scorn to act like one.

handkerchief constantly under her chin, In this manner, Mr. Fitz-Adam, she

ihe would make every body believe so. talks and behaves. I have threatened

I have taken immense pains in her edu- her often to expose her in the World j

cation to fit her for the world ; but it is but my immense tenderness for her ha»

rhy misfortune to fee, that from an un- prevailed over my resentment : And to

accountable perverseness of mind, she had confess the truth, I had no other inten-

rather (hut herself up in her closet, pering tion when I drew up this letter, thai!

upon the Spectators (which to my know- only to read it to her, and frighten her

ledge (he has read 20 times over) than to G out of her fplhes ; but her behaviour up-

fit down to a card-table with the first on the occasion determined me to send

company in England. And yet the girl it, and to desire your publication of it,

does not want understanding neither ; " Lord, mamma, fays stie, Mr. Fitz-

nay, her uncle in the country, who is a Adam will think you are ridiculing your-

cfergyman and an archdeacon, will have self, and complimenting me : Forif I am

,1 that she is the mtst accomplished young really this kind of girl, 1 (hall be quite in

lore
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206 Scenes cs Wonder and Delight. May

love with myself. Pray, Mada^m, give the rough elm next bui st into floods os

me the letter, 'and I'll carry it to Mr. verdure, the yellow o;k then thrust out

Dodsiey's with my own hands. No, its vast bud ; and last the flow ash push

Miss, fays I, a servant will be more punc- its winded leaves to sill the scene of beau-

tual I believe : And since you are so in ty' — These are the objects every hedge

love with your own character, it shall go ado ds, and every field its humbler ele-

■his minute." ganoes. To mark the opening of the live-

I am, SIR, &c. ^ ly daisy, to fee the jellow crowfoot spread

its gilded coat over whole acres of the

From ibr INSPECTOR, May 21. higher ground", or trace the blushing

ladysmock that sill its thick tufts, the
SIR, lower ! To follow in the hedge the wild

F you receive this as it is written, it herbs as they spring, and mark their

will stand a mark of gratitude to hea- wondeisul and vai ious forms ; the hya-

ven, and of benevolence to mankind. cynth, bending its naked stalk with fra-

Chance led me out of London, not choice ; grance j the arum ihrouded in his leafy

for I had neither fense or experience to B tabernacle, and the young suit in every

make it ; but since, I have sat down in opening flower 1 How various in their

this sweet retirement, the overflowings se-eial forms, and how amazing in the

of my heart in thankfulness and praise to whole!

myCreator have never ceased ; my tongue Full of these winders and these charm?,

has had no other theme but his wonders j this lusty hcaltH»and springing vigour in

nor have I rested for the wish of leading mild natures how sweet the change to

•th;rs to share the pleasures with me. look into the quarters made by art, there

Here, Mr. Inspector, f.eed from every q to indulge that

emharass.nent of form, and evci y concern Retired leisure,

of business, I lift healthful, sit down at shot in mm garden takei it, plea&re.

eJTe, and trace the strokes of natuie's *

pencil till the fense achs to comprehend And as one treads the smooth pave-

them. The seizing calls of client;, the ment of the gravel, or velvet carpet of

insufferable folly of unmeaning visitants the graft-walk, to watch the produce of

are over ; and I hope never will return. luxurimt culture ; day brings after day

I am waked by the fierce rays breaking new transports ; flower opens after flow-

in at the eastern window to fee the rising D er, and every morning discloses some new

sun, the noblest object in the world : And beauty dearer to the possessor ; because

after the gentle pleasures of the day, re- his own toil helped its colours,

tire at eight to my turf feat, recline a- How ravishing to tread the smooth alley

gainst the leaning oak that points full separating one painted border from ano-

west, and fix my eyes upon the parting ther. To trace the progress of the full

luminary, now a few minutes high, view anemonies, or watch the colours of the

his even progress to the horizon, and fee painted tulip. To follow in the former

him cut the verge of that great circle ; £ kinds the violet, the crimson, and the

then follow him descending till less and purple, whose colours singly recommend

less remains, and fay, with an involuntary them to the admiration, and when the

sigh, farewel, when the last spot of sire eye has been feasted whole days with

is funk beneath the plain. thtse, to fee the peacock spread his double

Then grows the scene painters have co- leaves, varying his ruby with the erne-

pied faintly. The purple cloud, the gol- raid, to admire the blushing lustre of the

den edge, the flaming lustre in the just rose, or trace the changes of the ever-new

point where the great globe of fire de- camelion I With what amazing satisfac-

scended, and thence the change that, thro' F tion ! *^

innumerable tincts, colours the whole ex- Thence to another quarter glowing with

tent of that vast quarter; the different the vivid tulips, to view with a distinguifh-

fhades from the resemblance of a town ing and raptured eye the mixed tincts fe-

on sire, to the light amber hue that loses parated by the strongest lines, no one

its faint glare upon the distant mountain. intrenching on the other's boundaries 1

The seasons as they change, will bring to read them opening, and to fee them

variety enough, and every period will be fade, prefeiving still the fame clear cha-

crowned with its peculiar pleasure : But q racier! To count the colours in the varied

of all others this, the youth of the just ri- marquetrine; to view the clouds that paint

pening \ear, carries djlight in every ob- the wanton jasper, elegant without regula-

ject, and in every instance. To trace the rity, and glorious in confusion ; to mark the

tirst bud* os the leafy spring, to see the stains of the morillon, or fee the saphire

hawthorn fwcil with its \ernal ticasuu* j «f the sky mimicked in the sound bottom

ef



1756. Marshal N O A I L L E S's Letter. 207

of the painted perfian. The delight is which increases upon me diily ; my fight

not, nor can be known, but to the few, decays ; it is with great difficulty I can

whose innocent leisure has employed some either write or read ; my legs bend un-

hours in the sweet study. der me, being scarce able to bear the

My paintings are from nature ; frem weight of my body } and, which is still

what 1 fee before me as I write to you. more essential, the faculties of the mind

My own field, and my hedges, give the decay with those of the body; my me-

originals of my heart felt descriptions j ^ mory forsakes me ; I am often at a

and my little garden, thanks to the friend- loss to recollect the proper names of

ly hands that have supplied, furnilh the things. Presence of mind is much im-

beauties I have celebrated : My heart paired in me j thought is stow, and I

joins the great chorus with sincerity, re- find it yet more difficult to digest and

lating only what it feels. combine ideas. In a word, Sire, I feel

Thus pass the hours of one who wishes all the forerunners of decrepidness,

every man to rival him in satisfaction. which tell me, that I have now nothing

Believe me, there is something in these left to do, but to think of another life,

soft delights that surpasses all the sensualist ° and prepare for it.

calls pleasure. Quiet and health accom- This, Sire, in strictest truth, is my pre-

pany every step ; and the path is open to sent condition. I (hudder at the thoughts

every virtue. Happy shall 1 account my- of vegitating in the midst of your court,

self even in this labour of writing, which, of acting an indecent part, and becoming

indeed, has taken from me some hours of troublesome ; nor do 1 see arrfthing mote

these amusements, if among all who read mortifying than to out-live one's self, and

I may but make one convett : I shall, I thus to tarnish the end of a long career.

am allured, have then dyne good to him C A" these motives, Sire, engage me^

and to the world. This is the life of in- and even lay me under a necessity to by-

nocence, and that the sole path to every seech your majesty, to permit me to spi

act in virtue. in retirement and tranquillity the remain

of a life solely devoted to ybur services

Twickenham. I am, ftc. ind that of the slate.

_,,„.. . , „._ Nevertheless, Sire, I dare request of
1tefilhm»v Letter gnu so true a P:fure majest ^ favQur {o ,e( ^

./the p.Mit,«,s tbe Stage ./ Lfc, apartrnent, that I may have the con-

and,, sofull osgreatntfi.f M.ndandgood Dsolation of being able, several times in

Sense, that -we have thought proper to pre- ^^ M pJy my homage M ^

serve it m ««rC«M. that you wi|| vouchsafe t0 |et [he o|dest

Translation of Marshal Noailles'r tetter to of your secants approach your person,

tbe French King, desiring Permission to and <° reck°n j" \he n"7,!,er, °^lu» l1'1?-

VHtbdra-u, from the Council of State. piest days, those m which he shall have
■* the satisfaction to behold a master whom

SIRS, he has ever equally loved and respected.

" /» FTER having spent so many years g While retired from the world, I shall

l\ in the service of your majesty, never cease, Sire, to pray for the g'ory,

and in that of the late king, your august the happiness, and tranquillity of your

great grandfather, I am apprehensive of majesty.

finking very soon under the weight of age Let me still live, Sire, in your gracioui

and infirmities. In a little time I may remembrance. Never doubt of my per-

not only want vigour to support my sta- sect gratitude for all the' kindness you

tion, but courage enough to make so have shewn me, and all the favours I

mortifying a confession, and to take the have received from your majesty. I con

course becoming me. For a considerable r jure you to do justice to the sincere at-

time past I have been fluctuating between tachment, and the fervent zeal I have

two opposite sentiments. always had for your service, which old

Where I to consult nothing but the im- age cannot extinguish nor impair, and

pulses of my heart, and the zeal and at- which I shall preserve full and entire to

tachment I have vowed to your majesty, " my last breath."

they would all determine me never to [Somepeoplesn Paris pretend, that Mar-

withdraw from your person : But reason, shal Noailles resigned his place in the

and the most serious reflections, _ make Q council, because he foresaw a war inevi-

me sensible that the hour of my "retreat table, and was too honest to have a hand

ii at last come. My strength, Site, no in it.J

longer keeps pace with my zeal. Your

majesty is witness youiself to a deafness LIST

4
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LIST tf the Militia Forces as fro-

fssed to be established in the several Coun-

liti of England, 1756.

i

Counties.

West-Riding

North-Riding

East ditto

Cities and Tcvm. Num

ber of Men,

York

Flint

Cardigan

Merioneth

Carnarvon

Anglesea

— «4«
— 240

■— 160

— 160

— 160

Devon —

Lincoln —

Essex —

Kent —

Norfolk —

Somerset —

Suffolk —
Southampton •

Wilts —

Sussex —

Surry #-

Lancaster —

Gloucester —

Cornwall

Northampton —

Salop —

Warwick —

Dorset —

Chester —

Stafford ' —

Leicester — —

Worcester — Worcester —

Derby — —

Oxford —

Bucks — —

Berks — —

Hertford

Kingston up

on Hull

Exeter —

Lincoln —

Canterbury

Norwich —

Bristol —

Southampton

JGloucester

Bristol

Coventry

Poole

Chester

Litchfield

Northumberland \

(" Newcastle up

onTyne, and

Berwick up^

(_ on Tweed

Cambridge — —

Nottingham — Nottingham

Hereford — ——■ —

Durham — —— —

Bedford — ■■_ —

Cumberland — .

Huntingdon — . —

Westmoreland — ■ —

Monmouth — —

Rutland — —

C Tower Hamlets —

< and the rest of 7

I Middlesex $

Glamorgan — —

Denbeigh — —

Montgomery

Carmarthen

Pembroke

Brecknock

Radnor

2500 .

1500™

800

3200

2400

1920

1920

1920

1720 B

1920

1920

1600

1600

1600

1600

1S00

1280 C

1280

1280

1280

1280

1 120

1 120

1 120

II20D

1120

1123

1 120

1 120

1 120

62,680

Dimension of the Royai Giouge, taken

in band January 8f 17461 and launched

February 18, 1756.

Feet. Inches.

Length by the keel — 144 6{

on the gun-deck 178 o

—— from the forepart "J

of the figure of the head (

to the after-part of the (*" '

taffreel r J

Breadth extreme — 51 o

Depth in hold — 21 6

Burthen in tuns 2000

Draught of water ^ J^JJ

it

1 all on "J

eel to the /

last, in- ('

-staff J

22 a

*3 5
64 o

' 1

}

3200

960

960

960

800

800

640

640

480 F

480

240.

Her greatest height

Main mast when all on

end, from the keel

top - gallant ma

eluding the flag

From the deck — 176

Weight of cables.

Incbei. Tun. C. Ib.

Nine 24 54 16 t ij

Weight of the main-mast.

Tuns. C. £^ H.

15 12 00

Number of guns on each deck.

Lower deck — 28 Guns.

Middle deck — 30

Upper deck — 30 ;

Quarter deck — 14

Gun deck —

Middle ditto

Upper deck —

Quarter deck —

Forecastle —

— Carmarthen

— Haverfordwest

720

5<«

480 Q
400

3*°
320

S44

Whole weight on each deck.

Tuns.

9'

*i
40

. I-

Weight of anchors, and where made.

c. 3. a.

Portsmouth one — 83 1 17

Chatham one — 88 2 a*

Woolwich one — 83 2 o

Plymouth one — 98 a 10

. one — . ai 1 o

■ sum — no o

jOUH.
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JOURNAL of the Proceedings and Debates

in the Political Club, continued from p. 166.

begin W shew no regard for them, it

As a new Clause was, in the Inst Sef- is natural to suppose, that they will

sion, added to the Mutiny Bill, for have no regard for us ; and if this

subjecting all Ojj.cers and Soldiers misfortune should ever happen, it

raised in .America, by Authority of will be as easy and safe, as it was in

the respective G;<vernors or Govern- '653, for the general of our army,

stunts there, whilst mustered and in A or a colonel of the guards by his or-

Pay, and ailing in Conjunction ivi/h dcr, to come with a party of fol-

bis Majesty's British Forces there„ to diers, and turn us out of doors, af-

tbefame Rules and Articles of War, ter having ordered his serjeant td

and the fame Penalties and Punistj- take that fool's baiible, our mace,

ments, as the British Forces are Ha- away from our table.

ble to ; and as a Petition was of- It seems now, Sir, to be an efla-

fered to be presented against this B Wished rule, that we are to receive

Clausefrom the Agents of one of our no petitions against a money bill :

most considerable Colonies in that That is to fay, we are to dispose of

Part of the World9, we resolved to the people's property without any

ba-ue a Debate upon this Subset, regard to the objections which they,

which Debate was opened by L. or any of them, may have against

Veturius Philo, in a Speech to the it ; and now, it seems, we are to

Effect as fellows. C dispose of their lives, as well as pro

perties, without any regard to what

Mr. President, they may think of the matter. I

confess, I never was a friend to the

*•*•*» mutiny bill : I always thought the"

IT gives me not only great fur- punishments too severe in time of

prize, but infinite concern, to peace, or in any place not immedi-

see any gentleman stand up to pj ately exposed to the danger of being

oppose the bringing up of this peti- attacked by an enemy ; but as our

tion ; for should a negative be put regiments, so far at least as relates to

upon such a motion, it will look as the common soldiers, are usually com-

is we were resolved never more to posed of the very lowest and most

shew any regard to the opinion or abandoned of our people, my con-

the sentiments of the people we re- cern for them did not give me much

present, in any case that may here- g trouble ; and perhaps it may be true,

after come before us. I shall in- that such men cannot be kept under

deed grant, that we are neither proper discipline, without being made

bound, nor ought to be determined liable to very severe and rigorous

by any. petition, or any number of punistiments: We cannot suppose,

petitions, offered to us by the peo- that many of them engage merely

pie without doors ; but when there for the fake of serving their coun-

js nothing indecent in the petition, p try ; or that sentiments of religion,

nor any thing that appears to be virtue, or honour, can have any

merely selfish, we ought at least to great influence upon the conduct of

hear what the petitioners have to fay. many of them ; but with respect td

So much regard at least we ought the troops now raised, or that may

even in prudence to shew to the peo- hereafter be raised in America,, the

pie we represent j for if we once case is very different : Many of

May, 1756. D d them

• Sa nir Mijszinefer lest year, p. 381.
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them may not perhaps be able to up ; for in the first place, I think the

support themselves in the service of clause not only unnecessary, but

their country, without being paid by dangerous : In the next place, 1

their country ; but many of them think it would be unconstitutional,

have engaged, and many more of and of the most dangerous conse-

them will, I hope, engage, if you quence to pass it in the manner in

do not prevent it by this clause, A which it has been brought in : And

merely for the fake of serving their in the third place, I think the colony

country : They have sentiments of in whole name this petition has been

religion, they have sentiments of offered, is of so much consequence

honour, and by such sentiments they to this nation, especially at the pre-

may be kept under proper discipline sent crisis, that we ought to (hew the

without such rigorous punishments as utmost regard to every thing that

are to be inflicted by this bill upon B comes before us in their name ; for

our British mercenary soldiers. we cannot suppose, that the agent

This, Sir, we may be convinced offered or attempted to have a peti-

of from the whole tenor of our Ame- tion presented to this aslembly, with-

rican history : How many wars have ot.t having previously advised with

our plantations, from time to time, all the chief gentlemen of that co-

been engaged in ? Wars more cruel, lony that are now in London ; and

and more liable to ambuscades and C as that colony is more exposed, and

surprizes, than any we have in Eu- is both able and willing to give us

rope, and consequently, such as have greater assistance than any other, in

always required a stricter discipline, the prosecution of the war we are

if possible, than is necessary in this like to be engaged in, they surely

part of the world ; and yet if we are the best judges what are the most

look into their militia laws we shall proper methods for carrying it on.

find, that they have but very few D 1 have said, Sir, that the clause

military crimes, and that most of complained of by this petition is

their military punishments are only a not only unnecessary, but dangerous ;

very moderate fine, or a very mode- and when I fay it is dangerous, I

rate corporal punishment upon such mean something more than that os

as cannot pay their sine : Nay, I do its being a new extension of martial

r.ot know, that any of our planta- law ; for this danger is grown so sta

tions ever extended a military pu- E miliar to us that, like an old veteran

niihment to life or limb ; and yet soldier, I believe we shall never be

they have hitherto carried on and sensible of our danger before we are

ended all their wars with glory and shot thro' the head. But by its be-

fuccefs. So powerful, Sir, are the ing dangerous, I mean with respect

motives of virtue, honour, and glory, to our success in the war we are now

where proper care is taken to culci- so like to be engaged in. For the

vate them in the breast of the sol- F carrying on of this war with vigour,

dier, or rather where care is not we must without doubt fend a large

taken to eradicate all such principles body of our regular troops to Ame-

by the multitude and the severity of rica ; but our success will be chiefly

military punishments. owing to the militia or troops raised

For this reason, Sir, I must think by our several colonies in that part

there is not the least occasion for of the world : Of what sort of men

such a clause as that against which G are these troops to be composed f

the petition now offered to the house Sir, it is doubly the interest of .this

fo justly complains ; but this is far nation to have them composed, as

from being the only reason for my they usually are, of the gendemen,

desiring to have the petition brought freeholder, {aimers, and master

tradesmen
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tradesmen of the country ; because I therefore think, Sir, that our

it is our interest to take as few as pos- adding this clause to our mutiny bill,

sible of their labouring men from is the most effectual way we can take,

their labour, for upon the produce for preventing its being in our power

of their labour our balance of trade to raise in America any such army as

in a great measure depends : And in we can depend on, or at least that

another respect it is the interest of A sort of army which is most to be

this nation to have these American dreaded by the enemy, and will be

troops composed os such men as I least hurtful to their mother- country,

have mentioned ; because we can At the same time I must think, that

best depend upon their courage and as our colonies are independent of

fidelity. I wish our British troops one another, and consequently can-

were still composed of such men : not agree upon any general law for

It was of such men that our armies B the regulation of an army that is to

of old chiefly consisted : It was by be railed by all of them together : I

such armies that we reaped the lau- fay, I must for this reason think, that

reis of Cressy, Nevil's Cross, and some new law ought to be passed by

Poictiers, and brought both the king the British legislature for the regula-

os France and the king of Scotland tion of their troops, when acting

prisoners to London : And it was, by either by themselves, or in conjunc-

such armies that we reaped so many C tion with the British troops ; but then

laurels in the reign of our Henry V . in the forming of such a law great

and at last placed our king upon the caution ought to be used, and all the

throne of France ; for our barons chief gentlemen consulted who have

and great landholders of those days been bred in any of our plantations,

did not think so much of increasing and are now in London. A law

the rents of their lands, as of having formed in this manner would have

them possessed by brave and expert D looked something like wisdom and

soldiers, most of whom held the deliberation ; but the clause now be-

lands they possessed by knight's or sore us, like many other of our pub-

military service. But as there are no lick measures, savours of nothing

such tenures in any of our colonies but precipitancy and want of consi-

in America, their gentlemen, free- deration ; and the manner of intro-

holders, and farmers, cannot be ducing it is not only anticonstitu-

forced into the service, nor are they E tional, but of the most dangerous

to be tempted by that mercenary re- consequence. By our wise constitu-

ward called listing-money: They tion, and the established rules of pro-

can be induced to serve their country ceeding in this house, great care has

in the war, no other way hut by good been taken, that the people fliall not

usage and their own inclination : by surprize be subjected to any dan-

But can we think, that any such man gerous or inconvenient new law :

will engage in the service, when he F When leave is asked for bringing in

knows that he thereby subjects him- any bill, the purport and design of

self to be used as the common sol- it must be fully opened to the house,

diers are in the British service, and and may be guessed at by the very

to b: tried for a crime he may be un- motion itself which is printed in our

justly accused of by a court-martial, votes : By this means the whole na-

confistiiig chiefly perhaps of officers tion is apprized in some degree of

who serve merely for pay, and di- G what is intended, even before the

rested by a general long accustomed bill be brought in ; and nothing of

to the punctilios of our military dis- a new or extraordinary nature ought

cipline, and the severities of our mi- to be inserted in the bill, without an

litary punishment; ? instiuction to the gentlemen who

D d 2 were
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were ordered to prepare and bring not from their inclination ; and in-

it in ; which imlnictiori is likewise deed, this precipitate way of pro-

printed in our votes, and thereby ceeding seems to have been designed

communicated to the whole nation, on purpose to prevent petitions ; for

Then after the bill is brought in, it that such a clause can be agreeable

must be read in this house, and to any one os our colonies, no one

when it is of great importance, it is A can suppose who considers, that a

generally ordered to be printed, soldier listed and mustered in any

i>ome days after this it must be read regiment, is subjected to martial law

a second time, and then a sew days during life, unless the regiment be

must, or at least ought to intervene disbanded, or he be regularly dis-

before it be committed ; so that every charged by his commanding officer j

one without doors, who from the ti- which is another consideration that

tie may think himself concerned, must render it very difficult to raise

has time to get a copy of the bill, B any forces in America, and will ab

and to petition against it before it solutely prevent any man of sor-

comes the length of being commit- tune's listing himself as a common

ted ; and no new clause ought ever soldier.

to be added by the committee, ei- But now, Sir, supposing, that no

ther with or without an instruction, material objection appeared upon

but such as appear to be necessary C the face os this clause, yet surely

for explaining or enforcing some of the petition of the Maslachusets

the clauses then in the bill, and Bay colony ; a colony, where so

consequently might be expected by many thousands of our people are

all those who had before perused it. now happily settled ; a colony which

Is this the cafe, Sir, with respect contributes so much to the riches

to the ckuse now before us ? Could and power, especially the naval

any one expect, that in a bill for re- D power of this nation ; and a colony

gulating the British regular croops, a which may, and probably will, con-

clause mould be added for subjecting tribute more than any other to our

to the s. mc regulations all the mili- success in the war we are like to be

tia in our plantations, who should engaged in : I say, the petition of

engage to serve their country, and such a colony ought surely to meet

could not without pay from the pub- with so much regard from this house,

lick support themselves at a distance E as to be allowed to be brought up

from their I usiness and family ? This and read at our table. Ministers of

could not so much as be suspected state may perhaps disdain to turn

even by any one within doors, until their ear to those who dare to arraign

the instruction was moved for on the wisdom of any measure they

Wednesday last ; and as our printed have resolvtd on ; but I am so far

votes of that day did not probably from thinking it below me, that I

come into the hands of any one F shall always think it my duty, as a

without doors until Friday, I am member of this house, to hear what

surpri7.ed how the gentlemen of this any fellow-countryman has to fay

colony, now in town, got a petition against any measure, which at first

1 to be offered this day to the view appears to me to be right.

house, especially as Saturday and What will cur constituents in Old

yesterday are days that few gentle- England think of this house of corn-

men expect, or are in the way ofQ nions when they hear, that we have

any business. Therefore if we have rejected a petition from such a num-

not this day had petitions offered her of their countrymen settled in

from every one of our colonies, it New-England, without so much as

must proceed from their surprize, and allowing it to be read at our table ?
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If it were near the end of the ses- moved, to represent it as an affair

lion, or if the season for action were of the utmost consequence, tho' per-

approaching, we might have some haps it be nothing more than a mo.

reason for being a little precipitate tion of course, cr a motion that may

in our method of proceeding; but be either complied w ith, or rejected,

as we have sufficient time before the without any danger or inconvenience

end of this session, and before the A to the publick, or to any man, or

season for action comes on, even to body of men, in the kingdom ; and

prepare and pass a particular and this practice was never more appa-

distinct bill for regulating such forces rent than in the cafe now before us.

as are, or may be raised by our colo- The Hon. gentleman has taken care,

nies in America, we can have no1 ex- not only to represent the clause now

cuse for putting such an affront upon petitioned against, as an affair of

such a colony, or for not proceeding B the utmost consequence to our success

with the most mature deliberation in in the war now like to happen, tho*

an affair of so much importance j I still hope it may be prevented ;

and our levies in America will cer- but he has also represented the peti-

tainly be carried on with much tion now offered to us, as an affair

greater spirit, when they hear, that of such consequence, that the cha-

the legislature has set apart several raster, nay, the very being of this

weeks of a session, to consider and C august assembly, depends upon our

consult with their countrymen here, allowing or disallowing it to be

about the most proper regulations brought up. Now, I believe, I

for governing the forces that are to shall be able to shew, that neither

be raised in'that part of the world, the clause itself, nor the petition,

in order to enable them to act with can be looked on as an affair of any

the greatest vigour against the com- great consequence to the nation in

mon enemy, without incroaching D general, or to any man, or body of

upon their liberties as Englishmen, men, in any part of the British do-

any further than is absolutely neces- minions, and consequently, we have

sary in time of war. no occasion to take up much of our

For these reasons, Sir, I must time in deliberating either upon the

think, that if we have any regard one or the other ; and as the judg-

to the character of this august astern- ment we are to form with regard to

bly, of which it is as yet, and, I E the petition, must depend upon that

hope, always will be an honour to we have formed with regard to the

be a member : If we have any re- clause, I must of course begin with,

gard to our plantations in America ; the latter.

if we have any regard to our success If his present majesty, Sir, were

in the ensuing, I fear unavoidable as jealous of his prerogative as some

war, we will order this petition to of his ancestois have been, we should

be brought up, and will hear it read F have seen the debate upon the clause

with the utmost attention. now under consideration take a very

different turn : The clause itself nei-

Vpcn this Cn. Fulvius stows up, and ther could, nor would have come

/poke in Substance asJolltnus. from any dt the servants of the

Mr. President,
crown ; but, on the contrary, would

have been opposed by them, and. „rr„...„ „7 tuwii, auu

0 1 G represented as a most daring and an-

1T is an usual and a very ancient ticonstitutional incroachment upon

practice in this house, when any the prerogatives of the crown ; for

gentleman has a mind to raise a de- there is nothing more certain than,

p2te upon any question that has been that in time of war our sovereign

may,
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may, by his prerogative, establish some time or other contested, and

such articles of war for the govern- after being fully debated, agreed to,

ment and discipline of his armies, generally by a very considerable ma-

as he thinks proper and necessary for jority. But, fays the Hon. gentle-

the purpose, and may by those arti- man, tho' these regulations and pu

cks prescribe not only the method of niihments may be neceslary for pre-

trial, but also what punishment shall A serving good order and discipline

be inflicted upon every crime therein among our British troops, yet among

mentioned or described. But our the troops to be raised in America,

present most gracious sovereign, as such strict regulations, and such se-

he never desires to exercise any pre- vere punishment:-, can never be

rogative but for the good of the pub- thought necessary, because it is to be

lick, so he is always glad to nave hoped, that these troops will consist

what he may do by prerogative en- B chiefly of gentlemen, freeholders,

forced by act of parliament ; and in farmers, and substantial tradesmen,

consequence of nis royal and wise I hope as well as he, Sir, that there

condescension, we have seen this will be many such men among the

clause proposed to be added to the troops to be raised in America :

bill, and we now see it supported Nay farther, I hope, that many such

by those who have the honour to be will serve as voluntiers w ithout afk-

the servants of the crown. If no C'ng or taking any pay from the pub-

war should happen, there will be no lick ; and as to all such they can

troops raised in America, and con- have no concern with, nor will they

sequently, the adding of this clause be subject to the punistiments pre-

to the bill can be of no manner of scribed by this bill. But still we

signification : If a war should hap- must suppose that, is trtfre be a great

pen, there is nothing proposed by number of troops railed in America,

this clause but what his majesty may D there must be among them many men

do by his prerogative, and conse- of as low a rank as any we have in

quently, our not adding of this clause our troops here at home. As to

is really in itself of no signification, gentlemen, cr men of any character,

Thus it must appear, that the ques- they will, it is to be hoped, for the

tion, whether this clause is to be fake of their own character, per-

added to the bill or no, is so far form their duty in the strictest man-

from being an affair of the utmost E ner, and if they do, they must ob-

consequence, that it is really of no serve every regulation prescribed by

consequence at all, cither to our sue- this bill, consequently, neither the

cess in any future war, or in any strictness of the regulation:, nor the

other respect whatever. severity of the punishments, can

But, Sir, the Hon. gentleman has give them any concern ; and if fuck

thought fit to proceed a little further, men neglect their duty, or become

and to arraign the wisdom of the re- F guilty of any military crime, they

gulations and punishments prescribed deserve to be more severely punished

by the mutiny bill itself, as to which than men of a lower rank, because

the best answer I can make is, that they have more knowledge or capa-

these regulations and these punifli- city, consequently, their offence must

ments have been for a number of be deemed the more wilful, and is

years approved of, not only by the the less pardonable,

crown, but by many successive par- G Men of rank or character cannot

liaments ; and those who have had therefore, Sir, find fault with, nor

the honour of a scat in this house as can they b« terrified from serving

, long as I have, must remember, that their country in our armies, by the

almost every one of them has been strictness of these regulations, or the

4 severity
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severity of these punishments, but, are to be established by the bill now

on the contrary, will be thereby in- under our consideration ; and I stia.ll

vited to list themselves as volunteers, likewise grant, that their militia have

or even as common soldiers in daily generally behaved pretty well in all

pay, because they must see, that by the wars they have been engaged in :

such regulations and punishments They have indeed upon all occasions

those of a low rank, with whom j\ Ihewn undaunted courage, as Eng-

they find themselves obliged to serve, lishmen, 1 hope, always will; but

will be strictly kept to their duty, whoever reads their histories with at-

and that danger or confusion in a tension must see, that their conduct

great measure prevented, which ar- has not always been extraordinary,

mies are often thrown into by the for they have often suffered by their

neglect, perverseness, or cowardice negligence or want of discipline ;

of some of the common soldiers, and would have suffered much more,

Even the Hon. gentleman himself g and much ostner, if they had had

confesses, that some general regula- to do with regular well disciplined

or articles of war, are necef- troops. But the enemy they had to

fary for the government and disci- do with was generally a body of wild

pline of those armies that may be Indians, sometimes supported by a

raised by our several colonies in few of the French militia, and a-,

America, because of their being so gainst such an enemy no very exact

independent of one another ; and q discipline was necessary, because

this is, indeed, so evident, that it they could seldom observe, and much

must be granted by every one at first seldomcr take the proper advantage

view, because of the disorder and of the oversights committed by our

confusion that must arise among people. In the three last wars we

troops governed by several different have had against the French, they

sorts of military law. Does not the were so much pressed by us and our

fame reason hold against having the rj allies upon the continent of Europe,

British troops in America governed that they could not spare to send any

by one sort os law, and the Ameri- of their regular troops to America,

can troops by another ? For they and their colonies in that part of the

must often, if not always, serve to- world were not near so populous as

gether in all the operations of war. they are at present ; but ever since

• No one can foresee all, but every the last war, they have every year

one may guess at some of the disor- g been sending some of their reformed

ders that would from thence ensue. officers, and disbanded soldiers, to

In my opinion, it would create such America ; and tho' by our superio-

a distinction, and such an animosity rity at sea we may prevent their send-

between the two sorts of troops, that ing great fleets and armies to Ame-

they would be more likely to engage rica, yet if a war should ensue, they

in attacking one another, than to p will certainly send, and we cannot

unite in attacking the enemy ; and prevent their sending, several of

instead of inarching with diligence their regular regiments by stealth, in

and alacrity to the i'upport or relief single ships, or three or four (hips at

of one another, they would grasp a time, to that part of the world ;

at every opportunity for sacrificing and this, I fay, they will certainly

one another to the enemy, do, as we cannot pretend to attack

I stiall grant, Sir, that the mili-Q them at land in Europe, without

tary regulations, established by the kindling up a general war, to be

particular laws of our respective co- carried on solely, or ac least chiefly

lonies, are not so strict, nor the pu- at our erpence.

nifhments so severe, as those which

From
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From hence we may see, Sir, that if the manner in which this clause has been

our present disputes with France should brought in, I am surprised to hear it said,

unfortunately end in a war, our colonies that a clause for suhj-.ctipg troops to he

in America will be engaged in a war very railed in America to the martial law, it

different from any they were ever engaged a clause that no way relates to the very

in before. Instead of a paicel ot wild bill annually brought in for establishing

Indians, or a few French militia, they and continuing that law ; or that the

will now have to do with armies of ^ adding of such a clause was not to be ex-

French regular and veteran troops : pected when the bill was ordered to be

Troops which, I am sorry to say, wete brought in. So far otherwise, in my

in the last war too often flumed with vie- opin on, Sir, that the adding cf such a

tury, and against such troops a rriu.-h clause to the next mutiny bill was to be

more exact discipline will be necessary on expected as soon as it became probable,

our 6de, than ever was necessary in any that it would be necessary to raise troops

war heretofore carried on by any of our in America ; and when could such a

colonies in Ameiica ; for against a well clause be so properly added as in the corn-

disciplined and well conducted hostile B mittee upon the bill ? Theicfore if any

army, courage without conduct will only of our colonies had thought fit to have

serve to lead our troops on to their de- petitioned against it, they ought to have

siruction, as has already in pait appeared had their petitions ready even before the

from what happened this last summer instruction was moved for ; but the truth

upon the confines of Virginia. Some is, that few of them, I believe, did think

new regulations for the troops to be fit, and none of them ought to have

raised in America, and moie stiictthanC thought fit, to offer any petition upon

any former, are now certainly become such a subject. The forming, command-

necessary ; and those regulations I must ing, and regulating of armies in time of

think the best, which have been approved war, is an affair that belongs solely to

of by all our general officers here at home, the crown ; and tho' his majesty be so

and which by long experience have been gracious as to desire to have his preroga-

found the most proper for prefeiving a tive enforced by act of parliament, surely

due subordination in the army, and for he does not desne, that any corporation,

compelling every man, both officer and p. or body of men, in his dominions, should

soldier, to observe his orders, and to per- interfere in such an affair. Suppose, that

form his duty, in the most exact .and upon a message from our sovereign, we

punctual manner. It woujd therefore in had it under consideration, or should ap-

many respects be wrong in us to take up point a day for taking it into confldera-

our time with contriving and passing a tion, whether we should address his ma-

particular and distinct mutiny hill, for jesty to declare war against France, would

the government of such tioops as may he it be fit for any corporation in the king-

raised in America ; and as our colonies dom, or even for the city of London it-

are more immediately under the eye ofE self, to offer a petition either for or against

the crown than any other part of the Bri- such an address ? Ought we to allow any

tifh dominions, it would, in my opinion, petition upon such a subject to be brought

be too great an ercroachment upon the up and read at our table ? This shews,

prerogatives of the crown, or at least it Sir, that petitions may often be cf such a

would be an intermeddling in an affair nature, or offered upon such an occasion,

"with which we have no call to have any as not to be fit to be received, let them

Concern, and which it is impossible for us be never so decently expresse-1, and let the

to regulate in a pi oper manner by any --petitioners be of never so high a conside-

general law. His majtsty may give or- ration, or ever so deeply concerned in

ders to his generals to (hew a deference the event. And as I think, that the re-

and respect lo men of rank or fortune, gulating os our armies in time of war is

who may list as common foldieis in our as much, and as high a prerogative of the

American troops, and not to put the mi- crown, as that of declaring war, I must

litary lavvs so strictly in execution against think, that we ought not to receive any

them, as against any other fort of com- petitions when we have such an affair un-

i soldiers, especially with respect to der our consideration, for which reason I

the punctilios of discipline, and the toursG must be against the bringing up of the

of fatigue ; but it is impossible to do this petition now offered to us ; for t o' I

by a formal act of parliament, and it have a very high regard for the colony in

would be ridiculous in us to attempt it : whose name this petition is presented, yet

Nay, even his majesty's orders must in I hope they will excuse my having a

this respect be left very much to the dis- higher regard for the crown, and for the

cretion of the commanding officer. British dominions in general.

Naw, Sir, as to the objection against [Tii'f Journal n it continued in tur next .")



«756- Account of the VIPER.

At the Bitt os a Viper it in bot Summers

dangerous rvrm in tbts Country, ive jhall

pvt cur Raiders the follcwing Account of

that Creature from tbe History ot the

Royal Society.

Nov. », <-¥-» HERE was also read Mr.

1664. I Hooke'5 fuller account of

the teeth of a viper, seen thro' the mi

croscope, transparent and hollow, toge

ther with other observations made of the

internal parts of that animal , which ac

count was 01 tiered to be registered, as

follows :

" Examining the mouth of an English

she-viper, I sound, that in the upper part

of the mouth, on either side, just under

each eye, was placed a sharp round

bended tooth, not unlike in shape to the

claws of a cat. 1 observed likewise that

like those of a cat, they had a kind of

sheath or skin, which, when they were

moved forward, and thereby erected, flipt

off from the tops of them towards the

roots of them, leaving that part of the

fang without it, very much shaped like a

cat's claw, but somewhat smaller and

slenderer : But when by another motion

of the mouth they were drawn back-
 

These lay nearer the tip or chin of the

under chap ; and about seven simll teeth on

e»ch side were placed in the sore part of it :

Near the top of this chnp, between the two

rows of teeth, was placed the epiglottis,

or orifice of the afpera arteria. All the in

ward parts of this creature were, as it

were, stretched into length, and conve- j-j

niently disposed the whole length of its

body. The lungi were spun out into two

long conical lobes, consisting cf a great

number of small transparent bladders,

Covered with a very pellucid skin : The

bladder of gall was about three inches

beyond the liver, which was very large,

May, 1756.
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wards, and so depress, the skin wai

drawn over them, and perfectly covered

them. That sang on the right side ap

peared plainly to consist of two teeth,

(haped much alike, but the fang on the

left side was only one single tooth. These

being let alone, till pretty dry, I could

^ plainly perceive to be hollow, by means

of several chains of bubbles, which ap

peared within the transparent hollow

teeih ; tho' whilst the viper was alive, I

could rot perceive the least appearance of

hoi lowness, hut the teeth seemed per

fectly transparent conical bodies. Besides

these fangs, the viper Jiad four rows of

smaller teeth ; two of which were in the

" upper and two in the nether chap. The

bones, in which these fhoit small teeth

(with their very sharp transparent point 3

directed inward) were fastened, were

four small bones or jawa, which were not

joined together before, but, as in a rhi

noceros, each side was distinct, and one

of them could be moved without stirring

Q the other. When the viper opened its

mouth to bite, these two jaw-hones weie

drawn forward, and thereby made not

only the fangs to be erected and bare, but

they themselves seemed to stand more out

of the mouth, and the more clear to take

hold of what the viper should snap at.

The position

of these bones in

the upper chap

was much of the

shape in the fi

gure. The un

der chap had also

two jawyhones,

which were not

joined together

J before, as it u-

' sual in other

creatures, but

distinct boces,

like those io the

upper chap,

eat length : The

œsophagus, stomach, and the other guts

lay in one continued straight line from its

throat (which was exceeding wide, and

capable of being stretched prodigiously)

to its tail : The stomach seemed to be co

vered with a much thicker coat than the

rest of the entrails : It has abundance of

veins and arteries that were spread over

it : It had a great quantity of eggs,

which were of several sizes, and placed

all along the length of the belly. There

were several other particulars very nota

ble, which I have not yet iusticientiy

examined."

£ « Dr.
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of themselves. There was no appearance

Dr. H*ini'i thirty-third Observation. „f ner having had the jaundice Allow me

(Seep. 184.) to add, that these stones had afforded nou-

WHafever truth may be in Cyprian's rilhment to some invisible animalcule,

axiom, that drinkers of wine are which had gnawed angular furrows in the

very subject to the stone, whereas it is very external cretaceous surface, besides bur-

feldom found among drinkers of beer, cer- rows which (hey had made in the yellow

tain it is, that by a peculiar happiness, ^ substance within. Being thrown into the

there is no disease more rare ar Gottin^en Are, they cracked, flamed, and like oiher

than the stone in the bladder. Out os calculi, when melted, threw out some

two hundred and thirty bodies of different small drops.

ages and sexes, and, as may be supposed Hist. 2. In' the year 1743, a woman was

of a low class, dissected by me in the thea- brought to the theatre who had certainly

ire, 1 have found only two who had a had the jaundice, the watet contained in the

stone in the urinary passages. One was abdomen produced from the condensed ex-

lodged in the pelvis of the kidney in a halations there, communicated a yellow

boy, was large, scabrous, angular, and had B colojr to whatever touched it. The o-

fomewhat the appearance ot a sand-stone, mentum had put on a fleshy appearance,

but the kidney otherwise sound. The o- The liver was morbid, ulcerous, and its

ther not quite so lari>e as a pea, was lodg- vessels void of blood, but in the gall blad-

ed in the ureter of an infant, which it der were found fifteen stones, four of

obstructed in such a manner, that below which were rather larger than a filberd,

the stone it was contracted almost to the ihe rest smaller, angular, and somewhat

smallness of a thread. After these allow cubical in their shape. That which was

me to mention a stone that was taken q neatest the cy stick duct had a kind of

out of the intestines of a horse, and made beak, which went some way into that

» present of to me, formed upon art iron duct. What bile remained had very little

■tail (such as Anthony Valisnerius, an either of its natural colour or taste,

admirable observer, gives us several ex- These calculi were black and light, and

amples of) shaped in the form of a kid- in the fire blazed like sealing-wax. Upon

•ley, very heavy, and pet fectly resembling taking off the outward coat, which was

a natural stone. Stones in the gali-blad- thin and black, the inside appeared os a

der are indeed much more frequent amongst bilious yellow colour,

us, and this disease, which was but little D Hist. 3. In the month of March, 1745,

known to the antients, is either grow- there was brought to the theatre the body

ing daily more common, or at least is of a man who had been melancholy mad j

more often observed in these countries; which disease, together with the cold, had

so that as medicines have been discoveied killed him. In this body, which other-

for dissolving the stone in the bladder, it wife was very found, the liver was so en-

is greatly to be wished that some remedy Urged, as to be in contact with the

could be found out against this species of spleen. The bile in the gall-bladder was

the calculus. For it is no less excruciat- g very little bitter, but in it there was a

ing and fatal to the patient, admitting calculus, neatly equal in bulk to the blad-

much more seldom of a chirurgical ope- der itself, in shape resembling an olive,

ration, and then only when the ulcerated and beautifully variegated with different

gall-bladder adheres to the peritoneum, tints of brown. The two ends were yel-

' which every body knows happens but low, and a streak of the fame colour in-

very rarely. tersected longitudinally. The rest of the

Hist. 1. To confirm what I have said of stone was of a deeper colour, and mark-

thefrequencyofthestoneintliegall bladt'er, ed with chefnut blown circles. It was

] mall produce some instances of which I F light, and felt as it were villous, but I

was an eye-witness in myanatumica! thea- did not examine it within, but being un-

tre. In 1741, a woman, who'e stomach commonly beautiful, 1 did not chuse to

about the pylorus was greatly contracted, break it.

had the gall-bladder all over of a white Hist. 4. In another woman, who was

colour, and quire empty of bile : Within said to be a hundred years old, and whom

it were two white chalky stones, about I dissected in the year 1746, the gall,

the size of a filberd, which, under their bladder had little bile in it, and that hardly

external coat, were ol a deep green colour, q bitter. A small yellow, angular stone,

that terminated in yellow. Each of them was found under the first valve of the

.was contained in a proper capsula, as it cyst.ck duct, which hindered the efflux

were, that of the lower one being formed of the bile. In the bottom cf the gall—

of the bladder contracted round it, to bladder was another of the fixe of a fil-

vvhich it adhered prettyfirmly. However, berd, besides several small ones,

(hey w ere so foil (hat they crumbled away Hist.
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Hist- 5. In a woman who had murdered

her child, and was difsicted in January,

1747, thegall-bladderwasf.iundlong, nar

row, and almost empty. The little portion

of hile that remained in it was of a pale

yellow, and had lost much of its bitter

ness. There was likewise a small stone,

stuped like a mulberry, round, and every

where full of little tuberosities, of a black

ish colour, but when dried it became yel

low. It had this in common with others

of the fame kind, viz. that the blackntss

on the outside wore gradually off.

Hist. 6. A woman who was drowned in

the mon'h of April the fame year, had the

pall-bladder so full of little stones, that

they wc-e scarce to be numbered, on? of

them was shaped like a die, hut the cor

ners of it obtuse ; another was rather

triangular, and many of them small poly

gons. The external coat was white, and

the one next i' g'een.

Hist. 7. In January, 1748, I difT:cted a

woman, who had been hanged. The body

appeared to be petfectly found, and the in ■

testines, as is usual in peison* who have

been strangled, were of a very red colour.

In the gall-bladder I discovered eleven

stones, oneinthe ductus chnhdochus. three

in the entrance t f the cystick duct, and all

of them shaped like a mulberry, composed

of a great many small ralculous concreti

ons like grape-stone?, almost round, glis

tering like chrystals, and semi pellucid.

One of them happening to break cf its

own accord, its internal structure was

thereby discovered. The outer coat was

of a dark colour, and within that the

stone resembled that called the felenitis,

shining and sending out radicated striae,

eomposed of crusts and small flakes, from

the centre, which was yellow, to the ex

ternal surface. The other smaller ones

were conglomerated, white, round, and

resembling grape-stones, within also flaky

and shining like the felenitis. The bile

was in small quantity, green, and almost

insipid.

Hist. 8. In another woman, who is still

alive, a spontaneous ulcer in the epigastri

um, of the sanious kind, at times produced

gall-stones, a cafe similar to that men

tioned by Petit. Some of the triangular

ones I keep, on account of their being

rare, and these also inflammable like seal

ing-wax.

Hist. 9. I shall add another instance of a

very skilful lawyer at Gottingen, who aster

an acute fever was seized with various ob

stinate complaints of the liver, viz. the

yellow jaundice, an inflammatory fsver,

perpetual vomitings, the black jaundice,

and an oppic^on at the pit of the sto

mach, which terminated in drath. The

Gall-Bladder. 219

gall-bladder was totally consumed, and in

the middle of its putrid substance I sound

stones which now lie before mt, exactly

0v.1l, of the colour of wood, solid, some

what scabrous, shaped like the gall-blad

der, and above an inch in length. A

considerable part of the liver was putrified.

^ Hist. to. I have compared the calculi in

oxen with those in the human body. Of

tho'e taken nut of the gall-bladder and irs

ducts. I have some tubular, mucous, of

the very fame figure and size with the

ducts, and of a deep yellow colour.

Those taken from the gall-bladder in

there animals are generally lighter than

the human, irregular in their sliape,

B black, and cortical, and under this black

cortex is a fissile lucid substance.

This seems to be the most frequent dis

ease in adults, cf which the true vestiges

may be traced in the body after death.—

As far as 1 have observed, it never at

tacks very young persons or children. My

experiment! shew it to he sometimes ac-

fj companied with the jaundice, but for the

must patt without it. From history 9,

and 3, it appears, that the size of the

cal. uli is often so laige, as to leave no

hopes of their pasting thro" the ductut

choliHochus j and according to the de

scriptions in the fame histories, they are

of various figures, angular, cubical, cy

lindrical, spherical, ant! some in the shape

D of an olive. Some of them are only cal-

carious concretions, and in others the

successive accretions are distinguished by

very beautiful striae. Those which were

simply calcarious I never saw inflamma

ble. The bile in the case of a calculua

of this kind was always effaete, and

without its natural bitterness, hut ftc-

g quently there was hardly any to be found.

In many the liver was not in the least af

fected. History 9, is the only instance

of an adhesion to the gall-bladder, in the

otheis it was quite found and entire.

The dilatation of the ductus cholidochus,

or cysticus, taken notice of by Cajetanus

Tacconus, and others, I have never yet

observed.

F Hist. ti.Intheyeart749, thebodyof an

old woman was brought from the country

to be dissected. Her gall-bladder was

full of a viscid bile, partly yellow, and

partly black, which likewise stuck dose

to the calculi, and gave a blackish hue to

their external crust. These calculi were

three in number j one was large, and

nearly cubical, inclosed within the proper

cavity of the gall-bladder, which had

constricted itself at each extremity os this

stone j the two others were likewise

large, and all of them adapted to one

another with small polished surfaces, like

£ e 2 the
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the small hones of the wrist. There little stones, being no fewer in number

were besides thirteen smaller stones, yel- than 141, which I believe has seldom been

low, rugged, and of different figures, exceeded in one subject. All of them

lying by the others. The cystick duct appeared to have heen round at first, and

was open, and received the bile freely afterwards put on the resemblance of dice,

from the liver. There were no symptoms adapting their smooth surfaces to each

of a jaundice in this body. other. The ductus chnlidochus was full

Hill. 12. The fame winter I dissected fa of common yellow bitter bile, but the

another woman who had a good deal of cystick duct had three small stones stick-

bile, reaching as high as the valve of the ing in it.

pylorus ; yet there was none in the sto- By this instance likewise, my opinion,

mach. In the gall-bladder were two which 1 formerly published, is confirmed,

large stones, of a cubical roundish shape, For both the gall-bladder and cystick duct

with four correspondent fides in each. being full of little stones, there was no

The bladder had a great deal of bile, only bile to be found in the bladder, but only

fuhacrid and scarce bitter, as is usual a wairy mucous fluid secreted there by

when there are stones in it. The cystick " the exhaling arteries. On the other hand,

duct was free, but the bladder was con- ar nothing could come from the liver to

nected to the adjacent viscera by a geat the gall-bladder, so nothing could dtsctnd

many ligaments. The ovarium had in it from the gall-bladder to the liver, and

several callous little ova, in appearance yet the ductus cholidochus was full, which

like warts, full of a coagulated rmtter. proves that the bile is secreted in the

Hist. ij„ In the autumn of the following liver ; and this had all the qua'ities of

year 1750, the body of a man who had real bile, without any additional stcre-

been hanged was brought to the theatre. (J tion from the gall-bladder j as in the hilo

In his gall-bladder were two stones, and of of the elephant nothing seems wanting,

a pale-yellow colour. The largest was a'tho' this animal has no gall-bladder,

oval, almost in the shape of the bladder, Farther, the liquor secreted in the gall-

which was void of gall, and the bottom bladder, is by these, and many former ex-

of it filled with this stone, to which it periments, proved to be mucous and in-

every where closely adhered. The other fipid.

was small, yellow, and stuck in the en- Another corollary which may be dp-

trance of the cystick duct, amongst a ... ducted from this dissection is, that the
great quantity of yellow and very bitter u gall-bladder, together with the bile, is

bile, wherewith the duct, which had fuf- subject to a considerable motipn. For al-

fered a considerable dilatation, ahounded. tho' my experiments demonstrate its ir-

This body evidently shewed, that the ritability to be but small, seeing it can

bile is sent from the liver to the bladder, only be excited by corrosives, and CasseT

and not secreted in the bladder itself, as bohm and other late writers will not al-

many of the ancients and moderns have low any fleshy fibres to he in the gall-

imagined, especially Sylvius. For if the bladder j yet the contractility of it is

biie was secreted in the gall-bladder, in E evident from its constriction round the

this cafe its source must have entirely calculus, and the smooth surf ices of the

failed, a great part of the bladder being little stones must proceed from their mu-

quite dried up, and filled with the calcu- tual friction, by which their roughness

lus j from whence it might have been was taken off. But whether this levi-

expected, that the cystick duct should be gating force was ihe effect of the muscles,

considerably straitened, seeing only a small or os respiration, it must evidently be suf-

quantity of bile would be sent thto'. But ficient to expel the bile out of the bladder,

that duct being dilated, and a great quan- p Allow me to add, that in the bladder

tity of bile contained in it, hence it evi- of a mouse, which I killed in making

dently folio vs, that it was sent l orn the my experiments upon irritability, I found]

liver j and that by it the cystick duct was a very laree jointed tape-worm contained

distended, seeing it could ne t make its in the gall-bladder. It was three inches

way into the bladder, which was filled long, and half a line broad. Hence, by

with the calculus. That the bitter qua- the bye, it would seem, that these insects

lity of the bile may likewise be produced are not much afraid of bitters,

in the liver, appears very evident from
the fame observation. G Remarks on the Negotiation es Ceunt

Hist. 14. After that in the same year, I D' Avaux, t-nimadfrom p. 157.

differed a dropsical woman, who had a >-r<HUS we fee, that one of the best

schirrous liver. The gall bladder was large, 1 measures that could have been pro-

and contained a whitilh liquor, perfectly posed for preserving a balance of power

insipid, and in it a surprising quantity of in Europe, and for preventing the dan

1 g«r
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ger of popery, to which this nation wa» and high-flying Whigs is uncertain, but

afterwards exposed, and from which it if he had, he certainly despised them at

was most providentially, I may fay mi- impracticable and visionary ; for he al-

raculoufly, delivered, was defeated by the ways kept up a correspondence with some

republicans and high-flying Whigs in of (he chiefs of both these parties, as be*

England, in conjunction with the republi- ing zealous for the exclusion of the duke

cans in Holland, which shews, that as of York, and no friends to the king him-

the zealots in any sect of religion are the a, self. On the other hand, the project

greatest enemies to religion in general, formed by Shaftfbury in favour of Mon-

fo the zealots of any party in politicks mouth appears to have given him some

are the greatest enemies to their country; uneasiness, on which account he at first

and indeed in both cafes they are general- gave his grace a very cold reception when

ly hypocrites, tho* always the minions of he arrived at the Hague in 1679; but af-

tlie people of their sect or party. ter the duke had assured him in a private

But their defeating of this alliance was conference, and professed upon his honour,

not the only misfortune they at this time - that he never had, nor ever should have

brought upon their country ; for they had " the least thought or any pretension to the

privately come to such resolutions as ren- crown, the prince quite altered his con-

dered it impossible for the kin; to come to duct to the duke, and from that time they

any agreement with his parliament, whilst formed a dose union together J.

they had a prevailing influence there. Altho' the prince perhaps still entertain-

Thefe resolutions M. D'Avaux has given ed some jealousy of the duke of Mon-

us an account of as follows *. mouth, yet he never let any thing of it

" The famous republican, whom I have appear in his conduct towards him ; but,

so often mentioned, and who wrote to C on ,ne contrary, began now to support him

col. Sidney, sent me likewise another in all his practices against the duke of

piece of intelligence which he had of him; York, and to shew very little regard to-

that the parliament cf England would wards the latter, being convinced, as

not come to a reconciliation with the king D'Avaux tells us ||, that he could never

of England, but upon these terms. gain the affections of ihe people of Eng-

That his Britannick majesty should re- land, whilst there appeared to be any con-

nounce all right to prorogue his parlia- nection between him and his father in-law

merit, by his sole authority ; because they _ as well as uncle. Nay, by a very dex-

pretended this was a power usurped for " trous piece of management, he got a m«-

fome years. morial, or rather petition, addressed to

That bis majesty should also give up to kingCharles, in the name of the states-ge-

parliament the right of chusing general neral, begging him to agree to the exclu-

officers by sea and land. fion bill rather than continue at variance

And, that he should likewise grant with his parliament ; which memorial

them the liberty of naming the commis- was sent over just before the meeting of

sioners for the management of the trea- the parliament in 1680, and many copies

fury, and payment of the army." E of it dispersed among the people, by lord

These resolutions the king was proba- Sunrietland, and the prince's other tools

bly apprised of, which made him persist at London, even before it was presented

so obstinately in rejecting the exclusion to his majesty, for which that lord was

bill ; and indeed from the very words of dismissed from being secretary of state §.

the bill, which enacted, That in case his And consequently, we may suppose, his

majesty should die, or r-sign Hi dominions, " lordlhip knew what was to be his fate

they should devolve to the person next p when in that session he voted and spoke

in succession, &c. he had reason to sus- for the exclusion hill in the house of lords,

pect, that there wi< a design to compel This memorial w.i» in some measure

him to resign, nay, M. D'Avaux affirms, an open declaration on the part of the

that the prince of Orange was privy to prince cf Orange aeaiost his father-in-law,

some such design ; for, sa>s he t. " The and as soon as he iound it had not the de.

prince of Orange had liimlelf told one of fired effect upon the king with respect to

my friends, that he would always pre- the extiusion bill, he got another proposal

serve the respect he owed the king of made to his majesty, which was, that in
England, and the duke of York, nor J cafe he died before the duke of York,

would he take the least steps to displease the duke should be only titular king, and

them; hut if the parliament of England reside in the dominions of the duke of

should call him over, he could not possi- Hanover; and his sons-in-law the prince

bly avoid going." of Oranre and duke of Hanover, who

Whether the prince had any knowledge was then promised as a husband for the

of the projects formed by the republican! princess Anne, to be declared regents of

the

• Ste D' Avaux't Ntgtiatitm, Vol. I, p. Si, -f Sudi"-, p, ja. J Su

iittt, f. ditto- || Src ditto, p. 61, tag. § S.t SUu, p: 64, ttfif.
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the kingdom •. Some proposal os this private affair transacting between king

kind it is apparent the king would have Charles and the prince of Orange, by

agreed to, as in his speech to the Ox- means of the duke of Monmoutb, who,

ford parliament, held in March following, as M. D'Avaux insinuates, had, in De-

he expressly fays, " But to remove all cember, 1684, actually been privately in

reasonable fears that may arise from the England for a few days J j and it is pro-

possibility of a popish successor's coming babie, that the change of measures which

to the crown, if means can he found, ^ the king had mentioned some days before

that in such a cafe, the administration of his death, was resolved on in concei t with

the government may remain in protestant the prince of Orange, espt cially as the

hands, I shall be ready to hearken to any lord Hallifax, who was the English mi-

fuch expedient, by which the religion nister that privately corresponded with

maybe preserved, and the monarchy not Monmouth at this juncture, became as-

destroyed." And as such an expedient terwards one of the prince of Orance'j

might have been easily found, because chief ministers, as soon as he was advan-

the fame expedient would have done in ced to the throne of England,

this cafe, which law and custom have ™ But whatever concert this wae, it was

prescribed for the administration os go- defeated by the king's sudden and unex-

«rnment during the minority of our king, pected death j and for some time the prince

or when our king happens to fall into of Orange took gieat pains to reconcile

a fit of lunacy : I fay, as such an expe- himself to king James, tho' in the most

dient might have been easily found, from private manner he continued a covrespon-

the parliament's not embracing this pro dence with Monmouth, and even en-

posal, the king had reason to suspect, couraged his invading Englanl |j ; but not

that their readers had something else in C *n ^ucn a manner as to give him a proba-

petto, besides the preservation of reli- ble chance for succeeding in the attempt,

gion ; and the fate os his father made this which, indeed, was nei'her in his power,

suspicion still the more reasonable, and the nor was it his interests. However, at

more to be guarded against : Whereas, from the king's bigotry he had reason to

on the other hand, fiomsuch a proposal's suppose, that he would attempt something

being made by the prince of Orange, his against the established religion of these

majesty had equal reason to conclude, kingdoms, he foresaw, that this might

that his serene highness's principal view soon furnish him with a better chance for

was the preservation of religion, united succeeding in his view to the regency of

with his view to the regency, to which, in these kingdoms even during the life of

right of his consort, he had a just claim, the king, than he could have at that time 5

and which would have enabled him to and for this reason he continued his pri-

purfue with more efficacy his other fa- vate correspondence with the malecontents

vourlte view, that of giving a check to 'n England, among whom were some ■

the ambition of Lewis XIV. of France. of the king's chief ministers, and to coun -

But as the parliament refused to em- tenance those that fled abroad as much

brace any proposal of this kind, and as E as ne could, without coming to an open

the high church-party declared for the he- breach with the king **.

reditary right of the duke of York to the From hence we may reasonably suppose,

administration of government, as well as that neither the prince of Orange, nor

the royal title, notwithstanding his being any of his friends in England, ever endea-

fo bigotted a papist, the prince of Orange voured to divert king James from any of

found himself under a necessity to keep his favourite projects in favour of popery ;

upon fair terms with every denomination Dut on the contrary, that he was by the

of Whigs, and to give some sort of coun- p latter advised to persist in these projects,

tenance, either openly or privately, to as it is evident from the account given us

such of them as were obliged to fly be- by M. D'Avaux, Vol, IV. p. ioo. as fol-

yond sea. However, lie continued to lows :
shew great regard to the king himself, " Jan. 10, 7686-7. A friend os mine

and the extraordinary complaisance which brought me an account, that the prince cf

he shewed to the duke of Monmouth, as- Orange had desired Sir William Pen, the

terhissecond retreat toHolland in 1683s. famous chief of the sect of quakers in

is for this very reason a'proof, that the England, when he was some months aRO

king was no way displeased with it, not-G in Holland, to replace him on a good

withstanding all he pretended to the con- footing with the king of England : That

trary. Pen had endeavoured it since that time,

This complaisance was really so extra- and that matters were very far advanced ;

ordinary, that there is no accounting for that Pen had sent advice to the prince of

it but by supposing, that there was some Orange some time ago, that the king of

England

• See ditto, p. 83. f See ditto, Vet. Its. p. %, lS, 30, 33, 1 16, 119, 114, I32..

* See ditto, p. 163, 119, 145. || See dit'o, p. Ija, 159, 173, 210, et/ef. § Set

, p. 249. •» See ditto, p. 191, 263.
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England having debated in a council, in council ; and they would not certainly

what manner it would be most for hii have given any such advice, if they had

service to behave to the prince of Orange, not known that it would be agreeable to

some of the catholick members of it le- the prince of Orange. Therefore wo

monstrated to the king of England, that must conclude, that even after the acees-

he could not hope to abolish the proles- sion of king James, as well at before, the

tant religion in England as long as he fat prince prosecuted his scheme to get his fa-

on the throne ; that consequently every ^ ther-in-law excluded from the admini-

step towards it would only serve to ren- Oration of government, and himself esta-

der the catholick religion odious : Be- blithed in the regency ; and after the

tides, that the hopes which the protestants queen's being brought to bed of a son,

entertained of having a ptince of their the prosecution cf this scheme became

own religion for a sovereign (and one more necessary, not only for him, but

whu, the worse he was treated now, also for the preservation of the protestant

would be the more in their interests) religion, as it was not to be doubted, that

would render them much more disobedi under the king's administration his son

ent to the king of England's will ; that " would be bred a papist, and an event

bis Bntannick majesty had no better which could not be hoped for in one reign

course to take for the advantage of the might be brought about in two.

catholick teligion, and for preventing the This will of course help to lead us into

English professors of it from being here- the views of our several parties and mi-

after sacrificed, than to shew a peisxct niffers during the latter end of the reign

union betwixt him and the prince of of king Charles II. and the short reign of

Orange, who would he thertby engaged James II. but this I shall reserve for ano-

to treat them well when he was the so- q ther letter, and conclude the present with

vereign of England : That they were observing, that we may give the more

therefore cf opinion, that the king of credit to the facts and surmises mentioned

England should send some person of qua- by M. D'Avaux, as his negotiations con-

lity to the prince of Orange, to assure fist chiefly of letters wrote by him to hit

him of his friendship, and of his desiie to master Lewis XIV. and we cannot sup-

live in a perfect union with him ; and at pose, that in such letters he would men-

the fame time to remit the per sion which tion any fact or surmise which he had not

the princess of Orange was to have, as good authority for believing to be true,

presumptive heiress of the crown. The D I am, SIR, Yours, &c.

•ther English members on the contrary
declared, that the king of England had Fran & WORLD, N=> 174.

no measure to pursue that wa. honoura- T. As,. F I T Z • A D A M.

ble and safe, but to proceed with an un
shaken constancy against those of the SIR,

church of England, and much more a- A MONG the variety of subjects with

gainst the protestant dissenters. i\ which you have entertained and

Mean while, Sir William Pen sent £ instructed the publick, I do not remember

word over, that the king of England was that you have any where touched upon

more inclined to the first opinion ; and the folly and madness of ambition ;

the person who brought me this news, which for the benefit of all those who

assured me, that the prince of Orange had are dissatisfied with their present situa-

sor some time expected the arrival of tions, I beg leave to illustrate, by giving

some English nobleman at the Hague on the history of my own life,

the part of tlie king of England 1 But I am the son of a younger brother of

that at none came, the gentleman who a good family, who at his decease left me

told me this, believed that the other opi- F a little fortune of a hundied pounds a

nion had at last prevailed for the king of year. I was put early to Eton school,

England's assent, or that the embassy was where I learnt Latin and Greek, from

put off for seme other cause. He was so whence I went to the university, where I

well informed of what he told me on this learnt— not totally to forget them,

bead, that he knew it from a friend of I came to my fortune while I was ac coi

tus, a quaker, to whom Pen addressed his lege j and having no inclination to follow

letters, and who delivered them with his any profession, I removed myself to

own hand to the prince of Orange." Q town, and lived for some time, as most

By the other English members men- young gentlemen do, by spending sour

lioned in this letter, we must understand times my income. But it was my hap-

the violent Roman catholicks, in con- piness, before it was too late, to fall in

junction with the prince of Orange's love, and to marry a very amiable young

friends, several of whom, I shall heie- creature, whose fortune was just sufficient

after shew, were members of the king's to
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to repair the breach made in my own. fix hundred a year ; and I hoped with a

With this agreeable companion I re- little œconomy, to be able to make a fi-

treated to the country, and endeavoured, gure wirh it. But the ill health of my

as well a> 1 was able, to square my wife, which in less easy circumstances

wishes to my circumstances. In this en- had not touched me so nearly, was now

deavour I succeeded so well, that except- constantly in my thoughts, and fouied all

ing a sew private hankerings after a little my enjoyments. The consciousness too

more than 1 possessed, and now and then ,y of having such an estate to leave to my

a sigh when a coach and six happened to boy, made me so anxious to preserve him,

drive by me in my walks, I was a very that instead of suffering him to run at

happy man. pleasure where he pleased, and to grow

I can truly assure you, Mr. Fitx-Adam, hardy by exercise, 1 almost destroyed him

that tho our family œconomy was not by confinement. We now did nothing

much to lie boasted of, and in conse- in our garden, because we were in cir-

quence of it, we were frequently driven r.umstances to have it kept hy others :

to grear straights and difficulties, 1 expe- But as air and exercise were neccssaiy for

rienced more real satisfaction in this B our healths, we resolved to abridge our*

humble situation, than I have ever done selves in some unnecessary articles, and to

6nce in more enviable circumstances. We set up an equipage. This in time brought

were sometimes indeed a tittle in debt, with it a train of expence, which we

but when money came in, the pleasure had neither prudence to lore:ee, nor cou-

of discharging what we owed was mote rage to prevent. For as it enabled us to

than an equivalent for the pain it put us extend the ciicuit of our visits, it greatly

to : And tho' the narrowness of our cir- enercased our acquaintance, and subjected

cumstances subjected us to many cares Q us to the nrcelrity of making continual

and anxieties, it served to keep the body entertainments at home, in return for all

in action as well as the mind : For as those which we were invited to abroad,

our garden was somewhat large, and re- The charges that attended this new man-

quired more hands to keep it in order ner of living were much too great for the

than we could afford to hire, we la • income wr possessed ; insomuch, that we

boured daily in it ourselves, and drew found ourselves in a very short time more

health from our necessities. necessitous than ever. Pride would nut

I had a little boy, who was the delight suffer us to lay down our equipage j and

of my heart, and who probably might O to live in a manner unsuitable to it, was

have been spoilt by nursing, if the ar.cn- what we could not bear to think os. To

tion of his parents had not been other- pay the debts I had contracted, 1 was

wife employed. His mother was natu- soon forced to mortgage, and at last to

rally os a sickly constitution, but the as- sell the best part of my estate ; and as it

fairs of her family, as they engrossed all was utterly impossible to keep up the pa-

her thoughts, gave her no time for com- rade any longer, we thought it advistable

plaint. The ordinary troubles of life, to remove of a sudden, to sell our coach

which to those who have nothing else to g in town, and to lookout for a new fitua-

think of, are almost insupportable, were tion, at a great distance from our atr

ies* terrible to us, than persons in easier qnaintance.

circumstance' : For it is a certain truth, Bat unfortunately for my peace, I ear-

however your readers may (.-lease to re- tied the hahit of expence along wirh aoe,

ceiveit, that where the mind is divided and was very near being reduced to afcTo-

between many cares, the anxiety is light- lute want, when by the uneX[ ded dtatii

er than where thtie is only one to c«n- of an uncle and his two sons, who died

(end with. Or even in the happiest situa- within a few weeks of each other, 1 suc

tion, in the midst of ease, health, and F ceerfed to an estate of seven lUousand

affluence, the mind is generally intern- pounds a year.

ous at tormenting itself, losing the im- And now, Mr. Fitz-Adam, both you

mediate enjoyment of those invaluable and your readers will undoubtedly call

blessings, by the painful suggestion that me a very happy man : And so indeed I

they are too great for continuance. was. I let about the regulation of my

These are the reflections that I have family with the most pleasing satisfaction,

made since : For I do not attempt to deny The splendor of my equipages, the mag.

that I sighed frequently for an addition Q ni licence of my plate, the crowd of fer-

to my fortune. The death of a distant vants that attended me, the elegance of

relation, which happened five years after my house and furniture, the grandeur of

our marriige, gave me this addition, and my park and gardens, the luxury of my

made me for a time the happiest man liv- table, and the court that was every where

ing. My income was now increased to paid me, gave me inexpressible delight,

so
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so long at they were novelties 1 But no present situation is, that it has not pleased

sooner were they become habitual to me, heaven in its wrath to make me a king,

than I lost all manner of relish for them ; I am, &c.

and I discovered in a very little time, that
hy having nothing to wish for, 1 had no- Frem w CRAFTSMAN, N" 1387,

thing to enjoy. My appetite grew palled • To]0siPH D'ANVERS, tt:

by satiety, a perpetual crowd of visitors _• '

robbed me of all riomeftick enjoyment, " ' *i

my servants plagued me, and my steward l^vIOGENES, hearing that the house

cheated me. AL/ of a noted proJigal was offered to

But the curse of greatness did not end sale, said—" I very well knew that his

here. Daily experience convinced me, house was so full of meat and wine, that

that I was compelled to live more for ere long it would vpmit out its master."

others than myself. My uncle had been Diogenes was now alive, and was

a great party man, and a zealous oppofer witness to the sumptuous feastings all

of all ministerial measures j and as his _ over the town, I fancy that he would not

estate was the largest of any gentleman's " be in the least surprized at the long list of

in the county, he supported an interest in Bunt fTsMat, of whom honourable men-

it beyond any of his competitors. My tion is made in the London Gazette. We

father had been greatly obliged by the are told, that Cleopatra at an entertain-

court party, which determined me in ment she made for Antony, dissolved a

jtratituse to declare myself on that fide : pearl worth 100 sesterces, in vinegar.

But the difficulties I had to encounter But what is this to the extravagance of a

! too many and too great for me ; modern courtezan, who, thy_supported

insomuch, that I have been baffled and C ■> a tradesman, devoured a Bank note

defeated in almost every thing I have un- for breakfast, between two slices of bread

dertaken. To desert the cause I have and butter. From their luxurious man-

embarked in would disgrace me ; and to ner of living one would conclude, that

go greater lengths in it will almost undo many thought themselves born only sruga

me. ] am engaged in a perpetual state consmmere. The citizen, soon after he has

of warfare with the principal gentry of warned away the dregs cf the last night's

the county, and am cursed by my tenants intemperance with plentiful draughts of

and dependants for compelling them at j\ Hyson, lounges to the tavern, where he

every election to vote (as they are pleased whets his vitiated palate with corroding

to tell me) contrary to their conscience. Sherry, to prepare him for the reli, 1 of

My wife and I had once pleased our- some delicious dainty : When the ante-

selves with the thought of being useful to meridian repast is over, perhaps he fa-

the neighbourhood, by dealing out our vours his family with his company to din-

charity to the poor and industrious j hut ner, and wi'h palled appetite sets, down

the perpetual hurry in which we live, to a table spread fit for the entertainment

renders us incapable of looking out for of a Koman consul,

objects ourselves ; and the agents we en- E In the days of our fatal ancestors, a

trust are either pocketing our bounty, or tradesman errpt into a tavern with as

bestowing it on the undeserving. At much caution and privacy as a married

aight when we retire to rest, we are man would sltal into a brothel. But

venting our complaints on the miseries what was formerly a mark o< oppro-

of the day, and praying heartily for the biium. is now the criterion of taste and

return of that peace, which wjs only the politeness. Men. who from tn-ir own

companion of our humblest situation. na'uie are inclined to he frugal and tem-

This, Sir, i* my history ; and if you perate, become Hiss ute and Ijvilh out of

give it a place in y^ur pap., 1 , it m^y serve p a preposterous emulation. Ftw .cast be-

to inculcate thi< important truth, that cause they glut ihis, bur he^ause they

where pain, sickness, and absolute want, are prodigals. T'lry ae ambitious of

are out of the question, no external expence. and in evety errum lance en-

chanse of circumstances can make a mnn deavour to rival thtir fupc; wrs. This

more lastingly happy than he was before, vain ambition has auucill ;lc Irojed all

Jt is to an ignorance of this truth, that diitn :l ions of ra.ik. Men a'tempt to

the universal dissatisfaction of mankind is conceal what ttiey ire, by the appearance

principally to be ascribed. Care is the of what they would be.

lot of Use ; and he that aspires to great- t> There is scarce a mechanck in town

ness in hopes to get rirl of it, is like one who dees not keep Cer ant in l'"ery,

who throws himself into a furnace to which is an instance 01 pride and luxury

aveid the shivering of an ague. of very late date. Liveries wvrt formerly

The only fatistadlion I can enjoy in my given only by noblemen, and gentlemen,

May, j7j6. Ff t»
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to distinguish what family servants be- Tho' my correspondent's raillery may

longed to ; and in Richaid the Second'! to some appear too severe, yet his re

time, gieat men gave liveries to a num- flections are undeniably just. It would

ber of followers who weie Dot their do- be cruel to debar artills and tradesmen

mestjcks, and whom they engaged in from enjoying the fruits of their industry,

their service for a year to espouse their They have a right to the conveniences,

quarrels.—But, what was then a distin- nay, to the little luxuries of life, who

guilhing garb, is now the indiscriminate ^have toiled to deserve them ; but while

cloathing of almost every domeitick of they remain in business, they ought noc

the male gender. to assume that exterior penip and (hew,

But if people of this class, Mr. which is only becoming in men of fashion

D'Anvers, are allowed to keep livery and fortune. If they have acquired a

servants, I propose, in order to pieserve sufficiency to appear in a superior station,

some traces of their original institution, let them quit their present condition, and

that they should be obliged to wear some then they may indulge their ambition

badge or cognizance cmblematick os their without censure,

master's trade. For instance, if a grocer B

is ambitious ed" keeping a man in livery, We Co n x o i s s e u a, May 6.

let a fugac-loaf be embossed on his right '"T"HERE is no mark of our confidence

shoulder, and his master's name be orna- J. taken more kindly by a fiiend, than

mentally displayed at the bottom by way the intrusting him with a secret ; nor

of motto.— If the master be a poulterer, any which he is so likely to abuse. Con-

I think a goose would be tho proper em- fidantes in general are like crazy fire-

blem. EtJU dt extent. locks, which are no sooner charged and

1 do not know whether my proposal q cocked, than the spring gives way, and

may be agretable to the pride of these the report immediately follows. Happy

tradesmen, but certain I am, that it to have been thought worthy the confi-

would redound greatly to their advantage, dence of one friend, they are impatient

if it was put in practice. For by such to manifest their importance to another ;

means, their servants might officiate as till between them and their friend, and

so many itinerant sign-posts, which would their friend's friend, the whole matter it

not fail to procure them an incieasc of presently known to all ourfritndt rmnd the

business. ivrckin. The secret catches, as it were

In every order, Mr. D'Anvers, luxury Dby contact, and like electrical matter,

predominates, and instead of being a dis- breaks forth from every link in the chain,

grace, is rather a recommendation. Men almost at the fame instant. Thus the

of science succeed in propoition to the whole Exchange maybe thrown into a

figure they make in dress and equipage j buz to-morrow, by what was whispered

and the physician's fee is often deter- in the middle of Marlborough Downs

mined by the weight of his periwig, and this morning ; and in a week's time the

the elegance of his chariot. (See p. 183.) streets may ring with the intrigue of a

But lurgeons of late have rivalled ihtm £ woman of fashion, bellowed out from

in splendor, and have presumed to arro- the foul mouths of the hawkers, tho* at

gate the privilege of wearing rye-wigs prelent it is known to no creature living

and swords, those distinguishing insignia but her gallant and her waiting-maid,

of medical excellence. As the talent of secrecy is of so great

I have often wondered, Sir, why these importance to society, and the necessary

gentlemen who carry so many implements commerce between individuals cannot be

of death about them, should chuse to be secutely carried on without it, that this

encumbered with a sword, of which they deplorable weakness should be so general,

are so frequently obliged to divest them * is much to be lamented. You may as

selves, to facilitate the exercise of their well pour water into a funnel, or a sieve,

art. If they must have something dang- and expect it to be retained there, as

ling by their fides, 1 iccomrntrid it to commit any of your concerns to so flip-

them 10 wear an amputation knife, slung pery a companion. It is remarkable,

astir the fashion of a Persian acynax, that in those men who have thus lost the

which will certainly be mote useful, and faculty os retention, the desire of being

I will venture to say, will be lull as or- communicative is always most prevalent

namental. Q where it is least to be justified. If they

Pray, Sir, take notice of these abuses, are intruded with a matter of no great

and endeavour to persuade people ro ap- momtn', affairs of more consequence will

pear more in character, and vou'll ob- perhaps in a few hours shuffle it entirely

)ij,e, out of their thoughts : But if any thing

Yours, &e. be celivered to them with an air of

earnestness.
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'arnestness, a low voice, and the gesture was ruined, and was going to disinherit

of a man in terror for the consequence of him for not betraying his school-fellows,

its being known ; if the door is bolted, I must own I am no: fond of thus di sb

and every precaution taken to prevent a bing our youth into tteachery, and am

surprize ; however they may promise se- much more pleased with the request of

crecy, and however they may int»nd it, Ulysses when he went to Troy, who heg-

the weight upon their minds will be so ged of those who were to have the charge

extremely oppressive, that it will cer- ^ of Telemachus, that they would above

tainly put their tongues in motion. all things teach him to be just, sincere,

This breach of trust so universal a- faithful, and to keep a secret,

mongst us, is perhaps in great measure Every man's expeiience must have fur-

owing to our education. The first lesson nilhed him with instances of confidantes

our httle masters and misses are taught, who are not to be relied on, and friends

is to become blabs and tell-tales ; they who are not to be trusted ; but few per-

avre bribed to divulge the petty intrigues haps have thought it a character so well

of the family below stairs, to pappa and wotth their attention, as to have marked

mamma in tr\e parlour, and a »'oll or a B out the different degrees into which it

hobby-horse is generally the encourage- may he divided, and the different mo

ment of a propensity which could scarcely thods by which secrets are communicated,

be attoned for by a whipping As soon Ned Tiusty is a tell-tale of a very sin-

as children can lisp out the little in telli- golar kind. Having some sense of hie

gence they have picked up in the hall or duty, he hesitates a little at the breach of

she kitchen, they are admired for their it. If he engages never to utter a r> 1 la-

wit s If the butler has been caught kif- ble, he most punctually performs his

sing the housekeeper in his pantry, or the q promise ; but then he has the knack of

footman detected in romping with the insinuating by a nod and a fhrui?, well-

chambermaid, away flies little Tommy or timed, or a seasonable leer, as much as

Betsy with the news j the parents are others can convey in express terms. It

lost in admiration of the pretty rogue's is difficult, in short, to determine, whe-

understanding, and reward such uncom- ther he is more to be admired for his re-

mon ingenuity with a kiss and a sugar- solution in not mentioning, or his ingr-

plumb. nuity in disclosing a ferret. He is also

Nor does art inclination to secrecy meet excellent at a " doubtful phrase," as

with less encouragement at school. The D Hamlet calls it, or an " ambiguous giv-

jtovernantes at the boarding school teach ing out," and his conversation consists

Miss to be a good girl, and tell them chiefly of such broken innuendo*,

every thing she knows: Thus, if any mU> / iuw_r| I amid-n if I

young lady is unfortunately discovered vituU— [litre might, fee.

eating a green apple in a corner, if she is 0r> ;) j „ rttak~or, there he, an if

heard to pronounce a naughty word, or is

caught picking the letters out of another Here he generally slops : and leaves it to

Miss's sampler, away runs the chit who g his hear«rs to draw proper inferences

is so happy as to get the start of the rest, from these piece-meal premises. With

screams out her information as stie goes, due encouragement however, he may he

and the prudent matron chucks her under prevailed on to flip the padlock from his

the chin, and tells her, that she is a good lips, and immediately overwhelms you

girl, and every body wilJ love her, with \ torrent of secret history, which

The management of our young gentle- rushes forth with more violence for hav-

men is equally absurd : In most of our ing been so long confined,

schools, if a lad is discovered in a scrape, Poor Meanwcll, tho' he never fails to

the impeachment of an accomplice, as at F transgress, is rather to be pitied than

the Old -Bailey, is made the condition of condemned. To trust him with a secret,

a pardon. I remember a boy, engaged in is to spoil hi? appetite, to break his test,

robbing an orchard, who was uufortu- and to deprive him for a time of every

nately taken prisoner in an apple-tree, earthly enjoyment. Like a man who tra-

and conducted under a strong guard of vels with his whole fortune in his pecker,

the farmer and his dairy. maid, to the he i3 terrified if you approach him, and

master's house. Upon his absolute resu- immediately sutpects that you come with

sal to discover his associates, the peda- q a felonious intent to rob him of his

gogue undertook to lath him out of his charge. If he ventures abroad, it is to

fidelity, but finding it impossible to walk in some unfrequen'td place, where

scourge the secret out of him, he at last he is least in danger of an attack. At

gave him up for an obstinate villain, and home, he (huts himself up fiom his fa-

sent him lo his father, who told him he mily, paces it to and fro in hi* chamber,

2 Ff i an4
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■nd has no relies but from muttering

ovtrr to himself, whit he longs to publish

t > the world j and would gladly submit

to the office of town cryer, lor the li

berty of proclaiming it in the market

place. At length however, weary or his

burthen, and resolved to bear it no Ion

ger, he consigns it to the custody of the fa

first friend he meets, and returns to his

wife with a cheerful aspect, and wonder

fully altered for thr better

Careles. is perhaps equally undestgn-

ing, tho' not equally excusable. Intrust

him with an affair os the utmost impor

tance, on the concealment of which your

fortune and ha- p ness depend : He hears

you with a kind of hilf-attention ;

whistles a fivourite air, and accompanies B

jt with the chumming ot 'iis fingers upon

the table. As soon as your narration is

ended or perhaps in the middle of it, he

asks your opinion of his sweet- knot,

dmins his taylor for havme dressed him in

a inuff-colou- 'd coat instead of a pompa*

dour, and leaves you in haste to attend an

auction ; where as if he meant to dis- p

ose of his in-elligence to tire best bidder,

e divulges it with a voice as loud as the

auctioneer's ; and when you tax him

with hiving played you false, he is hear

tily sorry for it, but never knew that it

was to be a secret.
'so there 1 might add the character of

theopr^ and unreserved, who thinks it a

breach as friendship to conceal any thing D

f'om his intimates , and *he impertinent,

v/lio having by din: of obiervatiun made

)> mseif master of v0ur secret, imagines

lie may liwfully pi-bli-h the knowledge it

h'»s Cust h.m so mi.ch labour to obtain,

and co.'iidets that privilege, as there-

wad .'ue to his industry. But 1 shall

lea*e i :ese. with many other character*, p

whicl m y reader's own experience may

suggest to him, and conclude with pre

ss! bing, as a short mncly for this <* I -

Tin' no man may be-.tay the ecu. el of

hit> friend, let every man keep his own.

To the AUTHOR of rb, LONDON

MAGAZINE. P

SIR,

»"»-»HE following ru^al colloquies, which

I are sttictly » picture r-f certain per

sons in a certain county, and of their be

haviour, may pt-rhtp* enrertain your rea

ders and at the tame rime put tome peo-

pl uoo a scheme to r el.eve the opptessed.

Vtrbum fat fapienti.

Yours Sec. AcatcOLA. «

SeYTtir and Wh itstoni, nvoQunrry.

men, meering.

Scyrbt. S~*\ 0 O D morrow neighhour !

Vl 'hey day 1 what booted and

fpurr'd so early ? Why, what a dickens,

> no fair day hereabout, is it ?

I7 DIALOGUE. May

Wbttfttnc. Booted and fpurV, i'faith !

Yes, marry, 1 am booted in good troth,

and expect to be fpurr'd too, by our

'squire, toLar do you call him j he's a jus

tice of quorum oh ! his nan e is jus

tice Wronghead, and chaiiman of our

quarter sessions : He has it by heirship ;

all his predecessors were chairmen of the

sessions .

Scyrbt. Pryther, what hast thee to do

with sessions, or justice Wronghead, or

any such kind of folk as he ? 1 could fay

a great deal about him, and such like ;

but I'll be wary, ay, marr) will I, the

clutch of partridge eggs and poor puss for

that ; hut haikee '. what art going to do ?

fPberflonc. Why, is'nt it strange, neigh

bour, thou shouldst ask such a question :

Dion'st thee know I was chclen rything-

man of our hund'ed last Michaelmas ?

Why, all our generation were tything-

nien, at times, for more than aoo years

past, a el I am served with what they call

a mandamus from our his h-shneve, to

make returns to quarter sessions.

Syrbc. Thoo. is that all, I've gone

thro all that stuss many ycais agone ;

there's no great conjuration egid in re

turns ; for I remember when I was

boisholder, the chief constable called on

me to meet at sessions with returns, and,

as I am no s.holard, and can't write nor

read, I ran to Paison Spintext, our cu

rate, and he wrote it down for me ; I

have it hy heatt, and I'll tell it you ;

'twas no niore than this.—Tie stoch and

pound are in good repair, and ali'i well in

our parijb.

Wberfione. 'Tis kind neighbour, and I

thank thee ; I've been told them fort of

returns have gone down these 500 years,

or more ; but there's a thing you just

now mentioned, about partridge egg»

and puss ( may be you han't heard there's

a new act of parliament about the pre

servation of the game.

Scythe Say you so, I thought some

thing was the matter more than ordinary

of late : 1 loukt upon most of the 'squires

in my neighbour hood to be poisoned, they

look so plaguely swollen. They used ta

say, good morrrw farmer Scythe I how

goes tunes f B t i faith the dev'l a one

wiil scarce look on a body without a

fro-.< n ; and now you remind me, 'squire

Shallow, but'yelterday, Ipit at me, like

niy old cat in the hay-lolt, for barely

looking at him. and .bout a dozen more

boobies in company with him, riding;

sul> gallop backwards and foiwards, over

n.y twelve acres cf turnips : You know

'twas not sportsman like, but 'twas

merely out el wantonness, and to shew

themiclves that they wern't farmers an't

please you.

ff'ietjlcne.

V
li
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tybitflnt. Ay, ay, curse on their pre- Whetstone. Well neighbour, good mor-

serv.ir.ion game act, they have gotten to row, thanks fur your advice, pray for me,

such a pitch now. I'd no less than 20 I'm determined to flick to the old re-

perch of new fence thrown, smack, turns ; 1 have one ready in my pocket,

smooth to the g ound, hecause, forsooth, Scythe. God blest you, I with you well

they took't into their heads I destroy'd home again ; farewell !

the game. I lay snug under a hedge, and (ffbttftonc ridet a treat neck face t»

over heard 'em say in a squeaking voice, ^ session. J

What the devil, what ne'er a hare, nor [T« be concluded in our »«/.]

ne'er a bird, cn this great fa: m i Dem'
the scoundrel, he's one of the destroying Account of the B«itiih Plantation

rascals, on purpose to spoil gentlemen'* nAMERlCA, continued from f. 187.

diversion, and dem' ut if we don't shew v. ¥ rHILST the military men of Ncw-

our resentment upon the whole country ! W England had been thus successfully

They're all rascals, by Gad. s employed against the Indians, some of

Scytbi. Why couldst bear all that with- their enthufiastical preachers revived the

out faying aught ? B witchcraft frenzy among them, and as it

Whetstone. What a devil wouldst have was countenanced by the governor, who

had a body said ? They'd ali gotten long was very much under the influence of the

whips, and tho' some of 'em had scarce clergy, as ignorant men generally are, it

strength (if they had endeavoured to cut wa>> carried to a monstrous height. Thi*

with 'em) to have killed a lovife, yet they madness was first excited by one Paris,

might have been so damn'd mischievous, minister of Salem, who accused a poor

to have drawn up together, and posted Indian woman, his servant, of bewitching

full gallop o'er a body, and broke one S q his neice and daughter; and as this is a

limbs ; but howe'er 1 roust shorten this fort of religious madness, it seized upon so

business, and post away to sessions, else many people, and at first so much upon

justice Wronghead may level a fine on one, the populace, that in 1692, no less than

which may ruin a poor farmer ; for you twenty persons were condemned and ex-

must know one of these same bloods I ecuted for witchcratt, and a multitude of

was just mentioning, is 'squire Fribble, others imprisoned, and many of them

the justice's first-born son, and heir to all thereby ruined; but by the end of the

his estate ; and lawyer Senseless has year this mad spirit began to evaporate,

served him with a high-court writ, at my D the people regained their common sense,

suit, for a trespass. He took ten groats the imprisoned were set at liberty, and

fee for looking at me, and four guineas those who had been condemned, but not

more to carry on the suit. I with to God executed, were pardoned : Nay, in 1696,

I could get out os their clutches, some a publick fast was appointed, for praying

how or other, and, what's worst of all, that God would pardon all theeiroisof

'tis talk'd all o'er the country, the young his servants and people, in a late tragedy

'squire will be too many for me ; and if raised amongst them by satan and IpU in-

the cause should come to be tried next p struments; and a late act of parliament

sizes, on the bisy frisyfide, I shall be non- here has put it out of the power of satan

suited, for my lawyer has ta'en a bribe ever to raise such another in Old or New- .

on the other fide. England.

Scythe. No wonder ! *tis the common The Indians observed pretty exactly

case in our country ; these gentry, or the peace they had concluded, for near a

'squires, or what the devil you may call year ; but the French at Canada having

"em, who ought to protect and preserve in the mean time received large supplies

our properties, and who set up for the of all sorts of warlike stoics from Fiance,

reformers of mankind ; these, I say, are F tney «nly prevailed with the Indians to

the very first that sway, bias, bribe, taint, break the peace, as soon as they could

and corrupt, all they come near, to an- furnish them with arms and ammunition,

swer their own ends at any rate soever : and in July, 1694, they made an excursion

Witness a late election in our neighbour- into our frontiers, and murdered or car-

hood, at H y n. Well neighbour, ried away captive several persons near

proceed to sessions, I wish you good luck, Piscataway, and some of them ventured

but whate'er you do, stick to the old re- even a great way beyond the Merimic.

turns; prithee stick to 'em, I fay, and-. Whether this was owing to any neglect in

don't let you or I, according to the mad- ** the governor, does not appear ; however,

ness of the times, introduce new ones, these misfortunes, together with the low-

witness the new stile, and other such like ness of his birth, and his countenancing

things; it may be the worse for the state the witchcraft irenzy, raised a violent

one day or other. P»rly against him, who' sent home many

article*
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articles of ce-roplaint, with a petition to

hive him removed ; and tho' the general

assembly petitioned for his being con

tinued, he was erdered home to answer

the chaige against him, which was pre

vented by his death at London, soon afeer

his arrival, about the end of this year.

Upon his return the government de

volved upon William StoughtOl), Esq;

the lieutenant governor, which produced

tie alteration with respect to the conduct

of the war ; for the very next year a

party of Indians on horseback, being the

first time they had ever appeared in that

way, came down as far as Bellerica,

about half way between Boston and New-

bury, where they murdettd several persons ;

and in 1696, the Indians, with a party

from a French man of war, made them

selves masters of, and demolished the

strong fort of Pemmaquid, the governor,

one Chub, being such a coward as to sur

render it without firing a gun, tho* pro

vided with every thing proper for a de

fence. For this he was arrested and tried

at Boston ; but all the punishment he met

with was the loss of his commission,

from whence we may easily see the rea

son of their bad success in the war ; for

when such flagrant military crimes are

not punished in the severest manner, no

thing but missoitune can be expected;

and this shews how absolutely necessary

it is, after the example of the old Ro

mans, to submit to the most arbitrary de-

spotick rule in all military affairs.

In the beginning of 1697, the people of

New-England weie alarmed with a de

signed invasion from France by sea, whilst

all the French Indians with a party from

Canada were to invade them by land.

Upon this they made all the necessary pre

parations for their defence, and hearing

that the Indians were assembling about

Casco bay, major March was sent with

500 men to attack them ; which he did

so effectually, that they were entirely dis-

peised, and the French, who were come

upon the coast wiih their fleet, hearing of

their defeat, returned to France without

attempting to land the troops they had

on board.

Some few small skirmishes happened af

ter this, in one of which, Chub met with

that fate from the Indians, which he had

deserved for his cowardice from his coun

trymen ; and the treaty of Ryfwick hav- '

ing been this year concluded between the

French and us, the count de Frontenac

sent next year to tell their Indians, that

lie could no longer support them in their

war with the English, and therefore ad

vised them to make the best terms they

•ould tor themselves. Upon this a congrtfs

INDIANS. May

was appointed with their Sachems on the

river Penobscot, and a solemn treaty of

peace concluded at Casco bay, January 7,

1698-9 ; by which they renewed and con

firmed every thing they had agieed to

in their former treaty of 1695 ; but de

clared that they could not promise for

£ their people's observing any treaty, whilst

they were obliged to allow the French

missionaries to reside among them.

From the above mentioned treaty with

the Indians in 169S-9, the several colo

nies of New-Englar.d continued in pro-

g found tranquillity until 170;, when war

was again declared between England and

France ; and as the French had at the end

of the former war left their allies, the In

dians, to make the best terms of peace

they could for themselves, commen fense

taught these people to tesent such usage

so much, that all the art of the missiona

ries proved insufficient for prevailing with

C them to engaje in this new war, so

that our colonies remained, during the

course of it, without any disturbance on
the land siJ.e, which they made the best

use of by fitting out piivateers for inter

rupting the French trade and fisheries,

and by assistance given, from time to time,

for the support cf cur other plantations

and colonies in that part of the world }

and indeed this was the only share thoy

could take in the war, for notwithstanding

their utmost solicitations here, they could

not persuade our ministers to assist them

in attempting to drive the Frtnch either

out of Nova-Scotia, or out of Canada,

till near the end of the war, tho' it was

then, and always will be apparent, that

E our northern colonies can never expect

much peace or quiet while the French

continue in possession of either.

In the year 1706, our northern colonies

had indeed some hopes given them by our

ministers, that a squadron and a body of

troops should be sent next spring to Ame

rica, to assist in driving the French out of

p Canada, and they put themselves to a ve

ry considerable expence in raising troops,

and making other preparations for carry

ing this favourite and necessary project

into execution ; but tho' this squadron,

with the troop* on board, should certainly

have sailed in March, or early in April, it

had not, it seems, sailed in May, when

the news arrived of the unfortunate bat

tle of Almanza in Spain, and we were Co

generous to our allies as to neglect our

own interest in order to take care us theirs,

by sending this body of troops To Spain,

and thereby defeating the project of our

northern colonies, for the execution cf

which they had put themselves to so great

ao expence, an example of geneiosny

which
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which the very same year the court os Vt- of St. Laurence River, where they arrived

enna so far neglected to follow, as to ore- August the 18th, and after taking in a

fer the conquest of Naples to that of the fresh supply of wood and water, they en-

taking Toulon. tered that famous river ; but on the 23d,

However, in 1709, some greater re- in a thick fog and dark night, they were,

gard was shewn to the solicitations of by the eddy current, drove upon the not th

our northern colonies, with regard to the (We, where eight transport ships were

attacking Port-Koyal in Nova-Scotia, ^ lost among the Egg Islands, and 884 men

which during the war had always served drowned ; which disaster so dispirited the

as a rendezvous and retreat for the French troops, and gave them such a bad opinion

privateers; therefore in 17 10 some troops of their pilots, that at a council of war

were sent from England, which, with four it was judged too dangerous to proceed,

regiments from New-England, all under therefore it was resolved to return, and

the command of col. Nicholson, attacked to send an express to col. Nicholson to do

and reduced Port-Royal, and all Nova- the fame, which put an end to this well

Scotia, before the end of that year ; and intended expedition,

the ministry being now mostly changed " As the very next year put an end re the

in England, a resolution was taken to war between the French and us, it pre-

prepare for driving the French out of vented any new design at that time againft

Canada itself the next summer. Of this Canada, and the following treaty of peace

proper notice was sent to the people of at Utrecht confirmed them in the possession

New-England, with orders to make all of that country, but deprived them, we

the necessary preparations against the ar- hope, for ever, of Nova-Scotia and New-

rival of the squadron and troops from foundland, so that all the colonies of New-

England ; and accordingly the squadron, sj England continued for several years in

consisting of is line of battle ships, scve- peace, and increasing in wealth and num-

ral frigates, two bomb vessels, 40 trans- bersof people, as by that treaty they were

ports, and six store-ships, with eight re- rendered quite secure against the Indiana

gimems on board, a fine train of artillery, upon all sides of them, and the French

and 40 horses for drawing it, sailed from very much cramped in their fisheries upon

England, April 28, 1711. This wu the Banks of Newfoundland and Nova-

indeed at least a month too late ; hut con- Scotia, which of course gave great encou

ntering the perplexity the new ministers ragement to the fisheries of New-Eng-

were under, and the opposition they met land. But tho' from ihe death of Lewis

with from the outed ministers and their XIV. we continued to cultivate a close

party, in all which contests the nation is friendship with France, and by a strange

fare to suffer, and seldom reaps any pro- fort of fatality to sacrifice for that purpose,

portionable advantage, we may wonder in several respects, the true interest of

how they got such a formidable arma- England, yet the French miffionaries,

tnent so soon ready ; for the expedition whom we allowed not only to visit, but

would nevertheless have probably been to reside among the Indians, even in

crowned with success, if it had not met g Nova-Scotia, never ceased to stir them up

with several other cross accidents. The fleet to make war upon our people in New-

tnet with such contraiy winds, that it England, and would have succeeded in

did not arrive at Boston, till the 25th of their design in 1717, if the Indians had

June ; and so dilatory had the colonies not been terrified by the firm and refo-

been in their preparations, occasioned by lute conduct of col. Shute, our then go-

the disappointment they had met with in vernor in New-England ; for repeated ex-

1707, which probably prevented their perience has confirmed, what the famous

putting themselves to any great expence „ capt. Smith often observed, that the best

till they heard of the fleet's being actually " way to keep the Indians in peace is to

sailed from England, that it could not keep them in terror, which (hews the

again fail from Boston till the 30th of wisdom of the French conduct in being

July. On that day it departed upon its at the expence to build forts and maintain

intended voyage to Quebec, with an ad- numerous garrisons, of effective, not pa-

dition cf two regiments from the colo- per soldiers, in every American country

nies on boaid ; and about the fame time they intend to hold in subjection,

a large body of militia, with the Indians Col. Shute pursued the same resolute

of the Five Nations, under the command Q sort of conduct whilst he remained in

of col. Nicholson, be(;an their march by New-England; but in 1721, the house

land to attack Montreal, whilst the fleet of representatives began to make him un-

sliould attack Quebec. The latter had a easy by their incroachments upon the pre-

profperous and quick enouth voyage till roragative, which made him resolve to

they cims to Gafpy B^y, near the mouth carry home in peison h'H complaints a-

gainst
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gainst them, the only two of which dis- di.ins were independent nations and not

puted by the colony at home, were, i. under his direction ; which we have the

Their refusing the governor's relative of more reason lo be surprised at, as a most

a speaker j and, i The e taking upon ihtimatt friendship with France wa« then

them to adjourn themselves for more than cultivated by us, for in 172--, was con*

five days at a time. As to the other eluded our Hanover alliance with France,

five complaints the colony's agents here, for pulling down the overgrown 1 o-ver of

upon our advising with our most emi- ^ the house of Austria, as was insinuated

nent lawyers, allowed them to be just, in a very famous pamphlet then publiihtd.

and both these were determined against [7n be continued in mr next ]

them, and established by an explanatory

charter, whereby it was directed and or- *T1 H E famous city of Brest (see the

dered, that the governor, or commander I annexed Plate) stands in the

in chief, should have a negative in the Lower Bretagne, and is the capital of

election of the speaker, and that the the diocese os St. Pol de Leon, the

house of representatives should never ad- westernmost land of France, Brest it-

journ themselves for above two days at a 8 self lying in lat. 48° 14', and in longi*

time, without the leave of the governor. tude west from London 40 19'. Thia

Which charter the colony was obliged to city is but small, and the streets narrow,

accept of in 1726, tho" seme of our but is well fortified quite round, and be-

party historians have represented it as a fides defended by a castle or citadel 00 %

most arbitrary act of power in king rock, very steep towards the sea, and on

Charles II. when he refused a speaker the land side surrounded with a broad

chosen by the house of commons in di'ch, and several outworks. But what

1678-9. Q has made this city so famous, is the sine

These intestine disputes in New-Eng- harbour or bay on the north fide of which

land, and their hearing that governor it is situated, called Brest, or Camaret

Shute was going home, very probably en- Bay. The entrance into this bay is very

couraged the Indians to fall upon some of narrow, but then it opens so wide as to

our out-settlements on Kenehec River in be capable of containing above 500 ships,

June, 17a!, whereupon they were, July and in most parts has depth of water

the 5th, declared enemies and rebels. '1 bus enough for the laigest men of war ; and

the war with the Eastern Indians was what adds grea'ly to the natural security

again begun, and governor Shute having " of this harbour against an enemy, is that

soon after embarked for England, the in the middle of its entrance called, on

prosecution os it was left to lieutenant account of its narrowness, the Gullet,

governor Dummer, which was cairied there are two or three rocks which, at

on with various success until the end of high water, are all covered, so that ships,

1715, when by the good conduct cf the in entering, must keep close to the land ;

lieutenant governor, in taking great care and no cost has been spared to add to this

of all the frontier settlements, and fend- security by art, for on each side os the

ing out proper parties to beat up theJJ entrance strong forts have been built, and

quarters of the Indians, they were glad several batteries us cannon erected, and

to sue for peace, tho' they were all the even af'er ships have got in, they are ex-

time privately furnished with arms and pored to batteries of cannon and moitara

ammunition by the French, and con- almost quite round, as well as on islands

ducted by French missionaries, one of within the harbour. This has made Brest

whom, named father Ralle, was killed the chief port of France in the ocean for

in an encounter at Norridgwoak, August building and laying up their men of war,

IS, 1724, between capt. Harman at the for which purpose a fine arsenal was built

head of 100 men, and a numerous body ™ by Lewis XIV. which has been since

of Indians, in which above 100 of the much enlarged and improved ; and con-

latter were killed or diownerl, with very venienr keys, with proprr «i't!io«scs,

little loss to the former ; and as some have been eiected on several sides cf the

letters before this had been seized from the harbour. To this we shall ad ■' another

French governor of Canada to the mis- advantage, which is. that the chief dock-

sionaties among the Indian.', exhorting yard for building and repairing their men

them to excire the Indians to act vigo- of war, is now so inclosed, that no stran-

rously against the English, three gentle- Q ger, or suspicious person, can get access,

men were sent frem New- England in or see what they are about within the

1725, to expostulate with that governor, dock-yard.

and to complain it the encouragement Yet notwithstanding the natural ard

and support given by him and his people improved security of this harbour, we

to our enemiei ; but all the redicss or an- farmed a project in the year 1694. to

swer they cbuld obtain was, that these In. have
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h%ve destroyed the whole French navy in -> . , , „ .,.../.
this harbour, and to have demolished the " P>"[< J™ *«S*1 hsgbnes,,

town and the harbour itself. For this -p H E unexpected sight of your royal

purpose 6000 land forces were put on I highness and prince Edward (on

board our fleet, under the command of Thursday last, crossing the road near

lord Berkley, and June 8, 600 men, un- R ) afforded me an infinite plea

der the command of geneial Talmalh, sure—taster to be conceived than ex-

were actually landed in Camaret Bay, a pressed—when J saw in your royal high-

with a design to have made themselves nesses a graceful becoming dignity, with

masters of the fort on that fide, under free, open, and condescending counte-

the fire of some of our men of war ; but nances, that bespoke sedate, humane, and

the French having had i-MelIi?ence os our manly dispofi:ion», glowing with youtli-

defijn, had erected so many ne.v baiteriea, »»> ardour for the general welfare of man-

and had pnsted so many troops and mi- kir-d—most worthy of your high births »,

litia on that side, that our men weie oh- This pleasing prospect caused me to re-

liged to retreat to their boats, and un- sect t These ate royal princea ; the one

luckily, it being then tide of ehb, many B next in succession to the greatest king

of the boats were aground before the men that ever filled the throne (the other in

returned to them, so that mod of those ■H probability will in time be one of its

that had landed were either killed < r chiefest supports) a king whom the peo-

made prisoners, and the brave Talmafh P«= adore, and has justly merited the

himself to mortally wounded, that he died additional title, after Defender rf tie

soon aster his return to Plymouth. Thus fiitb, cf Tbe well Moved, and tbt honest :

ended this bold attempt, and no such at- 't therefore must be extremely grate-

tempt has ever since been thought of. fj <"ul, the farther view of conveying to

latest posterity the blessings we now en-

To tbe AUTHOR cf tbt LONDON joy, under the government of our pre-

MAGAZINE. sent most gracious sovereign.

SIR, Thus delighted— I returned thanks to

TH E following letter, wrote hy a Almighty God for bestowing so remarka-

gentleman to his royal highness the ble a blessing on these kingdoms, as that

prince of Wales, accidentally fell into my of preferring to the crown the descend-

hands j and if it pleases you as well as it ants of that most illustrious and amiable

has done me, I make no doubt of ycur D princess Elizabeth (a daughter of Britain)

Inserting it in your next Magazine : For late queen of Bohemia, who was eaily

to my knowledge the fame gentleman has the darling of the English nation, and

Wrote several pieces, which are stored up whose royal house have, from its first in-

in your Collection. I am, SIR, termarriage, been revered and respected

Clement's Your, tec. by all good Englishmen.

Inn. • A constant reader.

• William Wbitebead, Esa; that addrtjstt bit last rtyal highness Frederick, prince of Wales,

met bis marriage.

Sucb was tbt age, so calm tbt earth's repose, Somefuture Scipio, good as well at great ;

Wbtn Maro fung, and a new Poilio rose. Some young Marcellat, with a betterfate ;

0, from sucb otnent may again succeed Some infant Frederick, or seme George to grace.

Some glorious youth, to grace tbt genial bed ; Tbe rising records of the Brunswick race.

Again, on tie happy birth of bit royal bigbnest George, now prince of Wales :

Thanks, nature, thanks, tbe finish'd piece On tbefair firm let vulgarfancies trace,

we own, \ throne. Somefond presage in ev'ry dawning grace.

And worthy Freesrick's love, and Britain's More unconfin'd poetic transport roves,

Tb' impatient goddessfirst badsketch'd the plan. See all tbefoul, and all thesoul approves :

Yet ereshe durst comp/eat tbe wond'rous man, Sees regal pride but reach tb' txtericr part,

*To try her pow'r a gentler tnsk definnd, 4 And big with virtue beat the little heart ;

And *form'd a pattern of the fester kind. Whilst from his eyes soft beams of mercy

But, now bright boy, thy more exalted ray glow, [brow.

Streams o'er the dawn, andpturs a fuller day. And liberty supreme smiles on his iri'int

iVarshall, displeat'd, to thee her realmt resign, Now, in herself secure, shall Albion rise,

The earlier promise of tbe rising lint. And the vain ptrtv'rs offuturefate despise.

And see whatsigns bis future worth proclaim, See willing worlds beneath her scepter bend,

See, our Ascanius boast a nobleflame I And to tbe verge of time herfame extend \,

• The princess Augusta. + Its not to be doubted but the poet' s presage will

(answer hfj laudable and warmest wishes.—Liberty has been taken in the above extracts

to introduce a word in three different lines instead of the poet's, and to transpose sour

from the first poem, which are added at the end of the last extract.

May, 1756. G % History



Criticism on KING LEAR. May

History relates many instances of young And was this considered, and what pro-

princes so far condescending as to speak ceeds the felten stratagem explained, viz.

even to the meanest of their royal fa- Lear's saying, " 1 wnl preach to thee ;"*

ther's subjects j which I am assured your and " this a good block !" We should pre-

highnesses have likewise done with great sencly see whence the thought of shoeing

humanity and complacency. From this a troop of horse with felt arose. Expla-

example, I flatter myself I (hall (agree- nation. Says Lear to Gloucester, " I will

able to your innate princely goodness) ob. « preach to thee : Mai k"— Lear we may be

tain a pardon for presuming to pay my suie of it, would not preach with hi« hat

homage to your highness in this way, on, but bare headed, as was the custom,

and also for my presumption in laying He therefore takes oss his hat and begins

before you a little poetical description of his preachment, holding the hat in hit

my small villa at R Should ! hands ; but by that time heis got to, "this

ever have the happiness of the presence of great stage of fools," his thoughts are

both your royal highnesses to see my little turned, by the softness of the felt, from

retreat—the height of my ambition will the matter in hand, and leaving his sob.

be satisfied, especially as it will honour B j-ct, he breaks out into, " this is a good

me with an opportunity of professing in block !" i. e. a good hat, and then sol-

person how Much I am, with the most lows the wild stratagem, (hewing that

awful and respectful submission, to be revenged on his sons-in-law wa*

May it please your1 royal highness, ever uppermost in his thoughts.

Your most dutiful, " Block, on which a hat is made, is

Most obedient, and here, by a figure, put for the hat itself ;

Most devoted humble servant. as porringer, in Henry VIII. on which a

an n - t r ■ • _ , . woman's cap was said to be moulded,

j , aIT'TtM"* D- C in the Taming of the Shrew, i. put for

^^.f ,""a" ' a woman's cap.

B E N E. Whether Mr. Garrick will thank me

*A T- H' TH- I S S T. for ordering him to put off hia hat, the

ONER E. PO S. ET. ncxr time he acts Lear, when he comes to.

H. C L A. U D. c o s. T E R. T R I P. « i win preat|, ,0 thee," I do not know,

E. SELLERO neither do I cars.
F. I M P. L E A R, Act V. Scene X.

I. N. C T. O N A S. D O. £) fCr„i, Is this the promised end ?

T H. H I. or image of that horror.

S. C. Fan ar,d cease.

ON. S O R. Tne two last speeches are left out by

T. I. A. N. E, 0ur modern editors •. 1 he reason is so ob-
*••••»• — , .

Yttbt AUTHOR as the LONDON vioun, I need not mention it. But noc

MACAZINE. withstanding that, I.will be bold to fay,

SIR, with a very little alteration and exposi-

IF you (hall think it werth your while to F 'ion' xh? wi" sp"k thems«!v" \° be »|

print my thoughts upon a passage or much the 8en"",e <* Shakespear at

two in Shakespear, you may, perhaps, any one part of hi. works whatever,

oblige ethers, besides uP°n Ltar s br">8ing 115 Cordelia dead

Your most obedient, in hi' arm*' se5" Kent> " '* this tht P™"

* S W mis'd end ?" i.e. Is this the endpromis'd

' to filial obedience? [Alluding to Ephef.vi.

L E A R, Act IV. Scene VII. ver. a. " The first commandment, which

Ltar. " T T were a delicate stratagem to promise"] Edg. goes on, "or image that

j> X (hew a troop of horse with felt, F ot horror ?" [Thus it should be read]

*Vc."— Here,faystheingeniousAdventuier, [pointing to the bodies of Gonerill and

(for whom I have the highest regard ima- Regan, that lie on the stage with their

ginable) " Lear drops his moralities, and • faces covered] where horror is put for

meditates revenge." 'Tis true, he does death, or rather its representative, a ske-

•b. But the question with me here, it, leton, and the sentence may fairly be con-

how comes Lear to think of this delicate strued thus, or, does that spectacle there

stratagem of (hoeing a troop of horse with look any thing like a skeleton f Distantly

felt? Was it a random start of his own „ alluding to Prov. xxx. 17. "The eye that

disordered brain, or did any thing that as- ** mocketh ac bis father, tec." In other

fected him suggest it to his thoughts ? We words, is this the threaten'd end, or end

find upon hearing the word king, but a denounced -.e^nll disobedience in children t

little before, Lear instantly catches it. After these enquiries comes Albany,

and replies with great quickness, who all along appears to be a good man,

—Ay, every inch a king, Set. with



1756. Observations en

with his pious injunction, " fill and

cease," i. e. prostrate yourselves bclore the

throne of heaven, and cease your imper

tinent enquiries into what is above, and

consequently does not belong to you.

Shakespear calls death carricn monfier,

fell anatomy, jittd on bit fonkeadsits a bare

ribb"d death* Lean abhorred morjler. And 4

Milton uses the very fame metaphor to

express death by,

And *n it's crefi fat horror plant dt &c.

Par. Lost, B. IV. Ver. 988.

T» the A v T R o 1 0/ the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

HAVING lately been reading Mil- I

ton's Lycidas, I have sent you a

few observations on that beautiful poem ;

which, tho' they may not display any

great depth of critical learning, yet if

they excite others to give that piece an

atientive perusal, they will fully answer

my intention.

Milton here gives us a specimen os that Q

sublime and inventive genius which pro

duced the Paradise Lost : But to enter

into the character of this great poet here,

would be a vain and unnecessary task,

since Mr. Addison has so well illustrated

it by his criticisms in the Spectators : My

intent is only to make a sew remarks on

the piece 1 have mentioned.
Lycidas is one of the most poetical and L

moving elegies that ever was wrote ; the

plan of it is manifestly an imitation of

Virgil's tenth eclogue : It begins with

that gloomy paehstick solemnity which

distinguishes the elegiac Mule:

Yet once more, O ye laurels, and once

more

Ye myrtles brown, with ivy never sear I

I come to pluck yourberriesharshand crude,

And with fore'd ringers rude,

Shatter your leaves before the mellowing

year, Sec.

This opening is much superior to that of

Virgil's in his Gallus, tho' Virgil's ver

sification is more smooth and under, as

more adapted to that soft passion to .

which Gallus was a victim : I will just

make a sew comparisons between the two

poems as they oc;ur to me : Virgil fays,

Kiget flits cjrmina Gatlo ? Milton,

Who would not weep for Lycidas ?

But then judtcioosly^nd movingly adds,

——He knew

Himself to fing, and build the lefty rhyme,

He must not float upon his wat'ry bier, (

Unwept 1

His address to the sisters of ihe sacred

well, is very poetical : We ire moved at

the description of the pastoral simplicity

of Use, and tender friendship that sub-

LYCIDAS. 135

fisted between the poet and his friend

Lycidas,

For we werenurs'd upon the self-fame hill,

Fed the fame flock by fountain, shade,

and rill, Sec.

The few following lines are a beautiful

description *f rural pastoral life ; after

this pleasing digression, as it were to

sooth our sorrows, the Muse again re

sumes her tearful complaint,

But, O ! the heavy change, now thou art

gone,

Now thou art gone, and nevermust return !

Thee shepherd, thee the woods, and de-

fart caves, [o'ergrown,

With wild thyme, and the gadding vine

And all their echoes mourn ;

The willows, and the hazle copses green,

Shall now no more be seen,

Fanning theirjoyous leaves to thy soft lays :

What moving and poetical strokes are

here I Virgil is no less so when he fays of

Gallus,

Jlltrm etiam lauri, etian Jlevere trtyricee,

Finiser ilium etiam frla sub rvpejacentem

Ma-nalut. &f gelidiJicvere Jaxa Lycai.

But the five next following lines in Mil

ton are a great addition to the beauty of

the palfags. He then tenderly ex

claims in imitation of Virgil,

Where were ye nymphs, when the re

morseless deep [cidas ? Sec,

Clos'd o'er the head of your lov'd Ly •

And then how pathetically he breaks off

with the following lines,

Ah ! me, I fondly dream !

Had ye been there but what could that

have done, [pheus bore.

What could the Muse herself, that Or-

The Muse herself, for her enchanting son !

tec,

, What follows is in a strain truly elegiac,

Alas ! what boots it with incessant care,

To tend the homely flighted shepherds trade,

And strictly meditate the thankless Muse j

Were it not better done as others use,

To sport with Amyrillis in the shade,

Or with the tangles of Næera's hair ? Sec,

This elegant complaint is judiciously con

trasted by the reply of Phoslius.

The poet then introduces the herald of

the sea by Neptune's command, ques

tioning the winds concerning the death of

Lycidas,

He afk'd the waves, and asle'd the felon

winds, [swain ? Sec.

What hard mishap had doom d this gentle

This beautiful passage is taken from Vir-

; gil, where he brings in the rural deities

asking the reason of the grief of Gallus :

Both poets have adapted their stile to their

subjects ; Virgil is more tender and plea

sing, Milton more grand and solemn ;

indeed, the latter part as Camui's speech,

C g a where



t%6 Virgil and Milton compared. . May

where Milton aims a stroke of satire at He touch'd the tender stops of various

the clergy, is, in my opinion, low and quills, ['ay> *c-

flat, as it bears no relation to the subject. With eager thought warbling the Doric

Virgil by the sweetness of his numbers There is a grandeur of thought, as well

movingly describes the fatal passion, which as tenderness of expitssion, that runs

is the subject of his eclogue, as where thro' this whole elegy, and which ren-

Pan speaks, drrs it superior to melt compositions of

Ecj'jis crit modus? inquit, artxr nan ta/.'j curat, * this fort hitherto wrote; the vernfica-

iWs hcrymis crude/is amor, nec gramina n-ji\t tion is flowing and solemn : He has judi-

Nec cytifo feturanlur ape:, me frende capellæ* ciously avoided rhofe common piice rie-

And in Gallus's answer, which is inex- clamations in prsise os the deceased, which

pressibly tender and natural throughout. are too much used by other writers ; ih-

Milton after the speech of Camus, calls deed to be the subject of such a poem as

upon the Muse to pay the last offices to Lycidas, wrote by so great a genius as

Lycidas ; the passage is extremely strik- Milton, is a sufficient token of merit :

ing and beautiful, superior to any thing We may observe how much our author

of the kind I ever read ; B has excelled Ovid and Tibullus in this

-Return Sicilian Muse, d'gy ; it is true, the hexameter and pen.

And call the vales, and bid them hither cast ta meter of the Latins is excellently a.

Their bells, and flowrets of a thousand hues: dapted for e'egy, by the mournful flow

Ye valleys low where the mild whispers use of the verification ; but then their ele-

Of shades and wanton winds, and gushing gies seem to run, as it were, in one con-

brooks, [looks, tinued strain of weary woe, without

On whose fresh lap the sweet star sparely those striking an ! Iosry thoughts that dis.

Throw hither all your quaint enamell'd p tinguiih Milton. They may be said to

eyes, [sliow'rs, mourn like women, while the description

That on the green turf suck the hony'd of Milton's grief is manly as well as

And purple all the ground with vernal piercing.

flow'rs. Birmingham, April 13, 1756.

This Is finely descriptive ; he then enu

merates the different kinds of flowers, Hit Majistv'j DECLARATION

distinguishing each with beautiful and cf W A R egairfi tie French King,

fanciful epithets, and proceeds with these
harmonious lines, D GEORGE R.

Bid Amaranthus all his beauties shed, T'l'f unwarrantable proceedings of

And daffodillies fill their cups with tears, 1 the French in the West-Indies, and

TostrewthelaureathersewhereLycid'lies, North-America, since the conclusion 0/

For so to interpose a little ease the treaty of A>x-!a -Chapetlc, and the

Let our frail thoughts dally with false «s|" pations and encroachments madt by

surmize ! [sounding seas them upon our territories, and the fettle-

All ! me, whilst thee the shores, and menrs of our subjects in those parts, par-

Wash far away, tec. p? ticularly in our province of Nova-Scotia,

Milton then with the piety of a christian, have been so notorious, and so frequent,

and the sublimity of a poet, exhorts the that they cannot but be looked upon as a

shepherds to resliain their sorrows, and sufficient evidence of a sorn:ed deiign and

represents Lycidas as enjoying a happy resolution in that court, to pursue invari-

immortality in the regions above, by this ably soch mcasuies, as should most efftc-

beautiful simile, tua'ly promote their ambitious views,

Sunk tho' he be beneath the wat'ry floor, without any regard to the most solemn

So sinks the day-star in the ocean's bed, treaties and engagements. We have net

And yet anon repairs his drooping head, F been wanting on our part, to make, from

And tricks his beams, and with new- time to time, the most serious represema-

spangled ore tions to the French king, upon these re-

flames in theforehead of the morning sky, peated acts of violence, and to endeavour

And poetically adds, to obtnin redress ar.d satisfaction for the

Now Lycidas the shepherds weep no more, injuriei done to our jpSjects, and to pic-

Henceforth thou art the geniuses the shore; vent the like causes of complaint for the

In thy large reoompence, and (halt be good, suture: But thn' frequent assurances have

To all that wander in that perilous flood, q been given, that every thing should be

Milton gives a pretty conclusion to this "settled agreeable to the tie^tiea luLiislinj

poem in the stile both of pastoral and between the two crowns, and particulaily

elegy, that the evacuation of the four neutral

Thus fang th' uncouth swain to th' oaks islands in the West Indies should be effect-

and rills, iz,eY> ea (which was expressly premised to cur

While the still morn went out with sandais 4. anibaslador
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smh.ssidor in France) the execution of we have contented ourselves hitherto with

these assurances, and of the treaties on detaining the said (hips, and preserving

which they were founded, has been evad- them, and (as tar as it was pcfiible) their

ed under the most frivolous pretences ; cargoes entire, without proceeding to the

and the unjustifiable practices of the confiscation of them 5 but it being now

French governors, and of the officers act- evident, by the hostile invasion actually

ing under their authority, were still carri- made by the French king of our island of

cd on, till, at length, in the month of ^ Minorca, that it is the determined reso-

April, 1754, they broke out in open acts lution of that court to hearken to no

ot hostility, when, in time of profound terms ot peace, but to carry on the war,

peace, wtthout any declaration of war, which has been long begun on their part,

and without any previ us notice given, with the utmost violence, we can no lon

er application made, a body of French ger remain, consistently with what we

troop", under the command of an officer owe to our own honour, and to the wel-

beariri< the French king's commission, fare of our subjects, within those bounds,

attacked in a hostile manner, and pof- which, from a desire of peace, we had

sessed themselves of the English fort on B hitherto observed.

the Ohio in NorthAmerica. We have therefore thought proper to

But notwithstanding this act of hoslili- declare war ; and we do hereby declare

ty, which could not but be looked upon war against the French king, who hath

as a commencement of war, yet, from so unjustly begun it, relying on the help

our earnest Hesire of peace, and in hopes of Almighty God, in our just undertaking,

the cjurt of France would disavow this and being assured of the hearty concur,

violence and injustice, we contented our- renc; and assistance of our subjects, in

selves with fending such a soce to Ainc- ' so|>port of so good a cause ; hereby wil-

rica, as was iridispcnlably necessary for Ing and requiring our captain general of

the immediate defence and protection of our forces, our commissioners for execu-

cur subjects against fesh attacks and in- ting the office of our high admiral of

suits. Great-Britain, oar lieutenants of our se-

]n the mean time great naval arms- veral counties, governors of our fortl

ments were preparing in the potts cf and garrisons, and all other officers and

Fiance, and a considerable body of French soldiers under them, by sea and land, to

troops embarked for North-America ; do and execute all acts of hostility, in the

and tho' the French ambassador was sent D prosecution of this war against the French,

back to England with specious professions king, his vassals and subjects, and to op

en a desire to accommodate these differences, pose their attempts : Willing aud requir-

jret ic appeared, that their real design ing all our subjects to take notice of the

was oidy to gain time fer the passage of fame ; whom we henceforth strictly forbid

thos* troops to America, which they to hold any correspondence or communi-

1 secure the superiority of the cation with the said French king, or hit

French forces in those parts, and enable subjects. And we do hereby command

them to carry their ambitious and op- £ our own subjects, and advertrse all other

prciiive project* into execution, persons, of what nation soever, not tor

In these circumstances we could not transport or carry any soldiers, arms,

but think it incumbent upon us, to en- powder, ammunition, or other contra,

deavour to prevent the success of so dan- band goods, to any of the territories,

gerous a design, and to oppose the landing lands, plantations, or countries of the

of the French troops in America j and in said Fiench king ; declaring, that wlratso-

consequence of the just and necessary r. ever ship or vessel (hail be met withal,

measures we had taken for that purpose, transporting or cairying any soldiers,

the French ambassador was immediately arms, powder, ammunition, or any other

recalled from our court, the fortifications contraband goods, to any of the territo-

at Dunkirk, which had been repairing for riss, lands, plantations, or countries of

some time, were enlarged j great bodies the said French king, the fame, being

of troops marched down to the coast ; taken, shall be condemned as good and

and our kingdoms were threatened with lawful prize.

an invasion. p And whereas there are remaining in our

In order to prevent the execution of "kingdom, divers of the subjects of the

these designs, and to provide for the sec(|- French king, we do hereby declare our

rity of our kingdoms, which were thus royal intention to be, that all the French

threatened, we could no longer forbear subjects who shall demean themselves du-

giving orders for the seizing at sea th« tisully towards us, lhall be safe in their

(hip* of the French king, and his sob- persons and effects.

jects. Notwithstanding which, as we Given at our court at Kensington, the

were still unwilling to give up all hopes 17th of May. 1756, in the 29th

that an accommodation might be effected, year of our reign

1 fa tbtltf. dicUraty.ii es war egainji the French kirg, in cur Vilumcfur 1744, f, I7t.

'Jit
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The Connoisseur of May ie>, after some

satirical Remarks on Match-Makers and

Match Making, concludes viith some Ani

madversions on those mercenary Match-

Makers, or Go-bctvjcins, %aho are t.o much

encouraged, and fays,

" \~t TE may naturally suppose, that a j

VV young fellow, who has no

estate, but what, like Tinsel's in the

Drummer, is merely personal, would

be glad to come down handsomely

aster consummation with a woman of

fortune j and a smart girl, who has mere

charms than wealth, would give round

poundage on being taken for better for

worse by a rich heii. Many a tradesman

also wants a wife to manage his ftmily,

while he look* after the shop ; and thinks

it better to recommend himself by this

convenient friend, than by means of the

Daily Advertiser. There are also several

young people, who want to 1 e married,

because it will deliver them f, oin the re

straint of patents. But the most unna

tural application** of this fort aie from the

rich and the noble ; who having immense

estates to bestow on their children, will

make use of the meanest instruments to

couple them to another of the fame over

grown fortune.

I have known many droll accidents

happen from the mistakes of these mer

cenary match-makers, and remember one

in particular, which I shall here set down.

A careful old gentleman came up from the

North on purpose to marry his son, and

was recommended by one of these cou

plers to a twenty thousand pounder. He

accordingly put on his best wig, best

beaver, and gold-buttoned coat, and

went to pay his respects to the lady's

mamma : He told her, that he had not

the pleasure of being known to her ; but

at his son's quiet depended on it, he had

taken the liberty of waiting on her : In

short, he at length broke the matter to

her, and informed her, that his boy had

seen her daughter at church, and was vio

lently in love with her ; concluding, that

he would do very handsomely for the tad,

and would make it werth her while to

have him. ,The old lady thanked him for

the honour he intended her family ; but

she supposed, to be sure, as he appeared

to be a ptudentand senli'nle gentleman,

he would expect a fortune answerable.

*• Say nothing os that, Madam, say no

thing of that," interrupted the Don j—

*' I have heard—Hut it it was less, it

should nor break any squares between us."

— " Pray, Sir, how much does the world

fay i" rtplied the lady.—" Why, Madam,

I suppose she has not less than twenty

thousand pounds." — " Not so much,

KING satirized. May

Sir ;" said the old lady, very graicly.—

" Well, Madam, 1 suppose then it may

be nineteen, or—or— only eighteen thou

sand pounds."—" Not so much, Sir."—

" Well, well, perhaps not : But— if it

was only seventeen thousand."— 11 Ne,

Sir."—" Or sixteen."— " No."—" Or

(we must make allowances) perhaps but

fifteen thousand."—" Nut so much, Sir."

— Here ensued a profound silence for near

a minute ; when the o'd gentleman, rub

bing his fore-head—" Well, Madam, we

must come to some conclusion—Pray is it

less than fourteen thousand ? How much

more is it than twelve thousand?" —

—" Less, Sir.**—" Less, Madam ?"—

■ " Less."—*' But is it more than ten

thousand I"—Not so much. Sir."— '* Not

so much, Madam ?"—** Not so much."

—" Why, if it is lodged in the funds,

consider, Madam, inteiesl is low, very

low—but as the boy loves her, trifles

shall not part us. - Hal (lie got eight thou

sand pounds ?"—" Not so much, Sir."—•

(J " Why then, M.idam, perhaps the young

lady's forrune may not be above fix—or

five thousand pounds."—" Nothing like

it, Sir."— At these words the old gen

tleman started from his chair, and run

ning out of the room—" Your servant,

your servant—my son is a fool ; and the

fellow who recommended me to you is

n a blockhead, and knows nothing of bu-
u nneft."

NATURE end GARRICK.

AS Nature and Carrick were talking

one day,

It chane'd they had words, and fell out;

Dame Reason wou'd fain have pieventcd

a fray,

£ But could not, they both were so flout.

Says Carrick, " 1 honour you, Madam,

'tis true ;

And with pride to your laws I submit 1

But Shakespear paints stronger and better

than you,

All criticks of taste will admit."

" How ! Shakespear paint stronger and

p better than me !"

Cries Nature, quite touch'd to the soul !—

Not » word in his volumes I ever could fee.

But what from my records he stole.

And thou, wicked thief,—nay the story

I'll tell,—

Whenever I paint or I draw,

My pencils you filch, and my colours you

steal j

G »For which theu shalt suffer the law.

And when on the stage in full lustre you

shine,

To me all the praise shall be giv'n ;

The toil shall be yours, and the honour

be mine :"—

So Naiu.t and Carrick are even I
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fo?nVd by ihe tenderest care of young love, A wonderful

cluster of charms you appear ; So sweet no May morning, so

fe

 

gentle no dove ; The rose not so blooming, the lilly

 

it

so fair ; Yet nothing fhou'd make me

 

submit to your chain, For free I was born, and free will remain;

 

For free was I born, and free will remain

*. Tho*
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Tho- the di'mond was foil'd when

match'd with your eyes; [your (kin j

Tho' ermine and snow were disgrac'd by

Tho* your soul too was lovely, noble

and wife, [within ;

Tho' your hair black as jet with beau

tiful twine [slow'd ;

Down your shoulders in ringlets wantonly

Your shape was perfection j your air

was divine ; [a god !

All lustre without, and all sweetness You spoke like an angel ; and mov'd like

Yet nothing, tec. Yet nothing, tec.

^MINUET.

^—•+ q *«rl \ 1 toe—1 i,,,p"^=-J-
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An occasional PROLOG U E r* rir Mourn -

ing Bride, pliyed May 3. 1756, for M,ss

Phii.lipps'j Benefit, wit ailed Zara ;

being the firfi Time of her appearing in

that Character, and the fturib on any Stage.

By an eminent Hand. ,

WHEN Athens bloom'd in scienti-

sick charms, [and arms,

And the world conquer'd both by arts

Each tiling genius was the puhlick care.

And snake-hung envy form'd no faction

there ; [nours won,

All ranks from worth proportions ho-

But well-born merit moie distinguished

Clone.

Britons for arts as fam'd so' valour grow,

Ar.d whatwas Athens then be Britain now.

To night, in humble diffidence array'd,

A female stranger sue? for British aid,

Who, tho' she plays this furious heroine**

part.

Trembles, and is no Zara at her heart ;

For if a tear should fall, a blush should

glow, [flow,

From fears unfeign'd th'impediment would

Nature herself would claim th'unactedsigb,

And real anguish fancied woe supply.

View her endeavours with a candid spirit,

And give indulgence due to modest merit.

Public applause should fin the artist's fires,

Else, tho' from heav'n it came, the flame

expires.

Genius hasdroop'd, exnmpleli«s hefore ye,

In the first scene cf Oklsield's well known

story :

Oa
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On Oldfielci's brow, awhile neglected, lay,

The lover's myrtle and the poet's bay,

TI10' now they flourish with immortal green,

Her name's the glory of the British scene ;

Sull weep the graces where her ashes lie.

The muses breath aVibutary sigh,

The loves dramatick for their fav'rite mourn,

And moult their purple pinions o'er her urn.

Yet by degrees must all their knowledge

gain, [brain.

Nor spring like Pallas from the thund'rer's

In arts, peifection is the growth of years,

The gem must open ere the flow'r appears.

In early spring unfolded buds enclose

The latent treasures of the damask rose ;

But let Favonius' milder breath diffuse

The noon tid»'s warmth and morn's ambro

sial dews,

The swelling leaves imbibe the genial gales,

Ixpand their bloom and scent the smilingvales,

The passing breezes catch the balmy store,

And take that fragrance which they gave be

fore. [May,

Be then your warm applause the breath of

Call forth this unblown genius to the day,

"Whose open'd flow'r to full perfection grown,

Shall make its future sweetness all your own.

St. Mukgos, in Glasgow.

Like Mzrr.trgDenoJhe sparkled— wot exbaVd

And went to Heaven

Youngs Night Thoughts.

I.

HENCE the light dance, the comic page,

The social laugh, the idle song,

Your charms can only fools engage,

And me you have engag'd too long I

Away ye filfly called joys,

Empty, deluding, dear bought toys ! .

2.

Thou musing sabled-sloled dame,

O point me out some lonely glade,

Where the loud roar of mirth ne'er came,

Nor Cnmus e'er his revels made ;

Some calm recess, and all thy own

Divinest contemplation !

3-
I sec. I see, the sacred place,

Tlje mountain crown'd with nodding pines,

On whose green tops with quiv'ring rays

The palc-fac'd moon serenely shines ;

I hear the water tumbling down

O'er the old root and wave-worn stone.

*'
Ha ! with what awe that antique pile

Bears full upon my aching sivht !

Tke cloud-capt spire for many a mile

The lonely traveller guides right,

Who 'nighted journeys fad along,

Or strive* to chear him with a song.

The swelling column clad with mnss,

The spacious window*' Cothick sweep,

The roof which half in air I lose,

And, straining, half in view can keep,
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With mingled passions fill my breast,

By terror and delight posscst.

6.

But melancholy wafts me on

Slowly I tread o'er many a grave,

Whose dust's once name, the chissei'd stone,

Poor monument ! a while doth save j

But soon the letters will decay.

The stone itself soon wear away.

7-
The bat flits by on leathern wings,

His dismal vespers screams the owl,

The shard-born beetle drowsy sings.

And village dogs at distance howl ■

The bell beats one— rous'd by the found,

Unnumber'd ravens croak around.

8.

What's this ?—a creeping horror thrilla

Thro' ev'ry vein, o'er ev'ry limb j

My mind a fear unwonted fills, .

And phantoms seem across to skim !

In vain my resolution all,

In vain philosophy I call.

9-
What hideous frantick form art thou,

With sunken eye, and tcar-mark'd cheek?

'Tis grief—I feel her influence now.

My heaving sighs her presence speak :

She points to view a female (hade,

Valesia !—dear, ill-fated maid !

to.

And could not then a form divine,
A longer date os life obtain '■

Why weit thou framed so to shine,

And yet, alas ! to shine in vain ?

O my lost love she fades away,

Tho' gushing tears implore her stay.

11.

Ye heavens cruel and unjust,

How could you strike so good a heart ?

Crumble perfection into dust,

And such a soul and body part ?

How could you bid us virtue love,

And her chief feat so soon remove f

11.

But hum 1—I hear a voice berin,

Srfier than summer's evening hreeze;

Cease, thou fond youth, cease thus to sin.

Nor dare arraign high heav'n's decrees j

For know, they all are good and wife,

Tho' hid from mortals darken'd eyes.

'3'
In the fair nymph you mourn, you saw

The pow'r Omnipotent difplayM,

Display'd to teach your mind that awe

You owe the Bring all thing-s made :

Then loos'd from earth (he upward slew,

To endless pleasures ever new.

Then, impious, fay not heav'n's unjust,

And all in vain Valesia horn j

Nor needst theu grieve that (lie is lost,

For ever lost to you forlorn :

She is not lost, but gone before—

Then be resijred and adore !

GlafatUf frsm tie Ftr Grant.

H h lit
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Tbt Disaitointid Lovia.

— Agl jsn marum

Finis amoTum j

TJzn trim pojihac alia catcbo

Fanxina.

Hor. Carm. Lib. 4. Ode xi.

I.

LET others foolish talk of love,

To captivate the willing fair ;

No more that trifle me shall move,

Or give my mind one gloomy care.

2.

Young CupM throw aside thy dart,

Nor vainly use the killing trade ;

For needless here will prove thy art.

Where no impression can be made.

, 3-
Long practie'd in the little ways

Which lead directly to the heart ;

"Twas Laura's charms, 'twas Laura's praise,

That to my soul did joy impart.

4-
No other wish but tins I crav'd.

To be poises* d of all her charms—

The greatest dangers I'd have brav'd.

Nor fcar'd a rival's fierce alarms.

But how mistaken is our bliss,

When we in women put our trust ?

They smiling yield a tempting kiss,

But faithless prove to him that's just.

6.

Adieu then all the senseless pleasure,

That in female forms we take j

All we gain is empty treasure,

For each woman is a rake. W. S—sr.

Svivia'i A/iwr fs Damon. (Serf. 86 )

DAMON, complaints and fis h' aie vain,

For Sylvia ne'er was nude

To tend thy flocks in russet grey,

And pine beneath a shade.

Seek some new fair, of birth obscure,

Thy tales of love to hear j

While calmer joys our fouls unite,

Let me thy friendship share 1

No angry looks, nor clouded brow,

Shall then disturb thy mind,

Say, that thou ceasest but to love,

And Sylvia will prove kind,

"When flames more pure thy bosom warm,

Tumultuous passion flown,

No more my heart (hall lye conceal'd.

The image of thy own.

It pants not after pomp or (how,

Nor gilded toys of wealth,

Content wiih that more humble state

Of competence and health.

No form of face nor tinsel'd beau

Has pleas'd thy sav'iite maid.

But such a youth as thou hast drawn

Deserves thy Sylvia's aid.
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I call thy wand'ring fancy home,

Return and break thy chains ;

No longer mourn the want of her

Who is not worth thy pains.

Co chuse a wife that's las'd to toil,

Thy dairy to attend,

To watch thy lambs, to turn the wheel.

And Sylvia for thy friend.

Then what I owe thee for thy love,

With friendship I'll repay,

Dispel thy gloom, partake thy griefs,

And smile thy cares away.

7«(«/; FRIEND, By G. RotLOS.

WHERE is the man who fain would sincl

A friend beneficent and kind ?

Let him to my advice attend,

And I'll a patron recommend.

When fortune fmil'd and riches flow'd,

Each supple knee before me bow'd :

No idol could be worfhip'd more,

Than, 1 while plenty crown'd my store.

I gave to feme, to others lent,

And shar'd the bounties heav'n had sent :

RHeas'd the captive, gave relief

To those oppress with pain and grief.

Adversity soon chang'd the scene,

Reduc'd me as I ne'er had been,

Had I enjoy'd my wealth alone,

Nor ever fond indulgence known.

Unskill'd myself in other's art,

I judg'd professions reach'd the heart ;

And thought it no hard task to find,

In human race a humane mind.

From those ally 'd by nature's tye,

I doubted not a kind supply ;

At least if these should fail in love,

Yet the oblig'd must grateful prove.

To these by turns I told my cafe,

But poverty is sure disgrace :

It disunites all former friends,

And ev'ry bond of kindred ends.

In vain I pleaded my distress,

For pity was my sole redress :

My favours past were all forgot,

And disappointment was n;> lot.

'Till having often tried in vain,

And begg'd, implor'd, and begg'd again,

From ev'ry quarter svliere I sought.

My wearitel mind rcvolv'd this thought.

If thus inhuman ev'ry breast, %

And charity's by none polFest,

What piovidential care sustains

The indigent when he complains ?

Behold ! where yonder wretch tho" poor,

In sweet contentment dwells secure ;

He stems estrang'd to wants like mine,

Upheld by what - the power divine.

To God alone I now apply,

Who ne'er rijccts my humbie cry ;

To htav'n dnet:r my earnest pray'r,

And find immediate sucevur there.
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year ensuing was elected by ballot, viz.

The duke of Bedford, president. Vice-

presidents. Earl of Dartmouth, earl of

MacclesfieM, lord vise. Royston, Hon.

Alex. Hume Campbell, Esq; Sir John

Heithcoate, Bart. James Mead, Esq;

Taylor White, Esq; treasurer.

Forty-two members to make the gene

ral committee fifty.

Duke of Portland, earl of Shaftesbury,

lord Charles Cavendish, Sir Tho. Drury,

Bart. Mr. Charles Child, Samuel Clarke,

Thomas Crouch, Francis Fauquier, Cham-

berlan Godfrey, Esqrs. Lieut, col. Jos.

Hudson, Theod. Jacobson, James Lamhe,

Peter Meyer, Robert Nettleton, William

Pearce, Samuel Pechell, Esqrs. Mr. Tho.

Redhead, Samuel Reynardson, Richard

Salwey, William Sloane, Wm. Sotheby,

Thomas Strode, John Thornton, James

Tillard, John Waale, Samuel Wigg,

Ceorge Whatley, Peter Wyche, Esqrs.

earl of Findlater and Seafield, lord Wil-

loughby of Parham, lord Vere, Sir

Thomas Heathcote, Bart. John Free,

Henry Hatsell, Edward Hunt, Edwin

Lascelles, Henry Roper, Jonas Hanway,

Hon. Charles Stanhope, Richard Stratton,

John Wenham, Mark Weyland, Esqrs.

At the fame time Rose Fuller, Francis

Gashry, Jonas Hanway, George Napier,

and Florentius Vassal!, Esqrs. and the

Rev. Dr. Thomas Lifle, were elected go

vernors : And Stafford Morgan was elect

ed secretary for the year ensuing.

Thursday, 13.

The stiles and ladders were put up on

the wall on Richmond -Hill, and on the

wall next Comb- Gate, in Surry, in order

for foot passengers to have a free passage

thro' Richmond New Park, as formerly :

So that an affair that has caused so much

dissention, seems now to be accommo

dated. (See our Mag. for 1754, p. 522.)

Saturday, 15.

The Qoeenborough man of war, with

4; fail of transports, having the Hessian

troops on board, consisting of 5500 foot,

and 800 horse, arrived at Southampton.

Monday, 17.

His majesty in council was pleased to

order, that a commission mould be pre

pared, to authorize and impower the

lords us the Admiralty to grant letters of

marque er commissions to privateers.

Tuesday, 18.

War was declared against the French

king (see the declaration, p. 236.) and no

tice was given at the Post-office, that

no mail would go between these kingdoms

and France.

The f!M*wi*g iv0t the Ceremeny objtnvtd at

the said Declaration,

The officers of arms, with the serjeants

at arms and trumpeters, mounted their
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horses in the Stable-yard, St. James's,

and proceeding thence to the palace gate,

garter principal king of arms read his

majesty's declaration of war, and norray

king of arms, proclaimed it aloud ; which

being done, a procession was made to Cha-

ing-cross, as follows. A party of horse-

guards, or grenadiers, to clear the way.

Beadles of Westminster bareheaded, with

staves, two and two. Constables of

Westminster in like manner. High-con

stable of Westminster with his staff. The

officers of the high-bailiff of Westminster

on horseback, with white wands. Clerk

of the high-bailiff of Westminster. High-

bailiff of Westminster, and on his right

hand the deputy steward. Knight mar

shal's men. Knight marshal. Drums.

Drum-major. Trumpets. Serjeant trum

peter in his collar, bearing his mace.

Pursuivants, blue mantle, rougedragon,

portcullis. Richmond herald. Windsor

herald. York herald between two ser

jeants at arms. Somerset herald between

two serjeants at arms. Nonoy king at

arms between two serjeants at arms.

Garter king at arms between two ser

jeants at arms. A troop of horse-guard;.

At Charing-cross, norroy king of arms read

the declaration, and somerset herald pro

claimed it aloud. In this method the pro

cession was made to Temple-bar, where

the officers of the city of Westminster re

tired, and within the gate the lord mayor,

aldermen, recorder, and sheriffs in scarlet

attended ; and bluemantle pursuivant hav

ing presented to his lordship the earl

marshal's warrant, the city procession fol

lowed the troops commanded by their

colonel. At the end of Chancery-lane

somerset herald read the declaration, and

york herald proclaimed it aloud. At the

end of Wood-street, where the cross for

merly stood, york herald read the decla

ration, and Windsor herald proclaimed

it aloud. And, lastly, at the Royal-Ex

change, Windsor herald read the declara

tion, and richmond herald proclaimed

it aloud. The spectators, almost innu

merable, expressed their great satisfaction

by loud acclamations of joy at each place.

Thursday, 20.

At the anniversary feast and sermon of

the Middlesex- hospital, 210I. 7s. 1 id. was

collected for the support of that charity.

Nineteen transports having on board

9000 Hanoverians, arrived at Chatham. ,

Monday, 24.

William Goodman, a soldier of the

guards, was shot in Hyde-park for de

sertion.

• Tiiurspay, 27.

His majesty went to the house of peers,

in the u(i:al slate, and gave the roy.il

assent to an act for granting a cuiain sum

out
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out of the finking fund ; for raising the

sum of i,ooo,ooo. For the encourage

ment of seamen ; for extending the act

for the government of the navy, to the

lakes and rivers of North- America j for

encouraging the fisheries in Scotland ; for

building a bridge at Black- Friars ; for

making a new road from Islington to

Paddington j for the relief of debtors ;

and to many other publick and private

bills. After which his majesty made a

most gracious speech from the throne, and

the paihament was adjourned to Friday

the iSt'n of June next. (See p. 252.)

The justices Fielding and Welch the

last month, set on foot a subscription,

which was greatly encouraged, particu

larly by the gentlemen at White's, by

which upwards of 260 vagrant and

liiendlefs lads were clothed, and sent on

board the fleet, to serve their king and

country.

The governors of the Foundling- hospital

have given notice to the churchwardens

and overseers of parishes, that the parlia

ment having granted to his majtsty a

sum towards enabling the said governors

to receive all children, un'ler a certain age,

which may be brought into the said ho

spital, between the first day of June and

the last day of December next following,

to deliver in, within ten days, an ac

count of the number of exposed and

deserted young children, under the age

of two months, who are nursed at the

expence of -each parish, distinguishing

whether brought up at the breast or hand,

that proper nuises may be procured for

their reception.

This month several hundred thousand

pounds weight of indigo have been en

tered at the Custom-house, being the pro

duce of the province of South-Carolina.

(See our Vol. for 1755, p. 394.)

Extr-tl os a Letter frm Oxford, May 1.

" By the prodigious heavy raiivs that have

fallen in this and the neighbouring coun

ties, great damage has been done to the

meadow grounds ; and the farmers in ge

neral have suffered greatly, by not being

able to get in their crops : The cattle in

several places have been swept away,

and on Monday last two farmers were

unfortunately drowned in the river near

Buckingham ; and a third, who was a-

long with them, saved himself by catch

ing hold of a post." (See p. 195.)

At Exeter assizes one was capitally

convicted, but reprieved. (See p. 194 )

TheColchesterof 50 guns, capt.Obrien,

and the Lymf of 26, capt. Vernon, fell in,

on the 17th, with two French men of war,

off Rochesort, of 6oandj6[;uns, the largest

of whom attacked the Colchester, and

the other the Lyme ; when, after an en

gagement of seveial hours, the smaller

Ihip struck, and sheered off to stop her

leaks, hut funk in a few minutes j and

tiie Colchester, tho' much damaged in her

fails and rigging, and having several shot

between wind and water, obliged the 60

gun ship to sheer off. The Colchester

had only three men killed, but several

wounded.

On the 18th of April the French sleet

arrived at the island of Minorca, and land

ed the troops commanded by the duke

cle Richlieu, without opposition, before

Ciudadella, which the English garrison

had evacuated. Since that time, the fol

lowing advices have been published by

authority.

Barcelona, April aS. The master of a

ship, who left Mahon the 13d instant,

says, That the garrison is very well sup

plied with provisions } that to strengthen

it, commodore Edgcumbe had pot ashore

all his marines, and 150 seamen, under

the command of capt. Scroope ; and that

lie himself failed, cn the 20th instant, for

Gibraltar, with his majesty's ships Dept-

ford and Portland, and the Princess Louisa

and Chesterfield followed the next day,

Admiralty-Office, May S. By a let

ter from the Hon. Augustus Hervey, cap

tain of his majesty's (hip the Phœnix, dated

from Villa-Franca, April the 18th, there

is advice, that he was sent from Mahon

by commodore Edgcumbe to Leghorn, to

take in stores, and proceeded to Villa-

Frar.ca, in order to receive any letters he

should find there from England for the

commodore ; that finding the French fleet

had sailed from Toulon on the 13th for

the island of Minorca, he intended sailing;

that evening, and endeavour to get into

the harbour of Mahon ; or if it should be

blocked up by the French so as to make it

impossible for his sliip to get in, he should

try in seme other manner to convey to

Mr. Edgcumbe the news of a fleet being

actually sailed from England for their

assistance and relief, and endeavour to get

the commodore's orders for his farther

proceedings : That if he should not be

able to receive those orders, he would

then go away for Gibraltar, and cruize in

thcCutt, in hopes of meeting the English

fleet. He sends also the following list of

the French fleet, viz.

Line os Battle Ships.

Guns. Guns.

Le FoHdroyant 80 Le Triton 64.

La Couronne 74 Le Lion 64

Le Rcdoutable 74 Le Content 64

L'Hcrcule 64 L< Sa?e 64

L'Aclulle 64 L'Alcion ;o

Frigates.
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Frigates.

Guns. Guns.

La Pomone 36 La Gracieuse 24

Le Zephir 30 La Nymphe 20

La Rose 30

About 180 transports, 90 of which are

Tartans and Settees : They have a Ma

jorca xcbccque, which is said to serve as

a pilot for the craft.

He adds, that the whole number of

troops, labourers, Sec. shut up in ,t!ie

castle of St. Philip's, amounted to 5000

men ; that the French army doth not ex

ceed 11,000 ; so that he thinks theattack

upon the castle of St. Philip's will scarce

be effectual before the fleet, under ad

miral Byng, will probably arrive ; and

that all necessary precautions were taking

when he left Mahon, for the defence of

Fort St. Philip's, and the best deposition

made for that of the harbour.

A ivbimjical Inscription lately put up en a

rtelangular Sign- Beard, hy a Watch'

maker in the H:gi-Jlrcet, Oxford.

HE R E—are fabricated and renovated,

cro:hiliac horologes portable and

permanent, hnguaculous or tadturnal ;

whose circumgyrations are perfomied by

internal spiral elasticks, or cxtei nal pen

dulous plumbages ; diminutives, simple

or compound, invested with aurum, or

argent integuments.

On the other fide :

Here—sons of science, and the Muse's "|

friend.

May find a younger brother to attend,

Who humbly hopes he may their

watches mend.

Since the putting up of these inscrip

tions, some attempts having been made

to deface them, or pull down the sign,

the proprietor has stuck up the following

caveat at his shop window.

May 14.

Whereas, an attempt

Was made last night about the hour of

twelve,

To storm the honvwork of this castle,

By four battering blunderbusses,

(Enemies to wit and humour,)

Without any previous declaration of war :

Friendly notice

]s hereby given,

That the owner will defend

His property with artillery.

Therefore,

Beware.

An exact Account vf the Spanish Navy, re*

ceived from an Inttndant ef their Marine,

Built fince the Tear 1750.

ELEVEN (hips of 70 guns each,

twenty-two of 68, one of 64, and

one of 58 ; twenty frigates, most of

May, i7J6.

them of 26 and 30 guns each j ten xe-

becques of j 8, one of 30, and one of 14

guns.

By the last war the Spanish navy waa

so much reduced, that of the old fhipi

no more remain than two of 80 guns,

three of 70, one of 68, three of 64, and

two of 6a guns ; two frigates of 50 and

30 guns, two packet boats of 18 guns,

four bomb vessels of 8 guns, fivegalle)Sof

5 guns, and four fire-ships of 6 guns each.

So that the Spanish navy at this time con

sists of •

46 Ships of the line, carrying 3141 guns.

12 Frigates

12 Xcbecques

2 Packet boats

4 Bomb vessels

4 Fire-ships

5 Galleys •

568

J*

95 Vessels. 405 1 guns.

MARRIAfltS and Biithi,

April 20. j AMES Allardice, Esq; was

J married to Miss Anne Barclay.

17. Mr. Joseph Whiting, Lisbon mer

chant, to Miss Fryer, of Exeter, with a

fortune of 40,000!.

May 4. [ohn Syer, of Lavenham, in

Suffolk, Esq; to Miss Neville.

6. Mr. William Flemming, of Hcxton,

to Miss Richardson, with a fortune of

5000I.

Richard Bostniff, Esq; to Miss Froggit

of Hull, with a fortune r f <;oool.

8. William Bromley, of Bagginton, in

Warwickshire, Esq; to Mife Davenport.

10. Rev. Dr. Kippax, to Mrs. Arnold.

Thomas Havers, of Thelton, in Nor

folk, Esq; to Miss Dutry.

11. James Wilmot, Esq; to Miss Lydia

Shaw, of Tower-street.

20. Lord North, son to the earl of

Guildsord, to Miss Speke, daughter and

heiress of the late George Speke, of Dil-

lington, in Somersetshire, Esq; with a

fortune of 4000I. per annum-

Rev. Mr. Filmer, to Miss Honeywood,

of Evington, in Kent.

SI. Walter Jones, of Wyfields, Esq;

to Miss Kempfler, of Barking.

22. Jasper Kingsman, Esq; to Miss

Anne Booth.

23. Major Durand, of the guards, to

Miss Drake, of Twickenham.

25. Mr. Cayley, to Miss Dyer, of

Hackney.

z«. William Kelt, Esq; to Miss Kell.

27. Mr. Bayntun, of Gray's-Inn, to

Miss Sandys, daughter of the late Wind

sor Sandys, Esq;

Peter Muilman, jun. Esq; to Miss Ju-

rin, daughter of the late Dr. Jurin, with

a fortune of 10,000!. •>

I i AprU
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April 13. A' Shipton, near Burford, in

Oxfjrd/hire, was born aud christened

John Rawlins, son of John Rawlins,

grandson of John Rawlins, great grand

son of John Rawlins , who was the son of

Eliza Rawiins. which Eliza is now living,

aged 103, and in found health and memory.

»S. Lady of Hon. Thomas Pelham,

member for Sussex, of a son.

May 3. Lady of the buhop of Chester,

of a daughter.

6. Lady of Thomas Herbert, Esq; of

• sen.

Ik. Lady of George Oxenden, Eso,; of

a son and heir.

75. Lady of —— Purlen, Esq; of a son.

D*ATHS.

April 14. R. Archibald Campbell,

U professor of ecclesiastical

history in the university of St. Andrews..

it. George Putland, Esq; a gentleman

of a large estate in Iieland.

Rev, Mr. Yardley, of Trinity-college,

Oxford. Upon opening his body one of

his kidney* was found 10 weigh 10 lb. {.

Sir William Cowper, Bart.

May 3. Lady viscountess dowager Mid-

dletnn.

Capt. Smith, an Old commander in the

navy.

B-iron Diemar, son of the late Gen.

Diemar.

5. Mr. John Pine, bluemantle pursui

vant at arms, engraver to the king's sig

ner, and engraver and dice-maker to the

Stamp-office.

Hon. Mrs. Hungerforrl, of Marlbo

rough, relict of the late Harry Hunger-

ford, Esq; and sister to the duke os So

merset.

7. John Savile, of Wlltham abhry,.Esqi

Sir Edward Lcighton, of Loton, in

Shropshire, Bart, aged 74.

Richard Floyer, Efqj recorder of D01-

ehester,

Mr. Faber, an eminent metiotinto

scraper.

9. John Hanckett, os Christal- Grange,

in Essex, Esq;

Col. Knivett, os the 3d reg of foot-

guards, and an agent to several regiments.

Rt. Hon. countess dowager of Rose-

ben y, in Scotland.

Rt. Hon. John viscount Arbuthnot,

of S -ntland, succeeded by John Arbuth

not, of Forden, Esq;

ri. Lady of the brave Edward Vemon,

Esq ; member for Ipswich.

Mr. George Sttrrop, optician, in St.

Paul's Church-yard.

>i. Miss William*, youngest, daughter

■f Sir Hatehint Williams, Rai t.

John Phelan, a tinkei, at Kilkenny, in

May

Ireland, aged 112. He ertn his bread, by

hit trade, 'till he was 106.

Henry Lane, of Chelsea, Esq;

16. Right H n. lord Ktveiston, of the

kingdom os Ireland.

tl. Mr. Hamlet Winstanley, an emi

nent portrait painter.

ll. John Jordcn, Esq; col. os a leg. of

dragoons in Ireland.

William Tracy, Esq; commonly called

beau Tracy.

»V Ri;ht Hon. countess os Arrmn.

it. Lady Butler, lister to the earl of

Arran.

23. Sir Edward Manley, of Wimble

don, K.nt.

14. Stamp Brooksbank, Esq; a Bank

director.

25. Right Hon. Sir Dudley Ryder, Knt.

lord chief justice os England, and a privy

counsellor.

27. Edmund Squires, Esq; deputy re

corder, of Saffron- Walden.

Robert Henley, Esq; late governor of

Bencoolen : Some time ago in the East-

Indies.

John Calville, Ifq; in Virginia'; ne wa»

uncle to the countess dowager of Tan-

kerville.

Ecclesiastical PiirtnuinTi.

Fnm tbe London Gaixtti.

WHITEHALL, May 15. The king

has been pleased to recommend to

the dean and chapter of Bristol , John

Hume, D. L). to be by them elected btihup

of Bristol, in the room of Dr. Coneybearc,

deceased.

To grant to Thomas Green, D. D. one

of his chaplains, the place of a prebendary

cf Westminster, in the room of— William

Friend, D. D. canon of Christ church,

Oxford, in the room of—David Gregory,

D. D. dean of Christ-church, in the room

of the late Dr. Coneybeare.

To recommend to the chapter of Here

ford, Francis Webber, D. D to be chclen

into the place of dean of the cathedral, in

the room of—John Egerton, L L. B le-

commended by his majesty to be tlerlcd

bishop 1 f the see os Bangor, in the rooaa

of Dr. Pearce.

From tht rtstts liiPjrsn.

Rev. Mr. John Longe, to the rectory of

Spixwotth, in Norfolk, by Francis Longe,

Esq; — Mr. Arthur Bianthwayr, to the

rectory of Taverham, in Norsolk, by

Thomas Sotherton, Esq;—Mr James At-

well, to the living of Upway, in Lincoln

shire.—Dickony Joyce, M. A. to the vi

carage os Poghill, in Cornwall. — Mr.

Thomas Bunby, to the rcctoiy of Durs-

field, in Surry —Thomas Linsty, M. A.

to

DEATHS, Sec.
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lo the vicarage of Limpson, in the county

es Rutland.— Mr. John Jones, to the rec-

toiy of Sweiford, in Oxi'ordihire, by Mrs.

Bndeoakc.— Mr. Adams, to the living of

Bmqkley, in Gloucestershire.—Mr. Wil

liam 1 mpt. in, to the rectory of Handley,

in Wiltshhe.—Mr. Jekyll, to the vica

rage of Dallington and rectory of Hail-

ston, in Northamptonshire, worth 200I.

per ami.— Mr. Thomas Bromley, to the

living of Oxhill, in Warwickshire.—Mid-

elieton [ones, M. A. to the vicarage of

Norton, in Radnorshire.—Richard Stonc-

luu t, a. A. to the vicarage of Yewdlcy,

in Somersetshire.- Charles Burden, M. A.

to the rectory of St. Mary and St. Trini

ty in Guildfotd.—Thomas Morgan, M. A.

to the rectory of Byfleet, in Sirry.—Mr.

Thomas Bromley, (o the living of Codes,

Bear Coventry, by Arthur Gtegory, Esq;

— rlev. Mr. Roger Shackleton, chosen

lecturer os St. Leonard Shoreditch.

A dispensation passed the seals to enable

Sdward Rayncr, M. A. to hold the rec

tories of Hcmyork and Wemswonhy in

Devonshire.—To enable Richard Blackett

Z-.kici, M. A. to hold the vicarage of

Darlington and the rcctoiy of Hasleton,

in Northamptonshire — To enable John

Lee, M. A. to hold the rectory of Lim-

fan and vicarage of Pelhambury, in De

vonshire, worth 260I. per ann.

Psomotions Civil and Military.

From tbt London Oazitti.

WHITEHALL, April 17. The

king has been pleased to order let

ters patent to be passed under the great

sell of ihe kingdom of Ireland, contain

ing a grant unto Thomas Pakenham, of

the county of Longford, Esq; and to the

heirs male of hi< body lawfully begotten,

the digni'y of a baron of the said king

dom, by the name, stile and title, of ba

ron Longf.nd, in the said county os Long-

fonl.—Unto Harvey Morres, of the coun

ty of Kilkenny, Esq; and to the heirs

male of his body lawfully begotten, the

dignity of 3 baron of the said kingdom,

by the name, stile and title of baron

Mount Morres, of I'astle Morres in the

said county r.f Kilkenny. — Unto Jahn

Maxwell, of the county of Cavan, Esq;

and to the heirs male of his body lawfully

begotten, the dignity of a baron of the

laid kingdom, by the name, stile and title

of baron Farnham, in the said county of

Cavan.—Unto Joseph Leeson, of the coun

ty of Wicklow, Esq, and to the heirs male

of his body Lawfully begotten, the dignity

of 3 baron of the said kingdom, bv the

name, stile and title of baron Russbo-

rou<h, in the said county of Wicklow.

Whitehall, May 1. The king has beep.

pleased to grant unto Matthew White, of

Bjagdon in the county of Northumber

land, Esq; and the heirs male of his body

lawfully begotten, and in default of such

issue, lo the heirs male of the body of

Elizabeth, sister to the said Matthevf

White, now the wife cf Matthew Ridley,

of Heaton in the said county of Northum

berland, Esq; lawfully begotten, the dig

nity of a baionet of the kingdom of Great-

Britain.

From tbt rest of tbt P A T S R I .

Lord Cathcart, appointed hit majesty'*

hii;h commissioner to the general assembly

os the church of Scotland.— Stephen Cot-

trell, Esq; 1 ne of the clerks of the privy

council extraordinary, in the room of

—William Blair, Esq; one of the clerks

in ordinary, in the room of Gilbert Well,

Esq; deceased.— Richard Whailey, Esq;

Consul general at Tetuan, in the room of

William Perigrew, Esq; deceased.—Brice

Fisher, Esq; agent victualler to Gibraltar,

in the room of Peter Burrel, Esq; deceived.

— William Denny, Esq; lieut. gov. rf

Pennsylvania, in the room of Mr. Hunter

Morris, recalled.—Thomas Farraine, Ei'q;

deputy auditor of the imprests.—Clifton

Winrringham, M. D. and John Prinele,

M. D. physicians to the hospital for the

forces ; William Vounge and George Cor-

ryn. surgeons; Edward B'ythe and Rich

ard Turner, apothecaries j besides ten sur

geons mates, and ten apothecaries mates.

John Cathcart, Esq; director and survey

or. — Robert Adair, Esq; chief surgeon

and inspector of the regimental infirma

ries.— William Gallop, Esq; a commissi

oner for licencing hackney coaches and

chairs. - Mr. Major, engraver to the sig

nets and stamps, and marker of dice, in

the room of Mr. Pine, deceased.—John

Bnstow, Esq, sub-governor of the S- $.

company in the room of Peter Burrcll,

Esq, deceased.—Dr. Knight, first librarian

of the Bri'iih museum. — John Lovell,

Esq; f >rt-major os the foit and garrison

of Tilbury. — John Berckenhout, Esq;

capt, in Gen. Bragg's reg. pf font upon

the Irish establishment.— Samuel Michelt,

Esq; col. of the 38th teg. of foot. — Fran,

cis Bonham, Esq; major to Alnemarle'j

dragoons. — Rt. Hon. John Ponsooty,

Esq; elected speaker of the Irish house of

cimmons, in the room of the earl of

Shannon.

Alterations ir. tie List of Parliament.

CHESHIRE. Thomas Chalmondt-

ley, Esq; in the room of his father

deceased.

Dover. — Jones, Esq; ——Peter

Btirrell. Esq; de«»se<J. '

J j » ^ Cumberland,
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Cumberland. Sir William Fleming,

Bart. Sir William Lowther, deceased.

B—EH TS.

May t.TT TILLIAM Hulls, of the In-

VV ' ner- Temple, scrivener.—

David Griffiths, of Ca marthen, mer

chant.

4. Simon Blackwell and Ambrose

Black we II, of Norton Falgate, weaver!

and partners.

8. Christopher Dent, of St. Giles's,

linen-draper, and Manchester ware

house-man. — Edward Dickins, of St.

George's, Hanover-square, dealer.

II. George Robinson, of London, in

surance broker. — John Wilks, of Lud-

gitr-hill, linen-draper. — John Saunders,

of Bromsgrove, vintner. — Jasper Lucas,

of Nag's-head-court, Gracechurch-street,

merchant.—Owen Larton and Humphry

Pugh, of Spittlefields, dvers and copart

ners.— Isaac Gregory, of Mary le Bone,

merchant. — Joseph Hemming*, of Gar-

lick-hill, paper-stainer.— Henry Alldwin,

jun. and James Ouvry, jun. of the liber

ty of the Tower, weavers and partners.

Hit M A J E S T Y's most graciout SritCH

to hoth Houses os Parliament.

My l.ordt and Gentlemen,

AFTER so long and unwearied ap

plication to the publick business, it

is reasonable that I should give you some

recess. I must, at the fame time, return

you my hearty thanks for the vigorous

and effectual support you have given me,

in maintaining that just and national

cause in which I am engaged.

The injuries and hostilities, which have

been for some time committed by the

French against my dominions and sub

jects, are now followed by the actual in

vasion of the island of Minorca ; which

stands guarantied to me by all the great

powers of Europe, and in particular by

the French king. I have therefore found

myself obliged, in vindication of the ho

nour of my crown, and of the rights of

my people, to declare war in form against

France. I rely on the divine protection,

and the vigorous assistance os my faithful

subjects, in so just a cause.

Gentlemen of the House of Comment,

1 return you my hearty thanks for the

readiness and dispatch with which you

have granted me such large supplies. You

may depend on their being strictly applied

to the good purposes for which they were

given.

My Lordt and Gentlemen,

Nothing bas given me more inward fa-

tiasavtion than the confidence which you

E E C H, &c May

repose in me. It it the most acceptable

return you could make to me ; and you

may be assured (hall be made use of only

for your good. The preservation of your

religion, liberties and independency, is,

and always shall be, my great aim ; and

I trust you will not be wanting to your

selves.

Of the Division of T 1 M E.

AT the beginning of the world it is

certain there was no distinction of

time, but by the light and darkness, and

the whole day was 1 eluded in the gene

ral terms of the evening and the morning.

It is not improbable but that the Chal

deans, many ages after rhe flood, were

the first who divided the day into hours ;

they being the first who applied them

selves with any success to astrology. The

most ancient son-dial we read of is that

of Achaz, mentioned in the second book

of Kings, chap. xx. about the lime of

the building of Rome : But as these were

of no use in clouded days, arid in the

night, there was another invention of

measuring the parts of time by water j

but that being not sufficiently exact, they

laid it aside for another by sand.

It is certain the use of dials was earlier

among the Greeks than the Romans j it

was above 300 years after the building of

Rome before the Romans knew any thing

of them j but yet they had divided the

day and night into 14 hours, as appears

from Varro and Maciobius, tho' they did

not count the hours as we do, numerical

ly, but from midnight to midnight, and

distinguished them by particular names ;

as, by the cock crowing, the dawn, the

mid-day, &c.

The first sun-dial we read of among

the Romans, which divided the day into

hours, is mentioned by Pliny, lib. 1,

chap 2A fixt upon the temple of Quiri-

nus, by L. Papyrus the censor, about the

nth year of the wars with Pyrrhus.

But this first that was of any use to the

publick was set up near the Rostra, in the

Forum, by Valerius MefTala the consul,

after the taking of Catana in Sicily ; from

whence it was brought 30 years after the

first was set up by Papyrus ; but this was

still an imperfect one, the lines of it not

exactly corresponding with the several

hours : Yet they made use of it many

years, till Marcius Philippus plared

another by it, greatly improved : But

these hart still one common defect of be

ing useless in the night, and when the

skies were overcast. AH these inventions

be.ng thus ineffectual, Scipio Naufica some

years after measured the day and night in

to hours, fiom the dropping of water.

!
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BY the way of Holland we have had

the following account! from Minor

ca, dated April 11, viz. The Fiench

troops which landed the 18th instant,

took possession of Ciudadella, upon the

English garrison retiring from thence.

The marshal duke de Richlieu and count

Galissoniere, accompanied by the princi

pal officers of the army, received the

compliments of the magistracy on their

eatrance into this city. At the fame time

the marshal told them, " We are not

come to attack you. The king my ma

ster has no other reason for sending me hi

ther, than to obtain satisfaction for the

insults and injuries done him by the Eng-

lilh. You may depend on my protection,

and be assured of my care, that the troops

under my command lhall behave well,

committing no kind of violence of any

fort, and pay for what they buy. But

beware of carrying on any correspondence

with the enemy j in case of your so do

ing be assured of being treated with the

utmost severity." Upon the marshal's

taking possession of this city, TeDcum was

fung in the great church, and a triple dis

charge of cannon on hoard the fleet, and

from the garrison at the same time ; after

which the duke eave a grand entertain

ment to the government, &c.

On the 19th, the marshal took possession

of a small fort, abandoned by the Eng -

lish, which served to cover Fornelle, a

sinall port, situated on the eastern side of

the island, at the point of a small bay,

near a cape of the same name.

On the 20th, the marquis du Mesnil,

and the marquis de Monteynard, two

lieutenant generals, were detached from

the army with 24 companies of grenadiers,

and a royal brigade, to encamp at Mer-

cadel, from whence they were la advance

towards Mahon, in order to block up that

port on the eastern fide of the bay, whilst

the main body of the army is to invest

fort St. Philip, in which Gen. Blakeney

has gathered the chief body of his troops,

to the amount of 1500 men, as some fay,

or 3000, according to the report of others.

This day the heavy artillery destined for

the siege began its march. The fleet com

manded hy count de la Galislbniere is

preparing to block up the entrance of the

bay of Port-Maho.i, in expectation of the

arrival of admiral Byug, and with orders

to fight him.

The islanders seem pleased with the ar

rival of the French, and gave them all

possible assistance in landing their troops

and artillery, and supplying them with

all manner of provisions. (See p. 248.)

As to all the accounts we have sines)

had, especially those by the way of Franee,

they are so uncertain, and many ef (hem

so ridiculous, that we fh-ll defer till our

next any further account from that island.

The accounts given us by the French

of their embarkations, and ships failing,

for America, are likewise so much os the

same kind, that we lhall take no notice of

any of them.

Amsterdam, May 16. We have advice,

that 16 men of war belonging to Sweden

and Denmark, and some frigates, havejoin

ed nearElfeneur, and that the admirals of

the two nations have received orders from

their respective courts to draw lots, when

they come to a certain latitude, which

shall command in chief the combined sleet.

It is reporter!, that these ships are all

double manned. Their destination is vari-

oufly talked of. Some pretend that they

are designed to hinder the transporting of

any Russian troops to Great-Britain-

Others fay, that this squadron is only in

tended to protect the navigation of the

two crowns.

The Monthly Catalogue for April and May, 1756.

DlVINtTY and C0NT»0Vt«SY.

1. QCRIPTURE Marks of Salvation.

O By R- Darracott, pr. gd. Buck-

land.

2. Two*Letters to Mr. George Whit-

field, pr. 3d. Marshal.

3. A short History of the Israelites,

with an Account of their Manners, Cus

toms, Ice. By E. Farneworth, M. A.

pr. 3d. Baldwin.

4. A free and candid Examination of

the Bishop os London's Sermons. Davis,

5. Four Letters from Sir Isaac Newton

to Dr. Bentlcy j containing some Argu

ments in Proof of a Deity, pr. is. Dods-

ley.

6. Letters to the Right Rev. Author

of a Plain Account of the Sacrament.

Part I. pr. 6d. Baldwin.

Physick and Sciimcc.

7. The natural History of Aleppo, and

Parts adjacent. Illustrated with 16 Cop-

per-Plar.es. By A. Russell, M. D. pr.

15s. Millar.

' 8. A Dissertation on the Nature and

Cure of the Venereal Disease. By M*.

Mooney, M. D. pr. IS. 6d. Baldwin.

9. A Treatise on Ruptures. By Per-

cival Pott, pr. 4s. Hitch.

10. Essays
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10. Essays and Observations, Physical

»nd Literary. By a Society at Edinburgh.

Vol. H. pr. 6s. Wilson.

11. The Use of Sea Voyages in Medi-

cine. By E. Gilchrift, M. D. pr. as. id.

Millar.

11. A compendious and easy Method

©f curing the Gonorrhea. By J. Norman,

pr. 6d. Withers.

MlSCKi tANEOBS.

13. The Importance of the Island of

Minorca, and Harbour of Port-Mahon,

fully and impartially considered ; with a

History and Description of both. In a

Lerter from a Merchant to a noble Lord,

pr. is. Baldwin.

14. The Dream ; or England invaded,

p. 6d. Lever.
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Then it prescribes the qualifications, vii.

Abstract »s a Ritr., Imitated, An Act tor y\M a rfeputy lieutenant or colonel Hull

the better Ordering of the Mlliria Forces he possessed for bis own use during the

in the several Counties of that Hart of |lfe ^ himself, or some other person or

Great-Britain caled England. persons, or for years determinablc on any

R E A M B L E sets forth, life oj lives, of minors or hereditament!,

lhat whereas a well or- in England, Wales, or Berwick upon

dered and well disciplin- ^ Tweed, of the yearly value of 600I. two

ed nrilrtia, is c'femially thirds thereof to be situated or arising

necessary to the safety, within the county, Sec. or shall be heir

peace, and prosperity of apparent to some person possessed as

this kingdom : And aforesaid of a like estate of 1000 I. [er

whereas the laws now ann. That a lieutenant colonel or major

in being for the regulation of the militia, shall have such an estate of 400I. per ann,

are defective and ineffectual j therefore or be heir apparent to an estate of 800I.

Clause 1. Impowers his majesty, his per ann. That a captain shall have such

heirs and successes, after Sept. 20* 1756, ** an estate of 300I. per ann, or be son «f a

to issue commissions of lieutenancy for person who is, or died possisscd of an e-

the several and respective counties, ridings, state 0/ 6110I. per ann. And that a lieute-

and places afiermentio'>ed ; which lieure- nant or ensign shall ha>.'t such an estate of

nants (hall have power to call roge*her all tool, per ann. or be son os a person who

such persons, and to arm and array them is, or died possessed of an tstare of 300I.

■ at such times, and in such manner, as per ann.

after expressed ; to appoinr, from time to Clause 4. Makes a reserved rent of 3d.

time, such persons as they shall think fit, Q a year equal to an estate of tool, a year,

qualified as after directed, to be their de- and so in proportion,

puty lieutenants ; to give commissions to Clause 5. Enacts that where «o persons

a P'oper number of colonels, lieutenant qualified to act as deputy lieutenants can-

colonels, majors, and other officers, qua- not be found, so many shall be appointed

lifted as afternuntioned, to train and dis- as can be found duly qualified,

cipline the persons so to be armed and ar- Clause 6. Impowtrs the king to dis-

rayed, according to the directions after place, whenevtr he plea'es, alt or any of

provided ; and to certify to his majesty the deputy lieutenants or officers,

the names of such deputy lieutenants and D Clause 7. O ders the deputies and offi-

commiffion officers, within one month as- cers to leave with the clerk of the peace

ter their being appointed and having ac- his qualification in writing, to be enrolled

eepted their respective commissions. by the clerk ; and to take the oaths ;

Clause 1. Provides that this act shall within six months after his beginningto act,

not vacate any former commission or de- Clause 8 Enacts that upon failure of

putation of lieutenancy, so as the depu- either, a deputy or field officer shall sor

ties be qualified as after directed, feit 200I. and a captain or fubiltcrn ofli-

ClturV y Enacts that his majesty's lieu- ccr tool,

tenant of each county or riding shall have g Clause 9. Exempts peers and peers

the chief commandos the militia thereof; eldest sons from any qualification orcon-

and that in every county, See. (except as dition but that of taking the oaths-

after excepted) there ilull be 20 or more Clause 10. Enacts that accepting a

deputy tieutenan.s, if so many, qualified commission in the militia lhall not vacate

as after expressed, can be therein found, aieat in parliament.

June, 1756. t.t 1 . Clause
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Clause ii. Enacts that the lord lieute- residing in either of the universities, cltr-

nant and hit deputies shall at the end of gymen, teachers and preachers ; ccnsta-

every five years discharge such a number bles and other peace and parish officers ;

of officers of each division (not exceeding articled clerks, apprentices, seamen, and

one field officer, and one half of the of- seafaring men) distinguishing the number

ficers of each rank) as mall be equal to in each parish, tithing, or subdivision,

the number os persons duly qualified ap- and which of such persons so returned la-

plying for being made officers. ^ bour under any infirmities incapacitating

Clause ii. Impowers the king to ap- them fir.m serving as militia men ; for

point, out of his regular forces, one pro- which purpose the chief constables are

per person to be adjutant to each regi- impowered to give proper orders to the

ment of the militia, or to the militia of under constables, and the lists for every

any place, net amounting to a regiment, parish or subdivision to be affixed on the

such adjutant to preserve his tank in the door of the church or chapel, or where

army ; and also to appoint sour p'oper there is none, of the next, the Sunday

persons to be serjeants to each company before its being to be returned to the

of militia, these seijeants to be such as B chief constable. And the lieutenant or

had served three years in the atmy, and deputies are at their second meeting to

to be infilled to Cnelsea hospital, or if appoint what number of persons in each

chosen from thence to be imitlod to re- respective hundred or division shall serve

tuin, after being discharged, on bringing in the militia, in order to make up the

a certificate of their good behaviour from whole number directed to be raised with-

thiee deputy lieutenants. , in that county or tiding j aster which the

Clause ij. Enacts that no publican shall deputy lieutenants of each county or rid-

be capable of being or continuing a serje- Q ing are to divide themselves, and one or

ant in the militia. more of them, together with three or

Clause 14. F.xes the number cf private more of the commisfionei* of the land

militia men to be raised in each place te- tax for that county or riding, are within

spectively %-ithin England, Wales, and one momh to meet at some place within

Berwick •, (exclusive of the places ifter each respective hundred, and at a time to

excepted.) , be appointed, when the chief conilablet

Clause 15. Irnpoweis the pi ivy council ate to attend with copies of the lilts be-

to lelfeo the number of private militia fore delivered into the lord lieutenant j

men directed to be raised for any place, "and after correcting the lifts, and appoint-

on complaint cf its being too large ; and ing what number of persons shall seive for

directs the deputy lieutenants to transmit each parish or other sub-division, in order

to the privy council lists of the militia to make up the whole number before di-

raifed in each place respectively. rested to serve for that hundred or other

Clause ii. Enacts that the lord lieute- division, they the said deputy lieutenants

nant, together with two or more of his and commissioners shall cause the said

deputies, or in his absence five or more number to be chosen by lot out of each re-

deputies, (hall meet once a year, ot oft- £ spective parish or subdivision ; and (hall

ner, at some principal town within their then appoint another meeting to be held

county or riding, to conceit such mea- within three weeks, in the fame hundred

lurea as shall be most condu;ive to the or other division, when the persons so

faithful execution of this act, the first chosen, being summoned by the petty

meeting to be on the first Tuesday of constables, shall attend and take the

October, 1 756, and every subsequent year oaths, and he inrolled to serve in the mi-

t>n the first Tuesday in June, and at tiicir litia of that county, riding or place, as a

first meeting shall order the chief consta- private militia man for three years, or

pie or constables or other officers within * shall each provide a fit person to be sworn

their respective counties or ridings, tore- and inrolled, and to serve as his sublti-

tuin to them upon a day and at a place tute. These meetings of the deputy licu-

to be therein mentioned, true lists of all tenants and commissioners in each respec-

the men usually dwelling within their re- tive hundred are to be held as frequently

spective hundreds, or other divisions, be- as found necessary, but one at least to be

tween the ages of 18 and 50, (except held yearly on Tuesday in the week be-

peers, deputy lieutenants, or commission fore Michailmas-day j at which meetings

officers in the militia ; members of and Q any militia man of 35 or above, that has

served

• See our Magazine fir last month, p- id. But thefillcaing alteration inert afteriaardt

made in the bill, viz.

Ttrkjbire -west riding, Yuri city 1480 Gloucester, Gloucester and Bristol Citiel 1760

Ditto north riding 1440 Totter hamlttl 960 7 ,

Smerfet 1680 Middlesex jiooj ' *
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served two years upon asking, or any one And sure common decency, ai well at

upon (hewing sufficient cause, may be justice, requires, that all wno engage in

discharged, and all vacancies to be filled the publick service should be supported at

up by lot, or by causing another substitute th= publick expence ; and as all publiclc

to be provided for the remainder of the officers have an income allowed them

three years. proportioned to the nature and dignity of

[To le continued in our next."] the office they discharge, why should the

a clergy be excluded from this common pro-

Tt the Adtioi os tbt LONDON vision ?

MAGAZINE. He observes that the clergy cannot be

made slaves, or reduced to an entire do-

S J K, pendance on the prince, without endan-

IN your Magazine for April last, p. 168, 1 gcring publick liberty. To prove this

find some remarks on the Alliance he- Mr. Warburton has produced an autho-

tween Church and State. It is very invidi- rity above exception, lord Molesworth,

ous and unpopular at present to offer any from whom nothing but the notoriety of

thing in behalf of the national church. B the fact could have extorted so ingenuous

The constant cry of some men, and it a confession. If therefore Mr. Warburton

has been sounded very highly, is, that asserts a moderate and reasonable share

the establishment and the test law are in- of power to the clergy, it it not for the

consistent with the punciples of equity fake of the church, but of the state,

and freedom ; and that the great view of A second advantage derived to the

the alliance is to aggrandize and enrich church, in virtue of this alliance, is a

the clergy at the expence of the laity. place far her representatives in the court

This is asserted by the author of the re- q of legislature ; and this, with us, is the

marks, and I find that Warburton has bishop's feat in parliament. " Without

been represented by other writers as aim- these representatives, fays Warburton,

ing to raise the power of the clergy on no laws could reasonably he made in the

the ruins of that of the magistrate. I court of legislature concerning the church 5

have looked into his alliance to examine because no free man, or body, can be

the truth of this cha.ge, not for the fake bound by laws to which they have not

of vindicating Warburton, but only to given their consent, either in person or

shew the friends of the national church, by representative." p. 128. And what

that they may suppose an alliance between D can the friends of liberty, or the magis-

her and the state, without incurring the trate in a free eountry, possibly object to

imputation abovementioned. such a scheme, which demands nothing;

Warburton distinguishes between the more than that the church should be con-

church and the clergy. " It is unjust, sidered as a free subject, and not at the

says he, in the church to aim at the pro- slave cf the state. It has been disputed,

pagation of religion by force, and imper- whether the bishops have a feat in parlia-

tinent to aim at riches, honours, and ment, in consequence of their temporal!-

power. But what motives the clergy of g ties and lay-fees, like the other members ;

a church might have is nothing to the or whether the only end and purpose of

purpose of our enquiry. We have only their sitting be to represent the church,

to consider what the church had, which, Warburton declares for the last opinion,

as a religious society, consists of the and, in confirmation of it, has produced

whole body of the community, both laity a gieat authority ; no less than lord chief

and clergy." justice Hales, who, in support of this

It is evident from hence, that this prin- opinion, observed, " That the writ of

ciple of aggrandizing and enriching the _ summons usually went eltilo & confirmatt,

clergy at the expence of the laity, is so * before any restitution of the temporalities,

far from being adopted by the alliance, So that their possessions were not the cause

that it is openly disavowed by it. of their summons." p. 131.

To know whether he is partial to the It is strange, after this, that the re-

clergy, let us consider the advantages he marker should ask, " Whether Warbur-

gives the church in virtue of the alliance. ion's hypothesis does not annex baronies

The first is a publick endowment. But to our bishops fees t"

if the magistrate is to bestow an endow- The third and last privilege the church

ment upon them, it is merely for his own G gains by this alliance, is the being in-

fake j or in order to make the religious trusted with jurisdiction insorced by co-

society, which is so useful to him, the active power, for the reformation of man-

mere firm and durable ; and to break the ners.

dependency between the people and their Warburton supposes that spiritual courts

teachers, fe pernicious and hurtful to the /hould be erected for the reformation of

Oat*. * I man-
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manners only. And at this so evidently to he seen fur many miles, (seep r 57.?

tend» to the benefit and advantage of the at the same time that the oiber roads were

Hate, why should the magistrate decline exrremely bad, and this amendment solely

vesting the church with propei powers for owing to she use of hroad wheels. We

this putpose ? For let it be observed, that should be obliged to our correspondents, if

the coadlive power lent the church, is not they would favour os with an account pf

lobe employed for her own use, or in her thetr effects upon the roads at a great dis

own service, hut for the use, and in the tance from London. If the above pam-

fervice os the state. phlet, which is no more than 6d, price.

And what can better reconcile the ma- was dispe-fed amour, the farmers and car-

girtrate to these courts, than to untier- riers, it migl>' he a mear.s of removing

stand that they were erected for his own the great prejudice they have against broad

use ? And that they hive no temporal wheels, and shew them that it is man-

power and jurisdiction but what they de g festly their interest to use them on all

rive from him ? lands whatever.

Warburton is so far from being partial
to the clergy, that he asserts the perti- The judiciw Author es, The Importance

nence, propriety, and use of lay channel- °( tne injnd <•' Minorca, and Harbour

lors, as a fit means to preserve and per- °f t>ort Mahon, printed sorR. Baldwin,

tietuate the memory of the origin and de- )<"•■ *f*r having instanced ear Want of

pendency of these courts, or to thew that iVvy, or. our fi.Ji becoming poJ/eJ,d es the

they were derived from, and apppointed Jpnd, in not introducing the Religion and

by, the civil magistrate. ' C tivil Gov,rnmmt os England, or taking

fie does indeed go so far as to be even <"•' S"f " maic " "seful " *'• fay'>

" for admitting the laity into ecclesiasti- /» S the narives of Minorca are eenc-

cal synods. There appearing to be much /"\ rally computed to be about 28,oco,

the fame reason for laymen sitting in eon- they must have at least 4000 men able to

vocation, as far churchmen in patlia- hear arms, which would have been no in-

ment." p. 160. considerable addition to our strength, if

With the fame spirit of liberty and free- we could have depended upon their fide-

dom he observes, " That these spiritual t-j lity and courage , but as this island liei

courts om-lit to be subject to prohibitions so conveniently for trade, and a commu-

iisuing from the temporal judicatures." nication between the richest parts of Asia,

far that it is of the nature and condition Africa, and Europe, it would certaiqly

of all inferior courts to be appealed from, have soon become a general magazine anil

to a superior. mart for the trade of all those countries,

These free and generous concessions in if we had at first established the civil go-

favour of the laity, dispose me to think vernment and laws of England for all

favourably of the alliance, at least not to British subjects and foreigners that should

rink it amongst those detestable and per- E setrle in, or come ro trade in the island j

nicious writings, which ate composed and this would have increased the number

with a view to aggrandize and enrich the of inhabitants so much, that by this time,

clergy at the expence of the laity. instead of 28,000, their number might

Whatever I may think of the writer, have amounted to 3 or qre,000. For this

and his other wbrks, I have some regard purpose it would have been necessary to

for the alliance, is it seems to be the only have established a civil as well as a mili-

book which can furnish us with any rati- tary governor, and to have made the for-

onal defence of an establishment and a p mer ahsoluti-Iy independent os the latter,

test law. For as these seem to he the unless when the island was in danger of

only security of the national ckurch, I being invaded, and martial law proclaim-

ihouid be unwilling to give them up till ed with the consent of a council and as-

something, at least more specious and sembly, the former appointed by the

plausible, ia alledged against them. crown, and the latter chosen by the peo-

1 am, Sir, pie, with the approbation of the crown.

Your most obedient servant, pr of some officer appointed by the crown;

June to, 1756. H. R. for such an approbation would have been

G necessary, in order to keep factious and

IT appears by a pamphlet lately pub- seditious men out of such a popular as-

lifhed, entitled, An Essay on the pre- sembly.

sent State of the pubhek Roads, that the Then with regard to trade, the whole

only road about London on which broad- island, with every harbour and creek

wheel carriages are used, is from being thereof, ought to have been declared a

the worst become the only good one, free port, without any fort of duties or

there not being, in April last, a tingle rut tees either upon importation or exporta

tion)
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ticn, nor any tax upon goods of any kind, and distinguish any of the enemy's mo-

until they come into ihe terailer's or the tions, and not at all judge of their force

consumer'* hands. Even then the raxes more than by their number*, which were

ought to have been as moderate, and col- seventeen, and thi;teen of those appeared

lected in » easy a manner, as was pofli- large They at first stood rowards us its

hie. in order 10 have made living in the » regular line, and tacked about seven,

island both cheap and Lonvenient ; for which J judged was to endeavour to gain

very moderate taxes of this kind, with a ^ the wind of us in the night, so that, be-

land tax of 2S. in the pound in time of '"g late, I tacked, in order to keep the

peace, and four in time of war, always weather gage of them, as well as to make

fully and equally, and for that reason fre- sure of the land wind ; In the morning,

quently, assessed, would have probably beingvery hazy, a>,d not ibovefive leagues

produced as much as would have paid all off Cape Mola, we racked off rowards the

the regular troops, we should Uave been enemy at eleven, and at day-light had no

obliged to keep within the island in rime" *i«hr os them j but two Tartans, with rhe

of peace, and perhaps would have spared French private signal, being close in with

a considerable sum yearly for maintaining » 'he rear of our fleet, I sent the Princess

and improving the fortifications of all Louisa to chafe one, and made the signal

those pUces, which could by nature have for the rear admiral, who was neatest the

been the most easily foitified. other, to fend ships to chafe her. The

1 have saH all those places, far surely Princess Louisa, Defiance, and Captain,

we ought to have had more fortified places became at a great distance, but the De-

in this important island, than one single nance took her's, which had two tap-

citadel ; but some of the cities, and parti- tains, two lieutenants, and one hundred

cularly Ciudadella, ought to have been as (j »»d two private soldiers, who were sent

cumpleatly fortified as the nature of the out the day before with fix hundred men,

ground would admit: The town of St. Phi- on board Tartans, to reinforce the French

lip's oughtlikewise to have been made a for- fl«[> °n °ur then appearing off the place,

tified etty, .Hid extended up the harbour as The Phœnix (on capt. Harvey's offer) pre-

far as the head of St. Stephen's cove ; and pt'td to serve as a fire ship, but withouc

as the ground on which Maryborough re- damaging her as a frigate till the signal

doubt now stands is so high, the highest was made to prime, when she was then

part of it ought to have keen included to scuttle her decks, every thing else being

within a regular and strong fortification*. Dpreparedthat the time and place allowed of.

For the further security of the harbour of The enemy now began to appear frem the

Port- M.il.on, the inrended fortification of mast-head: I called in the cruisers, and

Cape- Mola ought to have been finished, when they had joined me, 1 tacked to-

and Philipet litrle rodoubt very much en- wards the enemy, and formed the line a -

larged ; and for the security of our naval head j 1 found the French were preparing

stores Bloody Island ought lo have been theirs to leeward, having unsuccessfully

well fortified quite round, and silled with endeavoured to weather me : They were

magazines tasmaied, and made as much £ twelve large ships of the line and feve fri-

bomb- proof as possible. gates. As loon as I judged the rear of

[To it unutmdtd in mir^xcxi.] ours was th: length of their van, we tack'd

altogether, and I immediately made the
After all the illusory accounts received signal for the ships that led te lead large,

by the way of France, Holland, and Spain, and fur the Deptford to quit the line, that

of the late engagement in the Mediterra- 0urs might become equal in number with

nean, matters were cleared up by the sol- theirs. At two 1 made the signal to en-

lowing advices published in the Gazette of gage, as I found it the surest method of

Saturday, June z6. f ordering every ship to close down on the

a j ■ r. r\ic t t one that sell to their lot. And here I must
Admiralty Office, June 16. express my ^ fttissaction „ ,he my

EXTRACT os a Ltttfr frm Admiral gallant manner in which the rear admiral

Eyng to Mr. Clivfi amd, Sarttary os set the van the example, by instantly bear

er* Admiralty. DanJ on hard /i/Rami- mg down on the ships he was to engage,

lies eff Minorca, May 25, 1756. with his second, and who occasioned one

I Have the pleasure to desire that you of the French snips to begin the engage-

will acquaint their lordsliips, that !n< q ment, which they did by raking ours at

ir.g failed from Gibraltar the 8th, I got off they went down : I bore right down on rhe

Mahon the 19th, having been joined by ship that lay opposite to me, and began to

his Majesty's ship Phœnix off Majorca engage him, alter having received their sire

two days before, when the enemy's fleet for some time on going down. The Intrepid,

appeared to the S. E. Falling little wind, in the very beginning, had his loretopmaft

it was fire before I could form my line, shot away, and as that hung on hit fore

sail
• Sn tht Plan givtn with pur last Magazine.
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bil and backed it, he had no command the least contention or doubt arose. I do

of his (hip, his foretack, and all his braces not fend their lordiliips the particulars of

being cut at the fame time, so that he our losses and damages by this, as it would

drove on the next (hip to him, and obliged take me much time, and that I am will-

that, and the ships a head of me, to throw ing none mould be lost in letting them

all a-back: This obliged me to do so also know an event of such consequence. I

tor some minutes, to avoid their falling all dispatch this to Sir Benjamin Keene, by

on board me, though not before we had ^ way of Barcelona, and am making the

drove our adversary out of the line, who best os my way to Gibraltar, from which

put before the wind, and had several shot place I propose sending their lordlhips a

fired at him by his own admiral. This not more particular account,

only caused the enemy's center to be unat- p, S. I must desire you will acquaint

tacked, but left the rear admiral's division their lordships, that I have appointed capt,

rather uncovered for some very little time. Hervey to the command of the Defiance,

I sent and called to the (hips a-head of me, in the room of capt. Andrews, slain in

to make fail on and go d >wn on the ene- the action.

my, and ordered the Chesterfield to lay B 1 have just sent the defects of the ships,

by the Intrepid, and the Deptford to sup- aI I have got it made out whilst 1 wn

ply the Intrepid's place, (found the ene- closing my letter,

my edged away constantly ; and as they

went three feet to our one, they would State of tbc English and Frenchfieeti in tbe late

never permit our closing with them, but attion in the Mediterranean, vtith the num-

take the advantage of destroying our rig- ter of person killed and wounded in each

ging j for tho' I closed the rear admiral f»p<

last, yet I found I could not again «lose q ENGLISH,

the enemy, whose van were fairly drove Ramilies, Adm. Byng, Capt. Gardner,

from their line, but their admiral was 20 guns.—Buckingham, Rear- Adm. Weft,

joining them by bearing away. By this Capt. Everit, 70 gun», 7 w. 3 k.—Cul-

time it was past fix, and the enemy's van loden, Capt. Ward, 74 guns.— Captain,

and ours were at too great a distance to Capt. Catsord, 70 guns, 30 w. 6 k

engage; I perceived some of their (hips Revenge, Capt. Cornwall, 70 guns.—Lan-

stretching to the northward, and I ima- caster, Capt. Edgecumbe, 66 guns, 14 w.

gined they were going to form anew line. t |r.—Trident, Capt. Dwell, 64 guns.—

1 made thefignal for the headmost (hips to D Intrepid, Capt. Young, 64 guns, 39 w. 9

tack, and those that led before with the k.—Kingston, Capt. Parry, 60 guns.—

larboard tacks, to leatl with the starboard. Princess Louisa, Capt. Noel, 60 guns, 13

that 1 might, by the first, keep (if possible) w. 3 k.—Defiance, Capt. Andiews, 60

the wind of the enemy ; and, by the se- gun, ,45 w. 14 k.— Portland, Capt. Baird,

cond, be between the rear admiral's divi- 50 guns, sow. 6 k.—Deptford, Capt,

fion and the enemy, as his had suffered Amhurst, 50 guns.—Chesterfield, Capt,

most, as also to cover the Intrepid, which Llnyd, 41 guns.—Experiment, Capt. Gil-

I perceived to be in a very bad condition, £ christ, 14 guns.—Dolphin, 14 guns.

and whose loss would give the balance a- —Phœnix, Capt. Hervey, 24 guns.—For-

gainsi us, if they attacked us the next tune. Capt. Maplesden. 14 guns,

morning, as I expected. I brought too

about eight that night, to join the Intre- FRENCH,

pid, and to refit our (hips as fast as pos- Le Foudroyant, La Galifsoniere, lieu-

fible, and continued so all nijht. The tenant-general, 10 guns, 10 w. 2 k.—

next morning we saw nothing of the ene- Le Redoubtable, Glandeves, Chef d'Es-

my, tho' we were still lying too : Mahon " cadre, 74 guns, 3 w.—La Couronne, La

waaN N.W. about ten or eleven leagues. Clu, Chef d'Escadre, 74 guns, 3 w.—Le

I sent cruizei s out to look for the Intrepid Temeraire, Beaumont, 74 guns, 15 w.—

and Chesterfield, who joined me next day; Le Guerrier, La Brosse. 74 guns, 43 w.—

and having, from a state and condition of Le Lion, St. Agnan, 64 guns, 7 w. ik.

the squadron brought me in, found that —Le Sage, Duruen, 64 guns, 8 w—L'Or-

the Captain. Intrepid, and Defiance (which phee, Raimondis, 64 guns, 9 w. to k.—

latter has lost her captain) were very Le Content, Sabran, 64 vuns, 19 w. 5k.—

much damaged in their masts, I thought Q Le Triton Mercier, 64 guns, 14 w. 5 k.—

it proper, in this situation, to call a coun- L'Hipotame, Rocheinaure, 5® guns 10 w.

cil of war, before I went again to look for 1 k.—Le Fier, D' Herville, 50 guns, 4 w.

the enemy. I desired the attendance of —La Junon, Beausfier, 46 guns. — La

general Stuart, lord Effingham, and lore? Rose, Costebelle, z6 guns.—La Gracieuse,

Robert Bertie, and colonel Cornwallij, Maiquizan, 24 guns—La Topaz, Came,

that I might collect their opinions upon 24 guns.—La Nimphe, Callian, S4 guns,

the present situation, at which council not JOUR.

f^j' We bave tbii womb, in addition to cur late useful cbartt and plant, obliged cur readert

with the beautiful cbart annexed, exhibiting tieseat of tear in the Miditerrtnean, tec. See.
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in the Political Club, continued from p. 216.

but, on the contrary, they are gene-

The last Speech I Jhall give you in the rally men who had no character, or

Debate begun in your last was made perhaps a bad one, before they list-

by A. Bœculonius, and <was to the ed in the army : Whereas, in the

following EJseil. former there will, I hope, be many

gentlemen of some fortune, and al-

Mr. President, A most aU of them men of some sub.

SIR, stance and character before they list-

WHAT F. V E R the Hon, ed in the army. Is it not from hence

gentleman may think of evident, that officers who have been

the question now before long accustomed to that rigour of

us, I must think it a question of the discipline and severity of punish-

utmost importance, even supposing ment, which is necessary for com-

that our sovereign has, by his prero- B pelling the common soldiers of our

gative, a power, in time of war, to army here at home to behave well

establish what articles of war he and do their duty, can never be pro-

pleases for the good government of per judges of what fort of military

his army ; for even in that cafe the laws ought to be established for en-

sovereign ought not, and I am sure, forcing good order and exact disci-

his present majesty would not esta- pline among the troops raised in

blish any articles of war, without C America i

the advice and content of those who The Hon. gentleman was pleased

had under him the chief command to say, that men of honour arid cha

os the army ; and they would not raster can give themselves no con-

furely advise or consent to such arti- cern about the articles of war, or

cles of war as would render it im- military laws, let them be never so

possible for them to augment or re- rigorous and severe, because, for the

cruit their army, or such as might D ^ake of their own character, they

probably discourage and dispirit the will always do their duty, and con-

soldiers then under their command. fequently can never have an. thing

Let us therefore consider, whether to fear from the severity of the pu-

the gentlemen of our regular army nifhæent. Sir, he may as well fay,

here at home, or the gentlemen who that men of honour and character

were born, or have lived many years must always be infallible. The

in America, are the best judges what E weakness of human nature is such,

sort of military laws may have this and our passions are so strong, that

effect in that part of the world ; and a man of the best character and

at the fame time we ought to confi- strictest honour may by the former be

der, that the troops which have been led into an error, or by the latter

raised, or may hereafter be raised in hurried into one of the greatest of

America do, and always must con- military crimes, a crime which is

fist, so far as relates to the common * punishable even with death itself, if '

soldiers at least, of men of a very so the court martial (hall think fit :

different character from those of our When I fay this every gentleman

regular army here at home. In the must suppose, I mean that sort of

latter we seldom, if ever, have any - mutiny which is committed by offer,

gentlemen, especially gentlemen of ing any violence against a supe-

fcrtune, serving as common soldiers ; rior officer. And indeed there it

June, 1756. LI scarcely
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scarcely a section in the articles of

war, but what inflicts a punishment

which must be thought too severe

upon a man of any character : For

example, the very first section ap

points, that a soldier who uses any

unlawful oath of execration shall

not only forfeit one shilling, but be

laid in irons for twelve hours, upon

his second offence of this kind ;

and there are so many trivial offences

made punishable at the discretion of

a court martial, that no man of

common sense will chule to make

himself subject to such laws. Nay,

-even our common soldiers here, can

not properly be said to have ever

chosen to do so ; for those who list

in our regiments here at home, are

generally such as will not, or can

not earn their bread by their in-

of the military laws to which he is

to be subjected, must give him some

concern ; and if he thinks them too

rigorous anil severe he will not chuse

to subject himself to them : Nay,

he will avoid doing so as much as

A he can ; and this he will do with

the more care, when he considers,

that if he should happen ro fall un

der the suspicion of any military of

fence, he may.chance to be tried by

a court martial, consisting mostly of

officers of what we call our regular

troops, from whom he will at least

E suppose that he can expect no favour.

It is therefore evident, Sir, that

if the military regulations established

by this bill be thought too rigorous

and severe by our people in America,

the clause now under our considera

tion, will, if pasted into a law, ren-

dustry, and are therefore forced to Q der it much more difficult, if not

list in the army for a subsistence, or

they are cajoled, and I may say,

trepanned into the army by our re

cruiting serjeants. Whereas the

troops that are to be raised in Ame

rica must consist chiefly of those

impossible, to raise any troops in

that country ; and they will be much

more apt to think these regulations

too rigorous and severe than they

would be if it were lest entirely to

themselves, and the very fame regu-

who generously and voluntarily lift q lations establislied by their own chief

in the army, merely for the fake of leaders and officers. In some, and,

serving their country ; and of such I believe, in most of our colonies in

only we can propose to raise a suffi- America, it is ordained by their

cient army in that part of the w orld, own law s, that in time of war, or

But this is not all, Sir, a man imminent danger of being invaded,

might perhaps trust to his own saga

city, coolness of temper, and dili- g

gence, for preventing his being

guilty of any of those offences which

are to be so severely or so arbitrarily

punished by the articles of war; but

all these rare qualities joined toge

ther cannot warrant him against a p

false accusation ; and if falsely ac

cused he may by false witnesses, or

by the mistake or partiality of the

court martial, be condemned, and

punished in the molt severe manner

prescribed or warranted by the arti-

the martial law snail be in force, and

that the commander in chief, in a

general council .of war, shall esta

blish inch laws and articles of war

as sliall be thought necessary : Such

laws the people always submit to

without murmuring, because they

know the law-makers, and have a

confidence in them, that they will

not consent to any law but what is

necessary for the good of the ser

vice ; but we cannot expect the same

submission to military laws advised

by persons they never knew, and

clcs of war ; therefore let a man's Q adapted to the government of com

honour and character be never so

great, nay, let him be never so con

fident of his own sagacity, coolness,

and diligence, the rigour and severity

mon soldiers, who seldom list in the

army from any motive of honour or

publick good ; and as this is well

known to oar people in America,

they"
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they will naturally look upon them- this kingdom, or by virtue of the

selves as affronted, if not oppressed, militia laws now in force, or that

by any law which renders it impossi- "may hereafter be enacted, in our

ble for them to concur in the defence respective colonies in America ; con-

of their country, without subjecting sequently, the general army I have

themselves to the fame slavish regu- mentioned must be an army consist-

lations. A ing chiefly of voluntiers, or such as

I am therefore fully convinced, our respective colonies may volun-.

Sir, that our agreeing to this clause tarily (end to it, and therefore no

will infallibly have this fatal confe- such military laws should be esta-

quence, that it will either prevent its blilhed, as may discourage volun- '

being possible for us to raise any tiers from listing in that army; or

body of troops in America, or it our colonies from subjecting any .of

will make the troops we raise there B their people to such military laws,

refuse to act upon any occasion, in For this reason, Sir, if his ma-

conjunction with any of the British jesty has by his prerogative a power,

forces his majesty may think fit to in time of war, to establish what

fend thither ; and consequently I articles of war he pleases for the

must be of opinion, that our agree- government of his army, even whilst

ing to this clause will prevent its it remains within the British domi-.

being possible for us to carry on the Cnions, and can delegate that power

war in America with that vigour and to any general he may be pleased to

success which we might otherwise appoint, the articles of war for the

have good reason to hope (or. This, government of the general army to

I fay, Sir, is my opinion, and yet I be raised in America, ought not in

am as fully convinced that some new prudence to be formed or established

regulation is necessary for the go- by the advice of any ministers or

vernment of those troops that may D generals here ; nor ought any such

he raised in America ; because for articles to be establislicd, until after

carrying on the present war in Ame- that army has assembled ; and then

rica with vigour and success, all our the commander in chief ought to

respective colonies and plantations in have a power delegated to him, to

that part of the world must unite in form and establish a body of mili-

raising armies, or an armyi to be tary laws for the government of that

commanded by such generals, or £ army, by the advice and consent of

such a general in chief, as his ma- the chief officers, or the majority of

jesty (hall be pleased to appoint; and the chief officers sent from the se-

such a general army cannot be go- veral respective colonies. Or if it

verned by, or made subject to the should be thought, that his majesty

military laws of any particular co- cannot by his prerogative delegate a

lony or plantation ; nor can the ge- power sufficient for this purpose, we

ncral, without a sufficient power (or p ought to impower him to do so by

that purpose, establish a body of mi- a bill regularly brought in, and de-

litary laws to which all the troops liberately passed into a law, for this

under his command shall be subject. particular purpose ; which, in my

Whether his majesty can without the opinion, would be the best method,

authority of parliament grant such both because I doubt of the power

a power may admit of some doubt; by prerogative in this cafe, unless

but it can admit of no doubt, thatG upon an unexpected emergency, and

he cannot now compel any man to before a parliament can be assem-

take arms, or to furnisti either a bled ; and because in such a bill the,

horse or foot soldier, but by virtue quota of troops which each colony

of the militia acts now in force in ought to furnish to the general army,

Liz " and
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and the quota of expence, might they will, they will be subject to mi-

be settled ; and particular encou- litary laws, which they will cer-

ragements might be given to all vo- tainly think too arbitrary and se-

luntiers who (hould join that army, vere : Whilst they are marching or

as well as to every colony that should acting by themselves, within the ex-

funiish more than its quota. tensive limits of any of our conti-

l have said, Sir, that I doubt of A nent colonies, they will be subject

the king's power by prerogative to to no military laws at all, unless the

establish articles of war, even in legislative power of that colony has

time of war, for the government of proclaimed martial law, and even in

his army, whilst it remains within that cafe the martial law of that co-

the .British dominions : I think it is lony may be very unfit for govern-

certain, that he cannot do so at all ing such an army. For example, in

times whilst it remains in England ; B Virginia, how ridiculous would it be

for all our lawyers tell us, that to fine a New-England, or a Caro-

whilst the courts of common law lina man, in a hundred pounds of

are open, and the course of justice tobacco, or any greater or lesser

free, it shall be deemed time of quantity of tobacco, for any military

peace, and that in time of peace the offence he might be guilty of ? And

exercise of martial law can never yet we know, that most of the mi-

take place : Nay, the preamble to C litary rewards and penalties in that

the very bill now before us, ex- colony are, by their military laws,

pressly tells us, that no man can be made to consist in certain quantities

subjected in time of peace to any of tobacco.

kind of punishment within this realm 1 must therefore, Sir, look upon

by martial law, or in any other man- the clause now under our considera-

ner, than by the judgment of his tion as calculated, surely not with

peers, and according to the known D design, not only to discourage, but

and established laws of this realm. to confound the military service in

Now as I do not think that our peo- America ; and I am convinced, that

pie in America forfeited their right if you allow the petition now offered

to any privilege they are intitled to to us to be brougnt up, and some of

as Englishmen, by going to setrle, the gentlemen of New-England to

or by being born in that country, I be heard upon the subject, they will

do not think that they can be tried or E be able to make this evident to the

punished by martial law within the house, and may shew you many

limits of any of our colonies, if the stronger reasons than I can think of,

courts of common law be open, and against your agreeing to this clause,

the course of justice free, in that co- as they must be better acquainted

lony where the army may then hap- with the nature of the military ser-

pen to be ; and consequently I must vice in North-America, than I could

think, that whilst our army in Ame- F ever have an opportunity of being,

rica remains within the limits of any or than any gentleman in this house

os our colonies, his majesty cannot, can pretend to be ; and as it is so

by his prerogative alone establish early in the session, we have the less

articles of war, or constitute courts reason to refuse what information

martial for the trial of any sort os they can give us in a matter of so

offences whatever. great importance ; therefore I hope

If this be so, Sir, what a strange G the petition will be allowed to be

Condition will our American troops brought up.

be in ? Whilst they are in conjunc

tion with any British forces that may [This Journal to be continued in

fee sent thither, let them be where our next.]
i • dt
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At refuting erroneous Opinions, by Experiment, very firmly, and here and there porous.

in physical Cafes, must grimly contribute Under it was an immense number of

to the Happiness of Mankind, tve Jball veins, which were very turgid.

subjoin one mure of Dr. HAiiti'i Obser- The fleshy substance of the uterus waa

vations, viz. bit 38/A, v/bicb contains full of chinks, unequal, lobular, conglo-

ira»y curious and interesting Particulars, of merated, as it were, and of a white co-

pec-jliar Benefit to the Fair Sex. lour.

« The uterus itself, properly so called,
A Laceration of the Utirus. waS 0f a globular figure.

Hist. 1. '"•pHE frequent sudden deaths Hist. a. On the fourth of September,

X of women in child bed are 1748, another healthy woman died in

often very afflicting to whole families. In child-bed. The uterus was near five

most cafes of that kind an hemorrhage inches lang, and as many broad, flattened

has been blamed, and perhaps not at- both before and behind, extended a little

ways without reason. But I have disco- above the margin of the 09 pubis, and

vered causes of it, which are still more covered the bladder. A little below the

insuperable. On the first of July, 1747, B cornua of the upper part of the uterus,

there was brought to the theatre a wo- not from the middle, came out the Fa Ho

rnin, who was delivered after a very plan tubes ; and the convexity of the

hard labour, attended with cold sweats. uterus betwixt the two tubes did not ex-

] dissected her about half an hour after ceed that in a woman who is not preg-

her death, and found a large hole in the nant. Having injected it with wax, I

left fide of the neck of the womb, both perceived a hole in the uterus on tbe right

in the neck itself, and in the peritoneum fide of the orifice. Upon farther exami.

which connects the uierus to the vagina, q nation, the spongy flesh at the orifice of

The neck was full of confused valves, the the uterus, was found degenerated into *

uterus itself almost scirrhous, very thick, number of grumous, very thin, reticular

and tho* thinner at the interval between membranes, without the least appearance

the Fallopian tubes than elsewhere, yet of the ring which is commonly found

even there it was a full inch in thickness, there. In the fame state was the consi-

am] had a number of white transverse guous part of the vagina, and where its

fibres. In the middle spice above the texture was not quite destroyed, it con-

neck, the uterus was almost two inches fisted of fibres and cellular membranes

•thick, compact, and full of small orifices *» cohering weakly together, and variously

of arteries. That part to which the pla- intersected. The upper part of the va-

centa had been fixed, had a great many gina was very much dilated, but not so

little portions of the chorion adhering to the inferior. In that spungy part the

it. The adhesion of the placenta had uterus was thickest, but at its bottom it

been circular, between the Fallopian tubes, did not exceed six or eight lines. Instead

which went off below the middle of the of sinuses, I observed a kind of smooth,

uterus, and were pendulous as usual. cylindrical veins, full of ramifications.

One of the ovaria was quite found, . in £ The ligaments were also of an unusual

the other a small foramen appeared, to- thickness.

gethfr with a vascular pellucid tumour. Hist. 3. On the &th of November,

From the foramen went a pellucid vein, 1748, I dissected a young woman, who

not very small ; and an incision being had taken strong purgatives, in order to

made into the tumour, it appeared to be procure a miscarriage, and died in con-

a corpus luteum, spherical, separable vulsions within fifteen minutes after she

from the ovarium, yellow, vascular, fur- was delivered. The spermatick vessels,

rowed, and clustered like a bunch of „ as Veselius fomcrly observed, were an

grapes, without any fovea. Under it ' inch thick ; the uterus was raised a few

were vessels of a pretty large size, and in inches above the pelvis, collapsed, firm,

the same ovarium, there were likewise pulpy, and thick.

other small ova, as they are called. The neck of the uterus was torn, and

In the neck of the uterus, a little above thro' the lacerated part the head of the

its orifice, were a great many large, frstus had passed, about an inch above

oblique, mucous Anuses. The inferior the pudendum. In the sound part the

duct situated near the middle of the va- ruga: had scarce suffered any alteration j

gina, was about an inch long, and with- G the internal part of the orifice of the

out any gland. uterus was wide open, appeared to be li-

The anterior ruga* of the vagina were cerated, was thin, flocculent, and about

found, and the sinuses at the urethra full two inches broad. The inside of tbe

of mucus. The internal membrane of uterus waa full of blood, which being

the menu was thin, smooth, adhering washed otT, there appeared a great many

white
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white, ragged, flocky substances, as if the neck came to be lacerated. These

the texture of the uterus had been con- things appear to me lo be so evident, as

verted into wool. More internally I ob- not to require any demonstration. This

served a number of very thin membra- oblique posture of the fœtus, to which I

nous lamella:, an inch or more in breadth, impute the bursting of the uterus, has

which consisted of the chorion, so grown been represented by Henry a Deventer,

to the uterus, as to put on the appearance f. 37, and 38, but, as far as I remem-

of its internal membrane. A ber, without taking any notice of the

In the substance of the uterus, which fatal event which I think is to be appre-

was more than fix lines thick, there were hended from it. But Muller, who like-

a great many orifices of veins, into which wife met with a cafe of the fame kind,

air being blown, it pasted in the form of has given a more full account of it in his

bubbles thro' orifices of different sizes, Dijs. qua casus rarijp.mui uteri in farlu rufti

some being pretty large, and others very jijiiiur. Basil, 1745.

small, into the cavity of the uterus. In History 1. of a woman, out of

The muscular fibres were red, broad, whose womb a child had been newly

disposed into lamellae, very numerous, taken, I said that the rugous ring of the

and in various directions. It was hardly B vagina was not obliterated ; and the cafe

possible to reduce them into order ; some was the fame in another body, History 3.

of them descending to the orifice of the which induces me to conclude, that these

uterus, some surrounding it transversely, ruga: are either quickly restored, even

and man/ of these last immersed, as it within a few minutes after delivery,

were, in the former, which they exceed- which seems scarce probable, or that they

ed both in number and size. * are not entirely designed for the moie

The valves of the neck of the uterus fj easy extension of the vagina, by their

were slender, at a considerable distance dil.iubility.

from each other, full of very small pores In women who have died in labour, I

and lacuna:. have always seen processes of the chorion

The tubæ Fallopjanæ, which were very so intimately connected with the utetus,

long, and the round ligament, came out and so perfectly resembling it, that there

of the fundus of the uterus. This last seems no manner of doubt of somethir g

was sent off long before Poupart's liga- being transmitted that way to the foetus

ment, and terminated in vascular filaments. by the uterus. On this occasion how-

In the other ov.irium there was a fissure, '-' ever, I must not omit mentioning, that

and a pellucid corpus luteum, not exactly this very winter, I saw in a fœtus that

hemispherical, of a reddish-yellow colour, had been injected by the umbilical ves-

and hollow. The cavity was half a line scls, a pretty large artery filled with the

broad, not deep, but very vascular at its wax, and its branches dispersed all over

bottom; and besides there were pretty the amnion. Ruyfch, Epist. xiii. p. 10.

large ova, about two lines broad, con- Noortwyck de Uter. grav. p. 14.. and re

tained in the fame ovarium. Wherefore veral others, have denied the existence of

the ova are not consumed by the corpus J? any red vessels capable of being injected

luteum. in the human amnios. Lastly, It is cer-

In the two uteri, where the neck of tain, as I have elsewhere observed, that

the womh was lacerated, the fide of the as the villi of the placenta are almost in-

neck was burst, which seemed to be ow- visible, so the orifices of the veins of the

ing to the oblique situation of the fœtus uterus, which open between the muscu-

at the time of birth ; for it is probable, lar bands of fibres, are very large. But

thnt its head did not present itself directly this does not hinder lesser veins likewise

against the orifice of the uterus, but p from opening into the cavity cf the womb,

pressed against the side or neck of it ; and even these are very large when com-

and thus the vessels of the neck being pared with the villi of the placenta, as

pressed, the circulation of the blood thro' Mr. Alexander Mon.ro has justly remark-

them was obstructed. Hence the veins, ed, Medical Essays, Vol. II. p. 134.

which at that time were both very large Wherefore it appears, that many small

and thin, easily burst, and the blood be- arteries of the placenta open into one

ing poured out both from them and the single vein of the uterus.,

arteries into the neighbouring cellular After 1 had published my Commentary

substance, a swelling was produced, with q upon Boerhaave, I found in three bodies

a fugillation, softness, and a kind of where the uterus was hurst, and in other

mortification in the neck of the womb. pregnant uteri, that the tubes are very

And lastly, by the repeated efforts of the little affected by pregnancy ; and that the

head, not directly against the orifice of part of the uterus between the tubes is

the womb, but the sides of the orifice, not much increased, and but a little con.

vex.
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vex. But as in pregnant women the served the very fame symptoms to hap-

tubes are almost pendulous, ami there- pen, as in those who too often are carried

fore parallel with the uterus, hence it off within half an hour after delivery ;

seems to have happened, that Deventer,' but whether the rashness or unskilsulnefs

Lum. obstet. p. 400, and other anato- of midwives, or incurable diseases, prove

mical writers, have made the tubes dur- fatal to the patients, the grave for the

ing that state to go out 3 long way below most part prevents our discovering,

the upper part of the uterus (compare In women who have died of acute and

Comm Boerh. p, 21S ) Dr. Parsons like- spotted fevers, I have often seen the blood

wise observes, that there can be no such coze spontaneously out of the mouth ;

thing as a super feeration, because in preg- and this has given birth to the story of

nant women the tubes come out Kelow the Vampyres, which lately made so

the fundus of the uterus, and cannot much noise all over Europe, and was first

reach to the ovaria (of Muscular Motion, propagated by some Imperial troops ifuar-

p. 77. n. 15.) But these assertions are tered in Hungary, viz. Persons who had

proved to be false by many experiments died of acute diseases, and especially wo-

u/hich I have lately made. For it is cer- « men who had perished in child-bed, and

tain, that supeifœtations do happen, and been hastily buried,' as usual in hot ch

in pregnant women 1 have seen the tubes mates, were found upon opening the

of such a length, as to be capable of graves, with their mouths foaming with

reaching the ovaria very easily. blood. The other particulars were the

The corpora lutea, I have 10 frequently fruits of imagination. The first account

met with in women, that I now look J met with of this epidemical superstition

upon them as nothing uncommon ; yet I is in Anthony Galatheus de Situ Japygiæ,'

Cull add a few remarks upon this subject, q reprinted in a late voluminous collection

And, 1. I never saw two corpora lutea by Peter Vanderaa. The cause appears

in one woman. 2. I never saw a corpus to me to be no other than the expansion

lureum where the woman was not preg- of the elastick air contained in the lungs,

nant, or even for any considerable while which forces upwards the blood, with

before the time of labour, and conse- which that viscous is overcharged towards

quently never before puberty ; all which the end of those fatal diseases, from the

is very different from the doctrine of Va- broken small vessels resembling, in some

lisnerius, Generaz. dell. Uomo. II. c. measure, the foaming of fermenting li-

n. 16, 15. c. 5. n. 8. and elsewhere, " quors. This mebid slate of the uterus

fee p. 140. Comment. Boerh. V. p. r, 3. and vagina, shews these parts to consist

The corpus lute-um does not consume all of a common cellular membrane ; for no-

the ova ; for I have seen great numbers thing can more resemble the common cel-

of them along with the corpus, contrary lular structure, than the lacerated and

to what several authors have asserted, mortified fibres of those, which have no

Comm. Boerh. I. c. p. 142, 143. 4. In certain direction, nor any considerable

the human foetus and indeed before the length, but on the contrary are short and

age of puberty, I have never met with £ interwoven with one another in all di-

any ovula, the ovaria before that age be- rections. The fame structure likewise

iug long, narrow, flat, without any pro- obtains in the tendons, as appears from

minence, and in their figure, and dry those of the slender kind ; for example,

texture, very different from those of adult that of the plantaris, or palamarii muscle,

females. These truths invalidate the ob- the expansion of which forms a mem-

servations of Valisnerius and some other brane, resembling that which in the bhd-

avuthors of reputation, who d»scribe the der, or stomach, is called nervous, and

ova even in foetuses and new-born ani- „ which Albinus has demonstrated to be of

mals, as if they had really seen them. * the nervous kind.

Comm. Boerh. I. c. p. 148. The sinuses of, the uterus in Cimm,

Those women who expire after a very Boerh. Tom. V. p. II. p. 47, & seq.

hard labour, oppressed with faintings, were communicated, as well as several

cold sweats, and excessive weakness ; other observations, by persons of distin-

those women, I fay, for the most part do guislied reputation. These, after other

not owe their death so much to the vio- repeated experiments, which at that time

lent haemorrhage (which I do not believe were but few, I classed among the vein*

to be so suddenly mortal, from the exam- Q in some essays since published ; and this

pies of persons who have been wounded) opinion I have since confirmed by five or

hut rather to a laceration of the uterus. fix late dissections of women who hai

For in w men who have had that part died in child-bed. For they are con-

wounded from different causes as has tinued with the veins, branched like

appeared after their death, I have ob- them, and subdivided into smaller ramifi

cations,
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cations, and lastly, evidently sheathed in before concerning the fibres of the uterus,

that thin tender membrane which covers seems now sufficiently confirmed ; and it

the veins. The cause of the inaccurate is the fame thing to me, whether chey

description formerly given of these sinuses, are termed muscular fibres, or a muscle,

seems to be owing to their larger size. Thus- most anatomical authors speak of

their unequal and easily extended dia- the muscular coat os the bladder, but Fa-

meter, and the unaccountable largeness bricius, Cowper, and some late English

of their orifices opening into the cavity of ^ anatomists, have called it the detrul'or

the uterus. By injecting the veins with muscle. I the more readily quote this

wax, models are formed of these sinuses ; instance, from having observed a very

but they are very irregular, as is usual in great affinity between the fibres of the

the veins ; and here the more so the far- uterus about the time of labour, and

ther that the vessels recede from the itatu- those of the bladder. But that the deti-

ral state of the pregnant uterus. Nei- very of the remains of the placenta may

ther is that extraordinary dilatation ob- be affected by these fibres, is a poinC

served to take place equally in all parts of justly questioned ; for it is very certain,

the uterus. But whether the sinuses, B that clots of extravafated blood, tho"

which Malpighi has described in the ute- they are loose and evidently less compact

rus cf a cow, are of the fame kind with than the placenta, are frequently confined

these, or rather whether they are true si- in the womb, and condensed into fibrous

nuses, I. shall not yet take upon me to masses, which sometimes at last adhere to

determine. the sides of the constricted uterus ; and

The laceration of the vagina I attribute I have often found the chorion, several

to the want of dexterity in the midwife, months after pregnancy, grown firmly to

who, in order to extract the foetus, had q the uterus. By what mechanism these

forcibly thrust both her hands up the va- fibres can expel the placenta when it ad-

gina ; for it could not be owing to the heres to the uterus, I cannot conceive 3

foetus alone in its passage, seeing every tho' I am far from denying, that when it

body knows how easily it makes the rest floats loose in it, they may be capable of

of its way, as soon as it has passed the forcing it out, in the fame manner at

internal orifice of the uterus. they do clots of extravafated blood.

Most authors have alledged, that the

orifice of the uterus becomes thinner in RURAL COLLO, Q_U I E S, ctm-

the time of labour ; but it is only to be D tinnedfrom p. 210,.

understood in this fense, viz. the thick C 0 U R T

and annular portion of the uterus which „ .. „, , , . _ ,.
is produced into the vagina, the larger Jf" ^"ngbeaJ, Cba.rman • Frtbble h„

thaV the opening of the orifice is, the * E!h™- f*'1'™'

more it resembles the part of the uterus, '' PVf' W'" MV "

and both the prominence of the uterus ltti< ani >fi'ci

into the vagina, and the circumscribed Enter Whetstone the Farmer.

circular furrow between the u|iperpartof g Fribble. r?ATHER ! why father! Mr.

the vagina and the circular production of f Chairman ! there comes that

the uterus, disappear at the same time. impudent fellow farmer Whetstone, our

These remarks I have thoughr proper to tythingman, look ye ? do you set him ?

add to note 5. p. 389. Comm. Boerh. Wronghead. Ay child, I fee the fellow :

Tom. V. p. 11. Here, you fellow Whetstone, how now

I have frequently seen the muscular sirrah, what are you just come, ha f

fibres of the uterus in women who have Sirrah, you're a pretty fellow indeed, to

died in child-bed, but never more beau- make a court wait for you. Come, Sir,

tiiul than in this subject of which 1 now r where's your returns? come let's fee them

write. There is no doubt but Ruyfch instantly, or I'll set a fine on you, I will 5

s>w the same, and called them the muscle *ri» good to make examples of such fel-

of the uterus. They are true layers of lows as you.

parallel muscular fibres, lying upon one Brainless. So 'tis Mr. Chairman 5 I fay

another in different directions, which I fine him.

never have been able to reduce to any re- Whetstone. Nay pray ye, y«er worships

gular order. Between these fibres are a honours to give me leave, I'll pull out

great many interstices both large and Q my returns in a moment, but ye scare a

small, of no determined figure, opening body so, there's no such thing as finding

into the cavity of the uterus ; and these them.

are the orifices of the absorbent viens of Dr. Puzzle Cause. How's that, do you

the uterus, at this time dilated to their insult the court, sirrah i Come, your re-

largest diameter. So that what I said turns, or I shall join with my brother*
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in fining you : I remember this fellow great practice ; I don't love to hear tlic.se

this last harvest in setting out my tythes, gentlemen of great practice reflected on.

and I promise you I will never foigive Here, you fellow Whetstone, about this

him so long as I live. fame return of yours. You conclude by

Whetstone fumbles a longmbile, at last lugs faying, all's well in your parish : Now

ut a leathern ba^ iwtb the old return. mind what I fay to you, an't you a

Wronghead. Come, deliver it into court, wicked forsworn fellow: All's well in

you give us a great deal of trouble, A your pai ifh ! Pray, Sir, is there nobody

Come, gentlemen, let's hear it, 'ti« a keeps guns, dogs, nets, and other en-

fine return I'll warrant you : Here, Mr. gines for destroying the game, in your

Clerk of the peace, read it. parisli, ha, Sir ? Pray answer me that

Clerk reads. The return of John Whetstone, question! Consider, Sir, you're now up-

tjtbir.gman, of the parijb of on your oath, and the court must not be

in the county of I return that trifled with.

the flocks and pound are in good repair, and Wbetstoni. An't please your worship,
mil •well in our parijb. • ' _ I am not acquainted with any gunsmen

Wronghead. Has he signed the return ? or dogs, or netmen ; the most I do is to

Clerk. No, an't please you Mr. Chairman. mind my farm.

Wronghead- Did you ever see so extra- Mistred. How many acres of land do

ordinary a fellow as this ? Come, Sir, you hold, do you hear me follow ? speak

fign ! sign ! and when you have signed, out !

I shan't take it ; I've something to say to Whetstone. About an hundred and four-

you about it; you shall hear me presently. score, or such a matter, I can't tell to>

Come, sign ! sign away, Sir ! half an acre.

Whetstone, 1 can't write my name, an't C Mtsttcd. Why then I insist upon it you

please your worship, I can only make my must know what people there are that

mark. are concerned in destroying the game, for

Wronghead. Come, Sir, your name or I *rn told you have none upon your farm,

your mark, is all one to me j come, Sir, and there's a worthy young gentleman on

set your mark ; but neither of them shall my brother Wronghead's right hand, can

do, I promise you ; you'll see gentlemen testify that fact. Mr. Chairman, I am

presently my remarks upon this fellow's for fining this fellow,

return. Brainless. And so am I - 1 am for mak-

Wbttstone f,ts bis mark to the return. ing examples : We shall be all served

Wronghead. So, Sir, there is your re- alike, if we don't make examples of these

tum, is it f Why now an't you an ex- stubborn fellows, these farmers,

ceeding pretty fellow ? Look at him, gen- Dr. Puzxlc Cause. I am of the fame

tlerr.cn, and only behold this extraor- opinion, and 'tis to be hoped it may be

dinary return of his'n > So, this is your a warning to you, Mr. Whetstone, to re-

return, is it; you're a fine fellow indeed. member and take notice of the tythei

I've a great mind to return you to the better next year.

county goal, that I have, varlet ! E Oversight. Ay, ay, there's nothing like

Whetstone. I hope not, an't please your examples in all cases, I am for examples ;

worship's honour, 'tis the old return, the fine him in the name of God, if this is

old way of returning, as 1 am told by the cafe.

the rest of my neighbours : I know no Fribble whispers his Father. Fine him

better, an't please you, I am no scholard, pah, pray fine him, that will put an end

and I was afraid to consult lawyer Sense- to his law suit with me.

less about it ; upon your honour's account p Chairman. Here, Sir, you have been

your worship's no stranger to what I fully heard, there is a full bench of gen-

mean, tlemen, the principal gentlemen who

Wronghead. Did you ever hear of so transact and are conversant with the bu-

stupid and so jealous a block-head as this finefs of this county ; who take no fees

is now, to reflect upon that discreet and to themselves, attend the service of their

ingenious good-natured gentleman, law- country at their own expence, and 'tis

yer Senseless > Pray where is Mr. Sense- their duty to support and back each other

less, I thought 1 saw him in court just to the utmost of their power for the ho-

Bow ? t G nour of the commission, and to set down

Clerk. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Senseless proper rules to awe the inferior class of

will be here in an instant, he's just stept the creation, such objects as you are,

over to the post-boLii to several gentle- without which 'tis impossible for gentle

men, his clients, that are waiting there men to act in the unlimitted way they

for him. have a right to do. The opinion of the

Chairman. Ay, ay, he's a gentleman of court therefore it this, that you be fined

June, 1756. Mm the
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the sum As 50!. and stand committed till money ; why sure you know nothing

that sine is paid. at all.

Ail. A very reasonable, easy fine, Mr. Whetstone. Very true, I don't know no-

Chairman, you're very good indeed. thing indeed ; here drawer, change this

Here, you javelin man, take that fellow half guinea, take for the wine out of it.

into custody. Drawer. There's 8s. 6d. change, lircwi

'The Javelin Rfan seizes poor Whetstone, it on the table,

and takts iim ever to tie Post-bouse. ^ Javelm tales up the Change, and puts it in.

Whetstone. Ruined ! all, quite ruined his Pocket.

and undone ! My poor dame and seven Javelm. Mr. Whetstone, I'll take care

small children must go lo the parish, and of the change for you, 'twill be wanted

I must be a labouring man all days of my for one thing or another presently, you

life ! know.

Javelin. Prithee don't cast yourself Whetstone. Very right, very right, Mr.

down, there's nothing in it, if you'll be Javelin, you're an honest man : But let's

advised by me, and come down a couple lee what's to be done next,

of pieces, I'll put you in a way to get rid » Javelin. Why, I'll te'.l you j didn't

of this. you observe our chairman to take miff"

Whetstone, Ay, marry, with all my at your naming lawyer Senseless,

foul, anything in the world, good Mr. Whetstme. Ah! a fool's boll's soon shot,

Javelin, here take them, I think there's I wish my tongue had been out j pray

two guineas j wilt have any more, honest go on.

Javelin ? Javelin. Why, you must know, that I

Javelin. N<>, no, 1 scorn to spunge and Mr. Senseless are as intimate as two

upon any poor man in distress, l>esides, I (J sworn brothers, I every now and then

know you have a very laige family of make a cause for him, and upon some oc-

small children ; but there's one thing cations furnish him with witnesses j you

more I'd mention. know what I mean.

Whetstone. What's that ? name it, any WUtftme. Ay, very good, very good !

thing in the world. Javelin. Look ye, tip him half a piece,

Javelin. Why, 'tis Only to give a body and 'twill he all over, I I! go and whisper

a house-lamb now and then. a wo'd in his ear, and d mn me if he

Whetstone. Ay, dear Mr. Javelin, at does not serve you, I'll never recommend

any time, as many as'you will : Oh ! I " him to another job ; but I know he'll do

(hall break my heart- ! Oh, law ! oh, it. I am to swear for him in a cause

law ! none of my family were ever napt that's just coming on in court, before

in this world befjie j who the devil their worships, this morning,

would be a farmer i Whetstone. Thank God, I hope that

Javelin. Ha, Mr. Whetstone, what will do.

does all this raving mean, Sir, 'tis re- Exit Javelin.

flecting on me, I don't understand this Whetstone. What a villain is this Ja-.e-

ufage I Napt, quoth he, nc. Sir, yau're E hn ! Good God guide me ! I see I must

not napt, ycu're only taken into custody ; at any rate put an end to my plaguy law

there's a wide difference in being napt, suit, or this rogue, or some of his sol

and taken into custody. Piay let me lowers, will swear my life away,

hear no more of this. Exit IVhcstone.

Whetstone. Oh sweet, dear Mr. Javelin ! Enter Latcyer Senseless and Javelm.

don't be angry, I am sorry for what 1 Javelin. I suppose you know I have

said, pray ye now stand my friend still. your foolish client Whetstone in custody.

Javelin. I intend to be your friend, if „ Senseless. Ay, I do, Mr. Fribble just

you behave as should become you. Call v now slept over from court to me, and

for a bottle of wine, and I'll make it up has informed me all that has passed ; I'll

with you. smoke the rascal for it.

Rings few tie Dratver j a Bottle of Wine Javelin. Well, but I'll tell you, Whet-

xi ordered, and brought in. stone takes me for his friend, and has

Javelin. Here Mr. Whetstone, you left me to do as I please in the matter,

must pay for the wine now ; 'tis cus- and therefore you may carve as you like j

tomary for people in custody to pay for but you must let me in for a couple of

what they call for as it comes in, G pieces, my dear, that will be quiddilh

Wietstcne. Yes, yes, Mr. Javelin, 'tis you know, won't it ?

very right, do so much as lend me a Senseless. Ay, by G—d, that's as little

couple of shillings to pay it, I'll change as you can have ; but I think you are ra-

by and by. ther too modest.

Javelin. Unconscionable to ask an offi- Javelin. I don't care, I shall be satis-

cer that hat you in custody to lend you 6o4
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fied if you are, you know me we!! encugh, yov<r cost and his own : I've been very

I can't gripe folks: But' to the point ; reasonable with him. I assure you I

let's know your terms, for the pojr dog cculd have charged a great deal more, ay,

is trembling within doors just like a thief double the money, but upon your ac-

gaing to the gallows ; but don't be too count I would nor, because the fellow

hard upon him neither. should have no room to reflect upon your

Senseless, Phoo ! I scorn that, but let's pappa or your honour, in a cafe of this

fee, I have had a trifle of the fellow ; he * kind ; therefore (hall leave any fort of

must make that up ten pieces, pay 'squire gratuity, for my extra care, to you.—

Fribble's costs, which you may set down You know, my dear, tins is but right,

at six more ; then, let's fee, two guineas Vnblle. Dem' me, Mr. Senseless, you

for yourself, and there's another you may are the prettiest composition in all nature :

add, he knows no better, one guinea for You are not to be equalled in the whole

court fees, and that will furnish us with g globe, for your concise method in ma-

a bottle and bird, when the hurry of bu- naginga gentleman's affairs. Wiiat would

finefi is over ; and he must execute a ge- I give now, pah was dead, and 1 in pos-

neral release to all parties, tell him I'll session of his estate, to requite you as

sill them up for nothing ; but be sure you deserve ; but, dear Senseless, excuse

take 3s. 6d. for the stamps. me, if my offer of five guineas will not

Jsvelin. Very good : Can you think of suffice, for, curse me, my dear, I have

nothing else ? but another left ; for I pud Mr. Scar-all,

Senseless. No, I think it pretty mode- the surgeon, this morning, a few, for

rate, between man and man ; go to him, C curing me of the pea fever,

make haste, and let's finish before the Senseless. Sir, you're all goodness, I re-

court riles ; here, you take his teleasc, vere you j but 1 am almost ashamed to

tell him to execute, and do you witness take any thing of you ; but as you insist

it, and I'll go and get 'squire Fribble upon it, I will not disoblige you.

to execute his j but mind, there's one Fribble. Well, dear Mr. Senseless, give

thing I had quite forgot, he must ask me me my release; I'll step back to court and

pardon in open court, or there will be whisperpah, to havethescoundicl brought

no keeping down these sort of fellows, -ry over and released.

'twill make the test of the loobies dread Court. Tie "Justices , Fribble, &c. as before.

of offending another time. Fribble. Pah, 'tis all done, here's the

Exit Semselest. release.

Javelin and H'betstane. Wrcnghead. Hush! Come, gentlemen,

Javelin. Dear Whetstone, I have brought the business of the court is pre'ty well

you brave news, I told you I could do over, 'tis near three : We have had a fa-

any tiling with Mr. Senseless : I have put tiguing day of it, indeed, I am afraid din-

an end to it f >r you, and I am as well ner will wait j but stay, what shall we

pleised as if any man had given me 100I. E do with tha: fellow, Wlic- stone, shall we

The whole charges, exclusive of what finish his affair before we go ossrlie bench ?

you have paid, come just to izl. Ss. 8d. Mtslted. Ay, ay, by all means j where

a guinea court fees ; and what do you is Javelin ?

think I have saved you ; that good-na- Javelin. Here, an't please ycur worship,

tared creature, Mr. Senseless, out of Misleed. Pray biing Whetstone into

pure love at d regard for you, is gone to court,

gel "squire Fiibblv to execute a release to Javelin. Yes, an't please you.

you, arid you must execute this, and as p Javelin brings Wb tjhrc into Cowr.

sure as you're alive he won't take a ll'rongbead. Well, Mr. Whetstone, we

penny of you for filling them up ; but have had a fine time of it with you : You

harl ye, you must pay for the stamps, for don't know the concern the court have

you can't expect a gentleman to be that had in your affair ; but upon your pro-

o it of pocket, you know ; and you must mising to behave better for the future,

beg his pardon in open court, for what and begging pardon of the cou-t and Mr.

you have said of him. Senseless, I am inclined to think the geti-

Witstone. Gt.d bless you both for your tlemen will discharge you for this time,

tende nel', I and my fainily'fhall be everG and order you to attend the r.ext adjourn-

bound to pray for you both. AfiAe, ment ; and try if you can't mend your

Cvrsc light on you, I wish I had you both returns.

in a wood. • Dr. Putexk Cause. Oh! dear. Mr. Chair-

Senseless and Fribble. man, you are so tender-hearted, we shall

S-nsJft. My dear Mr. Frihble, all's be all rid at this ra'.r ; bclidca, you have

right, Javelin has done the tr ek, here's a said nothing about the laying out my

release from Whetstone ; he's to pay tytliM, that I must insist on j and fur-

M m 1 tber,
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ther, that if we are to have an adjourn- Mr. Clerk of the peace, that the sub-

ment, I desire it may be at the remotest stance of our proceedings, and Mr. Brain-

part of the county ; 'tis nothing to us, lesi's speech, be transmitted, at I have

who keep equipages, tho' broad wheels before observed.

have made our roads good, and 'twill be All. 'Tis not to be mended ! We arc

treating these fellows with three or four all for it, and pray Mr. Clerk of the peace

days absence from their business, which don't fail of sending up to London by this

will be another means of subduing them night's post.

to reason. Chrk of the Peace. No, gentlemen, not

JVrcngbead. You hear friend what the for the world,

learned doctor has said, be sure you re- Wrongbcad. Cryer, adjourn the court

member the tythes, and you are to attend to ■

next adjourn day at • ; 'tis but Cryer. AU manner of persons who have

sixty- eight miles from where you live. any thing more to do at this general quar-

Wbetjlmt on bis Knees. I'ray pardon all ter sessions of the peace, holden here this

my faults, and God bless you, and to be day, for the county of , may

sure Mr. Senseless, next to your worships, B depart the court this time, and give their

is the honestest man alive, and so is that attendance this day fev'night at ,

tender-hearted creature Javelin j I am in this county, by eight in the forenoon,

bound to pray for you all. GOD save the King,

Wrongbcad. Well, well, you are dis- Ar.d my Lords the King's Justices.

missed for this time, go about your busi
ness. Gentlemen, we have a quarter of Account of the British Plantations

an hour good before dinner, therefore 1 i« AMERICA, continued from f. 232.

will beg leave to make one motion before »j jT) E FORE governor Shute left his go-

we rife ; that is, that the clerk of the D vernment, an affair had happened

peace (hall state this very remarkable as- which af;erwards raised greatdisturhances,

fair of this day's proceedings to the and occasioned violent animosities, in the

laudable aisociators for the preservation of colony of Massachusets Bay of NewT

the game, all over England, at their next England. As ihe governors from time to

committee to be held at the St. Alban's time appointed for our plantations and

tavern. colories in America are always the fa-

All. Yes, by all means; 'tis a matter vourites of our miniflers here, and aie too

of the greatest consequence. D often sent thither chiefly for building up

Brainless. A few words, if you please : a new, or repairing an old but shattered

'Tis a matter of such consequence, 1 am fortune, they had both found, that for

astoniihed in the highest degree, it should answering this end, it was of great fer-

so long have escaped the observation of vice, to pet a salary settled by the colony

the refined people for several ages past : upon every governor in the honey moon of

Nay, that the legislature, who are ever his government, to continue during the

studying the good of the people in gene- whole time of his remaining governor of

ral, mould not long ere now have dis- „ that colony ; and as no such thing had

covered the usefulness of so wholsome " ever yet been done by the Massachuseti

and good a law, 1 mean the act for the colony, a royal instruction was sent to

preservation of the game, and the act to governor Shute to demand a salary's ne-

rxplain and amend it ; but thank heaven ing fettled upon him in this manner,

'tis now brought into a narrow compass. which he accordingly did, but the house

But one act to explain and amend, mira- of representatives absolutely iefused. Go-

culouj ! To whom gentlemen are we in- vernor Shute did not much insist upon

cabled sur all this ? Why, I'll tell you, this instruction's being complied with,

to the ingenious and learned Mr. C 1, p and lieutenant governor Pummer had too

who planh'd the whole, has raised large' f reat a regard for the peace of the colony

annual subscriptions, and th* best of all, to insist upon it ; but when William Bur-

totally subdued the insolence of farmers, net, Efqj came governor of that colony,

keeps up the reputation of the subscribers, which was not until July 19, 172S, tho'

by weekly committees, at a trifling ex- he seems to have been appointed some

pence ; and '114 my earnest wilh, and I'll time before, he was instructed not to ac-

venture to fay, so it is of all the gentle- cept of any salary, unless it wa< settled

men of this country, that as it is now, in the manner beforementioned, which

jt (hall and may continue, world without G brought the dispute to such a crisis, that

end. ^ the assembly (ound it necessary to fend

IVnngbead. Gentlemen, my brother Jonathan Belcher, Efqj to England to

B/ainless hath spoken so sully upon this join with their agent Francis Wilkes, Efqj

head, that 1 think to shorten this affair, in solliciting the withdrawing of this in.

Uwill be proper to give cur direction* to 4 itruction,
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struction, which at first he zealously did, of a French priest, who upon their ar-

but with so little success, that he was rival abandoned their enterprise, and re-

threatened with having the affair laid tired to Minas.

before parliament, and the instruction . January 25, 1744-5, the romantic!?,

enforced by an act of parliament, which tho' successful expedition against Cape-

roight perhaps have been attempted, if Breton, was resolved on by the Massa-

Ihcre had not then been a very strong op- chusets assembly. Feb. 2, they began

position to our ministers in parliament ; . to beat up for voluntiers ; and by ^he

for tho' governor Burnet died Sept. 7, end of March a body of above 3000 men,

1729, our ministers thought fit not to provided wirh every thing which in that:

drop their instruction, and imagining country could be provided, sailed from

Mr. Belcher to be a man of so great in- Boston for Canso, where they were ob-

stuence in the colony as to get the in- Jiged to wait three weeks, as the har-

struction complied with, they appointed hours and shores of Cape-Breton could

him governor ; in which new character he not be safely approached on account of

returned, and arrived at Boston, Aug. 8, the shoals of ice. April 29, the whole

1730. B sleet filled from Canso, and arrived next

As he was a native of, and had a good day in Red-cap Bay, a little south of

estate in New- England, he was at first Louifbourg, where they landed their men,

received with great joy, but when it ap- artillery, &c. after some opposition from

peared that he had accepted of the go- a small detachment of the garrison, who

vernment, with the very same instruction were soon obliged to retire, leaving eight

against which he had been sent home at of their number killed, and ten made

the puhlick expence to sollicit a com- prisoners. May 2, they detached 400

pliar.ee with, it was opposed with greater q men round the harbour, and under cover

animosity under his government than it of the hills, to the north-east of the har-

had ever been before ; so that at last he bour, upon whose approach the detach-

wai obliged, with leave, no doubt, from ment os the garrison that were to guard

heme, to drop the instruction, and ac- and serve the battery on that side, having

cept of a salary of 1000I. a year, to be no fort to defend them (a most fatal neg-

cominued from year to year, as future left which the French are seldom guilty

assemblies should think fit ; and as he of) retired over the harbour into the

appeared afterwards to •'ave the true in- town, with such precipitation, that they

terest of the colony at heart, it continued D had time only to spike up their cannon

quiet and in peace during the rest of hit and mortars, which by being drilled were

government. soon made serviceable, and by means of

But as there will always be complaints the siiells and (hot seized at the battery,

against every governor, oponsomeground- were of great service to the besieging

less complaints against him, he was re- army, who were very ill provided either

moved in 1741, and William Shirley, with battering cannon, or mortars.

Esq; appointed governor of Massachuscts- From this time the siege was carried

Bay colony, a distinct governor having g on, tho' not in any regular manner, and

the year preceding been appointed for the some sort of breach made near the west

province of New-Hampshire. In the be- gate ; and tho' the breach was deemed

ginning of 1744, began a new war be- scarcely practicable, yet as two more

tween the French and us, of which the men of war were arrived, it was resolved

first notice they had in New-England, to storm the town by sea on June 8,

was by a party of French troops from whilst the land forces mould make a

Cape-Breton having seized and demo- feint assault alhore ; but the garrison hav-

lifhed our nominal fort at Canso, in Nova- ing heard that a general assault was re-

Scotia, and made prisoners the whole f1 solved on, had neither ammunition or

garrison, which consisted of four paper courage enough to stand it, and therefore

companies of general Phillips's regiment, they surrendered on the 17th upon ho-

but were not in the whole above 80 ef- nourable terms *.

fective men. The proper orders, how- The taking of this place was of more

ever, arrived soon after from England, advantage to us than could have been at

and war was declared at Boston, June 2, first dreamt of ; fur in a few days after it

against France, whereupon they began . was taken two French East India (hips,

immediately to fit out privateers ; and as q and soon after a French South- Sea ship,

they foresaw that Annapolis would be put in there, supposing it to .be still in

attacked, four companies of men were French hands, and were of course made

raised to be sent to that place, the first of p/ize of, the value of which three ships

which arrived there the beginning of was thought to be more than the taking

luly, when they found the fort surrounded of the place had cost us ; and the place

/ about 300 Indians under the direction iifeif

t Stc London Mag, 1745, f. 353, end \zo.
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itself was thought to be of such conse

quence to the French, that they were

next ytar at the rifle 3nd expence to (it •

out and send a great sice:, with a num

ber of troops on board, either to retake

this place, or to take Annapolis, that

they might by one means or other have a

communication with Canada, which was ^

now become very difficult, if not ini prac

ticable, if we had resolved to take such

methods as were now in our power for

preventing it.

This fleet, which consisted of eleven

line of battle ships, some frigates, and

two fire-ships, with transports, and 3150

land forces on board, was commanded

by the duke D'Anville, and failed from "

Rochelle, June n, N. S. but met with

such contrary winds and storms, that

they did not arrive at Chebucto, in Nova-

Scotia, till September 10, which tedious

passage occasioned such a sickness among

the men as became contagious, of which

D'Anville himself, and above one half of

the men, died in the passage, or soon as- Q

ter their being landed for refreshment at

.Chebucto; so that October 17, it was

resolved to return to France without at

tempting any os the great projects they

were sent out to execute ; and a body of

1600 regular marine troops and Canada

militia, with a great number of French

Indians who had rendezvoused this sum- _

mcr at Minas, in Nova-Scotia, to assist "

in the execution of these projects, were

most of them obliged to return home,

without doing any thing more than alarm

ing Louifbourg, Annapolis, and even

Boston itself. But what was most sur

prising, tho* early in the summer we had

publick notice' of the French prepara
tions •, yet this large fleet sailed to, con- |?

tinned at, and returned from Chebucto,

without meeting with any superior squa

dron of ours to attack or intercept them,

a circumstance which is not to be ac

counted for in this age, whatever it may

be in the next.

As soon as they had advice in New-

England of the retreat of the French, at p.

the desire of our governor of Annapolis,

it was resolved, that 1000 of the New-

England militia should be sent to take up

their winter quarters at Minat>, in Nova-

Scotia, in order to keep the French inha

bitants thereabout to their duty, and to

prevent their furnishing the French troops

or ships with provisions, as they had hi

therto done, contrary to the allegiance G

which they had sworn to the crown of

England. Of this 1000 men Massachu-

sets colony were to furnish 5C0, Rhode

Island -00, and Ne-.v-Hamplhiie 200 ;

but the MasTachusets quota only were

* Set London Mag. 1746, p. 165, 310,

f. 103.

New-England. June

sent ; so that instead of 1000, which was

thought necessary for this purpose, thtre

were not 500 effective men actually sent ;

and as a part of the French troops had

remained in Nova-Scotia during the win

ter, in hopes of having another French

squadron sent to their assistance in the

spring, they were encouraged by the

smallness of the number of our noops

to attempt to dislodge them. Accord

ingly, Ja-i. 8, 17467, they" set out siom

Chiconicto, or Chigntcto, where they

had taken up their quarters, and being

joined in their march by so many of the

French inhabitants, th.it they amounted

to above 600 men, besides Indians, be

fore they reached Minas, th':y attacked

our dispersed troops, who liad not the

least notice of their march, in several

places at once, on the 31st of January,

about three in the morning. As they

had from the inhabitants exact notice of

the several stations where our men were

quarteii-d, they killed, or made many of

them prisoners, before any number of

them could assemble at the head quarters :

However, at last a considerable body got

together there, and might perhaps have

been able to defend their post, tho* their

commander, col. Noble, and many of

the officers, had been before killed, but

upon examination it was found, they

had not above night charges of ammuni

tion a man, and as they could expect no

recruit or s cites, they were forced to ca

pitulate, and obtained very honourable

terms.

From' this time the French troops re

mained about Minas, in expectation of

a new Fien h squadron, and in hopes of

being thereby enabled to reduce Annapo

lis eaily in the summer ; but in thia they

were disappointed, for the squadron pro

vided for this purpose wa> on tho third of

May intercepted by our admirals Anson

and Warren, soon after their sailing from

Rochelle, and every one of ihcm but one

frigate, together with six East-India ships,

and most of the transports they had un

der their convoy, taken and brought to

England f.

Whilst the French were thus forming

visionary schemes for the: conquest of Cape-

Breton and Nov.i-Scotia, our northern

colonies were forming a very practicable

scheme for the conq'.icii of Canada, and

securing their fjture quiet, by driving tho

Fiench entirely out of that country, in

which they wrie to be assisted by a squa-

dion, and a body of lard forces, from

hence. This enterprise had, it seems,

at first been resolved on at home ; for in

April, 1746, orders were sent to our se

veral colcnics north os Carolina, to raise

each

37*, f Sa London Mag. 1747"
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each so many companies of 100 men, as informed countrymen, both in Europe

th<:y could well spare, to he armed, ami America, expected ; but a prelimi-

cloatfied, and paid by the governrm-nt nary treaty of peace in April, 1748, put

here. Accordingly Virginia raised two, an end to all th=se towering hopes, re-

Maryland three, Penfyivania four, the stored Cape-Breton to France, secured

Jerseys five, and New-York 15 ; in all her in the possession ot Canada, and en-

29 companies, which were to rendezvous couraged her to pursue these treacherous

a: Saratago, 20 miles above Albany, un- ^ and ambitious practices which have now

e'er the command of brigadier Gooch, again involved us in war \.

lieutenant governor of Virginia, and to As by this preliminary, and the defini-

be employed in reducing Crown Point tive treaty which followed, our colonies

and Montreal. Ik-sides these, Massachu- of New- England were thus to be bereft

sets colony raised 20 companies, Con- of the conquest of Cape- Breton, which

necticut 10, Rhode Island three, and they had made chiefly at their own ex-

New- Hampshire two ; in all 35, which, pence, it was thought but just to refund

with the squadron and land forces from this expence, and therefore, as soon as

England, were to be employed in re- B peace was resolved on, care was taken,

ducing Quebec. Soon after these orders that the parliament in 174S, should giant

weie sent to Ameiica, a great number of the following sums for tins purpose J.

transport ships were taken up, and seve- /. >. d.

ral marching regiments were sent to To Massachusets colony 183649 2

Portsmouth to embark, as every one To New-Hampshire '6555 13 4

thoughr, for America, under the com- To Connecticut — 2SS6} 19 1

mand of general St. Clair, and to be con- To Rhode JfUnd — t>33* 1* 10

voyed by a formidable squadron com- fj To James Gibson, Esq: 547 15 o

manded by admiral Lesiock : Nay, the

troops were this summer oDce or twice Sum total —— 235749 2 \o\

embarked, and relanded j and at last,

instead of being sent to America, they This grant, in some degree, quieted the

were sent upon a fruitless expedition to complaints of our New- England coior ies

Port l'Orient in France •. at that time, and here we mall leave

The execution of this useful and ne- their history, until the event of the pre-

eessary design being thus laid aside for the sent war shall furnilh us with an oppor-

year 1746, it was generally believed, that O tunity to continue it, we hope, with

it was peremptorily resolved un for the pleasure ; observing only, that in the

year 1747, because all the companies war we have now f.iven an account of.

raised in America were kept on loot, and the Eastern Indians gave the people of

because it was much mote easy ['or us now New-England very little tiouble, being

than it ever was before ; as our fleet mostly employed by the French in Nova-

from hence for the river St. Laurence Scotia ; however, in 1749, they sued for

might have landed and refreshed their peace, and obtained it upon the usual

men at Louisbourg, without going out J? terms, of declaring themselves subjects to

of their way, and might have there met the crown of England, &c.

with the troops and provision ships from
New- England j and as Canada, ever To Mip C-tb—iv. (Keep. 244.)

since our being in possession of Cape Bre- 'Tp H E motive to this address is friend-

ton, had received few or no supplies of J. ship, and I would ifk yours in re

arms, ammunition, or stores of any kind turn, if it could be granted consistently

from France, and consequently could be with your character ; but 1 am not igno-

but very ill provided. But the whole „ tant that a commerce betwixt two per-

winter, and next summer, palled over ' sons of different sexes, upon whatever

without any step towards the execution footing established, excep'ing one, often

of this design, and at last, to the surprize terminates in very disagreeable conse-

of every man, orders arrived in October, quences.

for disbanding all the American compa- Without hope therefore, or possibility

nies, tho' no cessation of arms was then of a reply, I write; my view, to instruct

expected, nor was it the interest of Bri- or amuse ; hippy, if 1 can nil up a va-

tain to agree to any, as a vigorous and cant hour, engage your attention, and

well concerted exertion of our naval Q keep you from sinking into indolence,

power, with the assistance of a good body You have had a number of admirers,

of regular troops from hence, might next yet perhaps not one lover j many quali-

summer have put us in possession of most tics are requisite to soim this character,

of the French settlements in America. but principally difimeicsttdness ; he must

This was what our sanguine but ill- love you better than himself, and your

mind

• Srs London Mag. 1746, p. 262, 515, 36J, 422, 477, 509, 580. j Stt

Jitri, 1748, p. 226. J 4« dine, f. 409, 44a.
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mind more than your person, or his pas- thing we know, there are rays of light

lion is sounded in self-love, and can ne- joining every two physical points in the

ver make you happy. Those who have universe, and that in contrary directions,

not stood this test, ought for ever to be except where opaque bodies intervene,

disregarded ; for no alteration in your 2. Those who suppose that light is no-

outward charms can be an excuse for their thing else than vibrations or pulses, pro-

indifference. Time indeed, by adding to pagated thro' a subtile elastick medium

your form, has taken away all its ele- A from the visible object to the eye, may

gance ; yet it has given you more than perhaps remove the difficulty by ascribing

an equivalent, in an air so soft and pen- a sufficient minuteness to the particles of

five, as is a sure indication of a mind na- that medium j since we see, by expe-

turally good, and very capable of im- rience, that sound in the air, and wave*

provement To cultivate this, must be in the water, are conveyed in different

your greatest care ; for it will ever be the directions, without sensibly inteifering :

principal object of admiration in a lover But, as that hypothesis seems infupport-

of any delicacy, and such only is worthy able on other accounts f, we must en-

cf V0U- o deavour to accommodate our solution to

Liverpoole, June 25. Fido. the only other conception we can frame

of it, namely, that of particles actually

jts many of cur Readers may not bam an Op. projected from the luminous bcdy.

fortuity to fee the second Volume os Essay s 3. It is manifest, that, tho" the mere

and Observations Physical and Literary, subtility of the particles of light may

read before a Society in Edinburgh, and tend to account for its easy passage, in all

published by them at Edinburgh, 1746, directions, thro' dense transparent bodies,

we shall give themfrom thence thefollowing (J it will not serve to explain its easy pas-

ExtraB. ^af>e thro' other light equally subtile :

But, for this purpose, it seems necessary

Observations on Light and Colours. By to suppose ]jght incomparably rare when

Thomas Mei.vili., M. A. ». at the densest ; that is, that the femi-

SECT. I. diameters ot' two of the nearest particles

On tbe mutual Penetration of Light. in *f san,e ?I different s™n£

J ter their emission, are incomparably leu

I./"vNEof the first and greatest difficul- than their distance.

V" ties that occurs in reflecting on this L> 4. Let us consider a little the course of

subject, is, to conceive how it is possible a particle of light from any of the re-

that light can move thro' light in all moter fixed stars to the human eye ; for

imaginable »!irections, without occasion- instance, from the small one called the

ing the least perceivable confusion or de- Rider in the tail cf the Great Bear : The

viation from its rectilinear couisc. Many particles by which we fee that star, have,

have been induced, from this considera- in the first place, passed thro' the space

tion, to believe it incorporeal ; and ail surrounding it, in which there are proba-

who have thoroughly weighed the diffi. £ bly several planets revolving, and which

culty, have seen the necessity of ascribing must be therefore so filled with a sphere

a subtility to it incomparahly greater than os rays from each of them, that they

we are led, by any phenomena, to ascribe may be visible to an eye any where siiua-

to any other species of bodies in nature. ted in those spaces' ; after that, they have

There is no physical point in the visible passed laterally thro' the whole torrent of

horizon which does net fend rays to every light flowing from the star of the second

other point ; no star in the heaven which magnitude, which we see beside it ; and

does not fend rays to tvery other star : _ lastly, they have passed likewaya across

The whole horizon is filled with a sphere ** the whole ocean of the solar light, and

of ray6 from every point in it ; and the all that light with which the space sur-

whole visible universe, with a sphere of rounding the sun is filled from all the co-

rays from every star. In short, for any mets, planets, and satellites; and besides,

in

• Read January 3, and February 7, 1751. Had tbe ingenious author of this paper (who

died December, 1753, al tbe age of twenty-seven) lived to put tbe sniping band to it, be

would, prubaHy, have added many things, and perhaps retrenched some others, by which it

would have been rendered still more deserving cf the approbation of tbe publick. Mr. Me/vill

used to observe, that as, of all Sir Isaac Newton s discoveries, those relating to light and colours

were perhaps the most curious ; it was somewhat remarkable, thatfew, if any, of hisfollowers

bad gone onestep beyond him on these suljefls, or attempted to compleal what he bad left unfinished.

Our author, therefore, proposed to have applied himself particularly to the further illustration as

the theory of light and colours. Thefollowing essay is a specimen of what might hove been ex.

peeledfrom him, andsufficiently shews tbe uncommon genius of its author. + Ncwtusi

Prineipia, Book II, prop. 41, and 42. See also Newton's Opticks, query 28.
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in every physical point of their numerous the particles might be prevented from

journey from the Rider to our eye, they striking, tl ey must instantly turn one

have pasted thro' rays of light fljwing in another from their rectiUnyr courses, as

all directions from every fixed star in rhe soon as they come, in diff.rent directions,

visible universe : And yet, during the within the reach of their mutual powers,

whole, they have never justi-'d gainst Thus, we find by expeiier.ee, it is im-

one particle of light ; otherways they possible to make one stream of air pene-

could not have arrived in their true di- ^ tr3tc another wit!. our confusion ; for the

rection to our eye. This rtflsction can- two streams either unite into a common

not fail to suggest .1 general notion of the one with an intermediate direction, or

rarity and tenuity of light, far surpassing produce irregular eddies,

all the suppositions which are usually S. Here, by the bye, we may fee, that

made about it. the ingenious system of Boscovich, the

5. The chance which any one body has Roman profcilor, concerning the ele-

to justle with others of like magnitude, ments of matter J, whatever may bo

is lessened in proportion to ti;c bulk of said for it from other considerations,

the bodies with retptct to the (pace in B gives us no assistance in comprehending

which they move. It must be therefore the mutual penetration of. light ; for in-

supposed, as we mentioned above, that divisible points, endued with an insupe-

the distance of the nearest particles, slow- rahle repulsive power, reaching to a fl

ing in the fame and in different lines, nite distance, aic as subject to interfere,

must exceed their diameter, not indeed as solid particles of a finite magnitude,

infinitely, but a number ot times utterly

incomparable with all our ordinary num-

bers, in order that a particle may escape sj °" Hearing of Bodies by Light.

in one physical point of its progress : g. It appears, by Sir Isaac Newton's

But, that it may pass freely on thro' the experiments on the reflexion of light,

whole distance of the remotest fixed stars, that bodies act upon it at some distance j

it is evident, that this proportion of ex- and that the fame power, variousty exer-

cefs must be multiplied by a number cifed in various circumstances, is the

again incomparable. But this excess, so cause, likeways, of refraction and re-

increased, must be raised to a power, flexion. We know no instance of any

kind of attraction or repulsion in nature

which is not mutual ; we observe lik:-

and comets. And, lastly, if there is an ways that bodies are heated by the irslu-

elastick medium diffused thro' the mun- ence of the fun's rays : It is therefore

Jane space, at the propagation of heat *, natural to look upon this a* the effect of

and many other phænomena, seem to the reaction of light upon bodies, and

insinuate ; this last number must be at that, at a distance from them ; for, there

least doubled, if we would express the is no reason to think, that light produces

proportion in which the distance of the heat hy actually striking the solid parts of

nearest rays exceed the diameters of their R bodies, after we are satisfied that bodies

particles : And yet this distance of the produce the reflection and refraction of

nearest rays, flowing from the fame cen- light, without suffeiing it to come into

ter, is so incomparably below our smallest contact with them.

measures, that there is no possibility of 10. From these principles it follows,

defining it. that light, in passing out of one medium

6. Had Euler considered this extreme into another of different density, mult

rarity, as well as tenuity of light? which always produce some degree of heat ;

must be acknowledged hy all who sup- r; because it is partly refracted and reflected

pose that its particles are actually pro- at the common surface. Secondly, That,

jected from the lucid body, he would not in passing forwards thro' the fame homo-

have alledged, that this opinion is incon- geneous or perfectly transparent medium,

sistent with the freedom and perpetuity of it can produce no heat ; because iheie is

the celestial motions +. no reflexion or refraction, no influen-e of

7. Some have thought, that, if the the body upon the light, but every ray

particles of light repel one another, their pursues its own right-lined course, as if

mutual perturbation may he prevented : it moved in a perfect void

But the contrary is manifest upon the G it. Hcnc» it appears, that, in water,

least reflection ; for tho', by that means, glass, and other transparent mediums,

June, 1756. N n which

• Newt, Opt. queries, adJin. -j- See bis Nova tbeoria lucis et colzrvm. \ See bis

Dissert, de lumine et de viribus vivis. ^ ct/r Isaac AWuton, in the third Book os bH

Trineipia, 'where be disputes concerning tbe tails cf comets, lays it down dt an obvious principle,

Quod radii solis noo agitant media quæ permananr, nisi in reflexione et netractione.

whose exponent is a number equal to the

number of all the fixed stars, planets,^
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which are warmed by the fun's rays, the 1 3. If one beam or ray of light, by

heat must be propagated from their fur- passing straight onwards thro' the fama

facet towards their central parts *. pellucid substance, can communicate no

12. Hence likeways we understand heat to its internal parts j neither will

why opaque bodies are sooner heated by the greatest quantity of rays, though

the fun-beams than transpatent ones ; crowded into the narrowest spase, by

since, there are innumerable reflexions crossing one another. From hence it'foJ-

and refractions within their substances,^ lows, that the portion of air which lies

besides what happen in common with in the focu» of the most potent speculum

transparent bodies at their superficial ' is not at all affected by the pastage of

parts. As each colorifick paiticle of an light thro' it, hut continues of the lame

opaque body, by the reaction as the par- tempera! urc with the ambient air ; altho*

tides of light, must be somewhat moved any opaque body, nr even any transparent

when the light is reflected iwckwaid and body dtnser than air, when put in the

forward between the same panicles, it is fame place, would be intensely heated in

manifest that they likeways mustbe diiven an instant.

backward and forward with a vibratory " 14. This consequence, evidently slow-

motion ; and the time of a vibiation will ing from the plainest and most certain

be equal to that which light la'rei in mov- principles, seems not to have been rightly

ing thro' a particle, or from one particle of undet stood by many philosophtis f : For

1 body to another adjoining. This distance which reason, 1 thought it might ba

in most solid opaque bodies cinnot be sup- worth while to say something in explica-

1 th , • . tion of it. The easiest way to be satis-
posed greater than — of an inch, fied Qf t|i> matter e31perin)enta,lv> is> ^

which spaces naiticle of light describes in q hold 3 hair or down immediately above

L_ tk of a second. With so ,l>e focuS of a lens or fp""'"™. or, to

las'^ooococooos blow a stream r.f fjnoke from a pipe ho-

rapid a motion therefore may the internal rizontally over it j for, if the air in the

part of bodies be agitated by the influence focus were hotter than the surrounding

•slight, ns to perform i»j «»,oop,a»,ooo vi- fluid lt would con,inUalJy ascend'upon

brations or more in a second of time ! a£count of jt, rarefaction; and tne,;h,

The arrival of Afferent particles of light fenfibly agitate these (lender bodies. OV
at the surface of the same colorifick par- a |ens'maS be fo ,aced JS (Q sorm ;„ s<>.

tide in the tame or different ray,, may Q cus within a body of water, or some other

disturb the regular.ty of their vibrations, transparent (uhrtallcc> the heat of which

but will evidently increase their frequency, can ^ cxam|llod from time to time with

or raise still minuter v.brat.ons among a therrnometer . But C3re must bt taken

the parts which compose these particles ; ;„ lhl> experiment ^ hoid the ,,„, a,

by which means the intestine motion be „ear as £lble ,0 the „sosparent body>

comes more subtile and thoroughly dis- ,est the * b fallj cM£ lha„ or(Ji.

fused If the quantity of light admi.ted „, on itS surf mould warm it moie

mto the body be increased, the vibrations fi tha|1 thecommon fun beam».

ot the particles must likeways increase in 0 ig wt„ known> ,„„ the ra of

magnitude and velocity, tali, at last, they ,j h» b ^ ob,iaue) tW our at.

may be so v.olent as to make all the com- mos here are inrlecte3 iino a curv< by

ponent particles darti one another to ,|,e continued infraction arifin* from the

pieces by their mutual collisions ; in continua, increase cf its densif there.

which case, the colour and textu.e ot sore thc ^ du(x som„ d of

the body must be destroyed. Thus may ,,e>, ;„ e ^ their ^ogress thro.
we f->rm, from known prmcples, some u rNQ ,„ ■, rB as the whole successive

impe sect conception of the manner in p refraction is just equal to the single re-

which bodies are heated and burned by fraction ,hat ^yj^ made in flv at
the a lion of lishr : More than an im- once from the cclefiaX s jntr0 , me.

perfect notion o( these secret operations dlum as dense „ „,e ,£west of ouf

of nature is not to be expected ; for they atmospntre j, and all the successive re-

eer ainly depe d, in (treat measure, upon flexjonS that*can h^de from every dif.

Jaws and principles utierlv unknown to us. font fouum. are but equal to what

would

• J havesound, by reptatid triah, that the heat os water in deep lehi drereaset regularly

from the swface dcwnviardi- -f See Bocrbaave, Element. Ciem. Tom. I. on sire,

(troll 5. aster exper. 14. and coroll. I. end J. aster ixfer. 17. See alfe Rutbersrtb' t system

• natural philosophy, prop. 366. os th.- astronomical part ; and, Nolet Utons de Phyfiqut,

I'om. IV. Thesilence of mos physical ttriters, concerning thii paradoxical truth, makes it pet*

I Me, that fbeytvtrt unacquainted with it, J AVwr. Opt, Book \l, part 2 prep, to.
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would be ma-le at once from the surface

of a medium of the s.:me density ; it ea-

fily appears, by comparing the densities

of air and water, and their respective

signs of refraction, th.it all the lefr-tction

and reflexion, which the whole depth of

our atmosphere produces, is much les*

than what happens at one suiface of wa- ^

ter ; and consequently, the Ite^t produced-

in our atmosphere, by the immediate ac

tion of light upon it, mult likeways be

much les* than what is raised in water.

The air seem, to hae the greatest part

of its he it communicited to it from the

opaque vapours which float in it, and the

general surface os sea and land to whith

it is ontiguous. "

Frum the Connoisseur, June 10.

IT is a maxim of Rochefoucault s, that

" many men would never have been

in love, if they had never heard of love."

The justice of this remark is equal to its

flirewdr.es,. The ridiculous prate of a

family has frequently great influence on q

young minds, who learn to love, as they

do evciy thing else, by imitation. Young

cieatures, almost mere children, have

been consumed with this second har d

flame lighted up at another's passion ;

and in consequence of the loves of the

footman and chambermaid, I have known

little master fancy himself a dying swain

at the age of thirteen, and little misi O

pining away with love in a bib and hang

ing. sleeves.

That vast heap cf volumes, filled with

)crve, and sufficient in number to make a

library, ate great inflamers, and seldom

fail to produce that kind of passion de

scribed by Rocbefoucault. The chief of

these literary seducers are the old ro- g

mances, and their degenerate spawn, the

medern novels. The young student reads

of the emotions rf love, till he imagines

that be feels them throbbing and flutter

ing in his little breast ; as Valetudina

rians study the history of a disease, till

they fancy themselves affected with e ery

symptom of it. For this reason, I am

always sorry to fee any of this trash in r

the hands of young people : 1 look upon

Cassandra and Cleopatra, as well as Betty

Batnes, Polly Wilhs, tec. as no better

than bawds ; and consider Don Bellianis

of Greece, and Sir Amadis de Gaul, with

George Edwards, Loveill, tec. as arrant

pimps. But tho' romances and novels

are both equally stimulative;, yet their Q

operations are very disseient. The rc-

manct-student becomes a lond Oorydon

of Sicily, or a very Damon of Aicadia,

and is in good truth such a dying swain,

that he believes he shall l.ai.g himself on

e LOVE.

the next willow, or drown himself in the

next pond, if he iliould lose the object of

Iiis wishes : But the young noveiiit turns

out more a man of the world, and as'er

having gained the affections of his mis

tress, forms a hundred schemes to secute

the possession of her, and to ham her re

lation*.

There are, among the tribe of lovers,

a fort of luke-warm gentlemen, who can

hardly he said, in the language of love,

to entertain a flame fur their mistress.

These are your men of superlative deli

cacy and refinement, who loath the gross

ideas annexed to the amours of the vul

gar, and aim ar something more spin,

lualized and sublime. These philosophers

in love doat on the mind alone of their

mistress, and would fain fee her niked

foul, divested of its material incum-

brances. Gentlemen of this complexion

might perhaps not improperly be ranged

in the lomantick class, but they have

assumed to themselves the name of Pla-

toniok Lovers.

Platonism, however, is in these days

very scatce ; and there is another class,

infinitely more numetous, composed of a

fort of lovers, whom we may justly dis

tinguish by the title of Epicureans. The

principles of this sect arc diametrically

opposite to those os the Hlatonicks. They

think no mote of the soul of their mis

tress, than a Mussulman, but are in tap-

tuies with her person. A lover os this

feit is in perpetual extafies : His passon

is so violent that he even scorches you

with his flame j and he runs over the ptr-

fections of his mistress in the fame stile

that a jockey praises his horse. " Such

limhs ! such eyes ! such a neck and bi east '

such oh, file's a rate piece." Their

ideas go no farther than mere external

accomphssiments ; and as their wounds

may be said to be only skin deep, we can

not allow their breasts to be smitten with

love, tho' perhaps they may rankle «ith

a much grosser passion. Yet it must be

owned, that nrthing is more common,

than for gentlemen of this cast to he in

volved in what is called a love-match :

But then it is owing to the fame cause

with the marriage of Sir John Brute,

who fays, " I married niy wife, becaute

I wanted to lie with her, and site wru d

not let me." ,

Other gentlemen of a gay disposition,

and warm constitution, who go in the

cntalogue for lovers, are adorers of al

most every woman they fee. The (l-rai

of love is as easily kindled in them, at

the spaiks aie struck out ©f a fltnr, and

it also expires as soon. A bver of thia

suit dances one day with a lad/ at a ball.
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and loses his heart to her in a minuet ; undoubted proofs of the goodness of each

the next another carries it off in the other's dispc.li ii n. They delighted in

Mall; and the next day perhaps he poes the company, and admired the perfec-

out of town, and lodges it in the posses- tions of each other, and gave a thousand

lion of all the country beauties succes- little indications of a growing passion,

lively, till at last he brings it back to not unobserved by others, even while it

town with him, and presents it to the was yet unknown and unsuspected even

first woman he meets. This class is very ^ by themselves. However, after some time

numerous, but ought by no means to Will, by mutual agreement, demanded

hold a place among the tribe of true the lady of her father in marriage. But,

lovers, since a gentleman who is thus in alas I " the course of true love never yet

love with every body, may fairly be said run smooth :" Tin ill-judged ambition of

not to be in love at all. a parent induced the father, out of mere

Love is universally allowed to be whim- love to his daughter, to refuse her hand

sical j and if whim is the essence of to the only mar. in the world with whom

love, none can be accounted truer lovers, she could live happily, because he ima-

than those whoadniiie their mistress for B gined, that he might in the Smithfield

some particular charm, which enchains phrase, do istur for her. But love,

them, tho' it would singly never capti- grounded on just principles, is not easily

vatc any body else. Seme gentlemen shaken ; and as it appeared, that their

have been won to conjugal embraces by a mutual pafliun had taken too diep root

pair of fine arms ; ethers have been held ever to be extirpaed, ti e lather ai last

•iast by an even white set of teeth ; and I reluctantly half cm. rented to their union.

Know a very good scholar, who was en- They enjoy a genteel competency, and

snared by a set of golden tresses, because q Will, bv hu integrity and ab ilities is an

it was the taste of the ancients, and the honour to a lea-ned profession, and a

true classical hair. Those ladies, whose blessing to hts wife j whof? greatest praise

lovers are such piece-meal ,-idmircrs, are in is, that her virtues deserve such an bus-

perpetual danger of lolirig them. A rash, band. She is pleased with h. 'in? " left

or a pimple, may abn'c their affection : dross to duchesset." He conifers her

All those, the object of whose adoration happiness as his main inte- .ft, a^.d their

is merely a pretty face or a fine person, example every day gives freih tmviction

are in the power of the like accidents ; to the father, that where two pvrfo..s of

and the small -pox has occasioned many aD strong fense, and ^ood htarrs, conceive a

poor lady the loss of her beauty and her reciprocal affection (or each oth^r, their

lover at the fame time. passion is genuine snd lasting, and their

But after all these spurious enamoratos, union is perhaps the truest state ot hap-

there are some few, whose passim is fin- piness under the sun.

cere and well-founded. True, genuine
love, is always builr upon esteem : Not Account as tbe Rife and Progress os the Silt

that 1 would mean, that a man can rea- Manufacture. From Kituii'i

son and argue himself into love ; but that p Travels.

a constant intercourse with an amiable " r~f~ H E ancient Romans for a long

woman will lead him into a contempla- 1 time never dreamed that silk could

tion of her ex:ellent qualities, which be produced in their country j and the

will insensibly win his heart befure he is first silk ever seen in Greece was after the

himself aware of it, and be^et all those conquest of Persia by Alexander the Great,

hopes, fears, and other extravagances, From thence it was imported into Italy,

which are the natural attendants on a but was fold at the rate of an equal

true passion. Love has been described weight of gold The Persians being;

ten thousand times : But that I may be F the only people of whom it was to be

sure that the little picture I would draw had, would not permit a single egg or

Of it is taken from nature, 1 will con- worm to be carried out of their country,

elude this paper with the story of honest Hence the ancient Greeks and Romans

Will. Easy and his amiable wife. Will. were so little acquainted with the nature

Easy and Mist became very early os silk, that they imagined it grew like a

acquainted, and from being similarly in- vegetable. Holoscricum, or a stuff made

timate with the whole family, Will, might of silk only, was worn by none but la-

be almost said to live there. Hediiudf. die- of the first rank f. But men of the

and sapped with them perpetually in greatest quality, and even princes, were

town, and spent gicat pirt of the sum- contented with subseiicum, or a stuff

mer with them at their seat in the coun- made of half silk 5 so that Heliogabalus

try. Will, and the lady were both uni- is remarked for being tbe first who wore

yersally allowed to have sense, and their holosericum J. In the reign of the em-

frequent conversations together gave them peror

* Vid. t'cfifcus in Aurcliam. f Tacitus Annal, II. F!av, Vopifiut in vita Taciti Imferat.

% Ælrus Lampridiut in vita Hc/io^aiali, »
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peror Justinian, a trial was made for

bringing silk-worms alive to Constantino

ple, but without success j however, two

monks who had been employed in the

affair, repeated the trial with silk-worms
eggs. • The experiment succeeded so

well, that to this Constantinopolitan co

lony all the silk worms and silk manufac- ^

tures in Europe owe their existence and

origin. Till the middle of the twelfth

century, all the silken stuffs at Rome and

other parts of Europe, were of Grecian

manufacture, But Roger I. king of Sici

ly, about the year 1138, invading Greece

with a fleet of vessels with two and three

benches ot oars, called galeæ or sagittæ,

(from whence are derived the words gal

ley and saique) and sacking and plunder

ing Corinth, Thebes, and Athens, brought

away to Palermo, among other prisoners,

a great number of silk-weavers, to in

struct his subjects in that art. From them,

as Otto Frifingensis dc . r * is Friderici,

lib. i. cap. 23. informs us, the Italians

soon learned the method of manufactur

ing fllk."
 

A Geometrical Question. Rtquiredtbe

Area of the given Right-angled Triangle f

GIVEN A B = 50 chains, and DC= 15

chains, the < CB D= 13° 24''.

GEO. DIXON.

Solution u (QUESTION II. in the London Magazine, for October, 1755, ^. S39«

T Y .orrectingthe

lS question, we'll

suppose he diame

ter os the circle 600,

and the line extend

ed beyund the cir

cumference 200.

By trigonemetry

the < HDG= 36°

52", and the <

CDI=i8°i6"-jt

and the < DCI =

71° 34" = C, a:

500 = DC and

= 300 = RG =

HG = FG, put*'

= CR = CI ra

dius of the inscrib

ed circle, and a =

I G : Then r + x

= CG, by trigo

nometry s 1 x 1 1

~=IDx= '"• ~ 18 by the 04th of Euclid □ of C G :

+ 2>-jr + xx ss x1 + x*

—r* la— 'O/-... A r*
x — ' — . subtract m — —

lr C L C

Cx1+ tr,z— 2rsa+ Cr- s , , . "
*» + 2«z = », y*An = ri+ —

By ©• and m we get this equation x — mz -f- » — m= 347.213. Then

xz — rz

ss 50.91 -f 2=101.82 diameter of the inscribed circle.

GEORGE DIXON.

 

Q IG + Q Clmr*

sa

c~"

Given
- J ljS Vrequir

V8izzai —Sxx

equired the value of * arid y.

• Proof, de btlh Gotb, p. 345,
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A Device "whereby Aknibal exdeavoured to

animate ins Troopt before bis Engagement

viri Pv buds From H a H r T o ti's

Translation ot Polybius.

« rj AVIN G assembled together all the

|_ X forces, lie brought btfore them

the young p'isoners, whom he had taken,*

among those Baibarians that had disturb

ed his nurch across the Alps. Witii a

view to t!ie design which he now put in

practice, he had before given ciders, that

these wretches should be treated with the

last severity. They were loaded with

heavy chains : Their bodies wire eman

ated with hunger ; and mangier! I>y blows

and stiipes. In this condition, he now 8

placed them in the midst of the assembly ;

and threw before them some suits of Gal

lic armour, such as their kings are accus

tomed to wear, when they eigage in sin

gle combat. He ordered some horses also

to be fat beibte them ; and military ha

bits, that were very rich and splendid.

He then demanded of the young men, q

which os them were willing to try their

fate in arms against each other ; on con

dition that the conqueror mould possess

those spoils that were before their eyes,

while the vanquished would be released

by death from all his miseries. The cap

tives with one voice cried out, and testifi

ed the utmost eagerness to engage. An-

nibal then commanded, that lots should D

be cast among them ; and that those two,

upon whom the lot should fill, mould

rake the arms that were before them, and

begin the combat. When the prisoners

heard these orders, they extended their

hands towards the heavens ; and every

one most fervently implored the gods,

that the lot to fight might be his own.

And no sooner was their chance decided,

than those, whose fortune it was to en

gage, appeared silled with joy, while ihe

rest were mournful and dejected. When

the combat also was determined, the cip-

tives, that were by lot excluded from the

trial, pronounced him who had lost bis m

life in the engagement, to be in their fight

not left happy than the conqueror : Since

by dying he was released from alt that

wretchedness which they were still con

demned to suffer. The same reflections

arose also in the minds of the Carthagini

an soldiers ; who, from comparing the

condition of the dead with the ill fate of

those that were led back again to chains G

and torture, declared the former to be

happy, and gave their pity to the suffer

ings of the latter.

When Annibal perceived, that this con

trivance had produced in the minds of all

the army the effect that was intended from

it, he came forwards in the assembly, and

told the soldiers : " That he had uttered

that spectacle to their viexv, that, when

they had discerned their own condition in

the sate of those unhappy captives; they

might m;'ie clearly ju.Hge what resolutions

were most proper to be taken, and in

what manner they might best form their

conduct ui the present circumstance*.

That in the combat which they had seen,

and the prize proposed to the conqueror,

was displayed a peifect image os that state

into which ilicy were themselves novw

brought by so. tune. That such was their

situation, that they must eitiier conquer or

be slain In battle, or else fall alive into the

power ot their enemies. That by con

quest they would obtain a prize, not of

horses and military habits, hut the whole

wealth and riches of the Roman empnc ;

and would thus become the happiest of

mankind. That if they were to fall in

battle, they could then only die j with

out being first exposed to any kind os mi

sery ; and contending, to their latest

breath, for the most glorious of all victo

ries. But, on the other hind, in cafe

that they were conquered, and the love

of life should flatter them with any hopes

of being able to escape by flight ; or

should they even consent upon any terms

to live afrer their defeat1 ; it was manifest

beyond all doubt, that nothing but the

extremity of wretchedness could await

them. For surely there were none among

them, who, when they had considered

how vast a length of country they had

tra»ersed, what enemies hid opposed

them in the way, and what laige and ra

pid rivers they were forced to pass, could

be so wholly destitute of all fense and

judgment, a; ever to be persuaded, that

it was possible to regain their several

countries. He conjured them therefore

to throw away all such hopes ; and in

judging of their own state and fortune,

to retain those sentiments which they had

just now shewn with regard to the condi

tion os the captives. That, as in that

cafe they declared both the man that con

quered, and him who tell in the combar,

to be happy, and pitied thole that were

reserved alive ; so their business now was

to conquer if it were possible, and if not,

to die ; and on no account to entertain

even the smallest expectation or thought

of life, in case that they were conquered.

That if they would heartily embrace these

sentiments, and cany this resolution with

them into action, there was indeed no

room to doubt, but that they would both

live and conquer. That no troops were

ever known to be defeated, who had once

been fixed in this determination, either

i by



1756. Modesty and Diffidence, Affurance and Impudence, i^j

by necessity or choice. But that on the man's hreaft from the consciousness of

other hand, an army, which, like the Ro- what are his rtal merits an<t qualiac-au-

mini, saw their country open ro them on ons ; and the latter, that boldness and

every side, and ready to receive all those importance which a man assumes from a

that could ccape by flight, mult necesst- pretension to qualities of which he is nor

nly fall beneath the efforts of men, whose possrlsed.

only hopes were placed in victory." This .Assurance, in this fense of the wot d,

harangue, together with the ipectaefe that ^ is the opposite of diffidence j an active,

had palled before their eyes, fully H flamed• valuable quality, and ihe contradictory

the courage of the soldiers, and raised one to a blameable habit : And, on the

them into such a temper as Anmbal had other fide, impudence, a detoftabie ha-

deiigued. bit, the contradictory one to a very ami

able and useful virtue. As contrarieties

from tbt INSPECTOR, June 5. cannot exist at the same time in the same

subject, it is easy to see, that impudence

THE backwardness and reserve which and modesty will never be found in the

sometimes happily deteis people, B fame person, nor assurance connected with

unj.vtd by other considerations, from diffidence: But, on the -other hand, ai

doing things which they are conscious are there is nothing of this natural opposition

in themselves wrong, and for which they. between the other qualities and habits,

know the world must censure them, i6 a unless from our confounding the terms,

virtue, and a very amiable one, too' in we are not apt to wonder that we some-

bad company : This is truly niodesly, times fee the boldest pretensions, when

and it always deserves the applause of not supported by merit, sink, in an in-

exhers, and the utmost encouragement in Q slant, into the molt sheepish bashfuincf* ;

the breast of the possessor. But, on the nor are we to suppose the character to be

other hand, that sensation of the same formed of contraries, when we fee the

turn which awes and pi events a man from man who is most assured and firm on sub-

doing publickly an action which he kno vs jects he is acquainted with, and in occur-

to be right, and by which himseis or other* fences he perfectly understands, become

would be profited, is not the virtue which reserved and humble in such as he is coo-

acts in the other cause, hut is a mischie- scious he is not prepared for, nor a mas-

vous counterfeit of it, which we'ought to ter of their whole scope,

distinguish from it by the name os dish- D in these distinct senses of the words,

dence, and which it is every man's inte- impudence and assurance, we shall find

reft to get the better of, and every body's some of the most useful and most amiable

advantage, who has any concern with a characters in the world, and some os the

man, that he should banish for ever from most distasteful and contemptible, con-

his remembrance. sounded by the unthinking, under the

As we are apt to confound the sense of same general term of censure ; and when

the words modesty and diffidence, we we can divest ourselves of those two troe-

add to the perplexity by using in the fame g blesome and mischievous qualities, parti-

manner two others, which are indeed ality and envy, some slight tincture of

their proper opposite*, and which, under which is inseparable from self-love, and

just regulations, would serve very hap- consequently is inherent in us aU, we

pily to distinguish them, and to keep shall find infinite pleasure in separating

them separate sur ever : We generally use the good from the bad, and real advan-

the words assurance and impudence as tage in the conversation of the friendi

synonymous terms, and employ them whom we have so selected,

indifferently to express the fame ideas : A consciousness of whatever degree of

But this is great injustice ; as the one is P merit a man possesses in whatever way,

a naturally and eternally odious and dis- is inseparable from the possessing it : So

ustefui quality ; the other, if not an men may have more artifice and address

amiable, at least is a good and useful one. to hide it ; or they may have a greater

As I would distinguish modesty, as love for dissimulation ; or they may, 6-

that quality which represses us from be- nally, think it more worth their while

ing eminent in ill ; from diffidence, which to co»ccal it ; but to destroy the consei-

•eters us from being considerable in any oufnefs of it, while the thing itself exists,

thing : I would separate the ideas enn- Q is as impossible as to separate the shadow

veyed by the words assurance and impu- from a body in the fun-shine : The man

deuce ; by understanding the former to who has a sense of his own superiority in

express that freedom of deportment, and any thing that is in itself valuable, cao-

of consequence, wui;li arises iu a nut but b< pleased with that fense ; this

pleasure

■
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pleasure will diffuse itself thro' all lilt

discourse, and will be seen in any of his °s the annexed PLATE,

actions that are connected with the sub- T T P O N the destruction of the regent

ject of this honest pride ; and as he will \_J or sovereign of England, in the war

be convinced, that he is above the reproof with France, which being grappled with

or contradiction of those who are less ac- a caricke of Brest, were both burned,

quainted with it, he will talk and act and the crews drowned or burnt, to the

with an openness and freedom, at which A number of 700 men, with their eom-

he who is in terror about the truth of manders Sir Thomas Knevet, and Sir

every thing he advances, and in continu- Joseph Carew, of the English, and of

al hazard of being convinced cf error in the French 900, with their commander

his assertions, will find it as imprudent as Sir Price Morgan : Stow fays, " King

impossible for him to arrive. Henrie hearing of the losse of the regent,

Such a deportmenr, so founded, is caused a great shippe to be made, such a

what we ought properly to understand by one, as the like hadde never beene scene

the term assurance ; and such an assurance „ in England, and named it, Henry grace de

is at least an allowable, if not a desirable ™ Dieu:" Of which this is an exact draught,

quality 1 He who presumes so far upon This was in the fourth year of that reign,

the ignorance of those with whom he It was burnt thro' negligence in the reign

converses, as to assume this behaviour of queen Mary, Aug. 27, ann. 1533.

where he has not that inward conscious

ness to support it, places impudence in Romijb Superstition and Credulity displayed.

the feat of assurance. Few people are
able to judge, in many cafes, whether At Account of the Reliquet which are mam-

this easy boldness has a just or false foun- C * ^e seen in the Cathedral Church es

dation j and as superiority, in any respect, the City of Oviedo, ar.d also the Indulgen-

is a thing one man is very ill satisfied ties received by those -who assist and visit tbtt

with allowing to another, it is not a won- Santluary. Translatedfrim the Spanish,

der, that the two qualities, tho' such per- tj Y virtue of this bull be it known, to

sect and direct opposite- in themselves, are ^5 all and every faithful christian that

unavoidably confounded by the generality fee these present letters, That God Al-

of the world, and purposely, tho' very mighty, by his great power, ordered a

disingenuously, by too many of those who certain chest cf incorruptible wood, made

are able to judge of them. We find Ci- ^by the disciples of the holy apostles, full

cero and Demosthenes very frequently de- of their 1 cliques, to be removed from the

daring, in very express terms, a confei- city of Jerusalem (in the time it was

oufnefs of their own abilities, which the judged by king Cofdroos of Persia) to

ingenuous candor of the times they lived Africa, from Africa to Carthagena in

in, never accused of impudence j and Spain, from Carthagena to Seville, from

Ovid and Horace talk in the easiest man- Seville to Toledo, from Toledo to Astu-

ner in the world, os their having procur- rias, to a place called the Holy Mount,

ed themselves immortality by their poems. £ where it lay buried from the time of the

I reverence the age in which a well- apostles to the year 1075, from thence it

grounded assurance was thus in fact, tho' was brought to the church of St. Salva-

perhaps nos exactly in name, distinguish- dore, cathedral of the city of Oviedo,

ed from impudence ; and am apt to be- where, by the request of king Alphonso

lieve, that a great deal of the spirit cf the Great, it was opened, with the assisi-

these inimitable writers would have been ance of the prelates of Spain (who by

lost, if they had not been conscious of reason of the general destruction of their

living among a people of judgment, who _ country had taken refuge in the said city)

allowed them a reputation which it was * wherein was found several little coffers of

their duty to support. gold, silver, ivory, and coral, which were

I am well assured, that impudence opened with due veneration, billets be-

would never have produced one good ing tied to each relique, plainly shewing

line or one just sentiment from any of what they were. They found a great

these authors, in consequence of a false part of the sheet that our Saviour was

applause given by an injudicious rabble j wrapped in, in the sepulchre ; the napkin

but it is most certain, that the sp'rit such that covered his face, all stained with hit

a deserved f.ime kept up in these authors, Q blood, which, with all the reverence pos-

has given binh to many of the passages fible, is (hewn three times a year j a

which have reen admired in them sor so great part of the holy cross, eight thorns

many ages, and will be so as song as good of his crown, some of his coat, and of

fense and judgment live in the world. his sepulchre ; some of the cloaths he was

wrapped
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Wrapped in, when in the manger ; some rious reliques by the apostolical amho-

ot the bread of the last supper, and of rity, granted to the bishop of the sai3

tlte manna that was rained on the Israe- holy church, he shall pardon them a third

ftes ; an image of Christ crucified, in part of the punishments deserved by their

ivory, made by Nicodemus ; a 1.1 rge piece finJ ; and they (hall gain a thousand anj

of St. Bartholomew the apostle's skin ; sour years and fix quareritains of indul-

the scapula that the Virgin Mary gave to gencits, and shall become partners and

St. Ildephonso, archbiihop of Toledo ; partakers of the sacrifices of this holy

fame of the Virgin's milk, and of her church. And also pope Eugenius IV.

hair and garments ; one of the pieces of and other popes, by their bulls and apo-

fllver for which Christ was betra> ed ; the flolick Ie:ters, have granted a most lull

blood and water that came out of the indulgency to all the faithful that shall vi-

right fide of an image that the Christians fit this holy church, truly repenting of

had made, which the Je vs, to shew their their crimes, and with an intetit to con-

hatred, had pierced with a Unce j some feft at the time appointed here, which is

of the earth which our Saviour stood . the exaltation of the holy cross in Sep-

npon when he ascended Intn heaven, and E tember, and when it shall happen on

When he raised Lizarus ; some of Laza- Friday thirty days before, and thirty days

ms's sepulchre ; some of the garment of aster, and every year whatsoever time the

Elias the prophet ; of the forehead and feast shall be, eight days before, and eight

hair of St. John Baptist ; of the hair of days after, which apoftolick grant is to

Mary Magdilen, whe ewith (he wiped last for ever.

Christ's feet ; of the bone, of the Holy These are the gifts with which Divine

Innocents ; and of the three children, Q Providenee has enriched this holy church,

Ananias, Azarias, and Misael ; of the to the strengthening of the christian reli-

ftone that (hut up the door of our Sa- giort. By order of the dean and council

viour's sepulchre ; some of the olive of this holy church of Oviedo, these pre«

•ranch he had in his hand when he en- sent letters are given, 1752.

tered into Jerusalem ; of the stone on
which Moses sat on Mount Sinai ; a piece A Calculation ef the Number of Men necessary

of the rod which Moses divided the Red f"r manning the v/bole Royal Navy of

Sea with ; a piece of the boiled fish and England, Juffofing them all to be tn Cm-

honeycomb that our Saviour eat with hit mission, and manned at their bigbesi Ccm-

disciples after his resurrection. D t/em""-

The cloathing of St. Thyrse, martyr j _ N°(/ N"«/

a hand of St. Stephen, the sole of St. Shift. Men.

Peter's sandal, and part of hit chain ; a First of 100 guns, or 7

spoke of the wheel that St. Catherine suf- above — J

iered martyrdom upon ; the boxes where- Second of 90 guns

in St. Peter and St. Andrew carried their Third of So guns, or ?

writings and reliques ; and the bones above 6z — J

of above sixty prophets, apostles, and tj. Fourth of 6a, or 60 guns

martyrs. There is also a cross of most Fourth of 50 guns

fine gold and precious (tones, made by Fifth under 50, am) ?

the hands of two angels, in that fame above 30 guns J

holy chamber ; and also that celebrated Sixth of 30 guns

cross which king Pclajo carried when he Sijtth of 20 guns, or 1

overcame the pioud Pucola, and the army under 30 guns J

of the Moors, in the general perdition of Bombs ■

Spain, and from that time gave a happy Sloops ■

beginning to the restoration of the catho- F -

lick faith ; one of the waier-pots in Total — 254 81140

which Christ turned the water into wine ■

at the marriage of Cana ; the bodies of Besides, yachts, packets, hoys, hulls,

the holy martyrs St. Eulogib, Lucretia, &c.

and of St. Eulalia ; of Menda, patron of N. B. How ridiculous is it to be at the

Afturias, of St. Pehjo and St. Vincent, expence cf keeping always such a num-

of St. Julian, archbiihop of Tole<i6, and ber of ships in repair, without keeping

St. Serrano, bishop. Likewise there U in q always in pay a much greater number of

this holy church, the body of D.nAonso seamen, than was ever yet practiced by

the Chaste, who was the founder 01 it j us in time of peace f The consequence

and several other kings of Spain. must always he, that when a war breaks

Be it known to all persons, called by out, we must either put a full stop to

God to visit these most holy aud molt glo- eveiy channel of our trade, by depriving

June, 1756. O o it
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it of all its seamen j or we must be urt- Yet tho' sins have defil'd my foul (o),

ab e, for at least two or three years, to Thy word can cleanse (p),

make a proper use of our royal navy. Those noisome dens (q),

By putting a stop to every channel of our Of lust and fin's best strength controu] f>J.

trade, many of them may in that time Hive \ an unbelieving heart ?

btc me it recoverable i By not making a Thy wotd, Lord, hath

proper use of our royal navy, we may in Pow'r to work faith,

that time be undone. Why then should ^ p,v t(,y moft j^iy spj,if» art.

not every marching regimen, we keep up ' Hiye , an hard astd st ^ ; ?

in time of peace, be composed of such as Th WQrd ,hus^

have been bred to the sea, and kept m ' h then heals ,

practice, by be.ng in their turn sent on ThatJrtone cured b ,hi, smart.

boaid our men of war ? Is there any '

thing so mysterious in the military land Will not my frozen heart comply (t) ?

service, that it may not be learned and Thy word, thy law,

practised by a tho.ough bred seaman ? T,lat he,rt can th*w>

* B And clunge it for a weeping eye.

A Poiticml Meditation, wherein the Do towering thoughts possess my breastsJ ?

Vs.sulnrst, Excellmcy, andseveral Ptrs/c- Thy wor(j brings low (x),

tiom of the Holy Sckifturis, are The proudest foe (f),

briefly hinted. By ]■ C. And lays him level with the beast.

THOU, Lot d, to me, thy word hast Do mutt'ring thoughts rife and repine (x) f

given (a), Thy rod and word (aaj

Precious and pnre, Teach patience, Lotd,

Sweet, holy, suie Q And still those carktng thoughts of mine.

To guide me thro' the world to heav'n. tTe te ccncluJaJ ;„ aur „„,.]

Io all wants and necessities

Thy word's my store (b) "shefollowing Lines [timing rt> relate to somt>

He:ip'd, running o'er really misapplird Cbtritf, we Jboll oblige

With plenty of most rich supplies. mr Correspondents A.'B. C. &c. iviti

Temptations, terrors, dangers, fears (c),

(Those petty hells (d))

Thy word dispels, J) Consideration.

And all the way before me clears.
..... . , To the Living ; more especially to the Trus-

When satan flings h,» dart.;« me (,), ltel os charitable Donation in London/

Then, Lord, thy word (s), J

Is shield and sword, ABOUT two hundred years ago I

To save me, and to make him flee. l\ was in this city in propria persona.

The world presents its objects rare (g), ar<! acquired, by industry, an estate

But yet thy word (I), ,n houses, to the value of 40J. a year. I

Doth that afford. E ^ 'out-lrved all my relation., that I

Which seems to me far costlier ware. knfw ,any «hin5,°5 «w» therefore began

_ . - . , i. r — /■•! to consider how 1 fliould secure this estate
Then lust invite, me to ,ts pleasure (,), fQs , tben had fa htad>

But to delights (k), Jt w58 tQ dis.de ,t| .ncome an7nuany)

• f 7 W, 'nv.""» ■ u a c amongst necessitous housekeepers, in my

Wh.ch far surpass ,n we.ght and measure. ^^ obsefVed £ ^ MJ_

Thenerrorstheirgumm d wares displays/,), triouS . but thr0< the iJrgenefs 0f their

But scripture says (m), families were kept bare of money and

Shun error's ways ; r c|othW, and were often totally in want

Walk by my rule : This is the way. of botb> thro- j„firrmtie, ant) age : I then

Thus when I'm tempted unto fin (n), thought to divide cl. a year to six such

By thy word's art,- families would do considerable good, re-

Hid in my heart, serving 10I. a year thereof for repaiis ;

Both battle and reward I win. from

(a) Psalm xviii. 30. cxix. 89, 140, 160, and 103. (b) Mil. ii. 7. scj. Matt.

iy. 3. 4, &c. (d) Psalm cxix. 91. and xviii. 32, &e (e) Psalm xviii. 30.

(f) Epb. vi. 7. (g) Pjalmix'tx. 14. lxxii. 96. (b) Phil. iii. 7, i. (i) Psalm

cxix. 47. lxx. 16— 11. aid xxxvi. g. (k) licbrcivs xi. 25. (I) 2 Peter iii. 18.

(m) Psalm cxix. 30, 102, 104, 118, 128. (nj Psalm cxix. 11 W xix. 11.

(0) Psalm cxix. 9. (p) John XV 3. (a) Ephcs V. 26. (r) Rom. X. 17.

(s) £*.*<•/ xxxvi. 26. ft) ExtHclX\i. 30, 66, 63, «iu< 37, 26, 31. CkJ /»«

xxiv. 25. f>; Xii. 3, 16. (y) Phil, iii, 4, <SV. (kJ P/ff/n xxxviii,

13, 14. ii.Jxij.i. 9. 'James v. 10, 11.

giving it a P/ace in our Magarine, hoping

those it concerns will taie the Premise! iettj

2
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from these considerations, I therefore re- in the municipal laws of hit own coun

seled to leave my estate in trust, for try, as well as the universal principles of

those pious purposes, and nominated (lie natural justice, who makes the practice

rector of my pariih, and the church- of the law, a nohle, a liberal profession,

wardens, for the time being, trustees ; not a groveling, mercenary trade, who

and to each I left an annual salary. exerts all the generous powers and facul-

Whcn I was alive, the rector and his ties of his foul in the ever honoured cause

assistants bore good-will towards their ^ of truth j but when he discovers the least

necessitous neighbours, and I thought intended imposition, the least fraud, false-

myself happy in my devise j at my de- hood, or chicanery, detests the notion ;

cease the estate was in good repair, and, that it is his duty to employ his skill and

to do justice to the memory of my trus- his eloquence in defence of wickednes-,

tees, it was their care for a number of and to serve his client, be he rijht er

years to keep the premises in good repair, wrong. In prints of nicety and doubt*,

for the purposes of my will, and to set- he will advance, with modesty and can-

tie annual accounts, even down to the dour, every argument that his learning

dreadful conflagration in 1666 ; after B and knowledge suggest to him in favour

that calamity my then trustees mort- of his client ; but he will not assert what

gaged my estate to a builder, for a term he knows to be false, he will not mistate

of years which are long since determined. facts—he will not (according to the law

After my estate b came clear of this ir. - phrase) cook up his pleadings with scur-

cumbrance, the incmne of it would both rility, scandal, prolixity, and impel fi-

haverepaired it, and have distributed to the nence ; he will not for his own lucrative

necessitous families of the parish ; but the purposes, or to gratify his own malice,

managers of my donation have neglected (j or to force the adversary party into an

both j not one apprentice has been bound unreasonable composition, be a propaga-

cut, not one needy family helped, nor or.e tor of underhand defamation, and infl-

fhilling laid out to preserve the estate, all dious calumny, or a promoter of dis-

the iriome hat been applied m abatement cord, hatred, and animosity between

of pari'li rates, and because the parishio- neighbours, friends, and the reartst re-

ners will not refund some of the profits lations; and he will in all .his practice

they have received to repair with, truly keep clear of the shameful Crimes of bir-

the estate must go out again upon a mort- retry, champerty, and maintenance. He

(age to a person to repair, D will not for the sake of appearing with a

My devise is so defeated by these means, large bundle of papers, and malting an

that I am arisen, and intend flet no one ostentatious parade of great business, or

be affrighted) to apply in a white sheet at to feed his own avarice, multiply his

the door of your .house of commons, pleadings with useless charges and invet-

with an humble petition to the house, ti"es, which he knows must in the end

that they would be pleased to take this be hurtful to his client. Me will endea-

imprudent perversion into consideration, vour rather to cool than inflame the pas-

and the estate into their possession, and g sions of the parties, and he will never be

reeonvey it to trustees, for the benefit averse to the recommending peace upon

of the I am uneasy to see that reasonable and equitable terms, as his

income divided amongst rich inhabitants, experience and observation will convince

which I intended for the necessitous, but bim of the fallibility of the ablest men's

industrious housekeepers. And I must opinions in matters of doubt and diffi-

take it out of the hands its in, before I culty. In short, to be a good lawyer, he

can be laid, must he, not only a man of extensive

The Ghost of——. knowledge and deep learning, but what

F is far more essential, he must be a man of
The hfcriptUn in our Lift, p. 234. -which se- honour, of truth, and of the strictest vir-

veral learned Antiquaries have in vain en- tue ; or rather, he mult be born with a

draiwrcd to derypher, without having re- beneficent and humane bosom. Such

£ard 1, the Stopt, capital Letters, tr Di- thete is the greatest reason to believe,

vision of the Wjrds, easily reads as follows. most of the gentlemen now in the profes-

TJENEATH this stone reposetll Claud. sion really are, and such who are not so,

jO Coster, tripe -seller, of Impington, will, it is to he hoped, not have it in

as doth his consort Jane. ' q their power to do much mischief, as they

cert.iinly will be treited. not only by their
CHHi*cTi»«/a^ LAWYER. brethren, but likewise liy the judges, with

UCH a one must he a man of virtue the contempt and ablionence that they

and the strictest probity, with an deserve,

equitable heart as well as a reasoning [Tie llisiory of America viill beeentinurd

bead, that thinks nothing profitable that in mr rrxt.\

is not honest, who is perfectly conversant O 0 z A

s
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A NEW SONQ.

The INCURIOUS.

Jane

{

\
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Civemebuta wife 1 expect not to find, Each virtue and grace

woman I

prize, And he that seeks more is more curious than wife,

 

No goddess for me, 'tis a woman 1 prize, And

I

he that seeks more is more cunoas than wife.

Be (he young she's not stubborn, but

easy to mould, sold,

Or she claims my respect, like a mother, if

Thu". either can please me, since woman t

prizr,

And he that, Sec.

Like Venus she ogles, if wanton her

If blind, she the roving of mine cannot

Thus either is lovely, for woman I prize,

And he that, &c.

If rich be my bride, she brings tokens

of love, [movej

If poor, the further from pride's my re-

Thus either contents me, for woman I

prize,

And he that, &c.

I ne'er shall want converse, if tongue

she possess, fiefs,

And if mute, still the rarity pleases no

I'm suited to either, for woman 1 prize,
And he that, &c. - .> . . • <'i

Then cease ye profane, on the sex to descant,

If you've wit to discern, no perfection they want,

lach fair can make happy, if woman we prize,

And he that seeks more is more curious than wife.

i
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Monday, May ji.

}Dmiralty - Office. This

morning lieut. O Hara,

of his majesty's ship the

Dolphin, arrived here

with dispatches from ad

miral Byng, dated the

7th of this month at Gi

braltar, giving an account of his arrival

there on the second, aster a tedious pas

sage, occasioned by contrary winds, and

that he should depart from thence (or

Minorca on the 8th ; and lieutenant

O Hara give* an account, that the admi

ral, having been joined by commodore

Edgcumbe, sailed accordingly on that day,
■with 13 ships of the line, and three fri

gates, and had a fair mi fresh gale of

wind for three days from the time of hii

sailing.

Wednesday, June 2.

The Foundling-hospital was opened for

the reception of all children under two

months old, when 1 17 children were

taken in. (See p. 248.)

The high wind did a great deal of da

mage both above and below bridge ; se

veral wherries were staved, and a corn-

lighter funk below Horflydown. Many

young trees in the Rope-walk leading

from New Gravel-lane to St. George's

Fields were blown down. The gardeners

have also been sufferers by the stoim.

F»IDAY, 4.

Three houses were consumed by sire in

Old Palace- yard, Westminster.

Saturday, e.

Ended the sessions at the Old-Bailey,

which proved a maiden one. Macdaniel,

Berry, and Mary Jones, were tried for

the murder of Joshua Kidden, whom

they unjustly accused with robbing the

said Mary Jone« near Edmonton, and

caused him to be tried, convicted and

executed in the year 1754, for the sake
os the • reward for apprehending him.

They were found guilty, hut a point of

law arising, sentence was respited for the

opinion of the judges. Their dial lasted

about twelve hours. (See p. 303.)

Sunday, 6.

At Wimbish, in EflVx, during the time

of evening service, a ball of fire fell into

the church there, beat down several luge

stones, one of which fell upon a man

and wounded Imti very much. Many peo

ple were rendered speechless for a while,

and the smell of sulphur was very great.

June, 175*.

Thursday, 10.

The commissioners of Old-street t urn-

pike marked out the new road, from th«

London Apprentice at Hoxton, thro' th«

gardens by Holywell-mount, and thence

thro' Worship-street, to the Red Lion on

Windmill-hill ; which road will be open

ed as soon as possible, and the Dog-bar is

to remain, as it is.

Friday, tr.

The following gentlemen were no

minated for sheriffs by the lord-ma

yor, at Guildhall. John Ogilby, ha

berdasher ; John Fisher, draper ; John

Gwilt, silk-throwster; Matthew Rolles-

ton, goldsmith ; Thomas Bray, weaver ;

John Roberts, dyer.

Mr. Fisher, on the Tuesday, ensuing

paid 4C0I. and 20 marks into the chamber

of London, to be excused from serving

the said office.

Wednesday, 16.

An express arrived from Jamaica, with

advice that admiral Townshend, with

his fleet and convoy, was safely arrived

there.

Sir Edward Hawke, admiral Saunderj,

lord Tyrawley, and the eatl cf Panmure,

sailed from Portsmouth in the Antilope,

for Gibraltar.

Friday, iS.

Both houses of parliament met pur

suant to their last adjournment, after

which they adjourned to the 15th day of

July next.

Saturday, 19.

John Gwilt, Esq; paid the usual fine,

to be excused siom serving the office of

sheriff os this city and county cf Middle-

sex.

Monday, 2T.

At the court os King's bench at West

minster-hall, the following sentence wai

passed against Jacob Hive, for writing,

printing, and publishing a bl.sphemous

pamphlet, entitled, Modest Remarks on

the Bishop of London's Discourses, viz.

that he be committed to Newgate for on«

month, and to Hand in the pillory three

times within the said month , once at

Charing. cioss, a second time at the Roy-

al-Exclunge, and the th rd at the end of

Chancery- lane in Hunt-street ; after which

to be L'ommitred to C'lerkenwcl!- liridcwell

for thiec >eats j and at the end of the s;i«ia

to find security tor hia good hehaviou: dur

ing lii'e, himself in icol. and two sureties

50I. each j and UrtLtr, chat he he fined

P u at
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at the end of the said three years the sum

of 6s 8-1. oi imprisoned in Newgate till

payment thereof.

Thursday, 24.

William Bridgen, Esq; alderman and

curie-, and William Stephenson, Esq; al-

derma" and grocer, were, at a common

rnll, fecurned sheriffs of this city and

county of Middlesex, for the ensuing year;

b.it a poll was demanded for Messrs.

Whatrly ar.d Truman, which began tile

Hex: day.

B > kUnd's regiment is sent to Guern

sey and Jersey, and several small men of

s i ,te rdered to cruize for the dtfence

01 those islands.

M. Mi. hell, his Prussian majesty's

agent, hn = notified to the earl of Holder-

nefle, by older of the king his mafler,

that the remainder of the principal and

interest ot the seven per cent, Silctia loan

will be paid in a few days ; and that part

ot the money is already lodged in the

Bank for that purpose. It was accordingly

paid.

A fire at Bath consumed the house of

Mrs. Fleming in che South Parade j da

mage near 5000I.

One night this month was felt at Ash-

ford, in Kent, and in the neighbouring

villa -e- an earthquake, which lasted

about a minute, to the great terror cf

many if che inhabitants. We do not

heat of any damage done, tho* it shook

f' me houses. It was accompanied in

fo-nt places With a noise like the report

of a annor, and at others like the rumb-

K< < of a wage n at a distance.

There have been very violent storms

of hail at W rcester, attended with

tho-odei and lightni- g, which have done

considerable damate to the gardens, &c.

tl ert .bouts. S meof thehai) stooes mea

sured ihr: e Miches in circumference. (See

p :4S )

Exiracl of a hitter from on Btard the Yar-

m'>uth, off Uihant, June 4.

" I tn.tll relate a very bold action, which

was petfirnted on the 17th .,f last month

b> capt C ckburne, in the Hunter-cut

ter, a Isle thing with only loity nirn,

and a few swivels. He kepr lorenng

about B 1 sl all day, and ar niy' t went in,

in hi* t>oit, with on'y five men , when,

at'ei ha ing rowed rourd all the met. of

w«r, and tiken a particular a count of

them, he cut t e cables of a French

fn- w. hoj ded her, and carried her away

f'-im am.>ne tin men of -var. She was

loaded rhw -, hich ha: h been dirt ti-

bu ed so j1 1 . fl et We have got eigh-

tee > ho .'. 1. d;.est- da-, aft;-: hav

ing taken every Uung out of her, funk

her."

Extras} of a Letterfrom Hull, dated June ft*.

" About five o'clock this evening 3

cloud of thunder broke over a back-house

in RobinsonVRow, belonging to John

Baker (the side walls standing north and

south) and broke down the north end

gavel quite to the square, stripping and

breaking the tiles eff the east-fide for

about five yards mm the end ; and, pas

sing thro' the roof, made a hole in the

west side wall, about a foot and a half

from the top, and of about a foot square :

From thence lighting on the roof of a

kitchen, belonging to Mr. Joseph Thomp

son, the walls being parallel to the for

mer, and about three yards distant, con

sisting of a chamber, and two low rooms,

it broke thro' ; and going down the stair

case, struck a person down who was in

the low room, and tore out several bricks

from the chimney jambs ; thence striking

against the east wall, it entered the next

room, where were two young men, three

women, and myself, and running along

the wall, struck down one of the young

men who sat near it, and falling against a

partition wall, it went thro', making av

hole about the bigness of a musket-ball,

where it had no more effect ; but lighting

on some wires which were in the room

where T was, and had communication

with several bells which were in other

rooms, it ran along them, making deep>

holes where it fell against a cross wall,

breaking and burning the wire, and leav

ing the adjacent wall very biack. Tho-

young man, who was struck down in the

room 1 was in, fell as if he was ftiot,

and lay a considerable time, not being

able to stir, but got the use os his legs in

about a quarter of an hour. We all re

ceived the stroke very hard, which almost

struck us down, excepting a woman who

fat next the young man who fell, but

nearer the door where it entered. Whe

ther or no he had touched some pewter

which stood against the wall, and might

contain electrical matter, I cannot deter

mine. I heard the explosion the very

moment I leceived the shock. It filled

the room full of smoke, and fmelled very

strong of sulphur."

The Warwick man os war of 60 gum,

is taken by a French squadron in the

West-Indies.

The parliament of Ireland is further

prorogued to Tuesday, July 10, next.

Our fleets and cruizers have made many

valuable captures these two months past

frem the French, both in Europe and

America.

The governor of Philadelphia issued a

proclamation en the 14th os Apiil, de

claring
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(Siring the Delaware Indians, and those

concerned with them, to be traitors and

rebels to his majesty, offering the follow

ing rewards for taking or killing any of

the said Indians, viz. 150 dollars for a

male prisoner above twelve years of age ;

and 130 dollars for the scalp of a male

above twelve years of age ; J30 dollars

for a female prisoner ; and 50 dollars for

the scalp of a female above twelve yea s ;

and 150 dollars for an English piifoner

retaken from the Indian enemy. [It is

thus necessity obliges Christians to descend

to cruel measures. J

A treaty of friendship and union was

concluded at Versailles, May t, between

the empress queen of Hungary, and the

French king !

Bjf the late Alterations and Pr&nttteons as Flag

OJjiciTS an I Captains in bil liitijcjiy's Navy,

Jbe Admirals at prejtnf are :

ADMIRAL of sherbet : James Steu-

art, Esq; Admirals of the white :

Hon. George Clinton, Sir William Row

ley, Knt. of the Bath. Admirals ol the

b.ue : William Martin, Esq; llanc Town-

send, Esq; governor ot Greenwich-hospi

tal, lordAnlon, Hon. John slyng. Vice-

admiral os the red : Henry Osljorn, Eiq;

Vice admirals of the white : Thomas

Smith, Elq; Thomas Griffin, Esq; Sir

Edward Hawke, Knt. ol the Bath. Vice-

admirals of the blue : Charles Knowles,

Esq; Hon. John Forbes, Hon. Edward

Boscawen, Charles Watson, Esq; Rear-

admirals of the ied 1 Temple West, Esq;

George Pocock, Esq; Hon. George Town-

shend, Savage Mostyn, Esq; Funcis Hol-

burne, Esq; Rear-admirals os the white I

Henry Harusoii, Esq; Thomas Cotes, Esq;

Thomas Frankland, Esq; lord Harry Pau-

let, Harry Noiris, Esq; John Brett, Esq;-

Kear-admirals of the blue : Thomas Bro.

dcrick, Esq; Sir Charles Hardy, Knt. earl

of Noithesk, Charles Saundeis, Esq; Ad

mirals our ot the service : Edward Ver-

Esq; and the earl of Granard, scni-

- to all the foregoing admirals ; lord Vere,

next before lord Anson.

lie French King's. Declaration of War.

IT is notorious to all Europe that the

king of England mule an attack in

1754, on the king's possessions in North-

America, and that in the month of June

last the English navy, in contempt of the

law of nations, and the faith of treaties,

began to commit the most violent hostili

ties on his majesty's snips, and the naviga

tion and commerce of his subjects. The

king, tho' justly incensed at this breech

at" faith, and the insult offered to his flat;,

suspended for eight months t!.e effects of

his resentment, and the discharge os what

he owed \o the dignity of his crown, for

fear of exposing Europe to the calamities

ot a new war. With this saluta;y view

France at first enly opposed to the unwar

rantable proceeding; of England, » con

duct lull of moderation. Whilst the Ing-

liih navy hy the most odious violences,

and at some times by the vilest artifices,

made captures of French vessel- navigat

ing in full security under the safcgiiaid of

the puhlick faith ; his majesty sent hack

to England a frigate taken by the Fierich

navy, and English vessels tiaded without

molestation to the portsof Fiance. Whilst

the French soldiers and sailors were receiv

ing the hardest treatment in theB.itiih

isles, and those bounds which the law of

nitrite and common humanity have pre

scribed to the most rigorous rights of >■ ar

were transgressed with respect to them,

the English travelled and resided at full

liberty in France, under the protection of

that regard which civilized nations reci

procally owe to one another. Whilst the

English ministry were under an appea

rance of sincerity imposing upon the king's

ambassador by false protestations, orders

directly contrary to the dtXei'ful assurances

given of a speedy accommodation were

carrying into execution in North-Amei ica.

Whilst the court of London was emplns ing

every caballing art, and the subsidies of Eng

land to instigate other powers against t e

court of France, the king did not even ask

of these powers the succours which guaran

ties or defensive treaties authorised him to

demand, and recommended to them such

measures only as tended to their own peace

and security. Such hath been the conduct

of the two nations. The striking contrast

of their proceedings ought to convince all

Europe that the one is guided by motives

of jealousy, ambition, and covetousness ;

and that the conduct ol the other is

founded on principles of honour, justice,

and moderation. The king hoped that

the king of England, consulting in the

end only the laws of equity and the inte

rest of his own glory, would disavow the

scandalous excesses into which his naval

officers continued to give. His m-ijcsty

had even surnilhed- him with a just and

decent method of doing this, by demanding

immediate and full restitution of the French

vessels taken by the Engli "n navy , and

had offered on this preliminary condition

to enter into a negotiation for that for ther

satisfaction which he had a right to ex

pect, and to agree to an aniiea'rie accom

modation of the differences relating to

America. The kin? of England ha- ing

rejected 'his proposal, the King saw, in his

ref usal, an aullunuck declaration of war,

I'pi as
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as his mijesty had intimated in his requi

sition. The Britilh court might therefore

have dispensed with observing a formality

that was become useless : A more essenti

al motive ought to have hindered them

from submitting to the judgment of Eu

rope the pretended injuries alledged by the

king of England in tlie declaration of war

he has published at London. The vague

imputations contained in this paper have

indeed no reality at bottom ; and the very

manner in which they are set forth would

prove their futility, even if their falshood

had not been already clearly demonstrated

in the memo.ial which the king hath

caused to be delivered to the several cousts,

containing a summiry of those facts, with

their proofs, that relate to the present war

and the negotiations which have preceded

It. There i«, howeve*, one important

fact which was not mentioned in that me

morial, because it was impossible to fore-

sec that England would attempt to deceive

in such a gross manner. This regards the

woi k raised at Dunkirk, and the troops

which the king hath caused to be assem

bled on the coasts of the ocean. To hear

the king of England in his declaration of

war, who would not think he was deter

mined by these two objects, to give orders

for seizing at sea the king's ships and those

of his subjects ? Nevertheless it is uni

versally known, that the works at Dun

kirk were not begun till after the attack

and capture of two of his majesty's ships,

in time ef profound peace, by a squadron

of 13 English ships. It is equally notori

ous that the English navy had made cap

tures of French vessels fix months before

the first battalions ordered by the king to

repair to the mari ime coasts began their

mar, li in February last. Should the krng

of England ever reflect on the falselhood

os the reports that have been made to him

with regard to these two points, will he

forgive th -fe who induced him to advance

facts, the suppolition whereof cannot be

varnished with even the least plausible ap

pearances ? What the king owes to him

self, and what he owes to his subjects,

have at last obliged him to repel force by

by force : But unvariably adhering to his

natural sentiments of justice and modera

tion, his majesty hath directed his military

operations only against the king of Eng

land his aggressor ; and it has been the

sole object of all his political negotiations

to justify that confidence which the other

nations of Europe place in his friendship

and the uprightness of his intentions.

It would be useless to enter into a de

tail of the motives that have forced the

king to fend a body of his forces into the

Island of Minorca, and which this day

and BIRTHS. Juno

oblige his majesty to declare war against

the king of England, as he hereby doth

declare war against him both by sea and

land. By acting on prinsiples that so de

servedly determine liis resolutions he it

sure of finding in the justice of his cause,

the valour of his troops, and the love of

his subjects, those resources which he hath

always experienced on their part : And

above all he counts upon the protection

of the Cod of armies. His majesty ordains

and enjoins all his subjects, vassals, and

servants to fall upon the subjects of the

king of England ; forbids them in the

most express manner from hereafter hav

ing any communication, commerce, or

intelligence with them on pain of death,

and his majesty hath in consequence from

henceforward revoked and doth revoke ali

permissions, passports, fase-guards and

safe-conducts, which may have been given

by himself, or by his lieutenant generals

and other his officers, and hath declared

them and doth declare them null, void,

and of no effect ; forbidding all persona

to have any regard thereto. His majesty

orders and commands the duke de Pen-

thievre, admiral of France, the marshals

of France, his majesty's governors and

lieutenant generals in his provinces and

armies, major generals, colonels, captains,

heads and conductors of his military peo

ple, as well horse as foot, French as fo

reigners, and all other his officers whom

it may concern, that they and each of them

cause the purport of these presents to be

executed in the extent of their powers and

jurisdictions, for such is his majesty's plea

sure. He wills and intends that these pre

sents shall be published and fixed up in

all his cities, as well maritime as others,

and in all the ports, harbours, and other

places of his kingdom, and territories un

der his obedience, where it shall be needful,

that none may pretend ignorance thereof.

Given at Versailles, June q, 1756.

LOUIS.

Di Voyik D'AaGZKSON.

Makriagis and Births.

May zi. I O H N Lade, Esq; member

,1 for Camelford, was mar

ried to Miss Thrale.

Tune 4. Sir John St. Aubyn, Bart, to

Miss Wingfield, of Durham.

7. Robert Gordon, of Trot-ton, Sussex,

Ifq; to the relict of col. Terrill.

Alderman Beckford, to Mrs. March,

10. Mr. Williams, of Crewkerne, to)

Miss Homer, niece to lord Ilchester, with

a fortune of 9000I.

11, Jeremiah Dyson, Esq; clerk of the

house of commons, to Miss Dyson, of

Bartholomew-close.

William
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William Wiggot Bulwer, Esq; to Miss

Zarle, daughter of the Han. Augustus

larie, Esq;

14. Sir Thomas Reeve, high-sheriff of

Berks, to Miss Gregor.

1 8. Right Hon. lord Luxborough, to

lady Lequcfne.

19. Mr. Mawbey, to Miss Fielding,

with a fortune of 6000I.

43. Richard Betenson, Esq; to Miss

Lticretia Foltces, daughter and coheiress

of the late Martin Fotkes, Esq;

*4.. Thomas Hawkins, Esq; to Miss

Heywood, daughter of James Heywood,

Esq; with a fortune of lo.oool.

May 17. Lady of John Delav.il, of

S«aton Delaval, Esq; was delivered of a

son.

June 7. Lady of Sir Digby Legard, of

York, Bart, of a daughter.

DlATHS.

May 1S. T-vAVID Trimnell, D. D.

JL/ archdeacen of Leicester,

and precentor of the cathedral of Lincoln.

18. James Hudson, of Harlow, in Es

sex, fqs

Christopher Harris, of Stamford, in

Lincolnshire, Esq;

so. John Gibson, of Cumberland, Esq ;

Maynard Colchester, Esq; a verdures

of the sorest of Diane.

June 4. Sir George Skipwith, Bart.

Right Hon. lord vise. Tracy of the

ttingdoTi of Ireland.

j. William Wilkins, Esq; one of the

stationers to the office of ordnance, and

one of the court of assistants of (he sta

tioners company, and formerly an emi

nent printer in Lombard-street.

Charles Viner, of Aldershor, in Hamp

shire, Esq; the laborious author of the

Abridgment of the Laws.

6. Mrs. Barham, of Grosvenor-strcet.

7. Dr. William M'Gie, a physician to

Guy's- hospital.

, John Prideaux Basset, cf Clifton, near

Bristol, Esq; aged la years, possessed of

ii.oool. perann. which descends to Fran

cis Basset, of Walcot, in Oxfordshire, Esq;

Tim. Bennet, the honest presbyterian

cobler of Hampton-Wick, who obtained

the free soot passage thro' Bushy-Park,

aged 80.

George Barclay, Esq; an eminent Ja

maica merchant.

Richard Parmiter, Esq; recorder of

Tiverton and Barnstaple.

Right Hon. countess of Harborout;li.

10. Sir Richard Atkyns, of Clapham,

Bart. The title i< extinct.

11. Sir James Worsley, of Pilewell, in

Hampshire, Bart, aged 86. He was

member for Newtoun in nine parliaments.

S Gvll and Military. 30 1

15. Rev. Abraham Oakes, L L. D. rec

tor ef Weatherficld andMclf >rd in Suffolk,

author of many valuable religious tracts.

19. Richard Chappie, Elq; only son off

the late judge Chappie.

Hon. James Alexander, Esq; ef the

council, at New-York, in April,

Ecclesiastic ai PitrimiaTi.

RE V. Mr. William Clagget was pre

senter! tothe rectories of Maudfley and

Trimintrham, in Norfolk.—Robert Sands,

by, B. A. to the vicarage of Goadby. in

Nottinghamshire. — Thomas Littletoo,

M. A. to the rectory of Boxton, in

Wiltshire. — Thomas Bingley, B. L. to

the rectory of Billingford, in Suffolk.—

Thomas Jefferys, B. A. to the vicarage

of Wieisdale, in Cornwall. — Joseph

Hughes, M. A. to the rectory of Kill-

macn Lloyd, in Carmarthenshire.—Mr.

Roger du Quesne, to the rectory of Scole,

in Norfolk.—Mr. James Baldwin, to the

rectory of the two Medieties of Reisham,

in Not folk.—Mr. John Carter, to the vi

carage of Lowdhain, in Suffolk. — Mr.

Joseph Bishop, to the rectory of Landelp,

in Cornwall ; and Mr. Timothy Gibberd,

to the rectory of Much-Muadcn, in Hert

fordshire, by the king.

A dispensation passed the seals, to ena

ble Thomas Bend, M. A. to hold the

vicarage of Working and rectory of Duns-

felt, in Surrey. — To enable John Tin-

dall, B. L. to hold the rectories of AU

phamstonc and Chelmssord, in Essex,

worth 250I. perann.

Promotions Civil and Military.

From the London Gaiitts.

WHITEHALL, June 1. The king;

has been pleased to grant unto the

Hon. Thomas Villiers, of the Grove, in

the county ef Hertford, Esq; and the heirs

male of his body by. the lady Charlotte

Hyde, his present wife, the dignity of a

baron of the kingdom of Great-Britain,

by the name, stile and title of baron Hyde,

as Hindon, in the county of Wilts ; and

in default of such issue, the dignity of

baronets Hyde, cf Hindon aforesaid, to

the said lady Charlotte Hyde, and the dig

nity of baron Hyde to her heirs male.

The king has been pleased to grant un

to the Rt. Hon. Horatio Walpole, of

Woolterton, in the county of Norfolk,

Esq; and the heirs male of his body, the

dignity of a baron of the kingdom of

Great-Bi itain, by the name, stile and ti-

ile of baron Walpole, of Woolterton, in

the- said county of Norfolk.

Whitehall, June 5. The king has

appointed lord Tyrawley, to be go

vernor of Gibraltar. — William Bate.

man,
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man, Esq; a commissioner of the navy.

Whitehall, June 15. The king hai

been pleased to grant unto the Rt. Hon.

Thomas viseount Fauconbtrg, and to hii

beirt male, the dignity of an earl of the

kingdom of Great-Britain, by the name,

stile and title of earl Fauconberg, os New-

borough, in the county of York.

The king has been pleased to grant un

to the Rt. Hon.Stephen lord Ilchester and

Stavordale, baron of Wood»ford Strang-

ways, in the county of Dorset, and of

Redlynch, in the county of Somerset, and

his heirs male, and in default of such issue,

to hit brother the Rt. Hon. Henry Fox,

and his heirs male, the dignity of an earl

of the kingdom of Great- Britain, by the

name, stile and title of earl of Ilchester,

in the county of Somerset.

Whitehall, June 21. The king bat

been pleased to determine all former com

missions for appointing principal officers

and commissioner! of his majesty's navy,

and to constitute and appoint Digby Dent,

Thomas Slade, William Bately, Daniel

Etevert, Richard Hall, Robert Osborn,

George Adams, William Bateman, George

Cockburne, Timothy Brett, Frederick Ro

gers, Richard Hughes the younger, Tho

mas Cooper, and Charles Colby, Esqrs.

Principal officers and commissioners of

hit majesty's navy. And his majesty it

pleased to constitute the said Digby Dent,

controller of the navy, except the con

trolling the treasurers, victualling and

storekeepers accounts ; Thomas Slade and

William Bately, jointly and severally sur

veyor os the navy j Daniel Devert, cJerk

os the acts of the navy ■ Richard Hall,

commissioner to control the treasurers ac

counts j Robert Osborn, commissioner to

control the victualling accounts ; George

Adams, commissioner to controul the

storekeepers accounts ; Frederick Rogers,

commissioner for the yard at Plymouth j

Richard Hughes, jun. commissioner for

the yard at Portsmouth j Thomas Coo

per, commissioner for the yards at Cha

tham and Sheerness ; and Charles Colby,

commissioner for the naval affairs in the

Mediterranean.

Admiralty-Office, June 18. The king

has been pleased to appoint the following

gentlemen officers in the marines. Ed

ward Rycaut, Esq; major.—36th comp.

Charles Bsyly ; 45th, James Walter ; 41st,

Ceorge Cockburne ; 80th, W. Davidson ;

16th, John Pitcairn ; 8th, Enoch Maik-

ham ; captaint.

From the rest ef lifFlMll.

Dr. Edward Sympson appointed his

majesty's advocate general.—Dr. Morton,

Dr. Maty and Mr. Empfon librarians of

the British museum.—Mr. WiJmoie, Mr-

George and Mr. Webb, assistants.—John

Bell, Esq; commissioner of lick and

wounded seamen, and for exchange of

prisoners.— Naih. kinrkiley, Esq; serje

ant at arms, in ordinary, in the room of

Mr. Turlt, deceased.— Sir John Myluc,

lieut. gov. of Guernsey, in the loom of

Charles Snahan, Esq; who resigned.—

Edmund Atkin, Esq; agent and superm-

tendant os the affairs of our allied Indians

in Virginia, the Carounas and Georgia.—

John Pbillipson, Esq; chosen deputy go

vernor of theS S. company, in the room of

the present sub governor. — Dr. Harris,

comnussaiy of the archdeaconry of Surry,

in the room of Dr. Pinfold, piomotcd.—

Edward Milwaid, Esq; surveyor general

of the customs far the county of Kent.

aothreg.ol foot. William Kingfley, Esq;

col. Marquis of Blandtord, capt.— 15th

reg. of foot. Jcssery Amherst, Esq; col.

—38th reg. of toot. James Lockhari Ross,

Elq; col.—5id reg. of foot. Studholm

Hodgson, Elq; col.—Lord Charles Hay's.

Duke of Richmond, lieut. col.—'1 hud

reg. of guards. John Lourie, Esq; lieut.

col. Lord Adam Gordon, and James

Muir Campbell, capts- Robert Camp

bell, capt, lieut. Andrew Robinson, Eiqj

ut major. William Strode, Esq, jd ma

jor.— Ut reg. of guards. Lord Frederick

Cavendilh, Nevill Tatton, Esq; and Huh-

ard Lambert, Esq; capts. Alexander

Maitland, Esq; capt, lieut.—ad reg. of

guards. George Bodens, Esq; capt. Wil

liam Sorrel], Esq; capt, lieut.—Lord Ro

bert Manners's. Long Morris, Esq; capt.

—Earl ot Ancram's diagoons. Ceorge

Ward, Esq; major.—David Watson, Efqi

a quarter-master general, with the rank

of col. of soot.—Aids de camp to his ma

jesty. Joseph Hudson, John Barrington,

Archibald Douglass, Robert Armiger,

John Griffin Grimn, and George Augus

tus Elliot.—Independent company. Sam.

Cricke, espt.- Ditto, forthwith to be rais

ed. James Hamilton, capt. James Adcar,

lieut. Robert Lawson, ensign.—Another

company to be forthwith raised. Thomas

Smith, capt. William Smith, lieut. Do

nald valentine, enlign.

B—II—TS.

May 15. ARTHUR Grainger, of

/"Y Whitechappel, cow-keep

er.—William Cullern, of Watling-street,

baker.—John Lord, sen. of Little-Hinton,

Wilts, malster.- Isaac Worthington, of

Macclesfield, silk-throwster.

7.1. Robert Rulhton, of Dorset-street,

Spittle- field*, dealer.

15. John Langford, of Southampton,

merchant.— Francis Moore, jun. of King-

street, haberdasher.

31. Tho.
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jl. Tho. Cobbe. os Bedford-street, bery on any person that (hall come irwhrs

upholsterer.—Isaac Worthington, os Mac- way, sometimes with, and sometime!

clesficld, throwster. without the knowledge of him, or them

June 5. George Howlett, of Bicester, who are to be sworn against ; the rob

in Oxfordshire, flax-dresser. bery being done, the confederate drawl

8. Sam. Morris, of Norwich, grocer. his companion to a certain place, (if in

lz. William Aufler, of Birmingham, Black Roy-alley the better, that spot be-

threadman. A 'nS <amouS *°r thieves at that time) or to

15. Edmund Lord, jun. and Lawrence some lodging, at before agreed on, where

Afhworth, jun. of Hundersfield, in Lan- the rest of the thief- takers at proper time

cashire, clothiers and partners. come and apprehend tl.em together, theif

ownconfederate and all ; to whom they ap-
Scmt exlraCls from Mr. Cox'j Narrative tf to be entire strangers, and they are

tbt tbirf-takert, alias tbuf-makin, Mac- au carrje<j before a justice, where they
d»ni«l, Berry, Salmon, Gahagan, Mary a hare art enough to get their own compa.

Jones, end otbirt. njon admitted an evidence, and the next

AFTER a very short and proper in- sessions, which is generally in a day or

troduction, Mr. Cox give» us an ac- two, he, they, and the prosecutor, whom

•ount of these thief-makers practices, as they take care to And out, convicts the

follows : unhappy wretch ; and the evidence con-

But to proceed. In tracing their trans- federate comes in for part of the reward,

actions, I find, that various have been the and then sets up for a thief-taker himself,

projects by them made use of to accom- C and employs others in the post hs has

plith their designs 5 and sometimes they gone thiough; this is quite a different de»

have been hardy enough to swear a rob- rivationof a thief-taker to that which some

bery against one or more lads, who never people deduce them from, and indeed dtf-

were near the place they swore them to ferent from what some of them really are;

be at ; as was the cafe of Alexander and for on enquiry, I find, that several of

Pritchard, and of Baily and Swannick, those who were tried and found guilty os'

the one being almost twenty years ago, the rescue at the Gatehouse, and senten-

the other eight, which will be inserted in q ced to undergo three years imprisonment

the course of this narrative ; but as Berry in Newgate (where no doubt they received

and his companions were then detected, it a good education) did, after their times

made them more wary, and they found it were expired, set up for themselves, and

necessaryalwayttogetthevictimstothcplace follow the trade of thief-taking *.

under some pretence or other, and then But to proceed. 1 find many instance*

they could swear the robbery whether any where sometimes two, three, or four boys

was done or not. In order thereto they have been drawn in to be present at a

used to employ a person of some art and a (ham house-breaking, and then appre-

consederate of theirs, to introduce himself E hended by the thief-takers ; the confede-

into the company of those unfortunate rate (as is agreed turns evidence) convicts

and thoughtless creatures (desperate and the others cf a burglary, and gets forty

artful villains they seldom meddling with) pounds apiece for the number of convicts j

and who had been tried far small essences and this he does with such artfulness as to

at the Old Bailey, and acquitted. deceive the courr, to whom they all ap-

At this place it was, that the thief- pear to he strangers,

takers constantly attended; that they Some of these unhappy creatures have

might have an opportunity of fixing their been trepanned by remarkable yoods be-

eyes upon and becoming perfectly ac- ing put in a window, some by a pocket-

quainted with their mark, the wretch piece, or other pieces of money being

whom they had pointed out for destruc- mark'd and put in a till ; to either of

tton . whence wfll might it become a which the decoy-duck, as I may call him,

faying, when one of those poor creatures leads his companion, takes the goods, and

was discharged from the Old-Bailey, that then carries him to an appointed place to

they should be sure of him in a sessions or disj ose of the things stolen, where he

two, for it was impossible to escape the knows they are to be stopt. And in or-

snares laid for them : The mark fixt, thisG der to lay this contrivance under a still

agent, or confederate of the thief-takers stronger covering, the apprehender ad ver-

or thief-makers, which you please to call tiseth, in some one or more of the publ.cle

them, being well instructed, gets himself papers, such and such goods, with such

into the unhappy creacure'a company, marks, stopt ; in order, as he would have

treats them with victuals and drink, and it thought, to come at the owner, tho*

aftcrwaids they take an airing together in himself, and the goods, and the owner

Ok. evening, and himself commits a rob- were all perfectly well acquainted betW.

Ti.i»

• Ste Srff.m Pflfir, Fit, 1 7 50,
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This ha'h generally had the effect de- be so much good conduct, diligence, reso-

fired, vm. to make the cafe of him who lution, and publick spirit, that he de-

has stopt the goods appear clear and fair serves, and it is to be hoped, will meet

in the eyes of the court. And in order with some considerable reward from the

more surely to prevent a discovery of such government ; for he had no call but from

wicked machmations, those exploits were poMic spirit to intermeddle at all in the

generally penormed a day or two before affair, and could expect nothing but

the sessions or assizes (as I have just now ^ trouble, expence and danger in the pro-

noticed) which made it next to impossible ' sceution of it; in which, if he had not

for the friends of those victims (if they used great art as well as caut:on, he could

bad any) 10 discover the contrivance, until never have ccine at a discovery, much

too late. As for what i he poor creatures less at the apprehending and convicting

themselves laid, it stoed for nothing, al- the principal criminals , hut for an ac-

tho' they loudly declared their innocence, count of this we must refer our readers to

and with th-ir dying breath would ac- the book itself, as it would take up much

knowledge they ought to die for the fins more room than we can spare in our Ma

os an ill spent life, but protested their be- B gazine. and cannot admit of being abridg

ing innocent o< the fact for which they ed. Therefore we shall only in geneial

suffered. observe, that from the account he hai

X find likewise, as they advanced in given, we may be surprized co see how

their practice, they made improvements, long these villains, with their confede-

and as it sometimes beeame a difficulty to rates, have carried on these practices,

get an agent or decoy-duck that would without a discovery ; for he (hews, that

venture to put his life in the power of the they were begun near twenty years ago ;

law, foi sear that after the robbery was q And from the fame account we may sup-

done (which at first was done on a stran- pose they have been the cause of a great

ger) some other persons, not in the secret, many trapanned creatures being put to

might apprehend them first, and then the death for crimes they were either altoge-

•gent might be hanged for company j and ther innocer.t of, or ted into with a de-

anoiher inconveniency attended it, which sign that they might be apprehended, <

was, that the prosecutor, or person robbed, victed, and hanged ; for he observes,

came in for part of the reward j therefore that within the year 1749, there were no

to remtdy that, one of their own conse- less than lorty- five persons ' convicted of

derates was to he the person robbed, and D robberies within the county of Middlesex

the agent was to draw in one, two, or only, the rtwards for which amounted to

more to take a walk under different pre- 6300/. Wheteas from August ic, 1754,

tences, and then to i>ob his acquaintance, when these practices were brought to

who was placed there on purpose, with lisht, to this present time, being almost

some remarkable goods ; this done, the two years, no more than fifteen have

thief-takers were to apprehend those t.at been convicted wiihin the county of

were to be hanged for it, but the agent Middlesex ; from whence we may judge,

was to escape: And whether those thus £ that above thirty-five of those poor crea-

decoyed, consented to the robbery or not, tures convicted in 1749, were trapanned

it was sufficient that they were present, by these villains, or such as these ; one of

and the thief-takers could swear the rest. whom, Gahagan, has already met with

And it was always agreed, that if the a- condign punishment from the mob in

gent or decoy duck was taken up by any Smithficld, and Macd.initl, Berry, asd

information of the others in custody, Jones, now stand convicted upon an in-

which indeed they took the bestcate they dictment for the murder tf J, shua Kid-

could to prevent, for the said agent never den ; but their execution llai ds suspend-

let bis companions know the right place ^ ed by a di ubt in law , tor tho' their be

lle liv'd at ; but if by chance it did so hap ing maliciously the cause of his death

pen, then the prosecutor, 011 being sent was fully prov'd upon the trial, a doubt

for, was to declare upon oath (if needful) arose, whether the lacts prov'd against

that he was not the person that robbed them amounted in law to muider, which

him, and theiefore he must of course be doubt is to be .ngoed besoie the judges,

discharged, anil the person who accused and it is a donot winch could not have a-

him incur an increase of appaient guilt, risen in any o'ber c.xintiy where the Ro-

for accusing an innocent man j all that he Q man law is allowed to hive any weight ;

tould fay to the contrary gaining no be- for by that law it is exprtfly declared,

lief. that witnesses who by a false and mali-

Hethen gives usa very natural and appa- cious testimony procure an innocent man

rently genuine account ofthe methods how to be capitally concerned, shall be deemed
he discovered and apprehended thele pro guilty of murder ♦.

stigate villains, in which there appears to

• SQuive falsum trst mmum dolo malo dixerit, jut yafi public] judicit rei apittlii eLunnm

r'tu: Digest. Lib 48. Tit. S. \ 1.

CJJ The Fsra'gn /SJsairt, Catahgut of Bnk>, Billts Mirr.rlirj, &c.Jb*l! ie insertedin turnexf
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Amcno-ras of Gtr.rral BLAK.ENEY,

tbe braie Dtfimkr »f St. Philip's Cattle,

in tbt IJfonJ of Minorca. iUti bit

Head curiously en^ravid.

flEUTENANT^eneral

William Blakeney, is of

Irilh extraction, and ve- ^

ry early entered into the

service of hij country,

in whi.h he behaved

with distinguished con

duct and courage, and

rose, thro' the several military decrees,

to 'the rank of colonel. In March 1743,

he was constituted a brigadier-general of

his majesty's forces, and in March 1744, °

was appointed quarter master general of

the troops in Scotland. In April 1745,

he was constituted a major-general, and

in February 1746, was made lieutenant-

governor of Plymouth. In the fame year

he was appointed commander in chief of

the forces in Scotland, and in Sept. 1747,

lieutenant-governor of the island of Mi- q t

norca. In October 1747, he was consti

tuted a rieutenant-general os his majesty's

forces, and about the year 1753, governor

of Fort St. Philip, and is also colonel of

the 17th regiment of foot, which is on tl>e

Irish establishment. On Aug. 11, 174;,

soon aster the breaking out of the rebelli

on, he set out to join his regiment in

Scotland, where, on October 27, he at- D

tacked the rear of a detachment of the

rebels, who were convoying stores, &c.

at Alloway, and took from them a great

booty of cows, hoises, baggage, arms,

and some money. Being, soon after,

made governor of that important fortress,

Stirling- castle, he was beleaguered by the

rebel army, but made so continual a fire

upon them, that he soon demolished the p

works they had begun to erect. To the

Pretender's son's summons to the castle

,V> surrender, general Blakeney's answer

was, — That he had always been looked

upon as a man of honour, and the rebels

July, 175,6.

should find he would die so." He put

arms into the Townsmen's hands, and ex

pected they would have acted with vigour

in the defence of the place, bui the pro

vost and some of the council being inti

midated, soon made a capitulation1 with

the rebels, in which they premised to

harm no one in the town, not even those

who bore arms, and that they would pay

for what they had. Upo-i advice of these

shameful proceedings, the general came

down to the town and went round all the

guards, exhorting them in these words,

" Gentlemen, Be true to your religion,

king and country, and defend your post*

to the last extremity 5 and if you are

overpowered by the rebels, make a hand

some retreat, and I will keep an open

door for you." This speech highly inspi

rited the townsmen, who in general re

solved to defend themselves ; but the pro

vost and bailies being still bent upon de

livering up the town, a letter was sent

from the council to the general, with the

terms of a second agreement, to which,

justly incensed at their meanness and per

fidy, he only returned this laconic an*

swer. Jan. 8, 1746.

• Gentlemen, I received yours. Deli

ver me up my arms and ammunition.

Your humble servant."

Uprjn this the conveener, with the cap

tains of the volunteers, sent again to the

general, telling him, ' That if he would

aid them with the militia, as formerly, and

bead them, they would stand out the

siege till the army came up, &c. tec."
To which he return'd answer; ■ Gentle

men, As your provost and haillies think

the town not worth their notice, to take

care of it, neither can I. I will take care

of the castle.'

The next evening the town w.-s sur

rendered, and the minute they entered'

they broke the capitulation, by pillagir.g;'

tec. The general had reason to be great-'

ly chagrined at this conduct of the magi-'

strates ; for, by his care, the walls of the
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town hid been all repaired, additions lity er adulation os the great in power,

madewherenevesTary.severaldeep trenches and rather than be a witness to the dis-

Ctft, and he had provided them with every honour of his country, would be buried in

.requisite to sustain an obstinate'siegc. :ts ruins. Such it the hero, who, aban-

On the day aster the battle of Falkirk, doned by those that should have supported

the rebels attempted to scale the castle ; him, hat notwithstanding, raised himself a

but general Blakeney having oidered all monument by hit noble behaviour, which

his men out ot' fight, at their first attack, ^ will remain with Englishmen till, alat !

and planted nine pieces of cannon, nine honour, patriotism, and liberty, shall be

poun. its, loaded with grape-shot for no mere,

their reception ; and hit mulketeert ex
citing themselves at the fame time, the Fran the London Gazxtti.

rebels lost above 1000 men in their fruit- Admiralty Office, July 14.

left attempt. Upon this they demanded TtYi letter received yesterday from ad-

■ cessation of arms to bury their dead ; J> miral Byng, dated the 13d of last

but the general refused it them, with this month at Gibraltar, he gives account of

answer, ' That they need not be in any B hit arrival there on the 19th, with the

great hurry, since, at the weather was squad; on under hit command, and that he

very celd, their bodies were not like to found capt. Broderick, with five ships of

be offensive.' From this time the fire of the line sent from England, which arrived

the garrison was so sharp and constant on the ijth, and had landed a regiment

upon the batteries they were erecting, they carried out with them. The admiral

that all the rebels declined approaching fays, he would nut lose any time to put to

them, so that the Irish brigade, and Drum- sea again, tho' he adds, watering waste-

jnond's regiment were forced to that du- q dious at that place, and the ships, which

ty. At length they finished two batie- received damage in the action of the aoth

ries, one at Gowan-Hill, within 40 yards ot May with the French, would take some

of the castle, and one at Lady's Hill, cn days in repairing, but as soon as they w^re

which they mounted some cannon, and fitted and watered, he would return off

fired for a small space incessantly, but Minorca.

were answered with such effect by the By this account it ii not improbable,

brave Blakeney, that they were soon si- that Sir Edwaid Hawkc, who was sent out

lenced. Upon the approach of his royal to supersede Mr. Byng in his command,

highness to his relief, they precipitately D and filled from England the 1 6th of last

raised the siege on Feb. i. and that gal- month, may have arrived at Gibraltar be-

lant prince, in his letter to the lord justice fore thesquadroncoulddepartasccondtime

•lerk, dated Feb. 1, does the general the from thence, under Mr. Byng's command,

honour to observe, 'They were very much Sir Edward went out with orders, upon

disappointed at the defence general Blake- his supersedirf Mr. Byng, to fend him

ney had made in Stirling-castle, and said, h>>me in one of his majesty's (hips , but

it was impossible for men to take it." finee the receipt of Mr. Byng'e letter,

His royal highness received the geneial g which gave an account of the action on

with great marks of affection, commend- the aoth of May with the French squa-

ed extremely his behaviour, conduct and dton off Minorca, directions have been

courage, which had saved the castle of given for Sir Edward Hawke to send him

Stirling, a placeof the greatest importance, home under arrest, in order to his being

from falling into the Dandi of the rebels, brought to a trial j and lest those diiccriona

tho' his provisions and filing were almost should not arrive before Mr. Byng

expended. away, like directions for putting him un-

Aster so many proofs of the conduct and der arrest are lodged at the several porta

•ourage of this brave pld general, we can F in this kingdom.

cease our wqnder at his having acted so Admiralty-Office, July 14. Captain

consistently with himself, in the defence of Spry, who is caprain of his majesty's ship

Foi t St. Philip, the loss of which will not the Fosgeux, and commanding officer of

be of more disgrace to English politicks, a squadron of his majesty's ships ordered

than the stand the governor made will do to cruize off Louisbourg, gives an ac-
honour to his name and nat.on. <• count, by letter dated the 19th of last

This gentleman is of a remarkably affable month,

temper, and tho' strict in his discipline, q That, on the 19th of May, they took a

#0 indulgently humane to his soldiery, French dogger with provisions and stores

•jut no man who ever ferv d under him 01 all kinds for the garrison,

but sincerely loved him. He has the high- That, on the nth of June, the Litch-

eft and justest notiens of patriotism, ne- field and Norwich, two fifty-gun sti<ps of

»tr took bribe, or stooped lo mean (ervi- his squadron, took the Arc-en-Ciel, a

I French
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French man of war of fifty gum mounted,

saving 57S men, 190 of whom were sol

diers j and me had also a quantity of pro

visions and stores for the garrison.

The Litchfield and Norwich had no men

killed, and only four slightly wounded j

the French officers said they had loft a

great many men.

That, on the 18th of June, the Centu

rion and Success, two other ship? of his

squadron, took a French ship, called the

Amity, of 300 tons, having on botrd 70

soldiers, 200 barrel* of powder, two very

large brass mortars, a number of new car

riages for 14 and iz pounders, and other

warlike stores for Louubourg.

That the Success had also taken a large

schooner, with provisions for the island of

St. John.

Compeigne, July 16. The news of the

surrender of me castle os St. Philip, in

the island of Minorca, on the 18th past,

which was brought here by the due de

Fronsac, is confirmed by the arrival of the

count d'Egrnont, with the following ar- (

tides of capitulation, agreed upon be

tween marshal Richlitu and lieutenant-

general Blakeney.

Alicia os Capitulation proposed by Lieutenant*

Genera/ Blakeney, fer tit Britannick

Majesty t Garrison osthe Castle os St. Phi

lip, in tie Island os Minorca.

" Art. I. That all acts of hostility I

shall cease, until the articles of capitula

tion are agreed upon and signed."

Art. I. Granted.

" Art. II. That all the honours of war

shall be granted the garrison on their sur

render, such as, to march out with their

firelocks on their shoulders, drums beat

ing, colours flying, 24 charges for each J

man, match lighted, four pieces of can

non, and two mortars, with 20 charges

for each piece, a covered waggon for the

governor, and four others for the garri

son, which shall not be searched on any

pretence."

Art. II. The noble and vigorous de

fence which the English have made, hav-

ing deserved all the marks of esteem and '

veneration, that every military person

ought to mew to such actions ; and mar

shal Richlieu being desirous also to shew

general Blakeney the regard due to the

brave defence he hat made, grants to the

garrison all the honours of war that they

can enjoy, under the circumstance of their

going out for an embarkation, to wit, £

firelocks on then- shoulders, drums beat

ing, colours flying, twenty cartouches for

each man, and a.'so lighted match ; he

consents likewise, that lieutenant-general

Blakeney, and his garrison, shall carry a -

pay all the effect* that shall belong to

! L I P taken. 309

them, and that can be put into trunks.

It would be useless to them to have cover

ed waggons j there are none in the island,

therefore they are refused.

" Art. HI. That all the garrison, in

cluding all the subjects of his Britannick

majesty, as well civil as military, shall

have all their baggage and effects secured,

with liberty of refnoving and disposing of

them as they (hall think proper."

Art. III. Granted, except to the na

tives of the island, upon condition that

all the lawful debts of the garrison to the

Minorquins, who are to be considered as

French subjects, shall be paid.

" Art. IV. That the garrison, includ

ing the officers, artificers, soldiers, and

other subjects of his Britannick majesty,

with their families, who shall be willing

to leave the island, shall be provided with

proper transport vessels, and conducted to

Gibraltar by the shortest and most direct

navigation j that they shall be landed

there immediately upon their arrival, at

the expence of the crown of France, and

that they shall be supplied with provisions

out of those that may be yet remaining in

the place at the time of its surrender, ae

long as they shall remain in the island,

and during their voyage at sea, and that

in the same proportion that they receive

at present. But if a greater quantity-

should be wanted, that they shall be fur

nished with it at the expence of the crown

of France."

Art. IV. Transport vessels shall be fur

nished from among those which are in the

pay of his Most Christian majesty, and

proper for the military and civil garrison

of Fort St. Philip, and their families.

These vessels (hall carry them by the safest

navigation to Gibraltar, with the shortest

delay possible, and (hall land them imme

diately, upon condition, that, after their

being landed, these ships (hall be provided

with sufficient passports, that they may

not be molested on their return to the pore

of France they shall be bound for : And

hostages (hall be given for the safety of

the transport vessels and their crews, whe>

shall embark in the first neutral (hip that

shall come to fetch them, after the said

vessels (hall be returned in the port of

France.

The garrison shall also be supplied with

provisions, as well during their stay in

the island, as for twelve days voyage,

which (hall be taken from those that shall

be sound in the Fort St. Philip, and dis

tributed on the footing, that they have

been usually furnished to the English gar

rison ; and if more be wanted, it thai! he

furnifhtd, paying for it as mall be agreed

by «omrs)i(farics on both sides.

" Art.
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" Art. V. That proper quarters shall

he provided for the garrison, with an hos-

pi'al fit for the sick and wounded, whilst

the transports are getting ready, which

flifd! not exceed a month, to be reckoned

from the day of signing this capitulation,

and with regard to those; who shall not

be in a condition to be transported, they «

shall stay, and care shall be taken of them

till they are in a condition to he sent to

Gibraltar by another opportunity."

Art. V. The vessels bring ready for the

transjxnting the garrison, the providing

qu ir'Lia, a* demanded, becomes unneces

sary ; they shall po out of the place with

the least delay, in order to proceed to

Gibraltar ; and with regard to those who I

cannot be embarked immediately, they

(hail be permitted to remain in the island,

and all the assistance they shall want Ihill

be given them for their going to Gibraltar

when they shall be in a condition to be

embarked; a state of them ihall be drawn

up, and the necessary passports shall be

left, for a ship to go and return ; and an £

hospital shall also be furnished for the sick

and wounded, as shall be fettled by the re

spective commissaries.

" Art. VI. That the governor shall not

be accountable for all the houses that (hall

have been destroyed and burnt during the

iege."

Art. VI. Granted for rh; houses de-

jlroyed or burnt during the siege ; bur fe- D

veral effects, and titles of the a^miralty-

eourt, which have been carried into the

fort, shall be restored, as well ss the pa

per* of the town-houle, which have been

carried away by the receiver ; and the

papers and titles relating to the ladings of

the French merchant ships, which have

been also retained. g

" Art. VII. When the garrison shall

•ame out of the place, no body snail be

permitted to debauch the soldiers, to

make them desert from their regiments ;

and their officers shall have access to them

at all times."

Art. VII. No soldier shall be excited to

desert, and the officers shall have an en-

tire authority over them to the moment F

•f their embarkation.

" Art. VIII. An exact discipline shall

be observed on each side."

Art. VIII. Cranted.

" Art. IX. That such of the inhabi

tants of the island, as have joined the

English for the defence of the place, shall

have leave to remain, and to enjoy their Q

goods and effects in the island without be

ing molested."

Art. IX. General Blakeney and Mar

shal Richlieu cannot fix or extend the

authority of the kings their masters over

their subjects j it would be setting bounds

^ E Y's Capitulation. July

to it, to oblige them to receive in their

dominions those whom they should n«t

think proper to have settled there.

" Art. X. That all prisoners of war

shall be restored on each fide."

Art. X. All the prisoners that have

been made during the siege shall be re

stored on each side, so that when the

1 French return those they have, the piquets,

which were taken going to join the French

fleet the day admiral Byng appeared be

fore Mahnn, shall be restored.

*' Art. XI. That Mr. Cunningham the

engineer, who acted as a volunteer during

the siege, shall have a passport, and leave

to go wherever his affairs require."

! Art. XI. Granted.

" Art. XII. Upon the foregoing con

ditions, his excellency the lieutenant-ge

neral governor consents, after the host

ages shall have been exchanged for the

faithful execution of the above articles, to

deliver up the place to his Most Christian

majesty, with all the magazines, ammu

nition, cannons, and mortars, except those

mentioned in the second article; and to

point out to the engineers all the mines

and subterraneous works. Done at the

castle of St. Philip, the j8th of June,

1756."

Art. XII. As soon as the foregoing ar

ticles shall have been signed, the French

shall be put in possession of one of the

gates of St. Philip's castle, as well as of

the Forts Marlborough and St. Charles,

upon the hostages being sent on both fides,

for the faithful execution of the foregoing

articles.

The Staccado that is in the port shall

be r'.moved, and the going in and com

ing out shall be left open, at the disposi

tion of the French, until the whole gar

rison has marched out : In the mean time,

the commissaries on both sides shall be

employed ; those on the part of his excel

lency general Blakeney, in making an es

timate os the effects in the military ma

gazines, and others ; and those on the

part of his excellency marshal Richelieu,

in receiving them ; and to deliver to the

English such part thereof, as has been a-

greed upon. Plans sliall also be delivered

of the galleries, mines, and other subter

raneous works. Done at St. Philip, the

49th of June, 1 756.

A Solution so u Quistion frsfcsrd ty

Mr. Giro. Dixok, in tur Magazine

for June last.

IN the right-angled triangle ABC there

is given the base AB =r 50 chains. CD

part of the perpendiculars: 15 chains,

and the <. CBD = 130 •. 14' to find the

a ea. Substitute DA then per trigonome

try,
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try, M Al : R : 1 DA ! tang. <^ DAB, counts left us by the most exact ancient

to which add the given angle CBD, then writers both of the salt and juice, we (hall

as AB j R : : AD + DC : tang. ABC certainly have no reason to doubt its b«.

which if = to the DAB + CBD, it injr really so.

proves the work to be right ; after The true sugar-cane seems to have been

two or three trials, I Snd DA = 19 . originally a native of the Canary-Islands,

041, from which the whole area it found and fitst known to the inhabitants of Eu-

A R P 4 rope in the times of the Romans ; for

10 85 : o i6~io Abraham Stoni, w!iat pliny records of § Juba's account

Chesham, July 13, 1756. Land-Surveyor. 01 the fortunate islands, if rightly consi

dered, will undoubtedly leave us but little

Jaunt »s tie Sugar-Cani, from Dr. room to doubt of either. It has not how-

Bidvm's History »/ Jamaica. ever. bce» propagated or known any bet

ter among us for many ages after ; and

" Saccbtrum. geniculataix it succuhntum, pa- probably continued so until the Spaniards

nicoiil spatiosa. and Portuguese began to trade round the

" Sacchjrumfsribus punliulaiis. L. SP. PI. B coast of Afi ica, and had frequent occa-

" Arundu stxcarifera, C. B. &c. Slo. Cat. fions to call at those islands; from whence

31. it H. t. 66. they first brought this plant into Spain

" Taca grafts, pag. 108. and Portugal, where it was regularly cul-

" rT is not pre babie that this plant was tivated, as well as in their foreign fetlle-

1 much known to the antienis, their mentt. But though sugar had been made

sacchar, siccaron, saccharon, and sacchar- from it in many parts, especially in Ma-

mambu, being more likely the produce of dera, St. Thomas's, and the Canary-

that large prickly reed, which still sup- q Islands, they were but poorly supplied in

plies most of the inhabitants of the eastern Europe, until Columbus made the dis-

provinces of Asia, with that delicious covery of America, and this plant had been

juice which they call matnbu to this day. introduced and cultivated there, as it was,

That plant grows cummonly in those parts by that time, in many parts of the East-

of Asia that extend along the eastern seas, Indies, and along the coasts- of Africa,

and has been always known to supply tlie where it now grows almost without cuU

inhabitants of those parts with a pleasant ture in every rich and fertile field,

drink, which they have sometimes found The culture of this plant, which now

intoxicating * ; but as few vegetable D imploys the principal part of th; inhabi-

juices are endowed with this quality be- tants of the southern colonies of America,

fore they are fermented, and that the o- and supplies the most considerable branch-

ther productions *>s this plant retain no es of their exports, next deserves our at-

marks of a narcotic nature, we may con- tention.

elude that the people have not been at all To succeed well in the culture of the

used to ferment this juice; but whether sugar-cane, and to raise it so as to an-

this happened while the liquor was still fwer both your labour and expectation,

running from the tree ; (for we have no E the ground you pitch upon must be rich

reason to imagine it was ever had by any and deep, the bottom close, the mould

other means than by incision, or tapping) free, and the situation warm ; and dis-

or that it had been laid by on purpose, is posed so that you may expect a moderate

uncertain ; it is however probable both share of every rain or dew thac falls,

from the quantity a:id appearance of the without being too remote from a market,

sacchar \ of the antients, that it was on- or a shipping-place. Your soil thus chose,

ly the concreted oil and essential salts of cleared, and ready for the cane, you must

that part of the juice that continued to p next consider your strength, calculate

dribble from these wounds after the prin- justly what quantity of land you may be

cipal drains had been finished, which had *ble to plant annually, compute how ma-

chrystalized about the scar, and along the ny acres of canes your strength and con-

body of the reed ; or the produce of small veniencies will allow you to manufacture,

quantities of the juice exposed to the the produce one year with another, and

more intense action of the sun or fire : divide the manurable part of your estate

For the gummy appearance and concret- accordingly into three, four, five, or fix

ed form J with which it has been de- parts; but you may be more free where

scribed, serve alike to prove it of this na- G the ground is observed to produce a kind

ture ; and if we consider the various ac- plant, and to rattoon well.

Vour

• Niartbam apud Strata, lib. t 5. f Diasctridtt apud Mat. Ca. 5 5. Gain J,

Medkamintiismplicibui, & Pliny, lib. 11. eb. 8. J DUfnrida 6V (Jala, &c. Itn

watt, § Plin. lib. vi. tap, xxxii.
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Your land being thus laid out, and one

•f the parts divided into convenient pieces

with proper intervals ; you begin to hole,

and continue to open the ground gradual

ly until the planting season comes on, and

your mould be well turned. To have a

piece of ground regularly holed, as the

best planters are now observed to do, it 4

must be lined out into oblong squares of

about three ftetbreadth, and each of these

marked again with a small piece os stick

or twig at every three feet distance j by

which means the whole field is soon di

vided into lesser areas, each containing

seven or nine square feet according to

your chosen distances : These are several

ly dug up, and the mould raised on the B

banks between them ; but you seldom

open deeper than four or five inches from

the surface.

This plant is propagated by the gem,

and people that cultivate it carefully, have

spare pieces to supply them with plantain

the latter seasons ; these are regularly

drawn, cut into junks proportionate * to p

the length of the holes, and placed three

or four -f parallel to each other, or in a

triangle in the bottom of each ; but it is

remarkable, that the upper joints of full

grown canes, or those that are covered by

the leaves and yet soft and tender, answer

best for this purpose, and are always used

when they plant towards the end of the

crop-season. The plants thus disposed, D

are covered from the neighbouring banks,

but the mould is seldom ra fed above two

inches over them in any dry and loose soil,

the remainder being left to be added oc

casionally at the different weedings. In '

stiff and clayey lands the lioles ought to

be somewhat deeper, and a part of the

mould upon the banks to be lodged be- g

tween the plants and bottom, the remain

der being employed to cover them to the

height of two or three inches, which will

always leave the surface of your field level.

The best season for planting the sugar

cane is about the month of August, where

the ground is found stiff or chilly ; but

September and October are observed to

answer better where the soil is free and F

warm, which is generally the cafe where

the mould lies deep over a marly or gra

velly bottom ; and then you . may expect

your canes to come in seasonably in the

beginning of the second year, which is

the best and usual season for making of

July

sugar. The latter part os this, and the

beginning of the ensuing year it general

ly employed in building of the necessary

works, and other convenience, if these

be not already provided ; and in the fol

lowing seasons you hole and plant another

part or division of the manurahle lands,

and prepare all necessaries for boiling ear

ly the ensuing season.

But where the ground has been opened

and in use, it generally requires more care

to answer your expectation ; fallowing

and dunging become requisite, though

they seldom fail to over-pay the toil ; and

peculiar care should be taken to adapt the

manure to the nature of the soil : Dung,

sand, and mixtures, answer in the dif

ferent sorts of poorer glebes ; and burn

ings and lime have been always observed

to quicken vegetation in chilly loams.

[To be concluded in cur next.]

BILLS of Mortality from May 15, te

June ?o.

Christened \ \% ] 1 347

Whereof have died,

Under i Years of Age 698

Between 1 and 5 — 171

5 and 10 — 63

. 10 and 30 — 6a

ao and 30 ■— 149

30 and 40 — 171)

40 and 50 — 206

50 and 60 — 145

60 and 70 — 119

70 and 80 — 76

So and 90 — 41

90 and 100 — 4

1913

{Within the Walls — — 105

Without the Walls — 472

In Mid. and Surry — — gc6

City and Sub. Westminster 430

1913

Weekly, June 1

'5
aa

•9

1913

• Tie best plants for tbit purpose ire those bed srm tbt topi os the cane, end cut so at to

have two dear sprouting eyes on one fide, and three on the other, for they are always cut Ji*nr»

ing ; the plants taken from the cane ought to have three eyes on one fide and four on tbt other,

as they are more liable to die in tbt ground. t Poorer uttdl requirefour crfvejunkz, but

live or three are generally fuffuitr: ir. a rich mtllotv foil.
J™ JOUR-
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JOURNAL of the Proceedings and Debates

in the Political Club, continued from p. 268.

the third and fourth of William and

The taking off the Duties payable upon Mary, when for the encouragement

the Importation of foreign raw or of the breeding and feeding of cat-

hrown Linen Yarn, and Spruce or tie, beef, pork or hogs-flesh, butter,

Mufccmia Yarns, ivas thought to he cheese and candles, were by an act

an Affair ofso much Importance., es- then passed, freed from all customs

pecially with regard to the Subsistence A and impositions upon exportation ;

ofour Poor, that <we resolved to ha<ve for as to the free exportation of corn,

a Debate upon the Subjed in our Club, and the bounty thereupon, granted

which was begun by C. Popilius by an act of the first of William and

Lænas, ivho upon this Occasionspoke Mary, I mast look upon it only as a

in Substance as follows, i/iz. recompence granted to the landhol-

n/r o ders, lor the heavy land-tax which
Mr. fresident, B ^ began tQ be hid UpQn them>

SIR, and was really rather a discourage-

BY all the best writers upon ment to our manufactures,

trade and manufactures it has From the third year of William

been laid down as an indif- and Mary to the 1 1 th year of king

putable maxim, that the materials William, we never thought of any

for manufacture ought to be ailowed new law for encouraging the export

to be imported duty-free ; and this C tation of our own commodities by

maxim we have in so many instances freeing them from duties ; but in the

wisely adopted, that I am surprised, session of the i ith and 12th of that

the resolution I am to conclude with, king an act was palled, whereby all

has not been long since taken in this our woollen manufactures, and all

country. It is not, it is true, a great forts of corn and grain, as also bread,

many years since the first principles biscuit and meal, were declared to

of trade begun to be understood in D be free from any duty upon exporta-

this kingdom ; for until some time tion ; and at last by an act of the

after the revolution, even our native 8th year of his late majesty's reign,

produce and manufactures, all ex- all goods and merchandizes of the

cept fish, paid a heavy duty upon product or manufacture of Great-

exportation, and the most useful ma- Britain, except such as were therein

terials for manufacture paid a duty particularly and expressly excepted,

upon importation : Even with regard E were declared to be free from pay-

to our fish, it was not until the 12th ing any subsidy or other duty what-

of king Charles II. that they were soever upon exportation. And as

freed from any duty upon exportati- the goods therein excepted were all

on ; and since the revolution it has of them either materials for manu-

been but by flow degrees, andatdif- facture, or such as were proper or

ferent and distant reprises, that we neceflary for carrying on majiufac-

have come the length we are now P tures, so by the fame wife act almost

arrived at. The first step we made all foreign materials used for dying

towards freeing from all duties the were made free from paying any du-

exportation of our own commodities, ty upon importation, and the subsi-

or the importation of those foreign dy of poundage upon re-exportation

materials that are necessary for our reduced to 6d. for every, 20s. value,

manufactures, was in the session of according to the ratessettledbythatart.

July, 1756. R r By
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By the same act, Sir, some other pose I mean the act passad in the cth

very beneficial regulations were made, of his present majesty's reign, by

but one of them, I think, ought to which it was enacted, That no hats

have been carried further : What I er felts, finished or unfinished, should

mean is the regulation relating to be sliipt in any of the British planta-

beaver skins, by which the duty up- tions, or loaded upon any horse or

on the importation os thai material A carriage, with intent to be exported

for manufacture was indeed very out of any one of the said British

much reduced, but as it is a mate- plantations, under the penalty of

risL so absolutely neccilary for our 500I. for eviry offence, and 40I.

manufacture of hats^of any tolera- upon every person assisting therein,

We fineness, 1 think, the duty upon besides forfeiture of the goods,

importation ought to have been en- This, Sir, 1 call a dangerous re-

tirely abolished, at least with regard B gulation, and 1 call it so because «f

tfi all beaver skins imported from our the fatal effects that may, by such re-

own plantations ; or if any small du- gulations, be at last produced ; for if

ty had been continued, no drawback the affection of our people in the

upon the exportation ought to have plantations should ever be alienated

been allowed ; for as the law now from their mother country, it will be

stands, all beaver skins, exported by such selfish and unnatural regula-

\, ithout any sort of manufacture, are^j tions as this. We may, it is true,

to be allowed a drawback of one by such restraints as this prevent our

u,oiety of the duties paid upon im- own plantations from becoming otrr

portation j but if manufactured in- rivals, and underselling us in foreign

to hats, and then exported, no part markets, but we carmot prevent fo-

of the duty is to be drawn back, reign nations from doing so ; and if

which gives an advantage to the so- our own plantations are able to un-

reign manufacturer of hats that our p derwork and undersel us in any fort

own home manufacturer can no way of manufacture, some foreign nation

intitle himself to. This is a sort of will certainly be able to do the fame,

solecism in our mercantile politicks and with regard to that manufacture

which we have been guilty of, and will as certainly drive us at lalt out

could not indeed avoid, with respect of every foreign market, by which

to several other materials for manu- means we shall entirely lose that

facture as well as beaver skins ; and g branch of trade, whereas it might

tho' the duty upon them was very have been preserved to ns, had we

much reduced by the act I have men- allowed our plantations to carry it

tioned, yet it had so enhanced, and on : 1 fay to us, Sir, because I must

does still continue to enhance- the still look upon the people in our plan-

price of hats manufactured in this tations, notwithstanding their great

country, that the French and Dutch distance, as a part ofourselves. W«

have gained a great part of the so- _ should never therefore endeavour to

reign trade from us, and would by prevent our own people in any part of

this time have supplied even our the British dominions from carrying

home consumption, if the importa- on any sort of manufacture : 1 say

tion of hats had not been expressly we should "never endeavour to do ("0

prohibited : Nay, some of our own by restraints, but by enabling the

plantations in America had carried people of this island to underwork

the manufacture to such a height, and undersel the people in our

that we were, obliged to have re- plantations, as well as m every other

course to a very dangerous rcgulati- part of the world ; and I must add,

oa for putting a stop to it : When I that if this had licen duly attended

lay this, every gentleman must sop- to -hi sooner times, it would never

1 w have
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have been in the power of France to not certainly have happened if our

have established their woollen manu- own spinners could have furnished

failures, so far as to have become our manufacturers with all the sorts,

our rivals at any foreign market in and as much of every sort of linen

the world. On the contrary, it would yarn as they had occasion for.

hardly have been possible for them to Since then it appears, Sir, that fo-

have prevented our fine woollen ma- A reign linen yarn is a material so ab-

nufactures from being clandestinely solutely necessary for carrying on,

run into and consumed in their own much more for improving and ex-

Country ; whereas, if they go on tending our home manufacture of li-

with the fame success for 50 or 60 nen, why should it remain subject to

years to come, as they have done a heavy duty upon importation. 1

tor 50 or 60 years past, it will hard- fay a heavy duty ; for tho" id. per lb.

ly be possible for us to prevent their weight, which is the duty still paya-

fine woollen manufactures from being B ble, be but a moderate duty upon

gled into and consumed in this fine linen yarn, it is a most heavyfmugglt

kinedoikingdom. duty upon the coarse sort, being

I have troubled you, Sir, with above 1 jl. per cent, from .whence we

these general remarks upon the na- may easily see the reason why it it

ture of trade and manufactures, that impossible for our manufacturers to

CJtry gentleman may from thence fell their linens so cheap as a foreign

fee, how dangerous it is to load any C manufacturer may fell his linens of

material for manufacture with a duty the fame sort ; for if the former pays

upon importation, especially those 1 jl. per cent, for his material more

forts of materials which in the ma- than the latter, besides laying out of

nufacture are so mixed with others, his money from the time he purchase*

or so much altered from their origi- his material, to the time he fells hit

nal form, that it is impossible to know manufacture, he must either deal at

or distinguish them, which renders D a much less profit, or he must fell

it impossible to allow a drawback his manufacture at least 1 ^1. per cent.

upon their exportation ; and after dearer, and consequently can never

having made this danger so manifest, fell at any market where the other

I may now presume to fay, that I am can appear as his rival. This is so

surprised how we have so long conti- evident, Sir, that we can never ex-

nued to load the importation of so- pect to sell any of our linens at a fo

reign linen yarn with such a heavy E reign market, whilst there is any da-

duty as must very much enhance the ty payable upon the importation of

price of all sorts of our linen manu- foreign linen yarn, even tho' the

failure, and consequently must ren- bounties now proposed should be1

der it impossible for us to find a vent granted and regularly paid ; and

for it at any foreign market. This without granting such bounties, a to-

difadvantage we did indeed become F tal prohibition of the importation or

sensible of a few years since, and wear of foreign linens, if it were pof-

therefore by an act of the 24th of sible to render it effectual, would ou-

his present majesty's reign, a confi- ly be laying a heavy tax, a tax of at

derable abatement was made in the least 1 5 or 20I. per cent, upon all con-

duties payable upon the importation fumers of linen, in proportion p

of this necessary material : I fay ne- their consumption, within the Dm-

cefiary, Sir, because from the ac - G tisti dominions. ,

counts upon our .table it appears, After having thas demonstrated,

that large quantities of it have been Sir, if figures can be allowed to de-

imported, both before and since that monilrat:, that we can never tliiqk

abitemeat was made, which could of sondingany linen of our home m,*-

R r 2 hufa&ue;
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nufacture to a foreign market, or such, or pretended to be such, that

even of supplying our home con- we have been obliged to tax almost

sumption, without doing by foreign every thing that can be imported; but

linen yarn as we have already done in general! may observe, that when a

by several other materials for manu- tax haB been laid upon the importa-

facture, that is to fay, declaring it tion of any raw material, a higher

free from all duties and impositions A tax, or an additional tax, has been

upon importation, I may venture to laid upon the importation ofthat ma-

make a motion, which might other- terial in part manufactured. Thus,

wife appear to be unpopular, and thrown silk pays a much heavier du-

which is, that in order to enable the ty upon importation than raw silk :

linen manufacturers of Great-Bri- Cotton yarn pays a much heavier du-

tain and Ireland to work up their ty than cotton wooll : And tanned

manufactures with more advantage, hides or skins pay a much heavier

the duties now payable upon the im- B duty than untanned hides or skins,

portation of foreign, raw or brown And the rough or undress'd flax has

linen yarns, and Spruce or Muscovia been long since freed from any duty

yarns, ought to be taken off. upon importation, for the encourage

ment of our linen manufacture ; yet

The next Speech I fiall give you was wc ,,ever Defore now thought offree-

tbet made by L. Vctunus Philo, Q jng jt from anv duty, when manu-

•which wai to this EJecJ. factured into yarn even of the coars-

p , est sort ; because no yarn of any kirid
Mr. President, was evej. besore conf1(jered as a ma-

SIR, terial for manufacture, and certainly

I Shall agree with the noble lord deserves much less to be considered

who made you this motion, that as a material for manufacture than

we ought to avoid, as much as pos- D tanned leather or hides, as the ma-

Able, the laying of any duty upon nufacturing of flax into yarn, even

the foreign materials for manufac- of the coarsest fort, costs a great deal

ture, provided he means raw materi- more, and employs a much greater

als, or materials in their original na- number of hands, than the tanning

tural form, without any improve- of hides; and the weaving and

rnent by manufacture, if that im- bleeching of linen does not add so

provement be such as may be made E much to the value of the yarn, as

by our own people after it is import- may be added to the value of tanned

ed; and this maxim, even in this hides, by working them up into fe-

confin'd fense, has one very general veral sorts of leather manufacture,

exception; for if the material be of nor is the number of hands employ-

such a fort as may be produced in ed in the former so large as the num-

any part of the British dominions, it ber of hands that must be employed

may he proper to load the importa- F in the latter. ,

tion of it with a small duty, in order From our general practice there

to encourage and promote the in- fore, Sir, as well as from common

crease of our own produce. This, fense, we may with regard to our

Sir, is what common fense must die- imports lay down these rules, that fo-

tate to every gentleman who consi- reign materials, which cannot be pro-

ders the nature of trade and m.inu- duced in our own country in sufficient

factures, and it has been pretty uni- q quantities, ought not to be subjected

formly observed, ever since the mem- to any tax, or a bounty ought to be

bers of our legislature began to turn given upon the exportation of the

their thoughts to that subject. Our manufacture, equal to the tax upon

necessities, indeed, have of late been the material ; that foreign ma terials

, • • which.
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which can be produced in sufficient jest to some small duty, or we ought

quantities within our own domini- to have granted some small bounty

ons, may be subjected to a tax upon upon such as was produced at home,

importation, or a bounty ought to be or imported from Ireland,or our plan-

given upon their home-production; tions in America; but the interest of

that foreign materials, improved by the linen manufacturers and fail-ma-

any sort of manufacture, ought to be A kers then prevailed over the interest

taxed in proportion to their improve- of the landholders, and our regard

ment ; and that all sorts of foreign for the publick revenue prevailed, as

foods, compleatly manufactured, may it often does, over our regard for the

e taxed upon importation, and ought true interest of our country. By the

to be highly taxed, ifnot prohibited, former prevalency we were induced

when they are such as interfere with to render the importation of foreign

any ofour home manufactures. These B rough flax quite free from any duty,

rules, I fay, Sir, are dictated by com- to the discouragement of our own

mon sense, and have been generally production of that useful material ;

observed by our legislature, tho' I and by the latter, we were prevented

cannot say that they have been al- from granting any bounty as a ba-

ways so exactly observed as they lance to that discouragement,

ought to have been, because in our The case was again the fame, Sir,

methods of taxation we have often C in the year 1751, with respect tofo-

thought of nothing but that of rais- reign linen yarn ; for tho' the duty

ing a sum of money for the publick then payable upon the coarse sorts of

service, without any regard to the foreign raw linen yarn was too high,

trade or manufactures of our coun- the duty then payable upon the fine

try ; and even when we have deigned sorts of foreign raw linen yarn was

to take the trade and manufactures of far from being so : On the contrary,

our country into our consideration, rj upon that of the finest sorts it was

we have been too often directed by really too low ; because every sort of

whim, or by the self-interested views linen yarn is an improvement of the

of some particular set of men. rough material by manufacture, and

This, Sir, was plainly the case in an improvement which may be made

the year 1730, when we made the by our own people, therefore by the

importation of rough or undressed third rule I have before Hated, it not

flax free from any sort of duty ; for £ only may, but ought to be made

tho' it be a raw material absolutely subject to a tax upon importation ;

necessary for many sorts of manufac- and as the importation is greater in

tares, it is a material of which a suf- proportion as the yarn is finer, there-

ficient quantity might be produced in fore by the fame rule the tax upon

Britain, Ireland, and our American importation ou^ht to be higher in

plantations, and it is a material, or proportion. But we took the direct

produce, more profitable than any F contrary course ; for we reduced very

thing that can be produced by agri- much the tax upon the fine sorts of

culture ; for it has been computed, foreign raw linen yarn, and but very

that an acre of land, by the produc- little that upon the coarse sorts, by

tion of wheat, cannot, one with a- subjecting all sorts of foreign raw

nother, produce above the value of linen yarn to one and the fame duty,

3I. 5s. yearly; whereas an acre of that is to fay, to one penny per pound

land, by the production of flax, may Q weight upon importation, so that the

one with another, produce to the va- sorts of linen yarn, which are fit for

1 ae of 61. yearly. For this reason making cloth of three, four, or five

we ought either to have left the im- shillings a yard, now pay no higher

portationof foreign rough ilax sub- duty upon importation, than the iorta

that
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that are fit only for making cloth of tend' to. By the multitude of your

three, four, or five pence a yard. taxes upon all the convenier.cies, and

This sorely was a solecism in our mer- upon many of the necessaries ot

cantilc politicks, if eicr there was lire, and by your boundless circula-

onc, and a solecism we must have tion of paper credit, which will cer-

been led into either by inattention, tainly iome day prove fatal to this

or by whim, or perhaps by the supe- ^ country, you have made living, or

rior interest of our manufacturers of even subsisting, in this country so ex-

fine linens, or linen and cotton ma- pensive, that it is impossible for our

nufactures. But neither the one nor poor to work or labour ac so cheap a

the other had then interest enough, rate as they do in many or melt

nor do I believe that they ever could countries of Europe, especially in

have interest enough, to make us Germany ; and now instead of think -

transgress all the rules of sound poll- g ing how to enable them to subsist at a

cy, by rendering the importation of le(s expence, you are going to de-

all foreign raw linen yarn free from prive multitudes of them of the only

any duty whatsoever; therefore I means they now have os subsisting at

must suspect that the present motion ail; for this will be the infallible

proceeds from, and will underhand consequence of what is now propos-

bc supported by an interest far supe- ed. The poor spinners, who can

rior to that of any set of men in this £ subsist for 2 d. a day, may certainly

kingdom ,:ho' I am persuaded th it the sell the yarn they spin at a kse price

noble lord who made it, and many of than can be done by those who can-

those who now seem to favour it, not possibly subsist under 3 d. a day.

have been so far misled as to believe, In Germany, Poland, and Russia,

that what they propose will tend to their poorest sort of people may, and

the advantage of the trade and ma- do subsist pretty comfortably, if they

nufactures of their country. 0 can earn 2 d. a day : But in Great-

Thua, Sir, they m?.y have been Britain, the poorest creatures we have

the more easily induced to believe, aj cannot possibly subsist, and provide

it w ill most certainly tend to the im- themselves with the coarsest sort of

mediate advantage of all our great cloaths, linen, and shoes, and fire

manufacturers, and of all our wea- and candle when necessary, if they

vers of linen, orof any manufacture do not earn at least 3 d. a day.

mixed witH linen yarn, and may for jj What is the reason of this diffe-

a year or two reduce the price of all rence. Sir f It is not owing to the

home-made manufactures, or other- luxury or extravagance of our indus-

wisc very much increase the profits of trious poor, as has been most uncha-

the manufacturers. But, aias ! Sir, ritably, as well as falsely suggested :

what shall become of those multitudes It- is owing to the taxes to which we

of poor creatures in Britain and Ire- have most unwisely, as well as cruelly

land, who now support themselves by p subjected the very poorest sort of our

spinning fine or coarse linen yarn? people: If they drink a pint of small

They have not money to employ a Deer, they must pay a tax upon the

solicitor or agent to draw up a peti- malt of which the liquor is made ;

tion for them to this august assembly, and as they must have their small

much less to employ counsel to ple.ad beer from one who brews to fell, they

their cause before us ; but whilst I sit must pay no less than six different ex-

in this house the poor shall always q cises upon the liquor after it is brew-

find in me an advocate to the utmost ed, and a seventh upon the hops made

of my abilities, and, for their fakes, .use of in brewing it. If they have a

I wish that my abilities were much clean shirt or shift once in ,1 week,

more extensive than I could ever pre .they must pay two excises upon the

soap
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soap and starch made use of in wash- have been with yarn of our own spin-

ing it : If they have a pair of new ning ; and some years since it was

shoes once in a year, they must pay computed from the number of our

two excises upon the leather employed people in Britain, Ireland, and the

in making them : If they work by Plantations, and the quantity of li-

candle or lamp-light, as they must do nen of all sorts that each person

in the winter-time, they must pay A might be supposed to consume year-

two excises upon the candles they ly : I fay, it was computed from

burn, and even upon the oil they thence, that there was 87,500,000

burn in their lamps they must pay a yards of linen consumed yearly by

duty, unless our whale-fishers can the people in Great-Britain, Ireland,

fuxnilh us with as much as we have and the Plantations ; and to answer

occasion for: And; lastly, for the salt this consumption, it appeared from

they must make use of for seasoning B the custom-house books, that there

anything they can get to eat, they was at medium hut 32,000,000 of

must pay two excises. To all which yards of foreign linen of all sorts im-

we must add, that they must contri- ported yearly *, consequently xheie

bute something towards the payment must have been 55,500,000 yards of

of all the taxes that are paid, by thole linen then made yearly in Britain,

that are employed in making or re- C Ireland, and the Plantations, the far

tailing any of these necessaries of life. creates! part of which was certainly

And what adds greatly to the distress before the year 1 75 1, made with yam

of our industrious poor is, that most of our own spinning. Since that time

of our nobility and gentry now live in indeed, the importation of foreign raw

London, and our other great cities linen yarn has increased, and as it ap-

duriDg the winter, and spend a great pears from the accounts upon our U-

part of the summer at Bath, Tun- [) ble that our exportation of linen ha*

bridge, or other such places of a- not increased, it is a demonstration, as

musement ; so that our poor can get clear as can be made by figures, that

little or no addition to their subsistence many of our spinners must already

from the hospitality or charity ostheir have been thrown out of that

rich neighbours in the country. ployment, by our lowering the du-

When these things are considered, ties upon the importation of foreign

Sir, can we be sorpmed at its not be- £ raw linen yarn in the year 1751.

osiible for our poor spinners to This, 1 fay, Sir, is a demonstra-

to fell their linen yarn so tion, and if this, in so short a time,

cheap, as the fame son of yarn may demonstratively appears to have bees

be fold m Germanv, Poland and the consequence ot our lowering the

Jtufua ? On the contrary, may we duties upon the importation of fo-

aot be surprized that they have been reign raw linen yarn, what must the

able to spin any linnen yarn at all for f consequence be of our abolishing

sale? And yet it is certain, that by those duties altogether .5 Must not the

means of the duty payable upon the consequence necessarily be, that in a

importation of foreign linen yarn, few yer.rs we shall havp no spinners

our own spinners have hitherto been of linen yarn in the British domini-

enablcd to furnish yarn for a confi- on:, either for home consumption or

derable part of our home consump- exportation; and is we have no spin-

tion ; for before the lowering of the q tiers, it is certain that we can have no

duty in 1751, there was not any very producers of flax. These two-fatai

considerable quantity of foreign raw consequences of what is now propof-

linen yam imported annually into ed are so certain, and at the fame

this kingdom, so that the far greatest fame time so evident, that I am fur-

part of out home-made linens must prized, they do not strike every gentle

man

• Stt a Ltllirjtm a Mtrcbant tt a Mmbtrtf Parliament, 1738. p.zo.
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man at first view. I (hall admit, Sir,

that whilst our linen manufactures are

obliged to pay more for their yarn than is

paid by the foreign manufacturer for the

fame fort of yarn, it will be impossible for

us to export any of our home-made linens

to a foreign market ; But shall we aim at

acquiring the profit upon weaving and »

bleaching linens for a foreign market, by

jiving up the profits of producing and

preparing the flax, and of spinning it in-

to yarn, both for the foreign market and

for our home consumption ? Or shall we

aim at acquiring the profits upon weav

ing and bleaching the 32,000,000 of yards

now imported for home consumption, by

giving up the profit! upon producing and

preparing all the flax, and spinning all g

■the yarn, that are now produced, pre

pared and spun for the 55,500,0*0 yards

now made at home. This, I think, no

man in his right fenses would cliuse, even

supposing that our hopes of acquiring

were as certain, as the danger of losing

would be inevitable, should this proposi

tion be agreed to ; because in producing

and preparing the flax, and spinning the ^*

yarn, a much greater number of people

are employed, than in weaving and

bleaching the cloth, and because the na

tional profit got by the former is two or

three times as much as can be got by the

Utter.

But now, Sir, I must observe, that our

hopes of acquiring what is aimed at are J)

very precarious, ' and that our aiming at

it in the way proposed may end in de

priving us of a possibility to make any li

nen cloth, either for the foreign market,

or for our consumption. By thus furnifli-

ing ourselves with foreign linen yarn, vie

shall in a few years have not so much as

one spinner of linen yarn lesr, nor so p

much as one pound of flax produced, in

Britain, Ireland, or our Plantations in

America ; and foreign princes will, by

that time,see so much raw linen yarn car

ried out of the country, that they may

probably be thereby induced to prohibit

the exportation of it, or to load it with a

heavy duty upon exportation. Russia has t1

already begun , for no linen yarn can be

carried out of that country without a li

cence from t hi? government j and few, if

any such licences would then ever be

granted. Poland would soon think of the

fame regulation, which might be the more

easily carried into execution, as they have

but one port from whence their yarn Q

could be carried to Great-Britain. The

Princes of Germany would all, not ex

cepting so much as one, follow the fame

example j and our linen weavers, being

then all thrown quite idle, must come

upon the parish, or remove to those coun

tries where they could find employment.

We should then be obliged to have all the

linen we consume from foreign countries,

which would considerably raise its price ;

for every one knows, that the late in

crease of our linen manufacture has great

ly reduced the price of all foreign linens ;

and let gentlemen consider what a ruin it

would bring upon this country, were we

obliged to purchase fourscore millions of

yards of foreign linen at a much higher

price than we pay for it at present. I

hope our linen manufacturers will seri

ously lay this to heart, and deliberately

examine the consequences of what they

now apply for : H they do, 1 am sure,

they will give over pursuing a short- liv'd

present advantage, that may so probably

end in the ruin of themselves as well as

of their country.

To conclude. Sir, if the proportion now

made should be agreed to, I should be a-

gainsl granting any bounty upon the ex

portation of any sort of linen manufac

ture, because two thirds at least of that

bounty will go towards the support of fo

reigners, who, upon the next turn of af

fairs in Europe, may be our declared ene

mies, and who never did, nor I believe

ever will, (hew us any friendlhip, without

making us pay dearly for the friendlhip

they shew ; and, at the fame time, by

granting this support to soreignets, you

will reduce, to the utmost misery and dis

tress, many thousands of your own peo

ple, who now support themselves, tho*

poorly, by spinning some sort of linen

yarn , therefore if you are resolved to a-

bolish all the duties now payable upon

the importation of foreign raw linen yarn,

and at the fame time to grant bounties

for the encouragement of our linen ma

nufacture, I hope you will grant those

bounties upon the home -spun linen yarns,

in proportion to their respective fineness,

and to be paid upon certificates from the

parson ar minister, and the parish-officers

of each respective parish where they were

spun. Very small bounties of this kind

would put our poor upon an equal soot

ing with foreign spinners, and it would

be an encouragement to every branch of

the linen manufacture. It would like

wise be an encouragement to the produ

cing of flax in every part of the British

dominions ; and it would put it out of

the power of any foreign state to disturb,

much less to annihilate, our linen manu

facture, which they may do whenever

they please, as long as we must have the

principal material of that manufacture

from foreign countries. It was this con

sideration that has made us of late give so

great;
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great encouragement to the importation

of naval stores from America, ar.d it was

a wife consideration , but is that was a

wife consideration, what shall we say of

the proposition now made to us, which

will in a few )ears put us so much in the

power of foreigners, with regard to our

linen manufacture, that we must have

from them not only the rough material,

but two thirds of the labour necessary for

the manufacture ? What others may fay

of such a proposition, I do not know;

but all I (hall fay of it at present is, Sir,

that I mail most heartily give it my nega

tive.

Journal to be contir.utd in our next. ]

Titii AUTHOR .fii, LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

THE extract you gave us in your last,

from the Edinburgh Essays, must ,

shew us how inconceivably minute the

constituent particles of light must be ;

and to shew how minute some os those

productions of nature are, which we can

discover and distinguish by the help of a

good microscope, I think you should give

your readers the following extract from

Dr. Birch's Histary of the Royal Society,

viz. June u, 1688. Mr. Hooke brought

in a wiitten account cf the feed of mol'-,

observed by him to be of that exceeding

fmallaess, that above seven hundred and

seventy millions are required to make the

weight of one grain ; the method of com

puting which he explained. This paper

was ordered to be registered, as follows :

" Since the publishing my Micography, ]

1 have met with an observation, which,

though it be one of the smallest compound

bodies I have hitherto taken notice of,

yet does afford an hint of very great con

cern in natural philosophy ; and it does

seem te make clear the cause of a pheno

menon, that has appeared dubious, not

only to me, but to many other more

knowing naturalists. I have often doubt

ed, I confess, whether moss, mushrooms,

and several other small plants (which the

earth seems to produce dirroparri) were

the offspring of a feed or grain, and have

been apt to believe, that they were ra

ther a secondary production of nature ;

being somewhat the more inclined to be

of that opinion, because having former- ,

ly examined the small knots of feed-

cods of moss with a single microscope, I

could not perceive any thing in them, that

1 could imagine to be seeds, at least not

so great a quantity, as Itemed necessary to

July, 1756.

maintain so numerous a progeny, as was

every where to be found of it ; that,

which then came out of them, seeming

to be rather a pulp or pith, than any

thing like the feeds in other similar cods.

But being since somewhat more inquisi

tive, 1 did examine several of the above-

mentioned knobs or seed-vessels, and

found, that there were feeds in them, no

less wonderful for the greatness of num

ber, than for the smallness of bulk. Tak

ing then some of the ripe and brown or

reddish opes of them, and pressing them

pretty hard, I found, that theie was a

small dust went out of them, which

seemed to vanish in the air. Pressing and

squeezing others cf these upon a black

plate, and examining the powder with a

microscope, I found it to be a great heap

of exceeding small seeds, globular, and

pretty transpaient : It is the smallest, I

consei's, I have yet seen, and, it may be,

(hat has hitlieito been discovered. And

unless that be a plant, which I discover

ed growing on the blighted leaves of roses,

and that those small bodies be seed-ves

sels j or unless those knobs, I have dis

covered on the top of mould, be the

like, I cannot presently imagine, where

there should be found a smaller. For I

And, that theie will need no less than

thirty-six hundred of them to be laid one

bv another in a line, to make the length

of an inch, in the fame manner as three

barley-corns are laid to measure an inch :

And to cover a superficies of an inch

square, there will need no less than nine

hundred and threescore thousands, be

sides twelve millions of single feeds : And

the number in a grain weight of them

cannot be less than seven hundred and

seventy seven millions, besides fix hun

dred thousand single grains. And th»*

this may seem a most incredible narra

tion, yet 1 would desire such, as are ape

to be too censorious, to take the pains to

gather a few of those seed-vessels, and ex

amine them as I have done, and then

speak what they find, and believe no more

than their own fense and reason will in

form them ; and they may easily see, that

what I have asserted, will be rather short

of, than exceed the real numbers. Now

if this shell of the seed he thus small, how

much smaller must needs the rudiment of

the plant that lies inclosed within it be ?

And how easily may such seeds be drawn

up into the air, and carried from place to

place, even to the top of the highest

towers, or to places most remote, and be

sowed by the passing air, or falling drops

of rain, on the bows or branches of trees,

fides and tops of walls, houses or steeples ?

And it is not in the art of man, to leave

S s earth
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•arth exposed to the common air, and (o In Holland C^at which lies uppermost:

exclude the entrance, or prevent the sow- U best, being of a dark or black colour,

ing of these imperceptible seeds ; and to w hich others succeed of different co-

therefore it is not to be wondered at, that, lours and substances not so good. That

if any earth, though never so pure, be which is light and spungy, taken from a

exposed to the air and rain, tho' at the barren heathy giound, or from a dry fan-

top of a steeple, it will produce moss. dy foil, also such moss as is much mixed

Farther inquiry may possibly instiuct ui, « with pieces of rotten wood, roots, mud,

that there may be feeds of mulhroomi, gravel, or sand, or which consuming

mould, and other vegetables of as small, quickly leaves behind a great many impu-

if not smaller, bulk, which might be dts- rities mixed with its ames, is bad.

persed and mingled with the air, and car- Peau differ considerably, according t»

ried to and fro with it, till wallied down the pains bestowed in making them. Such

by the falling drops of dews or rains, as are perfectly freed from all hetrogene-

which, if they chance to light on a con- ous matter, well knead and wiought, are

venient foil, do there vegetate and spring the best of all. Upon which account,

up j but die and perish, if the ground, B peats, made in the province of Holland,

they light on, be not natural and agree- where no labour is spared in the working

able. But whether this conjecture hit them, are pieftrable to all others, tho* in

right, farther observation must deter- other places the substance may be equally

mine. I am, &c. good. A Dutch peat six inches long and

three or four thick will weigh a pound j

In the Volume of Edinburgh Essays, from a peat made at Nimkuen, of the fame

which toe gave an Extract in our last, dimensions, will not weigh above half a

there is one ivhich gives us lit Analysis and „ pound, often less. It is a general obser

ves •/ Piat, by Ai.iian.dir Likd, vation, that all peats made,cf moss-mud,

Esq; and as the Jeccnd Part of it may he amJ weu knead, are considerably heavier

of Service to such of cur Readers as line than such as are only cot out of the moss.

in Countries ■where there is any Quantity of peats t|lat are of a dark colour and

this Sort of Earth, tve stall gjve it them solid, that continue longest in the fire

as follows, viz. without consuming, that have a goodein-

THE principal use of peat is burning, der, and fall into white ashes, are most

not only for the service of families, esteemed : On the contrary, such as are

but likewise for that of a great many D light and porous, consume quickly in the

trades ; such as brewers, bakers, distil- fire, lejve no cinder, but a great many

lers, making of lime, &c. and, as there impurities and ashes, are little valued,

is a good deal of difference in peats, and The allies of peat differ also confider-

some kinds preferred to others, I mail ably in colour, quantity, and weight ; a>

here take notice of some of the principal to which nothing certain can be determin-

diiferences. ed. Sometimes the white, sometimes the

The first is, with respect to the place grey, and at o'her times the red, are

out of which they are taken. Such as heaviest. In Fiicfland the peat that leaves

are got from brackish grounds, near the the red asties, Degner fays, is heaviest ;

sea, also such as are impregnated with vi- about Nimiguan those that are red are

triol or sulphur, have a disagreeable smell, found lighter than the Dutch peat, which

and are hurtful to the health. In Zea- leaves a grey alh.

land they have a kind of peat which, when The brewer, distiller, and other trades,

burning, makes every body in the room prefer the peat that leaves a red art),

look like a dead person j and when they _ which, tho' it seldom has a firm cinder,

fit long by the fire, grow faintish : It al- yet burns violently. The baker makes

to turns the bottom of their vessels white. choice of the light tuts, and in North-

Peats taken from mosses, free of all mi- Holland, wheie the inhabitants are ex-

nerals, have none of the above mentioned tremely cleanly, they use the peat that

or any other bad effect. has led ashes, upon account of their being

As to the matter itself, that differs in heavier than the white, and therefore not

many respects ; so that in the same moss, so apt to fly about and spoil their furni-

according to the different depth of i', ture.

there are three or four riiffeient kinds of G Besides the uses now commonly made

peats found. In North Britain, in the of peats, there are two others in which,

province of Groningen, and in several I think, they may be employed with great

other places, that which is uppermost is advantage. The first is the smelting iron

light and spungy ; further down, better, ore ; the only fewel at ptesent used in that

*nd at bottom is a substance that if black, operation is charcoal of cak and other

and makes a firm solid peat. hard woods ; any attempt n<adc to do ic

with
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'with pit-coal, so far as I can learn, has you. The simple operation of grinding

hitherto proved unsuccessful ; and indeed dees the business ; and as a peat, when

from the nature of that substance there taken out of the moss, is a soft body,

seems little hopes of ever bringing it to and easily grinded, a machine may bo ea-

anfwer the end, the bituminous or inflam- sily contrived to grind, at a moderate ex-

mable part of pit-coal hawing nearly the pence, several tuns in a day. The charge

fame effect upon iron which common of digging peats, cutting them into

sulphur has. It destroys, as experience ^ squares or the form of bricks, when of a

shews, the malleability of iron and all proper dryness, will be little different from

other metals. Pit-coal' has likewise anc- that of making peats in the ordinary way.

1 quality, which I have often found The solidity of peat prepared in the man-

to my cost : With a strong heat it runs tier mentioned is surprising ; its specific

into a glassy substance, which in time, gravity being somewhat gieater than that

by its flicking so closely together, and to of pit-coal. I compared a peat of this

the fides of the furnace, quite choaki it kind with a piece of coal brought from

up, and, by its tenacity, hinders the me- baron Clerk's coal-mines near Edinburgh,

tallic parts from finking downwards, as B and by the hydrostatic.il balance, reckon-

they would do by their natural gravity. iflg water ioco, their specific graviiiee

What it chiefly wanted in smelting is an were nearly as follows, pit-coal 1187, so-

open fire ; the furnaces are commonly lid peac 1303. '

sufficiently clogged with the stony and From what has been said, it appears,

other hetrogeneous bodies united with the that, if iron could be made with peat, it

ore, which run into glass without the ad- would be of great service, particularly in

option of any such foreign matter as has some places of North- Bii tain, where peat

a tendency to vitrification. The chared q is to be had in plenty, along with iron,

wood, on the contrary, keeps always an which now lies unwrought for want of

open fire, the inflamable part of which is wood : And even where wood may be

so far from hurting metals, that it pre- found, if peat biouglit to the cons.siency

serves their malleability, by supplying, I mention would do the business, it would

with its own sulphur, that which is de- come cheaper than chared wood. A110-

stroyed or carried off from the metal, by ther advantage of this kind of peat, would

the intense heat employed in the smelting j be the smelting of lead with it alone,

and this is so far true, that iron reduced which cannot well be done at present,

to a calx or friable substance by calcina- D without the help of pit-coal, which in

tion, has its milleability restored by being some places must be brought from a con-

fluxed with powdered charcoal only. And siderabie distance, and at no small charge,

this we may here observe, by the bye, as The other use I would propose of peat,

an instance of the difference os substitut- is the employing it as dung, for the sein

ing a vegetable in place of a mineral sul- lizing of ground, when prepared in the

phur. manner I shall afterward* mention. I am

The peat then being intirely a veget- not ignorant, that she ashes of peats aie

able substance, there seems nothing mote g used for that purpose with ifieat advan-

requifite to make it a proper fewel for tage, not only by themselves, but like-

smelting iron, but the being able to raise wise mixed with other dung; and even

by its means a heat sufficient for that pur- the dust of peat, that remains at tne bot-

pose. This, experience shews, cannot torn ef peat-stacks ; but in that state it

be done with the peats we now have. has not the effects of dung, nor are its tf-

The most likely method of obtaining this sects equal to what they would be, weie

end, I think, is to bring them to be as it rightly prepared. To set this matter in

solid and compact a substance as possible. a proper light, I must be allowed to fay

The denseft bodies, c^ctrris paribus, when F something in general of vegetation, and

thoroughly heated, are the hottest ; hence of the use ef dungs in promoting it.

it is, that metals as they are the heaviest Vegetables, which increase by feed, as it

bodies, so they reach the greatest degree the cafe with by far the greatest pait, if

of heat. The fame holds in fewel j the not all of them, are at first plantulas wrapt

hardest woods are made choice of when op in a very small bulk in the end of the

a strong heat is wanted ; and even in feed j which, when put in the ground, by

common pears, I have (hewn you how the moisluie they find there, extend thtm-

far preferable the hard and solid are to Q selves, and are first nourished by part of

the light and spungy. By some expert- the seed itself, which does the fame office

ments which I have made, I find it to be to the young plant, by affording it a <

no difficult matter to bring peat to a con- nourishment, as the placenta does to the

fiderable degree of solidity, as you your- embryo. When the plant becomes stronger

selves may fee by the specimen 1 now shew and shoots forth its roots, it then draw*

S s 2 iM
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its nourishment from the earth. Thus it suitable for that purpose ; and if, to be-

goes on growing until it has attained its gin and also quicken the putrefaction,

vtmost perfection: After which it gra- green fresh succulent plants were employ-

dually decays, dies, and at last rots and ed in a sufficient quantity first to raise a

putrefies. By putrefaction, the parts of heat ; this I make no doubt svould, by

which the vegetable was composed, viz. communicating it to the mossy substance,

its salts, oils, phlegm and earth, are fe- in a suitable time, and by right manage-

parated : Part remains upon the ground mcnt, reduce the whole mass to the fiat*

where the plant falls ; but the far greatest desired. This already is in fume measure

part being volatile, flies up into the air, practised in Holland, where they mix the)

from whence it descends again upon the dust of peats with ordinary dung, in mak-

earth and incorporates with it. The fame ing of dung-hills.

materials serve to nourish new plants, I shall conclude this paper with only

there being no part of them, as we all mentioning two other uses of peat, which

know, loft. What we call a vegetable I had almost forgot, vix. that peat-dust

mould, is an earth in which there is store strewed upon ground where pease or other

of such parts of vegetables lodged, the B seerls are sown, in order to have an early

matrix in which they lie, bei"ga fine but crop, is an excellent preservative of such

barren sand. As long as there is a suffi- vegetables from the frost ; as it keep*

eient stock of such particles in any earth, the ground warm, by not allowing the

that ground is fruitful ; but when this is cold to penetrate into ir. And that there

exhausted, which happens sooner or h'er, \\ nothing properrr than peat to stop wa»

from the quantity of vegetables nourished ter, and to confine it, in the making of

by it, and carried off tor the uses ot life, fiih-ponds, £><-. This I learned from his

it becomes barren. The only remedy, Q gr»ce the dqke of Argyle, wholobscrved

when no better can be had, is to allow it used it with great success for that pur-

to rest, until it receives a new recruit pose,

from the air, in which are perpetually

floating, and falling down upon the earth, T.* AUTHOR of the LONDON

particles of all kinds, proper for the nou- MAGAZINE,

rishment of plants. But as this is a tedious S I R.

way of recovering the fertility of ground, \ S you are more careful than any other

the better and more expeditious one, is /"\ of our periodical authors, to commu-

by laying dung upon it, which being D nicate useful knowledge to your readers,

wholly made up of putrefied vegetables, the following extract from Dr. Russel'j

or animals, equally proper for nourishing OEicramy of Nature in acute and chronical

plants, the parts, of which both are com- Diftafct of the Giants, may perhaps be

posed, being the fame, and the transition thought worthy of a place in your Ma-

from the one to theother easy, the ground, gazine, because it may be understood by

by this new acquisition, becomes againfer- those who have not been bred physicians,

tile. Every vegetable then, whose parts are and may be of great service to many of

set loose, by the last fermentation of nature, g your readers.

putrefaction, affords a proper pabulum for The doctor, after having examined the

vegetables ; and the great distinction of state of the glands, from the first exif-

plants, which commonly lies in a very tence of the human embryo to our age of

small part, and that too the most volatile, 63, commonly called the Grand Climacte-

being taken away by putrefaction, all ve- ric, in his 8th and last chapter proceeds

getables, when reduced to that state, seam thus : We have observed already, that the

to be pretty much upon a far for that vessels by degrees lose their elasticity, and

purpose. Now, to return to what I in- become not so capable of acting strongly

tended to say, and to which what I have F upon the flui li, or of breaking their im-

mentioned was only a kind cf preamble; proper cohesions; the fluids, therefore,

peat-moss, being wholly a vegetable mat- cannot be so apt and fitted now for cir-

t»r, must, if reduced to a thorough state culation as btfore. And as this misfor-

of putrefaction, answer the same purposes tune will daily encrease with old age, at

for fertilizing ground as other putrefied this period men are subject to fall again

vegetables. VVhiie it lies in the moss, into the diseases of infancy ; and altho*

there is too great a quantity of water, to they may have been so fortunate as to

raise a sufficient degree of heat, to bring Q have none of the viscera loaded with ob-

the vegetables of which peat-moss is com- slructions, or injured from inflammation*

posed, whether actually growing, decay- pr apostemations in their past life, yet

ing, or decayed, to a compleat degree of they now find difficulties of various kinds

putrefaction. But if it were taken out of daily come upon them. The sphincters

the moss, and laid in heaps like other ve- will lose their retentive faculty, and the

gctablce so rot, Wfth a degree; es moisture weak
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weak glands will be attacked by the fluxi- tient grows vertiginous, and often apo-

ons which attend old age : The eyes will plectic.

be subject to rheums, the glands of the Fiom the causes before mentioned, a

trachea, to distillation; ; which will per- general bad habit or cachexy is produced i

petually teize the patient with their secrc- spiration is badly performed, and from the

t.ions, producing coughs, shortness of retained perspirable matter the pruritus of

breath, and wheefings. For muscular old age comi-s on, and proves very often

force being weak in old people, their in- ^ as troublesome, as that in the gouty ea-

spirationand expiration is performed with chexy before mentioned,

greater difficulty, and on that account For, as trees very often, either from

expectoration, if wanted, is found very weakness or old age, are subject to a di-

troublefome to the patient. Few animal mini shed perspiration, and from that cause

spirits are separated, for which reason have their tubes obstructed, and, as it

many secretions are not duly, or suffici- were, choaked up with their own juices :

ently, performed ; and those defects draw So likewise in old men, complaints of this

a) train of unavoidable accidents after nature are by no means uncommon, in

them. If theie is a deficiency of the mu- B this last period of their lives. If the per

cuss to defend the bladder, and urinary spirable matter is retained or condensed

passages, from the rancid salts of the u- l on the bark of weak or old plants, they

rine, great pain and difficulty will be felt grow scurfy, and are covered with moss,

in making water. If there is a deficiency which still more impedes their perspira-

of those secretions which ought to In- tion, and hastens their decay. In this

bricate the joints, and defend the heads cafe, skilful gardr.ers always permit the

of the bones from friction, great dis- plant to be well humected by rain, be-

ficulty and pain will be found on mov- q fore they attempt to remove or rub off the

ing. Hence stranguries, dysuries, an t scurf and moss, which were so injurious

that crepitation of the bones on moving, to the tree ; but as soon as ever they have

are the unhappy companions of old age. done thar, they find the plant greatly re

in these cases marshmallow root, gum a- lieved, its vegetation assisted, and its life

rabic, chio turpentine, and diacodiates, of'en preserved. In like manner, I am

are the best palliative remedies. of opinion, we ought often to treat the

And, tho' I have said the muscles grow cutaneous diseases of old men ; and be-

ctaccid, the glands weakened in their tone, fore we use the fleti brush, to scour the

and the sphincters of the vessels lose their O skin of its impurities, it would be proper

power of restraining involuntary scere- to have the pores, which are closed up by

tions, as is evident by the distillations a glutinous matter, unsealed (if I may so

from the eyes, and noses of old men, and express myself ) by the use of tepid batli-

a frequent call for micturition, and often ing ; which dissolves the Viscidities, and

an inability of retaining their urine ; yet renders them easier to be rubbed off by a

we must remember, what I have before rough cloth or stem brush, when the parts

observed, that some of the most elastick are dry.

parti of the body grow now far too rigid, g In most of these cases, \va(rn sea water

and will no longer yield to the laws of is preferable to fresh water, because it ri«-

ci'culation ; but are sometimes ossified. terges more. For when this complaint is

Thii happens, as I have said above, in encreased, and the skin is grown much

the aorta of stags, and some very old men. diseased, it will not be cured by purging

And, these tubes being rendered unfit to or bleeding, till the fault of the skin itself is

carry on circulation, the juices of the bo- corrected, and perspiration restored. This

dy will be extremely altered thereby ; and was the reason why Dr. Sydenham found

for that reason the ulcers of diabetical and a course os electuarium de ovo, and other

scorbutic patients, are so apt to mortify, F perspiratives, given for forty days to^e-

as are also their toes and extreme parts ; ther, would cure a ferine pruritus, when

which, like old trees arrived at their ut- bleeding and purging would not. And,,

most vegetation, no longer admit the laws as these complaints are seizing, and wear

of circulation. For in short, all the ca- out the patient, it is natural for them to

nils destined to carry on circulation begin fly to opiates for their relief; which inold

to be more obstructed and stopped up men generally injure, I might fay, ex-

every day ; stones are apt to be formed tinguifh, native heat. In such cafes, wine

in the kidnies, bladder, and often in theg is the best opiate ; an instance of which I

veficula fellis ; from whence nephritic shall,subjoin in the following cafe,

disorders, jaundice, and, for want of a A worthy clergyman, above eighty

proper separation of the bile, the fæces years of age, was so seized with the pru-

become bound, and as the powers to pro- ritus of old age, that he could not rest isa

duce them are now become weak, the pa- bed j but fat up in his chair for many

weeks
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weeks. His habit was chachectic, and necessity we must all undergo from our

his legs swelled so much in hanging vttry formation, which is conformable to

them down, that they mortified. The those invariable laws of Providence, by

surgeon being unable to procure any di- which the succession of mankind is kept

gestion, advised my being called in to his on foot.

assistance. The mortification had spread. Having therefore given you a short e-

and the surgeon was obliged to make ntw pitome of man, as far as the glandular

scarifications. After the legs had been . secretions are concerned, we may observe,

fomented, and dressed with warm dres- how nicely Hippocrates had enquired in-

lings, I advised the patient to be put to to these events, when he declares 5 • Se-

bed ; but was answtred, he could not lie nibus sfirandi dWUuhata \ dtsti!!atit,nes cunt

there a quarter of an hour, because os an tujji; firargun*, Jyfurite ; articuhrum do-

intolerable itching, when he grew warm, lores ; nepbritides j vertigines ; apepicxiæ j

and pains in his feet and legs, which pre- mali c-rperis habitus ; pruritus totius corforit ;

vented his getting any sleep, except in his vigi/i* \ ah-i, tculormm, et njriitm bumidt-

cluir. The giving opiates in this case I tales ; vifsit bebitudmet ; ghucmiata ; audi-

feared would extinguilh native heat, and B tus grsn.ii. 1 am, &c

not be likely to assist the surgeon in di
gestion. I therefore enquired of the ser- Extract/rom The Importanceof MtxorcA,

vant what wine he drank, who told me continued from p. 463.

he had good sherry in the house ; but his j ASTLY, with regard 10 the naror.il

swelled legs made him afraid to drink it. \_j produccof theisland.and thf improve-

I directed a bottle to be brought, and be- ments that might have been made therein,

lievc at times the patient drank three parts we should have discouraged their producing

of it. When I perceived him a little q wheat or any other sort of corn, because

flushed, and inclined to steep, I had him with this they might have been at all

put into bed ; and, if he grew restless, rimes furnished from England, and we

advised them to give him more wine. should have encouraged their turning their

When he was warmed with wine, the lands, as much as poffihle, to the pro-

pi uritus ceased, he got sleep, kept his bed ducing of what cannot be produced here,

all night, the legs were less swelled, and such as wine and fruits of several kinds,

the surgeon's dressing began to adhere; and, or to the producing hay and forage for

instead of being washed off by an acrid the horses, and other cattle in the island,

serum, they kept on till evening, aster D Indeed, the improvement of trade and in-

tlie legs had been fomented over the dres- crease of inhabitants would of itself have

sings. The patient was advised to drink produced tliis effect, because the landhol-

of the sherry, whenever he was restless, <Jer would have made more of his land by

and to keep his bed. This had the de- these sorts of produce, than he could have

fired efftctj the wine was his opiate, it made by producing wheat or any fort of

promoted perspiration, the swellings of the corn. And by communicating to them

legs funk, the surgeon digesttd out the a li'tle os our art and skill in agiiculture,

sloughs, and healed the fores : And by g the natural produce of the island might

the continuance of this method, and some " have been vastly increased : The sides of

warm anti-scorbutic medicines, joined many of their hills, which now product

with it, the patient recovered, and lived little or nothing, might, by making re-

some years after in good health. servoirs for rain-water at the top, and the

At this time also, as the muscles of the use of our water-engines, when there was

eyes grow weak and flaccid, the fpher ici- occasion, have been made extremely fruit-

ty of the eye is no longer preserved ; for ful j and feme of their low, toogh, clay-

want of which there is a gradual decay of grounds, which now pioduce nothing but

fight, cataiacts, glaucomas, and orhtr ™ rushes, or a fort of herbage that no beast

diseases of the eye now Irequently appear; can eat, might by lime, sea-weed, or

and the drum of the ear, from the same some such manure, and sewing with a

causes, bein? no longer propeily strung, proper fort of grass-feod, have been made

hearing becomes very dull and imperfect : to produce as good and as sweet hay as

Till by degrees the man is withdrawn any in England.

from this gay scepe of transum things ; But there are two necessary materials

which as it stole up>n him, and «as o- for our manufactures, which it is surpriz-

pened to him by small degrees at first, so, Q ing we have net yet got produced in this

that the mind might not sicken too much island, either by the natives, or by send-

at the loss of it, is like a moving picture ing people thither for the purpose, and

giadu-illy withdrawn from him; till he that is cotton and silk. The planting of

almost impei ceptibiy changes this tempo- the cotton . shrub has been tried in thia

r«i y life far an eternal one : And this fatal island with success j and the Maltese pro

duce

• llifjitirtt. afb. JIi fc3. Hi.
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duce such quantities of it, that they ex-

port 15,000 quintals of cotton -wool year

ly j therefore it stem > 10 be certain, that

it might be produced in Minorca, and

that at tl is island is much larger than

Malta, we might now have had large

quantities of cotton-wool from thence

yearly, if vre had encouraged the produ

cing of it, by allowing it to be imported

duty free, as it is from our other colonies.

And as to silk, it seems probable, that

mulberry-trees would have grown very

well, if planted in Minorca, as great

number-, of them grow in the countries

on all sides of it : If suth trees had been

found to thrive in the island, it would cer

tainly be a sine place for breeding silk

worms, as they seldom have any frost or

snow, and never of any continuance ;

therefore the planting of such trees ought

at least to have been tried, and it" the trial

had succeeded, the people ought to have

been encouraged to plant them, and af

terwards provided with a breed of silk

worms.

Then, as to those commodities of which

they do now produce and even export a

little, I (hall mention two, which are

wool and i"..lt. What kind of wool theirs

is, I do not find mentioned by any of

their historians ; but as their climate, foil,

and herbage, are the fame with those in

Spain, it is probable, that their wool

would be as sine, if they were provided

with the fame breed of sheep j in which

place the exportation of it to any place,

except to England, ought to be strictly

prohibited ; and let it be sine or coarse

they ought to have been encouraged to

work it all up into some sort of manufac

ture. And with respect to their salt, as

it is made in the fame way, I can see no

reason why it may not be made as good

as any sea salt we bring from beyond sea.

Whatever it is, we ought long since to have

encouraged the importation of it, by free

ing it from the foreign duty, especially as

large quantities of it might be made with

very little labour.

Frcm EWORLD, N» 182.

A Fablz of the Ancients modernized,

TH E deities having petitioned for leave

of Jupiter to visit the world, and for

the better understanding the nature of

mankind, to take upon them the charac

ters of their several votaries ; Jupiter con

sented, on condition they should be entirely

divested of supernatural powers, and sub- 1

ject to mortal frailties. Mars bought him

self a pair of colours in the guards, and

being a gay handsome, young fellow, and

a great favourite of the ladies, was quick

ly advanced to the command of a compa-

4

» L E modernized.. 3Z7

ny. His equipage was the most splendid

that could be imagined ; he d relied, dan

ced, gamed and swore to the utmost per

fection i he knocked down watchmen and

constables, drew his sword upon chair

men and waiters, laughed at the parsons,

bilked whores and hackney coachmen,

^ cheated taylors and lace-men, stormed

towns at every tavern, and saluted at the

head os his company with inimitable

grace. £>ut having unfortunately seduced

the wise of hit friend, and being called

out on the occasion, lie chose to decline

sighting, and was broke for cowardice.

Neptune was a hardy rough tar, and

got early the command of a sixty gun

B ship. He attacked the trade cf the ene

my with great intrepidity, and took

prizes of immense value. His prudence

was equal to his courage; inasmuch as

hii ship was never known to sutler by the

enemy's (hot, or a man lo die on board

her ot a violent death. But he had the

misfortune to mistake his admiral's sig-

n nal to att.:ck, for a signal to sheer off,

and happening to have no interest as

court, was disabled from service, and senc

to live upon his fortune.

Bacchus was a country 'squire, and a

great sportsman ; he got drunk every day,

and debauched all the wives and daughters

of his tenants and neighbours ; till being

reduced by his extravagance, and driven

»* to various (hifts, he at alt drew beer in a

night-eell.ir to hackney-ccaclmien and

street-wjlkers.

Mercury was a linen-draper in the ci

ty, and acquired a plentiful fortune by

being three times a bankrupt ; but hap

pening to be discovered in a fourth at

tempt, he was strips of all his wealth,

J£ and very narrowly eicaped hanging. He

was afterwards captain of a gang of

thieves, and at last recalled to heaven

from the condemned hold in Newgate.

Apollo commenced mortal in the cha

racter of a physician, and so peopled the

tirades of l'luto with fouls, that the beat

of Charon became crazy by their weight.

Jupiter grew incensed at his murders, and

commanded him <o begin the world again

in a more innocent calling. Apollo obey

ed, and became a wit. He composed

loose sonnets and plays ; he libelled the

good, flattered the bad, blasphemed the

gods, and was patronized by the great:

But unhappily standing in need of their

assistance, they withdrew their favours,

and left him to starve in a garret on the

bounty of the booksellers.

Minerva was a lady of sine parts and

learning, but a gieat slattern. She never

stuck a pin in her clothes, nor changed

them till they were out. Her linen wa»

stained
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stained with ink, her hair uncombed, her globe, so much as it does that part where

petticoats falling off, her stockings full of we inhabit. On the other hand, the sum-

to and her feet slipshod. She talked mer is much hotter in New England than

in syllogisms, wrote in heroics, and mar- it is here ; but when the wind happens to

ried her footman. change to the north or north-west, an

Venus, who while a goddess, had al- extreme hot day is often followed by an

ways a hankering after mortal flesh and extreme cold night. However, the cli-

blood, was highly pleased with this de- A. mat; is agreeable enough to an English

seent upon earth. She assumed the form constitution ; and where the soil is good,

of a beautiful girl of fourteen, took lodg- as it is generally towards the coast, every

ings in Covent- garden, and dealt out her thing may be produced that can be pro -

favours liberally to all visitors. Her state duced here in England ; but higher up the

of mortality was so suited to her inclina- country, especially towards the north-east,

tions, that heaven and the goddess were it becomes mountainous and barren, tho"

never thought of, till the loss of her nose even there too the mountains are inter-

made her :\.\h for immortality. mix'd with many fruitful vallies ; and

Diana was a great prude alt day, but ™ where the country has net been cleared it

had her Endymions by moonlight. It is is quite covered with woods, where there

reported of her that she was eleven times is an infinite number of timber trees of

brought to bed, without being once able all sorts, especially oak, fir, and pine, fit

to give the least probable guess at the fa- for our navy, and capable of producing

tlier of the child. greater quantities of pitch, tar, rosin, and

Of Juno it is only said, that she scolded turpentine, than we can have occasien

seven husbands to death ; and of the for, the importation of which we have

graces, that they were exceeding neat Q wisely encouraged, by granting bounties

girls till they married, and sluts after- upon hemp, masts, yards, bowsprits,

wards. pitch, tar, and turpentine, imported from

Having staid the limited time upon our plantations *.

earth, they were all summoned to heaven. But one clause in the same act has been

in their human forms and habits, to make very justly found fault with, meaning,

their appearance before the throne of Ju- that which prohibits the cutting of any

piter. He then restored them all to their white pine trees of the diameter of 14

divinities, and after ridiculing and rebuk- p. inches, at 20 inches from the ground, not

ing them for their murmurings and curio- " growing within some tract of land granted

fity, dismissed them to their several char- to some private person, before the 7th of

ges, tellin,' them that they were no-v en- October 1690, without his majesty's li-

abled to make allowances for the frailties cence ; for it is said, that this prohibition

and imperfections of human nature, hav- will in time prevent its being possible to

ing experienced in their own persons, that find any white pine tree properfor a mast,

he had peopled the world with men, and in any place from whence it can be con-

not with gods. veyed whole and entire to the sea ; be-

£ cause, as the tracts of land situated upon
Account of iht British Plantation* in the banks of large rivers are generally the

AMERICA, ctmnnueA from p. 179. most fertile and convenient, they are al-

NOW as to the description of the ways the most desirable, and consequent-

country called New England, as it ly the first granted ; and every one who

is of vast extent, the soil and even the has got such a grar.t since 1690, or may

climate must he of different sorts ; but as hereafter get one will take care to cut

we cannot enter into a minute riesniption down every white pine tree within his

of the country, we (hill only observe in „ grant, under the dimension presciibed,

general as to the climate, that tho' this ** and will for the future take care never to

country lies in the fame northern lati- allow one to grow to that dimension, be-

tude with the south of France, and the cause when it does, he knows, that he

north parts of Italy, yet their winters are can never afterwards cut it down without

much colder and longer than our winters a licence, and this licence he may pro-

here in England, occasioned probably by bably he obliged to pay as much for as the

the vast continent which lies to the north- tree is worth ; especially as it is left entirely

west of them, and the frequency of rhe in the power of the officer employed, to de-

winds from that point of the compass ; Q termine whether he will grant such a li-

to which we may add, that almost rhe cence or no: This regulation, as well as

whole face of the country to the north the regulation of the fame nature first e-

and north west, is so covered with wood, stabliffied by the charter granted to Maf-

ttiat the rays of the fun cannot penetrate sachusct* s bay colony in 1691, and fur-

to w arm that part of the surface of the ther extended, by the first and second sec

• a Cm. II, cap. 35. st3. a.

tions
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tions of this act, have bean, for the reason

we have mentioned, found faulc with \

and indeed, the bad consequence is so evi

dent, that they ought to be repealed, and

some new regulation made for granting an

encouragement te the proprietors of lands

near any river, to produce such trees as

may be fit for masts, and for making it f

a condition in every future grant, that

the grantee shall furnish, at a certain price,

so many masts, yards, or bowsprits, of

different size-, once in every 20 ox other

certain number of years.

This large eduntry, call'd in general

New-England, extends upon the sea-

coast from the mouth of the river St.

Croix to the east, to within 10 or 15 «

miles of the mouth of Hudson's river

on the west ; and as to its northern li

mits, we have certainly a right to extend

them to the river St. Laurence j but as

we have been so infatuated as to allow

the French to build forts, and to establish

plantations upon the south-side of that ri

ver, the northern limits of New-England (

seem now to be in dispute between the

French and us, and mult depend upon the

event of the present war. The country

is now divided into several colonies, to
■wit, that of Rhode Island and Providence

plantation, that of Connecticut, that of

IVIaslachuset's bay, and that of New-

Hampshire ; for as to the province of .

Main, and that of Sagadahoc, otherwise '

York-County, as they areas yet but very

thinly planted, they continue united to

the Maliachuset's colony. These colonies

are each under not only a distinct, but a

different so' t of government ; for such has

always been our ridiculous jealousy, lelt

our plantations in America should declare

themselves independent of their mother J

country, that we have divided them into

as many distinct governments as passible- ;

and even now, when they are all in dan

ger, we do not seem to think of any pro

per method for uniting them into one com

pact body for their mutual defence ;

which can only be done by an act of the

British legislature ; for to think of getting

the several colonies to agree upon any me- '

thod for this purpose, will, we sear, upon

trial, be sound impracticable.

The country in general is well water

ed, having an infinite number of small

streams, besides several larze rivers run

ning through it. The chief of th^se are

Connecticut, the heads of which .ire very

near to, or rather intermixed with the (

lieads of Sr. Francis river, which runs in

to the river Sr. Laurence, and after a very

slreijht course of above 300 miles, falls

into the sea in C. nnecticut colony, being

navigable a great way up for a> large ships
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as can get over the bar at the mouth of -

it, and for sloops to the first fall, which

is near 60 miles up: Merimac river, which

runs first s,uth, then east, and after a

course of 80 or 100 miles, falls into the

sea in Massachusets colony, being navi

gable for about 18 miles up, and takes its

name from the Indian name for a sturgeon,

because it abounds in that sort of fish ;

hut large ships cannot enter it, as it has

seldom above 10 feet water upon the bar

at its mouth, tho' great numbers of small

ships are built on it : Sagadahoc river,

which, after a course of above 100 miles,

almost due south, then turns to the north

east, and falls into the Kenebec, near its

mouth. And the Kenebec river, now be

come famous, because the French claim

all the continent to the east of this river,

tho* we have long had several sorts and

settlements to the eastward of it : Thi«

river rises very far to the northward, so

that there is but a very short land-earn*

age from some of the heads of it, to the

heads of Cliauditre river, which runs into

the river St. Laurence almost over against

Quebec ; but as there are many falls both

in Kenebec and Sagadahoc rivers, the na

vigation, even with canoes, is very trou

blesome ; and the coast about their mouth

being strewed with an infinite number of

little islands, and promontories that ruo

far out into the sea, it is dangerous te ap

proach it without a very good pilot.

As to the counties or townships into

which these colonies are divided, and the

numerous trading towns now established,

we cannot spare room for any particular

account of them, therefore shall only ob

serve, that the town of Boston, the capi

tal os M.isTachuset's colony, seems now to

be the metropolis cf the whole, and is

by much the largest, the richest, and most

populous of any in New- England, arising

chiefly from the superior excellence of its

port and haibour, and the natural strength

of its situation, being in a peninsula at

the bottom of a fine bay, full of small

islands and rocks, so that there is but one

safe channel for entering the harbour, and

that so narrow, that three ships can scarce

sail through a breast, but then opens so

wide, that 500 sail of Ihips may lye at an

chor, and has such a depth of w2ter, as

to admit the largest ships. At the bottom

of the bay, there is a pier near icco feet in

length, with warehouses for the merchants

on the north tide of it s and ships c f the

1 greatest burthen may come up close to it, to

load or unload without the help of boars

or lighters. Then, for prewnti.-.j the ap

proach of an enemy by sea, there is a re

gular fortress, or castle, erected uj>pn one

as the little islands in the bay, al-out a

T t league
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league from Ihe town, which ifland lies However, it is slill considerable, as ap-

upon the only f.ife cliannel to the bar- pears from the custom- house books in the

boor, and the fortress has 100 guns two collections of M assachusets colony

mounted, 20 of which are level with the alone ; for by the quarterly accounts at

high water-mark, so that no (hip can en- Boston custom- house it appears, that

ter without being torn to pieces, ancf one from Chi ill mas 1747 to Christmas 1748,

ship's sinking, would tender it almost im- there were cleared out 540 vessels upon

possible for the next to pals : And to pie- ^ foieign voyages, and 430 entered ; and

vent this castle's being ever surprised, by the quarterly accounts ol the coilecti-

there is a lighthouse built upon a rock a- on or custom house at Salem it apnean,

bove a league further in the sea, where a that from Michaelmas* 1747 to Michael-

guard is always kept, who, in time of mass 174?, there were cleared out 131

danger, give notice to the castle, by a vessels upon fuicign voyages, and 96 en-

signal, of the number of ships approach- n tered. Besides tithing vessels, and coast

ing, which notice is by another signal ing vessels from one port of New-Eng-

communicated from the castle to the land to another.

town, and if the ships exceed sive in From hence we may judge that the

number, an alarum is given by setting people in all thecolonies of New-England

fire to a beacon, whereupon all the coun- are a very industrious laborious fort of peo-

try, for several miles round, are obliged pie ; and yet tho' they be frugal and par-

to take arms and repair to the town, by fimonious, as well as industrious and la-

which means they may have, in 24 hours boriouf, they can never keep any plenty

time, above 10,000 men in arms, all un- Cos gold or silver in any of these colonies,

der their proper ofiicers, and all as well which is a demonstrative proof of the

disciplin'd as can ever be necessary for vast quantities of the manufactures of

fighting, tho' not perhaps well enough this kingdom that are consumed by them ;

for gracefully performing all those invo- for they send no money to any other coun-

Iutions and evolutions that may be prac- try they trade with, but on the contrary

tised at a review. arc gainers hy their trade with every other

From hence we may fee, that this town country ; consequently the whole of thtir

is pretty well secured against any attack imbalance of trade with eery other part of

by se), and with a very small expence it the world, as vveil as the whole cf the

might be made absolutely secure against price ot all the commodities they fend to

any attack by land ; for the neck of land this kingdom, must be laid out in what

by which the peninsula is joined to the they purchase here, or in supporting or

continent is so low, that it is often cover- paying their people that live here, and

cd by high spring tides, and consequently the agents and factors they employ here ;

might he easily fortified by a rampait and and if to this we add the prosit our mer-

fossy with proper bastions, and as many chants reap byre-exporting the New-£ng-

outworks as may be thought necessity : £ land commodities to fotcign countries;

Nay it is almost proof against that by >■ e mutt conclude, that a very considera-

which the most impregnable fortress may hie part of the wealth of this nation must

at last be reduced, meaning famine ; for proceed from, and a gieat ntmber of cur

it would be next to impossible to invest it people heie must be supported by, the la-

so as to prevent provisions being brought hour and indutlryof our people in Ncsv-

to it by sea ; and consequently it might England.

be supplied with provisions as Jong as irs This reflection may indeed he applied

friends had acces? to any of the neigh- p to every one of cur colonies in America ;

bourtiig coasts of America. and yet theie is a set cf people now here

After this sho:t description we cannot who grudge every expence ve are put to

wonder at Boston's soon becoming a very for the support of our colonies, cither in

populous city, and its trade has been so time cf war or in time os peace : In time

vastly increased, that above 20 years ago of peace, they cry, our colonies do not

it was reckoned, that about 400 fail of stand in need of any support ficm us ;

ihips were annually loaded at this port and in time of war, they fay, we ought

with lumber, htef, povk, sub, &c. for to oblige our colonies to defend them-

Europe or the American islands ; and G selves : It is to be hoped that such narrow

when we consider what a great number minded politicians ha e at present no in-

os other sea-port towns there aie in the fluence upon our councils : It they have,

four colonies of New- England, we must we may easily foresee what will be the

suppose that their tiade was then very event of the present war ; for tho' we

considerable ; but as they lost a great may by our navy pi event any great em-

number of their labouring men as well as bar kation from France, w e cannot pre-

their common sailors in the Jast war, their vent their sending by frequent and small

, irridc lus been since very much dimir.slied. " ' embar.
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embarkations very Urge supplies of all undertaker of one of our new Magazines

sorts lo their col onies in America ; and if who, 1 am sure, r,i»er was a member of

we do not lend sufficient supplies to oun., ourcluh, could insinuate, th;it the speeches

they must at last be undone, either by an published by you are fictitious, or that

absolute conquest, or by a lor? continu- you have grossly imposed upon your rea-

ance of the war ; for by the latter they ders, unless he supposes, that many of

may be almost a* effectually undone as those speeches are really the speeches of

they can he by an atisoluie conquest. This ^ the gentlemen whose characters are as-

«e can no way prevent hut by sending at fumed by the speakers in our club ; and

once such a force, and to such a part of were this known by him to be the ease,

America, as may put an end to the war lie could not, at least he ought no: to fay

there in a few months t This we might that you had thereby imposed on, or done

kave done, this we might still do, as we any prejudice either to the publick, or to

liave such a superiority at sea ; and the the gentleman, whose speech you had

longer we delay doing it, the more diffi- thus published, at his own desire, under

culty we shall rind in the execution, the a borrowed name ; for this author him-

Uss ability we shall have to make the at- B self, in the veiy same paragraph, confesses,

tempt. With this we shall conc'ude our that the great council os the tutitn must be the

history of New-England ; but .'.iall have chits political object of e-veiy Englishman t

frequently an occasion to mention it in attention, and therefore he undertakes to

our history of Nova Scotia, which for register all fuk/ick proceedings, anil to give the

that reason we shall give next ; for tho' naked argumMs ufid in the dtjiujston of every

this colony has been hut lately established, tpeefittn ; consequently he must think it

it was amojig the first that was projected, right to communicate to the publick all

and has long been a bone of contention fj such arguments, and I join with him in

between France and u*. thinking, that it is what no man who

[To be continued in our next.] understands our constitution on find fault

with ; for the people without doors not

Rims abeft ; nisi quern visi tnmere d;Lrts. only have a right, but are in duty hound,

Nee fruitur sonwo, vigihribus exiiia curs : to inquire into what passes within, other-

Sedvidet ingrates, intabejtttque videndo, wise thsy can never know how to vote

Snccejsus btminum : earpiiats it cjrfitur una : according to conscience at any ensuing

Suppliciumaue fuurn est. election.

Ovid Mstamoi. D But as arguments are far frt»m being

, . _ ~ _ , , . "He the fair sex, our new Magazine wri-
"* AUJ"°? « rLONDON ter will, 1 believe, find it difficult ro make

naked arguments agreeable to thti reader ;M A C A Z I N E.

SIR, which difficulty the gentlemen ol our club

AFTER having so sully stated the na- were sensible of ; and this was eur chief

ture cf our club, and ourdnign in reason for having our proceedings and dc-

hiving our debates published, as I did in bates published in the form they have hi.

your Magazine for the year 1 7 ', I £ therto appeared ; because we thought it

little thought that any gentleman, who wou'd be the most entertaining rmt!iod t.f

neither is, nor ever was a member of communicating the arguments used in the

our club, would have taken upon him discussion of every political question, asd

to affirm, th.it the spetches published by consequently the best method for inticing

you are known to be fictitious. As none the people without doors, to do what in

of our members ever speak from any wiit- duty to their country as well as themselves

ten copy, the speeches are not, it is true, they arc obliged to do, what by our most

word for word the very fame with what hippy constitution they have a right to

was said by the member upon the ecca- ? do, and what no man, who has a true re-

sion, nor have you ever given them a* gard for social liberty, will by any method

such, hut only as the substance os what endeavour to prevent their doing,

was said by e-cli respective member. In This of giving the naked arguments in

this light therefore no man -can have the such a manner a& to render them agreeable

least pretence for saying, that you have to the reader, i, therefore, in my opini-

irnposed, or grossly imposed upon your on, a bold undertaking j but this is

readers ; nor is it possible to say so in any among the least ol our new author's great

other light, as I have so long since as in Q undertakings ; for he proposes tale-y open

lite year 174}, dtclared, and by your the drj-gnt of those nations which ate atsilir-

jncjni published, tiiat the speeches 1 send id fy tie Englijij ei;ber as frands or enemies*

you ate not to be imputed to any bulfuih A n.ust laudable undei taking, 1 conic se j
a, are members of ourcluh ■)-. and an undertaking which, for the fake

I cannot theiclore comprehend how the of my countiy, 1 wish he' could fully and

T t z faithfully

• S:e l^ind. Magazine ftr 173?, p. 137. 1 See the {r'faci to l.;:.d, Magazine sir 174^-
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faithfully execute ; but it is an undertak

ing which, I fear, could not be executed

by any, or even by all our ministers of

state, and therefore I despair of its being

executed by any Magazine writer, or any

stlrflion of Magazine writers.

However, in charity I must believe,

that the author thought he could perform >

what h» promised ; and if he thought so,

he could not suppose that he had the least

occasion to pull down any other Magazine,

in order to build up his own upon its ru

ins ; consequently I must think, that his

insinuations against the speeches inserted

in other papers, could proceed from no

thing but envy, which is the meanest and

the most unjust passion that can influence ]

the human breast. Revenge may take

possession of a great and generous mind,

and never fastens but upon a criminal, or

supposed criminal object ; but envy is an

infallible sign of a groveling spirit, and

never fallens but upon a deserving object.

Every other passion may by our reason be

directed to a good use, and may be made ^

of service to mankind, as well as the per

son influenced by it, but envy, which

seems to owe its origin to unsuccessful

emulation, extravagant pride, and ill-di

rected anger, can no way be turned to a

good use, or to the service of mankind,

and is a continual and increasing plague

to the unhappy person infected with it ;

therefore, like a cancer, it ought to be i

rooted out, as soon as it begins to appear,

which, I hope, our new author will do

as quickly as possible. If he does, it will

soon appear, by his thinking only of

gaining applause for himself, without at

tempting to derogate from that which has

been, or may be gained by others ; and

in such a course, 1 can now assure him, J

that his success will give great satis faction

to, SIR,

Your most humble servant,

June 25, Titus Livius,

J756. Secretary lo the Political Club.

Abstract tf tht Militia Bill, continued

from p. 261,

CLAUSE 17. Impowers a deputy- I

lieutenant to discharge a militia man

upon his finding a substitute to serve out

the remainder of his term ; and enacts,

that a militia man removing shall serve

out the remainder of his term in the pa

rish or subdivision he removes to ; and

that every person intending to remove,

shall give notice rhereof to a deputy- lieu- Q

tenant, who shall give him a cer:. fixate of

the time he has served.

Clause iS Enacts, that the deputy-lieu

tenants, and commissioners, in their se-

Teral hundreds or divisions, (hall yearly

MiLITI A-BiLl,.' juiy

cause new lists to be trade ; and (hall ii»

every third year appoint what number of

persons shall serve for each parish or sub

division, and shalt cause a sufficient num

ber of persons to be chosen by lot, in the

room of such as shall have served threes

years, or (hall then be discharged, who

shall be sworn and enrolled as before di

rected ; so that, by rotation, all persons,

not excepted by tins act, may serve in per

son, or by substitute, for three years :

That no militia man, having served as a

substitute, (hall be excused si om serving

for himself when chosen by lot : That the

deputies and cnmmissionets shall trans

mit to the lord -lieutenant true copies of

the rolls within 14. days aftertlieir respec

tive meetings : And that if any chief or

pet'y constable, or other head or under of

ficer, (hall refuse or neglect to comply with

such directions as he receives in puifu-

ance of this act, or in making such re

turn, shall be guiliy of any fraud or wilful

partiality, the lord lieutenant, together

with any two or mote deputies, or, in his

absence, any five or more deputies, or

any one or mere deputies, together with

three or more commissioners of the land-

tax, may commit such constable or officer

to the common goal for oae month, or

may fine him in any sum not exceeding

jl. to be levied by distress, &c.

Clause 19. Enacts, that no commission-

1 er cf the land tax shall act in the execu

tion os this act, unless possessed, in his own

right, of lands or heicditaments of the

yearly value of iccl. under the penalty of

50I. to be recovered by the informer in

any of his majesty's courts of record, £fc.

Clause 20. Enacts, that no person serv

ing in the militia as an officer, (hall, dur

ing such service, be liable to serve the of

fice of sheriff ; nor shall any piivate man,

serving for himself, be liable, during such

servitude, to do any statute-work, or to

serve as a peace or parish-officer, or in his

majesty's land forces, unleis by his own

consent ; but if any person, not a Quaker,

chosen by lot to serve, shall refuse or neg

lect to take the oaths, or to provide a

proper substitute, he shall soiseit 10I. and

at the end of three yean he shall be again

appointed to serve.

Clause SI. Provides, that no person

having served by himself, or substitute,

for three years, (hall be obliged to serve

again, until it comes to his turn by rota

tion.

Clause 21. Enacts, that if a Quaker

chnsen by lot to serve, shall refuse or neg»

lect to take the oths, or provide a proper

substitute, the deputies and commissioners

shall hire a proper substitute at his ex-

pence, and l;vy the fame by distress, &c.

Clause
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Clause 15. Enacts, that within one

month after the rolls are returned from

the persons acting for the hundred* or di

visions, the lord- lieutenant, together with

any two or more deputies, or, in his ab-

fenr.e, any five or more deputies shall

meet, and form and order the militia for

their respective counties, ridings, or places,

into regiments, consisting, where the num

ber will admit, of twelve, but in no cafe

of less than seven companies, of 80 mea

each, living as near each other as conve

niently can be, and shall post to each

company proper commissioned ar-d non

commissioned officers : Am! such militia

shall be trained and exercised as follows :

Twenty men at leist at each plnce, ot so

many as live within the distance aiter-

mentioned, shall be exercised on three

Sundays in every month, and in hntf com

panies at least on the fourth Sunday, be

fore or after divine service, from the be

ginning of February to the end of Octo

ber ; and in regiments, or by battalions

•nee in every year, on Tuesday, Wednesday, 1

Thursday and Friday in Whitsun-week, at

places of exercise to be appointed within

the respective counties, ridings or places,

by the lord-lietitenant, together with any

two or more deputies, or, in his absence,

by any five or more deputies, as conve

nient to the respective abodes of the mi-

I*tia men as may be, and so aj such mili

tia men may not be obliged to rrav:) from

home above six miles to perform such ex

ercise on Sundays ; of which several

places of exercise notice shall be sent to

the chief constables or officers of the se

veral hundreds or other divisions, with

directions to forward the fame to the

petty constables or undtr-orrkers of the

parishes or subdivisions, to be by them

fixed on the doors of the respective

churches or chapels, or of the next ad

joining where there is no church or cha

pel j and at which places of exercise all

the respective militia men shall attend on

the days above-mentioned, and at the times

appointed, and all (Dissenters excepted)

shall there attend divine service. And that

the lord-lieutenant shall from time to time,

as occasion shall require, appoint a regi

mental clerk, and also a serjeant-major out

of the seijeants, and a drum-major out

of the drummers to each regiment.

Clause i\. That in any county, &t.

where the number of men to be raised

shall not be sufficient tofoim a rc-pimtnt,

such" companies ihall be under the com

mand of the lord-lteuten.in", and one

field officer, one adjutant of no higher

rank than a subaltern, on= fe jeant-ma-

jor, and one drum-major, and a deik

(hill be appointed for the militia of such

county, "r. and the whole thereof shall

tvery year in V.hi'fun v/telt he sained
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and exercised as the regiments in other

counties.

Clause 25. -Provides, that where 20

militia men cam ot be got together, the

lord-lieutenant, (fc. shall order such

smaller numbers to be tiained and exer

cised by such person or persons as he or

^ tiiev (hill think fit.

Clause 26. Enacts, that ore commis

sion officer shall attend the exercise of hit

men in half companies, as often as con

venient, inspect the slate of their' arms,

clothes and accoutrements, am] forthwith

transmit a report in writing 'o the lot d-

lieutenant, or commanding officer of the

regiment.

B Clause 17. Enacts, that the captain of

each company shall deposit with the

church or chapel wardens, or one of ihem,

of every parish, or subdivision, wherein

any of his militia men (hall dwell, or if

extraparochial, of the adjoining parish,

of the arms, clothes, and accoutrements

provided for them : That t he church or

rj chapel wardens, or one of them, (hall

provide, at the parish expence, a remov

able rack, in *b eh he shall keep, in some

dry part of his house, under lock and

key, the said arms ; and a chest in which

he shall keep, under lock and key, the

said clothes and accoutrements ; and take

care that, after exercise, every man cleans

and returns his arms, clothes, and accou-

Dtrcments j and at the end of his year to

deliver to his fucc«slbr in office the said

■ rack, chest, arms, clothes, and accoutre

ments : And that the serjeant, or other

person, appointed by the lord-lieutenant

to train and discip'in: the men, shall, in

the presence os a church or chapel war

den, or oversee r of the poor os the parish,

£ or other subdivision where such militia

men shall exercise on Sunday, call over

the names of the militia men so appointed

to be exercised, and once in every week

shall certify in writing to some neigh

bouring justice the names of the men ab

sent, either from divine service or exer

cise, with the reasons of their absence, if

known to him, (which certificate shall b»

F signed by the church or chapel warden of

overseer) and (hill also, at the same lime,

certify if any of the said mili'ia men be

disobedient, or otherwise misbehave them

selves. And it impowers the said justice,

on proof thereof made upon oath, to fine

every such absent man, whose excuse he

shall not allow of, for the first time one

Q shilling, or, upon non-payment immedi

ately, to be set in the stocks for one hour ;

for the zd time half a crown, or, upon

non-payment, to be committed to the

hou'e of correction for suur days ; and

fur the 3d, and every other such offence,

js. or, upon non-payment, to be com

mitted
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mitted to the house of correction for any

time not exceeding one month, or antil

such fine be paid.

Clause 28. Enacts, that for a militia

man's being drunk at the time of exer

cise, he shall forfeit one "day's pay, and

be set in the stocks for an hour : For be

ing disobedient or insolent to his officer,

he shall solicit half a crown, or, upon

non-payment, to be committed to the

house of correction for sour days, for the

first offence j 5s. or to be committed for

1 days, for the id offence ; and for the

3d, and every other offence, to be com

mitted for any time, cot exceeding a

month : For his selling, pawning, or

losing any of his arms, clothes, or accou

trements, to forfeit a sum not exceeding

jl. or, on non-payment, to be commit

ted for a month, and until he makes satis

faction ; and if unable to make satisfac

tion, for three months : For refusing or

neglecting to return his arms, clothes and

accoutrements in good order, on the Sun

day after exercise, or the next day, to

forfeit half a crown, or to he commit

ted for 7 days : And for rtfuslng or neg

lecting to return the fame on or before

the Tuesday after Whitsun-week, to for

feit a crown, or to be committed for 14

days : The conviction for all these of

fences to be upon oath before some justice

of peace.

Clause 29. Enacts, that a church or

chapel warden refuting or neglecting to

complain, within thiee days, to some

neighbouring justice, cf a militia man's

not having rctuined his arms, SV. shall,

on conviction upon oath hefore a justice,

forfeit 20S. to be levied by distress, CJY.

Clause 30. Enacts, that a non-commis-

lion officer, or private militia man being

convicted on oath before a justice, of

having been absent from the annual meet

ing of the militia, he (hall forfeit tos. for

each day's absence, or, on non-payment,

be committed to the house of correction

for a month.

Clause 31. Enacts, that if a non-com

mission- officer be negligent in his duty, or

insolent, or disobedient to the orders of

the adjutant, or other his superior of

ficer, on being convicted thereof before a

justice, upon the oath os the adjutant or

officer, he shall forfeit a sum not exceed

ing 30s. or, on non-payment, be com

mitted to the house of correction for 14

days ; and may be disrharged the militia,

is the lord-lieutenant thinks fit.

Clause 32. Enacts, that all militia mus

kets (hall be marked with the letter M,

and the name of the place they belong to.

Clause 33. Enacts, that if any person

shall knowingly and willingly buy, take

y

to a LAD Y. July

in exchange, conceal, or otherwise re

ceive, contrary to the intent of this act,

any militia man's arms, clothes, or ac

coutrements, on being convicted thereof

upon oath before a justice, he shall forfeit

5I. or, on non-payment, be committed

to the common goal for 3 months, or be

^publickly whipped, at the discretion of

the justice.

Clause 34. Provides, that no officer or

private militia nun shall be liable to any

penalty on account of absence, whilst he

is going to vote, or returning from voting,

at any parliament election.

Ciaufe 35. Enacts, that the seijeants

(lull teceive all their military orders from

" the adjutant and their superior officers;

and requires that they report, from time

to time, all crimes and misdemeanours of

the several militia men under their com

mand to their adjutant, and to their su

perior officers, or some civil magistrate, as

the cafe (hall require.

Clause 36. Enacts, that all fines and

sj forfeitures, the manner of recovery where

of is not particularly provided for, shall,

upon proof on oath before any justice of

the peace where the offence is committed,

be levied by distress ; or if a sufficient

distress cannot be found, the justice shall

commit the offender to the common goal,

for any time not exceeding three months 1

_^ That where the application is not parti-

"cularly provided for, the sines and for

feitures shall be made a common stock in

each hundied or division, and paid to the

regimental clerk, who shall give an ac

count thereof to the deputies and com

missioners at their next meeting: That

the said deputies and commissioners Hull

cause butts to be erected in some conve-

E nient place, and (hall direct the regimental

clerk, with part of the money so arising,

to provide a proper quantity of powder

and bail, to be used by the militia men ia

shooting at marks ! That they shall dis

pose of such other part thereof as they

(hall think reasonable, in some prize or

prizes, to be given to such militia man, or

tj men, as (hall by the commanding officer,

then present, be adjudged the best marks

man or men : And that they shall apply

the residue to other contingencies relating

to the militia within such hundred or di

vision.

[To be concluded in our nwr/.J

To Miss C— r E—LL . (See puge 279. .J

G I Was just awaked from sleep this morn-

l ing, and ruminating on the subject of

my last ; when filling into a fresh flum-

ber, I sound myself in a delicious vale,

interspersed with numberless little groves

of the nioit delightful verduie j and wa

tered
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t<rcd by 2 gentle rivulet, whose motion with great truth be called a modern fine

dear its fountain was scarce perceptible, gentleman*

but very sensibly increased as it pursued The latter drew near with that timid

its course, till at length it poured into an awe, which is a certain sign of the most

immense ocean, whole extremest verge I tender and respectful palfion i There wat

couldnotdiscover. Thebanks werecovered nothing striking in his person or beha-

with all the various products of the year, viour, both were plain and artless 5 and

in a reguUr succession ; from the earliest A his great diffidence of his merit kept him

flowers which usher in the approach of silent, and prevented him from seeking

spring, to that almost infinite diversity of any opportunities of addressing you.

ripe fruits, and fields of grain which au- Under these disadvantages, and in so

tumn brings along with it ; and the prof- unequal a contest, he had little to hope

pect on either hand, was bounded by a for, but from time and perseverance :

Jong chain cf barren mountains, whose These however produced something in his

bleak summits reached the clouds. favour ; for as the first bloom and deli-

Struck with 3 landscape so very emble- — cacy of your beauty wore off, you lost all

matick, I was determined to view it with ** your attractions for yourgay admirer, and

some attention. The day was all before via..-, left by him with very little ceremony

me, for the fun was but just risen ; thedews to his rival; who by degrees drew your

yet glitter'd upon the grafs, and all the attention, as you became convine'd of

fragrance of the morning breathed around the sincerity of his attachment, anil that

me. Every grove invited me to pierce its no outward change could lessen his af-

gloom, and try what entertainment its section. You gave him some very tender

recesses would afford me. The trees were looks, and your fine eyes expressed more

in blossom, the birds in full song, and all C than perhaps you intended they should.

was joy and harmony. But as I was amusing myself with

Attracted by such uncommon beauties, observing the life and progress of a pas-

yet fixed by a kind of natural enchant- sicn which seem'd to promise so much, I

ment to the spot I stood on, it was some -was suddenly awaked by a violent dis—

time before I could leave it ; but the re- puie between two neighbouring females,

solution I had taken, and the various whether a cardinal could be worn with any

pleasures in prospect gave me motion, degree of propriety by a protestant lady,

and chance conducted me to one of those rj Liverpoole, July 15, Fido.

charming retreats I had beheld at a dis
tance . ' PotTICAL MtDITATION M the HoLY

I had scarce passed its inclosure, when Scriftijris, continued srem p. 190.

■ form presented itself to my view, the A M I tongue-tied, andcannotpray («)?

most amiable and lovely I had ever seen : A Thy word inspires (b)

You was laid apon a bed of violets, dres- Fraying desires (cj:

fed in a robe of an aurora colour j your Dumb lips unseals ; tells what to fay.

left hand covered your bosom, and your When I'm in darkness, err and stray sd)t

right lay extended on the flowers with a E Thy word's a light se)

careless negligence. All the graces which Most clear and bright,

youth, innocence, and beauty could be- And leads me back into the way.

stow, bloomed on your countenance; I'm foolish, simple, and want eyes (f) :

and that tranquil slate of mind you was Thy word 's light, rule,

in, gave a softness to your features, which Master and school,

made them inexpressibly charming. Which makes the comers to it wife.

It was long before I could withdraw my I fee myfeif undone and poor sg) ;

eyes from so pleasing an object, or had p Thy words unfold

leisure to observe that you was attended A mine of gold,

by two of your admirers, but of very dis- And pearl of price ; all riches store,

ferent aspect and behaviour. The first With Cod by natuie I'm at odds sb) ;

approached you with an easy familiarity ; Thy word my soul (r)

he sung and danced, and shewed his per- ' Convcrteth whole,

son in every attitude which he thought From Satan's service unto Cod's,

could please ; an agreeable form, and a Do outward troubles, inward gsief (*)

certain air and manner, in saying and do- My soul torment ?

ing things in taste, seem'd to constitute G Thy word is sent

the whole of his character, and he might With comfort for my foul's relief.

Am

ft) Htsea xiv. 1. si) Scm. viii. 26. fe) Matt. vi. 9, &c. si) Psalm

cXix. 105, 15. (') Isai. I. 10. (s) Psalm xix. 7, 8. and cxix. 1C4, 130. Gal.

iu. 24. si) Pplm xix. 10. Prc-u. 8. to, ii. sb) Psalm xix, 8. (<) it. Jtmit

i. %%. (k) Psn.'m cxix. aS, 50, 143, 165.
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Am I perplex'd with doubts and fears (/) >

Thy word of grace

Resolves the cafe,

And so my clouded judgment clears.

Or do despairing thoughts me take sm) ?

Thy woid doth giv«

Me hopes to live

For Christ my dearest Saviour's fake.

Do multitudes of thoughts me press (n) !

1 call to mind

Thy woid, and find

Such aimforti as my foul refresh.

Can't I through weakness walk alone (o) f

Thy woid, Loan, is

Strength to my knees,

And staff to stay my hand uponJ .....,« ujvun, (
Thus tho I sink, faint, hunger, pines'/)), E

Thv word mt fp-,u /•„ I lr Sol

'Tisreav'ntranscrib'dandglorypenn'd(iU)!

Cod's mind, no doubt (U),

Was copy'd out

When he this gift to men did fend.

'Tis truth itself: God dees intend (nan)

Man's word shall fall,

Htav'n, earth and all,

But this shall never have an end.

My soul, admire that hand and quill (mt)»

That did produce,

For sinners use (oo)

Th' eternal mind, the sov'reign will.

Adore the Author too, and when

Thou can'rt npt raise

Sufficient praise,

Sit down, and wond'ring fay, Amen.

Thy word me seeds (a)

In these my needs sr) :

Thy word itself is bread, milk, wine.

Thus tho' pnor.fcorn'd,forsaken,pain'd (i),

Thy word alone

Hath all in one ;

Health, wealth, friends, honours ; all con-

tatn'd. _ i

Thus tho' foul-sick and wounded fore (t)

With grievous sin,

Which doth begin

To fester, rankling more and more ;

Thy word shews whence help mjy be

had (u),

And doth me guide (x)

To Chkist's piere'd side,

Whence flows the balm of Gilead. D

Yea, tho' in me no life remain (y),

Thy word is good (x),

And living f.>od (aa)t

Which fetcheth me to lite again.

Would I piolc-ng this life for ever [U) ?

The scripture shows sec)

Whence water flows,

Pure streams, which whoso drinks, dies £

never.

The Lo« d he West who thus provides (dd),

And filleth full see)

My empty foul

With food, which evermore abides.

B.es. God (my soul) that thus hath s'lv'nsff)

Strength, sight, guide, way (gg)

Lest thou fhouJd'st stray sbh)

In this thy pilgrimage to heaven. • »

This hook, these sentences, these lines (ii),

Each word and letter

To me are better

Than strings of pearl and golden mines.

otiom to Question I. J'rtm Mr. Tur

ner Boston, in our last ArrrsDix,/. 617,

by the Proposer.

Civen ll +*<=*J-x,\<l!>™z>c*.

Solution.

Let n x — z

' T!;cn

•*,

1 -

4f<

3 = 5

6 out of fracti.

7 +

gives

!«* + arc= n x1 ?

x +x'-=n'xl—x* J

per equations given

= "_±Z
n

+ I = »3 X—X

»» + I

,1 — I

n i>3 — 1

'e'-f-n5 —a—1—KlJf.n

»+—zk=.\ which solved

,=I-394173, whence

* = 1.71717' and a — 1. -,94173

HUscor.d Question, p. 6 17, should ba-ut been.

U E R E- x in A — jrt* a maximum.

Q
when b —: 1000 ?

By a General Court of Sailors, bell the

of fune, >7s6j at the Lion and

Anchor in Wapping, /'** ivat determined

that Mr. Bung, Clef d'Esiadre in tbt

Middle Sias,Jbou!d bt exemplarily funified

for Crzvardice, and the Reafns for such

Punifi.mcrt be madepublic*..

Py order, T. Boatswain.

l.-pHAT he is highly guilty for or-

X cuing the Deptford out of the

fine,

(!) Ails Xvi. 19, 3". sm) Psalm cxix. Si. and exxx. 5. (n) Psalm xciv. ig.

aid xix. ft. (0) Psalm cxix. 28, 49. (p) Matt. iv. 4. (j) 1 Peter ii. a.

(r) Is.ii. Iv. 1. (1) Psalm cxix. 51. Frtm. iv. so, 21. (r) 1 John ii. I, 3.

(«i) "John V. 37. (x) Jer. viii. 22. ()) 1 Pet. i. ij. (a:) Psalm cxix.

9 j, 1 16. (aa) Phil. ii. 16. J~m- i. lS- (bb) Pslm XXXvi. 9. (ct) Isai.
i» 1. Ji,bn iv. 10,14. ('•'') I'salm xxiii. lsj:.\v.l. (a) I Peter'l- 23, 25.

(fs) Psalm cx X. 32, 105. (gg) Jamci i. 2t. (hi) Je. Xxxii. 30. (/'/) Psalm

5tix. lc. »b</ cxix. 72, 102. (ii) Prsv viii. if. 11. (//') Join xvii. 17.

(mm) PW* cx.x. 89, t4», itt, 152, 160. 4iVt* xui. -,«. fiw) fy<t/«i cxix. x*.
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line, as he oujht to have taken all advan

tages to destroy the French, and not

risqued a battle on equal terms, when he

could do otherwise.

i. Recause he did not lead the van, but

gave the command, and his post of ho

nour and danger to his rear-chef d'esca-

dre ; whereas he rhould have led the van,

and by example spirited on the other

sliips : Which (hews he did not intend

any harm to the enemy.

3. That he might have prevented his

ships frsm being raked by the enemy, as

he had the windward gage, but did not

prevent it,

4. That he suffered bis own (hip (ac

cording to his own words) to sustain the

fire of the enemy for some time before he

engaged his adversary.

5. That we suspect this 4th article, be

cause it is improbable that two capital (hips

should engage, without having a mau killed

or wounded.

6. That it must beowing to ill conduct,

frr ore (ingle (hip to put the wh^le line in

disorder, by only losing her foretop-mast j

whereas it might have been repaired in a

few hours.—N. B. What became of her

bowlings, or had (he any to her fails ?

7. As the enemy was not to be seen for

five days after, he might have landed his

forces, or at least peeped into Mahon ;

but as he did neither, we think he was a-

fraid of meeting the enemy again off the

mouth of the harbour. But it stem it

Tval net bissighting day.

%. By this ill conduct he left the enemy

masters of the seas.

9. We look upon his account that the

enemy failed as three to one, to be a mis

take, owing to a panick ; because, if it

had been true, they had it in their power,

in the attempt they made, to have gained

the windward gage, by eating us out of

the wind.

10. That it does not appear _jhat

Mr. Bung intended any skirmish, if the

French had not rudely begun firing upon

his (hips.

11. That 'as the said Bung had the

windward gage, he mi$ht have run close

en board the enemy, and witii his crowd

of fail becalmed them ; the consequence

would have been a victory, as their (hips

could not have edged away thr ee feet in an

hour.

12. As he had thirteen fail of the line

to the enemy's twelve, and fifty-two euns

more than they, he ought not to have acted ,

as a fribble, and more especially as Ma

hon was at stake.

For these and many more reasons we

expect he should be brought immediately

lo the gang way, to receive his reward

July. >7S<-
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for misdemeanors so malignant. (See />.

263.)

A Summary of the most important Affairs in

the Ufi SeJJlon of Parliament,

THURSDAY, November 13, 1755,

being the day appointed by procla

mation for the parliament to meet for the

1 dispatch cs business, his majesty came to

the house of peers, and opened the session

with a most gracious speech from th»

throne, which the reader may fee in our

Magazine for last year, p. eio. His ma

jesty being withdrawn, and the speech, as

usual, read in the house of lords by the

lord chancellor, the duke of Maryborough

stood up, and moved to resolve, that an

humble address be presented to his maje

sty, to return his mijesty our unfeigned

thanks for his most gracious speech from

the throne.

To acknowledge, that his majesty's pa

ternal regard for the welfare and prosperi

ty of his people, which hid been so con

spicuous upon all occasions, had, in this

critical conjuncture, been demonstrated

by his majesty's earnest desire to preserve

us from the calamities of war, and by his

royal firmness, in not yielding to any

terms of accommodation that were not

reasonable and honourable,

To declare, that when we consider the

high importance of the Britnh possessions

and rights in America, to the commerce

and well-being of these kingdoms, we

cannot but reflect with concern, as well

as resentment, that in a time of full peace,

and contrary to the faith of the most so

lemn treaties, so many encroachments

should have been committed on the part

of France ; that nothing can exceed our

surprize at such a conduct, but our grati

tude to his majesty, for so powerfully ex

erting his royal care to protect his colo

nies from such invasions and insults, and

to redress those encroachments, which had

been so unjustly made ; and that if any

power could have been so mistaken, as to

imagine that his majesty, or his parlia

ment, would remain tinactive spectators

of such unprovoked hostilities, they must

before now have been convinced of their

error.

To acknowledge with thankfulness his

mijesty's wisdom and goodness, in in

creasing his maritime armaments with so

great application and expedition ; in aug

menting his land forces with so much re

gard to the ease of his people, whilst he

was providing for their safety j in having

at the same time generously given encou

ragement to that great body of his maje

sty's brave and fai'hful subjects, with

which his majesty's American provinces

V u happily
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happily abound, to exert their strength

on this important occalion, as their duty,

interest, and common danger oblige, and

strongly call upon them to do ; in having

sufficiently (hewn, that no motives of

ambition, or of fomenting new troubles,

had been the grounds of his conduct ;

and in manifesting to all the wtrld his

prudence and magnanimity, by his evi

dent disposition to prevent a general war

from breaking out in Europe, and by con

fining his views and operations to those

salutary and necessary ends, which his

majesty has been graciously pleased to de

clare to us.

To declare, that it is with pleasure we

observe the pacisick declarations of his

catholick majesty, which are so agreeable

to the amity and good correspondence

subsisting between the two crowns, and

to the general welfare of Europe; that

we should fall stiort os that duty which

we owe to his majesty and our country,

if we did not, with the greatest sincerity

and chearfulness, promise his majesty our

most zealous and vigorous concurrence

and assistance in this just and national

cause : That nothing shall be wanting, on

our part, to make good those solemn as

surances which were given to his majesty

by his parliament in their last session j

and that we look upon ourselves as oblig

ed, by the strongest ties of duty, gratitude

and honour, to stand hy and support his

majesty in all such wife and necessary

measures and engagements as his majesty

may have taken in vindication of the

lights of his crown, or to defeat any at

tempt which may be made by France, in

resentment for such measures ; and to as

sist his majesty in disappointing or repel-

ing all such enterprizes as may be formed,

not only against his kingdoms, but also

against any other of his dominions, al

though not belonging to the crown of

Great- Britain, in cafe they should he at

tacked on account of the part which his

majesty has taken for maintaining the es

sential interests of his kingdoms.

And that, being animated by these great

and interesting considerations, we beg

leave, from the bottom of our hearts, to

assure his majesty, of our inviolable duty

and affection to his sacred person : That

we look upon the preservation of his ma

jesty's government, and of the protestant

succession in his royal house, as the only <

security, under Cod, of our religion and

liberties; and that if there aie any who

have vainly flattered themselves, that me

nacing appearances or preparations could

deter us from faithfully and vigorously

acting up to these principles, our unshaken

eonduct shall demonstrate hew much they

DDRESSES. July

have been deceived ; and that, tho' w*

are far from defiling to injure or molest

any os our neighbours, we are ready to

sacrifice our lives and fortunes in the de

fence of hit majesty, and of the posses

sions, commerce, and just rights of Great-

Britain.

This long motion was seconded by the

earl os Marchmont ; but the expression*

in it, which seemed to imply an appro

bation of the Russian and Hessian treaties

mentioned in his majesty's speech, and

expressly engaged to defend his German

, dominions, being objected to, and some

1 amendments proposed, it occasioned a

long debate, in which the duke of Marl-

borough, the earl of Marchmont, the

duke us Bedford, the duke of New

castle, the lord chancellor, and the earl

os Granville spoke for the motion ; and

the earl of Temple, the earl of Pom-

siet, and the lord Talbot against it : Al-

C so the earl of Halifax spoke particulaily

against the treaties. But upon the ques

tion's being put, the motion was agreed

to without a division ; and an address in

pursuance thereof being drawn up, it was

presented next day, and a most gracious

answer made to it by his majesty, which

the reader may fee in our last year's Ma

ry 8azine> f- 5"-

As soon as the commons had returned

to their house, his majesty's speech was

as usual read by Mr. Speaker, whereupon

the following motion was made by the

earl of Hillfboiough, viz. " To resolve,

that an humble address be presented to his

majesty, to return his majesty the thanks

of this house for his most gracious speech

E from the throne : To congratulate his ma

jesty upon his happy return into these

kingdoms : To express our dutiful ac

knowledgments to his majesty, for his

care and endeavours to preserve to his

people the blessings of peace, and, when

terms consistent with the true interest of

this kingdom could not be obtained, for

p the great expedition with which his ma

jesty caused his naval force to be got ready,

and the resolution his majesty has shewn,

at the hazard of all events, to defend the

British dominions in America, not only

encroached upon, but openly attacked by

the French, in a time t f full peace, and

farther threatened and endangered by a

large embarkation of their troops from

j Europe : To applaud his majesty's wis

dom and moderation, in being always de

sirous (tho' so highly provoked) to listen

to a reasonable accommodation, and in

endeavouring to avoid the calamities of a

general war, by confining his operations

to measures necessary for defence j a con

duct
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duct which must demonstrate to the other tion of his land forces to be made in the

powers of Europe the uprightness of his manner least burthenfome to his people :

majesty's intentions, and convince them To assure his majesty, that this house will

that he is not the aggressor s To express grant his majesty such supplies as (hall be

our satisfaction in the king of Spain's ge- found necessary in this great conjuncture ;

serous concern for the common welfare and in all our deliberations manifest to

of Europe, and the assurances he has given the world, that we have sincerely at heart

of his desire to preserve the publick tran- the honour of our king, the support of

quillity : To assure his majesty, that this his government, and the true interest of

house will vigorously and chearlully sup- this country."

port his majesty, in all such tvise and ne- Upon this motion there was likewise a

cjjiry mtasurts ar.d engagements as bis majesty long debate in the house of commons, but

may La-ve taken, to vindicate the just rights the motion beintr at last agreed to without

and possessions of his crown, and to guard a division, an address conformable thereto

against any attempts which France may was drawn up, and being presented on

make, on account of his majesty's not the Saturday following, his majesty made

having submitted to their unjustifiable en- " a most gracious answer, which the rea-

ctoachments ; and that we think our- der may fee in our last year's Magazine,

selves hound in justice and gratitude to p. tia.

assist his majesty against insults and at- Nov. u. The house os commons, for

ta-ki that may be made upon ar,y of bis ma- the first time, resolved itself into a com

ity* dominions, the' not Belonging ts the crmvn mittee of supply, which committee was

of Great-Britain, in resentment of the part by several adjournments continued until

his majesty has taken, in a cause wherein the 14th of May, 1716, during which

the interests of this kingdom are imme- Q time the following supplies were granted

diately and so essentially concerned : To by that committee, and upon report agreed

express our thanks to his majesty for his to by the house, viz.

care in directing the necessary augmenta-

November, 24, 1755. *»■ ''

F«r maintaining 50,000 seamen for 1756, including 9,138 ma

rines — — — — — 2,600,000 o o

December, 8. _________

1. For assisting the distressed people of Portugal — 100,000 o •

2. For defraying the charge of 34,163 effective men for guards

and garrisons, and other his majesty's land forces for 1756, includ

ing 3,759 invalids — — — — 930,603 6 9

3. For maintaining his majesty's forces and garrisons in the plan

tations, Minorca and Gibraltar, and for provisions for the garrisons

in Nova-Scotia, Newfoundland, Gibraltar, and Providence, for 17 56 298,534 17 io*

4. For the charge of the office of ordnance for land service, for 1756 152,435 5 6

5. For the extraordinary expence of ditto, not provided for by

parliament — — — —

December, 15.

1. For a subsidy to the empress of Russia

2. For ditto to the landgrave of Hesse-Cassel

3. For ditto to the elector of Bavaria

December, 18.

1. For the ordinary of the navy, including half-pay to the sea

•sneers, for 1756 — — — —

2. For building the hospital at Hasler, near Gosport, for 1756

3. For Greenwich hospital — —

January, 22, 1756.

For defraying the charge of ten new regiments of foot, for 1

February, 3.

i. To New-England, New-York, and Jersey in America, as a

reward for their past services, upon account —

146,721 15

1,628,295 5 3?

100,000 0 0

54,140 !2 I.

10,000 O 0

164,140 1 I 6

119,021 • 3 0

20,000

10,000 0 >>

53.955 •9 6

". 6

91,919 10 0

115,000 a
•

I'm a, T»
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a. To Sir William Johnson, as a reward for his service* —

July

5 coo o o

110,000 o 6
February, 10- ■

I. For supporting the colony of Nova-Scota, for 1756 55.03* 19 o

I. For ditto in 1754, not provided for by parliament 687 2 7

3. For defraying the charges of 1 1 troop1, ot light dragoons, for 1736 49,628 11 3

4. For extraordinary expences of the land forces in 1755, not pi o-

vided lor by parliament , — — — 75>*3S 7 3

5. For allowances to the several officers and private gentlemen of

the two troops of horse guards and regiment of horse reduced, and

to the superannuated gentlemen of the four troops of horse guards,

lor 1756 — — — — 3,539 5 I«

6. For the reduced officers cf the land forces and marines, for

1756, upon account — — — — 3^,000 o a

7. For pensions to the widows of reduced officers, for 1756 2,484 o o

8. For the colony of Georgia to June 24, 1756 — 3,557 to a

9. For the charge of the regiment of foot to be raised in North-

America, for 17^6 — — — 81,178 16 o

10. For the deficiency os the half subsidies of tonnage and poun

dage, charged with the payment of several annuities, by the acts of

the 6th of queen Anne «nd 6th of king George I. to Jan. 5, 1756 71,181 1 3}

II. To John Roberts, late governor of Cape-coast-castle in Africa,

for his extraordinary charges in defending the Biitilh forts there a-

gainst the hostilities of the Dutch, and encroachments cf the French,

in 1750 — — — — — 6,032 7 1

February, 12.

1. For paying to feme Spanish merchants the value of their ef

fects seized on board a Spanilh thip taken by the squadron under ad

miral Knowles, upon their assigning to trustees for the publick their

right to these effects — — —

2. Towards buildings, rebuildings, and repairs of the navy, for

i756 — — — —

3. Towards paying off the debt of the navy

— 13,869 7 10

March, 2>

For widening the streets from Charing cross to Westminster- hall

April, 8.

1. For the deficiency of last year's grant —

2. For cipt. Cornwall's monument — —

3. To the African company — — —

May, 3.

T. For the charge of 6,544 foot, with the general officers artd

train of artillery, of the Hesiian troops, from Feb. 13, 1756, to

Dec. 24, following, together with the subsidy, pursuant to treaty 163, 357 9 9

2. For the eharge of two regiments of foot, ordered from Ireland

to North- America, and of four regiments of foot on the Infli esta-

bliihment, serving in North-America and the East Indies, for 1756 79 91 5 6 o

3. To the Foundling-hospUal — — 10,000 e o

200,000 0 0

3OO,O0« 0 0

513,869 7 10

10,000 0 0

3,038 6 io{

3,000 0 0

1 c.coo 0 0

16,038 6 ia{

May, 8.

*53>272 15 9

For the charge os S,6oe (act, with the general officers, train of

artillery, and hospital, of the Hanover troops, from May 11, 1756,

to Dec. 24, following — — —

May, 13.

For such measures as may be necessary for defeating the enemy's de

signs, and as the exigency «f affairs may requite, upen account i,roo,ooo

121,447 2 6

May,
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May, 17. £. j. J,

For making good his majesty's engagements with the king of

Prussia — —■ — — 20,000 o a

Total of the supply granted by last session of parliament 7,229,117 4

[Tin Summary tojie continued in cur next*]

The WORLD, July g. The condescending patron, who, fond

I WAS always particularly pleased with of followers and dependants, deals out

that scene in the first part os Harry the his smiles to all about him, and buys fiat-

fourth, where the humorous Sir John tery with promises ; who shakes the needy

Falstaff, after upbraiding the prince with wit by the hand, and assures him of his

being the corruptor of his morals, and re- protection one hour, and forgets that he

solving on amendment, forms a very rea- has ever seen him the next, is a great

sonahle wish ' to knew where a commo- a man : Deceit is his vocation,

dity of good names may be bought.' It The man in office, whose perquisites

happens indeed a little unfortunately, that are wrung from the poor pittances of the

he immediately relapses into his old miserable, and who enriches himself by

course., and enters into a scheme for a pillaging the widow and the orp'.an, re-

rohbery that night, which he endeavours ceives no more than his accustomed dues,

to justify by calling it his trade: * Why, and is only labouring in his vocation.

Hal, fays he, 'tis my vocation, Hal : 'Tis The divine, who subscribes to article*

no tin for a man to labour in his voca- that he does not believe ; who neglects

lion." B practice for profession, and God for his

As often as this passage has occurred to grace ; who bribes a mistress, or sacrifices

me, I could not help thinking, that if we a sister lor preferment ; who preaches

were to look narrowly into the conduct faith without work:., and damns all who

ef mankind, we should find the fat differ from him, may be an orthodox

knight's excuse to have a more general divine, and only labouring in his voca-

influence than is commonly imagined, ft tion.

should seem as if there were certain de- The lawyer, who makes truth falshood,

grees of dishonesty which were allowable, q and iallhooc1 truth ; who pleads the cause

and that most occupations have an ac- of the oppressor against the innocent, and

knowledged latitude in one or more parti- brings ruin upon the wretched, is a man

culars, where men may be rogues with of eminence in the world, and the com-

impunity, and almost without blame. panion of honest men. Lying; is his trade,

It will be no difficult talk to illustrate and he is only labouring in his vocation,

the truth of this observation, by scrute- The physician, who visits you three

nizing into the conduct of men of all times a day in a cafe that he knows to be

ranks, orders and professions. This shall incurable; who denies his assistance to

be the subject of to-day's paper; and I D the poor, and writes more for the ipothe-

shall begin, where it is always good man- cary than the patient, is an honest physi-

ners to begin, with my betters aud fupe- cian, aud only labouring in his vocation,

riors. The fine lady of fashion, who piquet)

The tyrant, who to gratify his ambi- herself upon her virtue, perhaps a little

tion, depopulates whole nations, and fa- too much ; who attends the sermon eve-

crifices the lives of millions of his subjects ry sunday, and prayers every week-day;

to his insatiable desire ol conquest, is a and who if file slanders her best friends,

glorious prince. Destruction is his trade, g does it only to reform them, may inno-

»nd he is only labouring in bis vocation. cently indulge herself in a little cheating

The statesman, who spreads corruption at cards ; ihe has made it her vocation,

over a country, and enslaves the people to The tradesman, who assures you upon

enrich himself, or aggrandize his master, his honest word that he will deal justly

is an able minister ; oppression is his call- with you ; yet sells you his worst com

ing, and it is no fin in him to labour in modities at the highest price, and exults

his vocation. at over- reaching you, is a good man, and

The patriot, who opposes the measures only labouring in his vocation,

of the statesman ; who rails at corruption F The infidel, who, fond of an evil fame,

in the house, and bawls till morning for would rob you of a religion that incul-

his poor bleeding country, may, if admit- cates virtue, and insures happiness as its

ted to a post, adopt the principles he ab- reward ; who laughs at an hereafter, and

horred, and pursue the measures he con- takes from you the only expectation thae

demned : Such a one is a trader in power, can make life endurable, is a dealer in'

and only labouring in his vocation. truth,
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truth, and only labouring in his voca- pearance of it might, if well put on, pro-

tion. mote a nan's intetest, tho' the reality

The author, who to insure a sale to his must destroy it. I would therefore re

works, throws out his slander against the commend it to persons in all vocations (if

good, and poisons the young and viitu- it be but by w ay of trial, and for the no-

ous by tales of wantonness and indecen- velty of the thir.g) to put on now and then

cy, is a writer of spit it, and only labour- the appearance cs a little honesty. Most

ing in his_ vocation, a men hive a natural dislike to be cheated

To take characters in the gross, the with their eyes open j and though it is

gamester, who elicits you at play ; the the fashion cf the times to wear no con-

man of pleasure, who corrupts the chasti- coalmen!, yet to deceive behind the mask

ty of your wi'e ; the friend, who tricks of integrity, his been deemed the most

you in a horse; the steward, who de- effetiual method. To further this end,

frauds you in his accounts ; the butler, the appearance of a small portion of re-

who robs you of your wine ; the foot- ligion would not be amiss; but I would

man, who steals your linen ; the house- by no means have this matter overdone,

keeper, who overcharges you in herb lls ; as it commonly is. Going to prayers

the gardner, who fends your fruit to BeVery day, or finsing psalms on a Sunday

market ; the groom, who starves your in a room next the street, may look a

horses to put their allowa-cein hispockatj little suspicious, and set the neighbours

in short, the whole train cf servants, who upon the watLh : Nor would I advise that

impose upon you in the several articles a tradesman should stand at the shop-door

entrusted to their care, are only receiving with a prayer-hook in his hand, or that a

their lawful perquisites, and labouiing in lawyer sliould carry the Whcle Duty of

their vocations. Man in his bag to Westminster hall, and

I know but cf one set of men, who _ read it in court as often as he fits tlown :

ought commonly to be excepted in this ~ There are other methods that may answer

general charge; and those are the pro- the purpose of cheating much better. A

jectors. The schemes of all such gentle- yea and nay eonversation, interrupted

men are usually too romantick to impose with a few sighs and groans for the ini-

upon the credulity of the world ; and not quities of the wicked, loud responses at

being able to plunder their employers, they church, and long graces al meals, with

are labouring in their vocations to cheat here and there a godly book lying in th«

only themselves. window, or in places most in sight, will

I would not be misunderstood, upon D be of singular utility ; and farther than

this occasion, as if I meant to advise all this I would by no means advise,

people to be honest, and to do as they To all those gentlemen and ladies who

would be done by in their several voca- follow no vocations, and who have there-

tions : Far be it from me to intend any fore no immediate interest in cheating, I

such thing ; I am as well assured as they would recommend the practice of honesty

are that it would not answer their pur- before the appearance of it. As such per-

poses. The tyrant would have no glory sons stand in no need of a cloak, I (hall

without conquests ; his minister no sol- » fay nothing to them of religion, only that

lowers without bribes; the patriot no the reality of it might be useful to them

phee without opposition ; the patron no in afflictions, or if ever they should take

flatterers without promising ; the man in it into their heads that they mult one day

office no perquisites without fi aud ; the die, it might possibly alleviate the bitter-

divine no pluralities without time-ferv- ness of so uncommon a thought. Todo

ing; the lawyer no clients without lying ; as they would be done by, would in all

the physician no practice without apothe- _ probability render them happier in them-

caries ; the tradesman no country-house ' selves, and lead them to the enjoyment

without exacting; the fine lady no routs of new pleasures in the happiness of

without cheating; the infidel no fame others,

without proselytes, and the author no
dinner without slander and wantonness. Tbe Con m ons s » a, July 15.

The gamester would be undone ; the man SIR,

of pleasure inactive; thegcntleman jockey T AM a rich aid batchelor, and like o-

would sell his horse at half price ; and the 1 ther antient eenrlemen os that order,

steward, the butler, the sootman, theG am very fond of being indulged in all my

liousekeeper, the gardner, the groom, and odd humours, and 0! always having my own

the whole train of servants lose their ne- way. This is one reason 1 never mairicd,

ttssiry perquisites. for if my wife had been a shrewish tei -

The old maxim, that "honesty is the magant, she would have killed me, and

lief policy," has been long ago exploded : 1 if flic had been a tame domestic animal I

But 1 am firmly of opinion, that the ap- sliould
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should have killed her! But the way of the least regard or esteem. To speak sin-

life 1 have now fallen into is of all others cerely, ostentation carries away my whole

the best calculated to gratify my fantasti- Heart : But then it is a little difficult to

cal temper. I have no near relation in- find out a'new object to indulge my vani-

deed to treat as an humble cousin all my ty, whilli I am on this side the grave ;

life in hopes of being happy at my death; by securing to me a certain prospect of

yet 1 abound in sycophants and follow- posthumous fame, which is always lo a-

ers, all whom 1 delude, hke another Vol- ^ greeable to living prirle.

pone, with the expectations of being made The hospitals are so numerous that my

myhtir. The abj«ct spirit of these wretches name will he lost among those more

flatters me, and amuses me. I am indo- known and established os Guy, Mcclon,

lent, and hate contradiction, and can safe- Bancroft, and 1 ki,ow not who. Besides

ly fay that rot one of my acquaintance in the space of four or five centuries, per-

has contradicted me for these seven years. haps, it may be thought, notwithstanding

There is not one of them but would be my whole length picluc and statue, that

glad if I would spit in his face, or rejoice I had assistance from parliament. If I or-

at a kick in the breech from me, if they B der my money to be laid out in churches,

thought I meant it at a token of my fa- they will never be built. If in temples,

miliarity. When I am grave, they appear gardens, lakes, obelisks ani' serpentine

as dull as mutes at a funeral ; w hen I rivers ; the next generation of the sons

smile, they gfin like monkies; when I of taste will demolish all my works, turn

tell a silly story, they chuckle over every my rounds into squares, and my squares

ridiculous particular, and shake their sidet into rounds, and not leave even my bust,

in admiration of my wit. Sometimes I although it were cast in Plaister of Pans

pretend to be snort- sighted, and then not q by Mr. Racstrow, or worked up in wax:

one of them sees farther than his nose. by Mr. Goupy. Or supposing in imita-

They swallow sour wine, eat musty vie- tion of some of my predecessors, 1 were

tuals, and arc proud to ride in my old] to bequeath my fortune to my house-

boots, keeper, and recommend her in my will 'as

I have been told of a certain prelate, a pattern of virtue, diligence, and every

who brought his chaplains to such a de- good quality, what will be the effect ? In

gree of servility, that after every deal at three weeks after my death she will mar-

whist, they would ask him, what he ry an Irishman, and 1 shall not even en-

would chuse to have for trumps next deal ? D joy my monument and marble perriwig

I keep my fellows in equal good order. in Wcstminster-Abby.

They all think me a close old hunks, and Nothing perplexes me so much as the

imagining that winning their money will disposal of my money by my last will and

keep me in good humour with them, they testament. While I am living, it procutes

practice all the arts of sharping to cheat me the most servile compliance with all

themselves. I have known them pack my whims from my sycophants, and se

ttle cards at whist, that I might hold all veral other conveniencies : But I would

the four honours in my own hand ; they g fain buy fame with it after my death,

will load the dice in my savour at hizaid j. Do but instruct me, how I may lay it out

pocket themselves on purpose at billiards ; in the most valuable purchases cf this

and at bowls if any one is near winning fort, only discover some new object of

the gaane, he never sails in the next to charity, and perhaps 1 may bequeath you a

mistake his bias. It is impossible for the round sum of money for your advice. Iam,

most despotick monarch to be more ab- SIR,

solute over his subjects, than I am over „ Your hum! le servant,

these staves and sycophants. Yet in spite * Thomas Vainall.

cf all their endeavours to oblige me, I It is said by an o!3 poet, that no man's

most heartily despise them, and have al- life can be called happy or unhappy till his

ready drawn up a will, in which 1 have deaih: In hkemanner I have often thought

bequeathed to each of them a shilling and that no words or actiors are a better

a dog-collar. comment on a person's'tmperand dispofi-

But though I have settled in my mind tion, than his last wili and testament. Thi»

what legacies I shall leave them, I have is a true portraiture ol hin/tll drawn at full

not thoroughly resolved in what manner G length by hisown hand in which the paint-

I shall dispose of the bulk of my estate. ine is commonly very lively, and the features

Indeed I am fully determined, like most very strongly marked. In the discharge

other wealthy batchelois, either to leave of this solemn act, people sign and seal

my fortune to some ostentatious pious themselves, either wife fnc1 good cha-

ufes, or to persons, whom I have never rasters, or villains and furls : And any

ken, and for whose characters I have not person that makes a ridiculous will, and

bequeaths
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bequeaths his money to frivolous uses, on- before he begins to endow a college, or

ly takes a great deal of pains, like DflUB found an hospital, I should take it as a

berry in the play, " that he may be Jel^ particular favour if he would leave his

down an ass.'* money to me, and will promise to im-

The love os fame governs our actions mortalize his memory in the Connoisseur,

more universally than any other passion.

All the rest gradually drop off, but this 'Tp H E pamphlet entitled, Six Ltittrt

runs through our whole lives. This X from A. B. to Father Sheldon, fVj-

perhaps is one of the chief induce- vineial of the Jesuits in England ; Ulujlrat-

ments that influences wealthy persons ed tvith several remarkable Fac7st tending to

to bequeath their possessions to ostenta- certain tie Authenticity t/s the slid Letters,

tious uses, and they would as willingly and the true Character rf tbt Writer, repre-

lay out a conliderable sum in buying a sents such strange facts, that our readers,

great name (if possible) at their deaths, we imagine, will not be displeased with a

as they would bestow it on the purshase flight sketch of them, and of the dispute

of a coat of heraldry duiing their lives. about Mr. Bower's character.

They ait pleased with leaving some me- B The principal design of the author is to

mortal of their existence behind them, and shew that A.B. assumed a character to

to perpetuate the remembrance of them- which he had no pretensions, and art tolly

selves by the application of their money propagated a tale of himself which had no

to some vain glorious purposes ; though reality, and by that means obtained the

the good gentlemen never did one act to favour of the great, a numerous subscrip-

make themselves remarkable, or laid out *ion for his history of the popes, a good

a single shilling, in a laudable manner, place, and a noble pension,

while they lived. If an apotheosis were (J A narrative of Mr. B's escape from the

to be bought, how many rich scoundrels inquisition was published in 1750, by Mr.

would be deified after their deaths ! Not a Barron, a dissenting minister, agreeing

plumb in the city but would purchase with one taken from his own mouth by

this imaginary godssiip, as readily as he » lady in Cumberland, and with the ac-

paid for his freedom at his first setting count given by himself to many of his ac-

up ;.and 1 doubt not but this fantastical quaintances j and is as follows :

distinction would be more frequent on an ' Upon an information that a person

escutcheon, than on a coronet. r\'ia(' O10^ disrespectfully of the inquisi-

The disposal os out fortunes by our last Dtion, whilst the guilty person suffered at

will should be considered as the discharge Rome, an innocent gentleman of Florence

of a sacred trust, which we should endea- was by a villainous treachery decoyed

vour to execute in a just manner j and as thence to Macerata, where Mr. B r

we have had the enjoyment of rich posses- himself sitting in the council of the inqui-

sions, we ought carefully to provide that fition, he was tortured with a cruelty be-

they may devolve to those, who have the yond that of Nero, and, at last, dismis-

most natural claim to them. They who fed upon advice that the true criminal was

may first demand our savour, are those who p taken at Rome : But the unhappy gentle'

are allied to us by the ties of blood : Next man continued, ever after, senseless and

to these stand those persons to whom we distracted. Another relation given by

are connected by friendship : And next to Mr. B r is still more frightful. Acer-

our friends and relations, mankind in ge- tain gentleman, his particular friend,

neral. But the humanity of a testator happened to let sell an innocent joke a-

will not be thought very extensive, tho* bout the garb os two capuchin friers, and

it reaches to posterity, or includes the being overheard by them, was accused to

poor in general, is it neglects the objects the inquisition. Mr. B r was order-

of charity immediately under his eye, or F ed to take a guard, which is always in

those individuals who have the best title waiting, and to apprehend his unfortunate

to his benevolence. Virgil has placed friend, whilst he was in bed with his

those rich men, who bestowed none of wife, lately married, at midnight, and

of their wealth on their relations, among the least excuse would have been fatal to

the chief personages in his hell. Where- himself. The gentleman expired under

fore I would advisemygoodcorrespondenr, his inhuman tortures, in presence of the

Mr. Vainall, first to consider, whether he inquisitors. Mr. B r struck with hor-

has not some poor relation, starving, per- ~ ror, resolved to make his escape, and to

haps, in some distant part of the kingdom : "<juita religion which sanctified such vil-

Afrer that, let him look round, whether lanies. He procured from the inquisitor-

he has not some friends, whom he may general leave to make a pilgrimage toLo-

possibly relieve from misery and distress. retto, but shaped his course over the

But if he has no relation, nor no person mountains to Switzerland, armed with a

in the world that has any regard for him, pocket*
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pocket-pistol, in a resolution to dispatch borrowed a horse of father Strahan, the

himself for star of torments, in cafe he rector of the college, to go on a visit to a

could no ways escape. Both he and his friend at Lisle. His riding ofT with this

horse wr-re growing faint when he arrived horle to Calais, where he fold him, will

among the Switzers: But whilst he was account for the tremor he was in wl.en he

refreihing himself in a catholick canton, he wnet lord Baliimcre there; fer tho' the

saw himself described, with a great reward Romish inquisition (which has no more

for apprehending him, in a paper which ^ power in Fiance than in England) .could

two men were leading. He disguised not, the French marechaussee might bo

himself, got away immediately, or he at his heels. This was in the year 1 726,

would have been seizsd. From Bertie he or 1727. On his anival in England he

fell down the Rhine to Stralburgh, to a- appears to have frequented the lodfings

void parting through popish countries, and of the provincial of the Jesuits. In 1757,

from Stralburgh lie came on post horses he told Gordon, a popish priest, now

to Calais. No sooner was he alighted at chaplain to lady Perth, that he was a je-

his inn there, but advertisements were suit, and was eoing upon the million to

fixed upon the gate, describing him, and B Scotland. Being introduced to the ac-

promising a reward for apprehending him. quaintance of Mrs. Floyles, wife of Mr.

He endeavoured to cross the sea in a fish- Hoyles, a printer in Grta"t Wild-stieet,

ing-boar, but was forced back to Calais, Lincoln's Inn-fields, he put the rile of

the weather being too boisterous. Lucki- the ptotestant religion in such a light to

ly lord Baltimore took him into his yacht, her, as raised in her mind scruples that

The day he landed at Dover, he was fur- made her very uneasy, til! about three

prized to receive a letter directed to him (Jyears astir (he became a catholic. Mr. B.

from the inquisitor general, with promises coming frequently to her house, had se-

of honour and rewards, if he would re- veral conversations with her husband a-

turn. But the person had disappeared, be- bout religion. Mr.B. with all the strength

fare he could enquire after him.' of argument defending the side of the ca-

This account Mr. B r publickly tholicks ; and in about five years Mr.

disowned in two advertisements, in the Hoyles also became a catholic : Mr. B.

first of which he declares it in almcfl every upon this event, congratulated them

funicular absohitly stiljt, in the second utry both, and hoped that his having been in-

imftrsetl andfalse in many circtmtlar.as, pro- strumental in bringing it about would

mifing when he had compleated his second D make some attenement for his own neg-

volume to publish his own story. This lect of his duty. Mr. Faden, a printer in

promise, however, he has never perform- Winc-office court, F'leet-street, a prote-

ed, and Mr. Barron charged him withde- slant, declares that he lodged in the house

nying at one time what he had afierted of Mr. Hoyles from 1733 to 1737 or

at another. '738, that during that time Mr. B. visited

The author of the remarks tells us, that there hundreds of times ; and that it was

Mrs. Hoyles, widow of Mr. Hoyles, prin- notorious to every one in the house, that

ter in Great Wild-street, is ready to make p Mr. B. was ajesuit, and had been the

oath, that B. told her he was obliged to instrumentof converting first Mrs. Hoyles,

leave Rome on account of a nun ; and and at length her husband to the popisti

that he is informed by the concurring tes- religion; that they made no secret of this

timmy cf three eminent Jesuits in Italy, at that time, and that he then heard Mrs.

in a letter from Rome, dated May 1, 1756, Hoyles, in presence of her husband, fie-

that it being whispered at Macerata that quently speak of Mr. B. as the person

a nun, a young woman of quality, whose who first put them both in the way of be-

ghostiy father B. was, had agreed to let ing catholics,

him carry her off, her father threatened F li. asked Mrs. Hoyles, whether file

him with capital punishment : But whilst thought that he might trust his money

informations were taking about this as- in the hands of the jefuits for an annui-

fair, B's superiors, the Jesuits, ordered ty : Because, said he, it is all their own,

him to Perugia. Being informed that a 1 having no property. She told him, she

warrant was issued for apprehending him, would lay her life, if they agreed to take

he made his Escape from this city dis- the money, they would faithfully fulfil

guised in a clown's dress j which he laid their agreement. At his request she spoke

aside, as soon as he got out of the pope's q to the gentlemen of the order, and on the

territories, and put on a cassock that he aist of August 1741, B. paid to father
carried with him. In the Scotch college • Shirburn, then provincial in England, as

at Douay he passed for a brother Jesuit, representative oi the society, ncol. on

going upon the mission to Scotland, and condition of being paid, during his life,

was entertained with great kindness. He an annuity after the rate of 7 per Cent.

July, 1756. X X Six
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Six monthi after, on the 17th ofFebrua- of March, 1747, commenced so zealous- a

ry 174',, he paid to the fame person 1, c-I . champion for the reformation, was on the

more on the fame conditions. On the 14th of March, 1747, a very zealous pa-

6th cf August 1743, he added another pist, and a jefuit unreservedly submissive

100I. and had a bond for the whole from to his superiors. These letters have been

the provincial. This is proved by the a compared with other pieces written by

books of Hill, the agent of the jesuits, him, and the hand-writing appears the

by seven receipts for different payments ^ fame. Mr. Bower, however, has denied

of the annuity written and signed in B's tlvm upon oath. This is said to prove

own hand, and two others wrote by Hill, nothing, and indeed cannot prove much

and fign'd by B. by the books of a hanker when the question concerning which tbe

in Henrietta-street, Covent-Garden, on oath is taken, is only whether the depo-

whom Hill gave B. draughts, and by the nent is a man to be credited,

testimony of the banker's servant who March 25, 1747, is the date of his pro-

paid the money to B. himself. This trans- pofals for the history of the popes, in

action had such weight with some os B's which, to excite the attention of the

jefuit acquaintances, that they recom- " publick, he assumed the high sounding

mended him to Mr. Retz, general of the titles of A. B. Ess, heretofore Public Prf

order, as worthy of being readmitted a- srffor °s Rhetoric, History, and I'bihjofby in

mongst them : ' He had not (fays the au- the Universities os Rtmt, Fermo, and Mace-

thoros the remarks) come into England, rata, and in tbe latter Place Cautjellor es tbe

after throwing off his order on account of Inquisition. But it can be authentically

any scruples of conscience, but aster his proved that he never was either professor

order had thrown off him on account of of rhetorick in Rome, or counsellor of

irregularities in his conduct.' This ap- sj the inquisition at Macerata. The first it

plication in B's favour had the desired sue- evident from the day-books of the Re

cess, for father Carteret, provincial of the man college, which have been consulted ;

jesuits, who died in March or Apiil last, and a jefuit inquisitor has not been known

a man of family, of learning, and abili- in the memory of man at Macerata. In

ties, with an irrepioachable private cha- the proposals he fays, ' What I have for-

racter, declared, not long before his feited by adheiing to truth, most of the

death, that he re-admitted B. in a for- Roman Catholicki in England know."

mat manner, into the order, at London, _ « These who know any thing of him are

some time before the battle of Fontenoy, *■» sensible (says the author of the remarks on

which was fought on the 30th of April the lives of the|popes, bearing date Douay,

174c. And Mrs. Hoyles declares, that her 1754) what he has forfeited in some re-

husband carried from Mr. Carteret to B. spects. But they easily fee that liberty, a

the directory for him to fay his office by. bedfellow, the figure, and fortune of an

Mr. B. fays he began a history of the esquire, and the savour of the great, are a

popes when was at Rome : It appears glittering exchange for the cloak of a poor

that he resumed this work in England on private jefuit."

a different plan ; and the profits arising J? A gentleman in the country being a p.

from a subscription to it, powerfully tvher- plied to before the publication of the his—

ed into the world and recommended by tory of the popes, to encourage the work

the protestant patron under whom he was by soliciting subscriptions for the author,

planning, if not writing it, together with gave as a reason for not doing it (and a

the pleasing prospect of promised pensions good reason it was to so good a man) the

and places (promises not long after really profane raillery uttered by B. in his hear-

fulfilled) or some other prudential mo- ing on seeing some paintings representing

tives, determined him to make a second p gospel histories ; the gentleman rightly

breach of those vows he had a year or two judging, that no honour could be done to

before solemnly reRewcd. But it was the protestant cause by such a champion,

necessary to do this with such caution, Martin Folkes, Esq; the late worthy pre-

that his bre'hren the jesuits might not fident of the Royal Society, who, by be

have it in their power to hurt him. With quenting Tom's Coffee house in Ruslel-

this view thetefore he endeavoured to get street, Covent-Garden, had often seen B. at

his money out of their hands. The te- a neighbouring bookseller's shop, the corn-

payment of money is the subject of the mon rendezvous of the Romish priests in

fix letters said to be written by B. to sa- G general, and of the jefuit priests in parti-

•her Sheldon, successor to Shirburne the cular, (whether B. daily repaired when

provincial, one of which it dated March he was in town) used to express his fus-

I4» '747i 'or '74*-7- picions of B's character from this circum-

If these letters are genuine, there is no stance, and subscribed to his history nicre-

ioubt, but that Bower, who on the 25th ly because it was fashionable to do so.

June

1
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June 10, 1747, the Jesuits repaid to B. and some passages objected to, which I en-

the sum of 1251I. ios. nd. in full of the tirely disclaim ; but as I am far from be.

principal of the bond he had from them '"g convinced, by any thing these gentle-

for 1350I. having made this deduction men have said, if you please to publish

from the original sum in ^consideration of 'he following reply, you'll oblige your

the double interest they had paid the lend- constant reader, Philaiv astasis.

er for almost fix years. B. had a little
before this desired Mrs. Hoyles to tell a The resurrection of the dead, and a fu-

Mr. Elliot, the gentleman who acted for ture state of rewards and punishments

Mr. Sheldon the provincial, that unless consequent upon it, are clearly revealed

they paid him the money, he would hang to us. We are fully assured of the chris-

Sheldon, for he knew his haunts, and *'»n redemption, and the time of it draw,

would advertise him. Upon that she said, eth "'gh i and >t would be well for men

Sure. Mr. B. you don't speak as you to rest satisfied with these comfortable

think. Yes, said he, hut I do. And her assurances ; instead of embarrassing truth*

answer immediately was, You have a foul „ of so great importance with vain argu-

as black as helL " menu which they do not, nor can pos

sibly understand : For I must take the

Answer to ibe Triangular Question in liberty to call those pretended proofs of

our hst, p. 285. the foul's immortality vain and inconclu-

x five, which are brought from its meta-

F n=BA, ir=CD, jc=AD ; then — physical properties, independently upon

the will of God, who fiist breathed into

our nostrils the breath of life, whose jus.

P tice punished us with the forfeiture of

and per ninth proposition of Mr. Emer- that life, and whose mercy will finally

a» " restore it. We are not acquainted so far

son s incomparable Trig. m_^7!X ^771 with the n.Mure and essence of the mind,

= (130 24') Tan. <^ CBD, which put as to conclude, that it must necessarily

— t. This equation reduced and solved act and think separate from the body ;

■v „ but its present and future existence must

gives x =s y/ "Jl „a+iL|~" — ^ depend upon the divine will j and the

' 4 1 manner of its future existing is known,

19.0409213 chains ; hence the rest easily D and can oily be known by the reve-

foliows. See Mr. Uixon's figure. lation of that will. We are told, that

T. Todd. since by man came death, by man came

also the resurrection from the dead j that
PROBLEM. we are now united to a natural (or ani-

TWO balance masters descend the mal) body, and shall, when we are raised,

same moment from the summit of live in a spiritual body j but that betwixt

two towers, down two fixed ropes, ex- these periods we (hall live and act with-

tended perfectly strait, to the far tide of a out any body at all, I know not that

river, whose wedth from the bottom of ■» we are any where told, cither in ihe

the towers is 240 feet ; the one making scriptures, or in the articles of our reli*

an angle of inclination greater thin the gion.

other by 64 13 . Required the altitude As I hope P. SH—FF—DN5IS writes

of each tower, the length of each rope, for the fake of truth, I shall endeavour

the time of the descents : When the one, to answer his objections as candidly as he

fi-om the lower tower, descends sooner proposes them ; and assure him, if I mis-

than the other, from the higher, by take, it is not willingly. {Set Gent. Mag.

2.11039 seconds : And what will be the p p. 119.)

height of another tower similarly posited. His first objection is taken from from the

that the time in detcending from the top parable of Dives and Lazarus, where the

to the other side of the river may be a mi- rich man intreats Abraham to fend Laza-

ciimum ? ius first to allay his own torment, and next

T. Todd. to warn his brethren, the alive upon earth,

&c. To which I answer, that the whole is
Ti rii Adtiioi t/ifeLONDON a parable, designed only to give a general

MAGAZINE. representation of a futuie slate, and if the

SIR, G facts must be literally true, then Dives was

IN January last, Mr Urban published suffering bodily punishment before the re-

part ot a dissertation which 1 sent hi n, surrection. Let the whole be fairly confi-

upon the intermediate state betwixt death dered, and nothing will be found in it that

and the resurrection ; (S« Gent. Mag. p. can ari'erl the present argument.

17.) two answers have since appealed, [To be commied in our nixi.]

X x » ' 51*
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Sung by Mr. Beard at Ranelagh.

To take in good part the squeeze osthehand.Thatlanguageof lovers who
 

dare not demand, And

**f r.r i j iJT-r-TTffr

then with another as dole and as dear, You'v« made him believe hit

L

happiness near,You've made him believe fii» happiness near.

 

Then to tell him.

then to tell him,

 

Then to tell him a tale of a cock and

se

w <jr -*v>

»bui;,T!utyoumeantnofucht]ilnf,butwas playing the fool, That you
SBt ■ i > ■ i i fr- ■

1

meant no such thing, but was playing the fool.

Se::F=R £ il

a. The
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The tread on the toe to admit and be

free,

And strait to reply with the toe repartee,

To express with your eyes your inward de

sires,

And thus with full hopes to kindle his fires.

Then to tell him, Sec.

When he wants to disclose what he dare

not reveal, [deal,

When he looks very silly, and means a greac

When he thinks^ (if e'er thinking should

enter his brain) [pain.

You'll now grant his wish, the ease of hi>

Then to tell him, &c.

To let him enraptur'd proceed on to hliss,

To suffer the snatch or the theft of a kiss,

When coyness retreating unwillingly flies,

When sighs answer murmurs, and eyes talk to eyes.

Then to tell him, &c.

A MINUET.
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An Jrreeular O D E. hiscrihtd to the Hon.

Mr. SriNCFR, tcetjtimid hy bis going t*

Spaw. By Air. Dfrrick.

I.

SH ALL Spencer tempt the faithleft main ;

And net command one grateful stnin ?

Forbid it, Muses '—to your aid I fly !—

Nor to my swelling heart that aid deny,

i.

Neptune smooth the furrow'd deep ;

Extend thy trident o'er the wat'ry way,

(Tlry trident raging storms obey)

Hush ev'ry ruder blast, and bid the wild

waves sleep.

3-
Sov" reign of air! aw'd by whose dread con-

tronl, [howl j

Nor mountain billows rage, nor tempests

Safe waft him to his native shore ;

So snail we tlry pow'r adore ;

So ihall we thy praise proclaim,

And spread with chearful voice thy fame,

Wide as thy own domain from pole to pole.

And yet thy mighty power how vain !

Tbou boasted monarch of the main I

For, lo ! at Spencer's happy side,

Wisdom's sweet pupil, beauty's pride,

Cou'd with one look the calm restore,

And still the dreadful ocean's roar ;

The sea her Halcyon influence wou'd own,

And as (he smiles, forget the pow'r to frown.

5-
And thou, proud vessel, if so rich a freight

By worth and virtue may be try'd,

In carrying Spencer and his bride,

Thou carry'st more than Cæsar and his fate.

6.

On the poop fee hand in hand,

The gods of love and marr iage stand ;

Whilst love and maniaje pleal'd to find

Themsel.es, for once, thus firmly join' d.

In honour nf the union rare,

Shield with their wings the blissful pair.

7. May
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May fate propitious on the vtssel smile;

Free may she pasj from rude aiarms

f Of tempest, rocks, and hoilile arms.

And glad withtheir return the genius ofour isle.

8.

Let Pouhon's salutary stream

To Spencer lasting health restore ;

Her springs (hall flow the poet's theme,

And Helicon be fam'd no more.

To the Memory ofa young Gentleman of R—me

in Gloucestershire, and hit Sijlcr, who tUed

some Month ago. By a friend.

YEsonsosjoy ! to wealth and pleasure born,

Whom health, and youth, and manly

grace adorn ;

Blest with each flattering vanity, who live,

That nature can impart, or fortune give ;

View this fair tomb,—and check each rising

pride,

Such was this fivour'd youth, andyethedy'd.

Yet did no pride of blood his heart elate,

Yet did not health unruly passions heat,

Yet didnot youthful beauty'sdang'rous charm

With one foul stain his spotless mind deform.

Sure then, if giddy joy one tear can spare.

The gayest of your tribe will drop it here.

And you, who long with painful sickness

strove,

Witheld by parent! tears, and sister's love,

Till thy fond brother's voice chastiz'd thy stay,

And beck'ning call'd thyling'ring feetaway,

With those pale lips (halt tell thiswarning truth

To thy unthing sex's heedless youth ;

That,—soon as heav'n has rix'd ihe destin'd

hour,— [power;

Not youth's fair plea, nor beauty's boasted

Not all the fondest parents studious care,

To form her manners, as her person, fair.

To fit her for each scene of funre life,

The prudent mother, and endearing wife,

Can from the grave one faultless virgin keep,

Tho' saints implore, and pitying angels weep.

What then, ye gay ones ! at that dreadful

call, [avail ?

Will all your idle vows, and fruitless hopes

To Amicus. On bit Monitory Address to the

Author of the Mossy Bower. See last Tear t

Magazine, />. 44.6. and 543.

*V" 1ND fuend I—I thank you for yourgood

IX advice,

And will preach on—by voluntary choice t

And sure, tospecialpurpofethcy must preach,

Teachers 'emselves, when you're so good to

teach.

But, lo! — their sermons (plainly you suggest)

When to the pulpit they're conrin'd,arebeft.

And yetSaint Pauladvises, (and with reason)

To preach in season, friend, and out of season.

Andtherefnre, sir,--is you'll but give meleave,

Nor ine of lawful liberty bereave j

Tho' my poor, homely, well-intendedsongs,

Fall vastly sliort of the melodious Young's,

JULY, 1756.

And you've my ihymes endeavour'd to ex

pose,

I'll moralize in verse, as well as prose.

What, tho' my singing may some folks dis

please ;

After my manner,—I can do't with ease ;

Nor ever found the muse much out of humour,

Tho' you, dear monitor, in such a fume are.

What was it that indue'd my friend, (pray tell)

Thus to disturb an hermit in his cell ?

Perhap.-, my strictures on the late 1— G— "J

Might make you, Sir, if you're a courtier, /

sowr ; I

Or,ifaschifmatic,-rny high-church-bower. J

Or, if an infidel,—we may assign

The reason for your rallying a divine,

Who talks of heav'nly mansions, (senseless

prate)

And bliss unbounded in a future state.

Something particular, forsooth ! I know 'tit ,

That madeyou thinkmeworthyoffuchnotice,

As your own self, poor Philomufe to lash;—

Not, for obtruding on the world such trash.

Whatever caus'd th' invidious reprimand.

Or fore'd you to lift up your mighty hand,

Methinks,of minds magnanimous and brave,

Delinquents need not,long, compaction crave ;

And ifyou'refwhat some call)a mod'rateman,

You'll prove as merciful,—as e'er yon can :

Tho'whensome punish smallpretended crimes,

Their mercies seem great cruelties sometimes.

But how severe soever you may prove,

Jf you no lectures but your own can love,—

Yet if kind B—r—m, or judicious K—ng,

With courteous condescension hear me sing,

If candid B—g—t listen to my lays,

Or C-p-r fays, they're worthy of some praise;

Let carping Zoilus, and cross Crispinus,

Let Luther, Calvin, Arius, and Socinus,

And fulsome C—bb—r, and thcfoul-mouth'd

Momus,

And ev'ry magisterial major-domus.

With eachill-natur'd, supercilious Dennis,

Dipt, Sir, in downright gall whose ranc'roui

pen is.

My poor productions peevishly asperse,

And utterly despise my well-meant verse.

I'm glad,however,that thecharmingNancy,

(Tlio'notthedoctor'ssinging)suits your fancy;

And fairly own, that sweetly you set forth,

In srnooth,mellifluous lines,her passingworth.

But, that she wants so sorely to be wed,

I really think, it can't be justly said :

Nor was it requisite for me to name

A proper consort to the peerless dame.

Nancy, the one thing needful, long has chose;

She loves her friends, and can forgive her foes.

And, as for husbands, Sir, I can't pretend

One worthy cf her choice to recommend :

To meet with such, I shou'd a'most despair,

In her, of merit shines, so great a share.

But, if the knot she'll condescend to tie,

And kindly thus impart connubial joy,

O 1 may (he meet a matrimonial mate,

Religious,—learn'd,—and of a good estate.

Sir,
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Sir,—I 've no sort of mean, self-ended views,

Whenever I invoke my simple muse ;

Nor a friend's temper ever thought to soivr,

When I presum'd to fins the Mossy Bower s

Nor know I, Sir, of an> fort of hand,

With Joney's fit to join, in wedlock'; band.

In short,—my comical satyric friend !

With you to make an amicable end,—

I frankly (hall confess that you can write ;

Yet.shou'd you,for this reason, shew yourspite?

Ev'n I myself, pethaps, cou'd poison spit :

But,pray,what proof is this,that men havewit?

Or, that we can't be tolerably wife,

Unless we others heartily despise ?

If furtlier satisfaction you ^-mafd,

Me you (hall never for a cowan brand ;

Backfrom the combet, friend.r.orfball 1 shrink:

I'll meet you any where,—with pen and ink.

For, os the spiritual sort, my weapons are ;

With such alone I should for war prepaie :

And in good spirits if the muse he found,—

With vict'ry in full hopes of being crown'd,

I shall essay with vigour, Sir, to fight, "J

And, (my dear friend in order to requite) /

Shall make some such return,—as is but t

just and right. J

Dec. 12, 1755. 4- PniLOMusus.

A Rxhy totbe DisArroiNTii Lover.

(Sa f. 142.)

Dimidium sacti, ©V.

I.

WHILE others foolish talk of love,

To captivate the willing fair,

Some other trifle you should move,

To ease her mind from gloomy care,

i.

Ne'er cast aside young Cupid's dart,

Nor vainly use the wooing trade;

For needful here thy strongest art.

Where strong impression must be made,

3-
Unpractis'd in those little ways,

Which lead directly to the heart.

You Laura's charms and Laura praise,

Which to her does no joy impart.

4-
Some other wish from you site crav'd,

You should have seiz'd on all her charms,

Then greatest dangers you'd have brav'd,

Ne'er fear'd a rival's fierce alarms.

5-
But how mistaken in your bliss,

When in your nymph you put no trust ;

They smiling yield a tempting kiss,

But more expect from lover just.

6. '

Then bid adieu to senseless pleasure,

Females with forms you cannot take,

Supply them with the fullest treasure,

For woman baulk'd will be a rake.

Nannitte.

To Sallinda.

ALL ruling fashion has prevail'd,

(Strange thing to tell ! yet true 'tis)

Upon the fair, to be curtail'd,

Of almost all their beauties.

JULY, 1756. 35i

Th' inverted slays 3nd dropfied waist.

The club-foot ifcoe, and cropr hair,

The female form has much defae'd,

Nur is the evil stopt there.

The plot was deep, and (lily laid,

By the diseas'd and ugly,

To i;et the handsome thus betray'd

From looking longtr smugly.

The simple fair by heaven enrich'd

With ev'ry grace delightful ;

To quit her beauties is hewitch'd,

And gratify the spiteful.

Unthinking dupe, caught with this snare,

Like others I would but look ;

Whilst they could never equal her,

If this gross bait were not took.

Let not S.illinda thus redue'd,

Be but with others even ;

Who, if her clurms be not 3bus'd.

Is the prime work of heaven.

A Ballad (on a laic Pkomotion) in Imita

tion cs William and Margaret.

AJJrcJci to the E~ e/S

' "TpWAS at the hour when guiltless care,

1 Is lull'd in soft repose ,

When nothing wakes, but tell despair,

Beset with cureless woes !

Inviting sleep, lo ! Henry lay,

The down he vainly prest j

Honour, alas ! had soar'd away,

And shame had poison'd rest.

Hiberkia, with that stern regard,

That conscious worth puts on,

Before his frantic eye appear'd,

And piere'd him with a groan !

Her cheek ha-l loft its rosy bloom !

And languid roll'd her eye!

This once cou'd brighten midnight gloom !

That stiame the Tyrian dye !

The laorel wreath by glory's hand

Twin'd round her awful brow ;

As what her grief and rage disdain'd,

She rent in fury now.

Away she hurl'd her boasted shield,

Away her useless spear ;

What joy to slaves can trophies yield ?

What pride the pomp as war ?

Behold the dire effects (she cry'dj

Of Henry's perjur'd troth !

Behold the orphan who rely'd

On a false guardian's oath !

How could'st thou with a lover's zeal,

My widow'd cause espouse ?

Yet quit that cause thou serv'dst so well,

In scorn of all thy vows ?

How could'st thou swear.wealth.titleSjpow'ty ,

Thy candour wou'd disclaim f

Yet barter, in an evil hour,

That candour for a name ?

Ffbw
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How could' st thou win my easy heart,

A patriot to believe ?

How could I know, but by the smart,

A patriot would deceive ?

Bethink thee of thy broken trust !

Thy vows to me unpaid !

Thy honour humbled in the dust !

Thy country's weal betray'd !

For this may all my vengeance fall

On thy devoted head !

Living be thou the scorn of all.

The curse of all when dead !

This said, while thunder round her broke,

She vanish'd into air j

And Henry's horror, while she spoke,

Was follow d by despair.

&/. O'W .

On a cmain Most Admirable Admiral.

tF you believe what Frenchmen say,

\ B—c came, was beat, and run away.

Believe what B—c himseif hath said j

He sought, he conquer'd, and he fled.

To fly, when beat, is no new thing j

Thousands have don't, as well as B—c :

But no man did, besoie 15—g, say,

He conquer'd, and then tun away.

B— o, therefore is, without a fable.

An admi/al most admirable !

B 's Lctiir n S-

verfified.

B

Facit ir.digr.atio -verfum*

Elieve me, dearC d,

1 write,

with pleasure

[fright :

Tho' not victor, yet eas'd of a damnable

For however we bluster as lords of the main.

Yet 'twas joy most sincere to steer hame-

ward again.

Tho' pressing our orders to save Port-Ma-

hon, fit alone ')

(Would to God the messieurs would have let

Yet Unicftjlina was always my rule,

And he that loves fighting begar is a fool.

By kind adverse winds from poor Blake-

ney detain'd, [gain'd :

'Twas four weeks at least ere Gibraltar we

Yet we staid here—to eat, to carouse and

live high, [die i

For who'd not indulge who's tomorrow to

But at last we did fail— for by this time

we hop'd [fleet elop'd :

That the fortrtfs was ta'en, and the French

All, we thought, was now snug—but Galis-

soniere, [was there.

That blood-thirsty villain, G-d d—n him,

Well we cruized —made signals—and

formed the line— ['twas fine !

To leeward, to windward—had you seen it,

With starboard and iai board we led on the

tack, fback.

Til!, by general consent, Sir, we fell all a.

But as to our sighting—whyone,tw'o,6r so,

Wou'd, fpight of my wishes, bear down on

the foe t—

And the cannon did roar so ! — (1 quake while

I write) [fore'd to sh-te !

That the blood of the B—'«, Sir, was e'en

The French, most amazingly large to my

sight ! [fight.

Seem'd to wish to edge off, and declined the

'Twas strange ! yet 'twas charming—and

their (hips did run [our one.

(As good luck wou'd have it) three feet to

But next I'm to give you of wounded and

slain

(Believe mefyor not) a most terrible train !

Forty-three, Sir, we lost !—and a carnare

so dire [dreadful their fire !

Shows how desp'rate their courage, how

And so rude were the French, that egad,

Sir, at last [down her mast :

They crippled the Intrepid, and brought:

A balance against us so great! and so clear !

That victory must have declar'd lor Monsieur.

Our loss so immense ! what was next to be

done f [Mahon—

'Twas needless, you know, to press on to

And to look for the French had been foolish

and evil, [to the devil.

Who, for ought we cou'd tell, might be tun

In prudence I summon'd a council of war,

(That surest asylum of dastardly tar)

All—all were agreed !—and we lords of the

main

Are tripping it back to Gibraltar again.

From on board Ramifies my dispatches I

write— [cou'd fight.

Ramilies !—glorious proof that of old we

But, I own, I'm not fond on't—if 1 am, let

me swing,

Nem. Omtrailicent ■—Your's till death,

7-y B-e-

EPIGRAM.

CRIES Blaljeney to Byng, as he kept at a

distance, [don't bring assistance :

You'll be hang'd, you poltroon, if you

Why aye,— reply'd Byng, what you fay may

be true ;

But then I may chance to be shot, is I do :

Sudden death I abhor ; while there's life,

there is hope : [the rope.

Let me 'scape but the gun, I Can buy off

REBUS.

TAKE the name of a place where artil

lery's sent,

When an army's drawn up, surely war then

it meant :

Join the name of a word, when a person

does wrong, [be long,

And let thought be your study, and e re it

You Iron will find out a sweet lady I say,

Who'a indeed very pretty, quite merry and

THE
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6th.

Friday, July i.

jNDED the poll for sheriff*

of London and Middle

sex, when the aldi-rmen

Stephenson and Bridgen

had a majority of 50a,

and were declared duly

elected, on Tuesday the

(See p. 298.)

Saturday, 3.

Mr. alderman Gosling was chosen ma

ster, and Mess. Charles Hitch and Jacob

Tonson, wardens, of the stationers com-

pir.y, for the year infuing.

Monday, 5.

Commodore (now admiral) Cotes, ar

rived at Portsmouth, from Jamaica, with

tile Severn and Falcon, and 13 ships under

bis convoy.

Wednesday, 7.

The parliament was prorogued to Tues

day August 17, next. (See p. 297.)

Saturday, 17.

Ended the sessions at the Old Bailey,

when John Girle, for murder, who was

executed on the 19th, and William Hart,

for deer-stealing, received sentence of

death : One to be transported for 14,

years, viz. the Rev. Mr John Wilkin

son, late minister of the chapel in the Sa

voy, far marrying contrary to the late act

of parliament. His trial lasted seven hours,

(Seeour last vol. p. 593.) Fourteen for seven

years, two to be branded, and one to be

whipped.

Commodore Howe, of the Dunkirk,

sent advice of his having taken a small

French island, not far from Guernsey, and

made 100 soldier* in the fort there pri

soners.

The whale fishery this year has met

with remarkable success. A ship of New

castle has brought in 15 whales, and 2

sea-horses, and another is arrived there

with 6 fish : At Liveipoole one with 2

and one with 6. A vessel is arrived at

Leith with 5, one at Borrow stowness

with 7, and one at Dunhar with 5.

One i« arrived in the river Thames with

6, and thr*e others with 4 each, two with

3 and one with 2. One at Dundee with 4.

The en-ouragement for annoying our

enemy at sea stands thus, according to an

act passed in the last session of parliament,

and a proclamation issued by his majesty

on the seventh of this month.

The flag officers, commanders, and o-

ther officers, seamen, marines, and sol-

July, 1756.

diers, on board his majesty's ships, (hall

have the sole interest in and property of

every ship and cargo which they shall take

from and aster the 17th of May 1756, dur

ing the continuance of this war with

France ; besides which they, and priva

teers also, are to be paid five pounds for

every man alive on board any ship taken,

sunk, burnt, or otherwise destroyed, at

the beginning of the engagement between

them. The rest of the proclamation lays

down the method of proving their right

to the said bounty of five pounds, and re

gulates the manner of dividing the pro

duce of prizes among the captors.

Cambridge, July 10. Last Tuesday be

ing the anniversary commencement in this

university, the following gentlemen took

their degrees, viz.

Four doctors in divinity. Dr. Ross and

Dr. Barnard, of St. John's college; Dr.

Ewer, of King's college j Dr. Folcy of

Tiinity college.

One doctor of physic. Dr. Baker of

King's College.

Six Batchelors in divinity. Mr. Yate-

man of Emanuel college j Mr. Lawson of

Sidney college ; Mr.Skynner, Mr. Twells,

Mr. Scales, and Mr. Ashby of St. John'*

college.

Doctor of music. Dr. Randall os King's

college.

Four masters of arts as noblemen. Sir

Richard Wrottcfley of St. John's college ;

Sir John Gresliam, of Queen's college 5

Sir John Stanley, of Trinity college ; and

Mr. Staunton, of Clare-hall.

Masters of Arts.

King's college 4

Trinity college 10

St. John's college 13

Peterhouse 3

Clatehall j

Pembroke-hall 2

Corpus Chrisli col. S

Caius college

Queen's college

Catherine-hall

Jesus college

Christ college

Magdalen college

Emanuel college

6

s
it

I

3

4-

s

69

Eight batchelors of law. Two batche-

lorrs of physic.

Cambridge, July 14. A very fine marble

statue, done by Rysbrack, of the late:

duke of Somerset, who was chancellor of

this university for above sixty years, was

placed this week in the senate house, on

the right-hand of the east door, just be

fore the pillars that sopport the gallery at

the end. It exhibits a noble Figure of the

duke, in the younger part of his life,

V y ' raise*
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raised on a square pedestal, and dressed

after Vandyke's manner, with the ensigns

of the order of the garter, leaning in an

easy posture on his left arm, and holding

eut a roll in his right hand. The whole

piece has a very graceful and majestick

look, is extremely well executed, and

does great credit to the ingenious artist.

It was a present made to the university by

the <»uke's illustrious daughters, the mar

chioness of Granby and lady Guernsey.

The following inscription in capitals, is

fe: on the front of the pedestal :

eAuoi-o
DVC1 SOMERSETFNSI

STRF.ITl'O IYRIS ACADEM1CI DEFENSOR1
ACiRRIMO L1BERTATIS PVBUCAE V1ND1CI

STATVAM
LECT1SS1MARVM MATRONARVM MVNVS

L. M. PONENDAM BECREV1T
ACADEM1A CANTABR1C1ENSIS

QV AM PRAESIDIO SVO MVN1V1T
AVXIT MVNIF1CENTIA

PER ANNOS PLVS SFXAGiNTA
CANCELLARIVS.

On tie rmtrji,

HANC STATVAM
SVAE IN PARENTEM PIETATJS

IN ACADEMIAM STYDli
MOKVMENTVM

ORNAT1SS1MAE FEM1NAE
PRANCISCAMARCH1ON1SDEGRANBYC0NIVX.

CHARLOTTA BARON1S DE CVERNtEY
S. P. FAC1ENDAM CVRAVER.VNT

M.D.C.C.L.V1.

There was the greatest appearance of

polite company at Oxford, at the com

memoration of the benefactors to that

university, ever known on any occa

sion.

On Tuesday Mr. Wharten, professor of

poetry, spoke in the Theatre, his inau

guration speech in Latin.

Afterwards verses were spoken by

The Marquii of Titch-

field, in English,

Lord Charles Spencer, in

Latin, I All of Christ-

Lord Willcugliby, in \ Church.

English,

Lord Glenorchy, in La

tin,

Sir Wyndham Knatchbull Wyndham,

Bart, in English.

Mr. James, of St. Mary-Hall, in Eng

lish.
On Wednesday the Hen. Mr. Barring-

ton, spoke a speech in English, oa the

polite arts, particularly sculpture.

Alterwards verses by

Mr. Smith of New College, in English.

Mr. Mackworth, in La- "J

tin, [c( Magdalen-

Mr. Lee, in Latin, ( College.

Mr. Knight, in English, J

And, in conclusion, the Rev. Mr. Mather,

orator of thj university, made his speech

in convntmoration os all the benefactors.

On Wednesday the degree of doctor of

laws was conferred on lord Say and Sele,

Edwin Sandys, Esq; Sir Francis Knollys,

Sir Hildyhrand Jacob, and 16 others.

And three gentlemen had the degree of

master of arts, viz. Sir Wyndham Knatch

bull Wyndham, Bart. Mr. Mordaunt,

Mr. Bramston.

They have had terrible thunder and

lightning.it Manhemot, inCarnwail, where

a large hallos fiie entered tie house of one

Mr. Wilshman, near Looe, and run all

over the house, and went through several

China-plates, without breaking them,

making only a round hole through them ;

and at last went out of a window, with

out hurting any person. At the fame

time, about five miles from the said he use,

in the parish os Duloe, a ball of fire came

into a house, where were several people,

and wounded two men, one of them in so

bad a manner that his life rs despaired os.

The lightning burnt his waistcoat and

shirt, without any damage to his coat j

the brass-buckles in his shoes were also

melted, and his feet not hurt.

ExtraS of a Litter stem Fenzance,

June aS.

" Last Wednesday was brought on shore,

taken by the fishermen, driving for mac

kerel!, the largest turtle that ever was

seen in these parts : It was kept alive

some days, and seen by several hundred

people, and after being blceded to death,

it weighed 60: and three quarters grofa

weight."

In the township of Sowerby, in the

parish of Halifax in Yorkshire, on the 5th

of June, happened some terrible thunder

and lightning. A man sitting before a

fire was forced from his feat, struck fense-

less, his sight almost taken from him, and

made sick, so as to expectorate after he

carm: to himself. Two women at the o-

ther end of the room, were leaning o»

the window, one whereof had the hin-

dumost part of her shoe, together with

the heel thereof and part of her stocking,

torn off, as fine as if they had been cue

off with a razor ; her shoe sole was also

split to the toe, the skin of her leg left

ted, and the use of that fide taken from

her for some time. The other had her

hair singed, and pait of her handkerchief

burned. A flag in the house-flior, just

behind them, about sour irches thick,

was split in pieces, and the glass in the

windows melted in an extraordinary man

ner. The lightning is supposed to come

down the chimney, as a good deal of foot

was blown about the ro< m.—At a neigh

bouring house the windows were broke,

the furniture were driven on a heap in the

middle of the rooms, the pewter thrown

off
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ess the shelves, and several pots and spoons

lifted off the hooks they hung upon.

Edinburgh, July 8. Tuesday night came

iown by express, his majesty's older in

council, appointing Thursday the 2id of

July instant to be observ'd by all his ma

jesty's subjects in Scotland, as a solemn

day cf tailing and humiliation for drpre-

cating the divine vengeance, and for im

ploring God's infinite goodness to pour

forth his blessings upon his majesty and

his people, and to defeat the malicious

designs ot all his majesty's enemies.

Extra!} of a Letter stem Philadelphia, dated

May 3 1 .

" Pursuant to agreement some months

ago, the four governments of New-Eng

land, in conjunction with New - York,

(which last furnished 1,300) hive now

assembled 8,000 men for the attack of

Crown-Point, at Albany, 150 miles N.

cf New-York, and about 130 from

Crown-Point, under general Window ; 1

and as men continually join them, there

will soon be 9,000. We are well assured

by siiiermen, that a French fleet with

soldiers on hoard crossed the banks of

Newfoundland 20 days ago, bound for

Canada ; hence, as these troops may get

to Crown- Point, and reinforce the for: » be

fore our army will go up thither, you may

judge the bad consequences of this delay.

The 44th, 48th, 50th, and 51st regi

ments of Great-Britain, with three inde

pendent companies, and the Jersey Pro

vincials, are destined for the campaign on

the great lake Ontario, and mostly march

ed for Oswego, thence to be carried over

in 200 whale-boats, which are now at

the lake, and were built last winter at

Schenectady on Monawks river, and are

long, round, and light, for the batteatts

being flat- bottomed and small would not

answer the navigation of the lake, were

the waves are often very high : They are

to attack Fort Frontenac and the other

French forts on the lake. Upwards of

sooo batteau men are employed to navi

gate the batteauc, each a ton burthen,

loaded with provisions and stores from

Albany, up the Mohawks river, then

thro' Oncyda lake and river, down to

Oswego. Theie are 300 sailon hired and

gone up from New- York to Oswego, to

navigate the four aimed ships on the lake,

built there last year for the king's service,

which are about 150 tons each, and two

others are now building, smiths, carpen

ters, and other artificers having arrived

there some weeks ago. The troops al

ready mentioned for this service are about

3600 men, besides officers.

In this province, 1500 men are new

raised, and vet we act iinly on the deten-
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five, owing to party disputes and our

own inexperience ; 400 of them are go

ing to build a good fort at Sham.~ikin, up

the Susquehanna in the Allegenny moun

tains, a noted pass about 1 50 miles N. W.

of this city. Besides the 6o,oool. cur

rency, given by this province last winter,

40,000!. more is just voted by a land-tax

on lands and estates, &c. Maryland like

wise has voted 40,0001. and Virginia

45,000!."

At Aix, in Provence, they had a vio

lent storm, at thebeginning of the month,

succeeded by vefrtices of fire in the mid

dle region of the air, during which they

felt a shock of an earthquake.

His majesty's ships the Urisiol and An-

sor., with their convoy, are safe arrived

at Antigua, and the Highland regimrnt at

New-York, having lost only two men in,

the voyage.

Admiral Boscawen has taken 14 fail of

French victuallers off Belk-iile.

Admiralty-, fnee, July 27. His ma

jesty's ship t lie Antelope, (see p. 297.)

arrived at Gibraltar on the ;d of this

month, and Sir Edward Hawke took up

on him the command of his majesty's

squadron there ; and on the 9th tin An

telope sailed from th-nce for England,

having admi'al Byng, licut. gen. Fowke,

and other officers on hoard, and anivtd

yesterday at Softhead, where admiral

Byng was put under aireu. Sir Edward

intended to fail with the squadron, from

Gibraltar, the day after the Antelope left

that place. (Seep. 3C8.)

Capt. Cunningham, a Sioteh gentleman,

being second engineer of St. Philip's

when Mr. Armstrong left it, he was

theieupon appointed by gen. Elakcncy to

succeed him, protempore, till a Commission

for that purpose should arrive from Eng

land, of which no doubt was made ; but

being superseded, he begged Mr Rlikc-

ney's leave to retire to his regiment. The

reieral could not refuse so reasonable a

Request, and Mr. Cunningham embarked

sot Nice, together with two children and

liis lady, who was thtie brought to-hed 5

when Mr. Cunningham, heating if the

French designs against Minorca, and re

collecting that the platfoi ms of the bat-

tents in fort St. Phiiip were in such a rui

nous condition, that they could not stand

any hot service, instantly laid cut all the

money he was master of, aiiout isiccl.

in purchasing timber fit for rcpaliingthem,

hired a vessel, put it on lio^H, and sailtd

directly with it himself for Port-Mah&n,

leaving his lady and children at Nice.

His artival with such a supply in such a

critical cor.junctuie gave gen. K'.-.krney

infinite pleasure. He told capt. Cvi ning-

Y y 2 liatiij
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ham,' that the service lie had dene his

country was so considerable, that he did

not know how he could be sufficiently re

warded for it ; that in the mean time,

to (hew his own fense of it, he would

venture to take a very irregular step by

superseding the old G n who was

sent to succeed Armstrong, as superannu

ated and unfit for duty, and appointing

him in his place, hot only as a testimony of

his approbation of what he had done,

but to engage a manas hit, known abili

ties to exert them still .farther in defence

of the place. How well capt. Cunning

ham seconded gen. Blakeney's views all

the world knows. (See p. 310.)

Maiiiaces end Births.

June 28. T} T- Hon' the carl of Ashburn-

XV. ham, was married to Miss

Crawley, with a fortune of 200,000).

Samuel Joynes, Esq; to the relict of

Stephen Downes, Esq;

Peter Serle, Esq; to Miss We-ntworth.

Mr. O'Donnell, to Mrs. Wicks, daugh

ter of Sir John Astley, Bart.

jo. Mr. Davey, boekse'.ler, of Ave-

Hiary-lane, to Miss Hurlock.

ThomasPoweU.Esq ; toMifsLydiaWebb.

July 3. Rev. Mr. Thomas Moore, to

Miss Hare, eldest daughter of Sir Thomas

Hare, of Stow- hall, inNoifolk, B.irt.

10. Rev. Dr. Burton, to Miss Hicks,

daughter of the late Sir Harry Hicks, Bart.

21. Dr. Greene, of Doctor's-commons,

to Miss Beedham.

23. Rev. Dr. Thomas, master of Christ's

college, Cambridge, to Miss Rixon.

25. James Kirby, Esq; to Miss Isabella

Thompson, of New Bond-street.

Charles Hopkins, of Staines, Esq; to

Miss Heath, of Southgate.

June 30. Countess of Kildare, was de

livered of a son.

July 1. Countess of Morton, of a son.

6. Lady cs Sir Lodowick Grant, Bart,

ef a daughter.

8. Lady of lord George Sackville, oA

daughter.

Lady of Sir John Danvers, Bart, of a son.

25. Lady of Sir John Shaw, Bart, ofa son.

DlATHS.

June 25. Tk Æ"R. Isaac Honeywood, son

JV1 of Fraler Honeywood, Esq;

an eminent banker.

Rt. Hon. dowager lady Castlecomber,

sister to the duke of Newcastle."

28. Dr. Andrew Didier, late physician

to the Middlesex hospital.

Thomas Willis, of Stonebam, in Hamp

shire, Esq;

The servant os a farmer, of Godstone

Quarry, in Surry, struck dead by light

ning, onacommonnearhjsmastcr's house,

and BIRTHS. July

29. Charles Edwin, Esq; member for

Glamorganshire.

30. William Waring, of Ryegate, Esq;

an eminent attorney.

George Snjgg, of Chesterton, in Cam*

bridgefhire, Esq;

July 1. Master Allgood, son of Mr.

Allgood, member for Northumberland,

drowned.

In the castle os York, Mr. Major Wil-

kins, formerly a merchant, aged 100

years, the last 50 of which he was a priso

ner for debt in the fleet and the said castle.

5. Rt. Hon. Thomas Marlay, Esq;

formerly chief justice of the King's- bench,

in Ireland.

6. Charles Waller, Esq; an eminent

counsellor at law.

7. William Dawkins, of Epsom, Esq;

aged 7;, who had been upwards if 50

years in the commission of the peace.

Mr. Joseph Shobe, sen. bookseller, in

Maiden lane, Covent-garden, a gentle

man of a very fair character.

9. Hon. Mary Cornwallis, sister to the

earl Cornwallis.

10. Robert Bridgen, Esq; some years

ago high slierist" fer the county of Kent.

Rev. Dr. Cowper, rector of Gieat-

Berkhampstead, in Hertfordshire.

15. Mr. John Adderley, an eminent

brewer in Long-acre.

17. Hon. Miss Ponsonby, daughter to

lord Duncannon.

19. Rt. Hon. lord vise. Andover, eldest

son to the earl of Suffolk and Berkshire,

by a fall from his chaise.

Sir Carnaby Haggeston, of Ellingham,

in Northumberland, Bart, succeeded in

title and estate by his eldest son, now Sir

Thomas Haggeston, Bart.

26. Nicholas Harvey, Esq;

John Price, of Mitcham, in Surry, Esq;

ECCLESIASTICAL Pi BIMIB MINTS.

REV. William Whitehead, M. A. was

presented to the vicarage of Atwick,

in Yorklhire.—Mr. Hollings, to the vica

rage of Wonastow, in Monmouthshire.

—Hon. J.imes York, M. A. to a preben

dary of Windsor.—Mr. Isaac Whyley, to

the rectory of Witherley, in Leicester

shire, worth 300I. per ann.—Dr. Free,

to the living of F.ast-Coker, in Somerset

shire.—Mr. Justice Finley, to the rectory

of Althorpe, in Lincolnshire. — Mr. Jo

seph Jordan, to the rectory of Amesley,

in Yorkihire.—Thomas Franklin, B. L.

to the vicarage of Long-Afhton, in Wilt

shire.—Mr. Freeman Gage, to the vica

rage of Caversrield, in Oxfordshire. —

Mr. Easton, to a prebend of Salisbury.—

Mr. Walton, to a prebend of Winchester.

—Mr. Erasmus Saunders, to the living of

St. Martin's in the Fields,—Mr. Ridlin?-

ton,
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ton, to the vicarage of Wethersficld, in

Essex, worth no), per ann. Mr. John

Whittington, to the rectory of Theberton,

in Suffolk.—Mr. Rickard Sparki to the

rectory of Stoke-Norton, in Somersetshire.

A dispensation passed the seal! to enable

William Fitzherbert, M. A. to hold the

vicarages of Hadlow, in Kent, and Horn-

don on the Hill, in Essex.— To enable

Henry Hall, M. A. to hold the rectory

of Hoi .i v. ;., and the vicarage of East

Feckham, in Kent.—To enable Francis

Walwyn, D. D. to hold the consolidated

livings of Breadman St. Mary and St.

Andrew's, in Canterbury, witli the rec

tory of Creat-Mongham, in Kent, worth

300I. per ann.—To enable Mr. Bagghot

to hold the rectory of King's-Stanley,

with the living of Prestbury, in Glouces

tershire. — To enable Samuel Lysons,

M. A- to hold the rectories of Rodmar-

ton and Cherrington, in Gloucestershire,

worth 300L per ann.—To enable Mr.

John Erskine to hold the vicarage of Gor-

sield and rectory of Black-Motley, in Es

sex, worth J70I. per ann.

Promotions Civil and Military.

From the London Gazittc.

WHITEHALL, July 3. The king

has been pleased to order letters

patent to pass the great seal of Ireland,

ereating the Rt. Hon. Sir Cist worthy vis

count Massareenc, earl of Massareene ;

the Rt. Hon. Humphry viscount Lanesbo-

rough, earl of Lanesborough ; the Rt.

Hon. Nicholas lord Loftus, viscount l.of-

tus ; and the Rt. Hon. Henry barnn of

Mount Charles, viscount Conyngham.

Kensington, July 7. Lord Raymond

W33 s^vorn of the privy council.

From ttt nji of tbt P A f I n S.

Promotions in the army : Horse guards

blue. John Rrown, capt. Andrew Forbes,

capt, lieut. Patrick Warrendcr, licut. Fre

derick Evelyn, cornet.—First reg. of foot-

guards. George Roberts, capt. Alexan

der Sommers, capt. heut. William Calhcll,

George Bridgeman, and Charles Fitzroy,

lieots. Charles William Le Geyr, Sir

A'exander Gilmear, Bart, and .

Howard, ensigns.— Second reg. of foot-

guards. George Scott, lieut. Harry

D.Ikes, and John Lambron, ensigns. —

Third reg. of foot-guards. George

Forbes, and Nathaniel GouM, ensigns.—

Ancram's dragoons. John Burgoyne. capt.

— Wolfe's reg. of foot. Grant Scott,

quarter - master. — Bocland's. George

M'lddison, capt.—Folliott's. Robert But,

capt. Matthew Lane, lieut. Daniel Hol-

royd, ensign.—Holnies's. Henry Yelver-

ton, cap:.— Parsons'".. Patrick Douglas,

ensign. — Whitmore'i. Arthur Raines,

surgeon.—Thomas Barge;, Esq; deputy-

governor of Jersey.—Charles Hubert Her-

riot, Esq; lieut. gov. of Dunbarton-caf-

tle, and lieut. col. of the company of

foot there.—Pomeroy Gilbert, Esq; capt,

os the independent company of invalid],

at Plymouth.

Dr. Hir.cklty, chosen pkyficiantoCuy's-

hospital, in the room of Dr. M'Gie, de

ceased.—Viscount Weymouth, high stew

ard of Tamworth, in the room of earl

Granville, who resigned.

The following gentlemtn were (agree

able to act of parliament) chosen of the

committee for managing the African af

fairs for the year ensuing. For London.

Henry Douglass, Esq; William Bowden,

Esq; Ronj.it Lehook, Esq; For Bristol.

Joseph Champion, Esq; Samuel Smith,

,£sq; Peregrine Cust, Esq; For Liverpoole.

Charles Pole, Esq; Samuel Touchett,

Esq; Richard Gildart, Esq;

Alterations in the List of Parliament.

NORWICH, Edward Bacon, Esq; in

the room of Horatio Walpole, Esq;

now lord Walpole.

Newport, Richard Bull, Esq;

Edward Bacon, Esq; above.

Tamworth, lord Vilhers Hon.

Thomas Villiers, Esq; now a peer.

B—xt—TS.

June 15. JOHN Rowling, of the Park,

J Southwark, victualler.

19. Jonathan Pitt, fen. of Cirencester,

in Gloucestershire, wool-stapler.— Will.

Bratt, ofSutton Cold-field, in Warwick

shire, cordwainer and chapman John

Moss, of Diss, in Norfolk, brasier and

chapman.

21. James flentley, of Leeds, in Vork»

shire, holier. — William Sliobrooke, of

Plymouth, merchant and mariner Leach

Stennett, of New Slcaford, in Lincoln

shire, fhuplcr! per.

19. Joseph Lingham, jun. of Mesks-

him, Wilts, clothier. — Robert Hogan,

of Norwich, grocer— John Priest, of

Lethei ingseu, Norfolk, miller.— Thomas

Veinon, of Bromsgrovc, scrivener.

July 3. William Hancock, of Brent

ford, Middlesex, innholder.

6. William Rowlingso.i, of Warring-

ton, tail-canvas maker.

10. Alexander Elliott, late of Edin

burgh, baker. — Richard Blackburn, of

Baldwyn's-gardens, cheesemonger.

13. John Martin, cf Ratclisfj, cooper.

17. Robert Walter, ot Maidstjne, dis

tiller. — Joseph Greene, of Cranbrook,

ironmonger. — Richard Thomas, «f Car

marthen town, mercer.

ao. Isaac Hanson, of Hallifax, in York

shire, grocer.

17. Rurgerus Plenius, of St. George's

Hanover-square, harplicl.oi d makei .

THE
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THE resolution agreed on by the States

of Holland and Westfricsland on the

aid of April last, with regard to the me

morial presented 10 i he States-General on

the 13th r.f February by Mr. York, the

Britillr minister, demanding the stipulated

succours of 6000 men ; and to the reply

of the French court, delivered to the

States-General on the 14th of March, b-y

M. d'Affry, concerning the said succours,

and the neutrality of the republick, hav

ing at last been approved of by the Srates-

General, a copy thereof was by them de

livered to Mr. York, and another to M.

d'Affry, the beginning of last month, and

was as follows :

" That it is the opinion of the States,

that a resolution ought to be taken in the

assembly of the States-General, to gUe

for answer, at a conference, to Mr. York,

That ever since his Britannic!; majesty

was pleased to communicate to their High

Mightinesses the state of affairs in relation

to America, they have been extremely
uneasy lest the differences that have arisen

should not be confined to that part of t lie

world, bur be soon extended to Europe ;

and that ihtir High Migh.incise*, having

nothing moreatheartthan the true interest

of his majesty's sacred per'on, ar d those of

liis illustrious family, and of his kingdoms,

h.ive beheld, with the de'.'pcil concern,

rot only their prediction verified, but

themselves reduced to an embarrassing di

lemma, whilst on one fide bis Rritannick

majesty, whose friendship is of ihe highest

value to their High Mightinesses, demands

succours in virtue of tlicir cngigemer ts ;

and on the other hand it is maintaired,

en the part of his most Christian majesty,

that the republick is not bound by sea-

tics to furnish succours in the present

case, and express information given, that

the furnishing them will be regarded as a

taking part in the quarrel, and as an act

of hostility.

That the republick, being by this means

reduced to the necessity of desiring to be

excused furnishing the succours, or, by a

contrary conduct at a lime when her fide

lity in fulfilling her treaties hath exhaus

ted her finance'., and her bar. ier, not

thro' her fault, has been ruined and re

mains demolished, exposing herself to the

resentment of his most Christian majesty,

whose friendship is cf value to her, to an

unexpected attack in her own territories,

and to the greatest danger of being drawn

into irreparable ruin, hath tried every

proper expedient to extricate herself from

her embarrassment ; but all her efforts

for that end being ineffectual, nothing

could have been more agreeable to their

High Mightinesses titan to learn, by a

posterior declaration made by Mr. Yotk,

envoy extraordinary and plenipotentiary

of his Britannic!; majesty, in his master's

name, to her royal highness Madam the

princess regent, that he had received or

ders not to insist farther in requiring from

the State the succour cf 6000 men.

That their High Mightinesses look upon

this declaration as a new testimony and

proof of his majesty's affection for tire re

publick, by which she is delivered from

the crisis she was in j putting up at the

fame time the most fervent prayers that

the apprehended invasion may not be at

tempted, and the differences which actu

ally subsist may be terminated to his ma

jesty's satisfaction by a speedy accommo

dation.

That furthermore their High Mighti

nesses, to gi»e convincing proofs of a

constant disposition on their part to cul

tivate more and more ttiat g=oH harmony,

and strengthen those bones of strict friend

ship, which have happily subsisted fur

many years between his Britannick ma

jesty and the republick, and to make a

return, at the fame lime, for tlw: confi

dence which his mpjesty hath professed on

different occasions to place in their High

Mightinesses, have judged that they could

not better satisfy thole views, than by

communicating to him, in confidence, the

definitive answer which the btate, cn the

ulterior representations of the Count d'Af

fry, hath rtfclved to give him.

And that it is the opinion of the States,

tha a resolution ought to be taken in

the alftnv.ly of the States General to give

for answer to the memorial presented to

their Hic.li Muhtincsses on the 14th of

March by M. d'Affry.

That tlitir High Mightinesses have seen

therein wuh g eat pleasure the repeated

assurance, os his most Christian majesty's

readiness to enter into all measures, the

particular object whereof shall be the se

curity, the tranquillity, and the prospe

rity of the republick.

That to arrive at these ends, it hath

been judged proper to add to their High

Mightinesses declaration, That they lucre

farfrunt trgogir.g ir. a •u.-arfvr an otjcti tvlicb

tiid mt oblige tbrm thereto, delivered to Mons.

the Ciunt d'Affry on the gth os Februa

ry, That they flittered themselves his

most Christian mr.jesty would be pleased

to assure them, under the benefit of the

aforesaid de:!aration, that not only the

territory of the republick, but also that

of the Austrian Netherlands, which serve

them for a barrier, should ba exempted

from any menaces, or any attack by his

majesty's forces.

That their Hgh Mightinesses will rot

undertake to enter into a strict enquiry,

wlit tier
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whether the conjuncture of 1733 quadrates

with the present circumstances, or not j

but that their High Mightinesses entertain

a jurt expectation, that his most Christian

majesty's good fense will comprehend,

with them, that this assurance ou^ht to

prove the principal, and even the only se

curity of the repaolick, a war bet-ween

powerful princes being always to be

dreaded by neighbouring states, even if

they have no pnrt therein.

That, in or.ier to aniwer his most Chris

tian majesty's expectation that their riigh

Mightinesses would explain themselves

with more precision on the part they pur

posed to act in the present c.rcumstanccs,

they have resolved to declare, th'U as their

Hijh Mightinesses have nothithcito taken

any part in the troubles or differences con

cerning the territories in America, nor in

their consequences, nor have intermeddled

in them directly or indirectly ; so they

have no intention to intermeddle in them,

e* in tbt eonjtqueneei tbtit nay hereafter result

fr,m them ; but that, on the contrary, tney

purpose to observe an exact neutrality in

relation thereto ; without prejudice, how

ever, to the alliances the republick hath

contracted, from which she doth not mean

to derogate in any manner.

That thereupon their High Mightinesses

justly expect that his most Christian ma

jesty, after having seen this ulterior and

most precise declaration of their High

Mightinesses, will make no farther diffi

culty to give them, by granting the entire

security demanded both for their own ter

ritory, and for their barrier, a true proas

of his affection and good disposition to

wards the republick, on which their High

Mightinesses will take every opportunity

to shew that they set the highest value."

The French court, in return for this fa

vourable resolution, have exempted all

pjtch ships, for a certain time, from pay

ing the duty of co sols per ton, and have

reduced the duty upon stock-fish from 12

livres to ten. But at the same time they

have told them, that is any merchandizes

of the growth or fabrick of England be

found on board their ships, all (uch mer

chandizes will be declared lawful prizes.

Does not th:s i;ive us the fame right with

regard to all Firnch merchandizes found

on board Dutch ihips ?

Soon after the beginning of last month

we were surprized with the news, both

from Vienna and Versailles, of an alli

ance havi,,g been concluded between those

two court;-, upon what terms we have as

yet no authentick account; but on the

Sih instant the prince of Conti set out

from Paris, as was saic!, to take upon him

the command of a numerous army which

U to assemble on the Maes, and to march

down that river, for which purpose large

magazines are forming at Sedan, Meziere,

and Givet ; and al! cui last accounts from

Germany fay, that the king of Prussia has

given 6rders for forming four armici, one

in Silesia, another st Homburg near Wol-

fcnbuttle, a third near Hilderlheim, and •

fourth in the dutchy of Cleves.

It is likewise said that the visit made

this month by the duke de Belleisle to

Dunkirk, was to examine its harbour,

and to p,ive directions for restoring it to

its soimer glorious condition ; and that

the coert of France have set aside a reve

nue of eight millions of livres per ann.

for compleating that work with the ut

most expedition.

Paris, June 11. Whilst admiral Bof-

cawen was in pursuit os some Martinico

men, M. de la Mothe sailed from Brest,

with nine ships of the line and two fri

gates. — 26th. In order to prevent the

English ships taken. before the declaration

us war from perishing, or being confound

ed with those that have been taken since,

the king has given orders to fell them and

their cargoes ; his majesty intending that

the money they produce shall be deposited
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resolve itself into a committee of the

whole house, to consider of ways and

means for railing the supply! granted to

his majesty j which committee was by

several adjournments continued to the

19th of May 1756. during which time it

came to the following resolutions, wlich

were upon the rcpoit agreed to by the

house, viz.

> OV. 24. As soon as the re

solution of the committee

of supply was reported and

agreed to, it was resolved,

thar the house would, on

the Wednesday following,

Nov. 27. 1, That a land-tax of 4s. in the pound be raised for

one year, from the 25th of March, 1716 j whereupon a bill was

brought in and passed, with a clause of credit for borrowing two

millions upon this fund at 3I. percent. — — 2,037,895 11 2

■ a. That the malt-tax be further continued to the 24th of June

1757 ; on which a hill was brought in and pasted, with a clause for

borrowing 750,000!. upon this fund at 3I. percent. — 750,000 o o

Jan. 24. That the sim of 1,500,000!.

.be raised by annuities at 3I. 10s. percent,
per ann. and the sum cs , . •.,<..• I. by a

lottery to be attended with annuities, re

deemable by parliament, after the rate of

3I. percent, per ann. the said several an

nuities to be iramferrable at the Bank of

England, and charged on the sinking fund ; ^

and that every person subscribing for4ool.

shall be entitled to 300I. in annuities,

and to 100I. in 1'ittery tickets, and so in

proportion for a greater or lesser sum:

That the said lottery shall consist of tick

ets of the value of 10J each, in a pro

portion, not exceeding eight blanks to a

prize, the blanks to be of the value of 61.

each, the blanks and prizes to bear an B

interest after the rate of 3I. per cent per

ann. to commence from rhe 5th day of

January, 1757 j and that 'he sum of

1,500,0001. to he raised hy annuities,

bear an interest after the rare of 3I. irs.

per cent, per ann. from the nth da / of

February next, which aid annuities shall

be redeemable in the whole or in part, ^

by sums not less than 50.0,000!. at one

time, after the expiration of 15 Sears,

and not sooner, six months i.oiut hav-

August, 1756.

2,787,893 11 1

ing been given of such payment or pay

ments respectively : That any subscriber

may, on or before Wednesday the nth

day of February next, at 5 o'clock in the

afurnoon, make a deposit of 10I. per cent,

on such sum as he shall chuse to subscribe

towards raising the said sum of 2,ooo,ooov

with thecalhiers of die Bank of England,

as a security for his making the future

payments on the days herein after ap

pointed, viz.

On Annuities.

151. per cent, on or before the 13th

day of March next.

20I. per cent, on or before the 15th

day of May next.

xcl. per cent, on or before the 16th

day of July next.

20I. per cent, on or befoie the 16th

day t f Scpter.ibri next,

15I. per cent, on or before the 13th

day of October next

On ihe Lottekt

2cl per cent, on or betote the 22d day

of April rtxr

lol per rent, on or before the j6th

day ut June nextt

Zz a aSl.

*
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ael. per cent, on or before the 14th

day of August next.

a;l. per cent, on or before the 20th

day of October next.

Which several sums, so received, shalljbe

by the laid cashiers paid into the icceipt

of the Exchequer, to be appIUd, from

time to u.me, to such services an shall then ^

have been vo'e.i by this house in this ses

sion of parliament, and not otherwise:

Thai any subscriber paying in tire whole,

or an/ part of hi? subscription, previous

to the days appointed for the respective

payments, shall be allowed a discount af

ter ;Iic laie 01 3!. percent per ann. fioin

the day» ot such respective payment, to

the respective times oh which such pay- &

mints ate directed to he made ; and that

ail such persons at shall make their full

payment* on the laid lottery, lhall have

their tickets delivered as soon .is they can

conveniently be made out : That the lot

tery lhall be drawn tor 500,000!, or tor

such lesser sum as lhall be fubseiibed by

the mh day of February next j and in

case there /hall he more than i,occ,cco

subscribed on or before the 2l>:h day of

this irstant January, at five o'clock in the

afternoon, the sum subscribed lhall be re

duced to the said sum, and the ova plus

money forthwith repaid to each sub

scriber j and that in cafe the said sum of

1,000,000 shall not be subscribed by the

said 28th day of January, at five o'clock

in the afternoon, the books sliall be doled

as soon as the 2,ooo,coo shall be sub

scribed for ; and no person is to be per

mitted to subscribe for a less sum, than

the sum os 400I. on or befo e the said

iSih day of January; but in cafe the

books (hall icmamopen after the said day,

every person may suhsciibe for what sum

he shall think si', until the whole be com

pleted, or the time limited be expired.

l/por. this resolution there wa* likewise

a bill brought in and passed j in which it

was enacted as usual, that the Bank (not

withstanding the redemption os their 0-

ther funds) should continue 3 corpora

tion, till all the said annuities should be

redeemed 5 and that they should not in

cur any disability, by reason of their do

ing any thing in pursuance of this act.

Match 3. That there be gianted to bil

majesty, as follows :

I. t«. yearly, to be paid by every per

son, or body corporate, Ivaving 30 ounces,

and under 50 ounces of silver plate.

a. fos. lor 50 ounces, and under roo.

3. 20s. for too ounces, and under 300.

4. 40s. for 300, and under 500.

5. 3I. for 500, and under 1000.

6. 5I. for icoo, and under 1500,

j. SI. for 1500, and under 200c.

MEANS, Aug.

8. |ol. for zcoo, or upwards.

9. Over and above the du*y of 6d. now

payable upon every pack of playing cards,

an additional duty of 6d. upon every

such pack, to be paid by the maker or

irnportei .

10. Over and above the duty of 5*.

now payable for every pur cf dice, an

additional duty cf §i. upon evtry such,

pair, to Ire paid by the maker or importer.

11. Mat these duties be carried to,

and n.ade pail ot the (inking fund, to-

watds making g od the interest of two

millions charged theieon, this session of

parliament.

We sli.i I here observe, that when these

resolution* were agreed to in the commit,

tee, several resolutions were at the fame

time, viz. Frbiuary 25, agreed to, for

laying duties upon bricks, and all forts of

tiles; but these resolurion* were upon the

report recommitted, and afterwards dropt,

with the consent of thole that proposed

them, another fund having been aftt-r-

Q wards resolved on.

Even the above mentioned first and

eighth resolutions were upon the report

opposed, and a motion made upon each

for its being recommitted ; but the ques

tion upon both being carried in the nega

tive, they were agreed to, and a bill or

bills ordered to be b ought in upon tl.e

_^ eleven resolutions then agreed to. Ac-

t» coidingly two bills were brought in and

passed; one for gi anting several rates and

duties upon silver plate ; and another for

graining, an additional duty on cards and

dice. But in the first, the first eight reso

lutions agreed to by the house as above-

mentioned, wne very much altered ; for

the duties established by the act are 5*.

E yearly upon 100 ounces Troy weight, and

not amounting to 200 ounces of silver

plate, and an additional js. for every jeo

above the first, till it comes to 4000, which

consequently pays jol. and this is the

highest any person is to pay.

We must also observe, that on the 19th

of March there was presented to the house,

and read, a petition of the lord mayor, al-

" dermen, and commons of the city of Lon

don, in common council assembled, setting

forth, That the petitioners had been in

formed, that a biM had been brought in for

granting certain sums of money, to be

paid by every peison, or bedy corporate,

having 30 ounces cf silver plate, and up

wards ; and that the petitioners humbly

G presumed, by a most respectful application

to that house, to expiess their concern,

that the burthen of inland duties then al

ready imposed on almost every biancli of

trade, however chearfully home, was se

verely fek j and that the Injecting all

persons
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persons whatsoever having silver plate in March 4. 1. That no person be per-

their private houses, to the information mitted to fell ale, beer, or other excise*

of their servants and dissolute persons, and able liquors, by retail, in Great-Britain,

bringing them under the laws of excise, without a licence.

would be insupportable, and render the %. That the sum of 20S. be 'paid for

liberty and property of the subject very every piece of vellum or parchment, or

precarious; and therefore praying, that piece of paper, on which shall be engros-

so much of the said bill, as tended to le- ^ fed or written any licence for felling ale,

vying of penalties under the power of the beer, or other exciscable liquors, by rc-

•ommissicr.ers of excise, might not pass tail, in Gicat-Btir^in, over and above all

into a law. other duties chargeable thereupon.

Tho' this petition was only ordered to 3. That the said duties be carried to,

lye upon the table, yet it was perhaps the and made part of the finking fund, to-

caule of the alteration before-mentioned, wards making good the interest of two

by which a v*st number of people were millions charged thereupon this session of

made free from this tax, who would o- parliament. Upon these three resolutions

therwise have been subject to it; and B there was likewise a hill brought in and

consequently the grievance of bringing parsed ; and by these three bills a fund

people under the laws of excise was not was established which must biing in .in

fo general; for as to the option given by nually 67,500!. otherwise the deficiency

this act of suing either before the courts must fall upon that fund which was first

in Weitminster-hall, or besoie the com- established for paying off the principal 8f

missioners of excise or justices of the our national debt ; but it is thought that

peace, it can signify nothing ; because this new fund will produce more, and in

the officers or informers, who alone can that cafe it will serve to provide for a part

be the plaintiffs or prosecutors, will most of the million before mentioned, to he

certainly always chuse the latter of these raised by virtue of the vote of ci edit passed

two methods of suing, and as often as in this last session,

they do, the defendant must submit to be

tried by the laws of excise. £. j, i.

May 1 1. 1. That the sum of money remaining in the receipt of

the Exchequer, disposable by parliament, be applied towards mak

ing good the supply granted in this session — — — 83,41a a 5!

2. That the (urn of money remaining in the receipt of the Exche

quer, of the income of the sinking fund, for the quarter ended 5th

of April 1756, be the same way applied — — — — 255>955 " lll

3. Tliat out of such monies as shall or may arise of the revenues

composing the sinking fund, there shall be the fame way applied 1,300,000 o o

77639,367 I4-j~

May 17. 1. That there be raised for the same purpose by loans or

exchequer bills, to be charged on the first aids to'be granted the next

session "— — — — — — 1,000,000 o •

2. That the at! for the better securing and encouraging the trade of bit

tnajejly'i sugar cJcniet in America, be continued from the 24th of June,

17,6, for the further term of three years.

Total of the provisions made by last session — —• — 7,427,261 5 7

[7a be continued in our iwxf.J

The Addrksi, os the City of London The lose of the important fortress pf

to bit M A J E S T Y. St. Philip, and island of Minorca (posses

sions of the utmost consequence to the
M-sl graueux Server, ign, commerce and naval strength of Gteat-

WE your majesty's most dutiful and Britain) without any attempt, by timely

loyal subjects the lord-mayor, and effectual succours, to prevent or de-

aldermen, and commens of the city of feat an attack, after such eat ly notice of

London, in common-council assembled, r_j the enemy's intentions, and when your

humbiy beg leave to approach your sacred majesty's navy was so evidently superior

person, and with hearts full of gratitude to theirs, will, we fear, be an indelible

for your majesty's paternal care of the reproach on the honour of the British na-

true interests of your people, to express tion.

our sorrow and apprehcnlioii>- for the dis- Nor can we help expressing our appre-

quietudes which our late losses and disap- hensions fir the great danger of your

pointments must create in your majesty's majesty's possessions in America, by the

loyal mini, mis
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mismanagements and delays which have

attended the defence us those invaluable

colonies, the object of the present war,

and the principal source ol the wealtk and

strength ol these kingdom*.

I'emit us, at the same time, royal Sir,

to lament the want os a constitute nal

and well-regulated militia, the most na

tural and certain deience, under Divine .

ProviJence, of your mjjesty's sacred per-

son and government against all invaders

whatsoever, as thereby your majesty's

fleets and armies may be more (ecutely

employed abroad, to the annoyance of

your majesty's enemies ; your faithful

an.l loyal subjects being reaOy and willing,

whenever called upon by your majesty,

the distressing our inveterate and perfidi

ous eremics, as the only sure means of

obtaining a lasting and honourable peace.

And we do, with the ttmost sincerity

of heart, assure your majesty, that your

loyal city of London will, at all times,

readily and chearfully contribute to what

ever may be necessary for the defence of

your majesty, and your illustrious family,

and towards the attainment ot these great

anckdcfiiable ends.

To which Addhess bit Majisty tvat

pleased to return tbii tmsl graciout Answer,

I Thank you for these professions of your

duty to me. My concern for the loft

of my island of Minorca is great and fin-

to shed the last drop of their blocd in B cere. My utmost ca e and vigilanee have

your service.

A; your majesty'* reit>n has ever been

distir.guistied by i love of t'^erty and jus

tice, we cat. not doubt oi your majesty's '

dlrtctii g the authors of cur late lesscs

and disappoin'mtnts to be enquired into

and puniihed, that your m jesty's known

intentionsof protecting and delendit gyour ,

subjects in their rights and possessions

may be faithfully and vigorously carried

into execution, and that the large sup

plies, so necessarily called for, and so

chearfully granted, may be relicioufly ap

plied to the defence of these kingdoms and

colonies, and their commerce, and to

been, and shall be, exerted to maintain

the honour of the nation, and the com

merce df my subjects. The events of

war are uncertain ; but nothing shall be

wanting on my part towards carrying ie

on with vigour, in order to a safe and ho—

non able peace, and for recovering and se

curing, by the blessing of Cod, the posses

sions and rights of my crown.

I will not fail to do justice upon any

persons who shall have been wanting in

their duty to me, and their country ; to

enforce obedience and discipline in my

fleets and armies ; and to support the au

thority and rtfpecl due to my government.

Pwsuant to our Promise (See cur last Vol. p.^tyj.) vje shall now? give our Readers from

Titn: to Time, a compleat l.isl of she Captures made on both Sides, in the Order they

taken, in cur late Diffuses, and in the present War vjitb the French,

Before the Diclaiation of WAR.

Slips Namet,

Banquer

La Marie Louise

Chenonceaux

Victorieux

Flora

Ville de Rouen

Paschal

Le Triste

Due de Parma

Bon Foi

Marque

Two fishing boats

Conception

Two brigs and a snow

Espe ranee

Kternitie ,

St. Thome

Diligence

V Amiable Susance

Providence

Whence.

Rochelle

Cape Breton

Havre

Bourdeaux

Rouen

Hor.fleur

Rochelle

Havre

Rochelle

Bourdcaux

Bourdeaux

Nantes

Isle de Died

Bayonne

Where bound lo,

St. Vallery

Dunkirk

Martinico

St. Vallery

Morlaix

Rouen, in ballast

Dieppe

St. Domingo

Matseillcs

Croisie

Rochelle

Bourdeaux

Rochelle

Bourdcaux

Rochelle

Rochelle

Dunkirk

9t. Domingo

Rotterdam

Dunkirk

Oporto

Honfleur

Havre

Calais

Boulogne

Act,f Havr* St. Domingo

[To be continued in our next.}

Capttrl.

Colchester tender.

Ambuscade.

< Colchester.

| Monmouth.

Bristol's tender,

A tender.

| Experiment.

York.

Rochester.

Swan sloop.

Bolron tender.

Seized at Portsmouth.

Ci inzer stoop.



Jim Act—mt os all the fuhlkl Debts at the Receipt of his Majesty i Exchequer, standing tut at

January 5, 1756 (bang Old Christmas- day) with lit annual Interest, or ether Charges fayablt

Jcr the fame.

E X C H E Q_U E R.

ANnuities for long terms, being the remainder 1

of the original sum contributed and unsub- >

scribed to the South-Sea company 3

Ditto for lives, with the benefit of survivorship, 1

being the original sum contributed \

Ditto for two and three lives, being the sum re- \

maining after what is fallen in by deaths J

Duties on salt further continued 1745

Exchequer bills made out for interest of old bills
Vote. The land taxes and dirties on malt, bring annual

erants, are not charged in this account, nor the 1)000,0001.
:ncJ ob the deductions of 6d. per pound on pennons,

etc.

East-India company.

By 2 acts of parliament 9 Will. HI. and 2 other

acts 6 and 9 Annæ at 3I. per cent, per ann

Ann. at 3I. per cent. 1744, charted on the fur-

plus of the additional duties on low wines,

spirits and strop-; waters

BANK of Engiand.

On their original fund at 3I. per cent, from Au

gust 1, 1743

For cancelling Exchequer bills, 3 Geo. I.

Purchased ot the Sourli-Sea company

Ann. at 3I. 10s. per cent, charged en the duties

on coals, tcz. since Lady Day 1719

Ditto charged on the surplus of the funds for lot

tery 1714

Ditto 1746, charged on duties on licences for re

tailing spirituous liquors, since Lady- Day 1746

Ditto at 3I. per cent, charged oo the sinking fund,

by the act 25 Geo. 11

Ditto at 3I percent and 3I. ios. per cent, charged

on the said fund by the said

At 3I. per cent.

At 3I. ios. per cent

Ditto at 3I. per cent, being part os 1 ooo.ocol.

charged on the said fund by the said act

Geo. H.
Memorandum. The subscribers of tool, to the lottery

174c, were allowed an annuity for one life at 9s. a ticket,
which amounted to 21,5001. but is now reduced, 'by lives
fallen in, to 10695!. los. And the lulM'cribrrs of tool, to the
lottery were allowed an annuity for cne use 01 i!K a ticket,
which amounted to 45,000!. but is now reduced by lives
fallen in to 4i,Q4<l. Ios. which annuities are an encrease of
tare national debt, bat cannot be added thereto, as no money
was advanced for the lame.

South -Sea company.

On their capital stock and annuities, o Geo. I. viz. "J

At 4I. per cent. 36627S4I. 8s. 6d. J (

At 3I. ios. per cent. IC335720I. js.

At 31. per cent. 6016805!. 5d.

Annuities at 3I. per cent. 1751, charged on the ?

sinking fund J

• J

,1. ios. per cent, charged ~\

said act, viz. /

2716S67I 18s. I

14984455I. 18s. 4d. J

triiscipal Debt.

£. t. d.o

1836275 17 10 j|

ic8ico

84755

167400

14 10 i

Annual btter0^ or 9.
tter Cbaria paid /ar
tbtjamt-

£■ s. el. j.

>36453 I* «

7567

10251 IX

5*59

3100000

3200000

500000

4000600

1750000

1250000

9S6800

9137821 5 »

17701323 16 4

900000

25025309 13 11 £

7-949986 8 2 j]

97*85 '4 4

30401 15 S

icoooo

17500

i-: 1898

61250

437$°

3453*

278585

615S46

27000

61739

J si

« 9

I78632 12 {

64181 J

3612738 17 II

Memorandum. The accounts of the Exchequer continuing
to be made to the old quarter days, is the reason thit th/a
is made to January 5; 1756 (Old Christmas-day; and not to
Christmas-day last, as directed by the order of this Hon.
boui'c.

QJJ E S T I O N u N A V I G A T I O N, by. W. B.

BEING off Ushant, in lat 48 ' 30' N. and ordered out on a cruize, I failed W. S. W.

thirty miles, then tacked and failed between the south and east, until Ushant bore

N. N. E. but keeping the same course 19, 98 miles further, Ushant bore N. by W. Re

quired my last course, and the distance at the first observation from the place where I tacked ?

Sto»t
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great pomp ; and Garsias was honoured
Story ef mt Florentine Prince: From with a public funeral oration, but whe-

Keysler's 'Traveh. (Seep. 284 ) ther he lies in the fame tomb with his

PETER and John de Medicis were brother I have not been informed. The

sons to the great duke Cosmo I. the dutchess Eleonora mother of these two

former died in the Spanish service, but the princes, a very excellent lady, was so af-

latter was made a cardinal, tho' he was fected with the tragical death of her two

but nineteen years old at the time of hia ^ sons> that she survived them but a' few-

death, the circumstances of which caused days,

a very great affliction to the whole fami
ly. As he and his brother Garsias were A Description ef ibe (stand os Ancles! Y,

out one day a hunting, they happened to -with an accurate Mat there's.

quarrel ; or, according to others, the lat- ^-f HE island os Anglesey is severed from

ter being of a furious malignant disport- £ the continent of Britain by a nar-

tion, watched an opportunity of surpris- row straight of the river Menai, which di-

ing his elder brother, to whom he always vides it from Carnarvonshire, and on all

bore a grudge, and stabbed him with a B t^e other sides it is warned by the Irish

dagger. Afier this murder, Garsias re- fea. It is about 10 miles long, and 17

turned to his companions, neither his broad, an4 in circumference near 80

countenance or behaviour betraying any miles. It is a very fertile spot, and a-

thing extraordinary to have happened. bounds in all the necessaries of human

Prince John's horse, soon after, returned ]jre, particularly corn and cattle, and

without bis rider, and the company, by q other provisions, both filh and fowl ;

tracing the print of the horse's feet, found whence the Britons call it Men Man Cymry,

the prince lying dead on the ground. or Man, the mother of Wales, as being

When the news of this unhappy event ,hle to supply all its defects, tho' it does

reached the duke's ears, he gave orders not afford a very agreeable prospect, and

that the suspicious part of tile affair should seems to have a dry, stony, hilly aspect,

be kept secret, and caused it to be given The air is healthful, and the people are

out that his son died suddenly in an apo- little subject to disease', except agues,

plectic fit as he was a hunting j but he now and then, occasioned by the fogs and

ordered the body to be brought into an L» mif>y exhalations of the Irish sea. This

apartment in the palace, and his other island is divided into six hundreds, and

son Gaifias (from whose malignity and contains 100,000 acres, 74 parishes, two

depravity of mind he suspected the true market-towns, and 1800 houfta^ and

state of the affair) to be immediately sent gives title of ear! to the noble family of

for. Being, charged with the murder, he the Annesley's. It fends two members to

at first audaciously, and with no small re- parliament, one for the county, who, in

sentment, denied the charge; but being the present house of commons, is Sir

brought to the body of the deceased, £ Nicholas Bayly, Bart, and one for Beau-

which, at the presence of the murderer maris, who is now Richard Price, Esq;

began to bleed afreih, he threw himself at The market-towns are,

his father's feet, and confessed the fact. j. Beaumaris, the shire-town, where

Upon this. Cosmo admonished his (on to the assizes and sessions are held. It was

call upon God for mercy ; adding, " That built by king Edward I. who also con-

he ought to account it a happiness that he structed a castle there, which is now in

was going to lose that life, of which he ruins. It has two weekly markets, on

was now become unworthy, by the hand „ Wednesday and Saturday, and is a cor-

of him alone from whom he had at first ** poration, governed by a mayor, recorder,

received it." At these words he took the and two bailiffs, who are justices of the

dagger from Garsias's fide, which he had peace, and 11 burgesses. It is distant

made use of as the instrument of his un- from London 1S4 computed, and 24a

natural revenge and plunged it in his son's measured miles.

heart, who fell down close to the dead j. Newborough is a small town, go-

body of his brother, and expired. This veined by a mayor, &c. has a market

happened in n6i, Garsias being then but weekly, on Tuesday, and is remarkable

fifteen ytars of age. Very few were pri- p for little more than giving title of baron

vy to this melancholy transaction, and it to the nohle family 01 Cholniondeley. It

was f iven out, that the two brothers were is about 1 1 miles S. W. of Beaumaris.

suddenly tji'ten off by a contagious dis- From HolyhcaH, near the western cape

temper which at that time raged in Flo- of the island, the packet boat passes to

rence. To put a better gloss upon this and irsm Dublin,

tragical event, they were both buried in

4 , . JOUR.
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land, yet we have never heard of

The next that sjioke in the Debate be- any complaint," that multitudes of

gun in your last tvas L. Virginius, our British spinners have been thereby

•whose Speech ivas in Substance thus. thrown out of employment, which,

is, I think, a demonstration that our

Mr. Prejident, great woouen manufacturers have

SIR, A been thereby enabled to set up a

IF we were to allow nothing to greater number of looms, and to

be called a material formanufac- sell for exportation much larger

ture but what is in its original quantities of woollen manufactures

native form, even flax itself could yearly.

not be called a material for manu- Now, Sir, if woollen yarn is to

facture ; for it is never imported in be considered Only as a material for

its original native form, but must al- B our woollen manufacture, I mould

ways undergo some sort of manu- be glad to know why linen yarn is

facture before it can be imported, or not to be considered as a material

transported any where from the place for our linen manufacture' I art

of its growth. This must convince sure that by weaving, bleaching,

US that several things may be called and dressing, a much greater addi-

materials, notwithstanding their hav- tion is made to the value of linen,

ing undergone some sort of manu- C yarn, than is generally made by

facture, elpecially when by a further weaving, dying, and dressing, ta

manufacture the value of them may the value of .woollen yarn, because

be very much increased ; and for it requires much more time and la

this very reason yarn of all kinds bour to bleach linen, than to dye

has always been considered by the . any sort of woollen cloth, and the

legislature as a material for manu- materials necessary for the former

facture. The exportation of woollen D cost as much as the materials necef-

yarn has, we know, been prohibited sary for the latter, if we except some

ever since we first began to prohibit sew of the most expensive colours ;

the exportation of our wool, which therefore all sorts of raw linen yarn

is a proof of its having been always ought to be looked on as a material

deemed a material for manufacture ; for manufacture, rather than any sort

and notwithstanding the regard we, of woollen yarn, and consequently

have always had, and always ought E the importation thereof deserves

to have, for the publick revenue, more the indulgence of the legista-

yct in the 12th year of his j. resent ture; which is confirmed by the

majesty';, reign, we found it neces- practice of all our neighbouring

sary for the encouragement of our countries, aud even of thole where

woollen manufacture to abolish all the nature of trade and manufactures

the duties payable upon the importa- is best understood. In France the

tion of woollen or bay yam from * exportation of their linen yarn is ex»

Ireland, which is another proof of picssly prohibited, and the importa-

our legislature's having always looked tion of linen cloth of all kinds is in

upon woollen yarn only as a material a manner prohibited by the heavy

for our woollen manufacture ; and duties that are laid upon it ; but as

tho' great quantities of woollen yarn to linen yarn they not only allow but

have been since imported from Ire- encourage the importation of it from

August, 1756. Aaa all
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all countries. In the Austrian Ne- it ought to be allowed, if we find

therlands large quantities of linen that it cannot be produced in suffi-

yarn are yearly imported, which are cient quantities by our own people,

manufactured' into linen cloth tor The only tact therefore we have to

their own consumption as well as for inquire into upon this occasion is,

exportation, and also into chequerec! whether oar own spinners have hi-

and striped linens for the Spanilh A therto been able to produce such

and Portugal trade, or into bed ticks quantities of linen yarn as were suffi-

fbr exportation to Britain and Ire- cient for answering the demand of

land. And in Holland they are so all our linen manufacturers ; and the

far from disallowing or discouraging great quantities of foreign linen yarn

the importation of linen yarn, that that have been yearly imported, even

considerable quantities of linen cloth under the present high duties, is an

are yearly brought thither from Ger- B incontestable proof that this question

many, and after being there bleach- must be answered in the negative,

ed and dressed, are exported, and What was the reason v. hy we for-

sold in foreign countries under the merly granted bounties upon the ex-

name of what we call Dutch Hoi- portation of home-made linens ?

lands ; for the Dutch are so wise as Was it not because we found, from,

to catch at every manufacture by C the great quantities of foreign linens

which their people can make an ad- yearly imported, that our ow n linen

vantage, and when they cannot in- manufacturers could not, or would

gross the whole of the manufacture not, fell their cloth so cheap as fo-

of any particular sort of commodity, reign linens, or could not make such

they content themselves with as much quantities as were sufficient for our

of it as they can lay hold of, which home consumption, and much less

we had some years since a notable d for answering the demand of our

instance of in the case of our white merchants who trade to Africa, Ame-

woollen cloths, which were export- rica, Spain, and Portugal ? There-

ed to Holland, and after being dyed sore to induce more of our people

there, were exported to other coun- to engage in that manufacture, we

.tries; and this practice became so granted those bounties. And is not

frequent, that at last, in the year this the reason why we are now to

1708, we were forced to lay a duty £ revive those bounties ? But is it pos-

of js. upon every white woollen sible to suppesc, that our linen ma-

cloth, called broad cloth, that should nufacterers can make greater quan-

afterwards be exported to foreign tides of linen, without being sup-

countries, plied with greater quantities of linen

In short, Sir, I believe, there is yarn ? Or that they can export any

no country in Europe besides this, of their linens, if they pay a higher

where raw linen yarn is prohibited (•' price for the yarn than can be made

to be imported, or loaded with any good to them by the bounties they

duty upon importation ; but in France are to receive upon exportation ?

it is expressly prohibited to be ex- Let us now see, Sir, how the case

ported, and in Russia it is prohibited will stand if we grant the bounties

to be exported without a licence from proposed, without abolishing the

the government ; from whence we duties now payable upon the impor-

must conclude, that in all our neigh- q tation of foreign linen yarn. From

bouring countries it is looked on as a our Custom-house books it appears,

material for manufacture j and con- that large quantities of foreign linen

sequently, according to one of the yarn were imported when no boun-

rules laid down by the Hon. gentle- ties were payable upon the exporta-

man himself, the free importation of tion of home-made linens, conse

quent!/
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quently is you increase the quantity our linen exportation to our own co

os home-made linens, Which is cer- lonies in America, or to Spain and

tainly your design, if you have any Portugal ior their colonies in that

design, in granting these bounties, quarter" of the world, as this is the

a proportionable greater quantity of only sort made use of for covering

foreign linen yarn must be imported, the negroes. Now supposing," that

and the increased quantity of home- A a yard of this fort of linen will re

made linens must be exported, in quire but half a pound of yarn, the

order to intitle it to the bounty. But duty upon that half pound of yarn

if the advanced price paid for so- is a halfpenny, to which we mull

reign yarn by the British manufactu- add the expence of bringing the

rer, above what is paid for an equal yarn into this kingdom, and this

quantity of the fame fort of yarn by upon such coarse yam we may reckon

the foreign manufacturer, exceeds B a farthing more. Thus the Britisli

the bounty which the former may manufacturer of coarse linens must

intitle himself to by the exportation pay three farthings for every half

of the linen cloth he makes of that pound of yarn he makes use of,

yarn, he cannot sell so cheap at a more than is paid by the foreign ma-

foreign market as the foreign manu- mifacturer for an equal quantity of

facturers may do, consequently he the same sort of yarn : I say, for

can neither export, nor make any for C every half pound he makes use of;

exportation ; and therefore cannot because if he could purchase home-

by these bounties be induced to in- spun yarn cheaper than foreign, he

crease his manufacture ; so that by would use none of the latter, and

granting these bounties you will do the pressing demand for the former

nothing, unless you at the fame time will always keep it up at as hit»h a

abolish the duties payable upon the price as the latter can here be fold

importation of foreign linen yarn ; D for. Consequently, supposing he

and thus by endeavouring to ingrois could have weaving and bleaching

the spinning as well as the weaving as cheap as it can be had abroad,

and bleaching of linens for exporta- yet every yard of his linen will cost

tiofl, you will lose both the spinning, him three farthings more than it costs

and the weaving and bleaching of the foreign manufacturer j and as he

all the linens you may hereafter ex- is to have but a halfpenny bounty

port, and of a considerable, per- g upon exportation, it is evident, that

haps the greatest part of what you the advanced price paid by the British

must hereafter consume. manufacturer for his yarn, exceeds

slaving thus (hewn, Sir, th.it if the bounty he is to receive upon ex-

the advanced price paid by the Bri- portation ; which excess, being at

tish manufacturer for his yarn, ex- least a farthing upon every yard,

ceeds the bounty he is to receive will be upon all such linens at least

upon the exportation of his home- p five per cent, cost, more than foreign

made linens ; the bounties now pro- linens are loaded with ; and this' ad-

posed to be gi anted can be of no ditional cost will render it impossible

signification, the next question we for him to sell his linens so cheap at

are to consider is, whether this rid- any foreign market as foreign linens

vanced price will exceed the bounty ; of the fame sort may there be sold,

and this, I think, cannot be made which of course will prevent its be-

a question, if the present duties up- ^ ing possible for our British niarrufactu-

on foreign linen yarn are to be con- reis to export any of their home-

tinued, .at least with respect to all made linei.s, if the present duty i-p-

linens of 5d. a yard, or under, on such foreign linen yarn be con-

which makes the principal branch of tinned.

A a a 2 But ,'
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But, Sir, if you abolish this duty, it that makes the people of any

and allow raw linen yarn to be im- country industrious ? It is the fur-

ported duty free, the bounty propo- nishing them with a ready vent for

fed to be granted will have exactly the produce of their industry, and

the contrary effect : It will give to convincing them by examples how

the British manufacturer an advan- much their happintls may be increa-

tage of at least five per cent, at all A fed by an increase of their industry ;

foreign markets, upon his linens of for otherwise the poor will never

5d. a yard, or under, and a much think of providing themselves with

greater advantage upon all his li- more than the absolute necessaries

rtens of above 5d. and not exceed- of life from day to day. How is

ing i8d. a yard ; and consequently this vent to be furnished ? How arc

all our home-made linens not ex- those examples to be made ? Never

ceeding i8d. a yard, may be sold B by the poor themselves; but by

at all foreign markets at least five some of the rich engaging in trade,

fier cent, cheaper than such foreign manufactures, or improvements, by

inens- can be fold at such markets. which they give employment to

This will of course induce such the poor, and then the molt indus-

riumbers of rich people to engage in trious of the poor soon become cx-

the linen manufacture, and such a amples to the rest. How was the

rivalship will by their numbers be Q woollen manufacture established in

created among our linen manusac- this kingdom : Before the reign of

turers, that we may probably in a Edward III. moil of our wool was

few years be able to supply not only exported to Germany or the Ne-

all foreign markets, but also all our therlands, and brought back to us

own consumption, with all sorts of in cloth of all sorts : We had no

linen, woven, bleached, and dressed weavers or spinners, but a few of

in Britain or Ireland ; and 1 must d the poorest fort, and that only for

observe, that besides the weavers, their own immediate consumption :

there will always be great numbers And it would to this day have re-

of aged people and children ernploy- mained so, if no method had been

ed in winding the yarn for the taken, nor accident happered, to

warp, and in winding quills for the give a turn to the spirit of the peo-

loom, besides thole employed in pie. But that wife and great king,

bleaching and dressing the linen after £ in the nth year of his reign, got

it is woven. two laws pasted in parliament, by

Therefore, Sir, if it were to be the first of which it was enacted, .

supposed, that the free importation that no cloths made beyond sea

of raw linen yarn should diminish should be brought into the king's

the number of our own people em- dominions, on pain to forfeit the

ployed in spinning, that diminution same, aud to be further punished at

will be more than compensated by p the king's will , and by the other it

the additional number of persons was enacted, that all foreign cloth-

that will be employed in weaving, workers who should come into the

bleaching, and di tiling the increased king's dominions, Ihould have the

quantity of our home made linens. king's protection, dwell where they

But, Sir, I am far from thinking pleased, and have convenient fran-

that there is the least ground for any chises granted them,

such supposition : On the contrary, q iiy thele two laws, Sir, some of

J think, that we have good reason the rich foreign manufactureis were

to expect an annual increase in the induced to come to settle 2 r.d set up

number of our spinners. What is their manufacture in England ; and

3 " the
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the civil broils then raging both in

Germany and the Netherlands, con

tributed greatly towards these laws

having the desired effect. These

rich foreign manufacturers certainly

brought several of their most expert

weavers and spinners along with

them, and as to what woollen yarn

they had occasion for, and could

not produce or procure at home,

they certainly had it from abroad,

and probably continued for many

years to have from abroad large

quantities of woollen yarn spun a-

broad from our own wool ; for tho'

Edward III. prohibited the exporta

tion of wool by English^ Welch, or

Irish men, and enacted"hat all wool

to be sold should be brought to the

staple, and there remain 15 days

before any could be exported, in or

der that the home demand should be

first supplied ; yet the exportation of

our wool was never absolutely pro

hibited cill after the restoration.

Therefore we must suppose, that

our woollen manufacturers were for

a long time supplied with yarn chiefly

from abroad ; but at last by the

increase of our woollen manufactu

rers, such multitudes of our own

people became expert in spinning,

that we had no occasion for any fo

reign woollen yarn ; and the case

will be the same with respect to the

linen yarn, if we encourage num

bers of rich people to set up linen

manufactures in Britain and Ireland.

The poor spinners of such yarn will

then find a ready vent for all they

can spin, which wUl spread a spirit

of industry among the poor of all de

nominations, so that these spinners

may probably soon become so nu

merous as to be able to supply the

demand of all our linen manufactu

rers, let it become ever so exten- 1

five ; and thus at last we may in-

gross the manufacture of the yarn

as well as that of the cloth ; whcrtr.s

we have at present but a very small

share of either, and are in danger
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of losing the share we have, if ws

do not soon take proper methods

to preveht it.

Of the two methods now propo

sed, Sir, one is, I find, thought so

proper, that it seems to be unani-

A mously agreed to, and yet I have, I

think, clearly shewn, that it will

signify nothing, unless the other be

likewise agreed to. How then can

any gentleman who approves of the •

B one, hesitate a moment in approving

of the other ? The only objection

that has any shadow of reason, is

the pretence so emphatically enforced

by the Hon. gentleman who spoke

last, that it is impossible for the Bri

tish spinner to sell his yarn so cheap

C as the foreign spinner may sell the

yarn he spin:,, because the expence

of living is by our taxes rendered

much higher in Britain than it is in

most foreign countries, and that con

sequently if we admit a free impor

tation of foreign linen yarn, we

D shall throw all our present spinners

out of employment. Sir, if there

were any foundation for this pre

tence, I shall allow, that it would

be a most solid objection. But I

take the fact to be quite otherwise :

I am convinced that there are many

F. parts of Britain and Ireland, where

the poor may support themselves at

as small an expence, as the poor

can do in any part of Europe ; be

cause bread, which is the staff of

life, is cheaper in this cotintry than

in any other, as is manifest from the

p large quantities of all forts of corn

we export yearly ; and I am confirm

ed in this opinion, by the opinion of

the linen boards both of Scotland

and Ireland, as well as most of the

manufacturers in England, who cer

tainly know the circumstances of the

poor in their respective countries

better than we can, and who would

not have approved of our discon

tinuing the duty upon linen yarns

imported, as they have all done, if

they had thought, that any of our

present
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present spinners would be thereby

thrown out of employment. The

present importation of foreign linen

yarn cannot therefore be owing to

its being impossible for the British

spinner to sell his yarn so cheap as

Aug.

always diminish, but on the contrary

may sometimes increase our home-

produce of that material ; and I

must observe, that the lands in Bri

tain and Ireland are higher rented

than the lands in .most other parts of

the foreigner may do, but to a real A the world, and the labouring people

deficiency in the number of our spin- emploj ed in the producing of flax

ners, which deficiency has' been oc

casioned by the number of our linen

manufacturers and weavers having

of late years increased much faster

than the number of spinners, so that

are subject to all those taxes, which

the spinners of yarn can be subject

to ; yet neither of these, we find,

gave such an advantage to the fo-

reigiyproducer of flax, as to prevent
-i. _ • _. -/*- _ r 1 1

the latter are not able to supply the B the increase of our home-produce

demand of the former, and this in

creased demand for yarn gives those

that do spin, an opportunity to insist

upon a higher price for what they

spin, than they might otherwise af

ford to sell it for.

The present measure therefore, C

Sir, may oblige our British spinners

to fell their yarn a little cheaper than

they do at present, and consequently

oblige them to be more industrious,

but it can throw none of them out

of employment, as they will still

have a great advantage over the

foreign spinner, whose yarn must

come here, loaded with the expence

of freight, insurance, commission,

&c. which upon all sorts of linen

yarn is at an average computed to

be about rol. per cent. And this

opinion I am rather inclined to be

of, as the fame objection was made

in the year 1751, against our lowering

the duties upon the importation of

foreign yarn, which has since been

found by experience to be without

any foundation. Likewise, in the

year 1730, it was objected against Jf

our abolishing the duty upon rough

or undressed flax, that it would put

an end to the growth and culture os

fiax in Britain and Ireland ; and

jret we find from experience, that

the produce of flax -both in Britain

and Ireland has very considerably G

increased since that time ; from

whence it appears, that the freeing

of any material for manufacture from

a duty upon importation, does not

of that useful material

Upon the whole, Sir, when I con

sider what quantities of foreign linens

are yearly imported into this king

dom, and at the fame time consider

how much less it would cost the na

tion to purchase the yarn, than thus

to purchase the cloth compleatly ma

nufactured, I cannot help being sur

prised, that a resolution to discon

tinue the duty now 'payable upon the

importation of foreign linen yarn,

should meet with any opposition in

D this house. I can easily guess from

whence the opposition without doors

arises, when I consider how many

considerable merchants, factors, and

shopkeepers, are concerned in the im

portation and exportation, wholesale

and retail, of foreign linens : They

E foresee that the meaiure now proposed

will considerably diminish, and per

haps at last put an end to the im

portation of toreign linens, and con

sequently that it will soon diminish

the profits of their trade, and per

haps at last entirely annihilate the

F trade by which they now reap such

an advantage. I cannot therefore

wonder at their opposition ; but no

member of this house can have such

a reason, or would be influenced by

such a selfish motive ; and therefore

when the affair has been fully con

sidered, I hope, every gentleman

that hears me will join with me in

giving his vote for agreeing to this

motion.

Tie
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?bt next Speech IJball give you in this

Debate ivas that male by T. Sem-

pronius Gracchus, <whicb was to

the Effeii at follows.

Mr. President, ^

SIR,

IN all questions" of the fame na

ture with this now before us,

most of the arguments that can be

made use of on either side, must be

founded on facts, most of which

facts are generally such as cannot be ]

certainly known, and consequently

are always controverted ; but of all

such, facts, those surely deserve the

least to be depended on, which ap

pear to be inconsistent with com

mon sense and the known nature of

things ; and such are, in my opi- <

nion, all the facts that have been

advanced in favour of the motion

now under our consideration. The

arguments too that have been made

use of on the fame side of the ques

tion, are, I think, sophistical or

trifling. Of this last fort is the£

dispute, whether yarn be a manu

facture, or a material for manufac

ture ; for materials and manufactures

are like causes and effects. Every

cause is an effect until we come to

the great original and primary cause

of all things ; and every effect is a J

cause until we come to the utmost

bound, or the utmost perfection,

which the Author of' nature has pre

scribed to sublunary things. Within

these bounds, therefore, every cause

is an effect, and every effect is a

cause. So it is with manufactures, {

and materials" for manufactures. E-

very material may be called a manu

facture until we come to the origi

nal native produce, and every manu

facture may be called a material un

til we come to the highest perfection

to which it can be brought by art. Q

In the first sense, what we call un

dressed flax, which we have allowed

to be imported duty free, may be

called a manufacture, because it it
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not then in the original form in

which it was produced, but has re

ceived some improvement by art ;

yet, I believe, no man will fay, that

undressed flax is not a material. In

the last fense, a white woollen cloth

1 is a material, and is considered as

such by our loading the exportation

of it with a duty, because it may re

ceive some farther improvement by

that art we call dying ; yet no man

ever said that white woollen cloth is

not a manufacture.

{ From hence it must appear, Sir,

that to dispute whether linen yarn

be a material, or a manufacture, is

mere trifling. It is certainly both :

With respect to flax it is certainly a

manufacture ; with respect to cloth

it is as certainly a material. But no

; man will fay that it is an original na

tive produce, or that it has not re

ceived a very great improvement by-

art or manufacture. If it be possible

for us to get that improvement made

by our own people, we ought to do

it, at least we ought to do nothing

i to prevent it. To contend that

the legislature looked on woollen

yarn as a material, because they

have allowed the free importation of

it from Ireland, is not fair reason

ing ; for every one knows, that the

passing of that act was occasioned,

; not because raw woollen yarn was

thought to be only a material for

manufacture, or because such an im

portation was necessary for the en

couragement of our woollen manu

factures, but because it had been

found, by fatal experience, that we

• could not otherwise prevent the clan

destine exportation of their wool and

yarn to France ; yet that very act

shews how cautious the legislature

has always been of allowing any

thing that can be called a manufac

ture to be imported duty fcca, for it

; is provided, that the free importa

tion granted by that act should not

extend to woollen yarn twisted or

thrown, which is but one step far

ther in the manufacture. And in

deed
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deed when it was enacted by the act of a very high duty, which gave our hcme-

the 10th and nth of king William, that spinners of woollen yarn a great advan-

no wool, wooile;' yarn, or cl> th of any tage over the foreign, and this by degrees

sort, should be exported from Ireland to produced the desiied effect : Our b. me-

forcign parti, it was ridiculous not to spinners became so expert, and at last

give them a iree entry into England for to numerous, as to be able to supply the

by that prohibition on one side, and on demand of all our woollen manufacturers,

the other lea' ing them subject to a 'inn a\ and as neither were then, nor for ages

duty upon their importation into Eng- afterwards, sulijcct to any, higher taxes

land, we established the woollen manu- than their neighbours, they soon began

factuies both of France anri Prussia. to underwork and undersell their neigh-

It is likewise unfair, Sir, to contend bours, not only in our home market j but

that the legislature looks upon woollen also in all foreign markets, ingressed al-

yarn as a marerial, because the exporta- most the whole woollen manufacture of

tion of it is prohibited : Ii may with the the world.

fame reason be contended, that the legis- feut, Sir, if the foreign spinners could

lature looks upon white woollen cloth as ever have had a sufficient quantity of wool

a material, because the exportati on of it B of their own, and could have brought or

has been loaded with a duty. None of sent their w oollen yarn duty free intp this

these examples, therefore, can be fairly kingdom, and if at the fame time our la-

brought as a proof of the legislature's boiious people had been subject to higher

baving ever looked upon yarn as a mate- taxes than any of their neighbours, we

rial for manufacture, but every one of never could have had any home-spinners of

may justly be brought as a confir- woollen yarn ; and our neighbours might

•nation of that rule, which is dictated by (J have put an end to our manufacture of

common fense, and the known nature of woollen cloth whenever they pleased, by

trade, and which the legislature ought al- prohibiting the exportation of their wool-

ways to observe : The role I mean is, len yarn. That this will be the fate ef

that if it be found necessary, we should our linen manufacture is, I think, abso-

load with a small duty upon imputation, lutely certain, if in our present circum-

every foreign material that has received stances we allow the free importation of

any such improvement by manufacture as linen yarn ; for that labouring people in

may be made by our own people ; and any manufacture who pay no taxes, may

that we should load with a small duty U live at a less expence than they who do j

upon exportation, if it appear to be ne- that labouring people in any manufacture

cessary, every manufacture that has not who can live cheapest, will sell the pro-

been brought to the highest perfection duce of their labour cheapest ; and that

to which it may be brought by our own the masters in that manufacture will buy

people. As to both these cafes I fay, Sir, from those who sell cheapest 5 are maxims

if it should be found necessary ; and this which, if there be, an equality in all other
necessity may arire either from the novelty circumstances, no man of common fense

of the manufacture, and consequently the £ can do»bt of ; and that the number of

inexpertness or scarcity of labouring peo- those labouring people in any manufacture

pie in that way among ourselves, or it who must fell dear, will be diminished,

may arise from the deatness of the pro- so far as that manufacture can be supplied

visions necessary for the subsistence of la- by those who sell cheap, is another maxim

bouring people, which renders it impoffi- so certain, that I am convinced many of

ble for them to subsist at so.sn.ill an ex- our poor British s inners of woollen yarn

pence, as such people may do in our ri- have alieady been thtown our of that

val country. When this necessity arises employment, by the free importation of
from the novelty of the manufacture, an e woollen yarn from Ireland ; because the

absolute slop to, or prohibition of any Irish spinners are free fom ma.ny of those

importation may be necessary, which was taxes with which the Bn'ish are so un-

the case in the reign of Edward 111. meicisully loaticd. It is leally ridiculous

with regard to the woollen manufacture ; to suppose the contrary, as such large

but I am surprised to he3r any mercan- quantities of woollen yarn have come

tile measure cf his brought as an argu- from Ireland since the free importation

ment for what is now proposed? It is has been allowed, unless it be at the fame

true, he did not absolutely prohibit the^-j time supposed, that the corsump'ion or

exportation of our wool, or the impor- exportation of our woollen manufactures

tation of woollen yarn ; and either would has greatly increased, which 1? a tuppo-

indeed have been ridiculous in the very fition we have not the least foundation for.

infancy of the manufacture. But h: took It is therefore, I think, Sir, most cer-

«are that both should remain subject to tain, that by the free importation of Irish

woollen
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woollen yarn many of ourBiitilh spin- York and Lancaster, so our spinners os

ners have been thrown out of that em- linen yarn will by the fame meant in

payment ; but as a very high and Jauda- crease so fast, as soon to supply the de-

ble spirit for extending the linen manu- mand of all our linen manufacturers,

facture then prevailed in Britain as well should that demand be hereafter never so

as Ireland, many of them probably be- much increased.

took themselves to the spinning of linen In the mean time, Sir, the present de-

yarn, and some perhaps transported them- ficiency, if there be any, will be sup-

selves to Ii eland; notwithstanding all plied, as it has hitherto been, by the im-

which, I am convinced, that many of portation of foreign linen yarn j and a

them were reduced to great distress j but very few years will demonstrate, whether

the distress of the poor, Sir, is never in this deficiency proceeds from a deficiency

this country taken notice of by the rich in the number cf our spinners, or from

and opulent, until it becomes so general the high price at which they must fell

as to affect themselves ; and even then their yarn, in order to subsist by their la

the latter arc but too apt to ascribe what bour ; for if from the former, the impor-

they seel to the idleness and extravagance " tation must yearly diminish, if from tha

of the poor, rather than to any wrong latter, it will yearly increase as our ma-

measures of their own. nusacture increases, or perhaps without

Thus we must fee, Sir, that our hav- any increase in our manufacture, in which

ing taken no notice of the Britisli spin- last case we must either again increase the

ners of woollen yarn, who have been duty upon foreign yarn, or abolish some

thrown out of that employment by the Q of the taxes that lie heavy on our labour-

free importation of Irish yarn, can be no ing people j because otherwise the certain

argument for our supposing, contrary to consequence will be a total end to the

common sense and the reason of things, spinning of any linen yarn in this king-

that none of the British spinntrs of linen dom, as it will then appear, that we

yarn can be thrown out of employment have, by the late diminution of the du-

by the free importation of that fort of ties, brought the price of linen yam be-

forergn yarn. It is impossible to suppose, low what it is possible for the British

that spinner.-, who aie subject to that long _ spinners to fell the yarn they spin. This, I

list of taxes mentioned by my Hon. " fay, may, by a few years experience, ap-

friend *, can fell so cheap as those spin- pear to be the cafe ot the late diminution

ners may do who are not subject to any of the duties upon foreign linen ; and I

tax whatsoever, which is the cafe of the am sure it would be the cafe should those

spinners in most foieign countries. It duties be entirely abolished, and a free

may be true, Sir, that as numbers of our importation allowed, because the expence

rich people have lately engaged in carry- of the importation would be far from be

ing on linen manufactures, and for that ing equal to the superior load of taxes to

purpose have brought over several foreign E which the British spinners are liable, even

weavers : I fay, it may be true, that the supposing it amounted to tol. per cent,

number of our spinners of linen yarn has upon the value oi all yarn imported ; but

not increased in proportion to the in- that it cannot amount to near so much is

•reafe of the number of weavers, cfpe- evident j for this expence must be greater

cially as this increase of weavers has hap- upon coarse yarn than upon fine, as a

pened but a few years since, and as the tun of the former is more bulky, and

supplying of one loom requires at least consequently must pay a greater freight

four spinners in coarse cloth, and twice .. in proportion to the value, than the for-

or thrice that number in fine cloth ; but mer. Now at a pound of yarn fit for

by comparing the quantity of linen cloth making cloth os 3d. a yard, can cost no

made at home with the quantity os linen more than 6d. a ton of such yarn can

yarn imported, we must see, that we have cost no more than 5CI. Can we suppose,

now a very great number of spinners of that the expence of importing a ton of

linen yarn ; and as the number has of such yarn would amount to above 5I.

late years increased, we must suppose that when imported from Hamburgh, Sradt,

it will yearly increase, if the present du- or Bremen, which are the places from

ties upon foreign linen yarn be continued ; p whence most of the foreign linen yarn

and that as the home.spinners of woollen would be imported ? From which places

yarn did, by the continuance of the du- the freight seldom amounts to 20s. a tun,

ties upon foreign woollen yarn, increase and the insurance to seldom more than

sofast, as soon to supply the demand of two per cent. Therefore the expence of

all our woollen manufacturers, notwith- importing even the coarsest f it of yarn

standing the devastation occasioned by could never amount to near ten per cent,

the bloody wars between the houses cf and the finer the yarn the Ids the ex-

August, 1756. B b b jience
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pence would always be in proportion to foreign merchant can fell the linen mj

the value. fends thither. But the only stock of a

But it hat been said, Sir, that unless labouring man is his labour, consequently

you discontinue the duties upon the im- the British labourer can have no greater

portation of foreign yarn, the bounties slock than the foreign, if they be equally

you are to grant upon the exportation of expert and diligent j tlieiesore if the tor-

linen cloth can signify nothing, because mer cannot live at so small an expence at

our home-made cloth will, notwithstand- A the latter, he mult have higher profits

Jng the bounty, be undersold at every so- upon his flock, that is to fay, higher

reign market by the foreign, consequently wages, or a higher price for the produce

we can neither export, nor make any for of his labour.

exportation ; and for proving this the Thus we must fee, Sir, that tho' the

noble lord was pleased to give us a very present duties upon foreign linen yarn be

curious calculation. But in answer to continued, the British linen manufactu

res calculation, 4 shall observe, that the rers and merchants may, by the bounties,

f.ict appeared to be otherwise, during the 3 be enabled to contend with the foreign at

time that the bounties were continued ; every foreign market ; but if you abolish

for large quantities were then yearly ex- those duties, and allow a free importa-

ported, tho' the bounties were not then tion of foreign linen yatn, it will be im-

liigher than those now proposed, and the possible for the British labourer or spinner

duties upon foreign linen yarn higher to contend with the foreign at our bome-

than they are at present. This may at market for such yarn ! The foreign yarn

first view seem 1 little strange, tho' the will certainly be there sold the cheapest,

fact is true, and may be easily accounted p and cur manufacturers will as certainly

for, if we consider that a rich man can purchase only the cheapest, the conse-

carry on any manufacture, or indeed any quence of which must be, that in a sew

branch of trade, at a much less profit per years we shall have no spinnert of linen

cent, than a poor man is able to do. A yarn left in the kingdom ; and then our

manufacturer who keeps 100 looms at neighbours may, whenever they please,

work, may sell his cloth a great deal put an end to our linen manufacture, by

cheaper than a manufacturer who keeps prohibiting the exportation of their yarn,

but ten looms at work, and a merchant But supposing our neighbours should con-

who trades to the value of lo.oool. D tinue to be so kind to us as te allow the

yearly, may trade for a less profit per free exportation of thtir linen yarn, to

cent, than a merchant can afford to do the great loss of their own people, and

who trades to the value of but icool. that we thou Id thereby gain the weaving

yearly ; because every man must support and bleaching of the thirty-two millions

his family by the profits of his trade, and of yards of linen cloth now imported, .

the rich trader may, if he pleases, live as yet we should certainly lose the spinning

frugally as the poor one can do. From of the 55,500,000 yards row made at

hence, Sir, arises our advantage t Both p home, the tar greatest part of which ap-

our linen manufacturers and merchants pears from the account of linen yarn im-

are men of larger stocks than the linen ported to be now spun, as well as woven

manufacturers or merchants are in most and bleached at home ; and we should

other countries ; and this is the chief ad- likewise lose the producing os all the flax

vantage we have gained by the late re- now produced at home ; for nothing can

duction of the interest payable on our be more certain, than that no flax could

publick funds, that it will drive men of be produced, if there wete no spinning of

greater fortunes into trade. Consequently, linen yarn in the kingdom, because no

tho* the expence of living be higher in p producer could propose (o send his flax

this country than in any other, and tho' abroad. It is evident therefore, that by

the British linen manufacturer pays more what is row proposed, the nation would

for his yarn, and for weaving and blench- lose mote than it cculd get, and that a

ing his linen, than the foreign mamifac- much greater number of people would be

turer, yet by the superiority of his stock thrown out of employment by our loss of

he may be enabled to fell his linen to the the spinning, than could be added by the

British merchant near as cheap as the so- increase of our weaving ar.d bleaching,

reign manufacturer can sell to the foreign p besides the national loss by an absolute
merchant; and tho' the British linen '■' end being put to any future production of

merchant pays more for the linen he flax, which must be at present very con-

sends abroad than the foreign linen mer- Ifderable j for it appears from our pub-

chant does, yet by the superiority of hit lick accounts, that we have not 7000

stock he may be enabled to fell his linen tons of flax imported yearly, whereas

at every foreign market as cheap as tie 5o,cco,ooe of yards of home-made and

iieme-
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home-spun linen, allowing 5,500,000 would certainly get more by the impor-

yards of our home-made linen to be made tation of yarn for 87,500,000 yard« of

•f foreign yarn, will require above 10,000 cloth, than they ever could or can get

tons of flax, so that our home produce by the importation of thirty-two millions

of flax mull now amount yearly to at of yards of cloth ; and if our own linen

least 3000 tons, which at J5I. per ton manufacture should be destroyed, as it

amounts to 105,000!. yearly j for I shall would probably be in ten or a dozen

not only join with the noble lord in sup- ^ years, by our neighbours prohibiting the

posing, that our production os flax has exportation of their yam, the trade anS

lately increased, hut I shall go farther and the profits of our importers of linen

suppose that, if we preserve our spinning, would then be vastly increased. There-

it will yearly increase, notwithstanding fore, Sir, if any importer of foreign li

the free impoitation'of it ; because as nen has appeared in opposition to this

our farmers are not only richer, but un- scheme, 1 mult suppose his opposition to

derftand agriculture better, than the so- be artful, in order to promote the scheme,

reign, and as flax is the most valuable by furnishing its advocates with a popu-

production that can be got from most of B lar argument in its savour, which conse-

the lands even in this kingdom, pur far- quently must with me be a prevailing ar-

mers may, and certainly will fell their gument for being against it.

flax as cheap as any f ireign flax can here \THl Jookn al lo bt tmtirued in cur nexi.]

be fold, notwithstanding their paying a

higlier rent to their landlords, and higher i8fe>»*?:«Ki«a%>iKUK;3ia«»*aSS««

wagel to their servants, than foreign far- T„i( AUTHOR ,f,i( LONDON

mers usually do ; for I must observe, and MACAZINE

it ought to be attended to, that the com- Q

pttition in this cafe is not between the <%nam feit uttrque Hbetss, certfefo, exirctal

labouring people of England and foreign artem. Hoa. Epist,

labourers, but between the farmers of Eng. "fit lit Divinity that fin -within us.

land and the farmers of foreign countries. Addison'i Cato.

In every light therefore, Sir, in which SIR,

this project can he viewed, it must appear f-r\ HERE is a strange, unaccountable

to be attended with dangerous conse- | piece of folly, and great cruelty I

quences, and may probably in ten or a think also, too rife amongst parents,

dozen years occasion the total ruin of" which 1 have not observed you, os i»tc, to

the linen manufacture both in Britain and touch upon in order to expose its defor-

Ireland j and yet I do not wonder at its rnity ; and which, would those same

having been approved of both by the li- parents divest themselves of the vicious

nen manufacturers of England, and the motives which induce them to exercise it,

linen boards of Scotland and Ireland. they would readily enough lay the accu-

The former consider only their own im- ration upon others who might be infected

mediate advantage, and therefore are for with it ;—1 mean, Sir, that unpardona-

having thei. yarn at the cheapest hand ; |? ble folly of those parents, wh«, contrary

and as the linen manufacturers both of ro au the remonstrances of their friends,

Ireland and Scotland arc men of some fi- wil| not let the stream of their children's

gure and fortune, they had certainly a intellectual faculties run in its natural

much greater influence at those boards course — I am not insensible, Sir, in what

than our poor spinners can be supposed a great measure 1 am here ingeniously and

to have had ; but in this house I hope happily anticipated on this subject, by ma-

our poor labouring people of all kinds ny moral writers among the sages of an-

will always find many friends 5 and Ism _ tiquity, as well as the moderns, especially

surprized to find this scheme patronized * the latter.—But however.ifa sew thoughts

by any gentleman who has the honour to thrown together, and confirmed by an

serve the crown, as it is the duty of the eminent instance of the happiness of in-

crown, and of those who serve it, to dulling nature, and assisting her in her

protect the poor against the oppression, pursuit after knowledge, may serve as >

or the intended oppression of the rich and rough sketch for the pencils of your inge-

powerful. nious correspondents to compleat tho

Whether this scheme be opposed or no, piece, in order more sully to expose the

Sir, by our importers of foreign linens, Q crue|ty as well as absurdity os this pawn-

is what I know nothing ef ; but 1 am t,| blindness and obstinacy, be yours tho

sure it is not their interest to oppose it j praise, and mine the satisfaction,—Fdu-

sor even supposing it should prevent any ca,ion ,(,„, Sir, seems to be, stiictly

future importation of foreign linens, yet forking, the art of managing and form

al they would neccffaiily become the im- in_ the mr,d : a ftisnie tint most difS.

porters of all our foreign yarn, they B b b » «...t,.
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cult, extraordinary, and at the fame time man life Sir, as in a play, in which the

of the utmost consequence, but too much honour is due not to the part but theper-

difrcgarded by parents in general.—if pa- formance, and he that acquits himself

rents therefore are desirous to have their well, tho' in the character of a servant,

children mike a figure in life, surely one or even a beggar, is much more approved

would think the first thing to be done is of, md reputed a far better actor, than

to search carefully into their genius, and he that assumes that of a prince, and does

alter having marked the track which na- ^ it ill.—Indeed fume few instances (but

turc (or rather in the pious phrase of the very rare ones) we have of persons, who

great Mr. IlcyU, " the Aithor of Nature" ) by mere dint of labour and pains have

points out, to assist her in her progress as erected themselves into great ai tills, and

much as possible.—The natural genius of immortalized their fame, even iirvita Mi-

> child is often hid, (like a diamond in ntrva. One instance 1 will just mention,

the mine) and therefore it should be as a reproach to the indolent, and an

searched out and polished, in order to encouragement to the industrious ;—it is

give it its true and proper lustre j but of that great painter Dotxir.icbir.o, one of

how much oftner is it extinguished by B the masters of the Laniard or Bolognese

the wrong-headed obstinacy of a foolish, school ; his fellow-pupils used, in a sar-

unthinking parent, to the disgrace cf the castical way, to call him the ox, for his

one, and prejudice of the other 1—t'ol- great labour ; but the prophecy of his

tnv nature was the advice and practice of master ylnr.iial Caraai proved true of

the ancients ; oppose nature is too much him afterwards, " That the ox by his

that of the moderns : But which of these labour would make his ground so rich,

two is the wisest, is best seen in their that painting would be fed by what it

consequences. It is certain, that there Q produced."— But however, Sir, these ave

is a very strong analogy between the rarce avei, as 1 before observed ; and as

mind and the earth ; — nature bears within there are no general rules without excep-

herself the first principles and seeds of lions, I do not fee her. / this instance mili-

knowledgc, as well as other things ; it is tates either against the point 1 am con-

the duty of parents then to cultivate tending for, or, in savour of the cruel

these, to let the mind fallow its natural and injudicious error of those parents

bent, in order to discern her operations which I am now combating.—Whether

the better, and to ripen these seeds, at trt or nature bears the greatest part in

nature opens, with the genial beams of D bunging things to perfection, has been

the fun-stiine of encouragement ; so on Ions ago a moot point, (as the lawyers

the contrary, according to the wife adage fay) and being something foreign to my

of the antients, " Niitl ir.vita Minerva j purpose, 1 snail leave it to be discussed

for it is equally as certain, that nature by moie able pens; and tho' (as in the

may he led, but not driven. In this point story of Sir Rcger, in the second volume

then parents are wife, that they follow of the Speclatas) much maybe said on both

nature, their best guide, as a deity, and suies, jet this I have olten thought of

obey her. for otherwise, as Tully fays, £ them both ; that when they go hand in

" What is opposing nature, but in a gi- hand, they somewhat resemble the Chart

gintick manner to fight against the gods ?" Ofuro (as the Italians call 11) in painting,

Hence appears the absurdity of too many where a judicious and happy mixture of

parents forcing their children, thro' a it never fails to catch (he eye of a man of

cruel aukward obstinacy, to aspire to taste ; but where neglected, Is sure to

things out of the reach of their natural destroy that beautiful symmetry, so neces-

eapicities 5— for can there he anything sary to complcat the piece. I shall there-

more ridiculous than for a father to waste fore at present content myself, Sir, by re-

his money, and his son's time, in getting F lating the following account in favour of

him (logged into Latin and Greek, when at nature, which, tho' seemingly perhaps

the very fame time, nature has designed exaggerated, yet I will venture to say,

this pea, sniveling boy, for some mecha- that those who are thoroughly conversant

nlcal trade, in which he would have in the affair, will acquit me of any charge

cut a considerable figure ? Hence, as Dr. of partiality.—Among the many and fur-

South truly and meniiy observes, " Ma- prising instances of the force of nature,

xty a man is made to run his head against recorded in history, especially of artists

a pulpit, who would have done his coun- Q in the liberal sciences, 1 will beg leave,

try excellent service at the plough's tail." Sir, to conclude with one of a young

So again, orators, philosophers, princes, lady (daughter to an eminent attorney of

and publick magistrates, 'are characters this place) perhaps inferior to none of

which look great and intuing, but how those we have upon record. She had dif-

few are there that are properly cut out to covered very early in life a strong natural

perform them by nature ! For it is in hu- 1 genial
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genius for painting, by frequently giving injustice to neglect transmitting to the

short sketches with a common pencil, world some account of her. I take there-

then with Indian ink, Sec. as her fancy fore, Sir, this opportunity, by favour us

suggested ;—her father being a man of your Magazine, to do it ; and congra-

taste, and very desirous to let ntturt pur- tulate my fair country-women upon so

sue the way she had pointed out, indulg- ingenious and celebrated a lister ; and

ed her what he could in it, and as (he my country in general, upon the produc-

was somewhat at a loss how to employ ^ tion of a lady, whose additional nams

her colours with propriety, (he took an ' will reflect no small lustre upon tbe Æsg-

opportunity, while she was at London tish school os painters ; and am, S I R,

about two years ago, to get information Yours, &c.

in that point, and has since arrived t« Difs, Norfolk, p „
a surprising perfection in this polite sci- July 10, 1756. AT 0 **•

ence.—She has been for some time past

eneaged in painting easel pitta, and has _
drawn not long ago two beautiful ones. Abstract es tbe Militia Bill, anttnui4

The first, Diana visiting Endymiott as he B from p. 334.

is adeep 1 The other, the marriage of /""ILAUSE 37 enacts, that all high

Saint Catharine, after the manner of Carle and petty constables, tythingmen,

Maratti ; (he is now painting another headboroughs, and other parish officers

ease/ piece, the adoration of the Eastern »n England and Wales, shall be aiding to

Magi. I do not pretend, Sir, to be a J he justices of peace, and to his ma-

judge of painting j but were some of jesty's said respective lieutenants and

tbe connoisseurs to fee it when finished, their deputies, and to all to whom any

there are reasons in the copy to think, Q power or authority is by this act given,

that, by some delicate soft turns (he has in the execution of the premises,

given it, and an artful disposition of the Clause 38 enacts, that in cafe of ac-

colours, they would not hesitate to which tual invasion or imminent danger there

to decide the palm.—But before she had of, or in case of rebellion, it shall be

received any information about colouring, lawful for the king, the occasion being

she had done several small pieces, parti- first communicated to parliament, to or-

cularly a very agreeable one of Pamela dcr his respective lieutenants, or in their

giving her commands in the nursery with r\ absence, five or more of the respective

her children about her : and another, re- deputy lieutenants, with all convenient

presenting Saint Francis in meditation. speed to draw out and embody all the

She is also very happy in hitting off per- regiments and companies of militia, or

fonal likenesses in miniature ; so that if so many of them as he shall judge ne.

you know the persons, you may tell them ceslary, beginning with the counties near-

almost at first fight. Now, Sir, as (he *st the danger, and so proceeding regu.

is such a remarkable instance of nature, larly till a sufficient number be drawn

wholly unassisted by art, having never out and embodied, and the same to direct

been under any master, what is it (hat we E t0 he led by their respective officers, into

might not have expected from her pencil, any parts of this kingdom, for the sup-

had so sine a genius been cultivated by presfion of such invasions and rebellions ;

a great hand ? England might then have all which forces from the time of their

boasted of a female artist not much in- being drawn out, until they return, (hall be

ferior perhaps to a Kneller or a Jcrvais ; under the command of such general ofti-

and I am persuaded to think, that were cers as the king (hall appoint, and shall

some of the great masters now alive, they have the same pay as his majesty's other

would be very well pleased with some of p regiments of foot, and no other; and

this young lady's productions, and be the officers (hall, during such time, rank

▼ery glad to receive her into their pupil- with the officers of his majesty's forces •

age ; or, had (he been born in the last cen- of equal degree as the youngest of their .

tury, and been conducted under the im- rank: That the militia officers and pr^-

mortal pencils of a Rubens or a Vandyck, vate men (hall, during such time, be lia-

the Italian artists would soon have claim- ble to all such regulations as shall be then

ed her for a sister, by giving her an honou- by act of parliament in force, for the

rable admission into the academy of Saint discipline and good government of any

Luke. The strength and beauty of her G of his majesty's forces in Britain 1 That

pencil. Sir, stinds in no<need of the fee- when they return they (hall be under the

ble assistance of my pen to be the herald fame directions only as before ; and that

of her fame ; her own works will suffi- if any non-commission militia officer or

ciently proclaim her merit ; hut as (he is private man be maimed or wounded in

such an instance of nature, it would be actual service, they shall be intitled to

4 the
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the benefit of Chelsea-hospital equally and for a captain, lieutenant, or ensign,

with the other forces : And that if any col. That in all the fair! counties three

militia man soordeied to be drawn out, deputy lieutenants (hall have the fame

and not labouring under any infirmity, powers as five in other counties : And

shall refuse to march, and be convicted that in all the said counties the militia

thereof on oath before two or sr.orc jus- officers shall be liable, notwithstanding

rices, he sh:ll forfeit 40I. or upon non- their being such, to serve the office of

payment be committed to the common sheriff.

goal for twelve months, or till he (hall Clause 41 enacts, that the governor

have paid the fame. of the Isle i f Wight siiall act in the exe-

Clause 39 enacts, that no militia osii- cution of this act, as the lord lieutenant

cer, when so called our, shall sit in aay is to act in his county, and shall ap-

eourt martial on the trial of any officer point five or mote deputies to act with

or soldier in the other f irees, nor shall him in the said island ; which deputies,

»ny officer in the other forces fit in any and the militia officers, are to act in the

court martial on the trial of any militia fimc manner, and under the fame diiec-

officer or private man. B tions, and shall be qualified in the sitne

Clause 40 enacts, that it shall be manner, and subject to the fame penal-

lawful for the constables and other chits tits, as the deputies and militia officers

officers, and magistrates of cities, towns, in Wales : That the militia of the said

and other places in England, Wales, and island (hall be raised in the same manner

Berwick, or in t heir default or absence, # as, and be He<mcd a part of the militia

for any one justice of peace inhabi'ing in of Hampshire: And that alter they are

or near the place, and for no others, and raised, the governor, or lieutenant go-

they are hereby required to quarter and q vernor, and deputies, ffiall direct the

billet the militia officers and private men, training and exercising them within the

at the times they are called out to their ifland, as the lord lieutenant and deputiei

annual exercise, or into actual service, in are to do in any county in England,

the houses of publicans, viz. inns, livery- Clause 43 provides a particular and

stables, alehouses, victualling-houses, and distinct regulation for what is called the

the houses of persons selling brandy, strong Isle of Purheck, in Dorsetshire,

waters, cyder, or metheglin, by retail. Clause 44 provides, that in all cities

Clause 41 provides, that the lotds and towns which are counties within

lieutenant! of the several counties of D themselves, the lord lieutenant of such

Cumberland, Huntingdon, Westmoreland, city or town, or where there is no lord

Monmouth, and Rutland, and of every lieutenant, the chief magistrate shall ap-

county and place in Wales, shall have the point five or more deputy lieutenants, if

command of the militia thereof refpec- so many persons qualified as after ex-

tively ; and that in every one there (hall pressed can be therein found, and shall

be ten or more deputy lieutenants ap- also appoint officers, whose number and

p.intcd, if so many qualified as after ex- rank ihall be proportionable to the num.

pressed can be therein found : That the ber of militia to be raised by such city or

estates requisite for a qualification shall town, as its quota of the militia of the

be of the fame sort as those in the other county to which it is united : That all

counties of England, and shall be as powers given, and provisions made with

follows i A deputy lieutenant, or field- respect to the militia of counties, shall

officer, to have an estate of 300I. per ann. be in force with respect to the militia of

or to be heir apparent to an estate of the said cities and towns, except as to

5001. per ann. A captain to have an e- p what is otherwise provided for : That

Slate o( 150I. per ann. or to be the son of after the quota of such city or town is

a person who is, or at the time of his settled, any three of the deputy lieute-

death was possesstd of an estate of 300I. nants within the fame (hall have all the

per ann. And a lieutenant or ensign lo powers conferred on any five deputiea

an estate of 50I per ann. or to be the of a county, or on any one or more of.

son cf a pci son who is, or at the time of them, and tkree commissioners of the

his death was possessed r.f an estate of land tax : That the qualifications of the

• col. per ann. Two thirds of all which deputies and officers (hall be as follows :

esta'es (hall be situated, or arising within G That a deputy lieutenant or field-officer

the sa;d counties refptctively: That in shall Itave a real estate of 300I. per ann.

all the said counties the penalties for act- or a personal estate of <cccl. or a teal

ing, not being duly qualified, or not and personal estate of 6cocl. in value t

-having delivered in such qualification, That a captain sliall have a real estate

and taken the oaths, shall be for a of J50I. per ann. or a personal estate of

deputy lieutenant, t ; ft id officer, 100I. X5C0J, or a real and peisor.al ce the value

•s
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cf 3000!. and that a lieutenant or ensign be laid where the cause of action did

frill have a real estate of 50I. per ann. arise ; the defendant may plead the r e'

er a personal estate of 750I. or a real and neral issue, and give this act, and the

personal to the value of 1000I. and that special matter, in evidence ; and if the

before their acting they mall prove their plaintiff be cast, non-suited, or discon-

qualification, by taking the oath prescribed tinue his action, the defendant shall re-

herein : That two thirds of all these cover treble costs,

real estates (hall be situated, or arising a
within the city or town, or the county R»»IT m the Intermediate State, tontir.sti

at large: That the penalties for acting, from p. 347.

riot being duly qualified, or not having A NOTHER text which this gentle-

delivered in such qualification, or not ±\ man quotes is (Phil. i. 13.) Having

having taken the oaths, shall he, for a a dr/ire to depart, er.d to be viib CLriJi ;

deputy or field-officer, jcol. and for a vhicb itfar better. To the fame purpose

captain, lieutenant, or ensign, 50I. That St. Paul fays (z Cor. v. S.) tut are cenfd.nt,

it shall be lawful for the lord lieutenant, and willing rather fj be absent from the body,

cr chief magistrate of such city or town, o and to be pnsent with the Lord. All which

to put this act in execution within the is very natural and just from one who had

fame ; but that the militia of such city such high notions of the blessedness of a

pr town shall join the militia of the future state. His recompence was to be at

county to which it is united, at the an- the resurrection of the just, which to him

nual exercise in Wl.itsun weak, and in is coincident with the dissolution of his

time of actual service. earthly tabernacle 5 and to be present with

Clause 45. That a parish lying in the Lord is to be clothed with the fpiri-

more than one county or riding, shall be Q tual bedy, the house which is eternal in

deemed in that where the church is si- the heavens ; as he fully explains it in

tuated. the beginning of the chapter, where he

Clause 46. That Threapwood shall be says, vie groan earnestly, drfnrg to be death-

deemed in Flintshire, and in the parish os ed upon with cur bouse which it from heaven ;

Worthenbury. and again (ver, 4.) not for that vie would bit

Clause 47. That nothing in this act unclothed (not that we desiie to be sepa-

sliall extend to the giving of any power rated from all body) but cktbcd upon, that

to compel any of the militia to march _ mortality might be swallowed up of life. To
out of this kingdom. ■*-' the fame purpose our blessed Redeemer

Clause 48. That this act shall not ex- tells his disciples (John xiv. 2, 3.) U my

tend to the tinners in Devon and Corn- father t house are many marsunt, £?f. and if

wall. I go and prepare a place for you, I will come

Clause 49. Nor to the city of London. again, and receive you ur.tom\sclf, that where

Clause 50 and 51 provides, that the I am, there ye may be also. Now if they

militia of the Tower Hamlets shall re- could be with Christ, if they could be

main upon much the same footing as present with the Loid before his second

formerly. E coming, how can this be reconciled ?

Clause ja provides, that the cinque The gentleman's next argument fer an

ports (hall also remain upon much the active intermediate state, is our Saviour's

tame footing as formerly. promise to the penitent thief (Luke xxiii.

Clause 53. That this act (hall not ex- 43.) To day Jbalt thou be 11 iib mi 11. paradise.

tend to pei sons musteicd, trained, and The thief, from rebuking his fellow suf-

doing duty in any os his majesty's docks ferer, and the petition he makes to our

for the defence thereof. Saviour, had probably known something

Clause 54- That the inhabitants in the „ of Chi ist before, or w as now at last con-

suburbs cf Stamford, on the south-side cf " vinced cf his divine mission, and that he

the waters there, called Wclland, shall had a kingdom which was not of this

serve in the militia of Lincolnshiie. world ; but not supposing he had any

Clause 55. Repeals all former acts re- power or authority till he came to the

lating to the raising cf the militia, from possession of that kingdom ; bejs that he

and after September 29, 1756. would then rcmembei him. But Jesus

Clause 56 provides, that on the death assures him he need not be in suspence

of any lord lieutenant, his deputies shall about it, for the thing was then done and

continue to act, until commissions of de- Q determined ; 1 promise thee to day, that

puty lieutenancy be issued by the new thou shalt be with me in paradise *.

lord lieutenant.- If the resurttction be the next peiiod

Clause 57 and last provides, that if to that of our death, as 1 apprehend the

any suit he brought for any thing done scriptures tell us it is, I do not fee what

in pursuance os this the action shall encouragement this oj.ii.ioB can give to

vice

• Fid. Dr. Law't CorJUUrat. &c. p. 393.
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vice and profanenefs ; or how it can in no great support from such a vindication,

the least discourage a course of virtue and which leaves the remarker in full and quiec

piety ; for the punishment of the one, possession of almost every thing he had

and the reward of the other, will come advanced against it.

instantly after death ; the first idea in the The author of the remarks had asked,

next world succeeding the last in this, When this alliance was made ? Who were

as quick as the idea of two can succeed the parties ? On what right it was found-

that of one. Truth can never discourage \ ed ? and how fads corresponded ?—Hat

virtue ; and if this upon examination is Mr. H. R. said one word in answer ? He

sound to be a revealed truth, we need not is pleased to say indeed, that Mr. W. hath

fear the consequences, but m.iy fay with distinguished between the church and the

the great Roman orator, Nibil est ve- clergy 5 but pray hath this writer then

ritatis luce iulciut. given us to understand what either he or

I should hope what I have said might Mr. W. means by the church, said to be

serve as an answer to a great part of Mr. one of the contracting powers in this alii-

Ties's curious and learned Dissertation 5 (vid. ance i Nothing less—Instead of answering

Gent. Mag. p. 173.) but he has either ■ any questions, or attempting to remove

very little Musing in some os his expressions, any difficulties that flow from this plan,

or I want capacity to understand them, he contents himself with saying, It wat

till he favours me with an answer to the mt Mr- ff.'s view by this scheme to enrich

following questions. the clergy at the expence of the laity : What

I. Does death mean life ? and does a Mr. W.'s view was is best known to

restoration to life imply the being alive himself.—Perhaps he had not so wholly

before ? lost fight of that point as Mr. H. R. may

II. What does St. Paul mean when he Q imagine. It seems, to me at least, very

fays (1 Cor. xv. 18.) If the dead rise • plain, that the phantom is raised to make

tut—then they also which are fallen apes in every thing right that now is.—And surely

Christ are perished f then it will not be found, that the inte-

III. is not the resurrection from the rests of the clergy could be overlooked

dead ("07i W hh'{»1«i 01 mpoi) the proposi- or forgotten.—Well, but how does Mr.

tion which our Saviour undertakes to H. R. prove his point ? Why thus—The

prove to the Sadducees ? (Luke xx. 37, aeh'antagn to the church, faith he, in virtue

38.) and if the patriarchs were then in of this alliance, are only three, that of puh-

an intermediate active state, does not the*' lick endowment, bishops seati in parliament

demonstration fail ? For then the conclu- as representatives of the clergy, ar.i spiritual

lion differs from the proposition. Would courts for the reformation of manners. Un-

tiot Mr. Ties make our Saviour a false happy still, for the clergy are so far from

reasoner ? considering this endowment as flowing

IV. Mr. Ties fays (Gent. Mag. p. from, or in virtue of any alliance, that

176. E.) that "the things related in pa- theyderive and claim as of divine right

tables must all be possible, ar.d in some degree The second advantage is not allowed as

probable ; otherwise the parable is absurd." £ true in fact, the law not considering the

But it is neither possible, nor in any de- bishops as fitting in the house of lords

gree probable, that Dives could suffer to represent the clergy, but as called up

bodily punishment in the intermediate there in respect of the baronies annexed

state. Will not Mr. Ties then fay, that to their fees.— And as to the third, that

our Saviour made an absurd parable ? will hold in no sort : The snuffers being

V. Does this imputation of false rea- so far from being made of pure gold,

soning and absurdity to the divine Author that there is scarce any thing more full of

of our religion proceed from Mr. Ties'i _ dross, scarce any thing that stands in

neglecling the meaning of his own expressions, " greater need of amendment, than what

or from a design to weaken the evidence is supposed here as an advantage arising

of revelation? from this alliance, and instituted for the

reformation of manners, which instead
TV the A UTH O R of the LONDON thereof is in truth the dregs of the canon

MAGAZINE. jaWj an(j a shame and disgrace to religion

SIR, and religious society. Mr. H. R. having

THE writer os the letter in the Lond. thus (lightly and unhappily skimmed over

Mag. for June, p. 261, hath taken Q the subject, he concludes his letter with

so slight, and superficial notice «f the re- this remarkable paragraph, Whatever I

marks on Mr. Warburton's alliance, pub- think of the author and his other works, an

lilhed in that Mag. for April, that I think, expression that does not savour of a corn-

how much soever Mr. W. may be obliged pliment, / have some regard for the alliance,

for bil intention, the alliance can receive as it semi :# be 'l/e only book which canfurnish

til
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us ivitb a rational defence of an establishment

and a test law,—Must not then an esta

blishment and a test law be brought to a

fad pass to have no solid support but a

bubble (blown up indeed with great learn

ing, and the most luxuriant imagination)

that must consequently break with the

Paddington, across the several northern

roads, thro' Bell-lane to the north end of

Marybone ; thence to Tottenham-court

and Battle-bridge, and so to Islington,

there to communicate with the road to

Gofwell-street ; likewise from the north,

end of Cavendilh- square, and Portland-

least touch ? That it U no other than a £ street, cross the Farthing Pye- house

bubble, the letter containing the remarks Field ; by which a ready communication

in the April Mag. will justify me in fay

ing, at least whilst that letter remains

unanswered ; for, as I imagine, it will be

found on examination, that the learned

schemer's alliance is therein fairly, tho'

briefly represented : So the queries therein

proposed will, and do lead to such diffi

culty, as I humbly conceive cannot be

removed even with the assistance of Mr.

W. himself, whose abilities, had he truth

in one hand, and would he hold in the

reins of his imaginations with the other,

would render him equal to any thing :

tiut whilst he hath no such rest for the

sole of his foot, gives such a loose to his

fancy, and builds castles in the air (with C j, * Meeting cf lie$]x Nations, Feb. „

what view 1 must leave to himself) his ' **

Will be bad between the great eastern,

western, and northern roods, and the

several parts of the cities of London and

Westminster.

Al several Conferences have been lately pub*

ltjkcd benueen Hir William Johnson,

Bart. Major General of kit Majesty**

Forces in America *, and tie dies Sa

chems and Warriors ofsome of the Indian

Nations there, in order to shew our Reader*

the Planner cf treating with these People,

we shall give them the following Copy of

one of the most remarkable of these Confe

rences,

limself)

abilities will be of little avail, even against

persons inferior to him in the common

wealth of learning. Liberty and tiuth will

triumph, both which, I think, are struck

at by the alliance, tho' by the recoil it

will wound itself.

Let the publick examine, compare, and

then judge ; and that liberty and truth

may prevail and spread, is the sincere

wim of, SIR,

Your humble servant.

August t, 1756.

T)f the Niw Wo At> makingfrom Paddington

to Islington, ivitb a neat Plan thereof,

riEVERAL of our correspondents,

D

1756.

PRESENT,

The Hon. William Johnson,

The Rev. Dr. Ogilvie,

The Rev. Mr. Hawley,

Capt. Butler, and other Indian officers,

Three interpreters.

Brethren,

AS it was very cold and late when I

delivered you my speech on Friday

night, I told you, I would then postpone

some things I had further to fay ; 1 now

take this opportunity of communicating

them to you.

In the first place, I must recommend

to you, in the strongest manner, as his

particularly in the country, having g majesty's troops will be passing and re

hinted their dertre to have a plan of the

new road inserted in our Magazine, and

as we are ever disposed most gratefully to

oblige them, we present them with the

foregoing neat engraving thereof, which

is too clearly expressive to need any ex

planation. This road is designed to be

carried from the. great Edgware road at

August, 1756.

• See Lond. Mag. fir last month, p. 340

passing to Oswego next spring, that you

endeavour all in your power, to keep

open the road thither, and not suffer any

obstructions or stoppages to be thrown

in the way by the enemy, ar. there is thz

greatest necessity for our keeping that

road clear and open, it being for our

mutual interest and safety.—A belt f.

C c c Brethren,

■J- The current money among the natives in

America is what they call wampum, tvhicb is cf tivo forts, white and purple. The white it

•worked out of the it'stde of the great conjues ; and the purple is worked out of the irjidc of the

mufcle-fhcll. Beth are perforated to string on leather, and 'hen wove together in a pitce gene

rally as broad as one's hand, and about two feet long, which they call belts j hut fov:e are much

larger, or more curiousty wrought , and accordingly are of a greater or le£'er value, With these

the Indians carry on their traffck. as the rest of the world do with pieces of geld orstiver 5 anet

as treaties are carried on, and agreements concluded in Europe ivitb feasting and drinking, these

wild Indians, as we call them, more sensibly carry on their treaties, and conclude their agree

ments with mutual presents of belts, one of which is presented by the speaker at the end of almost

every paragraph of his speech. And when any proposal or speech is made by, or in the name of

one party, they have am-.ng them a rule, generally observed, tibicb is, never to rive an answer

the same day , and which must be allov-'cd to he a very prud.nt rule, as it prevents all manner of

•ntrangUng, or any raja anstvtr't being ever made.
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Brttbrtn, Thirdly, Be not any longer wheedled,

Now is your time to have forts or tr»d- blind-folded, and imposed on, by the art-

ing-houses built in your countries, while ful speeches of the French ; for their

your father, the great king of England, hat tongues are full of deceit : Do not ima-

your interest so much at heart: If at any gine the sine cl oaths, Sec. they give you,

time you incline to have such built in any are given out of love or regard to you ;

of your castles, only let me know it, and no ! they are only as baits to catch sisti j

it (hall be clone,—A belt. £ they mean to enslave you thereby, and

Brethren, entail that curse upon your children, af-

Governor Hardy * desired me to ac- ter you, who will have reason to repent

quaint you, that he had a present from the day you begot them ; be assured, they

your father the king for you, which he are your inveterate, implacable enemies,

intends to deliver to you here, as soon as and only wish for a difference to arise

possible he can, and expects your attend- between you and us, that then they may

ance.—Three strings f. put you out cf their way, by cutting you

Brethren, off the face of the earth.

The one great end proposed in calling B Fourthly, Fall upon a method of col-

you here, at this season ot the year, was, lecting each nation into a compact body :

to have that affair of the Delawares and Where you have good land, and a good

Shawanese settled ; but I am sorry to find situation, there fortify your castle in such

you are not so hearty in the affair, as I a manner, as you may be afele to defend

expected you would, or as, at this im- yourselves against any number with small

poi tant time, you ought to he ; I must arms : Above all things, be unanimous

therefore urge you, most strenuously, to in your councils, and also in the field,

fall upon and settle this affair, before Q Fifthly, If at any time your brethren

you leave this place, as there is no time the English, or any of your Indian allies,

to be lost ; besides, your brethren of the are injured or threatened from any quar-

several governments, with impatience, ter, the whole body of the confederacy

wait the result of this meeting, on which, should rise, and endeavour to bring about

let me tell you, much depends.—A Urge an honourable accommodation ; but if

belt. your enemy should not hearken to rea-

Brtthren, son, but still persist in acting unjustly.

It is my kind concern for your welfare, then the whole body should, as one man,

that leads me to propose the following join their arms against the enemy i by

advice to you. I have your happiness which means, you will always be able to

very much at heart, and most zealously brine; them to what terms may be thought

wish your prosperity ; therefore I con- proper : You will, in that state, be a

jure you, to observe and follow the friend- terror to the French, who now, well

ly hints, I am now going to give you. knowing your unsettled, divided dispofi-

First, Endeavour to bring as many na- tion, at every turn of the wind, use

tions of Indians into your alliance as pos- threats and menaces against you. Be not

Cbly you can ; and try ail means, with- g afraid of them j cleave to your brethren

out loss of time, to settle the minds of the English, and they cannot hurt you,

all such as are wavering, and those who Sixthly, If you dul/ observe these

arc now ready to rebel against you. If wholesome admonitions, you will again

you can accomplish this, let your study become numerous, and retrieve your pres-

be, ever after, to keep up that corre- tine fame. Then, the very name of the

spondence, faith, and friendship with Six Nations, and their allies, will be a ter-

them, which is absolutely necessary be- ror to their enemies, and their arms will

tween friends and allies, and without „ carry conquest with them, as heretofore,

which, neither friendship or alliance can Seventhly, But, brethren and friends,

long subsist. if you continue any longer in your past,

Secondly, 1 would have you adhere, lethargick, and supine state, and neglect

inviolably, to all the engagements you this my friendly advice, and eaim.it de-

liave, or (hall enter into, with your bre- fire, I greatly fear you will, sooner or la-

thren the English ; who have always ter, have cause to repent it, and wish toe

been your steady friends, and are deter- late you had followed it. Let all your

mined ever to continue such : Besides, youngest people hear what I fay, and

they are the ablest, and will be the tea- G your men and women seriously consider

diest to protect and defend you against it ; and let your and their memory wit-

any attempts of an enemy ; and more- ness for me, that 1 have given you all this

over, can, and will supply you, and all timely and wholesome advice,

your allies, with the necessaries of life at Take this pipe to your great council-

a cheaper rate, than the French can. chamber at Onondago, let it hang there

in

« Of Nfrv-Ttrk. + BefJei belt', the Indian have also /nip cf wampum ; saw at

--re cf tvhieb art adiei f a tilt, n<hen it is, tf itjilf, tttsgbi tj In ii.tle vilau
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in view ; and should you be wavering in Brotbtr Warragbiyagey,

your minds at any time, take and smoke We look upon you as one of our own

out of it, and think of my advice given body, and, therefore, as you have out of

with it, and you will recover, and think sincere regard to our common welfare,

properly. pressed upon u> to put an effectual stop

Gave the largest pipe in America, made en to the ravages and devastations made by

purpose. our nephews the Delawares and Shawa-

As it is now late, I shall deliver you nefe j we solemnly promise in the name

the present I have got, made on purpose of the Sachems, and warriors of the Five

for you, to-morrow morning ; by which Nations, that we will use our utmust en-

time,* I hope to have your definitive an- deavour, to put a speedy and effectual

swer, to the points I now spoke to you slop to those unhappy proceedings ; and

upon.—Ended here. it is the firm resolution of the whole con

federacy, to confirm themselves entirely

Sit Answer os the Six Nations, Feb. 24, to your reasonable request in this impor-

• 75^- tant point ; but, as the Mohawks are the

Red Head, speaker. B head of our confederacy, we leave the

PRESENT, management of that affair entirely to

The Hon. William Johnson, them. We sincerely wish, that the great

The Rev. Dr. Ogilvie, Spirit, who governs all things, may sue-

The Rev. Mr. Hawley, ceed them in this important undertaking,

Capt. Butler, and other Indian officers, as it will greatly contribute to our mu-

Three interpreters. tual happiness and strength.—This con

firmed with a large belt.

Brother Warragbiyagey *, q Brother Warragbiyagey,

YO U have very seasonably put us in The Missisagas acknowledge a message

mind of that superiority which we, sent them by general Shirley last year,

by a series of conquests, have obtained giving them an invitation to meet him at

over the Delawares, Shawancfe, and o- Uswego ! They answer, that the season

thers ; we are sensible of it, and, there- os the year was too far advanced to ad-

tore, no sooner did you send us the (hock- mit of a meeting then ; but that, they

ing tidings of their treacherous and bar- promise to come early in the spring, and

barous behaviour, but we looked upon be a-tentive to what their brethren the

ourselves nearly concerned to interpose ; D English have to say.

we immediately dispatched a message to They desired that this string might be

them, to enquire into the cause of this kept at Onondago, lest it might be in-

their unparalelled conduct j we backed teicepted by the French j for, should

this with a second message, with equal they be acquainted with their design of

warmth 5 both proving abortive, we ob- meeting the Engliih, they feared they

tained an interview by the means of our would fall upon and destroy them.—A

brethren of Oneida. At this meeting, string es wampum.

we reminded them of their fubordina- £ Brother Warragbiyagey,

tion ; we shook them by the head, and Be attentive to what I now propose,

demanded the reasons of their conduct ; they are the real sentiments of the Five

we put them in mind how contrary this Nations, not merely the sounds of their

behaviour was to the covenant subsisting breath, but the genuine resolutions of

between the confederacy and the English j their hearts. Look upon this belt f as a

we told them, that our latest posterity pledge of our inviolable attachment to

would have reason to curse their action, you, and of cur unshaken resolution of

and that it would give our brethren rca- joining you in all your measures; Our

son to suspect us of all treachery, while F determinations are founded upon clear

we so basely abuse the confidence they re- conviction, as clear as that fun that now

pose in us ; we agais and again defi ed soines in the firmament. We shall send

they would immediately change their be- this belt to the Senecas, that fiom thence

haviour, at least, that they would suf- it may be conveyed to the remotest na-

pend hostilities, till they heard from us tions, as an emblem of the happiness we

at our return from this meeting : They enjoy by our union ; at the (ame time

seemed sensible of their fault, and pio- kindly inviting them to come in and join

mised they would cease committing any our covenant chain.

further hostilities.—Astring os wampum. Cct i Br.ther,

* This it the name given by the Mcb.twk Indians to general Johnson, on his being many years

ago adopted into their nation. *f This belt wat the largest ever givin uj-on it was

wrought the fun, by way of the emblem of light, and some sigurei representing the iitx hurions ;

it was intended tosignify, that they n'jto saw ohjetls ir. :h::r {roper light, tad that th.y wtrM

fully tominttd of ibt truth of tvvy fling proposed.
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Brother, You may depend upon this as in a moderate state until most of the filth

our resolutions, which we will put into and pastiness with which the juices have

immediate execution. been charged rises to the top, and is scum -

What you have said, in regard to the med off by (hallow perforated copper

trade, we look upon as a convincing skimmers : Then it is again strained, by

proof of your love and affection to us, some, thro' a thick coarse blanket, and

and h gi\' s us pleasure that it now be- boiled to a proper consistence in the ad-

comes a matter of serious consideration joining coppers : But during this opera-

with you ; we are sensible of your abi- tion the fire • must be constantly kept

lity to supply us with all the necessaries very quick, and the liquor shifted gra-

of life cheaper and better than the French dually, as it thickens, from one copper

can poflfibly do : Indeed, brother, there to another, until it arrives at the smallest,

is nothing you should more seriously at- where it is perfected, while the others are

tend to, as it would greatly tend lo ce- constantly supplied from behind : And as

mer.t that friendship that subsists between it is apt to swell and boil over the rim of

us, and would be the most likely means the copper while in a viscid state, it must

of bringing in the most remote nations B be kept in constant, and sometimes vio-

to an acquaintance and union with us.— lent agitation with the skummingor larger

jl prodigious large belt I ladles, until it begins to granulate.

[To be concluded in our next, in v>bicb mt When the liquor has acquired a due

shall insert an account of Sir William Johnson.] consistence, it is put into broad shallow

„ , „ . wooden coolers : after it has obtained a
Jtcount of Ib, Sugar Ca hi, conttnutd preper and stronger consistence there, it

from p. 312. U carried in tubs or other vessels and emp-

" r-spHE season being now come, and _ tied into pots, barrels, or hojlheads, ac-

1 every thing in order about the «- cording to the conveniency "or fancy of

works, the negroes are provided with the planter ; these are placed on stanchi-

bills, and ordered into the most forward ons, underlaid with convmient slanting

field lo cut canes j this they perform very platforms, and cisterns to receive the mo-

dextrousty ; they part the plants pretty lasses, which continues to dribble tlir,-.'

near the root, chop off the tops, and every hole and crevice for some days, but

leave the stalks in irregular parcels to be care is always taker to leave proper vents,

collected and tied together by the binders; for the discharge of this glutinous juice,

these are again taken up by others and put f) which otherwise would spoil the grain,

into carts, cradles, or other vehicles to colour and consistence of the sugar,

be carried to the mill, where the juice is When they have cut as many acres,

expressed by passing them to and fro be- and manufactured as much of this com-

tween three perpendicular rollers cased modity as their strength and seasons will

with steel ; this, by a declivity formed in permit, they begin to hole, plant, and

the bridge-tree, is conveyed to the first WCrd again ; but where the foil is rich

cistern, and strained in its passage thro' a and kind, this labour is much less, for

basket lined with hair-cleth, but this is p the suckers that shoot from the roots left

. seldom regarded in Jamaica : When this 11 in the ground the foregoing season, which

is fuli, the liquor is discharged by a tap- are generally called rattoens, grow often

placed in the bottom of the cistern, and so luxuriant and rich, as to contribute

conveyed by proper spouts or gutters to a much towards the crop of the ensuing

large cistern, or immediately to the first year, nay, are sometimes found almost

clarifier in the boiling-house, where it equal to the first plants, and in a very

should be also strained and tempered ; the rich soil frequently continue to answer

former, howeve-, is seldom regarded in for many years : But in poorer grounds

Jamaica, but the latter is always requi- F those of the first year only are made into

lite, in the manufacture of sugar, and ge- sugar, and the growth of the second

nerally done there by mixing a small quan- serves for plants, or is thrown up.

tity of good quick-lime in powder, ofr We shall now give some account of

some strong lime-water with the juice the manufacture of rum, another princi-

after it is put into the clarifier ; the fire pal commodity obtained from this va

il then raised gradually, ^nd continued luablc plant.

In

* The juices of the cane differ -very much accordirg to the foil and the seasons ; for when theft

have been tvet, or that moifi and chilly, tbt juice is ivafcrijh and poor, and requires a great deal

cf botlirg, and asmsrt .iclfjc f.rc, ivhick obliges the planters of Jamaica (where the juice is

frctpur.t'.j pKr) to supply themselves with large Quantities of accrjp.ry fuel from the -woods ; but

•where the juice is rich and kind, es it is ger.erallt in St. Chrijhpher' s, 6?c. the litter or trajb

that ctvres from the mill is frequently more than sufficientfir both ctppcrs ar.i fills, a*d tie jtiict

will often begin tc granulate in the second tcurb.
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In the manufacture of the former com- care should be taken to keep the water

rnodity, the course and order of the ope- cool about the worm, for the more it is

ration prevented my having mentioned so, the stronger the spirit will be f, the

the gradual addition of juice, that ii con- more in quantity, and the mellower,

stantly supplied in a regular, succession But tho' this be the common proportion

from the first clarifiers to the last copper, and method of managing rhe ingredients

which is hung immediately over the sire- of which rum is made, a great many

hole, that it may be the more readily nu-^ planters, who distil considerable quanti-

naged, as occasion requires, without re- tics of that spirit yearly, mix up (heir li-

tarding the process in the other coppeis, quota in the following manner, and take

or railing the rarefaction to too great a three parts of water, one and an half

height ; this succession continues until all molasses, and as much lees : But this re-

the liquor of the day is boiled off, which quires a long fermentation, which gene-

holds ofcen until late at night ; and then rally continues from ten to twenty days,

the coppers are charged with water gra- and yields a great quantity of good spirit s

dually, and the fires extinguished as the And others, who by being weak handed,

liquor is shifted forwards : The coppers B neglect, or accident, happen to have large;

are well washed with water the eniuing quantise-, of bad cane-, scald the juice,

morning * to make them s?l for the la- and put it to the same use j but this ser-

bours of the day ; and the washings dis- menu sufficiently in about three days,

chaigcd into the common spouts or gut- and never affords either a good spirit, or

ters that convey the skimmings of the a considerable quantity,

juice, by which they are carried to a pro- The best managers of plantations ge-

per receiver in the still-house. nerally get about two hundred gallons of

The general method and portion in q good common proof rum J, for every three

which the ingiedients that yield this fpi- hogsheads of sugar; this proportion must

rit are mixed and compounded, is as however vary with the cane ; for in some

follows, viz. plants the juice is more clammy and

Take one third skimmings, one third throws off more skimmings and molasses,

water from the washings, and one third than that of others."

cool and clear lees to warm and ferment
the whole, but. tho' this, with an after Te the mojl Noble, the Right Honimralk, tit

addition of a few gallons of molasses, he Honourable, Nobility and Gentry, officiated

the general proportion now in uJe, it may D f"r preservation of the Came.

be varied with good effect by a judicious y~vBS E R. V I NG by the advertisements

distiller : When these ingredients are put in the news-papers, that in these

together pietty cool, and well mixed, p=i ilous times, the most perilous in some

the fermentation begins soon, and will . respects that England has seen since queen

rise in twenty-four hours to a proper Elizabeth's reign, you continue yourmeet-

height for admitting the first change of ings for that most useful, most excellent,

molasses, which is about three gallons for and most laudabie purpose, for which you

every hundred gallons of the warn or li- E first formed yourselves into a society, I

quor; this enriches the mixture, thickens take the liberty te put you in mind of a

the fermentation, and about four and circumstance, which however trifling it

twenty hours afterwards it is fit for the may appear to you, ar.d ho v much soever

second and last charge, which is nearly the hiiherto neglected, seems nevertheless to

fame quantity with the first ; but care be of some consequence in itself, and ab-

must be taken to give it this supply be- solutely necessary for preserving the game

sore the fermentation abates, for other- to you and your posterity : What I mean,

wife the liquor will grow sluggish, and p U the preservation of our country. For,

never yield a due proportion os spirit. as I take it, the property of the lands and

The fermentation falls gradually after the the game will go together. Now if our

fourth or fifth day, and when the liquor enemies the French shout 1 get our coun-

grows fine, and comes to throw up its air try from us, which is ceitainly worth lc-

bubbles dear and slowly, it is sit for the curing were it only for the fake of prefer-

still, where the spirit is drawn off by a ving the partridges,- the pheasants,' the

constant equal fire, during which great hares, tec, whose would all these things

be i That

• This it the general method in the windward islands, but in Jamaica they rarely ccol the

eopptrs above once a turrit. "f In the ivimhvard islands they lay by as much of this spirit

as will carry a fullbead, the remainder, while capable of taking fire, being put up as Iwver

wines, for a second di/lillacion ; but in Jamaica, where they make all the ff>irits1 high pms.

they generally mix the whole of thefirjl distillations together, andpass them over afain, reserving

she Ivwer nines of this second fracist for the same purpose, J Set au ej/ay upon I'lan-

Ursbip, printed at Auligua, in 1750.
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That we are in the utmost danger of But Minorca is lost ! most ignomini-

lofing our country is apparent to all men oufly lost ! Must not all Europe despise uj

who are not bereaved of eveiy grain of for our conduct ? And let me tell you,

understanding. For such formidable pre- gentlemen, when a nation is once defpi-

parations to invade this island were never fed, it is soon trampled upon. Will not

made btfore by so near and so potent an France be greatly elated by this success of

enemy ; Neither did so many unhappy their first attempt in these parts of the

circumstances ever before concur to our ^ world, since the present quarrel, and think

destruction : The French have no other it an earnest of succeeding in a much

enemy than us to deal with, or to em- more important conquest ? This conquest

ploy their numerous forces against : We which they meditate, in no less than that

nave no friend or ally in she world to as- of these kingdoms : And what should

fist or succour us. On the contrary seve- hinder them from carrying their point f

ral powers of Europe, particularly the Our only hopes are in the squadron before

Danes and Swedes, under the specious Brest, and in our army. This squadron

pretence of protecting their trade, have is continually growing weaker and weaker

eombined to artist our enemies, and distress ■ by the foulness of the fliips, and their

us. It is likewise said, that our most cor- want of repair; and much more still by

dial and faithful friends the Dutch are a- the sickness among the seamen, which

bout to do the like. Add to this, that greatly prevails at this time ; whilst that

the Spaniards have equipped a strong of the French is increasing in strength, by

squadron of ships, and for what purpose an addition to the number both of shipi

it too apparent to admit of the least and seamen. May we not every day ex-

doubt. In this most dangerous condition, pect to hear that the enemy's fleet of

who but would suppose, if they did not Q clean well fitted ships, in excellent order,

know the contrary, that the w hole nati- and fully manned with healthy seamen,

on was armed ? So far from it, that you is come out to sight one already half dis—

gentlemen gamekeepers have, in your abled ? And what will be the consequence

great wisdom, been the means that those of a defeat, if that should happen to us,

who might be rendered the most useful is easy to foresee. We shall tiien lie open

to defend iheir country, are, for the sake to an invasion, for which purpose the

of preserving the game, entirely disarmed. French will undoubtedly collect all the

But this is not the only instance you ~ ships and vessels in their ports of the

have given of your consummate wisdom j ocean and the channel, and very preba-

sor undoubtedly you, or some of your bly hire of the Dutch, or oblige them to

wise society, have had the management furnish what more they have occasion for.

of P A I. By this means they may pour in upon

When it was determined to break with us at many and distant places, such num-

France, by making prize of their ships, bers of troops as it will be impossible for

why did we only provoke, and not dis- our army, divided as it must then be into

able our enemies ? This latter might have many small corps, to make head against,

been done, in a good degree at least, by E Thus this nation, which has so long en-

beginning with them two months sooner, joyed peace and plenty, and rioted in

and consequently intercepting several hun- luxury and wantonness, will become a

dred of their homeward bound (hips, scene, a dreadful scene of war, of blood,

which by our losing so much time, escaped and of slaughter, and very probably be

ds. And why, as soon as ever a rupture destroyed, or enslaved !

became inevitable, was not a squadron The French king has promised his sub-

sent to the Mediterranean, strong enough jects ample revenge for the losses they

effectually to prevent any attempt against p have sustained by what they call the pi-

Minorca ? And when a few (nips, too ratical depredations we have committed

few by half, were sent to relieve that im- upon them ; and his declarations breath

portant place, why were they put under a spirit of revenge. The people of France,

the command of one who had never been by what they have suffered in their trade,

in any action, nor given a single proof of and by the artful management of their

his capacity for such a service, or indeed superiors, are taught to look upon us as

for any service ? Certainly no reason can a nation of pirates, as enemies to man-

be given, unless he was one of your foe ie- kind, who ought to be extirpated from

ty. If you lv.d wanted some partridges G the face of the earth,

or pheasants to treat your friends with, Big with the most implacable refent-

woeld you have sent a fellow to kill them ments, and animated by the hopes of be-

who had never fired a gun in his life? ing recompensed and rewarded with the

No, no, you would certainly have em- pillage of this wealthy country, these

ployed one of your best shot in so ardu- font of violence are now waiting an op-

•us an affair. j portunity
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portunity at once to gratify their avarice, The invaders will either keep them for

their ambition, and their revenge. their own use if they find that practicable.

One method, and only one, would or otherwise do all the mischief they can

certainly and effectually have enabled us to the former, and lay the latter level

to baffle these attempts, and disappoint with the ground.

the sanguine hopes of the devourer. That We may expect to fee all the great and

method you, or some of you, for reasons wealthy towns and cities in this kingdom,

known only to yourselves, have rendered ^ and particularly this capital, first pillaged,

abortive. and then laid in ashes. We may expect

What think you, gentlemen, not only to fee our wives and daughters dishonour-

of the loss of the game, but to be seri- ed before our eyes, and multitudes of

ous, as the subject most certainly requires both sexes given up to the devouring;

we should be, os losing, not only your sword. And at for those who escape the

places, your pensions, your honours, and dreadful carnage, they must become slaves

dignities, but your estates, and ajl that is to the imperious conqueror, who will sub-

valuable in the world ? Assure yourselves, jugate this nation to his tyrannical domi-

that those who have most to lose will be B nion. And be it remembered, that if thia

the most certain, as well as the greatest nation should be thus conquered and

sufferers. A tempest may spare the low ruined, it will be for want of arming the

and humble shrubs, altho' the tall and people in time, and raising such a nume-

proud cedars are torn up by the roots. rous, well disciplined militia, as this

Indeed, if those who eave exposed the country is able, ready, and willing to

unarmed nation to become, perhaps, an furnish. (See p. 219, 273.)

easy prey to its greedy and inveterate
enemy, were to be the only sufferers, n Account 0/ ibi British Plantation*

they would receive no more than the " AMERICA, catimudsrm f. 3.31.

jult reward of their doings, and hardly rrlHE coasts of Nova-Scotia, as well

deserve to be pitied : But when a whole J. as the reft of the continent of Ame-

nation, the most remarkable in Europe rica, were first discovered by the Cabott

for wealth, trade, manufactures, arts, in the reign of Henry VII. • from whence

sciences, and liberty (how pleased should we have always insisted upon having the

1 be to add, for wisdom and virtue!) only right to that country ; but no settle-

When such a nation is in the utmost dan- ment was attempted to be made in any

gar of total destruction, is it possible Dpart of it until the year 1621, when

that the great can be so involved in party king James I. made a grant of it to Sir

- disputes, so stupined by luxury and in- William Alexander, afterwards earl of

dolence, or so captivated by mean and Stirling, then secretary of state for the

sordid views, as not to exert them- affairs of Scotland, by whom it was call-

selves to the utmost, and use all practica- ed Nova-Scotia. However, we had be-

ble and probable methods for its prefer- fore vindicated our right to the country

vation. in 16141 by driving the French out of it

Is this a time for some of you to think JT in the time of full peace between the twa

•f little else than scraping up wealth for nations f ; and in the year 1622, a ship

yourselves, and procuring places, pensions, was sent out by Sir William, and those

and preferments for your relations and concerned with him, with some people,

dependants ? And for others to pass the and all necessaries for making a fettle-

nights in gaming, and the days in feast- ment. These people actually landed near

ing and rioting, and the mast supine in- Cap: Sable, but whether they made any

dolence. settlement, or how long they continued

Rouze then in time from your sleep, there, is not mentioned in history : Only

lest it prove a sleep of death j trust not " it is certain, that some of our people

to the precarious defence of your ships, were settled in that country in the year

nor to the too weak protection of your 1631, as well as at Quebec and Cape-Bre-

army, but arm the nation for the na- ton, which in the preceding war had been

lion's safety. taken fom France \ far in the treaty be-

lf this be not immediately done, what tween king Charles I. and Lewis XIII.

can you expect but to fee an incensed and concluded March 29, 1632, by which

enraged enemy landed on your coasts, Nova- Scotia, called by the French Aca-

and driving the poor unarmed, naked, Q dia, was given up, and Canada restored

and defenceless inhabitants before them ; to France, it is stipulated, that our am.

setting fire to the town* and villages, and bassador mould deliver to the commis-

carrying terror and destruction wherever sioners of the most christian king, the

they go ? What then will become of your power which he had received from his

fio< estates, and magnificent houses ? majesty of Great-Britain, for the restitu

tion

• Set txr Loud. Mag. fir lujtjeer, f. 307. •[ S* *'/(«, f. 435.
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tion of the said places, together with the treaty of Utrecht, when it was expressly

orders of his fe id majesty to such as com- yielded up to Great- Britain by an article

manded in Port royal (now Annapolis) in that treaty ; and by another article in

Port Quebec, and Cape-Breton, to give up the fame treaty it was agreed, that such

the said places and forts, and deliver them of the French as were willing to remain

into the hands of those whom it should there, and be subject to the kingdom of

please his most christian majesty to ap. Great-Britain, should enjoy the free exer-

point, in eight days after the notification . cise of their religion, according to the

of the said orders ; and that to them, usage of the church of Kome, as far a*

and to all who lived in the said places, the laws of Great-Britain did allow the

there should be granted the space of three same.

weeks after the expiration of the laid eight This last article our ministers probably

days, for entering into their (hips, with agreed to, because they knew, that the

every thing belonging to them, in order laws of Great-Btitain did not allow the

to depart thence into Kngland. fame, and consequently that the laws a-

From this time the French continued gainst popish recusants might be put in

In possession of all that country we had execution in that country whenever they

called Nova- Scotia, and they Acadia, un- p, thought fit, and the French inhabitants

til the year 1654, when niajot Sedgwick thereby obliged to leave the country, or

was sent with a proper force by Crom- to declare themselves protestants; or at

well, who retook Port- Royal; and drove least that their children might be taken

the French quite out of Nova-Scotia ; and educated in the protestant religion,

and as the French court were then court- which was the only method by which

ing an alliance with Cromwell against their allegiance to the British crown could

Spain, and ten ibly afraid of his joining be secured ; but no such method was ever

with Spain against them, they did not taken, nor any means used for converting

much infill upon the restitution of this them, so that they not only continued to

country in the treaty of peace and alii- multiply and increase, but remained bi-

ance which was next year concluded be- potted papists, and consequently firmly

tween them, and to which France owes attached to the interest of France,
the foundation of its present grandeur and • However, to secure their obedience, at

formidable power. Thus the country well as the possession we had got by con-

was restored to our possession, and coriti- quest, and the absolute right we had now

nued so till the year 1667, when king got by treaty, it was resolved to be at the

Charles II. being engaged in a war a- D expence of keeping always a regiment in

frainfl Holland and France, and not suffi- this country, the greatest pan of which

eiently supported by his parliament for wis always posted in garrison at Anna-

carrying on a war against two such formi- polts, and the rest ata little fort at Canso,

dable naval powers, was glad to agree to which Jies most convenient for the fishing,

the treaty of peace at Breda, by which and is on that account of great impor-

Pert Royal and Nova-Scotia was a .iin tance. But no civil government was e-

given up to France, in whose possession it ver established, nor any method taken for

remained till the year 1690, when it was inducing any of our own people to go and
retaken by Sir William Phips and our e' fettle in that country, until alter the end

brave countrymen of New England, as of the last war j so thai tho' the country

before mentioned •, who kept possession belonged to Britain, the inhabitants still

of it till 1696, when it was a third time continued to belong to France, for oaths

given up to France by the treaty of Rys of allegiance signify nothing when not

wick ; and tho' the war with France was accompanied with the affection of those

renewed in 1702, yet we were so busily that swear them. Of this we had un

employed in making conquests for our al- r doubted experience soon after the war

lies, that no attempt was made to recon- broke out between France and us in the

quer Nova-Scotia till 1710, when at the year 1744. for many of these French in-

often repeated sollicitation of the people habitants joined openly with our enemies,

of New England, who had greatly suffer- and all of them gave them as much un-

ed by the near neighbourhood of the der hand assistance as they could. By this

French in Nov.vScotia, a small squadron a small detachment of French troops from

with some land forces on board was sent Cape-Preron were enabled to reduce our

the command of col. Nicholson, Q little fort at Canso f, and the Indiana

by whom Port-Royal fort was easily were encouraged and enabled to attack

taken, and the name of Annapolis given the eastern frontier of New- England, be

te it, and the whole country was again fore any war was declared in that part

reduced under subjection to the British of the world. And in June an attempt

crown, in which it continued until the was made upon Annapolis itself, which

would

• Su Lend. Mag./nr March laji^ ,f, 13S, -f See dintfur 1744, f, 410.
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Would have been in great danger, if a re

inforcement of troops had not seasonably

arrived from New-England.

As the French garrison at Louisbourg

in Cape-Breton, and their countrymen in

Kova-Scotia, were thus a continual plague

to New England, a scheme was there

formed for the conquest of Cape- Breton, ^

but kepr private until after the beginning

of the following year, when the governor

ef MafTachuset's colony issued a proclama

tion for railing troops, and such expediti

on was used, that on the twenty-fourth of

March 3250 men from this colony alone

embarked, and arrived the fourth of A-

pril at Can so, the place of rendezvous,

where they were joined by 304 men from

New-'Hampshire, and on the twenty-fifth B

by 516 men from Connecticut ; but at

the bays and creeks of Cape- Breton were

still full of ice, they did not set fail lot

the island of Cape- Breton till the twenty-

ninth 1 Next day they landed with little

opposition, and May the third they began

the siege of the strong fortress of Louis-

bcurg, the harbour of which was in the q

mean time blocked up by some of his

majesty's ships of war under the command

of commodore, afterwards admiral War-

fen. This siege was puihed on with such

vigour, notwithstanding the many diffi

culties they had to struggle with, that,

June 15, the governor desired to capi

tulate, and terms being agteed on the

393

after them, had they met with a safe anal

quick passage f.

[Ta te cmtinutd in cur »««.]

S we gave our readers a plap of the

intended bridge ..t El .ck-Fryars, (fee

p. 160.) we have obliged them thjs month,

with the annexed plan and tlcvation

of London-Bridge, as it would appear if

altered according to the opinion of thai

great architect Sir Christopher Wren,

 

A new Qukstiok la Navigation.

SUPPOSE from two ports under the

equinoctial, which are 36 leagues a-

funder, a ship from the westermosl port

sails full north, 40 leagues, and being

driven back by contrary winds arrives at

a certain poit between the other two,

and in a right line therewith ; the other

ship likewise failed from the other port,

3 1 leagues parallel to the firstj and then

changing her course met with the first

next day, the place was surrendered the D ship at her second port, who after com-

17th, by which we became mailers of paring their journals, found they had run

the whole island, and consequently of Sr

John's, and the other little islands in

the bay of St. Laurence •.

This place was thought of such impor

tance, as it really is, by the French court,

that they resolved to recover it if possible.

For this purpose they fitted out, early the £

next year, a squadron os eleven line of

battle ships, some frigates, two fire-ships,

and a number of transports, with 3150

land forces on board, under the command

of the duke d'Anville, who upon his land

ing in Nova-Scotia was to be joined hy

M. de Ramsay with about 1600 men _,

from Canada. Out as we had a superior

squadron in the bay of Biscay, it was

June 21, before this fleet could steal

*way from Rochelle ; and in their voyage

they met with such contrary winds, that

they did not arrive at Chebucto in Nova-

Scoria until September 10, and in their

passage, or soon after their landinr, so

equal distances upon their last courses :

Required a geemetrical construction, and

trigonometrical calculation of that, dis

tance, the rhumb they respectively sailed

upon, and the distance of the port they

met at, from the other two.

Abraham Stone, land surveyor.

Chesham, July 13, 1756.

A Letter srem the Czmnistee os Saikrt to

jUmiralB——, n'Spithead. (See f. 336.)

Lion era" Anchor in Wappingj

July 10, 1756.

Please your Honour,

THE report of your arrival gives u»

much cheer j but to hear that you

arc jamm'd in the bilboes, seerm as 11 a

storm was cominrrvif your honour had

but grappled with Galissonnierc, we think

you might weather this hurricnhe.

Do not be run a-ground by landmen,

°/_,',.'iir.ml:?.il'e:.'' amonS whom G sooner stave your carpo, lighten your ves-

waa d'Anville himself, that they returned

to France without daring to attempt

any thing against Louisbiurg or Annapo

lis, tho' both would have been in very

great danger, as we sent no squadrdn

August, 1756.

• See Lond. Mag. 1745, P- 3S3» *** '746, t- 3**-

3'9> 37*> 63i' Oils 1747, f. 57.

set (heart) pump out the bulge, weigh

anchor, stand to sea, and let fly your en

sign (ordert) that we may descry them }

and if so be, that we find you have obeytd

them, why we will stand by you as long

D d d a»

■J- Dine 1746, :6},
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as a plank is left to swim on. Zoons,

let those founder wlio have lotten bottoms.

If the fair weather sparki of Whitehall

have anchored in foul ground, haul the

wind and sheer off with St. George's co

lours, and leave them to be brought to

the jeers that deserve it.

Take out the tompkin of your mouth,

and fire away loud as thunder, that by

the report all folks may hear that you

have done your duty, executed your or

ders bravely, and behaved gallantly.

Stand the deck till the clouds break,

and let your honour and courage slick to

gether like pitch, and so mijhap these

sweet scented jessamy folks may run their

leaky vessels a-giound, and founder on B

dry land.

Tatk about and leave them to be expo

sed to the climate, that they may be con
demned unfit for future service. •

If you find the storm so rreat as to dis

able you from carrying sail any longer,

and obliged to quit the helm, why, fasten sj

down your hatches, fay a short prayer,

and die like a man.

I am, for the committee,

Your slave,

T. Boatswain.

Copy cf the Ajfcciatim noto carrying on at. the

Tholscl, Dublin.

« tttE th.c protestant inhabitants of

VV the city of Dublin, whose D

names are hereunto subscribed, being filled

with the highest indignation against the

pride and insolence of France, audaciously

kindling a war, directly pointed to dis

possess our most righteous sovereign cf

his rightful dominions in America, and

vainly threatning to invade a kingdom,

at whose name they have long been used £

to tremble :

Deeming it highly expedient, at such a

juncture, that all complaints of ministe

rial measures, howsoever grievous and op

pressive, be suspended ; in full confidence

that his majesty's well known justice will,

in due time, upon preper information,

afford full redress :

Judging it highly conducive to the cam- F

tnon safety of these kingdoms, that the

protestants of Ireland, amounting to up

wards ot two hundred thousand men, fit

to carry arms, be fully prepared to aid

their parent country in maintaining the

honour and dignity of the imperial crown

of these realms against all who insult it

abroad, or would betray it at home ; and q

in perpetuating the protestant succession

in his majesty's illustrious house ; upon

which alone, under heaven, depends the

preservation of us and our posterity, our

liberties, our pioperty, and our uliijion :

N c»ii» Admiral. Aug.

Emulating the glory of our British an

cestors, who (with hearts undismayed,

and hands irresistible, with valour scarce

ever equalled, never to be excelled) main

tained the empire cf the ocean ; defended

their free arcl happy country ; and thro*

a series of ?ges preserved their match

less constitution, against the numberlesa

attempts of insidious ministers to un

dermine it :

We his majesty's protestant subjects,

inhabitants of this great metropolis (our

hearts ovei flowing with the strongest and

warmest sentiments of loyalty, gratitude,

and affection for his sacred person and fa

mily ; our confidence resting on Almighty

power for success in the cause of publick

virtue and true religion) do hereby so

lemnly promise and engage to each o-

ther, to our king and to our country,

that we will enter into, and act in any

military service, which our most just and

gracious sovereign shall require of us, in

any part of this kingdom, or of Great-

Britain, during the present war ; and

that such os us, as are in circumstances

to afford it, will arm ourselves at our

own expence, whent ver his majesty's plea

sure shall be signified for that purpose."

A Monumental Inscription for a Lite most re-

ncii-xed A /•

Here lie the dirty remains of the d-s-

lionourable J. B.

Who, to his own eternal shame,

And the infinite detriment of this nation,

Was unfortunately promoted to the ho

nour of being

An English Admiral.

He was the son of the great lord vis

count T ,

Whose noble blood he belied :

Was intrusted with an expedition, of the

utmost consequence, by his country,

Whose interests he betray'd j

And attended in it by a number of brave

officers and seamen,

Whose ardour he rcpiess'd,

And
Whose lives he sacrificed.

Being order'd to hasten to the telief of

M-n-ca, then invaded by the French,

He employ'd every artifice of delay, till

he was surpriz'd by the enemy's fleet,

Whom he had neither the courage to en

gage himself, tho' superior in ftiength.

Nor, when flying before a few of his

ships, even the spirit to pursue i

And without once attempting to preserve a

place of such importance to this nation,

Or to assist his gallant countrymen, who

had so long and so bravely defended it,

He rerurn'd inglorious!)' to G-b-al-r !

Insensible os his own shame,

4 And
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And regardless of the honour and interest and allowed her but a quarter of a pint of

of his country ! liquids in the twenty lour hours. But

For so scandalous a behaviour, he was th ' her urine much exceeded in quantity

not only divtsted of that command, what (he drank, the swelling increased,

Of which he had (hewn himself so un- and we feared the belly would soon fill

worthy,- again. A lady, who was v/irh her, told

But devoted by the publick justice of the us, that, just before she left London, she

nation to exemplary punishment. ^ Ir.ic! heard, that two persons had been cu-

And after being, almost in every town, red of confirmed dropsies by being a-

burnt in effigy, nointed, morning and evening, with

And render'd for ever infamous by all common salad oil, which was rubbed into

possible the whol^ abdomen, for an hour at a time9

Marks of indignation and contempt, with a warm hand. We could not refuse

With the universal consent of a muth-in- the trial c.f so innocent a method. The

jur'd people, iatraleiptæ began their operation. About

He at last ended that life, which he had the third d.iy of anointing, the urine wat

talcen such mean pains to preserve considerably increased, and continued to

Under the ignominious hands B be so. The fulness gradually decreased,

Of she common hangman. and in a fortnight's lime was quite gone.

Useless as his life was to his country, Ker appetite, digestion, and sleep, grew

May the infamy oi his death serve as a natural, and (he recovered flesh, sliength,

perpetual warning and spirits. About six weeks after her

To rUfe mean tvretcb* ! first anointing, her menses appeared, and

Who engage in publick trusts, with no at the end cf the next month (lie had

other view, but to Q a regular return, of good colour, and in

Eniich themselves, sufficient quantity. I saw her at the pub-

To those prostitutes ! \ick room List week, in as good health as

"Who presume to aifiont the majesty of a 1 ever remember her to have enjoyed.

nation, You may be sure this recovery was

Bybeingtlietoolsof ministerial wickedness, much talked of, and set all the hydropics

And a rubbing.

To those awards ! A man, aged fifty-five, from hard drink-

Who without conduct or capacity intrude ing, and many wrong methods of cure,

into high commands, D had been cachectic fifteen years, and

Only tobringdishoncurupontheir country, had often the symptoms of jaundice and

And while unfading garlands (hall adorn dropsy. Half a year ago, his belly, legs,

the much-respected graves and thighs, swelled to an enormous size.

Of those who gain'd immortal glory, by He was with ^..fficulty moved fiom his

their gallar.t defence of M-n--ca ! bed to his chair, and was given over, ai

Way this be for ever trampled on, and a person in an i: curable dropsy. About

insulted with every mark of contempt, three weeks ago, he began to anoint. Af-

Wliich contains the rottenness and cor- E ter three or four days rubbing, his urine

ruption of that base p--troon, was greatly ihcreased ; and in a fortnight,

Who was his belly, thighs, and legs, we: e wonder--

A disgrace to his family ! fully decreased, and I saw him a few dayj

A tr-tor to his country ! ago walking about the town, whereas

And Xhedaglaiha of way&au/! Englishman ! before he could not move a joint.

A woman of seventy years of age, of a
An Account ofsme Cas* os Drops* cured thm llabit> who got „ uvei:hood by carry-

ly .Siwrt 0,1: In a Later from William inR c.,kes sbout the town> fell jnt0 an as_

Oliver, M.D. F. R. S. C cileSt Her bcl|y vvas so grMt|y distender",

SIR, Bath, Feb. 10, 1755. ,hat ^e wa6 obliged to quit her bufiuefs,

I Cannot recollect whether Miss **• had to confine herself to her house, and for

been tapped, or not, when you did the most part to her bed. She anointed.'

me the favour to call at my house. But Her urine soon increased in quantity, and

Idare say, an account of her proceedings continued to do so. She was at my house

since will not be unacceptable. this week, as lank, as (he said, as a mai-

Mr. Pierce took from her eleven pints den. and in as good health as (he had cn-

of water. As soon as the bandage couid Q joyed (or many years.

l»e loosened, Dr. Hartley and 1 examined These cases are, I think, sufficient to

the (late of her beily. The epigastric re- encourage farther trials. 1 am, with true

gion was quite emptied j but we sound a respect, S I R,

great fulness, which extended itself on Youi most humble servant,

each fide the inguen, towards the back. W, Olivi*.

We put her upon a very spare dry diet, D d d a j
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\ Ye verdant hills, ye balmy vales, Bear witness of my pains j

\

\

How " oft have Shinar's flow'ry dales, Been taught my am'rous strains.

The wounded oaks in yonder grove, Retain the name of her I
 

love j The wounded oaks in yonder grove, Retain the
 

In vain wou'd age his ice bespread,

To numb e.ich gay desire ;

Tbo' seventy winters hoar my head,

My heart is still on fire.

By moffy towns and grot I'll rove,

.And gently murmur songs of love.

Oh ! sweetest of tny lovely race,

Unveil thy matchless charms ;

Let me adore that angel's face.

And die within thy arms.

My ceaseless pangs thy bosom move,

To grant the just returns of love.

In Aftmory rf tbi celebrated Mr. Stranover,

woe diid Feb. 23, 1756.

AS nature came into my room t'other

day, Jlay:

A hunch cf fine grapes on my table ihere

Surpriz'd at their beauty ; why where got

you theft ? [they pleale :

I the lady : I anfwcr'd, I'm giati that

They're Stranover's, Madam, but fee the

bird's head 1 [not fade."

" I fee I'm excell'd, Sir, his works shall

Epitaph en Capt. Andrews. Imitated

frem the Greek. Antholog. p. iz.

NOBLY fell Andrews! Glorious be

his grave ! [brave.

Unpttving war spares cowards, not the

, JOVIAL
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First couple set to the second woman and turn, the same with the second man Z, croft

•ver second couple, lead up and cast off, set corners and turn, the fame with the other

corners, lead out on both sides, and turn it out ji.

Poetical Essays in AUGUST, 1756.

Say, why shou'd gallant Blakeney stand,

Unsuccour'd and alone .'

A man, my greatest, noblest boast,

For • ev'ry virtue known.

Why shou'd my f soldiers turn their backs,

Court safety and their ease j

Shine only at a bail or rent,

Born but the fair to please ?

Not so of yore, my godlike sons,

My arms had learn'd to wield ; -

My navies then spread terror round.

Nor knew they how to yield.

Bravely my troops their ground maintain**!

At all times were rever'd ;

At Creffy, Blenheim, Dettingen,

With glory they appear'd.

My temples then with laurels bound.

My foes with envy saw j

My angry frown made empires shake.

And Europe stood in awe.

But, ah ! my triumphs all are o'er.

Remembrance can hut pain ;

Corruption, cowardice, and vice,

Thro' all this country reign.

The brave neglected lie at home.

Past merits all forgot ;

And Vernon (once the dread of Spain)

Is now remember'd not.

Thus Britain mourn'd, when haughty Caul,

Before her strait appear'd j

And in a bold, insulting tone,

She thus the fuff'rer fneer'd.

Too long, proud dame, by far too long

Hast thou my pow'r withstood,

And oft, too oft, I've seen thy fleets.

Triumphant o'er the flood.

Thy troops with frequent conquests flush's*

My arms cou'd ne'er withstand,

Whilst they, like raging tempests, ffread)

Destruction o'er my land.

To LIBERTY.

HAIL lovely goddess of our isle !

O darling, let us ne'er divide!

prolong thy kind, indulgent smile,

Diffuse thy all-refreshing tide !

No other bliss that joys us here,

No other joy that makes us blest,

Like thee, our drooping hearts can cheer,

Canlull, likethee,ourtortur'dsouls to rest!

Should Pactolus enrich me with his sand,

Had I Arabia's treasures at command,

Not all my wealth wou'd sooth my wretch

ed pain !

If thou, dear Liberty ! wert gone,

And all thy sweet endearments flown ;

What cou'd I (hapless mortal!) —but

complain ?
July 17, 1756, Oxoniznsis.

BRITANNIA in Tea.s.

BENEATH an oak's extended shade,

Britannia pensive lay ;

Her shield, her spear, and plumy crest,

In anger cast away.

Sometimes her eyes to heav'n she rais'd,

Then fix'd them on the ground ;

Her hands she wrung in dce;i despair.

Whilst tears her visage drown'd.

At length, with just resentment hi d,

The fair her silence broke,

And in a plaintive, angry strain.

The lovely mourner spoke.

Why must my cause be thus betray'd t

Why cowards sent to fight ?

Are all my chosen heroes dead,

None left to do me right ?

Why with reproach do now my fleets,

Inglorious run away ?

Why, tho' superior, leave to France,

The empire of the sea f
No

• Tbi, treat and t*i « rmarUlU fir hi, fublici, than bit frhate eondal}.

corruption, and umhBwaad h any attachment M wealth, he nturcufy pm ur.asi.td, ami

ivhirkn
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No force, no art, cou'd e'er prevail,

All stratagems were vain j

You still refus'd to own my pow'r.

Or wear the Gallic chain.

But now at length the hour is come,

The hour, for which 1 pray'd ;

When by yourself you arc undone—

By your own sons betray'd.

To ev'ry kingdom Jove assigns,

A period soon or late ;

And now, proud dame, thy turn is i

Yield, yield then to thy fate.

With that proud Calli* drew her sword,

And gave a fatal wound :

Britannia bled, and breath'd her last.

And nature groan'd around.

The skies with • horrid terhpelH frown'd,

The billows angry roar ;

And all above, and all below,

Britannia's fate deplore.—

A Pindaric On*. Alirtjstin tit Tlon. Sir

Edward Hawee, Knight os the Bath.

J bone, quo virtus tua U vœat, I ft.de faufio

Crandia laturum mtritorum fra.'mta.

FROM Sylvan scenes, and myrtle

bow'r}, jflow'rs,

From daisy'd meads, and hlulhing

From amcthists, and tulips tray,

(Sweet scented gists but of a day)

From Cloe wand'ring in the grove,

Where fabled youths expir'd for love,

From all that's innocent, or fair,

Sublimely great, us debonnair ;

I part awhile—know, 'tit. Britannia calls,

How sacred Britain's peace, our country's

good ;

How nobly brave when the choice hero falls,

Or sinks with honour in the briny flood.

There are who boast of Cornwall's malchleii

deeds,

Of Raleigh ever patient, ever kind ;

Ev'nnowHawke cherishes thelatent feeds,

Of genuine virtue in each infant mind.

Co on, bold Briton, with inferior force,

Dispel the proud usurper's Gallic train ;

Teach him to ihun a lawless headstrong

course, [with pain.

To cease from conquest, since 'tis bought

Go on, brave Briton, bravely dare,

Nor silken sons of fashion spare ;

Shew them the ready path to fame,

Swear truth and honour are the same :

Bid Lnais frown, Richlicu deplore,

For Blakeney shall be fool'd no more.

Weep, weep Britannia, hide thy withering

head, [dead 5

Thy trophies blasted, and thine honour*

May sjture times the dreary tale relate,

How great thy valour, yet how hard thy fate.

But softly from yon woodland grove,

Quite cloy'd with indolence and love,

Wcthinks I hear Britannia fay,

Haste all ye valiant, haste away.

When Blakeney calls, and virtue fires,

How ravishing the sight of death ;

Who wou'd not bleed at ev'ry vein !

Who wou'd not die at ev'ry bieath !

Take this your last farewel of all that's sweet

Of Flora's pride, of Sacharissa's charms ;

Peace to that grove wheie love-sick virgins

meet,

To kiss and toy, to languish in our arms.

Then live ereClotho drops th' unwindedclue,

Live ere pale Iris cuts the brittle thread,

With flagrant hopes past evils we'll review,

Tho' each fantaslick airy vision's fled.

Let Briton's safety your sad hours compote,

Lose no vain thought on worldly pride dr

.pow'r ;

If all you wish is lasting calm repose,

Virtue, chaste virtue.eivestheccstlydow'r.

She said, ye valiant, haste away.

What friend to Brunswick's peace can stay.

All me, 'tis o'er, the valiant disappears,

The gods their hero claim ;

Hailgen'rousBiiton ! these are graceful tears,

Oh ! cou'd they grace thy name.

Oxon, July 23, 1756. B T.

A NEW BALLAD.

1.

TN church and in state,

All things have of late,

Took such a molt wonderful turn,

That al! men of sense

To it quit their pretence,

Whilst viitue and science both mourn,

2.

Our navies of old

Were stout, active and bold,

But now they no longer can boast j

No longer they sweep,

With triumph the deep,

Their courage and glory all lost.

The French could once fear,

And our forces revere j

But now they with justice can smile.

To see such parade,

And job on job made ;

Whilst ruin approaches our isle.

4-
Such sums too whilst paid,

For foreigners aid, .

Our substance so speedily drains.

That Britain quite poor,

Will have nothing left more,

Than bondage, repentance, and ch

Oh! lrouse thcn'for shame

To glo:y and fame.

Let merit and viitue still charm ;

Assert your own right,

And like brave Britons fight,

And the faithless French bougres disarm.
• It it remarkable, tlat fine time before, as rvt!s at since the receiving the melancholy newt from

the Mediterranean, tut Live Lad several very rtmcrkable forms :s tbmtUr and lishnr.inr, viol.ht

bill fanners, md tie like.
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A Pahathhasi ob Cantichs i. 7.

TtH mt, 0 rb:u, whom my scul levetb, where

■ thou scedcft, -where thou makeji thyflock to reft

st noon, for zL'hy jhouU I be as one that turn'

. . tth cjuie, by the ftzcki of thy companions.

OT UOU, whose beauties are divine !

Come, and console this heart of mins I

Thou fairest among thousands fair !

My chiefeli with, my daily care,

iCome, pour thy joys, instil thy peace !

Let ev'ry perturbation cease :

Reign thou, sole regent in my heart I

Thy myrrh and frankinsence impart,

I long to see thy table spread!

1 long to taste celestial bread !

I long to quaff immortal wine !

And swim in pleasures all divine.

Admit me to thy fpic'd alcove {

Display thy banner all in love !

Beneath my head, thy /t/r-hand place,

And with thy right, fondlyembrace !

While pleasing scenes, and odours rife,

To captivate both heart and eyes :

Sweet is thy breath ! thy converse dear,

Thy fountain as the chrystal clear ;

O I let it rife, by soft degrees !

First to the ankles, then the knees ;

Till it become a brook to swim,

And confolate each weary limb !

In silence now, I wait to know,

An emanation from thee flow,

Which yields a light, a warmth divine I

Transports my heart, and makes it thine !

Why should I be, oft have I cry'd,

As one os them that turn aside,

From thy associates ? happy flock !

Who open, when they hear thee knock,

Thou enter'ft in, a sacred priest.

And soon prepar'A the nuptial feast,

A banquet rich, and far more rare.

Than all terrestrial dainties are ;

Beyond the pleasures of the bowl 5

That chears the body, this the foul ;

A source that ev'ry good bestows !

A bliss that raptures ! joy that glows!

Divine espousals ! chaste embraces 1

Holy revellings with the graces !

Scenes, that make th' obdurate melt !

And are not to be told, but rtiT.

w.

On the Death of Miss M— B. if L—,

in Pembrokeshire. By a young Gentleman

ofsixteen.

Htt> fietas moram ajserat iniomita mini. Hor.

SINCE happier bards, whose fouls the

nine inspire, s'vre }

Nor raise the voice, nor touch the plaintive

Since all are silent ; tho' the hand of death.

So late supprest the lovely Delia's breath j

Small tho' my skill, unpolish'd tho' my lays,

The heart attempts to sing fair Delia's praise ;

Fair Delia's praise— in whoseall-spotless mints,

The purest truth, with purest virtue jojn'd I

Chasttinnocence— all-beamingcharmsJivine,

Withjustest grace and splendorwont to shine;

AU, all those chums could not thy pow'r

restrain, [vain.

To thee, O death ! e'en beauty pleads in

No lingring sickness stole her life away,

Sudden she funk for ever from the day.

As to the rising morn, the blooming rose,

(On whose fair leaves the radiant crimson

glows)

Displays its beauties :—Lo ! a sudden storm,

Tears up its roots, and spoils its charming

form j

In Delia such a sudden change is made.

Thus funk the fair to death's eternal (hade !

The dailing pleasure of the hoary sire,

The mother'* joy—Alexis' sole desire,

Is lost—O ! hapless from the realms of air,

E'en whilst her friends the nuptial bed prepare !

As when the verdant meads their produce

yield, [field,

And hinds with transport view the senile

The swift tempestuous cataracts of rain,

Deluge the fields, and waste the golden grain ;

So were her hopes, her p; c mis'd pleasures lost,

And ev'ry wish of expectation crost :

What tort'ring anguish must Alexis know,

How must his hofom throb with rising woej

His dariing prospects faded all away,

The blooming bride, inanimated clay ;

May angels waft her to the- realms above,

Where soft delights in endless transport move:

May she unfading joys for ever share 1

But why that fruitless wish, that useless pray'r,

Such virtue, wont all human breasts to move,

Angels themselves can never fail to iove.

S.

Jin ODE, aJdrfJstJ to a young Lady's Jews-

Harp.

SWEET instrument, beyond all other*

blest,

Which Chloe's ruby lips so close hast prest!

Who envies not thy bliss,1

When she, fairmaid, indue'd by fancy's choice,

Courts the sweet converse of thy liquid voice,

And hugs thee with her kiss ?

Say, happy harp (for she has often fetcht

Full many a melting ligh, which thou hast

catcht,

Just glowing from the heart)

Can all the fiagrance of the balmy East,

The femes treat with such a dulcet feast.

As Chloe's gales impart ?

To her it is your vocal charms you owe,

Shegives your Siren tongue w^h grace to flow,

And forms your very foul :

In vain had Vulcan lent his plaflick art,

Did she not add the animating part,

To harmonize the whole. 1

Th" Egyptian artist thus produe'd by fire,

Tbe vw.ntirous imave or bl^k Mcmnon'a lyre,

In brazen silence bound,

Till
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Till the bright sun improv'd the work so well,

And drew such mufick from the silent Hull,

That man ador'd the sound.

Windsor.

ADVICE f an AUTHOR.

1 Infme mentis ase/lut. Hoi.

COME, come, my friend, make no reply,

But lay thy pen and scandal by ;

Nor hope to raise thyself to fame,

By writing in a boriow'd name :

For, trust me, here thou seem'st ally'd,

To Æsop's ass in lion'i hide :

Do all thou canst, the cheat appears,

The skin's too small to hide thy cart.

A Poim o« Larfr Pomf«it'» BenesaQio* U

the University of Oxford.

DeseenJe tar's " die age tibia

Regina longum Calliope melot. Hon.

J'TliS the wholesome advice of our friend

J. master Horace, [before us :

To think oft, ere begun, on the subject

For hence, he concludes, it will plainly appear,

What our shoulders an't able, what able to

bear. [take a spy at,

Now of this his grand precept whilst I

I plainly perceive my best way's to be quiet ;

As the weight to support I'm unable, that

flat is, [statues.

Of you, mighty Pomfret, and all your great

Cu f 1 o'j R it iv to the Dis a p po in tid

Lo vi a. (Sup. 241.)

*7|J Folly all, for all it hove. Anonym .

FORBEAR fond man to talk of love ;

Or thus to trifle with the fair ;

No * fellrui e'er the heart could move,

Of her unworthy of my care.

I'll never throw away my dart j

Nor do I use the killing trade :

Nor needless shall you find my art.

On you impression shall be made.

I scom to practice little ways,

But lead directly to the heart t

*Tis Juno's charms, "tis Juno's praise,

That to thy mind (hall grief impart.

You talk of bliss you never crav'd ;

Small were the conquests of her charms-

Do dangers need you to have brav'd,

Had you but minded her alarms.

Indeed mistaken was your bliss ;

On woman you may always trust :

Who gently grants a virtuous kiss,

Will constant prove to him that's just.

Senseless forego not al) your pleasure,

Because that girl you did not take ;

I'll glide you where you'll find a treasure*-

'lit vice, not virtue, is the rake.

U.S.

Vims, Ktafuntd ky the Absence of a fin

rite young Lady.

ASK me not why, in sadness, I retire,

From mirth andjoy, to soli tude andwoe }

Nor seek, with friendly arts, to quench the sire.

That in this troubled breast willever glow.

Oh, leave me, let me wander to some shade.

Some blissful bow'r, sequefter'd from that

day;
Where contemplation, silent, heav'nlymax%

For ever muling, makes eternal stay.

Thither, thro' unfrequented groveWll stray.

Unseen, my melancholy walk I'll take ;

Unheard, unpity'd, sigh my soul away,

Whilst eccho whispers, " 'Tis for Patty's

fake."

Ttll me no more of mufick's soothing pow'r*

The sprightly dance, or sweet melodious

song,

To me, alas ! all's discord ; and, each hour.

Ye do but still my misery prolong.

Say, where is pleasure, where is joy, oh, fay.

Whilst, left forlorn, I mourn my absent fair t

Harm'ny, that us'd to charm e'en its away.

With thrilling transport, thro' the ravisli'd

ear ?

joy, pleasure, harmony, all, all are fled,

And with my Patty only they remain ;

'Tii her's alone to raise my drooping head,

And set my anxious heart at rest again.

When darkness overspread? the mid-day sky,

Phœbus eclips'd, and chearful day light

gone, [and fly

The feather'd songsters cease their chant.

To lonely haunts, there make their silent

moan.

So, when she's absent, ev'ry pleasure dies,

'Tis desert all, and nature seems to mourn,

Roh'd of the living lustre of her eyes,

'Tis night and horror till her dear return.

Oh ! let me with her presence still be blest ;

Her smiles alone can dissipate this gloom :

And, with her bring, oh bring me peace and

rest,

Or let despair and sorrow be my doom*

Æ N I C M A,

AN odd convenience I,

As any one that made u j

And calculated purposely,

A trifle for (he ladies.

Sometimes at court I take my place.

Sometimes appear in common,

Sometimes I'm honour' d with her grace)

And sometimes with her woman.

Lifted aloft on arms of trees,

I wonderfully dance,

A tenement well known to please,

In England and in France.

• Hi author of tbt Disappointed truer fclsg afellrm ts * tc '

THt
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Monthly Chronologer.

Tuesday, July 27.

feJx^VSQÆDMIRAL West arrived

«-^5^Jtflv* *" tovvn> 3°d the next

:E'e? day waited on tlie lords

C*0 A fj«H of the Admiralty, to

w^jTVj^/?^ give an account of his

Sz^V conduct. On the 29th
*roc*C=Ri»G*Q he waited on his ma

jesty, and was most graciously received.

Wednesday, Augusts

A camp was formed at Cox's Heath,

near Maidstonc, into which the Hanove

rians marched.

Thursday, 5.

Admiral Byng set out from Portsmouth

at three in the morning, escorted by a

party of dragoons, but was met by a mes

senger about three miles from thence with

orders for his conveyance back again.

Monday, 9.

Admiral Byng set out from Portsmouth,

under the escort os a party of guards, and

on his arrival at Greenwich, was confined

to an apartment adjoining to the Hospital,

where he is properly guarded.

Friday, 13.

The following address from the high-

sheriff, grand jury, justices of the peace,

and gentlemen of the county of Dorset,

was presented to his majesty by the two

representatives for that county.

** We your majesty's most dutiful and

loyal subjects the high sheriff, grand jury,

justices of the peace, and gentlemen of the

county of Dorset, most humbly beg leave

at this critical conjuncture, to assure your

majesty of our most firm and unshaken

zeal for your majesty's person and go

vernment ; and, that we shall with the

greatest alacrity, embrace every opportu

nity of exerting ourselves in the support

of both.

Under the government of a king of

your majesty's great and martial dispositi

on, and in the prostitution of so just and

national a war, we are not at all intimi

dated by the threats and power of France,

a nation this has never feared, has often

humbled : But when we reflect upon the

loss of the island of Minorca, so gloriously

obtained, so advantageously kept, of such

inestimable value to the trade of these

kingdoms ; when we are convinced, that

this attempt of our natural and invete

rate enemies was so notorious, that very

few of your majesty's faithful subjects

had the least doubt of the design long

before it was put in execution j yet the

August, 1756.

ffland was left defenceless, the Mediterra

nean without an English fleet : These re

flexions fill us with fear and amazement;

and we most humbly hope that your ma

jesty will be pleased to direct such an en

quiry to be made into the conduct, which

has together so astonishingly turned this

desperate and rash attempt os our enemies

into victory and glory ; and has covered

this nation with reproach and dishonour;

that from whatever causes it hath pro

ceeded, the persons by whom they were

occaiioned may receive that punishmeftt.-

they have so justly deserved."

War-office. At a gener-^ jourt-martial

held on Tuesday, Augu,t 10, 17 56, gen.

Sir Robert Ri th, president, assisted by

one .general, eleven lieutenant generals,

-■id three majors general, lieutenant ge

neral Thomas Fowke, late governor of

Gibraltar, came prisoner before the court,

and was accused of disobeying his maje

sty's orders, signified by his majesty's se

cretary at war, to send a reinforcement

or reinforcements of troops from the gar

rison of Gibraltar to the island cs Minorca.

The court was of opinion, that he wai

guilty of the fharge, and adjudged, thae

he should be suspended for the space of

one year.

The parliament which stood prorogued

to the 17th instant, is further prorogued,

to September 28.

Tuesday, 17.

War-office. On Satarday his majesty

dismissed lieut. gen. Thomas Fowke horn

his service.

Wednesday, 18.

The Rochester and Port-Mahon men of

war, and two sloops, have brought into

the Downs a Dutch man of war of 50

guns, with 25 ships and transports, which

were under her convoy, laden with masts,

planks, and other military and naval stores,

for Brest.

At a common-council at Guildhall, it

was agreed to present an address to hi*

majesty, on the present posture of af

fairs, and a committee consisting of nine

aldermen, and 17 commoners, being ap

pointed to draw it up, they withdrew for

that purpose, and the same being read,

was approved of, and ordered to be pre

sented accordingly.

Friday, 20.

The lord mayor, aldermen, and com

mon-council, presented to hii majesty,

the city of London's address, en the pic*

£ e e sent
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sent pasture of affairs, which (fee p.

366)
A resolution has been taken to raise

immediately 15 batallions of 780 men

each, tj be added to the 15 following re

giments on the British establishment, viz.

those of Howard, Duroure, Wolfe, Bock-

land, Skelton, Beauclerk, Kingsley, Hufke,

Comwallis, Holmes, Leighton, Hay, Ef-

flngham, Manners, andSteuart.: As also

to raise 20 companies of marines more.

Horfham, Abingdon, Oxford, Dor

chester, Hertford, and Cambridge assizes,

were maiden ones. At Winchester one was

capitally convicted for murder ; at Wor-

— strr four, who were all reprieved j at

- ■ at Gloucester one, for

«t York Ox,

tooi, .

heat of passion <,.._ ; ,

ster, a post. boy. He behave

cently at his execution. The other offi

cer, Mr. George Browne, tried for the

fame fact, was acquitted ; at Coventry

three ; at Warwick one, but reprieved j

at Shrcwbury seven, three of whom were

reprieved.

Four ships have arrived in the river

from the whale fishery with one fish each,

one with six, four with two each, three

with three each, one with sour, and one

with five. At Hull, two with six, one

with three, and two with one. At New

castle, one with three. At Mi'ford, one

with three. At Leith, one with four,

one with three, and two with two each.

The ships of Whitby returned with nine

teen whales.

The Thistle of Borrowslowncfi was

lost in the ice, after catching four fish ;

but the crew were saved.

Upon the whole, never was a more

successful season for this valuable branch

of our fiihery. (See p. 353.) Our herring

fishers have also been very successful, and

the British herrings are allowed in Ger

many, to be preferable to the Dutch.

The high- sheriffs, grand juries, justices

of the peace, and gentlemen of Bedford

shire, Bucks, Huntingdon, Suffolk, and

Herefordshire, have given instructions to

their members to promote a parliamen

tary enquiry into our late miscarriages,

particularly those in the Mediterranean.

The privateers of London, Bristol, Li-

vcrpoole, Guernsey and J'rsey, have had

great success against the enemy (his

m^nth, and amongst other captures have

made prize of several of their privateers.

Captain Fortunatus Wright, of the St.

IRONOLOGER. Aug.

Ceorge privateer, of Liverpoole, of twelve

guns, and 80 men, performed a very gal

lant action i'ff ihe port of Leghorn, where,

to the honour of his country, he fought a

French Xebeque of 16 carriage guns, and

a8o men, who with two other privateers,

who were then in sight, had long blocked

up that port, and forced her to sheer off,

having her captain, lieutenant, and lieu

tenant of marines, and 70 01 So m«n kill

ed, and 70 wounded. He lost himself

only four, and had nine wounded. The

whole of this desperate engagement waa

seen from the port, and has procured se

curity for the vessels bound inward and

outward, and greatly elated the English

and their fr iends in that city. After advices

infoim us, that captain Wright, at his re

turn to Leghorn, had been confined by
■'— 'firency !

' ?!snd, which waa

proro«< ' ■- it, is further

jroiCgurii !o October ta, next.

nging to Mr.
Fataiw '*<•. ought forth six

u d nn tire August pigg'd

seven more.

Two horses and some calves, near Bir

mingham, have been killed by eating the

loppings of yew trees.

By a letter from a merchant at New-

York, dated July », 1756, it is asserted,

that the Cherokee Indians had surprized

the garrison of fort du Quesne by stra

tagem, stized that fort, in the name of

the English, and delivered it to col. Wa.li.

ington.

They write from New. jersey, that Sir

William Johnson has made a treaty with

the Indians, in consequence of which all

scalping has ceased, and there is not an

unfriendly Indian now to be seen.

Some labourers, who were employed

the latter end of last month, at Kegworth.

in Leicester shire, to get some gravel in a

close near the high road, in order to mend

the same, dug up a larfte earthen vessel,

about two sect below the surface, which

might contain about two gallons. This

por, all eagerly assisted in removing to

the bank tide, but as scon as it was

landed, it dropt to pieces, and instead

of exhibiting large pieces of gold and sil

ver, nothing was to be seen but small

human bones, intermixed with a blaok

kind of earth. Soon after another pot

was discoverer!, and presently eight more

of different dimensions and forms, all

containing the bores of children. All

these vessels were found placed in a strait

lir.-e, within an inch of one another, and

upon being renioved out t f their places

drept into a thousand pitcet, and pre

sented the beholder with sicujlt, &c.

So me-
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Sometime since the soul air in orie of

the pits at Chaters-Hau^h colliery, on the

river Wear, took fire, by which four

men were killed and torn to pieces. The

explosion was so violent, that a corf, la

den with coal, was blown up from the

depth of 80 fathoms out at the mouth of

ihe pit; and a vast quantity of coal-dust

and rubbish thrown to a considerable dis

tance, discolouring the surface os the

ground round about. The crack was so

-loud as to be heard by people in their

beds near two miles off, rumbling like

deep thunder and the discharge of many

cannon. Had this fatal explosion hap

pened an hour later, the effects would

have been much more deplorable ; for the

reft of the pitmen, to a great number,

were just upon tlie point of descending

into the colliery to their work. (See our

last Volume, p. 335.)

One of the supercargoes who arrived in

the beginning of this month on board the

Prince Charles, from China, at Gotten-

burgh, has brought home, and divulged

the secret of making China ink, which

is this : They first prepare a quantity of

water, thoroughly filtered, and perfectly

clear ; in this they dissolve a small quan

tity of gum, and a much smaller of

musk : While these are infusing, they take

several parcels of apricot stones, well

dried, and having first split and taken out

their kernels, and bound them together

again ; they roll them up in balls, covered

with cabbage leaves, each ball being made

fast with iron wire ; when this is done,

they put them into an oven, or under

a stone, where they suffer them to remain

for twenty-four hours. They allow them

as long time to cool ; then pound the

stones in a mortar, covered with leather,

to an impalpable powder, which they

^grind with the water before mentioned,

upon a poliflied marble stone, as we do

colours, to a proper consistency ; after

which it is put into little copper moulds,

rubbed with white wax, to prevent its

stinking, with the maker's name at the

bottom, which is sometimes covered with

a little leaf gold, or with blue or red.

On the 19th four houses were con

sumed by fire at York.

There have been great riotings in many

parts, and some mischief done, particu

larly in Warwickshire, occasioned by the

dearness of corn, and four of the rioters

have been convicted thereof at Warwick

assizes, two of whom were ordered for

execution.

By a dreadful fire at Berghen, in Nor

way, 1660 families were burnt out cf

their dwellings.
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Mabriacis and Births.

Aug. 3-/^1 EORGE Brookes, Esq; waa

VJJ married to Miss Clifford.

4. Robert Colebrooke, Esq; member

for Maiden, to Miss Elizabeth Thresher,

of Bradford, in Wiltshire.

6. Rice, Esq; to the daughter

of lord Talbot.

8. Cornwallis Maude, Esq; to Miss Ver-

non, lister to the member for Worcester.

David Jones Gwynn, of Carmarthen

shire, Esq; to Miss Vaughan, daughter of

the member for Merionethshire.

Mr. West, son or lord Delawar, to Miss

Whynyard, daughter of the late general

Wliynyard, with a fortune of io,oool.

9. Joseph Langton, of Newton-park,

in Somersetshire, Esq; to Miss Charlotte

Bathurst, niece to lord Bathurst.

14. Thomas Cholvvich, .Esq; to Mise

Virgette.

17. Sir Hugh Dalrympte, Bart, mem

ber for Haddington, to Miss Edwin, of

Saville-row.

26. John Scudamore, Esq; to Mise

Wescomb, of Enfieldj

July 25. Dutchess of Hamilton wai

delivered of a son.

30. Lady of John St. Leger, Esq; of a

son.

Aug. 3. Dutchesit of Beaufort, of a

daughter.

9. Lady Duncannon, of a daughter,

of Sir Charles Asgill, knight and

alderman, of a daughter.

12. Lady of John Boldero, of Stapletoo,

in Yorkshire, Esq; os a son and heir.

22. Marchioness of Granby, of a

daughter.

23. Lady of the Hon, Felton Harvey,

of a daughter.

DlATHSi

July 26. \ It R. George Vertue, the ce-

1V_I lebrated engraver.

27. Richard Roderick. Esq; fellow of

the Antiq. Soc. and R. S. S.

29. Hon. Edward Byng, Esq; on board

the Antelope, at Portsmouth, where he

ws< on a visit to his brother the admiral.

30. Dr. William Burton, an eminent

physician, at Yarmouth, in Norfolk.

Aug. 1. James Cope, Esq; member for

Downton, Wilts.

2. Hammond L'Estrange, of Bury, in

Suffolk, tsq; aged 107, who for 70 years

had been :\ justice of peace, deputy lieu

tenant, anrf commissioner of the land-tax,

3. Mr. Nathaniel Knipe, merchant,

son of the )a;e Sir Randolph Knipe, Km.

aloei man os London.

5. Sir George Wynne, Bart, at his feat

on EUckheain,

E e e z Mr.
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Mr. Matthew Randal, a dissenting

teacher, of Mill-yard, GoodmanVsielda,

aged 75. ,

Sir Thomas Egerton, of Heaton, near

Manchester, Bart.

Sir Raphe Afhton, of Middleton, in

Lancashire, Bart.

9. Rt. Hon. William, earl Fitzwilliam,

both of England and Ireland, also a vis

count and baron of the two kingdoms,

one of the lords of the bed-chamber, and

eoitos rotuloium of Peterborough, aged

5-. Succeeded in title and estate by hit

only son, William, now earl Fitzwilliam.

Rev. Dr. Davie, rector cf Whitechapel.

It. Peter Wcdderburn, Esq; a senator

of the college of justice, in Scotland.

12. George Stephenson, of Warcop-

hall, in Cumberland, Esq;

13. William Taylor, os Winwick, in

Northamptonshire, Esq;

14. Mr. Richard Ware.anemtnentbook-

selbr and stationer, on Ludgate-hill.

16. Sir George Cooke, of Wheallcy, in

Yorkshire, Bart. Succeeded in title and

est.ite by hit brother, now Sir Brian Cooke,

Bart.

19. Rt. Hon. Mountagu lord viscount

Blundell, of the kingdom of Ireland, at

Bath.

10. Wm. Downer, of Richmond, Esqj

Sir Tho. Dyke, of Lullingstone-castle,

in Kent, Bart.

William Bennet, Esq; recorder of

Shastesbiv-y.

21. Sir Francis St. John, of Little

Ayot, in Hertfordshire, Bart.

22. Lady Elizabeth Coventry, eldest

daughter of the earl of Coventry.

Ecciisiastical PazrztMZNTi.

REV. Mr. Jefferys was presented to

the rectory of Berkhampsteed St.

Peter, in Hertfordshire.—Tho. Watley,

M. A. to the vicarage of St. Michael, in

Cornwall.—Mr. Philip Pylc, to the recto

ry os North Lynn St. Edmund, in Norfolk.

—Mr.Qakcs, to the living of Melford, in

Suffolk.—Mr. Richard Snellgrove, to the

rector; of Barclay, in Nottinghamshire

Mr. Thomas Mason, to the rectory and

parish chuich cf Harrington, in Cumber

land.— Mr. Moleswortli, to the rectory

of Paleworth, in Devonshire.—Mr. John

Simpson, to the vicarage cf Ranscomhe,

in the county of Somerset,—Mr. John

DrscliKmp?, to the rectory of Pillesdon, in

Dorsetshire —Mr. Tho. Howes, to the

rtfiorvcf Moumingthorpe, in Noifolk.—

Mr Alcock, to the vicarape cf Runcorn,

in Cheshire, worth 120I. per ann.—Tho.

O/borne, B. L. to the rectory cf Burrough,

in Leicestershire.—Mr. Dennyson, to the

rectnry of Chalton, in Hampshire.—Wal

ter karle, M. A. to The vicarage ef Hen-

MOTIONS, &c. Aug.

don, in Middlesex.—Richard Hardyman,

B. A. to the vicarage of Stratton, in the

Iste of Thanet.—Mr. Samuel Jackson, to

the vicarage of Cheney St. Andrew, in

Derbyshire.—Mr. Joseph Seers, to the vi

carage of Washington, in Devonshire.—

Mr. John Simpson, to the vicarage of

Brinksey, in Lancashire. — Mr. Thomae

Yarrow, to the vicarage os Ansham, in

Wiltshire.

A dispensation passed the seals to enable

Benjamin Buckler, D. D. to hold the rec*

tory of Commer, with the rectory of

Friddletham, in Bucks.—To enable Kin-

nard Baghot, B. L. to hold the rectory of

Stanley, with the vicarage of Prcstbury,

in Gloucestershire, worth 250I. per ann.

—To enable Mr. Thomas Percy to hold

the rectories of Easton Mauduit and

Wilby, in Northamptonsliire, worth 280I.

per ann.—To enable John Wacharo, B.L.

to hold the rectory of Harleflone, in

Lincolnshire, with the rectory of Gawdby,

in Leicestershire, worth 200I. per ann.—

To enable Henry Hall, M. A. to hold

the rectory of Harbledown, and vicarage

os East-Peckham, in Kent.

Promotions Civil and Military.

Frm the London Gazittz.

WHITEHALL, August it. His

majesty has appointed one major,

eight captains, and one captain lieute

nant, to each of the 15 new railed batta

lions. (See p. 402.)

Frm the reft ef the P a r r 1 s.

Henry Craig, Esq; is appointed com

missary of musters, and deputy judge ad

vocate at Gibraltar.—JohnCowslade, Esq;

a commissioner of Excise, in the room of

Humphry Fowle, Esq; deceased.— George

Mackay, of Skibo, Esq; master of the

Mint, in Scotland.—William Alexander,

Esq; alderman of Cordwainers ward, cho

sen colonel of the white regiment of the

city militia, in the room cf alderman

Potter, deceased.

E—ri—ts.

Ju,v a^'A/fA8-7 Amald, of St. Mar-

JVJ. tin's in the Fields, uphol

der.— Charles Martin, of Parkcr's-lane,

painter.— John Hopper, of ihe GrLat Mi-

nories, haberdasher.— William Hays, of

Ycrk, taylor. —Richard South, oi Oiin-

dle, mercer.—John Tebay, jun. cf Soul-

by, in Westmorland, dealer.—Peter Da

vis, of Mare, in Wills, innhokier.

, Aug. 3. Robert Marshal, of Acle, in

Norfolk, groctr.—Richard Btnlum, of

Bursleduwn, in Hants, chapman.

7. Tho. Goodland, oi Wapping, cheese

monger.

\Ttt rmnindtr its tbt Vankrvfts in cur rixt \

UPON
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UPON the death of Charles XII. of

Sweden, who had an absolute power,

the form of government was entirely al

tered, and a limited monarchy established,

but so much limited, that the king seems

to have had little more left than the n-ime,

almost the whole power of the govern

ment having been lodged in the diet and

the senate, that is to fay, in the noble

and rich families of the kingdom. Tlie

consequence of this in all countries gene

rally is, that those families become, or at

least are thought by many to be, more

oppressive upon the lower rank of people,

than an absolute sovereign dare venture to

be; and this, it seems, was the conse

quence in Sweden, by which some men

were tempted to form a conspiracy for al

tering their form of government, by in

creasing the power of the crown. Soon

after the meeting of the present diet, this

conspiracy was discovered by a serjeant of

the guards, and a strict enquiry set on

foot. Several persons were immediately

taken into custody, and many more made

thtir escape. As the discovery of a plot

always produces fresh evidence, count Eric

Brahe, baron Horn, two captains, and

four subaltern officers, have already been

tried, and received sentence of death ;

and the four first were accordingly be

headed on the 13d of last month : On the

»6th the other four were likewise exe-

c and seme others will fc"n be

Ight to a trial. In the mean time, it

does not appear that either the king or

queen of Sweden was concerned in this

conspiracy ; but both os them think them

selves so ill treated by the diet, that the

king threatens to resign, tho' the popu

lace seem to be every where of his side,

so much, that a general insurrection is ap

prehended, and the issue may probably

be, either the subveriion of the monar

chy, or the establishment os a sole ar.d

absolute power ; for in such disputes it is

hardly possible to steer a middle course.

Whatever may be the terms of the trea-

ty of alliance lately concluded between

the courts of Vienna and Versailles *, the

Russians seem resolved to 2ccept of the

invitation made them to join it 5 for pre

sently after the conclusion of that treaty,

a stop was put to the military prepara

tions they were making in Livonia and

th* neighbouring provinces, and a French

nobleman appeared at their court under

the name of count Douglas. Whether he

was a minister or no was not at first

known, hut it now seems to be certain

that he was, aad th.it he went theie to

make this invitation on the part of Frjr.ce ;

for from Vienna we are trld, that a ccu-

ijer arrived there the 24th nit. from Pe

tersburg, whose dispatches were so agree*

able, that the empress- queen made him a

present of 1200 ducats, besides their im

perial majesties pictures, and a diamond

ring of great value, from whence it is sup

posed, he brought the accession of the

Russian court to thabtreaty; and by th*

last mail we are told, that his most chris

tian majesty has appointed the marquis

de l'Hospital his ambassador extraordina

ry and plenipotentiary to the court of

Russia. The court of Spain have likewise

had an invitation to accede to this famous

treaty, to which they have not as yet

given any answer; but the contracting

parties seem to have succeeded better at

the court of Turin ; for by accounts

from thence of the 2d instant, it is said,

that his Sardinian majesty has not only ac

ceded, but by one of the articles of his

accession has engaged to furnish 8000 of

his troops, to either of the contracting

parties that shall be attacked.

On the other hand, this treaty has given

the alarum so the king of Prussia and some

of his neighbours, whereupon he has given

orders for compleating his troops, and

for their holding themselves in a readiness

to match ; and this again has given the

alarum to the court of Vienna, who have

thereupon ordered two considerable ar

mies to he formed, one in Bohemia under

count B own, and another in Moravia

under the prince Piccolomini. Yet both

sides pretend to have nothing but self-

defence in view ; for the king of Prussia

has by his minister at the Hague inti

mated to the states general, that by his

assembling a body of troops in the dutch?

of Cleves, he had no design to disturb

the peace of Europe in general, or the

United Provinces in particular ; and the

court of Vienna have by their minister at

the fame place declared, that their assem

bling a body of troops in Bohemia and

Moravia, was only to defend their domi

nions ; and not in pursuance of any se

cret article in their late treaty with France

for destroying the protestant religion, and

overturning the freedom of the empire

by a forced election of a king of the Ro

mans, as bad been industriously reported.

The French court likewise have by their

minister at Berlin sent the following mes

sage to the king of Prussia, viz. " That

the king his master had no other inten

tion, but to maintain the puhlick tran

quillity of Europe : That this was the

sole end of all his measures : That this

being his sentiment, he beheld with sur

prize the preparations and armaments in

certain states : That with whatsoever view ,

they were made, his majesty thought it

his duty to declare, that he was disposed

t*

• Set cur lejl Ivjagaiine, p. 359,
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to make use of the power that Cod had

put into his hands, net only to maintain

thepublick tranquillity of Europe against

all who should attempt to disturb it, but

also to employ all his forces, agreeable

to his engagements, in succouring his

ally, in cafe her dominions should, con

trary to all expectation, be attacked ;

and that he would act in the same man

ner with regard to his oilier allies." Upon

the delivery of which message his Prussian

majesty only said, that he would cause

his answer (o be delivered by his minister

at Paris,

From the Hague we are told, that col.

Yorke, the British minister, has, at a so

lemn conference, proposed a new conven

tion between hit master and the states ge

neral, for explaining the treaty of 1674,

in order to prevent any misundeistanding,

with respect to the commerce os the sub

jects of the republick on the coasts of

France. By the secret article of the said

treaty it was agreed as follows, viz.

" That neither of the said parties shall

give, nor consent that their subjects or

inhabitants shall give any aid, favour, or

council, directly or indirectly, by land or

sea, or on the fresh waters ; nor (hall

furnish, nor permit the subjects or inha

bitants of their lordships and territories

to furnish, any ships, soldiers, seamen,

victuals, money, instruments of war,

gunpowder, or any other necessaries for

war, to the enemies of either party, of

any rank or condition whatever, Sec."

As this article is so full and express, it

is to he hoped, their high mightinesses

will not attempt to explain away the force

of it, or find fault with our seizing and

condemning every Dutch ship employed in

carrying on the trade of our enemies, or

in canning to them any necessaries for

making war.

Our late accounts from Paris are full

of their rejoicings for their conquest of

Minorca, and indeed they have reason j

for it is what the most sanguine of sanguine

Frenchmen could never have expected

from their own strength or their own con

duct. In the mean time the disputes be

tween their parliaments and clergy seem

to increase rather than diminish ; and the

parliament of Paris has lately entered

into a dispute with the king himself, by

refusing to obey his express command ta

register several edicts he had lately pub

lished for reviving some former taxes.

On the 5th ult. a dreadful fire broke

out at Constantinople, which has destroy,

ed between is and 15,000 houses, and

by which upwards of 1000 people have

perished, besides 300 that have been since

executed for pillaging the houses, whilst

the wretched inhabitants were employed

in guarding against, or in extinguishing

the flames ; and what adds to their dis

tress is the plague's raging violently at

the fame time in that city.

The Monthly Catalogue for July and August, 1 756.

it. Six Letters from A. B. to FatherDivinity and Contkoversv

I. \ N Answer to Mr. Bulkley's Pleas

t\. for mixt Communion. By G.

Killingworth, pr. 6d. Baldwin.

1. Remarks on a Treatise concerning

the Intermediate State, pr. 6d. Corbett.

3. Animadversions on a late Sermon,

preached in the Diocese of Oxford, pr. 6d,

Owen.

4. A Letter os Admonition to the Rev.

Mr. Samuel Pike. By C. Fleming, pr. 6d.

Fidd.

5. The Contest between Sebastian, a

Spanish Friar, and the sour Evangelists.

Whitridge.

6. A Specimen of the Theology of the

Ancients. By F. Fayerman, M. A. pr.

as. 6d. Griffiths.

Miscellaneous.

7. A Sequel to Hosier's Ghost, pr. 3d.

Morgan.

8. The Law of Devises, Revocations,

and last Wills, pr. 5s. Waller.

9. True Censure no Aspersion against

the Hutchinsonians, pr. 6d. Baldwin.

10. A modest Apology for an Admiral

in the Mediterranean, pi. 6d, Ceoper,

3

Sheldon, pr. is.6d. Morgan. (Seep. 344.)

12. An Apology for certain Gentle

men in Oxford, Jjjftf*- J- Rivington.

13. The Coa^Hr of Military Gentle

men infpectedHpT is. Robinson.

14. Mr. (Kcr's Affidavit, pr. If.

Sandby.

15. An Essay on the present State of

the publick Roads, pr. 6d. Baldwin.

(See p. z&2.)

16. A faithful Narrative of the sur

prising Transactions of the Thief-Takers.

By J. Cox, pr. is. 6d. Mechell. (See

P- 3°3 )
17. An historical Account of the Rife

of the Quakers, pr. 6d. Newbery.

18. The Target, a Treatise on a Branch

of the Art Military, pr. is. Dodsley.

19. Reflections on the Immortality of

the present Age, pr. is. Cooper.

20. A Vindication of national Society,

pr. is. 6d. Cooper.

si. An Address to the Subjects of

GrcU-Britain, pr. 6d. Noon.

22. Reasons for building Eai racks, pr.

is. Cooper.

23. AB
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23. All the Orations of Demosthenes.

In English. By T. Leland, B. D. pr. 6s.

Johnston.

24. A Supplement to the Second Vo

lume of Notes of Cafes in Point of Prac

tice. By H. Barnes, pr. is. Shuckburgh.

25. An Enquiry into the Causes of our

Naval Miscarriages, pr. is. Robinson.

26. Two Dissertations on the Theatres.

By Cibber, pr. 3$. Griffiths.

27. The Book us Constitutions of the

ancient and honourable Fraternity of Free

and Accepted Masons, 4to. Scott.

28. A Scheme for keeping 24,000 Sea

men in the Service, pr. 6d. Dodflty.

29. An Apology for introducing Mr.

Sexton's Powder, pr. 6d. Cooke.

30. Memoirs of the Life and Actions

•f General Blakeney, pr. 6d. Scott.

31. A Letter to the Common Council

upon the supposed Occasion of their

Meeting, pr. 6d. Cooper.

31. An Essay on the Times, pr. is.

Cooper.

33. A modest Address to the Commons

of Great-Britain, pr. 6d. Scott.

34. Bower vindicated from the false

Insinuations and Accusations of the pa

pists, pr. 6d. Doughty.

35. A Dissertation on the Cause and

Effect of the Populousness of a Nation.

By W. Bell, M. A. pr. is. Dodfley.

36. A Fourth Letter to the People of

England, pr. as. Collier.

37. The Chronicle of Byng, pr. 6d.

Withy.

38. An Essay on weighing Gold. By

W. Symons, pr. is. 6d. Hodges.

39. A real Defence of Admiral Byng's

Conduct, pr. 6d. Robinson.

40. A short Epistle from a Country

Gentleman to the Duke of Newcastle,

pr. 4d. Payne.

Physics and Science.

41. A preliminary Discourse to an in

tended Treatise on the Fluxionary Mt.

t'u d. By J. Rowning, M. A. pr. is. 6d.

Dodd.

42. Observations on a Scries of Elec

trical Experiments. By Dr. ,' loadly and

Mr. Wilson, pr. is. 6d. Payne.

43. Philosophical Transactions, Vol.

XUX. pr. 9s. Davis. (See p. 395.)

44. The Expeditious Instructor, pr. is.

Reeve.

* ;• A Dissertation on Bleeding, pr. is.

.Field.

46. Astronomy explained on the Prin

ciples of Sir Isaac Newton. By J. Fer

guson, 410, pr. 15s, sew'd.

47. A plain Account of the Cause of

Earthquakes. By J. Freke, pr. rs. Innys,

48. Electricity rendered useful. By R.

Lovett, pr. as. Hin;en.

49. The OEconomy of Nature, in

acute and chronical Diseases of the Glands.

By R. Russell, M. D. pr. 4s. Rivington.

Poetry and Entertainment.

50. On the Goodness of the Supreme

Being. By C. Smart, M. A. pr. 6d.

Newbery.

51. The Comtek Miscellany, pr. 6s.

Cooper.

52. A British Phillipic,pr. is.Kinnersley.

53. Lesbia : A Tale, pr. 6d. Withy.

54. Liberty ! A Poem. By C. Shaw,

pr. is. Manby.

55. The Turncoat, a Parody on the

Tragedy of Athelstan, pr. is. Vaillant.

56. The Spring : An Ode. By S. C.

Le Maistre, pr. 6d. Cooper.

57. Essays Pastoral and Elegiack, pr. is,

Hooper.

58. Hymn to the Supreme Being, on

Recovery from a dangerous Fit of Illness.

By C. Smart, M. A. pr. 6d. Newbery.

59. A Poem sacred to the Memory of

Anne. By E. Cebden, D. D. pr. 6d.

Baldwin.

60 Mead : A Poem. By C. Bartho

lomew, A. B. pr. is. Cooper.

61. An Ode on the Birth of the Prince

of Wales, pr. 6s. Woodfall.

62. A Poem on the Countess of Pom-

fret's Benefaction to the University of

Oxford, pr. 6d. Rivington.

63. The British Hero, pr. is. Robinson.

Sermons.

64. Sermons on the most interesting

religious, moral, and practical Subjects,

By the late Rev. and Learned Mr. Isaac

Kimber. With the Author's Effigies,

curiously engraved, and Memoirs of his

Life and Writings, pr. 6s. Noon, Ackers,

and Baldwin.

65. Our Duty as Patriots and Protes

tants. By T. Gibbons, pr. 6d. Buckland.

66. A Sermon before the University of

Oxford, Feb. 15, 1756. By G. Korne,

A. M. pr, 6d. Withers.

67. Dr. Free's Sermon on National

Unanimity, pr. 6d. Sandby.

68. A Sermon on the Death of B. Ste

venson, D. D. By J, Frank, pr. 6d.

Henderson.

69. A Sermon on the War with France.

By R. Winter, pr. 6d. Field.

70. A Sermon at Chesterfield, in Der

byshire. By J. Heywood, pr. 6d. Payne.

71. A Sermon besjte the University of

Oxford-, June 8, 1756. By T. Griffith,

M. A. pr. 6d. Rivington.

72. A Sermon before the University of

Oxford, July 4, 1756. By C. Hall, B. D.

pr. 6d. Rivington.

73. De fundamentalisms Dissertatio

Theologica. five concio ad clerum, Lord.

ki. A J. But ton, S. T. P. Rivington.

Priest
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London Magazine.

For SEPTEMBER, 1756.

An Account of the Trial of Gmtral

F—W K E before a Beard os general

Officers, August 10, 1756.

y/&"*~$f$&Y&S S we had reason to be-

lieve, that an account

of thi6 trial would have

been published by au

thority, we intended to

have delayed giving any

account of it till then ;

but as no such account

has been yet published, and as several

different accounts have been lately pub

lished, as taken from gentlemen who

were present at the 'rial, we have com

 

majesty, and that is he had been guilty

of any mistake or misconduct, he was

sure he had not been guilty of any wilful

crime. Then the general's commission, as

governor of Gibraltar, was read, but

was made no use of, nor once mentioned

afterwards duiing the whole trial.

The judge advocate then read the three

following letters :

To Lieut. Gen. F-wki, er, in bis Absence,

to the Commander in chief in his Majesty t

Garrison of Gibraltar.

SIR, War- Office, March si, 1756.

A M commanded to acquaint you,

that it is hit majesty's pleasure thatI

pared and corrected those accounts in the ° you receive into your gairisonlord Robert

presence, and by the help, of some other

gentlemen who were likewise at the trial,

whereby we have been enabled to draw

up a more exact account of that famous

trial than any yet published, which we

shall give our readers as follows :

The general officers upon this trial were

Gen. Sir Robert Rich, president.

Gen. Sir John Ligonier,

Lieut. Gen. Hawley,

Lieut. Gen. lord Cadogan,

Lieut. Gen. Guise,

Lieut. Gen. Onflow,

Lieut. Gen. 1'ulteney,

Lieut. Gen. Huske,

Lieut. Gen. Campbell,

Lieut. Gen. lord de la Warr,

Lieut. Gen. Charles D. of Marlborougli,

Lieut. Gen. Wolfe,

Lieut. Gen. Cholmondeley,

Major Gen. Lascelles,

Major Gen. Bocland,

Major Gen. lord Geo. Beauclerk.

The members being sworn, the court

was opened by the judge advocate, who

declared, that tho* he was by his office

obliged to appear as prosecutor, yet he

was sorry for the occasion, and wished

that the prisoner might be able to justify

his conduct ; to which the prisoner re

plied, with professions of fidelity to his

Sepiember, 1756.

Eertie's regiment to do duty there ; and

in case you shall apprehend, that the

French intend to make any attempt upon

his majesty's island os Minorca, it is his

majesty's pleasure, that you make a de

tachment out of the troops in your gar

rison, equal to a battalion, to be com-

Q manded by a lieutenant-colonel and ma

jor, such lieutenant- colonel and major to

be the eldest in your garrison, to be put

on board the fleet for the relief of Mi

norca as the admiral shall think expedi

ent, who is to carry them to the said

istand. I am,

Your humble servant,

D B*

To Lieut. Gen. F-wtt, or, in his Absence,

to the Commander in chief at Gibraltar.

SIR, War-Office, March 26, 1756.

A M commanded to acquaint you,

that it is his majesty's pleasure, in

case the island of Minorca should be in

any likelihood os being attacked, that

you make a detachment from 'he troops

in your garrison equal to a battalion, com-

manded by a lieu'tnant-colonel and ma

jor, for the relies of that place, to be put

on board the fleet at the disposition rf the

admiral ; such lieutenant-colonel and ma

jor to be the eldest in your garrison.

F ff a 7i

I



4»t COURT MARTIAL Sept.

To l.i.ut. Gen. F- wicr. er, in his Absence, be delivered at the same time with the fe

te tie Ccmm.inHcr in Lief in la Majesty t cond, I supposed that the last dated letter

Curijvn in Girral'ar. would of courfc be understood to super-

SIR. L'arCfscc, 1-56. seethe first

' 0 /rr. F wke.] Your lordship hai
IT is his rp.jf^/s pleasene that you re- fat at another board ; was it not the cui-

ceive imo >.'ui gariu^n the wu.nen torn there ?

and cIm -<''-r> be" , ^ing to loid Robert ^ Sec. al -war.] I cannot fay any thing of

Bertie's n^inv-nt. what passed at th-!t board.

The secretary at war beirg sworn prov- Court,) Did your lordship send those let-

ed the ctdeis. tern yourself ?

Judge advacate-1 I suppose that the licut. See. at tear J 1 did not send the letters

gin. in his defence, will call lor the mi- myself. I wrote them and delivered them

nutes of the council of war held at Gi- to the charge of my secondary ; he is here

braltar, and therefore I do not read th~m. or at the war-office to answer to what the

Prisoner.) I have prepared my defence court may desire to know on that head.

In wiiting, and desire that the judge ad- B Mr. Sherwood, the secondary, was

vocaie may read it. sworn by the judge advocate, and asked

Ccurt.] Would you not examine the what h e had done with the Utters ?

secretary at war now he ii here ? Sbencmd.] I delivered the first letter,

Lieut, gen. F-wke.] I desire my defence under a flying seal, to gen. Stewart, while

may be read now, and hope his lo'dthip he was in town. 1 sent the second letter,

will give me leave to ask him loch questi- under a fl; ing seal inclosed, to gen. Stew-

ons as I shall think proper hereastir. art at Portlmouth ; and the third in the

Ssc. dt viar. ] I shall slay in court as q fame manner. I delivered the first letter

long as this trial it depending, and shall into the general's own hand. He set out

answer all questions which make for the for Portsmouth the 45th, and 1 gave it

lieutenant-general with more pleasure him the 14th.

than those which make against him. Mr F-wke then asked Mr. Sherwood

Prisoner's defence was read. " That the fame question as h- had before asked

he received these three letters together by lord B , whether in the second or-

the same hand, and must therefote take ders, the words ncfwitlstanding tie former

them together. That his orders weie orders were not ah- aj/s used. He ar.fwer-

eonfused at least, if not contradictory ; D ed with some hesit. tion— yc-- to be lure

That if they were confused then he could it always has beer rlie 1 ullom of the of-

not know how to execute them ; and if fice.— He fpoie -with ec-fusten

«>iey were contradictory they could not be The juclge advoca e then went on with

executed at all." reading the prisoner's desen.e.

Lieut, gen. F-wke then asked the secre- " My orders betng confused and con-

tary at war, Did not your lordship appre- tradifb.ry, I called a council of war, not

bend, that the second letter cf the 28th to deliberate whether I should obey my

superseded the first of the xist ? , £ orders or not, bur unly to take their fense

Seeatwar.] I did apprehend so. what was the mcai irg of them "

Lieut, gtn. F-wke. ! should it not have Lieut, gen. F-v*ke then urged, and

been mentioned thin in your lordship's frequently repeated it during hit. trial,

second letter, that the first was superseded ? that his 01 ders were not ab'olute, but dis-

Sec. at imj.] I did not know that the cretionaijr ; and that the execution of

fiist letter had gone, otherwise 1 might them was left to his and Mr. Byng'a

Jiave said in my second letter, sutivith- judgment ; and, to prove that (he ffcre-
Sardirg ny former ordas. r tary at war did not himself think, for a

Liiui. pn. F wke.] These words would long time after the sending them, that

have saved an infinite deal of trouble : those orders were absolute, he produced

But i* it net the custom os your ofiice, a Jetter os his, wiote the nth of May,

when second orders are intended to (u- which le desired might be read,

pried, the first, to mention that they do ^^ ^ f^

°Sec. at war.] I do remember, that in ~ ,bl " Gibraltar,

the cafe of anuther officer's ordeis, when Q SIR, rVar-Ojicc, May 12, 1756.

the fist order was gone away by a mes- f Wrote to yru by grn. Stewart: If

sen*et, and the lecond order, superseding J[ that order is not complied with,'—

it, was to be sent by another messenger, Litut gen. l-'-wke.] How could his lord-

1 did fay in my second letter, r.otiottb- stiip wrire, // that order has not been

staidirg yiur fa nur oide-s ; but in the pre- complied wilh, if he had thought it ao

sent case, as the fiist letter, if it went at absolute order and not diserttittary ?

all, was 10 go by the fame person, and to j j ' &*



On General F-WKE.175^.

Judge advocate goes on reading.

If that order has not been complied with,

then you are no* to make a detachment

of 700 men out of your own regiment

and Guise's, and also another detachment

out >f Pulteney'sand I'anmure's regimen t3,

and fend rhem on board the fleet for the

relief of Mihon. But if that order has

been complied with, then you are to make

only one deuchment of 700 men, to be

commanded by another lieut. col. and

major, and to fend it to Mjhon. And

you ore also to detain all such empty ves.

sels .is ill 1 I come into your harbour, and

keep them in readiness for any farther

transportation ot troops. 1 have also his

royal highness the duke of Cumberland's

commands, to rlelire that you will keep si

your g.v tiso.i as alert as poiTible, -during

this critical time, and give such other

assistance as may be in your power for

the relief ot tVfmoica, taking care, how

ever, not t.) fatigue, or to endanger yoar

pwn gair.hr,.

Sic. at -war.] The fi"est person to ex

plain tt.at letter I ihou.d think, ts its au- fa

ther But I mult nrst observe; that 'his

letter exprcs-ly supposes, rhat Hie orders

sent in nn lor.ner letters were absolute,

and not cli'ore ion.il.

Here .ib lortliliip was stopped short by

a doubt l)ein< midc by the court, wher

ther he could be iegul.nl) admitted to

exp'.ii-. t'i it letter

Lieut. Gen. F wKe.J she letter is very D

plai :> 111 uteri, .<nd doc not need any ex

plication.

P'isidcit ] Every gentleman has a right

to explain hit own letter.

Cmrt.] It We are some of us of opi

nion, .hat his lordship has a tight to ex

plain his letter ; and otners, that he has

not ; thrn we must clear the court, and g

debate that matter among ourselves.

Src. at ".cir.] I thought that it had

bm.n ttiK'tly regular for me 10 explain that

letter ; hut if any one member of the

court has any doubt about the regularity

of it, that is alone of suihcient weight

with me to maJte me decline giving any

farther explanation 01 it. *

Lieut. Gen. F-wke then said, that he

had offered to make the detachment, if

Mr. B- ng thought it necessary, in the

hearing of Mr. West.

Mr. West being sworn, lieut. gen.

F-wke addressing himself to him, " You

remember, Sir. that aster the council

was over, I came on board the Ramillies, Q

and met Mr. B-ng in the state-room, and

read to him the resolutions of the coun

cil of war, and said, notwithstanding this,

if you think it for his majesty's service, I

will upon my own authority venture 19

give you the men."

4*3

Mm. West.} I do not remember that

you shewed the minutes, or that Mr.

B-ng read them ; bur I do remember

that there was something passed on that

head, but I rather apprehended it to be

loose talk than business. Vou offered to

make the detachment if he thought it ne

cessary ; and he said, I do not believe it

will be wanted, or t do not think it ne

cessary.— But, to do the admiral justice,

I do not apprehend that he thought him

self bound to give an answer to that ques

tion.

The judge advocate then read the re

maining part of the lieutenant general's

dei'^nc-

" The whole number which I had then

in garrison was n t 1600 men. I had

spared to Mr. Er'ge.ombe's ships 235,

which, with 4 of m> men he had left

in St. Philip's, made 275. The ordinary

duty of the garrison required in w orkmen

and guards above 800 men, 'o thit I had

not then remaining quite t iree reliefs, if

I had made a detachment of a battalion,

and put it on board the fl et, 1 mould not

then hive had two reliefs, and this at a

time when I believed the place was in

danger of being attacked, for good rea

sons, which I do not think myself at li

berty to mention."

The lieut. gen- then returned to hit

first plea, of the d lubtsulnes. of his orders,

and l iid, 1 know very well that myorderS

did not allow me to hold a council of

war, to deliherire al'out the obeying of

my orders, a d therefore 1 called it onlj

for their h 'p in understanding of them.

Court ] Dnn.it you read the minutes of

the council of war ?

The judge advocate then read

General F-wke'r Letter id the Secretary tf

f/ar, dated at Gibraltar the 6tb of May>

1756.

Afy Lord,

" T HAVE the honour of your three

I letters ; upon the receipt of them,

I called a council of war, to consider of

the state of his majesty's forts and garri

sons in the Mediterranean ; and, it ap

pearing to us, that the sending a detach

ment equal to a battalion, would be a*

ineffectual relief to Minorca, and a

weakening of this garrison, we have de

termined it to be not for his majesty's ser

vice to make the detachment.

Inclosed are the minutes of the council

of war."

The judge advocate then read the mi

nutes.

" At a council of war held at Gibral

tar, May, 1756, the three last letters of

the
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the secretary of war were read, and are Gen. F-wke.] I called that council only

as follows. to ask their opinion about the meaning of

[litre filltvisd tie three ah:vcmcntioned my orders.

Litters of the list and litb of March, and Judge advocate.] The council, by their

first of April. The Orders of the Adv.iraity minutes, do not appear to have had any

to Admiral Byng were aljo read, and are as doubt at all about their meaning ; but

/i.Vo-ar.] rather to have determined against the ex-

fi^ ecuting them.

SIR, Get. F-wke.] They had no occasion to

" » s b-ing his majesty's pleasure, that express any doubt about their meaning,

X loid Robert Bertie's regiment do because no one of them so much as doubt-

serve on boaid your fleet, to do duty ed of their being discretionary,

there; and his majesty having issued or- Judge advocate.] Your own letter dees

ders by the secretary of war to general nor exprtess any doubt.

F-wke, to make a detachment equal to a Gen. F-wke. That omission proceeded

battalion, from his garrison, for the re- from the great deference I paid to his

hef of Minorca j you are to conform " lordship in that high office which he holds,

yourself to the said orders, and to carry Judge advocate.] I beg pardon j but it

that detachx.cnt on boa:d jour fleet, and is my duly lo obfcrve, as it has been cf-

land them at Miner a. And in cafe, ten said by the lietit. gen. that he called a

upon conference had wi'h general Blake- council of war only to know the meaning

ney, he shall think it necessary, you shall of his oiders, that he has offered no

then land lord Robert Bertie's regiment proof of this ; and that his own letter,

also at Malion, from on board your fleet. and the minutes of the council, plainly

Signed, &c. A n. Q imply that they had no doubt at all about

Upon accoont of the alteration of cir- their meaning,

cumltanccs, which have arisen since the As to what the general has said about

date of the above letter, we having re- his orders being discretional ; ihe only

reived undoubted intelligence of the discretional part of them is, what relates

French army being actually landed in to the distribution of the men among the

Minorca, to the number of from 13 to ships of the fleet, which is left to the dis-

16,ceo men ; and a (tench fleet being position of the admiral,

stationed before the harbour, of 16 ships, _ The general then made a speech to the

11 of which ate of *?f«at force. We a;e " court, by which he enforced what he had

of opinion, that the sending a detach- before insisted on, That the orders deli-

rnent equal to a battalion from hence, vered to him were confused and contra-

will be an ineffective supply for the relief dictoiy, and th.it in every sense that could

of the ptace, and the dispossessing the be put upon them, they were discretion-

French from the island ; and will be a ary, that is to fay, to be complied, or

weakening of this garrison. - And it ap- not complied with, according as the ad-

pearing to us to be the opinion of the miral and lie should, from the then cir-

engineer, who is best acquainted with E cumstances of affairs, judge to be most

the place, and of such other officers of for his majesty's service , and he con-

this garrison who have been at Mahon, eluded with laying before ihe court a state

that the troops cannot be landed, or at of the garrison of Gibraltar, as it stood

least not without great difficulty,, unless, when he received these orders, which

the French fleet could be dispossessed from was as follows :

their (lation; and lisut. gen. F-wke hav- The whole number of men in the

ing already consented to spare from this garrison was — — *SJ*

garrison 235 men, to serve on board Mr. p Of which there vjas on board the

Edgecombe's ships, besides the 40 which fleet and at Minorca — 175

he left at Mahon ; and it appearing to us,

that the French fleet is at least equal, if Remains — — 1256

not superior to the English ; it is therefore To have been sent to Minorca, sup-

resolved, that it is not for his majesty's poling the orders to have been po-

fervice to make such a detachment ; be- iitive — — 700

cause, in case of the English fleet's meet- ,

ing any disgrace from the French, this There would then have remained at

garrison will then be weakened, and may G Cibraltar only — 1 556

be endangered, tlito' the want os such To have been sent to Minorca by the

detachment." erders of the lath of May, sup

Signed Lieut. (7a». F-wke, Stewart, Effing. posing them likewise »o have been

ham, Cornwall;*, I.crd Robert Ber- positive — — 70a

lie, Lieut, Col. Colvil, &c. to tbi

ftkBilitr of alout lei; er eleven. There
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There would then have remained at Tt the Rev. Mr. C • • * •

Gibraltar only — Sc6
Rev. Sir,

Men on duty daily in that garrison 582 T T 7 HATSOEVE R reasons may b»

Men daily employed as artificers, VV urged for, or against, a militia j

labourers, Ice. in the king's works a subject of no small nicety or impor-

witliin the garrison — 257 tance j and whatever be the fate of any

, ^ bill that may be brought inio parliament

gjj in regard thereto, give me Ica^e to say

. there is one thing that struck me on read.

Over and above the number of men ing the late draught that hath been sent

necessary for the daily work of the round the country, and which (etms to

garrison — — 17 me to require a further degree of attenti-

___ on is ever the bill should corm again under

This state he laid before the court, in publick consideration : I mean that clause

order to shew, that from ihe very nature D which set* apart ti e Sunday afternoon for

of things, it W3S necessary to suppose, " the purposes of training jnd disciplining the

that the orders sent him were all discre- men (see p 533) who are thereby required

tionary, as it was impossible to suppose, constai tly to itier d at such times, and are

that the fortress could be preserved with to be paid (ix pence each for such extra

no moie than 17 men, above what was work. Necessity would no doubt justify

necessary for the daily duty ; and as the the employment of .my part of the day

leaving so few men in ihat fortress would in such exercises, but without necessity I

probably have provoked an attack. can neither conceive the justice nor pro-

However, when the question came to Q priety of it. Pray, Sir, is this making

be put, To acquit, or to suspend for one or considering the day as a d?y of rest ?

year, the court was equally divided, there I» it suitable to the solemnity c,f the wor-

being eight for acquitting, and eight for ship of the day, to be obliged constantly

suspending ; and as in such cases the pre- to piss from it to all that noise, hurry and

fident has a casting vore, he gave it for confusion that the exercise of arms must

suspending. Which sentence being re- naturally bring along with it ? Would it

ported to his majesty, he thought fit to not really be in some respects worse than

dismiss him from his service. _ the book of sports, for that only permit-

Upon the whole it appears, that upon " ted or encouraged by proclarnation such

this trial, the chief question in dispute as chose to divert themselves in the man-

was, whether the orders sent to the ge- ner therein allowed, but this bill enjoyn*

neral were positive or discretionary ; for it on all, and that by an act of the w hole

if they were confused or contradictory, legislature. Should any private persona

they were of course discretionary, and think themselves excused from the puri-

the presumption is in favour of their tanick striilness cf the last a^e, and give

having been discretionary 2 as the ques- th^infwlves any liberties on that day they

lion, whether they were so or no, did E migMit think lawful, be that to themselves 5

not so mu-h as occur to any of the gen- but surely it is quite another thing for the)

tlemen upon the coun:il of war at Gibral- legislature to require and oblige all, whe-

tar ; and as all orders sent to a command- ther they may be satisfied or not, to spend

ing officer, at such a distance, ought to their time in a different manner Irony

have some conditional and discretionary what they may think their duty. And

powers inse-ted in them, by reason that why, ] pray, to be paid for it > If any

a very great change of circumstances may part of the six days on which 1 lahour for

happen between the ticne of issuing, and p the support of my family was to be taken

the time of executing such orders. from me for the publick service, nothing

The non-observance of this rule was can be more reasonable tliau that I should

the happy occasion of the destruction of be paid for it by the publick ; but as tina

the French fleet off La Ho;<ue in 1691, as scheme takes away none nf that time,

may be seen both in Mr. Burchett's Naval where is the reasonableness of the charge ?

History, and in the History of England, The law of God and man have been sup-

by Mr. Ralph : And in the present case, posed hitherto to have forbidden labour

would it have been right to have sent a in our calling on that day, except in ex

positive order to the governor of Gibral- G traordinary cases. This cafe is in no sort

tar, to fend one third, or one half of extraordinary; it is only prima facie tak-

his garrison to Mahon, when it was nat ing from ihe day of rest and adding it to

impossible but that Gibraltar itlelf might the other six of work, in order to save

have been besieged, or Mahon taken, time and get monev : What reason can be

before he received that order? (Seep, given else, why Monday afternoon was

401.) not
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not appointed : Is it not plain that time m.ifl;, and three other fawns ; in all st

em any other day is deemed valuable, on fpects like those which were found the

this day of little importance j but why 17th and 29th of November, except that

then should any be paid for this time that there was no tyger. Besides these we

could legally produce no money in any met with two little boys in bronze, some-

other way. On the whole, 1 cannot but what less than the former. These like-

think such a clause, in a religious view, wife were in a standing posture, had sil-

wrong and productive of many bad con- . ver eyes, and held each of them a vase,

sequences, and the payment to be unne- with handles, upon his shoulder ; from

cessary j but what say you gentlemen of hence the water stowed. We also dug

the clergy to it, (or tho' it so little affects out an old fawn, crowned with ivy, hav-

the fleece, yet must it not greatly arftct ing a lohg beard, a hairy body, and fan-

the flock, and wilt not that be a superior dais on his feet. He fat astride upon a

consideration to those who are duly mind- large goat skin, holding it at the ftet with

ful of the latter, and therefore from those both his hands, from which had issued a.

I hope we (hall have the proper and full larger quantity of water than from the

remonstrance, or such reasons given to B others ; tho' the fawn himself is of the

jollify this new appointment, shall I fay fame size with the former,

for the better observation of the Lord's- All the above-mentioned figures were

Day, >. may be convincing to the people r taken out of a place not exceeding eight

1 submit this to your reflections j and am, palms square, and were covered with the

Sept.. 18, 1756. Yours, &c. ruins of the building j for they were not

. . _ in a garden, but in a room paved with
Kxtratl of a Letter from Camilio Pa- mosaic workj the remaining part of which

dekki d„t,dat Naples, January, 1755, we are now going on t0 examine, Yoa

emcemng we Discoveries at Htr-uUncum. «- m,v reIy imire|y upon wnat r write( M

(beep. 443 ) nothing can be moved from the place

CTOBER 22, 1754, was found a where it is discovered, but in mypte-

btist in bronze, larger than the life, fence. We have likewise sound a large

and of excellent Greek workmanship ; quantity of household furniture, made of

which from some circunistinces may be earthen and iron ware, and some glass,

thought to be a Syrian king. It has eyes At present this is all that I am at liberty

of white marble, like many other busts, to mention. Shortly will be published a

wliich have been met with. D general catalogue of all the things which

Noveoiher 1,7, we discovered the figure have hitherto been sound ; and this year

of an old fawn, or rather a Silenus, re- will come out also the first volume cf the

presented a* sitting upon a bank ; with a paintings. Both these I will take care to

tyger Kin? on his left fide, upon which convey to you.

his hand rested. Both these figures served

to aco-rn a fountain, and from the mouth Of the annexed Map os the Easier* Part >f

of the tyger had flowed water. This ike Province of New-York, ivitb Part of

Silenus was o hronzr, and of good work- g New-Jersey, &c.

manlhip The head wa ctowned with T^HIS elecant Mao exhibits all that

ivy, the body all over hairy, and the X part r f North- Ameiica, which has

thighs covered w-th a drapi-ry. been already, or will he, the scene of our

From t'-e same spot were taken out, present operations ; with a neat Plan of

November 29, three little boys of bronze, Fort Frederick, at Crown-Point, against

of a good manner. Two os these are which, by our latest advices, geneial

young fawns, having the hoir.s and eats Wii.slow has marched with 9000 provin-

os a goat. Thcv ha,-t likewise silver eyes, cials. and which is considered asthestroog-

and ech of them the goat skin on his F est post the enemy have in that part of the

ihouldrr. ' wherein they anciently put world. This Map. our readers will find

wine, and thro' wliich here the warer if- very useful .md instructive to them, and

sued. The third boy is also of bronze, we shall make such references to our for-

has silver eves, is r.f the fame size with nitir Magazines, aswill greatly recommend

the two former, and in a standing posture their inspection of it. See our last vo-

Jike them, but is not a 'awn On one lume, p. 544, 285*120, 121, 286. See

fide of this last stood a small column, also our Magazines, for 1755, p. 29— 32,

upon the top ot which was a comic nijfk, q 43, 72—75, 137, 138, 186, 194, 229—■

that served as a capital to it, and dis- 232, 276 -279, 318—331, 355, 385—

charged water from its mouth. All the 38S, 431, 432. They will still find thig

figures befrre described are two palms in Map more useful, when, in our history

height "ithout their bases. of the plantations, we shall come to the

December- 16, in the dme place were accounts of New-York, the Jerseys, and

discovered another boy, with another Pensilfania.

4 JOUR
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haps appear to be necessary, which

The Bill brought in last Stjsion, and is generally the cafe with every law

passed by the House os Commons, for by which any new and important

the better ordering the Militia, <was regulation is to be introduced ; but

essuch Importance, that we could I do not think that any thing very

not mist taking particular Notice os material has been omitted, and the

it in our Club. Accordingly ive hadA advantage is, that no omission, if

many Debates upon the particular there are any, can be attended with

Clauses of the Bill, but I Jhall give any great expence, or any prejudice

you only that which ive at last had to the publick, before we shall have

upon the general Question, whether an opportunity to provide for them

the Bill in its last Form ought to be by a new bill, as the first operatioa

passed into a Law. Upon this Ques- of this bill is not to take place before

tion the first that spoke was O^Sta- B the 5th of October next, when the

torius, whose Speech was in Sub- lists of all the men capable of serv-

stattct thus. ing in the militia, are to be ordered

M p cj t0 ke returnec- against a future day
Mr trejutent, or days then {0 be appointed> so that

S 1 R' in all probability those lists cannot

THAT every country must be made out before the meeting of

have a military force of C next session of parliament ; and I

some kind or other for its must observe, that when they are

defence against foreign enemies, and made out, it will be very proper for

that the only proper military force us to have copies of them laid before

of a free country is a well regu- us, because we (hall then see what

lated and well disciplined militia, number of men we have in the whole,

are maxims so certain, that I never and in every part of the kingdom,

reflected upon them, without being D that may be deemed fit for the mi-

astoniihed at our having so long neg- litia, which is a knowledge we can-

lected to put the militia of this not have, unless this bill be passed into

country upon any tolerable footing ; a- law, and it is a knowledge we

therefore it was with great pleasure' must have before we can propose ta

I heard of some gentlemen's intend- put the finishing hand to the establish

ing to form a scheme for this pur- ment of a militia ; and that we must

pose, whose capacity and know- E have a well regulated and well dis-

ledge I could depend on, and this ciplined militia, or some other sort

pleasure was very much increased by of military force for our defence is

my first perusal of the bill now un- what, I am lure, no man will dispute,

der our consideration, because I But, Sir, it may perhaps be said,

thought it sufficient for answering that we may provide for our defence

the purpose. I have since perused by keeping up a sufficient standing

it several times with great attention ; F army of regular troops, or by calling

and the more I consider it, the more in a body of foreign troops as often

I am convinced that it is as compleat as we have occasion ; and therefore

a bill as can pofiibly be formed at I shall beg leave to examine both

the first out-set. When it comes to these methods, beginning with thac

be carried into execution some ex- which is improperly called a standing

planations and amendments may per- army of regular troops, by which is

E— of Sta ■ meant a numerous body of men

September, 1 756. - G g g maintained
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maintained in idleness at the publick fending them against the armies of

expence, and governed by laws dif- this kingdom ; but thank God, the

ferent from those of the society to existence of the case was prevented

which they belong. This, I fay, is by the union of the two kingdoms,

improperly called a standing army of which was soon after concluded, and

regular troops, if it be thereby meant which has happily left the inhabi-

to distinguish it from what we now Atantsof this extensive island nothing

call a militia ; for a well regulated else to think of, but how to defend

and well disciplined militia is as themselves against the neighbouring

much a standing army as any sort of powers upon the continent ofEurope,

army can be, and may be made as The impoffibility of this nation's-

regular as any troops have occasion being able to furnilh the expence of

to be for real use. Therefore what keeping up such a numerous stand-

is now called a standing army of re- B ing army of mercenary troops as

gular troops, ought to be called a may of itself be sufficient for our

standing army of mercenary troops ; defence, will plainly appear, Sir, if

and the keeping up of such an army we consider the numerous armies

is so expensive, that it is impossible kept up by France, even in time of

for this nation to furnilh the expence peace, and the expence of the small

of keeping up such a numerous army number of such troops now kept up

of this kind, as w.ould be sufficient C by us. As the French keep up at

for defending us against our nearest least 1 50,000 men, even in time of

and most inveterate enemy, espe-* peace, if they should ever by any

cially considering the great expence accident gain a superiority at sea,

we must be at yearly, in supporting and preserve that superiority but for

our navy, and preserving our supe- three or four weeks, they might

riority at sea. This, Sir, is our case land 100,000 men of regular well

at present, and whenever this hap- ^disciplined troops in this island ; and.

pens to be the case in any country, if we had no men in the kingdom

the only sure method they have left that knew any thing of arms, or

to provide for their defence, is by military discipline, but such as be-

establifhing a well regulated and well longed to our standing army, which

disciplined militia. It is by this me- will be the case in a few years, if

thod that the Swiss Cantons have we go on neglecting our militia as

preserved their freedom and indepen- E we have done for many years past,

dency against the numerous armies of we could not propose to defend our-

Austria as well as France ; and it was selves against such an accident with-

by this method that our neighbours out keeping up a standing army of

in Scotland thought of defending at least 100,000 men. Such a stand-

themselves in case of their having ing army, Sir, if kept up upon the

again become a kingdom quite dif- fame footing as our regular troops

tinct from this, of which there was p are to be for this year, would coll

some appearance in the year 1 704, us at least three millions sterling per

and therefore in that year they pasted ann. for if a standing army of $$,000

the famous act, called The Act of men costs this year 930,0001. toge-

Security, for disciplining their militia, ther with 1 ;2,oool. tor the office of

and providing them with arms ; for ordnance for land service *, a stand-

they wisely foresaw, that if such a ing army of 100,000 men must cost,

case sliould happen, it would be im- Q us at least three millions yearly,

possible for them to furnish the ex- which is an expence that, I am sure,

pence of keeping up sach a nume- this nation could not support, even

rous standing army of mercenary supposing we were quite free from

troops as would be sufficient for de- any publick debt ; and even with

such

• Sti Lend, Mag. fir Ju!j Itf, f. 3?t».
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filch a standing army our fate would do whatever was desired of them,

absolutely depend upon the issue of they would be allowed to sit, in or-

thc first battle, for should we be de- dcr that the king, or the favourite

seated, we could find no recruits general in his name, might have a

who knew any thing of military dis- pretence to say, that the laws of the

cipline, or had ever betn bred to land had always been the measure of

arms ; from whence every one must A his government ; but if the parlia-

fee how imprudent it is to put our ment should refuse to agree to such

whole trust in our standing army of laws, or such supplies as the king or

mercenary troops, and to take no his favourite really intended to have,

care to have our people in general or should dare to remonstrate against

bred to military discipline, and the any measures which the king or his

use of arms. favourite had pursued, or was ro-

But now, Sis, supposing it wsre B solved to pursue, the officers of our

possible for us to famish the expence standing army of mercenary troops,

of keeping up such a numerous army would be privately instructed to peti-;

of mercenary troops as might be tion their sovereign for laying par-

sufficient for our defence in all events, liaments aside, as an useless and

and supposing we could depend upon cumbersome burden upon the execu-

that army alone for our defence, yet tive part of our government, and

J will say, it is a sort of defence q the dismissing of two or three officers

which we never ought to chuse, nor for refusing, if any should refuse, to'

ever will chuse, whilst there is a sign such a petition, would com-

spark of the spirit of liberty remain- niand a ready compliance in all thd-

ing amongst us. A standing army rest.

«i mercenary troops always, at last, In answer to this, Sir, I know it

begin to look upon themselves as the has been often urged, that we can*

masters of that country where they q have no apprehensions from our army

are kept up ; and after the body of \Vhile it is commanded by gentlemen?

the people have been rendered das- of the best families and fortunes in*

tardly and effeminate, which is tha the kingdom ; but this is a doctrine

never-failing consequence of a total that has been contradicted by the

disuse of arms, such an army will experience of all ages and all conn-

no longer submit to the civil power, tries: The standing armies of Rome,

than till they find a general who has g by whom the liberties of that fa-

art and conduct enough to unite mous republick were overturned*

them all under his influence. In re- were commanded by men of the best

publican, or aristocratical forms of families and fortunes in the common-i

government, this indeed is very dif- wealth. In France the absolute

hcult, because it is easy to prevent power os the crown was established,

any one general's acquiring luch an and is now supported, by standing*

influence ; but in a limited mo- p armies of mercenary troops which

narchy, such as ours, it is very easy; were, and are still, commanded by

because the army naturally unite un- the chief r.oblefe of th;it kingdom,

der their sovereign ; and if tiic king In short, Sir, in all countries were

has not ambition enough to aim at the liberties of the people have beer*

arbitrary power, some general who overturned by a standing army of

happens to be his chief favourite mercenary troops, we shall find, that

probably may. From that moment q the officers of those armies were ge-

the substance of our liberties would ncrally men of family and fortune,

be annihilated, tho' the shadow might in the countries they respectively be-

perhaps be continued for some time. longed to ; for men even of family

Whilst our parliaments continued to.' and fortune are bin too apt to con-

G g g 2 tribute
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tribute to the establishing of arbitra- for that purpose in all events ; and

ry power, when they expect to have the only other method of providing

a considerable share in the dispensing for our defence, besides that of a

of it. This is an observation found- well regulated and well disciplined

ed upon the nature of mankind, and militia, is that of calling in a body

the behaviour of our army in the of foreign troops as often as we have

reign of James II. is far from being A occasion. This is the method we

any objection to it ; for most of the have now chosen, because it was

officers of that army saw, that if thought by many, that we were in

they should contribute to the esta- imminent danger, and that we had

blislunent of arbitrary power in their no other way for guarding against

sovereign, they would be so far from B this danger ; sor which reason, tho'

having any lhare in the dispensing I was of a different opinion, I did

of it, that they would themselves not oppose it ; but I hope we (hall

become slaves to the most contemp- never again be under such unlucky

tible of mankind : I mean the circumstances as to furnish any one

priests, monks, and jefuits, who had with a pretence for having recourse

got the absolute direction of that to this method ; for of all others it

prince's conscience, with respect to Cis the most dangerous and the least

his temporal as well as his spiritual to be depended on. We have, it is

affairs ; and besides this it is now true, upon this occasion, found an

well known, that many of our no- opportunity to bring over some fo-

bility, and several of the officers reign troops j but upon the next oc-

both of our army and navy, had cation the princes and states of Eu-

entered into such engagements with rope may be so imbroiled among

the prince of Orange, afterwards D themselves, that no one of them

Jung William, whilst his princess will spare us any of their troops,

was presumptive heir to our crown, and the greater danger we are in, the

as they could not well break thro' more cautious they will always be

after she ceased to be so, by the birth of sending us any of their troops,

of a prince of Wales ; especially as Perhaps iome of them were upon

the chief reason for their entering this occasion the more ready to send

into such engagements became much E us their troops, because they thought

stronger after that unexpected event with me, that we were not in any

than it had ever been before. There- real danger of being invaded ; and

fore, Sir, we are not to expect that indeed the marine of France is at

our army will always behave as they present in such a contemptible con-

did at that time ; for whatever opi- dition, that it is scarcely in the

nion we may have of the gentlemen power of chance to give them a su-

who are now the officers of our p periority at sea, for the space of

standing army, we can have no rea- twenty-sour hours, in any part of

son to hope, that the gentlemen of the British channel, without some

family and fortune in this country well-grounded hope of which, I am

will always have a greater share of persuaded, they will never seriously

virtue and publick spirit than has by think of invading this island ; and

experience been found in any other if they should ever, by any accidenr,

part of the world G gain a superior power at sea, that

I hope I have now shewn, Sir, power which enabled them to in-

that it is neither possible, nor would vade this island, would enable them

it be prudent in us, to provide for to prevent any foreign troops coming

our defence, by keeping up such a to our assistance,

numerous standing army of merce- Thus, Sir, we must fee, that the

nary troops as would be sufficient bringing over a body of foreign

troop?
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troops is a method of providing for sing that we may safely send them

our defence which can never be re- back at Christmas next ; and this is

lied on, and if it could, the practice an expence our neighbours of France

would be of the most dangerous con- may every summer expose us to, in

sequence to our liberties ; for if we time of peace as well as war ; for it

trusted entirely to this method, or so will be but marching a body of their

much as to be under a necessity to A troops towards the sea coast in the

bring over a number much superior spring, and we must thereupon send

to the number of national troops we in a hurry for our foreign auxiliaries,

kept in pay, they might very proba- And besides this expence we must,

bly serve us as the Saxons served our in order to have these auxiliaries at

ancestors the Britons ; and if they command, I fay, we must for ever

should attempt it, I doubt much if pay annual subsidies, and so become,

the present inhabitants of this island B in some measure, tributary to several

could make such a brave and obsti- of the princes upon the continent of

nate defence as the Britons did of Europe.

old. But suppose we should always I think, Sir, I may now with the

keep up such a number of national strongest reason conclude, that a well

troops as to prevent our being in regulated and well disciplined militia

danger of being conquered by our is the only military force that can be

foreign auxiliaries, yet these foreign C relied on, and the only sufficient

auxiliaries would greatly add to the military force which it is possible for

danger to which our liberties must us to provide, and to have ready at

always be exposed by a standing command upon all occasions. That

army, even of national mercenary we have no such military force at

troops ; for foreign troops could nei- present no one can pretend, who re-

ther understand, nor have any re- members what passed in the years

gard to the liberties of the people : D 45 and 46, much less can it be

They could think of nothing but a pretended by any one who thought

blind obedience to the prince upon it necessary to bring over the foreign

the throne ; and if we then hap- troops we have now in the kingdom,

pened to have an ambitious prince and therefore, I hope, no one will

upon the throne, or a weak prince oppose our passing the bill now before

governed by a wicked minister, these us into a law.

foreign troops would be of signal E

use to him, in securing the obedience The next that spoke tvas M. Agrippa,

of our own national troops to his the Purport of ixibose Speech <was as

most unconstitutional commands ; follows.

for when men can have no hopes of ^ . „ . ,
being able to resist with success, their Mr- 1 reJldenU

obedience generally becomes active, SIR,

and this too is, 1 believe, the only F \T7TTH regard to most of what

case in which passive obedience is YV was se'd by the noble lord

ever practised. who spoke last, I ihall very readily

A third disadvantage, -Sir, in this concur in opinion with him, and yet

method of providing for our defence, I can by no means agree to the pal -

is the expence with which it must, sing of this bil) into a law, because

upon every occasion, be attended. I think it would be like throwing

from this year's publick accounts fjout a twig to a man in danger of

we may see, that the handful of so- drowning, by the grasping at which

reign troops we have brought over he is actually drowned, whereas by

upon the present occasion, wili cost turning his e)e another way, he

us above 300,0001. *, even suppo- might have caught hold of a rope,

* Sh Lend, Mag. fir July Itijl, f. 340.
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by which he might have been drawn (hip, that the enforcing of such a

to the shore. A well regulated and law would be apt to raise insur-

well disciplined militia, Sir, i» so rections in this country, as it has of-

neceffary for the glory as well as ten done in others ; and it may be

safety of every nation, that I wish remarked of old scholars as well as

with all my heart we had it, but this young, that they never make great

bill, I am sure, will not give it us. A proficiency in any art or science

On the contrary, the meaning of the which they must be compelled to

word seems to have been mistaken by study. In old times, when the militia

those who were the projectors of this of England were really good soldiers,

bill, which mistake, I suppose, they and when it consisted, as it always

were led into by what is called the ought, of all the freemen in the

militia in France, but what ought kingdomwhowereabletocarry arms,

rather to be called a nursery for their B this general military spirit did not

standing army. What is properly so much proceed from any express

called the militia of any country, law, as from the fashion and humour

comprehends every freeman in that of the times. Every one of our

country who is able to carry arms : great barons was himself bred up

This is what was formerly understood from his infancy in the practice of

by the militia of this country j and all sorts of military exercises ; and

this is what is meant in that act C they did not value themselves, nor

which was passed soon after the rcsto- were they regarded by others, so

ration for' regulating our militia ; much upon the yearly revenue they

but the term freeman was very ridi- had coming in, for every one of

culousty in that act confined to per- them had more than they had occa-

sons having 50I. a year land estate, fion for, as upon the number of

or 600I. in money or goods, besides brave and expert soldiers they could

stock on the ground; whereas the D upon anyoccasion bring into the field,

term freeman ought to be extended For this reason they were themselves

to every man who is not in a state of always ready to give the example of

slavery ; and if all such men in this courage and military discipline to

country could be bred to arms, and their inferiors, and all their palace*

taught military discipline, I shall or castles were a sort of academies

most readily grant, that it would be where the young men of the neigh-

the best guard we could have for our E bourhood daily learnt and practised

liberties, and the best military force all sorts of military exercises. Their

we could provide for our defence. estates were not let out at rack rents,

But I doubt much if this can be or high fines, as they are at present,

done, Sir, by any compulsory law, but were all let at an easy rent, or

er by any other method but that of small fine, and if any farm was

making it every man's immediate better, or more improveable than

and apparent interest to breed him- F another, he was sure to have it who

self to aims, and to make himself had shewn himself the bravest and

master of military discipline. To most expert soldier. By the same rule

compel men to employ a confidera- likewise they dispensed all the favours

ble part of their time, and to be which they had to bestow upon the

at a good deal of trouble, and even gentlemen in their neighbourhood ;

some expence, to learn an art which and besides this, the regard and e-

they think they may never once in G steem which every man had among

their whole life have occasion to his companions, did not proceed

make use of, and by which they can from the estate or riches he was pos-

no way add to their character or e- sessed of, but from the character hp

state, w ould be deemed such a hard- had acquired for military knowledge,

and personal valour. Thus,
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Thus, -Sir, it became in those have occasion, he can never expect

days every man's personal interest to to be advanced, unless he be pof-

breed himself to arms, and to make sessed of such an estate ; he can ne-

himself master of military discipline ; ver expect even to be a serjeant, be-

and the case is still the fame in Swis- cause no man is by the bill to be a

serland, where almost every com- serjeant who has not served in the

jnon man, as well as gentleman, has A regular troops. Thus, Sir, in or-

served some part of his youth in some der to make men venturous and

of those regiments they have in the brave, the two chief qualities of a

pay of foreign powers ; and from good soldier, you are going to starve

the character he has acquired in that those very passions, I mean, ambi-

"regiment, he is, upon his return, to tion and avarice, which make men

expect esteem or advancement in his venturous and brave. Surely, the

own country. Nay, even in France, fi gentlemen who projected this bill,

great care has been taken to propa- must never once have reflected upon

jate the opinion, that it is scanda- the nature of mankind, or upon the

ous for any of their nohltjjlt who is most proper methods for rendering

not of the robe, as they call it, ne- that which they intended effectual,

ver to have served in the army ; and What I have hitherto said, Sir,

even among the vulgar, a particular tends to (hew, that the whole plan

regard is stiewn to those who have C °f this bill is wrong, but supposing

served their fix years in the army, that the plan were right, is the bill

especially if it be known that they preperly framed for carrying that

have behaved well upon any siege plan into execution i His majesty

or action. may, it is true, appoint, as he doe*

It is by such means as these, Sir, now, a lord lieutenant in each coun-

that a military spirit ii to be propa- ty, and those lords lieutenants may

gated and preserved among the peo- D appoint deputy lieutenants in their

pie of any country, and not by respective counties, if they can find

bluntly enacting, that such a num- such persons, properly qualified, in

ber of men in each parish or county, the county, as will accept of the

shall be soldiers, or shall be taught office ; but who will, who can assure

military discipline ; for such a law us, that twenty, or ten, or even

will always have the fame effect with five persons, qualified as the bill di»

that law which was passed soon after g rests, can be found in every county,

the restoration for regulating our who will accept of being deputy

militia, it will be troublesome and lieutenant ? For there is nothing in

expensive to the people, but the the bill for obliging men to 2ccept

service itself will be contemptible ; of this troublesome office ; 3nd if

and the law, instead of providing five cannot be found that will accept,

for our defence, may very probably the law cannot, in most of our coun-

prove the cause of our ruin, by in- p ties, be carried into execution, un-

ducing us to put our trust in that less the lord lieutenant be always on

which, if ever brought to a trial, the spot, because in his absence no-

will be found deceitful. Nay, the thing can be done, unless five deputy

bill now before us, if passed into a lieutenants at least be present. And

law, will rather extinguish than re- unless two persons, qualified as the

v.ive a military spirit among the peo- bill directs, can be found in each

pie, for it wilt (hew, that let a man's q county, who will accept of the of-

courage and expertnefs in military ficc of being deputy lieutenant, no

discipline be ever so treat, or let one step can be made for carrying

lum behave ever so well againil the the law into execution in any county

•nemy, if he fliould ever happen, te .of England or Wales, where two

such
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such persons cannot be found ; for the be punished by fine or Imprisonment, if

lord lieutenant cannot, without the assist- they neglect or disobey the orders or di-

ance of two deputies at the least, so sections they receive : We may likewise

much as order the lists of all the men expect, that the prescribed number of

within each division to be made out by militia men will be in each county chosen

the constables, which is the very first by lot ; but can we be secure, that the

step to be taken in the execution os this men so chosen will appear upon the day

intended law. a appointed to take the oaths and be in-

Now, Sir, if we consider, that every rolled, or to appoint a substitute ? I think

deputy lieutenant is by the bill, as it we cannot ; because no man is by the

now stands, obliged to leave with the bill subjected to any penalty or punish-

clerk of the peace an account of his qua- ment for non-appearance, and I believe a

lification in writing, signed by him, that deputy lieutenant and three commissioners

is to fay, an account of the estate by of the land-tax, would not take upon

which lie claims to be qualified as the bill them to punish any man for non-appear-

directs, under a high penalty, in cafe of anee, without an express authority from

his neglecting to do so, or in cafe it B the act for their so doing. I could shew

should afterwards appear, that the estate many other glaring imperfections in this

is not worth what he gave it in for ; and bill ; but these, I hope, Sir, will be sus-

considering that the accepting of this of- ficient for excusing my giving a negative

fice will subject every gentleman to a to its being passed into a law, even tho' I

great deal of trouble and expence, with- approved of the general plan of the bill,

out so much as a prospect of any advan- which, for the reasons I set out with, is

tage, I believe, most of your lordships very far from my intention,

will concur with me in opinion, that inQ <sbit JOOXKAL to be confirmed in our next.]

many counties of this kingdom it will *

not be possible to find two gentlemen *Jnt> -t> -fj-fr

qualified as the bill directs, that will ac-
cept of the office of lord lieutenant ; and " M's' » 1 1

consequently the noble lord will be dis- j HAVE addressed you as a lover, ans!

appointed in what he expects from this 1 advised you as a friend ; yet in thii

bill, if passed into a law, to wit, an ac- latter character only, I would be consi-

count of all the men able to carry arms _ dered : I would even caution you against

in the whole, as well as every part of" love; that which terminates in the hap-

this kingdom. plest marriage has little to recommend it s

Thus I think, Sir, it must appear evi- Good fense, that sympathy of soul, and

dent, so far as relates to the deputy lieu- mutual complacency, which are so eflen-

tenants, that this bill, if passed into a tial to it, are almost always wanting ;

law as it now stands, will be found ab- and when the first raptures subside, unea-

solutely inexecutable ; and this objection finefs and distaste soon follow,

holds equally strong with regard to colo- Since this is too generally the cafe, you

nels, lieutenant colonels, and all other E must construct your happiness on a diffe-

commiflioned officers ; for no man is, by rent plan, and I would recommend friend-

the biH as it now stands, to be obliged to ship to you as a proper substitute for love j

accept of any commission in this militia, but to make it durable as well as pleasing,

and I am persuaded, that very few gen- it must be sounded in virtue, and confined

tlemen, qualified as the bill directs, will to your own sex. There are, no doubt,

willingly acoept of any such commission ; a number of ours very capable of a difin-

for we now find, that few gentlemen of terested friendship ; who could converse

any character chuse to accept of commis- with esteem, and love you without pas

sions in the militia we have now esta- ** fion ; but the custom of the world is a-

bhfhed, and I can fee no reason for sup- gainst such a connection, and censure and

posing, that commissions in the new mi- calumny too often the consequence,

litia will be deemed more honourable If friendship alone should not be suf-

ttian those in the old, or that any more ficient to fill up the measure of your hap-

profit can be made of the former, than piness, it will be necessary to enlarge

could ever be made of the latter. your scheme, and by taking in religion,

But now. Sir, suppose, that by this extend it to the future ; not that, which

bill we could be secure of finding deputy Q gloomy and superstitious writers have

lieutenants and commission officers, can painted in such dreadful colours ; but a

we be secure of finding militia men ? religion all amiable and lovely, such as

We may indeed depend upon having lists will not only irradiate your mind, but

of all the men that are fit for being mi- give a lustre even to your beauty. To

litia men, because the coustablcs are to speak to a young lady en this subject, re*

3 quirt*
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J|uires great delicacy j and as all 1 can lion, filled the air with their fragrance j

ay will, perhaps, be much better con- and the trembling leaves, which the dy-

veyed to you in a little oriental tale I ing gales had yet left in motion, diver-

lateiy met with, I beg leave to subjoin it. fifiid the scene, and made it altogether

Selima was the daughter of Abdallah, charming. How transporting, cried Sea

a Persian of some distinction in the reign lima, are these rural de ighrs ! I taste

of Abas the Great; but being disgusted them pure and unmixed! Alas, I.oW

withdrew from court, and settled on the ^ different from those delusive pleasures

banks of the Zenderoud. He had likewise which play upon the senses for a moments

a retreat in mount Taurus, and as Selima and leave nothing behind them but unea-

bad a taste for solitude, he often accom- finess and regret ! You are sr,uch mista-

panied her there during the excessive ken, interrupted Zara, is you think there

heats of summer. No expence was spa- are no other amusements you are capable

red to render this abode delightful ; the of relishing ; and if you are pleased to

walks were lined with trees of various permit me, I will immediately conduct

freits and foliage, and flowers, of a thou- you where you will meet with joys, of

sand different hues and odours, painted the B which these are but the shadow,

parterre. It was furnilhed with water Amazement and surprize stopped Sell—

from the adjacent mountains, which pour- ma ; a sudden tremor shook her whole

ing down a natural cascade, was after- frame ; and, before she could recover her-

wards divided into smaller streams, and self, a thin mist arising from the river

distributed to every part of the garden. condensed into a cloud, and covered her

The murmuring of these little rills, and entirely from the view of her companion,

the soft melody of the birds, gave the A pleasing slumber stole upon her senses,

mind a peculiar turn .to musing ; and as Q and when she awoke, she found herself

Selima's was naturally disposed to reflec- upon the highest peak of mount Tauros*

tlon, she enjoyed this recess with double She had scarce time for recollection, when!

pleasure, and never lest it but with ex- one of those benevolent genii, who pre-

treme regret. fide over the good and virtuous, thus ad-

She was now in her twenty first year, dressed her.

and was often rallied by her cousin Zara J have saved thee, O Selima, if not

on her fondness for retirement : To what from ruin, yet at lent from the extremes!

end, she would fay, is all that enchant- danger: The importunities of Z-.ri would)

ing bloom, and eyes sparkling with the O at leugth have prevailed j and wine, miu

most vivid lustre, if not employed to sick, and the softest tales of love, would

those purposes for which they were design- jointly have contributed to thy undoing,

ed ? You are formed for love, enjoy it in Those objects which affect the fenses

all its pleasures : Young Ibrahim pants strike most strongly, and numbers reft

for a sight of you, and, tho' contrary to there without looking farther, or consi-

our rules, I have promised to use all my dering the great end of their existence,

interest for his admittance. I tremble, To convince thee of this truth ; close thy

replied Selima, at the proposal, and can ]7 eyes far a moment, then look beneath1

by no means consent to such an inter- the mountain, and tell me what thou

view | it is contrary to my duty, offends seest. i fee, said Selima, a vast expanse

my delicacy, and troubles my repose : of water, and one small island in the

The pleasures os love are too tumultuous, micst of it : A river divides it into two

and little suited to a heart like mine. parts, equally productive of the conve-

Zara was silent ; yet still determined to niences of life, and traced out into num-i

pursue her point, and withdraw her cousin berless little paths, which at length unite

from a solitude she thought so injurious _ in one common road on each fide of the

to her, and which in her opinion, was river. This spot seems to be inhabited

only proper for the old, the melancholy, by the fame species of beings, but their

and the deformed. employments and pursuits are extremely

It was in one cf those fine autumnal different : Those on the left hand are

evenings, which, in the southern parts of either perpetually toiling to amass little

Persia, are so delightful, that she propos.d heaps of earth, and gather together the)

to Selima to take a walk along the banks various productions ot the soil, in much

of the Zenderoud, with an intention to greater quantities than they can possibly

carry her to a house in the suburbs of If- Q make use of, or, impatient of labour, con-

fahan, where Ibrahim had formed a par- fume in riot and excess, that necessary

ty to entertain them. The moon and stars portion which is allotted them for their

Ihone with uncommon splendor, and were support. They travol, indeed, thro' diffe-

reslected from the surface of the river rent paths, but their tendency is the fame j

with additional lustre : The woodbines and I fee them successively plunging into

and jasmines, which grew in great profu- that illimitable track of waters, withlooki

September, 1736. Hhli fuL>
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full of anxiety and solllcitude, or with an
air of the greatest gaiety and unconcern. To tht AUTHOR »f tbt LONDON

To the right it exhibited a very diffe- MAGAZINE,

rent scene j a pleasing chearfulness dwells SIR,

tapon every face, except a sew, whose j HAVE here attempted to arrange some

melancholy cast and disposition of mind X hir.tt, collected from several authors,

throw! a gloom on all which they behold. concerning that place we have all in view.

These chuse out the most difficult paths ; \ and into which we hope, in due time, to be

they look with horror on every innocent admitted. Please to give them the publick.

amusement, and partake even of the Your constant reader, &c.

necessaries of life with fearfulnrss and A. Z.

trembling : Their joorney is safe, but
very unpleasant j and like weary travellers vn n 11 A v c

they are continually wishing for an end of y"t L O R I OU S things .ire /aid of thee,

it. Their happier companions, who tra- Vjf O ciry of God I Salvation will God

vel with great alaenty along ihe borders appoint for walls and bulwarks ! Open

of the river, tasle its refreshing stream, « ye the pates, that the righteous nation

and gather, with a frugal but unsparing whic h keepeth the truth may enter in.

hand, whatever the luxuriant foil affords Rush out of the gatts of Babylon, look

them. A firm pttfuasioii of a never-l'ail- upon Zion, the city of our solemnities I

ing supply, takes from them all sollicitudt ; Thine eyes shall fee Jerusalem a quiet ha-

light, and dilincumbered of every care, bitation, a tabernacle that shall not be

they press forward with incredible ardor ; taken down, not one of the stakes thereof

their views extend, the prospect opens, ihall ever be removed, neither (hall any

and a flood of glory, brighter than the sj cf the cords thereof be broken. Out there,

mid day fun, receives them to unutterable the gloiious Lord will be to us a place of

bliss and rapture. broad rivers and streams, wherein shall

What thou hast seen, said the genius, go no gaily with oars, neither Ihall a gal-

requires no explanation : 1 (hall only ob- lant (hip pass thereby. No enemy to ter-

serve to thee, tint human lnc is that por- rify us with a threatned invasion, nor any

tion os time allotted to niort.il» by way to molest us with a bloody persecution,

of trial ; and every thing necessary to The gates of this city are built with

make it eisy and delightful, is freely n penis, the walls wiih precious stones,

given, and may be enjoyed, wiiliin pro- the streets paved wiih gold, and God

per limitations, with peifcct innocence himself is the temple! No need of the

and safety i In the excess lies all the light of the fun, nor of the moon, for

danger, and the unavoidable consequence the glory of i lie Lord Is the light thereof '

of that excess, is nulery. This profu- This eternal city is of incomparable cla-

sion of good tilings, is thus indulgently rirude ! where there is victory ! where

poured out around thee, by tile great there is digrity ! where there is life !

Author of thy being ; every pleasure where there is eternity ! where the ri-

thou posseiTest flow; fiom his immediate E ver springs from under the throne and

bounty, and to him thou art indebted hill of Gud ! The water clear as crystal !

for those external graces which adorn the banks set with trees of life ! where

thy person, as well as for the moral and your chear, is joy ! your exertise. singing!

intellectual bcauries of thy mind. The your duties, praise I the subject God!

proper return for all thtse savours, is a the choir, consisting of angeh, and faints,

grateful heart, and a chtarful obedience and ihe songs, hallelujahs !—They that

end submission to his will. Consider him have Ken wrapt up in darkness, ar.d hu-

as the fountain of thy happiness, and he p ried in di grace, shall wear robes of light,

will necessarily become the supreme ob- and crowns of glory ! No scar of your

ct of thy affections; and friendship, eyes being dimmed with tears, or ear s as.

ve, and every human passion, will give frighted wiih cries, or your fenses disturb-

place to this diviner ardor. td with pain, or the hear t damped with

Selima was still listening to the genius sorrow, or the foul furpr.zed wiih death !

with great attention, and expecting the —Where there is all sojd, no evil ! ne

sequel of his discourse ; when looking up, per secutors, no fiquclirators, to claim

she found he had disappeared. She was your possessions, nor to envy your happi-

trcubled at his leaving her, and uneasy to G ness ; there the rich cannot he robbed, nor

think how lie Ihould descend from the kings fluttered j but possessions are held

summit of the mountain, when a biid of without impeachments, royalties without

the finest plumage flivv before her, and caies, lengih of years without decay of

conducted her down the declivity with strength, love without jealousy, gi eat ness

the greatest ease and safety , (<jce p. 134-) os state without consciousness of corrup-

i-ivsipoolc, Aujull 17. Fine, tion'
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ticti ( There weare satisfied withenjoying, py would it he for the world • The world,

and secured from retaining; glory per. which often becomes a victim to It* own

sected ! being made one with Jesus Christ! folly and infatuation, being scourged and

who will sav, Come ye, beloved, who ravaged by the very idols which it adoici.

washed your garment* white in my blood ! Were virtue to be made the criterion of

Come and possess things unutterable by fame, those to whom history gives the

mortal tnngue ; glorious even beyond the surname of great, would be reduced to a

power of words ! Receive the nrtv numt ft very small number ; and many name*

with the whitestor.e. and the living wateu now mentioned with indifference, or bu-

that nourish to eternal life ! Possess the ried in obscurity, would shine forth with

land of Promise! See the beauties, taste all the genuine lustre of true glory, and

the pleasures, and enjoy the privileges of be celebrated with the respect and vene-

the celestial Canaan, thr supernal Jeiu- ration due alone to good actions. Thai

salem ! You have been tossed on a trou- pains which some writers have taken ta

bled sea ; this is the haven of happiness, excite in men's minds a love of fame,

the land of glory, the centre of rest I had been much better bestowed in incuU

I saw you, captives, fitting by the rivers » eating a love of virtue ; for tho' fame if

of Babylon, weeping, when you lemem- said to be one of the greatest incentive*

bered S on, the place of your triumph to virtue, yet it is toe> evident fiom ex-

and joy, the city of the great Kinc ! perience and examples, that unless men

Your waters of sorrow, will now be can be persuaded to pui sue virtue for her

turned into the wine of j >y. For I was own fake, they will generally neglect the

an hungred and ye gave me meat, thirsty substance for the shadow, and, dazzled

and ye gave me drir.k. a stranger and ye by the glaring metror, prefer the noisy

took me in, naked and ye clothed me, Q praise of giddy popularity, to th« silent

tick and imprisoned and ye visited me ! approbation of their own reason and con-

Not content with the specious shews of science : Thus Alexander, fired by read-

devotion, your handu were stretched out ing the works of Homer, mistook ambi-

to bless the Indigent, and you theiehysup- tion for honour, and fame for virtue ; he

plied the seeming defect* of Piovidence. filled the eastern world with slaughter

Great is your reward ! set ye down with »nd devastation, and yet is handed down

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, with the to posterity as a pattern for suture heroes,

general assembly, and church of the first- _ or rather for suture mad men to imitate :

born, whose names are wiitten in the *-* Catsat wept at reading the exploits of

book of life ' God the jud^e of ail is your Alexander, because he had then done

God j in whose presence \: fulness of joy, nothing to signalize his name ; his great

and at whose right hand., there are plea- mind, tho' fraught wi'h every amiable

sures for evermore. virtue, yet being corrupted with the fame

Oxfordshire, August 16. W. fatal thirst of fame, prompted him ta

subdue his country, and to ruin that
Ti tkt AUTHOR es the LONDON commonwealth, of which his vait abili-

MAGAZINE,- g ties in war and peace enabled him ta

SIR, have been the ornament and disorder.

S H A LL be glad to fee the following But had Alexander and Cesar placed

speculation in your next Magazine. their happiness in virtue, and not i«

1 am, &c. fame, what blessings might they hsva

_ „ . . . , conferred on their countries, and what
hauA,, cmtrt tumtl f Suit t.rta p.acuU, nob|e eJ1Jn,p|„ htd tht.y Icst for

V ' " princes to follow I Some excust may in-
?rr fu„ !c!}o foterutt retnart Lodh. d„d he admilted f3r lhfir dev.*tio«) from

F reafon and virtue, because the notions of

AMONG the many instances wherein heathens, with regard to a future ftaat,

opinion usurps a superiority over were so dark and imperfect, that the ac-

reason, may !>e 1 eckoned the unequal and quifirion 01 fame was looked upon ■* a

capricious dcstributinn of fame ; it i* sure means rf admittance to the ajyfitn

from this fatal perve-lion of jullke, that mansions. But now, when our reason is

some men arc dignified with the venera- enlirhtned by revelation, shall we persist

ble title of heroes, who ooght rather to in the fame absurd error ? Shall we con-

be hrsnded as enemies to society, and Q tinue to honour those names with enco-

murderers of mankind. Were it possible miunis of praise, which we oncer to

to enforce a universal and unalterable de- point out with maiks of infamy f Par

cree, by which a true defjnirion of fame otherwise : Let us rather lhak* off the

might be fixed, and made, as it ought to Oiackks of opinion, and the authority of

be, the reward only ef virtue, haw hap- custom, and learn t* nuke a proper use

fihlu eif

I
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pf our reason ; by this means we shall Military men may, perhaps, think thesis

he enabled lo form a judgment of life and strictures on fame too severe, and censure

characters by the unerring left of truth. them, as tending td depress that spirit of

We (hall then prefer the wise legislator to enterprize and action, which is now be-,

the capricious monarch, the moralist and come so necessary for the defence of our

the philosopher to the successful general country. But here it must be considered,

and intriguing politician, and those who that valour exerted in a just cause (and

hare beoen ed mankind by their writings, such the cause of Britain is now allowed

to those who have corrupted our senti- to be) is a virtue, and fame founded on

ments by their examples. such » virtue as patriotism, is just and

It is finely observed by some of the laudable, and therefore worthy of our

great masters of ancient wisdom, that pursuit. He that fights bravely in a just;

virtue redounds more to our true glory, cause, ought to be moie esteemed than

than fame, because it is owing to our. he who conquers in a bad one: By the

selves alone ; whereas in the acquisition suffrage of truth and reason, Brutus should

of fame, the conqueror of nations, and be preferred to Octavianus, William 111,

the commander of armies, is assisted by o of Great-Britain to Lewis le Grand, and,

others who claim a share of the renown to come to our own times, our illustrious

of his exploits. Besides, it is more dim- Blakeney to the duke de Richelieu. But

cult to conquer ourselves by subduing our let every man be cautious of over-rating

passions, than, by the help of multitudes his own abilities ; it is much safer to pur-

and the concurrence of fortune to con- sue virtue than same, because is we da

quer others ; if virtue then is more d fli- fail in the pursuit os the fust, we can

cult to be attained than fame, it is con- hurt only a few, but if we undertake

feqtiently more glorious. It often hap- Q high commands in the puisuit of the lat-

pens, that fame is no sooner acquired, ter, we may hurt the publick. The leva

it is lost again ; whereas nothing of fame, by enticing men i f weak capa-

can deprive us of our virtue. Thus cities out of their proper stations, hat

Charles of Sweden lost his jlory at Pul- ofren occasioned fatal consequences, but

towa, altho' no def;at could have robbed the love of virtue can never be o( r'etri-

a*eter the Great of his fame, because ha ment to any man. Let the well dressed

did not derive it from his military ex- pacifick gentlemen cf ihc British army

ploits, but from his God-like labours, content themselves with making a figure

for rendering his people happy. He that D at Newmarket, at the gaming-table, and

obtains fame at the expence of virtue, at balls, or in voting in parliament ; and

must surely find his enjoyment embittered suffer those who value riot such elegances

with remorse ; he must reflect, that he to conduct our troops, and to defy dan-

has been the author of innumerable mur- gers. Jf we allow- fame independent of

ders and miseries, in wading thro' human virtue to be an object worthy our hopes

blood, before he could reach the summit and endeavours, what absurd and fatal

of his ambition : If heroes then have any errors may we not commit ? For what is

humanity, they must sursly he sorry for E tn'S kind °f fame, but a desire of being

their conquests, and blush at tame : But talked of, and filling the mouths of the

every victory over our passions produces multitude with the icpetiiion of a name ;

(rue satisfaction, and every approach to- thus Erastratus set site to the temple of

wards virtus is attended with enercasing Diana, merely for the fake of transmit-

bappinefs. Fame is not only uncertain ting his name to posterity. And this lame

and precarious, but transitory ; new can- principle seems to have been the motive

didates arise in every age, and obliterate that prompted a certain admiral to take

the memory of their predecessors : But _ upon him the command of a very impor-

virtue is always the fune, always flou- tant expedition, which he had neither

ashing, and always lasting. Fame adds abilities or courage to execute: Great--

nothing to the happiness of life, hut, on Britain feels the event, which however

tlio other hand, tills the world with call- answered his purpose ; for is rot the

laity, and corrutSts our minds, by giving name of B universally mentioned ?

a wrong turn to those passions, wheh Has he not had very particular honours

might be of service in the cause cf vir- paid him in effigy, where he could not

tue; it produces those beings whom the appear in person ? In short, we may say os

world cills heroes an J politicians, I'ut Q turn, as Pope does of Cromwell, " He is

whom reason teaches u3 to regard as vil- damn'd to everlasting fame". Cut what

lains and madmen. a noble contrast to this character have we

For grant that those can conquer, these in the great Blakeney ! The same which

can cheat, he has acquired being sounded on virtue,

'Tis phrase absurd to call a villain great t must last for ever, and make his old age.

Who wickedly is wife, or madly brave, happy : And this kind of fame I earnestly

j: bin the more a fool, the more, a knave. * recommend to all our Biiiilh officers.

Pops, Thj
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The great moral which may be drawn Accordingly a third murderer joins them

from these observations, is this, that no afterwards at the place of action,

man should make that the object of his Perfect is well instructed, or well in,

pursuit, which depends upon caprice and formed, as in this play,

opinion, and not reason : By a steady Tho- in your state of honour I am perfect,

performance of our duties in the several Tho' I am well acquainted with your

stations allotted to us, we can alone ac- quality and rank,

quire that true fame which is founded on fa Note I7. SCENE IV.

virtue : Are you a member of any pro- Second Murderer. He needs not our mif-

session ? Study to understand what you trust, since he delivers

profess to practise, and practise what you Our offices, and what we have to do,

understand with honesty and homanity, To the direction just,

and you are sure to find all the purposes Mr, Theobald has endeavoured unsiic-

of life answered ! Have you taken arms cessfully to amend this pa/sage, in which

in these times cf danger to defend your nothing is faulty hut the punctuation,

country ? Fight like a soldier, and live as The meaning of this abrupt dialogue, is

becomes a man, and you will certainly « thjs. The perfect spy, mentioned by

prosper ; never let fame dazzle your eyes Macbeth in the foregoing scene, has, he-

fo much as to draw you aside from virtue ; fore they enter upon the stage, given

by acting according to these principles, if them the directions, which were promised

you acquire not fame, which is but an at the time of their agreement ; and there-

empty hubble, yet you will acquire vir- fore one of the murderers observes, that,

tue, and virtue alone will lead you to since he has given them such an exact

happiness. information, he needs not doubt of their

Birmingham, August, 1756. C performance. Then by way of exhorts.

_ , „ „ „ , tion to his associates, he cries out,
to tbc A U T HOR „/ ,b, LONDON To the dis 'ction just ,

MAGAZINE. Now nothing remains but that we con-

" ' > form exactly to Macbeth's directions.
A Gentleman, some time ago, put a

pamphlet into my hands, intitled, Observation! m Observations, tvy.k rry ExlU~

MiscellaneousObservationsontheTiagedy nation of tbePalTare before us

of Macbtth : With remarks on Sir T.

H.'s edition of Shakespear. By Anony- O fTpHIS gentleman, whoever he is, hat

mous. Printed for E. Cave, 1745. The J. taken a great deal of pains to let

thing, upon perusal, appeared to me to the world see, that he is fitter to write

be a mere trifle, wrote by some pert notes upon Tommy Thumb, than upoa

conceited scribbler or other, that fancied the immortal Shakespear ;

he knew a great deal of the matter, but For, putting all his stuff together,

was greatly mistaken, as the world may *Tis three blue beans in one blue bladder;

fee, if you please, by the specimen that Nothing at all to the purpose, but as wide

follows, from E from the poet's meaning, as the east it

Your obliged and most obedient, from the west, as will appear by my

S. W. following explanation of the matter, or I

N. B. Anonymous speaks with the ut- am very much mistaken,

most contempt of Sir T. H.'s edition of To be as short as possible. What pass-

Shakespear. ed betwixt Macbeth and the two first

murderers, at their first and second meet-
MiscelUneous Observaticus, Note 26. jnSi vve have heard, and also know, that

Macbeth, r N this hour at most, „ at his last parting from them, he ordered

X I will advise you where to * them to abide within, telling thesn, that

plant yourselves, he would come and call upon them, with-

Acquaint you withtheperfectspyo'th'time, in an hour at most, and instruct them

The moment on't, ( for' t must be done to whete to plant themselves, and acquaint

night, them with the perfect spy o'th' time, the

And something from the palace, moment on't. At his return, he gives hit

What is meant by the spy of the time, instructions indeed in private ; but then

it will be found difficult to explain j and we cannot help seeing, upon the slightest)

therefore sense will be cheaply gained by Q view of the fourth scene, of the third act

a flight alteration.—Macbeth is assuring in Macbeth, what those instructions were |

the assassins that they shall not want di- for it plainly appears in the first place,

sections tofind Banquo, and therefore fays, Macbeth had ordered the two first mur-

I will derers to plant themselves at a stile or

Acquaint you with a perfect spy o'th' tiir.e. gate, opening into the park, and leading

4 " over
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i»ir fe snort a walk to the palace, that a winter quaters at Chiitnecto ; and about

person calling might he heard with cafe 500' men having been that winter sent

from the gate into the c.ourt-yard : At from New hn<land to quarter among the

which gate it was the known custom of French ii habitants to the eastward ot Mi-

Banquo, as well as others, thar cnmie nas, not only to secure their allegiance,

that way to the palace gate on horse back but also to purchase and consume their

fate, in the dark, to alight, and to send provisions, that they night have none

their horses almost a mile round a!,out to ^ to sp ire for any future French squadron,

the stable*, arid then to call for a lij. ht M. de Ramsay resolved 'o attack them,

from the porter's Indite to light them >he as he was informed by the inhabitants of

fittte way they liad to >ro fo the palace. their being cantoned in a scattered man-

Here, at this gate, the two first murderers ner, and very little upon their guard.

t>»virrg plaited themselves, are joined by a Accordingly he marched in surh a private

tfcifd, whom, it seems, Macbeth, to make manner, that they had no information of

the surer work on't, had procured after in er.rm\'s being near them, til] he fur-

h><- parting with them, to join in rhe is- prises! all their out posts at once, January

lair; for upon his being interrogated hy B 3 1 , ahout three o'clock in the morning, in

rhe first murderer. " Who did bid thee which there were 74 of our people, offi-

j&n with us ?" He regies, " Macbeth." eers and soldiers, killed, and 72 made

And fays the second, who had examined prisoners; but the rest having pot toge-

bim apart, " I e me 's not our mlfrul," 'her .it the head quarters, defended them-

s. e. we need not mistrust him, sinci: he selves, till for want of ammuni-ion they

■elrvers, for has delivered to me] *• our were obliged to surrender, but upon I10-

«fno s, and what have we to do, to noerrable terms *■

the direction just rr, just as we our. Q Notwithstanding the disaster the French

selves were directed. To this slid g?f, fleet lud thus met with, they fi:red and

w thin a little while after, cemes Barqco, sent out another the next spring for the

and w.-th him FJearce, and upon Ban. same purpose, under the commandos la

q-to's calling oar, " give us a light thr re, Jonquieie, but designing it as a convoy

ho'" the second murderer fays, " then like vise for the East and West-India trade,

"f is he" [probably] but when Ranqie such a rumerous fleet could not escape

and Fle.mee entered with a torch, by the vigilance of admirals A nson and War-

the light of which their persons might ~ ten, who then commanded our squadron

Ire clearly discerned, and certainly known, of ohservption in the Bay of Biscay, by

lays th: third murderer, 'tis he [poC- which means all the French men of war,

tivel;, knowing him perfectly well] but one frigare, fix F.ast India ships, and

which might induce us 10 be of Mr. a great number of their West-India mer-

Anon.'s opinion, that the third murderer chant fh ps hecame the prey cf the British

was the perfect spy o'th' time, did nor it squadron, on the thi'd of May, 1747 f ;

appear by Vhat follows pre'emly after, and as two of d'Anville's squadron had

that he did not know himself what rhe been taken by our men of war in their

trerfect spy o'th' time was, it was a point, E return to Europe, and one burnt at Che'

it seems, Macbeth, in the hurry and cr.n- bucto, it may be said that the total ruin

fusion <f hi, murderous thought*, had os the maritime power of France in the

fcipot to acquaint h;m with. This is last war, was chiefly owing to their lose

manifest f om his asking, " Who did strike of, and their zeal for recovering the ifland

out the light ?" As from the first murderer's o( Cape-Breton; which zeal was a most;

enefthn thereupon, " was it rot rhe reasonable one, as that iDand had been,

way f" 'Tis plain, the person that brought and always will be, their chief nursery

fhi- tO'C'i (might it not be M.icr-eth himfi If p for seamen J, and as our possession of it

disguis-d ?) was ordered by Macbeth, made it very easy for us to make a con-

upon feeing that it was Banquo and not quest of Canada.

another, that called fo j ut out the torch, Aceordint lv, we no sooner had got pof-

►y way of signal for them to fall on ; and session os Cnpe-Breton, than a scheme was

this vvji the perfect spy o'lli' time, o-the formed in New- England, and approved of

irtanrer how they should let perfectly well by our ministers at home, lor the conquest

t' e very moment when to brgin, which of Canada, in pursuance os which orders

Macbeth lijd acquainted them witlul. were dispatched from hence to our gover-

G nors in America, to prepare for its execu-
Arxount rf th British PiANT/n-rows tion early in rhe year 1746, and transports

im AMERICA, imiinutdfrm* f 393. were provided, and sevei al regiments pre-

UPON* the return of th:s fleet M. de pared to embark, under the rommand of

Ramsay sent hack most os Iris tro.>ps rrcneral Sinclair, in the month of May

to Canada : but he himself, with about Orders were likewise dispatchjd to the

40c o! them, remained, and took up his governors

• Lond. Mr.g. 1 747. /• 292, 3C9. f Bint, p. 2cj. J Biitc, 1746,

p. § Din; «. aix.
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governors of all our colonies north of Ca- carry them to Nova Scotia, where they

rohna, to levy troops for this purpose * j all arrived sale, together with col. Coi st

and according to these orders a great wallis, who had been appointed governs,

number of troops were raised by our nor- abouc Hie ci.d ef June and beginning oC

them colonies, and long: kept in pay, as July, and as had been before settled here,

no orders were sent foe disbanding them j took up their residence on tht sidcatf that

but our troops and squadron from hence, fine natural harbour tailed Chebuctc-,

after having been kept in readiness ail the ^ where they immediately set out about U-

tummer, were at last sent upon that fa- ginning to huild a r.ew city, which they

anous expedition to Britany in France, called Hallifax, in honour to a noble lord

instead of Canada, to the great grief ar.d who had been the chits promoter of Una

disappointment of ail our northern colo- useful undertaking ff.

nies, as well as every man here, who had [Ji It continued in ear user.]

any concern for their prosperity, or suture
security. CovriBRNCt letiorcn Sir WiLtUM.

Whether the French squadron that sail- Johnson auaf tie Indians, awinaj.

ed in October, 1747, had any orders to B J'raa p. 3SS.

attack Capr-Briton, or any design but that 'T'HE general had frequently insisted

•f convoying their fleet of merchantmen j upon knowing their iclolutior,,-,

to the West-Indies, is uncertain, but what- with rtsptct 10 the ravages committed by

•ver design they had, it was disappointed the Delawares, &c. This paragraph is

by our brave admiral Hawke, who took intended as an apology (or tlieir not tank-

and brought moll of them into England -j- . ing their answer looncr.

And neitiier our people in Cape-Breton, Lrcthcr Wartcigb:yageyt

nor those at Annapolis, met with any dis- q You have most earnestly and freqifently

turbwee afterwards during the war. But pressed u» to sece n-m.-date that unhappy

what the Fiench could not effectuate by breach, between the Delawares and one

War, they fvuirid means to effectuate by bretl-.icn the En^iilh : our delay did noc

peace ; for by the treaty at Aix-la-Chapelle proceed from any backwardness «n our

it was agreed to reltore the impuitant part, but from the c.reat fense we h-ii

island of Cape-Breton, and that without of its im; 0 lance : We hope you have

obliging them to demolilh any cf the forts received fatisfciction on that'l.ead, by the

they had huilc in time of peace to the gieat belt we jusi now clcjiveicd wuh to

south of the river St. Lawrence, or the D much solemnity and sincerity.

Great Lakes, all of which wcie encroach- BmLxr K'vrragbyap/x,

meots upon us, or upon our allies, the.Six You have acquainted us, that the preat

Nations ; and indeed without obliging ei- king, our fatr.ur, is firmly resolved 10

ther the Fiench or the- Spaniaids to make defend our ccunt'V, and recover feeda

any one concession in favour of England, paits of it, as the I-icnch have encroach-

as that of Madrafs in the East.Indie?. could ed upon; also, 10 protect us to the ut-

not be called a concession, because it was most of his power, by erecting t rts for

a place not worth thtir keeping, and g our safety and defence ; we 11c ccraieful

hardly worth our receiving, in rhe condi- for this instance of his go odness j but

tion it had by them been reduced to % > have nor yet co.-eluded any clung with

fo that we may be said 10 have given cue regard to the latter.

French 600,000]. for nothing § besides Butler [yarragliytjgey,

enabling them Co contend with us in na- You have informed u>, that the yover-
■»al power. nor of New-Yoik has a present for uv..

This definitive treaty of peace (as it from the year king, our father, we are

was called) was no sooner agreed to and thankful for it ; bur are afraid, that as it

ratified, than some people here began to comes so soon upon the back os this meet-

form schemes for d ir.g what we had neg- ing, it will he inconvenient for our aged

lectcd for ab- ve 40 years past, that is to people 10 intend ; bm our wairiors shall

fay, for establishing, at th.- 1 ub i k ex| c ice, come upon that occasion,

a new colony in Nova Scotia ||, which . Brotbtr W^rragliyngey,

project was at last adopted by our mini- As you base given us a large pipe, to

steis, and an advei tisement published in be a constant memorial of the important

fin our Gazettes for carrying it intoexecu- Ci advice you have given us, when you arc

tion**. Such a proposal we may believe, dead and gone, ai.n to smoke ouc of it,

could not be long in being embraced by at our pubhek meeting-pla.e, when we

great numbers os people, and accordingly jointly and maturely rcHect upon our en-

by the end os Ap.il some thousands had gagenients ; we assreyou, v < shall hang,

entered, and about that time embarked in it up in our courci -ch.,mber, and make

the transports that had been provided Co proper use of ic upen all occasions ; we

likewise

• London Mag. 1746, p. 414. f Ditto, 1747, p- 481. } Ditto, 174?.

p. 126, 503. ^ Dnio, p. 409. i| Ditu, p- 555- ** Diutt

1749. /♦•"«« 1 1 Dm; p. z-i, 3S4, 4U.
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likev. ise beg, that you on your part, will of his parse,, and the wisdom of hU in-
likewise seriously consider your engage- structions. W> •

ments, and faithfully perform them. Besides the attention l.is estate deman3-

Tlie general concluded with the follow- ad, which must have been considerable,

log words. fce, till very lately, traded largely at a

Brethren, merchant with his Indian neighbours,

I do not think you have been so expli- and more especially with our Indian

eit, with regard to what I proposed to ^ traders, who' go every spring from Al-

you, concerning your keeping open a bany, and other parts, to Oswego j where)

clear road to Oswego, as I could wish. multitudes of Indian* from distant regions

They made the following apology : assemble, and barter beaver fkina, *c.

Brother rVarraghiyagcy, for European commodities. These the)

With respect to the article relative to principal traders used to take from Sir

the keeping open the road to Oswego, William's stoie, on credit, as they passed

we imagined our answer was contained hy hit door in their boats on the Mohawk)

in our general reply, wherein we assured river, in their way to Oswego ; and pay

you, we would support and assist each o- B for them on their return, the ensuing fall,

ther, upon all occasions ; but as you did in the goods they got in exchange,

not look upon that sufficient, we no w as- As our trade with the Indians is of

sure you, that we (hall punctually con- great advantage to us, and had in hint

form to your desire herein. one of its principal supports, I should)

The general added : with much regret have heard of his de*

The present waits your acceptance. As dining business, had I not known, that

there has been frequent complaints, with the perfidy and ambition of a restless and

respect to the division of the piescnts given q dangerous neighbour, and the good of hit

at these publick meetings, it is my earn- country called him to action in a nobles

est desire, that they may be so divided, as sphere. Few merchants had faith like

to prevent all jealousy and complaints. him, to trust large effects in the hands

He then delivered them a very hand- of young, raw, and unexperienced men,

some publick present ; which, together whom he chose to encourage for their in-

with the private gifts, to the several duel's duftry ; indeed few could, none having

and Sachems, amounted to such a capital, nor any in the country so

York currency * £. 10S5. 9. 8 J large an assortment : Add to this, that hit

D house, very propetly called Fort Johnson,
fit this CcNFEitr.h CF. tvestall add j Jbirt ' j( situated above 30 miles back from Al-

jtasmt of Central JOHNSON, as llny by land, a great way farther by wa-

givrn iy tie Edtor of these Conferences, ttr . wJiich considerably lessened the ex-

•witb hs Head, curiously engraved. pence, trouble and time of the traders,

IR Wiliiam Johnson, Bart, was born and consequently enabled them to deal toSI K

in1 Ireland, and is nephew of the lite better advantage. But what rendered

Sir Peter Warren. His uncle, while cap- him of yet more utility, in this respect,

tain of a twenty gun ship of war -f, On- g was, that in all his transactions he eves

tioned at New-York, the year I cannot acted with so much openness and ir.tegri-

ascertain, married a lady, a native of ty, that those who once dealt with him

that city t. Soon after, he purchased largo thought themselves happy in improving

tracks of land in that colony, and sent the correspondence,

to Ireland for his said nephew, then about For many y?ars he has been colonel

seventeen or eighteen years usage, whorrt of militia in ths county of Albany ; and

he put into posstssion of a considerable about fix years ago he was appointed one

part of it, lying contiguous to the Mo- of his majesty's honourable council of

hawk country. By a constmt residence F the provime of New-York ; thence he it

there § ever since, and by pursuing, with shied the Honourable in this book. He!

indefatigable industry, every prudent is turned of forty years oi age, of stature)

measure, that occurred, he has many near six feet, of a most comely aspect,

years since improved wild, woody lands, and is^very way well formed for the molt

into plentiful rich farms ; thereby has manly exercises. Notwithstanding what

had the pleasure of living in the neigh- I have said him, should 1 be asked, who*

bourhood of wealthy farmers, and indus. thcr he has any enemies in the circle of

trious tradesmen, all his own tenants, q his acquaintance ? I should answer, what

who were first invited thither by him, is the natural, the unavoidable conse'

and from the lowest circumstances, have quer.ee of merit ? Is it not to be envied,

arrived to what they are, by the liberality 7ir

• Upwards of 610/. fterlhg. The Squirrel. J Daughter of Mr. de Laicry$

m rich merchant, and sifter to fames de Lar.c;y, Ejq\ the present chief justice, and liesiter.ant

governor of Keiv-Tork. $ 'll*re he /earn, J tee Mohawk language. .This I assert,

from hearing Lim often converse in it, viith greet facility ; ar.d yet <ue find, tvhen he ap

pears at thtse solemnities, to treat ivitb than on behalf if his king, thty consider bin ax &n\

Engtijbman, ignorant of their language, eoni.crf.rg ail ator.g by an interpreter, .
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1756. Remarks dH à ceïtïmtà THAGÈDÎ. 4$}

C'est ptr la que deux rois avecquc tant
Tttbt AUTHOR,./-/** LONDON d'éclat, ['*<titt

MAGAZINE. De Sparte (y long temps ont gouverne

SIR, Et «il faut mêler Rome aux autres nations,

TH O' plagiarism is very common to Voyez les Quinuus, voyez les Scipions.

our modern writers, I flatter my- In the Brothers, p. 47. Philip tay»,

self voc will puMith this letter, as it re- Madam at length we fee the dawn of

gards a celebrated work, as well as a ^ peace,

justly celeorated author, Dr. Young, who And hope an end to our domeftick jars,

in h:s tragedy of the Brothers, hat almost The jealous Perflus can no longer fear

Uteral'y translated a French play, called Demetrius is a Roman ; since thit day

Perse & Demetrius. Makes him the son of Dymas, Rome's

I am very sensible of the little credit worst foe.

that »ugh( to be given to an anonymous In the Frenijh, p> 37. Philip fays,

wri'.er, in an attack of this nature ; but Madame enfin du ciel la bonté souveraine,

tb remove this obstacle, I am ready to De deux Frères jaloux semble étouffer la

produce the original, if you should re- B haine,

îjuire it. Contre Demetrius fur de vaine maxime,

As he has introduced no other charae- Le defiant Perfeé a trop crtu de crime,

ters of his own, than the ambassai is, Mais hymen ou contre eux un vray Zell

end few incidents, it would lead me too l'engage,

far to <ive you ai! the parallel passages ; De fa fidélité me doit être un fur gage,

so fiat 1 mall only produce some of the In the Brothers; p. 51. Demetrius fays,

most striking ones. This is woman's skill t

In the Brothers, p. 1». Philip fays, Q You cease to love, and from my conduct

Bri'iç forth the prisoners! strive ,

Strange trial this ! Here fit i to debate, To labour an excuse. For if indeed

Which vital limb to loo, nor that 'o save, You thought me false, had you been thdi

but render wretched life rr.bre wretched serene, [no,

dill. [my sons ? Calm, and unruffled ? No j 'my heart siya

What fee I, but heaven's vengeance, in Passions, if threat, thp' tUrh'd to their

Their guilt a scourge for mine : "sis thus reverfe( [still :

heaven Writes Keep their degree, and art great pifliona

Its awful meaning, plain in human deeds, And she who, when the thinks her loves

And language leaves to man I false,

I have no sens ; ar.d that I ever had, Retains her temper, never lost her hearti

Is now my heivest cuise : And yet what In the Fiencli, Demetrius, p. 47. fays,

care, [ra8* ? Cache* mieux a ce coeur le mal qu'il

What pains', I mok to curb their rising apprhende, fen,end*»

tiow often hive I r. nç'd -hro' history J'ensens peut être plus qu'on ne veut qu'il

To find examples lor their ptiva'.e use ? Etvousvo.snnIgTémoidanscefunesttjmir,

The Theban biotheis did I set before g Mandier un pictexte a trahir mon am' ur.

them— [vain! Si quelqut dur eclat ma: quoit votre colère,

What blor.d ' w Mt drsohtior. ' hut in Je ctoirois que m? f.inte auioit peu voul

For thee, Demetivi , did I go to '<ome, déplaire, [cot.c'ne.

Arid fringt:iee patterns thence "f brothers Mai* l'air indiff-tt '-.'ont ma perte est

love; [vain ! Maique un ants a l'oubli ties long icnipi

The (Juintii, and the Scipios : But in résolue,

In the French this patfige is thus cx- D<-s t rmcV paffion? c'est le cotir ordinaire,

t> rest, p. 10. p. Que le -œur qui les change en prend un

Voicy le jour fatal ou le ciel contre nous, contraire, ftcnr>

Sembleavoir reservéson plusaspre couroux. Et quand ces vceux trahis exigent ce rei

ta plainte ouverte enfin succédant au S'il ne sent | oint oe haine, il neut jamais

murmure, d'amour,

A la pleine révolte enhardit la nature, In the Brothers, p. 51. Erixene f,yS.

J'en vois les droits par tout honteusement Tint I am serene, fijri not 1 nevn lov'd,

trahis. Indeed the vulgar fi <*t lis passion ririves,

llmen fautetre juge, etc'ester.tre mes fils. But noble minds !s«ve reason for their

Pcre trop malheureux qui quoy que je G queen.

me cache, [la tache! While y.wdeserv'd, r y psssion was fir «tel

D'un crime dans mon sang ne saurai faire You change, my passion dies. 6u:, par-

Combien de fois helas ! vous ai je fait don, Sir,

comprendre, [d'attendre? If my vain mind thinks anger is toomUcht

Quels bien de la concorde on a sujet Take my neglect, I can afford no more.

September, 175*. 141 In



434 Observations oh the Broad Whiels. Sept.

In the French, p. 47. Erixene siy>, turn, I found still more broad wheels ;

Cesgrandc passions qu'en suit uncontraire, but there were also such numbers of coil

N'entrent point dans un ame au dessus du waggons, all with narrow wheels, as still

vulgaire, [former, kept the roads very rutty and very bad,

Qtji maitresse des vceux qu'il luy plait de till I came to Stony-Stratford, beyond

De la feule vertu prend les ordres d'aimer. which tliecoal waggons did not travel, and

Tant que vos vceux one eu ee precieux scarce any thing but with broad wheels :

suffrage, £ And I had the pleasure to find the good

Je ne lectle point, j'en ai cheri 1' homage, effects of them ; for from that town to

L'inconstancesureux commencede tegner, London, which Is 51 miles, tho" the

Je ne mens souviens plus que pour les de- weather was excessive rainy, I did not

daigner, [vaine, meet with a single rut ; even the narrow

Et je me sens un ame et trop haut et trop roads, thro' the villages, were all like a

Pour croire que I'outrage ai merite ma gravel walk. The driver of my post-

haine. chaise set out a professed enemy to broad

In the Brothers, p. 54. Demetrius siys, wheels, but returned a very great advo-

Think you 'tis possible her heart so long B cate for them, and declared it, as his opi-

Inclin'd to me, the price of all my vows, nion, that four horses would draw a lar-

Purchas'd by tears and groans, and paid ger weight from London to Stony-Strat-

down ford with broad wheels, than eight would

In tendered returns of love divine, from thence to Birmingham with narrow

Can in one day be yours ? impossible ! ones. As the farmers, and a majority of

In the French, p. 55. Demetrius thus the carriers, won't fee their own inte-

expresses that passage, rest, I sincerely hope the legislature will

Mais enfin cet hymen qui fait votre ban- g> compel them to use broad wheels, as it

heur, [son cœur ? will greatly tend to their advantage, as

En vous donnant fa foy vous donne t'il well as to the pleasure and safety of all

Ce cœur, le prix du mien, ce cœur dor.t travellers. I was persuaded of the useful-

j'ai pour gage, [temoignage, ness of broad wheels, by reading the pam-

Tout ce qui d'un beau feu peut rend re phlet you recommended, but am now fully

Helas, ce mefme cœur, qu'oy qu'osc son convinced, that we never can have good

courroux, la'vous? roads where broad wheels are not gene-

Par tant dc droits a moy, pourra il etre rally used.

These passages will sufficiently prove D August »6, 1756. I am, &c.

my assertion ; and tho' the ingenious au
thor has improved on the original, it must A Summary of the mtst important Af-

be owned that concealments of this kind fairs <« the last Session of Parliament, con-

are disingenuous, and should be brought tinned from p. 365.

to light. >T>HUS the 900,000). part of the mil-

I am, your admirer, I lion raised by a lottery, and charg-

CANDIDUS. ed upon the sinking fund, in the preced-

p ing session •, must remain a charge upon

To tit A v t h o t ./liiLONDON11 tllat fun(|i a8 no 0,her provision was then,

MAGAZINE. or has been in this last session made, for

SIR, answering either the principal or interest

IN your Magazine for June, p. 26a, of that sum ; and therefore that sum,

you desire from your correspondents together with the two millions raised

an account of the effects of broad wheels by the resolution of January 14, and

on our roads, and, agreeable to your re- the million raised by the resolution of

quest, I insjrm you, that, in the wet wea- May 11, must be allowed to be additions

tlier, the middle of this month, 1 took a F already made to the national debt, besides

small tour in a post-chaise to Birmingham, applying all the produce of the sinking

by way of Oxford, and returned thro' fund to the current service that has arisen,

Coventry, Dunstible, &c. On the road or shall arise, before Apt il 5, 1757.

thither there were a great many broad Now as several of the resolutions of

wheels used, but they were so greatly out the committee of supply, agreed to in

numbered by what are called country this session, appear to be a little extraordi-

waggons, and especially by coal and culm nary, we think it necessary to give an

waggons in Warwickshire, drawing with q account bow they were introduced ; and

five", arid often six horses, that it has made first, As to the first resolution of Decem-

the road excessive rutty and bad, tho' the ber 8. upon November 18 preceding, Mr.

whole was turnpike road, extremely secretary Fox presented to the house the

troublesome, and often very dangerous message from his majesty, which our rea-

in turning out of the way for the empty ders may fee in our Magazine for last year,

as well a» loaded waggons. On my te- p. 5S7 j

* Loud. Mag./er 175s, f. 187.
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p. 587 5 ami as soon as this message was mative by 318 to 126, it was resolved,

read by Mr. Speaker, it was resolved, that the said treaty with Russia should

nemine contradiccnte, that an humble address be referred to the said committee, as

should be presented to his majesty, to ex ■ were also several other treaties with that '

press their deepconcern on the melancho- empire ; after which a motion was made

ly occasion, and to assure his majesty, that for referring his majesty's iast trea'y with

they would enable him to give such assist- Hesse-Cassel y to the said committee,

ance to the distressed people of Portu- ^ whereupon there ensued a new debate,

gal, and their unhappy fellow-subjects but here likewise the question was car-

residing and trading there, as his majesty, ried in the affirmative, and the said trea-

in his great humanity and generous com- ty, with several others, were accordingly

passion, should think fit ; and that they referred, in pursuance of which the said

would make good, out of the next aids, two resolutions were agreed to. These

such expences as should be incurred by treaties likewise occasioned a long debate

his majesty, in relieving the misery to in the house of lords on December 10,

which those people might be reduced by when they were taken into consideration

that most deplorable calamity. This ad- by that house, and a motion made by the

dress having been presented, and his ma- Qearl of Temple against them, but his mo-

jelly having answered, that he would tion was, upon a division, carried in the

give directions, pursuant to the desire of negative by 84 to 11.

the house expressed therein, the said mes- The resolution of January 22 was, in

sage was, on December 5, referred to the consequence of an estimate, which the

committee of supply, and produced tho lord Barrington presented to the house

aforesaid resolution. on January 19, by his majesty's com-

Thc two first resolutions of Dec. 15, mand ; and is an addition to the 34,263

were occasioned by two treaties which « effective men, of land forces, voted by

his majesty had entered into the preced- *" the house on December 8, preceding, for

ing summer, and which were laid before which addition, we must suppose, a very

the house, November 26, when they were good reason was given to the house, tho*

only ordered to lie upon the table, but it does not appear in the votes,

upon December 10, at soon as the order The two resolutions of Feb. 3, pro

of the day was read, for the house to re- ceeded from the following message, signed

solve itself into a committee of the whole by his majesty, which Mr. secretary Fox

house, to consider further of the supply, presented to the house on January 28,

a motion was made to refer one of these D and which, after being read by Mr.

two treaties, to wit, that with the em- Speaker, was referred to the committee

press of Russia *, to the said committee ; of supply, viz.

-whereupon the house was moved, that G. R.

a second provision contained in the third His majesty, being sensible os the zeal

section of an act made in the nth and and vigour with which his faithful subjects

13th yearof the reign of king William 111. of ceitain colonies in North- America,

intitled, An AR for the further Limitatien have exerted themselves, in defence of

tf the Crown, and better securing the Rights p his majesty's just rights arid possessions,
and Liberties of the SubjeR, might be read ; J recommends it to this house, to take the

and the same being read accordingly, the same into their consideration, and to ena-

house was then moved, that the entries ble his majesty to give them such assist-

in the journal of the house of the 25th ance as may be a proper reward and en-

and 26th of March then last, of the ad- couragement.

dress of that house to his majesty, upon The third resolution of February 10

his majesty's message to the house, and of wi>, in consequence of an estimate, which

his majesty's most gracious answer there- ^ the lerd Barrington had presented on Ja-

to, might be read ; which being also nuary 26, preceding, by his majesty's

read, the house was moved, that sn much command, ar.d wa» another addition to

of the clause of appropriation, contained the land force? voted on December '8,

in an act made ihe then last session, in- w!iich stands in the fame circumstances

titled, An Aft far granting to bis Majesty a with the former.

tertain Sum of Money therein mentioned out of The ninth resolution of the same day

the Sinking surd. &c. as related to the was, in consequence os a paper, intitled,

sum of one million for the augmentation Q " Charge os a Regiment of Foot of two

of his majesty's forces, might be read ; Battalions t.f 1060 private Men in each,"

and after reading the fame, a long debate which *aj, by his majesty's command,

ensued upon the first motion, which was presented lo the house by loid Barringtcn

strenuously opposed, but ihe question he- on February 3 ; and which was an addl

ing at last put, and carried in the astir- tion to the land forces provided for by

3 I i 1 2 the

• See Loud. Mag.. 175;, f. 577. t See dint, f. 579.



436 Recent Insult from the DUTCH. Sept.

the third resolution os December 8, the can never by any law be recovered frotz*;

reason of whic'i was in our then circum- the captors ; for from a petition presented

stances very apparent, e,ven altho' it had t* the house by admiral Knowles in the*

been three times the number by that par preceding session, viz. January 16, '75$»

per required. it appears, that the capture was legal.

The last resolution os the same day was and that the decree of the lords commis-

eccusiontd by a petition from Mr. Ro- fioners os prize-causes was founded upon

Herts, which was presented to the house reasons of state only, and not upon rea»

January ij, and recommended by his sons of law, al no ships or cargoes, f-'—

majesty, setting forth, that in April, 1750, in America, weie by tlie preliminary arti-

whilst he was president of the council on cles of the peace at Aix-la-Chapelle,

the coast of Africa, and agent and trea- signed April 19, 1748 *, to he restored,

surer there for the late Royal African unless taken above six months after the

company, the Dutch director general upon signing of those articles, and as admiral

(hat coast declared war against the Eng- Knowles had no notice of the cessation osT

XUti, attacked our fort of Dixcove, seized hostilities between Spain and us, for six

the English vessels and canoes at sea, and £ weeks after the taking of this Spanish

eontjVuei horn i'ies to the end of Decem- ship; but when this decree of the lord*

ber, when thne fort remained invested by commissioners of prize-causes was passed,

thein ; that aliout the fame time two which was on March 16, 1752, our dis-

French men of war attempted to make a putes with France were beginning to

fett'trnciii upon our tenitory of Anna* grow serious, and therefore it became

maboa 011 mat coast ; and that in repel- necessary to (hew more complaisance for

ling these hostilities cf the Dutch, and Spain than would otherwise have been

preventing this incnachmtnt attempted Q thought requisite, and this reason had

$y the French, he had not only exhausted last session still greater weight than it ever

all the supplies sent him by the company, had before.

Out a larg sum out os hi, own private The first resolution os May 3, proceeds

stock and private credit, amounting by ed from a message, signed by his majesty,

repot from the proper omc;s to 6032I. which Mr. secretary Fox presented to the

7.. id. which petition was first referred house, March 23, and which the reader

to a private committee, and their report may see in our Magazine for March last,

having been upon the 28th reseired to the p, 146. A» this message, like all etbert,

fprn iiiuee of supply, produced the said ^ was likewise presented to the heuse of

resolution. And indeed, nothing could lords, both houses presented most loyal

be more just than that Mr. Roberts should addresses upon the occasion, and his ma-

be reim.b.utse't ; but as this insult com- jesty returned most gracious answers ;

mined by the Dutch now appears upon and an estimate of the charge of the Heft

recoid in our votes, it is to be hoped, fian troop* being, in consequence of I "

iha' for the honour of the nation the fa- message, laid before the home on April 18,

tisfactim made by them will next session and afir<- wards referred to the committee

apocar upon record in our voles, by way t; of sopply, produced the said resolution,

of a resolution of the committee os ways The resolution of May 8, was occasion*

gild means, appropriating the sum paid ed as follows : On Monday, March 29,

by them upon this account 10 the current afier the house had gone thro' a good

service of the ensuing year. deal of common business a metion wa«

Tl>e first resolution cf February 12, was made, that the orders of the day be now

occasioned by a petition su m the agent read ; but as this motion wa> made on

of some Spanish merchants to his ma- purpose to prevent a morion then known

jesty, winch petition Mr. Chancellor of to be intended, it was opposed, and upon

the Exchequer, by his majesty's com- ** the question's being put, it was carried

mand, presented to the house on January in the negative; whereupon a motion was

16, setting forth the seizure os their ship made to resolve, that an bumble address

by admi al Knowles, on Sept. 3, 1748, be presented to his majesty, to beseech

and a decree of the Irrds commissioners his majesty, that for the more effectual

of prize causes, reversing the sentence of defence of this island, and for the better

condemnation passed in Jamaica against security of the religion and liberties of

the said ship and cargo, and ordering the hi; subjects, against the threatened at*

value, amounting to 13,8691. 7s. lod. to Q tack by a foreign enemy, he would be

be paid to the appellants, which they graciously pleased to order twelve batta-

bad never been able to recover from the lions of his electoral troops, together

eaptors- Therefore the committee thought with the usual deiachment of artillery,

fit to order the said sum to be paid to the to be forthwith brought into this king-

appellants by the publick ; but this lum dora j which motion being agreed to, it

• 5« Lond, Mig./or 1748, f. 216.
1«



MESSAGES and

was then resolved, that the said resolu

tion be communicated to the lords, and

their concurrence desired thereto ; and

that a conference be desired with the

lords upon a matter of great importance,

concerning the defence and security of bit

majesty and hit kingdoms, in the present

critical conjuncture ; whereupon the mar

quis of Granby was prdered to go to

the lords, and desire the said conference.

Accordingly the conference was appoint

ed, and held in the usual form, and the

lords after a long debate resolved to agree

with the commons in their address, which

was of course communicated to (he com

mons at a new conference, in pursuance

of which the address would probably

have been presented by the two houses in

a body, bu' his majesty being at that time

a little indisposed, lest he should be dis*

turbed by so great a crowd, the lords ap

pointed two of their number, and the

commons four of theirs, to attend his

majesty with their joint address, to which

be returned a most gracious answer, as

may be seen in our Magazine for April

last, p. 193. In consequence of this ad.

dress and answer, an estimate of the

Charge was laid before the house on

May 4, which being afterwards referred

to the committee of supply, was the

cause of this resolution.

The resolution of May jj, was occa

sioned as follows; May 11, Mr. secre

tary Fox acquainted the house, that he

had a message from his majesty to the

house, sigtfed by his majesty ; anJ that

he bad received his majesty's command to

lay before the house a copy of the treaty

between his majesty and the king of Prus

sia, with a secret and separate article be

longing thereto, signed at Westminster,

January 16, 1756 ; and also a copy of a

declaration, signed the same day and at

the same place, by the plenipotentiaries

cif his majesty and the king of Prussia,

together with the translation ; all which

lie presented to the house. As the mes

sage consisted of two distinct parts, our

readers may fee the first part in our Ma

gazine for May last, p. 246, and the last

part was in these words, viz.

" His majesty having concluded a treaty

with the king of Piuiiia, has ordered the

fame, together with the declaration signed

at the fame time, to be laid before this

house, that he may be enabled to make

good the engagements he has thereby en

tered into." I

As soon as this message was read by

Mr. Speaker, it was ordered r.tm. eon.

that it should be referred to the committee

ot supply ; and also that the said ce-pips

and tranilations should be referred to (be

RESOLUTIONS. m

same committee j which produced the.

said resolution of the 13th, and also that

of May 17.

As tp the bills which had last session)

the good luck to be passed into laws, we

have no occasion to take particular notice

of any o( them, but he i!iree following,

a^ viz. The A 1 for granting a Bounty upon

certain Sfetitl of British and hijb Linent tx~

ptrtca , and tak.ng off the Dunei on the Im

portation offoreign raw Linen Tarnt made of

F/ax. As the pairing of some bill for the

encouragemen of our linen manufacture

had been thought ot in the preceding ses

sion, a prepaiation was in that session

made for it, by orde.ing a great number

» os accounts relative thereto to be pre

pared, in order to he laid before the

houle in the next session. Accordingly,

on November ao last, notice wa« taken ot

these order.-., and tnese accounts together,

with some others, were then, or after,

wards, ordered to be laid before the

bouse in this last session ; and most of the

q accounts thus called f.r being laid before

(lie house, it was on January 19, resolved,

that the house would on that day seven-

night resolve itself into a committee of

the whole house, to consider of the state

of the linen manufactures of Great-Bri

tain and Ireland.

This order being on Monday the 26th

put off to the Wednesday following, the

D house then resolved rtself into the said

committee, and came to several resolu

tions, which Mr. Doddington, their chair

man, reported the next day, and which,

being taken into consideration February 3,

were as follow, viz.

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this

committee,

E 1. That it it proper, for the encou

ragement of the British and Irish linen

mar.ufrctuies, that a bounty he allowed

upon the exportation of British and Irish

coarse limns from this kingdom, of one

halfpenny so" every yard of such linens,

as shall be under the value of 3d, per

yard; and of one pinny for every yard

P os such linens of the value of ;d. per

yard, and under the value of 6d. per

yard ; and of one penny halfpenny for

every yard of such linens of the value of

fcd. per yard, and not exceeding the va

lue of is. 6d. per yard.

x. That the said bounty be paid cut of

any monies arising from any of the duties

and revenues, under the management of

3 the commiiTi ners of the customs in Eng

land and Scotland.

3 That it is proper, in order to enable

the linen manufacturers of Britain and

Ireland to woik up their manufactures

wilh more advantage, that the duties now

payable
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payable upon the importation of foreign months, but upon the question's being

raw or brown linen yarns, and Spruce or put, it passed in the negative, whereupon

Muscovia yarns, be taken off. the amendments made by the committee

The first two of these resolutions being were all read a second time, and agreed

read a second time, were agreed to by to by the house ; and the bill being then

the house without any opposition ; but ordered to be ingrossed, it was on the

upon the last's being read a secoad time, 16th read a third time, passed, and sent

a motion was made for its being recom- A to the lords, where it passed, without

mitred, which occasioned a long debate *. opposition or amendment, and received

However, upon the question's being at the royal assent at the end of the session,

last put, it was carried in the negative by The second bill of the same kind,

a great majority, and the resolution was which we are to take notice of, was in-

then agreed to j after which a bill was titled, An Actfir the Encouragement of Sea-

ordered to be brought in, pursuant to the men, and the more speedy and tffictual man-

hid resolutions ; and that Mr. Dodding- ning Us Majesty's Navy. On Tuesday,

ton, the earl of Hillsborough, Mr. secre- December a, a motion was made by the

tary Fox, the lord Strange, Mr. Hume lord Pulreney, and seconded by George

Campbell, Mr. Attorney General, Mr. B Greenville, Esq; for leave to bring in this

Oswald, Mr. Ellis, Mr. Elliot, Mr. Fa- bill, as an encouragement for inducing

zakerly, and Mr. Bold, should prepare seamen to enter voluntarily, and thereby

and bring in the same, to whom the lord prevent the necessity of pressing ; but at

Dupplin, and the lord advocate of Scot- no war was then declared, the motion

land, were afterwards added ; and on was opposed, and upon the question's

February 1 1, Mr. Doddington presented being put, it was carried in the negative,

the bill to the house, when it was read a However, on May 18, that is to fay, the

first time, and ordered to be read a second p very day after war had bean declared -f-,

time, after which it was the fame day or- the fame motion was renewed, and then

dered to be printed ; and on Tuesday the it was ordered, nemine eentradicente, that

17th it was lead a second time, and com- leave should be given to bring in the said

mitted for the Friday sevennight. bill, and the lord Pulteney immediately

By this time the patrons of the poor presented it .to the house, when it was

Industrious spinners of this kingdom had read the first time, and ordered to be read

taken the alarum, and on the 19th, and a second time the next morning, which

afterwards during this session, no less it accordingly was, and passed thro' all

than eighteen petitions were presented D the other forms without any opposition,

against taking oss the duties on foreign The third, and the only other bill of

linen yarn. On the other hand, our rich the fame kind, which we think necessary

manufacturers, in conjunction with the to take any particular notice of, was in-

patrons of foreign spinners, procured ten titled, An Act to enable tit Majesty to grant

petitions to be presented in favour of this CormniJJims to a certain Number offoreign

measure. Among those against it, there Prcfstanls, ivbo have served Abroad as ojf-

was one from the fellowship of merchants cers, or Engineers, in America only, ur.dcr

for discovering new trades, commonly „ certain Restrictions and S^nalifcations. This

called the Russia Company, who prayed ^ bill was moved for on February 10, and

to be heard by themselves, or counsel, as the design of it was by some thought

against the bill ; anci among those in its to be an incroachment upon the act of

savour, there was one from several mer- the 12th and 13th year of the reign of

chants and traders in the city of London, king William, commonly called the Act

concerned in the sale and exportation of of Settlement, part of that act, and also

British and Irish linens, and the various several other acts relating to that act, or

manufactures of lii:en mixed with silk, F to the naturalizing foreign protestants,

cotton, and worsted, who prayed to be were moved for and read, after which

heard by themselves, or counsel, in sup- there ensued a long debate, but upon

port of the bill. Accordingly it was or- the question's being put, it was carried

dered, that both should be heard before in the affirmative ; and the lord Barring-

the committee upon the bill ; and on the ton, the lord Strange, Mr. secretary Fox,

27th the house resolved itself into the said and Mr. Attorney Geneial, were ordered

committee, as it likewise did on the 1st to prepare and bring in the bill. On the

and 4th of March, during which time q 12th the bill was presented to the house

counsel were fully heard, and several wit- by the lord Barrington, when it was read

nesses examined on both sides, and the a first time, ordered to be read a second

report being made on the 10th, a motion time on the Wednesday then next, and to

was made, that the report be taken into be printed. On that day, being the 1 8th,

fuither consideration on that day two there was presented to the house a petition

of

• See cur Mag./.r July fost, f. 513. -J- Sec ditto fir May 1st, p. 236.
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of William Bollan, Esq; agent for Mas- as a new dish to gratify the publick t^ste,

sachusett's Bay colony in New-England, is to check (if possible) his violent passion

representing several ill consequences that for giving his friends entertainments of

might arise from the said bill, if passed another kind ; which, if indulged much

into a law, and praying to be heard by longer, must «at us out of house and

himself, or counsel, against it ; but the home.

petition was only ordered to lie upon the The magnificent feasts of Timon of

table ; and then several petitions and £ Athens, or the stories of eld English hos-

other papers relating to the defenceless pitality, would give you but a faint idea

state of Pensylvania were ordered to be of the perpetual riot and luxury of our

addressed for, and the same day the bill family. Our house is always stored with

was read a second time, and ordered to as large a quantity of provisions, as a gar*

be committed for the Friday following. risen in expectation of a siege, and those

Accordingly on Friday the 20th, the pa- too of the dearest and most extravagant

pers addressed for having been laid before kind. Ortolans and woodcocks are at

the house, and referred to the committee, plenty as sparrows, and red mullets are

the house, after some opposition, resolved " scarce a greater rarity with us than gud-

itself into the same. On the 23d, the geons or sprats ; while turtle and veni-

report being agreed to, and the bill or- son are regarded as branches of citizen-

dered to be ingrossed, it was ordered to luxury, which scarce deserve notice a-

be read a third time on the 26th ; where- mong the many other delicacies in which

upon a motion was made for the said we abound. Authors, they fay (you will

William Bollan's being heard by himself, pardon me, Mr. Town) are seldom ad-

•r counsel, if he thought fit, at the third mitted to great entertainments ; and 1 can

reading of the bill ; but upon the ques- Q assure you, that it is not easy for any,

tion's being put, it was carried irrthe ne- but those who are present, to conceive the

gative, as was also a second for the at- parade and extravagance displayed in our

tendance of Richard Partridge, and a house. I myself am condemned to sit at

third for the attendance of brigadier ge- the head of the table, while my lord ii

neral Waldo. And on the 26th, the bill placed at the other end, in pain and un-

being read a third time, was passed, and easiness at my aukward mistakes in dting

sent to the lords, by whom it was soon the honours. You must know, Sir, that 1

passed, so that it received the royal assent, j» was bred up under an housewifely aunt

March 9, together with the other bills in the country, who taught me to pickle

then ready. and preserve, and gave me, as I thought,

[To be concluded in our next,] a tolerable notion df cookery. But, alas 1

tho' I understand plain boiled and roast,

TiiCoNKoiJiiun, Sept. 9. and have a very good notion of a pud

ding, I am often totally ignorant of the
To Mr. TOWN. names and compositions of the delicaciea

SIR, before me, and have imagined filh to be

WHAT cloying meat is love, when E fowl, and mistaken a petit patci for ■

matrimony is the sauce to it ! Plebeian mince-pye. In the mean time

fays Sir John Brute. But if he had been my lord is displaying his exquisite taste,

joined to such an Epicurean consort as I, by deciding upon every dish, and pro-

those expressions that savourof the kitchen nouncing with a critical smack upon the

would have been real, instead of meta- flavour of the wines ; all the while not

phorical. We Jive in a land really flow- a little sollicitous about the exactness of

ing with milk and honey, and keep a the removes, and the duly adjusting the,

house of entertainment for all comers p entrmett. Claret, Burgundy, and Chara-

and goers. We hardly ever sit down to pagne, are as common as ale or small-

table less in number than twenty or thirty, beer; and even Hermitage and Tokay

and very often to above double that num- are swallowed with as little remorse as

ber of dishes. In short, Sir, so mnch Port, or Lisbon. To add to all this, is

feasting has given me a surfeit. most absurdly introduced the French cus-

There are, I see, scattered up and torn of serving in les liqueurs, which con-

down your papers, several accounts cf sift of almost as many font -as are con-

os the petty distresses and domeslick con- tained in the advertisements from the Rich

cerns of private families. As you have G Cordial Warehouse. In a word, every

listened to many complaints from huf- common dinner with us is a feast ; and

bands, 1 flatter myself you will not refuse when we have, what my lord calls an

your attention to the humble remonstrance entertainment, it is an absolute debauch,

of a wise; being assured, that my only But there is no part of this monstrous

reason for thus levin; up my dear le.d, expense effect, rr.r So rawa as the vast

fumi
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faros ridiculously lavished on a desert, you will imagine, are no left extrava*

This piece of folly and extravagance gant ; and, indeed, it is not enough that

could be nothing but the joint product of we abound in the hr ft French and Italian

a Frenchman and a confectioner. After wines, (which by the bye are purchased

the gratification os the appetite with more on the spot at an extraordinary prke,J

substantial fare, this whipt-syllabub raree- but we must have several other kinds of

ft'ew is served up chieflv to feed the eye j the highest value, and consequently a

not but that the materials, of which the ^ most delicious flavour. And tho' but a

desert is composed, are as expensive as taste of each hi*, seen sipped round by

the several ingredients in the dinner i the company, the fame bottles must neves

And I will leave you to your own method he brought a second time upon table,

of rating the rest, after telling you, that but are secured as perq ; titt-t. by the but-

tny lord thinks himself an excellent ceco- ler, who fells them to the merchjrt, who

liomist, by having reduced rhe expence of fells them back again to my lord. Beside*

the hot-house to a thousand per ann. these, his lordship has been at an in mense

which perhaps the admirers of exptick charge in raising j pinery, in order to try

fruits will not think dear, as we have B the experiment of miking cyder of pine-

pine-apples as plenty as golden-pippins, apples ; which he hopes to do at little

or nonpareils. more than treble the expence of Cham-

One would think, that the first requi- pagne. To this article I might also add

lite in eating was extravagance, and that the charge of his ice-houses : For altho*

in order to have any thing very good, it these are stowed with tn home-commo-

must be eat at a time that it is out of sea- dity or.ginally of no value, yet 1 may

son. Therefore one c f th- principal uses venture to lay, that every drop of water

of our hot-house is to invert the order ofq comes as dear to us as the most costly of

future, and to turn winter into summer. our wines.

We should be ashamed to see peas upon As all our liquors, I have told you, are

our tabld, while they are to be had at a of foreign growth, and all obr dishes dis

common market ; but we never spare any tihguished by foreign titles, you will rea-

coft to provide a good crop, by the afjist- dily conceive, that our houshbld is chiefly

s of our hot-beds, at Christmas. We composed of foreigners. Ti e butler out

have no relish for cucumbers during the of livery, and his two tinder-butlers, are

summer months, when they are no rari- Frenchmen: And Monsieur Fricando, the

ty j but we take care to have them forced Dhead cook, to be sure is a Frenchman,

in November. But my lurd mostly prides This gentleman never foils his fingers in

himself on the improvements that he has touching the least bit of any thing, but

shade in his mushroom-beds, which he gives his orders (like a general) to four

has at length brought to so great perfec- subalterns, who are likewise Frenchmen,

tion, that t>y the help of horse-dung, and The baker, the confectioner, the very

throwing artificial fun-beams thro' a burn- scullions, and even the fellow that looks

ing-glafs, we can raise any quantity of aster the poultry, are all of them French-

mushrooms of the right Italian kind at p men. These, you may be sure, are main-

two hourB warning. tained at very high salaries : Arid tho"

From the hot-house we may make a Monsieur Fricando had the pay of a cap-

very natural transition to the kitchen j tain In a marching legiwcnt, my lord

and as in the former (very thing must be was forced to double his wages at the be-

produced out of season, so eveiy thing m ginning of the war, and allow him the

the latter must undergo a strange meta- tree exercise of his religion, to prevent

morphofh. The ordinary distinctions cf his leaving the kingdom,

fish, flesh, and fowl, are quite destroyed ; I am sorry to add, that this pride of

and nothing comet upon table under its F keeping a table has visibly Impaired my

proper form and appellation. It is impof- lord's fortunes t And this very summer

Able to conceive wh^t vast sums are melted he has been obliged to fell down all the

down into laucek ! We have a cargo of timber on his estate, as I may fay. to

I every year from Westphalia, only to keep up his kitchen fire. The only satis-

extract t!it ef-nce of them for our soups j faction he can possibly reap from all this)

and we kiii a brace of bucks every week, expence, is ihe vanity of having it said,

to make a •-••His of the haunchis. Half " that nobody treats so elegantly as his

a dozen turkeys have been killed in oneQ lordship," and now and then perhaps

da"y meerly sot the fake of the pinions ; reading in the news-papers, •' that such

and 1 have known a whole pond dragged a day the right honourable— gave a

to furnish a dish of carps palates, and grand entertainment, at his heuse in '■ ,

ten leirs of mutton nungled raw to make at which were present the principal ofii-

cut ;t dish of pope'6 eyes. cert of slfcte and foreign ministers.**

The concomitant charges of the cellar, 1 am, SIR, ire.

lilt
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LlIT

SI. !pi Names.

St. Joseph

Beinheureiise de Clnntel

Dauphin

Marie Catherine

Prince Charles

St. Francois

St. Marc

13 Cantons

A Brig

Jason

Laurel 7

Gracieuse J

St. Jean

Due D'Aiguets

L'Amiable

Placitiare

Marie Anne

L'Esperance

Marie Anne

Catherine

Pouponne

Jean

Boloiseaux

Mane E izabethe

St. Louis

Dom Dcuc 7

Hardie J

Sophia

La Lunete

Marie Anne

Deux Amis

Elizabethe

Jean Baptiste

L'Amiable

Two Barks

Victoire

Ddnkirke

Jean Dewis

Adventure

La Bravene

Esperance

Le Maryone

Charles & Marie

Francoise

Magdaleine

Hannibal

Marie Francoise

Due de Burgoigne

Helena

Marie

Fidelitie

M. Saxe

La Trudane

Comcte

September, i

of Siij>s laitnfret

Wbcnct.

Honfleur

Newfoundland

Rochelle

Martinico

St. Vallery

St. M-irtins

Nautz

Nantz

Mnrlaix

Dieppe

Martinico

Newfoundland

Dieppe

St. Domingo

Newfoundland

Cape Francois

N-'Jvfountlland

St. Domingo

Bourdeaux

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Canada

St. Mirtint

Calais

Newfoundland

Bourdeaux

Martinico

Havre

Briac

Honfleur

Guernsey

Havre

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Crossick

Martinico

Leoganne

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Bayonne

i the French, ctmtinutdfrom f. 3 55.

Wbirt bound to. Castors. Pcrts sent into,

Newfoundland

Rochelle

Martinico

Rochelle

Louisbourgh

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Havre

St. Domingo

Bourdeaux

Dieppe

Calais

Havre

Marseilles

Dunkii k

St. Domingo

Mar'inico

Croflick

Rouen

Nantz

Havre

Newfoundland

Havre

Nantz

St. Maloei

Havre

M .rtinico

Havre

Dieppe

Dieppe

Havre

Boulogne

Rochelle

Martinico

Dunkirk

Marseilles

RoJiclie

Brest

Nantz

Bourdeaux

Bordeaux

Nartz

Rochelle

Dieppe

Havre

Dunkirk

Benique

St. Maloei.

Sr. Maloes

Bilboa

Dunkirk

Havre

Dunkirk

Brest

Cranville

Honfleur

St. Domingo

Nantes

7 Diff<

J Port

sierent cruizen.

Portsmouth,

i Different cruizerl«

f Plymouth.

Different eruiier*.

' Falmouth.

Mountsbay.

Nilfau.

Ins.

Swan sloop.

Captain.

Admiral West's fqua*

dron.

Seahorse.

Peregrine sloop.

By a cruizer.

Portsmouth.

75^
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empire, to perpetuate its peace and tran-

ExtraB of a Lttltrfrom the East-Indies, quillity, and even to sacrifice the live*

and fortunes of his own subjects to the
One of our Corres/ordcnts, an Officer m the support of the house of Austria. Never-

Squndrm under the Admirals Watson end the|ess, as upon the rife of the difference*

Pococke, in a Letter dated from Fort St. in America between England and Fiance,

George, ,n the Eall-Indies, Sept. 24, the iattcr open|y made dispositions last

1755- after favouring ux with a Num. year (oT attacking the electorate of Ha-
her of curious Particulars of that Country, n nover> and thereby disturbing the whole

gives the following amiable Piastre "f the empire . and his Britannick majesty be-

Officirs of that Squadron, from whose Una- ;ng denied> by the empress-queen, the suc-

nimity ard Experience much may be expeBei cour, stipulated by treaties of alliance,

in that distant Part of the World. Jnd being sti|| |ess able ,Q obUm aflj(tance

FOR my own parti wish, from my from certain states of the empire, who e-

soul, our good admiral Watson may yen seemed disposed to favour such a di

ll tve an opportunity of doing some goad version ; and finally, finding himself left

for himself in the spoils of the French, B a|one last winter to oppose the execution

without which, I dare to swear, he will 0f this project, he thought himself oblig-

never be rich. The expence he is at, this ed> jn order to provide for the security of

voyage, for supporting the honour of his h|s own dominions, to establish peace and

station, for the cultivating an harmony tranquillity in the empire, and maintain

and good understanding with the king's jt8 system and privileges without offering

regiment, with the company's troops and any prejudice to either religion, to con-

with the gentlemen of the several factories, elude with his majesty, the king of Prussia,

amounts so high, that, without s>me un- q the afore-mentioned treaty, which, how.

foreseen stroke, he must, in pocket, be eVer, he did, with the honestest intention

poorer for the command ; indeed he is jn the world.

rich in the esteem of mankind ; the offi- His Britannick majesty reckons, that

cers of his majesty's regiment love and by this instance of patriotick zeal for the

honour him, the company's pecple of all good of Germany, he hath not only done

forts admire his disinterested generosity, an essential service to the empress- queen,

and wish him every good. Admiral Po-- but that he hath also done all that even

cocke, his brother officer, is happy with p. the head of the empire ought, agreeably

him, they are ever together, and every " to his duty and dignity, to have done,

body knows there is a mutual esteem Time will clearly shew how little it wai

and friendship between them : The cap- the interest of the empress-queen to enter

tains of our little squadron all live with into a near alliance with a foreign power,

them ; and theiefore, my friend, if an who for upwards of two centuries, hath

opportunity should cast up for our ships ravaged the principal provinces of the

to act, take my word for it, you may empire, often made war on the archducal

expect a gond account of their conduct, house ; and who hath always endeavoured,

[//i our next -we Jbedl give cur kind corref- E as it suited her views, to excite distract

fondent's account of an interview between the and differences among the princes and

Nabob of Golconda, and iht sea and land offi- states that compose the Germanick body.

cers on that station, and the entertainment of These are things, which tho' sufficiently

that prince on board the admiral'sjbip.] known, require to be set in the clearest

light, in order ro remove the false notions
M Gemmingen, the EleBoral Minister of that have bee„ entertained, &c."

Brunswick-Lunenbouig to the Diet of the

Empire, deli-uered to all the Ministers, at . . . ,. _ _ „
RMifV-n, a Memorial containing the sol- F Man.,"s™« .«■»"»* *» P™"1"" Ma-

lowing Declaration, jestys Motivesfor entering Szxony.

" T_j IS m jesly, the king of Great Bri- " A S the unjust conduct which the court

XJL tain, in his quality of elector of £\ of Vienna had hitherto observed 10-

Brunswick-Lunenbourg, has been greatly wards his majesty the king of Prussia,

surprized to find the treaty he concluded and the dangerous views of that court a-

fome months ago with the king of Prus- gainst his majesty's dominions, lay him

ti.i industriousiy represented as a ground under a necessity of taking proper mei-

of apprehension and umbrage, especially Q sures for protecting his territories and

for religion. The Germanick body can- subjects against the storm with which

not be ignorant, that his majesty, the king they are threatened, by an enemy, who

of Great-Britain, has constantly thought hath rejected, with contempt, all propo-

it his indispensable duty to maintain the sals of friendship ; his Prussian majesty,

laws, the liberties, and the system of the from a just consideration of the prejudice

4 which
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which might result from the intentions of ExtraHostwo Letters to Thom as Hollis,

the court of Vienna towards him, could £sjj concerning the late Discoveries at

not forbear taking the disagreeable resolu- Hiuculanium. (Sec our last Vol. f.

tion to marr.h his troops into the here- 319.)

ditary dominions of his majesty the king « LL the antiquities, which were in

of Poland, elector of Saxony. f\ the royal palace at Naples, that is,

His nujesty protests before God and man, those which did belong to the Parma col-

that on account of his personal esteem ^ lection, have been earned to the king's

and friendship for the king of soland, e- rew palace of Capo di monte ; and it it

lector of Saxony, he would not have pro- reported, that Padre Pancrazi will have

ceeded to this extremity, had he not been the care of them.

forced to it by the laws of war, the fata- Padetni has the custody of all the

lity of the present conjuncture, and the bronzes, and things in gold and silver,

necessity of providing for the defence and which have been found in the diffeienc

security qf his subjects. places where they have dug, by order of

The events of tire year 1744, in which the kirg ; and they are handsomely ar-

his Prussian majesty employed the power D rarigc,l in several rooms at Portici. The

that the providence of God hath put into great gallery there is almost finished. In

his hands, to hinder the court of Vienna jt are 10 be depofi'ed the statue* in bronze

from subjecting the Germanick empire to and marble, the pictures, the inscriptions,

ber yoke, and oppressing its head, are and the columnsof verd'antiqueand orien-

still frelh in memory. All the world ,a] alabaster found thro'out the kingdom,

knows the tenderness which his majesty Near the royal palace at Portici, has

shewed towards the court ol Saxony du- t,een discovered a large gaiden, with a

ring the campaign of that year ; the bad q UJ]ace belonging to it. In cne room of

consequences which that court felt from ' this pahee was found a mnsaic pavement

its engagements with his majesty's ene- (which 1 have seen) made up of different

mies ; its furnishing troops to assist in in- coloured stones. It lepresents a city fur-

vading his territories in Silesia ; and en- rounded with walls, having four towers,

tering into the scheme for attacking him one at each corner ; and has since been

in the center of his dominions, and even taken up, to be placed with other beau-

in his capital. tiful antique pavements in the said gallery.

The apprehension of being again expo- por fome time past they have been dig-

sed to such enterprises has laid his Prussian D ?[ng, at ganta Maria di Capua, by the

majesty under a necessity of being upon king's order. There they have met with

his guard, and of taking, in his present several very fine statues of Greek work-

situation, those precautions which pru- rr.anship; andamongthemaVenus, which

dence dictates. As to the rest, as it is ,, intire and matchless ; and all of them

against his inclination, that he fees him- have Deen carried to the king's new palace

self forced to march his troops into the at Cascrta.

territories of Saxony, he hath thought

proper to declare in the most solemn £ R ly tt> lbc Advimr in Lond. Mag. fir

manner, as well to his majesty the king ' August, f. 400.

of Poland, as to all Europe, that he was n ,- . -,r u

uot induced to take tins step by any hof- , ...
tile views against his Polish majesty, or npHANKS, bard sublime, sur thy advice,

against his dominions ; assuring with great A Convey'd in poetry so nice,

sincerity, that his troops enter not Saxony Why didst thou not annex thy name,

as enemies, that he maiches them into it To such a curious epigram?

only for his own safety, and that of his „ When you no longer that decline,

dominions ; and that he hath given or- F Then, I fnsef,, thou shalt knew mine,

ders, that they (hall ohfeve, agreeably to By grov Ung wit, in tale so trite,

his royal intentions, the best order, and Thou'st Ihownthy teeth, but canstnot bite.

the most exact discipline. °' htb"J? W"U T?

After the ut gent motives that have con- Think of thy ears, and sleep in a whole skin,

strained his Prussian majesty, against his a
will, to take this step, he desires nothing /L N I <-> M A.

more ardently than the happy minute that r>ROM farthest India I was sent, 1

shall procure him the satisfaction of resto- Q V Fram'd by the artist to prevent, i-

ring to his rmjesty the kir.g of Poland, The curious and impertinent j 3

his hereditary dominions which the king Like Atgus with an hundred eyes,

hath not seizsd, and doth not occupy, A mortal enemy to spiel :

but as a deposit which is, and always But yet with half an eye you'll find,

(hall be, {acted to him." That I with all my ejes am blind.

Kkk t *
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Sung by Miss Stevenson at Vaux-Hall.

 

ell me lasses, have you seen, Lately wai.d'ring o'tr the green

_sv-s± .-2- *>. 'V *— Nk. **• I?1 w «w  

5?

B:.,uty's fun, a lit—tic hoy, Full of frolick, mirth and
 

joy ? Can ye find his shelter,

 

By hit maiks the gc.ri you'll know,

O'er his (hoJ'der 1 sr.«< a how,

And a quiver (isuri.t v tii darts,

Po'.son sure lo h .mm l.c-litl :

Tho' he's i' le, naked, blind,

He can triumph o'tr t!i- mind.

Tcil me iassci, £:;.

J-
Subtle a; thj t'r.inps wound,

Is Hi p:trc;-'; rrav sou.id ;

While tl e ki'oitiM heart it pai.-.S,

No external mark remain* ;

Riras r.s (hie! 1 itself ib broke.

By the unexpected ft. ckr.

Till ms lasscj, lec

Oft 'he rrchln's seen to lie,

Bafkirg in t!ie funny rye ;

Often Unit! his pity he seeks,

On the n.a.dei 's rosy et.ceki ;

Sometimes 1 c, in tjrling liair,

Or snowy boloms f -nns his fr?re.

Tell me lasses, &c.

She that the recess reveals,

Where the god hirr/elf conceal;,
SI all a kif, recc ■ e this night,

F;om hi.n who is her heart's delight ;

To Venus let her hiring the boy,

She shall taste love's sweetest joy.

TtH me lasses, £rc.

Miss
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Miss C A R Y's MINUET.
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Crwra/ BLAKENEY:

W. KlDER.

An Ode. Æy

i)r/v megitus, f^rfisiue tit peSIore r.otitt apfrto,

E' contra Jla>tt imurrat ft titrba cycl-pum,

Templum Libertatii.

s^y For t lie strength of Maro's martial song,

\J Or ra'licr blind Mœonides of thine.

Then wci'd Ipaintchygioriei sweetly strong,

Then Bi.acz'niv ihou 'midst Albion's

chiefs lliould'st shine.

Albion for freedom's noblest champions

fam'd, [breast,

Reviews her splendors beaming from thy

Quencli'd by no cares, and by no dangers
r ta.ll'd, [suggest.

Greater than words can paint, or thoughts

Hail ! bold reviver, of the dying ray,

Which o'er the globe Britannia's glory

spreads ; •

Thus the great Father of the radiant d.iy,

Rekindles vigour wherefo'er he treads.

In thee the genius of our isle appears,

Whom toil alone to greater toil excites ;

A stranger he to heart-depressing fears,

A lover he of lise-endang'iing fights.

PTEMBER, 1756.

Prais'd by thy foes, tho' by thy fiends be-

tray'd,

Thy laurels e'er shall British bosoms fire j

And when the roil of fame is wide difplay'd,

Thy name shall vengeance 'gainst the

Gauls inspire.

Warwick, great chits, from fate's tremen

dous jaws, [name j

Bursts at the found of thy much envy'd

And while his ghost the Gallic armies awes,

Kc smiles elate, ano! triumphs in thy (ame.

No more his laurels shall unrival'd grow,

Sir.ce thine with equal verdure shall arise,

And wond'ring worlds, at length, shall learn

to know, [despise.

They stek their fate, who dare our rage

On a modern Character, and recent Transotlion.

C">URS'D he the wretch, that glories in

. j his lhame.

Eternal infamy still brand his name !

His hated name, who basely dar'd repeat,

The tale with pleasure of his own defeat !

Whose hand has dar'd t' avow the cowatd

heart.

The tale of treach'ry, and the villain's part.

Dtgcn'rate
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Degen'rate wretch, whose soul has not dis
dained,

To blast each laurel, that his father gain'd !

Ev'n on that spot, where first t!iy glorious sire,

With foul of honour, and with British fire ;

"Confess'd his country, and subdu'd her foes,

"Who own'd, and felt, the force of Btitish

blows ; [just regard,

Whence kin?, and country, flicw'd their

And British merit hid it« due reward.

In English atinah, the lov'd hero (hone,

And infants lisp'd the praise of Torrington.

Alas ! how fallen now, what dire <iisg: „ce,

Eclipses now the glories of his race !

Hawkrrs thy shame in ballads daily sing,

And beys have learn'd, to curse the name

of B g. [cause,

Canst thou, who hast betray'd thycountry'«

Hope to escape the justice os her laws ?

Haft thou rot, base one, dar'd to disobey,

Ttly sov'ieign'j orders, and his trust betray ?

TV indulgent sovereign, who wish'ri thegood

Of all his people, hop'd the gen'rous blood,

That warm'd the heart of noble Torrington,

Wou'd pure descend, and actuate hii son :

The gracious monarch, mindful to reward,

His subjects merits, thought a just regard,

Due to a son, whose father with applause,

Had fought so bravely in his country's cause 5

Hop'd the remembrance of the noble sire,

Would animate the son with gen'rous sire,

To emulate his father's deeds, and be

Like him a pattern to posterity ;

Like him perpetuate a glorious name,

Sy acts of virtue, on the rolls of fame ;

To this great end with vigour to proceed,

To serve thy country in her utmost need j

To save a noble garrison diftress'd,

To save a country by our foes oppress'd.

To vindicate in arms, the British name.

Redress her inj'ries, and support her fame,

Wast thou distinguished ? Has thy sov'reign's

hand,

Entrusted thee with the supreme command ?

Distinguish d honour, glorious envy'd station!

How vast a trust ! the safety of a nation !

So the first great apostate (if we dare,

Th' high acts of heav'n, with those of men

compare)

Was once by favour of th' eternal love,

A bright archangel in the realms above ;

Till heav'n'shigh King for disobedience shed.

His awful vengeance on the traitor's head ;

Th' Almighty hurl'd him from the realms of

light,

And overwhelm'd him in etrrnal night ;

The apostate fiend in pains eternal felt,

The just rewards of treachery, and guilt !

How did all ranks thy expedition bless ?

What daily pray'rs were made for thy success ?

How shall I tell th' event, how speak the stain,

Which thou hast brought upon thy sov'reign's

reign ?

Oh ! shame to tell, none but so base a tongue

As thine, should tell a tale of so much wrong j

PTEMBER, 1756.

For thou ingrate, degenerate, and base.

Canst write with pleasure of thy own disgrace t

Too much thy fatal letter has contest.

Our enemies with joy will tell the rest.

And yet thou liv'st, shame to thy name, and

race,

To them, and to thy country, a disgrace ;

But vengeance now awaits thy guilty deed,

See angry justice rears her awful head !

She bears her sword erect, nor beats in vain,

The guilty tremble at her awfjil train ;

To her impartial bar th' offender's led,

And sentence pass'd upon each guilty head !

In vain thou'lt plead the merits of thy fire.

In vain thou'lt mercy from the throne desirej

Thy lather's merits, as they shine more bright.

Will paint thy baseness in the stronger light j

The hotrors of thy guilt more strongly shew.

And crush thee with an heavier weight of woe!

Pardon thou vainly hop'st, may be obtain'd.

For crimes like thine, no pardon can be gain'd;

In vain all arts, all inteiest will be try'd,

An inju 'd nation must be satisfy'd :

To publick execution must thou go,

A publick spectacle of shame, and woe.

All will applaud thy punishment as just,

And curse the wretch, who so betray'd his

trust :

In thy example, future chiefs shall see,

The sure rewards of guilt, and treachery :

All will the justice of thy sentence own,

And patriot virtue guard the British throne.

On the Marriage of George Rice, Esq; H

Miss Talbot. (Step. 403.)

ONCE on a time (as fables fay)

In humour debonair, and gay,

Phœbus himself resolv'd to wed ;

.The hours prepar'd the bridal bed,

The charmer of his heart was won.

And all things else agreed upon ;

When, lo!—the frogs, with doleful cry,

To stop the match, to Jove apply,

(For in those days frogs plainly spoke,

Tho* now indeed they only croak.)

Great Jove, at their request appears.

And calmly their petition hears.

To whom, emerging from a lake,

A venerable frog thus spake—

(The Pitt, or Tully of the fen)

" Dread sire of gods, and frogs and men,

Be pleas'd to listen to our moan,

Or we are utterly undone.

So strong, e'en now, the fun-beams are,

They're almost more than we can bear j

But shou'd he propagate his kind,

Where shall we frogs a living find ?

E'en now he makes us pant for breath.

But then we shou'd be icorch'd to death!

Fotbid the banns—you only may—

Ar.A iveshall tvtr humbly pray, &c."

In mere compassion to their case,

And to preserve the croaking race,

The god (aliho' he thought it hard)

From nuptial bliss, the fun debarr'd.

May
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May ev'ry tyrant thus miscarry,

Whenever he attempts to marry !

May he in celibacy mourn,

And for a consort vainly burn ;

Or may Lucina close her womb,

And from their bed no offspring come !

For who'd from henbane save the seed ?

Or who'd from rogues and villains breed ?

"How mighty happy for the ration,

Were such to undergo castration !

For like gets like—(a standing rule)

A knave, a knave—a fool, a fool.

A hero procreates a hero,

A Nero generates a Nero,

And this you may as much rely on,

As that a lion gets a lion.

But wherefore this, O Rice, to thee,

Of manners gentle, good, and free ?

Whose generolity and bounty,

Extends not to a single county,

But wherefoe'er thy fancy leads,

There Charity thy footsteps treads,

On all thy motions so attendant,

As she herself were thy dependant.

Who then but must wish well to thee,

And to thy prince-sprung family ?

And who, the coyest of her kind,

To so much merit can be blind ?

Then haste, O George ! make haste to wed,

And mim'rous blessings crown thy bed,

So that a lineal heir may never,

Be wanting to the fam'd Dincvor •.

Why fhou'd a line from Troy descended,

And spun so long, in ih:e be ended ?

Then haste, O George ! make haste to wed,

And num'rous blessings crown thy bed.

Each prince-born ancestor demands,

This satisfaction at thy hands—

Thy friends thy backwardness regret—

Thy country claims it as a debt—

All dread the failure of a line,

Wherein so many virtues shine.

But, hark !—what means the shouting

crowd ?

Why peal the neighb'ring bells so loud ?

Why do the mad mechanicks join,

Fair Talbot's noble name to thine ?

'Tis done—in Hymen's blissful bands,

Thenymphand swain have jcin'd their hands.

Joy to the youth !—joy to the fair !—■

United joy to th' happy pair !—

May all their friends in joy abound !

Joy to the country all around !—

So when the Isls and the Thames,

Together roll their blended streams,

All round them wealth and plenty smile,

And commerce gladdens all the ifle.

May heroes, worthy either line.

Hereafter from this union shine,

Like him-)-, who fought onBofworth's plain.

Nor vaunted in a tyrant slain,

Or that brave \ earl, whose name alone,

Struck terror to the Callic throne.

On Miss Ci-st—v, of C-ber-!.

BY usual arts let other nymphs essay,

To charm mankind, and make each

swain obey,

Mince in their steps, and ogle with theireyes,

Or bid the snowy holom fall and rise j

Devote their time, and all : heir care to dress.

And nought but fashions all their soul possess.

Arts such as these would Cr—sp—y disgrace,

Who founds no merit only in a face ;

Tho' fair as most of all her sex can boast,

And tho* of C—ber—1 a reigning toast ;

Yet charms of mind her person more im

prove, [move.

And inward graces more than outward

** Polite, as if in courts (he'd always been,

" Yet virtuous, as if ne'er a court she'd

" seen j"

Good fense, good nature, dignity with ease,

These are her charms, and these must always

please. [chain,

Hence, hence, ye youths confess her pow'rful

And spite of time (hall lovely Sukey reign.

Mahxoc.

Acrostick to Miss ■

P ardon.fairnymph, thebatd';aspiringl.iyt,

(O gram me patdon, and I ask not praise)

L ove's arduous path thus daring to pursue,

L ove then is reason, when 'tis love of you.

Y oung, fair, majeslick, let Aurelia shine,

D eliM.ted subject of the tuneful nine •
 

O praisesvain! whilst'you without controul,

N ot raise the passions, but subdue the soul.

of Bl—nc—w.

jfn Hymn : Cctrmemoratinf the divine Goat*

ness, in affording, after a long Series of H\t,

mfine Harvest.

OThou Supreme ! before whose throne,

Myriads of angels fall ,

Thy wisdom guides, and thine alone,

This ever-rolling ball.

Un/haken thy veracity,

Thro' time's immense extent ;

Thy bow proclaims, that there shall be,

Seed-time and harvest senc.

Thii

* The feat cf the ancient princes of South Wales. + Sir Rice ap Thomas, tvboflew Richard

the Third, fighting hand to band, in Boszucrtb fidd, tho' he modestly declined the honour of that gal

lant at~lion, as appears from old manuscripts noio subsisting, J; Talbot, earl of Shrewsbury, so

much celebrated in our history for hit almost ir.trtdibh -valour, and more than romantic exploits per

formed in France, &c,
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Tbis promise, nations now partake,

Tho' late, our doubts ran high,

To feel the earth's foundations shake,

To see the light'nings fly :

To hear the thunder's awful clap !

The winds tempestuous roar ;

Which wak'd the fir.ner from his nap,

And made the just adore.

Long o'er our heads black clouds impend,

The solar beams restrain ;

While unremitting rains descend,

And deluge cv'ry plain.

The sever'd herbage, swims the mead,

, Each farrow grows a brook ;

The yellow grain entangled laid,

And mocks the reaping hook.

What murmurs echo thro* each street, ■

At corn's advanced price ;

Mobs rife, and frantick acts commit,

The dire effect, of vice.

Confusion, famine, and uproar,

Began to be our dread,

When lo ! thy iverj, as heretofore,

Pronounc'd therefiould bt bread !

Thy mandate. ihreat'ning clouds obey,

Their humid stores restrain ;

The sun displays his chearing vay,

To meliorate the grain.

The face of nature all improv'd,

Plenty our bams confess ;

Can human hearts remain unmov'd,

And not the Author bless ?

Awake, ye Britons ! fear, adore,

The pow'r by which you live j

Provoking follies act no mote,

But due obedience give !

Famine, and war, dread enemies,

Might now have ravag'd round ;

Plenty restor'd. let hymns arise '.

May God approve the sound !

Oxfordshire, Sept. 14. W.

EPIGRAM.

WHENCE is't that thus each freshman

stickles,

To catch a stare at Misses Nicbolh f

Why, I should think it wond rous strange

else,—

Mayhap his country breeds no angels.

t)xon, Sept. 13.

Æ N I G M A.

SINCE I came from my nest,

I've been none of the best.

And I wa? by my mother rejected,

So 1 went, you shall hear,

To a rich scrivener,

In hopes to be better protected.

To serve him and his tenants,

In a sheet I did penance,

But for all the good service I did him,

The crusty old villain,

Ne'er gave me a (hilling,

And so a long farewel I bid him.

Ar

Then a poet so us'd me,

So bang'd me, and bruis'd me.

That I thought 1 shou'd ne'er have spoke

more j

For his wretched bad rhymes,

I was dipt sev'ral times.

And at last I was lurn'd out of door.

In so fad a condition,

I met a musician,

Withatweedlc, and twice tweedletweedle 5

And he to befiiend me,

Tho' I thought 'twas to end me,

Quite cut me in two in the middle.

7^ BRIDAL MORN.

ulli rtoir Hie puelltt

Strvire, cut cutquam atgnior ilia viro.

Ti B n 1 L .

RISE in all thy radiant slate

Gieat Sol ! thro' heav'n's high eastern

gate

Lead on the soiling day ;

Dispel the train of airy dreams,

That round the slumb'ring vestal swims,

Or near her pillow play.

Parent of love, of life, of light,

Haste! haste! too long tht hng'ring night,

Extends her envious- shade :

" My bliss too long, my bride denies,

" Awake! sweet loit'rer, Thyrfii cries,

*' Why sleepi the lovely maid ?"

And fee—she comes !—so Venus stood,

Just sprung srem out her parent flood,

So mov'd with decent pride j

Before, behind, beside her wait,

Youth, beauty, grace, and sober state.

As bride-maids to the bride.

Hail ! happy pair, and learn from me.

What doom th' unerring gods decree,

Shall wait your coming age :

Attend ! the muse with licens'd c;'cj,

Deep into fate's dark volume pries,

And spreads the mystick page.

" To crown the nuptial board and bed.

Their blessings love and wealth (hill shed,

Like sun aad moon with vary'd light,

This chear the day, and that the night.

Each blest in each, with equal sway,

By turns shall rule, by turn, obey,

And pleas'd thro' life's short voyage share,

The stormy cloud, the sun-shine fair }

And when old age, a pilgrim grey,

Steals on with unperceiv'd decay.

When Stella's eye less piercing shines,

And Thy1 sis manly strength declines ;

Past scenes in youth, so dear before,

Time's magick hand shall Iresh restore,

With raptures (hall cacli parent trace,

Their features in a minick lace ;

She, in her girls, a blooming train,

Shall oft be courted o'er ag«rn ;

And he, tenew'd to former joys,

As oft go roving in his boys."

THE
8^ In the poem en lady Piwfrifs b.reftSiett, in ear last, f. 400, lire 5, dele of.



THE

Monthly Chronologer.

Friday, August 17. vidend of j| per cent, was declared for

DMIRAL Knowles ar- the half year ending the 10th of next

rived in the Hind sloop, month,

from his late government Satu»day, 25.

of Jamaica. The parliament was prorogued, by

Tuesday, Sept. 7. proclamation, from the 28th instant, to

Being the brave gene- Thursday, Nov. 18, when it is to sit for-

ral Blakeney's i;irth-day, the dispatch of business,

it was celebrated with great rejoicings Tuesday, 28.

both in town and country. William Bridgen and William Stephen.

Thcisdav, 9. s°ni Es<jrs. aldermen, were sworn into

A dreadful fire broke out in the barns the office of sheriffs of London and Mid-

belonging to Tyler's Hall, on Upminster dlesex, at Guildhall (seep. 353.) for the

Common, near Brentwood, in Essex j year ensuing,

which in less than one hour, consumed Wednesday, 29.

the barn, with the corn, the stable, Some objections having arisen to the

coach-houses, and cow-houses, with a conduct of Mr. alderman Dickenfon, in

chariot, curricle, cart, hay, straw, tec. parliament, an opposition was formed

A person who was seen on the spot at against his election, the event of which

the time the fire broke out, and gave no we Onll defer to our next,

alarm to the family, nor could give any The Hazard sloop of 16 guns and 51

satisfactory reason for his untimely ap- men, took a large French privateer of 100

pearance, was taken up and examined men and 10 Runs, in Yarmouth Roads,

before justice Smith, of Brook- street, who after a very hot engagement, on the 18th

has committed him (on refuting to' find of August.

bail) to Chelmssoid goal, on a' strong The parish of St. Olaves, Southwark,

suspicion of wilfully setting sire thereto. have fitted ou: a privateer, called the St.

Sunday, 12. Olave, mounted 16 carriage guns and

Thirty- four fail of ships from Barbadoes 20 swivels, and manned with ico men.

and the Leeward Islands, arrived at Ply- In the last and present months a great

mouth, under convoy of the Winchester number of landmen and hoys werecloath-

and Woolwich men of war. ed by the patriotick subscription of 2

Wednesday, 15. number of gentlemen, ladies, and mer-

Happened a violent storm of thunder 1 chants, who call themselves the Marine

and lightning, at Eddiscastle, in Stafford- Society, and sent to serve on board our

shire, in which an exciseman's wife, big stiips of war.

with child, was killed by a flalh of light- Birmingham, August 30. John Collins

ring ; the child was taken from her after and Edward Cross, two of the rioters at

her death, and is likely to live. Nuneaton, fee p. 403, were executed at

Monday, 20. Warwick.

Ended the sessions at the Old-Bailey, Fifty-two houses, and some stables, have

when Thomas Ridout and John Presser-, been consumed by fire, at Tullamore, in

for stealing a silver tankard j Tli.imae the king's county, in Ireland.

Phillips, for for ging an order for the deli- , Since our iast the borough of I.ecnin-

very of goods ; Divid Davis, for horse- ster, in Herefordshire, has given instrsc-

stealing j John Cartwri^ht, for a bur- tions to its members ; the grand juries of

glary ; and George Langley, for a rob- Norfolk, Cheshire, and county of So-

bery committed in a dwelling-house, re- merfct, the mayor and hurgefsis and com -

ceived sentence of death : Three to be morialty of Bristol, hive addressed th«

transported for 14 years, 29 for seven king, and two addresses have hern pre-

years, one to be branded, and two to sented from the gentlemen, cleizy, mer-

be whipped. chants, and inhabitants of Bristol, on*

William Cannicott, who also received by Mr. S:nith, and the other by Mr. Nu-

fentence of death, at this essions, for gent, on the subject of our late mis-

the murder of his wife, was executed at carriages. (Sre p. 402.)

Tyburn. On the 25th of August was a great riot

Thuhsday, 23. at Sheffield, o:casioned hy 1 he clearness of

At a general court of the Bank, a di- corn, and some lives were lost.

September, 1756. L 1 1 At
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At Newcastle assizes two were capi

tally convicted, one of whom wil re

prieved 1 At Noiinlk assizes one : At

Norwich three, who were all reprieved s

At the assizes for Northumberland one,

who was reprieved : At Hereford one,

but reprieved : At Stafford two, but re

prieved, and at Bridgewatcr three, one

of them for the murder of his wife. (See

p. 402.)
The harvest has been a very fine one in

Great Britain and Ireland , and advices

from America, also give very favourable

accounts of the harvest there. (See p. 447.)

Great damage was done the beginning,

of July, by a hurricane, in Long Island

in the province of New-York.

The bumklc Abdress of the High Sheriff,

Grand Jury, and Gentlemen of the County

of Somerset.

May it please your Majesty,

WE your majesty's most faithful sub

jects, the high sheriff, grand jury,

and gentlemen assembled at the assizes

held for the county of Somerset, beg

leave, most humbly, to address, your

majesty on the present critical situation of

affairs ; and to offer the most unfeigned

assurances of our inviolable affection and

fidelity to your sacred person and illustri

ous family : Nor can we doubt but that

your majesty will receive, with approba

tion, our expressions of concern for the

welfare and honour of your kingdoms ;

which it has been the study of your royal

life to promote and maintain.

The loss of the important island of

Minorca appears to us, to be not only a

dreadful blow to the trade of this nation,

but an indelible stain on our political, as

well as martial glory : This unprevented,

tho' not unexpected stroke, at the be

ginning of a just and national war, vigo

rously and effectually supported by your

majesty's loyal and affectionate subjects,

mull, we conceive, fill every British heart

with apprehension and surprize. Yet,

by what means soever this great misfor

tune came to pass— by what hands the

pu' Sick intcesl and honour were given

up; we cannot distrust your majesty's pa

ternal care of your people, or your im

partial justice on those who shall be found

to have betrayed them. For, as we are

persuaded, that no true lover os his

country will refuse to expose his life and

fortune in defence of your sacred person

and government ; so aie we well satisfied,

tha'r your majesty will not honour with

your royal countenance and protection

those w ho have not at heart the safety and

happiness of Great- Britain.

By the Hon. Spencer Phips, Esq; l.irutenar.t-

Givcrnor and Commander in Chief in and

over tit Majffty't Province of the Massa

chusetts Bay, m New-England.

A PROCLAMATION.

" Whereas his majesty has been graci

ously pleased to signify (by letters from

the Right Hon. Henry Fox, Efqj one of

his majesty's principal secretaries of state)

to his governor of this province, his roy

al and paternal care of the interest of his

American colonies, as well as his own

rights within the fame, and the methods

he is taking for the defence and security

thereof against the invasions of the

Ftench ; and more especially the orders

he has given far raising forces to be sup

ported at the charge of the crown, to be

employed in this important service ; and

to set forth the ample encouragement giv

en to such of his majesty's good subjects

of these colonies, as will enlist fortecruit-

ing the said regiments of regular troops,

viz.

That such recruits shall not be obliged

to serve any where but in North- Ame

rica ; that they shall be discharged when

hostilities shall cease ; and that each os

them shall have a grant of 300 acres of

land, free from the payment of quit-rents

for ten years, either in the province of

New-York, New-Hampshire, or Nova-

Scotia, at their own shoice ; which lands

shall be granted them on producing their

discharge from the commander in chief

to the governor of either of the said

provinces respectively ; and in case they

shall be killed in the said service, their

widows and their children (hall be enti

tled to the said lands, in such proportion

as the governor and council of the pro

vince wherein such lands lye shall direct.

And whereas his majesty hath been like

wise graciously pleased to offer to the irre

gulars that have been raised in New-Eng

land, and are already at Nova-Scotia, as

an encouragement to them to continue in

that service, at least six months longer,

or until they can be replaced, if that can

be done sooner, That his majesty will

forthwith give the necessary orders that

such of them as shall desire, at the expi

ration of this service, to become settlers

either in Nova-Scotia, New-York, or

New- Hampshire, shall have grants of

lands free from the payment of quit-rents

for ten years, in the following propor

tions, viz. To every colonel 1000 acres j

to every lieut. col. and major 750 ; to e-

very captain 500 ; to every lieutenant and

ensign 400 ; to every common soldier 100 :

Which lands shall be granted them on

producing their discharge from the com

mander in chief to the governor of either

of the said provinces respectively ; and in

case they should be killed in the service,

their widows and children shall be intitled

3 ■
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to the said lands, in such proportion as

the governor and council of the province

wherein such lands lie, shall direct.

I have therefore thought fit, with the

advice of his majesty's council, to issue

this proclamation, in order to make

known these his majesty's gracious inten

tions, not doubting but that a sufficient

number of his majesty's good subjects

within this province, will, upon the en

couragement graciously given as afore

said, chearfully inlist into his majesty's

service for completing the regiments

aforesaid : And I do hereby require all

officers, civil and military, within this

province (as far as in them lies) to encou

rage and promote the enlistments afore

said : And I do earnestly recommend to

those gentlemen soldiers of the irregulars,

who were raised within this province,

and are how in his majesty's service in

Nova-Scotia, that they would continue

in that service, during the time proposed

by his majesty, as they will thereby inti-

tle themselves to his majesty's special sa

vour, and to the rewards he has so gra

ciously promised."

The earl of Loudoun, general in chief

of the troops in North-America, arrived

at New-York on July the 26th last.

The Delaware Indians, who lately

committed such ravages on the frontiers

of Pensylvania, have laid down the hatchet,

and entered into a new treaty with that

province, chiefly thro' the management

os the quakers.

Williamsburg in Virginia, July 9. By

an express from Lunenburg we learn,

that about 100 Indians attacked a fort on

Holston's river, in Augusta county, where

was one Vaux, his family, and some other

persons, who defended themselves the

greatest part of the day, but in the even

ing the Indians found means to set it on

fire, and burnt it to the ground', in which

28 people per ished.

Boston, July 12. Copy of a letter from

an officer in the army, to a gentleman in

this town, dated Trois Rivieres, July 6,

1756.

" On the third instant, at 10 A. M. I

left Oswego with col Braristieet's com

mand, which were attacked by a large

body of French and Indians, four miles

below the Falls, confuting (according to

the information of the piisoners we have

taken) of 400 Canadians, 180 regulars,

and upwards of 100 Indians. They at

tacked us in our battoes, which fire killed

many of our people before they could

get on shore. IJjt col. Bradstreet behaved

so bravely and actively that he took pis-

session os a small island, and kept the

enemy off for near an hour, with not

moie than twenty men ; after which he
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came over upon the main, and with not

more than 100 men repulsed the enemy,

who had forded the river upon us, in

great numbers. The action continued

for upwards of two hours, yet we have

not exceeding sixty or seventy killed and

wounded. But by what we are able to

judge from the confusion the French went

off in, and the number of guns, and other

trophies picked up, the loss of the enemy

must at least be double or treble."

It appears by a letter from commodore

Holmes, that, in his own ship the Graf-

ton, with the Nottingham, and Hornet

and Jamaica sloops, he had an engage

ment with the Heros of 74 guns, the Il

lustrious of 64 and four French frigates,

off L->uisburgh, on the 27th of July, and

obliged them to sheer off. This was the

engagement, of which such a pompous,

gasconading account was published by

the French, and inserted in some of our

Monthly Collections !

Maxiacis and Biiths.

Aug. 26. J3 EV. Mr. Lowe, a chaplain

J\. to Chelsea - college, was

married to Miss Danet, of Embridge, in

Lincolnshire.

18. Benjamin Hayes, of Wimbledon,

Esq; to Miss Treby.

30. John Cay, Esq; counsellor at law,

to Miss Hodgson

31. Dennis Farrer Hillerfdon, of Elstow,

in Bedfordshire, Esq; to Miss Faure, of

Egham, in Surry.

Robert Bell, of Alnwick, in Northum

berland, Esq; to Miss Steel.

Rt. Hon. Robert Dundass, Esq; lord .

advocate for Scotland, to Miss Jane Grant

of Preston-Grange.

Steph. Holland, Esq; to Miss Lethuillier.

Sept. 3. Charles Brandling, Esq; to Miss

Thompson, with a fortune of to.oocl.

8. Mr. Nunes, to Miss Da Costa, with

a fortune of 1 i.oool.

10. James White, of Stratford, Esq;

to Miss Richardson, of Bromley.

13. Henry Frere, Esq; to Miss S~uda-

more, of Rentchurch, in Herefordshire.

16. Henry Lyell, Esq; to Miss Allesttee.

20. Mr. Georgt Talmash, os Red-Li-

on strtet, Clerkenwell, to Mrs. Ackers,

relict of the late Mr I0I111 Ackers, an

eminent printer, of the fame street.

22. Edward Eliot, of Port Eliot, in

Cornwall, Esi; to Miss Elitlon.

Aug. 27. Lady of Hales, Esq;

was oelivertd of a son.

Sept. 4. Lady of Thomas Waters, Esq;

os a son and heir.

5. Dutchtss of Hamilton, lady of the

Hon. Mr. Nassau, of a son.

Countess of Egremont, cf a d aughter.

L 1 1 2 .11. Lady
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ii. Lady ef James Digges Latouch,

Esq; of a son.

17. Lady of John Michcll, Esq; of a

son and heir.

Diaths.

Aug. 16. -I /TARGARET. Stephen-

IVi son, of Chapelburn, near

Brampton, in Cumberland, aged 112.

She was attended to the grave by her two

sons aged, together, 170.

vj. James Ko^infon, Esq; a gentleman

of fortune, in Shropshire.

18. Henry Furnese, Esq; member for

New-Romney, in Kent, and one of the

lords of the treasury.

Henry Hawley, of Brentford, Esq; in

the commission os the peace.

31. Richard Lockwoorl, of Duce-hall,

Essex, Esq; formerly an eminent mer

chant, and member for the cityof London.

Sept. .3. Hon. Mr. Molineux, of Hill-*

strict, sierkeley-square.

Geoige Skcnc, of Skene, in North-

Britain, Esq;

John Scarr, of Clapham, Esq;

e. At his manor house of fingrinhoe-

fn'I nearCdchester, in Essex, Mrs. Hesther

Keeling, wife of Joseph Keeling, Esq;

Mrs. Anne Uglethorpe, of Strand on

the Green, near Brentford, a lady well

known for her extensive humanity and

benevolence.

7. The lady of ii Charles Amyand

Pawlett, knight of the Bath.

9. Thomas Overbury, of Chiswick,

Esq; an eminent wine merchant, who

fined for sheriff of this city.

13. Ri,;ht Hon. lord Arundel, of War-

dour, a Roman Catholick peer.

Sir Lewis M'Kenfie, of Scatwell, in

Rossfhire, Bart.

15. Master John Newnham, son of

Nathaniel Newnham, Esq; member for

Bramber.

17. Tho. Astley, of Southgate, Esq;

19. Right Hon. Robert lord Raymond,

baron of Abbots-Langley, in the county

of Hertfoid.

10. Rev. Dr. Barnard, rector of St Bar

tholomew's behind the Royal-Exchange,

and a prebendary of Norwich.

a 1. William Martin, Esq; an admiral

of the blue.

22. Right Hon. John Hoharr, earl of

Buckinghamshire, captain of the band of

gentlemen ptnfioners ; succeeded in title

and estate hy his eldest son, lord Hobart,

now earl of Buckinghamshire.

Hon. John Talbor, brother to lord

Talbot, member for lvelchtster, a lord ef

tradeand plantations, and a Welch judge.

»3 Rev, William George, D. D. dean

of Lincoln, and provost of King's col-
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lege, Cambridge, formerly master of Eton

school.

24. Right Hon. lady Aylmer.

At Boulogne, in August, Richard

Prynce Astley, Esq; only son of Sir John

Astley, of Pattiihall, in Staffordshire,

Bart, knight of the shire for the county

of Salop.

Ecclesiastical Przfirmints.

REV. Mr. Thomas Stone, was pre

sented to the rectory of Clenchwar-

ton, in Norfolk.— Mr. John Borret, jun.

to the vicarage of GriUon, in Norfolk,

by the bishop of Ely.—Lord Francis Sey

mour, to the vicarage of Wantage, in

Berks, worth 2ool. per. ann.—Mr. Peter

Lathbury, to the rectory of Kirkion, in

Suffolk, hy the lord chancellor. — Rev.

Dr. Stedman, to the archdeaconry of Nor

folk, by the archbishop os Canterbury.—

Robert Pargetep, M. A. to the rectory of

Staplcfwd in Hertfordshire.—Mr. Willi

am Bedwtl], to the vicarage and parish-

church of Haslington, in Devonshire,

worth loci, per annum. ■— Mr. William

Beli Barker, to the rectory of Frostenden

and the rectory of Rushmer, in Suffolk.

—Mr. Tho. Garton, to the rectory and

pa.ir.i church of Billingham, in Norfolk.

—Mr. Knight, to the vicarage of Upton

St. Michael, in Norfolk. — Mr. Berney,

to the rectory of Bramerton, in Norfolk.

—Mr. Masters, to the rectory of Land-

beach, in Cambridgeshire.

A dispensation passed the seals, to ena

ble Thomas Lipyeat, D. D. to hold the

rectory of Leyham, with the rectory of

Girton, in Suffolk, worth 170I. per ann.

—To enable Mr. Halton, to hold the rec

tory of Marston, with the rectory of

Maulden, in Lincolnshire, worth 200I.

per ann —To enable Lewis Fenton, B. D.

to hold the rectory of Ste'epleton, with the

rectory of Winterbourn-Abbas, in Dor

setshire To enable Jeremy Pemherton,

M. A. to hold the rectory of Stoneham,

in Suffolk, with the rectory of Little-

Shelf, rd, in Cambridgeshire, worth 3101.

per ann.

Promotions Civil and Military.

From the London Gazxtti.

WHITEHALL, Aug. 28. His ma

jesty has appointed Sir Matthew

Lamb, Bart custos rotulorum of the li

berty of Peterborough, in the room of

the late earl Fitzwilliam.

Whitehall, Sept. 14. The king has con

stituted and appointed Charles Jtffereys,

Esq ; to be col. of the 14th reg of foot,

late under the command of Thomas

Fowke, Esq;
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From tbe rest os ritPjtrin.

Earl cs Shastesbury is elected recorder

of Shastesbury, in the room of William

Bennec, Esq; deceased.—Hon. Mr. Stan

hope, appointed resident at Hamburgh, in

the room of Mr. Cope.

B II TS.

Aug. 10. I O S E P H Clegg, of Liver-

J poole, merchant.

14. Rice Jones, of Liverpoole, hosier.

17. Lamb Elphick, of Dunstable, gro

cer.—AugustusCaesar Thompson, of Thet-

ford, money- scrivener.—John Stimpson,

of Stonham-Aspale, in Suffolk, dealer.

St. John Spurstow, of Manchester,

chapman.—Susanna Phillips, of Covent-

Garden, dealer.— Mary Guthrie and A-

lexander Maccullough, of London, mer

chants and copartners. Henry Richards,

of Pontymoil, in Monmouthshire, mercer.

28. Robert Ciawford, os Liverpoole,

linen-draper.—James Kerr, of Wantage,

petty-chapman. — Mary Thare, of Pa-

trington, Yorkshire, grocer. — Samuel

Todd, of Colchester, grocer and distiller.

• I, John Chaffey, of Whitelackington,

in Somersetshire, dealer in cyder and coals.

Sept. 4. Peter Carthew, the younger,

of Hallerton, Devon, merchant. — John

Roberts, of London, merchant.

11. John Inman, of Kingston upon

Hull, glover.

14. Thomas Mullinger, of Lowman's-

pond, Southwark, brewer.—Francis Watt,

of Liverpoole, and Ralph Watt, of She-

vington, cornfactors and copartners. —

Benjamin Alexander, of London, tallow-

chandler. —John Burcher, of faun ton,

grocer.

COURSE of EXCHANGE.

London, Saturday, Sept. 15, 1756.

 

Amttci dam

Ditto at Sight

Rotterdam

Antwerp

Hamburgh

Paris 1 Day's Date

Ditto, 2 Usance

Bourdeaux, ditto

Cadiz —

Madrid —

Bilboa —

Leghorn —

Naples —

Cenoa —

Venice —

Lisbon —

Porto

Dublin

36 .

36 3

36 5

No Price.

36 3

30 5-i6ths.

30 3-i6thi.

30

37 7-8th«.

37 7-Sths.

37 7-nth«.

47 i-8thT

No Price.

46 5 8ths.

49
5s. ;d. l-8th.

5s. 4d. i-qr.

7 3"1rs-

The Unicorn, Capt. James Galbraith,

according to a letter from Mr. John Far-

ren, to Mr. Thomas Godman, surgeon, in

London, engaged a French privateer on

Aug. 30, for one hour and an half, within

pistol shot, mounting 24 carriage guns, 14

swivels, and mann'd with 190 men, and

took Tier. The whole action was as brave

an one as any that has happened in the

course of the war.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 1756.

WHILST the courts of Vienna and

Berlin were publishing remon

strances against one another, the baron

Gemmingen, minister at the diet of Ra-

tisbon, from his Britannick majesty as

elector of Hanover, communicated to the

other ministers residing there, a very spi

rited declaration in justification os his

majesty's conduct •. And as the king of

Prussia could not, by his minister at Vi

enna, obtain from that court any explicit

and positive assurance of their having no

design to attack him, he resolved to be

early in providing against the worst. For

tli s purpose M. Malzhan, his minister at

D e'clen, demmded on the 28th ult. a

fiee passage for Ilia armies thro' the Saxon

dominions, promising at the fame time

that they (houid observe a most exact dis

cipline. This his Polilh majesty, elector

of Saxony, seemed willing to grant, pro

vided that his Prussian majesty should pre

viously v.ive notice, at what time, thro'

what places, and in what numbers, his

troops were to pass, that he might ap

point commissaries, and give the necessary

orders for conducting the said troops in

* Sit Ir/crt, p. 44a,

their rout. But as this would have re

quired negotiations which the king of

Prussia seems not to be fond of, his troops

had entered Saxony even before he made

the requisition ; for a body of 15,0000s

them, under the command of prince Fer

dinand of Brunswick, arrived at and took

possession of I.eipsic on the ».oth at 10

o'clock in the morning : and his majesty

himself, at the head cf another numeioua

body, arrived a sew days after, having

first published a manifesto for justifying

his conduct -\.

The fame day the first body of troop*

entered Leipsic a declaration was pub

lished by their general, notifying, that at

it was his Prussian majesty's intention to

consider and defend the subjects of that

electorate as if they were his own, he

had given the most precise orders to cause

his troops to observe the most exact dis

cipline. " But, says the general, as on the

other hand it is necessary, in »rder to pre

serve this good order, that the king's

forces be provided by the country with

forage, bread, butcher's meat, bter and

roots j

f Set ibid.
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roots ; proper meisures must be taken

for the regular delivery thereof -. We

therefore by these presents require and

enjoin all persons throughout this electo

rate who are charged with the care of

the police, to attend at Leipsic on the

30th of August at furthest , to consider

of and settle the said delivery with the

commissioners appointed by hit majesty.

And in cafe any of the forememioned

persons shall neglect to obey this order,

they must blame themselves if they be

compelled by military execution to fur

nish the quota of subsistence at which they

ire taxed. As to the rest, we assure all

persons in general, and each in particular,

of his majesty's royal protection. Given

at JLeipfi: this 19th day of August, 1756."

And notice having been given the fame

evening to the deputies of the corporation

of merchants, that they were to pay all

taxes and customs only to the order of

bis Prussian majesty, the deputies waited

on prince Ferdinand of Brunswick next

morning at eleven o'clock, who received

them very politely, repeated to them, that

from that day all contributions were to

be paid to the king of Prussia and not to

his Polish majesty ; and assured them,

that they might depend on his friendship,

protection, and care to maintain good or

der. The fame day that prince took pos

session of the Custom-house and Excise-

office ; and ordered the magazines of

corn and meal to be opened for the use of

his troops.

The king of Poland had probably no

tice, or a suspicion of what his Prussian

majesty intended ; for he had just before

ordered all the troops of his electorate to

leave their quarters, and to assemble in a

strong camp marked out for them between

Pirna and Konigstein, where they have

since intrenched themselves, and have

been provided with ammunition, artillery,

ire, as if they intended to defend their

camp, for which the king of Poland him

self, with his two sons prince Xaverius

and prince Charles, set out on the 3d Inst,

but the rest of the royal family remained

at Dresden, where they have been most

politely treated by the king of Prussia,

who arrived with his army on the 8th,

and took possession of that capital.

Upon his Prussian majesty's arrival at

Dresden, he was waited on by the lord

Stormont, our minister at that court, and

by count Salmour, the Saxon minister,

whom he received very graciously, and

after hearing what they had to propose,

he told them, " That it gave him great

pleasure to find the king of Poland's sen

timents conformable to his declarations ;

that the neutrality he was desirous to ob-
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serve was precisely what he required of

him ; but that, in order to render this

neutrality more certain and invariable,

it was proper that his Polish majesty

should separate his army, by ordering the

troops he had assembled at Pirna to return

to their former quarters : Which step

would cany with it a conviction of an

absolute neutrality which could admit of

no equivocation ; and that from thence

forward he would chearfully manifest his

sincere disposition to give his Polish ma

jesty real marks of his friendship, and

concert with him those measures which

the circumstances of times would render

necessary."

Hit Polish majesty's answer is not yet

known ; hut it is probable he must com

ply j for the accounts from Leipsic of the

14th fay, *' We hear that his Prussian

majesty hath posted his army in such a

manner that no provisions or forage can

be carried into the Saxon camp at Pirna ,

that the vanguard of the army has seized

the passes that lead to the circles of Satzer

and Leutmeritz in Bohemia ; and that

prince Ferdinand of Brunswick hath

marched a body os troops along the Elbe

to take post at Leutmeritz. It is also

said, that besides the troops assembled at

Gratz, there are two armies in Upper and

Lower Silesia, which have taken possession

of the passes that communicate with the

circles of Buntzlaw and Koningsgratz :

So that by the wise measures the king of

Prussia has taken, he both covers his own

dominions, and hath it in his power to

make his enemy's country the feat of war."

The last accounts from Berlin fay, that

his Prussian majesty has ordered his mi

nister at Vienna to leave that court ; and

private letters by the last Dutch mail add,

that he has actually declared war.

Peteisburg, Aug. 28. Upon receiving

advice, that the king of France had no

minated the Marquis de 1'Hopital to be

his ambassador to this court, the empress

appointed count Bestuchcf, brother to the

high chanceller, to reside in the fame

quality, on her part, at the French court :

And next month he will set out for Pa

ris, by the way of Dresden, with count

Schwalof, son of the grand master of the

ordnance, in his retinue.

From the Hague we are told, that the

British minister has again made a demand

of the troops stipulated by treaty to be

sent to England, in case of its being in

danger of being attacked.

The parliament of Paris having, as we

mentioned in our last, refused to register

the king's edicts for reviving some former

taxes, his majesty ordered his edicts for

that purpose to be brought back to him in

the
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the 19th ult. which they accordingly were,

and on the xoth the master of the cere

monies came to the parliament and Rave

them notice, that the king would hold a

bed of justice next day at n o'clock at

Versailles, where he commanded their

attendance. The parliament could not

refuse attending his majesty, but as the

appointing a bed of justice at Versailles

was without precedent, they resolved that

they neither could nor ought to give their

opinions or advice upon any of the mat

ters that should be there proposed ; so

that all that passed next morning at this

solemn ceremony was the registering of

the said edicts, which the parliament could

not then oppose ; but when the parlia

ment met on the Monday following in

their usual place at Paris, they entered

their protest against all that had been

done at the bed of justice, in prejudice of

the laws of the kindom.

Madrid, Aug. 30. This court has re

ceived an account of a compleat victory

obtained the 1 ith of February, by the

combined troops of Spain and Portugal,

over the army of rebels of the seven Mis

sions of Paraguay. There is no exact

account of the action as yet arrived j but

what we hear in general is, that a body

of 2000 rebels having advanced towards

the king's army, they were summoned to

surrender, and, upon their refusal, were

attacked upon a mountain, where they

were beginning to intrench themselves.

The action lasted an hour and a half, and

the rebels left, on the field of battle,

1311 dead, 153 prisoners, eight cannon,

several colours and standards, Soo mares,

600 mules, and a great quantity of cat

tle. Our loss was only five men killed,

and 15 wounded. From so good a be

ginning, we flatter ourselves, that when

the last transports sent from hence, (hall

be arrived, an end may be put to the re

bellion.
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MlSCElLAKIOVS.

I. f> ERMAN Cruelty, a fair Warn-

VJT ing to the People of Great-Bri

tain, pr. 6d. Scott.

a. A full Account of the Siege of Mi

norca, pr. is. Corbett.

3. The Sham Fight, pr. is. Withy.

4. A Guide to the Knowledge of the

Rights and Privileges of Englishmen, pr.

ts. 6d. Scott.

5. Britain's Glory, pr. 6d. Corbett.

6. The remarkable Life of James Smith,

executed at Kingston, pr. 6d. Cooper.

7. A Letter from New Jersey, pr. 6d.

Cooper.

8. The last Speech of the Arians, pr.

6d. Cooper.

9. An Account of what passed be

tween Mr. George Thompson, and Dr.

Burton of York, pr. is. Hooper.

10. An Essay on the Rise of Corn,

pr. 6d. Baldwin.

11. Some Remarks on the late Con

duct of our Fleet in the Mediterranean,

pr. 6d. Griffiths.

12. An impartial View of the Conduct

of the Ministry, pr. is. Robinson.

13. The Rule os Practice methodized

and improved, pr. 4s. Keith.

14. The Dispute between the King and
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the Militia Bill has made m.tny Gentlemen

turn their Thoughts towards tit Military,

who never thought in the leafi upon that

Subjeft, until our late unfortunate Situation

convinced them of its being ncctjfary for

their own Honour and Safety, as well as

for the Honour and Safty of their native

Country, wejhall rive our Readers thefol

lowing Extracts from a little Book lastly

fublijhcd, intitled. The Cadet, a Mili

tary Treatise. By an Officer, which is

i'fclf, indeed, hut Extract's, well chosen,

from foreign Books upon that Subjcil. Upon

the Exercise of Troops daring the Time

of Peace, the Author gives whatfollows

from Folard'j PoLYBIVS.

HE multitude (fays that

• judicious historian) liv

ing in inactivity, and a

repose for some time be-

soie untasted, are fre

quently guilry of irre

gularities, the common

tffect cf idleness, which

•ught not, in the least, to be suffered

among the troops, as being the first cause

of mutiny and sedition.

How sensible is this maxim ? How im

portant to princes, to republicks, to mi

nisters of state, and to generals of armies,

who neglect discipline, and the military

exercises ? Who permit a shameful idle

ness and inactivity to reign among the

troops, in the interval of peace, where

they ought rather to redouble their care

and attention ? Then it is, that idleness,

negligence, and a relaxation of the mili

tary laws are of the worst consequences,

and most fatal to a state : For on the

breaking out of a war, we should soon

discover our misfortune, and that misfor

tune is absolutely without remedy. The

prince, who has neglected this discipline,

or the generals, who he ordains to com

mand his armies, would too soon perceive

it : They are not the same soldiers, nor

even the fame officers, they are all c.Sang-

October, 1756.

ed, all different to what they were before

the peace. Labour and fatigue become

insupportable to them, they see nothing

but what appears new and aukward, and

know nothing of the practice of camps

and armies ; they have forgot every thing,

but the remembrance of indulgence and

pleasures past ; the soldiers (less blame-

able than their officers, who have set them

the example) are incapahle of suppbrting

the pains and hardships of a military life :

Wher« is our remedy ? Can we every

day find those, who are capable of ren

dering them otherwise than they are, and

to inspire them with the love of arms ?

Can we every day find such extraordinary

B personages as a Pyrrhus, a Cæsar, or a

Zisca, who, in a short time, can form

and discipline whole armies ? Who, by

their address, their patience, and under

standing in military affairs, can meta

morphose the simple peasant, and effemi

nate mechanick, into quite different cha

racters, I mean intrepid and obedient

Q soldiers ? These sort of prodigies are not

very common, at least in the memory of

any one now living.

If the peace has not lasted long enough

to make the old soldiers forget, that they

once lived according to the laws of an

exact and regular discipline, we may re-

cal that remembrance by practice and a

re-establishment of those laws, by easy

and gentle means : But if we have en

joyed the calm of peace for any long

term of years, the old soldiers, who were

the life and foul of the corps, where they

were grown grey in the service, will be

dead, or dischaigcd r.s unfit for duty,

obliged to beg their bread, and cursing

the day, when (instead of following a

E trade, which would have gained them an

honest livelihood) they accepted of cne,

whose suit is beggary, unless they have

the fortune 'to obtain the hospital : But

this resource is not in every kingdom,

and even in France net always certain ;

a feigned infirmity, assisted by savour

M m m • and
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and interest, too often usurps the place, hinder ut to form our camps in the fum-

which was ordained for real objects only. mer season, where the general officers

Others, who have served, but towards themselves exercise their troops, in ths

the end of the late war, will have forgot grand Manœuvres of war ? That is to fay,

the experience which they acquired in the in the distribution and employment of

military exercises, and enter into the their different * Arms, which the soldiers,

field enervated and ignorant ; the old no more than the officers, can learn but

officers will be retired or displaced ; if A by exercise ; we should firm, by this,

any should remain, they will be esteemed, method, experienced soldiers, excellent

(provided the corruption does not reach officers, and generals capable of the torn,

them) as troublesome censors and disci- mand of armies.

plinarians, among tht crowd of young, By often changing their ground, tli»y

debauched, and effeminate officers, with- would, in effect, be instructed in the ex-

out application or experience. tent and distribution of the camp, and in

Those who love their business, without the general movements ; by this means

having had the opportunity to practise it, we should arrive at the grand and mate-

by having commenced officers after the ™ rial articles of the military science, and

war, will be so small in number, that form the \ Coup d'eeil ; instead cf which,

they will find themselves without power, at the commencement of a war, the

without authority, and unknown at greatest part do not know what they are

court j and it will be wonderful, if they about, and look upon themselves as tntis-

escape the raillery and censure of others, ported into a new world ; they then

whose conduct is so different from their know the truth of this maxim, that re-

own : I do not speak this as a thing that pose is not more the share of thole who

may, but what infallibly must happen. Q command, than of those who obey.

Two thirds of our generals, heretofore It is not less pernicious to one than the

experienced, but now weakened by age, other ; the soldiers and officers, who

will not be in a condition to serve j many have passed their time jovially in garrison,

cf the others, absorbed by pleasures, lux- and without any care for their business,

ury, and esfe, with very small experi- find themselves as awkward as their ge-

ence, without application, and with ta- neral at the beginning of the campaign,

lents not, extraordinary, shall march into and as they have been but very niodc-

the field, at the head of an army com- rately exercised, and passed their time in

posed of such sfficers- and such soldiers,^ a shameful idleness during the peace, their

to fight against troops, who, perhaps, dislike soen breaks out, they obey with

have been less neglected, and consequently great repugnance, so much the service

more exercised j one may easily judge displeases them, and appears intolerable ;

what is to be expected from such a con- altho' in the preceding war, honpur and

duct. This regards all the states of Eu- custom made them find that very service

rope, who at this time enjoy the pleasures easy and supportable,

of a profound peace, and whose troops All this ought to make us comprehend,

in garrison pass their time in tranquillity E how important it is, not only to exercise

and repose, more or less, according to our troops in the manual exercise, and

the merit of their officers. small evolutions, but also in the great ;

It is with peace and war, as with life which cannot be done, but in the open

and death ; the more we advance in peace, plain, and by forming camps in the diffe-

the nearer we approach to war : We rent provinces of the kingdom, for the

should be mistaken, if, amusing ourselves instruction of officers and soldiers, and

with the present, which may not be of particularly of our generals, who will

long duration, without regarding the p then be masters of thetactick.

hereafter which threatens us, we should What do our troops do in our provinces

neglect the opportunity which would put during a lony peace ? Why should we

us in a situation, never to be surprized, leave them, silling into a scandalous idle-

' nor to be afraid of any thing. ness, to enervate themselves, and cor-

From whence comes it that we neglect rupt the towns where they are quartered ?

so much the method of the ancients i I Most of our great roads ave in the win-

do not mean to lie always encamped, ter time impassable j we want canals for

they could not do otherwise, as they had the communication of our (Treat rivers ;

but few fortified towns, to keep their we cannot approach them in certain places

subjects in their duty : Eut what should for

• Arms is a Frer.cb expression, to signify the different qualities of corps, fuck J* torse, foot,

dragoons, artillery, irregulars, CSV. -f A quickness in discovering a country proper fer

encamping, Ay its st'uatUn in regeird to plains, mountains, rivers, passes, defiles, stcurity os tbm

tamp, eonvenitrey of cotrvtys, covering cur oion, or digressing tbt enemy's country j and many

other tircuirsiar.ces, such as tvoid, water, fcri'ge, (S*<r, CSV ■ .
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/or wart of bridges and causeways, but Auflig, and consisted only of 15,00a

by long and round-about ways, which is men, because the kin; had bean obliged

of detriment to commerce, augments the to leave the main body of his troops in

charge of carnages, and by a necessary the neighbourhood of Pirna, in order t*

consequence, the price of merchandize. keep the Saxon camp blocked up. The

Why do not we imitate the Romans ? king upon his arrival, resolved to march

Augustus, Trajan, Adiian, kept above forward. He formed a vanguard of eighe

an hundred and seventy thousand men A. battalions, ten squadrons of dragoons,

on foot, in the time of peace : Did they and eight of Hussars. He put himself ac

leave them idle in garrison f No, they the head of this body, and marched to

knew better ; experience had taught Tournitz, and ordered his army to fol-

them, that the cause of all the insurrec- low him in two columns, the one by the

tions, which had troubled the repose of way of Proscobot, and the other by the

the empire, was owing to the want of fame way his vanguard had taken. From

employment in the soldier ; they took Tournitz be marched with his van to-

care to employ them, and to that care, wards Welmina, where he arrived that

we owe the great roads, of which we see B evening an hour before fun-set. There

the magnificent remains, in the different he saw the Austrian army with its right

provinces, as also the bridges, the cause- wing at Lowoschutz, and its left towards

ways, and the triumphal arches, which the Egra. That very evening the king

still subsist either in whole or in part ; himself occupied with fix battalions, a

which ought to excite princes to draw the hollow, and some rising grounds, which

advantages which their troops, in time commanded Lowoschutz, and which he

of peace, are at leisure to furnish. C resolved to make use of the next day.

And in his chapter upon Extrcise, he in order to march out against the Au-

gives us the following extract from mar- strians. The army arrived in the night

fhai Puyfegur. at Welmina, where the king only formed

Let us reflect a little to what we eught his battalions behind one another, and

to reduce the manual exercise, that the the squadrons in the fame manner, which

battalion should perform nothing but remained all night in this position 3 the

what is essential : The principal object of king himself setting up all night, and

the manual exercise ought to be this, viz. having no other covering but his cloak,

To inform the soldier how to load in the before a little fire, at the head of hi*

most expeditious way. Secondly, To " troops. On the first of October, at break

keep up his^nr, or make his discharge, as of day, he took with him his principal

eccaiion (ball offer. Thirdly, To ac- general officers, and shewed them the

custom him never to fire without com- ground which he intended to occupy with

mand, or taking a proper aim, so as not his army, viz. the infantry forming the

to throw away his ammunition without first line, to occupy two high hills, at the

doing execution, which frequently hap- bottom betwixt them ; some battalions

pens to troops who are not trained in to form the second line ; and the third to

this manner. Fourthly, To make him E be composed of the whole cavalry,

fire at a mark against a wall, or target, And the king made all possible dispatch

that he may know what progress he in duly strengthening the wings of his

makes : This expenceisvery small, yet ne- army upon these hills: The infantry at

cessary, and all else of little consequence *. the right possessed themselves of their

post, and took all their precautions in

From the London Cazitti, order to secure it effectually ; whilst the

Berlin, October p. We have just received left was forI"ing, it fell immediately into

the following auebentkk Relation os rb. p ™ ™8»S""fnt with the enemy's pan-

Lowoschutz on the first Instant, dour»' c™V'?n'' ™* grenadiers, who

hetween In Muj.jlys Army aJthat os the were Post«d "'"eyards, inclosed with

Austrians stone walls. We advanced up in this

manner, till we came to the declivity of

ON the 28th of September, the king the hills towards the enemy, from whence

set out from his camp at Sedlitz, we saw the town of Lowoschutz filled

and joined his army in Bohemia, which with a great body of infantry, and a

he had sent forward under the command large battery of 12 pieces of cannon be

ef marshal Keith, in order to take pos- G fore it, and the cavalry formed chequer-

seffion of and secure the passes into Bo- wise, and in a line between Lowoschutz

lieooii. This army was encamped near and

• Lieut . gen. O^liiborpe, who learned tbt art os war under tie great Eugene, and in concert

with tbt famous -veldt marshal Keith, and who understands discipline at well at any general offi-

ter in Euripc, gavefrequent prixes, to the soldier) os his^egiment, toshoot for at a mark : Few

regiments ever abounded -with better marksmen, and bow it came to be disbanded, let those wise

beads-reveal, who havesince lost us cur superiority in America. The writer of this note will

venture to affirm, tbit Oginborpe's regiment would have been of more service in that part of the

world, than all the trcips under tbt brave hut raft Braddoek, Soi tbt vol. 1744.. p. 444, 54 r«
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»nd the village of Sauschitz. There be- The enemy's army wa 60,000 men

fag a thick fog, this was al! that could strong ; and, notwithstanding such su-

be perceived. The king sent to recon- periority, our infantry forced inclosed

roitre, and the reports confirmed all vineyards, and stone houses ; and from

that had been judged of the enemy's po- seven in the morning till three in the af-

fition. Asrer the king had found, that temoon, they sustained the fire of ths

the battalions were possessed cf that hoi- cannon and of the infantry, and espe-

low, in the manner he had ordered it, J{ cially the attack of Lowoschutl, which

tie thought that the first thin? to be done, lasted, without any intermission, till the

was to drive back the enemy's cavalry, enemy was drove out of it. Major Mul-

which stood in his front. And with this ler, of the artillery, behaved to admira-

▼iew he ordered his own cavalry to ad- tion. The major generals of cavalry,

vance, formed them before his first line Luderitz and Oertz are killed, as well as

of infantry, and immediately attacked col. Holzendorff of the Gens d'Arms.

the enemy's, which was broke ; but, as General Quadt, of the infantry, is als*

the enemy had placed, behind their ca- _ killed. The lost of the enemy is com.

valry in hollow places and ditches, a " puted to amount to between 6 or 7c00

great body of infantry wi h several pieces men, killed and wounded. We have

of cannon, our cavalry, thro' the brisk- taken 500 prisoners, amongst whom is

ness »f their attack, found themselves prince Lobkowitz ; five pieces of cannon,

exposed to the fire of this cannon and of and three pair of colours, are fallen into

the infantry, which obliged them to re- our hands, and we have lost, in all,

turn and form again under the protection loco men, killed and wounded,

of our infantry and cannon, without the Brussels, Oct. 15. A courier is arrived

Austrian cavalry daring to pursue them. (j here from Vienna, with marshal Brown's

After they had formed again, they re- relation to their Imperial majesties, of

turned to the charge; then neither the the battle of the first of October,

fire of i» pieces of the enemy's cannon. The 30th of September, the king cf

nor that of their infantry, which lay in Prussia marched in the night, at the head

those hollow places, nor the ditches, of 40,000 men, towards the Imperial

which they had in their front, could pre- army. Marshal Brown being informed

vent them from totally defeating the of it, caused the vineyards and avenues

whole Austrian cavalry, and from forcing _ to be occupied by more than 1000 Croats

the infantry, which was pested in those ^on each tide, and from thence began to

ditches. After this charge was over, the fire about two o'clock in the morning,

king ordered his cavalry up to the hill At break of day the Prussian army was

again behind his infantry, where he drew seen thro' the narrow passes of Welmina,

them up. where they formed themselves on the

In the mean time the cannonading still hills to the right, on the left, and in the

continued, and the enemy made all pos- . bottom of Lowoschutz, and the battle

fible efforts to flank the left of our in- began at seven o'clock, when the fog

fantry. The king perceived the necessity E cleared up. The fire on both fides was

of supporting it, and ordered the batrj- very brisk, and the Prussian cannonado

lions of the first line to turn to the left ; such, that every one agreed they had

the battalions of the second line silled up never heard any thing like it j notwith-

the intervals, which had been occasioned standing which, the Imperial troops per-

by this motion ; so that the cavalry form. formed prodigies of valour, by sustaining

ed the second line, which supported the Vhe sire of the artillery with the greatest

infantry. firmness, and 'by repulsing the enemy's

At the fame time, the whole left of the attacks several times. The Prussians find-

infantry, marching on gradually, wheeled *" ing their efforts vain, began to throw

abour, attacked the town of Lowoschutz red-hot balls into the village of Lowos-

in flank, in spight os the cannon and the chutz, and set sire to it ; our infantry

prodigious infantry of the enemy, set the thus finding themselves between the fire

suburbs on fire, carried the post, and put of the village ar.d the enemy's attack,

the whole army to flight : After which were obliged to quit the eminence on the

marshal Brown retired to the other side right of the village, to form themselves

of the Egia, and took his camp at Budin. in the plain ; after which the fire slacken-

The king of Prussia not only gained the G et*> ar,d ceased entirely at three o'clock in

field of battle, but that day established the afternoon. His Prussian majesty re-

his head quarters at Lowusi hutz. The tired behind the field of battle, upon

prince of Bevtrn has signalized himself which marshal Brown remained the whole

beyond any thing that can be said in liis night; but finding the next day that they

praise. Never were such instances of va- were in want of water, his excellency

taur setn as well in the cavaliy as infantiy, returned
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returned to the camp at Budin on the se- hostilities are transferred to Europe, the

cond, and the Prussians had not yet taken question would be. who ought to be ad-

possession of the village of Lowoschutz. judged the aggressor in Europe ? And the

The Imperial cavalry performed wonders, uncontrovertable answer must be, that

driving back that part of the enemy England is the aggressor in Europe, by

twice, so that they did not dire appear her seizing a considerable number of

again, and were obliged to retire behind French ships.

their infantry. ^ That the treaty of 1678, and the fub-

The numbers of the killed and wound- sequent explanations in 1716, and others,

ed on the part of the Imperialists do not bung only defensive, cannot of consc-

amount to 2000 men ; of the officeis of quence take place in the present case,

distinction gen. Radicati and col. Szenti- That the treaty of 1713, by which the

lani are killed, gen. prince Lobkowitz is succession to the crown of Great-Britain

wounded and taken prisoner, pen. Rant- is guarantied hy the republick to the molt

20W, col. Caroli, adjutant gen. Hager, serene lwuse of Hanover, cannot now be

and the marshal's son, wounded, Gours- alledged, becaule that succession is no

ville and Lassi are also wounded. B ways concerned at present, Great- Britain

The enemy's loss must be much more being threatened with an invasion by his

considerable; we are assured, that thiee molt christian majesty, only to revenge,

of their generals are wounded j we have and obtain reparation for the injury

made some hundreds prisoners, among which his majesty pretends to have suf-

whom are a great many officer*. fered by the capture ef his ships of war

and of the trading ships belonging to hit
Tit Preavil, tr prrvicus Refelutim of Am- subjects.

sterdam, end the Taunt cs Dort, Haer- So that when the cesut ftedcrit proceed-

lem, Gouda, Rotterdam, end Enck- ;ng f(om the aforesaid trtaty actually ex-

buysen, in rtleticn tt al. York'* Demand jst,f jt will then be time to deliberate on

tf the 6000 Mm, pursuant tt a joltmt it, chat is, when the said succession ii

Trtaty. really in danger.

THAT it were to be wished the re- That the repuhlick not being obliged

publick were in such a formidable by the tenor of treaties, as haa been said,

condition as to have no reason to fear the to furnish at present the succours in ques-

menaces of France, and to be able to lion, it has, moreover, been judged, that

assist Great- Britain : But the cafe being D neither the expediency of the thing itself,

otherwise, it follow* of course, nor the republick's strict union with

That the interest of the repuhlick re- Great- Britain, which stem to be motive*

quire* that she should carefully avoid for granting the succours, corresponds in

whatever mijht involve her in danger, or any wife to the interest and present situa-

perhap* cause her total ruin, when she i* tion of the republick, inasmuch as they

under no obligation by tieaty tj engage could be of no advantage to his Britan-

in it. nick majesty, because, according to the

That a* to the treaties, it is past all „ dcclaiation made by France to the state,

doubt, that the republick is not obliged * the sending of these succours would im-

by any treaty to take part in differences, mediately lay the republick under a ne-

or a war kindled between other powers cessity of demanding, in her turn, suc-

eut of Europe. cours from Great-Britain.

That the troubles at present in question It appearing, then, from what is said

owe their rift to differences concerning above, that the republick is not bound by

she respective possessions of England and her engagements, she is at liberty to de-

France in America ; And since the first clare rattier lor an exact neutrality, than

cause of the hostilities, whicli are now p to endanger the state, by giving England

transferred to Europe, doth not concern the succours demanded without being ob-

the republick, so she cannot be obliged to liged to it by treaty,

intermeddle in its effects. It was in this That they had well considered, that

manner that the states-general reasoned the chusing this part would not be exempt

on occasion of the war in Poland ; witness from difficulties ; but that necessity, and

the secret resolutions of their noble and the interest cf the republick, obliged

great mightinesses of the 8th and nth of them to take it, in consideration of her

July, 1735, and of the 13th of January, present situation.

1734. And England thought at that time

in the same manner, as appears from the /CHARLES Frederick, the present

secret notulas of their noble and great illustrious monarch of Prussia, with

mightinesses of the third of February, 1734. whose head we have obliged our readers,

That if, however, the treaties were to was born Jan. 24, 1711-12, being ihecldest

be applied to the ptelcnl tale, when the 3 son



fc*g of Prufta.—Map *s Bohemia.—Jordan. Oct.

fen of;the late king. Frederick- William I. II.

and hit queen Sophia-Dorothea, daughter The virgin comely as the dewy rose,

of king George I. and sister to hit present There gently drops the softly- whisp'riag

majesty. On June 12, 173)1 ne wi* i [blushing knows,

married to the princess Elizabetha-Chrifl The (c) frannion, who ne shame, ne

tina of Brunswick-Lunenburgh-Bcveren, At once the potter's glossy vase doib fill ;

and succeeded on the death of bit father, It whizzes like the waters of a mill.

May 20, 1740, to his extensive domi- Here frouzy housewives clear their loaded

ztioru). His majesty has three brothers reins ;

and fix sisters, one whereof it the present The lumpish justice, with a ready will,

amiable queen of Sweden. At in our Grasps the round-handled jar, and tries,

former volumes every transaction of this and strains, [water drains,

hero is recorded, we (hall refer our rea- While slowly dripping down the scanty

tiers thereto, in such a scries as will III.

afford them his compleat history, from The dame of Fraunce shall without shame

his accession to the throne, to the present convey, >

time. See our volumes far 1740, p. 303, This ready needment to itt proper place ;

355, 386, 459. 1741, p. 51, 103, 155, B Yet shall the daughters of the lond of fay,

307, 259, 311, 415. 1742, p. 311, 363, Learn better (4) amenaunce and decent

51, 155, 207, 259, 211. 1743, P- *6°t Kr,ce !

318, 632, 633. 1744, p. 414, 466, 519, Warm blussics lend a beauty to their face,

571,621,612. 1745, p. 631, 632. 1746, Forviftue'smodesttinrstheirchecktadorn,

p, 71, 72, 103, 135, 616, 617. 1749, Thuso'erthedistam hillocks you miy trice

J>. 143, 196. 1750, p. 295, 431, 432, The lucid beamings of the infant morn ;

4S0. 1751, p. 47. 191, 239. 1752, p> Sweet are our blooming maids, thefwcetest

504, 603. 1753, p- 197, 390. 1755, p. q creatures born.

14?, 398, 598, and our Magazines for IV.

the present year 1756. None but the husband, or the lover true,

They trust with management of their affairs,

WE have obliged our readers with Nor even these their closer moments view j

the annexed correct and beautiful When the soft (e) beaviea seek the bow'r

Map ef Bohemia, with part of the bor~ by pairs, [tim'rous hares,

dering states, as the late battle fought, Then from our sight (f) accoy'd like

and the present transactions in that coun- From their dears^JUellamourt the virgins

try, must make such a Map absolutely D fly j [scornful airs,

necessary to those who would have a clear Think not, bright youth, that these are

idea of the motions of the several armies Think not for hate, they shun tbine

engaged against each other in that king. am'rout eye, [youth to die.

•lorn ; which was also so torn and har- Soon shall the fair return, nor doom the

raffed in the last general war; to the V.

principal events of which, regarding Bo- While Belgick frows aoross a charcoal stove,

hernia, we think it not improper to refer. Replenilh'd like the vestals' lasting fire,

See our Magazines for 1741, p. 571, p (b) Bren for whole years, and scorch the

•23. 1742, p. 51, 415, 465, 625. 1744, parts of love,

p. 414, 466, 622. See also a plan of its No longer parts that can delight inspire,

capital, Prague, in 1742, p. 460, and our Erst caves of bliss, now monumental pyre.

Magazines for the present year. O British maids, for ever clean and neat,

For whom I aye will wake my simple lyre,

7ie JORDAN. A Pozm : Jnlmtttim With double care preserve that dun retreat,

ef Sr in sir, by , Fair Venus" mystick bow'r, Dan Cupid's

■F seather'd seat.

V.

AN auntique vase of sovereign use I So may your hours soft-gliding steal away,

sing, [Jordan hight. UnknowntognarringstanderortofiVbale,

Well known to young and old, and O'er seas of bliss, peace guidehergondelay,

Thelovelyqueen,andekethehaughtyking, Ne bitter dole empest the fragrant galej

Snatch up this vessel in the (a) murksome O sweeter than the lilies of the dale,

night. [wight, In your soft breasts the seeds of joyance

Ne lives there poor, ne lives there wealthy Q grow,

But uses it in mantle brown or green 5 Ne sell despair be here with visage pale,

Sometimes it stands array'd in glolsy white, Brave be the youth for whom your bosoms

Andoftinmijhty fi^dortours may beseen, glow, [springal know.

Of China's fragile earth with sprigs of Ne ether joys but you the blooming (k)

flow'rs atween.

JOUR.

(a) Dart. fl) Dermifrits. sc) A icese person, (d) Behaviour. ft) Cnrpariei

W (g) Levin. (b) Burn. si) StrtVW. (k) Y,uti>.
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JOURNAL of the Proceedings and Debates

in the Political Club, continued from p. 424.

industriously endeavoured to extin-

ln the Debate begun in your last, the guish the natural spirit and courage

next that spoke ivas A. Posthumius, ot our men, by discouraging the

•whose Speech was to th'u Effe3. use of arms, and every sort of mili-

n ,, tary exercise, insomuch that many
Mr. President, of fhe inscrior ^ of peop,e J

SIR, A mongst us, are now afraid of hand-

WHEN the noble lord who ling a gun or a sword, and are ter-

spoke last talked of di- rified at the very name of a soldier ;

verting a drowning man and if this should once become ge-

from laying hold of a rope by which nerzl among our people, it will then

he might have saved himself, his be too late to think of establishing a

lordship should have shown where militia, for a fellow that has bean

that rope was to be found ; but this B bred up from his infancy in such a

he did not attempt to do, for a very way of thinking, must be several

good reason, because the noble lord years in the army before he can, if

who spoke before him had fliewn, he ever can, surmount the prejudice

that it was impossible. The militia of his education,

to be provided by this bill may per- • From hence, Sir, we may fee,

paps be compared to a twig, by that what I have called the soil may

which the nation could not save itself C at last be altogether impoverished by

from the present danger ; but as the the continual culture of that foreign

soil is good, it is to be hoped that weed called a standing army ; for so

this twig will, by proper cultivation, 1 must call our present standing army,

grow up in a few years to a large even tho' composed of what we call

trunk, by which the nation may al- national troops. Such an army ne-

ways be able to steer itself safe to the ver was the natural produce of this

stiore : Whereas, if you never put D kingdom ; and while it is under its

this twig into the ground, you can present regulation, I can hardly call

not expect that it will ever grow to those that belong to it Englishmen ;

be of any service ; and if the soil because they live under a quite dif-

should be quite impoverished by a ferent sort of laws, and are very un-

continual culture of foreign weeds, certain of its being ever in their

it will then be too late to think of power to restore themselves to the

planting any thing that may be use- E enjoyment of the laws of their coun

sel. What I mean by the foil, Sir, try ; which makes our standing army

is the natural spirit and courage of of much more dangerous consequence

our men, for, while these are pre- to our liberties than it would other-

served, a little exercise and discipline wise be ; for if the soldiers of our

will always make them good soldi- army were by law intitled, as they

ers ; and a sufficient number of such are in France, and most other coun-

men, when assembled together, will F tries m Europe, to have their dis-

always deserve to be called an army, charge upon demand, after a certain

But ever since we took it into our number of years service in the army,

heads to keep up a standing army of they would have some regard for the

mercenary troops, and to call in preservation of those liberties which,

foreign auxiliaries as often as we they knew they might at a certain

had occasion for them, we have most short period restore themselves to the

October, 1 756. N n n enjoyment
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enjoyment of ; but as no soldier, no bill is not to be confined to the num-

nor any officer in our army, accord- ber appointed to be first chosen by

ing to its present regulation, is by lot : On the contrary, they are to

law infilled to have his discharge at serve but for three years ; and when

any time in his whole life, we could that time is expired, they are to be

not wonder mould they upon any oc- replaced by a new choice of the like

casion concur in abolishing thole in- A number in every parish, from among

vidious liberties, which they could those that had not before served,

never with any certainty hope to have which choice is to be repeated at the

a mare in. And upon this occasion end of every three years, so that by

I must observe, that if the soldiers rotation, as the bill expressly fays,

of oar army were by law intitled to all persons, not excepted, mult serve

have their discharge upon demand, for thiee years in perlon, or by sub-

under proper regulations, after five E stitute.

or six years service, we lliould always Thus, Sir, it is plain that every

have a great number of disciplined man in the kingdom, not excepted,

soldiers in the kingdom, besides thole and the exceptions are as few aspof-

belonging to our army, which would sible, must serve for three years in the

add very much to our security against militia, or procure one to serve as his

any invasion ; but it seems to have substitute ; and we cannot suppose

been the go\ erning principle in our C that any m.in can procure one to serve

late politicks, to prevent, as much as for him as his lubllitute, without

possible, our having a disciplined sol- paying him a considerable allowance

dier amongst us, besides those belong- lor every day he is obliged to attend

ing to our standing army, or subject the service ; so that it will be every

to our military law ; and this is what man's interest to serve himself, and

has greatly contributed to our present consequently it will be every man's

danger, and to the neceslity we are D interest to breed himself up to arms,

now under of calling in foreign auxi- and to make himself master of mili-

liaries for our defence. tary discipline. This bill therefore

But this danger, and this necessity, goes as far, in my opinion, as it is

Sir, will I hope open our eyes, and possible for us to go by law, towards

shew us the folly of this principle. rendering every freeman \n the king-

Every man must now be convinced, dom a disciplined soldier ; and I hope

that we ought to have always amongst E all the gentlemen of family and for-

us as many disciplined soldiers as pol- tune in the kingdom will endeavour

sible ; and that, for this purpose, we to render the law effectual, not only

ought to introduce some new regula- by their example, but by dispensing

tions, as it is evident from experience all the favours they have to bestow,

that our present laws are ineffectual. I to sueh as render themselves most re-

stiall molt heartily concur with the no- markable for their diligence in the

bit: lord, who spoke last, in thinking, F militia service, and their expertness

that, if it were possible, every freeman in military discipline,

in the kingdom ought to be bred to By this means, Sir, the anticnt

arms, and taught military discipline ; military spirit may be revived among

and it is for this very reason I am for all ranks of men, without reviving

passing the bill now under our consi- thole military tenures which render-

deration ; because the design of it ed the tenant so dependent upon his

plainly is, to make it the interest of G lord, that our great barons could as

every man in the kingdom to breed easily raise an army against, as in fa-

himself to arm?, and to make him- vour 0' the government of their coun

sels master of military discipline. try, and were but too often ready to

The militia to be establiihed by this join with, inlteid of opposing the in-

1 vaders
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vaders of their country. But no step

towards reviving this military spirit

can be expected from private men,

unless the legislature begins with pass

ing some new law for the purpose,

and the bill now before us is, I think,

as proper a law for this purpose as can

be thought of. There may perhaps

be some imperfections in it, some

things that are not so clearly express

ed, or so sufficiently provided for, as

may afterwards be found to be ne

cessary ; but I have not as yet heard

any thing mentioned that can induce

us to reject the bill, as no inconveni

ence can ensue before we shall have

an opportunity to explain and amend

it by a new bill in the next sessions ;

and by having, before that time, a

beginning made towards carrying the

law into execution, we shall be much 1

better able to judge what explanati

ons or amendments may then be

thought necessary ; for till such a

beginning be made we can have no

thing but theory, which never docs,

in such a case, communicate such cer

tain knowledge as practice.

Of this, Sir, we mny be fully

convinced by the very first objection

that was made by the noble lord

who spoke last : He was pleased to

observe that, as gentlemen are not by

the bill obliged to accept of being

deputy lieutenants or commissioned

officers in the militia, it may be

found difficult, if not impossible, to

find in many countries a sufficient

number of gentlemen, qualified as

the law directs, that will accept of

such commissions. Experience, 1

hope, Sir, will shew this observation

to be without any foundation. As

we are all now become sensible of

the danger this nation is, and al

ways must be, exposed to, by not

having a well regulated and well

disciplined militia, I hope there is so

much publick spirit among the landed

and rich gentlemen of this kingdom,

that they will all be not only ready,

but proud of serving their country

as deputy lieutenants or commiffion-
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ed officers in the militia. But this

we cannot certainly know until we

have made the experiment, and we

cannot make the experiment without

passing this, or some such bill as this

into a law. If it should by experi-

A ence be found, that the landed and

rich gentlemen of this kingdom are

so void of publick spirit, and so re

gardless of the honour and safety of

their native country, that sew or

none of them will accept of being

deputy lieutenants or commissioned

B officers in the militia, methods must

then be contrived, either for compel

ling them by penalties, or for tempt

ing them by immunities or privi

leges,

This objection is therefore, Sir,

an argument in favour of the bill

2 now before us, as the legislature of

every country ought to have the

most certain knowledge how far the

publick spirit of the people may be

depended on, because from thence

alone they can judge in what cases

rewards or punishments may be ne-

Dcessary, for inducing or compelling

men to do their duty to their coun

try ; and to qualify ourselves for de

fending our country by arms, when

it becomes necessary, will, I believe,

be admitted by all, but those enthusi

asts called quakers, to be a duty in-

£ cumbent upon every man of a pro

per age, and not labouring under ahy

natural or le»al incapacity. Then

as to the other objection mentioned

by the noble lord, it proceeded en

tirely from an oversight in his lord-

sliip, which in such a long bill I am

p not at all surprised at ; for the bill

expressly provide;, that if any per

son so chosen by lot to serve in the

militia, not being a quaker, shall

refuse or neglect to take the oaths,

and to serve in the militia, or pro

vide a substitute, every such person

q shall forfeit and pay the sum os ten

pounds, and shall, at the end of three

years, be appointed to serve again.

Surely, if any person chosen by lot

should neglect to appear at the time

N n n 2 and
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and place appointed by the notice

duly served upon him, he must be

deemed to fall under this provision,

and consequently to be liable to this

penalty ; for tho' he cannot be said

to refuse, it must be allowed that he

neglects to take the oaths, or to pro

vide a substitute that will. But if

any doubt should arise upon this head,

for it is impossible to foresee, or at

once to provide against all the doubts

that may be started by captious law

yers : I fay, if any doubt should

arise from this head, when the law

comes to be carried into execution,

it will be extremely easy to remove

it by a new bill next session, which

may be passed into a law before this

doubt can produce any inconveni

ence, either to the publick or to any

private man.

I hope, Sir, I have now shewn,

that this bill is intended, and that it

will at least contribute to pro-lure

that effect which the noble lord who

spoke last seems to be fond of : I

mean, that of having all the free

men of this kingdom bred to arms,

and taught military discipline ; and

this he was pleased to allow, and I

most heartily concur with him in al

lowing it, to be the best gu.ird we

can have for our liberties, and the

best military force we can provide

for our defence. This, I fay, is e-

vidently the plan of the bill, conse

quently his lordship must in so far

approve of it ; and I think I may

venture to say, that I have fully an

swered the only two objections he

made to the form in which the bill

now appears, therefore, I hope, I

shall have the satisfaction to find his

lordship concurring with me in opi

nion, that the bill ought to be pai'ied

into a law.

Tte next Speaker in this Detail viai

C- Plinius Cæcilius, tubo spoke in

Substance esfollowi.

Mr. President,

SIR,

WE have it from the highest au

thority, that, in the multi

tude of counsellors there is safety

but we in this nation may from ex

perience fay, that in the multitude

of legislators there is confusion ; for

our statute books are increased to

such an enormous size, that they

confound every man who is obliged

A to look into them ; and this is plain

ly owing to a great change which

has by degrees crept into our consti

tution. In old times almost all the

laws w hich were designed to be pub-

lick acts, and to continue as the

standing laws of this kingdom, were

first moved for, drawn up, and pafs-

Bed, in this house, where we have

the learned judges always attending,

and ready to give us their advice and

assistance. From their knowledge

and experience they must be allowed

to be best able to tell, whether any

grievance complained of proceeds

C from a non-execution of the laws

in being, and whether it be of such a

nature as may be redressed by a new

law. In the former cafe a new law

must alwzys be unnecessary, and in

the tatter it must be ridiculous ; and

when by the opinion and advice of

D the judges we find, that neither of

these is the cafe, we have their assist

ance, whereby we are enabled to

draw up a new law in such a manner

as to render it effectual and easy to

be understood. This is the true

reason why in former times we had

F. but very few laws passed in parlia

ment, and very seldom, if ever, a

posterior law for explaining and a-

mending a former.

1 his, I fay, Sir, was almost the

constant method of law-making in

F old times ; and that this method of

law-making is most agreeable to the

nature of our constitution, must ap

pear from the very words of the

writs of summons to parliament ;

for the writs of summons to the

members of this house are ad ctnfit-

Q Undum, whereas- the writs for the

other house are only ad confentiendum.

But this method seems now to be

quite altered : Every member of the

other house takes upon him to be a

legislator, and almost every new law

is first drawn up and passed in the

other
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Other house, so that we have little

else to do, especially towards the

end of the session, but to read over

and consent to the new laws they

have made : Nay, some of them

are sent up so late in the session,

that we have hardly time to read

them over, and consider whether we

shall consent or no, which is re

markably the case with respect to

the bill now under consideration : A

bill which consists of near threescore

different clauses, and a bill which

underwent many alterations in the

other house, and took up so much

of thsir time, that they have scarce

ly left us so many days to consider it,

as they employed months in framing

it.

By this new method of law-mak

ing, Sir, the business of the two

houses seems to be so much altered,

that I really think the writs of sum

mons ought to be altered : Those

for the other house ought now to be

ad consulendum, and those to the

members of this ad constntiendum.

But this is far from being the only

inconvenience : The other house by

their being so numerous, and by their

being destitute of the advice and

aflistance of the judges, are too apt

to pass laws, which are either unne

cessary, or ridiculous, and almost

every law they pass stands in need

ef some new law for explaining and

amending it ; and we in this house,

either thro' complaisance, or thro'

want of time, are but too apt to give

our consent, often without any a-

mendment. By this means it is, that

our statute books have of late years

increased to such an enormous size,

that no lawyer, not even one of the

longest and most extensive practice,

can pretend to be master of all the

statutes that relate to any one case

that comes before him ; and this evil

goes on increasing so much, every

year, that it is high time for this

house to begin to put a stop to it, by

resolving not to pass any bill for in-

. traducing a new and standing law,
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that comes from the other house, un

less it comes up so early in the ses

sion as to leave us sufficient time to

take the advice and assistance of the

judges upon it, and to consider every

clause of it maturely ; and in every

A such case we ought to consider, whe

ther a new law be necessary for the

purpose intended ; for no new law

ought ever to be made, unless it

appears to be absolutely necessary,

as a multitude of useless laws is one

of the greatest plagues a people can

B be exposed to : In the next place we

ought to consider, whether the in

convenience, or grievance intended

to be removed, be of such a nature,

as to admit of being cured by any

human law ; for if it be not, we

render ourselves ridiculous by the

C attempt : In the third place we ought

to consider, whether by endeavour

ing to remove the grievance or mis

fortune then complained of, we

may not probably introduce a much

greater : And in the fourth place we

ought to examine very strictly, whe-

D ther the law be conceived in such,

terms as may be effectual for the end

intended, and the several clauses so

clearly expressed as can admit of no

doubt.

I believe, Sir, every one that

hears me will agree, that we ought

E to have all these things under our

consideration, before we give our

consent to the passing any bill into a

law ; and from hence every one

must, I think, agree, that we can

not this session have time to consider

such a long, such an important bill

p as this now before us, in such a se

rious and deliberate manner as we

ought to do, before we give our con

sent to its being passed into a law.

For my own part, I must confess,

that I have not had time to examine

this bill near so thoroughly as in duty

to my country I think myself o-

bliged to do ; and from the cursory

manner in which I have examined

it, I cannot satisfy myself upon any

one of the heads I have mentioned.

Perhaps,
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Perhaps, a due execution of the laws part of their behaviour, (hew a true

now in being might render our inili- martial and active spirit ; if they are

tia more serviceable than they are at every day seen employing themselves

present, or, if any new regulation in some sort of military exercise ;

were necessary, it might, perhaps, and if they shew a superior regard to

be sufficiently provided for by some such of their inferiors as they rind

few amendments to the laws now A molt expert at those exercises ; the

subsisting: In either case, such a spirit would soon spread like wild-fire

new and such an extraordinary regu- among all ranks of people, and then

lation as is to be introduced by this the laws you already have would be

bill, would be quite unnecessary. fully sufficient for rendering the mi-

We have still subsisting many old litia useful : Gentlemen of the best

laws for breeding the people up to families and fortunes in the kingdom

arm3, particularly one so late as to- B would not only accept, but aspire to

wards the latter end of Henry VIII. have commissions in the militia : In-

by which it was enacted, That pa- stead of having but one general mus-

rents and masters should provide for ter in the year, or training, by single

each of their sons and male- servants, companies, but four times in a year,

between seven and seventeen, a bow they would all concur in desiring the

and two (hafts, and cause them to lord-lieutenant, or the deputy-lieu-

exercise shooting ; and that sons and C tenants, of their respective counties,

male- servants, between the age of to muster and train them as often as

seventeen and sixty, should be fur- he or they pleased j and every man

nifhed with a bow and two arrows, would gain esteem among his com-

and should practise shooting there- panions, according to the knowledge

with. Suppose this law were amend- he acquired of military discipline,

ed, and muskets and pistols pat in- and the agility and expertnefs he

stead of bows and arrows : I believe D shewed in the performance of all

it would contribute more towards forts of military exercises. Our mi -

propagating, or, if you please, re- litia might then, indeed, be as good

viving a martial spirit among the peo- as any regular troops ; because they

pie, than any thing contained in the would then be actuated by as true a

bill now before us ; and if you can martial spirit as any regular troops

revive a martial spirit among the ever were, and in a year or two would

people, it will contribute more to- E be as much masters of military disci-

wards rendering our militia useful, pline as any regular troops can be.

than any law you can make for its re- This I fay, Sir, would be, with-

gulation ; for it is not so much the out any new law, the consequence

defect of the militia laws made in of your reviving and propagating a

king Charles the Second's reign, as true martial spirit among the people

the decay of this martial spirit among in general, and unless you can do

the people, that has made our mili- F this, no law you can make will ever

tia so contemptible and useless, as it render our militia useful, or at least

is at present. not so useful as to be depended on

But this spirit, Sir, can never be against an invading army of foreign

revived or propagated solely by any veterans. Therefore this bill is not

law for assembling and training the only unnecessary, but really it seems

militia : Every sort of popular spirit to me to be ridiculous, as it aims at

depends more upon fashion than up- Q doing what, in the nature of things,

on law, and the fashions in every cannot be directly done by any new

country proceed from, and depend law, but, if ever done, must be done

upon, the example or practice of the by introducing a new fashion, and in

rich and great. If they, in every this, I fear, we shall never be able

to
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to obtain the concurrence of the rich easily come at them, we may again

and great amongst us, without which fee a Wat Tyler or Jack Cade tri-

no new fashion can ever be intro- umphing, with much greater success,

duced ; for whilst they have another over all the men of property in the

way of recommending themselves to kingdom ; for if such a mob should

the notice of our government, to once get to any head, especially near

wit, by voting and (peaking in par- A London, I am afraid most of the

liament, or t>y their influence at common men of our regular army

elections, I am afraid, they will ne- would join them. Thus a Patroua

ver be at the pains to aim at recom- Aii might overturn our government,

mending themselves by their know- and place a new sovereign upon our

ledge of military discipline, and their B throne, as well as he did at Constan-

daily practice of military exercises. tinople ; but as the mob of this coun-

The third consideration, Sir, which try have no such religious regard for

I mentioned, as always necessary for the royal family as they have in Tur

ns to have in view when we are about key, that new sovereign would cer-

pafling any new law, was, whether ta;nly be one, and probably one of

we are not by removing one grievance the most infamous and cruel among

exposed to the danger of introducing C themselves.

a much greater; and from hence These, Sir, are in general my sen-

there appears to me a very strong ob- timents of the bill now under our

jection against our passing this bill consideration. Perhaps they may be

into a law. I shall grant, that it wrong ; but if they are, it proceeds

would tend to the honour and safety from my not having had time to con-

of the nation, to have all our men sider the bill so thoroughly as I ought,

of any property indued with a true L> ar>d not from any prejudice against

martial spirit, provided with proper the measure supposed to be intended,

arms, and instructed in military dis- The measure itself I highly approve

cipline, but I am afraid of carrying of : I most heartily wish that all the

it down to the very lowermost rank men os property in the nation were

of our people, because it might pro- bred to arms and taught military dis-

duce two very dangerous effects. In cipline, but my wish does not go lo

the first place, it would take their £ low as journeymen, day-labourers,

minds very much off from industry and servants. Our men of property

or labour, and in the next, it would are our only freemen, according to

incline them to be mutinous and ri- the meaning of the word among the

otous. This was, perhaps, the rea- old Grecians and Romans : They

son why, in the militia act passed after had no such men among them as

the restoration, persons of no pro- those we call servants : Their ser-

perty were not charged towards the p vants were all slaves ; and they never

militia, nor obliged to serve in the put arms inro the hands of their

militia, unless hired to serve for slaves, but when they were in the

others. But by the bill now before greatest danger and distress. Even

us, the ploughman and journeyman then they made them free the very

tradesman must serve his three years moment they had put arms into their

as well aa his master, nay, I believe, hands. This bill is therefore so far

it will be such only that will serve, q from being agreeable to my wish,

because I doubt if any man will serve that it is directly contrary to it ; for

who can spare to hire one to serve for as I have said, the certain conse-

him : Thus none but the very lowest quence will, in my opinion, be, that

rank of our people are by this bill to our servants will be the only men a-

be bred to arms, or taught military mongst us that are to be bred to arms

discipline ; and as the arms are to be and taught military discipline,

lodged in places where the mob may This.
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Thil, I am convinced, Sir, was not left for unforeseen and unavoidable acci-

the end intended by the Hon. gentlemen dents, by which a man's appearance

who had the drawing up of this bill, might be prevented.

therefore it is evide.it that it is not con- This bill likewise, Sir, labours under

ceived in such terms as may be effectual the fame inconvenience that most of our

for the end intended ; and as to the seve- late new laws labour under, by which I

ral clauses, if I were to enter into a par- mean that of multiplying excessively, arwl

ticular examination of them, I could ^ in most eases needlessly the number of

shew that doubts must arise upon almost oaths. We havealieady rendered oaih«

every one of them, and that some of so frequent, that even perjury itself is, I

them are such as will in practice be found fear, become familiar to many of the

absolutely inexecutable. Even as to the vulgar, and this bill will add greatly to

appointment of deputy-lieutenants and the misfortune. I can fee no reason whjr

commissioned officers, 1 am in some doubt any man should be obliged to swear to his

whether tkosc that (hall be appointed may qualification, as he is to be fined if he

not, if properly qualified, be obliged to acts without being duly qualified ; and

serve ; for the laws for impowering our B in many cafes an oath is to be admi.

sovereign to appoint sheriffs, do not, by nistied where it is quite-ridiculous to re-

any clauses in them, oblige thole who are quire any such solemnity : A militia man

appointed to serve ; and yet we know cannot by this bill be punished for being

that they are, and have always been absent, for being drunk, for giving the

obliged to serve. Is this doubt mould be lie to hit serjeant, or for any other little

determined in the affirmative, it will be peccadillo, without a solemn oath before

deemed such a hardship as must raile a a justice of the peace. But, Sir, it would

general discontent ; and it it should be q be endless to take notice of all the eirors,

determined in the negative, I am, with oversights, and imperfections of this bill,

the noble lord who (poke fiist against this therefore I shall add no more, but con-

bill, fully convinced, that in many coun- elude with declaring, that, in the light I

ties it will be impossible to get gentlemen view it in at present, I cannot give my

to accept. This, it is true, c.innot be cer- consent to its being pissed into a l„w.

tainly known until a trial be made, but [Ibis Jo u a t a l to be eontir.ued in our nnrr.]

to make a law which (ball upon trial be wtturtrtmimn ninr-nnnmiminin niiimm
found absolutely inexecutable, will surely OW<*Wro**W'*e»IWHI!*8f***a

derogate from the character of the legis- DT«(lw AUTHOR of tit LONDON

l.ituie, and this we ought to avoid for MAGAZINE,

own fakes, as well as for the fake of our SIR

constitution, wh.ch would be in very great R ' F s ;„ hij AJin „.

*SETiJL^K2?*_5£?" iT"?!:/ M i<w, i*«,y published, has th«
mean opinion of the wisdom of the legis- following observations' upon the History

lature- of our Saviour's Crucifixion, which I

For this reason, Sir, 1 am of opinion, nopc y„u wi!| ins(.rt ,„ y( Ur Magazine,

that the objection made to the bil) by my £ because, for the henefit of Christianity,

noble friend, is far from being weakened thcv ougnt t0 be made as p„hi;ck as pos-

by the answer that has been made to fib|e . ar,d therefore I fend them to your

it ; and his other objection did not pro- Magazine, as being that which, I be-

eeed from a mistake or oversight of his, ljcvc> goes into more hands than all the

but from a mistake or oversight in the others put together,

drawing up of the bill. We all know Mr. Ferguson, after having given a full,

how strictly our penal laws arc inter- s]{ari an(j distinct account of eclipses,

preted, how strictly they always ought to p observes as follows.

be interpreted ; for upon this the safety 1 ^_ ^47. From the above explanation of

of every man's life, liberty, and property, ,>,e doctrine of eclipses, it is evident,

in a great measure depends. Therefore, that tne darkness at our Saviour's cruci-

whatever the noble duke may think, I fixion was supei natural. For he suffered

do not believe that any cautious judge on the day that the passjver was eaten »j

would, I am sure no judge ought, to sub- and the celebration of the passover it

ject a man to a penalty for not appearing, strictly commanded in several places of

when the .aw inflicts that penalty only the Old Testament to be on the 14th day

upon his refusing or neglecting to takeG of the first month, or moon f, which

the oaths. Besides it might have been day, according to the Jews way of rec-

out of the man's power to have appeared koning, from the first appearance of the

at the time and place appointed ; there- moon after her change, fell upon the day

fore this clause ought to have been drawn of her being full. But the moon, when

up in a more full manner, and some room full, it in the fide of the heavens, oppo

site
• St. Join, cb, xviii. ver. 18. t cb. xii. ver. 6, er.d rr.»*y other sheet.
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site to the sun, and therefore cannot at

that time cast her shadow on the earth,

neither does the total darkness in natu

ral eclipses of the fun last rive minutes,

whereas the darkness at the crucifixion

lasted three hours * ; and seems to have

overspread much more of the earth than

was possible from an interposition of the

moon.

§. 34?. The Jews always began their

day at fun-setting, and kept the passover

on the day of the first full moon after the

vernal equinox (which, in our Saviour's

time, fell on the evening of the 1 id day

of March.) For Josephus expressly fays f,

" Tile passover was kept on the 14th day

of the month Nisan, according to the

moon, when the sun was in Aries." And

the fun always enters the sign Aries at

the vernal equinox.

§. 349. There is a remarkable pro

phecy in Daniel, ch. ix. ver. 26, 27.

concerning the year in which the Messiah

should be cut off. And be shall confirm

tbe covenant with manyfor one week ; and in .

the mijfi of the week be snail cause ike sacri

fice and lie cblationi to cease. Now, as it

is generally allowed, that by each of Da

niel's prophetick weeks was meant seven

years, the middle of the week must be

in the fourth year. And, as our Saviour

did not enter upon his publick ministry,

or confirming the covenants until he was

baptized, which, according to St. Luke, I

ch. iii. ver. 23. was in the beginning of

his 30th year, or when he was full 29

years old ; this prophecy points out the

very year of his death ; namely, the 33d

year of his age, or fourth year of his

publick ministry. Let us now try whe

ther we can ascertain that year from astro

nomical principles and calculations.

The author then proceeds to this trial,

and in the three following paragraphs

clearly demonstrates, from astronomical

principles and calculations, that our Sa

viour's death or crucifixion must have

been in the 33d year of his age, or fourth

year of his pubhok ministry j after which

he observes as follows.

s}. 353. The above 33d year was the

4746th year of the Julian period, and the

last year of the loid Olympiad ; which

is the very year that Phlegon informs us

an extraordinary eclipse of the fun hap

pened. His words are. In the 4th year of

tbe zoid Olympiad there was the greatest

eclipse of tbe sun tbat ever 1v.1t known : It

noae right at tbe sixth boar of tbe day, so thai \

tbefart of beaven were seen. This time of

the day agrees exactly with the time that

the darkness began, according to Mat

thew, ch. xvii. ver. 25. Mark, ch. xv.

ver. 33. and Luke, ch. xxiii. ver. 44.

October, 1756.

• Matt!.: ei. Xxvii, vtr, 45.
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But whoever calculates, will find that a

total eclipse of the sun could not possibly

happen at Jerusalem any time that year

in the natural way.

All this (from §. 348, to 353, inclu

sive) seems sufficient to ascertain the true

time of our Saviour's birth and cruci

fixion to be according to our present

' computation ; and to put an end to the

controversy among chronologers on that

head. From hence likewise may be in

ferred the truth of the prophetick parts of

scripture, since they can stand so strict a

test as that of being examined on the

principles of astronomy.

To tbe Aithoi of tbe LONDON

MAGAZINE.

A land, whichfrom her seems to push the reft,

A lands within herself with wonders blefi.

Anonymous Distich on the Island of

[Great-Britain.

0 Fortunatos minium suaJi hena norint !

VlKGlL.

SIR,

WHOEVER has a true regard for

the honour and vvelfare of Pro

testantism, his present majesty, and his il

lustrious house, or in other words for

Church and ^tate, and is but tolerably versed

in history, and will lit down with a seri

ous concern to ruminate on the present

state of this nation, in its civil, military

and ecclesiastical capacity, must lament

to fee how nearly it resembles the Grecian

and Roman empires when they were verg

ing towards the point of their dissolution.

That general deluge of luxury and pride,

profligacy of morals, and an open and

avowed contempt of the Deity, Bribery"

and Venality which overflowed them

just before their ruin, is but too lively a

picture of this nation, tlio' too sac! and dis

agreeable to the eye os every crue Eri'en t«

behold with the least satisfaction. (S-ie p.

427.) Toconsicler it in its civil aiir! milirary

capacity,isa point that I shall leave to others;

my design at prelent, Mr, being only to

make a few reflections upon it in its ec

clesiastical one. That regulations as to

the income of the Clergy in the present

state of the Church, are much wanting, is

too visible to be denied ; but how this is

to be done, and by whom, I submit to

those whom it more particularly concerns

to consider. That th-re iliould be sub

ordinate degrees of the Clergy in the go

vernment oi the Church is a point which

needs no proof. That there should be a

suitable provision made for c«h degree,

and all due' honour and respect paid to

them, so long as they behave worthy <rf

the sacred Ord.r, is another point equally

0 o o at

■f Aiaij. lib. iii. cl. X,
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as plain : but that there should be such by the other ; For the following hint may

unjust inequalities as to their income for very well be applied to the present state

support, is a Pbeenomenon much less diffi- of the Clergy, as honest Matt. Pricr, in a

cnlc to solve, than to cure the grievance j similar cate of joint labour, with no les*

but you know, Sir, Temptra mufamur, &c. truth than humour, says to his friend

It must ccitainly give offence to the ene- Mountague,

mies of the Ctwcb, as well as grief and
concern to her friends, to fee the g-ear A " Nor would I have it long observed,

Vignttaries rolling in their coaches, and " That one Mouse tats while t othci'*

' laungsumptuouslyeveryday," whilstthe ' stafv'd."

ptxr Curate is chained clown by his generous

Rtclor to supply himself and some acts of To consider now a little the secular and

chanty to hi* necessitous neighbours out mercenary views of some cf the Cltrgyp

of 30 or 4.0I. per ami. only, very sew cu- the merit os others neglected, and the

racies exceeding that sum. lndted there generous, gentleman -like usage cf some Rec-

aie loo many livings (especially in this clio- ten to their Curates. A certain great D;g-

cesc) of too little revenue to support a £ nttary being reminded once, " That the

clcrg>man and a family ; and where the church was in danger," replied, " Poh,

lectors or vicars 01 two sueh incompetent poh, brother, never sear but it will last

livings, are at too great a distance to serve out our time,'* This puts me in mind of

both ; their stipend to the curate can be ixr. keneft Prebend, who, at a dividend of

only (as indeed it ought) in proportion to the Dean and Chapter, cried out to a bro-

the duty and value cf the living. It would ther that fat next him, "On my con-

he needless I suppose, Sir, to go back only science, (at the same time sweeping

about a century and half, to show upon £ the money off the table, with a leering

how different a fooling the disposal cf smile, into his broad beaver) I do think;

livings and settlement of the cure were that the Cbureb of England is the beil-con-

then : Needless, I fay, because a proposal stituted church this day upon earth."

now of establishing church preferment in That it is so, taking it altogether, I am

a more equal way, and of performing firmly persuaded myself, but in a sense

I'iviie Service in such a manner as would fomt-wbat different from those who regard

tend most to the honour of God, and the only the mere Opus eperatum. To be seiious :

comfort of the necessitous part of his When Hooter's book of Ecclesiastical Po-

mintsters, would, in these tcna'ious, self. u lity was shown to thePepe, and lie was told

inter fed times, be treated with too much afterwards how poorly that pious and

ridicule and contempt. I am as far, Sir, learned author was provided for ; his

from being a friend to the levelling .Scheme Holiness replied, to some of the cardinals

among the Clergy as any man whatever, that were with him, " I never fear that

as that must, in its own nature, be not Church that can neglect such men at

onlv absurd, but also quite inconsistent Hooter." Was I to enumerate, Sir, all

with an episcopal government of theCrWiij those learned and laborious men, who

In Col's name, Sir, let their graces and £ have so nobly drawn their pens in defence

their iordthips enjoy the tevenues of the of the Christian Cause, but at the fame time

Clurcb, but (with all due submission !) btei shamefully suffered (by those who

let them enjoy them with propriety and were so well able, and whose duty it was

decency ; I mean, in following, as their to have made a better provision for them)

abilities and opportunities serve, the noble to be opprestwith poverty, and at last die

example os a late Primate of Ireland, whoie upon a poor rectory or vicarage, I should

memory will forever reign in the hearts trespass too much upon the patience of

of ail good and considerate men for his your learned readers, and therefore, with

princc-ly and munificent acts of piety and *" all due deference to the reft of the worthy

charity, as well to the necessitous part of and learned, but neglected, labourers in

the infenour Clergy, as to other indigent the Vineyard, let the ever-memorable

objects in his province. The miseries and n ,mes of ^Stephens, and F.arbury, two in^

hardships of the inieriour Clergy cf this -genious and learned defenders in the Aiiau

nation, are most pathetically and honestly and Hangman controversies ; and of a late

lepi tltnted by ene, who is well known to honest, diligent, and judicious compiler *

liave drank deep of the Cup himself, to of thebestandnoblestwritings intheChns-

whose account I refer your leaders ; and G tian world, reflecting no less lustre upon

I would l„in know in what spirits a cler- theauthorsthemseIves,thanuponthatC<ra/>

flyman of se ise and learning can collect which they so glorioufly serve to defend,

dis thoughts, who is forced to be rocking be sufficient. To proceed : I could menrion

the cradle with 01.e loot, and writing his to you. Sir, several steers and Recites,

sermon upon a pair cf bellows supported who (no dcubt, fir the honcur ej God and

is

• Our ccrcsyondtnt tor bop- tonfjcrs absolute purity of mcrali, as one necessary re<cmmerda:i?n

•> triers, at least to preferment in the established cbureb.
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it's Chunb) think themselves good oeco- have so far forgot the dignity of their high

nomitts, in higgling with a poor Curate for office, of being the ambalfadors of heaven,

a very few pounds per ann. and take care as to depreciate its original and noble va-

to prefer those the most, who will serve lue with the base alloy of secular views ;

their fat benefices for them the clleapelt. no, Sir, I honour that faired Order too

But, thrO' my respect to the Sacred Order, much ; and will be bold to say, that no

1 forbear, and only ask is all such as these man alive has a piofoundei respect, or

are not the spawn os Eiion, Cerintbus, fa can have them in gieatei esteem ami re-

Apollos, Sec. the grievoui Wolves, and Hurk- veicnee : And to give them the utmost

fieri of the Gospel prophecied of, and men- proofs 1 am able of the sincerity of my

uoned by St. I'aul ? I know a very wor- heart in'this point, 1 do sciioufiy and su-

thy young man here in* the neighbour- lemnly profess, that, was it in n;y power,

hood, who has been upon a Country Curacy 1 would buy up all the Itnpropriations in

for these 10 years past j but, as he has- England, and present them to the Ciurcb

the Misfortune of having much more merit in a full Conn-cation ; and should have as

than many of his coteruporaries, and at much real pleasure and sat!stacton in see

the same time not a friend to promote ** ing the Church's Temporalities icltored to

him, I believe 1 may safely venture to the O-.rgy, as they could have themlelves

prophecy, that he will still be no more in having their First Fiuiis and 'tenths re-

than a Curate to years hence, and that he mitted to them by the fitly of an />u-

may acquiesce in his having got to his ne gufta. Horace has long ago, Sir, observ-

plus ultra ; and tho' he is my particular ed, and very justly too, that the hidicu-

Iriend, and 1 have had an exact know- ium has generally a much stronger and

ledge of him from his first coming into belter effect upon the vices and follies of

life, yet I mull needs give my voice against Q the timts than the Acer ; but the present

him, in saying, that he is very ill cjuali- age is happily bltst with Itch a front of

fied for getting preferment now a-days : Brass as nor to know what a mocelt blush

For as to playing a smart ga ne at Whifi, is, and absolutely Lids defiance to the ci:e

riding neck or nothing in Hunting, being as well as the other, by a supercilious

a bon Socio at Drilling, or toasting a pretty treatment of those smart and lively pa-

Cirl, he is a mere Aft at all these pthte peis of lire SpeJators, Sec. Connoilscur,

Aicon-.plifhments, which procure such easy rVorhi, and othei po gnant writer.-, so that

preferment to our dull, pliable Corafi.dts's, the sense of shame is now entirely banilht

and smart J'fjamy Sprigs of divinity, from among the children of men. ln-

who are of such a happy, flexible turn as deed, with legard to religion and the Sa

to sneer at an honest man who is so auk- cred Writings, we are lo far arrived to

ivird and ill-bred as not to know how to the lara Itmpcrum falicitat, (under the
be ulrVeatber-Cock to the times: But then, • emperour 'IrajanJ that, /entire qua- ntlis,

as to the learned languages, explaining (tf qst.v fcntiatJiccre, lit et , but in ail other

and reconciling texts of scripture, a ge- respects, in point of morality, virtue,

neral taste for the liter* Humai ions, and patriotism, and common honesty, wefett

for his probity and integrity of hie and E sufficiently the dismal effects of an Iras

conversation, he is Homo faclus ad utiguem. Age, whilst we in vain wilh for the re-

But, alas! Sir, these are very unhappy ta- turn of a Golden or.e. The goddess Aft'raa,

lents, as I have often told him, in such a with her beautiful train of attendants,

discerning age as this, for promoting merit, has long since taken her flight from this

and will most probably be a bar to all once happy island, desirous of being an

hopes of further preferment ; however, inhabitant of puier regions, and has left

he has the great Satisfaliicr. to hear his it to be poiscned and plagued with the

friends often quoting in his favour, that p baneful blasts of Damons, Furies, and

memorable palsage of dean Swift's, What Harpies. As this island is detached from

a pity it is that something is not done for the continent, it seems by its situation to

poor Mr. Eugenia .'" These letUftrons, Sir, have been originally delrgntd by frvui-

upon the present stale os the Church, der.ee to rna^c its inhabitants compicatly

which 1 am sorry 1 have so much occation happy vvithiu themselves, were they but

to make, will perhaps bring me under the tentibie of i heir happiness, and krew

imputation of being an enemy to the C/ogy .- properly how to value it aright: But

But I hope that the sensible and worthy God, in his just judgments, is pleased to

part of that venerable body of men will G let a Curse go loith upon some nation*

be pleased to observe, once for all, that it for their being so wilfully blind, as that

is by no means the sacred lunhion 1 aim they will not fee ihtir own happiness,

at, but at the base and metetnary ends in and pursue them till they are ripe lor a

dif'piling of frtferment, and at ihose un- total excision. Tin,, it is greatly to be

worthy fucctii'ouis oi the Apostles, who sxaied, will be cur case, and much sooaer

(3 0OJ than
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than we imagine, if it is not timely pre- Where, among the ladies, even of the

vented by a rational rtper.tance and re- highest quality, happy is (he, who in hep

formation. Oh England ! how art thou negligee can come nearest to the slatternly

fallen ! and how 'harmfully degenerated chambermaid; or in her sack, fierce cock,

are thy Sons and Dnugbttn irom their pri- and streamers, keep pace with a modish

native piety, virtue, and integrity ! We strumpet ; and in her riding-habit appear

daily wilh to fee better tmes, but as we like a highwayman, who would blow

go on, 1 fear, this can never be till the A y°ur brains out. Where, the fair ones,

final Renovation of all things. As there is setting at nought the softness and deli-

too close a parallel between the present cacy, which formerly was the characte-

fiate of this nation and that of ancient riltick of that sex, act like the amazons

Rime, so justly complained of by one of of old (and contrary to the famous Robin

her princes of poetry, and too fully veri- Hood, who would associate with no man

nes his prophecy of a still grosser degene- who could not beat him) seem resolved

racy of that nation, with which 1 shall not to match unless with such as they ars

now take my leave of you, Sir, and, for „ sore they can beat. These are riistin-

the benefit of your fair renders, (hall guilhed by the name of Bucks, renoun-

give it you as it stands in Mr. Francis's cing that of Dame, which in French fig.

elegant translation of it into our own nifies a Lady, ora Doe. Where, a fashion-

language. (Hor. Lib. Hi. Ode 6. " Fe- able scoundrel, gamester, pimp, or syco-

cunda calf*, Sec. " Ætas farentum, &c.) phant is caressed, whilst modest merit ii

" Fruitfulof crimes, this age first stain'd discountenanced. Where, daring to do

Their happy offspring, and profan'd an injury, and maintain it at the point of

The nuptial bed, from whence the woes the sword, is taken for courage and ho-

Which various and unnumber'd rose C nour. Where, men of this stamp are by

From this polluted fountain-head, way of eminence Ailed Bloods. Where,

O'er Rome and o'er the nations spread. these Bloods and Bucks push at every one

More vicious than their father's age— they meet, affect to have no bowels,

Our fires begot the present race, laugh at another's calamity, and think it

Of actions impious, bold and base, cowardice to fear God. Where, the ge-

And yet, with crimes to us unknown, nerality are covetous of another's, and

Our sons shall mark the coming age their profuse of their own. Where, many a

own." r\ man has been known to squander an

I am, Sir, estate of three or sour thousand pounds a

Norwich, Yours, Sec. year good rents, while grasping at a pre-

August 30, 1756. Laicus. carious place of one thousand. Where,

another shall build him a palace so expen
se,, the I N S P E CT O R, N° 332. sive, that> hy the tirne £ nnirhedfhe

THERE is an island situated in the has scarce a Kioat left to make a fire in

nerth-west parts of Europe, famous the kitchen. Where, if you dine with an

for the liberty its inhabitants enjoy of acquaintance, you are to pay his servants

thinking, speaking and acting (except E three times as much as your dinner is

where the gallows is immediately threat- worth, besides the obligation to your

oned, and sometimes even where it is) host. Where, the maimed seamen aie re-

just as prompted by the whim which at moved from the hold of a (hip, into a re-

that instant predominates. It is remark- gal edifice, adorned with all the most

able, that the greatest.ibufcisof this liberty sumptuous orders of architecture (for the

are such as contend ihat they have no fake of which finery, the number, as

right to any at all ! Where, in the perpe- well as the provisions cf these poo crea-

tual mutation of their dress, they still p lures, are much limited) whilst the mo-

contrive something which, in Japan, would narch is poorly lodged in a patched build-

be thought to the last degree pieposterous. ing : Where, also the horses are often bet-

Where, you may behold the heirs to great ter lodged than their owner,

titles and possessions, together with opu- Where, there is or.e form of religion

lent etquirea (who, by the way, derive established by the laws of the country,

this appellation from the French word but in reality almost as many followed as

ecuyer, a groom) nicely conforming to there are people in it j for, besides a num-

that elevated character, and by the means ber of sects, who professedly maintain

of a slouched hat, a striped flannel waist- G opposite doctrines, hardly any two of the

coat, a greasy fustian frock, and a clownish same church or meeting, can in all points

behaviour throughout, aimir-g at the dig- agree which is the strattest load to hea-

nity of John Hostler j and yet, inatiice, ven j and thus are wrangling all their

the fame individual persons (hall issue forth lives long, about the best manner of ob-

the most iinical coxcombs in naiuie, uining the peace of God. Where, thfeie

4 it
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a * whole community, who think it an

indispensable duty to God, carefully to

avoid shewing the least civility to man j

and where the mere infants of this species,

can neither be terrified nor cajoled into

pulling off the hat, making a curtsey, or

drinking your health ; with whom like

wise the nose is deemed a more expressive ^

organ of speech than the mouth. Where

others hold a goggle-eye, or a distorted

countenance, more emphatical than the

mouth. Where, some will by no means

walh themselves till they are adults, and

then do it to some purpose, not without

the risque of drowning. Where, the idle

gossips of the national church are assidu

ous frequenters of it (to the neglect of B

every social duty) as the most convenient

rendezvousfor making their card-matches,

and retailing the calumnies of the day.

Where, the fense of the text is inverted,

and instead of " Godliness is <;reatgain,"

most read that " Ciin is great godliness."

Where, the fair! gossips (to the no small

disturbance of the sincerely devout) trick rj

up tluir persons with a profusion of em

broideries, laces, brocades, and jewels 5

admirably adapted to the terms, *' Vile,

wretched, miserable sinners," which oc

cur in the service. Where, the greatest

intimates are usually the bitterest ene

mies, in proportion as they have it more

in their power to betray, beggar, and

expose each other. Where, the sole em

ployment (whether of mind or body) of

such as can afford to be good for nothing:,

is to invent. ano insatiably to pursue, a

variety of dissipations. Where, to ape

the aperies, cultivate the language, ex

port their own money, import the tawdry

manufactures, cooks, wines, barbers,

valet-rle chambres, and all the debauche

ries of a fantastical, insidious, and im

placable neighbour, is looked upon as the

neitrht of gentility. Where, among the

great, the shadow is often ta!<en for the

substance j and tho' eternally our, they

are never cured b> experience, the mis

tress even of fools. For instance, they

will swagger, and even give an enemy a

knock on the part, without being pro

vided against his rtstntmenr, the conse

quence of which is, being run thro* the

body. Wltcrc, their own proverbs, such

at, " Shutting the stable door when the

stcerl is stolen, Coming a day after the

fair, Sic." (originally meant as cautions)

are become so many standing mles for

practice.

Where, if the estate needs a steward,

the lord a secretary, the ship a pilot, and

so on, it is rarely considered who is the

best suited to that office, but whom the

office best suits. Hence a brute, fop, or

co .vsrd, is frequently emplpyed on a coo-
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juncture requiring sedateness, masculine

resolution, and conduct. Hence a man

who has ruined his affairs, and dare nos

shew his face in his own country, is sent

to lick himself whole by a superintendence

in a remote province. Where, il a tres

pass be threatened or committed, these

stewards reject the assistance of the bravo

tenants, who are able, willing, and

greatly interested in opposing such in-

croachments on their properties, and hold

it more advifeable, at a monstrous ex.

pence, to procure hirelings, whocaienot

a farthing what becomes 0) the landlord*,

tenants, or lands. Where, power assumes

a prerogative of begetting a total change

in the nature of things. Where, the ready

way to riches, &c. is not at all to merit

them, but with confidence to assert that

black is white ; and tho' all the sense*

give the lye to these bold assertors, yet

luckily for them (and for those who

knowing black to be really black, wilt

make their advantage of that knowledge)

this country ahounds with dupes. Where,

But the Inspector docs not think it

prudent to indulge this correspondent any

further at present, tho' he will not be

displeased to hear from him again on any

future occasion.

Ccpy of a Letter stem a learned Centlma*

at Naples, dated Feb. 25, 1755, conctrr-

J3 ir.g the Bc:h and ancient Manuscripts dug

cut cf the Kuinscf an Edifice, near the. Sut

of tbeCity t/"Heiculaneum, (Step. 416 )

IN obedience to your commands, I fend

you the best account I can of the wri

tings. You must know then, that within

two years last past, in a chamber of a>

house, (or more properly speaking, of an

J£ antient villa, for by many marks it is cer

tainly known, that the place where they

are now digging, was never covered with,

buildings, but was in the middle of a

garden) there has been found a great

quantity of rolls, about half a palm long,

and round ; which appeared like roots of

wood, all black, and seeming to be only

of one piece. One of them falling on the

F ground, it broke in the middle, and many

letters were observed, by which it wat

first known that the rolls were of papy

rus. The number of these rolls, as 1 am

told, were about 150, of different sizes.

They were in wooden cafes, which are

so much burnt, as are all the things made

of wood, that they cannot be recovered.

The rolls however are hard, tho' each ap

pears like one piece. Our king has caused

infinite pains to he taken to unroll them,

and resd them ; but all attempts wera in

vain ; only by flitting some os them, some

Vi ords were observed. At length S;gnor

Aiseimni
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AlTemani, being come a second time to one. There are some so voluminous, and

Naples, proposed to the king to send for the papyrus so fine, that uniolled they

one father Antonio, a writer at the Vati- would take up an hundred palms space,

can, as the only man in the world who They tell me that some of the Latin one»

could undertake this difficult affair. It are in a running hand ; which confirms

is incredible to imagine what this man the opinion of the marquis Maffei, "That

contrived and executed. He made a rua- the character, by us absurdly called Go-

chine, with which, (by the means of^ thic and Lombaid, is the .rntient lunnir.g-

certain threads, which, being gummed, hand, corrupted by time." However, I

stuck to the back part of the papyrus, have not seen any of these las). The cu-

where there was no writing) he begins, riosity of these papyri is, that there is no

by degrees, to pull, while with a s rt of littie staff of wood, on which they were

ingraver's instrument he loosens one leaf rolled.

from the other, (which is the mni\ difij- Thus I have told you all that I know,

cult part of all) and then makes a lort of concerning these papyri,

lining to the back of the papyrus, with We may comfort ourselves that the as-

exceeding thin leaves of onion (if J mis- B fair is in good hands ; being under the

take not) and with some spirituous liquor, care and conduct of fj learned an an'i-

with which he wets the papyrus, by little quarian as the canonico Mazzocchi, and

and little he unfolds it. All this labour as this able and adroit father Antonio,

cannot be well comprehended without
feeing. With patience superior to what a /Cickiatiok ,/* MOTIVES

man can imagine, this pood father has bar-e ibligrd Ln ATajtfly the Kir.g cf

unrolled a pretty large piece of papyrus, Prussia, » fnvent tkeDrJigr.s tf the Court

the worst preserved, by way of trial. It/^ Jf* Vienna. Berlin, 1756.

is found to be the work of a Creek wri- T7>VER since the conclusion of the peace

ter, and is a small philosophise tract (in JUj of Dresden, the court os Vienna has

Plutarch's manner) on mutick ; blaming industriously employed itself in finding

it as pernicious to society, and product. ve out means to invalidate, or bteak it. To

of softness and effeminacy, it does not this end, her measures, as well secret, as

discourse of the art of music!:. The be- avowed, have been directed,

ginning is wanting, but it is to he hoped, It is stipulated by the 8th article of the

that the author's name may be found at peace of Ercflau, tenewed by that cf

the end ; it seems however to be t.'ie D Dresden, " That the commerce of Au-

work of a stoic philosopher ; because Zeno st'ia and Silelia should remain upon the

is much commended. T he papyrus is foot on winch it was in the year 1759,

written across in so many columns, every before the war, until a new regulation is

one of about twenty lines, and every line agreed upon."

is the third of a palm long. Between The court of Vienna, who respect the

column and column is a void space of faith of treaties no etherwife, than as the

more than an inch. There are now un- execution ot them is enforced by arms f,

rolled about • thirty columns, which is g began, from the year 1753, to lay a duty

about a half of the whole, this roll being cf 30 per cent, on all mcicliandizes ma-

one of the smallest ; the letters are dis- nufactured in Silesia ; and, in spite of

tinguishable enough. Father Antonio, the representations made by several Pruf-

aster he has loosened a piece, takes it off fian commihaiies, sent at different times,

where there are no letters ; and places it for that purpose-, to Vienna, scarce had

between two chrystals for the better obser- they concluded the late treaty of Ver-

vation ; and then, havinr; an admirable failles, but they raised this duty to 60

talent in imitating characters, he copies it percent.

with all the Incunæ, which are scry nu- F Altho' t'lis proceeding is unfriendly,

merous in this scorched papyru* ; and oppressive, and contrary to the faith of

gives this copy to the canon Mazzocchi, treaties ; and tho" a punce, more ambi-

who tries to supply the loss, and explain tious than the kinj, might find, in the

it. The letters ate capital ones, and al- non-observance- cf a treaty of peace, gua-

most without any abbreviation. The rantied by all the powers of Europe, a

worst is, the work takes up so much time, pretext for a lawful war ; this object,

that a small quantity of writing requires which becomes but a trifle, when cont

rive or six days to unroll, so that a whole p pared with the other grievances, which

year is already consumed about half this subsist against the court of Vienna, is

roll« The lacuna, for the most part, are paired lightly over.

of one or two wor.ls, that may be sup- To avoid all useless declamation ; it

plied by the context. As for n as tins will be sufficient to bring to lr^iit the vast

loll is finished, th y will be^in a Latin projects of the court cf Vienna, whose

dangerous

• srigirtl—TinU. -f Tie Dutch krvtc bezu tie eirfrtji lat rrtewrj tU Barrier

T'tatJ.
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dangerous designs discover themselves, as the empress of Russia. The hopes of the

well by their secret negotiations, as by Austrian ministers might have been easily

their present conduct. accomplished ; for there is but one step

Scarce had the empire returned into from preparations to hostilities ; and war

the new house of Austria, but those am- would have been kindled, if thekinghad

bitious projects were renewed, which the not, by a steady ar.d moderate conduct,

emperor, Ferdinand II. would have exe- carefully avoided every occasion, which

cured, had there not been a cardinal ^ might embroil him with the court of

Kichelieu, prime minister of Francs, and Russia ; as one removes from a fire, they

a Gustavus Adolphus, king of Sweden, mean to extinguish all combustible mat-

both of them his co-temporaries, to op- ter, which would ser ve only to increase it.

pose them. Things were in this situation, when

In imposing servitude on the princes of the affairs of America began to disturb

Germany j establishing despotism in the the tranquillity of Europe. A general

empire; abolishing the piotestant reii- war answered the puip> se of the court of

gioo, the laws, the government, and the Vienna, as it was necessary, that the

immunities, which that rtpubli.k of B great powers iliould be taken up with

princes and sovereigns enjoy : Th- court their own interests, in crder that site

of Vienna found as obstacles in their way, might bring her designs to a happy con-

aftci the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, France, elusion.

guarantee of the peace of Westphalia ; The views of the court of Vienna were

Prussia, whom all forts of motives ob- unknown at Londcn. The king of Eng

aged not to suffer such enterprizes ; and land being engaged in a war with France,

Jarily, the Gran'd Sigrior, whose diver- demanded of the empieO-queen, the suc-

li.,ns in Hungary mrghl overturn the best Q cours, which he thous;' t he had a right

concerted measures. to expect from her good faith and her gra-

These were so many bulwarks, which titude. He was persuaded, that, after

it was necessary to undermine successively. having laviihed liis treasures and hU

The court of Vienna judgsd it necessary troops, after havin; sacrificed the interests

to begin with Prussia, because, under co- of his kingdoms, and even exposed hi3

lour of reclaiming a province, which they ficrcd person, to reinstate that princess

bad yielded up to the king of Prussia by in the possession of the inheritance of her

the peace, they might divert the eyes of fathers, her gratitude would be propor-

tbe publick from those more dangerous tionable to the service he had done her.

designs, which they intended to conceal. Great, therefore, must have been his

For this purpose the treaty of Peters- surprize, when he understood, that that

bouig was concluded. The court of Vi- princess wcirld not hear ol furniihing any

enna, not content with a defensive alii- succour, unless England would enter into

ance, against which.no objection could the plot, which she had formed against

be made, laid a scheme lo embroil the the king's dominions and poss-ssrons.

tourt of Bcilin with that rf Peteisbourg, The king of England, whole sentiments

and to make a trea'y with the empress of J? are too noble, and too generous, to adopt

Russia against the Ottoman Porte. schemes, which were incompatible with

Both these ptoj-cts succeeded. The his good faith, rejected ail the propofi-

treaty against the Pcrte was concluded ; tions which were made to him.—From

and by sparing neither impostures nor ca- that time, he took measures with the

lumnies, the Austrian ministers brought king, with whom he is united by the ties

about a misunderstanding between the of blood ; and these two princes, in order

king and the empress of Russia ; tho", to avert the storm, which threatened Ger-

in reality, these two courts had no dis- p many, made the convention of neutrality

putes to discuss. Their plenipotentiaries signed at London.

. were mutually recalled, in order that, The tranquillity of Germany was too

such troublesome inspectors being remov- incompatible with the di lit;ns of the court

ed, the Austrian ministers might the more of Vienna, for them to neglect any me-

easily carry on their impositions. thod cf frustrating the measures taken for

They armed Russia, and induced them the maintenance of it, by those princes,

to make all those warlike demonstrations who had the good of their countiy at

on the frontiers ol Prussia, which we heart. Intrigues were immediately re-

have seen renewed every year, in the G newed at Pelei sbourg with redoubled ap-

liopcs that chance might furniih an occa- plication, and the Austrian ministers there,

fion of rupture between the two powers. formed a pUn tending to dismember all

It was wished for at Vienna, where tho king's possessions,

they flattered themselves, that they should Bat this was not enough.— It was ne-

oniy appeal in that war, as auxiliaries of cessary also to put Fran<e out of the

question,
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question, in order to have their hands en

tirely at liberty in Germany ; and this

gave rife to the treaty of Versailles.

The king does not impute offensive

views to the court of France, in the con

clusion of this alliance. His majesty does

justice to the purity of the most Christian

king's intentions ; but he is sorry he

cannot fay the fame of the court of Vi

enna, whose conduct, since the signing of

that treaty, has but too clearly proved

the contrary.

From that time intrigues were re

doubled in France ; and as the end pro

posed at Vienna tended to nothing less,

than insensibly to bring on a rupture be

tween France and Prussia ; no kind of

sinister method*, no malicious insinuati

ons, no devices, nor fallacious subter

fuges were spared, in order to attain it.

In so critical a juncture as this, when

the court of Vienna was at work all over

Europe, in stirring up enemies against the

king, in calumniating his proceedings,

and in giving bad interpretations to the

most innecent things ;—when they were

endeavouring to dazzle, to seduce, and

to lull asleep, the several powers, accord

ing as they judged it useful to their de

signs ; — when offensive measures are

taken against the king ;—when the court

of Vienna are amassing warlike stores

and provisions in Moravia and Bohemia ;

making powerful armaments ; and form

ing camps of 80,000 men in their domi

nions ; -when lines of Hungarians and

Croatians are posted along the frontiers

of Silesia ; and camps are marking out

on the king's limits ;—when peace re

sembles war, whilst, at the fame time,

the Prussian troops were quiet, and there

is not a single tent pitched :—The king

thought, that it was time to break silence.

His majesty ordered M. Klinggrase,

his plenipotentiary minister at the Impe

rial court, to demand of the empress-

queen, whether all those great preparati

ons of war, which were making on the

frontiers of Silesia, were designed against

xhe king, or what were the intentions cf

her Imperial majesty ?—The empress-

queen answered in express terms, " That,

in the present juncture, she had sound it

necessary to make armaments, as well for

her own defence, as for that of her allies,

and which did not tend to the prejudice

cf any body."

So vague an answer, in so critical a

minute, required a more precise explana- (

tion. Wherefore M. Klinggrase received

fresh orders ; and represented to the em

press: Thar, after the king had dissem

bled as long at he thought consistent with

his safety and his glory ; the bad designs

which were imputed to the empress
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would not suffer him longer to disguise

any thing ; that he had orders to inform

her, That the king was acquainted with

the offensive projects, which the two

courts had formed at Peterfbourg ; that

he knew, they had engaged to attack him

together unexpectedly ; theemprefs-quern

with 80,000 ; the empress of Russia with

120,000 men j that this design, which

was to have been put in execution in the

spring of the year, was deferred till next

spring, on account of the Russian troops

wanting recruits 5 their fleets, mariners ;

and Livonia, corn to support them : that

the king made the empress arbiter of

peace or war ; that, if she desired peace,

B he required of her a clear and formal de

claration, consisting of a positive assurance,

that (he had no intention to attack the

king, either this year or the next : but

that he should look upon any ambiguous

answer, as a declaration of war ; and

that he called heaven to witness, that the

empress alone would be guilty of the in-

Q nocent blood that should be spilt, and

of the unhappy consequences of war.

To so just and equitable a demand was

given an answer, still more haughty, and

less satisfactory, than the former; the

purport whereof is sufficient to convince

the publick cf the ill intentions of the

court of Vienna.

This, answer contains in so many worth ;

D —" That his majesty, the king of Prussia,

had already been employed for some time

in all kinds of the most considerable pre

parations of war, and the most disquiet

ing with regard to the publick tranquillity,

when, on the 26th os last month, that

prince had thought sit to order explana

tions to be demanded of her majesty, the

E emptess-queen, upon the military dispo

sitions which were making in her domi

nions, and which had not been resolved

Mpon till after all the preparations which

his Prussian majesty had already made.

That these facts were known to all

Europe ;

Th.it her majesty, the empress queen,

P might, therefore, have declined giving

explanations upon subjects which did not

require them ; that, however, she had

been pleased to do it. and to declare with

her own mouth to M. Klinggrase, in the

audience she granted him on the 26th of

July ;

That the critical state of publick affairs

made her look upor. the measures, which

j she was taking, as necessary for her safety

and that of her allies ; and that, in other

respects, they did not tend to the preju

dice of any one ;

That her mrjjssty, the empress-queen,

had undoubtedly a njht to form what

judsment
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judgment she pleased, on the circum

stances of the times , and that it belong

ed, likewise, to none but herself to esti

mate her dangers ;

That, besides, her declaration was so

clear, that (he could never have imagined,

that it could he thought otherwise j

That being accustomed to receive, as ,

well as to practice, the attentions which

sovereigns owe to each other ; the could

not hear, without astonishment and the

justest sensibility, the contents of the me

morial, presented by M. Klinggrase the

20th instant, an account of which had

been laid before her ;

That this memorial was such, both as

to the matter and the expressions, that

her majesty, the empress .queen, would

find herself under a necessiy of trans

gressing the bounds of that moderation,

which she had prescribed to herself, were

/he to answer the whole of its contents.

But yet, that, in answer to it, (he was

pleased, that M. Klinggrase should b*

further acquainted ;

That the informations, which had been j

given to his Prussian majeily, of an offen

sive alliance against him, between her

majesty, the empresa-queen, and her ma

jesty the empress of Russia, as also all

the circumstances and pretended stipula

tions of the said alliance, weie absolutely

false and forged ; and that no such treaty

against his Prussian majesty did exist, or

ever had existed , 1 J

That this declaration would enable all

Europe to judge, of what weight and

quality the dreadful events are, which

M. Klinggrafe's memorial announces ;

and let them fee, that, in all events, they

can never be imputed to her majesty the

empress-queen."

Such is the second answer of the court

of Vienna.— A short recapitulation will

shew the insufficiency and incongruity of

it.

The facts, which that court would have

to be looked upon as known to all Eu

rope, are so different from what they de

clare them to be, that this article must

be further cleared up.—Upon the Russian

armaments in the month of June, the

king caused four regiments to pass into

Pomerania j and his majesty gave orders,

that his fortresses should be put into a

state of defence ; and this is what gave

so great umbrage to the court of Vienna,

that an army of above go,000 men was

ordered to assemble in Bohemia and Mo

ravia.— If the empress had detached troops

out of Bohemia into Tuscany, would the

king have had room for apprehensions for

Silesia, and for assembling a numerous

army there > It is plain then, that the
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march of these four regiments for Pome

rania, only served the court of Vienna,

as a pretext to palliate her ill intentions.

Upon the news, that the Austrian army

was assembled in Bohemia ; the king or

dered three regiments of foot, which had

been in quarters in Westphalia, towards

Halberstadt ; and, to avoid every thing

that could give umb'age to the court of

Vienna, he did not fend a single regiment

into Silesia ; the troops remaining quiet

in their garrisons, without even horses,

and the other necessaries for an army

which is to encamp, or which has designs

of invasion. But the court of Vienna,

continuing, on one hand, to hold the

languige of peace, and, on the other, to

take the most serious measures for war 5

not content with all these demonstrations,

caused another camp to be marked out,

near a tow n, named Hotzenplotz, situ

ated on a spot belonging indeed to them,

but which lies directly between the for

tresses of Neisse and Cofel j and more

over, her army in Bohemia is preparing

to occ ipy the camp of Jaromirs, within

four miles of Silesia. Upon all these

advices, the king thought it time to make

the dispositions which his safety and his

dignity required of him, and he gave or

ders for his army to provide themselves

with horses, and to be in readiness to

march, that he might not lie at the dis

cretion of a court so well intentioned to

his interests as that of Vienna. If his

majesty had had any formed design against

the empiess, he might, with ease, have

put it in execution two months sooner,

without giving her time to assemble such

strong armies. But the king was nego

tiating, whilst his enemies were arming.

He has done no more than follow the

measures of the Austrians ; so that this

article, which the court of Vienna lays

so much stress upon, serves only to set

their ill designs in a full light.

Another passage of their answer, which

is equally inconclusive, is, where menti

on is made of that so clear declaration

, which was given to M, Klinggrase.—-

This declaration, tho' called so clear, still

remains unintelligible. Who are the allies

of the empress, that are threatened with

war ? Is it the oourt of France ? Or that

of Russia ? Really, one must be strangely

blinded, to attribute to the king a design

of attacking either of those courts : And

such an enterprize would surely require

; something more than four regiments be

ing sent into Pomerania. The court of

Vienna say, that they do not mean to at

tack any body ; might they not as easily

have said, that they would not attack the

king of Prussia, by name )

P p p M. King-
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M. Klinggrafe't memorial, the subject- those allies have promised succours, to

matter of which the court of Vienna com- authorize the injustice of such proceedings,

plaint of, could not have appeared dis- and to hinder the king from preventing

agreeable, but to a court which has no designs which are but too evident j since,

mind to give their neighbour assurances by refusing the assurances which the king

•f the purity of their intentions. demanded, they shew plainly enough.

In sine, the article on which the court that they are resolved to disturb the peace

es Vienna insists the most, in this answer, arid tranquillity which Germany has hi

ts her alliance with Russia, the Aipulati- therto enjoyed,

cms of which, as they fay, are absolutely Aliho' this answer leaves no further

false and forged. It is easy for the Au- doubt about the designs of the empress*

slrian ministers to deny this convention ; queen ; and altho' it lays the king under

but besides the facts that are published the necessity of taking the only part which

relating to it, there are circumstances is consistent with his honour and glory |

which seem sufficiently to indicate, at his majesty has been pleased still to make

least, a concert.—In the beginning of one last attempt to shake the inflexibility

June the Russian troops approached the ™ of the court of Vienna : And, in taking

frontiers of Prussia.—An army of 70,000 the necessary measures for his security,

men was formed in Livonia, at the fame thought he ought not to neglect the only

time that they were preparing at Vienna means of preserving peace.— It it with

to assemble a strong army in Bohemia, this view, that M. Klinggrafe has had

which was to appear there under the orders to declare a third time, that, if

name of an army of observation To- the empress would yet actually give a po-

wards the middle of that month, the fitive assurance, that she would not at-

Russian troops received orders to return C tlc^ t"8 king, by name, either this year

into their quarters, and the Austrian or the next ; in that cafe, his majesty

•amps were put off till next year.—Not- would directly withdraw his troopt, anil

withstanding these suspicion! and indica- would restore things to the state wherein

tions, the king would have been glad to they ought to be. — But, this last step

hear from the court of Vienna, that they having been at fruitless a; the former onesj

deny projects which would do no honour his majesty flatters himself, that, after

to their moderation ; if they had vouch- having exhausted all that could be-expect-

fased to add a word of answer to the de- ed from hit moderation, all Europe will

mand which had been made them.—The D render him the justice which it bis due j

point was, to give assurances that they and will be convinced, that it it not the

would not attack the king, either thit king, but the court of Vienna, that would

year or the next. Thit was the most es- have war.

fential article of M. Klinggrafe's memo- If the empress sincerely desired peace,

rial ; and it is precisely to this, that no at she would have it believed, why did

manner os answer it given. Does not she not explain herself in clear terms,

this silence sufficiently shew what the de- and in a formal manner, when it was left

figni of the court of Vienna tend to f And, g to her option ?— But an answer which it

indeed, the contradiction between their equivocal, and susceptible of any inter

words and their actions, is but too visible. pretation ; and a constant refusal to give

—Let pacifick language on the one hand, the only explanation that could satisfy the

and numerous armies on the frontiers of king ; are, properly speaking, nothing

Silesia on the other ; let a pretended aver- but a tacit avowal of the dangerous pro-

lion to war, and at the fame time a resu- jects os which she is accused.—Thit con-

sal of those positive assurances the king duct, on the part of the house of Austria,

thought he had a right to demand, be gives the king no certainty for the future,

considered 5 and then let it be asked, F —On the contrary, his majesty, who hat

which of the two wishes for war, the closely attended to the conduct of that

power whose armies are encamped on hit court in all their negotiations, is well ac-

neighbour's frontiers, or that whose quainted with their practices, and with

troopt are quiet m their quarters ? the insinuations which they throw out to

It is plain, then, by this haughty and all the princes of Europe, where they are

siisdainful answer, that the court of VI- actually at work to form leagues against

enna, far from desiring peace, breathe Prussia.— It is the knowledge of these par-

nothing but war ; and propose, by con- Q nicious designs which puts the king under

tinual artifices and haughtiness, to drive the necessity of preventing them,

the king into it, in order to have a pre- It is certain, that the king does corn-

text for reclaiming the assistance of their mence, hostilities.—But, at this term hat

allies ; hut it is net to be imagined, that been frequently confounded with aggressi

on j
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on ; and as the court of Vienna is always
attentive and ready to misrepresent the * B*U Piece bat teen lately published relatitg

proceedings of Prussia j it is thought ne- " Mmral Bync'i Conduit, which semi

cessary to distinguish the meaning of these to have been -wrote by an Author, tub, bad

words. By aggression is understood every *'» Information, either from the Almir.al

act which is diametrically opposite to the himself, or from one -who it vicll acquainted

sense of a treaty of peace. An offensive btt St,ry-

league : —The stirring up of enemies, and ^ •"■pHIS piece is entitled, A Letter to a

prompting them to make war upon ano- X Member of Parliament in theCoun-

ther power :—Designs of invading ano- try, from his Friend in London, relative

ther prince's dominions :—A sudden ir- to the Case of Admiral Byng. With

ruption : — All these different circum- some original Papers and Letters which

stances are so many aggressions ; altho' passed during (tie Expedition j and the

the last only can be properly called an author gives us an account of several mil.

hostility. tilations in the letter published in the Ga-

Whoever prevents these aggressions zette of June *6, as the extract of a let.

may commit hostilities ; but is not the " ter from admiral Byng*, as follows: As-

aggressor.—In the succession-war, when ter mention of being joined by his ma

ths troops of Savoy were in the French jesty's (hip Phœnix, off Majorca, two

army in Lombardy, the duke of Savoy days before, the following passage is omit,

made a treaty with the emperor against ted—" by whom f had confirmed the in-

France : — The French disarmed these telligence I received at Gibraltar of the

troops, and carried the war into Pied- strength of the French fleet, and of their

moat :—It was, therefore, the duke of being off Mahon. His majesty's colours

Savoy who was the aggressor ; and the Q were still flying at the castle of St. Phi.

French who committed the first hostilities. lip's ; and I could perceive several bomb-

—The league of Cambray was an aggres- batteries playing upon it from different

Aon t—If the Venetians had then ptc- parts. French colours we saw flying on

vented their enemies, they would have the west part of St. Philip's. I dispatched

committed the first hostilities; but they 'the Phœnix, Chesterfield, and Dolphin

would not have been the aggressors. a-head, to reconnoitre the harbour's

Since, then, the court of Vienna will mouth, and capt. Hervey to endeavour

break thro' treaties, guarantied by all the p. to land a letter for general Blakeney, to

powers of Europe :—Since their ambition let him know the fleet was here to his

wantonly overturns the most sacred bars assistance, tho' every one was of opinion

to the avarice of mankind :—And since we could be of no use to him, as by all

they want to open to themselves a way accounts no place was secured for cover-

to despotism over the German empire ;— ing a landing, could we have spared any

and their vast designs aim at nothing less people. The Phœnix was also to make

than to overthrow that repnblick of the private signal between capt. Hervey

princes which it is the duty of emperors and capt. Scrope, as this latter would

to support : —The king has resolved ge- E undoubtedly come off, if it were practi-

rieroufly to oppose the enemies of his cable, having kept the Dolphin's barge

country j and to prevent the fatal conse- with him : But the enemy's fleet appear*

quences of this wicked project. ing to the S. E. and the wind coming at

His majesty declares, that the liberties the fame time strong off the land, o-

of the Germanic body shall not be buried, bliged me to call those ships in, before they

but in the fame grave with Prussia.—He could get quite so near the entrance of

calls heaven to witness, that, having, to the harbour, as to make sure what batte-

no purpose, employed the most proper p ries or guns might be placed to prevent

means to preserve his own dominions, our having any communication with the

and all Germany, from the calamities of castle."

war, with which they were threatened 1 Again, after giving an account, that

he is forced to take up arms, to dissipate the Captain, Intrepid, and Defiance,

a conspiracy formed against his possessions were much damaged in their masts, these

and his crown ; after having vainly tried words should have been added ;—" so

every method of reconciliation, even so that they were endangered of not being

far as to leave the empress arbiter of peace able to secure their masts properly at sea,

or war. G and also, that the squadron in general

If his majesty departs from his usual were very sickly, many killed and wound-

moderation, it is only because it ceases to ed, and no where to put a third of their

be a virtue, when his honour, his inde- number, if I made an hospital even of

pendency, his country, and his crown, the 40 gun ship, which was rot easy 11

are at stake. sea."

P p p - Tin/

• See Lond. Mag./«r Jstw Itfl, p. it j.
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Tho' the Gazette indeed informs us,

that Mr. Byng called a council of war,

and collected the opinions of the land-

officers upon the present situation—it for

bears to add—" of Minoro and Gibral

tar, and make sure of protecting the lat

ter, since it was found impracticable to

cither succour or relieve the former, with ,

the force we had ; for tho' we may justly

claim the victory, yet we are much infe

rior to the weight of their ships, tho' the

numbers are equal ; and they have the

advantage of sending to Minorca their

wounded, and getting reinforcements of

seamen from thtir transports, and soldiers

from their camp j all which undoubtedly

has been done in this time that we have

been laying too to refit, and often in

sight of Minorca, and their ships have

more than once appeared in a line from

our mast-heads. I fend their lordships

the resolution of the council of war."

Immediately after the following passage

is wholly omitted—'* I hope, indeed,

we shall find stores to refit us at Gibral-^

tar, and if I have any reinforcement, I

will not lose a moment's time to leek the

enemy again, and once more give them

battle, tho' they have a great advantage

in being clean ships, that go three feet to

our one, and therefore have the choice

how they will engage us, or if they will

at all, and will never let us close them,

as their sole view is the disabling our L

ships, in which they have but too well

succeeded, tho' we obliged them to bear

Nor was the following article thought

proper to be inserted—" I cannot help

urging their lordships for a reinforce

ment, if none are yet sailed on their

knowledge of the enemy's strength in ]

these seas, and which, by very good in

telligence, will, in a few days, be strength

ened by four more large ships from Tou

lon, almost ready to fail, if not now

failed to join them."

The Gazette, in another part, inserts

these words, " making the brfl of my way

to Gibraltar" instead of to cover Gibral

tar ; and here, by the way, let me ob

serve, that there is a deeper design in the

. omission of this single •ward, than perhaps

you may at first be aware of : It was

doubtless thought, this significant "word

might chance to furnish too great an in-

light into the real orders of the admiral ;

and it was much more for the interest of

some particular persons, that the people Q

should rather believe Mr. Byng went of

b's own accord to screen himself at Gibraltar,

than that he went thither, in consequence

of bit orders to COYIR it.

Then he gives us the following letters

which were never before published, viz.

Admiral BYNG. Oct.

From Admiral Byng, dated Ri mil lies, in

Gibraltar Bay, May 4, 1756.

SIR,

" r-r\ HIS comes to you by expreft from

J, hence by the way of Madrid, re

commended to S*ir Benjamin Kcene, hit

majesty's minister at that place, to be

forwarded with the utmost expedition.

1 arrived here with the squadron under

my command, the id instant in the after

noon, after a tedious passage cf twenty-

seven days, occasioned by contrary winds

and calms, and was extremely concerned

to hear from capt. Edgecombe (who I

B found here with the Princess Louisa and

Fortune stoop) that he was obliged to re

tire from Minorca, the French having

landed on that island, by all accounts,

from thirteen to fifteen thousand men.

They sailed from Toulon the 10th of

last month, with about one hundred and

sixty, or two hundred sail of transports,

escorted by thirteen sail of men of war ;

how many of the line I have not been

able to learn with any certainty.

If I had been so happy to have arrived

at Matron, before the French had landed,

I flatter myself, I should have been able

to have prevented their getting a footing;

on that island ; but as it has so unfortu

nately turned out, I am firmly of opi

nion, from the great force they have

landed, and the quantity of provisions,

stores and ammunition of all kinds they

brought with them, that the throwing

men into the cattle, will only enable it to

hold out but a little time longer, and add

to the numbers that must fall into the

enemy's hands ; for the garrison, in time,

will be obliged to surrender, unless a suf

ficient number of men could be landed

to diflodge the French, or raise the siege j

however, I am determined to sail up to

Minorca with the squadron, where I

shall be a better judge of the situation of

affairs there, and will give general Blake-

ney all the assistance he shall require ;

tho' I am afraid all communication will

be cut oss between us, as is the opinion

of the chief engineers of this garrison,

(who have served in the island) and that

os the other officers of the artillery, who

are acquainted with the situation of the

harbour ; for if the enemy have erected

batteries on the two shores near the en

trance of the harbour (an advantage scarce

to be supposed they have neglected) it

will render it impossible for our boats to

have a passage to the Sallee port of the

garrison.

Ey the enclosed list, delivered to me by

capt, Edgecumbe, their lordships will ob

serve
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serve the strength of the French ships in norca, to assist in the defence of that

Toulon, and by the copy of a letter from place, and that it was necessary to fend a

Marseilles, to general Blakeney, which I detachment on board those ships to help

herewith transmit to you, their lordships to man them, this the general complied

will perceive the equipment the French with, and I shall distribute some seamen

have made on this occasion. It is to be from the ships that came out with me to

apprehended, when they have got all the compleat their complement,

ships they possibly can ready for service, ^ The Chesterfield, Portland, and Dol-

they may think of turning their thoughts phin, are on their passage from Mahon

this way. for this place. The Phœnix is gone to

If I should sail in the relief of Port- Leghorn, by order of capt. Edgecumbe,

Mahon, I shall look upon the security and for letters and intelligence, and the Ex-

protection of Gibraltar as my next object, periment is cruizing off Cape Pallas, who

and shall repair down here with the squa- I expect in every hour,

dron. By a letter from Mr. Banks, our consul

1 am sorry to find, upon enquiring of at Carthagena, to general Fowke, dated

the naval officer here, that there are few g the 21st of April, it appears, that twelve

or no stores in the magazines to supply sail of Spanish men of war are ordered

any of the squadron that may be in want for Cadiz and Ferrol, which are expected

of them ; and it appears by a letter I at that port, but on what account lie

have received' from the store- keeper and could not tell the governor,

master shipwright, that the careening We are employed in taking in wine,

wharfs, store- houses, pits, Sec. are en- and compleating our water with the ut-

tirely decayed, and I am afraid we shall most dispatch, and shall let no opportu-

find great difficulty in getting them re- p nity slip of sailing from hence,

paired, there being no artificers to be got Herewith I fend you enclosed a copy

here, and at present he can have no assist- of such papers as have been delivered me,

ance from the carpenters of the sleet on which I thought necessary for their lord-

account of our sailing. ship's inspection." I am,

It requiring a proper person to inspect SIR,

into and manage those affairs, I have Your most humble servant,

taken upon me to give Mr. Milbourne J. B.

Marsh (his majesty's naval officer that Hon. J—n C—d, Esq;

was at Mahon, and who came down with D

capt. Edgeeumbe) an order to act as master la Admiral Byng, dated Admiralty-Office,

shipwright, whi„h, I hope, their lord- June 8, 1756.

ships will approve, and have given him
orders to use his best endeavours to put SIR,

the wharf, Sec. in the best condition he " T T IS majesty having received an ac-

can, for very soon they will be wanted, O count, that the squadron under

as I apprehend this is the only place the your command, and that of the French

ships of the squadron can come to refit at, g under the command of M. Galissonniere,

and many of them are in want of repairs came to action off of the harbour of

and careening, particularly the Portland, Mahon, the 20th of last month, and that

who has not been cleaned these twelve the French (tho' inferior to you in force)

months, nor the Chesterfield ten ; besides kept before the harbour, and obliged you

many of the ships that came out with me to retreat ; I am commanded by my lordi

are foul : I fear from the inconveniencies commissioners of the Admiralty, to fend

we shall meet with here, there will be you herewith an extract of M. Galisson-

great difficulty in keeping the ships clean, niere's letter to his court, giving an ac-

as there is but one wharf for them to pre- F count of the action, and to acquaint you,

pare and careen at. that his majesty is so much dissatisfied

By a council of war, held by general with your conduct, that he has ordered

Fowke, a copy of which is herewith their lordships to recal yourself and Mr.

transmitted, it was not thought proper to West, and to fend out Sir Edw. Hawke,

fend a detachment equal to a battalion and rear-admiral Saunders, to command

for the relief of Minorca, as it would the squadron.

evidently weaken the garrison of Gibral- I am extremely sorry to be obliged to

tar, and be no way effectual to the reliefq inform you of such a disagreeable event,

of that island for the reasons therein being with great regard,

given ; but, as I had represented, that S I R,

there was a deficiency of men on board Your most obedient humble servant,
the (hips late under the command of capt, • • • ,*•

Edgecumbe, on account of his having left

• number of sailors and marines at Mi- fren
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Fran Admiral Byng, dated Gibraltar Bay,

July 4, J756.

SIR,

•< r» Y Sir Edward Hawke I have re-

£j ceived their lordships orders, and

your letter of the 8th of June, which I

dently appeared, had the possible

been allowed for my own expresses ar

rival, in which there was nothing false,

nothing vaunting, nothing shameful, nor

any thing which could have prevented our

receiving his majesty's royal approbation,

for having, with a much inferior force,

ve immediately complied with, and ^ fought, met, attacked, and beat the ene

have only to express my surprize at being

so ignominiously dismissed from my em

ployment, in the sight of the fleet I had

commanded, in sight of the garrison, and

in sight of Spain, at such a time, in such

a manner, and after such conduct, as I

hope shall shortly appear to the who! :

my : Of this, it is needless for me to fay

more at present, than that I am sorry te>

find Mr. West, with the captains, lieote -

nants, and officers of the (hips we had

our fligs on board of, are to be sufferers

for what I alone, as commander in chief,

am answerable : But it is so much of a

world. It is not now for me to expostu- piece with the whole unheard of treat-

Mr. West and ■ ment 1 have met with, that neither they.late ; I flatter myself, that

J (hall make evident the injury done to

our characters, which I know of nothing

in the power of any being whatever that

can atone for ; so high an opinion I have

of that, which was ever unsullied before,

and which, I hope, to make appear has

been most injuriously and wrongfully at

tacked now, on the grounds of a false C

the fleet, or myself, can be more asto

nished at that particular, than at the

whole." I am,

S I R,

Your very humble servant,

J. B.

To the Hon. J—n C—d, Esq;

The author likewise gives us the fol-

gasconade of an open enemy to our king lowing state of the two squadrons wheat

and country, and which would have evi- they engaged the aoth of May last.

English Sqjjadkon.

Ships Names.

Ramilliei

Culloden

Bu
 

Louisa

Portland

Frigates.

Deptford

Chesterfield

Phœnix

Dolphin

Experiment

Total

c

Wt. of Metal

on the
s

3
m Lo. Mid.! Up.

a

De. De. De.

Ib. Ib. Ib.

90 3* 18 12 780

7i 3* 18 600

68 3* 18 53S
66

3* 18 520

64 24 12 500

64 31 18 480

64 »4 12 480

64 *4 IX 480

60 *4 9 400

60 »4 12 400

56 »4 12 400

48 *4 12 300

778 5«75

48 *4 2S0

40 250

22 160

22 160

22

I '6885

160

932

Ft INCH SqUABEON.

|Wt. of M.|

on the

Shipt Names.

Foudroyant

La Couronne

Le Guerrier

Le Tcmeraire

Le Redourable

Le Hipopothame]

Le Fier

Le Triton

Le Lion

Le Content

Le Sage

L'Orphee

Frigates.

La Juno .

La Rose

La Gracieuse

La Topaze

La Nymphe

Total

Lo. Up.

De. De.

828

46

982!

Ib.

*4 70O

650

650!

65c

650

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

25c

«S°|
150

1 50

1 50

100

100

100

ico

10c

100

ICO

6800 1550

9
250

250

200

8?i0

j8o5ojiS5e 96c!)

7lii list of the Frenchst>ip'% ox given iy a French

tfficer made a prijtner m a 1 avian, tkt mining tt

lie day "s aflitn.
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15th the house resolved itself into a com-
v<Summart os tbe most important Affairs mittee upon the said bill, which it like-

in tbe lest Stjston of Parliament, continued wjse did on the 30th } and having gone

from p. 439. thro* the bill with several amendments,

AS to the bills brought in last session the report was oitlered co be received next

which had not the good fortune to morning. Accordingly Mr. Potter made

be passed into laws, the only one we the report next morning, when the bill

have occasion to take noiiee of, was that ^ was recommitted to a committee of the

entitled, An AB for the letter ordering of whole house, and the house resolved it-

tte Militia Forcct in tie several Countiet of self into the said committee on April 5,

that Part of Great-Britain, called England. as it likewise did on the 7th, 8;h, and

On Monday, Dec. 8, the Right Hon. 9th, when they went thro' the bill, and

William Pitt, Esq; stood up, and after Mr. Bacon made the report, which wa*

/hewing the bad Date of the militia of ordered to be taken into consideration on

this kingdom, and the necessity we were the 28th, but was then put off to May 5,

under of having some sort of militia re- when some of the amendments were dis—

gularly established, and properly armed B agreed to, the rest, with amendments to

and disciplined, he concluded with a mo- several of them, agreed to, and a clause

(ion to resolve. That the house would, was added, and several amendments were

en Thursday 18, resolve itself into a made by the house ; after which the bill

committee of the whole house, to con- was ordered to be ingrossed, and on the

rider of the laws in being, which relate loth it was read a third time, when seve-

to the militia of this kingdom ; which ral new amendments were made, and the

motion was agreed to nemine contradicente 5 bill was passed with little or no opposition,

and it was resolved accordingly j but on Q and Mr. Townshend ordered to carry it

that day the order was put off to Wed- to the lords, and desire their concurrence,

nesday, Jan. 21, when the house resolved As soon as the bill was read a first time

itself into the said committee, and came in the house of lords, their lordships or-

to a resolution, which being presently re- dered it to be printed ; and it was read a>

ported by Mr. Charles Townshend, was second time, committed, and reported

agreed to, and it was accordingly there- with very few amendments ; but upon

unto resolved by the house gem. con. its being read a third time, May 24, and

that the laws then in being, for regulat- _ a motion made for its being passed, a long;

ing the militia, were ineffectual ; where- debate ensued, in which the principal

upon it was ordered likewise nim. con. speakers for the motion were, the earl of

That leave should be given to bring in a Stanhope, the duke of Bedford, the lord

bill for the better ordering the militia Talliot, the earl of Halifax, the earl of

forces, in the several counties of that Temple, the earl of Bath, and the lord

part of Great-Britain, called England ; Ravensworth ; and tile principal speakers

and that Mr. Townshend, Mr. Pitt, Mr. against it were, the earl of Granville, the

Charles Townshend, Mr. Legge, the lord lord Chancellor, the earl of Cholmondeley,

Strange, the Marquis of Granby, the E the lord Sandys, the duke of Newcastle,

lord George Sackville, the lord Pulteney, and the lord Raymond. But at last the

iMr. Grenville, Mr. Potter, Dr. Hay, question being put, it was carried in tbe

Mr. Banks, Sir Richard Lyttelton, Mr. negative by 59 tp 23.

Stanley, Sir Henry Erelkine, Mr. Samuel And as to those affairs wherein no bill

Martin, Mr. CrowJe, Mr. Northey, Mr. was brought in, or deligned to be brought

Vyntr, jun. and the lord Hobart, should in, the first we shall take notice of was aa

prepare and bring in the fame. follows. Jan. 16, upon a motion's being

As upon such an important subject the _ made, the 25th and following sections of

sentiments of gentlemen must always be * an act of the 4th of queen Anne, in-

widely different, and as it is extremely titled, An Actfor tbe tetter Security of ter

difficult to contrive how to establish any Majestyt Person and Government, and of the

sort of militia that shall be useful, and Succrffion to tbe Crown of England in tbe Pro-

at the same time of no dangerous con- testant Line, were read. And upon ano-

sequence to our liberties, it was so long ther motion, the entry of the reasons of-

before the model of this bill could be set- fered by the lords at a conference, for in-

tied, that it was March 12, before it was sifting upon their amendments to a clause,

brought in, when it was presented by Q added by the house to the bill, entitled as

Mr. Townshend, read a first time, and above, and contained in the journal of

ordered to be read a second time, and to the house of Feb. rr, 1705, was also

be printed-. On the 19th it was read a read. Then it was moved, that an hum-

second time, and committed to a com- ble address be presented to his majesty,

mittee of the whole house ; and en the most humbly to beseech hit majesty, that

he
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he would be graciously pleased to inform John earl os Sandwich, George earl

the house, upon what grounds his maje- Cholmondeley, and Wellbore Ellis, Esq;

fly had been advised to appoint three per- to take in Great-Britain the oath of office

sons to the office of vice-treasurer, and re- ai vice-treasurers, Sec. of Ireland, and to

ceiver general, and paymaster general of qualify themselves for the enjoyment of

all his majesty's revenues in hit kingdom the said offices ; which offices had never

of, Ireland ; and also of treasurer of war before been granted, as was supposed, to

there j and whether the said number of ^ above two persons, and as it was well

three persons, or more, have been em- known, that one person could easily do

ployed in the execution of the said office, all the business, this grant to three per-

at any time, before the first day os the sons was looked on by some gentlemen as

session of parliament, holden in the 4th a splitting of offices without any necessity,

year of the reign of her late majesty queen which is certainly of dangerous confe-

Anne, within the true intent and meaning quence to the independency of parlia-

of an act passed in that year, entitled, as ment, and consequently to the liberties

before. This motion being opposed, it os the people, as it is an unnecessary in-

occasioned a long debate, and upon the B crease of the number of officers. There-

question's being put, it was carried in the fore, they intended to have got some re-

negative. However, a motion was next solution cs the house against the practice,

made, and being agreed to, it was order- as being contrary to the above- mentioned

ed, that there should be laid before that acts, which provide, that no greater num-

house, a c-.py of the last grant os the of- ber of commissioners shall be constituted

sice of vice-treasurer, and receiver general for the execution of any office, than had

and paymaster general of all his majesty's fjbeen for such office before Oct. 15, 1705;

revenues in the kingdom of Ireland, and or at least to have got a resolution for de-

also of treasurer at war there, together daring, that all such offices, after being

with a lift of all such persons as had been thus split and granted to more persons

respectively appointed to the said office, than usual, should be deemed new erect-

to the present time, with the dates of ed offices, and consequently that the per-

their respective appointments thereto. sons to whom granted, were by the above-

Then, upon a motion's being made, the mentioned acts disabled from being elected

38th section of the aforesaid act was members, or holding a feat in parliament,

again read ; and upon another motion, March 2, upon a motion made by Mr.

the 27th section of an act made in the 6th D secretary Fox, it was ordered, thst a

year of queen Anne, entitled, An At! for committee sliould be appointed, to conn-

fir Security cs her Majesty t Person ami Go- der of the hardships of innholders, and

vernment, and os the SucceJJi,n to the Ct font other publick-house keepers, in the coun

ts Great -Britain, in the Prctestant Line, was ties of Essex, Kent, and Surry, and in

read ; after which a motion was made, the city of Canterbury, from the late

for the house to take the said clauses into quartering of extraordinary numbers of

consideration upon that day sevennight. officers and soldiers upon them, which

But the question upon this motion was, tj the then exigency had rendered unavoid-

after debate, carried in the negative, able ; and that they sliould report the

As the papers desired by the above- fame to the house, with their opinion, as

mentioned motion were of course among to what might be proper for the speedy

the records in Ireland, they were prcser.t- relief of such innholders and publick-house

ly sent for, and on March 10, it was keepers. And a committee being accotd-

tnoved, that the order upon that motion ingly appointed, petitions were presented

might be read, which being read accord- on the 18th from several places in the

ingly, the house was acquainted that the counties of Hertford and Sussex, who had

said papers had been returned to Sir Ro- F suffered in the same way, and praying re-

bert Wilmot, and wete then in his hands, lief ; which petitions, with another of

whereupon he was ordered to lay them the fame kind from Staines, in Middlesex,

before the house next morning, which he afterwards presented, were referred to

accordingly did, together with the letter the said committee. On the 29th the

In which they came inclosed ; and he ha- resolutions of the said committee being

Ving been examined in relation to the said reported by Mr. Rrgby, they were all

papers and letter, they were ordered to agreed to, and were as follows : First,

Jye upon the table, but nothing further q That there had been a very extraordinary

was done in this affair. number of troops quartered in the coun-

Novv as some of our readers may not ties of Essex, Kent, and Surry, and in

Understand the meaning of all these moti- the city of Canterbury, and in some

ons, we shall acquaint them, that in thit towns in the counties of Hertford and

last session an act was passed for enabling Sussex, since Michaelmas t'len last. Se-

I " condly,
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condly, That in consequence of the ad- they neither know rcr care tvhat thy say or

ditional charge brought upon the inn- do: But then at seen at it it over, they are

holders and other publick-house keepers, extremely sorry and penitent for ar.y injury or

in the respective places, where the bur- mischief they did. This panegyric on these

then rud been most grievous, many of cholerick good natured people, when ex-

them had been obliged to shut up their amined and simplified, amounts in plain

bouses merely upon that account, and common fense and English to this ; that

many more were likely to be obliged to they are good-natured when they are not

undergo the fame fate. Thirdly, That ill-natured ; and that when in their fits of

the sufferings of such innholders and other rage they have said or dor.e things that

publick-house keepers, was a cafe of com- have brought them to jail or the gallows,

passion worthy the consideration of the they are extremely sorry for it. It is in-

house, especially as the grievance had a- deed highly probable that they are ; but

risen from a wise and proper disposition where is the reparation to those whose

of his majesty's forces in that critical reputations, limbs, or lives they have ei-

conjuncture. Fourthly, That an humble ther wounded or destroyed ? This concern

address should be presented to his majesty, B comes too late, and is only for them-

that he would be graciously pleased to selves. Sejf love was the cause of the

order such allowance, as his majesty injury, and the only motive of the repen-

sliould judge reasonable, to be made to tance,

the innholders and other publick-house Had these furious people real good-na-

heepers, in the several counties of Esfcx, ture, their first essence would be their

Kent, and Surry, and in the city of Can- last ; and they would resolve at all events

terbury, and in the several towns of Kert- never to relapse. The moment they felt

ford. Ware, and Hoddesdon, in the coun- q their choler rising, they would enjoin

ty of Hertford, and Lewes, Cliff, South- themselves an absolute silence and inscti-

over, and East-Grinstead. in the county on, and by that sudden check rather

of Sussex, in consideration of the great expose themselves to a momentary ridi-

expences they had been put to, by the cule (which, by the way, would be fol-

very extraordinary number of ossicers and lowed by universal applause) than run the

soldiers which had been necels.trily quar- least ti(k of being irreparably mifehie-

tered upon them during the last winter, vous.

especially as the grievance had arisen from I know it is said in their behalf, that

a wise and prudent disposition of his ma-D this impulse to wrath is constitutionally

josty'a forces in that critical conjunctures so sudden and so strong, that they cannot

ami to assure his majesty, that that house stifle it, even in its birth : But experience

woald make good such expence as should shews os, that this allegation is notori-

be incurred by his majesty upon that ac- oufly false ; for we daily observe that

Ci.tint. these stormy persons both can and do lay
Having now given an account of all thore gusts of passion, when awed by re-

the most remarkable affairs of last session, spect, restrained by interest, or intimidat-

w; snail conclude wiih observing, thai, {? ed by fear. The most outrageous furioso

May 27, his rmjesty came to the house of does not give a loose to his anger in pre-

rVeers, and, after giving the royal asijnt to fence of his sovereign, or his mistress;

all the bills then ready, he made a most nor the expectant heir in presence of the

gracious speech to both houses, which peevish dotard from whom he hopes for

our readers may fee in our Magazine for an inheritance. The soliciting courtier,

that Month, p. 225, after which the lord tho" perhaps under the strongest provoca-

cliancellor signified his majesty's pleasure, tions, from unjust delays and broken pro-

that both houses should severally adjourn mises, calmly swallows his unavailing

themselves until Friday, June 18, which * wrath, disguises it even under smiles, anil

they accordingly did, and on that day they gently waits for more favourable mo-

agam aejourned themselves to July 15 j ments : Nor does the criminal fly in a

but on July 7, they were prorogued to passion at his juHge or his jury.

August 17, which put an end to the fef- There is then but one solid excuse to

sion. be alledged in favour cf these people ;

and if they will frankly urge it, I will
The WORLD, Sept. 30. candidly admit it, because it points out

IT is a vulgar notion, and worthy ofQ its own remedy. 1 mean, let them fair-

ihe vulgar, for it is both false and ab- ly confess themselves mad, as they most

surd, that passionate people are the best- unquestionably are : For wliat plea can

riatured people in the world. They ar,' a those who are frantic ten times a day,

little hiHf, it it true ; a trifi: tv ll put th in bring against shaving, bleeding, and a

in a fi'y j and iviiie they are in that f'ry, dark room, when so many much mere

October, 1756. Q_q q harmlcsa
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harmless mad-men are confined in their have for them, and nobody can have

cells in Bedlam for being mad only once in more than I have, I must confess that in

a moon ? Nay, I have been assured by the all their debates, I have much more ad-

late ingenious Dr. Monro, thar such of mired the copiousness of their rhetorics,

his patients who were really of a good than the conclusivenefs of their logick.

natured disposition, and who, in their lu- People of strong animal spirits, warm

cid intervals, were allowed the liberty of constitutions, and a cold genius (a most

walking about the hospital, would fre- ^ unfortunate and ridiculous, tho' common

quenily, when they found the previous compound) are most irascible animals,

symptoms j>t their returning madness, and very dangerous in their wrath. They

voluntarily apply tor confinement, con- arc active, puzzling, blundering, and

scious of the mischief which they might petulantly enterprising and persevering,

possibly do, if at liberty. If those who They are impatient of the least contra-

pretend not to be mad, but who really diction, having neither arguments nor

are so, had the same fund of good-na- words to reply with; and the animal

ture, they would make the fame applica- part of their composition bursts out into

tion to their friends, if they have any. B furious explosions, which have often mis-

There is in the Menagiana a very pretty chievous consequences. Nothing it too

story of one of these angry gentlemen, outragious or criminal for them to fay

which sets their extravagance in a very or do in these fits ; but as the beginning

ridiculous light. of their frenzy is easily discoverable by

Two gentlemen were riding together, their glaring eyes, inflamed countenances,

ene of whom, who was a cholerick one, and rapid motions ; the company, at

happened to be mounted upon an high- conservators of peace (which by the way,

mettled horse. The horse grew a little Q every man is, till the authority of a ma-

troublesome, at which the rider grew ve- gistrate can be procured} should forcibly

ry angry, and whipped and spurred him seize these madmen, and confine them in

with great fury : to which the horse, al- the mean time, in some dark closet,

most as wrong-headed as his master, re- vault, or coal-hole,

plied with kicking and plunging. The Men of nice honour, without one

companion, concerned for the danger, grain of common honesty (for such there

and ashamed of the folly of his friend, are) are wonderfully combustible. The

said to him coolly, be quiet, be quiet, and n honourable is to support and protect the

fljtw yourself the wisest of the two. dishonourable part of their character,

This fort of madness, for I will call it The consciousness of their guilt :

by no other name, flows from various them both fore and jealous,

causes, of which I shall now enumerate There is another very irascible sort of

the most general. human animals, whose madness proceeds

Light unballasted heads are very apt to from pride. These are generally the peo-

everset by every gust, or even breeze of pie, who having just fortunes sufficient to

passion ; they appretiate things wrong, live idle and useless to society, create

and think every thing of importance, hut E themselves gentlemen, and aro sorupu-

what really is so : Hence those frequent lously tender of the rank and dignity

sudden transitions from silly joy to sillier whieh they have not. They require the

anger, according as the present filly hu- more respect, from being conscious that

mour is gratified or thwarted. This is they have no right to any. They con-

the never failing characteristick of the strue every thing into a slight, astc expla-

uneducated vulgar, who often, in the fame nations with heat, and misunderstand

half- hour, fight with fury, and shake them with fury. Who arc you? What art

hands with affection. Such heads give Do you know ivho you speck let J'S
themselves no time to reason; and if r teach you to be insolent to a gentleman, are

you attempt to reason with them, they their daily idioms of speech, which fre-

think you rally them, and resent the as- quently end in assault and battery, to the

front. .They are in shoit, over-grown great emolument of the round-house and

children, and continue so in the most ad- crown-office.

vanced age. Far be it from me to infinu- " I have known many young fellows,

ate, what some ill-bred authors have who at their first setting out into the

bluntly asserted, that this is in general world, or in the army, have simulated a

the cafe of the fairest part of our species, G passion which they did not feel, merely a*

whose great vivacity does not always al- an indication of spirit, which word is

low them time to reason consequentially, falsely looked upon as synonymous with

but hurries them into testiness upon the least courage. They dress and look fierce,

opposition to their will. But at the fame swear enormously, and rage furiously,

time, with all the partiality whitlt I seduced by that popular word spirit. JJnt
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I beg leave to inform these mistaken young terioration, it is a very great mercy that

gentlemen, whose error I compassionate, things arc no worse with ui at present ;

that the true spirit of a rational being since, geometrically speaking, the human

consists in cool and steady resolution, ought by this time to have funk infinitely

which can only be the result of reflection below the brute and the vegetable species,

and virtue. which are neither of them Aipposcd ta

I am very sorry to be obliged to own, have dwindled or degenerated considerably,

that there is not a more irritable part of A. except in a very few instances s For it

the species, than my brother authors. must be owned that our modern oaks are

Criticism, censure, or even the slightest inferior to those of Dodona, our breed of

disapprobation of their immortal works, horses to that of the Centaurs, and our

excite their most furious indignation. It breed of fowls lo that of the Photnixcs.

is true indeed that they express their re- But is this really the cafe ? Certainly

sentment in a manner less dangerous both not. It is only one of those many errori

to others and to themselves. Like incen- which are artfully scattered by the design*

fed porcupines, they dart their quills at _ of a few, and blindly adopted by the ig-

the objects of their wrath. The wounds *» norance and folly of the many. The

given by these shafts are not mortal, and moving exclamations of—these sad times !

only painful in proportion to the distance This degenerate age ! The affecting la-

from whence they fly. Those which are mentations over declining virtue and tri-

discharged (as by much the greatest num- umphant vice, and the tender and final

bers are) from great heights, such as gar- farewel bidden every day to unrewarded

rets, or four-pair-of-stair rooms, are puff- and discouraged public spirit, arts and fri

ed away by the wind, and never hit the ences, ate the common-place topics of

mark ; but those which are let off from C tnt P"deJ the envy and the malignity of

a first and second floor, are apt to occasi- the human hears, that can more easily

on a little smarting, and sometimes fester- forgive, and even commend, antiquated

ing, especially if the party wounded be and remote, than bear cotemporary and

unsound. contiguous merit. Men of thtfe mean

Our great Creator has wisely given us sentiments have always been the fatyristt

passions, to rouse us into action, and to of their own, and the panegyrists of for- '

engage our gratitude to him by the plea- mer times. They give this tone, which

Aires they procure us ; but at the fame r. fools, like birds in the dark, catch by ear,

time he has kindly given us reason suffici- and whistle all day long,

ent, if we will but give that reason fair As it has constantly been my endeavour

play, to controul those passions ; and has to root out, if I could, or if I could not,

delegated authority to fay to them, as he to expose the vices of the human heart,

said to the waters, " Thus far shall ye it shall be the object of this day's paper

go, and no farther." The angry man to examine this strange inverted entail of

is his own severest tormentor ; his breast virtue and merit upwards, according to

knows no peace, while his raging passions priority of birth, and seniority of age. I

are restrained by no sense of either religi- E shall prove it to be forged, and consc-

ous or moral duties. What would be quently null and void to all intents and

his cafe if his unforgiving example (if I purposes whatsoever,

may use such an expression) were followed If 1 loved to jingle, I would say, that

by his all-merciful Maker, whose for- human nature has always been invariably

giveness he can only hope for, in propor- she fame, tho' always varying ; that is,

tion as he himself forgives and loves liis the fame in substance, but varying in

fellow creatures f forms and modes, from many concurrent

c causes, of which perhaps we know but
The WORLD, Oct. 7. F sew. Climate, education, accidents, se

verally contribute to change those modes ;
By the Earl 0/ CHisTiariELP. but in all climates, and in all ages, we

F we give credit to the vulgar opinion, discover thro" them the same passions, as-

or even to the assertions of seme repu- sections and appetites, and the fame de-

table authors, both ancient and modern, gree of virtues and vices,

poor human nature was not oijginally ' This being unquestionably the true state

formed for keeping : JEtfery age has de- of the case, which it would be endless to

generated ; and from the fall of the first G bring instances 10 prove from the histories

man, my unfortunate ancestor, our spe- of all times and of all nations, I shall, by

cies has been tumbling on, century by way of warning to the incautious, and of

century, from bad to worse, for about six reproof to the designing, proceed to ex-

thousand years. plain the reasons, which I have but just

Considering this progressive state ef de- hinted at above, why the human nature

0^1 q *

I
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of the time being has always been rec- feat of the soundest politics in this great

koned the worst and most degenerate. metropolis, and late myself down within

Authors, especially poets, tho' great ear-toot of the principal council table,

men, are,, alas ! but men ; an !, like Fortunately for me, the president,' a per-

oih^r men, subject to the weaknesses of son of age, dignity and becoming gravity,

human nature, tho' perhaps in a less de- had just begun to speak. He stated, with

gree ; but it is however certain, that infinite perspicuity and knowledge, the

their breast? are not absolutely strangers ^ present state of affairs in other countries^

to the passions of jealousy, pride and envy. and the lamentable situation of our own.

Htn;e ii is that they are veiy apt to mea- He traced, with his finger upon the table/

sure merit by the cer.tury, to love dead by the help of some coffee which he had

authors better than living ones, and to spilt in the warmth of his exordium, the

love them the better the longer they have whole course of the Ohio, and the boun-

been dead. The Augustan age is there- daries of the Russian, Prussian, Austrian

sore their favourite æra, being at least and Saxon dominions ; foresaw a long

1700 years distant from the present. and bloody war upon the continent", cal-

That emperor was not only a judge of B culated the supplies necessary for carrying

wit, but, for an emperor, a to'erable it on, and pointed out the best methods

performer too; and Mæcenas, his first of raising them, which, for that very rta-

minister, was both a patron and a poet : son, he intimated would not be pursued.

He not only encouraged and protected, He wound up his discourse with a most

but fed and fattened men of wit at his pathetic peroration, which he concluded

own table, as appears from Horace : No with saying, " Things were not carried

small encouragement for panegyric. Those on in this way in queen Elizabeth's days ;

were times indeed for genius to display it- q the public was considered, and able men

self in ! It was honoured, tasted and le- were consulted and employed. Those

warded. But now—0 tempera ! 0 morn ! were days !" " Aye, Sir, and nighta

One must however do justice to the au- too, I presume, (sjid 3 young fellow who

thors, v.'ho thus declaim against their stood near him) some longer ar.d some

own times, by acknowledging that they shorter, according to the variation of the

are seldom the aggressors ; their own times seasons; pretty much like ours." Mr.

having commonly begun with them. It is President was a little surprized at the

their resentment, not their judgment (if suddenness and pertness of this inrerrop-

they have any) that speaks this language. -J tion, but recomputing himself, answered

Anger and despair make them endeavour with that cool contempt that becomes a
to lower that merit, which till brought great man, ,f 1 did not mean astronomi-

very low indeed, they are conscious they cal days, but political ones." Theycung

cannot equal. fellow replied, " O then, Sir, I am your

There is anotler, and much more nu- servant," and went off bi a laugh,

mcrous set of much greater men, who Thus informed and edified, I went off

ttill more loudly complain of the igno- too, but could not help reflecting;, in my

ranee, the corruption, and the degeneracy j? way, upon the singular ill-luck of this

r f the present age. These are the con- my dear country, which, as long as ever

su.n.nate volunteer, but unregarded and I remember it, and as far back as I have

unrewarded politicians, who, at a modest read, has always been governed by the

computation, amount at least to threemil- two or three people, out of two or three

lions of fouls in this political country, and millions, totaliy incapable of governing,

who are all of them both able and willing and unfit to be trusted. But these restec-

to steer the great vessel of the state, and tions were soon interrupted by numbers

to rake upon themselves the whole load of people, whom I observed crowding

of business, and burthen of employments, P into a public house. Among them I dif

fer the service of their dear country. The covered my worthy friend and taylor,

administration, for the time being, is al- that industrious mechanic, Mr. Regnier.

ways the worst, the most incapable, the I applied to him to know the meaning of

most corrupt that ever was, and negligent that concourse ; to which, with his usual

nf every thing but their owii interest. humanity, he answered, " We are the

Where are now your Cecils and your Wal- master taylors, wiio are to meet to-night

singhams ? Those who ask that question to consider what is to be done about our

could answer it, if they w^uld speak out. Q journeymen, who insult and impose upon

Themselves. For they are all that, and us, to the great detriment of tiade." I

more too. asked him whether under his protection I

I slept the other day, in order only to might flip in and hear their deliberations,

enquire how my poor country did, into a He said yes, and welcome ; for that they

coffee-house, that is, without dispute, the should do nothing to be ashamed of. I

profited
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profited of this permission, and follow. ons, which perhaps I may communicate

ing him into the room, found a consider- to my readers in some future paper,

able number of these ingenious artists

assembled, and waiting only for the arri- A MEMORIAL presented to their High

val of my friend, who it seems was too Mightinesses tb: States-Gtnir al, by

considerable for business to begin without bit Majesty the King of Poland'* Rtfi-

him. He accordingly took the lead, open- dent at the Hague, concerning the Prustua

ed the meeting with a very handsome^ Invasion into the Ekysor^tc of Saxony,

speech, in which he gave many instances
of the insolence, the unreasonableness, U'Sb ari m!£bty Lor'ls'

and the exorbitant demands of the jour- *Tp H E invasion of the electorate rf

neymen taylors, and concluded with ob- J. Saxony, by the Prussian troops, is

serving, " that if the government minded one of those attacks against the law of

any thing now-a-days but themselves, nations which, from the great respect due

such abuses would not have been suffer- to it, demands the assistance of every

ed ; and had they but been attempted in power inteiested in the preservation of its

queen Elizabeth's days, she would have » own liberty and independency,

worked them with a witness." Another The king, my august Blaster, has seen

orator then rose up to speak ; but as I his hereditary dominions invaded in a

was sure that he could say nothing better time of the proloundest peace ; altho' his

than what had just fallen from my worthy majesty avoided with the greatest care

friend, 1 stole off unobserved, and was every measure that might possibly give the

pursuing my way home, when, in the very least umbrage to bis neighbours,

next street, I discovered a much greater From the first glimpse of a misunder-

number of people (tho' by their dress of C standing between the courts of Vienna

seemingly inferior note) rushing into ano- and Berlin, his majesty expressly enjoined

ther publick house. As numbers always his ministers at all the courts of Europe

excite my curiosity, almost as much as to declare, that it was his firm lesolution,

they mutually do each others passions, I in the present conjuncture of affairs, to

crowded in with them, in order to dis- observe the strictest neutrality,

cover the object of this meeting, not A plain recapitulation of the facts alone

without some suspicion, that this frequent will be sufficient to demonstrate to your

senate might be composed os the journey- ~ high mightinesses, the outrages that have-

men taylors, and cor.vi.ned in opposition been committed in the hereditary domini-

to that which I had just left. My suspi- ons of the king, and how much it im-

cion was soon confirmed by the eloquence ports all the powers of Europe to stop a

of a journeyman, a finisher 1 presume, torrent, by which even they ihemselve*

who expatiated with equal waimthand may be canied headlong,

dignity upon the injustice and oppression From the account I gave the king my

of the master taylors, to the utter ruin master, of the first impressions which the

of thousands of poor journeymen and king of Prussia's hostile entry into the

their families ; and concluded with as- E electorate of Saxony had made upon the

serting, " it was a shame that the go- people in your high mightinesses domini-

vernment and the parliament did not take ons, his majesty became highly sensible of

notice of such abuses $ and that had the that antient and constant friendship which

master taylors done these things in queen has subsisted between him and your re-

Elizabeth's days, file would have master- publiak.

ed them with a vengeance, so stie would." To represent to you, high and mighty

I confess I could not help smiling at lords, a state, free, tranquil and neuter,

this singular conformity of sentiments, r. invaded by an enerny who disguises him-

and almost of expressions, of the master self under a mask of friendship, wIm

politicians, the master taylors, and the without alledging the least complaint, or

journeymen taylors. I am convinced, any p-etension whatsoever, but founding

that the two laser really ;md hor.'.stly he- himself solely on his conveniency, makes

Heved wlut they said ; it r;ot being in the himself mister, by ai med force, of all

least improbable that t-lieir understandings the towns, and even of the capital, dis-

should be the dupes of their interests : mantles places, such as Wittemberg, sor-

But I will not so peremptorily answer for tifies others, such as Torgau ; this is but

the inteiior conviction of the political G a feeble sketch of the oppressions under

orator ; tho1 at the Jam? time I must do which the faithful subjects of his majesty

him the justice to hy, that he seened full groan; the burgher, disarmed, the nu-

du!l enou»h to be very much in earnest. gistrates carried off to serve as host.igej

The several scenes of this day suggested for the unjust and enormous cofltrihuti-

to me, when J got home, various refleCli- ons of provisions and lorage, the publick

1 4 coffin
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coffers seized, the revenues of the electo- proposals, which had been made to him,

rare confiscated, the arsenals of Dresden, To yield up ibe command of bis army, and the

of Leipsick, of Weissenfels, and of Zeitz feniernment of bil dominions, to tbt king of

broke open, the artillery and the arms Prussia, during the present war.

plundered and transported to Magdebourg; The cause of Saxony, is a common

all these proceedings were nothing but cause to all the powers of Europe, as her

preliminaries to the unheard-of treatment fate foretels them what they mult expect

which was reserved for a queen, whose to undergo, when the law of nations, and

virtues ought to have commanded respect the faith of treaties, are no more to be

even from her enemies. It is from the fa- respected.

ered hands of that august princess, that the Your high mightinesses will fee by that

archives of the state were forced away by annexed copy os the declaration, which

menaces and violence, notwithstanding the king h»> caused to be published in hi*

the security which her majesty might pro- camp, that the king of Prussia, while he

mise herself under the protection os all protests not to have entered Saxony but

laws, human and divine, and notwith- as a friend, insists on no less than the en-

standing the reiterated assurances given " tire sacrifice of that electorate ; that

to her in the name of the king ot Prussia, these enormous pretensions have obliged

that not only her person and residence his majesty to declare to that prince, that

should be absolutely safe, but that even he is resolved to defend his just cause to

the Prussian garrison should be under her the last drop of his blood, rather than

orders. accept of conditions so infamous and fa

This august and tender mother of her injurious to his glory,

faithful subjects, who, to make a sacrifice By the second annexed copy, your high

of herself to the happiness of the Saxons, Q mightinesses will observe, that tbt so-

had remained at Dresden, expected in the filed Prussian directory, in the declaration

midst of tumult to govern in security the of motives, published under the nose of

states of her august consort, who, prompt- a prince to whom friendship is pretended,

ed by cares equally important, had hasted think it superfluous to alledge even any

away to head his army, to defend his in- pretext, to colour the usurpation os lus

jured honour, and give to the zeal and majesty's territories and revenues,

love of his people what they had ground In these circumstances the king pro-

to expect from the valour and firmness of p. mises himself, that all states to whom ho

se magnanimous a prince. This princess nour is dear, and in particular your high

has seen the activity of the privy council mightinesses, who in all times have been

abolished, and instead of the lawful go- so jealous of your liberty and indepen-

vernment an arbitrary directory fubsti- dency, will give his majesty, by employ-

tuted, which acknowledges no other law ing their good offices, and by other more

but its own will. efficacious means, those succours which

Such are, high and mighty lords, the every state, for its own interest, owes te

first exploits of a prince, who declares another that is unjustly oppressed,

that he undertakes the war solely to c!e- E altho' not bound by any treaty,

fend the liberty of the Germanic body, At the Hague, Signed,

~ the protestant religion, to Sept. 29, 1756. Kaudbsbacb,

which he gives a stroke the more dread
ful, as he begins with crushing that very Account of the British Plantations

state u which tbai religion owes its establish- •* AMERICA, continuedfrom p. 43 1 .

sttnt and tbe preservation os its most valuable T)^T tns French soon began their usual

tigbts, when, at the same time, he breaks D treacherous practices, for the very

through the most respectable laws, which p moment after we had put them again in

: the union of the Germanic bo- possession of Cape-Breton, they set their

dy, under the pretext of a defence, of priests in Nova-Scotia to work, and by

vhich the empire at present stands in no their means they induced the Indians to

need, except against himself. attack our infant colony at Halifax,

A solemn treaty of neutrality, which which they did before the end of Septem-

Iiis majesty offered, nay every security, ber, and killed some of the people whom

that was compatible with his sovereign- they found cutting wood at a distance

ty, were not sufficient to stop the pro- from the town, for they never durst ven-

jects formed to invade and crush Saxony. G ture to attack the town itself But

The king retired within his camp, could frorn this time they continued to hover

have no occasion for any other argument about at a distance, and cut off, or made

but his own honour, and the affection of captive, every straggler they could meet

his people, for inducing him to reject (as with, so that our people could never go

indsed they deserved} the unprelidented abc ut any business at a distance but in

Ereat

• Stt Lond. Mag. 1 749> p- 574.
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great parties, which very much retaided tain was, that he had orders to defend

their improvements ; and such of them his port, so that the major was obliged

as were made captive, the Indians carried to return without doing any thing, as his

and delivered to the French at Louifbourg, party was not strong enough to attack

in exchange for arms and ammunition j their united force, and probably he had

which purchase the French cunningly pre- orders to avoid committing any hostilities

tended to make out of companion, in against the French *.

order to prevent these unfortunate cap. But as soon as major Lawrence, with

tives from being murdered by the Indians, the forces under his command had re

but they always took care to make us tired, these French inhabitants not only

pay double or treble the purchase for returned, and took possession of the'coun-

their redemption. try they had abandoned, but continued

As these Indians were always headed, to mike inroads upon, and to plunder,

directed, and assisted by Frenchmen, com- and murder or captivate, our people,

plaints were made to the governor of therefore col. Cornwallis, our governor

Louifbourg, but his answer always was, of Nova-Scotia f, resolved to drive them

that he had no power over the Indians, B out of that country. For this purpose

and that the French among them were major Lawrence was again sent with

some of the renegade French inhabitants about 1000 regular troops by sea to Chig-

of Nova- Scotia. But the governor of recto, where he found the Frencli had

Canada acted more openly against us ; for, intrenched themselves to prevent his land-

in October 1749, he sent M. la Corne at tlie ing. This obliged him to land with a,

head of 70 regular troops, and a party df detachment of chosen men at about a

Canada militia, to take post on Chignecto mile and a half from their intrenchment,

bay, and to fortify himself there, under Q and marching up by land attacked and

pretence that a great part of the per.in- forced their intrenchment, after killing a

sula, and in particular the neck of land great number of them, and with the los*

which joins it on the continent, belonged on his tide of only five or fix men. Aa

to France, and was under his govern- their intrenchment was just upon the

ment. This was such a direct and such south side of Chignecto river, they soon

an avowed infraction os the treaty vehkh saved themselves by crossing that river,

the French had concluded but a year be- and putting themselves under the pro-

fore, that it deserved the most immediate _ section of the French regular troops, who

and the most violent resentment j how- *» stood ready upon the north fide to receive

ever, we continued to negotiate, and the them ; and the major, it seems, had or-

French to encroach, and by means of ders not to pass that river to attack the

their Indians to make inroads upon, and French. However, he built a fort upon

to murder and captivate our people in the south fide of that river, which was

Nova Scotia ; for by rrcins of la Corne's called from him, St. Lawrence Fort, and

post, the Indians from the continent had was situated almost over against the

a free entrance into the Peninsula, and a French sort, which they had called Beau

safe retreat in case of their biing pursued. E Sejour 5 and as he left a strong garrison

Nay farther, the French, by means of this in that fort, it prevented any of the

post, supported and encouraged the French French inhabitants from returning, but

inhabitants, who were very numerous such as were willing to live peaceably,

in their neighbourhood, in an open re- and submit to our government,

bellion against our government, therefore. Yet this did not prevent our people in

in April 1750, major Lawrence was sent the interior part of the peninsula from

to reduce them to obedience ; but upen being often attacked by the Indians and

his approach, they set fire to their town, c the French rebels, as they ought to be

being on what the Frencli were pleaf/d to called, and not French neutrals, as we

allow to be on our fide of the frontier had molt ridiculously accustomed our-

line. and after reducing i: to ashes, they selves to call them. In June, 1751, a

crossed the river which made a part of party of them came by surprise upon the

the line, and threw themselves under Mr. little town of Dartmouth upon the other

la Corne's protection, which he presently side of Chebucto bay. over-against Hali-

granted, and both joined together to the fax, where they killed and scalped a

number of 1500 men well armed, and number of people, and carried oss 14

well provided with ammunition, to repel G prisoners J ; and as they were always

major Lawrence if he attempted to cross furnished with arms and ammunition,

the river, whereupon he demanded an and even sometimes with boats and ca*

interview with the French commandant, noes, by the French, they continued their

to know his reason for acting in sucli a hostilities and cruelties, without our at-

manner ; but all the answer he could ob» tempting to dislodge the French from the

neck

• Sit Lond, Maj. 1750, f. $11, f Ditto, p. 5x1. J Ditto 1751, p. J4.1, 4»>
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neck ofland, where, besides Beau Sejour, often repeated question of, Who is Mr.

they hsd built another fort on the oppo- Town ? it being the,custom for periodical

site shore, called Bay Verte *, in order to writers, at the fame time that they fend

make themselves compleat masters of that the hawkers abroad with their last dying

neck, and thereby furnish their Indians speech like the malefactors, like them

with a fase ingress and egress to the pe- also to couple it with a confession. The

ninfula. This sameness on our fide only general method of unravelling this my.

encouraged the French to proceed in their ^ fiery is by declaring, to whom the diffe-

incroachments ; for they built another fort rent signatures affixed to different paper*

at the mauth of Sr. John's River, on the are appropriated. For ever since the day*

north side of the Bay of Fundy : hut at last of the inimitable Spectator, it has been

thciriricroachrsients on the west sideof Vir- usual for a bold capital to stand, like a

Itinia, Maryland, and Penfilvania, forced centry, at the end of ourcllays, to guard

u« into the present war, the history of the author in secresy 1 And it is com*

wbich we hope to be able to give, with monly supposed, that the writer, who

pleasure, in a few years hence, if it be does not chuse to put his name to his

conducted on our lide with but tolerable ™ work, has in this manner, like the pain-

rigour and prudence, especially if we ter« and statuaries of old, at least set his

should establiih such a militia as we may mark. But the authors of the Connoisseur

depend on for our defence at home, so as now censes., that the several letters, at

to be able to fend most of our tegular first pitched upon to bring up the rear of

troops to America. their essays, have been annexed to disse-

[To hi continued in our next.] rent papers at random, and sometimes

omitted, on purpose to put the sagacious

The CosNomion, -who bat so frtamenth Q reader on a wrong scent. It is particu.

imparted bit rational and pleasing Enter- larly the interest of a writer, who prints

t.nnment to our Readerx, having closed hit himself out week by week, to remain

I'niertahin^, tve pall insert part of hit unknown during the course of this piece.

farrwel Paper for their Satiifaclion, fin- meal publication. The best method,

cere'y condoling with the Puhhck for the therefore, to prevent a discovery, is to

J.oji of so able andso anrajing a Monitor, make the road to it as intricate as pos

sible ; and, instead of seeming to aim at
From the Connoissiux, Sept. 30. keeping the reader entirely in thedaik.

" r) ERI O DI C A L writers, who retail ■-'to lung out a kind cf wandering light,

£ their fense or nonsense to the world which only serves to lead him astray,

sheet hy sheet, acquire a sort of samilia- The desire of giving each writer his due,

nty and intimacy with the publick pecu- according to the signatures, has in ti,e

liar to themselves. Had the -\ two vo- course of this undertaking often ccr.fuscd

lurnes in folio, .which have swelled by the curious in their inquiiies. Soon if-

degiees to their p: efciit bulk, burst forth ter the publication of our first papers,

at once, Mr. Town must have introduced some ingenious gentlemen found oi't,

himself to the acquaintance cf the pub- £ that T, 0, W, N, being the letters that

lick with the aukward air and distance of formed the name of TOWN, there were

a stranger : But he now flatters himself, sour authors, each of whom sheltered

that they will look upon him as an old himself under a particular letter 3 but nt»

companion, whose conversation thoy are paper ever appearing wiih an N affixed

pleased with j and, as they will lee him to it, they were obliged to give up this

no more afer this time, will now and notion. But, if they had been more ah'e

then prrhaps miss their usual visitor. decypherers, they would have made out.

However this may be, the authors of _ that thy T, O, W, will not compose

the Connoisseur now think proper to close " the name of T O W N, yet by a different

the undertaking, in which they have arrangement of the letters it wiil form

heen engaged for near three years past : the word TWO; which is the grand

And among their general thanks to the mystery of our signatures, and couches

indulgent readers of their papers, they under it the true and real number of the

must include, in a particular manner, authors of the Connoisleur.

theif acknowledgements to those, who Having thus declared Mr. Town to

have been pleased to appear in them as consist of two separate individuals, it

writers." Qwill perhaps be expected that, like two

After having enumerated his correspon- tradesmen, who have agreed to dissolve

dents, and marked their feveial contri- their partnership, we should exactly ba-

butions, he, or they, thus proceed : lance our accounts, and assijn to each hi*

" We now come to the most important due parcel of the stock. But our ac-

discovery of ourselves, and to answer the counts are of so intricate a nature, that it

would

• See our last vol. p. 34.9, 350, 359. -f- These Imo volumes in folio tvill malefour in duode-

ibe Kucfirst of viLit-b art already published, and tbc thirdand fourth preparing for thesrrst.
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would be impossible for as to idjust them Mr. Town is a fair, black, middle-

in that manner. We have not only join- sized, very short man. He wears his own

ed in the work taken altogether, but al- hair, and a perriwig. He is about thirty

most every single piper is the joint pro- years of age, and not more than four

duct of both : And, as we have laboured and twenty. He is a student of the law,

equally in erecting the fabrick, we can- and a batchelor of phyfick. He was

not pretend, that any one particular part bred at the university of Oxford ; where

- is the' sole workmanship os either. An shaving taken no less than three degrees,

hint has perhaps been Darted by one of he looks down on many learned professors

us, improved by the other, and still sur- his inferiors : Yet having been there but

(her heightened by an happy coalition of little longer than to take the first degree

sentiment in both ; as fire is struck, out of batchelor of arts, it has more than

by a mutual collision of flint and steel. once happened, that the Censor-General

Sometimes, like Strada's lovers conver- of all England has been reprimanded by

sing with the sympathetick needles, we the censor of his college, for neglecting

have written papers together at fist y miles _ to furnish the usual Essay, or (in the col-

distance from each other : The first rough ™ legiate phrase) the Theme of the week,

draught, or loose minutes of an essay. This joint description of ourselves will,

have often travelled in the stage-coach we hope, satisfy the reader without any

from town to country, and from country further information. For our own parts,

to town ; and we have frequently waited we cannot but be pleased with having

for the postman (whom we expected to raised this monument of our mutual

bring us the precious remainder of a Con- friendship and esteem : And if these es-

noisseur) with the same anxiety, as we fays shall continue to be read, when they

should wait for the half of a Bank note, Q will no longer make their appearance as

without which the other, half would be the fugitive pieces of the week, we shall

of no* valued These our joint labours, it be happy in considering, that we are

may easily be imagined, would have soon mentioned at the same time. We has*

broke off abruptly, if cither had been too all the while gone on, as it were, hand:

fondly attached to his own little conceits ; In hand together: And while we ar*

or'if we had conversed together with the both employed in furnishing matter for

jealousy of a rival, or the complaisance the paper now before u«, we cannot help

os a formal acquaintance, who smiles at smiling at our thus making our exit toge-

every word that is (aid by his companion. ther, like the two kings of Brentford

Njr could this work have been so long smelling at one nosegay."

carried on, with so much chearfulnefs T. W. O.

and good humour on both fides, if the
Two had not been as closely united, as Si* AUTHOR of the LONDON

the two students, whom the Spectator MAGAZINE,

mentions as recorded by a Ttrrr Ftlius n S I R,

Oxford, " to have had butone mind, one XX ILST publick spirit, and a re-

purse, ono chamber, and one hat." E VV gard to posterity, seem to b«

It has been often remarked, that the greatly upon the decline, permit me to

reader is very desirous of picking up rejoice in an instance of both, in the

some little particulars concerning the au- publication of the best Latin Dictionary,

thor of the book, which he is perusing. for the use of schools, that ever cams

To gratify this passion, many literary from the press ; if we consider either tha

anecdotes have been published, and an great judgment shewn in the compilation,

account of their life, character, and be- by the learned author, whose abilities are

haviour, has been prefixed to the works «j well known, or the beauty and clearness

of our most celebrated writers. Essayists of the type, the elegance of the paper,

are commonly expected to be their own and the typographical correctness with

biographers : And perhaps our readers which it makes its appearance. I need

may require some further intelligence not acquaint you, that I mean the Rev.

concerning the authors of the Connoisseur. Mr. Young's Latin Dictionary, in ona

But, as they have all along appeared as a volume, Svo. and at the knowledge of

fort of Sofias in literature, they cannot the utility of so valuable a performance,

now describe themselves any otherwise, may.be diffused abroad as widely as pof-

than as one and the fame person ; and G fible, I hope you will oblige mt by in-

can only satisfy the curiosity of the pub- ferting the following extract from tha

lick, by giving a short account of that re- preface, which will be acknowledged

Cpectable personage Mr. Town, consider- with great respect, by

ing him asof the plural, or rather (accord- SIR, Yoar constant reader,

ing po the Grecians) of the dual number. PUBLICUS.

October, 1756, R. r r After
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After the author has lamented the

peat want of a work of this kind ; for

Oft.

none has appeared since Coles'* Die

tionary, in the year 1677, he tells us,

that such a performance was now capa

ble of the highest improvement, by the

many accurate and copious Latin Dic

tionaries published since that time, which ^

he enumerates, and then proceeds as fol

lows. '* From the ex. client materials

mentioned above, it has, at length, been

though' quite ne:e<Tary to compile a new,

portable Englilh-Latin Dictionary, which

should free the schoolmaster from the dif

ficulties he laboured under, and contri

bute to the scholar's acquiring the Latin

tongue, with greater facility and expedi- "

tion ; for no person, who has not super

intended the education of youth, can

conceive the pain, and mortification the

tutor must undergo, who is obliged to be

a perpetual comment upon the books his

pupils m .kt- use of ; the fatigue of cau

tioning them against error and barbarism,

being more than equal to the task of their (J

who.'- instruction. To produce a refor

mation of these evils, much time and

attention have been employed in this

wo: k, and it is not doubted, but, upon

examination, it will be found such, as

will recommend itself to all those gentle

men who are employed, or concerned in

teaching the Latin tongue, to the British ,-.

youth, and that it will also be found a

necessiry manual for those more advanced

and perfected in their studies. The great

complaints, against the former dictionary

of this size, were, that great numbers of

the English words and phrases were grown

quite obsolete, many of them interpreted

in a wtong sense, and very injudiciously

translated into Latin ; and that the Latin- E

English part was defective, both with re

gard to the several senses of the Latin

words, and the citation of the Roman

writers, proper to fix their authority. In

the present work all these errors have been

avoided, obsolete words and phrases have

given place to those of modern standard,

which are elucidated by a judicious inter- p

pretation, and the Latin words are such

as are w.-.rranted by truly classical writers,

from whose works this Dictionary has

been chiefly improved, and the additions

in both parts are so numerous as to consti

tute it almost an entire new production."

A SONG.

MY Sukey, while 1 fondly gaze, G

On all the beauties of thy face,

Where (hall I fix my kiss ?

Thy eyes, the little stars of love,

By ev'ry sparkling twinkle prove,

That there's the feat of bliss.

But soon to these a rival's sound,

In either cheek's bright swelling round,

Where all the morning glows :

Who would not wish on them to dwell ?

Who would not wish to taste and sintll,

The lilly and the rose ?

Yet mest thy prstty mouth invites,

The fullest vintage of delights,

And worthiest to be pi est :

My lips quick know their destin'd sphere.

And while they gather nectar there,

My eyes kiss all the rest.

EPITAPH one Black Smith.

Here lieth T S ,

Who, whilst he liv'd, was hotly employ d,

In the service of his country :

He had abilities for matters of weight,

And, whatever came upon the anvil,

He turrid to advantage.

He was dtxtrous in penetrating into things j

Few were so bard or close.

But he would screw into them, and spy

thro' them :

He fhew'd great firoket of his strong partt.

As well in cutting asunder the firmest ecn-

neSttont

Which lay in his way,

As in uniting what he found asunder

To answer his purpose.

Whatever black contrivance! were surged.

He soon blew them up,

And was successful in tuenebing

The red bot fury of those he had in hand :

His station was an unquiet one ;

But, by a judicious use of instrument!.

Of which he was master,

And by making even via itself

Subservient to his work,

He secured his^unri ;

And, by bitting the rigbt nail on the bead,

Arrived to the height of his desires,

And lived with spirits,

In the common way 1

In which situation,

He tent himself to be serviceable

To his neighbourhood,

Among whom he wrought a good under

standing,

And when things went wrong, or lame,

Would stoop

To set them on a better fooling.

He was not linked to any party ;

Old and new

Were equally his interest i

He made a great noise in the world,

And stiene in liis station,

Till age iptead a rust over him,

And death put out hisfire,

And h«i« are laid hit dust and aji-is.

Lit*
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Shift Names.

Dauphin

Deux Fils

St. Esprit

Amiable

St. Jean

Prudence

Due de Penthievre

Diadem

St. Catherine

St. Josephe

Damoilelle Marie

Union

Tartanne

Amiable

Esperance

Providence

Poh

Amiable

Le Beaufils

L'Astre

Hercule

La Estrie

Solide

Charles

Expedition

Nouvelle Concorde

Puritie

Compte de Mirepoix

Michael & Francis

L'Aigle

St. Nicholas

St. Jean

Robert

Jean Catherine

Amiable Union

Badine

St. Esprit

Amiable Marie

Macverse

Marie Magdelaine

Marie Louise

L'Heureuse Marie

Margarite

Jaques Se Marie

La Triumphe

La Jeune Henriette

Constantia

Amiable Martha

Jaques tc Marie

L'Hirondelle

Jeune St. Jean

La Jeune Amitie

Dolphin

Thetis

Lange

Due de Luxembourg

Fidele

Aqu Ion

Reinc deS Anges

Le Vierms

Whenee.

Rochelle

Rochelle

Rochelle

Nantz

Newfoundland

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

Rochelle

Sudre

Cette

Rochelle

Cette

Martinico

Bordeaux

Marennes

Rochelle

Rochelle

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Port L'Orient

Senegal

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

Iceland

Lisbon

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Leogan

Amsterdam

Cape Francois

Canada

Newfoundland

Rochelle

Martinico

Cranville

Granville

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

St. Domingo

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Where hound tt.

Calais

Nantz

Nantz

Martinico

Havre

Bourdeaux

Bourdeaux

Cape Breton

Dunkirk

Havre

Dunkirk

Dunkirk

Dunkirk

Nantz

St. Domingo

'Honfleur

Dieppe

Calais

Nantz

Nantz

Guinea

Port L'prient

Havre

Nantz

Bourdeaux

Bourdeaux

Bourdeaux

Bourdeaux

Sable Doulans

Rochelle

Dieppe

Granville

Granville

Granville

Havre

Nantz

Bayonne

Dunkirk

Brest

Granville

Martinico

Honfleur

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Havre

Havre

Rochelle <

Rochelle

St. Maloei

St. Maloei

St. Maloes

St. Maloes

Castors. Peru sent intt.

St. Maloes

St. Maloes

Bourdeaux

Bourdeaux

Buurdeaux

St. Maloes

St. Maloes

sT« he emtined in tur mtt.J

Krr t

C Different cruizers.

-Portsmouth.

^Different cruizers.

Plymouth.

Different cruizers.

f PsrUrnouth.

The



50© <Tbe SOLDIER'S SONG

mm

 

 

the fair English rose Could never

gree, at old history

 

hO'vi ;
 

But our Edwards and Henrys those liliiei have torn, And

lu.h i. signs have borne. To shew that eM
 

England hcnc.it i her ftrnn^ l.incc Has humbled the pride and the

mm®*

r-Xlrt IK.
-

< fiory of ri.uce.

What wou'd these Monsieurs ? Wou'd they

know how they ran ? [Ann.

Why look at the annals of glorious queen

We beat 'em by sea, and we beat 'em by

land, [ command ;

When Marlb'rough and Russel enjoy 'd the

We'll beat them aga in buys, so let 'em ad

vance,

Old England despises the insults of France.

Why, let the grand monarch assemble his

host, [coast j

And threaten invasions on England's fair

We bid them defiance, so let them com*

on, .[done;

Have at 'cm, their business will quickly be

Monsieurs we will teach ye a new English

dance, [a II France.

To our grenadiers march, that shall fiighten

4-
Let's take up our muskets and gird on our

swords, [our words ;

And Monsieurs you'll find us as good ac

Beat drums, trumpets found, and huzza

for our king. [thou canst bring j

Then welcome Belleistc, with what troops

Huzza for old England, whose strong

pointed lance, [France.

Shall humble the pride and the rjlory of
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A COUNTRY DANCE.

Much ado about nothing.

 

First couple foot to the second woman, and turns her « j the fame to the second m

~ ; cross over two couple ; leap up to the top, foot it and cast off « ; lead thro' I

third couple, cast up into the second couple's place « ; hands round all fix.

Poetical Essays in OCTOBER, 1756.

Tii Fsiendlv Caution, in an Efijfle to a

Young Lady.

But tbo' to ruin pojl they run,

Ibey think it bard to be undone*

Visions in Verse.

DEAR Emma, when I view that face,

Adorn'd with ev'ry female grace ;

When I reflect upon that mind,

Where spirit, sense, and wit are join'd ;

I think you something near divine,

And almost worship at your shrine.

But Emma, when you idly sing ;

Dress, as the one essential thing ;

Or with the silliest female vie,

To fix some coxcomb's wand'ring eye ;

Or give, uncall'd upon, your toast,

I find you mortal maid at most.

Believe me, time will make you start

At this gay negligence of heart.

You often hive declar'd, its true,

A married life's the life for you :

Then quit those foibles, or you'll find,

They'll make you (hun'd by half mankind ;

That half the wisest and the best,

And you, I'm sure, wou'd shun the rest.

Thus some being lost, and some rejected,

Down drops the temple you'd erected ;

And my poor Emma, I'm afraid,

Instead of wife must be old maid.

No earthly object moves my spleen

Like forward girls about eighteen,

All other kinds may come to good,

Indeed its pity but they Ihou'd j

But their decree is fix'd as fate,

To die defpis'd without a mate.

Then all your modest fense exert, • .

From that fair breast to drive the flirt.

Blend all your sprightly wit with ease,

And aim much less to charm than please ;

This conduct will your reign restore,

Make those pursue who fled before ;

And tljen the choice alone remains,

To ease one captive of his chains s

And here let friendship claim a part.

In the direction of your heart ;

And teach you to avoid the snare.

Most dang'rous to the virtuous fair.

*Tis needy merit, passion's slave,

A youth, chaste, tender, good and brave }

Who thinks by making you his wife,

To baffle ev'ry storm of life.

Mistaken pair how short your reign !

See poverty and all her train !

The husband wont to smile before,

When want assails will smile no more,

Care will his waking hours molest.

And care disturb his balmy rest.

His tender brood—another joy,

Each distant hope of peace destroy.

When e'er he plans their future fate,

Difpair and anguish round him wait ;

Hasting near fifteen years between,

He views a melancholy scene j

When the dear youth and lovely maid,

(Depriv'd of education's aid)

Like half-blown roses in the shade,

For want ot sunshine lose their hue,

And early wither where they grew.

}

E'en
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E'en love that b«lm for ev'ry woe,

For once he fondly thought it so,

Now only aggravates the ill—

Single he had been happy still,

Or not involv'd, ho ve'er distress'd,

The dearer parrner of bit breast.

But turn, my Emma, from the view,

A happier fortune waits on you ;

Yet think not if this path you shun,

No other leads to be undone j

For in the hymeneal road,

Full many a bramble has been strew'd,

Which oft the nnregarding wife

Sweeps up, and finds it cling for life.

The bully, boisterous and loud,

The jealous coxcomb—and. the proud.

The sot—half madman— or whole fool,

You'd drive in vain lo love—or rule.

Shun these, for vanity's dear fake,

And more than all the lawless rake :

Think not your virtue can reclaim,

A wretch who's lost 10 virtue's name :

Remember a Clarissa's wreck,

And this reforming passion check ;

Nay, since there'll be great joy in heaven,

When a poor sinner is forgiven,

Tho' his repentance fhou'd be true,

Grieve not, he'd no reward from you ;

Before that power he must appear,

Who only knows if he's sincere ;

And in the worlds of endless bliss,

Be nobly paid for pain in this.

But Emma, frowning, seems to fay,

" Have done dear moralizer pray j

•* What, not one glimm'ring ray of light I

" God gave us more of day than night."

Then guide your eye with care, my friend,

Thro" tbe perspective's brighter end ;

A Spencer, Pembroke, Dartmouth view,

And let the youth who aims at you

These bright originals pursue.

" So shall you cloudless Ikies behold,

" And your calm sun set beam with gold."

Upon a Young Lady'i Bikth-Day.

SCARCE fourteen years their annual orbs

had run,

When Cxlia languim'd for the fifteenth fun :

Her beauty's blossoms just began to blow,

And her young heart to flutter at a beau j

Just hid adieu 10 all her toys at home,

And thought on conquests for the time to

come.

Then Venus, careful of the rising fair,

Call'd all her light inhabitants of air.

*' When twelve revolving moons have run

" their race,

" O Sylphs, be ready for your destin'd place.

" Know then "ti6 Cæsia claims your watch-

" ful care,

" Cælia the future envy of the fair.

" Yours is the task invisible to fly

*' Round the bright orbits of her radiant

" Direct its motion with becoming art

" To flash its lightning, and to strike the

" heart ;

" To take her precious lip's important care j

" To dress her words in aromatic air :

** To give her notice of impending fears :

" To guard the portals of her virgin ears :

" Of empty coxcombs give her quick alarm j

" When merit sues to call forth ev'ry charm :

" This charge I give to fifty Sylphs alone,

" Butlet five hundred guard hervirgin zone."

Thus to her Sylphids spoke the queen of

loves, [doves.

And flew through æther on her harmless

Instant she reach'd Olympus starry height,

And stopt her chariot in Minerva's light.

The queen, unable to conceal her mirth,

Related all the newt she brought from earth :

What careful orders she had given there,

'Gainst Cælia enter'd on her sixteenth year.

The name of Cælia struck th'Athenian queen,

" But sure, Ihe cries, she's not the fame I

*' mean ?

" Caelia's my constant and my only care,

" I found her thoughtful, not like other fair s

" I took her early out of nature's hand,

" And form'd her tender yeara to my com-

" mand :

" I bid the graces on her words attend,

" And sober prudence marks her for her

" friend. ['* prove ?

" Can this be she, whom Venus can ap-

" Is tbe the object of Cythera's love ?"

Some questions pass'd, which here we

need not name, [fame.

In short, each charming Cselia prov'd the

They borh were glad one fair at last to find,

So happ'ly suited to each other's mind ;

For ne'er, till then, did they their powers

combine,

To make one mortal maid compleatly shine.

The day is come -, her ripen'd charms appear,

And Cælia closes now her fifteenth year.

The airy Sylphs, her ministerial band,

Obedient take their delegated stand ;

To each fair feature give peculiar grace,

And add new lustre to an angel's face.

Fair maid, with gratitude these presents

view, [too.

The gods, who gave them, will preserve them

Windsor.

Advice to a New Maikiid Lady, ly her

Schoolfellow.

DEAR Peggy, since the single state

You've left, and chose yourself a mate;

Since meta.viorphos'd to a wife,

And bliss or woe insur'd for life ;

A friendly muse the way would shew,

To give the bliss and miss the woe.

But first of all we may suppose,

You've with mature reflection chose ;

And this premis'd, I think you may,

Soon find to marry'd bliss the way.
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Small is tht province of a wife,

And narrow is her sphere in life j

Within that spheie to move aright

Should he her principal delight ;

To guide the house with prudent care,

And properly to spend and spare ;

To make her husband blest the day

He gave his liberty away }

To form the tender inlant mind :

These are the tasks to wives aslign'd.

Then never think domestic care

Beneath the notice of the fair,

But daily those affairs inspect,

That nought be wasted by neglect ;

Be frugal plenty round you seen,

And always keep the golden mean ;

Not nice your house, tho' neat and clean,

In all things there's a proper mean ;

Some of your sex mistake in this,

Too anxious some, some too remiss.

The early days of wedded life

Are oft o'ercast by childish strife ;

Then be it your peculiar care

To keep that season bright and fair j

For then's the time, by gentle art,

To fix your empire in his heart ;

With kind obliging carriage strive

To keep the lamp of love alive,

For mould it thro' neglect expire,

No art again can light the fire.

To charm his reason, dress your m'md,

Till love shall be with friendship join'd j

Rais'd on that basis 'twill endure,

From time and death itself secure.

Be sure you ne'er for pow'r contend,

Or try by tears to gain your end :

Sometimes the tears which cloud our eyes,

Thro' pride and obstinacy rife :

Heav'n gave to man superior sway ;

Then heaven and him at once obey.

Let sullen frowns your brow ne'er cloud ;

Be always chearful, seldom loud ;

Let trirl-s never discompose

Your features, temper, or repose ;

Abroad for happiness ne'er roam,

True happiness resides at home j

Still make your partner easy there,

Man finds abroad sufficient care i

If ev'ry thing at home be right,

He'll always enter with delight.

Your converse he'll prefer to all

Those cheats the world does pleasure call ;

With chearful chat his cares beguile.

And always meet him with a smile t

Should passion e'er his soul deform,

Serenely meet the bursting storm j

Never in wordy war engage,

Or ever meet his rage with rage ;

With all our sex's softening art

Recall lost reason to his heart ;

Thus calm the tempest in his breast,

And sweetly sooth his foul to rest.

Be sure you ne'er arraign his fense.

Husbands ne'er pardon that offence,

'Twill discord raise, disgust it breeds,

And hatred certainly succeeds :

Then shun, O shun that fatal shelf !

And think him wiser than yourself j

If otherwise you should believe,

Ne'er let him such a thought perceive.

When cares invade your partner's heart

Bear you a sympathising part,

And kindly claim your share os pain,

And half his troubles still sustain ;

From rising morn till setting night,

To see him pleas'd your chief delight.

But now, methinks, I hear you cry.

Shall she pretend, O vanity !

To lay down rules for wedded life,

Who never was herself a wise !
1 own you've ample cause to chide, •

And blushing throw the pen aside.

On the Author of the Reply to the Adviser.

Sic Lond. Mag. for September, p. 443.

Format se vtrtit in omneu Vlac,

WHAT then at last I've caught him,

have I,

And made my friend cry out ptecavi f

A Proteus, I profess, that apes

A hundred characters and shapes.

Sometimes a lover, whining, canting,

A bully roaring now and ranting.

His name A. A. in days of yore.

But metamorphos'd now to O. R.

Tho' still a special care is shewn

To keep conceal'd his precious own 5

Yet, 1 cou'd tell him, if I listed,

That he's far better known than trusted.

Oct. 13.

An Author'r Answer to bis Adviser, in tit

Lond. Mag. for August, p, 400.

Infelix operam pircht : Ut ft quis cjclhm

In campo decent parenttm curterefranis. Ho a.

POE TS (as some affirm) are full of spite.

And fancy, none, except 'emselves, can

write •. [fool ;

But, Sir, whate'er you think, I'm no such

I scorn to act by such a scurvy rule :

Nor want I. friend, with proud, ambitious aim,

By scribbling epigrams to purchase same.

No ;—such a puny dwarf, (I must confess)

With all humiliry, should acquiesce,

Nor be dissatisfy'd with that low stature,

Or mod'rate intellect, astign'd by nature;—

Much less, (that lovely lyric, Horace like)

Stars wiih a tow'ring head attempt to strike.

Perhaps

• On -which account the sagacious Tommy Tngg assures us (in bis preface to a celleflion of pretty

poms, for the amusement of children three feet h.gb) that be is not so unreasonable as to expeil taber

Ibt good will cr good word of a poet : Fcr,

What author eer cou'd bear to sttt

A brother v/riti as ivtU <i bt, .
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Perhaps you'll fay too, that the longest ear*

Should not prick up beyond their proper

spheres.

Why, so think I ; and forMhis cause,—above

My nat'ral strength (1 t roil ) have never

strove.

Nor have 1, Sir,—in any shape or sense,

To lionhood e'er made the leal) pretence :

Nor once to imitate shou'd I much care

A barking prick-ear'd cur, or surly bear.

But, since you've mention'd Æsop, Sir,—

no doubt, [out.

You've read that sage mythologist through-

If so, — to what he says, you're then no

stranger,

Of a sour, worthless mongrel, in a manger,

That, with the provender tho' not contented,

The ox from eating haywou'd have prevented.

One person's meat another's poison proves j

Yet, critics to be candid it behoves :

Since some, perhaps, may that provision prite.

Which others seem determin'd to despise.

I'm dull enough ;—but, dearAdviser, (pray!)

Th»' I can't sing, yet suffer me to bray j

And, like my predecessor, me permit

T'expostalate awhile (if you think fit)

With such as ride us hard, (you must confess)

And love the wages of unrighteousness.

Against corruption let me strain my throat,

My country's good with all my might pro

mote,

After my hoarse, rough fashion harshlychimei

And, for the reason's fake, excuse the rhyme.

" Reason ! you'll say j—why, sure there's

no such thing,

" Nor sense, in suffring such as you to sing,

" Good God !—what impudence can yours
" surpass? ['* ass • !"

N Go !—get you gone !—you obstinate jack-

Nay, prithee ! now,—don't be so mortal

cross ;

Since your ass-jest has made me thus jocose.

You your just merit, friend, I shall allow :

Your fable's vastly complaisant, I vow }

I mean, thereof, the application candid,

Which in last Magazine about was handed.

But, as I still persist, in manner strange.

His mind, perchance, my monitor may

change,

The fool quite deaf to good advice declare,

Of his amendment utterly despair,

And, since I madly thus proceed to bawl,

'Stead of long ears, now think, I've none at

all f. ^ [Billy !

In short,—poor, envious, barking, biting

Tho* you've pronoune'd me tobe soft and silly,

On further trial you, perhaps, may feel,

Tho' somewhat rough, that I'm as hard as

steel s

And, O invidious viper '—thus to }

Th" avenging file, can never fill thy craw.

One complimental flow'r of rhet'ric more

(If you'll insist on't, friend) 1 have in store.

The sweetest rose, 'tis certain, has its thorns,

And wits abound with Pharisaic scorns.

But, monitor, methinks, an errant nettle

You may be term'd ; and not a man of mettle ;

And, if you can forgive a childish toy,

" In dock, out nettle," give me leave to crym

Sir ! in a word,—whatever 1 may be,

In this fame sentiment let's both agree ;—

That lubbers still should be allow'd to whistle,

And the most slupd ass may mump a thistle.

And now, my dear remarker 1—to con.

elude j— [rude.

Without a cause, don't think me downright

If, by an ass when piss'd upon and kick'd,

So bright a genius to the heart be prick'd,

Acknowledge fairly,—supercilious elf !—

That, for such usage, you may thank yourself,

Sept. it, 1756. 4-

A SONG.

1.

WHEN Nicholls, form'd by ev'ry grace.

To Venus first was shewn,

Surpriz'd the povv'r beheld a face.

And form, so like her own ;

Where loves and smiles the dimply maze

In sweet assemblage join,

As nobly emulous to raise

The human to divine.

1.

Surpriz'd the goddess saw and smil'd,

Sweet as the rosy day )

And thus the muse, in accents mild,

Thus, faithful, heard her fay :

" To charms ev'n envy must approve,

" I half my realms resign,

" Content henctforth to rtign above,

" Be mortal empire thine."

Oct. 15. BoVIVADXNSIS,

SIR,,

IN an excursion I made this summer, I

saw, on a beautiful hill in a gentleman's

paik, a fort of temple, Gothick, hexago

nal and terminating in a pyramid t On each

fide is inscribed one os the following linea,

which may not be unpleasing to those ac

quainted with the poet to whose honour it

was erected :

Per me r'rn *va rincerto viandaefe,

S$u) nrm faherga un orribtl rigarrte,

JVi dt/h fata /third il !>cl Jembiantt,

Caftello von son it ilel mago Atlavte ;

Ma, benebe rtzKO cumulo, sort pcflt

Perno d1amor verso il divint Ariojh.

T H S

Mdelit monitor non txauditus : Ut Me

Qui male parentem in rvpn detrufit astllum

Jratut. ^«ri trim invitum servare Idhiret f Hog,

f Narrare putaret aseih

Febtl/am sm dt Hex .
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Tie following is of too interesting a Nairn to

be omitted in the London Magazine.

i NE William Schroeder, a

Hanoverian soldier, was,

on the 1 31(1 of Septem

ber, detected in the crime

of stealing privately and

feloniously, in the Ihop

of Mr. Christopher Har

ris, at Maidstone, two silk handkerchiefs,

of the value of eight shillings, the pro

perty of the said Harris ; which offence

is commonly called shoplifting, and made

capital by the statuie jo and 11 Willi

am III. Cap. 23. by which act the appre-

tiender is entitled to a certificate to ex

empt him from ward and parish offices,

on the conviction of the offender. And

the said soldier being apprehended and

carried before the mayor, and another

justice of peace for the corporation of

Maidstone ; and the fact being clearly

proved upon oath, the justices, in order

to shew all the lenity in their power, com

mitted him to prison as for common fe

lony, and not shoplifting, and bound the

prosecutor, by recognizance, to appear at

the next general quarter sessions. But

on the next day gen. Kilmansack applied

to the mayor, and demanded the release

of the soldier, and talked of using force

if his demand was not complied with, in

sisting, that by treaty, or agreement, nei

ther the Hanoverians ror Hessians are to

be any ways subject to the laws of this

kingdom, either for murder, felony, or

any other crime whatsoever ; and the

mayor, upon this, sent for the deputy

recorder of the town, for his advice on

the occasion ; who declaring, as hii opi

nion, that the abovementioned forces,

during their continuance here, are, and

ought to be, subject to the laws of this

kingdom, in cafes of murder, theft, and

other heinous offences j he, the mayor,

did not think proper to discharge the sol

dier : Whereupon the general declared,

that an application should be immediately

made to the king. And on Saturday the

iSth, about five o'clock in the morning,

one os his majesty's messengers arrived at

Maidstone, with an order from the Rt.

Hon. the earl of Holderness, one of his

majesty's principal secretaries of state,

requiring the mayor of Maidstone imme

diately to discharge the soldier out of pri

son, and deliver him up to gen. Somer-

Octobtr, 1756.

veldt ; and he was discharged and deli

vered accordingly : And gen. Somervcldt

has sent orders to the mayor, deputy re

corder, and the constable of Maidstone,

that for the suture none of the Hanove

rian forces are to be committed to prison,

and pun.ihed by the laws of England for

any offence whatsoever, but must be de

livered up to be tried and punished by

their own laws. Accordingly the soldier

was severely, as we ate told, punished by

running the gauntlet amongst his own

countrymen. This affair needs no com

ment, the consequences are evident.

Friday, October 1.

Ib;following Address from the City of Ches

ter ivas presented to bis Majtjly at Ken

sington.

To the King's most excellent Majesty.

Most gracious Soi-era'gn, ,

WE your majesty's dutiful and faith

ful subjects, the mayor, recorder,

aldermen, ilieriffs, and common-council

of your antient and loyal city of Chester,

in common-council assembled, do, in be

half of ourselves and fellow-citizens, beg

leave to approach your throne, and, with

a fidelity ever distinguishing this city, en

deavour to express our heart-felt concern

at present ills and impending dangers.

We fee the nation burthened with fo

reign mercenaries, denied the aid and de

fence of its natives, grievously taxed,

nearly overwhelmed with an immune

debt, and, by cowardice or treachery,

deprived cf that once glorious acquisition,

the island of Minorca ; a loss accompa

nied with utter ignominy, and almost in

delible disgrace !

These, together with the dilatory and

perplexed ordering of our fleets and ar

mies, both in Europe and America, and

the very little availmestt of most extraor

dinary supplies, too fatally evince a strange

mismanagement among those to whom the

care of the levied treafuies and puhlicie

weal have been, alas ! unhappily intrusted.

Permit us, therefore, humbly to intreac

your majesty, cut of regard to jour royal

self, for the fake of your illustrious hous?,

for the security of the Protestant successi

on, and for the welfare of your king

doms, soon to direct a full enquiry into

the conduct cf those who have (as it i»

presumed) abused your author iry, and

brought distress and infamy upon these

nations. •

S s 1 We-
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We further most dutifully ar)d earnestly

desire, that your people may have their

natural and constitutional guard, a well-

regulated militia, which, we are persuad

ed, will prove the most effectual and per

manent defence of your majesty's sacred

person, and this much endangered country.

We beg leave, likewise, to add our sin

cere professions cf a hearty zeal for your

majesty's service ; and that we will always

readily contribute, to the utmost of our

power, to retrieve our loiles, to guard

these realms, and to render Great Britain,

as heretofore, honoured in peace, and ter

rible in war.

Given under our common seal, this

17th day of September, 1756.

Saturday, 2.

A proclamation was issued by the lords

justices and privy-council of Ireland, or

dering an immediate enibirgo upon all

ships and vessels laden with beef, pork,

or butter, going from any of the ports in

that kingdom, except such ships, &c. as

IhaiWbe employed in canying provisions

to his majesty's dominions in Ameiica, or

•lsewhere.

Sunday, 5.

Several houses were consumed by fire

at Maidslone.

Thursday, 7.

After a poll of seven days, between

Mr. alderman Dickinson and Sir Richard

Glynn, the former of whom had a majo

rity of 1087, Sir Charles Afgill being re

turned with Mr. Dickinson to the court of

aldermen, they made choice of the latter

sto be lord-mayor of this city for the year

ensuing. At the holding up of hands,

the two knights had the majority, and it

was confidently asserted that Marine Dick

inson, Esq; would be set aside, the ob

jection to him being, that, as a member

of the house of commons, he had voted

to address his majesty for the introduction

of laivkss mercenaries. (See p. 449.)

At Penrith, in Cumberland, about one

in the morning, a most dreadful hurri

cane happened, which continued with in

creasing violence till five o'clock. It

blew down the north west battlement of

the church, and the battlements of Mrs.

Gaitsgarth's tower, which fell upon the

roof of the lower house, broke thro' the

same, and into a room where two young

ladies, Miss Molly B Mton and Miss Daw

son of Blencow, were in bed j the for

mer was unfortunately killed, and the lat

ter buried in the ruins, but taken out

alive, tho' with but little hopes of her re

covery. Scarce a house in that town but

what has received some damage ; and in

she neighbouring country almost all the

trees were shivered to pieces, or were

blown up by the roots.

Oct.

At Newcastle the hurricane blew done

several houses, unroofed others, and

many others were stripped of their chim

ney tops, &c. The damage, done on

the river was very deplorable, viz.

about 40 keels were either funk or dri

ven to sea, and several men on board

lost. The Welcome Messenger, of Lon

don, was driven to sea with her port*

open, with three men and two boys on

board, as was the Sarah and Margaret, of

London. A Danish vessel, laden with iron

for the factory at Swalwell, was funk at

Burdon's-key. The Blessing, of Whitby,

was overset at Jarrow-key, and four boys

drowned. By travellers from Aldstone-

moor we are told, that the people there

would have it the earth shook ; so that

they ran under the hedges for safety, but

were soon dislodged from thence by the

breaking os trees, tumbling of stones, &c.

The accounts from Sunderland are very

shocking ; above 40 keels being miffing,

and several Ihips damaged and drove to

sea. The bodies of 12 men were taken

up in the afternoon, and many more are

lost.

The accounts from divers parts of that

country are equally extraordinary, houses

unroofed, stacks of corn and hay swept

entirely away, large oak trees broke off

at their middles ; and many other astonish

ing effects have been produced.

The effects of this storm were felt at

great distances and very severely, particu

larly thro' the bishoprick os Durham and

Nottinghamshire ; at Greenock and Port-

Glasgow, in Scotland, great damage was

done to the shipping, some hundreds of

fir-trees were blown down, and many lives

lost. It had the fame consequences at

Amsterdam and Rotterdam, which last

was quite overflowed with water, as was

the whole city of Hamburgh, and its ad

jacent flat country stripped bare with t..-e

violence of the wind.

Thursday, 14.

A fire broke out at Mr. Smith's boat-

house, at Nutkins's-corner, near East-

lane, Rotherhith, about 10 at night, by

which seven houses, two timber-yards, a

boat-house, a sloop and a pleasure- boat,

were consumed.

Tuesday, 19.

The Paul's head in Doctor's-common*

received considerable damage by fire.

Wednesday, 20.

The prince of Wales, and the princess

dowager and her family, came to Leices

ter-house, from Kew, for the winter.

Saturday, 23.

Ended the sessions at the Old-Bailey,

when William Higgins and James Bay-

thorne, for robbing their masters, John

Hughes,
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Hughes, for forgery, Jonathan Hurst, for

robbingcapt. Brudcnellin Berkeley-square,

whose comrade Browning was killed by

the captain, and Francis Mugford, for

returning from transportation before hii

limited time, received sentence of death ;

19 to be transported for seven years, two

to be branded, and one whipped.

Addresses have been presented, since our

last, from the cities of York and Exeter :

And Essex, Lancashire, Lincolnshire, De

vonshire, Somersetshire, Exeter and Maid-

stone have given instructions to their mem

bers. (See p. 449.)

On Sept. 3. were taken from a woman

at Heytesbury, 53 years of 11 e, by Tho.

Smith, surgeon, two large stones, one of

them weighed four ounces and an half,

measured eight inches and two tenths in

circumference, and three inches and four

tenths in diameter ; the other weighed

two ounces, measured six inches in cir

cumference, and five in diameter, and

she is now as well as can be expected.

The time limited by his majesty's order

in council, for prohibiting the exporting

out of the kingdom, or carrying coast

wise, gunpowder, saltpetre, or any sort

of arms or ammunition, expiring the

29th, his majesty has heen pleased to or

der it to be continued six months longer.

The journeymen clothkrs in Wiltshire,

have risen airainst their masters, on ac

count of their wages being lowered, and

committed some outrages.

Two men of war were sent by Sir Ed

ward Hawke, to Leghorn, on the ziltof

September, as a convoy to the homeward

bound ships from that port, and peremp

torily to demand the release of the gallant

capt. Fortunatus Wright and his snow,

the St. George, which they obtained, and

brought away with them. (See p. 402.)

The Powis estate at Hendon, in Mid

dlesex, sold for 73,0150!. viz. the manor

for 13,400!. the demesne lands for 40,570!.

and the great tythes for 19,080!.

By accounts from Barbadoes, it appears

the French have actually settled the neu

tral islands.

Extras os a Lttttr from Deal, Oct. 1 ;.

" /~\N Thursday last his majesty's ship

\J Centaur, capt. Browne, being on

his station at an anchor off Graveling, saw

a sail to the westward of them near Calais,

on which they immediately weighed and

gave chace, the wind at S. S. W. at nine

came up to the leeward of the chace,

which they suppose to be the Prince de

Soubixe French privateer that engaged the

Dispatch, (see the deaths) who, on seeing

the Centaur, stood from them, in order

to shelter himself under the three forts at

507

Calais : At ten the enemy got close under

the Green fort at Calais, and anchored

close in ; but capt. Browne, rightly judg

ing the- destroying her would be of great

consequence to our trade, determined, if

the privateer continued afloat, to lay him

on board, notwithstanding the fire of al!

their forts ; for which made several tacks,

the wind being off shore. The enemy,

finding his resolution, cut his cable and

ran ashore, in which situation the Centaur

battered her with their cannon for two

hours, in less than three fathom water,

amidst the fire of all their forts, whose

sire he now and then returned among some

thousands of spectators, and it is supposed

with some success j but the su perior force

of their batteries, with 36 pounders fly

ing about him, which killed some of his

people, and wounded others, besides da

maging his hull and rigging, he thought it

prudent, as he could no more annoy the

privateer, at half past one to stand off,

and return to the Downs, in order to re

pair their damage."

Our privateers continue to act with

surprising success, their captures greatly

exceeding, in number and value, those

of the enemy. In North-America and

the West-Indies, the spirit of privateering

prevails so much, that every port has

spread the ocean with its cruizers, parti

cularly New- York, Philadelphia, Antigua

and Jamaica ; and have already reaped the

wished advantages from their publick spi

rit. (See p. 401.)

Mabmagis and Births.

Oct. n. JOHN Lovdy, of Caversham,

J in Oxfordshire, Esq; was

married to Miss Forester.

14. Thomas Davis, of the Middle-

Temple, Esq; to Miss Maria Fairley, with

a fortune of 5000I. and 1500I, on the

birth of the first child.

15. Ofman Beavoir, Esq; to Mils Per.

kins.

16. Thomas Powys, of Berwick, Sa

lop, Esq; to Miss Pole, of Radbourn, in

Derbyshire.

17. Mr. John Baker, fadler to the

prince of Wales, to Mrs. Beckford, re

lict of the late alderman Richard Beck-

ford, member for Bristol.

10. Mr. [olm Harding, of St. Martin' 1-

lane, to Miss Jackson, of Southgate, with

e.oool. fortune.

Sept. 19. Lady of Sir William Beau-

champ Proctor, Bart, was delivered of a

son.

Oct. 8. Rt. Hon. lady Monson, of a so*.

10. Lady Esther Pitt, wife of William

Pitt, Esq; of a sot).

S s s a D«at«s.
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Deaths.

Oct. i.'T'HOMAS Deye, of Eye, in

J, Suffolk, Esq; in the com

mission of the peace, and senior alderman

of Eye.

3. John Handsad, Esq; an eminent

wine- merchant.

4. Thomas Pritchard, of Builth, in

Brecknockshire, Esq; at Bath.

5. Stephen Buckingham, Esq; in the

commission of the peace for Kent.

6. Benjamin Cobbe, Esq; mayor of

New.Romney, Kent.

8. Thomas Skinner, of Dulish, in Dor

setshire, Esq;

9 John Wilson, os Devonorth, in Dor

setshire, Esq;

n. Mrs. Sandby, wife of Mr. Sandby,

bookseller in Fleet-stieet.

Capt. Holbourne, nephew of admiral

Holbourne, commander of his majesty's

sloop Dispatch, of the wounds he receiv

ed in an engagement with the Prince de

Soubize, a French privateer, mounting

18 six and nine pounders, and manned

with 170 men. After his death, a ragged

flint stone, of the size of a large nutmeg,

was extracted from his head, which the

privateer made use of instead of shot. I he

captain behaved in the most gallant man

ner in the engagement.

13. Sir James Cocksell, of Warwick-

fhiie, Bart.

Justice Piatt, of Bromley, in Essex.

14. John Henley, M. A. the noted

orator of Clare-market, who for such a

number of years has contributed to the

amusement of the low and profane, by

his exhibitions, and was a plain proof

that resentment, vanity, pride and self-

sufficiency will carry, even men of some

considerable share os learning and know

ledge, further than the dictates of good

sense, religion or morality will justify. He

was in the 64th year of his age.

George Abbot, Esq; of the Pay-office,

Whitehall.

Hon. lady Phipps, of Heywood, near

Wcstbury, in Wilts.

15. Rt. Hon. lord viscount Grimston,

of the kingdom of Ireland, succeeded in

title and estate by his eldest son, James,

now viscount Grimston.

Hon. capt. Maitland, uncle to the earl

of Lauderdale.

16. Philip Devisme, of Clapham, Esq;

19. Sir Hungcrford Bland, of Kippax-

park, in Yorkshire, Bart.

zz. John Sharpe, Esq; sollicitor of the

treasury, and member for Callington, in

Cornwall.

Edmund Foster, of Shropshire, Esq;

Rt. Hon. the earl of Drumianrig, the

M O T I O N S, &c. Oct.

only remaining son of his grace the duke

of Queenfberry. (See our vol. for 1754,

p. 501.)
On Jane 30, the Rev. Mr. Johnson,

son of Dr. Johnson, commissary at New-

York.

EcCLEStASTtCAL P« ITtt. MIHT9.

Fran tbc London Gazette.

WHITEHALL, Oct. z. The king;

has promoted Dr. John Greene to

the deanery of Lincoln, vacant by the

death of Dr. George.

Rev. Dr. Sumner was elected provost

of King's college, Cambridge, in the room

of the late Dr. George.

Rev. Mr. Thomas Ranby was present

ed to the vicarage and parish chucch of

Acton St. Mary, in Somersetshire.—Mr.

Thomas Walker, to the vicarage and pa

rish church of Whittington, in Lancashire.

—Mr. Richard Ireland, to the rectory of

Hampton, in Hampshire. — Mr. Bowry,

to the vicarage of Messing, in Essex

Mr. John Bishop, to the rectory of Sid-

lescoinhe, in Sussex.—Mr. Samuel Tho

mas, to the rectory of Chedson, in Glou

cestershire. — Mr. Jonathan Ridout, to

the vicirage and parish church of Hem-

bury, in Wiltshire.— Mr. Thomas Mor

ris, to the vicarage of Downham, in

Hampshire. — Mr. Richard Banister, to

the vicarage and parish church cf Brind-

ley, in Lincolnshire.—Mr. Charles Davy,

to the rectory of Runcton cum Walling-

ton, in Norfolk.—Mr. Edward Chapman,

to the living of Huntley, in Dorsetshire.

—Mr. Thomas Reade, to the rectory and

parish church of Heeklington, in Wilt

shire.—Richard Griffiths, B. A. to tho

rectory of Ahoy, in Denbighshire.—Mr.

Willoughby, to the vicarage of Standon,

in Devonshire.—Robert Kempstone, B. A.

to the vicarage of Effingham, in York

shire. — Mr. William Tomlins, to the

rectory and parish church of Upham, in.

Hampshire. — Dr. Tucker, to a prebend

in the cathedral church of Bristol.

A dispensation passed the seals to enable

William Tombins, M. A. to hold the

rectoHes of Collinghorne St. Andrews, in

Wiltshire, and of Upham, in Hampshire.

—To enable Mr. Escot, to hold the rec

tories of Kitsford and Heathtield, in So

mersetshire, worth Z50I. per ann. — To

enable John Windsor, M. A. to hold the

vicarages of Luppat and Uffcum, in De

vonshire, the latter worth 300I. per ann.

—To enable Jonathan Lypeal, M. A. to

hold the rectories of Bubbingworth and

of Eldistcne, in Essex.—To enable Robert

Car.e, B. D. to hold the rectories of Wel-

by and Harlaxton, in Lincolnshire, worth
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1 i;o!. per ann —To enable Owen Owen,

M. A. to hold the rectories of Montgo

mery and-Lland-fiir, in Montgomeryshire.

Promotions Civil and Military.

w

From the London Gaiitti.

HTTEHALL, Oct. 25. The king

has been pleased to giant unto the

Hon. William Murray, Esq; his majesty'!

attorney general, and tilt heirs male of

his body, the dignity of a baron of the

kingdom of Great-Britain, by the name,

stile and title of lord Mansfield, birn of

Mansfield, in the county of Nottingham.

And also at the same time to appoint him

to he chief justice of the court of King's-

heneb, in the room of the late Sir Dudley

Ryder,

From the rtji of fif P a r I r s .

Rt. Hon. lord Baihurst, is appointed

captain of the band of gentlemen pen

sioners, in the room of the earl of Buck

inghamshire.

Bartholomew Eurton. George Aufrere,

Robert Fetherstonehaugli, George Womb-

well, John Barker, Nicholas Linwood,

Timothy Brett, Robert Wilson, Henry

Saxby, Samuel Touches, Alhert Nesbitt,

John Clevland, jun. John Eames and John

Gwilt, Esqrs. appointed commissioners for

the sale of prizes taken before the decla

ration of war.

Dr. Reeve rechofen president. Dr. Daw

son, Dr. Batt, Dr. Askew, and Dr. Munck-

|y, censors ; Dr. Wiibraham, treasurer,

and Dr. I.aurenee, register, of the royal

college of physicians.

B—kr—TS.

CHARLES Pcirson, of York, tiylor.
John Hosier, of Denbigh, ulesman.

Josiah Sbeppard, of Allhallowj Barking, tallow-
chandler.

George Surridge, of Chancery-lane, vintner.
John Mundy, of Houndfdii.cn, woolendraper and

Jaleinu'i.
John Gouldfmith, of Dicklcburith, Norfolk, grocer

and draper.
Robcrr Hamilton, of Leeds, in Yorkshire, Iinen-

draper.

Thomas Charles, of St. George, Hanover-square,

cowkeeper.
Hans Bellman, of Old Filh-strcct, fujar-refiner.
James 'I uruer, of Bell Savugo-yard, Ludgatc-hill,

ianholder.
Edward Howes, of Norwich, butcher.
John Woolford, jun. of Ipswich, sacking-weaver.
Thomas Barry, of May's-buildin%s, mercer.
Joseph Taylor, of Scarborough, haberdasher.
Thomas Withered, of Cobbam, butcher.
John Braddock, of Hanover-square, farrier.
Michael Tovey, of Virginia-street, dealer.
John Dale, of Rothcrhith, dealer.
William Lyon, of Staines, vintner.

COURSE of EXCHANCE.

London, Saturday, Oct. 30, 1756.

Amsterdam — 36 5

Ditto at Sight — 36 3

Rotterdam — 36 5

Antwerp — No Price.

Hamburgh — 36 3

Paris 1 Day's Date — 30 5-i6tht.

Ditto, 2 Usance — 30 3- 1 6tLi.

Bourdeaux, ditto — 30

Cadiz — — 37 7-8ths.

Madrid — — 37 7- Schs.

Bilboa — —■ 37 7-iilhi.

Leghorn — — 47 i-8th.

Naples — — No Price.

Genoa — — 46 5-Sths.

Venice — — 49

Lisbon — — 51. 5d. i-8th.

Porto — — 5«. 4d. i-qr.

Dublin — — 7 3-qra.

A New SONG.

LET the French hop and sing, and a

cage relish best ; [from the nest j

Like birds, who their freedom have lost,

But Britons, deserving a much better fate.

Should they chance to be caught by the

lime twigs of state, [known,

Are birds that are free, and have liberty

Whose songs arc no more, when there free

dom is gone. [hung.

So Judah's sweet harps on the willows were

In a land of oppression, untun'd and un

strung 5 [vain,

To ask of the captives, a song, was in

Till liberty strung them and tun'd them

again.

FOREIGN A

HIS Prussian majesty having left a

sufficient number of his troops to

block up the Saxon army in their strong

camp between Pirna and Konigstein,

marched with the rest into Bohemia to

wards the end of last month, and this

brought on the battle of the first instant,

the most authentick accounts of which

we have already given *. As thil battle

was not decisive on either side, thi Au

strians marched back to their former

camp at Budin, and the Prussians to theirs

at Sedlitz, so that the Saxon army con-

• See lejore, f
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tinued blocked up as before ; but by the

last mail we had the following accounts.

Dresden, Oct. 14. Last Tuesday night

the Saxons secretly threw a bridge of

boats over the Elbe near Konigstein, and

ac some distance from the place, where

they had for seme time past attempted to

make a bridge, which was only a feint

to amuse the Prussian army, and conceal

their real design. About nine o'clock on

Tuesday night, the Saxons having first

removed almost all their heavy artillery

to Konigstein, struck their tents, and

. 47$, between
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between that time and seven o'clock the

next morning, his Polish majesty, and

the whole Saxon Army, passed the Elbe

undiscovered, or at least unmolested, and

without loling a single man.

This plan was concerted with marshal

Brown, who, it i< said, in order to faci

litate the execution of it, secretly left his

camp at Budin, and put himseif at the

head of a considerable body of horse,

with which, having, in three days, march

ed sixteen German miles, he arrived on

Tuesday in the neighbourhood of Konig-

stein, but on the other side of the river ;

and the rf3y before general Nadasli ar

rived with about 6000 irregulars, which

he posted at Neustadt, Honstein, and Ka

dewalde, so as to prevent the eight Prus

sian battalions that were encamped on

that side of the Elbe at Lomen, from be

ing joined by the Prussians that are ac

Schandau.

This disposition greatly facilitated the

passage of the Saxons, which was like

wise favoured by the datkness of the

night, and a thick fog in the morning j

l~o that it was eight o'clock before the

Prussian army at Sediitz knew that the

Saxons had left their camp.

General Winterfeldt marched immedi-

ately with about 6000 men, in order to

harrafs their retreat j but he was obliged

to stay several hours at Pirna, to repair

the bridge there, which he did not pass

till about one o'clock in the afternoon.

Dresden, Oct. 17. It is confirmed, that

the Saxon army passed the Elbe unmo

lested, and without any loss ; hut it now

appears, that when the advanced guard

had got about half way up a steep moun

tain, over-against Konigflein, they found

that the Prussians were masters of all the

defiles, and that it was impossible for

them to force their way ; so that the

whole Saxon army, finding themselves

surrounded on every side, and being re

duced to the greatest extremity for want

of provisions, offered to capitulate.

His Polish majesty, who is in the for

tress of Konigstein, has given seldt mar

shal Rotowski full powers to treat for the

army ; and we expect every hour the news

of the capitulation's being signed.

Marshal Brown had arrived the nth

instant at Lichtendoif near Schandau,

and immediately acquainted the Saxons

with his arrival, letting them know, that

he would stay there all the next day, hut

no longer ; however he continued there

till the 14th at noon, and then retired

towards Bohemia, and arrived yesterday

at Kamni'z. A Prussian detachment sell

in with his rear, and killed and wounded

about 100 men.

F F A I R S, 1756.

His Prussian majesty is at present at

Struppen, the king of Poland's former

head quarters.

The communication with Konigstein is

now open.

Whilst the Austrian and Prussian armies

are thus in the field, the minister* of the

German princes at Ratitbon are busy in

negotiation. No Jess than three imperial

decrees have been published there against

the king of Prussia. By the first, the

emperor summons his Prussian majesty to

withdraw his troops immediately from

the electorate of Saxony : By the second,

he orders all the vassals of the empire,

employed in the Prussian service, to quit

that service immediately ; and by the

third, he forbids any of the members of

the empire to suffer any levies of soldiers

or recruits for the Prussian service, to be

raised within their jurisdictions. The

French minister at Ratifbon has likewise

declared to the diet, that the proceedings

of his Prussian majesty having revealed

to the world the project concerted be

tween that prince and England, to excite

in the empire a religious war that might

be favourable to their particular views :

His most christian majesty, in consequence

of his engagements with the empress-

queen, and with many other princes in

the empire, being resolved to succour

them in the most efficacious manner, was

about to march such a number of troops

to their aid as might be thought necessary,

not being able quietly to permit, that the

Germanick body, of whose liberty he wa»

guaranty, should be oppressed under illu

sive pretexts j which shewed themselves

publickly in the breach of those social lies

that unite sovereigns one to another.

On the other hand, the Prussian mi

nister has declared, that his master would

very soon produce the proofs that were

ceme to his hands of the plan concerted

by the courts of Vienna and Dresden, for

the subversion of his electoral house, and

far imposing upon him a yoke which

seemed 10 threaten the whole empire.

The diet of the empire has therefore as

yet come to no resolution either in favour

of or against the king of Prussia j but the

court of Russia seem to have come to a

resolution against him, their minister at

the Hague having communicated to the

states general a declaration from his court

to the following purpose, viz.

" That her imperial majesty the Cza.

rina, having seen a memorial presented at

the court of Vienna on the 10th of last

August, by baron de Klingraff, the king

of Prussia's envoy extraordinary, was

from thence convinced, that his Prussian

majesty's intention was to attack the ter

ritories
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ritories of the empress-queen ; in which

cafe /he was inevitably obliged to succour

her ally with all her forces. And to that

end had ordered all her troops in Livonia

10 be forthwith assembled upon the fron

tiers, and hold themselves in readiness to

march. Besides which proceeding, her

admiralty had been enjoined to provide

ltiaitway a sufficient number of gailies,

to transport a laige body of troops to

Lubeck."

The war between the two states of Al

giers and Tunis has ended in the subver

sion of the latter. In August last the Al-

gerincs after taking the fort of Q^ief,

which covered the frontier of Tunis,

marched up and laid siege to that city,

which they made themselves masters of

by assault on the first of September j but

the bey of Tunis had before made his

escape in a Maltese ship, and has with his

family taken shelter in that island.
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Joobnai of the Siege of Fort Geriah, in a

Letterfrom an Officer on board bit Majesty's

Ship tie Kent. (Seep. 561.)

East-Indies, Geriab Harbour,

March I, 1756.

Dear Sir,

about 700 Europeans, 300 Topasses, and

300 Seapoys, commanded by lieutenant

colonel Cli«e : On the seventh we sailed

with his majesty's squadron, and the

East-India company's marine force.

The Moraua fleet we found here, con

sisting of three or four grabs, and 40 or

%0<£<«PDMIRAL Watson lest A 5° smaller vessels, called Galleywatts,

TK3» the Coromandel coast in

 

October, and came to

Bombay in order to refit

and clean his squadron.

Not having been able to

get the least certain intel-

either in respect

they lay to the northward os Geriah in a

creek called Rajipore, whose small fort the

Morattas had lately taken from Angria :

This fleet was commanded by Naripunt ;

there was also an army of 3 or 4000

horse, and perhaps as many foot, the

whole under Ramajee-punt.

On the 11th the adm. summoned thesortto the depth of water, or to the situation

of Geriah, he thought fit to send his first B to surrender, and received answer, " That

lieutenant, Sir Wm. Hewer, in one of the

company's armed vessels, to make obser

vations on these matters : In a fortnight,

or three weeks, he returned, with such

information as was very satisfactory.

On the sixth of February all things being

ready, by Mr. Watson's particular desire,

a council of the sea and land officers, be

longing to his majesty and the company

met, at which meeting, in order to re

move all difficulties, and all probable

cause of dispute, amongst other things,

the shares of prize money to every class,

on the supposition of success in the intend

ed expedition, were settled.

The same day the troops were got

those within it had been wellapprized of hit

power, but that is it was inconvenient

for them to give it up, so if the admiral,

agreeable to his summons, was resolved to

be the master os it, in that case, he must

take it by force, and that they should de

fend themselves to the utmost."

1

'Tiff following Minuses of the Siege, Ifancy

will not displease you.

February 12, moderate and fair, the

first and latter parts, the middle, light,

airs and calms; at half past one made the

signal, and weighed, as did the rest of the

squadron, and stood in for Geriah harbour

in two columns, or divisions, the Kings-

on board, belonging to the king's trains fisher sloop leading that of his majesty's

the company's military, to the number of . ships, which sailed in the following order,

Second, Bridgewater.

Fifth, Cumberland.

Seventh, Protector, comp.

The Revenge led the division of the com -

pany, confistingof Revenge, BombayGrab,

and Guardian frigates: Drake, Warren,

Triumph, and Viper bomb vessels ; the

bomb ketches under the protection capt.

Tovey, of his majesty's train of artillery,

the Galleywatts and small vessels forming

a line without all. At two F, M. the e-

November, 1756.

ship.

Tfaird, Tygcr.

Sixth, Salisbury.

First, Kingsfiiher.

Fourth, Kent.

nemy fired upon the king's fisher, at se

ven minutes past, the Revenge returned

the fire, at 10 minutes past, made the

signal to engage ; at ;o minutes past the

Revenge anchored and the Tyger began

to fire j at 22 we began to fire ; at 25

minutes, braced our yards forj: and aft

one, one way, the other, the other way ;

Ttti to
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to keep a stern of the Tyger ; at 44 ditto some vessels he was informed, lay about

by the Tyger's coming to an anchor with- three miles off.

out any signal being perceived by us, At one P. M. warped within about one

our (hip having little way, and the tide cable's length of the snot of the walls in

taking her quarter, we id! aboard of 3 \ fathoms, made the signal and began

her, carried away her bowsprit end, arid to engage, the enemy icturned but a few

broke her sprectsail yard ; but she veering shot, and threw four or five shells. At

we soon got clear ot each other; at 4.6 « 55 minutes past one, a magazine in the

minutes made the signal and anchored, * fort blew up ; at four minutes past four,

ditto left est" siring ; at 55 minutes sent or- they threw out a flag to capitulate ; m.rfe

ders to the Guardian to flip, and get out the signal, and ceased firing; ditto sent

of the way ; at three o' clock we swang, . lieut. Richard King a shore, with orders

and brought our larboard fide to bear, at to demand an immediate entrance for all

half past ditto, sent orders to the Guar- our troops, and that in confirmation of

dian and Rcvenjre to leave off" firing ; at their agreement, our colours should be

3 r minutes past sent orders to the Tyger hoisted directly; at 55 ditto he returned

and Salisbury to direct their whole fire at B with their consent to hoist our colours

the N. E. bastion of the fort ; at 46 mi- and admit of five or fix persons to remain

nutes ditto a shell from capt. Tovey fell for the night, and that in the morning they

into the Restoration grab, and set her on would give up the place ; at five Pi M.

fire ; made the signal for all pinnaces and made the signal and renewed our fire ;

barges, manned and armed: At fouro* at 15 minutes past ditto they hung out

clock the greatest part of Angria's grabs their flag again ; at ao ditto made the fig-

«nd vessels were in a blaze ; at 14 minutes nal and ceased firing. Col. Clive came on

past four, observing very little fire from the q board with a person from the fort with

enemy, made the signal for the squadron proposals, which were agreed to, and an

to cease firing; at 29 minutes past four officer sent on share, to take possession of

having laid a warp in shore, weighed our the fort ; at 33 minutes they struck their

anchor and warped in under the Cumber- colours ; at 36 ditto the Englisti colours

land's stern, where we anchored in four were hoisted, and captains Forbes and

fathoms, it being nearly high water; at Ituchanan, with 60 men, marched into

j5 minutes past ditto the enemy hav- the fort, and took possession of it ; at sunset

ing renewed their fire, made the fig- Sir William Hewet returned with an ae

rial, and began to engage; at half past ^) count of their having taken possession of

fix the sort was on fire from a shell ; at a grab and a snow. At sun rise the whole

35 minutes made the signal, and ceased si- body of our troops marched in. This

rinrr, the enemy having ceased theirs. At conquest, thank God, has not cost tha

half past seven col, Clive, with the troops, whole squadron much more than 20 men

disembarked, in order to land where they killed, and wounded, and most of these

could best do it, to the eastward of the sow were by one unlucky shot on board

fort ; at 50 minutes past eight burnt two the Cumberland, yet every ship has re-

false fires in answer to two burnt by col. p ceived, at least, 20 or 30 shot in her hull,

Clive, as a signal that he was happily land- masts, or rigging.

ed, and that the troops, which we had ob- By this happy stroke the notorious An-

served in the afternoon, on the hill to the gria is entirely destroyed ; for all his coun-

eastward of the fort, were Morattas. The try, which extended about four degrees

bombvess ls continued throwing shells in- of latitude is taken from him, and every

to the fort till day light. The admiral fort along his coast hath since surren-

tlren ordered the line of battle ships, and dered : He himself hath hitherto escaped

the Protector, to warp close in, ready to us, but hath fallen into the Morat-

barter in breach, when the signal should F tas hands : It appears he left his fort a

be made, and for that purpose only to fire day or two before it was attacked, and

their lower tier, unless it mould be neces- committed the government of it to hi*

sary to silence any fire from the enemy, wise's brother, under whose protection

in which case they were permitted to use also he put his two wives and two pretty

their upper deck guns till that was effect- children ; both of the last, and one of tha

ed ; soon after sent an officer with a flag first, have been since taken ill with the

of truce to the governor of the sort, with small-pox, and have been attended by Mr,

a summons to surrender the place. q Watson'ssurgeon,infulfilmentof a promise

February 13, at half past noon, the of- the admiral made them the first interview

ficer returned with the governor's refusal he had with the family, after the surrender

to surrender, upon which the admiral sent of the place, that he would be their friend 1

the frigates, barges, and pinnaces, manned At this meeting people here saw a very

and armed, under the command of Sir moving scent; for upon Mr, Watson's en.

Wilium Hewit, up the river, in scaich of ter:nj
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very large quantity of gun powder, at

much as will fetch, it is laid , 50CC.I. ball,

shells, and grim are found in it, and such,

other materials and provision, as speak he

designed to sustain a much longer attack.

We have found, in silver rupees, near

100,000!. and the other effects will proba-

^ bly turn out to 30,000!. more. And now,

my friend, arc my wishes, in a great mea

sure, fulfilled, for not only Mr. Watson,

but other worthy- men, in his little happy-

squadron, will return 10 their native coun

try with honour and some riches, leaving;

this part of the world with great esteem

and in high reputation, i am, tec.

B A hist of Prisoners found in Geriah, and

relievedfrom Slavery,

Mr. Robinson,

Nicholas Maund,

Gamble Conner,

Thomas West,

Stephen Rice,

Jos. GaDington,

James Thest,

John Brown,

James Duree,

William Colly,

Jacob Busty,

Garret Elough,

Abraham Phaenick,

Tie Catttui atiom of the Saxon A-my,

Q with all the Articles at large, as prcp'jej

by Field Mr.rjba! Our.t Rutowfki, ivitb

the King of Prussia1! Answer to each of

them. (See p. 5 10.)

Art. 1. rTpHE army of the king of Pc-

l land, elector of Saxony, just

as it is actually posted at Ebenbert, at

the foot of Lilienstein, shall lutrender

E to the king of Prussia prisoners of war.

Answer. If the king will give me that

army, it is needless to make them pri

soners of war.

2. The generals, the field-officers, the

persons employed as commissaries and

purveyors, and all the other officers of

the army, shall keep their baggage and

effects, as well those which they have

tering theii house, the family appeared

making a grand salem, or reverential

bending of their bodies, touching the very

ground witli their faces, and shedding floods

of tears : The admiral bid them to have

comfort, and tcld them, they were now

under his protection, and that he would

take care they should not be hurt; they

then again made the salem j the mother

of Angria told the admiral, the people

had no king, she no son, her daughter no

husband, nor the children any father, to

which he replied, they must therefore

lookon him now as their father andfriend;

upon which the youngest boy, of about fix

years old, sobbing, said, " Then you shall

be my father," and immediately took the

admiral by the hand, and called him his fa

ther ; this overpowered the brave man's

heart, and obliged him to turn around,

to prevent the tears that stood ready to

gush from his eyes. He proposes to take

the family, and settle them in Bombay,

so soon as their illness will admit, and

this seems very agreeabk- to them, who

above all things, dread being in the hands

of the Morattas.

Tullagee Angria was an absolute cruel

tyrant, making his licentious desires the

laws for his government ; he originally

was tributary to the Su-Raja, but finding

himself powerful, had long denied, all

such subjection, and had insolently treat

ed some ambassadors sent to put him

in mind of his duty, flitting their noses,

and bidding him to acquaint their mailer

that he would fend him his private parts

to treat with him : It is in this kind of

language they affront each other in this

part of the world, instead of our custom

of f.vearing, and calling abusive names ;

and it was for this behaviour the Morat

tas, our allies and neighbours, sollicited

our assistance for his destruction, and not

for any dislike they had, I suppose, to his

having been a notorious pirate on all the

world.

A plan of the fort, the harbour and

country around, hath been taken, and

will he brought home by Sir William . . . -

Hcwet, to whose first draught and obscr- F actually with them, as what they may

> English.

Scotch.

^ Dutch.

vatiqns Mr. Watson says he i. greatly o-

bliged.

Every body acknowledged the harbour

is an exceeding good one, by much the

best on the coast ; that the fort is very

strong, both by nature and art, and

might be made still more so ; had can

non enough, together with six morurs, Q

to have done a great deal more mischief

to our ships, had it been defended with

the spirit and resolution with which it was

attacked. The cannon were irregular, of

Iron and brass, in all about 25c ; the situ

ation of the fort, on an eminence, A

have left in other places ; ard the subal

tern officers and soldiers shall be allowed

to keep their cloathing, arms, and knap

sacks.

Ans. All that can be preserved or re

covered of their baggage, shall be faith

fully restored to them.

3. His Prussian majesty is chiefly re

quested to cause the army to be furnjshed

with the necessary provisions ar.d fo/rage j

and that lie would be pleased to give pro

per crders for this purpose.

Ans. Granted, and rather to-day than

to-monow.
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4. The generals, commandants, and cers of his army, who may engage in

all persons ranking as officers, engage any other service.

themselves, in writing, not to bear arms Ans. Nobody need trouble his head

against his majesty the king of Prussia till about this. No general shall be forced to

peace be restored ; and they shall be left serve against his will j that is sufficient,

at liberty to stay in Saxony, or to retire 9- As to what is to be furnished to the

whithersoever they think proper. > life-guards and grenadier-guards, if hit

Ans. Those that intend to enter into Prussian majesty pleases, we mall agree

my service, must, from this very moment, about the manner of proceeding therein,

have liberty to do so. and fettle at the fame time with that mo-

5. The life-guards, and the grenadier- narch the funds out of which the salaries

guards, shall not be included in the first of the generals, officers, and other per-

article ; and his Prussian majesty will be sons attendant on the army, are to be

pleased to appoint the place in the electo- paid monthly, according to the estimates

rate of Saxony, or in the territories de- that (hall be drawn up by major-general

pending thereon, where the said two corps Zeutsch, commissary at war.

shall be distributed. The field mar shal ° Ans. It is very reasonable I should pay

count Rutowski, as captain of the gre- those who will serve j and this payment

nadicr guards, the chevalier dr Saxe, in shall be made out of the clearest receipts

quality of commandant of the life-guards, of the contiibutions. As to the generals,

and all the other officers of thuse two they shall be treated like men who have

corps, verbally engage, and even in wri- honourably served, and it will be very

ting, Is desired, not to make, under any easy to provide for their subsistence,

pretext whatever, nor without the ap- 10. His said majesty should also ex-

probation of the king cf Prussia, any (J pfain himself about the quarters and sub-

change in the quarters that may be as- iistence to be granted to the several regi-

signed them. mentsof cavalry and infantry, as well as

Ans. There is no exception to he made, to the engineers ant} the artillery corps,

because it is known that the king of Ans. I take upon me the maintenance

Poland did give ordtrs for that part of of the army ; and it shall be paid more

his troops, which is in the said kingdom, regularly than heretofore, on the same

to join the Russians, and to march, for footing as my own troops,

this purpose, to the frontiers of Silesia;-. II. The king of Prussia will be so good

and a man must be a fool to let troops go " as to order when and how the generals,

which he holds fast j to fee them make and the whole army, without exception,

head against him a second time, and to with the baggage, shall file off from the

be obliged to take them prisoners again. post in which they are at present.

6. The generals and field officers, and Ans. This point may be settled in a

all the officers, shall keep their sword?, quarter os an hour. One must chuse the

but the arms, belts, and cartridge;, both most commodious road, and the places

of the subalterns and soldiers, horse and nearest at hand, for giving them sub-

dragoons, tic. shall be carried to the E fistence.

castle of Konigstein, together with the 12. His Prussian majesty will be pleased

colours, standards, and kettle-drums. to allow the necessary measures to be

Ans. Kettle-drums, standards, and co- taken for removing and lodging the sick

lours, may be carried to Konigstein, but that are incapable of following the army,

not the arms, no more than the cannon and that they may be properly attended,

belonging to the regiments, the warlike Ans. Granted.

stores, and the tents : The officers, no 13. The generals, the field and fubal-

doubt, shall keep their swords ; and I „ tern officers, as also the soldiers, who

hope that such of them as are of willing have hitherto been made prisoners, or

mind, will make use of them in my have been lest behind, shall be included

service. in the present capitulation.

7. The same thing shall take place with Ans. Granted.

regard to the field-artillery and the provi- Done at Ehenbert, at the soot of

fion-waggons. Lilienstein.

Ans. Granted. Signed, Rutowski.

8. His Prussian majesty shall give assu. Art. 14, and separate. I am authorized

ranees, that no officer, or soldier, shall G t0 oblige the army to lay down their

be obliged, against his will, to take on in arms, hut I have no authority to free

his army ; and that; afier peace is re- them from the oath of allegiance they

stored, they shall all be sent back to the have taken, nor to oblige them to take

king of Poland : And, on the other another. As for all the rest, it is left to

hand, his Polish majesty may not refuse his Prussian majesty's .disposal. Lieute-

dismission to the generals and other offi- nant-general Winterfeld made me hope

this
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this monarch would have made no diffi- to the Frenchfir the following mortifying

culty to grant one squadron more of life- Rthiion, ivbicb, however, is lift so, than

guards. His majesty will be so good as another they havesince fuilijbtd,

to resolve about the fortress of Konig- parU> 0ct 3a-pHE marquis de Vau-

ftein, where the company of cadets, and dreuil, governor and

the grenadier-guards, are at present, with lieutenant general of New- France, whilst

hit Polisti majesty. he provided for the security of the fron-

Done the 16th of October, 1756. A tiers of Canada, was principally attentive

Signed, Rutowski. to the lakes. Reing informed that the Eng-

Ans. Konigstcin must be a neutral li(h werc making vaft preparations at Os-

place during the course of the present war. weg0 sor attac|<ingNiagara and Frontenac,

Signed, Fsedimck. he took and razed in the month of March

. , , „ , , c._,u„.v ' the fort where they had formed their
Aoaaxss of the Borough of SouthwarK. . . ' . . _

J ' * J„ . - principal magazine, and in June follow-

To the King's most excellent majesty. }ng destroyed, on the river of Chonegan

WE your majesty's most dutiful and g (Oswego) a convoy of joo vessels j on

loyal subjects, humbly beg leave which occasion coo English were killed

to assure your majesty of our inviolable or ma<je prisoners. The success of these

affection and attachment to your majesty's tw0 expeditions encouraged him to act

royal person, family and government, and offensively, and to attack the enemy at

that we are, and will be, ready at all Oswego. This settlement is an invasion

times, to give the strongest proofs of our or encroachment which they had made in

most determined resolutions to support a time Df profound peace, and against

and defend those wife and equitable views which the French had continually remon-

which have' ever engaged your majesty's C strated. It was at first only a fortified

attention. magazine; but in order to avail themselves

But permit us, most gracious sovereign, cf it, advantageous'fituation in the center

at this critical conjuncture, with the almost of the French colonies, the Eng-

greatest humility, to express how deeply ii(h added, from time to time several new

we are affected and concerned to find our works, so that it consisted of three forts,

hopes of success against the inveterate fort Ontario, the old fort Oswego, and

and implacable enemy of these kingdoms fort George. The troops destined for

frustrated, and the glory of your majesty's q (hiS expedition amounted to near 3000

arms eclipsed, by the total loss of that men> I;JOO 0f which were regulars. To

valuable island of Minorca, at a time too conceal his design, Mr. Vaudreuil pre-

when our naval power so eminently ex- tended that he was providing for the sceu-

ceeded that of our enemy, and the desti- r;ty 0f Njal?ara and Frontenac. The mar-

nation of theirs had been so long appa- quifs of Montcalm, major general Dies-

rent. We cannot reflect on this and other j,au>8 successor, who commanded on this

fatal events without the greatest degree of occasion, arrived on July 29, at Fronte-

grief and amazement. nac . and having given the necessary di-

Stedfast in our allegiance, unalterable E. rections for securing his retreat in cafe it

in our loyally, unanimous in the defence mou|d be rendered inevitable by a fuperi-

of your 'majesty's sacred person and go- or force, sent out two vessels, one of

vernment, and animated with a just fense ,2> and the other of 16 guns, to cruize

of your majesty's martial virtues, if sup- off oswego, and posted a chain os Cana-

ported by a well regulated militia, we sear dians and Indians on the road between

not the vain threats of foreign invaders ; Oswego and Albany to intercept the cou-

and most humbly beg leave to assure your rierS_ All the forces and the vessels with

majesty, with the greatest sincerity, that p ,|)e artjllery and stores being arrived in

we will chearfully devote the utmost ex- ,he bay of Nixoure, the place of general

ertion of our abilities to crush all impious rendezvous, M. tie Montcalm ordered

attempts, either foreign or domestick, to his advanced guard to proceed to a creek

fubvertourpresenthappyconstituiion; and ca|led Anse aux Cabannes, three leagues

also to support and invigorate tlnse mea- fI0m fj(\vego.

sures which your majesty's great wisdom Tn,. first division being arrived there

(hall dictate in conducting the scenes of on tri,. ,ot;, at tw0 ;n the morning, the

this most necessary and important war, _ van guJlrd proceeded at four in the after-

and for bringing to justice those, however0 noon> by land, acrosi woods, to another

dignifyed and exalted, who by t'^eir bad crcek wuHn half a league of Oswego, in

council or misconduct have occasioned order to favour the debarkation. At mid-

this unforeseen and distressed situation. „jght the first division repaired to this

Ho Acount having bun given, from above, creek, and there erected a battery on lake

of the Loss of Oswego, wt mnji it obliged Ontario.
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Tlie nth and izth were employed in ments, and a part of Schuyler's regiment

making gabions, fjucissorx, and fascines, of militia.

and in cutting a road cross the woods We found in the forts m pieces of ar-

srom the place of landing to tbe place tillery, 55 of which, are cannon of diffe-

were the trenches were to be opened. rent bores, and 14 mortars, with a great

The second division arrived on the iztb. quantity of ammunition and provision,

in the morning, with the artillery and
provisions, which were immediately land- ^ODE/wfci Majesty i Birth-Day. Bj

ed. Tho' dispositions were made for o- Colley Cibber, Eft;

pening the trenches a' nighr, it was mid. RECITATIVE and AIR.

right before they could begin the trench, T T| J H E N Caesar's natal day

winch was rather a parallel of about 100 W Demands our annual lay,

toises in front, and opened at the distance What empire of the earth explor'd,

of 90 toises from the Fosse of fort Onta- Can hope to raise

rio, in ground embarrassed with trunks of A pyramid of praise,

trees, lie. Superior to Britannia's lord ?

Thi» parallel being finished at five in the " AIR.

morning tbe workmen began to erect the If length of life lifts up to heaven our

batteries. The fire ot' the enemy, which prayer, {there,

had been very hot Irom day break, ceased 'Tis that we place our greatest blessing

at six in the evening ; and we perceived RECITATIVE,

that they had evacuated the fort, and re- In Europe then, where reigns the king

tired across the river into Oswego. Mr. can say,

Montcalm immediately took Possession of Longer than Cæsar he has liv'd a day ?

fort Ontario, and ordered the communi- (J TRIO,

cation of the parallel to be continued to Such high distinction, sure, from heaven,

the bank of the river, where, the begin- Can only be to royal virtues given :

ingof the night, we began a grand battery What higher joys, from heaven,

placed in such manner, that it could not Could pious prayers procure,

only batter fort Oswego and the way from What dearer pledge be given,

thence to fort George, but also the en- Than such a grandson, prince mature ?

trenchments of Oswego. R E J I TAT I VE W AIR.

On the 14th a body of Canadians and n Not in great Edward's days renown's!

savages crossed the river, some by swim- " Could be a greater blessing found ;

ing, and others by wading with the water Tho' from the hard-fought field of Crefly

up to their middles in order to invest and won

attack the fort on the side of the woods. The monarch from a hill beheld the son,

This bold action, by which the comniu- Against superior pressing force, press on,

nicalion between the two forts was cut And stem the torrent of the fray.

orf, [he celerity with which the works Tet heconceiv'd the joymore glorious

were carried on in ground that the enemy To fee that son alone victorious,

thought impracticable, and the fire ef aE Than that hisroyalaid should (hare tbeday,

battery tf nine guns, forced the enemy AIR.

to hang out a white flag. Thus lives, to Britons ever dear,

By virtue of the capitulation that garri- Our black prince fam'd in story ;

son surrendered prisoners of war, and the Refer ve.-kind heaven, for George the fair,

French immediately took possession of Of- An equal blaze of glory,

wego and Fort St. George, which they en- R E C I T A T 1 V E and A I R.

tircly destroyed, agreeably to their orders Whnt once has been, again may be :

after removing the artillery, warlike p Should then our neighbours bum,

store?, and provisions. There were at His hostile visit to return,

Oswego seven armed ships, viz. one of Let them still know our far-tam'd- sire

1 8 guns, one of 14, one of 10, one of Hn-. left a" race of equal fire,

eight, and three others mounted with Whose martial bosoms glow,

swivels, besides 100 Batteaux of disseient With British bands, e'er conquer 'd

sizes, the officers and crews of all which lands,

wee included in the capitulation. Again to drive the foe.

The enemy had 152 men killed or AIR.

wounded; col. Mercer, the commander, G Refulgent thus in Cesar's line

is of the number of the former. On cur May still successive glory shine,

fide we had only one engineer, one Cana- That tiuth may say, when Caisar reign'ej,

dian, one soldier, and one gunner killed. Then were our highest hopes obtain'd.

and ao llifhtly wounded. We have made A 1 R ard C H O R U S.

1600 prisoners, including 80 officers. In days so blest, his realm shall ring

These are Shirley's and Pcpperci's ftgi- With, long and glorious live the king.

J JOUR-
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JOURNAL of the Proceedings and Debates

in the Political Club, continued from p. 472.

than to compose, it is impossible for *

In the Debate continued in your last, the wit of man to form a bill so as

the next that spoke nxiaj T. Quinti- to prevent its being possible to start

us, the Purport ofuuhofe Speech <wqt an objection to any part of it. In

as follows : all such cafes, if the objections be

us d cj such as cannot then be removed by
Mr. President, ^ amendments, and the errors such as

SIR, cannot produce any great inconve-

I SHALL grant that, since the nience, the best thing we can do is

Revolution, the number of our to pass the bill as it stands ; because

statutes has increased far beyond when the law comes to be carried in-

its due proportion, with respect to to execution it will then most clearly

any preceeding period, but this in- appear, whether the objections were

crease is entirely owing to the vast B well founded, and if they were, the

increase in the number of our taxes ; proper amendments will be most ea-

for if all the laws for imposing and lily made.

regulating our taxes were to be left This, I fay, Sir, ought to be the

out of our statute books, the size of conduct of every one who approves

those books, since the Revolution, of the design of the bill, and conse-

would not, I believe, much exceed quently it ought, upon this occasion,

their due proportion ; and, notwith- C to be the conduct of every lord in

standing the form of our writs, it is this house, who really and sincerely

certain that money bills have always wishes to fee such a militia establifh-

been first prepared and passed by the ed as we may depend on for our de-

other house before they could be fence in time of danger. But even

brought into this : Even the bill now this, which ought to be a general

before us was, I think, most proper- rule, I do not think at all necessary

ly first prepared and brought in by D to be insisted on, with respect to the

the orders of the other house ; for bill now under our consideration ;

as they are the representatives of the for I have not heard one objection

people, they are the best judges made to it that to me appears to have

what sort of militia will be least bur- , the least foundation. I was indeed

thensome to the people, and what surprised to hear the learned lord en-

number of men may be furniihed by deavouring to shew, that the bill is

each respective division. I therefore E unnecessary : Can any one think so

hope, it will not be considered as an who considers the contemptible state

objection to the bill now before us, in which our militia has been for

that it was first brought in and passed many years, and the little security

by the other house ; for if we be we found from it, both in 1715 and

ever so lucky to obtain a law for e- 1 745, against a confused rabble of

ftablilhing an useful militia, the bill disaffected Highlanders ? Would not

for that purpose must, I believe, be F the danger we were, at both these

first brought in and passed by the times, exposed to have enforced a due

other house ; and that bill must be execution of the laws in being, if it

passed by us : I hope it will be passed had been thought possible thereby to

by us, even tho' upon the third reading render our militia serviceable? As

some objections should be made to it; the learned lord has so long, and ib

for as it is much easier to criticise deservedly, had a great influence

November, 1756. Uuu \ in
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in his majesty's councils, and a great proposed by a publick law, could

share in the executive part of our go- contribute more towards raising a

vernment, can we do him so much martial spirit in our people, or to-

injustice as to imagine, that he would wards introducing that fashion, to

not have advised and enforced a due which the learned lord was pleased to

execution ofour laws, had he thought allow the most desirable effect, and

that our militia could thereby have A without which he insisted, that every

been rendered of any use. law for regulating our militia would

It is therefore plain, Sir, that be ridiculous. I shall indeed concur

some new law must be necessary for with him in opinion, that no fashion

regulating our militia ; and as it is can be established in any country,

generally easier and more eligible unless it be practised by the rich and

to build a new house, than to repair great ; but there, are in all countries

and make additions to an old on-, I B fashionable virtues as well as fashi-

believe it is generally the fame with onable vices, and the former have

respect to laws. I shall grant that often been introduced and established

the amendment proposed by the by laws proper for the purpose : Nay,

learned lord to the law of Hen- the former have sometimes been first

ry VIII. might be of some service : introduced by the very lowest rank

It" might render our common men of people, which, we know, was the

better acquainted with fire arms, and C cafe with respect to the Christian as

better marksmen, than they are at, well as to the Protestant religion;

present : But would it teach them for if any virtue once becomes gene-

the exercise of the sire-lock ? Would ral among the lower rank of people,

it teach them to form in rank and the rich and great will be induced

file, or in battallion, and to alter their by their ambition to practise it, and

disposition without confusion, as of- this must have a greater effect in this

ten as it might become necessary from D country, by the nature of our con-

the circumstances of a march or an stitution, than in most others, be-

engagement? This amendment would cause of the dependance which the

therefore of itself have little effect ; rich and great have upon the lower

and besides, it would be attended rank of people with respect to electi-

with a greater expence than most ons. If we could once establish a

masters of families would like to be true martial spirit, and render it ge-

at. The use of the bow and arrow E neral, even among the inferior rank

required nothing but the first cost ; of our people, the rich and great

but the use of the musket, besides would be obliged to shew, that they

the first cost, would require a conti- were actuated by the same spirit, in

nual expence of powder and ball ; order to have an influence at any

consequently I must think, there is election» and he would always be

no way of making our people accuf- the most successful candidate, who

torn themselves to fire-arms, and F had shewn himself to be the best and

learn to be good marksmen, but the bravest officer. This was the case

method proposed by this bill ; which among the Romans, whilst the body

is to set up butts, and to provide of the people continued to be actu-

powder and ball, and prizes, at the ated by a true and martial spirit,

publick expence, for the militia men and their wars were carried on by ar-

to contend for by shooting at a mark. mies raised, as occasion offered, from

This, Sir, with their meeting eve- Q the body of the people, or what we

ry Sunday to go thro' their military may very properly call their militia :

exercise, would raise such an emula- From hence we so often read in their

lion among all ranks of men, that, history, that the candidates for po-

I am persuaded, nothing that can be pular savour endeavoured to succeed

by
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by exposing their honourable scars they should possess themselves of the

to the view of the people : But when, arms provided for the militia. If

by keeping up standing mercenary any such thing should ever happen,

armies, they had extinguished that they would have the fame fate with

martial spirit by which the body of the followers of Wat Tyler and Jack

the people had so long been actuated, Cade; for we have no example of

the sordid methods of bribery and A a government's having been over-

corruption began to prevail at all turned by such an insurrection, but

their elections, and the rich and great in countries where absolute power

among them not being any longer was established and supported by a

under a necessity to practise the mili- standing mercenary army,

tary virtues, they thought only of But now, Sir, supposing that the

shewing their purses, instead of their law should upon trial be found not

scars, the consequence of which was, B to answer all the good ends intended

as it always will be, a most aban- by it, we mould from that trial be

doned and most abject slavery. able to judge whereiiyit was defici-

To prevent this fatal consequence, ent, and by what means those defi-

Sir, and to revive a martial spirit ciencies might be supplied. This,

among all ranks of men in this na- surely, is a Knowledge we can never

tion, is the chief design of this bill, acquire, if we never pass any militia

If we can render this spirit general C bill ; and if we ever do pass any

among the lower forts of people, I such bill, it is a knowledge which, I

make not the least doubt of its pre- believe, we shall have occasion for,

vailing soon among the rich and let that bill be never so perfect. The

great, because, let a man's rank or acquiring or making a proper use of

fortune be what it will, he can then such knowledge can never derogate

no way recommend himself to the from our character among the peo-

notice of our government, but by D p]e ; sor tho' the parliament be call-

gaining the character of being a ed the wisdom of the nation, I do

brave and expert soldier : When not know that we ever pretended to

this comes to be the cafe, no gen- be infallible, or desired that any man

tleman will serve by substitute in our in the nation should think so. Every

militia, if it be possible for him to human assembly must be subject to

give his personal attendance, so that human weakness, consequently must

we have no reason to fear our mili- E be liable to mistakes or oversights,

tia's consisting of none but those of and therefore the only thing they can

the very lowest rank amongst us ; for do is to rectify their mistakes or over-

on the contrary, I believe, the mas- sights as soon as by experience they

ter will often serve in the room of have discovered them. We could

his servant : But supposing that a not therefore suffer in our character

labouring man or mechanick should by passing this bill, were it moreim-

be obliged to attend in person the F perfect than it has been represented

militia service, I cannot comprehend to be, even by those who oppose it.

why his spending a part of the Sun- But when a well regulated and well '

day or holyday in military exercises, disciplined militia appears to be so

should have a worse effect upon his necessary for our defence, when the

industry, than his spending the whole establishing of such a militia is so

of it in idleness or drunkenness ; and universally called for by all ranks of

if all our men of property were bred G men in the kingdom, I tremble to

to arms and taught military discipline, think of the consequences that may

we could never be in any danger ensue from our rejecting the bill now

from a seditious insurrection among before us. Our having so long neg-

those of no property, even supposing lected to pass any law tor establishing

U u u 2 a
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a well regulated and well disciplined the bill, which is, that none but

militia, can no way add to our cha- men of fortune shall have the com-

racter for wisdom, either at home or mand of our militia, and every one

abroad : I am afraid it will confirm must allow that it is a right intention,

what foreigners have often said of us, And as to the oaths to be administred

that no new law in this country is upon trials before justices of the

ever owing to our foresight, but our A peace, the offences to be there tried

feeling. But if we pass no new law and punished are, it is true, but tri-

for the purpose, now that we have so vial ; but I hope it will always be

sensibly felt, and so dearly paid for thought, that no free subject of this

the want of such a militia, what will kingdom is ever to be sobjected to

every man abroad, what will every any penalty or punishment without

man without doors at home, fay of an accusation and conviction upon

the wisdom of the British nation ? oath. I am very sensible that' oaths

I hope, Sir, 1 have now answer- B are often, by our laws, very inconsi-

ed all the general objections made derately imposed, and generally very

by the learned lord against the bill indecently administered ; but the im-

now under our consideration, and as position of oaths can never be apt to

to the objections against the particu- occasion perjury, except when they

lar clauses, they are really, in my are imposed in cases where a man

opinion, so trifling, that I am a- may by self-interest be tempted to

shamed to take up your lordships time C swear falsely, which can never be

with making an answer to any of the case with respect to any of the

them. If a man chosen by lot to little offences to be punished by this

serve in the militia should, by any bill, as the informer or witness is in

accident, be prevented from appear- no cafe to have any share of the pe-

ing, according to his summons, be- nalty, or any other sort of reward

fore the deputy-lieutenants and com- for his information or evidence ; and

mifsioners of the land-tax, he would D besides, the offences to be thus pu-

certainly be excused upon his ap- nifhed are of such a nature, that their

pcaring at the next meeting, and having been committed or no, must

entered from that time into the mi- be known to many, so that a false

litia service. But if, during the accusation could never escape being

whole three years, he should never detected and punished,

once appear, he would as certainly, In short, Sir, the objections that

in that cafe, become liable to the E have been made, and, in my opini-

penalty of iol. inflicted by the ex- on, all that can be made, are so

press words of the bill, upon a man's trifling, that whatever some lords

neglecting or refusing to take the amongst us may profess, the people

oaths and serve in the militia, or pro- without will, from our rejecting this

vide a substitute ; for I must observe, bill, conclude that the majority of

that this iol. is not to be forfeited F this assembly are against the nation's

till after the expiration of the three ever having a well regulated and

years, from the time of his first neg- well disciplined militia, and conse-

lecting to appear and take the oaths, quently, that we are for loading

Then, Sir, as to the oaths pre- them continually with the maintain-

scribed by this bill, I must think ance of a more numerous mercenary

that every one of them is absolutely army than we have at present, be-

necessary : The oath to be taken by G cause of the emoluments which ma-

the officers, as to their qualification, ny of us reap, and must always reap,

is to prevent men of no fortune from from our having commissions in that

thrusting themselves into such com- army ; and how this may affect the

missions, contrary to the intent of chaiacter of this hitherto august and

respectable
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respectable assembly it is very easy cannot be formed by a due execution

to judge, so easy, that if I had of the act now subsisting, I am of

very material objections against opinion, that no such militia can c-

the bill, I mould nevertheless be ver be formed by the law now pro-

for its being passed into a law, be- posed to be enacted ; for the chief

cause I know that all such objec- difference between them seems to

tions might be removed by a new A to me to be, that by a due execution

bill to be passed the very next ensu- of the old act we might have a mU

ing session. litia of 100,000 foot and 10,000

horse at least, whereas by the law

The next Speech 1Jhall give tuas that now proposed our militia could ne-

made in this Debate by Junius Bru- ver amount to above 63 or 64,000

tus, which tuas in Substance thus. foot, without so much as one troop

B of horse, which is, I think, a very

Mr. Prejiient, great defect in what is now proposed

SIR, especially as infantry not absolutely

THE notice that has been taken masters of the most exact discipline,

in this debate of the many could not be supposed to stand a-

taxes we are now loaded with, and gainst a brisk attack from a body of

the multitude of laws that have been cavalry.

made for imposing them, or for en- C By the law now in being, Sir, his

forcing the payment and regulating majesty may issue commissions of

the collection of them, could not lieutenancy for every county, city,

but make me reflect upon a duty in- or place in England : Those com-

cumbent upon every one that has mislioners may appoint colonels, ma-

the honour of a feat in this august jors, captains, and other officers ;

assembly : The duty I mean, is to and those officers may exercise the

take care that the publick shall ne- D militia men. What more can his

ver be burthened with any unnecessa- majesty do in this respect by the law

17 expence, or for any purpose that now proposed ? Nay, in this respect

can be of no real benefit to the na- the old law has the advantage ; for

tion. This duty we ought always by the bill now before us, the power

to attend to, but more particularly of the crown is so circumscribed,

upon the present occasion ; for this that, in most places, I believe, it will

bill, if passed into a law, will occasi- E be impossible to find a sufficient

on a very great expence to the pub- number of officers qualified as the

lick, as well as to almost every man . bill directs. Then with respect to

in the nation ; therefore before we the exercise, single companies arc by

pass it into a law, we should serious- the old law drawn out and trained

ly and deliberately consider, whe- four times a year, and general muf-

ther that expence be necessary, and ters to be made once a year, or as

whether the purpose for which it is F often as the king in council shall

intended can be of any real benefit specially direct ; so that in a time of

to the nation ; and I confess I can- danger, the king may order the

not satisfy myself as to either of training and mustering both of cotn-

thesc particulars. If a serviceable panies and regiments, and even of

militia could be formed by a due ex- the whole militia of the county, as

ecution of the militia act now sub- often as he pleases, without any mi-

sisting, we have certainly no occasion G litia man's receiving any pay from

for loading the publick or the peo- the publick, or even from the man

pie with a new expence, or our sta- for whom he serves, except only for

tute book with a new act for that the days he is employed in exercise,

purpose ; and if a serviceable militia or travelling to the place of muster.

Whereas
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Whereas, by this bill a whole com- day, and to continue four or five

pany is never to meet, in most coun- hours at his military exercises, with-

try places, to be trained and exercif- out any pay or reward. In this

ed, but once a year, nor can the king likewise the old law has an advan-

upon the approach of any danger, tage of what is now proposed, for

order them to meet ostener, unless by that law none are to be charged

he, at the fame time, orders both the A with the militia service, but such as

officers and private men into the im- can provide arms and accoutrements

mediate pay of the publick, at the for themselves, or for such as they

fame rate with his other troops. employ to serve, and none but such

With regard therefore, Sir, to the as cannot be supposed to have la-

forming of a serviceable militia, I boured hard any one day of the

must think, that the act now subsist- week ; and the pay which they are

ing would, if duly carried into exe- E to allow to such as they employ to

cution, be more effectual than the serve is settled in the body of the act

law now proposed ; and, as to the ex- itself.

pence, the former is by far the most Another advantage, Sir, which

preferable, because, by the law now the militia law now subsisting has

in being, the whole of the expence over that which is now proposed, is

must always fall upon those that have an advantage which very much de-

some considerable property, and con- C serves our consideration, I mean

sequently are able to bear it ; where- that of arming, and propagating a

as by the law now proposed the ex- warlike spirit among the people. It

pence will fall chiefly upon the pub- is certain that nothing so much pro-

lick, which, under its present load pagates a warlike spirit among the

of debt, is very little able to bear people of any country as their being

it : I fay chiefly, for besides the ex- poslessed of arms, and often hand-

pence to the publick, every man D ling and making use of their arms,

who does not serve in person, must By the law now in being, every man

be at the expence of hiring one to os 50I. a year, or upwards, is obliged,

serve for him, because, I believe, to have of his own, and in his own

no man who serves as a substitute poslefCon, one or more stand of arms,

will be satisfied with what may be in proportion to the number of men

allowed him by the publick : V\ hat he it charged with in the militia ;

that allowance is to be, or how our E but by the law now proposed no

militia men are to be provided with man in the kingdom is to be obliged

arms, I can not comprehend, for to have either gun, bayonet, or

there is no provision made for either sword of his own, nsr is any man

by the bill now before us ; and yet to have the possession and use of the

a provision for both seems to be ab- arms to be provided by the publick,

solutely necessary, as by this bill but only on the days of exercise ;

the very poorest sort of our people F therefore this bill may be justly call-

are, in their turn, to serve in the ed a bill for establishing a popular

militia; and such men surely must militia by disarming the people ; and

be provided with arms and accoa- how a man is to learn the exercise of

trements at the publick expence, for the fire-lock, who is never to handle

it would be impossible for them to a fire-lock but for sour or five hours

provide themselves. It would even of a Sunday, or how a man is to

be absolutely necessary to give them G learn to form in battallion, that is

some sort of pay or reward ; for it never to see a battallion, or so much

would be cruel to oblige a man who as a whole company formed, but

has laboured hard for fix days of the once a year, I leave to your lord-

week, to travel 1 2 miles on the Sun- ships to judge.

Thus,
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Thus, Sir, it is to me evident that to obey the instructions he receives

if a serviceable militia cannot be from the ministers of the crown,

formed by the law now subsisting, therefore the whole of this power

no such militia can ever be formed will be ultimately lodged in the

by the law now proposed ; and as crown, and the crown may appoint

near 1 00 years experience has con- such lieutenants and officers as will,

vinced us that no such militia can be A by priv.tte instructions, neglect the

formed by the law now subsisting, I training and exercising of the mili-

must think it even ridiculous to hope tia men as much in time to come as

that such a militia can ever be form- it has been in time past,

ed by the law now proposed ; con- If this neglect therefore has been

scquently I must think it inconsistent the only reason of our disappoint-

with our duty to load the publick ment under the old law, we may

with a very considerable expence, B expect to meet with the s me disap-

that so evidently appears to be for a pointment under the new. But the

purpose, from whence the nation can truth is, I believe, Sir, that this

never reap anv real benefit. I know neglect was not the reason of our dis-

it may be said, that the reason why appointment, or at least the rea-

we have never had a regular service- son assigned was not the reason of

able militia formed by means of the this neglect : The true reason was

law now subsisting is, because the C I believe, that all gentlemen who

executive power of our government understood the military, saw that it

have always neglected to carry it in- was impossible to discipline a militia

to execution, and that this neglect so as to make them fit for service,

has been owing to the design they without calling them out to exercise

have always had of keeping up, even in half companies, whole companies,

in time of peace, a standing army of battallions, and brigades, much often-

regular troops, which they knew the D er than could be done by that law.

parliament would never consent to, And that this was the chief, if not

should we be provided with such a the only reason of our government's

well regulated well disciplined rnili- never attempting to carry that law

tia as we might depend on for our de- into execution, I am convinced,

fence, against invasions from abroad from what I have been informed of

as well as insurrections at home. by every officer I have ever talked

But if this has been the case with E w'tn upon the head of military dis

respect to the old laws, may it not cipline. The art of war is now car-

be the case with respect to the new ? ried to such a height, that even that

It certainly may, as the crown is, by part of it which belongs to a com-

the bill now before us, to have not mon soldier, is not t o be learned

only the nomination of all the lieu- without frequent and long practice,

tenants, deputy lieutenants, com- Nay, all the officers I have conversed

missioned officers, and staff-officers, F with assure me, that it is impossible

but also the displacing of them, and for a man who is to depend upon his

appointing others in their stead, daily labour for his subsistence, to

whenever it shall please the crown, spare so much time for exercise, as

that is to fay the ministers of the may quality him to serve in a regular

crown, to do so. Some share os this and well disciplined militia ; and

power is, I know, to be loilged in therefore I am of opinion, that it is

the lords lieutenants, but as the crown Q ridiculous to think of ever being

has the absolute power of naming able to form a serviceable militia

continuing, or removing them, we which is to consist chiefly of such

cannot suppose that any lord lieute- men. A gentleman who lives upon

nant will be continued who refuses the yearly income from his estate or

3 even
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a farmer or master tradesman, in to command them, who would be at sub-

short every man who it not obliged to servient to the sovereign's commands as

earn his bread, by what we call hard la- any soldier of fortune can be supposed to

bour, may spare an hour or two every be ; or if such could not be found, can

day, or every other day, to practice the we suppose that such common men would

exercise of the firelock, in company with inquire, whether the officers appointed

some cf his neighbours \ and such men over them were men of fortune or no,

may likewise spare many days in a year, ^ especially after their being drawn our,

to meet in companies, battallions, and bri- and put into constant pay > Or that the/

gades, in order to learn how to form them would inquire, whether the occasion of

with quickness and without confusion, their being drawn out had been commu-

and how to perform the several military nicated to parliament ? This restriction

evolutions now practised, or that may therefore could never be of any use under

hereafter be practised. If you can, by a bad prince, and would always be dan-

any means, prevail upon such men to gerous under a good one, as it might put

agree to do this, and to be fond or proud it out of his power to draw out the mili-

of doing it with dexterity, you may soon " tia time enough to put a stop to an un-

have a brave and serviceable militia, with- foreseen invasion or sudden insurrection,

out any expence to the publick ; and, un- These apprehensions of mine, Sir, are

less you can do this, I despair of our being far from being chimerical ; for they are

ever able to form such a militia as we may confirmed hy the practice and history of

depend on against foreign veterans. But all states that have once enjoyed freedom,

for doing this, Sir, I think the bill now and afterwards funk into slavery. Net

before us is so far from being properly free state ever at first trusted the arms of

calculated, that it will produce the quite Q the commonwealth in the hands of the

contrary effect : It will make every man poor and indigent ; and every one of

of property ashamed os the militia ser- those we read of in history, lost their li-

vice : No gentleman would chuse to be berties soon after they began to do so.

drawn up in a company or battallion be- The regulation made by Servius Tullius,

hind his footman, and yet this he must be, the sixth king of Rome, and long ob

is the footman be the taller man of the served in that commonwealth, is well

two. The consequence therefore must worth our most serious attention upon

be, that every man of property who hap- — this occasion. That wise king divided

pens to be chosen by lot, will pick up the citizens of Rome into six different

some loose, abandoned fellow to serve at classes, the first of which consisted of those

bis substitute j and of such only all the that were worth 100,000 pounds weight

common men of our modern militia will of brass, the only metal cf which their

always consist. current coin then, and for many years

I shall grant, Sir, that there must al- after, consisted : The second class consist-

ways be too many of such sort of men in ed of those that were worth under 100,000,

our standing army, but there the officers and not under 75,000 pounds weight of

have, by the military law, power enough E the seme metal : The third, of those who

to hold them to their duty, and to prevent were worth under 75,000, and not under
their being riotous or seditious ; whereas, 50,000 pounds •• The fourth, of those who

in this modern militia, the officers will were worth under 50,000, and not under

not have power sufficient to make such 15,000 : The fifth class of those who were

fellows learn their txercise, or to prevent worth under 15.000, and not under

their often becomieg riotous and seditious. 11,000 ; and the sixth comprehended all

Therefore I must think, that by such a those who had no estate, or whose effects

militia our domestick tranquillity is more p did not amount to this last sum. Now

liable to be disturbed than preserved ; what was then the proportion between

and if such a militia should ever, by the the price of brass and silver, cannot, I be-

care and vigilansc of an ambitious prince, lieve, be easily ascertained j but accord-

be rendered fit for service, it would be of ing to the present proportion between our

the most dangerous consequence to our copper and silver money, a pound weight cf

liberties, because it would be a standing copper, is worth i8d. in silver; consequent-

army kept up hy a standing law, and ly, by this regulation, all the citizens of

without the annual consent of parliament. Rome who had no estate, or whose estate

How such a prince would use such an ar- G or effects did not amount to 81 5I. sterling,

my we may easily judge ; for if the com- were to be ranked in the lowest class j

mon men consisted of none but the poorest and with respect to the militia, all those

and most abandoned part of the people, of that class were, as the historian fays,

noblemen, or gentlemen of incumbered imaunn militia, that is to fay, they were

fortunes, might be found in each county not admitted to the honour of being of

the
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the militia of their country. Even those fit to cause him to come into England,

who were of the fifth class, were not to and the ordering the place of their abede,

be incorporated into their legions, but and% appointing their governor and go-

only attended them with missile weapons, vernesses, and other instiuctors, atlen-

as our Archers formerly did our men at dants and servants, and the care and ap-

anm ; and each of the other four classes probation of their marriages, when grown

were distinguished by their arms, among Up, belongs of right to his majesty, as

whom Lhe first had the best arms, either king of this realm, or not ?

ifor offence or defence, and consequently We, whose names are hereunto sub''

were most depended on. scribed, being ten of your majesty's

After having so fully (hewn that this judges here, together with the other two

kill must either be insignificant or dan- judges, having taken the lame into con-

gerous, 1 think, Sir, I need not be at the fideration, and after the must diligent

pains to shew any of the inaccuracies in search that we could in this time make,

the several clauses; but one of them I can- into acts and proceeding, ot parliament,

not well pass over in lilence, because it is _ treaties, public instruments and records,

an absolute inconsistency. In one and " histories and law books, and considerati-

the fame clause of the bill it is enacted, on of the powers and prerogatives, which,

That each company shall consist of So from time to time, in very many instances

men besides officers, that every fourth have been exercised, and owned to be-

Sunday they (hall be exercised in half long to your majesty's royal ancestors and

companies at least, and that no man shall predecessors, with relation to the marri-

be obliged to travel from home above fix ages and care of the persons of the

miles to perform his exercise on Sundays. branches of the royal family, and of the

Now it is certain, that, in many parts of C great concern of the whole kingdom, in

the country, it will he impossible to bring so important a trust : And after having,

40 militia men together, without obliging pursuant to your majesty's farther corn-

feme of them to travel above fix miles mands, signified in like manner to us,

from home ; so that this bill will, in many heard a learned serjeant at law f, wko,

places, be found absolutely inexecutable, by command of his royal highness, laid

As this is such a glaring inconlistency I before us several things relating to the

shall add no morej because this alone I question aforesaid ; and aster several con-

must think sufficient for excusing my be- ferences and deliberations upon all the

ing against passing this bill into a law, matters aforesaid, and what occurred to

TTbit Journal to be continued in our next.] US and the other judges thereupon ; We

are humbly of opinion, that, the educa-

^^«jæ*«»iv«!a««æææ*««æ«« tion and the care of the persons of your

. .„ majesty's grandchildren, now in England,
Tie following , hang in few Hand,, will m and of prince Frederick, eldest son of

doubt he pleasing to our Reader,, -who from his rova] highness the prince of Wales,

the Scttltment of bis present Royal Uigb- when your majesty shall think fit to cause

ness's Houjhold, &c. may be led into i>pe- £ him to come into England, and the or-

culattens of this Nature. dering the p(act of ,helr abodej and ap_

. . pointing their governors and governesses,
Opinion of tin of the Judges in the Cafe of and other jn,tructorSj attendants and ftr-

the Pnnce'j Children, w Lord Chief vants> and lhe care and approbation of

Justice Parkir, Lord Cbttf Justice their marriages, when grown up, do be-

King, Lord Chief Barm Bury, and long of right to your majesty, as king of

the Judges Pratt, Powvs, Moun- this realm. All which, ice.

TACUE, DuUMER, BlINCOE, TrACY _

and Fortrscui. * Mr BarmPutcz's and Mr. JufiictrZvst'i

To tbe King', most Excellent Majesty. °P'nion "t"tt ,bt Prince'«

May it please your Majesty, Feb. I, 1717.

IN humble obedience to your majesty's To tbe King', most Excellent Majesty.

commands, signified to us by the Rt.
Hon. the lord chancellor •, requiring the May " f'afe your Majesty,

opinion of all your majesty's judges up- T N humble obedience to your majesty's

«n the following question, viz. Q X commands, signified to your judges

Whether the education and the care of by the right honourable the lord chancel-

the persons of his majesty's grandchildren, lor, we have taken into consideration the

now in England, and of prince Frederick, following question, viz.

eldest son of his royal highness the prince Whether the education and care of the

of Wales, when his maj-sty shall think persons of your majesty's grand children,

November, 1756. X X X ,

* Cawser, -\ Mr. serjeant Reynold,, afterward, lord (ties baron of tit Extbtfutr,
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now in England, and of prince Frederick, collateral ancestor, the right of the father

eldest son of his royal highness the prince obtained even against the lord -j-, tho' his

i>f Wales, when your majesty shall think seigr.eural right to the 'wardship of his

fit to cause him to come into England, tenant during the minority prevailed

and the ordering the place of their abode, against the grand father, and all other

and appointing their governors, gover- ancestors, lineal and collateral. Littleton,

nesses, and other instructors, attendants,' Coke, and Vaughan \ all agree, that none

and servants, and the care and approba- ^ can have the custody of a man's son and

tion of their marriages, when grownup, heir apparent from the father ; and in

belour. of right to your majesty, as king the common cafe of a tenure in socage

et this realm, or not » even the mother has the right of guardi-

And we are humbly of opinion, that anfhip, after the death of the father, pre-

tiie education and care of the persons of ferable to the grandfather. From hence

your majesty's grand children, the order- we take it to be the general rule of law,

uig the place of their abode, and appoint- that the guardianship of the children is a

ing their governors, governesses, and other right common to every subject of this

instructors, attendants, and servant", be- B kingdom, who is a father, without ex-

long to the pri nee their father. But, that ception.

the caie and approbation of their marri- [The remainder in our next.]

ages, when gro.vn up, belong to your ,
majesty, as king of this realm. Pursuant to our Premise in our Magaline/*

This, Sir, is our humble opinion : But September, p 442, we /hall now give

when we acquaint your majesty, that the «r Com/pendent' 1 Account os the Interview

care and approbation of the marriages of between the Naioi and the Admtralt

your grand children belong to your ma- p Watson W Pococki, and we cannot

jesty, as king of this realm, we desire to *"> being pleased, that our prophet,ci Ex-

be understood as speaking of a care and pri/siim in regard to those two Admirals,

approbation not exclusive of the prince have keen verified by the late agreeable Ac-

their father : But as your majesty's care countt from the East-Indies,

will be always employed for the good of

the royal family, and the welfare of your

people 5 so it is a duty incumbent upon interest we are engaged, in his way to

every member of the royal family to ap- Arcot, one of his principal cities, passed

ply to your majesty, and receive your D that neighbourhood. As soon as he drew

royal approbation upon every occasion nigh, colonel Aldercron, with a captain's

of this kind ; for we find that all nego- guard, paid him a visit, as did, the fame

tiations of marriages in the royal family day, Mr. Stark the deputy governor of St.

have been carried on by the intervention David, and his council. The morning sol

os the crown, and such marriages as have lowing, the Nabob having encamped, ad-

been contracted without the royal con- mi rah Watson and Pococke, accompani-

stnt and approbation, have been thought ed by the several captains, lieutenants,

contempts of the regal authority ; but g and midshipmen os the squadron, at least

we find no instance where a marriage has as many as well could be spared from

been treated by the crown, for any per- the snips, paid him their visit also ; hav-

son of the royal family, without the con- ing before sent, and learned that he was

sent of the father j and we beg leave to prepared to receive them. The order

assure your majesty, that there is no one observed was thus 5 the admirals, cap-

expression in any of our law-books that tains, and lieutenants, about 36 in num-

warrants any such assertion. ber, were carried in palanquins, two a

As to the other part of the question, breast ; you know these are the genteel

in answer to which we cannet concur F carriages of the country ; a kind of couch,

with the other judges j it is our duty with velvet bed, and pillows, decked

humbly to lay before your majesty, that with silver tassels, and covered with

in our opinion the father hath in all cafes scarlet cloth ; and this cover lined with

a right to the custody and education of silk, the feet often of silver, carried on

his children, and this we take to be clear fix men's shoulders. Most of the snid.

from the general rule of law. fhipmen, for palanquins could not be got

This light of the father, as it is said, for so large a number, walked on soot, all

In our books, to be founded jura nature: *, q in their uniforms, and with their swords,

and to be annexed by nature to the per- a head of the palanquins, sour a-breast.

son of the father, in cafe of younger At our drawing near to the Nabob's tent,

children, never was disputed 5 and in we were met by his captain general, who

regard to the eldest son, or daughter and was sent, in complement, to meet the

heir, to whom lands descended from a admiral 1 By him admiral Watson was

WHILST our squadron lay at fort

St. David, the Nabob, in whose

• 7 Co. Ij. f 30 E. 3. 17, % Littleton, <j. 114, 33 //, 6, 55. Co, tilt, 84*

84. *. 3. Co. 38. Vaugb, j So. § Lilt, \, 113.
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conducted to the door of the tent, where to do him good, to secure to him, as far

Hood the Nabob himself, who, with great as lay in hit power, his country and

toluenes* received and embraced him in therein his happiness ; that commission he

his arms. Mr. Watson immediately pre- would most faithfully execute ; but re

sented him his brother officer admiral Po- ver would distress him by accepting pre-

cecke, and after him his captains, lieu- sents, which he knew, from the circum-

tenants, and midihipmen, acquainting the stances of things, could just now be but

Nabob, as he received them sever ally ^ ill spared, and therefore he hoped the

to his embraces, in what character they Nabob would, as he begged of him to doj

stood ; this first ceremony over, the Na- excuse it, ending, by desiring him always

bob shewed us his tent, into which we to look on him as his well-wisher, who

all entered ; he placed admiral Watson was come thus far to shew him marks of

on a kind of wool pack, which made his the friendship which his king and country-

seat something more raised than any o- men had lor him, and his interest." The

thers. This feat was on a rich carpet, which Nabob appeared surprized, bur, however,

nearly covered the whole floor of the tent; not displeased, and soon after they parted,

on Mr. Watson's left hand Mr. Pococke B exchanging a more familiar embrace than

was seated, and to the left of him the cap- at their meeting ; the admiral returned to

tain?, lieutenants, See. On the admiral's the fort with all his company, one hun-

right hand, the Nabob placed himself, and dred in number, for whom he had order-

by him, in order, were ranged the several ed a very handsome entertainment, and all

officers of his court. The Nabob is between had the honour of dining with him. The

thirty and forty years of age, of a copper day following the Nabob was waited on,

colour, middle stature, is comely, and has also, by the commanding officer of his

a lively discerning eye, with a graceful q majesty's artillery, capt. Haslup, who he is

genteel air: The admiral soon entered in- esteemed here to be as good, as honest, as

to conversation with him, by means of a brave, and as experienced a soldier, as any

black interpreter, in which he expressed his in the king's seivice, all his officers ac-

pleasure at seeing the Nabob in such good companied him, and he met with a very

health, and the opportunity he now gracious reception. The Nabob returned

had of paying him this token of the these several complements, two or three

friendship he had entertained for him ; to days after paying them, in the order his

which the Nabob made a very handsome judgment directed, to the admiral, colonel,

reply ; the admiral added his extreme for- D governor, and commanding officer of the

raw for the calamities which had been train. From his camp, to near the (ort

felt in his country, the late seat of war; where the admiral resided, he came on an

but hoped belter times were now opening elephant's back, seated in a kind of cas-

to his view. The Nabob replied, it is true, tie, in which were also two beaut. sul boys,

Sir, I have suffered much, but the remem- his sons, whom he introduced to the ad-

brance of those troubles are no more ; the miral; at a small distance from the sort

heavens have rewarded me fully for these he left his elephant, and was carried from

misfortunes in the honour 1 havefi. m your J? thence in a palanquin, very richly adorn-

vifit. Mr. Watson, witha heart full of ho- ed with gold : Our admirals met him at

nesty, and witha countenance which spoke the door of the fort, and, as they were

the sincerity of his British soul, assured him now acquainted, familiarly embraced him,

that all he wished for was, occasions to do and led him between them, up the stairs

him service, and for that, and that purpose to the great room designed for his recep-

only, the king his master had sent him ; tion, wherein was placed a scat with crim-

at which the Nabob appeared extremely son velvet cushions, embroidered with gold,

pleased, and immediately turned to the offi- _ he, seated between the two admirals. On

cers of his court, repeating what the ad- his entering the fort he was saluted by

miral had said, and thereby produced from the guns of the garrison, and by all the

them a look of joy and satisfaction. The troops and officers of the garrison, under

Nabob now ordered a rich perfume of arms, and, as soon as he got up stairs,

rose-water to be brought him, which he the squadron fired, having a signal given

put into his own hand, and applied to from the fort ; the Nabob eyed the ships,

admiral Watson's breast, as a token of seeming pleased even with this distant

high honour ; he afterwards did the like view, for they were at least three miles;

to admiral Pococke, and his captains, G off : Mr. Watson gave him an invitation

lieutenants, and midshipmen, beetle-nut to go on board, but he seemed to decline

and chinam, were then distributed, and it, as we imagined on account of the

lhowers of rose-water fell upon us all. surf of the sea which generally is pretty

He then begged of Mr. Watson to give rough; however, he desired that his gene-

him leave to make him a present, whjch rals and some other of his officers curio-

tjie adrpiral declined, repeating to him, fity might be indulged, and tiiey accord-

" The king of Great-Britain 'i»d sent him ir.gly went, attended b j some o< the ofli-

Kxti cers
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eers of the (hips ; whilst they were visit- pasting without reciprocal compliments

ing the squadron, the Nabob took his on both fides, and before he decamped

leave of the admiral, and directed his for good, he received repeated vilits trora

course to the water fide, where he on- the flags."

camped, dined, and entertained him

self with the sight of the ships; after Account j/- /fo British Pr- antatiowi

dinner he returned col. Aldercron s, and ,„ A M E R I C A, cntimtd fnm p. 406.

the governor's visit, and the next day ^

capt. Haslup's : His train consisted of fix * S to the land produce of Nova-So-

elephants, 10 or n camels, 3 or 400 f\ tia, it consists, as yet, of little else

horses, 5 or 6000 seapoys, and perhaps besides timber, planks, deals, hoops,

10,000 cooleys and spectators. When staves, and other forts of lumber ; but

his general returned from the fleet, the the fishing upin its coasts is much better

Nabob had such an extraordinary account, to us than mines of gold and silver, be-

that he resolved to go on board himself, cause the fish taken by our people save

and to that end signified his desire, by or bring into the nation yearly their va-

messige, to the admiral, who accord- *» lue in gold and silver, and the fishing and

ingly appointed the morning for that freight greatly increases the number of

purpose: Both the admirals accompanied our seamen, a sort os men the most ne-

him to the Kent, the ship in which Mr. cessary, when our own, for our safety,

Watson's flag is hoisted, he passed the and the most dangeious wiien belonging

surf without any appearance ef fear, and to our enemies.

heard the (hip salute him, after he got on And now, before we return to the south-

hoard, without the least surprize, or emo- ward, we shall give a short history of

tion at the noise ; he was struck with Q Newfoundland, which was, indeed, the

wonder on entering the ship, for it was first part of the continent of America

the first he was ever on board of : Arlmi- . that was frequented by any number of

ral Watson led him by the hand to every our people, tho' we cannot as yet be said

part ; he was very inquisitive, and full of to have any colony properly settled there,

astonishment at so vast, so curious, and This island was first discovered by the

so useful a contrivance : Above all things, Cabots in 1497, who not only took pos-

the lower gun battery struck him as he session of it in the name of our king Hen-

slxod in the gun-room looking forwards j _ ry VII. but brought three of the natives

to be sure it is a grand one, consisting of ^ to England ; but as the climate was so

aS guns, carrying balls of 31 pounds. The ctM and the foil none of the most fertile,

admiral orriered the gunners to exercise a no settlement was made upon the island

few of the cannon, as if for engaging ; for many years after. However, it is

•after he had been thoroughly pleased highly probable that, from this time, our

vyithin board, and retired to the great ca- people began to fish upon the coasts, for

bin. the admiral told him he would now in the reign of Henry VIII. some of our

present him with the view of a man of war people attempted to make a settlement,

tinder sail, and accordingly he threw out E among whom was a son of his majesty's

the Tygtr's signal to chace to windward : physician Sir William Butts : In 1583, Sir

Capt. Latham slipt his cable immediately, William Gilbert was sent there with a

set all his fails, worked to windward, commission from queen Elizabeth, who

and, as he passed the admiral's stern, fa- by virtue thereof gave orders that none

luted : This was a great addition to the but her subjects should be allowed to fish

Nabob's pleasure, who with great polite- upon the coasts of that island; and in

ness expressed his thorough fense of the 1615, cipt. Whiiburn, by virtue of a

honours done him : After he had thus p commission from our admiralty, impan-

most agreeably passed three or sour wiled a grand jury there, by whom pre-

hours, he made a motion for the shore; sentments of several abuses in the fishery

both admirals returned with him, and, were made, and signed by no less than

on his lwving the ship, the whole squa- 170 masters of English llupt. But no

dron saluted together, the yards were grant of any lands in the island was made

manned, the seamen giving three hearty by the crown until 1610, when king

cheers. This general acclamation fired James made a grant of all that part of

him with joy, and he ordered the inter- the island from cape Horiavista to cape St.

prefer to tell the admiral it was moll ex- G Mary, to the eail of Southampton, Sir

eeedingly warlike. At his tent the adnii- Lawrence Tanfield, lord chief Baron,

rals took their leave, and received the last and others ; among whom were several e-

and warmest expressions of his gratitude. minent merchants of Bristol, from whence

He remained within the boundaries of the settlement they made was called the

Fort Su David a few days, no one Bristol plantation ; andin 161c, Sir George

Calvert,
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Calvert, afterwards lord Baltimore, ob- French in 1696, returned our complement

tained a grant, from the company, of some with much better success) for they not

lands upon the south-east coast south os only attacked but destroyed molt of our

Goose island, whither he presently sent fishing st.iges upon that island, and car-

a colony, and, in a few years, went oxer ried a great number of cur people priso-

liimself, and built a sine house and strong nets to France, besides the captain and

fort at a place called Fairyland j but as crew of 01. e of our fngatts, the Saphire,

the Baltimore family soon aster got a ^ which the crew had set on fire, after

grant os, and settled in Maryland, they finding they could not defend her. Nor

abandoned their settlement in Newfound- would this pei haps have roused our go-

land, which, in 1 6 54, was taken possession vernment from its lethargy, with respe^

of by S>r David Kirk who lived sometime, to our settlements in America, if the af-

and died in that island, but never had fair had not been brought before, and

any commission or authority to make a highly resented by the next session of par-

settlement, and as the Bristol company liamer.t. Thu obliged our government

had entirely abandoned their project, such to be at a little expence for the security

of our peopl; as remained in the island B of our fishing upon the coasts of New-
continued to live without any legal fore S'oundland • and, accordingly, the nexe

of government, or any publick authority summer a squadron, with 1500 land force*

for establishing one. on board, was sent thither under she com-

This neglect of ours the French took inand of commodore, afterwards, Sir

advantage of, and net only sent greac John Norris. Soon after his arrival at

numbers of ships yearly to nlh upon the St. John's, or Torbay, he was informed,

the coasts, but at hit fettled a colony, and that the French admiral M. de Pointi, wa*

built a regular fort at Placentia, which q arrived in Conception bay with the rich

was garrisoned by a number of regular spoils of Carthat;ena. How it came ta

troops, and all at the expence of their be made a question, whether or no our

government; yet, notwithstanding th« fresh squadron should attack this wea-

danger we were thus exposed to of losing ther-beaten French squadron we do not

pur sole right to the island, and not only know; but in order to determine this)

our sole but our whole right to the fishery questionless question, the commodors

upon its coasts, our government never called a council of war, consisting of it

put themselves to any expence for the land officers and 13 sea-officers, and the

fake cf vindicating the one or preserving D qutftion was most surprisingly determined

the other. This, indeed, is not to be in the negative by all the former, being

wondereti at during the reigns of Charles joined by five of the latter : Thus Mr.

and James II, because our parliaments Norris, hy admitting land officers to

kept the crown at such short allowance, suit about a sea fight, lost an opportunity

that our ministers could never, or but of doing signal service to his country,

rarely, think of any thing besides our pro- and enriching himself and all under hit

section at home ; and the short war we command ; for Mr. Pointi left Conception

hid with France in 1665 and 1666, did g bay as soon as possible, and sailed for

not expose us to much danger upon such France, without waiting for the French

a distant coast as that of Newfoundland : squadron under Mr. Nesmond, which ho

Besides, we were at that time involved in expected to have found, and would have

a most heavy and dangerous war, not ha- found there, if it had met with a fair

ving any thin; to fee hut enemies coasts, wind when it first failed from France,

as the French king ordered his ministers So careful were the French court of

to tell us, from the extremity of Norway their possessions in Newfoundland, that

to Bayonne *. But, after the year 1688, as soon as they heard of our intending to

when our parliaments began to be liberal r send a squadron thither, they fitted out a

in their grants to the crown, and when stronger squadron under this Mr. Nef-

we had the greatest part of Europe join- mono, which sailed from Brest only twa

ed with us in a war against France alone, days after Mr. Norris failed from St. He-

it is surprising our government did not lens, but the former having been forced

then seriously think of vindicating and se- back by contrary winds, it did not arrive

curing our sole right to the island of at Newfoundland till Mr. Norris, and the

Newfoundland and the rich fisheries upon land forces, had so fortified themselves at

its coasts. q St. John's, that it durst not attack them ;

Tis true, we made an attempt at last and afrer the retreat of the French squa-

Upon the French fort at Placentia, but dron our people not only raised a regular

with so little force, and so ill provided, fort at St. John's, but secured the har-

that we did not seem to be serious, or bour by a strong chain, and then they

rattier seemed le court a repulse ; but the returned to England, without so much at

attempting

• • D'Estradi'i litttrt.
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attempting any of the French forts on branch of trade ; and as nothing very

that island. Thus tho' no care was taken material has since happened, relative to

during the war to drive the French out this island, we shall conclude with on

es that island, or to stipulate a surrender serving, that tho' we draw great advan -

of it by the treaty of peace at Ryswick, tage from the seas round it, we have not

yet so ridiculous were we as to enact, by yet drawn any from the land, and the

an act of parliament passed in 1699, " that accounts we have of the foil and climate

no alien shall hereafter take any bait, or ^ seem to shew that we never can ; for it

use any trade of Ashing in Newfoundland, is said, that the cold is so intense in the

the seas, rivers, lakes, or places in and winter as to be almost insufferable, and

about the same, or the islands adjacent." the foil is nothing but a mixture of gra-

And tho' we had passed an act, yet we vel, sand and stones, so that its very mea-

alid not take any one measure for enfor- dows produce nothing but a fort of moss

cing the fame, during the war that ensued instead of grass; but when we become

in 1702, nor did the parliament ever take better acquainted with the country, wo

any notice of this amazing neglect in the may find a better foil in many parts of

executive part of our government. Soon B it ; for as there is great plenty of deer

after the beginning of that war, indeed, and hares, and also of partridges and

Sir John Leake was sent with a squadron other fowls that live upon seeds, there

to Newfoundland, where he destroyed must be food for them, and consequently

three French men of war and 30 mer- some sort of herbage and seed-bearing

chant ships, in the bay of St. Peter's, vegetables ; and as there are plenty of

between the bays of Fortune and Placcn- fur-, in the island, if any coal mines could

tia : He likewise attacked and made him- be found, of which it is probable there

self master of the little fort which the Q are some, the winter might be rendered

French had there, but having no land- tolerable. Rut be this as it will, the if.

forces on board, he could not keep it, land is, on account of its fishing, well

therefore he quite demolished it, tho' it worth preserving ; for we bring from

would have been of good service to us in thence, yearly, between 2 and 300,000

any future attack upon Placentia, which quintals of fish, besides 4 or 5000 bogs-

he could not then, for the fame reason, heads of oil, by which a very large sum

attempt ; and so far were we from sol- of money is saved, or brought into this

lowing this blow, that in the next year, kingdom yearly, and a great number of
1705, we left both the island and our u our brave and hardy seamen maintained,

fishery destitute of any proper squadron [To be continued in our next.]

for their defence, tho' we knew, or ought

to have known, that the French were Ttl W O R L D, Nov. 4.

preparing for an expedition against it. fvF all the improvements in polite con-

Accordingly the French that summer made \J versation, 1 know of nothing that

themselves masters of St. John's town, is half so entertaining and significant as

and laid siege to the fort, which they the double entendre. It is a figure in rheto-

continued for five weeks, without being E ric, which owes its birth, as well as its

disturbed by any squadron from hence ; name, to our inventive neighbours the

but as the fort had been greatly improved French ; and is that happy art by which

by col. Richards, the former governor, persons of fashion may communicate the

who was a good engineer, and was then loosest ideas under the most innocent ex-

bravely defended by its governor, capt, preflions. The ladies have adopted it for

Lloyd, the besiegers found themselves at the best reason in the world : They have

last obliged to leave it : However, they long since discovered that the present sashi-

quite demolished the town, with all the p onable display of their persons is by no

fishing Aages in or near it, and carried means a sufficient hint to the men that

off a great number of our people prisoners they mean any thing more than to attract

to France or Quebec. their admiration : The double entendre dif-

From this time nothing extraordinary plays the mind in an equal degree, and

happened at Newfoundland during that tells us from what motive the lure of

war ; and the island having been furren- beauty is thrown out. It is an explana-

dered to us by the peace of Utrecht, Pla- tory note to a doubtful text, which ren-

eentia has ever since been the capital ; ders the meaning so obvious, that even

but our sole right of fishing having been G the dullest reader cannot possibly mistake

by the same treaty sacrificed, notwith- it. For tho" the double entendre may some,

standing the abovementioned act of par- times admit of a moral interpretation, as

liamrnt, which still stands unrepealed, well as a wanton one, it is never intend-

the French have ever since greatly inter- ed to be understood but one way ; and

fered with us in that valuable and useful he must be a simple fellow indeed, and

totally
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totally unacquainted with good company, rich widows who can afford them, some-

who does not take it as it was meant. thing may be said ; but while gluttons

But it is one thing to invite the attacks may be feasted liberally at such tables,

of men, and another to yield to them ; and while there are public ordinaries in

and ic is by no means a necessary impli- almost every parish of (his metropolis, a

cation, that because a lady chuses to dress single lady may beg to be excused,

and talk like a woman of the town, (he But to return particularly to my sub-

must needs act like one. I will be bold ^ ject. The double entendre is at present so

to assert that the contrary happens at least much the taste os all genteel companies,

ten or a dozen times within the space of that there is no possibility either of being

a twelvemonth ; nay, I am almost en- polite or entertaining without' it. Thac

dined to believe, that when an enter- it is easily learnt is the happy advantage

■rising young fellow, who, from a lady's of it ; for as it requires little more than

displaying her beauties in public to the a mind well stored with the most natural

utmost excess of the mode, and suiting idea!, every young lady of fifteen may be

her language to her dress, is apt to fancy thoroughly instructed in the rudiments of

himself sure of her at a the a tile, it is not B it from her book of novels, or her wait-

above four to one but he may meet with ing-maid. But to be as knowing as her

a repulse. Those liberties, indeed, which mamma in all the refinements of the art,

are attended with no ruinous contingences, she must keep the very best company,

he may reasonably claim, and expect al- and frequently receive lessons in private

ways to be indulged in ; as the refusal of from a male instructor. She should also

them would argue the highest degree of be careful to minute down in her pocket-

prudery, a foible, which, in this age of book the most shining sentiments that are

nature and freedom, the utmost malice of Q toasted at table ; that when her own it 1

the world cannot lay to the charge of a called for, she may not be put to the

woman of condition : But it does not blush from having nothing to fay that

absolutely follow, that because Ihe is good- would occasion a modest woman to blush

humoured enough to grant every liberty for her. Of all the modern inventions

but one, she must refuse nothing. to enliven conversation, and promote free-

It may possibly be objected, that there dom between the sexes, I know of no-

is neither good-breeding nor generosity in thing that can compare with these senti-

a lady's inviting a man to a feast, when ments ; and I may venture to affirm,

she only means to treat him with the gar- " without the least flattery to the ladies,

nish : But she is certainly mistress of her that they arc by no means inferior to the

own entertainment, and has a right ro men in the happy talent of conveying the

keep those substantial under cover, which archest ideas imaginable in the most barm-

she has no mind he should help himself to. less words, asd of enforcing those ideas

A hungry glutton may (as the phrase is) by the most significant looks,

eat her out of house and home ; and if There is indeed one inconvenience jr-

he will not be satisfied with whips and tending the double ext;ndn, which I do not

creams, he may carry his voraciousness £ remember to have heard taken notice of.

to more liberal tables. A young lady of This inconvenience is the untoward effect

œconomy will admit no such persons to that it is apt to have upon certain discreet

tier entertainments ; they are a set of ro- gentlewomen, who pass under the deno-

bust unmannerly creatures, who are per- mination of old maids. As these grave

petually intruding themselves upon the personates are generally remarked to have

hospitable and the generous, and tempt- the quickest conceptions, and as they

ing them to those costly treats that have have once been shocked by what they call

in the end undone them, and compelled „ the indelicacy of this figure, they are ever

them ever after to keep ordinaries for afterwards carrying it in their minds, and

their support. converting every thing they hear into

From this consideration, it were hearti- wantonness and indecency. To ask them

ly to be withed that the ladies could be what o'clock it is, may be an ensnaring

prevailed upon to give fewer invitations question ; to pull off your gloves in their

in public places ; since the most frugal of presence is beginning to undress ) to

them cannot always answer for her own make them a bow mny be stooping for

(economy; and it is well known, that an immodest purpose, and to talk of bed -

the profusion of one single entertainment Q time is too gross to be endured. 1 have

has compelled many a beautiful yeung known one of these ladies to be so ex-

creature to hide herself from the world tremely upon her guard, that having dropt

for whew months after. As for married her gold watch cafe in a public walk,

ladies indeed, who have husbands to bear and being questioned by a gentleman who

the burden of such entertainments, and took it up, whether ic was her't o< nor,

1 was
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was so alarmed »t the indecency of throw- them also with titles or pensions. That

irig aside her apron to examine, that (he nation, Sir, w here justice is thus deluded,

flew from Uim with precipitation, suffe!- and the greatest crimes go, thus, by com

ing him to put it into his pocket, arid go P'ct, unpunished, must never expect to

fairly oft" with it. have honest and able servants;

This false modesty, which most evi- When persons in power know they may-

dently owes its birth to the dexble entendre, fob and plunder with impunity; whep

is a degree of impudence that the other they are assuied, that whatsoever crimet

•annot match. The possessors of it have they may commit to the publick, the-

unfortunately discovered, that the most worst that can befal them; is but to re-

immodest meaning may be couched under sign their places to others, and that they

very innocent expressions ; and having may carry off all their ill-gotten plunder

been once put into a loose train of think- with safety, it would, in this degenerate

ing, they are perpetually revolving in »gei be a miracle to find them honest. In

their minds every gross idea that words such a nation, where justice is thus delud-

can be made to imply. They would not ed, where a sort of dispensation for com -

pronounce the names of certain persons " mitting all kinds of offences on the pub-

of their acquaintance for the whole world, lick, is thus delivered from hand to hand,

and are almost shocked to death at the how can the people, with any colour of

light of a woman with child, as it fug- reason, expect that a change of men

gests to their minds every idea of sensu- should produce a change of measures ? It

ality. Slri a certainty, that nothing but ex-

It will doubtless he very astonishing to ecuting justice impartially will make men

the reader to be told, that even the purity honest; nor can any thing be more ab-

os my own writings has not at all times Q sold, than for the people to expect an

exempted me from the censure of these honest and prudent management of their

maiden gentlewomen : It is from their affairs, where the greatest offenders are

complaints that I have entered at present suffered to escape punishment by such rc-

upon the subject of this paper, which I Agnation treaties.

cannot conclyde without expressing some One compromising scheme between

little dislike to the double entendre 5 since those in place, and those that would be ;

with all the pleasantry and merriment it between those who are afraid of punifh-

occasions, it has produced this false mo- n ment, and those who are ambitious of

desty, which, in my opinion, is impu- U power ; by which justice is obstructed,

dence itself. and 'lie people's interest drept ; their

cries unregarded, and their grievances

From the London Evening-Post. left unredrtssed ; doth more detriment to

a nation, than along seiies of mal-admi-
**" J-sif*' nistration. We can all remember that

SIR, important crisis in this nation, when the

N a certain corrupt nation, which need father of corruption was hunted downj

not be named, when the persons en- E and 'he hopes of the people ran high,

trusted with the management of their how the house was then adjourn'd to give

publick affairs, have, by a long series of time for such a compromising intrigue,

misconduct, biouglit the state into the and how it too well succeeded ; how He-

most imminent danger ; wheo, by raising rod and Pontius Pilate then (hook hands,

immense fortunes on the rums of the and left the people destitute of justice,

people, by long squandering away and and hopeless of all relief. From that in-

rioting in the puhlick treasure, by barter- famous period, how hath all patriotism

ing away its territories, by neglecting its p and publick spirit been ridiculed and

commerce, by forsaking its colonies, and laughed at ! And how hath corruption,

by a long catalogue of other ruinous umelisted, like a deluge overflowed the

measures, they have, at last, raised the land ! If therefore, in this nation, such

resentment of the people (o far, that they another crisis should ever happen; when

find it impossible lor them to stem the great offenders should, to avoid that pu-

torrent, and are therefore under dreadful nifhment they have justly deserved, enter

apprehensions of receiving that punish- into such another compromising scheme,

ment they have so justly deserved ; there the people must not, if they would expect

hath, of late years, been introduced ■ G honester men, and hope for happier dayi

method of deluding publick justice, and look upon such resignations as any sort

of escaping such punishment, by making of satisfaction for such offences, nor let

a kind of compact, or agreement, to re- such crimes pass unpunished, but insist on

sign their pbees to others, who are, for justice,

such consideration, not only to screen Bl ITANKIcui.

from publick justice, but reward -ifa

I
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probable calculation they could make con-

Tbe siltnoinir Papers are so curious, and the cerning the number of the dead ; but

People they relate to so incommunicative and they all concurred in one general answer,

Jo little kmrwn, that vie imtke no doubt our that they had no other but what was

Publication of them, without abridgment, fjunded on ihe decrease of the consump-

•wi'II be agreeable to our Readers, 'ion of the quantity of corn or bread j

1 and in general talked of about 150,000.

Queues sent to a Friend in Constantino- ^ ] therefore betook myself, with all my

pie, by Dr. Maty, F. R. S. and answer- care and industry, to try what probable

ed by his Excellency James Porter, Efyj conclusions I could draw from thatimper-

his Majesty's Ambassador at Constantino- sect datum. Corn is delivered out by an

pie, and F. R. S. officer of consideration, and an exact re-

I. tTTHETHER we may know, gister kept.

VV with any certainty, how ma- Before the commencement ofthe plague,

ny people are generally carried off by the that was in March and April 1751, tho

plague at Constantinople ? consumption of corn was 19. oco mea-

2. Whether the number of inhabitants ** fures, called khilos. On its continuance

in that capital may be ascertained ? and decrease it diminished to 17,000, and

3. Whether what has been advanced by on its total cessation it was found not to

feme travellers, and from them assumed amount to above 14,000. A khilo weighs

by writers on politicks, be true, that there 22 okes : It is ground to iS okes of

are more women than men born in the flour. The bakers have generally the so-

fast ? cret to make out of this last quantity 27

4. Whether plurality of wives is in fact, okes of bread. They add to an oke of

»s it was confidently affirmed to be, in Q flour one of water, besides some fait ;

it* order of nature, favourable to the in- and as their bread is almost dough, few

crease of mankind .' of the watry particles are exhaled ; and

5. What is the actual state of inocula- it is thought of the best, if it is not

tion in the east ? double in quantity, when taken out of

6 What is become of the printing-house the oven,

at Constantinople ? and are there any ori- The common people, and even most of

girial maps of the Turkish dominions, the middling and easy, live principally

drawn from actual surveys ? on bread ; the former with onion, gar-

7. What fort of learning is cultivated " lick, fruits or pulse, according to the sea-

among trie Creeks, and among the Turks ? sons ; the latter with very small portions

of Mem or fish. The more laborious pro-

Answer 1. The only plague which I fissions, as labouring-men, stone cutters,

•hserved at Constantinople, in the course carpenters, Sec. eat from two to two and

et seven years, was that of the year 1751 : a half okes a day 5 the other, according

There are almost annually dispersed acci- to the common run of families, corn-

dents, some perhaps real, some suggested posed of men, women and children, half

by trick and design, to serve sinister pur- £ an oke each j so that the lowest calcula-

poses. tion, on a medium, may be about an oka

I attempted that year to throw some and a quarter daily, eaten by each person

observations on paper } but all that I at Constantinople.

could make out of them was so unfatis- But should it be thought too much, an

factory, trite and imperfect, that I thought oke, which is two pound three quarters

them, on a review, scarce worth notice. English, we may suppose nearer truth :

lam convinced, that whatever is told Thefollowingconclusions then will results

•f that distemper is scarce to he depend- „ That therefore on the highest number of

cd on ; rather conjecture than observati- ™ 19,000 x 17 we have 513,000, thequan-

on ; rather the play of imagination than tity of okes of bread consumed, and con-

fact. However, I had made it a princi- sequently the number os souls at Constan-

pal study to attain to seme data, whereby tinople. That on the decrease of the

1 could draw a probable conclusion con- plague to 17,000, 54,000 persons were

cerning the number of the dead that year, either dead or missing. That when the

which might also have led me to have as- quantity was reduced to 14,000, on the

certained that of the inhabitants at Con- cessation, those either fled or dead amount-

stanunople. Q ed to 135.000.

Ans. 2. The Turks have no register, no It is said by some, that Constantinople

bills of mortality s They are prohibited, contains near 3,coo,oco of inhabitants ;

by their lav/, to enumerate the people. but on whatever supposition we take the

I applied to the Reis Effendi, and other consumption of the quantity of bread,

ministers of the Porte, to know what that quantity will be found erroneous.

November, j 7 56. Yyy On
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On a gross calculation made by some divided somewhat in the manner it was

of the principal men, and particularly under the Grecian empire, that is into

the Chiorbachees, or colonels of Janiza- different quarters, called Mahales, and

ries, who had their stations at the most each under the special direction of an

noted and only places where the funerals lmaum. As far as it extends to their

pass, they reckoned for fix weeks, whilst immediate advantage, they are informed

the plague was at its height and in its cri- of the number of families in their district ;

sis, from 900 to looo fir dian ; and that ^ but whoever would dare to collect from

the whole amount of the dead in that them, might not only risk the censure of

time mig^ht be about 40,000 j and from the government, but his head. Besides,

the time it was in its increase and decline, if the enquiry is general concerning

they added 15 to 20,000 more, if there- houses, it is impossible to fix a determin-

fore we admit 60,000 in the whole, it ed idea j they confound palace, seraglio,

will be as that sum to 513,000, or as 1 shop, room, and call them indisenmi-

to8i£. nately houses. The Jews fay, that they

There is a remarkable coincidence be- R "ave 10,000 houses at Constantinople -.

tween this proportion, and the number ° 801 in what we call a house there are per-

of dead which was carried out of the "aps '° families, and the distinct number

Adrianople-gate, during iz days, the of th« latter they dare not mention. I

fame season of the year 175a ; and of endeavoured with persuasion, and all my

the like number of days in 1751. weight, to induce the Greek and Arme-

1752, Health. 175 1, Plague. nian patriarchs to obtain forme a register

June 14 11 June 11—14 °/ t,le births and burials of their respec-

jj 3 13—26 tive communities ; but at length they ac-

16—5 14—3* (J knowledged it impossible. Their parishes

17 j 15—3j are farmed to curates, by the diocesan

18 4. 16—24 bishops ; the income arises from births

ig g 30—50 and burials ; so that to conceal the for-

ao 3 25—34 mcr> tslev must likewise the latter, and

21 3 »2—37 nevc exhibit a faithful register.

23 5 23—5* Ans. 3. That there are more women

24 4 July 14- 56 '"an men born in the east, seems a fig-

as 5 15—57 rv^10"' of travellers, rather than founded

a6 3 16—59 m 'ruth 5 it is scarce to be known where

polygamy is lawful. The apparent con-

59 4S9 elusion may seem natural, because many

of the harems of the opulent, especially

So that the number of dead, at least in the great cities, are numerous : But

thro' that gate, in time of common health, these are not composed of the natives of

was to those in that of sickness, as 59 to those cities, but are brought from coun-

489, or as 1 to 8 I, nearly. tries where the Christian rites are observ-

The Adrianople-gate is reckoned the E «dj » time of peace, from Georgia;

s-reatest passage for the dead, on account and of war» /rom """gary and Ruffia,

%{ its vicinity to the most extensive buri- *c- so tbat lfLmore women "i found in

al places families than men, they must be look-

A great deduction must be made for the uP°n as »" extraneous production,

Tast decrease of the consumption of wheat annually or daily imported,

towards the cessation of the plague, from ^ 1 ,hlnk 1 can »ver- on B1*"1 foundation,

the considerable number who fled into *»' we "»v« not vet extant *n exact> 8e"

Afia, the islands of the Archipelago, and p nuine account of the customs, manners

Romelia. and practices of these people, nor really

A cogent argument with me to demon- «* these countries. Those which 1 have

ftrate, that Constantinople is not peopled Kad are extreme faulty, not to fay worse,

in proportion to its extent, is the im- m manv particulars which have fallen

mensc care which the late sultan Mahmud under my own knowledge. What then

took, not to admit new inhabitants or am 1 to conclude, as to those that have

strangers ; none could remain a night in »ot ' And how can a Tournefort, and

the city without commands from the m»ny others 1 could name, in running

Porte, and those were-with great difficulty G over vast tr»cks ef countries in two year*

obtained. * or kfs> sometimes by night, sometimes

It is extreme difficult, if not impoffi- °y d»y> with hasty caravans, give us a

Die, to come at any other compului of the true history ? Even Ricaut's, he who

number of inhabitants, much more so of dwelt so«ne yea™ >n th«se countries, it

houses, at Constantinople, The city it founded on very imperfect memoirs -.
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What he fays of the interior of the sera- Romanists : With the few whom I have

glio is impossible to be known ; and I known it generally succeeded ; but the

find by some original letters of his, from numbers will not admit of comparison.

Hamburg, to a nephew he had, as fecre- There are not perhaps twenty in a year

tary to this embassy, that he begged for inoculated. The Timoni family pretend,

some notes of one Mr. Coke, formerly in that a daughter had been inoculated at

that office, in order to continue his histo- fix months old, but afterwards acquired

ry. Now it is evident, that all such notes ^ the small-pox in the natural way, and

must have been only the hearsay of the died at 23 years. The evidence is doubt-

Christians of Hera, who neither have, so!. Timoni's account is incorrect j his

nor ever had, knowledge or observation facts are not to be depended on. Pylari.

sufficient to be depended on ; nor dare ni's is more exact. It was neither Cir-

they Venture to enter into intimate par- caffians, Georgian*, nor Asiatics who

ticulars with such Mahometans as could introduced the practice. The fiist wo-

truly inform them. man was of the Morea ; her successor

Credulity and vulgar errors abound as was a Bosniac ; they brought it from

a consequence of their faith j for they are " Thessaly, or the Peloponnesus, now Mo-

all Greeks or Romanists. Those are taken rea. They properly scarified the pati-

traditionally. To instance in one col- ent, commonly on many parts ; some-

lected from them, and universally receiv- times on the forehead, under the hair,

ed by travellers ; they tell us, that the sometimes on the cheeks, and on the ra-

Turks make publick prayers and procefii- dius of the arm. A father told me, that

ont in time of plague, when 1000 corps the old woman not being able, thro' age,

a day are carried out of Adi ianople- gate, to make the incision on his daughter with

This tradition was current in the year Q the razor, he performed that operation.

1751. I knew it must be false from the The needle has also been used. The

very Koran. However, I had the questi- Turks never inoculate; they trust to

on put to many, particularly to the Reis their satum. Whence the method had its

Essendi, great chancellor of the empire, origin seems here unknown. A Capuchin

who let me know they never numbered friar, whom I often fee, was on a mission

them, nor inquired minutely how many in Georgia for above 16 years ; he has

died ; that in time of great calamity or returned about two years ; he is a grave,

sickness, they only ordered a passage of _ sober man, who gives an historical ac-

the Koran to be read in their Mofches. " count cf the virtues and vices, good and

Thus, by a single enquiry, I detected a evil, of that country, with plainness and

fable which has passed current since Ma- candour. The usual introduction and se-

homet the second's time. This is One curity of these missionaries is the pretence

example of many. to the practice of physic, that in destroy-

Anf. 4. I can affirm, with truth, what in<t bodies they may save souls : So that

may seem a paradox, that in general, this honest man, who is extremely igno-

Mahometans, notwithstanding their law, rant, was in high reputation both a? phy-

procreate less than Christians. The rich, E fician and confessor : It was therefore

who are the only persons that can main- impossible, as he himself observe1!, that

tain concubines, have seldom four or five either the public or private practice of

children. Few, I have heard of or known, inoculation could be concealed from him ;

exceed two or three ; many of the for- but he has most solemnly declared to me

mer, and most of the middling or poorer repeatedly, that he never heard one word

sort, have generally but one wife. The about it at Akalfike, Imirette or Tifflis ;

latter indeed exchange them with facility ; he is persuaded, that it has never been

but yet we do not perceive they have a p known among them. He has often and

numerous progeny. I take this to arise frequently attended the small-pox, which

from a cause different from that which is it almost certain death there ; and gene-

commonly assigned, not from their being rally, if not always, of the confluent

enervated by variety, but rather from kind.

their law. The frequent ablutions, re- Ans 6. Printing was introduced by an

quired by the doctrine of purity and im- Hungarian rentgado, who called himself

purity, perhaps may check the libidinous Ibrahim Essendi : It had no longcontinu-

paffion j or when it is at its height they ance. The copies are not many, and are

find themselves prohibited enjnyment. G now very dear and scarce ; few even to.

To enforce this observation might lead be bought.

me into some singular reflections. The maps did not exceed three or four;

Ani". 5. Inoculation is practised at pre- one of Persia, one of the Bosphorus, and

sent among the Greek?, and, notwith- one of the Euxinus or Black-sea ; they

standing religious scruples, among the are net to be found but in private l»nds.

Y y y % All
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All our maps of these countries are ex

tremely imperfect and incorrect.

The jealousy and superstition of the

people, tho' the government should per

mit Christians to raise any printing house,

would be an irresistible impediment ; and

they are too ignorant themselves to be

ever capable of doing it. The adoptive

son of this Ibrahim Eft'cndi, who bears

the fame name, is secretary under the in

terpreter of tl:e Porte ; he has ail the

materials for printing, but never could

find, lince his father's death, and during

fulun Mihmud's reign, money to carry

it on. The question now is, whether sul

tan Osman is not too strict a Mussulman

to continue the permission.

Ans. 7. The progress of arts and sci

ences, and literature, seems travelling on,

gradatim, to the westward, from Ægypt

to Gr.ece, from Greece to Rome, thence

to the west of Europe, and I suppose at

last to America. We find sew traces in

the east : The Greeks, who should be

the depositaries of them, are the fame

Greeks they ever were, Hominet content!'

•ff/i eupidioret quam veritatis. They have re

tained all the vices, imperfections and ill

habitudes of their ancestors ; but have

lost all publick spirit and publick virtue.

The clergy, who should support the

whole machine of learning, are them

selves the source of ignorance ; all their

talents and acquisitions consist in bribing

amongst the Turks, and folliciting to

destroy one patriarch in order to make

another ; to raise from a curacy to a

bifhoprick, and to exchange from an in

different one to a better. They endea

vour to cultivate literal Greek, and some

study it, but advance no furrher. There

are neither grammarians, critics, histori

ans nor philosophers among them j nor

have they the proper preceptors or masters

to instruct. They have formed a fort of

academy at Mount Athos for their youth,

which will scarce survive the person who

has undertaken it : He has himself but

the mere elements of science. However,

his desire of knowing may improve him {

and he may perhaps lay the foundations

in some youth with success.

The Turks have many books amongst

them, tho' exceedingly dear j folios I

have seen cost 100 to 2 and 300 dollars

each, 1. e. from 15I. to 4.5I. The few

printed folios, some of which I picked

up some years ago, cost ;!. to 61. sterling.

Their scribes spend many years about a 1

few copies. Their learning consists prin-

c:r>ally in abstruse metaphysics : Some

fe v touch the surface of science, 1 have

looked out \vilh great industry for old

•
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Arabian manuscripts in the mathematical

way : What they brought me were trans

lations of some propositions of Euclid,

Theodosius, Archimedes and Apollonius.

They have some parts of Aristc-tlc ; but

their favourite philosophy is the atosmcal

or Epicurean, which with them is called

A the Democritical, from Democritus. Ma

ny of their speculative men have adopted

that system, and conform to it in their

secret practice. The institutes and practice

of phjsic are taken from Calen. Ehcn

Zyna or Avicena is a principal guide :

Mathiolus is known. But with all this,

as the sole dust and end of their study is

R gain, there does not seem the least emu-

lation towards true knowledge : So that

the state of letters may be said to. remain

deplorable, without the least glimmering

or remote prospect of a recovery.

Constantinople, Feb. i, 1755. J- P.

Since the Reception of these Anfviert, Dr.

Maty bat received another Letter from tht

C same Gentleman, in ivhicb be finds some

new FaBl, tending to clear up the Account$

relating to the PraSice of Inoculation

among tie Georgians,

Constantinople, Mey 17, 1755.

I AM now to correct the report of the

Capuchin concerning inoculation in

p. Georgia. One of their physicians, a most

ignorant fellow, who lives by his pro

fession here, avers that among those who

follow the true Georgian rites, not Ro

manists, the practice is common. It hat

its rise from mere superstition. He tells

us, " That the tradition and religious
belies of the people is, that anvangel pre

sides over that distemper, that therefore,

E to shew their confidence in him, and to

invite him to be propitious, they take a

pock from the sick person, and, by a sca

rification, they insert it in one in health,

generally between the fore-hngtr and the

thumb. It never misses its effect, and the

patient always recovers. To attract the

angel's good will more effectually, they

p hang the patient's bed with red cloth or

stuff, as a colour most agreeable to him.

He has been assistant to this practice, and

declares it to be common." Perhaps the

only good effect ever known produced by

that monster superstition ! The Capuchin

acknowledges, that it might be amongst

the Georgians the doctor mentions, and

not have fell under his knowledge. To

G vindicate his ignorance, he distinguishes

the parts of Georgia, or its divisions.

He has never been at Cackett, and staid

but three weeks at once in Ttfflis.

J. P.

The
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_, , _ , . , ,. , that loose in like manner, and (hereby of
The Jesujts Ba.k being usually applied over chilling the blood, thickening the

for the Cure of an Ague, and often -without msh o{ iti jmpactjng and making a glut

the Advice os any Physician, thefollowing and obstructions in the capillary vessels.

Remark, nude upon that Medicine by the and so lessening the heat, the fense, and

late Dr Woodward may be of service to the strength of the member to which

many of our Countrymen, and therefore toe t|lose vessc|S belong, causes a chiUnefs,

stall give them a Place in our Magazine, a weakntss, and numbness of it, sometime*
•Joey are taken fromi a Boot jusi published, t0 such a degree a5 to brine on a palscy.

sr.tuled, Select Cases and Consultations of which j have ,,eard severa| jnstance'S.

in Physkk, by the late eminent John There jS no doubt but that this is a truly

Woodward, M, D. nob)e medicine> and 0f great service

THE Jesuits bark, fays the doctor, where properly administered : Eut witli-

worki wholly as an absorbent and out such discretion and caution, great ills

astringent ; and where it is not equal and inconveniencies frequently ensue,

to the febrile matter rising, and in emo- R The people would not entertain the great

tion in the stomach, it cannot be ca- " prejudice they so generally have to this

pable of dealing with and stifling of medicine, wholly without any cause,

it. On the contrary, this medicine is fre- They who administer it do not feel the

quently the cause of the febrile matter struggles and combustion that they who

flowing into the blood, in greater quan- take it frequently do j even w here it hap-

tity than otherwise would have happened. pens to cure and put an end to the ague,

When there is of this matter, in the sto- and thro' the firmness of the constitution,

mach, so great a proportion as by its col- C and the organs acquitting themselves with

luctation, the fumes it emits, and the great energy and power, no apparent or

crowd it makes at the pylorus, somewhat lasting evil may ensue. There is no jest-

to obstruct that passage, and hinder its ing with edged tools. The best medicine,

own egress there, a lesser charge must be and those that have the greatest power,

made upon the blood in course. In this do the greatest mischief, where not right-

cafe, the Jesuits powder given can never ly applied. For my own part, even in

possibly wholly surmount the febrile mat- youth, and the most vigorous bodies,

ter. It can only stifle part ; by which . where I have sound symptoms and inti-

means the colluctation, fumes, and crowd p mations of an over-charge of humours in

will be lessened, egress thro' the pylorus the stomach and boweU ; or where, up-

promoted, febrile matter dispatched into on administration of this medicine, the

the blood, and thereby the fever increased, success hath not answered in due time, 1

This is rhe case in the administration of have immediately had recourse to proper

the Jesuits powder in continual fevers, evacuations ; constantly to the benefit of

and in such severs as remit, where the the patient, and the gaining of my point,

febrile cause is considerable. And indeed, without any of the inconveniencies that,

in intermitting fevers, where the morbid where such precaution is not used, ordi-

cause is great, the • Jesuits powder will E narily ensue,

not be able to surmount it, without dis

charges and evacuations of it. With these To the A U T H O R of the LONDON

interposed I have had happy success, by MAGAZINE,

use of only small doses of that powder ; „ _ , r „
and the body has been left in vigour and S™ e," '** R'fM""<>" °f Dr-

good plight. Whereas without such eva- Chandler , '* '™°> !" ,ht (j"""S:

cuations, I have seen loads of that medi- Durh»m. »»* » Intent tvwarj,

cine given to little other end than the de- p Hf'%. an <''•£""•?«' Clamur,

triment of the patient. As this medicine, r mtb R'°" a"d ""sing,

where there happens to be an overcharge SIR,

of bile in the stomach, sometimes by the ^T"VHIS charge was delivered July t6,

accident set forth above, letting that bile X '740, a time of the year, when if

loose upon the blood, fires it, excites per- nobody had been so provident as to lay

turbations there, and a fever too gieat by corn, more than for his own use, we

for the fabrick to sustain ; so, where must have starved till harvest. Ingrofling

there happens to be an over-glut of phlegm _ is founded on a law, enacted 5th and 6th

in the stomach, this medicine given, be- of Edward VI . above zoo years ago, when

comes accidentally the means of letting corn,

• By the very fame accident, opiates, that commonly abate the pain of the cholic, become some

time! the meant of hlting choleric matter loose out of the slomacb, -where it -was before latent and

quiet, into the guts, -where, being in emotion, it causes pains ar.d gripes. This -was the cafe of

Mr, Ange, and some others that I have known. By the fame accident, astringents btcotnt now

and then the causes of purgings sometimes very great.
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corn, of all sorts, was sold at less than a

fourth part of the present prices ; the act

accordingly gave liberty, to all persona,

to engross and lay by com, when bought,

wheat at 6s. or under, malt and barley

3s. 4d. and oats at as. a quarter ; so the

act allowed engrossing at low prices ;

and who now engrosses at high prices ?

Jngrossing at low prices is a benefit to the

farmers, by supplying them with money,

and to the poor, by keeping corn for them j

the legislature then saw this, hut did not

foresee that money would be more plenty,

nor that what was then or had been called

a pound, would be called three pounds ;

nor the great alterations, which would

be made in aoo years, by the discovery of

America, and the gold and silver there,

and the extension of our trade, to and

from thence, and the whole globe, much

more of which was then unknown than

now is ; so it is as fit this law should be

repealed, as that against witch- craft,

j James I. (a much more modern law)

lately (9 Ceo. II.) was ; which repeal

has produced no bad effect ; or else that

this old law should be modernized, and

the poor taught, that they who lay by

corn, from harvest to harvest, and coals

in summer for winter, are their benefac

tors, tho' paid for it 5 they naturally fell,

from time to time, as wanted, often at

such prices, as hardly pay the difference ;

if not, why have we not more ingrossers ?

The more the better, as the supply must

be the greater, and the prices the less ;

but what menied man does not shun every

general odium, and popular danger, and

every risque of loss, without a reasonable

probability of an adequate gain ! And

who but a monied man should, or can

engross ? He to whom money is of the

least value can best afford the risque,

and is most iike to be content with a small

gain, and to be therefore the poor's be

nefactor in time of need.

The piece before us contains twenty

pages, including (not the usual method)

the title page, and editor's introduction to

the republication, which with the grand

jury's request of the first publication, and

two blank sides, are ic.—In p. 15, 16, 17,

18, (four out of the bishop's own 10)

he speaks, I doubt not, with much truth,

of the scarcity, as magnified, and but

feared, and only a pretence for riots, and

of the riots, as barbarous, rather increa

sing, than having any tendency towards

relieving the cause, if any, of complaint; ,

things abhorred by him, and condemnable

by the laws of God and man ; and of

exporting, not ingrosling, as the cause of

scarcity ; and speaks also of plunder, pri

vate pique, and revenge, and the over-

3
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turning of right and property ; not pub-

lick justice, nor any fort of relief, as

the things sought by the miscreant, idle

rioters ; and again, speaks of the farmer

and merchant as no aggressors, but of

them, as plundered by a spirit os rebellion,

in defiance of authority, order, and sub-

^ jection ; like our feet assuming the place

of the head, or rather its office, and pre

tending to conduct the body, as well as

carry It j and of popular commotions, aa

the letting out of waters.

But the editor, who fells this piece at

41I. each, or 3s. 6d. a dozen, attempts,

as he fays, to stem the torrent of reigning

vices, in those of higher rank ; and

6 speaks of his glimmering hopes of our

magistrates paying regard to the prelate's

charge, as pointed at the ingrossers of

corn, and then calls them cannibals, and

the worst and most unnatural enemies

of their king and country, and treats

them as the aggressors, faying, very un

truly (for no such thing appears in the

(j charge) that his lordship gave in charge,

that it would be more proper for the grand

jury, to find bills against them, than a-

gainst the unhappy objects, forced to

transgress the laws ; and that the grand

jury (here he seems to forget, or not know,

their oath) like wife and honest men, re

turned every bill of indictment not found ;

and yet fays, the vile ingrossers opened

D their graineries, and supplied the mar

kets with com, at the usual prices ; then

he speaks of the bishop's charge, as, tho*

worthy of letters of gold in every court

of justice, now entiiely forgot by seme

base proceedings against the industrious

poor, on a similar occasion, and complaina

of their being condemned as rioters ; and

J? goes on with some portions of scripture,

nothing to the purpose of ingrossing com,

in our days and manner, taking no fort

of notice of the caution given to man

kind, so early as Jacob's days, and his son

Joseph's, of providing in years of plenty

for the years of scarcity, by the seven

lean kine eating up the seven fat kine,

and the seven thin ears of corn devouring

P the seven full ears ; what was Joseph in

Egypt, according to this editor, but a vile

ingrosser ?

What would our editor fay, if he should

be told, that the law against ingrossing ii

obsolete, because the prices in it are such,

as corn has not been fold at in this centu

ry, or the last ? If he fays he finds the

p whole act, printed as in force ; so, if he

will look a little farther back, he will

find 28 Henry VIII. ch. 14. that none

shall fell French wines, at more than 8d.

a gallon ; and he may find Wingite't

Abridgment of the Statutes in force in
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the last century, omitted the prices ; why, cert many months after the commence-

but as obsolete ? Again, what says our ment of hostilities, the actual loss of

editor as to the encouragement or bounty Minorca, and apparent danger of Gi-

given by law out of our publick trea- braltar, are circumstances which fill us

sure, for the exportation of corn, when with amazement and concern j but when

it sells at prices far exceeding those at we reflect on the great preparations for

which the law, if it still exists, allows an embarkation of troops and artillery,

corn to be bought for ingrossing ? And ^ and the equipment of a powerlul fleet

how far would he have the law restrain publickiy known to be carried on at Tou-

corn-chandlers, meal-men, and millers, lon, whose neighbourhood to Minorca

and all mankind from buying corn of the was sufficiently alarming, we cannot im-

sarmer, and selling it to the baker ? Can pute these fatal events to neglect alone,

the one keep it, till the other makes it and therefore conjure you to enquire,

into bread ? or can he buy it, and pay why a respectable fleet was not imme-

for it before hand ? All this concerns diatr'y sent from hence, and why at last

wheat almost wholly : What says he about so small a squadron was ordered upon

barley, malt, and oats ? Maltsters, brew- B this important service, without any fri

ers, innholaers, gentlemen, and other gate, fire-ship, hospital-ship, transport,

consumers ? How would he act as a ju- or troops beyond their ordinary compli-

ror, and regard his oath ? In short, let ment, end this at a time when our naval

him fay, if he can, what he drives at, force was confessedly superior to the

besides getting money, without consider- enemy's.

ing the event, save as to self-interested- The cruelties suffered, and losses sus-

ness only, the thing he first attacks, tained by our fellow-subjects in North-

Your, &c. Q America, have long called for redress,

Libertas Rationamtir. whilst the mismanagements in the at-

P. S. The scarcity of wheat is not ge- tempts for t!, sir support, and the un-

neral, but only in some places of this timely and unequal succours sent to their

island, whilst others have plenty; this relief, have only served to render the Bri-

appears by the following collection of the tish name contemptible t We therefore

prices at different places, per quarter, in require you, to u:e your utmost endea-

July and August last, and most be owing vours for detecting all those, who, by

solely to want of good and short roads, n treachery or misconduct, have contri-

and of navigable rivers, to assist the sea, " buted to those great distresses, his ma-

and the Thames, and others so already. jesty having been graciously pleased to

London. Eirmingham. assure us, that he will not fail to do jus-

July il. 6s. il. 16s. tice upon any persons, who shall have

August il. 191. al. 13s. been wanting in their duty to him and

Henly on Thames. Devizes. their country.

il. 17s. od." il. 14s. To- these interesting enquiries, we have

ll. 17s. 6d. al, 2s. but too much reason to add our pressing

E request, that you use your earliest endea-

Tbt INSTRUCTIONS from the City vours to establish a well regulated and

of London to its Repnjentitivei in Par- constitutional militia, as the most ho-

liament. nourable defence of the crown, and the

„.. „ _ . „ „, most consistent with the rights of a free
To the Right Hen. Slingsby Betliell, Esq; pe0ple. And this we are more anxious

Lord Mayor, Sir John Barnard, Knt. tQ recommend to your particular care

Sir Robert Ladbroke, Knt. and Wil- and attentioni as everv apprehension of

liam Beckford, Esq; Representative! in dal,ger has furnished a reason for increa-

Parliamer.t for the City of London. t slng the number cf our nfiu\ar forces,

WE the lord mayor, aldermen, and and for the introduction of foreign mer.

commons of the city of London cenarles, the expence of which is insup-

in common-council assembled, justly portable. We therefore trust that you

alarmed at the critical and unhappy situa- will pursue this measure before you con-

tion of these kingdoms, do most earnestly sent to the grant of supplies, experience

call upon you, our representatives, to having convinced us, that your laudable

exert your utmost ability towards pro- endeavours afterw ards may prove fruitless,

curing a strict and impartial parliamen- Q The insult offered to our laws by a

tary enquiry into the causes of these na- claim of exemption, which these so-

tional calamities. reigners are said to have made, demands

An almost total neglect of our impor- that you strictly enquire, whether the

tant fortresses in the Mediterranean of ordinary courle of justice has been inter-

such inestimable consequence to the trade rupted or suspended on their account, or

and power of these kingdoms, and the whether any person in authority under

permitted absence cf thsir principal offi. his majesty has given countenance to such
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claim, which if you should discover, we flag in the Mediterranean, and the want

confide in your resolution and integrity, of timely care for the support of our co-

that nothing will be wanting on your lonies in America, furnish us with mat-

part, to bring to justice the advisers and ter of the utmost astonishment and con-

instruments of such a violation of the cern, and urge us to request your most

bill os rights, as the only means of quiet- particular examination into the causes of

ing the minds of his majesty's loyal Bri- these misfortunes, and to exert yourselves

tish subjects ; and at all events we recom- ^ in bringing all delinquents to justice,

mend it to you, to oppose the continuance Permit us to desire you again to repeat

of any foreign troops within the king- your endeavours for obtaining a well re-

dom, a circumstance which must ever be gulated militia, which will not only pre-

conlidered as a reproach to the loyalty, vent the necessity of calling foreign forces

courage, and ability of this nation. to our assistance, but enable us to defend

We also hope, that you will endeavour our king and country against all invaders

to limit the number of placemen and in the most natural and effectual manner,

pensioners of late so remarkably increased, and give his majesty's navy a greater op-

and at a proper season to restore triennial B portunity of acting offensively against the

parliaments, as we conceive it the only common enemy.

means to obtain a free representative of Among the many gloomy prospects that

the people. surround us on every fide, and almost in

The immense sums so chearfully paid, every view, in which we consider publick

when almost every measure reflects na- affairs, there is more than a glimpse of

tional disgrace, call upon you strictly to hope left in the consideration of our be-

enquire into their application, and we ing a free people. But for this, we might

trust that you will carefully watch and q give ourselves up for gone, since in that

endeavour to pievent all unnatural con- case we should not have either right or

nections on the continent, in order to power to demand a discovery of our cir-

preserve the independency of these king- cumstances, which is the only way to

doms. come at the true causes of ourmiscarriages,

By rendering these necessary services to disappointments, defeats, neglects, and

your king and country, you will give his dissipations. In the body politick, as well

majesty the strongest testimony of your as natural, the perfect knowledge of the

duty and affection, and most effectually disease must lead us to the cure,

secure to his government obedience and D The addresses, the representations, and

respect. the instructions from several counties and

Ac the fame time we desire you thus corporations, and which will be followed

publickly to accept our most grateful ac- hy many more, sufficiently testify that we

knowltdgvmcnts of your past conduct in are, and have a just sense of our happi-

pr.tliament, and we enjoin you at all times nefS| in being a free people ; and a pro-

lo hold sacred and inviolable the act made per spirit of resentment against any at-

for establishing his majesty's right to the tempt to raise money upon us, with spe-

crown of these realms, and securing the geious promises ; and after raising it, think-

rights and liberties of the subject; and 11 ing of them no farther, and preferring

that you oppose every meature tending to any expedient to avert danger to the only

weaken that compact, which under the jijst and effectual method of securing pub-

Divine Providente will ever prove the best j|ck safety, which with infinite patience

security to his majesty's sacred person, our representations brought into order,

and the succession in his illustrious house. and unanimously recommended as the

palladium of the state.
INSTRUCTIONS if the Barcugh of rn consequence of the sense of the peo-

Southwark, ti William Belchier and F pie, thus declared ; and the gracious re-

William Hammond, Bfyn. tbar Rtfre- ception their sentiments have met with,

fcvtativet. when humbly and dutifully laid before

the throne ; we have a rational fund of

Gcti'.lenen, consolation : And as in former ages our

WE take this opportunity of expres- ancestors, so we, now in the present, ex-

sing our satisfaction and thanks pect our salvation from the next sessions

for your diligent attendance in parlia- of parliament. As representatives of the

ment, and attachment to his majesty's q commons of Great-Britain, no doubt they

person and government, in the ready con- will enquire into, and expose the causes

currence to those supplies, which the ne- of our miscarriages ; examine into the

cessity of affairs so justly required ; but accounts of the distribution of the im-

we beg leave at the fame time, to recom- mense sums they gave, and prevent, in

mend to your strictest enquiry, how these succeeding times, the committing the pro-

immense lums have been appropriated. tection of British liberties, to those who

The fatal loss of the valuable island of are not subject to the laws of Britain.

Minorca, the late disgrace of the British Having
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have endeavoured to give an odious turn

Having in our lust given the Saxon Memo- to all the king's most innocent actions ;

rial against the King of Prussia -ait and have spared neither malicious infinu-

Jhall nnv give, A Mem->rial presented ations, nor even the most atrocious calum-

to their High Mightinesses the States , nies, id order to alienate all the world

General, by M. de Hellen, his Prussian from his m.ijcsty, and to raise up enemies

Majesty's Minister at the Hague ; in against him every where.—These are facts

Ans-wtr t» ibejaid Saxon Memaial. ^ which ijiall soon he laid before the pub-

THE king, my master, could not but liek, with the most authentick proofs,

be very much concerned to hear of The great preparations cf the court

the efforts made by the Saxon resident, of Vienna, joined to other appearances,

in a memorial presented on the 29th past, which betrayed the approaching execution

to prepossess your high mightinesses against of that court's vast designs, having oblig-

the step which his majesty has been oblig- ed his majesty to prevent them ; the king

ed to take with regard to the court of was well informed, that the court of Sax-

Dresden ; by representing it in false co- ony intended to let its troops pass freely,

lours, and by artfully exaggerating every and afterwards to wait events, in order

circumstance of what has passed upon that B to avail themselves of them, either by

occasion. His majesty, who has ever joining his enemies, or by making a di-

been so'licitous of preserving the friend- version in his dominions. It can now be

ship and confidence of your high mighti- proved, that this intelligence, which

nesses, and of leaving you no doubt as to otherwise agrees so well with the known

the justice of his actions ; has given me system of the court of Saxony, was not

express orders, not to lose a moment in ill grounded.

obviating the bad impressions which it has Such being the dispositions of that court,

been endeavoured to give you j and, for q and his majesty feeing himself threatened

this purpose, to lay, briefly, before you, on all fides by the court of Vienna and its

the just motives which have directed all allies j he could not avoid having recourse

his majesty's steps in this affair ; till such to the only means which were left him to

time, as he shall have leisure to unveil to prevent inevitable ruin, by putting it out

all Europe the equally unjust and dan- of the power of the court of Saxony, till

gerous conduct, which the court of Sax- a future peace, to increase the number of

ony has held towards him. bis enemies. All laws, both divine and

It ill becomes that court, to reclaim human, and the court of Dresden's own

against the king the respectable laws of D conduct, authorize such a step ; and the

nations, which they themselves have been whole impartial world must acknowledge,

the first to violate towards his majesty. that his majesty could not abandon him-

The publick is already, in part, and (hall self to the discretion of a secret enemy,

be mare fully, apprized of the dangerous who was the more dangerous, by his ly-

defi jns which the court of Vienna has ing in wait for the first favourable oppor-

formed against the king, my master j and tunity of striking a mortal bluw in the

which tend to nothing less, than the dis- heart os his dominions, when naked and

possessing him of Silesia, and even the p defenceless.

destruction of his whole power. The Considerations so urgent as these ; the

court of Saxony has adopted every part experience of past times j and the way

of this scheme j but, by consent of the of thinking peculiar to the Saxon mini-

principal parties, they have been allowed stry j did not permit the king to trust to

this reservation, that Saxony shall not ap- proposals of neutrality, which would un-

pear in it, till the king's forces should be doubtedly have been evaded, as soon as

so weakened or divided, that they might it could be done with any security ; and

then pull off the malk with impunity. F which, besides, was perfectly combinable

That court has even gone so far, as to with the dangerous system os an apparent

negotiate with the court of Vienna an neutrality, adopted by the court of Sax-

eventual partition os his majesty's domi- ony, with the secret consent of that of

nions ; and to stipulate for their share, Vienna.

the dutchies of Ma.rdebourg, and Crossen, All the measures which lats majesty ha*

with the circles of Zullichau, Cottbus, pursued in Saxony, and which they en-

and Schwibus. deavaur to paint in such odious colours,

Till an opportunity should offer to ex- Q are but the necessary consequences of the

ecute these vast projects, the Saxon mi- first resolution, which he was forced to

nisters have played off, in all the courts take for his own preservation ; an'd he

of Europe, every engine of unwarranta- has done nothing but deprived the court

ble politicks, in order to prepare the way of Saxony of the means of hurting him.

to the execution of their plan. They This, however, has been done with all

November, 1756. Zzz . the

• P'F 493-
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tlic moderation which the circumstances its security, whilst it is atreedy but too

could admit of. The country enjoys all much affected by the direction of affair*

the security, and all the tranquillity, it relating to its interest at the diet of the

could expect in the very midst of peace j empire, being in the hands of a prince of

the king's troops observe the most exact another communion,

discipline ; and there are no more of This being the true state of the present

them lest in Saxony, than what are ne- crisis ; the king, my master, promises

cessary to observe his Polish majesty's ^ himself, from your high mightinesses

camp. All the respect is (hewn to her friendship and superior wisdom, that you

majesty, the queen of P.oland, which is will acknowledge the justice of the mea-

due 10 her rank ; and it was only by the sutes which his majesty has been forced

most suitable representations, that she was to take ; and that, instead of listening to

prevailed upon to suffer some papers to the malicious insinuations of his enemies,

be taken out of the state-paper office at you will rather use your good offices to-

Dresden, (without the other archives be- wards inspiring moderation into those

ing touched) of which the king already powers, who seem to have sworn ruin to

had copies, and thought it necessary, in B a country, the late whereof ought not to

•rder to ascertain the dangerous designs be indifferent to your republick.

of the Saxon ministers against him, to Hague, Oct. 15, 1756.

secure the originals, the existence and

reality of which might otherwise have And his Prussian majesty has since (aus-

been denied. ed to be published, a memorial setting

The king is-extremely sorry, that he forth the conduct of the courts of Vienna

has been forced to take steps so disagree- and Saxony towards the king of Prussia,

ahle to his majesty the king of Poland, q and their dangerous designs against him }

His majesty's personal esteem and friend- together with the original documents in

ship for that prince are always the fame ; proof of them. From which memorial

but lie could not sacrifice to those senti- we shall give the following extracts,

mencs the safety of all his dominions ; " The reasons which have laid the king

and it is to the pernicious counsels of ill- under the necessity of taking up arms a-

jntentloned persons, to whom his Polish gainst the court ot Vienna, and of secur-

rnajesty gives himself up with too much ing the king of Poland's hereditary domi-

contideiice, and without reserve, and to nions during the present war. are founded]

1 them only that he must impute Ills mis- D upon the strictest rules of justice and e-

fartuncs. quity. They are neither motives of am-

]n his majesty's present critical situati- buion, nor views of aggrandisement.—

on, he could listen to no other considers- It is a series es projects, conspiracies, and

tion, but that essential duty which binds treacheiy, on the part of these two Courts,

him to the happiness of his people. Every that has obliged his majesty to provide for

man has a right to prevent the mischief his own defence and safety. The disco-,

wteh which he is th.eatened, and to re- verics he has made on this important sub-

tort it upon its author. Neither the con- p ject, set this truth in a full light, and

slitutions nor the laws of the empire can amount 10 a demonstration of the justice

obstruct the exertion of a right, so supc- of his cause, and the wicked practices of

rior to all others, as that of self-prefer- those who have forced him to come to

vation and self -defence ; especially when these sac! extremities.

the depository of those laws is so closely Kis majesty, tho' long ago apprized of

united to the enemy, as manifestly to all the intrigues which were clandestinely

abuse his power in her favour. carrying on against him, could have wifc-

The union of the Germanick body can ed, he had been at liberty to let them lie bu-

^-ave nothing to fear from a prince who is F lied in the recess of darkness from whence

so much concerned in its preservation} they sprung j but being driven to extremi-

and all those who have the same interest ties by the impending execution of the vast

as his majesty, lo support the liberties of projects of the court of Vienna, and by

Ccrmany, and the: Protestant cause, must the obstinacy with which this court has

wish success to his arms ; since it is cer- rejected every means of reconciliation j he

tain, that the oppression of one of the is forced, against his will, to lay before

most powerful pr. ices of the Germanick the puhlick the proofs, which are in his

fcody, and of the Protestant communion, „ hands, of the evil intentions, and dange-

wouM necessarily be followed with the rous designs of the courts of Vienna and

trfra) destr uction of the one and the other: Dresden against him. These pioofs will

Whereas tfiat country, which boasts of evince the necessity, as well as justice, of

having given birth to the Protestant reli- the measures which his majesty has taken j

gion, would be but a weak bulwark for and make it appear, that nothing has been

* . given
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given out, but what cm be proved by au- serve the treaty of Dresden ; but she ex-

thentick piece*, which have longsincecnme plains her real way of thinking upon this

to his majesty's knowledge, but of which he point, a little lower, in the following

has further thought it incumbent upon him manner. " If the king of Prussia should

to procure the originals, in order to put be the first to depart from this peace, by

it out of the power of his enemies to de- attacking either her majesty the empress-

ny the real existence and truth of them, queen of Hungary and Bohemia, or her

To come at the source of the vast plan, A rnajesty tne empress of Russia, or even

upon which the courts of Vienna and the republick ot Poland, in all which

Saxony have been employed against the cafes the rights of her majesty the empress-

king, ever finee the peace of Dresden ; queen to Silesia and the county of Glatx

we must gobackasfaras the war which would again take place, and recover their

preceded this peace. The fond hopes full effect j the two contracting parties

which the two allied courts had conceived, shall mutually assist each other with a

upon the success of the campaign in 1744, body of 60,000 men, to reconquer Sile-

gave occasion to a treaty of eventual par- „ fia, &c."

tition, .which they concluded the iSth of These are the titles which the court of

May, 1745, agreeably to which the court, Vienna proposes to avail itself os for the

of Vienna was to have the dutchy of Si- recovery of Silesia I Every war that can

lesia and the county of Glatz ; and the arise between the king and Russia, or the

king of Poland, elector of Saxony, the republick of Poland, is to be looked up-

dutchies of Magdeburg and Crossen, the on as a manifest infraction of the peace

circles of Ziillichow and Swibus, toge- of Dresden, and a revival 6s the rights of

ther with the Prussian part of Lufatia ; the house of Austria to Silesia ; tho' nei-'

or only part of those provinces, in pro- C tner Ru"ia» nor tne republick of Poland,

portion to their conquests. are at all concerned in the treaty of Ores-

After the peace of Dresden, which was den j and tho* the latter, with which ths

signed the 25th of December, 1745, and k\ng has otherwise the satisfaction to live

in which the king gave such shining proofs 'n the most intimate friendship, is not

of his love of peace, of his disinterested- «ven in alliance with thecourtof Vienna,

ness and moderation ; there was no fur- According to the principles of the law of

ther room for a treaty, of so extraordi- nature, received among all civilized nati-

nary a nature, as that of an eventual par- r» or"> most the court of Vienna could

fition, with regard to a power with whom be authorized to do, in such cafes, would

the two contractinj parties lived in peace; be to fend those succours to her allies

and yet the court of Vienna made no feru- which are due to them by alliances j with,

pie to propose to the court of Saxony out her having the least pretence, on

(perhaps a few days after signing the that account, to free herself from thai

peace) a new treaty of alliance, in which particular engagements which subsist be-

they should likewise renew the treaty of tween her and the king. It is therefore

eventual partition, of the j 8th of May, lefc to the judgment of the impartial

1745, as can be proved from the very E world, whether, in the fourth secret arti-

draught of it, which was then delivered cle of the treaty of Petersburg, the con-

at Dresden. tracting powers have kept within the

The court of Saxony thought it neces- bounds of a defensive alliance j or whe-

fary, in the first place, to give a greater 'her that article does not rather contain a

consistency to their plan, by grounding it P'ar> of an offensive alliance, tending to

upon an alliance between the courts of wrest Silesia from the king.

Russia and Vienna. These two powers It is obvions, that, by this article, tha

did, in fact, conclude a defensive alliance p court of Vienna has prepared three pre-

at Petersburg, on the nd day of May, tences for the recovery os Silesia ; and by

1746, as appears by the instrument of it, comparing it with her conduct from that

which has been made publick. But it is time, it is very visible, that she thought

easy to perceive, that the body or ostenfi- to attain her end, either by provoking tha

He part of this treaty was drawn up king to commence a war against her, or

merely with a view to conceal the fix fe- by kindling one between his majesty and

eret articles from the knowledge of the Russia, or Poland, by her secret intrigue*

publick ; the fourth of which is levelled and machinations.

singly against Prussia, according to theG It is no wonder then, that the treaty of 1

exact copy of it, which is to be found Petersburg has been the hinge upon which

amongst the documents. all the Austrian politicks have turned, '

In this article, the empress-queen of from the peace of Dresden to this time ;

Hunrary arid Bohemia sets out with a and that the negotiations of the court of

protestation, that Ihe wiU religiously ob- Vienna have been principally directed to

Ziu strengthen
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strengthen this alliance, by tlie accession make conquests upon the king ? Or, if

of other powers. his Polish majesty, in the quality of aux-

The court of Saxony was the first that iliary, will also become a belligerent par-

was invited to this accession, in the be- ty j it cannot be taken amiss, that his

ginning of the year 1747. They eagerly majesty should treat him accordingly, and

accepted the invitation, as soon as m.ide ; regulate his conduct by that of the court

furnished their ministers at Peteisburg, of Saxony. This is a truth which haa

count de Vicedom and the sieur Pezold, ^ been acknowledged even by the king of

with the necessary full powers for that Poland's own privy council, in the opi-

purpose ; and ordered them to declare, nion they gave when consulted upon the

that their court wa* not only ready to ac- accession to the treaty of Peteisburg j

cede to the treaty itself, but also to the witness the t»o extracts which are a-

fecret article against Prussia, and to join mongst the documents, where the said

in the arrangements made by the two privy council gives the king of Poland to

courts, provided measures were better understand, that the principle laid dswn

taken than before, as well for the security in the fourth secret article of the treaty of

and defence of Saxony, as for its indem- B Peteisburg went beyond the common

nification and recommence, in proportion rules ; and that, if his Polish majesty

to the efforts and progress which should "should approve of it by acceeding thereto,

be made. In regard to the last point, the his Prussian majesty might look upon it

court of Saxony declared : That if, upon as a violation of the peace of Dresden,

any fresh attack from the king of Prussia, Count Brulil being, without doubt,

the empress-queen should, by their as- thoroughly convinced himself of this

fistance, hapiien not only to ic-conquer truth, did all in his power to conceal the

Silesia, and the county of Glatz, but also Q existence of the secret articles of the trea-

to reduce him within narrower bounds ; ty of Petersburg. For at the time that

the king of Poland, as elector os Saxony, he was eagerly negociating in Ruflia up-

would stand to the partition stipulated on his court's accession to it, and to its

between his Polish majesty and the cm- secret ai tides, he caused a solemn decla-

press-queen, by the convention signed at ration to he made at Paris, *' That the

Leipzick, the iSihof May, 1745. Count treaty of Peteisburg, to which his Polish

Loss, the S-Xon minister at Vienna, was majesty had been invited to accede, did

charged, at the fame time, to open a pri- _ not contain anything more than what

vate negotiation, for fettling an eventual " was in the German copy which had been

partition of 1 he conquests which should communicated to the court of France,

be made on Prussia, by laying down as without any secret and separate article

the basis of it, thepartit on treaty of Leip- having been communicated to the king of

zick, of the 1 Rth of May, 1745. Poland ; and that in cafe any such secret

The particulars of all this will be seen and separate article did exist, his Polish

in the documents, by the instructions majesty would not come into any thing

given the 23d of May, 1747, to the Saxon which could tend to give his most Christi-

ministeis at Petersbui; ; by the memorial E an majesty offence ;" as appears from

which these ministers deliveied, accotd- count Bruhl's letter to count Loss, of the

ingly, to the Russian ministry the 25th of iSth of June, 1747, and by the memorial

September, 1747 f and by the instructi- which count Lois delivered, in confe-

ons given to count Loss, at Vienna, the quence of it, to the ministry of Versailles,

list of December, 1747. It is true, that the court of Saxony did

It is clear then, and ascertained by all yet defer, from one time to another, their

these authentick pieces, that the court of acceeding in form to the treaty of Peters-

Saxony betrayed their readiness to enter p burg ; hut they did not fail to let their

into all the offensive engagements of the allies know, again and again, that they

treaty of Petersburg ; that since the peace were ready to accede to it, without re-

they have been the revivers of the parti- striction, as soon as it could be done with-

tion- treaty, made against the king during out too evident risk, and the share of the

the last war ; and that they have thereby advantages to be gained should be secured

justified his majesty in resenting a treaty to them.

made against him, notwithstanding the This principle is clearly expressed in

general amnesty settled by the peace of the instruction given the 19th of February,

Dresden. G1750, to general d'Arnim, when he was

It has, indeed, beeen affectedly sup- going to Peteisburg as minister from Sax-

posed, throughout this negotiation, that ony ; and an hundred dispatches might be

the king would be the assessor against produced, if thete was occasion, to prove

the court of Vienna. But what right can that the Saxon ministers have always held

tl>« king us Poland diaw from thsr.ee to the fame language.

The
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The court of Saxcny being invited its full light, one needs only quote the

afresh, in the year 1751, to accede to the very words of a dispatch from count

treaty of Petersburg, declared its readi- Fletnming to count Briihl, of the 16th at

ness to do it, in a memorial delivered to June, 170, in which the former expresses

the Ruffian minister at Dresden, and even himself very naturally, in saying, " Your

sent full powers, and other necessary pa- excellency knows the great objections

pers for that purpose, to the fieur Funck, which the court of Petersburg made to us

their minister at Petersburg ; but requir- in the last war, when we reclaimed the

ed, at the same time, that the king of eafm faJerit ; and your excellency will

England, as elector of Hanovrr, should also remember the answer which their

previously accede to the secret articles of ministers gave us, when we were pressed

the treaty of Petersburg ; and, as hit to accede to the treaty of Petersburg of

Britannick majesty never would be con- 1746, and we shewed our willingness to

cerned in this mystery of iniquity, eount do it, upon condition, that we should net

Briihl found himself obliged to wait the appear upon the stage, until afeer the king

issue of the project which had been form- of Prussia should be attacked, and his

ed, to make another alliance of so inno- " forces divided ; that we might not, from

cent a nature as to be producible ; as ap- the situation of our country, hazard our

pears in a letter from count Briihl to tin falling the first sacrifice."

fieur Funck, of the nd of May, 1753. The °f Saxony at length cam*

The courts of Vienna and Saxony into this plan of the court of Dresden j

thought it necessary to put on these out- witness, among other proofs, a remarka-

ward appearances of moderation, that ble passage contained in the fieur Funck's

they might not wound the delicacy of dispatch of the 17th of June, 1753, where-

such of their allies as were staggered at C 'n ne f*n<I» word, that, " Having had

the secret views of the alliance of Peters- the question put to him at Pctersourg,

burg j but for their part, they never lost whether hit esurt would take up arms,

fight of their darling plan, to divide the in cafe of a war with Prussia ? And hav-

fpoils of the king of Prussia before- hand, ing replied, that the situation of Saxonjr

in keeping constantly to the 4th article of did not permit it to enter the lists, until

the said treaty as their basis. This ap- its powerful neighbour should be beat out

pears clearly by a letter from count Flem- of the fitld." He was answered, " That

ming, of the 28th of February, 1753, in he was in the right, that the Saxons

which he gives count Briihl an account s ^ ought to wait until the knight was thrown

«* That count Uhlefeld had charged him out of the saddle."

to represent afresh to his court, that they It is evident then, from all the proofs

could not take too secure measures against which have been now produced, that the

the ambitious views of the king of Prus- court of Saxony, without having acceded

fia, and that Saxony, more especially, as to the treaty of Petersburg in form, is

being the most exposed, could not be too not less an accomplice in the dangerous

cautious in guarding against them : That designs which the court of Vienna has

it was of the highest importance to strengh- E grounded upon this treaty; and that,

en their old engagements, upon the foot- having been dispensed with by their al-

ing proposed by the late eount Han-ach, lies from a formal concurrence, they had

in 1745, and that this might be done up- only waited for that moment when they

on occasion of the accession to the treaty might, without running too great a risk,

of Petersburg." concur in effect, and share the spoils of

Count Briihl, in his answer to this dis- their neighbour,

patch, of the 8th of March, 1753, says, In expectation of this period, the Au-

" That his Polish majesty was not disin- p strisn and Saxon ministers laboured in

dined to treat afterwards, in the utmost concert, and underhand, with the more

secrecy, with the court of Vienna about ardour, to prepare the means of bringing

succours, by private and confidential de- the cafe of the secret alliance of Peters-

darations, relative to the fourth secret burgh to exist. In this treaty it was laid

article of the treaty of Petersburg, upon down as a principle, that any war what-

condition of reasonable conditions and ever, between the king and Russia, would

advantages, which, in this cafe, ought authorize the empress-queen to retake Si-

to be granted him. It is my previous lesla. There was nothing more then to

opinion, adds he, that what was pro- G be done, but to raise such a war. In or-

mised us by the empress-queen's declara- der to bring this about, no means were

tion of the 3d of May, 1745, mav serve found more proper, than to embroil the.

for a basis *." king irreconcileably with her majesty the

lit a word, to set the system of the court empress of Russia, and to provoke that

of Saxony, concerning this accession, in princess by all sorts of false insinuations,

impostures,

• Ti/i 11 1he treaty of fartitim ; the cwt if Vieima'i ofj irtri*[ elate the \i tf Maj,

owd that <tf lie iturt of Hen*] »« lie lttl of May, 1745.
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impostures, and the most atrocious ca- be easy to form a just notion of the con-

lumnies, in laying to the king's charge duct of the court of Saxony towards the

various forts of designs, sometimes against king ; and to judge of the justice of his

Ruslia, and even the empress's own per- majesty's actual conduct towards that

son ; sometimes with regard to Poland ; court.

and at other times with regard to Sweden," The court of Dresden has had a (hare

in all the dangerous designs which have

The memorial then goes on to menti- been formed against the king :—Their

on several of these contrivance*, particu- ministers have been the authors and chief

larly, that the ministers of Vienna and promoters of them :—And tho* they have

Saxony had concerted schemes for mak- not, formally, acceded to the treaty of

ing the court of Russia believe, ist. That Petersburg, they have, however, agreed

the king os Prussia had engaged in a plot with their allies to suspend their concur,

for getting the empress of Ruslia assassi- rence therein, until such time only as the

Bated, i. That he had offered to assist king's forces should be weakened and di-

tke king of Denmark in conquering the _ vided, and they might pull off the mask

dutchy of Holstein, which belongs to the ° without danger.

prince royal of Russia. 3. That he had The king of Poland has adopted as a

formed a design to subdue Courland, Po- principle, That any war, between the

Jish Prussia, and the city of Dantzick. king and one os his Polish majesty's al-

4. That under pretence of trade, he was lies, furnished him with a title to make

fending officers and engineers in disguise conquests upon his majesty :—And it is

into the Ukraine, to reconnoitre the coun- inconsequence of this principle, that he

try, and stir up a rebellion. And, c. That, thought In could, in time of peace, make

in conjunction with France and Sweden, C a partition of the dominions of his neigh-

he was hatching vast projects in cafe of a bour. ,

vacancy of the throne of Poland. The Saxon ministers have sounded the

By these contrivances, and many such alarm again:! the king all over Europe j

as these, they had raised such ideas in the and they have spared neither calumnies,

mind of the empress of Russia, as had nor falshoods, nor sinister insinuations,

carried her enmity to the highest pitch 5 in order to increase the number of hit

so that at last it was resolved, in a great enemies.

council held in October 1755, Teai/ar*-. Count Briihl has eagerly entered into

the king of Prujjia, without any farther dis- the late plot of the court of Vienna, by

tufpon, ivbethcr that prince Jkculd happen to the injurious report he undertook to pro-

uttack any os the allies os the court of Russia, pagate ■—And it has been made appear,

mr one of ttthe allies of that court should begin that there is already a secret concert ex-

tvith him. And that this attack would isting between the courts of Vienna and

have been last summer, if the Russians Saxony, in consequence of which, the

had not found themselves in want both latter did intend to let the king's army

of good sea-officers and seamen, as well pass, in order to act, afterwards, accord-

as of magazines and forage for the land E ing to events, either in joining his ene-

forces ; but that the preparations were to mies, or in making a diversion in his da-

be continued, under pretence of keeping minions, unprovided with troops,

themselves in a condition to fulfil their Such is the situation the king was in

engagements contracted in the last subsi- with the court of Saxony, when he re-

diary convention with England, and when solved to march into Bohemia, in order

all were finished, then to fall suddenly to avert the danger which was prepared

upon the king of Prussia. for him. His majesty could not therefore

Theft and many other facts are set forth p abandon himself to the discretion of a

in the memorial, and all the facts menti- court, whose ill-will he was thoroughly

oned in it are proved by the documents acquainted with ; but found himself

annexed, which consist of original papers forced to take such measures as prudence

or letters, now in the pofltssion of his and the security of his own dominions

Prussian majesty. And the memorial con- required, and which the conduct of the

. eludes thus : court of Saxony towards him hat autho-

" From a cursory review of all the facts rized him to pursue."

Which have been alledged above, it will

for assisting the Memory of our Readers ice shall give them the following alphabetical Lift of

the Ministers mentioned in the abeve Memorials

Ministers Namtt. Frcm what Court. lo '.uhai Court.

Ceaiera' Arnirn SaXon Russian »7;o.

Caunt r.-.T.cj Austrian Saxon 174S.

AUrilcrt
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To vibat Court. A -what Tim,

Russian 1748.

1756.

>756'

53> 55"

Ministers Natnet, Frotn what Court,

Count E-_rr.es Austrian

Count Biiihl. Saxon prime minister.

Count Esterhafi Austrian Russian

Count .'lemming Saxon Austrian

Mr. Funck Saxon Russian

Mr. G.o(« Russian Prussian

Do. Do. Saxon

Count Kaunitz Austrian chancellor

Count Kayscrling Russian Saxon

Do, Do. Austrian

Mr. Keith British Do.

Mr. Klingrafe Prussian Do.

Count Loss Saxon Do.

Mr. Pezold Saxon Russian

Mr. Prasse Saxon - Do.

Mr. Pretlacfc Austrian Do.

Count de Puebla Austrian Prussian

Count Rutowfki The Saxon general.

Baron Sack Saxon Swedish

Count Uhlefeld One of the chief ministers at Vienna

Count de Vicedom Saxon Russian

Mr. Weingarten Austrian Prussian

N. B. The above list will likewise be of great service to those who incline to read

the said memorial and the documents at full length.

J753

1751

1749,

»75S. >756'i
1756.

1751.

1756.

Do.

Do.

J 747-

Do.

J756.

1747-

1749.

1756.

1748.

1747.

1748.

T.tt. AUTHOR, &c.

SIR,

TH E late bill brought into parliament

for a militia being a national oon-

eern, which has engaged the attention of

the publick, a few thoughts on that sub

ject will, I hope, not be disregarded. It

is with particular pleasure 1 have ob

served, that the several addresses, on this

head, mention a Constitutional Militia t In

order, therefore, that we may better judge

what kind of militia is consistent with,

and natural to, the British constitution,

the following important Queries are pro

posed, the solving of which will, I ap

prehend, lead us directly to that plan

which ought to be laid do.vn fbr the esta

blishment os so great a military force in a

free nation.

Q. r. Whether the intended militia

must not be on such an establishment as

n^ver to be used but with the joint and

concurrent consent os king and parlia

ment, and so as no way to infringe the

several rights of the three estates of the

realm, or break or disturb the balance

and distribution of the executive and le

gislative power we now enjoy ; and if it

should, whether it may not in time en

tirely deprive us of the happy constitu

tion we now possess ?

a. Whether, as the city of London,

and many other of our cities and towns,

(being counties of themselves) have a pe

culiar government within themselves, se

parate srem th* counties at large, and by

ancient privileges are to have the com

mand of the military forces to be raised

among themselves, it will not be neces

sary to preserve those rights inviolable ;

or whether the breaking in upon those

privileges and jurisdictions, on account of

a militia, will not take away from us ono

of the lesser balances in our constitution ?

3. Whether so great a military force

£ will not tend to controul the power of

the civil magistrates, who are intrusted

with the execution of our laws, unless

provided for in a special and very effectual

manner ?

4. Whether, as this militia is only in

tended to secure peace at home, and pre

vent an invasion, proper provision must

not be made that the men be all of them

B known protestants, and well affected to

the settlement of the government in the

present protestant line ; and also that a

sufficient number of the middling rank,

(who have some property, and arc men

os good behaviour) be incorporated with

them, that so it may not be too much

composed of the dregs of the people, who

Q cannot be relied on, and may prove more

dangerous as militia men, than when

under the strict discipline of our regular

forces ?

5. Whether, in places where election*

for members are popular, as the power of

the civil magistrate is often found too weak

to prevent nocturnal riots and outrages

at such a juncture, it will not be needful

D for the weak part of our constitution to

be strengthened by a reduction of the

number of electors, and that the militia

men shall not vote except they are of

rank or property ? And whether, to pre

vent danger, in county elections, the qua

lification
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lincation of a vote should not be raised to " On that turf thou ii'st dejected

lol. per ann. and in boroughs to the pay- Full five hundred years I've stood ;

ment of 40s. to the parish rates, or for Every neighb'ring (hrub protected,

such as have votes and do not reside in the King of all this neigh'bring wood ;

boroughs, to be worth tool, in land or Full of honour, full of glory,

estate, and none of the militia 'Till thy hatchet thin'd the grove j

to be orestrt unless electors ? Through thy power, O fatal story !

6. Whether the constitution of a mili- £ Foreign trees with native strove,

tia must not be so framed, as to put no Mizhty Edward or.ce reclining,

clog or hindrance to our trade and manu- Nearthis branch that sweeps ihe ground,

sactuics, which are the support and wealth Call'd his blooming offspring to him,

of these kingdoms ; nor to lessen our re- Princes, nobles standing round :

gard to religion, which is the only real Hear, my son, thy aged father,

glory and inability of a nation ? g British valour France has won ;

7. Whether, upon the whole, any but Trust thy faithful subjects ever,

persons of some property and fortune, Foreign troops and vassals shun,

and who have something to lose, are E<jvvard bow'd, and view'd his noblei,

likely to be kept in strict discipline by Cen'rous tears ran trickling down,

fines and imprisonment, or by any other Native courage warn.'d each feature,

means than ihe military laws > And hit face wa5 mercy's throne 1

g. Whether it will not be consistent Heav'n forbid, my virtuous sire,

■with the wisdom of the legislature, that , disdaim these va|iant hands,

such a mihtia bill be a temporary one ? C 0sj likc {ormer ,yrants, venture

Thus would I humbly recommend these grain's (ate in foreign hands,

few hints to the cool and candid confide- <Twas benfa(h {prctiiD branches,

ration of every true Briton j and would M mourn.d h(/Calai. lost,

only conclude with those lines of the .n- DunWJk ,av,|h char!es Umente(,,

genioos Mr. Addison : Now .he dread of England's coast :

" Kemember, O I my friends, the laws, ^ wi(hjn [hese woods5r(:soun(,£cl>

the rights, Cdowri, K . thfse faor^ cri

The genrou. plan of power deliver d D N •„„ now> our fleets retreated,-

Fiom age to age, by your renown d lore- , f. |u Britj|h ,

fathers, sblood 1 6 , , .,
So dearly bought, the price of so much S" our n,val 'orce d'*0"0"' <*>

O ! let it never perilh in your hands, „ S« ' giant stern advance,

But piously transmit it to yourchildrcn !" Str°n? enonghW strangle freedom,
r * Yet too weak to cope with France j

1 am, SIR, lec, f— behind him, freedom's terror,

Pleas'd derides my quick decay,

Tir DRUID. g While his hungry band of creatures,

A S N late retreating, c. "»V" r0Und like bi,rdV°f

A From the curses of the town ; Sil^P;—~T' ^mJ»°$>

Uft his r m weeping, ,„Whl e the lab "nf 6 J°st i , ,

For the honour of his c^J— , Where s thyjriumph, where srtvy safety,

Down to C t's shades he bended, If the vessel's wrecks and lost ?

See his circle ready stand, Tr"st no lo"f/ "enal sactl0n'

Parsons, placemen, peers attended, , But y°ar(e f, y°u' connt,7 sav,e 5

Leeches of this fainting land. F Lo°Ie °u,r nob,eS' Srm.,.h,e

_ . , . ,__ Make em free, you II find <m brave. *
Flatt ring tongues, alas ! no comfort

To an evil conscience bring, jin Æ N 1 G M A,

They're the ruin os a nation, 1 N jerkin short.and nut-brown coatl live.

They're the poison of a king. \ Pleasure to all, and pain to all I give ;

Hark ! he hear;, the Gallic thunder. Quivers 1 have, and pointed arrows too.

Hark ! he hears old Blakeney groan 1 t,old js my dart> and iron is my bow ;

Mixt with hideous cries of victims, Nothing 1 read, yet many things I write j

Bravely dying at Mahon. Q , never g0 to war> yet a|ways fight ;

Pale and restless he retired, ] never eat, and yet am always full,

Sore afflicted and afraid. Poison from herbs, and sweets from flower*

Whcie the baleful yew and cypress j cull ;

C«lt a (Jeep and awful shade ; Distorted back I have, and leathern scrip,

When a voice majestic issu'd Black is my face, and blubber is my lip j

From a reverend British oak ; No eyes I have, and yet I always weep,

*Twas an anuent British Druid bleeping I wake, and waking I do strep.

Who to tiembling 1'- spoke. Liar
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Shift Nam...

Amiable Rose

Colorn be

Bontempt

Jeane Pierre

Amiable Mars.

Assurance

Pucelle

Ceres

Telemaquc

tubiile

LTperance

La Fortune

La Paix
Li Maig. de Vaudreuii

Marie Therese

Tcr:e-Nc»v-oir C-angcR

L'Olivier

Le feune Virgine

Neptune

St. Matthew

Le Sirene

Three large Ships

Reine des Angel

Le Recontre

A large Ship

A Sr.ow value 200,009 do!

Margaida

A Ship 0/ zo Turn

Rosette

}

Whence.

Canada

Oporto

Caspie

Caspic

Gaspie

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

St. Domingo

Newfoundland

Martinico

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Croffick

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

St. Domingo

Martinico

Martinico

Marseille!

Marfeillei

Martinico

Louisbourgh

Where hound to.

Rochelle

Bourdeaux

Bourdeaux

St. Maloes

Bourdeaux

Honfleur

Honfleur

Henflcur

Sr. Maloei

Be urdeaux

Honfleur

Havre

Nantz

Nantz

Honfleur

Honfleur

Honfleur

Castors. Portt sent into.

I Different cruizert.

' Portsmouth.

Honfleur

Honfleur

Bourdeaux

Havre

Havre

Cadiz

Madeira

Bourdeaux

Bourdeaux

I

1

Different cruixert.

Plymouth.

Bedford.

Colchester.

Taskcr Tender.

Fortune Sloop.

Speedwell Sloop.

Humber.

Savage Sloop.

Kingston.

Esperance, a Man of War of 74 Guns, taken by the Orford, Capt. Steven*

*y»ide' \ Me" °f War' tal!en b* Boseawen'e Squadron, (see Vol. xxv. p. 347.)

io Sail of Victuallers Bourdeaux

14 Sail of Ship*

Store (hip

A Brig

A Sloop

Deliverance

Amiable Catherine

Vainqueur

St. Denis

Socieiie

Phœnix

Jean Lewis

Vilembere

Venus

Prince d'Angole

Canada

St. Pierre

Grand Due

Alcion

L' In fan re

Le Deux Petits

L' Amiable

November, 1756.

Brest

^ Queheck

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

Guardaloupe

Newfoundland

Guardaloupe

St. Domingo

Newfoundland

Newfoundland

St. Domingo

Martinico

Sr. Domingo

St. Domingo

Martinico

Martinico

Bourdeaux

Africa

Africa

Guardaloupe

Mar'iiuco

Melinda

Newfoundland

Brest

Havre

Havre

Bourdeaux

Honfleur

Honfleur

BourrieiuX

Nantz

Honfleur

Nantz

Marseilles

Havre

Bourdeaux

Bourdeaux

Marseilles

Cape Francois

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

Bourdeaux

Bayonne

Martinico

[To be continued in m

Boscawen's squadron.

Experiment.

Oiter Stoop,

Fowey.

Weymouth.

A Ciuizer.

Plymouth.5

^j- Portsmouth,

Sheernese.

Fortune Sloop.

Essex.

I Princess Louisa.

S

Com. Franklaad.

Antigua.

Seaforth.

r next.]

Amwit
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Mathematical Solutions. Not.

IN

Am win M the Quistion in tttr Mag. for

August, p. 367. By Mr. D. Webber, of

Bridgewater, in Somersetshire.

SUPPOSE (in the annexed figure) that

A reptesents (Ufhant)

from .

the place sailed

A B the distance sailed before she

BD the distance from the rack to

the place of the first observation ; DC the

distance between the first and last observa

tion.

Tut

< B AC = 7S° 45"

< BA D = 45 00 r= *

< DAC =3 33 45 = «

A B = 30 miles = a

DC = 19, 98 — i

< ACDo=

 

jf < contained N. by W. and W. S. W.

by W. and N. N. E. i

between N. N. E. and W. S. W. L Line*.

N.

By trigonometry ac t a : : r : — = BC. Then — — I = BD, which for the Cake of

x x _____

conciseness put = x. Then n 1 z : : zr—£ + x (r being put radius) :

= AD j and as » : » : : x : — m A D irz—Z*+*x _ __, which equation bei«g

m m m

properly reduced, gives x r= 45' 58'. Consequently the last course, viz. BC wat

E. S. E. \ i° 15' southerly j and the distance BD, vi«. between the tack and first ob

servation, = 11.08 miles.

Solution tt the QyrsTioN in cur Mat;, for August, p. 393, fy Mr William Marshall,

of Mr. Webber'i Mathematical School, at Bridgewater, in Somersetshire.

Construction. Let EQ_(in the annexed

scheme) represent the equator, A and O

the ports failed from ; then having raised the

perpendiculars AB and GD (according to the

question) draw a line from B to D, from the

middle of which let (all a perpendicular, viz.

gC, and it will cut AG in C, consequently

the sides BC and DC are equal, because the

„ BCD is isoceles.

Calculation. Put A B = a = 40, D G ss b
x= Ji, AC + CG = <• = 36, and let AC=

x ac the distance of the westermost port to the *'-

place where they met. thence c — x= CG the distance to the eaftermost port, and

(per 47 Eucl.) Jc — +*: = D C, and + x- r= B C ■'. ■/ ' — *) - + h » =

 

,/u: -f-x1, which equation being reduced, gives x — = 9,115, wherefore

CG = 26,875, and BC, or DC= 41,01, the distance sailed by each ship. And (per

the rules of trigonometry) the course of the westermost <hip (or rhumb sailed on) was

S. by E. 1° easterly, and the eastermost S. W. by S. 30 51' westerly.

Question, fy the sum HanJ.

N island, in the midst of a canal, in the middle of which is a tree 65 feet high ;

the breadth of the island from the tree to the edge of the water (supposing the

land

A'
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land on either fide the tree level with the surface of the water) il.in proportion to the

diameter of the tree »» 1 j to 6, and exact half the length from the top of the tree t»

the brink of the hither fide of the water. Quere the diameter of the tiee ; likewise I

would know the length from the top of the tree to the edge of the water, and circum

ference of the island.

Solution. Put x= the diameter of the tree, then as 1,5 : 6 = the breadth

of the island from the tree to the water, m = 6c,, and let a c= the length from the top

of the tree to the brink of the water, then (per 47 Eucl.) V 4. m — «, and per

".S

•luestion iix»=— =i4.'. == — • which equation being re-

1,5 «>5 ''5

duced, gives x = = 9,34 ; wherefore *z= 74,71, and the circumfe-

•45

rence of the island is found to be 264,08 ft et.

subjects of the fame king. In short, Sire,
Tbt domtjlitk Evils the French labiur ur.der, every poflfible species of duties and im-

mi.isi all thtir Vauvti and Gasconades, art pofts are accumulated upon your subjects.

mef. feelingly set forth by the Parliament of The country people fink under them.

Toulouse, in tbiir Rtmorstrames u the Nothing favours them, every thing con-

King cf the 1 jtb us September. curs t0 oppress them. Beset with legal

*< /IAS we believe (say they) that the demands and undue exactions, they see the

y^j enormous produce of the Tiven- fruits of their tillage and industry vanish

titlb Ptnr.y, since the peace, was not surri- out of their hands, They would think!

eient to discharge the national debt > No ; themselves happy, if they could keep for

this impost, which, like a conflagration, themselves * portion equal to the tenth

devours every thing in its progress, and that is expected fiom them,

which hath already been increased to be We declare it with horror to yourma-

almost equal to the Ttnth Ptmy, support- jesty, that the Tenth Penny will give the

ed by that noble œconomy whoreby great finishing blow to agriculture : It decline*

princes gain themselves honour, removes daily. It is in vain to be busied about

from you and your people the necessity of B improving it, when it is almost destroyed,

fitsh supplies. The ministers who approach your person

Be pleased, Sire, be graciously pleased are deceived hy curious speculations. The

to consider their distress ; you can do machines presented to y-ur majesty, and

every thing, but rhey cannot perform im- the experiments made in your presence,

possibilities. Wliat burdens have been will not till our lands. Our fields are

heaped upon them ! The Tailln, which not to be judjed ot by the park of Ver-

carry away a great part of estajtcs ; the failles. Give them labourers, we will

Capitation, that impost of servitude, which (J answtr for the harvest. If a scarcity of-

mtahs were found to establish at a time ten happens, it is because the hulband-

os extreme necessity ; but which even men are discouraged. They no longer

the glory of our kings is concerned to sow or reap for themselves ; and how

ab lull for ever j the Hundredth Penny,, mould they, if they had a mind ? They

which often absorbs the clearest rent of are taken from the plough to be employed

an inheritance j the Drain dt Controlct, of whole months on the roads, and treated

which the tariff is so obscure, and the with less commiseration than scions, bc-

laws relating to it so uncertain, that they n ing denied the allowance which these en-

daily authorize the most grievous rxtor- " joy. Languedi.c is, God be thanked,

tions j the Clergy's: Irtbes, so scrupulously exempted from that inhuman labour ;

exacted : the Kentesftrderes, the Dorantt, but in rhe oilier provinces of our juris,

the Oflrois, formerly granted to the cities diction it If carried to the greatest excess,

for their relief, but now become the fruit- The groans uttered by the (Vt in [men

ful feeds of much vexation and abuse. compelled by statute to work on rhe toads]

Besides these burdens, common to all are heard from every corner : They would

the people within our jurisdiction, I.an- have reached the throne, had they not

|rued\>c has some peculiar to itself : The E been stifled by barbarous voices. Our

Y.^ufvjhnt, which rer.ders the confump- remonstiances will not have that fate,

tion of wine and provisions so dear ; the Being addielled to faithful ministers, they

Leuits, of which so shameful a traflick is will be delive;cd to your hands. You

made ; the Cabtllts, which make such a will know, Sire, that there are Cornell,

strange and odious diffeience between the and there will no longer be any."

4 A a A
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A NEW SONG.

BRITI SH REVENGE.

Nov.

Chear up my nofcle hearts of 'gold, And let it ne'er bs

FF—t J v1±^=S

said, That British sailors, once so bold, Shou'd ever

 

plpllpgi

be afraid. Your king and 

—iVh—^—n

33?

country on you call. Most oatianrlv to finhf. And do ex— ptct you,

i

one and all. To do your country right.

Fear not my lads since 'til your lot

To have Sir Edward Havvke,

Who'll make the monsieur* go to pot,

And not his country baulk ;

He will be true unto bis king,

And to his nation too.

And in the ears of France shall ring

A peal shall make them rue.

Exert yourselves when danger's nigh,

And ye shall sure prevail,

And mike Britannia's foe to fly,

And in their turn turn-tail j

So shall ye ro yourselves piocure,

Both glory and renown,

In tend' ring solid and secure,

Your gracious monarch's threne.

Our English Hawk ih;ill let them know

He is a Wrd of prey,

That will not let the French cock crow,

But make them run away ;

Or if he dare maintain th j fijlit.

He'll pluck the cock's comb off,

And strip him of his feathers quite*

And render him * scoff.
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T« As//i S n, /out Swan-Quill Peni.

A Silver swan that wont to glide ~

With convex neck and mantling pride,

And in the Trent's pellucid wave

His downy whiteness lov'd to lave ;

At length, without one tuneful note,

Yields to the fatal knife his throat.

For well 1 ween 'tis long ago,

Since swans, with melody of woe,

Became all nightingales in death,

And fung away their parting hreath.

But you, sweet bloom of ripening youth,

Miy turn rhis fiction into truth,

For while your, flowing lines impart

The latent riches of your heart,

The virtue! that with ceaseless care

Your parents love hath treasur'd there ;

D:ccnt reserve, complacence sweet.

Alacrity, and sprightly wit,

Joy that at others blessing glows.

And pity wet ping others woes,

Bounty that cheareth all around,

Jtenevolence that knows no hound,

Watchful obedience, filial love,

Which yet thy fondest passions prove ;

Wiile these with daily culture prow,

And thro' thy pen expressive flaw,

OVEMBER, 1756.

Thou' It make the swan, tho' long since mute

More musical than Clio's lute,

And with engaging charms distil

Virtue and sense at ev'ry quill.

j4n Ode, infcribsd to bit Grace the Duke of

Beaufort. fSff r£r Deaths.)

1.

UNKNOWN, unread by all thelaureat

throng, [muse.

Yet boldly plumes her wing m'advent'roui

Eager to join the joyous rapt'rous song.

For wjio the rapr'rous song cm well refuse,

When Beaufort's name wakes all the poet'»

fire,

Directs his numbers, and exalts his lyre i

%■

If acts illustrious merit lasting praise,

How just that praise which blazon* Beau>

fort's tame ? '

If matchless worth demands the poet's lays

Kiic all ye poets and rtcord his name !

Tr ace al) the virtues of his antient line.

Virtues that with diltinguilh'd lustre .'nine !

3-
Where discord.' reinn, those discords to assuage

thine the office, gen'rous, worthypeerl

W 'ose presence can the strrcttfl awe engage,

Win ev'ry veice, and ev'ry heart endear.

Let
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Let groundless fears, let jealous factions

cease, [bom peace.

He comes, and with him comes mild heav'n-

4-
Look where religion with a solemn mein

Directs her steps, and waves her spotless

hand I

(Faith, Hope and Charity compose her train)

She calls—and points to • Abby's hallow'd

land ;

Bids the fad eye behold her walls defac'd,

Her altars ruin'd, and her shrines difgiac'd.

These, Beaufort, these demand thy pious care,

By thee, laborious, skilful hands employ'd

The reverend ruins of the cloysters clear,

Cloysters by facriligious hands destroy'd.

Now the pleas'd traveller the dome surveys,

Stupendous dome ! and joins in Beaufort's

praise.

D.

Hark 1 hatk !—the voice of liberty I hear.

Sweet white- rob' d liberty—again she calls j

I come, thy welcome summons 1 reveie ;

Lo ! where (he (its—on f Ragland's tot-

t'ring walls, [Wood,

Pleas'd where her sons, regardless of their

To vindicate her cause so bravely stood.

7-
But—ah ! why steals along mv cheek this

tear r [grief on mean >

Grief swells my breast, fay what this

S fad effects of dire, unnat ral war !

Bloodshed — oh dwell not on the mournful

scene !

From fields of slaughter turn thy steps away,

Nor paint the horrors of that fatal day.

8.

i hear same's trumpet fill the regions round,

And loudly Worcester's glorious act pro

claim,

The hills reverberate the joyful found,

And eccho Worcester's never-dying name ;

Worcester, from whom a patriot race de

scends,

To liberty, to virtue firmest friends.

Monmouth. F. H,

jfn Odz cn Sculpture. Frtm the 'fVon ld.

LE D by the muse, my step pe- vades

The secret haunts, the peaceful ;hades,

Where art and sculpture reign :

] see, I see, at their command,

The living stones in order stand.

And marbie breathe through ev'ry vein !

Time breaks bis hostile scythe ; he fight

To find his pow'r malignant fled ;

And what avails my dart, he cries,

Since these can animate the dead ?

Since wak'd to mimic life, again in stone

The patriot seems to speak, the heroe frown i"

There Virtue's silent train are seen,

Fast tix'd their looks, erect their mien.

Lo ! while, with more than stoic foul,

The J Attic fa*e exhausts the bowl,

A pale suffusion shades his eyes,

Till by degrees the marble dies !

See there the injur'd fj poet bleed !

All ! fee he droops his languid head !

What starting nerves, what dying pain,

What horror freezes ev'ry vein !

These are thy works, O Sculpture ! thine to

(hew

In rugged rock a feeling fense of wee.

Yet not alor.e such themes demand

The Phydian stroke, lhe Dædal hand ;

I view with melting eyes

A softer scene of grief display'd,

While from her breast the duteous maid.

Her infant fire with food supplies.

In pitying stone she weeps, to see

His squalid hair, and galling chains ;

And trcniblin<, on her bended knte.

His hoary head her hapd sustains ;

While ev'ry look,and sorrowing seatur e prove(

How solt her breast, how great her filial love.

Lo ! there the wild || Adrian queen.

With threat'ning blow, and siamic mien!

Revenge ! revenge ! the marble cries,

While fury sparkles in her eyes.

Thus was her awiul form beheld,

When Babylon's proud sons rebell'd ;

She left the woman's vainer care,

And flew with loose difhevelt'd hair ;

She flretch'd her hand, imbrn'd in hUod,

While pale (edition trembling stood ,

In sudden silence, the mad croud obev'd

Her awful voice, and Stygian discord f.cd !

With hope, or sear, or love, by turns,

'she marble leaps, or fhiinks, or buias,

As Sculprsie waves her hand :

The varying passions of the mind.

Her faithful handmaids are aslign'd,

And rile or tall by her command.

When now life's wasted lamps expiie,

When finks to r>ust this mortal ftame,

She, like Prometheus, grasps the fire j

Her touch levives the lambent flame ;

While,

• A large monastery os the Ciflereian order ; it underwent the sate of the reji of tie religious

bouses in the reign of Henry VIII. 7be rulbijh of the place vias lately removed by order of the duke of

Beaufort (to whom it belong ) and it deserves tbf notice os tie curious. f Ragland- castle tuts

tne of the last held out in England or Wales, during the late troubles vjbicb the marquis of Worcester,

a man of eighty-four years of age, delivered up on very good conditions, tvhen the kirg bad neither

tin army in the field, tier scarce a garrison besides it in England. J Socrates, ivbo itas condemned

to die by poison. ^ Seneca, bern at Corduba, nvbo, accordirg to Yltr.y, tuai orator, pott and

philosopher. He bled to death in the Bath. J| Semiramis, a m ri ci-ca cultum eapuis Jssi ucse-

fata nstneiatum efj'et Babylonem defeeiffe \ aitera. parte crinium odluc soluca pretinus ad earn expug*

tsandam cucurrit : Nec prius decorcm capillorum in ordm'm quant tantam wbem in fotrstjtcm Jssim

redegit ; juoeircastatssa ejul Babjlone ptsita ejl, &c. Val. Riax. dt Ira.
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While, phœnix-like, the statesman, bard,

or sage, [age.

Spring freih to life, and breathe thro' ev'ry

Hence, where the organ full and clrar,

With loud Hosannas charms the cat,

Behold, (a prism within his hand*)

Absorb'd in thought, great'Newton stands !

Such was his solemn, wonted state,

His serious brow, and muring gait,

When, taught on eagle-wings to sty,

He trae'd the wonders of the sky ;

The chambers of the fun explor'd,

Where tints of thousand hues are stor'd 5

Whence ev'ry ftow'r in painted robes is drest,

And varying Iris steals her gaudy vest.

Here, as Devotion, heav'nly queen,

Conducts her best, hor fav'rite train,

At Newton's shrine they bow j

And while with rapiur'd eyes they gaze.

With Virtue's purest vestal rays,

Behold their ardent bosoms glow !

Hail mighty mind ! Hail awful name !

I fee! inspir'd my lab'ring breast ;

And, lo ! I pant, I burn for fame !

Come Science, bright ethereal guest,

Oh come, and lead thy meanest, humblest,

son, [renown !

Thro' Wisdom's arduous paths, to fair

Could I to one faint ray aspire,

One spark of that celestial fire,

The leading cynosure, that glow'd

While Smith explor'd the dark abode.

Where Wisdom sat on Nature's (hrine,

How gteat my boast! what praise were mine!

Illustrious sage! who first couldst tell

Wherein the pow'rs of music dwell ;

And ev'ry magic chain untie.

That binds the soul of harmony !

To thee, when mouid'ring in the dust.

To thee shall swell the breathing bust :

Shall here (for this reward thy merits claim)

«' Stand next in place to Newton, as in fame."

Tt ibe A v T h o * is tbe L O N D O N

MAGAZINE.

sin,

AS I think your Magazine is, by no

means, a proper vehicle sor scandal ;

I hope the following lines will not be look

ed upon as a particular address, but rather

aa general reflections on the melancholy

condition of those unhappy fair-ones, who,

thro' an improper education, and a too vio

lent propensity to pleasure, have fallen a

prey to infamy and want ; and whose case

is truly pitiable, from the extreme youth of

many of them, the uncommon arts cm-

ployed in their seduction, and the almost in

superable difficulties obstructing their return

to virtue. 1 am, &c.

'so a Lady os Pliasuh x.

WHILE you, gay nymph ! in search of

pleasure rovo

Thru' all the haunts of gallantry and love •

Make dress your study, beauty all your care.

And place your merit in a form that's fair 5

Reflect how frail the transitory grace [faces

Which b'oomi in youth, and blossoms on a

Ev'n in the spring of life your bloom is gone.

And half your beauties fled at twenty one j

What yet remain too quickly will decay,

The lilies droop, the roses die away ;

Soon from that form each transient charm wilt

fly.

And ev'ry sparkle vanish from your eye ;

While you, neglected fair ! in sad distress,

Drag liso alone, and seek in vain for ease.

Alas.howlost! whilethus you heedlessrun

To certain woe, and seek to be undone j

Swift thro' the slow'ry paths of vice pur"

Your present joy, but future ruin too ;

Life's better parr thus gaily sport away.

As passion prompts, and pleasure points the

way.

Butwhat can please when all desire is dead,

Yeur taste of joy and ev'ry fense decay 'd ?

What can support the solitary hour,

When ev'ry fading charm has lost itspe-w>$

The lonesome room without the wish'd-for

guest,

The circling glasses, and the midnight fea+l 5

When health and fame to their last periods

tend,

And you're without a lover or a friend ?

What vice supply! too feebly will sustain

Old age, that comes with infamy and pain :

Virtue alone the firm support can give,

Retrieve your same, and make your mem'ry

live ;

More real joy than prosp'rout vice impart.

Smooth the knit brow, and chear thedioop-

ing heart.

Then fly, while yet you may, the fatal snare,

Ar.d think that future life is worth your care;

On a precaiious gain no longer build,

But reap the fruits which industry will yield ;

I.earn to be pleas'd without the aid of fense,

Be bless'd with health, with peace, and com

petence.

Liverpoole, Fido.

Or. Gen. C '» drinking the Bath Wtteri. By

the Esrl of B

SEE gentleC withgoutand loveopprest,

Alternate torments raging in his breast ;

Tries at the cure, but tampers still in vain,

What lessens one augments the other pain :

The charming nymph, who strives to give,

relief,

Instead of comfort heightens all his grief.

For health he drinks, then sighs for love, and

cries, [ey« ;

Health's in her hand, destruction's in her

Water (he gives, but at each touch, alas !

The wanton nymph electrifies the glass :

To cure the gout we drink laige diaughti of

love,

And then, like Ætna, burst in flames above.

AJ-vict.

• A ntHe Jlstut *s Sir Isatt Ntwfn, trifled in TrinUy-nlltgt ciiftl, by Dr. Smith.
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Advice. Sip not, dear knight, the daugh

ter's liquid fire,

But take the healing bev'rago from the fire,

'Twill ease thy gout ; for love no cure ia

known,

The god of physic could not cure his own.

The RlTum» : jin Ode written »t the Close

of the Oxford Long- Vacation, 1756-

t.

FROM flatt'ring scenes, where Syren in

dolence, [hours.

With many a wile has footh'd iheling'ring

Fair Fame at length has wak'd my sickly

fense, sbow'rs.
And points my steps to • Cherwell's elastic

•>•

Yet once again shall I transported stray,

A lonely pilgrim on her twilight banks,

And with die wive as her dank osiers pUy,

View the trim Naiads tripin shadowyranks !

$•

But chief o'er Cherwell's borders would I

rove,

Where Addison, amid the f beeches green,

Met Caio's form, and fmit with patriot love,

In solemn lines pourtiay'd his awful mien.

4-
Or let me hold short dalliance with the nine.

Where Isis weaves her wreath of wat'ry

flow'rs, [shine

Whose streams, diffus'd in bed capacious,

A broader mirrour to th' inverted tow'rs.

Nor seldom wou'd I tread with hermit pace

Fair t Trinity, thy mazy glooms among |

Where Warton, lov'd ofevery muse and grace,

Pay'd to soft Isis' shrine his Attic song.

6.

What tho' those groves, in Autumn's fading

hues [find ;—

All drearly clad*, my late return (hall

Yet fe they best will charm my mind to muse

On her, the meek-ey'd nymph, I leave

behind. Academicus.

To Philomusus, Autborof the Mossy Bower.

(Seep, j 50.)

THU S to disturb an hermit in his cell.

Being afk'd my motive, faith 1 freely

tell ;

Know then this artless, unpolite address.

Without my leave was plunder'd to the press ;

Wrotewithout thought.to please a stander-by,

And never meant to meet the puhlicK eye j

No selfish, mean design lo (hew my wit,

No vile intent the reverend gown to hit ;

No self-approvin; fop, or damning spirit,

No forward rival for poetic merit ;

No spleen or rancoui at your High Church

bow'r,

No rage against abuse of men in power ;

(Yet such to censure now th; muse shou'd

dread,

Peace to the worthy, or unworthy dead)

• One cf lie rivers at Oxfsi'J. f Magdaler-etU-ge v>a!h

No courtier, schismatic, or infidel ;

Amicus loves .ill true believers well :

Nor frets at all, at Philomuse, but can,

Tho'sour'd and angry, deem him worthy rnant

And much may think as he thinks j what of

that f [flat }

The lines he thought were some of them toe.

And might have took a smoother polish e'er

They chim'd on Nancy's all-accomplish'd ear;

In writing on the bower, yourself must know

it, [poet.

You've more display'd the scholar than the

Then let us cease, and never more rehearse

Her name in ought but harmony of verse ;

To paint her virtues, to recount them all,

Believe it. Sir—a Magazine's too small.

Yet while such honour'd names approve

your lay,

While patriots smile at all your muse can say ;

You're happy, Sir, and need not mind my

railings, [ings.

Such are fit connoissieurs in both our fail-

Tie Modern Warrior drrjsir.g for the Figbl.

From the WoaiD.

THE trumpet sounds. To war the troops

advance,

Adorn'd and trim—like females to the dance.

Proud of the summons to display his might,

The gay Lothario dresses fer the fight.

Studious in all the splendor to appear,

Pride, pomp, and circumstance of glorious

war ! [fold,
His well-turn'd limbs the different garbs in-

Form'd with nice art, and glitt'ring all with

gold.

Across his breast the silken fash is ty'd,

Behind the shoulder-knot displays its pride ;

Glitt'ring with lace, the hat adorns his head ,

Grac'd and distinguished by the smart cock

ade :

Conspicuous badge ! which only heroes wear,

Ensign of war, and fav'rite of the fair.

The graceful queue his braided tresses binds,

And ev'ry hair in its just rank confines.

Each taper lee the snowy guStres deck,

And the bright gorget dangles from hie

neck.

Dress'd cap-a-pee, all lovely to the fight,

Stands the gay warrior, and expects the

fight.

Rages the war ; fell slaughter stalks around,

And stretches thousands breathless on the

ground :

Down finks Lothario, sent by one dire blow,

A well-dress'd heroe, to the shades below.

Thus the young victim, pamper'd and

elate,

To some resplendent sane is led in si ate,

With garlands crown'd, thro' (homing croudi
proceeds, [*• bleeds."

" And dress'd in fatal pomp,

T

J Trinity-mliegts

H %
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J Dmiralty- Office, Nov. 6.

By letters from vice-ad

miral Watson, dated the

15th of February, and

10th of March last, in

Geriah harbour, we have

an account, that he ar

rived off that place the nth of February,

with the ships under mentioned, where

he was informed Tulagee Angria was

treating with the Morattoes to surrender

the place to them. In consequence of

this intelligence, the vice-admiral sent

him a summons the next morning to sur

render the town and fort to him ; but re

ceiving no answer in the time he proposed,

and finding the Morattoes (from whom he

has received bo assistance) were trifling

with him, he weighed in the afternoon,

ind stood into the harbour in two divisi

ons, in the order as under mentioned.

The enemy fired at the ships as they pass

ed their batteries ; but as soon as they

were got by them, and were properly

placed, they began such a fire as soon si

lenced their batteries, and likewise the

fire from their grabs. Soon after four

o'clock a shell was thrown into the Re

storation, an armed ship which Angria

some time ago took from the East-India

company, which set her on fire, and very

soon after his whole fleet shared the same

fate, and are all entirely destroyed. In

the night the vice-admiral landed all his

troops, suspecting the enemy would en

deavour to let in the Morattoes, which

supposition was verified by a deserter,

who informed Mr. Watson, that Angria

(who himself was not in the fort) had

sent orders to his brother-in-law, who

commanded the ganison, on no account

to suffer the English to come in. On the

13th in the afternoon, after several mes

sages had passed to no purpose, the vice-

admiral renewed the attack, and in about

so minutes they flung out a flag of truce,

but the admiral insisted that his troops

should be let in, and their colours hauled

down, and they not complying with his

demand, he repeated his attack with great

vigour, and the enemy very soon called

out for mercy, which our troops were

near enough to hear very distinctly. An

officer, with 60 men, marched into the

fort that night, and the next morning all

Our forces. The vice-admiral reports,

that all his officers and men behaved with

great spirits j that out loss was very in

considerable, as well with respect to men

November, 1756.

as to damage done to the ships, insomuch

that he should have been able to have pro

ceeded to sea again in 14. hours, had there

been a necessity for so doing.

They found upwards of zoo guns in the

place, six brass mortars, and a very large

quantity of ammunition of all kinds ,

and in money and effects about 120 or

130,000!.

The grabs, which were burnt, consist

ed of eight ketches and one ship, besides

two others that were' building, one of

which was to carry 40 guns ; and a con

siderable number of small vessels called

gallivats.

There were in the fort above 1000 peo

ple, 300 of whom bore arms. Among

the prisoners are Angria's wife and Chil

dren, his mother, his biothcr-in-law, and

the commander in chief of his grabs.

The vice-admiral has left about 300 of

the East- India company's European troops

in the garrison, and as many Seapoys, and

three or four of the company's armed

vessels in the harbour, for the defence of

the place, as it is judged to be extreamly

well situated for the interest of the com

pany, and very tenable.

His majesty's division.

Kingsfisher stoop,

Bridgtwatcr, 24 Cunt.

Tyger, 60

Kent, 70

Cumberland, 66

Salisbury, 50

Protector, East-India ship, 40

Company's division.

Revenge,

Bombay grab,

Cuardian,

Drake bomb,

Warren bomb.

Triumph bomb,

Viper bomb.

Friday, October 29.

His majesty, in council, was pleased to

order, that the parliament which was to

meet on Nov. 18, (fee p. 449.) should be

prorogued to Thursday, Dec. z. next.

The embargo on provisions in Ireland

was taken eff, so far as related to the ex

portation of butter.

Satusdat, 30.

Arrived at Plymouth the Mermaid man

of war, from Boston in New- England,

having on board hit exoellency major-ge

neral Shirley.

Tuksdat, November ».

Being All Souls, the anniversary ser

mon was preaehed in th« church of St.

^ B Margaret's,
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Margaret's, Westminster, by order of

the will of Mrs. Joan Barnett, an oat

meal woman, deceased ; who left hy will

4ns. each to 10 widows of the parish, per

annum ; a guinea for an annual sermon

on that day ; 209. for an entertainment

to the trustees, who have an oatmeal

pudding at dinner j and 2s. 6d. to the

clerk and sexton.

Thursday, 4.

Was caught at Yaldtn, near Maidslone,

a large frelh water eel, five feet nine

inches long, lS inches round, and of the

weight of 40II). and upwards.

Friday. 5.

The Hessian generals received orders to

build huts, in the.r camp, for the recep

tion of their men, till January, the inn

keepers of the county having, upon ad

vising with council, refused to receive any

ot them during their flay in England.

(See p. 505 )

Saturday, 6.

Admiral Boscawen, in the Invincible,

admiral Holbourne, in the Maryborough,

with the Elizabeth, Medway, and Devon

shire, arrived at St. Helens, from before

Brest, where they left the admirals Mof-

tyn and Norris with a fleet of 15 fail.

The barns full of grain, a large stack

of corn, a stable with four horses, and

all the outhouses, with the implements

of husbandry, of the widow Pontyfix, at

Downly, near West-Wickham, Bucks,

were consumed by fire, damage 600I.

The unhappy suff-r cr was left a widow,

wirh seven small children, by her hus

band's being murdered about 18 yean

since : The villains who perpetrated the

fact were afterwards taken, executed, and

hanged in irons.

Arrived at Plymouth, the Renomee,

from Quebeck, having 3S4 officers and

soldiers of the garrison of Oswego (see

p. 519.) on board, to exchange for French

prisoners.

Tuesday, 9.

Marine Dickinson, Esq; the lord-mayor

elect, was sworn into that high office, at

Westminster, with the usual ceremonies.

Tie day was remarkably fine, the pro

cession, both by land and water, very

splendid, and the entertainment at Guild

hall, equal in magnificence to any that

can be remembered.

Widnesday, 10.

Being his majesty's birth-day, when

he entered into the 74th year of his age,

it was observed with the usual demon

strations of joy.

Thursday, II.

The great price of corn having almost

starved the common people in Shrop

shire, Warwickshire, and parts adjacent,

who had lived several days on salt and

grains ; in conjunction with the colliers,

they rose and committed great disorders,

at Much Wealock, Sbiffnal, Wellington,

Broseley, &c. seizing all the provisions

they could hnd, and pillaging the millers,

farmers, grocers, and butchers. At length

they were dispersed by some neighbouring

gentlemen, at the head of their tenants

and dependents, and several of the un

happy wretches taken prisoners and se

cured for punishment.—When people are

starving, where there is no real dearth, it

must argue a defect in the laws, or some

neglect in the magistrates ; and, accord

ingly, the author of a late pamphlet on

the rife of corn, tells us, that it owes its

birth to a combination of the farmers and

millers, or (as they are pleased to call

themselves) cornfactors. It is a common

custom with these people, he fays, to

contract for large quantities of grain to

be delivered to them, without ever being

exposed in the open market, as the law

directs ; by which means the markets

are so thinly provided, that the poor,

whose interest it certainly is to purchase

their corn before it is ground, are pre

vented from being supplied ; and, what

is still worse, if they apply to the far

mers, at their houses, their request is re

jected ; it being their interest to sell it

wholesale to the millers, or cornfactors,

who can assord to give them an exorbi

tant price for the wheat, because they use

no more than two thirds of that excellent

grain in what is called sack- flour ; at

least in the low priced sortment, which

is fold to the poor. He likewise says,

that the greater price the miller pays for

his wheat, the greater advantage he draws

from the disposal of his meal. If the

calculation he makes be just, a dexterous '

miller may, while wheat continues at ihe

price it now bears, gain near 40 percent,

which, supposing him to make fix returns

in twelve months, a supposition that w ill

be readily granted, makes his profits,

from a capital of iool. amount to 240I.

per annum. In order to remedy the evils

arising from the pernicious practice of

engrossing corn, this writer proposes,

that it be enacted, that no corn (above a

quantity to be specified) should be sold

any where but in the open market, at

the usual hours of selling grain ; that the

whole of the commodity be exposed to

publick view, and not shewn in samples,

as U now practised ; that dressing mills

be entirely abolished, or put under some

proper restrictions ; and particularly, that

they be, at all times, subject to the in

spection of the parish officers, the church*

wardens, and overseers of the poor, and

clerks of the market in cities and large

towns ; that the millers and cornfactors

be not at liberty to treat for any quantity

of grain till the poor be supplied ; that

the millers shall not be at liberty to re

ceive any large quantities of corn into

thffis stWfllvUses, unless they hays a per-

1 mit
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mit for that purpose, under the hand of

the chief magistrate of the market- town

where it was purchased ; and that proper

sanctions for the strict observance of this

law be appointed.

Saturday, 13.

Vice-admiral Knowles sailed in the Es

sex, to take the command of the fleet off

Brest.

Thursday, i$.

The dwelling-house and malt-houses of

a maltster, at Milbrook, near Southamp

ton, were consumed by fire.

Friday, 19.

Arrived at Spithead the Colchester and

Deptsord men of war, having on board

the brave gen. Blakeney, and the wit

nesses pro Se con in Byng's affair, and

under their convoy 19 transports, with

the remains of the garrison of Minorca.

The general was welcomed to Portsmouth

by loud acclamations, ringing of bells,

illuminations, &c. He was at the nsfem-

hly the night of his arrival, danced a

minuet with a young lady, and after

wards played at cards.

Monday, ai.

Began the drawing of the lottery, at

Guildhall, when N° 13,355 was the first

drawn ticket, and as such entitles the

posfeslbr to 500I. Six other tickets were

drawn prizes of tool, each.

TUESDAY, »3-

Ceneral Blakeney arrived in town, and

waited on his majesty and the duke of

Cumberland, and was most graciously re

ceived.

Saturday, 17.

Between five and six in the morning,

two sets of chambers, in Staple's-Inri,

Holborn, were consumed by fire, and a

young lady, two children, and their nurse,

unfortunately perished in the flames.

The exportation of all grain in general,

is prohibited by an order of council.

Four batallions of the Hanoverians have

embarked at Chatham, on 28 transports,

in order to return home.

The act for more effectually and spee-

dily recruiting the land forces, which was

suspended the first of May last, is again

directed, by an order of council, to be

put in execution.

Capt. FortUnatus Wright has, since his

release, taken two French prizes worth

15,0001. (See p. 507.)

The inhabitants of Whitby sustained

more than a common share of the cala

mity arising from the late stnrm, four of

their best ships being lost, and six others

still miffing, which, it is suppoled, have

shared the same fate. The amount of

their whole loss at that single town, can-

not be less than 20,000!. (Sec p. 506.)

On the nth inst, an embargo was laid

upon the exportation of all kinds of grain

in Ireland.

The beginning of the month his ma

jesty's ships the Sutherland and Kenning-

ton sailed from Cork, having under their

convoy 14 transports with gen. O'Farrel'a

regiment of foot, the additional compa

nies, and a great quantity of stores, bound

for America.

The New Yorkers, who have silted out

10 stout privateers, have had most pro

digious success, their captures, above fix

weeks since, amounting te above 60, cool,

(See p. 507.)

New-York, Oct. 14. The earl of Lou-

don is now at Fort-Edward ; Abercrom

bie's, Webb's, the Highland regiment,

and rioo of the Royal Americans, are

marched to the forts Edward and Willi

am-Henry at I.ake-George ; Sir William

Johnson also with a party os Indians.

These regiments, with the Provincials,

make up a considerable army. Every

thing relating to the army being, since

his lordship's arrival, conducted with the

utmost secrecy ; what is intended, or the

reason of these troops marching up, is not

publickly known.

Philadelphia, Aug. 19. On the 30th

ult. capt. Ward marched from Fort-Gran-

ville, in Cumberland county, with his

ensign and all his men, except 14 under

the command of lieut. Armstrong, to

guard some reapers in Sherman's va.ley :

Soon after he left the fort it was attacked

by about too French and Indians, who

were bravely kept at a distance all that

afternoon and night by our people j but

the next morning the enemy took Juniat-

ta creek, and came under its bank to a

gutt (said to be about 12 feet deep) and

crept up till they came within about 30

or 40 feet of the sort, where the shot

from our men could not hurt them : Into

that gutt they carried a quantity of pine

knots, and other combustible matter,

which they threw against the fort, till

they made a pile and train from the fort

to the gutt, to which they set fire, and

by that means the logs of the stockade

catched, and a hole was made thro' which

the lieutenant and a soldier was shot, and

three others wounded, while they were

endeavouring to extinguilh the flames.

The enemy then called to the besieged,

and told them, they should have quarter

if they would surrender ; upon which,

it is said, one John Turner immediately

opened the gates, and they took possessi

on of the fort ; where they made pri

soners 22 soldiers, three women, and

five or six children, of which the French

took the young men and women, and the

Indians the older men and children ; and

having loaded them with flour. Sec. they

set off, aster setting up French colour*

near the f.'ct, on which they lest a (hot

p^uch with a written paper ia it. When

481 thf;
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they had marched a little way, the French

commander ordered capt. Jacobs back to

burg the fort, which he did. The pri

soners travelled five days with them, till

they came to the place where they had

left their baggage and horses, where they

found 10 Indians, and some white pri

soner, and heard that a number of Indi

ans-, with more prisoners, had left that

place the day before they got there. One

of our soldiers growing weak, and not

able to keep up with them, they killed

and scalped him upon the top of a hill ;

and another man, named Barnhold, be

ing wounded in the arm, they did not tie

him in the night, by which he made his

escape, after being fix days with them,

and brought the above intelligence.

Extras! of a Letter snm Virginia, dated

Aug. 20.

" Our governor sent lately a number

cf people to build a fort in the Cherokee

country, from whom an express is just

arrived with advice, that major Lewis, and

the party that went with him, are ex

tremely well ; that they were kindly re

ceived by the Cherokees, and that the

fort building there was in great forward

ness j that 200 of their warriors were on

their march to join our forces in protect

ing our frontiers. If we had not been

very diligent we should have loft both

them and the Catawbas, as they were

ready to join the French, and they are

together 3000 fighting men. This we

think a great point gained."

Maubiagis and Bihthb.

Nov. i.tj T. Hon. lord Feverlham was

IV married to Miss Frances Ba-

thurst, seventh daughter of the late Peter

Bathurst, of Clarendon park, in Wilt

shire, Esq;

4. John Fletcher, Esq; to Miss Manby,

with a fortune of io,oool.

6. John Seare, of the Grove, near

Tring, in Hertfordshire, Esq; to Miss

Ctantham, of High- house, in Essex.

Dr. Hinckley, physician to Guy's ho

spital, to Miss Marcon.

Thomas Noel, Esq; member for the

county of Rutland, to the countess dow

ager of Gainsborough.

5. Thomas Jukes, of Wigmore-hall,

in Kent, Esq; to Miss Probing, of New-

land, in Gloucesferlhire.

9. Col. Clavering, of the first re?, of

foot-guards, to the Hon. Miss Diana

West, daughter of lord Delawarr.

19. Hamilton Blaire, Esq; capt, in the

reg. os North British dragoons, to Miss

Williams, of Herringstone, in Dorsetshire.

ac —— Harvey, os Leisester-fields,

Esq; to Miss Benyon, of Giddy-hall, in

Essex.

" ax. Crisp Molineux, of Garholdisham,

in Norfolk, Esq; to Miss Montgomerie,

of Chippenham, in Cambridgeshire, with

a fortune of 20,000).

James Cressenear, Esq; to Miss Hill.

25. Rev. Mr. Yardley, archdeacon of

Cardigan, to Mrs. Charlotte Baker.

Oct. 26. Lady of John St. Leger Doug

las, Esq; delivered of a daughter.

Nov. '4. Dutchess of Ancaster, of a son.

10. Lady of Moles Mcndez, Esq; of a

son.

ao. Lady of lord Robert Manners, of

a daughter.

27. Lady Betty Waldegrave, of a son.

Deaths*

Oct. 25. T7>DWARD Hawker, of Bad-

P, dow, in Essex, Esq;

28. The most noble Charles Noel So

merset, duke of Beaufort, aged 44, suc

ceeded in title and estate by his only son

Henry, marquis of Worcester, now duke

of Beaufort, who is a minor.

j I. Peter Steuart Bettesworth, Esq; a

gentleman of a large estate in Essex.

Nov. 3. The lady of Sir Edw. Hawke,

Knt. commander in chief of the fleet in

the Mediterranean, at his feat in Hamp

shire.

William Fortune, Esq; receiver- general

for the county of Monmouth, and agent

to Guy's-Hospital.

5. Mr. William Kemp, proprietor of

Peerless Pool, near Hoxton.

Cornelius Wittenoom, Esq; an eminent

vinegar merchant.

7. Mr. John Freke, senior surgeon of

St. Bartholomew's- Hospital.

8. Nathaniel Garland, of Epsom, Esq;

formerly an Hamburgh merchant.

12. Richard Hughes, Esq; late com

missioner of Portsmouth yard, aged 84,

who had been 55 years a captain in the

navy.

Richard Boddicoate, of Hackney, Esq;

an eminent West-India merchant.

16. Robert Wilmot, of Banstead, in

Surrey, Esq;

Lady dowager Elibank, in Scotland.

17. Robert Hoblyn, V.Cq; representative

in the two last parliaments for Bristol.

19. Moses Hart, of St. Mary Axe, Esq;

Dr. Colby, an eminent physician at

Stamford.

20. William Morgan, Esq; forme. 1/ a

South- Sea r'irector.

21. Mrs. Nugent, wife of Robert Nu

gent, Esq; a lord os the treasury.

Rev. Dr. Smith, provost of Queen' s-

college, Oxford.

Rev. Sir John Dolbcn, Bart, a preben

dary of Durham.

23.
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23. Rev. Arthur Ashley Sykes, L L.D.

an eminent and worthy clergyman ; a

constant advocate for liberty of sentiment,

truth and virtue, as his many valuable

writings will ever testify. f

Vere Warner, of Chelsea, Esq;

26. Mrs. Pownall, relict of the late

col. Thomas Pownall.

27. John Phillipson, Esq; member for

Harwich, and deputy governor of the

South Sea company.

On Sept 8. at Newport, Rhode- Island,

the Hon. Jonathan Nicholls, Esq; deputy

governor of that colony.

The marquis He la Galissoniere, and

vice-admiral Macnamara, two principal

officers in the French navy.

Ecclesiastical Preferments.

TH E Rev. Joseph Smart, M. A. was

presented to the rectory of St. John,

in Cornwall. — Samuel Salter, D. D. to

the rectory of St. Bartholomew, near the

Exchange.—Mr. James Baldwin, to the

rectory of Little Brandon, in Norfolk.—

Mr. Thomas Brown, to the rectory and

parish church of Bingley, in Cumberland.

—Thomas. Hind, M. A. to the rectory

and parish church os Burrows, in Devon

shire. — Mr. Collington, to the rectory of

Wimbley, in Worcestershire. — William

Dudley, B. A. to the vicarage of Lahurn,

in Lancashire. — Mr. John Brownrigge

Leake, to the rectory os Naughton, in

Suffolk. — Thomas Denton, B. D. to the

rectory of Marston, in Worcestershire.—

John Brown, D. D. to the rectory of

Great Horkfley, in Essex, worth jocl.

perann.—Mr. Henry Griggs, to the rec

tory of Lillingstone, in Devonshire. —

John Yates, B. D. to the vicarage of

Litton St. Andrews, in Cornwall.—John

Bowles, M. A. to the vicarage of Shit-

lington, in Bedfordshire. — Mr. Jonathan

Peters, to the vicarage of St. Clements,

in Exeter. — Mr. Richard Rcece, to the

living of Lettle Birch, in Herefordshire.—

John Blair, L. L. D. to the rectory of

Burton Coggles, in Lincolnshire. — Mr.

Thomas Ashley, to the rectory of Pudsey,

in Dorsetshire.—Richard Dean, B. A. to

the vicarage of Spelwell, in Nottingham

shire. — Richard Langton, B. A. to the

vicarage of Hemefbury, in Lincolnshire.

—Thomas Bynon, M. A. to the vicarage

of Abergwilly, in Carmarthenshire.

Acornmendam passed the seals, for the

bishop of Chichester, to hold the rectory

os Gessing, in Sussex, together with his

bi/hoprick.

A dispensation passed the seals, to ena

ble Thomas Stephenson, B. L. to hold

the rectories of Budesdale and Bridgent,

in Lincolnshire, worth 200I. per ann.—

To enable John Pitman, M. A. to hold
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the rectories of. Alphingston and of Polti-

rrtore, in Devonshire, worth 220I. per

ann.—To enable Philip Billingsley, M. A.

to hold the rectory of Newington cam

Cipella Brightwell, the deanery of Monks

Rilborough, and the rectory of Swin-

combe, in Oxfordshire, worth 380I. per

ann. —To. enable John Lee, M. A. to

hold the rectories of Limpston and of

Pembury, in Devonshire. — To enable

James Parker, M. A. to hold the vica

rage of Dunchurch, in Warwickshire,

and the vicarage of St. Michael, in Co

ventry.

Promotions Civil and Military.

From the London Gazette.

Whitehall, "Tp H E king has been pleased

Nov. 6. 1 to appoint Robert Hen

ley, Esq; to be his majesty's attorney-

general, and confer on him the honour of

knighthood The Hon. Charles Yorke,

Esq; to be his majesty's follicitor-general.

Admiralty-Office, Nov. 5. The king

has been pleased to appoint eleven cap

tains, fifteen first, and fifteen second lieu

tenants, an adjutant, and two quarter

masters, in the marines.

Whitehall, Nov. 13. The king has been

pleased to grant unto his grace Thomas

Holies, duke of Newcastle upon Tyne,

the dignity of a duke of the kingdom of

Great- Britain, by the title of duke of

Newcastle under Lyne, in the county of

Stafford ; to hold the said dignity to him,

and his heirs, and in default of such issue,

to the Right Hon. Henry, earl of Lin

coln, and his heirs male by Catherine hit

present wife.—To create James viscount

Limerick, earl of Clanbrassill, in the

county of Armagh, and Robert viscount

Bclfield, earl of Belvedere, both in the

kingdom of Ireland.

—Nov. 16. The king has been pleased to

appoint the duke of Devonshire, the Right

Hon. Henry Legge, Robert Nugent, Esq;

the lord viscount Duncannon, and the

Hon. James Grenville, to be his majesty's

commissioners for executing the office of

treasurer of his majesty's Exshequer.—

To grant to the Right Hon. Henry Legge

the offices of chancellor and of under-

treasurer of his majesty's Exchequer.—

To grant to the Right Hon. the earl of

Ilchester, and James Cressett, Esq; the

office of comptroller of the accounts of

his majesty's army.

St. James's, Nov. 19. This day earl'

Temple, lord Mansfield, John vise. Bate-

man (treasurer of his majesty's houshold)

and Richard Edgecumbe, Esq; (comp

troller of his majesty's houshold) were

sworn of hii majesty'* most Hon. privy

council.
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council His maiesty having constituted

chief justice Willes, Mr. baron Smythe,

and Mr. justice Wilmot, lords commis

sioners for the custody of the great seal,

was this day pleased in council to deliver

to them the great seal of Great-Britain :

And the said lords commissioners did

thereupon take the oaths of allegiance

and supremacy, and also the oath as lords

commissioners for the custody of the great

seal.

Whitehall, Nov. 10. The king has been

pleased to grant unto the Right Hon.

Wills Hill, earl of Hillsborough, in Ire

land, the dignity of a baron os Great-

Britain, by the title of lord Harwich, ba

ron of Harwich, in Essex. — To grant

unto the Right Hon. Sir George Lyttel-

ton, Bart, the dignity of a baron of

Great-Britain, by the title of lord LytteJ-

ton, of Frankley, in Worcestershire. —

To appoint Richard earl Temple, the

Hon. Edward Boseawen, Temple West,

and Joha Pitt, Esqrs. George Hay,

L. L. D. Thomas Orby Hunter, and

Gilbert Elliott, Esqrs. to be commis

sioners for executing the office of lord

high-admiral. — John lord Berkeley, of

Stratton, to be captain of his majesty's

band of pensioners. — The Right Hon.

George Crenville, to be treasurer of hit

majesty's navy.—George Hay, L. L. D.

to be his majesty's advocate- general for

all matters, ecclesiastical and maritime,

relating to the crown. — To grant unto

Thomas Bury, and Carleton Hayward,

Esqrs. the office of making, waiting,

and ingrossing, all writs of subpœna is

suing out of his majesty's high court of

chancery.

Frm tbt rist os the P A p E ■ s.

A grant has passed the great seal to the

Right Hon. the earl Waldgrave, of the

place of one of the four tellers of his

majesty's Exchequer, to have effect im

mediately on the decease of any one of-

the four.

The following list of officers of the

prince's houfhold may be depended on.

Earl of Bute, groom of the stole. —

Xarl of Sussex, lord Robert Bertie, lord

viscount Downe, earl of Euston, earl of

Pembroke, and lord Digby, lords of the

bedchamber. — Mr. Schutz, Mr. Peachy,

Mr. Monson, Mr. Ingram, Sir Charles

Hotham, and Mr. Nugent, jun. grooms

of the bedchamber. — Mr. James Brudc-

nell, privy purse. — Earl of Huntington,

master of the horse. — Col. Carr, major

Carpenter, Mr. Hamilton, and Mr,

Bisshopp, equerries. — Capt. Davis, col.

Robinson, Mr. Palmer, and Mr. Proctor,

gentlemen ushers, .-Lord Bathurst, trea-

Nov.

surer. — Mr. Thomaa- Townfend, Mr.

John Evelyn, Mr. Bridgman, and

Mr. Simon Fanlhaw, clerks of the green

cloth.—Dr. Squire, clerk of the closet.—

Mr. Stone, secretary— Mr. Masham, au

ditor-general. — Mr. Simon Fansliaw,

comptroller os the houstiold. —- Charles

Pratt, Esq; attorney-geneial.

Edward Willes, Esq; is appointed one

of his majesty's council.

The lords commissioners for the custody

of the great seal have appointed Henry

Wilmott, Esq; to be their secretary, in

the room of Hutton Perkins, Esq;—Tho

mas Lloyd, Esq; secretary of bankrupts,

in the room of Philip Carteret Webb,

Esq;—Edmund Wilson, Esq; clerk of the

presentations, in the room of Thomas

Bury, Esq;—Michael Baxter, Esq; secre

tary os Iunaticks, in the room of Law

rence Cottam, Eiq;— Rudge,

Esq; secretary of the commission of tho

peace, in the room of Gabriel Mallet,

Esq; — Jegon Wellard, Esq; secretary of

decrees, in the room of James Barnard,

Esq;— r Fry, Esq; to be purse

bearer.—Robert Fawcett, ——— Jefferys,

and Mumsord, Esqrs. to be gen

tlemen of the chamber.

The following gentlemen are appointed

commissioners of bankruptcy.

Thomas Nugent, Thonns Lane, jun..

John Dickinson, Esqrs.—Robert Fawcett,

Edmund Wilson; Gents. — William An

drews, Henry Barnes, Esqrs.—Anthony

Pye, Gent. — Thomas Hotchlins, Esq;—

John Vemon, Gent.—Matthew Skinner,

James Naish, Esqrs. — George Bougley,

Isaac Strutt, Gents. — Francis Filmcr,

Christopher Loft, Esqrs. — Wm. Cooper,

William Rooker, John Hatfell, Esqis

Francis Austen, John I'Anson, Gents—

Francis Mundy, Robert Pratt, Esqrs. —

John Laws, jun. Richard Cromwell,

Brian I'Anson, Gents.

B—m—tb.

JAMES Broders, of Drury-Lane, carpenter.
Fred. Bloom, of Addle-Hill, sugar-baker.

Robert and William Kaines, of Warehani, Dorset
shire, coal merchants.

Ralph Buck, of Norwich, dealer.
Thomas Hollidav, of Minchinhampton, Glouces

tershire, clothier.
Richard Turner, of St. James's, card-maker.
John Steward, of Ribbenhall, Worcestershire,

vintner.
Samuel Pkillips, of Norwich, butcher.
Henry Short, of Chichcstcr, maltster.
Alex. Scott, of Sr. Marrin's le Grand, merchant.
Edward Wilson, of George-Yard, Tower-Hill,

dealer.
Sarah Roberts, of Castle-Street, St. Martin's,

pawnbroker.
William Savage, of Wolverharopton, innholdcr.
William Routh, of Kirklington, Yorkshire, stapler.
Gilbert Morewood, of Long- Lane, haberdasher.
Samuel Williams, of St. Clement's Danes, under,

taker.
John Mariiham, of Retpham, Norfolk, money-
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COURSE of EXCHANGE.

London, Saturday, Nov. 17, 1756.

Amsterdam —

Ditto at Sight —

Rotterdam —

Antwerp —

Hamburgh —

Paris 1 Day's Date —

Ditto, 1 Usance —

Bourdeaux, ditto —

Cadiz — —

Madrid — —

Bilboa — —

Leghorn — —

Naples — —

Genoa — —

Venice — —

Lisbon — —

Porto — —

Dublin — —

"/>
36

36 5

No Price.

36 3 c u
30 5-iotns.

30, 3-i6ths.

30

37 7-8ths.

37 7-8ths.

37 7-jithi.

47 i-8th.

No Price.

46 5-8ths.

5s. 5d. i-8th.

5s. 4d. i-qr,

7 3-1rs-

AWord so an Author, concirning bit A]i-

swzx to bis Abviser. Set Load. Mag.

Oct. p. 503.

Aut Erasmui aut Diabulus. Sir T. Moore.

WHY, heigh day! what's the mat

ter now,

I'th* name o' nonsense, who arejon?

Your business, if you please, and name,

Sir,

And what you wou'd, and whence you

came, Sir;

For, faith and troth, with all this pother,

I neither know the one nor t'other.

But if you'll tell us plain and fiat,

In prose, what 'tis you wou'd be at,

(For truly, friend, 'twixt you and I,

Your poetry's confounded high)

Why, then I'll do the best I can, Sir,

To gi-ve a more decijivt answer.

But if your highness still refuses,

To quit your spur-gall'd, wincing muses,

Know then that here my staff I fix,

And let thee kick against the pricks.

Foreign Affairs, 1756.

HAGUE, Nov. 6. Baron Reischach,

the empress-queen's minister, has

presented a memorial to the states-gene

ral, demanding, in the name of her Im

perial majesty, the succours which their

high mightinesses are bound to give her

by the treaty of Warsaw and that of

Aix-la-Chapelle. A courier from Vienna

went thro' here some days ago for Lon

don, with orders to count Colloredo to

make to the English court the fame re

quisition that baron Reischach has made

Hague, Nov. 10. The captains of men

of war and privateers, who bring prizes

into any of the ports of this republick,

are prohibited by the states- general to

unlade their cargoes ; and the subjects of

this country are forbid to buy any of

those effects, under a penalty of 1000

gueldres.

Paris, Oct. 2;. Altho' the utmost pre

cautions were used to conceal from her

royal highness, the dauphiness, the me

lancholy circumstances of her august fa

ther, the king of Poland, the affecting;

news has at length reached her ears,

whereupon she was seized with such a>

violent fit os grief, that it brought on her

labour pains, which ended on Thursday

last in a miscarriage. However, she is

now in a fair way of doing well. On

this account the Prussian minister was

immediately ordered to quit Versailles,

and orders were dispatched to the French

minister at Berlin, to retire from that

court without taking leave.

Paris, Nov. 5. We have received ad

vice, lhat our troops are safely arrived at

. the island of Corsica, and are posted ac

Calvi, San Fiorenzo, and Ajaccio, in

conjunction with the Genoese.

Paris, Nov. 5. Count Stahrenberg, the

Imperial minister, having received instruc

tions from Vienna, relative to some new

measures concerted with this court, con

cerning the succours which the king gives

to the empresb-queen, that minister, af

ter several conferences held between him

and the ministry, signed a convention,

which is said to be of great importance,

and which settles everything that is to

be done by the two courts in the execu

tion of their agreement.

Franckfort, Nov. 7. The decree of the

Imperial commission against the king of

Prussia was, on the 3d inst, posted up at

the town-house, and other publick places:

And a stop has since been put to the rai

sing of recruits here for the Prussian ser

vice.

Vienna, Nov. 16. Our august sovereign

has claimed, in all the forms, the succour

of the Germanick body, by virtue of the

guaranty of the Pragmatick Sanction and

treaty of Dresden. Her majesty has also

claimed the assistance of the crowns of

France and Sweden, as guaranties of the

peace of Westphalia. The grand signior

has permitted our court to purchase 4000

horses for remounting the cavalry.

Since our last we have the following

accounts from Saxony and Bohemia.

As soon as the capitulation for the sur

render of the Saxon army to the king of

Prussia * was agreed to, the king of Po

land set out for that kingdom, and most

• Sit f. 517.
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cf his Saxon troops have since entered

into the service cf his Pruflian majesty.

Dresden, Nov. 4. His Prussian majesty

not intending to take winter quarters in

Bohemia, where the winter begins early,

and is extremely severe, and consequently

would make the subsisting the army from

Saxony very difficult, by obstructing the

carriage, either by the Elbe or thro' the

mountains ; marshal Keith was ordered

to fend off the baggage of his corps on

the zist past, the horse and heavy artille

ry on the nd j which was accordingly

executed.

The king of Prussia left Struppen the

soth, accompanied with ten battalions to

cover the retreat of his Bohemian army,

and lay that night at Peteiswald, and the

next at Lenai ; on the zad, in the morn

ing (leaving his battalions ac Lenai) he

went on to Lowofchurz, but returned

that night to Lenai. The 13d, early in

the morning, the camp at Lowoschutz

broke up ; they formed into two columns,

the first commanded by marshal Keith,

the second by the prince of Prussia. Mar

shal Keith detached four battalions by the

banks of the Elbe to guard the right of

the army, and, at the satne time, to pick

op the detachments placed along the li

ver s They joined the army at Lenai,

The prince of Bevern commanded the

rear-guard, which consisted of eight bat

talions, five squadrons of dragoons, and

five of Hussars. On the left of the rear

of the army, but at some distance, was

posted part of the regiment of Zeithen

Hussars, to prevent the Austrian irregu

lars from acting. No attempt whatever

was made to molest the Prussians in their

retreat, and they lay that night, the 13d,

behind Lenai, where they rested the 24th

and 25th.

The king of Prussia had occupied, with

his ten battalions, all the high grounds

about Lenai, and his army continued to

retire in perfect safety, his battalions still

marching on and keeping possession of the

heights. The army advanced on the 26th

to Teutfch Neudrcff, encamped there,

and the next day, the 27th, to Schoen-

waid, where they had orders to separate

into quarters ot cantonment. On the

18th, the king arrived ai Great Sedelitz.

Part of the camp at Sedelitz broke up that

day, and the rest the nexc, and went in

to quarters of cantonment. The whole

Prussian army is cantoned in the villages

hereabout, and along the Elbe towards

Dresden, so as to be capable of assembling,

in less than 24 hours, upon any occasion.

Camp at Buden, Nov. 5. As the Prus

sians rctiied from Bohemia, general Ha-

dik always followed and harraffed them.

He has taken many prisoners, and a great

F F A I R S, 1756.

deal of baggage. The desertion of the

enemy is greater than ever.

Some days ago the enemy spread a re

port, that they designed to enter into Bo

hemia with a body of troops by Zittau

and Gabel, but marshal Browne having

ordered general Lacy, with some battali

ons, and several companies cf grenadiers,

besides Hussars and Croats, to Jung Bun-

zlau, and lieut. col. Laudcn, with 800

Croats, to advance towards Gabel and

Romburg, they thought pioper to defer

the execution of their design, and take

up their quarters at Zittau, Lobau, and

Gerlitz.

We have received advice, that the ene

my have put the greatest part of their

troops into winter quarters, and that they

have only a body of 4000 men that are

intrenched behind HoMendorf, with some

pieces of cannon. Whereupon our gene

ral has formed a plan to dislodge them.

We have likewise an account, that the

Prussian army, under count Schwerin,

retired from their camp near Knigingretz

on the 21st, and on the 25th ult. entered

into a new camp at Skaliiz, near the con

fines of the county of Glatz, where, it

seems, they are to enter into quarters of

cantonment j so that none of the Prussian

troops are to take up their winter quar

ters in any territory belonging to the

queen of Hungary, which gives great sa

tisfaction to the court of Vienna, as they

will have a most numerous army assem

bled in Bohemia before the end of this

winter, by the arrival of their troops

from Italy and Flanders, and perhaps by

being joined by a large body of French,

and another of Russian auxiliaries.

Berlin, Nov. 6. The marquis de Va-

lori, minister from France, set out the 3d

on his return to Paris, without taking

leave ; and the baron de Kniphauscn, our

minister at the French court, will shortly

leave it in the same manner. Notwith

standing it was intimated to our minister

at Paris, that he must not appear at court,

no orders were sent him to return home,

till the departure of the marquis de Valori,

from hence broke off the correspondence

which has so long subsisted between the

two courts.

The canton of Berne have written not

only to his most Christian majesty, but to

the king of Sardinia and the states-gene

ral, in reference to their troops in the

pay of these powers respectively, that

they shall not be employed offensively, at'

it appears to them, that, whatever the

motives may be, the present is very like

ly ta end in a religious war ; and it is

equally remote from their instructions

and interests, to contribute in any man

ner towards so destructive an event.

[Tht Catityuc cf Bach, Priat tf Stccki, and Monthly Bill sf Mtrtelity, in air nexi.}
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THE

London Magazine.

For D E C E M B E R, 1756.

^Stat'j of the ebirs finical Contest

that have bapper.e t tbii Tear am'tngji Ms,

taken from Jomc of the Vumpbltts lastly puI/~

lifted.

V^V^-ft^p^/tS^ N every country where

the liberty of the press

has any tolerable indul- ^

gence, the best mini

sters will find objections

made to their conduct,

and the worst will find

advocates for justifying

their measures, which, in this country, of

course produces numberless papers and

pamphlets upon subjects of a polirical na- _

tare: Therelore we »hall conclude the year "

with extracts from some of the most re

markable, beginning with the pamphlet

intitled, A Fourth Letter to the People

of England, which contains what may be

called an arraignment of our public mea

sures, from the first differences on the

Ohio, to the taking of Minorca by the

French. C

The author, after taking notice of our

present situation, goes on thus :

" In this place, the more effectually to

lay before you the real causes of this war,

it will be necessary to lead you back to a

transaction not sufficiently known by all

of you, which passed between them y

of France and England,

In the year 1750, or 1751, some Ame-

rican traders, subjects ef the king of

Great-Britain, travelled to the borders of

the Ohio, to traffick with the natives of

those parts. This being known to the

Canadian French, messengers were dis

patched to acquaint them, that unless

they withdrew from their master's terri

tories, their effects would be confiscated, E

and themselves carried to prison at (Que

bec. This messtge the traders thought fit

to obey, and withdrew in consequence of it.

The succeeding season another com

pany of Britiih subjects came to trade on

December, 1756.

the Ohio, and not withdrawing on a like

message with the touner, their goods were

confiscated and themselves carried priso

ners to Quebec, from whence they were

brought to Rotbelle in France, and still

detained in prison. Not conscious of

having violated the laws of nations, or

traded on any ground to which the kins;

of Great-Britain had not an undoubted

right, they remonstrated to the B fh

m y, insisted upon being claimed aa

B sli subjects, and honourably dis

charged from piison, as persons unoffend

ing the laws of nations ; nay they enter

tained the honourable dopes of English

men, that the m——y of E d

would not cease to demand an indemni

fication for the loss of that merchandize

which had been unjustly taken from them,

and reparation for the insult and long im-

prisonmentof their persons ; expectations

becoming men who value their liberties,

properties, and nation's honour. In this

they were deceived, the true spirit of an

En—sh ni——r no longer dwelt amongst

us, the amb r at Paris, instead of de

manding these subjects of his master, al

men unjustly held in prison, and repara

tion for the injuries they had received,

was ordered by the m y to sollicit,

as a favour from the court of France, the

discharge of them only, acknowledging;

their offence. Were not your s n'a

rights, and your own privileges shame

fully given up ? Were not the lands on

the Ohio confessed to belong to the king

of France ? Were not the French justifi

ed in imprisoning your fellow-subjects,

and confiscating their effects, by this tame

behaviour of the K ih m r."

To this charge an answer was made in

a pamphler, intitled, The Conduct of ihe

Ministry impartially examined, &c. as

follows :

" On a mo'ion made to the peers, the

10th of February, 1756, certain papers

and letters concerning ch« encroachments

4 C a of
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of the French on his majesty's subjects in Christian king, of tending such positive

North America were laid before the house. orders to all their governors as might ef-

A% their authenticity is incontrovertible, fectually prevent, for the future, any such

I have only the easy task os copying them encroachments on his majesty's tesrito-

faithfully lor your full satisfaction, rits, and committing such violences on his

subjects, as had been done in the past.
ExtraB os a Letter srem the Earl os Asbe- j lAt3td t0 my remonstrance, that I

marie to Ibe Earl us lhld<r*'Jjt. * hoped they would be t.iken in:o conside-

Pvrit, Ftbiuary 19, Mjrcb I, 1751- ration quickly ; that he might be able to

'* 1 mu.l acquaint your !oid,'hip, that give me an answer next week, or as soon

in file month of November I received a aster as he possibly could. This minister

letter from ihree persons, /igr.ing them- told me he would use his best endeavours

selves, John Fatton, Luke Erwin, and for that purpose ; assured me it was the

Thomas Bouike j representing to me, intention of his court to prevtnt any dis—

that they were Englishmen, who had putes arising, that might tend to alter the

been brought to Rochelle, and put into present correspondence between the two

prison there, from whence they wrote ; o nations ; and that I might depend upon

having been taken by the French subjects, such orders being sent to their governors

who seized their effects, as they were accordingly.

trading with the English and other Indi- Of the three men I mentioned to your

ans on the river Ohio, and canied them Jordship in my letter of last week, that

prisoners to Quebec, from whence they had been biought prisoners from Canada

have been sent over to Rochellr, wheie to Roche.'le, whom I sent for to come to

they aie hardly used. Upon this infor- Pjris, two of them are arrived, and the

mation I applied to Mr. St. Contest, and Q third is gone to London. I will take such

gave him a note of it, claiming them as informations from them as may be ne

ttle king's subjects, and demanding their cessary for my own instruction, to support

liberty, and the restitution of their effects their receiving satisfaction for the injuries

that had been unjustly taken from them. that have been done them."

These three persons I find, by the paper
your lordship has sent me, aie of the Translation es Part os the Memorial delivered

number of those demanded of the French h Li,i Alh.marlt to Mr. ReuiUe, en tin

by Mr. Clinton, and named in Mr. de la <s *&>rtb, >7Sl-

Jonquitre's letter. I have wrote to a u " As to the fort which the French have

merchant at Rochelle to enquiie after undertaken to build on the river Niagara,

them, and to supply them with money and as to the fix Englishmen who have

to make their journey hither, is they are been made prisoners ; ioid Albemarle is

BOt gone, that I may receive from them ordeied by his court to demand, that the

all the ir.forriia'ions necessary. On my most express orders be sent to Mr. de la

teeing Mr. St. Contest, next Tuesday, I Jonquiere, to desist from such unjust pro-

will represent the case to him, in obedi- cecdings, and in particular to cause the

ence to his majesty's commands, that la E fort abov-mentinnetl to be immediately

Jonquiere may have positive orders to de- razed j and the French and others in their

list from the unjustifiable proceedings alliance, who may happen to be there, to

complained of ; to release any of his ma- retire forthwith ; as likewise to set the

jesty's subjects he may still detain in pri- fix Englishmen at liberty, and to make

son, and make ample restitution of their them ample satisfaction for the wrongs

effects. And 1 shall take care to shew and lcsses they have suffered ; and lastly,

him the absolute necessity of sending in- that the persons who have committed

structions to their several governors, not p these excesses, be punished in such a man*

to attempt any such encroachments for ner as may serve for an example to those

the suture." who mi(,ht hereafter venture on any like

Extratl os a Letter from the Ftrl es Jibe. * r\0 ht eaS,}Klui ,„ eur .ftperdix.]

ma-U to the Earl if Iklderr.ejft.

Feliuary 26, March S, 1752. We W O R L D, Dec. iS.

" I am now to acquaint your lordship, rvlHE exorbitant exactions of servants

tbat 1 u\\ monsieur Rouilie yesterday ; £ in great houses, and the necessity

and tiiat having -drawn up a note of the G imposed upon you, aster dining at a

Several complaints 1 had received orders friend's table, of surrendering ail the

to nuke of ia Jonquiere's conduct, 1 de- in your pocket to the gary^ in livery, who

livertd it to him, and told him in gene- very dexttiously intetcepi every avenue

raj the contents of it ; 11 fisting on the to the street-door, have been the subject

nece:liiy, sot preseiving the good under- of a former paper. Hut custom, illibe-

nanding betwixt his majesty and the most ral
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ral and preposterous as it is,, neither the of complaint against me) the^r are perpe-

ridicule with which I have treated it, nor tually quarrelling with one another. They

my more serious reprehension will, 1 fear, do not, I believe, intend originally to

be able to abvlifh. My conespondentt hurt me ; on the contrary, they pretend

continue to complain, that the' the hos- my advantage alone is the occasion of

pitabledoor is opened wide for their admis- their disagreement. But, were this really

fion, yet, like that of Pluto in Virgil, it true, my cafe is no less deplorable ; for,

is hardly pervious at their retreat ; nor notwithstanding the teal they express for

can they pass the ninefold barrier without my service, and the respect and affection

a copious shower of influencing silver. they profess to my person, my life is made

The watchful dragons Mill expect, and miserable by their domestic squabbles ;

will expect for ever, their quieting fop, and my estate is mouldering away daily,

from his honour's bowing butler, with whilst they ate contending who Ihouid

the significant napkin under his arm, to manage it for me. They are to obliging;

the suily Swiss who guards the vustible. as to assure me, upon their honours, that

Your passport is not now received by their contests are only who can best serve

these collectors as a fee gift, hut gather- B so good a master, and deserve and claim

ed as a turnpike toll ; or, in other words, the first place in his favour ; but, alas !

as the just discharge of your tavern ree- I begin to be a little apprehensive that

koning. Thus the stile of invitation which their struggle is, and has been, who

runs generally, that " Lord Such-a-one should get most vails, and have most

desires you will do him the favour to pvwtr under me j or, as yc

dine with him," is explained, by dear- perhaps, truer me.

bought experience, to import, that you The first appearance of this intestine

wil! obligingly contribute your quota to Q discord was upon the following occasion,

the payment of his servants wages. I have a very troublesome neighbour.

Yet this abuse, grievous as it is to the who is continually committing encroach-

guest, and disgraceful to the master, is ments upon my lands and manor. He

by no means the greatest inconvenience attacks me first with his fen ; and pre-

arising from a want of attention to ceco- tending to have found out some flaw in

nomical regulations. The following let- my settlements, he Commences a suit of

ter, which I have only room to insert at trespass against me; but, at the fame time,

present, but which, for the sake of my fearing lest the law should happen to de-

correspondent, I may possibly take under O cide in savour os eight, he sends me wore!

consideration at another opportunity, will be loeaes a stated. Not long ago he threat*

sufficiently shew the necessity of such re- ened me that he would break into my

gulations. park, steal my fish out of my canal, and

_ . shoot my hares and deer within my pales.
It Me. FITZ-ADAM. Upon the advice of my steward and other

SIR, _ servants, I sent to my estate in the north

I am a plain country gentleman, pos- for a trusty game-keeper (whose bravery

sefled of a plentiful fortune, and blest E and fidelity 1 could rely upon) to come

with most of the comforts of life ; but to my assistance, that he might help to

am at present (not thro' any fault of my preserve, not only my giant but my family,

own, that I can recollect) in great dis- which seemed to be in no small danger,

tress ; which I am as much at a loss how These orders were no sooner dispatched,

to remedy, as I was unable to prevent. than, to my great surprise, my ftfii/im

Tho' I have loved peace and quiet all my1 ' bolted into the parlour where I was fit-

life, and have endeavoured constantly to p ting, and told me, with all the warmth

maintain good order and harmony in my of a patriot, that he could not censent to

family ; I owe my grievances to the in- Ferdinand the game-keeper's admission in

trigues and jealousies which have unhap- to the house, for that he humbly conceiv-

pily suhsisted for some time past amongst ed it was neither for my honour nor my

my seevaittt. 1 give them good wages, interest to be indebted for any part of my

which I pay punctually ; I indulge them protection, or even safety, to a fereigneri

in every reasonable request, from a dtlire For you must know, Mr. Fiti-Adam,

to make them hippy ; and I have been that, very unfortunately for me, my poor

told by all of them in their several turns, G honest Ferdinand did happen to be born

that I am, without exception, the very somewhere or other in Germany. You

best of maftert. may imagine, however, that 1 paid little

Yet, with all my care and kindness, I attention to this remonstrance of my fos-

cannot establi.il a proper subordination tilitn ; but dismissing him from my service,

amongst them j without which, I am sen- I sent for Ferdinand, who, upon the first

sible. no family government can long summons, travelled night and day to

subsist ; and for want of which (as they come to my relief,

cannot find a decent and reasonable cause The
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The next fit of affection that embar- get upon his box ; and tho' he promises,

raffed me, broke out in my ambitious and I believe intends, to take all possible

i. ', r. He professed himself so excessively care of my horses, I fear he has not beta

careful of my person, that he did not accustomed to diive a set so restive as

think it safe for me to be driven any mine are, especially in had roads. 1 have

longer by my old coachman 5 on which ac- al'o been persuaded to take my position

count he grew impatient to ascend the again, as he is a great favourite of my

box himself. But his contrivances to fa- ^ present coachman. Between them they are

cilitate this removal, were plain indicati- new modelling my family for me, and

ons that he attended to his own advance- discharging these servants whom they

merit, more than to my preservation 5 happen to dislike. My experienced bai-

for I have been informed, that he has /iff, who used to hold my courts, has left

often frightened the horses, to makethem me ; and my game-keeper, who has been

start unexpectedly out of the quarter : obliged to lie, during this hard winter, in

At other times he has been detected in a tent in the garden, is ordered back

laying great stones in the way, with a- again into the north, tho' he has given

design to everturn the coach ; and in B no sort of offence, but on the contrary,

roads of difficulty and danger, was sure has been greatly instrumental in protect-

to keep out of the way himself ; nay, at ing me from the insults cf my blurtering

last he tried to persuade the servants, that neighbour j so unpardonable a ciime is it

it was the coachman's intention to Hiive to he born in Germany !

over them, and break all their Good Mr. Fitz-Adam, advise me, as a

necks. But when he found 1 had too friend, what course to take. We majiert,

pood an opinion r f old Tb'>m*i 10 entertain as we are improperly called, aie become

any suspicion of his bonefy, he came one Q of |ate so subservient to our servar-ts, that

morning in a pet, and t^e me naming. \ should appiehend this universal want of

I told him with great >emper, he was to subordination in them, must at last be

blame, paid him his wse.es, ar.d bid detrimental to the state itse'f j tor as a

*2'bt>mai provide himself with another family is composed of many servants, ci-

betprr. But i leave to you 10 judze cf ties snd countiics aie made up of many

my grief as well as surprise, when Thomas houses and families, which together con-

answered me with tears in his eyes, " that fiitu'e a nation. Disobedience in the ma-

he must intreat my permission to rttire jorisy of individuals to their superiors,

from my service : He found, he said, he " cannot sail of producing a general licen-

had many enemies, both within doom tiousnefs, which must terminate at last in

and without ; my family was divided in- anarchy and confusion,

to various parties ; some were favourable I am. Sir, ,

to the helper, and others had been wrought Your constant reader and admirer,

upon by the late ptfli/im ; he should be Giuscr Mianv, iil,

always grateful for the goodness I had
•hewn him j and his last breath should be Smr Accttunfef the Diamatic Piece of ent

employed in praying for my prosperity." f? Alt, lately performed at Drury-Lane Tbe-

It was with great reluctance that I con. entitled, LILLll'UT. sSup.6oj.)

fented to his request ; he had served me r-r\ H E authorling of this petit piece

honestly above 30 years, from affection J[ seems to have made a very tiny pro-

more than interest ; had always greased ficiency in wit and humour, as well as in

my wheels himself, and, upon every one the knowledge of the drama in general,

of my birth-days, had treated all his bro- The charms of novelty are lost in impro-

ther whips at his own expence ; so that, priety, ard the whole mirth of the piece

far from being a gainer by my service, he „ consists in ohscene and indelicate raillery,

had spent above half what tie had saved lisped forth from the mouths os b.^bes and

before he came into it. You may ima. sucklines. Yet the performers in this

gine I would willingly have settled a com- Lilliputian drama, young and small as

fortahle annuity upon him, but you will they are, aie- Brcbdignagians in proporti.

wonder at his behaviour on this occasion j on 10 what the œconomy of the fable re-

indeed I have never met with any 'hi'ig quires them to be : For when we fee tho

like it in one of his low sta'ion ; he de- lize of the children, who are the actors,

elared, that he wocld rather live upon all the drollery ot Gulliver's Lilliput ia

bread and cheese, than put my honour to G lost in the representation. It is, indeed,

any expence, when he could be no longer . one of those subjects wliich come not

useful to me. within ^the rule of Horace, quoted by our

Thus have I been reduced, contrary to authorling in the ridiculous letter presix-

my inclinations, to hire another coachman, ed to the piece, and it not proper to he

The man I have now taken bears a very truth sutjefla fdjibui. How can we ima-

reputable character ; but he h-.ppen- 10 gine it probab e that a Gulliver, no binger

be so infirm, that he is scarce yet abie to thau Mr. Eraiisby, should toss off a whoi»

hogshead
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hogshead at a draught, or employ 150 that it so disproportioned, that I'll match

taylors fur six weeks to make him a Cute, our little rakes in Lillipur, with any of

when a Lilliputian, of the size of mailer our finest gentlemen in England." But

Simpson, is content with a common Gulliver, perhaps, is made dull by dtjign 3

draught, and can be drest completely, a so to enliven the scene, enter lady Fiim-

U m'>iic de Lilliput, in the usual time, and nap, who, after dismissing her waiting-

by the usual number of workmen? But, maid, declares lier passion to Guiliver in

waving the absurdity of the fiction, there ^ gross terms, without the assistance even

is no merit in the rest of the composition. of a doublt tnttndre ; and indeed, so un-

The fable runs as follows. guarded is her little ladyship's conversati-

Lord Flimnap, jealous of his lady's in- on thro' this whole scene, that (the gross-

dulging herself in too great familiarities nef> and stupidity of it considered to-

with the Alan-mountain, sends to his gether) I am apt to think, the audi-

wife's two brothers, Bolgolam and Fnp- ence would not have liitened to it parr-

perel, to consult with them on this occa- entiy, if it had been carried on by a

Con. Bolgolam is a rough tarpaulin ad- grown woman. Gulliver, however, not

miral ; Fripperel is a fop, and a sine gin- listening to her love, she has recourse to

tleman ; and the dialogue of each consists JJthe hackneyed expedient of accusing him,

of nothing but the pert common-place Ian- to her hulband an* brothers, of an at-

guageof both those characters, which has tempt to cany her off : Upon which the)

merit or entertainment, but as it comes enraged Lilliputians summon him to at-

from the mouths of children, who per- tend the grand court of justice on the

form their parts with spirit. Their con- morrow, to answer for his offences De

ference, however, takes up the first scene, fore the king and peers. Matters being

which ends as it began, in nothing. thus fettled, exit Gulliver and enter Keep.

The personages of the second scene are „ er with a letter to lord Flimnap, which is
Fripperel and lady Flimnap, who, it *• no other than the above-mentioned inter-

seems, have luckily intercepted a billet- cepted billet-doux ; on a declaration ef

doux from a Lilliputian beauty to lord which by lady Flimnap, Bolgolam chal-

Flimnap, and concert measures I10W to lenges his lordship, and they retire to

make the best use of it. The rest of the fight ; but soon teturn with the news of

scene is enlivened with (omndehcatc strokes the whole city's being in an uproar, by

of humour on her ladyship's passion for the escape of the Man-mountain. This

the Man mountain. incident, liolgolam's threats, and Frip-

In scene the third, aster some common- D perel's raillery fettles all family differences;

placeraillery.onthvEnglish nation, thrown and lord and lady Flimnap are sully re-

out by the Lilliputian mob, follows the conciled by agreiing to allow each other

procession, occasioned by Gulliver's being a mutual latitude in gamine, gallantry,

created a naidac of Lilliput, which seems and all other fifhiooable vices. Irony is

to be goid-nusundly levelled at the Covent- the most difficult species ef humour, and

garden processions. This ceremony end- requires to be touched by a more delicate

ed, Gulliver opens his psrt in this little pen than that of our authoring ; for

diama, and manifests himself to he such „ which reason the satire of this catastrophe

a very dull fellow, that we may safely gives but little satisfaction, and appears

venture to declare the heroe of this piece, rather shocking in the mouths of children,

to be in no wife related to Lemuel Gulli- tho' it mult be owned, that the per-

ver. Considering his stranee situation, sormance of these actorlings has given a

one might exptct fume characteristic re- sanction to the dullness of our authoriing.

flections from him on the whimsicalocss

of his circumstances: Instead ot which PROLOGUE to the Mi sir, eElid

he talks of everything about him (even F ar Drury Lane, Dec. 17. to raijt Money

in soliloquy) with as grave an air as he ftr clcatbing deserted andsriendlesi Btji set

would of any similar occurrence in Eng- the Sea. Writ by Mr. Derrick, and sp-.ic

land. As a specimen of the wit and 00- h Mr. Smith.

servation of our modern Gulliver take TTTH1LE Gallia's arms triumphant

the following soliloquy. " Notwithstand- VV trophies boast, [coast ;

ing the figure 1 make here, the honours I And hostile banners brave Britannia's

■ have received, and the greater things in- While tytant power asserts a lawless reign,

tended me, I grow sick of my situation— q Usurps new woilds, and arrogates die

I shall either starve, or be sacrificed to main ; [rcus rage >

the envy and malice of my brother peers. What Biitish heart but glows with gene-

■—They'll never forgive the service I have What British arm but trtmbles to engage?

done their country — I willi myself at The peasant hand the peaceful ft.il dis—

home again, and plain Gulliver— Every dains, [bier plains,

thins is in miniature here but vice, and Njw grasps the sword, and pants fur no-

i .. The
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The merchant cries, " Revenge yourcoun-

try's wrong." [tongue.

" Revenge" re-echoes from each honest

Rouze Britons, rouze 1 at George's great

command, [the land j

Now form the free-born phalanx thio'

Too firm to (ear,—too generous to betray—

hnrted him to behave well, and said he

hoped to fee him a captain ; the youth re

plied, " a captain ! Sir, if I did not thin

I should come to be an admiral, I'd i

go." He was some years a lieutenant i

the navy ; but on March 10, 1733, was

made captain of the Flamborojgh man of•Whofightforfreedoinjandthro'loveobey. A war, at Jamaica, by Sir Clialoner Ogle.

Hail virtue's sons, be such—and such

alone, [throne !

Th" immortal guardians of a Brunswick's

While Gallic slaves, in martial bondage

bred, [bread,

Whose war is murder,—and whose glory

Fight for a monarch whom no laws can

bind, [kind.

And roam, the vagrant butchers

Such hosts in vain shall men free

dom- shore.

Be Britons still what Britons were of yore,

When royal Edward broke the tyrant line;

And captive crowns pass'd cunent on his

coin ; [run.

The patriot fire from breast to breast shall

Our sons shall finish what our sires begun.

Nor can we doubt Britannia's future

fame, [flame ;

Whilst her fair daughters fan the rising

Whilst youthful bands your pious eare

confess ; • [distress ;

Snatch'd from the tempting dangers of

Rais'd by your bounty infant warriors

Ib the famous action in the Mediterrane

an, he commanded the Berwick, and he

behaved in so gallant a manner, under

the two ill-matched admirals, that at the

next promotion of flag officers, July 15,

1747, ne was appointed 1 rear-admiral cf

the white. On October 14, 1747, being*

p sent out with a fleet to intercept a French

squadron, bound to the West-Indies, he

fell in with them in lat. 470 co' N. and

long. 1* t' west of Cape Finisterre, (fee

our volume for 1747, p. 481) and after

giving them an hearty drubbing, took six

of their capital (hips, which were added

to the royal navy. For his bravery on

this occasion, he was created a knight of

C the Bath, and raised to the rank os vice-

admiral, and is so much esteemed by his

countrymen, and in such high reputation,

both as a man of honour and integrity,

and as a gallant, experienced and success

ful officer, that we thought the annexed

beautiful engraving os him, would be

highly pleasing to our readers.
spring,

Wage early war, and vindicate their king; D BILLS of Mortality from Oct. i6, to

O'er subject seas assert his lawful reign.

And rife the future Warrens of the main.

Then ecchoing cheers from each victorious

crew [you.

Shall hail the hero whom they owe to

[Tie Epilogue in cur Appendix.]

Tie Turn-Coat, yin Epigram.

IS head long since Sir Gulling turn'd,

Christened

Buried,

H 'Twas pity no man thought ;

But all the world scem'd much coocera'd

When Gulling turn'd his coat.

The contest o'er, now hast thou got

This comfort for thy pains ;

v much folks think thy coat

' than thy brains.

Sen* Account of the Hon. Sir EDWARD

HAWKE, Knight tf the Bath, Com-

runJer in Chief of the Fleet in the Medi

terranean.

ADmiral Hawke is son of Hawke,

of Saltafh, in Cornwall, Esq; who

was a barrister at law, of Lincoln's-Inn,

where the admiral was born. His mother Q

was sister to the late Hon. col. Martin

Bladen, sometime one of the lords com

missioners of trade and plantations, and

was born in Yorkshire. It is confidently

asserted, by thole who have heard it from

his mother, that when he parted with his

father, at tus but going to sea, who ex-
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mon sense itself, "was so plain and sa

In the Deiatt continued in your last, strong against every one of them, I

the next thatspoke iuasT . Genucius, must allow, that the noble lords who

•whose Speech <wtu to the following have thought sit to oppose this bill,

Effifi. were in the right not to make use of

. any such arguments in support of
Mr. President, A the;r opposition ; and as they neither

SIR, have, nor could to any purpose have

FROM the whispers I heard made use of any of them, I must

without doors, 1 did, indeed, take it for granted, that we either

expect an opposition to this must have a militia, or we must re-

bill ; but I expected, and it was main liable to be conquered by any

natural to expect, that arguments foreign army that shall happen to

Would have been made use ot' against B land in this island, provided it be so

it, of a sort very different from those numerous as to be able to encounter

I have heard in this debate : I ex- and defeat the small number of na

pefled, that an attempt would have tional mercenaries we can keep in

been made to shew, that a country, constant pay. This then is a necef-

such as this, has no occasion for any sary alternative, and yet notwith-

military force at land, either for standing the dismal prospect we ar«

quelling insurrections, or even for C presented with by one side of this

repelling invasions : Or that an at- alternative, those who oppose thi*

tempt would have been made to bill have been so cruel, .as to endea-

prove, that we may alvJays keep up vour to persuade us, that the other

such a numerous army of national fide is impracticable. They have

mercenaries as, will be sufficient for endeavoured to shew that, if such a

this purpose, without any danger to militia as we can depend on for our

our liberties ; and that we may ea- D defence against foreign veterans, can-

sily spare the expence necessary for not be established by the militia law

maintaining them : Or, thirdly, That now in being, no such militia can be

an attempt would have been made to established by any law we can" con-

demonstrate to us, that we may al- trive : Next they have endeavoured

ways depend upon foreign mercena- to shew, that were it possible to esta-

ries for this purpose, as often as we Wish such a militia, it would be of

Can have occasion for them, without E the most dangerous consequence to

any danger of our being treated by our liberties ; and, thirdly, They

these foreign auxiliaries, as our an- have endeavoured to shew, that the

cestors, the Britons, were by their experiment would be so expensive,

Saxon auxiliaries ; and that the ex- that it is not worth the nation's while

pence of importing and exporting to make it. Such doctrines must be

those auxiliaries, and maintaining terrible to every true Englishman who

them while here, will be less than F considers the alternative f have men-

that which we must necessarily be at tioned ; and therefore for the com-

for supporting any sort of national fort of my countrymen, as well as

militia. for the fake of the bill now before

These, Sir, were the arguments I us, I shall endeavour to shew, that

expected to have heard ; but as the every one of them is void of an/

evidence of facts, and even of com- . foundation, either in the nature of

December, 1756. 4D things.
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thing*, or in the present circum- • now subsisting, it is scarcely possible

fiances of the people of this nation, for the crown to cause it to be car-

In order to do this, Sir, I must ried duly into execution. The in-

begin with a short examination of tendon of the law certainly is, that

the militia act we have now subsisting, none but gentlemen os character and

and with respect to it I must grant fortune shall be appointed officers in

that, if due care had been taken to A themilitia; but as the lord lieutenant

carry that law into execution, our in each county has an unlimited

militia might always have been upon power to appoint whomsoever he

a much better footing than they are pleases, it is not possible for the

at present, but what prevented the crown to prevent the appointing of

due execution of that law is now at some men of low rank and fortune,

an end. When that law was passed, and when any one such is appointed,

and for many years after, the dispute B gentlemen of superior rank and sor-

still subsisted amon^ the people, tho' tune disdain to serve with such offi-

determined by the legislature, about cers, and refuse to accept of, or

the power of the crow n over the mi- throw up the commissions they have

litia, which dispute had been one of acceptea ; by which means all the

the causes of the ciyil war in the reign commissions in our militia have come

of Charles the First, and the maxim at last to be generally in the hands of

likewise subsisted, that the keeping C men of low rank, and little or no

up of any number of mercenary fortune. This is one> of the chief

troops in time of peace, was so in- causes that has brought our present

consistent with our constitution, that militia into such contempt ; and ano-

the parliament ought never to con- ther is, a defect or omission in the

sent to it. Whilst such a dispute, act itself ; for no provision is therein

and such a maxim prevailed, we can- made for continuing any soot soldier

not wonder at the crown's neglecting D in the service for such a time as may

the militia, in order to render the make him any way master of his bu-

keeping up of a standing arrrfy ne- siness ; and the horse militia provided

cessary. But now, I believe, no by that act is ridiculous ; for there it

man disputes the power which the no obligation upon any man to fur-

crown ought to have over the mili- nisti such a horse as is trained to the

tia ; nor is any man now so wrong- service, without which no cavalry

headed as to think, that we ought E can be of any use, but must occasion

not always to have, even in time of confusion wherever they are. The

peace, with consent of parliament, advisers of the bill now before us

such a number of regular troops as were therefore, I think, in the right

may be necessary for preserving our not to provide for any horse militia ;

internal tranquillity, and for oppo- for such a one is indeed impossible,

sing any sudden invasion as may be unless you established a riding-house

made with a small number of troops. F in every division ; and, indeed, in a

A well disciplined militia can there- country so much inclosed as this is,

fore now no way interfere with the there is no great occasion for cavalry ;

power or safety of the crown, but for a body of infantry may always,

on the contrary will be an addition by means of our inclosures, prevent

to both, and consequently we may their being Kable to be attacked by

expect that, if a proper law be cavalry ; and for securing a distant

passed for establishing a well disci- G Pas'» a body os infantry may be

plined militia, the ciown will take mounted on horseback when great

all possible care for carrying it duly expedition is necessary,

into execution. I could mention many other de-

Eut, Sir, with respect to the law sects, Sir, in the militia laws now

4 , subsisting.
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subsisting, every one of which, as ways keep in or near London, must

well as those I have mentioned, are require a great many weeks, if not

provided for by the bill now before months : Such a preparation we shall

us ; therefore, from the bad success always have notice of, if we are

of the militia laws now subsisting, not infatuated, at least four or five

we are not to conclude, that it is im- weeks before it can be finished :

possible to contrive any effectual law A Upon the first notice of it, we must

for establishing a well disciplined and suppose, that our sovereign will or-

serviceable militia. A life of idle- der the militia of some of the coun-

ness, or of continual military exer- ties at least to be drawn out : From

cisc, were, never judged to be neces- the time, they are drawn out they

sary for forming a well disciplined may be exercised every day j and by

soldier, even in the most regular ar- such daily exercise they may in three

mies. On the contrary, a course of J$ or four weeks be fully instructed, and

idleness is, by all the eminent writers made compleat masters of every part

upon the art military, declared to be of military knowledge, in which

of the utmost bad consequence to an they were before deficient, so as to

army, even tho' it be in a time of be equal in knowledge and dexterity

profound peace. Therefore, I must with any mercenary troops whatever ;

think, that a man who labours hard and as most of our militia will al-

for fix days of the week, and spends Q ways have some slake to fight for,

great part of the seventh in military we may reasonably suppose, that

exercises, is more likely to make a they will exceed them in courage and

good soldier, than a man who em- resolution. The militia of those

ploys great part of two, or even counties alone which lie upon the

three days of the week, in military south-east, south, and south-west

exercises, and spends all the rest in coasts of this island, amount to

idleness and drunkenness j and sure- D above 20,000 men, according to

ly, the former may, in three years what is proposed by the bill now be-

time, learn as much of the military fore us : If we had last winter had

art, as is necessary for a common such a militia established, well disci-

soldier ; for I must observe, that a plined, and ready to be drawn out

common soldier has nothing to do upon the first notice, I believe, the

with drawing up in battalion, or bri- French would not so much as have

gade, or with any of the evolutions E pretended a design to invade us, for

now practised, all of these being the that they really had such a design I

proper province of the officers only, very much doubt. But they would

But now suppose, Sir, that our not so much as have pretended it,

militia officers, after three or more because it could not have given ns

years service, are a little deficient in any alarum, .or suspended the exe-

their knowledge how to form in bat- cution of any other warlike 1

talion, or brigade, how to double F we had resolved on, as with the ad-

their files, how to form the hollow ditions we had made to our army,

square, or how to perform any of we could have met them in a few

the other operations usual in war ; days after their landing, with an

and suppose, that our militia men army of regulars and militia much

are not quite so dextrous as they superior to any they could possibly

ought to be in the management of embark ; and I must here observe,

the musket and bayonet ; yet let usq that is such a bill as this had been

consider, that to prepare to invade palled into a.law twenty years ago,

this kingdom with an army superlbr much greater and more formidable

to that we always keep on foot, or additions might have been made to

even to that part of it which we al- our regular army.

4D a This
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This consideration alone, Sir, Son, as it could not be provided for

should make us pass the bill now be- in this, bcause if it had, we could

fore us. Even supposing, that the have made no amendment to it.

militia to be established by this bill This was not therefore an oversight,

could not be made fit to encounter but an omission designed, in order to

foreign veterans, yet it will certainly leave room for such amendments as

enable us with more ease to augment A we might think proper, and conse-.

our army, and the additional troops quently those lords who now object

or men will be sooner fit for service, to the form of the bill, are the more

In twenty or thirty years all the to blame for not offering those ob-

common men in the kingdom, that jections upon the second reading of

is to fay, all such as cannot afford to the bill, or in the committee, when

give any thing to a man to serve for their objections might have been all

them, will have passed what I may B removed by amendments, or at least

call a three years apprenticeship in such of them as had been thought

the militia. Surely, a man who has material, which to me, indeed, none

passed such an apprenticeship will be of them seem to be.

i ready to list in the army, than This, Sir, is the true reason why

a man who never smelt powder in no provision was made in the bill

his life ; and a man who has for for the expence that must attend the

three years been drawing up in rank C militia proposed by it ; and when

and file, and performirg all the ma- that expence comes to be considered,

nual exercise of the musket and I am sure it will appear to be a. mere

bayonet, almost every Sunday, will trifle, especially when compared with

b: sooner, aster listing, made fit for the expence which experience has

service in the army, than a man who now taught us we must otherwise be

never heard of the terms rank and at, for preventing an insolent and

fie, nor ever handled a musket or D incroaching neighbour's threatening

bayonet before his listing in that ser- us, at every turn, with an invasion ;

vice. Nay, I have heard from old for this can no otherwise be done,'

serjeants in our army, that they but by keeping up a much more nu-

have often been some days before merous army than we ever did here-

they could inspire a country looby tosore ; o^by calling in a large body

with courage enough to present and of foreign auxiliaries, as often as

lire his musket 5 and yet that very E that neighbour may please to canton

man has afterwards become a good a considerable body of troops upon

and a brave soldier. the coast opposite to this island ; both

The passing of this bill into a law which would be attended, not only

. must therefore, Sir, be of eminent with an insupportable expence, but

service to our regular army, and must with the, greatest danger to our con-

■ render it much more formidable when stitution and liberties ; and this leads

we have occasion to make great ad- F rne to consider that danger which, it

ditions to it upon any sudden emer- is pretended, our liberties may be

gency ; and this alone should make • exposed to, by the militia proposed

us despise the small expence which by this bill.

the nation, or any private man may To find a foundation, Sir, for this

thereby be put to ; for it is proposed, pretended danger, it is supposed that

that the publick should be at some all the men of property in this nati-

■ expence in providing arms, and like- G on are absolutely void of publick

. wise in granting some reward to those spirit, and without any intention er

• that do serve, and will accept of it, desire of ever assisting in the defence

which expence must be provided for of their country, should it ever hap-

by a new bill to be passed next ses- pen to be biought into danger, and

con
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consequently that no man of any could not spare to hire any to serve

property will serve personally in this for them. And next I shall suppose,

militia, but will hire some low aban- that the reward to be given by tho

doned fellow to serve as his substitute, publick is to be so high, as of itself

by which means our militia wiH soon to be sufficient to make a poor man

come to consist of 60,000 poor low fond of serving for any man chosen

fellows, who will make a trade ofA by lot to serve, in order to entitle

serving for others, and who will be himself to the publick reward : Does

the only men that are to be disciplin- not every qpe fee that in this case all

ed by this act. Now, Sir, if I the poor, who are chosen by lot, will

could suppose that all the men of serve personally ; and that the rich,

property in this nation are so void of who are chosen by lot, will give this

any regard for the honour, happiness, profitable employment to such poor

or security of their country, I should jj men as they like best, as we must

give myself very little trouble about suppose that every rich man will have

the liberty they enjoy, because I several poor men applying to him sot

should be of opinion, that they nei- the favour.

ther deserved it, nor would it be pos- Thus, Sir, it is evident, that the

fible to preserve it. A man that will military discipline would not be con-

not fight for his liberty, I am sure, fined to any certain number of poof

does not deserve it, and a man who Q men, but would extend to all or most

is no way qualified, cannot fight for of the poor men in the kingdom,

it if he would. But I have, thank that might at any time be fit for ser-

God ! a better opinion of my coun- vice ; and if our government should

trymen, and therefore I expect, that at any time attempt to make use of

if this bill be passed into a law, we the poor militia men then in service,

shall soon see every young man of f°T overturning our liberties, all the

property in this kingdom serving his D P00r mcn who had been in service,

term in the militia, and impatient and who would of course be equally

for its coming to his turn, perhaps masters-of military discipline, would

all of them making interest with unite under the command of some

such of their seniors as happen to be ambitious rich men who had for-

chosen by lot, for leave to serve as merly been officers, against such a

their substitutes. government. In such a case, I shall

But suppose, Sir, I should be dis- E grant» that our liberties would be in

appointed in this pleasing expecta- danger, which ever fide prevailed j

tion : Suppose that our men of pro- but the contest would probably be

perty, both young and old, should determined against the government,

all, or most of them, chuse to serve 33 it was in the reign of Charles the

by substitute, yet the whole os the First, and this probability will always

supposition on the other side is im- deter our government, for the time

possible. The military discipline p being, if it has a grain of wisdom,

would indeed be confined to the poor, from making the attempt

but then it must necessarily extend to The danger of this attempt will al-

all, ot most of the poor in the king- ways, therefore, Sir, be one strong

dom. For illustrating this I shall bar against it, and the impracticabi-

first suppose, that the reward to be lity of the scheme will be another ;

given by the publick is to be so small for it is of such a nature that it can-

that no man will serve for another, not be executed by degrees : It must

'without some additional reward from be executed all at once : The quali-

him for whom he serves : In this case fied deputy lieutenants and militia

all the poor men in the kingdom officers must at once be removed, and

must serve in person, because they unqualified men put into their room j

and

1
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and at the same time a stop must be America, as we ought to have done

put to the meeting of parliament,

and to the fitting of any or the courts

in Westmjnster-hall j because, if any

of the latter mould be allowed to sit,

prosecutions would immediately be

Set on foot against every unqualified

man, who had accepted and began

to act as deputy lieutenant or oflicer

in the militia, tor recovering the pe

nalties thereby incurred, one moiety

ef which is by this bill to belong to

the prosecutor. And as the militia is

At least this will, X know, be pre

tended as an excuse for our fatal

neglect : By the want os it we have

been obliged to bring over a body

os German troops : And by the want

of it we have been obliged to petition

his majesty to bring over a body of hit

electoral troops. If this bill Ihould

be rejected, what will be said without

doors ? Will it not be said, that

there is a party in this house who are

for continuing us in the fame weak

not by the bill to be drawn out, until B and unarmed condition, on purpose

after the occasion for doing so has that we may be obliged, as often as

been communicated to parliament,

this will be a third bar to any such

attempt ; because the drawing out of

this militia, without any such commu

nication, would give an immediate

alarum to the whole nation,

every man, not engagtd in the plot,

spon providing for his defence. Nor

can the necessity ofthis communication

ever be of any bad consequence, be

cause an insurrection, or invasion,

which may be easily prevented or

we are in danger, real or chimerical,

to bring over and maintain a body

of German or electoral troops I And

if this opinion mould prevail among

the people, may it not be of the

set C most dangerous consequence to our

present happy establishment, and to

the illustrious family now upon our

throne I It certainly will ; for the

Jacobites will industriously ascribe this

design chiefly to our sovereign ; and

as the principal opposers of the bill

defeated by our standing army, can D are known to be in high favour with

—ver occasion the drawing out of his majesty, this unjust imputation will,

the militia ; and a more formidable

insurrection, or invasion, can never be

fo sudden, or unforeseen, as not to give

time for the meeting of parliament.

I hope, Sir, 1 have now (hewn,

I fear, gain too much credit among

the people without doors. There

fore, if the objections to the form of

this bill were much more material

than they really are, out of regard

that it is possible to establish a well E to our present happy establishment,

disciplined and serviceable militia, 1

even by the bill now before us ; that

the expence will be but a mere trifle

in comparison with the expence we

must be put to, by any other method

of providing for our security, and

that the militia, proposed by this bill,

can never be.of any dangerous con

sequence to our constitution or liber

ties. But when we talk of danger,

Sir, let us consider the danger o

jetting this bill. By dear

experience the whole nation is now

bought

and to the royal lamiiy now upon

our throne, we should be cautious of

rejecting it at such a critical conjunc

ture.

I Ihould now conclude. Sir ; but

lest what has been mentioned from

the Roman history sliould have more

weight than it ought to have, I

must beg leave to make some re

marks upon that part of their history,

which I could not miss looking into

upon this occasion. During their

monarchy, and for some years after

become sensible os the neediity ofG the establistiment of their common-

oar having such a militia established, wealth, their armies could consist of

By the want of such a militia we none but men of lome property, be

have been prevented from sending cause they gave neither pay nor sub-

suoh succour.-, to our countrymen in silknc- to their soldiers, no not
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time of war ; for Livy expressly tells 100,000 pound weight of brass, and

us, that the first time they gave any that brass had been near about the

pay to their soldiers, was after the siege fame value it is at present. But as I

and demolition of the rich city of have already (hewn, that the Roman*

Anxur, which happened in the 349th afterwards listed poor freemen as wdj

year aster the building of the city, asrichintheirar.mies,andconseque

and consequently above a hundred A 1/ that among them the poor as

years after the establishment of the as the rich must have been bred to mi-

common-wealth. But after they be- litary discipline, this dispute about

jan to give pay to their soldiers in the historian's meaning can signify

time of war, they certainly had in nothing in the present debate, noc

their armies freemen of no property, can any thing in the Roman history

or at least many such as were not be made an argument against the

worth 1 1000Æret, and consequently g bill now belbre us, which I hope

were of the sixth class instituted by will be pasted into a law.

Servius Tullius ; for they would not

certainly have listed staves in their The next Debate I am to giveyea numt

army, after buying them at the pub- occasioned by a Motion made in car

lick expence from their masters, at Club, pretty early in the last Winter,

they did after the b.ittle of Canna:, fir Leave to bring in a Bill, for the

if there had been a sufficient number q Encouragement of Seamen, and

of freemen in the city that were fit the more speedy and effectual

for service and the historian express- Manning his Majesty's Navy; and

ly fays, that this was occasioned by the designed Substance of the intended

a scarcity of freemen. As to what Bill having been at usual opened *.

the historian means by the word Æt T. Herminiusstood sip, aadspoleim

in his history of Servius Tullius, it Suljlanct as follows.

it more the business of a critick q

than mine. It ii very true that the Resident,

denomination of money, which a- SIR,

mong the Romans was called Æs, T AM very sorry to hear sach a

at first meant a pound weight of X motion made at this time, be-

brafs, as our pound sterling at first cause it is a motion which, I think,

meant a pound weight of silver ; but we cannot at present agree to, and

that word came afterwards to mean a g our putting a negative upon it, or

denomination of money among them, even putting it off by means of the

which did not exceed, in value, our previous question, may discourage

three farthings, and consequently in many seamen from entering into his

the division of the people established majesty's service, as it may give them

by Servius Tullius, if this was the a suspicion, that we intend to deprive

historian's meaning, the sixth class of them of the advantages they were

people, who were to be immunes mi- p intitled to during the last war, and

litia, consisted of those whose whole will be, by the laws now in being,

substance did not amount to 34I. 7s. again intitled to, as soon as his ma-

fid, and that this was the historian's jesty shall be pleased to declare war a-

meaning I am apt to believe, be- gainst any kingdom or state in Eu-

caufe it is not probable that, in a city rope. I believe, no gentleman de-

which had not been built much a- fires that his country mould be in-

bout 200 years, there should be any q volved in war, if it can be possibly

considerable number os people that avoided, and every gentleman, 1 be-

were worth 7500I. each, which lieve, knows, that a negotiation i>

would have been the case, if the still carried, on for accommodating

historian had meant by 100,000 aris, all our differences with the French in

an

* in Lond. M»g./»r Srpltvicr last, p. 43S.
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an amicable manner, and tint they are court where the prize ii condemned, and

row using all their art, to make us be those fees, in his majesty's plantations or

looked on, in cafe of a rupture, as the dominions abroad, not to exceed 10I. for

aggressors in the war. In such circum- a prize under 100 tons burthen, nor 15I.

(lances, it is surely our interest to pro- for a prize of 100 tons, or any greater

ceed with caution and moderation, and burthen : Therefore no seaman can, from

to avoid giving success to their artful con- what is now proposed, have any greater

duct by any precipitate* measure on our ^ temptation to enter into his majesty's str-

Bde. I shall not say, that we have occa- vice, than what he has from the law as it

Confer any allies, in cafe it should at last now stands; nor can our bringing in

come to an open war, because, I hope, such a bill, or even our pasting it into a

we shall be able to confine it to a mari- law, encourage any one seaman to enter

time and American war j but surely, voluntarily into his majesty's service, who

«re ought to prevent, if possible, our p is not already inclined to do so as soon at

enemy's having any allies in the war, he can find an opportunity,

and consequently we ought to avoid giv- Perhaps it may be true, Sir, that the

ing them any plausible pretence to call law which was passed in 1739, may stand

for the assistance of those powers that in need of some explanations and amend-

are actually engaged with them in a de- ments, but no explanation or amendment

(Tensive alliance. And it is certain, that can give the seamen a hetteT or a more

bis majesty is not only* the best, but the extensive right to their (hare of the prizes,

only judge what measures are most pro- than they have by that law as it now

per for preventing its being in the power C stands ; and if methods can be found for

of France to persuade any court in Eu- making the recovery of that right more

rope that we have been the aggressors in expeditious, or less expensive, shall we

the war. It is, indeed, an affair which not have time enough to contrive proper

we cannot any way pretend to judge of, methods for this purpose after the docla-

because we know nothing of the present ration of war t For if we should be ob-

state of the negotiation, or how the other liged at last to come to that extremity, it

powers of Europe stand affected with rc- is highly probable the cafe will happen

gard to the present disputes between j» before the end of this session ; and if the

France and us in America ; and even sup- case should happen, I hope we shall have

poling we did, we ought not 10 allow the the assistance of the noble lord and the

bringing in of such a bill as this, btcause Hon. gentleman who have made and fe

lt would be, in my opinion, a parliamtn- condtd this motion ; for tho* a negative

tary declaration of war, which is abso* mould now be put upon their motion, I

lutely inconsistent with our constitution, am persuaded, they will join heartily and

and would be an incroachment upon one sincerely in every method that can be

of the most undoubted and most necessary thought of for encouraging our brave sea-

preiogatives of the crown. £ men, and for preventing, as much at

This incroachment, Sir, would, in the possible, the necessity of pressing j which

present case, be the more flagrant, as there I must allow is often attended with great

is not the least occasion for it : Every hardships upon the pressed men, and

British seaman, at least every one of them sometimes with irregularities in the press-

that has ever read or heard of the act masters ; but both the hardships and ir-

passed in 1739, must know, that they regularities are, I know, generally exag-

tiave the sole right to all prizes which gerated, for I am sure, that the officer*

they shall have a concern in taking when p take as much care as possible to prevent

employed in his majesty's ships of war, both. I indeed most heartily wish, that

after war has been once declared by his the pressing of men just upon their return

majesty ; and even with regard to ptiva- from a long voyage, or after they are en-

teers they know, that the owners and the gaged in the merchant or privateer scr-

seamen on board of sucli privateers have vice, could by any means be prevented ;

by the fame act the sole right to all prizes but as for those seamen that lurk and

that shall be taken by such privateers as- loiter at home, and live, perhaps, at a

ter they have received their commissions ; most extravagant rate, upon the credit

and that as soon as war is declared, theG allowed them by their landlords, when

lords commissioners of the Admiralty are their country stands in need of their ser-

obliged to issue commissions to all such as vice, I must fay, that I think they ds.

(hall apply for them in the proper and serve as much to be pressed into his ma-

usual manner. This sole right, they j'ty's sea service, as vagabonds deserve

know, is already vested in them by act of to be pressed into his majesty's land service,

parliament, and that without any deduc- For both these services, Sir, there must

tion, except the sees of the Admiralty always be pressing when the honour and

safety
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safety »f our country render it necessary

to have soldiers or sailors, and our go

vernment cannot find a sufficient number

that will enter voluntarily. The only

reason why pressing for sailors has been

more frequent and more complained of

than pressing for soldiers, is, because from

the situation of this country, the former

becomes much oftener necessary, and

those that are liable to be pressed into the

sea service have generally a much better

character than those that are liable to be

pressed into the land service ; because we

have not for many years been obliged to

make any man liable to be pressed into

the latter, but such as have something of

the vagabond in their character. But if

an invasion, or other such danger, should

oblige us to raise a numerous army, we

should be under a necessity to press men

of a better character into the land ser

vice, or to oblige all the men fit for the

service to draw lots, and even in that

cafe, those upon whom the lot sell, must

be pressed, if they refused to serve volun

tarily. From hence I am convinced, that

it is impossible to prevent the necessity of

pressing, according to the present method,

for the sea service, any other way than

by enabling the government to have al

ways not only a list of all the men in the

British dominions fit for that service, but

also a knowledge where to call for them,

and a power to compel all of them to

serve in their turn ; and it has been

hitherto thought, that this would be at

tended with greater inconveniences than

the method we now have of providing

for the sea service. Whilst we pursue

this method, there is no way for lessening

the inconveniences attending it, but by

good usage, and other advantages, to in

duce as many as possible to qualify them

selves for the sea service, and to enter vo

luntarily when the government has occa

sion for their service ; and no law can be,

I think, more effectual for this purpose,

than that which was passed in the year

1739.

Therefore, Sir, if any amendments can

be made to that law, 1 shall most readily

agree to them, when it becomes conve

nient for us to take that subject into our

consideration ; but to enter upon it at

present, would look so much like a me

nace, that the French would think them

selves bound in honour to break off all

negotiations with us, and all the courts

of Europe would consider us as the sole

occasion of the war which would necessa

rily ensue ; for which reason, I hope, the

noble lord will withdraw his motion, and

thereby prevent any gentleman's being

obliged, contrary to his inclination, to

give it a negative.

[Ttis JovRMAt. to be ctntinmd in tur r«r,J

Decemhv, 1756.

To tbt A U T H O R of the LONDON

MAGAZINE.

SIR,

IN a late conversation upon a passage in

PuffendorrFs Law of Nature and Na-

A tions, I found it very difficult to make

the company understand the author, or

the necessity of the amendment made by

Barbeyrac, and suggested to him by Mr.

Carmichael, professor at Glasgow, there

fore I drew up what follows, which I

hope you will find room for in your most

useful as well as amusing Magazine, as it

g may be of service to those who incline to

read that excellent performance, which

no gentleman ought to neglect.

I am, tec

Barefyrac'j Puffendorff, p. 4J7.

Note 1. Book iv. Cbaf. xi. ScSiom 17.

FOR comprehending clearly what it

here said, it is necessary to state th*

Q cafe. Suppose then that A. being pos

sessed of an estate, and having a son B.

by his first marriage, takes to his second

wife the widow C. who is likewise pos

sessed of an estate in her own right, and

has a son D. by her first husband ; and

suppose that A. and C. after their inter

marriage have a son E. and by their in-

p. dustry or ceconomy acquire a new estate.

" Upon the death of A. and C. the hus

band's son B. and their son E. would

succeed equally to the estate which A.

was possessed of at the time of his se

cond marriage ; and the wise's son D.

and their son E. would succeed equally to

the estate which C. was possessed of at

the time of her second marriage. Then

E as to the new acquired estate, more than

two-thirds of it ought to be divided

equally between B. and E. because the

husband is supposed to have contributed

more than the wife towards acquiring it ;

but as Puffendorff allows, that the wife

may have contributed something, there

for* her son D. ought to have some small

p share of this new acquired estate.

These estates being thus duly divided

among the children, let us suppose, that

E. dies intestate, and without children,

B. would without doubt succeed to E.'t

share of the estate which their father was

possessed of at the time of his second

marriage, and D. would succeed to E.'s

share of the estate which their mother

G was possessed of at the time of her se

cond marriage. But as to E.'s share of

the new estate, the question is, whether

it shall go to B. his frattr eorfanguineui,

[paternal brother,] or toD. bis frattr ute-

rinut [maternal brother j] and Pussen

dorss decides, that it shall be divided

between them, but so al that B. the pa*

4 £ ternal
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ternal brother, may have the greatest relief, indeed from the very 6rst l

share, because, as befo'e mentioned, the strations ; and, in a short time, the dis-

tather is supposed to have contributed charges being very plentiful, the symp-

more than the wile towards acquiring toms vanished, and he recovered his

this new estate. limbs, strength, and health. At to the

This in speculation is a very rational latter, he told me, he had not found

decision, but in practiee no distinction is himself so lightsome, serene, and chear-

made, between the estate a man is pos- ^ fu| for some years. It is certain, that

seised of, at the time of his second mar- there cannot be a cure of any disease, or

riage, and the estate he afterwards ac- relief of any parts, in a manner that i*

quires, both being supposed to belong rjght and. rational, that is by a dextrous

solely to him, because of the disputes and artful removal of the common causa

that might otherwise be occasioned; there- of ills to the body, but the whole must

fore in this cafe D. could not, upon the have relief and benefit from it.

death cf A. and C. claim any share of Sir Richard Steele, finding himself easy

the new acquired estate ; nor could he, and well, and having been before, several

upon the death of E. claim any thing B months confined by that severe gout, left

more but that part of their mother C.'s 0ff the medieines somewhat too soon,

estate, which £. had succeeded to upon and before the vitiated principles were

ber death. sufficiently cleared off, not pursuing them

..„,.„_ , , . _.,__„ till his limbs were wholly freed and res-
Tiri, AUTHOR ts tb..LONDON ^ But, notwithstanding that he eat

very high, and frequently drank very
■ * ™> haid, he enjoyed better health than for-

IF I N D you have, in your last Maga- c merIy> and never had any fit of the gout

zine. given an extract from the late astervvards : Only sometimes, after a

Dr. Woodward"! Select C:s.s and Con- great excess> nis |imbs became heavy,

fultations in Phyficlt, from which book it clumfy, and stiff; but never to such de-

plainly appears, that tho" the doctor's gree> as not in , ]ittie while to come

method of practice was very different Jgajn ^ themselves,

from that of most of his ccitemporaries, ju|y ,g> 1?lo> being, after a great

yet in many cafes he met with surprising entertainment, more unwieldly and hea-

success; and the present Mr. Ward's sue- vyi lnd nit legS and arms more stiff

cess is a new proof of what may be done U and helpless tnan everi finCe the great

by strong and plentiful evacuations ; (or nl before mentioned, I directed

if it be true, as Dr. Woodward affirms, _ , . c . „ , ri - /-
* ' " . * Calcmtl, Scamman, p. et Pu/v. Disjoin,

that the moibid matter may, by proper — _ » f rut
vomits and purges, Se made to leturn aa sy- R°h ■•/• Ecl-

from all parts of the body into the sto- to De taken next morning, with a clyster

mach and guts, and Irom thence be thrown half an hour after it. This worked quick-

out of the body, either upwards or down- iy> free|y( and much, with great discharge

wards, common fense may tell us, that £ 0f wind. He found relief from the vers

such evacuations must in many cafes be beginning of the operation ; and before

attended with great henefit to the patient. dinner his limbs were become easy, pli-

Whether this may be the cafe with respect aritl and free. This is one of many in

to the gout seems as yet to be a question'. fiances that might be produced of a re-

The experiment may perhaps be dange- ,urn of vitious matter back into the fto-

rous ; but the following cafe related in mach and guts, even during the very ope-

Ihe fame book is so remarkable, that, I ration of a purge, where the medicine is

think, you should give it a place in your proper, and there is such an ordination oC

useful Magazine. I am, &c. * things, that the discharge be successive,

„. _ _ free, wind and all obstacles removed 5
Richaid STtlii, 1720. astd by that meanl> ,he contents of the

The Gou t. Purging m it. guts thrown freely down, and all passage

HE had had the gout, by fits, for tlience into the blood prevented for the

years, it continually growing upon time. Sir Richard Steele was very fen-

turn ; and in the winter of 1715, and title cf the reasons of this success ; and

the following spring, the fit was more fe- made some very pertinent reflections on

vere than ever before, and continued forG those, who, not being apprized of these

several months. It was in this that 1 was reasons, and giving aloetic and other im-

first consulted. I found him in great proper purges, that are indeed of the na-

distrefs and pain, wholly disabled and ture of the morbid matter, or for want

helpless. Upon use of the unctuous me- of due precaution to render the operation

dicinci, with purges and clysters at pro- free and easy, instead of relieving the

ptr intervals, he sound great and spetdy gout.
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tout, inertase it, or perhaps bring on the his power, but in patrii familialfui manet

fit. It is to such ill purges, and indiscreet potestate, mancipioque, which are the words

administrations, that is owing the preju- of the laws of the XI 1 tables ; and it was

dice that some have to purging in the gout. manifestly absurd, that he should have

others in his power, who was not in hi*

Conclusion of Mr. Baron I'rici'i and Mr. own.

Justice Evas'i Opinion upon the Brinct'i This servile condition of the son to the

Cafe. ( See p. 530.) , father, which had ordinarily no end, till

UPON the best search we have been the father himself was pleased by emanci-

able to make, we can find but two pation to put an end to it, being the sole

books written by English lawyers, that foundation of the grandfather's right to

can possibly induce a contrary opinion, the grandchildren, as well as to every

(Bracton and Fleta.) • Bracton treating thine, else the father was possessed of :

de patria potestate, says, £}ui ex filio iuo (if When this state of the father ceased, the

ejus uxore nafdtur, i.e. Nepoi turn & nrptn power of the grandfather necessarily ceased

etque in tua potestate sum, <S pronepos & pro- with it, and so it is declared in Jullinian'a

meptit, & dtincepz cetterif ; and, Inpettstate Institutes, that if the son was emanci-

patrumsumfilii qui nafeuntur injufto & ligi- JJ pared, and set free from the power of his

timo matrtmonio, idem in nepotibus & prone- father, the children begotten after such

fotibus, quantum ad avis & proavet pater- emancipation are not in the power of the

am, which % Fleta has also said, in almost grandfather, but of the father,

the same words, and which both have Quod Ji post emanciparionem conceptut

taken from || Justinian's Institutes. This fucrh, patriifui tmanetpati potejltti fubji.nur.

shews it to have been a part 01" the Ro. But not to insist, that by the laws of

law, but it neither is, nor as we England, no father has such a power

conceive, ever was a pait of the law of ^ over his children, even in their minority,

England. It is well known, that Bracton as the Roman law gave; it is undeni-

and Fleta wrote their several treatises able, that with us marriage hath the na-

npon the plan of the imperial laws ; and ture of a true and proper emancipation

it is as well known, that those laws ne- of the person of the son, and by conte-

ver obtained here, thro' the general aver- quence, even upon the grounds of the

Son this nation (always zealous of its li- Roman law, the grandfather with us can

berties) had towards them ; and accord- have no right to the children of the son,

ingly, wherever these writers differ from but the father only. If therefore nothing

our year-books, and authentick reports, O otherwise appears to distinguish the case

they are not allowed to be of authority ; of the royal family, there can be no foun-

and as to this part of the Roman law in dation upon which any picrogative can

particular, which relates to the patria po- be <Aa~blished in the instance now in

testa:, it is acknowledged by all, even by question ; and we humbly apprehend,

Justinian himself, that it was so peculiar that (he only precedents which can be al

to the Romans, that it never obtained ledged to support such a prerogative when

among any other people whatsoever. considered : The first, in 22 Henry III.

§ Jut autem pateftatis quod in /item babemui, y,- entitled in Rymer-ff, Dt jUiamra filia

proprium eft civium Romanorum ; nulli enim Galfridi, tel. is only a declaiation under

junt bominci, qui talem in liberos babeant po- the great seal, that William Talbot had

testatem, qua/em not babemus. ' surrendered to king Henry III. the castle

But to give a more particular answer to of Gloucester, ctAlianaram csnpr.guir.eam

these passages, which are the only ones suam fanam e: incolunicm, what can be in-

that have the least appearance of law, it ferred from hence is hard to determine,

is evident they cannot be made to affect _ any farther than that this Alianor was in

the case of the royal family, by any other" ward to the crown, and had been corn-

construction than what will equally affect mitted to the care of Talbot, who had

every other family in England. But that surrendered her and her estate safe again

from these passages nothing can be con- toti eki.ig. The other precedent JJ, which

eluded, to determine the extent of the is in 11 Henry IV. is a grant of an an-

patria potestai in any family here, is clear nual sum of coo marks to the prince of

from the reason on which the power of Wales, for the expence of the mainte-

the grandfather among the Romans is nance of Edmund carl of March, and bis

founded. Q brother, so long as they should remain in

Now the reason of the Roman law, the prince's custody, to whom they had

why children should not be in the power been committed the February hi fore,

of the father, but of the grandfather, As to this it appears by the history {!|

exclusive of (he father, was, because the and records of those times, that Roger

father himself was not fui juris, and in de Mortimer, their father, was killed in

4 E % Ireland

• Bratlin, I. 1, e. o. -f Bid, §. 4, J Flat, I. I. t . 6. || Justin. I. I.

tit. 9. %. 3. § Justin. I. I. tit. 9. 2. Justin. I. I. fir. 12. 9.

tt I fymr, 378. %X % Rymcr, tot. |||| Stndford't Gen. Hist, az6, 117.
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Ireland ti Richard II. and that their mo- the circumstances of the duke of Glou-

thet soon after married Sir Edward Chart- cester's case to make the pioper remark's,

ton, lord Powit, and died 7 Henry IV. but it seems to have been by agreement

Ib that the eldest son was then in ward to with the king ; and we humbly conceive,

the crown, by reason of his lands held of that the motion in pailiament, Dec. 1

the crown, as were his lordships of Wig- 1699, for an address to the king, to re-

more and Clare, inter alia ; and his bro- move the then bishop of Salisbury || from

ther Roger was then an infant of very j± baing his precaptor, can be of- no weight

tender age, and under the care of the in this matter, since it passed in the ne-

king, as next relation ; and it appears gative.

that he died very young j in which latter It is possible that something may be in

case, we humbly conceive, that the care ferred in favour of this prerogative, from

which the king was pleased to take of an that article of the treaty §, said to be

Infant and orphan so nearly related to made by king James I. concerning thai

him, will not be a precedent to establish a match with Spain, which related to the

power in the crown to dispose of the nurture and education of the children of

custody of a child while the father is B that marriage. It is not to the present

living. question to consider, whether there ever

If any stress can be laid upon printed was such a treaty as is related by Ru(h7

history, the cafe of Richard, son to Ed- worth, or not ; it ia certain, that, it it

ward the Black Prince, will be an in- not to be found upon record, the proper

stance against this power supposed to be evidence of all publick treaties ; the arti-

lodged by law in the grandfather ; be, be- cles of the treaty are said in Rushworth

ing a minor, lived with his father as part to be Ailed by the cardinals, proposition*

of hit family, and his father appointed Q tor the right augmentation and weal of

his governor, of which we have this rela- the Roman catholkk religion, and in

tion in Hollingshead *, that Sir Simon truth almost every article is so c

Burlie, kinsman to Dr. Burlie, one of the to the supremacy of the crown, and the

instructors of Edward the Black Prince, statutes made for the establishment and

having been admitted, among other young security of the church of England, that

gentlemen, to be school-fellow with the it could have carried no sort of authority

prince, he grew in such credit and favour with it in point of law, even tho' it had)

with him, that afterwards, when his son _ appeared, in a regular manner, under

Richard, of Bourdeaux, was born, the " the great seal, and not from the report of

prince, for special trust and confidence historians only. Nor can the oath said

which he had in the said Simon Burlie, to be taken by prince Charles, while in

committed the governance and education Spain, to intercede with his father, that

of his son Richard to him ; and after the the ten years ef the education of the)

death of the Black Prince, it appears by children, which should be born of thia

two very remarkable instances in our marriage, with the Infanta, accorded in

history f, that Richard continued with one of the articles of this treaty, might

his mother till the death of his grandfa- £ be lengthened to the term of twelve

ther, king Edward III. years, as the prince desired, be looked

The younger children of Edward IV, upon as a precedent to determine what

lived with their mother, whose wardship the law of England is ; the right to the

the declared she claimed by the advice of care and education of the children of that

learned counsels, according to the rela- marriage, had it taken effect, was not

tion given us by Sir Thomas More, after- then in dispute ; and had it been so, no-

wards lord chancellor of England, in hit thing can be concluded from the volun-

History of those Times ; nor was it then „ tary engagement of the prince, in favour

pretended, that the king had any right to " of a marriage so much desired by himself,

their education, or the care of their per- at well as by his father, wherein the

sons ; and altho' the queen was prevailed question of this right was never the sub-

upon to part with her son Richard, duke jest of debate.

of York, her dauhgters remained in her There was indeed an article in the

eustody till she herself was contented to treaty with France ff , upon the marriage

fend them to Court. of king Charles the First with princess

As to the education of their late ma- Henrietta Maria j whereby it was agreed,

jeflits queen Mary and queen Anne, dor-Q that the children of that marriage should

ing their minorities, it does not appear be brought up with their mother till their

to us, that their uncle, king Charles II. age of thirteen ; but it is evident, that

appointed their governesses and servants, treaty was made with king Charles the

or any one person that attended them j First, after his accession to the crown,

and we are not enough acquainted with and not with king James bil father 1

king

• % Hell. 414. + a Brady, 307. I (mo, 13 j. Stem, 174. J Tyrei, 771.

Waljlngbam, 191, t Stem, 445, 1 Ketaet, 490. || Gilierl Burnt, D. D.

i > **A ««• ! 1 B*Jb. tj. " ff 17 Rjrtr, fa.
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kin;; James, it is true, sent over the earlj tion of some honorary order, would be a

of Carlisle and Holland to treat of that commendable imitation of their policy in

match •, but the treaty was not con- that respect.

eluded till after bis death, and then by Several nations have pursued this plan,

powers from king Charles the First, wfcose and why may not we ? The French have

stipulations for the education of his own the order of St. Louis, which is con-

children, could need no assistance from ferred on subaltern as well as command-

his prerogative. A 'ng officers j and I am convinced, the de-

Thus have we humbly laid before your fire of attaining to that honour, is one of

majesty, what we have to offer in rela- the greatest excitements to that difinte-

tion to the books and precedents that rested glory they so much boast of. This

have fallen under our consideration upon mark of distinction consists only of a

this head, which we cannot think suffi- small enameled cross pendant by a rib-

cient to infer a prerogative in your ma- bon to the button- hole of their coat, and

jesty, as king of this realm, in the care is bestowed on the land and sea officers

and education of your majesty's grand- indifferently : Yet, I believe, there are

children, during the life, and without the B none of those who are honoured with it,

consent of their father, a prerogative, aa that do not pique themselves as much on

we humbly apprehend, hitheito unknown the possession of that bauble, as those

to the laws of England. who are distinguished here by a star and

All which is most humbly submitted garter,

to your majesty's great wisdom. It is not only a reward for their past,

Ro. Paicc, but also an encouragement for their su

it. £y>i, ture conduct ; and I have heard an offi-

C cer (who was of that order, and of an
ft the AUTHOR of tie LONDON v advanced age) assert, that he thought

MAGAZINE. himself amply recompensed by it, for a

SIS, life spent in the service of his king.

AMONGST the many schemes Now, Sir, if we seriously consider the

which have been offered to the con- many advantages that might arise from

^deration of the publick, I am surpiized, an institution of this nature, why may

that what I am about to mention, has we not follow an example that must be

never occurred j I mean, the institution productive of consequences beneficial to

of some order for the encouragement and D us ? I confess with a great deal of fatif-

reward of inferior officers, and others, faction, that our military and naval offt-

who should distinguish themselves in the cers in general need no spur to honour,

service of their country. yet there are many languid souls amongst

It we trace the original of honorary them, whom the charms of a pendant

institutions, we shall find them to be of a bauble would fire with emulation. Cou-

very early date. The ancient Grecians rage is natural to the English j but there

instituted the Olympick games with the are some, tho' in an inferior station, who

laudable intention of encouraging merit, £ signalize themselves more than others ;

and raising a spirit of emulation in the how are these rewarded ? Perhaps many

people : History sufficiently informs us of are preferred j they cannot all be so, there

their success, without entering into parti- cannot be always vacancies, or if there

culars here. The Romans followed their are, the number of those who merit pre-

example, and exclusive of that innate ferment, is generally greater than can be

courage, which successively subdued the provided for : Wherefore, if such an or-

then known world, no doubt much was der was instituted, and bestowed on those

owing to the hopes of obtaining a wreath who really deserved it, it would more

of laurel, the simple, but glorious re- " firmly attach them to the service of their

ward os merit. country, and be a pleasing monument of

Was not every individual who figna- their courage. Would not one officer's

lizec; himself, animated with the fame being dignisied with it, raise a spirit in

ambition as his commander, since he was others of aspiring to the fame mark of

thereby entitled to a mark of honour distinction ? And must not the conse-

equal to a triumph ? The republick was quences of such an emulation, be ad van-

at no expence in conferring these rewards, tageous to the publick, as well as glori-

which in reality had no existence, but in Q ous to individuals ? Indeed, not only

idea. If this trifling distinction had so glorious, but serviceable, as it would re-

great an effect in former ages, why should commend them to preferment,

we doubt of their efficacy now ? We are, We certainly are a people, who enter-

I believe, as brave a people as the Greeks tain as high ideas of honour as the French,

and Romans were, and yet, an institu- and why may we not propose to ourselves

the

• 17 Rjmtr, «79
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the fame advantages from the distribu- modern system of education, took oecssi"

tien of military honours aa the French on to consult me in regard to the disposal

king ? You will say, perhaps, that we ' of eldest son, a youth about sixteen

have no occasion, that our officers have yean of age, heir to a very large ser

ai fense os glory as well as those of other tune> and at present at one of our uni-

nations. No doubt they have, but I verfities. My friend, I found, was very

think at such a juncture as this, we should «ncasy lest he should contract the rust of

use every art to inspire our forces with A. the c0l!e?ri and mosl pathetically lament,

additional spirit, rb repel the attempts of *d n's '" fortune, that the doors of France

an artful, powerful enemy, who are un- should be to critically shut against a lad

justly threatening to distuib the peace of formed by nature for all the aecomplifh-

Europe. ments which so eminently distinguish that

Honour is not alone confined to the polite nation,

breasts of the great, it is equally natural ,n reflecting upon the cood man's em-

to those in a less elevated station, and barraffinent, and admiring the several

should be equally encouraged. Can this temples, bridges, and other edifices of

be done with left charge to the publick, Chinese architecture which surrounded

fir more glory to the deserving, than in B me' 1 wal led to consider, whether to send

the manner I propose. our sons t0 Pekin, instead of Paris, would

One objection, perhaps, may be offered not he"" answer all purposes of travel,

to the executing of this design, which is, And tho' you may start, as did my friend,

that such an institution -would be copy- *' tne tirst view of thi» proposal, I doubt

ing from the French j but they were not not. Mr- Fin-Adam, but upon delibera-

even existing as a nation at the time of ,ion>. vou wi" aSree with me in many of

the institution of the Olympick games, tne circumstances that I think must re st

and .only began to form themselves into a p der such * progress preferable to the other,

people at the foundation of the Roman more entertaining to the young gentlemen

republick : And if I mention the order of themselves, more suitable to the intenti-

St. Louis, it is by way of a hint j for on* of their parents and guaidians, and

the rewards bestowed in those early days more beneficial to their country,

were proper only to a people untainted . Among the many considerations which

with luxury, or those vices, which in the immediately occurred to me upon this

end totally subverted their powetsul em- subject, I (hall beg leave principally to

pirej. observe, that the manufactures of China,

It is not my intention to enlarge on D which have hitherto reached us, bear the

the dissoluteness of the present age, the preference to most of our own of the

weekly papers excuse me a task foreign to same kinds, in spite of European pride i

ray purpose : I only say, that tho' we are And 1 arn persuaded those politer arts,

rn some respects degenerated, yet we are which are the great objects of travel, are

still a brave nation, retaining the fame love in « degree of excellence, well worthy

of liberty, the fame spirit of emulation oar notice, among the ingenious people

that inspired our glorious ancestors ; and cf ,hat country, tho' they have hitherto

which, I hope, will always preserve ut p m,<le th«r way to us stowly and iroper-

from the apprehensions of a foreign in- fectlv» lor want of proper travellers,

vader. I am, The merchant and the missionary (almost

SIR, the only visitors of so distant a region)

Your very humble servant, attend merely to those observations which

J. M. reK«rd the commerce and religion of their

nation and sect j the views of the one are

Frm the WORLD, Dec. i. too confined, and of the other generally

_ . . F too enthusiastick to produce the good
T» Mr. FITZ-ADAM. effect, which wouId accrue from (he e„_

SIR, quints of men of more enlarged ideas,

THE first hint of the following scheme and unprejudiced sentiments. The pre

fer the Improvement of youth, in sent juncture seems marked by the good

spite of our enemies, arose accidentally genius of this isle for the most important

in conversation with a friend, at whose discoveries. How many young men of

house in the country I spent some days fashion might be picked out, whom no

last month. q one could suspect of prejudices either in

We were walking in a park, decorated favour of trade or religion ! and surely, a

with all the variety of Asiatic ornament, mettled fellow could not hesitate in his

which at present so generally prevails a- choice between this route and the old

mong improvers of taste ; when this gen- beaten one of France and Italy ; where

tleman, who is a leading man of that from a Calait landlord, to a Neapolitan

daft, at well aa a thore-ogh realot in the princess,
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princess, there it a sameness of adventure

that is become extremely irksome to a po

lite circle in the recital. A traveller will

be greatly disappointed, who fancies th*

tour of Europe will entitle him to atten

tion at Arthur's or an assembly. Alas !

after four years of expence, danger, and

fatigue, if he expects auditors, he must

have recourse to his tenants in the coun

try, or seek them about four o'clock on a

bench in St. James's-park. On the con

trary, let us suppose a young nobleman

just arrived with a dress and equipage a la

Ctimise, what a curiosity would be ex

cited in the town ! what entertainment,

what admiration would it afford I What

triumph would he feel in entering a route,

to see at his approach the lover rife frero

beneath the hoop on the settee, the dowa

ger quit her cards, and all

With [reedy earl devoir up bis discourse /

It would be a severe blow to the French,

Mr. Fitz-Adam, should the Chinese suc

ceed to the empire os talte ; and it is

worthy remark, as I hinted above, and

as others of your correspondents have

done before, what advances they daily

make towards it. Without doors, from

the feats of our dukes, to the shops of

our haberdashers, all is Chinese ; and in

most places within (at least where that

sex, which ought always to have the lead

in elegance, is concerned) Raphael and

Titian give place to the more pleasing

masters of Surat and Japan. Should their

dress and cookery become as fashionable

as their architecture and painting, adieu

the most flouriftiing commerce of France :

And I fee no reason why they should not,

if introduced by proper persons. Novelty

is the foul of both, and quickness of in

vention the surest recommendation to the

cook, as well as the taylor. For my own

part, I have commissioned my two ne

phews, who are actually preparing for

their voyage next spring, to bring over

one of the greatest men they can rind in

each of these capacities ; and I flatter my

self, that their dress, and my table, will

give the taste to the whole town, i have

likewise desired these young gentlemen to

contract for the best dancers now in Asia,

whether monkeys or men, and propose

to oblige the managers of both theatres

with a Chinese ballet, that I think will

engage to them the support of the whole

society of Anti-Callicant.

If any young nobleman can want yet

further encouragement for this under

taking, let him consider how much greater

scope there is to shew his genius in the

construction of a vessel, than in that of a

post-chaise j not to mention the many
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conveniencies and comforts he will have

about him, which a land carriage cannot

afford : For instance, his cook, his toad-

eater, his set at whist, and, if he pleases,

his girl : For, by the way, it would b«

cruel in a parent to deny a son, embarked

on so useful a progress, any of those

a amusements or resources so generally

esteemed innocent in other travels, and

which, indeed, 1 have seldom heard, tha,t

the most scrupulous governor objected to

in France or Italy. It is possible, that

the article of sea-ficknefs may 'alarm the

tenderness of some mothers ; but what is

it more than the qualms of claret ? And

a youth, who has shewn any spirit at col-

B lege, cannot have much to apprehend

from that complaint.

And here, Mr. Fitz-Adam, I cannot

forbear hinting to our patriots of what

service such a fy stem of education would

prove to our marine, the great bulwark:

of the nation. I am persuaded it would

turn out as good a nursery for sailors as

q the herring fishery : And what a resource

would it be in any sudden emergency,

(like the present, for example) if the nu

merous ictinues of the gay and great were

able to go to the top-mast head ! A set of

fellows, who now serve only to excite

the contempt or indignation of their in

dustrious countrymen, would become

useful members, and be regarded as a

D hidden strength of the state. Who knows

hut some of the young gentlemen them

selves might take a more particular fancy

to a blue uniform than to a red one I

And I apprehend it would as soon entitle

them to the esteem of their country, and

not be less becoming in the eyes of the

ladies.

But the point which will be thought of

the most importance by your serious

readers, is still behind. It has been re

marked of late years (I fear with seme

truth) that the majority of our young tra

vellers return home entirely divested of th*

religion of their country, without having

acquired any new one in its place. Now

as our free-thinkers are universally known

to be the strictest moralists, I apprehend

the doctrine of Confucius might have a

very good effect upon them, and possibly

give them a certain plan, which they

have all along wanted. In time, per

haps, they might institute some form of

publick worship, and thereby remove the

scandal of atheism, which our enemies

abroad, from the behaviour of our tra

vellers, are so apt to brand ut with : And

it is my private opinion, that if a Chinese

temple were to be built by subscription,

in a good quarter of the town, ser the

worship of the polite world, it sould not

fi.1 of success, . 1
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I now, Mr. Fitz-Adam, leave you to

Comment upon my project. If it it re

commended from your pen, I doubt not

but it will be followed. We shall then

see the new and eld route distinguished

by the title of the cband and little

tovi. It will be left to the ensign and

the templer to trip to Paris, in absence

from quartert, and long vacation ; plod

ding genius's, admirers of the clafliclci,

philosophers and poets, will reach Rome;

while the noble yodth of more extensive

fortune, and more general principles, the

riling spirits, born to take the lead, and

set a pattern to the world, strike out a

path more worthy their genius, and more

adapted to the enlightened age in which "

 

we live.

I am, tec.

A Description of tbe Mountain, nkitb it

entirely composed of l«ON On, at Ta-

berg in Smalandia, in Sweden : Trans

lated from the Latin cf Peter Ascanius,

M.D. c

THE mines of Sweden are justly es

teemed superior to the mines of

most other countries ; and those of iron

are the most famed. Among the most

curious of the latter is that us Taberg,

if, with propriety, it can be called a mine.

The Swedish iron is, and has always been,

carried to most parts of Europe, and is

preferred to all other iron, for many rea-

ions, as daily experience demonstrates.

Most, but not all iron ores, are at

tracted by the loadstone ; the reason seems

to be, for those which are not attracted,

that there are no native particles of iron,

or that the ore is not sufficiently minera

lised in them. The Swedilh ores are al

most generally attracted by the loadstone ; F.

and from that property, not without rea

son, many skilful mineralists aecount for

the excellency of the Swedish iron. This

mountain is situated in a sandy tract of

land, of which the find is extremely fine.

Opposite to it is a valley, thro' which a

small river flows ; its perpendicular height

is above 400 feet ; its circumference half

a Swedish league, or three Englilh miles.

The whole mountain is one mass of rich

iron ore, and even in some parts is mixed

with particles of native iron. Wallerius'g

Mineralogy Species 254, Variety id. syno

nyms it Ferrum Mineialisatum. S. Minera

serri nigricans solida, Magneti arnica ; and

Linneus, Systcma Natuiae, p. 176. N* 9.

Ferrum intractabile cinereo-fuscum, pun- G

ctis nitidis ; in which he contradicts this

ore being attracted by the loadstone, tho'

all the specimens I have tried have been

always attracted by it. The broken pieces

(litter with tinning particles, fomitimes

placed in a scaled, and

striated manner. The nei^

rocks arc of a greyish stone (saxum pu-

rum.) About 200 years ago (for so long

have they worked on this mountain) they

blew up the masses of ore ; yet the moun

tain appears very little diminished, ex

cept in the laves or hollow places which

are at the foot of the mountain, opposite

to the valley. By what has been said it

is to be understood, that the iron ore

does not lie in regular strata, as in other

places ; neither is the oie everywhere of

equal goodness. There are many perpen

dicular as also horizontal fissures all over

the mountain, which are filled with the

fame sand, reduced te a kind of fine mud*

like paste ; and in no part whatever is it

impregnated with the least particle of the

iron ore of the mountain, but is of the

fame purity and nature as is found on

the sea-beaches, from whence often, by

its lightness, it is carried by the winds,

and covert and desttoys whole tracts of

land, as it happens in Scania, Seeland

and Holland. In the interior fissures of

the mountain, bores of animals, as of

stags and other kinds, are frequently

found imbedded in the sand. No oie is

found beyond the foot of th* mountain,

nor on the neighbouring plain ; so that it

appears as if the mountain had been ar

tificially laid on the sand, for it has no

roots, or, like other mountains, its sub

stance does not penetrate the gtsund.

The ore breaks easily, and what is broke

from the fides of the mountain readily

falls to the foot of it ; while in other

mints the ore, with great trouble and

cost, is dug from the bowels of the earth.

The only inconveniency which happens

here is, that the sand, which is lodged in

very large quantities in the fissures, when

the ore is blown up, falls with it to the

soot of the mountain, and buries or co

vers it, which they are forced to dig away

again : On which 'account they always

blow up the ore from the bottom of the

mountain upwards, for the greater ease

os the miners, and to hinder the heaping

of the sand at the bottom. They then

carry the ore to the neighbouring fur

naces, where being roasted and broken

small, they mix it with lime-stone and

powdered coal, and smelt it into iron.

These particulars, attentively consider

ed, make this mass or mountain of iron

ore, not only a very curious production

of nature among the Swedish natural ra

rities, but perhaps among those of the

globe. The generation and site of this

mountain are extremely difficult to ex-
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at the mountain i> situated in a high and stones had ceased falling, there succeeded

mountainous tract, and is near 40 Swedish a shower of black sand, which continued

leagues distant from the sea, no other inun- all the remainder of the night. The next

dation but the universal deluge can be morning, which was Monday, at eight

brought to account for it. Perhaps it of the clock there sprung from the bot-

tnigbt be conjectured that, by the violent torn of the mountain, as it were, a river

and rapid motion of waters, this moon- of water, Which, in the space of half a

tain, which before was intirely buried in . quarter of an hour, not only overflowed

the sands, was uncovered and left bare. " to a considerable distance the rugged land

This would indeed be probable if the that U near the foot cf the hill, but, up-

whole country about it had been plain j on the waters suddenly going off, levelled

but on the contrary it is a very rugged all the roughness and inequalities of the

tract, nor are there in the adjacent parts surface, and made the whole a large plain

the least vestiges of the sand being carried os sand. A country fellow, who wai

or dissipated elsewhere. It therefore to present at so strange a sight, had the cu-

me seems more reasonable to attribute its riosity to touch this water, and thereby

origin or formation to subterranean causes, B scalded the ends of his fingers. The stones

which, by violent shocks, changed the and sand, which remain wherever the

whole face of that region, and left the inundation os the water reached, differ

mountain thus elevated and bare ; because in nothing from the stones and the sand

we have no examples to lead us to think of the sea, and have even the fame falt-

fif we draw a conclusion from similar ness. This account, however fabulous

cafes) that this mountain became thus it appears, is most exactly true. After

mineralized in every part of it when bare the water had <!one flowing there sprung

or exposed, as we now find it. This q from the fame opening a small stream of

alone is certain, that it was once quite fire, which lasted for 34 hours. On Tues*

buried in the sands ; the other particular! day, about a mile below thil opening,

we remain ignorant of. This is more there arose another stream of sire, which

probable, as it appears more consorma- being in breadth about 400 feet, like a

Die to reason than other luxuriant imagi- river, began to overflow the adjoining

nary systems, which rather force than fields, and actually continues with the)

elucidate, and very little agree with the fame course, having extended itself about

laws of nature. Who hitherto has ever two miles, and seeming to threaten the

rightly explained the origin of moun- D neighbourhood. We remain therefore in

tains ? We perhaps know some particular the greatest fear and terrour, and in con«

causes, but how can we draw from them tinual prayers,

general conclusions ? The bones of ani

mals, which are found in the interior An Account of Worms /'» Animal Bodies t

fissures of the mountain, demonstrate it In a Letter from Dr. Nicholls to the Rni.

to be formed by a ruinous cause. This Dr. Birch, Secretary of the Royal Society

suffices not to explain but only to illus
trate the subject. g SIR,

Extract of a Utter -written by the Magi- A I0*0 ""P'1"1"? ?*4", °l
strata of the City of Maseali, in Sicily, t° »t»mal bodiei, it seem*

end sentfrom their publick Office to Naples, Prob»ble, that worms are more frequent-

tonceminZ a late Eruption of Mount Æt- '/ concerned than is generally imagined,

na. Translated from the Italian. 1 have ost«n observed worms in diffcrcnt

" ' parts of the body, which, I should think,

Maseali, March 12, 1755. could not exist without great disturbance

ON Sunday the 9th of this March, to the osconomy, and perhaps at last must

about noon, Mount Ætna began to * be fatal to the animal.

Cast from its mouth a great quantity of Fish are, to appearance, more subject

flame and smoke, with a most horrible ts worms than other animals 1 The cod

noise. At four of the clock on the fame often shews small slender worms, colled

day the air became totally dark, and co- up like snakes, on the surface of its liver j

vered with black clouds ; and at six a and the bley in our Thames, about the)

shower of stones, each of which weigh- month of July, it often distressed by a

cd about three ounces, began to fall, not long Aat worm, which, by possessing and

only all over the city os Maseali and its Q eating its liver, prevents the fish from

territory, but all over the neighbourhood. compressing itself to that specific gravity

This shower continued till a quarter after which is necessary for it« quiet continu-

feven ; so that by the daiknefs of the air, ance under the water ; so that it is oblig-

the fall of stones, and the horrible eruc- ed to skip about upon the surface of the

tationt os the mountain, the day osjudg- water, till it become* a prey to itt sees,

■lent seemed to be at hand. After the ei dies suffocate*!, by its being so often

" "it, i7i«, 4 F out
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out of water, and deprived of that action

of the water which is analogous to the

force of the air to us in breathing.

Among the many casts, which I have

seen, two seem to deserve our particular

a'tention, as we!! because they are great-

ly prtj utiieiat to the fanner, as because.

part of the belly, and goch, real 5 in

English ted belly. This redness in tha

female, paler or deeper, according to the

season, resembles that of the fins of a

roach, a fish very common in many riveri

of England, tho' we have none of them

in this country. The male is not adorned

when generally known, they may peffibly ^ with that beautiful hue, yet he is finely

lead to a method of successful core.

The first of these is a species of dropsy,

incident to bullocks and sheep. In open

ing these animals, when dead of this rot,

the liver is always found affected. A

small fiat worm, resembling a sole (and

often many of them) is found in the gall-

duct, by the butchers termed flooks. It

is the property of this worm, that it al

ways builds a wall of stone for its de

fence ; which wall is ramified like the

gall duct, within which it is formed.

This stony tube (when compleated) blocks

up the gall- duct, and stops the passage of

the gall ; which thereby surcharging the

duct, and dilating the orifices of the

shaded, .and marbled upon the back and

fides with black streaks, upon a kind of

pellucid light sky-coloured ground. The

make ii that of a trout, but much more

elegant and delicate ; insomuch, that the

vulgar hereabouts affirm, that a charr ia

nothing else but a trout in high season.

Certainly there is a very great likeness,

B tho' in one respect the charr seems nearly

allied to the eel and the tench, in being

very slimy ; and the cure and potting of

charrs well, depends very much upon

cleansing and draining them of this mu

cilaginous quality. Whether you boil,

stew, or fry them, they taste like a trout,

but much more simple and insipid. They

 

lymphaticks, returns again into the blood, ^.appear with us but at one season of the

and gives the yellow leint to the eyes,

which is the first symptom of this disease,

and generally precedes the loss of flesh,

and the swelling of the belly. It seems

probable, that whatever can increase the

acrimony of the bile, must be useful in

preventing this disease ; but when the

stony pipe is formed, no methed seems

year, about the winter-solstice ; their

stay is of a short continuance, as if an

act of necessity, and they were in haste

to be gone to some more remote and pri

vate habitations. Three lakes, or large

pools, at the foot of Snowden, afford

being and subsistence to this remarkable

finny race : Two of them (in our Gwyd-

capabfe of promoting its discharge, or Ddhelian language) we call Llynian Llan-

dissolution

The other case is termed the husk, and

is a disease, to which bullocks are very

subject, while young j for it rarely affects

those os more than a year old. The crea

ture is seized with a short dry cough, by

which he is perpetually seized ; in conse

quence os which he wastes in flesh, and

grows weaker and weaker till he dies.

Upon opening the lungs of a calf dead

of this distemper, I found the windpipe,

and its branches, loaded with small taper

worms of about two inches long, which

were crawling about, tho' the animal had

been dead many hours ; and the farmer

assured me, that they always found these

worms in this distemper, and knew of

no method cf cure.

I should have great hopes, however,

that fumigations, either with mercurials,

as cinnabar, or with (ætidt, as tobacco,

properly used, might prove cf great ser

vice. "

betris, i. e. the pools or lakes of LI:

berris, or the parish of Llanberris. The

upper pool is called Llyn-Ucha, and the

lower one Llyn-lssa. There is a commu

nication between one and the other.

About a fortnight in December the charra

make their appearance in both, never

wandering far from the verge of these

lakes, or the mouths of the rivets issuing

from them, but traverse from one end to

the other, and from shore to shore in

differently, or perchance as the wind fits,

in gieat bodies ; so that it is a common

thing to take in one net twenty or thirty

dozen at a night in this place, and not

above ten or a dozen fish in all at any

other. Thus in winter frosts and rigours,

they sport and play near the margins of

the flood, and piabably deposit their

spawn, and continue their kind ; but in

 

the summer-heats they keep to the deep

properly used, might prove ct great ser- and centerof the water, abounding inn;ud
{jce< ■ and large stones, as the slioaler parts do

with gravel : Providence with-holding
Scne Jcnunt of the Chatr-Fish, as fciuid in q from mankind this delicious morsel, when

North-Wales. It a Lttto srem the Rtv. jt j, |east fit to eat ; for after Christmas

they aie seen no more till the following;
•year. But the shortness of their slay in

the two above-mentioned waters is made

some amends for by a succeeding, tho' as

short

Mr. Fiirrwgton, of Dinas, near Caer

narvon, to Mr. Thomas Collinfon, of

London.

rHIS fpecieB with us is called tor-

£och, a, compound pf tor, the lower
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short a season, in a pool in my parish, to

which we give the name of Queliyn, from

an ancient family so called, situated hird-

by j for the charr appears here immedi

ately after Christmas ; and some, tho*

very few indeed, are taken in the trout-

net, even at midsummer, or rather at the

two trouvseasons in summer. U is re

marked, that the fish have a larger growth

one year than another : And, lastly, I

may add, that the whole number of

charrt annually taken in the two pools of

Llanberris, does not amount to an hun

dred dozen.

if* Account of an extraordinary Case of a

Child. By Mr. Richard Guy, Surgeon.

ACHILD near seven years of age,

the daughter of an eminent trades

man in Bilhopsgate-street, having lan

guished, for near twelve months part, of

a supposed dropsy, and undergone the

molt skilful treatment as several eminent

physicians unsuccessfully, died in an ema

ciated state.

By desire of the parent, I opened the

body, expecting to find water, but, to

my great surprize, there appeared as fol

lows : A large round solid substance,

shaped in the form of an egp, weighing

tout teen pounds two ounces and an half,

of the adipose cellular consistence, some

parts of it being more brawny than

others. On dividing it thro' the center,

were found several little cists, containing

a meliceratous fluid ; the whole seemed

invelop'd in a membrane, which I ap

prehend to be the omentum, but the

extension, from so large a body contained

in it, had made it almost lose its reticu-

lar appearance. It was surrounded with

many small blood-vessels, but no consi

derable ones. It adheied to the perito

neum, the back bone, and almost all the

internal cavity of the abdomen, resting

the large end in the pelvis, and thereby

greatly compressing the bladder and ure

ters. The intestines were all crouded

together on the right side, in as small a

compass as could possibly contain them.

The intestine colon passed round the

lower part, in the form of an S, which

adhered likewise : It also invelop'd the

right kidney, which appeared something

bigger than the other j and, upon divid

ing it, I sound small stones, not exceed

ing the size of a large pin's head. The

other kidney did not adhere to this sub-

fiance. The small end pressed upwards

against the diaphragm so hard, as to force

the heart close under the left clavicula !

The lungs were so confined, as to render

only one lobe capable of respiration ; the

Others appeared as in a still-born child.

The liver, gall bladder, and spleen, were
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as in health j the intestines the fame 5

the mesentery was much extended with

blood ; the matrix and ovaria as in their

natural state ; and no other parti, that [

could discover, affected. 1 could not

discover, on dissection, any nuclei, that

might particularly supply, or give rise to

, this enormous substance.

The child died the fifth instant. I have

preserved the substance at my house in

Mark- lane,

ii'i MAJESTY'S meft gradem SpzicH

to both tlcuj'ti cf Parliament, on Thursday

the second Day if December, 1756.

p> My Lords and Gentlemen,

I HAVE called you te^ether in a con

juncture, wIiilIi highly requires tho

deliberation, advice, and assistance of

parliament; and 1 tiust, that (under tho

guidance of Divine Providence) union and

fiiinnels in my affectionate people, will

carry me with honour thro' a'.l dirticul-

q ties, and finally vindicate the dignity of

my crown, and its indubitable rights,

against the ancient enemy of these king

doms.

The succour and preservation of Ame

rica cannot but constitute a main object

of my attention and solicitude ; and the

growing dangets, to which our colonies

may stand exposed, from our late idles

Din those parts, demand resolutions of vi

gour and dispatch.

An adequate and firm defence at home

must have the chief place in my thoughts j

and in this gieat view, I have nothing so

much at heart, as that r.o ground of dis

satisfaction may remain in my people.

To this end, a national militia, plan-

pned and regulated with equal legard to

the just rights of my crown and people,

may, in time, become one good usource,

in case of general danger j and I recom

mend the framing of such a militia to the

care and diligence of my pai liament.

The unnatural union os councils abroad j

the calamities which, in consequence of

this unhappy conjunction, may, by lr-

F ruptions of foreign armies into the em

pire, shake its constitution, overturn its

system, and threaten oppression to the

protestant interest there, are events which

must sensibly affect the minds of this na

tion, and have fixed the eyes of Eutope

on this new and dangerous crilis.

The body cf my electoral troops, whicb

£ 1 ordered hither at the desire of my par

liament, I have directed to icturn to my

dominions in Ge many, relying, with

pleasure, on the spirit and ccal of my

people, in dtfence cf my person and

realm.

4 P % Gtrl'rK'*
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Gentlemen os tbe House rs Ommons,

I will order the proper estimates to be

laid, in doe time, before you , and 1 rely

on your wisdom, that you will prefer

more vigorous efforts (tho' attended with

large expence) to a less effectual, and

therefore less frugal plan of war.

I have placed before you the dangers

and necessities of the publuk ; it will be

your care to lay, in such a manner, the

burdens you may judge unavoidable, at

will least distress and exhaust my people.

My Lards and Gentlemen,

I cannot here be unmindful of the

sufferings of the poorer fort, from the

present highpreeof corn, and the distur

bances which have arisen therefrom ; and

J recommend to you to consider of pro

per provisions, for preventing the like

mischiefs hereafter.

Unprosperous events of war in the Me

diterranean have drawn from my subjects

signal proofs, how dearly they tender my

honour, and that of my crowp ; and

they cannot, on my part, fail to meet

with just returns of unwearied care, and

unceasing endeavours for the glory, pros

perity, and happiness of my people.

The tumble Address es the Right Honoura

ble the Lords Spiritual and Temporal in

Parliament assembled, prejer.led or. Friday,

Dec. 3.

Mojl graeiout Sovereign,

WE your majesty's most dutiful and

loyal subjects, the lords spiritual

and temporal, in parliament assembled,

beg leave to return your majesty our

humble thanks for your most gracious

speech from the throne.

The importance of the present crisis,

and the dangerous consequences which

may result from the unnatural union of

councils in Europe, are so sensibly felt

by this house, that we should think our

selves wanting in our duty to your ma

jesty, and our country, if we did not beg

leave to offer, at your royal feet, our

strongest assurances, that we will, to the

titmost of our power, promote and effec

tuate such measures, as shall be sound ex

pedient for vindicating the honour of

your crown, and asserting the just rights

spf your majesty, and your subjects.

Permit us to return your majesty our

most humble and grateful thanks for your

majesty's gracious condescension to the

request of your parliament, in causing a

body of your electoral troops to come

into this country, at a conjuncture so cri

tical to its preservation and defence.

With the deepest sense of our obliga

tions to your majesty, we besj leave to

approach your throne, there to efftr the

H.—Ad dues sis. Dec?

tribute of our warmest gratitude, for that

paternal care and follicitude, which your

majesty has expressed for the succour and]

preservation of America j nor are we lesa

sensibly affected with your majesty's gra

cious attention to the safety and honour

of this kingdom, hy recommending to

our care the forming such a plan of de

fence at home, as may enable your mar

jesty to exert the power of Great-Britain

with vigour and success abroad.

Tlie many blessings we enjoy under

your majesty's mild and gracious govern*

nient, call for the warmest and fincerest

acknowledgments of our hearts ; and <!tv

mand, on our part, the most firm and

loyal assuiances to your majesty, that,

not difcouiaged by any unprosperous

events of war, we will, with the greater

ardour and alacrity, employ our most

zealous efforts to extricate your majesty

from all difficulties, with honour and

dignity to your majesty's crown, and

prosperity to your people.

We beg leave to return your majesty

the thanks of this house, for the tender

and compassionate regard your majesty

has shewn to (he sufferings of the poorer

fort, from the high price of corn ; and

to assure your majesty, that we will take

that matter into our immediate considera

tion, in order to provide such speedy and

adequate relief, as the nature and impor

tance of the cafe require.

To which address his majesty returned

the following most gracious answer.

My Lordt,

IR ETU R N you my hearty thanks for

this very dutiful and affectionate ad

dress. The warm expieflions, with;

which you repeat the assurances of your

determination to exert yourselves in the

defence of the rights and possessions of

my crown, give me the greatest satisfac

tion ; and you may be assured, the only

use I shall make of the confidence you

repose in me, will be to pursue such

measures, as the present critical conjunc

ture renders necessai y for the welfare and

prosperity of my kingdoms.

Tbe bumble Annans os tbe House ./Com

mons to tbe K I N C.

Mos gracious Sovereign,

WE your majesty's most dutiful and

loyal subjects, the commons of

Great-Biitain in parliament assembled,

beg leave to return your majesty our

bumble thanks for your most gracious

speech from the throne.

Your faithful commons, excited by

duty, and warm with gratitude, do from

our hearts acknowledge the paternal cars

and roval condescension os your majesty.
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in pointing oat, from the throne, such i mean and unbecoming. The court of

plan of force for our defence, at may Rome indeed has issued an order, that all

test tend to the satisfaction of your peo- its subjects should ftile him king of Eng»

pie, and in particular, a well-modelled land; but this is no more than an empty

national militia, as one proper security title, and made a jest of by the Italian*

/or your majesty's person and realm. themselves ; for some of them difeours-

In this present arduous conjuncture, ing with me, whom they conceive to be

your faithful commons, next after Di- A. none of his friends, sometimes by a kind

»ine Providence, rely on your majesty's of jocular civility term him // re di

wisdom and magnanimity, remembering /. e. the local king, or king here, rex in

British efforts in times past, under princes, partibus j whereas the rightful possessor i*

whose fiist glory was to found, like your Ailed // re di y»<5, the king there, /'. *. in

majesty, the strength of their government England, upon the spot,

in the contentment and harmony of their This person, who is known in Europe)

subjects. by the title of the Chevalier de St. George,

Thus united, and thus animated, this — has an annual income of 12,000 seudi or

house will chearfully support your ma- ** crowns from the pope's treasury, and

Jesty thro* all difficulties, and vindicate, tho' the clandestine remittances of hi*

to the utmost, the dignity of your crown, adherents in England may amount to a*

*nd its indubitable rights, against the an- much more, it falls very short of what is

cient enemy of these kingdoms. required to keep up the state of one who

We trust, your majesty, strong at home, sets up for a king, and expects to be

Will find yourself revered abroad, and in treated at such. He was in hopes of a

a condition to support that weight and vast fortune with the princess Sobieski ;

consideration in Europe, which belong to C her father, prince James, having promised]

* king of Great Britain, notwithstanding * dowry of 400,000 guilders with hi*

the unnatural and unhappy union of eldest daughter Maria Charlotta, when,

Councils, which have formed, on the con- in 1718, a match was negotiating betwixt

tinent, so new and dangerous a crisis. her and the young prince of Modena,

Thit house thinks, with pain, on the who died in 1727. But the match broke

fad events of war in the Mediterranean, off at the very time when the pretender

and in America : They will take these had just signified his inclinations for C-

assecting matters into their most serious Q spousing the other daughter. Pi ince James

consideration, not imputing blame to any being unable to raise the money ; and

Unheard ; and will, with all confidence, tho', in order to bring about the conclufi-

alacrity, and dispatch, second your ma- on of both matches, he sent an agent to

jesty's royal care for the speedy succour Paris to dispose of some assignments which)

*nd preservation of America, under the he had on the French post-office and salt-

growing dangeis to which those inva- duties j yet the regent was so much in

Juable possessions stand exposed. the interest of king George, that all such

We beg leave to assure your majesty, proposal* came to nothing ; so the agent

that your faithful commons will consider E left Paris without effecting any thing,

of proper provisions for the relief of the This disappointment, it is said, occasion-

poorer sort from the present high price of ed the necessity of assigning the second

corn, and for preventing the like mis- daughter a portion out of the Sobieski

chiefs hereafter, according to the reya) estate, which was not a little encumber-

and compassionate recommendation of ed before. This marriage was the work

your majesty. of the court of Rome ; and tho' possibly

To which address his majesty returned the emprefi-dowager Eleonora might have

the following most gracious answer. p been assisting in it, the emperor knew

Gentltmtn nothing of the matter. Princess Clemen

» RETURN you my thanks for this tin*> "^^Z™ so elevated with thi.

1 dutiful and loyal address : Nothing ma7uSe.' •J"** !"*• n° s"retof " j

can give me so great satisfaction, or tend s? that ,he B" l(h. ™" J f*"' ***

so much to the publick safety, as union » Prevl!' wl* ^e imperial court to

and harmony amongst my subjects. stoP h" Pf"1* ,hrf ' J"?

You may rely on my constant care and mlde h" •*? °ut of cuAod* '« n<*

attention to the welfare of my people. G *n*™™ ; a"d ^e P™nder £d a me.-
' r r « dal struck on this occasion, by Hemeram,

4briif .A«BHf r/rifPurTiNMa'rCourt, the pope's medalist. On one side wa«

bis Person and Household, from Keyster'i represented the bride't head, with thi*

Travels. legend,

TH E figure made by the pretender to GUmmim* 11. Btiun. Fe. £f ffib. Regi™.

the British court it ev*rj way vers' And
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And on the other, the same princess in a to her ill state of health, snd partly to the

triumphal car, with the reins in her jealousy, inconstancy, and other ill qua.

hands, aryl the horses on a full gallop, Hties of her husband ; and one of these

With this motto : provocations affected her so much, that

Fonunam Caujamvt seyuer. file withdrew for feme time into a con-

Underneath : vent, whilst the pretender, in order to be

Daefiii Cujledibvi MDCCXIX. more at liberty to pursue his amours,

The pretender is very fond of seeing ^ went away to Bologna ; but the pope

his image struck on medal: ; and if king- disapproved of thtse separate houshclds,

doms were to be obtained by tears (which and, in order to induce him to return to

he is said to have shed very plentifully at Rome, and be reconciled to hit lady, dis.

the miscarriage os his two attempts on continued his per.sion. This, however,

Scotland, in 1708 and 1715) he would is but an outward reconciliation, as he

have found the medalists of his party still continues to pursue those vices which

woik enough. Not to mention the medal occasioned the difference ; and she knows

sometime since struck in honour of him, him too well ever to entemin a cordial

I. shall only take notice of one that is at B affection sot him again. Mr. S , who

present in hand, which shews his lile not preiends to be an antiquarian, and heart

to be very thick set with actions of any the title of a Polish counsellor of state,

eclit ; since, to find a sui ject for another narrowly watches the steps of the pre-

Btcdal, they recur a great many years tender and his adherents, and holds a

back to the birth of his eidesl son, one correspondence with the British ministry,

fide of which represents the busts of the Whilst the pretender resided at Bologna,

pretender and his lady, with this legend : Mr. S had little news to fend ; and

Jatot. HI. R. CUmir.tina R. Q being himself no longer necessary, his re-

On the reverse is a lady, with a child on mittances were likely to be withdrawn,

her left arm, leaning on a pillar, as the till the pretender's return gave him an

emblem of constancy, and witli her right opportunity of continuing Itis services,

hand pointing to a globe, on which it Interest and necessity were the motives

seen England, Scotland, and Ireland, The which brought the pretender back to

legend ) Rome ; this gave rife to an observation,

F-eridentla eisttlrix. that no stricter friendship could be Ima-

L'ftc'erncath are these words : gined than that betwixt the pretender and

Carole Princ Vatli* D Mr. S , the one not being able to live

Aar. die uhmi without the other. The king of Great-

A. MDCCXX. Britain, tho' at such a distance, is not a

He generally appears abroad with three1 little dreaded at Rome, on account of hit

•caches ; and bis houshold consists of long arms, as the Italians call the power,

about 40 persons. He- lately assumed ful fleets which he can fend into the Me-

iome authority at the opera, by calling diterranean *„ Mr. S is a man of a

encore, when a song that p'eased him and good presence, and has made himself con.

some others was peiformed : It was not, g fiderable by affecting to be thought an

however, till after a considerable pause atheist, and capable of any attempt what,

that his order was complied with. Thit ever. Some years since, his chariot hap-

is the qjjly time that ever he has been pened in the night to run against that of

known to affect the least power ; and this a lady with a numerous retinue, one of

instance of compliance is no more than whom leaped down and gave S *t

what the claps of half a dozen of the coachman several blows with his cane j

spectators will at any time procure. Ac but S in the mean time called to hit

his coming into an assembly no English servant not to strike again. The next

Protestant rises up ; and the Roman Ca- F day lie went to Falconieri, governor of

tholicks pay him their compliments in a Rome, to demand satisfaction, or else ha

very superficial manner. It is certain threatened to 'find out the offender, and

that his pusillanimity, and the licentious- take his own revenge. The governor

ness of his amours, have lessened him in made several proposals for mitigating or

every body's esteem. dropping the affair, but to no purpose.

His lady is too pale and thin to be Mr. S insisted upon the offender"!

reckoned a handsome woman j her fre- being publickly whipped j upon which

quent miscarriages have brought her very q Falconieri, with some warmth, asked him,

Uiw ; so that she seldom stirs abroad, un- *Vhy he had not run the fellow thro' the

less it be to visit a convent out of devoti- body without much more ado ; that all

on. She allows her servants no gold nor the loss would then have been of a worth-

silver lace on their liveries, and this pro- les' scoundrel, which would have saved

cceds from what is ral'ed tier piety. But him a great deal of fatigue and vexation >

it may be presumed this is owing partly It

• It it feartd ibt list os MirjrU bat cbangtd their JiiU.
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It cost the pope three hundred seutS or «arth ; owing, in a great measure, to the)

crowns, befoie the offender could be purity of the air, and charming tempe-

found out, who was sent to the gallics rature of their climate. They are Ioquar

for five years, which is the punishment cious, free, and open, at their first ac-

for assaulting a foreign minister's servant. quaintance, when you see the whole of

them, for they seldom improve after-

Ji tbt foregeinr we stall subjoin, ,wa.rds- J*hey are inconstant and full of

frm Stevens', Trtmah, the Description of A kv,t*- TJ*,r ™nktU a,re the P°'"«st in

BcncJia.net, at St. Ccrmains. Lung with W"^"",C fine!" , 1 are '?nd ot

Had Clotb, on which are several Escutcbcnt OU,?de ,he,W and K^ndeur, and delight in

./ tbt Ami of England. makln8 ■ fig™ »t the capital for a few
v ■* 6 months, tho they live but meanly the

N the middle of the chamber, under "st of the year at their country-seats,

a canopy, lies the body of the late The women are very free in their beha-

unfortunate king James II. who here viour, and have an air of ease and grace-

ended his days in obscurity 5 and by C fulness peculiar to themselves ; arc ex-

his bigotry, and the influence of his tremely talkative, and of an insinuating

popish wife and counsellors, lost his disposition. In seme parts of Franca

kingdoms; and will remain an eveilast- they may be reckoned hsnesome, but, on

ing testimony of the inconsistency of a the whole, are vastly inferior, in point of

popilh head over a protestant people. beauty, to the English ladies. They ant

Near this prince's coffin is that of hii naturally coquettes, and given to intrigue,

daughter, who is said to have been born They deform nature by art, and paint

in Fiance ; the heart of the late duke of Q their faces most extravagantly ; and want

Berwick, natural son of the aforesaid mo- lhat bloom which is so conspicuous in

lurch, who was shot at the siege of Hhi. our lovely countrywomen. The com-

lipsburgh *, is here preserved in a leather mon people are the poorest, and at the

Case, to which is affixed a small lock. same time the merriest in the world.

The person who stiewed the room, de- They seem very devout in their churches,

sired me to take it in my hands, as a great except on festivals, when they are too

relick : This person was an old woman, much taken up in admiring the m uncle

who, with a little broken English, ha- and trappings of the church. They ar*

rangued a long time on the merit of the 0 'n general complaisant, tho' too often hot

deceased king, in quitting his kingdoms, and fiery. In war, greedy of glory, and

(when he could keep them no longer) for brave ac the first onset j but, if once re-

the sake of true religion (as she called it) pulsed, they seldom rally. They go on

for which he was, without doubt, a great >'ke thunder, and come i ff like smoke,

saint. The zeal of the old lady made me I" politicks the French sacrifice all to the

smile, at which she grew angry ; but on t^ory of their monarch j this is their

sny presenting her "with a gratuity for darling passion, in the prosecution of

tfiewing me these sacred remains, as she g which, they regard neitheroaths, north*

often called them, we became good friends most solemn treaties j and being slaves

again. I then asked her the reason, why themselves, would gladly reduce man-

they did not inter his majesty, and not *,n(i ,0 tne'r own miserable condition,

suffer him to he exposed there, as an un- The neigbhiuiing nations, hut especially the

happy monument of his folly ; or other- Ergltjb, cannot he hi much tm their guard

Vrisc to put up a new set of hangings, as °gR"f tbt perfidy and attiiiina dijignt of tbt

those at present were grown old and freneb.

rusty, and made but a very mean appear- _ . , , _ _

ance. She answered me, with a frown, F *««""j£* f*"""." rW™Tioni

and in an angry tone, that he was to lie '" AMERICA, continuedfrom p. 534.

in that manner till his corpse could be 'HpHE next settlement we made upon

conveyed to England, in order for its be- X 'he continent of America, after

ing interred with his royal ancestors in of New-England, was in that part

Westminster-Abbey ; and to have a reli- of th<= country now called New-York and:

jgious procession from the Tower of Lon- New-Jersey, which is situated upon both

don to the sail Abbey. sldeS °' Hudson River, and was indeedr

at first rather a conquest than a fettle
YAf following Character us the French, from G ment ; for tho' the coast had been Ions

Stivens, mil not he unp'eofing t§ our before discovered and traded to by our

Reodert. people, the Swedes weie the first thai sct-

THE French, in general, are lively, tied in the country, and after them the

and full of gaiety, in a greater de- Dutch, who soon becoming more nume-

jree than any nation, I believe, upon rous,

• fVhrn the Freneb Itir.g heard rf the unhappy nevil ef Hi drcirb, be said, «' The lost ofs»

irtve t general, ii as more consequence H mt, tbtn 50,000 of my best men,"
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tout, oblige*the others to submit to them consequent); we might, at soon at it wat

as the sole proprietor! of the country, in our power, expel diem without any

tinder the pretence, al they afterwards declaration of war J. King Charles had

alledged, of their having bought it from therefore a right to seize upon the country

one capt. Hudson, who had no more a then called Nova-Belgia, without any de-

right to sell it than any other English cap- claration of war, and yet this is made a

tain who had been upon that coast, ground of censure against hit conduct by

However, under this pretence, their West- some stupid or ignorant party-writers

India company sent some people to settle even amongst ourselves,

at the mouth of this river, about the fame But every one who considers things im-

time we sent to settle Virginia ; but at partially must justify this part of his con-

soon at the settlers of Virginia heard of duct, for after having made a grant of

the Dutch being there, capt. Argal wat that part of the continent of America

sent to reduce them, which he according- which now goes under the names of

ly did •. New-York, New-Jersey, and Pensilvania,

Vpon thit the states general, or their to his brother the duke of York, he sent

West-India company in their name, were * out a squadron in 1664, under the com.

so far from insisting upon any right to the mand of Sir Robert Carre, with a body

country, that theyapplyed to our king of land forces on board, to put his brother

James the first for his licence to have some in possession of what he had granted him.

cf their people allowed to live there, un- These forces soon reduced the forts which

der pretence of Its being necessary for the Dutch had built there, and compelled

their ships in their voyage home from the the people to acknowledge themselves

Brazils, to touch at that place for fresh subjects to the crown of England j for all

water and provisions ; which licence wat Q such as agreed to do thit were allowed to

accordingly granted upon condition, that stay, and confirmed in the possession of

such of their people as should settle there the houses they had built, and the lands

should acknowledge their subjection to they had planted, which gracious condi-

the crown of England. This they conti- tion most of the inhabitants accepted,

rued to do for some years ; but when the and from hence it is that many of the belt

confusions here began in the following families in that country appear, by their

teign, they shook off all dependance upon names, to be of Dutch original,

the crown of England ; and the States- The bounds or limits of this country,

General made a formal grant of the coun- D prescribed by the grant, were Maryland

try to their West-India company, in con- to the south, New-England to the east,

sequence of which that company erected the South-sea to the west, and the river

forts and appointed governors as if they of Canada, now called St. Laurence, to

had been the sole and undoubted sove- the north ; for the French had not then

reigns, and gave it the name of Nova- possessed themselves of any part of the

Belpia, or New-Netherlands. country to the south of that river. And

This was not the only advantage which as the Dutch had already built a pretty

the Dutch took of the confusions in Eng- E '>u'e town in the island of Manahattan,

land ; for they then set up an independent at the mouth of Hudson River, which they

right to 6(h upon the very coasts of Great- had called New-Amsterdam, it was re-

Britain, and refused to accept of the )i- solved to fix here the seat of government ;

cence, ar pay the tribute for it, which but the name wat changed to New-York,

they had accepted from, and paid to in honour of his royal highness the pro-

James and Charles I. before these confu- prietor, by which name the whole eastern

lions began. Upon the restoration of and northern parts of the country con-

Charles II. he presently insisted upon an „ tained in the grant now goes, as also the

acknowledgment of the rights of his western part from the town and fort of

crown with regard to both these particu- Albany, first built by the Dutch, and

lars, but the Dutch were so far from com- called by them Orange Fort, but the name

plying, that they concluded a defensive of Albany was presently given to it by

alliance with France, in 1661, by which, our people, from the duke of York'*

after great solicitation, they got that Scottish title.

crown to guaranty all their rights and At soon as Sir Robert Carre had re

possessions, and also the fishing f. Now at duced the country to the obedience of hia

they had possessed the country they called G sovereign, he returned with most of the

Nova-Belgia, and had exercised the fishing squadron to England, leaving col. Richard

in the British seas, only by virtue of a li- Nicholls there as governor, together with

cence from us, as soon as they began to the land forces he had carried out, and at

pretend to possess the one, or to exercise many people went thither from England

the other, without any such licence, they to settle, ami tht States-General gave

began to be intruders into our rights, and z

• Su Lond. Mag. fir last year, f. 435. f D'Eftrade'x Litters, last volume, f, toy

./>?. % Crttiui, dt Jurt Belli it Pack. Lit, lit, Caf, j. Sc3, 6.
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all pretensions to the country by the next of Canada, resolved if possible to destroy

treaty of peace, it soon became a nume- our sort and town of Albany, for which

rous and thriving colony, under the pru- purpose he marched at the head of jooo

dent government of col. Nicholls and men, and as he passed thro' the country

some succeeding governors ; for one of of the lroqunis or Five Nations, he de-

the first things he did was to secure the stroyed one of their castles, and burnt all

people from being disturbed by the Indi- their corn and provision*., but before he

ans their neighbours, by concluding a ^ got near Albany, he heard that col. Fletch-

treaty with the Five Nations, which has er, the then governor of New. York, was

continued ever since, and has been of approaching with the militia of the colo-

great service to all our northern plantati- ny, and a great body of Indian;, where-

ons. But in 1675, upon the breaking upon he took cat e to retreat in time, and

out ef the second war between the Dutch in so doing he acted more wisely, than he

and us, they sent a squadron thither, and had done in forming the design to attack

reduced it again to their obedience, with such a numerous colony with such a small

the same ease we had done before, from force j for had he been defeated, neither

which time they continued in possession B he nor any ef his people could ever have

of it, until the beginning of 1674, when got home, as they had the whole country

they surrendered it up again to us, by the of the Iroquois to pass thro' in lieir re-

treaty of peace then concluded, and the turn ; and even as it was he lost many

English governor was re-instatad in his of his men, who fell a sacrifice to the re-

government, venge of the Iroquois, a large body of

The colony continued from that time whom attacked him in his retreat, and

In profound peace, and without any dis- often attended his rear,

turbance, until the Revolution here in Q From this time to the year 1710, we

England ; but upon the rupture with meet with nothing very remarkable in the

France that ensued, the French in Canada history of New- York ; but in that year

frevailed with their friends the Huron the people of New-York prevailed on

ndians to attack some of our out fettle- their allies, the kings of the Five Nations,

ments in New-York, to revenge which to come over here to pay their compli-

col. Peter Schuyler was sent in 1690, with ments to queen Anne, which they ac-

500 English, and 300 Indians of the Five cordingly did, to the great amusement of

Nations, to attack the French in Canada, the people of this metropolis, and by

and was met, on this fide Canada river, byD which they furnislied the authors of the

the French governor of Quebec, at the Spectator with two very diverting papers" .

head of 13 companies of regular troops, And the next year the colony received an

near 700 men, and near as many Hurons, additional strength by about 30C0 Pala-

whereupon a battle ensued, and, notwith- tines, who wtre sent to New- Yoik and

standing the great superiority in the num- settled on both sides Hudson river, about

ber of the enemy, col. Schuyler obtained go or 100 miles above that city, These

a compleat victory, having killed 300 sol- Palatines had been brought from Germa-

diers and 30 officers, but having no artil- £ ny, and for some time maintained here at

lery, nor any boats or canoes to pass the a monstrous publick expence, by the for-

great river of Canada, he could only de- mer administration. What was their de

stroy such plantations as the French had sign in this no one can t II j for lurely

on this side, and then returned to Albany we have bsepirs enough ot our own, and

with very little loss. accordingly the measure was censure;! un-

The next year the French in their turn, der the new administration by a vote of

undertook an expedition against New- the house of common^ ; but as they were 1

York, and came as far as Sehenectady, here it becime necessary to provide for

which they surprized, and murdered all * them, and therefore no man e»er sound

the people they found in ir, hut returned fault with the expence of sending ll.em

without so much as miking an attempt to America,

upon Albany. However, the year fol

lowing the count de Frontenac, governor [To it untimetd in lur Appendix.]

Solution 10 ibi Question in Autjust, p. 393. By Mr. P. Turner, ffritirg Mjflcr

ft Bicester, in Oxfordshire.

Construction. Draw the line CF s= 36, then will C represent the west port, and F

the east, upon C raise the perpendicular C A, and fiom C to A set off 40, the di

stance sailed by the first ship on the north point ; from F draw F G parallel to C A, and

from F to G set off 31 — the distance run by the easternmost ship on her sirll cou'se ;

draw the line AG which bisect in H, and perpendicularly theie'o let fall KQ, then

Will O represent :he third port they met at QA= QG, the distance sailed on their tail

December, 1736. 4 C coutict

• jo. 5<.
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courses ©F and Oc> ,,ie distance from the ports they first sailed from, the <CAQ

the rumb, the wefiermost sailed on aster being drove back, and the < F G Q the

rumb, the second ship sailed on aster (lie altered her course.

CAIculation. The figure drawn as before *

directed, draw the line GB parallel to

CF, then AB will be es the difference of the

two ships on their first courses ; also draw

HE to bisect the lines AC, BG, and CF, B

which will be a mean proportion between

AC and GF, then per similar triangles : Al

BG = 36:AB=9 H F = 3 5, 5, being

the mean between AC and GF : E0 =

8.S75, which if added to EF, makes 16,875,

the distance of the two ports © and F, and

taken from EC, leaves QC the distance of

the two ports © and C, then per trigono

metry : As AC E= 40 : rad. : : C© 9,115 :

tangent < CA© = 130 11' l»" S. by W. i<>

56' is" = the rumb, the weslermost ship p

sailed on after being drove back Ircm lier fiist

course : And as G F = 31 : rad. : : © F r= £< *

,6,875 wngent < 400 55' »i" 34 " = S. E. by S. the rumb, the second ship sailed

on after changing her course : And lastly, As the < CA© : C© : : rad. : A© ==

CO = 41,01761 = their last distance failed.

A n.~zu Question, by the fame.

STanding at an unknown distance from a circular bason, I observed the angle made

with the center and circumference to be 4V, and walking in a strait line 35 £

perches towards the center, found the said angle then to be ia-' 46'.

Required the diameter and area in acres, S.-c. of the bason ; also my distance there

from at my last place of observation ?

4-

V
- :■ :

J

Frcm r£<New-York Gazette, Sept. 6, 1756.

The filbamg it an Extras} frem L t w 1 s

Evans's Effays, Chap. II. publifitd the

Btginr.ing of tie Tear 1756.

C / Sh y't Cenduil. in the Year

17 5 5, nit conducive to the Preservation of

Oswego. Oswego preserved urdcr King «
andR'itiftreetsrveral Months. Sh y't st

Veiny* in fending Ship Carpentrrt to Os

wego, 6*r. Pr:frved in his Absence.
'■' Motions, Veint of myving egamjl

Ni—g—ra, £fr

" npHE scheme for a n3\al armament

X at Ol\ve*o was fi'st proposed hy

the Hor. Thotrus Pownall, to the con

gress of e unmiffioners of the several co

lonies, met at Albany in June, 1754,

Copies were sent to England, and taken

by the commissioners for the perusal cf

their respective governments j one of

which I had a very early opportunity of

seeing. Tins scheme, by order siom the

minisYy, was to be put in execution ;

ar.d b/ the result of the congress at Alex

andria, was committed to the direction of (

rm excellency g 1 ih y.

His excellency's delay to meet at the

congiesr, till near three weeks later, was

but the first. The congress was held at

Alexandria, April 16, 1755. The fi.il

parcel of \vo;lcmen did not reach Oswego

till die z7th of May ; and those from

Boston, not till ten days later, who were

to build the bigger vessels : Whereas had

the meeting been at Annapolis, at the

time appointed, and tolerable care used,

all the workmen might have been at Os

wego before the beginning of May, and

the vessels fit for sailing by the beginning

of July at farthest. Tho' this year the

tempestuous weather did not begin till

October, it commonly does in August.

And our traders at Oswego know, that

the Indians who come from the adjacent

parts, and upper lakes, embrace the ad

vantage of the calm state of the lakes, in

April, May, June, and July 3 insomuch,

that by the end of July the trade is near

all over at Oswego, and the far greater

part of the traders returned, or on their

way to the settlements. But, by delays

upon delays, the vessels were not ready

tul the middle of September, tho* about

Z2,oool. (tetling was paid in the spring,

for carrying on the enterprise on this side.

Their decks are made of hemlock wood,

(called spruce in Pensilvania) which is not

in the Itasl fit for use : For by the gene

ral's delay to come to Oswego with the

forces, it was not thought safe to send iz

miles to the falls to get white pine, as

they had not soldiers enough to guard the

Workmen so far off.

[ sc be concluded in our ArriMHX.]

List
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List of Ships taken from tbe French, continuedfrom p. 553.

Stiff Names.

Les Ames des Purgatoir

Gabrielle

Hirondelle

La Seine

La Marianne

L'Hector

Le Sericux

Le Roy

Whence.

Zant

Nantz

Bayonne

Nantz

Nantz

Nantz

Bourdeaux

Bourdeaux

Where bound to.

Marseilles

Rochesort

Nantz

Martinico

Martinico

Martinico

Guardaloupc

Guardaloupe

Captors. Parts sent inlt.

Portland

^ Ljme

Commodore Coates.

f Jamaica.

^ Three Letter of Marque Ships, the largest of iS Guns, brought

into Portsmouth.

Le Sauvcur, worth 150 D. Martinico Port l'Orient Experiment.]

14 Martinico and Cape Francois Ships, taken by Commodore Coates,

La Marville Havre Morlaix

11 Vessels, Transports, sent into Mahon, by the Phœnix,

A Snow

La Margaretta

P. de Dombes

Adrian

Amitie

St. Domingo

Nantz

Bourdeaux

St. Domingo

Martinico

Martinico

Martinico

Martinico

Martinico

St. Eustatia

Cape Francois

Cape Francois

Lojisbourgh

Two Sloops

Two Schooners

A Schooner

St. Pierre

Deux Ames

Two Vessels with Soldiers

Vestale St. Domingo

Bon Ami Bordeaux

L'Abbe Brest

Dauphin Martinico

Due d'Anjou

Grand St. Ursin Rochelle

Amiable Katherine Martinico

Compte de Clermont Martinico

L'Amiable Victcire Bourdeaux

St. Michael Bourdeaux

Vigilante Magdaleine Rouen

Vulcan Rouen

Foitune Rochesort

Marseilles

Guinea

Louisliourgh

Nantz

Marseilles

Marseilles

Marseilles

St. Eustatia

St. Eustatia

Martinico

St. Domingo

St. Domingo

Quebeck

Nanrz

Quebeck

Cape Breton

Bourdeaux

Louilbourgh

Qirebeck

Havre

Havre

Pbictou

Morlaix

Port l'Orient

Port l'Orient

Milfiflipi

}

Falmouth.

Hind Sloop.

Humber.

Otter Sloop.

Lyme.

Experiment.

Com. Frankland. 

Carland.

Halli/ax,

Dunkirk.

Newcastle.

Medway.

Sheerness.

Winchester

Gibraltar.

Ferret Sloop.

A Cutter.

Portsmouth.

N. Scotia.

Ships taken on btitb Sidessince tbe Declaration of WAR.

taken by tbe ENGLISH.-. -

Brilliant St. Dorr.ingo Bourdeaux Warerford.

Fidelle Bourdeaux . ; Martinico - .. St. Albans.

Thifhe St. Domingo Bourdeaux Romney.

St. Tonge Rochelle Canada Seasorth,

Venus St. Dorr.ingo Bourdeaux St. Albans.

Betsey Bourdeaux Dublin Slieerntfc.

Triton St. Domingo Bourdeaux \ Two Cruizers.

St. Maure St. Domirjgo Bourdeaux J Plymouth.

Ten Datch Hoys

A Dutch Ship Amsterdam France
I Maryland Planter.

4 G i Tbe

[This List, of the Captures on both XJei, to be wttimfd in out Appendix, /• at tt exhibit

a clearer State of the Matter, loan is n befound rljiivbcre.]
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potts boast of Egypt's queen, Gr2nd as wealth and

 

art cou'd make her ; Her pow'r and person both were mean, compar'd

 

 

with charming Betsey Baker. When forth she walks to wake
 

0^*

with fond a—mazement stare, And sign for charming Betsey Baker.
 

As home (he hastens o'er (he stile,

Thousands run to overtake her ;

Happy's the first can catch a smile,

And touch the glove of Betsey Baker.

Were I possess'd of so much worth,

Living I wou'd ne'er forsake her j

My only study while on earth,

Wou'd be to cherish Betsey Baker.

REBUS.

APART that helps to make a wheel,

A passion, none but patriots feel j

What will at once reform a rake,

The implement to dress berf-stc '•:« j

What, to a tempest stirs the main,

Or helps to nuke i; caim ajain •.

A star, that sometimes may be seen,

Orion's heat), and belt between ;

What none but tragic pouts write ;

What cowards do when fore'd lo right i

These a I'am'd city's name will tell,

Who ftnds it must exactly spell.
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A COUNTRY DANCE.

Amorous OLD WOMAN.
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First couple cast off, cast up again, second couple cast up, down again — ; first couple

gallop down, up again, and call off r light and left.

Poetical Essays in D E C EMBER, 1756.

In vain shall canker'd Zoilus assail,
To Mr. Allan Ramsay, upon bis publtping his

second Volume of Poems. By Mr. Somer-

ville.

HAIL Caledonian bard ! whose rural

strains [plains !

Delight the list'ning hills, and chear the

Already polisti'd by some hand divine,

Thy purer oar what furnace can refine ?

Careless of censure, like the sun, shine forth,

In native lustre, and intrinsick worth.

To follow nature is by rules to write,

She led the way, and taught the Stagirite,

From her the critick's taste, the poet's fire,

Both diudge in vain 'till she from heav'n in

spire :

By the same guide instructed how to soar,

Allan is now what Homer was before.

Ve chosen youths 1 who dare like him

aspire,

And touch with bolder hand the g"blden lyre !

Keep nature still in view j on her intent,

Climh by her aid the dang'rous steep ascent

To lasting fame. Perhaps a little art

Ts needful, to plane o'er some rugged part 5

But the most labour'd elegance and care,

T'anive at full perfection must despair.

Alter, blot out, and write all o'er again,

Alas I some venial fins will yet remain.

Indulgence is to human frailty due,

Ev'n Pope has faults, and Arfdison a few ;

But those, like mists that cloud the morning

ray,

Are lost and vanish in the blaze os day.

Tho' some intruding pimple find a place

Amid the glories of Clarinda's face,

We still love on, with equal zeal adore,

Nor think her less a goddess than before*

Slightwound, in nodisgraceful scars shall end,

Heal'd by the balm of some good-natur'd

friend.

* Mr. Space, fellow of New Ctllege, in Oxstrd, and poetry prefrJPr, %

'ery cat.dxd r

While * Spence presides, and candor holds

the scale. [spite,

His gen'rous breast, nor envy fours, nor

Taught by his -\ founder's motto how to

write, [out pride.

Good manners guides his pen. Learn'd with

in dubious points not forward to decide.

If here and there uncommon beauties rife,

From fiow'r to flow'r he roves with glad

surprise.

In failings no malignant pleasure takes,

Nor rudely triumphs over small mistakes.

No nauseous praise, no biting taunts offend,

Wexpect a censor, and we find a friend.

Poets, improv'd by his correcting care,

Shall face their foes with more undaunted air,

Strip'd of their rags shall like J Ulysses shine.

With more heroick port, and grace divine.

No pomp of learning, and no fund of sense,

Can e'er attone for lost benevolence.

May Wickham's sons, who in each art excel.

And rival antient bards in writing well,

While from their bright examples taught the*

sing.

And emulate their flights with bolder wing,

From their own frailties learn the humbler

part,

Mildly to judge in gentleness of heart.

Such criticks (Ramsay) jealous lor our"

fame,

Will not with malice insolently blame.

But lur'd by praise the haggard muse i

claim.

Retouch each line 'till all is just and neat,

A whole of proper parts, a woik almost

compleat. [toast,

So when some beauteous dame, a reigning

The flow'r of Forth, and proud Edina'< boast,

Stands at her toilet in her Tartan plaid,

In ali her richest head-geer trimly clad.

our "J

'.-/•,' tub'ifbfd some

very candid rrtna'b on Mr. Pope's OdyJJ'ey. f tfiUitm >f ffiMim, U't'j: mutt is, BifSt'rrs

% Vid. lisa, Odl I. XXir, The
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The curious hand-maid, with observant eye,.

Correct! the swelling hoop that hangs awry,

Thro' ev'ry plait her busy fingers rove,

And now she plyt below, and then above,

With pleasing tattle entertains the fair,

Each ribbon smooths, adjusts each rambling

hair,

Till the gay nymph in her full lustre shine,

And * Homer's Juno was not half so fine.

RESIGNATION.

SERENELY calm roll on ye coming years,

And if my joys are few, few be my fears 1

Station'd so low on this revolving ball,

There's ground to hope I have not far to fall ;
■Whatever changes heav'n thinks fit to fend,

I rest secure in faith that heav'n's my friend {

Writ heaven ordains with thanks I must
receive, ■ ." f . .

For to dispose is God's prerogative :

If he recalls the- little I poss.se.

His sacred name, with job, O let me bless!

If he afflicts still let me kiss the rod,

Nor dare presume to murmur once at God j

Whose Providence, tho' seeming retrograde,

Is for each creature's happiness display'd !

This glorious truth the last day will transmit

More legible then if in sun-beams writ.

Adore my foul 1 his sovereignty attest,

Our strength in weakness, in fatigue our rest;

Praise in dispraise, in exigency wealth.

Our anodyne in pain, in sickness health,

Hope in despondency, in sorrow mirth,

Our light in darkness, and our life in death.

W.

JVt hrpe our deferring the following spilt rot dis-

tiltge our Correspondent ; it was mislaid*

HVMNUS,

Pio-profano-ferioteomicus,

Certamen post no-vale inter Gallam

Calijsonierum aceipitremque Anghmt

A vitlii Gallit deeantatat.

f Metrum idem est cum Cantelena cui

Titulus, The Ass.]

i

TE Deum oramus,

Te quoque Iaudamus,

O Bingi, per pelagos latos,

Pro humanitate

Exercita a te.

In non persequendo fugatoi.

2.

Tu, mitis, benignus,

Tmperio es dignus,

Cognoscis qui uti victoria ;

Nec vita contempta,

Ah ! graviter empta

Occumbis inani pro gloria,

3-
Mos est barbarorum,

Contemptu Deorum,

Amicos immite mactare.

At nos meliores

Oognosomus mores,

Qv;an) sic ctiam hostes tractare,

Sed hie rahiofus,

Hie prædo famosus,

In Gallos tam afpere ferit,

Abs causa offensus,

Quod naves prelienfas

Demergit, corrumpit, & urit.

Quid turn faciendo/

In casu dolendo,

PeneVerit nos fuperare,

Diim ferro despecto,

Auroque rejecto,

Evincit se neutrum curare ?

6.

Nil haic certS præslat,

Immo, quid aliud rest at,

Qiiam supplices hie ad altare,

Rapacem hunc scrum,

Se suffocaturum,

Diabolum pic orere*

An EPITAPH.

HERE Mira Ues ! no stone bedecks the

place,

With long derail of her illustrious race §

No venal bard, in elegiack rhimes,

Records her virtue to succeeding times ;

Vet she shall live when sun'ral trophies fade,

When the pale bust stands mould'ring in the

(hade, [heart,

Secur'd by friendship, blazon'd on each

Her name, like myrrh, will fragrancy impart!

Virtue and nature lent her ev'ry charm,

That could the judgment please or passions

warm ; [blow,

Death, tho' a tyrant, figh'd to give the

And own'd perfection was no more below.

W,

An extempore Reflection o^m.Ingr atitudx,

addrejj'ed to Cosmus.

——— Cadentque

nunc sunt in honort. Hor. ArS Po,

GO, like the swallow, bask in summer'*

sun ;

Crop the sweet am'thyst ere its beauty fades j

Revel with pleasure on the vi'let's hue,

And sip the rose's fragrance while it lasts,

Do this and swear thou'rt happy;—but beware

Of future woe : Fortune's a fickle jilt,

That tempts fond youth with many a smirk-

ing smile.

Who fancy raptures they enn never know :

Say, should'st thou once be lost in this dread

maze

Of pains terrestial ; should she once unfold

Her flutt'ring pinions, pleas'd to shift the

scene, [peace ;

And be awhile thoughtless of Cosmo'*

Say, could 'A thou bear the tort' ring, ghastly

pains

Of pinching penury's unwelcome fight,

Or censure's harsh, severe and rigid claw

Unpitied

• Fid, Hem, V, L, xir.
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Vnpitied and forlorn ? Ah roe ! the time

May come, ungrateful Cosmo ask not when.

But itmaycome, may strike thee to the heart,

And force thee curse that hour thou dar'dst

be false.

CtATUS.

Oxen, Dec. 4, 1756.

PROLOGUE to Lillipvt, a dramatic

Entertainments ivritten by Mr, Garrick, and

spoken by Mr. Woodward.

BEHOLD a conjuror—that's something

new,—

For as times go—my brethren are but few.

I'm come with magick ring, and taper

wand.

To waft you far from this your native land.

Ladies don't fear—my coach is large and

easy,

I know your humours, and will drive to

please ye ;

Gently you'll ride, as in a fairy dream,

Vour hoops unsqueez'd, and not a beau shall

scream. [fright—

What still disorder'd '—well,—I know your

You shall be back in time for cards to night ;

Swift as queen Mab within her hazlc nut,

I'll set you safely down at Lilliput.

Away we go — ge'up — ladies keep your

places, [your facet.

And gentlemen — for shame — dont't screw

Softly my imps and fiends— you critics

there

Pray you sit still— or I can never steer,

My dev'ls are not the dev'ls you need

fear.

Hold fast my friends above — for faith we

spin it j

My usual rate's a thousand miles a minute.

A statesman now, could tell how high we

soar—

Statesmen have been these airy jaunts before.

I fee the land—the folks—what limbs ! what

features ! [tures I

There's lords and ladies too—the pretty crea-

Now to your sight these puppets I'll pro

duce,

Which may, if rightly heeded, turn to use ;

Puppets not made of wood, and play'd with

wires, [desires.

But flesh and blood, and full of strange

So strange—you'll scarce believe me should

I tell—

For giant vices miy in pigmies dwell.

Beware you lay not to the conj'ror's charge,

That these in miniature are you in large

To you these little folks h.-.ve no relation.

As dm 'icnt in their manner:

tion,

To shew your pranks reqi

Open your eyes and ears— your mout'ts be

<hiit, ['er^jljiput.

England is vanish'd—(waves Hi icar.dj—ia-

( Striici to; cm tain ar,d"fi'ihrj

screw

\

to I

re you in large :

ve no relation, ~)

lers as their na- /

[juraticn. I

quires no con- J

EPILOGUE, mitten by a Friend, mi

jf-.ken by Lad) Flimnap.

WELL now ! could you, who are of

larger size,

Bid to a holder height your passions rife ?

Was it not great ?—A lady of my span

To undertake this monstrous mountain man}

The prudes I know will censure, and cry,

fie on't !

Prepost'rous sure !—A pigmy love a giant f

Yet soft—no disproportion love can know j

It finds us equal, or it makes us so—

And to the sex, though pow'r nor strength

belong,

We yet have beauty to subdue the strong.

But what strange notions govern vulgar life !

The brute has qualms about an absent wise,

Were he at home, his dear might cut and

carve,

But, if he can't partake, must others starve}

A theft like this he can't a robb'ry call ;

" Let him notknow it, he's not robb'd at all.'*.

Well, if so cold these English heroes prove,

Such squeamish creatures ne'er will gain my

love. [win 'em ;

Huge stupid things ! not worth the pains to

These giant bodies have no spirit in "em :

Mere dunghill fowl ! unweildy, dull and

tame ;

The sprightly bantams are the truest game.

In war, perhaps, these lubbers may have

merit ; [spirit 1

But to please us they must have fire and

For, let the giants fay whate'er they can,

'Til spirit ! Spirit ! Ladies, makes the man,

ji Prayer to Dullness.

1.

TO thee, propitious pod, I call

To hear my earnest pray'r ;

Oppress'd with learning's weight I fall,

Unless supported by thy care.

z.

Fondly, I own, did o'er my mind

This dear deception first preside ;

That honours, liches 1 should find,

Whene'er fair knowledge was my guide.

3-
For this I sought Parnassus hill.

For this the path cf science trod j

If merit e'er the chair did fill.

With her I hop'd to make m' abode.

4-
Too late, alas ! my tiror's known.

My fond desires most senseless prov'd j

For all I wish'd in ah is flown,

And met it finds she's no where lov'd.

Thro' all the world thou bearest rule,

Of men the greatest half is thine ;

The rich, the poor, the grave, the fool,

* Adore and court thy sacisd shrine.

6. Th»'
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6.

The' witty Sapients of the age,

Conspire to pull thy influence down ;

In vain their doughty head* engage.

Since all are bandag'd with thy crown.

7-
Where'er we turn our wistful eyes.

To view the wide extended fidd j

From thy rich hand all favours rife.

And all to thy commandments yield.

8.

The statesman, lawyer, priest and cit,

With wond'rous ign'rance rule the roast ;

With gravity they smile at wir,

And shine where dullness reigns the most.

0.

To knowledge tho' they make pretence,

And seem on mighty wisdom fixt ;

Yet all their knowledge, all their sense,

Declare *ti> more with dullness mixt.

10.

Whatever maxims they pursue,

Undoubted bear a spice of this ;

For all to thee thou dost subdue,

And mak'st them own thy lazy bliss.

1 1.

If then thy gifts not one refuse,

But of thee all mankind are full ;

Oh let me nos thy blessing lose !

To make me happy—make me dull.

JOHN and BETTY.

■ *' Happy (Hie me) let rv'ry tueddid swain

(Who cbcotfuHy rtminti til fair-me'i praise)

Find eouaj lovet and kve i untainted sivtetl

Enjoy tuith bfittgur."

HAPPY the time

When last in rhyme

1 prais'd my Betty,

Just were my strains.

And the remains,

Both " good and pretty."

B liI man and wife.

Who lead a life

Like me and Betty j

Ne'er to contioul

Each others foul

Is vastly pretty !

While others prate.

And curse their fate,

I, with my Betty,

Heal li:tle smarts

With pleasing arts,

Prodigious pretty !

Angels and Gods,

From their abodes,

Oft gaze on Betty ;

The ai.gels fay,

" Cood-lack-a-day,

She's vastly pretty !"

But when we toy

They fee our joy,

And envy Uetty j

And serm to think,

There's something in't

Tblt'i more than pretty.

Jealous of this,

They count the blift

Too great for Betty i

So turn away,

And snarling say,

" She'i none so pretty."

What angels are

1 can't declare ;

But think my Betty

As good as they,

And dare to fay,

She's full as pretty.

Angels have fell,

God knows, to hell,

But how can Betty >

She knows no ill,

Nor ever will,

She must be pretty.

Want should the king

A pretty thing,

(Peculiar pretty)

Though he lays down

His foul and crown,

He shan't have Betty,

But if a god.

With awlul rod,

Demands my Betty,

What must I do r

(For (he must go,

Though e'er so pretty.)

Why this—(to prove

That her 1 love

I'll love for ever)

With eager grasp

Her soul I'll clasp,

So go together.

I. Ingildiw.

An Im-itaticn t» a Robin Rid Bhast.

HITHER, little warbler, come!

Softest os the feather"d kind 1

Deem this lonely hut thy home,

Welcome here thou'rt sure to find.

Dwell with me, and banish (ear j

See, my table daily spread !

Snares will ne'er inhabit here,

Make with me thy little bed.

Thy example, harmless friend,

Frbm all vice, shall bear me free j

That, in death, I may descend.

Pure and innocent as thee.

Birmingham.

Æ N I G M A.

T NEVER speak, hut in my sleep j

I never cry, but often weep j

1 never walk, but often run,

And am sometimes by love undone :

] am assisting to the old ;

Give early notice of a scold ;

Camelion like, I five on air,

And dust lo me is dainty sai*.

5 THI
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Toesiiav, November 30.

I IS majesty offered his most

gracious pirdon to all

dtse-tcis Irom his land-

forces, who shall surren

der themselves on or be

fore the first day of Ja

nuary, 1757.

At a general court of the Society of

the Free British Fishery, his royal highness

the prince 01 Wales was re-elected go

vernor; Slingfby Bethell, Esq; prtsident,

Win. Northey, Esq; vice-president ; and

the following gentlemen were chosen of

the council : Solomon Ashley, Esq; Sir
■Walter Blackett, Bart. William Beckt'ord,

George Bowts, Robert Boot le, John

Bennett, Esqrs. * Sir Philip Boteler,
Bart. * Thomas Bladen, • Samuel

B'ackwell, Esqrs. * Right Hon. Lord

Charles Cavendish, Sir James Creed,

Km. Thomas Collets, » Robert Cham

bers, • Peter Delme, John Edwards,

Edward Godfrey, Thomas Gordon, Esqrs.

Hon Lt, Gen. Handasyd, * John Jollirte,

John Lidderdale, Esqrs, Rt. Hon. earl of

Shaftesbury, William Sloane, William

Sotheby, Esqrs. Hon. Geo. Townshend,

John Tucker, Esq; Hon. John Vaughan,

* John Underwood, Esq; Sir Bouchier

Wrey, Bart. William Watson, Lewis
Way, Esqrs. Only those marked with •

were not in the last council.

The following noblemen and gentle

men were elected the council of the royal

society. The Right Hon. George eail of
Maccltsfield, president. • Mark Aken-

fide, M. D. Thomas Birch, D D secre

tary, James Bradley, D. 13. James Bur

row, Esq; Lord Charles Cavendish, • Rt.

Hon. Sir Thomas Clarke, Knt, master

of the Rolls, * Peter Davall, Esq; secre

tary, * John Girle, • John Hyde, • John

Lock, Esqrs. • Hugh earl of March-

mont, * Jeremiah Milles, D. D. • Hi.

choirs Munckley, M. D. • Matthew

Rapcr, Geoige Lewis Scott, Esqrs. * Mr.

John Smeaton, John Ward, L. L. D. Mr.

William Watson, James West, Esq; trea

surer, Lord Wi loughby. of Parham.

N. B. Those marked thus (") were not

in the last council.

WlDNESDAY, Dec. I.

N° 10,661 was drawn a prize of io,nool,

in the present lottery. (See p. 563.)

Thursday, 2.

Hit majesty went, with the usual strife,

to the house of peers, and opened the ses-

December, 1756.

fion with a most gracious speech from the

throne, which fee p. 595.

Lord Sandys took his feat as speaker

of the house of lords.

Several persons were committed to pri

son, by John Fielding, Esq; for hawking

and felling about the streets, a false and

counterfeit speech, pretending it was his

majesty's Ipeech to parliament.

Friday, 3.

The house of peers waited on his ma

jesty with their address, for his most gra

cious speech from the throne. (Seep. 596.)

Saturday, 4.

St. James's-. It was this day ordered

by his majesty in council, that an embar

go be forthwith laid upon all ships laden,

or to he laden, in the ports of Great-Bri

tain and licland. with corn, malt, meal,

flour, bread, biscuit, and starch, to be

exported to foreign parts, pursuant to an

address of the house of commons present

ed to his majesty for that purpose.

Complaint being made, to the house of

lords, of the aforesaid spurious speech (fee

the second day) and oath being made, that

|ames How and George King, were con

cerned in printing and publishing thereof;

Their lordships resolved, that it should be

burnt by the hands of the common hang

man, in tlie New-Palace Yard, Westmin

ster, on the i.inth instant, and before the

Royal-Exchange the tenth instant, the

sheriffs of London and Middlesex attend

ing, and that the said How and King

be taken into the custody os the gentle

man usher of the black rod. The said

spurious speech was burnt accordingly,

and King was crdeted to be imprisoned

six months in Newgate, and to pay a

fine of 50I. Howe absconded.

Sunday, 5.

Three regiments more of the Hanove

rian auxiliaries embarked on bo»rd the

transports at Chatham, in order to return

to Germany. " (See p. 563 )

TufSDAY, 7.

The whole stock of Mr. John Scoat«,

firmer, at Brook/end, in the paristi of

Birchington, in the Isle of Thanei, was

consumed by fire ; damage toocl.

Friday, to.

A fire, »t a tallow-chandler's at Liver

pool, did near 700I. damage.

Ended the sessions at the OM-Bailey,

when William Pallisler and Bartholomew

Ball, for stealing silver tankards from the

publicans ; John Jolley, for robbing Chi.

4 « D>«r
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Dyer os a silver watch | Edward Maca.

taller, for a robbery committed in Petti

coat-lane ; and John Milnard, for pub

lishing a forged bill of Exchequer, re

ceived sentence of death ; twenty-sour

to be transported for seven years ; three

to be branded, and three to be whipped.

Sunday, 11.

The post-boy, carrying the Worcester

mail, was attacked and rubbed on the

road near Shepherd's-Bush, by a tingle

footpad, between four and five in the

morning, and all hit bags opened, the

boy being detained by him abeve two

hours, lor that purpose.

FtlDAY, 17.

The comedy of the Miser (see p. 556.)

was performed at Covent-Garden theatre,

for the furtherance of the Marine So

ciety's cliaiity, in fitting deserted boys

out to sea, when the nett profits amount

ed to 232I. cs. 6d. which was paid by

[ohn Fielding, Esq; into the hands of

the treasurers of the said society.

Satviday, iS.

N5 10,568, in the present lottery, was

drawn a prize of to.oool.

The house of lords being met, a message

w.it sent to the Hon. house of commons by

the Hon. Sir Henry Bellenden, gemleman-

ufher of the black rod, acquainting them,

that " the lords authorized by virtue of

his majesty's commission for declaring

his royal assent to the undermentioned

acts, do require the attendance of that

Hon. house in the house of peers, to

hear the commission read j" and the

commons being come thither, the slid

commission, impowering his royal high

ness the duke of Cumberland, the lord

archbishop of Canterbury, and several o-

ther lords therein named, to declare and

notify the royal assent to the said two

publick acts, was read accordingly, and

the roya"l assent given to, An act to make

provision for quartering the foreign troops

in his majesty's service now in this king

dom. (See p. 562.) An act to prohibit,

for a time to be limited, the exportation

of corn, malt, meal, flour, bread, biscuit,

and starch.

Monday, ao.

Seven malefactors, viz. Hurst, Mug-

ford, Ball, Jolley, Macahster, Milnard,

and Cartwright (seep. 506.) were exe

cuted at Tyburn : Hart, Langley, Davis,

Ridout, Proffer, Higgins, and Baythorn,

were ordered to be transported for life ;

and Hughes and Pallister were reprieved

on the Saturday preceeding the day of

execution,

. Tvisday, ai.

Admiral . Xnowles, in the Essex, ar

rived at Plymouth from the Bay of Biscay.

Mr. Byng set out from Greenwich, un

der the guard of a troop as horse, for

Portsmouth,

TmVISDAY, 1],

Ended the drawing of the lottery at

Guildhall, when N° 12,475, drawn a

blank, was entitled to 1000I. as the last

drawn ticket.

The house of lords have adjourned to

Jan. 11, and the commons to the 7th of

the fame month.

A proclamation it issued for a general

fast, on Friday, Feb. 11, next.

Numbers of able-bodied men have been

pressed for his majesty's service, since the

act for that purpose was again put in ex

ecution. (See p. 563.)

In consequence of a resolution taken tn

a grand council at St. James's, a procla

mation was published in the Gazette, at

the latter end of November, for putting

the laws in speedy and effectual execution

against forestalling, regrating, and engros

sing of corn j particularly the act 5

and 6 Edward VI. by which the buying

or contracting for any corn before it actu

ally arrives in some market, city, &c. is

prohibited and adjudged forestalling ; (fee

p. 541.) *ntl the obtaining any corn at any

fair or market, and selling it in a fair or

market in the same place, or within four

miles thereof, is adjudged regrating ; and

the buying corn to fell it otherwise than it

therein particularly allowed, is judged an

unlawful engrossing thereof : The punish

ment for the first offence against this act

is two months imprisonment, besides for

feiture of the corn ; for the second, half

a year's imprisonment, and loss of double

the value of the corn ; and for the third

offence, setting on the pillory and forfeiture

of goods and chattels, and imprisonment

during the king's pleasure. By this act, it

is farther enacted, that every person who

shall have a sufficient provision of corn

for his house, and for sowing his ground,

and shall buy corn at any market for the

change of his feed, shall the fame day

bring to market as much corn as he

bought for feed, and fell it at the market

price, on pain of forfeiting double the va

lue of the corn so bought.

This proclamation also expressly en

joins the putting in execution an act of

the ;th of Elizabeth, by which it is en

acted, that the licences to be granted for

buying corn, pursuant to the act 5 and

6 Edward VI. shall only be granted at

the general quarter sessions for one year,

to none but an householder, a married man

not under theage of thirty, and not less than

three years resident in the county, who

shall give bond not to forestal, or engross,

or do any thing contrary to the aforesaid

statute of Edward VI. (See p. 56a.)
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The colliers in Cumberland rose on ac

count of the dearness of provisions, on

the nth of Dec. but were dispersed be

fore they could do much mischief. The

tinners in Cornwall also about the same

time plundered the town of Padstow, of

corn, Scz. and then dispersed.

The colliers in the forest of Dean, wiih

others, have seized several veslels laden

with barley, Scz. going down the river

Wye to Bristol, and plundered several

mills in those parts, carrying off near

jooo bushels of grain of all forts. (See

p. 562.)
Many towns and corporations, and

numbers of noblemen and gentlemen,

bave most laudably exerted themselves,

in various parts of the three kingdoms,

to relieve the poor at this time of scar

city, and to provide against a further en-

crease of such an alarming calamity.

Proclamations are published for a ge

neral fast in Scotland on Feb. 10, next,

and in Ireland on the nth of the fame

month.

On the igth of November, about 10

minutes before la at night, a shock of

an earthquake was felt at Inverhallcn, in

Argylefhire, which lasted a© seconds. At

Rothfay it was so sensible, that the cham

ber bells in some houses were rung, and

it was preceded by a rumbling noise, like

thunder at a distance.

The Address 'f the CommiJJiin of the general

Ajj'imbly of ibe Cburcb of Scotland, pre

sented to tbe King by Lord Catlicarr, at

St. James'j, Dec. II, vias asscUctvt.

Meji gracious Sovereign,

YOUR majesty's most faithful subjects,

the ministers and elders of the church

of Scotland, met in commission of the

general assembly, deeply affected with

the great and unexpected calamities of

their country, think themselves called up

on, by the late extraordinary events, to

testify their anxious concern for the pub-

lick welfare, and to renew their antient

and most sincere professions of indissolu

ble attachment to your majesty's person,

family, and government.

We are unwilling to enumerate the

well-known losses, or to amplify the dis

graces suffered by the British nation, con •

vinced as we are, that so good a king, and

so brave a prince, must be sensibly tnuclud

with events so fatal to the interest of his

kingdoms, and the reputation of his peo

ple ; calamities, which (tho' justly merit

ed by a sinful nation) do not seem to have

been brought upon this land by any sig

nal effects of the wisdom or courage us

our enemies.

From yuur majesty's wisdom and atten

tion to the prosperity of your kingdoms,

we may justly expect the application of

every remedy to the present evils ; and

whatever measure the wisdom of this na

tion (hall adopt for the publick defence,

we can venture to assure your majesty,

that the members of this established

church, who make so great a majority os

the people os Scotland, are full of loyalty

and real, and possessed of such disposi

tions as entitle them to your majesty's

confidence, and render them fit for the

service of their country.

In a zeal for religion and liberty, in a

grateful attachment to your majesty's

person and family, and a just indignation

at the triumphs of our enemies, your

majesty's subjects of this national church

yield to none ; and, conscious of such dis

position*, believe that their gracious prince

will honour with trust their arr'ent zeal,

that the inhabitants of the united king

doms may give the noblest demonstration

of loyalty to their king, and a love of

their country.

That mutual love and confidence may

still subsist between your majesty and your

subjects 1 that the Lord of Hosts may

bless your fleets and armies with success ;

and that a race of kings of your royal

line, lovers of religion, liberty, and

their country, may always sway the scep

ter of these lands, is the earnest prayer

of, let.

Ex'raO of a Letterfrom a TUufc at Leghorn,

t: a CentUman concerned in tkt St. sleorge

Privateer, eirmarded by Cas:. Fortunatus

Wright, dutcd Nov. 22.

" Capt. Wright has taken another prize,

(fee p. 563.) which he has sent into Cag-

liari ; we got the notice the day before

yesterday, by a vessel from thence, par

ticularizing her cargo to consist of 4 to

5000 sacks of wheat, worth ooool- We

have advice from Marseilles, that two ships

of 30 guns, and a settee of equal force,

and all well-manned, are there fitting out

purposely sir him, with orders to give

him no quarter, but to burn him on

board. We are sorry to give you this a-

larni ; but a French gentleman, a friend

of oius, is now in our house, and con

firms every particular. We have to add,

the disagreeable situation we are all in,

and the miserable state of our trade, the

French privateers in these sea« btirginnu-

merable.

P. S . Since writing the above, our part

ner is returned from the consul, who has

acquainted him of the equipment against

4 H * capt*
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capt. Wright, with this addition, that

the two ships are fitting out by the French

king, and the Settee by the chamber of

commerce at Marseilles; and that they

have orders to set him on fire in any road

where they may find him."

Letters have been received also from

cspt. W ight, in which he relates many

insults he received from the Maltese,

which paltry state dares even restrain,

most partially, the liberty of the English

consul —Alas Miwea !

On the 23d of November, and the fol

lowing day, one man of war of 60 gnns,

one of 74, one of 64 ; two frigates of

30 guns, and one of 16, found means to

fail securely out of the harbour os Brest.

The Sky and the Lion lately arrived at

Cadiz, from the South-Seas, discovered

an unknown land in 54° 48' S. lat. which

they coasted (or 7.5 or 30 leagues, ap

pearing all high land, and probably visi

ble at 60 leagues distance.

On (he sixth of November, the Rotunda

of the antient Pantheon, at Rome, sud

denly fell in, to the entire demolition of

that magnificent and celebrated building,

a precious remain of the Roman archi

tecture. It has since been a Romish church,

dedicated to the Virgin Mary and all the

martyrs, and called the church of All

Saints.

Maxiiagei avd Births.

Nov. 19.Q ICHARD Heber, of Mar-

J\. tin, in Yorkshire, Esq; was

married to Miss Elizabeth Barnardilton,

of Brigtitwell, in Suffolk.

Mr. Stockwell, an eminent wine-mer

chant, to Miss Cobourn, with a fortune

of 1000I. per ann.

Dec. z. Mr. Harding, jun. of Edmon

ton, to Miss Jackson, of Southgate, with

a fortune of 15,0001.

Samuel Cox, Esq; to Miss Hagcn.

8. Mr. Aguilar, to Miss Mcndez i\

Costa, with a fortune of 30,00c!.

i». Thomas Herbert Noyes, Esq; to

Miss Halsey, os Gieat Gaddesden, in

Hertfordshire.

17. Richard Supple, Esq; to Miss

Brooke, of Great Oakley, in Northamp

tonshire.

21. Right Hon. the earl of Hyndford,

to Miss Jane Vigor, daughter of Btnja-

min Vigor, Esq ;

Dec. 14. Lady of Sir Peter Leicester,

Bart, was delivered of a son and heir.

Di ATHS.

Nov. itypHOMAS Pallifer, of Porto-

I Bello, near Wexford, in

Ireland, Esq; aged 107. He served in all

K. William's and Q;, Anne's wars? and

retained all his fenses to the last.

»8. Thomas Sherwin, Esq; fiist cleik

in the war. office.

Mr. John Townsend, of Battersea.

Dec. 1. Mr. William Innys, an emi

nent bookseller, and one of the court of

assistants of the Stationers Company.

John Veo, Esq; a superannuated rear-

admiral.

Right Hon. William earl of Dunmore,

succeeded in title and estate, by his fun,

lord Fincastle.

3. Rt. Hon. the lord viscount Jocelyn,

baron Newport, lord, high chancellor of

the kingdom of Ireland, succeeded in ti

tle end estate by his only son, Robert,

now loid viscount Jocelyn.

George Hammond, of Parlington, in

Yorklhire, Esq;

Robert Grimstone, of Neswicke, in

Yorkshire. Esq;

Dr. Nicholas Fivaf, of Chelsea.

4. Rt. Hon. Mary viscoontess Blundell,

relict of the late \iscount. (See p. 404.)

Baron Buseck, bishop and ahbot of

Fulda, prince of the holy Roman empiie,

aged 71.

6. George James Trenchfield, of Dor

setshire, Esq;

Lady Blackest, relict of Sir Edward

Blackest, of Hexham, Bart, aged 84.

Rt. Hon. the countess of Inc'iiquin.

Sir William Toulis, of Ingleby- manor,

in Yorkshire, Bart, succeeded in title and

estate by his only son, now Sir William

Foulis, Bart.

Thomas Hoblin, of Cornwall, Esq;

8. Rt. Hon. William Stanhope, ear! of

Harrington, a general os his majesty's

forces, governor of the Charier- house,

fellow of the Royal Society, and one o! the

privy-council ; whose great abilities were

successfully displayed in the cabinet and

the field, thro' a long and prosperous life.

He is succeeded in title and estate by hij

eldest and only surviving son William vis.

count Pererfham, now earl of Harrington,

Wardell George Westby, Esq; a com

missioner os the custom'.

William Gill, Esq; in the commission

os the peace for Devonshire.

to Sir John I.ivesey, of Henv>ick-hall|

in Bedfordshire, Bart.

Theodore baron Newhoff, some years

since crowned king of Corsica, at his

lodgings in Chappelle-slreet, Soho.

Dr. Thomas Brodrepp, of Netherbury,

in Dorsetshire, aged 81.

la. Mary Bayley, of Mortlake, in Sur

rey, aired 104, who could read and thread

a needle without spectacles.

13. Hon. William Leveson Govver,

member for Staffordshire, uncle to earl

Cower.

Edmund Strange, Esq; a superannuated

rear-admiral.
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14. George Pochin, Esq; in the com-

million of Che peace for Leicestershire,

aged 70.

19. Joseph Ayloffe, Esq; only son of

Sir Joseph Ayloffe, Bart.

John Chitton, of Pensax, in Worces

tershire, by a fall from his horse.

io. Lady of the Right Hon. George

Bubb Doddingron.

tli Mrs. Payler, heiress of the late

Sir Wilkinson Payler, cf Thoralby-Hall,

in Yorkshire, Bart.

Mrs. Vane, wife of Walter Vane, Esq;

an eminent merchant.

Matthew Shiffner, Esq; an eminent

merchant.

Sir Thomas Standish, of Duxbury, in

Lancashire, Bart.

The relict of the late Sir John Jerne-

gan, Bart.

13. Rev. Dr. Thomas Church, vicar of

Battersea, prebend of St. Paul's, 3cc.

On Oct. 15. Paul Richard, Esq; of

New-York.

EccustasTicAL PairiaMiNTt.

Fnm ibe London Gaiitti.

WHITEHALL, Nov. 30. Rev. Dr.

Nicholas Boscawen, was present

ed by his majesty to the deanery and rec

tory of St. Borian, in Cornwall, void by

the death of Dr. Sykes.—William Barker,

M. A. to the deanery of St. Eunan, in

Raphoe, in Ireland.

From the rift of tbe P A P I a J.

Rev. Dr. Nicolls was presented to the

prebend of St. Mary, Newington, and Mr.

Forrester to the prebend of Cadington

Major, both in St. Paul's cathedral.—

Mr. Sharpe, to the living of Trinity, in

Cambridge.—Mr. Richard Watson, to the

vicarage of Emsby, in Hampshire. —

Thomas Curteis, M A. to the rectory of

St. Dionis Back-church, in Lime-street.

—Mr. Foxley, to the rectory of St. Ma

ry's, Manchester,— Mr. Lancaster Fram-

ingham, to the vicarage of Castleacre,

and Mr. Thorn, to the rectory of South-

acre, in Norfolk Dr. Browne, to the

donative of Padington, in the cathedral

of St. Paul's.—Thomas Hanway, M. A.

to the vicarage and parish church of Wive-

ly. In Nottinghamshire. — Mr. Robert

Bradley, to the vicarage os Linbury, in

Wiltshire.—Thomas Ramsay, B. A. to

the vicarage of Winslone, in Cumber

land.—William Somerville, B. A. to the

living of Bisbury, in Gloucester (hire,

worth 400I. per ann.—Mr. Brtiwn, to

the rectory and parish church of Horke-

fley, in Buckinghamshire.—Mr. Edward

Yates, to the rectory of Newbottle, in

Buckinghamshire. — Dr. Aysceugh, to a
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prebend of Winchester.— Dr. Herring, to

the chantorshrp of the cathedral of Salis

bury.—Mr. Layton, to the rectory of

Milton under the Hill, in Worcestershire.

—Mr. John Russel Greenhill, to the rec

tory of Fringford, in Oxfordshire. —Mr,

Allort, to the rectory of Kirkheaton, in

Yorkshire.— Mr. Lowther, to the rectory

of Swillington, in Yorkshire.—Thomas

Ashley, M. A. to the rectory of Lemney,

Bucks Mr. Forester, to the rectory of

Alhwell, in Hertfordshire. — Tho. Skin

ner, M. A. to (he rectory of Criith, in

the county of Monmouth.—- Mr. Colum

bine, to the livings ot Hardley and Thurl-

ton, in Norfolk. — Mr. William Aldrich,

to the living of Stow-Market, in Suffolk,

—Mr. Wingfield, to the perpetual cu

racy of St. Julian's, in Shrewsbury. —

Mr. Rogers, to the vicarage of Grays,

in Kent. — Mr. Lawrence, to the rectory

of Langston, in Wiltshire. — Mr. Philip-

son, to the vi-araee of Attlebury, in

Essex. — Mr. Curteis, to the rectory of

Sevenoaks, in K.ent.— Mr. Pennant, to the

rectory of Compton-Martin, in Somer-

setsllire.

A dispensation past the seals to enable

Thomas Holm, M. A. to hold the rectory

of Wildon, in Bedfordshire, with the vi

carage of Wellingborough, in Northamp

tonshire, worth *5ol. per ann.

Rev. Cutts Barton, rector of St. An

drews, Holborn, was created a doctor

in divinity, by the archbishop of Canter

bury.

Promotions Civil and Military.

From the London Gaiitti.

ST. James's, Nov. 27. At a chapter of

the Bath, lieot. gen. William Blake-

ney was created a knight of that most

honourable order.

Whitehall, Nov. 30. The king has been

pleased to create PercyWyndham O Bri \

en, Esq; earl of Thomond, and baron

Ibrickan, in the kingdom of Ireland.

St. James's, Dec. 4. The king has this

day been pleased to appoint the Rt. Hon,

William Pitt, Esq; to be one of his ma

jesty's principal secretaries of state, in the

room of the Rt. Hon. Henry Fox.

Whitehall, Dec. 11. The king has been

pleased to appoint John Forbes, Esq; a

lord of the admiralty—Claudius Amyand,

Esq; a commissioner os the customs.—

William Sloper, Esq; a lord of trade.—

Thomas Potter, Esq; joint paymaster-ge

neral.— Charles Townfhend, Esq; 1 1 c usu

rer of his majesty's chamber.—Earl of

Breadalbane, chief justice in Eyre, in the

room of lord Ssndys.— Sir Richard Lyt-

telton, master of the jewels, in the room
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of the earl of Ereadalbane.—John Pitt,

Esq; surveyor-general of his majesty's

wood a, in the room of John PhiIlipson(

Esq; deceased.

The kin; hat been pleased to order let

ters patent to be passed under the great

seal of the kingdom of Ireland, contain

ing a grant of the dignity of a baron of

the said kingdom unto Sir William Blake

ney, knight of the Bath, lieutenant gene

ral of his majesty's forces, and his heirs

male, by the name, style and title of

baron Blakeney, of Castle Blakeney, in

the county of Galway.

St. James's, Dec. 15. His majesty in

council was this day pleased to declare his

grace, John duke of Bedford, lieutenant

genera! and governor geneial of Ireland.

—To appoint his grace the duke of De

vonshire to be lord lieutenant of the coun

ty of Derby.— Lord Falmouth was sworn

of the privy-council.

From tht riji <if the P A r- I * t.

Thomas Tyrrwhit, Esq; appointed first

clerk and deputy in the war-office, in the

room of Mr. Sherwin, deceased Right

Hon. John Bowes, Esq; appointed lord

high chancellor of Ireland, in the room of

lord vise. Joeelyn, deceased.—The arch

bishop of Canterbury conferred the de

gree of doctor of laws on John Hawkef-

worth, of Bromley, in Kent, Esq; au

thor of The Adventurer, Arc.

Alterations in the List es Parliament.

ALDBOROUGH. Nath. Cholmley,

Esq; in the room of the Rt. Hon.

William Pitt, promoted.

Bath. Sir Robert Henley re-elected on

promotion.

Boroughbridge. Earl of Eu Aon, in the

room of lord Mansfield.

Buckingham. George and James Gren-

ville, Esqrs. re-elected on promotion.

Callington. William Sharpe, Esq; in

the room of John Sharpe, Esq;

Great-Bedwin. Hon. capt. Brudenell,

■ 1 William Sloper, Esq; promoted.

Harwich. Lord Duncannon, .

John Philipson, Esq; deceased.

Ivelchester. Joseph Tolson Loekyer,

Esq; —— Hon. John Talbot, deceased.

New-Romney. Rose Fuller, Esq;

Henry Furnese, Esq; deceased.

Norwich. Harbord Harbord,Esq;

tlie earl of Bucks.

Oxford. Rt. Hen. Henry Legge, re-

elected on promotion.

Ryegate, Hon. Charles York, re-

elected on promotion.

Sandwich. Lord vise. Conyngham, in

the room of Claudius Amyand, Esq)

promoted.

Stockbridge. Lord vise. Powerscourt,

■ Dr. Hay, promoted.

Tiverton. ■ Ryder, Esq: ■

Tho. Ryder, Esq; promoted.

Warwick. Hon. John Spencer,

the earl os Harwich.

Winchelsea. Thomas Orby Hunrer,

Esq; re elected on promotion.

Woodstock. Lord vise. Ba reman, re-

elected on promotion.

Yarmouth. Hon. Charles Townfhend,

re-elected on promotion.

B—ata—ts.

JOHN Robinson, of Little St. Swithen'l, near Wfc.
Chester, vintner.

George Jones, of Drayron, in Hales, Shropshire,
hat-maker.

John Arthur, of the parish of St. Philip and Jaccb,
in Clonceste-ihirc, whire-sinirh.
Thomas Sumerfteld, of Snow-hill, grocer,
Tho. Pearson, ofGoodman's-ficlds, silk-thrower.
RobrtRust, of Sheer-lane, haberdasher.
William Collins, of Bedford-court, victualler.

Rich. Slader, of Newport, We of Wight, milter.
John Richman, of LeollorT, merchant.
Robert Hart, of Mile-end, dealer.
John Carner, of Sr. Bololph, Biihopfgate, brewer.
fcdw. Hav-ers and Jol. Rogers, of Norwich, worsted

weavers and partners.
Samuel Nurt, of Market-Harborough, in Leicester,

shire, dealer in wool,
Robert \~

dealer.

 

John May, of Brij
Edward Turpin,

in Essex, raylor.
Edwird Turpin, of Welkminstrr, tallow-chandler.
Jos. Yarbour, of Chislehurft, in Kent, broker.
Ceoree Hall, of Bell-alley, merchant.
William Spicer, of Kctteriag, in S.

shire, grocer.
Ciles Powell, os Hanover-square, apotheca-y.
Wn. Glorer, ofLineoln's-inn-*elds, watch maker.
Rowland Batrie, of Bloomsbury, merchant.
John Lett, of Batterfea, carpenrer.
John Webb, of Theobald's row, watch maker.
Ceo. Hughes Worfley, of Milt-end, broker and

chapman.
Owen Prichard, of Liverpool, merchanr.
Christopher Little, of Helftone, dealer.
James Smith, of London, cheesemonger.

COURSE of EXCHANGE.

London, Saturday, Dec. 15, 1756.

Amsterdam
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Rotterdam —
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Madrid — —

Bilboa — —

Leghorn — —

Naples — —

Genoa — —

Venice — —

Lisbon — —

Porto — —

Dublin — —
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Ditinity and CoHTiOTtmV.

I. npHE Trial of Spirits. By J. Kelly,

1 pr. is. Lewis.

2. Meditations upon various important

Subjects. By B. Jenks, with a Preface

by Mr, Hervey, pr. 8s. James Rivington.

Physick, Hiito»y, &\-.

3. Select Cafes and Consultations in

Phytick. By J. Woodward, M. D. pr. 5s.

Davis. (See p. 586.)

4. A new History of the East- Indies.

In 1 Vols. Svo. pr. 10s. Dodfley.

5. Euclid's Data, restored to their true

and genuine Order. By J. Jack, pr. 4s.

Millar.

6. The;History of Great-Britain, from

the Death of Charles I. to the Revolution,

pr. 14s. Millar.

7. A new History of England, ecclesi

astical and civil, N° i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 8, Baldwin.

8. A compleat Treatise of Mines. By

H. Manningham, pr. 5s. Millar.

9. An easy, short, and certain Method

of treating Persons bit by mad Animals,

pr. 6d. Johnston.

MllCILL ANIO BS.

10. The Female Porter of Shoreditcb,

pr. 3d. Bailey.

11. A Letter from a Gentleman at

Leyden, pr. 11. Woodfall.

1*. A modest Remonstrance to the

Publick, pr. id. Cooper.

13. The Cafe and Importation of Bar

Iron, pr. 6d. Trye.

14. An Address to the Publick, pr. 6d.

Type.

15. An Address to the Electors of

England, pr. is. Cooper.

16. A Letter to the Rt. Hon. Mr. Pitt,

on the Conduct of the Ministry, pr. is.

Hodges.

17. Baldwin's Daily Journal, for the

Year 1757, pr. is. 6d. Baldwin.

it. A Litter to the Duke concerning

the standing Forces, pr. Sd, Baldwin.

19. Observations on the Embargo

lately laid on the Exports of Beef, tic.

pr. 6d. Griffiths.

20, Byng and the Ministry fairly stated,

ft. it. Robinson.

si. A sixth and last Letter to the Peo

ple of Great-Britain, pr. fid. Kinnerfley,

2*. The Test, pr. ad. To be continued

Weekly. Hooper.

13. The Senator, or Antigallican,

pr. id. To be continued Weekly. Bizet.

24. A second Letter to the Duke on

the present Posture of Affairs, pr. is.

Baldwin.

25. A new political Paper, called the

Contest, pr. ad. Corbett.

16. The Memorial of hit Prussian Ma.

jefty, pr. it, 6d, Bizet.

27. An Analysis of the Laws of Eng

land, pr. 3s. 6d. Rivington.

zS. An authentick and faithful History

of that Arch-Pyrate Tulagee- Angria, &c.

pr. is. Cooke.

29. The fatal Consequences of the

Want of System in the Conduct of pub

lick Affairs, pr. is. Baldwin.

30. Calculations of the present Taxes,

pr. is. Payne.

31. A Collection of several Pamphlets

relative to Admiral Byng, pr. 11. 64.

Cooper.

32. A Letter to the Gentlemen in the

Army, pr. is. Griffiths.

33. A Letter from a Physician in Town,

to his Friend in the Country, on the Sub

ject of Inoculation, pr. is. Meadows.

34. A Narrative of the Proceedings of

Admiral Byng, pr. 6d. Owen.

35. A plain and candid Address to all

Lovers of the Game of Cards, pr. 4d.

Robinson.

36. Three Letters on the Navy, Gi

braltar, and Mahon, pr. 2S. 6d.

37. An Answer to a Pamphlet, called

the Conduct of the Ministry, impartially

examined, pr. is. 6d. Cooper.

38. A political Discourse upon the dif

ferent Kinds of Militia, pr. u. Whiston.

39. A Scheme for raising four Millions,

&c. pr. is. Owen.

40. Four Pieces in Vindication of the

King of Prussia, pr. 2s. 6d. Owen.

41. A Letter from a Bavarian Officer,

pr. if. Morgan.

42. Reflections previous to the Esta

blishment of a Militia, pr. is. Dodfley.

43. A Letter to the University of Cam

bridge, pr. 6d, Cooper.

44. A Word in Time to both Houses

of Parliament, pr. is. Griffiths.

45. Some Reasons for believing several

Papers published concerning Mr. Byng,

spurious, pr. is. Doughty.

46. Observations on Husbandry. By

Edward Lisle, Esq; In 410, pr. i8s-

Hitch.

47. Memoirs of Frederick III. King

of Prussia, pr. 2s. 6d. Hinton.

48. An Account of the Campaign of

1756, pr. is. Griffiths.

49. A Collection of Addresses, pr. is.

Payne.

Poitry and Entiktainmint.

50. The Metamorphosis of a Prude,

pr. 6d. Cooper.

51. The History of Reynard the Fox,

pr. 2s. 6d. Smith.

52. The Apparition 5 or, Female Ca

valier. 3 Vols. pr. 9s. Noble.

53. A Soliloquy in a Grove, pr. 6d.

Keith.

[Ftrrign Affair:, and tie Remaindtr cf lit

Bitks, v/ill it in tur Appendix.]
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APPENDIX

TO THE

London Magazine.

MDCCLVI.

JOURNAL of the Proceedings and Debates

in the Political Club, continued from p. 5S5.

 

The next Speaker, in the Debate which

' we began in our laji, -was L Egi-

lius, 'whose Speech was in Subflcace

thus.

Mr. President,

SIR,

|HE Fact I find is

not, nor indeed

can it be disput

ed, that we have

lately seized and

brought into our

own ports, a con

siderable number of the French trad

ing (hips, and it can be as little dis

puted, that it would be a great en

couragement for seamen to enter in

to his majesty's service, were they

allured that all those ships so taken,

or to be taken, were to belong to

them, and to be disposed of for

rheir benefit. As war is not declar

ed, and as I have not heard it said

that they are taken by way of re-

prizai, I do not indeed know, whe-

G El .

Appendix, 1756.

ther I ought to call them prizes or

no, but I hope we have some view

in taking them, and whatever that

view may be, surely the more of

them we do take the more that view

will be answered ; and as it is equally

A certain that the more ships of war or

cruizers we can fend to sea, the more

ships we shall be able to take from

the French ; therefore for answering

that view which our ministers pro

pose, and which of course mult be

a wise one, as well as for preventing

B the oppressive method of forcing

men into his majesty's service, such

a bill as is now moved for ought to

be passed into a law.

Whatever view our ministers may

have, Sir, and whether that view be

a wife one or no, it is certain that

C no press for seamen was ever carried

on in a more rigorous manner, nor

did any press before, I believe, last

so long as that which began with the

beginning of this year, and has ever

since continued, I may fay, without

any intermission. It has spread thro'

all parts of the British dominions*

4 I and
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and in most parts, I believe, very but whether they have or no, it is

uncommon methods have been taken certain that pressing, even in the

for carrying it on. In one part of the most gentle method, is every where

united kingdom I know that a new smended with oppression, and is often

and extraordinary method has been tne cause of fatal accidents, besides

practised. The military power has the great number of brave and able

indeed often been employed to be A seamen that fall a sacrifice to the dis-

assisting to the civil magistrate, and tempers brought upon them by their

as often as it does happen I am al- being crowded and long confined in

ways sorry to hear it ; but the mili- tenders, or other noisome dungeons,

tary power was never before employ- And tho' the method of pressing has

ed to be assisting to our press-gangs ; of late years been often practised,

yet this has been lately the cafe in even in time of peace, yet, I think,

Scotland. Towns and villages have B it has never been expressly authorized

been invested by our regular troops, by law : In this country, and indeed

with parties of soldiers patrolling in in any free country, nothing can ex-

the streets, and centries with screwed cuse it but the most urgent necessity,

bayonets placed at every door, to which necessity we ought to prevent by

prevent any person's going out, whilst every method that can be contrived,

the press -gang entered and searched One of the best methods ever invented

every hole aud corner within. Even C was by that law which was passed in

churches have been surrounded in the the year 1739; ^ut ^ tn8

time of divine service, the people promoters of that law imagine, little

terrified and interrupted in their de- could they imagine, that ever any

votion, and men seized as they came orders would be issued to the king's

out from attending the publick wor- ships to seize the trading (hips of any

(hip established by the laws of their nation without a declaration of war,

country. D and without authorizing any of our

This, Sir, was the more surpriz- courts of admiralty to declare the

ing to the people of that country, as ships so taken to be lawful prizes,

they still have some regard for reli- without which no man concerned in

gion, and were never, before the Uni- the capture could have a title to the

on, exposed to the misfortune of be- whole, or to any part of the ship or

ing presied into the sea service ; and cargo. The proceeding in such a

I must say, that they were far from E manner was a refinement in politicks

deserving any such severity ; for a which all former ages had left to the

reward was offered by almost every deep politicians of this age and na-

city and sea port in that part of the tion, and a refinement which our

island, for encouraging seamen to honest plain tars could no way corn-

enter into his majesty's service ; and prehend.

I believe they did furnish more than It was this, Sir, that made pressing

their quota, in proportion to their F so necessary, for when our experi-

tradc, or to their number of people. enced seamen heard that none ot the

Yet nevertheless many honest men ships taken were to be condemned as

were forced away from their families lawful prizes, and consequently that

by this method of pressing, and some they were to have no lhare in the

who were really no seamen ; nor produce of the ship or cargo they

could they meet with any relief, tho' had perhaps ventured their lives for,

complaints were made and petitions q they naturally and very sensibly rea-

presented in their favour. soned with themselves, what signify

Whether the fame n.ethods have the rewards offered for entering into

been practised in other parts of the the government's service, since we

kingdom is what I do not know, Sir, can expect nothing but our pay ;

who tat



 

THE

PREFACE.

F our numerous and judicious Readers,

who have every Month so greatly in

creased, had not a Right to expect a

Preface, as a kind of annual Homage or

Acknowledgement due to them for their

repeated Favours, we should be apt to

drop the Custom, as a Preface can seldom contain any

Thing more than Expressions of our Gratitude, which

is best (hewn by the Continuance of our Diligence to

please.

B y the Assistance of our learned and agreeable Cor

respondents we have been able, particularly this Year,

to give continually some new Subject ; to elucidate some

of the Sciences j to enforce the Principles of Patriotism,

so natural to Englishmen j and to recreate and divert

the Mind with some Sparkles of Wit and Humour, by

way of Relief to those who are fatigued with a close

Application to severe Studies, or serious Business.

Thus far we may speak without the least Breach os

Modesty ; and on our own Behalf, may it suffice to de

clare, that we shall continue to employ all our Endea-

a vouirs



The PREFACE.

vours in procuring and collecting Materials for the In

struction and Entertainment of our Readers : We hope

they observe, that these Endeavours become warmer

every Month, and we are sure they can never languish,

whilst they are encouraged by the Publick Approbation.

The present important Crisis of Affairs in Europe,

and the ticklisti Situation of "our own Country, will of

course afford us an inexhaustible Source of Materials for

the ensuing Year. Before it is expired, may every Bri

tish Bosom, that beats in the Cause of Freedom, find

its most sanguine Hopes gratified in the Establishment of

our Religion and Liberties, upon the most solid Foun

dation. In this Wish we must join, even upon our own

Account.—The LONDON MAGAZINE,

dedicated to the Service of Truth, Liberty, and Virtue,

can no longer flourish, when those amiable and noble

Principles shall cease to be the national Characteristick

of Great-Britain.

Explanation of the FRONTISPIECE.

THE Right Hon. Mr. Pitt (represented under

the Figure of Perseus) flies swiftly to the Relief

of Britannia, who, under the Guise of Andro

meda, rs chained to the Continent, figured by a Rock ;

and, by cutting her Bonds in twain, frees her from the

Distress brought upon her by unnatural Connections,

and delivers her from the fell Monster Corruption,

by whom she is near being devoured.

The
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Thus, Sir, it is evident that, if pleases, without any verbal and for-

we had condemned and appropriated mal declaration or denunciation of

to the captors every one of those war. Naturali jure, says Grotius,

ships, with her cargo, as soon as (he ubi out •uit illata arcetur, out ab et

had been brought into any of our ipso qui deliquit pœna depositor, null*

harbours, it could not have altered requiritiir denunciatio. If then the

the way of thinking at any impartial A captors are not to be allowed to have

court in Europe ; but as to those any right to the prizes already taken,

courts, if there be any, that are par- they can have no right, by the law

tial in savour ps France, our delay- as it now stands, to any prizes that

ing to condemn and appropriate shall be taken before a verbal and

those ships may, in cafe of a war, solemn declaration of war, which

encourage them to take part with may never happen during the pre-

France against us, and it will cer- B sent war ; and consequently every

tainly encourage the court of France seaman must, from the bill now pro-

to persist in their obstinacy, as it is a posed, have a greater temptation to

sign of our being under a pusilani- enter into his majesty's service, thaa

mous sort of timidity, lest we should he can have from the law as it now

be involved in a war with that nati- stands, which must of course'render

on ; for whatever we may do, it is pressing less necessary than it is at

certain, that all other nations be- (j present : And as I have shewn, that

lieve there is some truth in that old the condemning and appropriating

proverb, Audaces foftuna jwvat, or every French ship that shall be taken,

as our facetious Hudibras has it : will contribute rather to prevent thaa

Forfortune Joes thestout jnvare, precipitate a formal declaration of.

But let, the tmidous miscarry. War> 1 hoPe the hoote will imam-

■* mouily concur in ordering the bill

And I wish, that timidity, which in rj to be prepared and brought in.

this cafe has too much inllucnced our

councils, may not have a more fatal The next that spoke tuas M. Ebutius

effect, if an actual war sliould from F.lva, uabo/e Speech «um to tiiit

thence ensue. EffeS.

But why should I fay an actual „. „ ,,
war, Sir ? It is already a time of ac Mr- PrV*"**

tual war between France and us : The g SIR,

French began it as soon as they began A L TH O' I have not the ho-

to erect forts and plant garrisons on Js\. nour to be a minister, or to

our territories in' America. These be let into any of the secrets of his

were acts of hostility, and we have majesty's councils, yet I can easily

at last begun acts of hostility on our guess at his majesty's views in order-

fide, by leizing and detaining their ing his ships of war to make reprisals

ships. Whatever may be thought p upon the French, and to seize aud

by those who have been used to bring in as many of the French ships

the pettyfogging practice in our as they could meet with at sea. As

courts of law, an act of hostility has his majesty has always most wisely

always been deemed, by the law of and most humanely endeavoured to

nature and nations, a real tho' not a preserve the tranquillity of Europe

verbal declaration of war. How in general, as well as of this nation

then can the bill now proposed be in particular, he is never too quick

called a parliamentary declaration of G or too violent in his resentment of

war, when war has already been de- any insult or injury, but the French

clared on both sides, and may cer- had put us to such a great expence,

tainly be carried on by u3, who were and had made such unjust incroach-

folt attacked, as long as his majesty men«
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ments upon us both in the East and West tied to the sole right to all the priies they

indies, that it was not possible to bear it shall afterwards take from the enemy.

»njr longer, without insisting peremptori- ^ say. Sir, that as soon as his majesty

ly upon an adequate satisfaction for what finds there is no further hopes of obtain-

was past, and a proper security against ing satisfaction or security by peaceable

the like in time to come. This his ma- means, or by reprisals, I believe, he will

jesty had long endeavoured to obtain by declare war in the most solemn manner i

regetiation, hut when he found he met ^ and 1 say so, because his majesty has al-

in that way with nothing but delays and ways regarded what is honest and decent

trifling excuses, and that the French, in- more than what is required, or not re

read of osscring satisfaction or security, quired, by strict law ; and even Grotiul

were preparing to lend an armed force to himself has declared, that it is honest and

America for supporting the incroachments decent to declare war in a solemn man'

they had made, he resolved to try if he ner before any direct act of hostility be

could not compel them to agree to those committed, even where it is not required

seasonable terms they had refused to com- by strict law, Vcrum ttitm, says he, ubi

ply with in an amicable manner. With o j„ naturæ mn præcifil talem inttrptllatimtM

this view he sent out his (hips of war with fitri, banestt ttmen et ItuJaiiliter interfmilirt

orders to seize only their king's (hips, But reprizals were never yet reckoned a

and when he found that this was not like direct act of hostility : On the contrary,

to have the desired effect, he then sent it ls by many treaties between indepen-

orders to make reprizals upon their trad- dent nations agreed, that the issuing and

ing (hips wherever they could be met with. executing letters of reprizal shall not be

From hence we may fee, Sir, that it deemed an act of hostility ; for as it is by

was, and yet is, absolutely inconsistent Q those treaties agreed, that no letters ait*

with his majesty's design, to order the marque or icpnzal shall be issued until

ships to be condemned and sold, and the four months after satisfaction has been

produce to be divided among the captors ; demanded in the manner therein prescribe

for if the French court should be prevail- ed, it is of course a mutual concession*

ed on to give the satisfaction and security that, if no satisfaction has been made,

required, all those ships with their car- they may then be issued and executed,

goes are to be restored to them ; and con- without its being deemed an act of hofti-

fequently whilst there are any hopes of Iity, ora breach of the peace subsisting

their being prevailed on to do this, which " between the two nations. And as the

his majesty is the only judge of, no such issuing of orders 01 letters of reprizal may

kill as what is now proposed can be pass- often hereafter become necessary, I hope,

ed into a law. Even the bringing in of it will not be laid down as a maxim, that

such a bill would be made use of by that the officers and seamen who arc to exe-

party in France who are for war, as an cute such orders or letters are to have the

argument for putting a final end to nego- sole right to whatever they take, for in

tiation, and for an immediate declaration that case neither the publick, nor any

of war ; for in all countries, and in France £ private man for whose benefit filch repri*

i than any other, there are those who zals are issued, could ever receive any fa-

delight in war, because it is best adapted tisfaction or reparation of the damage re

fer answering their views of interest or ceived. It would, indeed, render it im-

ambition, and some perhaps because it possible to issue reprizals upon any ac

may perplex those who then happen te count whatsoever, because by their very

have the lead in the administration. But nature, if the captures amount to more

in this country, which so much depends than the damage received, the overplus it

upon trade, I hope there are none who p to be restored to the party from whom

for any selfish views whatever are for pre- they were taken, after deducting the ex-

cipitating their country into a war, whilst pence of taking them. But how is this

there is any hope of its being prevented overplus to be restored, if the whole pro-

by negotiation, and of this hope no man duce of the capture is to be divided among

in this house is so proper, ar can be so the officers and seamen by whom it wai

good a judge as our sovereign, who made ? It could be restored no other

will certainly declare war as soon as he way but at the publick expence, conse-

finda that all such hopes are at an quently the issuing of reprizals would al-

end ; and the moment he declares war, G ways be a loss to the publick, and could

which, I believe, he will do, tho' he never be an advantage to the private men

may not perhaps, by the practice or that had been injured, unless they them-

the law of nations, be obliged to do so, selves had been the captors,

the act of 1739, take* place, and our sea- Thus we may see, Sir, that the law

men will from that moment become inti- which was passed in the year 1739, must

4
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whereas if we can keep out of the our seamen's (hewing so much re-

way of being pressed, our crimps luctancy to the government's service

will procure us employment in the upon the present occasion, notwith-

merchant service, and by the ad- standing the general spirit of resent-

vanced wages we shall make more ment against the treatment we have

by one sliort voyage in that service, received from France : And as little

than we can make by the premium A can we wonder at their not being

and wages allowed by the govern- able to comprehend the meaning of

ment, besides being free from the our taking French (hips, and leaving

danger of being killed or wounded both stiip and cargo to lie rotting in

in the service ? Thus they certainly our harbours ; for it is really beyond

reasoned with themselves, Sir, and the comprehension of most men in

this was the true reason-why so few the kingdom : It is well known that

of them entered voluntarily into the B the cargoes of many of these ships

king's service. Whereas, had the consist of perishable goods, and mull

first ship taken from the French been by this time have become quite use-

declared lawful prize, and (hip and less, or will very soon become so :

cargo delivered to the agents of the No sort of goods can improve by ly-

captors, to be sold for their benefit, ing long on board the (hip ; and

such numbers of able and expert sea- even the (hip herself must grow every

men would have been thereby in- day worse by lying idle in the har-

duced to enter voluntarily into the bour. What advantage then can we

king's service, that, I am convinced, expect by keeping these ships and

we should have had little occasion for cargoes undisposed of Can we sup

pressing. The sea service would then pose that the French court would

have been such a sort of lottery in look upon our selling their (hips, and

which there was more prizes than giving the price to the captors, as a

blanks, and every one would have Dgrcater insult than that of seizing

hoped for the highest prize, as we them ? And if a new treaty (houla

find most people do in t ur land lotte- be set on foot, could we expect that

ries ; but by the method we pursued, they would be satisfied with a resti-

we made the sea-service a lottery tution of the (hips and cargoes, af-

which was all blanks and no prizes, ter both have been spoilt by lying in

and consequently a lottery to which our harbours ? Or if a declared war

no man in his right fenses would vo- E (hoald ensue, would these (hips and

luntarily become a subscriber. Nay, cargoes then sell for as much as they

farther, by refusing to condemn and would have sold for, had they been

dispose of the prizes for the benefit disposed to the highest bidder as soon

of the captors, we raised a spirit of as brought into any of our harbours?

resentment among all our sailors, In (hort, Sir, it is impossible, in

which made them resolve to avoid my opinion, to point out 3ny advan-

the government's service if possible : p tage we can reap by not disposing of

They think they have a right to a these (hips as soon as possible : On

(hare of every prize they take : They the contrary, let the event as to war

could not comprehend the meaning or peace be what it will, our keeping

of our sine drawn politicks upon them till both (hip and cargo are

this occasion ; but on the contrary, damaged, if not destroyed, must be

they looked upon it as a deceitful a national loss ; and if the event of

design to deprive them «f what they q the war sliould be against us, which

had a right to, a right which they God forbid ! it may be a double loss,

had acquired by the loss of their because we may be obliged to restore

blood, and at the risk of their lives. the value of the (hip and cargo as it

We cannot therefore wcrider at was when taken, tho' we go: no

thing
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thing by either. This fine-drawn this power we cannot long- enjoy, if

piece of politicks mull therefore in we go on negotiating, as we have

all events be a disadvantage to us ; cone for some years, whilst France

and the necessity it has laid us under has been incroaching upon our pian

os taking such rigorous methods to tations, and upon our trade in every

press seamen into the government's part of the known world And as

service, is a disadvantage which we A to what the other powers of Europe

have already felt, and must feel eve- may think of the present disputes be-

ry day mere aud more, until such a tween France and us, it is certain

bill as is now moved for be pasted that, if they were to consider only

into a law, and dispersed thro' every the circumstance of our seizing and

part of the British dominions, which detaining the French ships, and c!ap-

1 hope it will be as soon as it can be ping their seruiien up in prison, with-

printed. By this means all the sea- out considering the preceding beha-

men in the kingdom will be apprized, B viour of France towards us, every

that justice is to be from henceforth power of Europe would look upon

done them, and that all the ships that circumstance as an act of holli-

taken from the French are to belong lity, and consequently would con-

to the captors, and to be dispoied of elude us to be the aggressors. But

to the best advantage for their bene- I hope all the powers of Europe have

fit, whether war be in a formal man- a more impartial way of thinking :

ner declared or no. This will re- C I hope (hey will consider all preced-

move that spirit os resentment which ing circumstances, and examine who

has hitherto rendered them so reso- it was that committed the first in-

lnte not to enter voluntarily into the croachment or aggression ; and if

government's service, and then the they do this, they will find that

Motives of f.lf-interest, as well as France has been incroaching upon

of the publick interest, will have their us, and even committing hostilities

due weight, which will certainly di- D against us, both in the East and West,

ininish at least the nc«City we are Indies, almost ever since that which

now under of pressing seamen into was called the definitive treaty of

the government's service j and if it Aix-la-Ch.ip-.-llc, a placewhich seems

should but in the least degree dimi- to be ominous to Lurope, as an infa-

nifh that necessity, it ought to be a mous treaty of p'j.->ce was concluded

prevailing argument for our bring- at the fame place in the year ]663.

ing in and palling, as soon as pofli- E Therefore every court in Europe,

ble, such a biil as is now proposed. that judges impartially, must cob-

As to what negotiations we are elude, that we had a right to epn-

now carrying on, sir,' I do not pre- den.n and appropriate, as well as to

tend to know any thing of them ; seize those ships, by way of reprizal

but this I know, that we have often, for the e.xpcnce we had been, or

of late vears, been negotiating when p might be put to for vindicating our

we ought to have been lighting ; and rights, and repelling those incroach-

if we may judge from the uniform ments that had been made upon us ;

conduct of the court of France in and as to any court in Europe that

all times past, we must conclude, that shall judge partially in savour of

it is in vain for us to expect justice France, rhe bell way, and indeed the

by negotiation : That court never only way, to prevent their openly

did justice tour, or indeed to any q joining agaii.st us was, and Hill is,

other nation, till they were drubbed to shew, that we will vindicate our

into it, and this we have as yet a rights with vigour and resolution

power to do, if our naval strength against whosoever sliall socroach, or

be properly and duly exerted ; but assist in incroaching upon them.

Thus,
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be understood to relate only to those cap- is a question that depends upon the fen-

Hires that are made after a war has been timents of the other courts of Europe,

solemnly declared, and when it may be- and not upon the sentiments of any mem-

come necessary to deolate war, is surely ber, or any number of the members of

a prerogative, that by our constitution this house 5 and as we know nothing of

belongs solely to our sovereign. Whether the sentiments of the other courts of Eu-

our ministers have done right in advising rope, we cannot determine this question ;

his majesty to issue reprisals before he de- consequently we can give his majesty no

clared war, or whether we ought before advice upon the present occasion, much

this time to have declared war, are ques- less can we now determine, that all tbs

lions of quite another nature ! They are ships, taken or to be taken from the

questions, which the parliament may per- French even before a declaration of war

hips have a right to enquire into, in or- ought now, or as soon as brought in, to

der to punish or censure the miniilers, in be condemned, and appropriated to the

cafe it (hould appear, that they have captors. Such * methed of proceeding

given his majesty bad advice ; but I am might, I (hall ant, be some encourage-

sure, they are question's which we are not B ment for our tailors to enter into his ma-

row prepared for dete-mining, nor is it jesty's service ; but no gentleman, I be-

as yet time for us to errer upon such an lievc, wil' lay, that it would entirely pre-

enquiry as must be necessary for deter- vent the necessity of pressing j and if we

mining such questions : In my opinion it could suppose that it would, we are not

would be imprudent, as well as improper surety to unite all the powers of Europe

for us, to enter upon any such enquiry, in a war against us, (or the fake of en-

until peace has bten some way or other couraging the avaricious part of our sailors

restored ; because for determining either Q to enter into his majesty's service : I say,

of these questions, we must have laid be- avaricious, Sir, for such I must calljevery

fore us an account of all the negotiations man, who can be induced by nothing but

that have been carried on since the last the hopes of plunder, to list in the ser-

peace, not only between us and the court vice of his country,

of France, but also between us and every As to the method of pressing, Sir, that

other court of Europe that might think has been practised upon the present occa-

themsclves interested, er obliged to join fion, I (hall admit, that it has been more

with us, or against us, in the impending general than urual upon any common oc»

war. Some gentlemen in this house, O casion, because we had such a small num-

from the laudable warmth of their zeal ber of seamen in the government's fer-

for the honour and interest of their coun- vice, and because it was necessary to fie

try, may be of opinion, that the court of out a much greater number of (hips than

France never do justice to any of their usual upon any common occasion ; but I

neighbours, till they are drubbed into it ; will aver, so far as consists with my infor-

but it is certain, that all the courts of mation, that no g eater severities have

Europe have not the fame opinion of the been practised than have been usual upon

French court, otherwise that nation could £ every occasion. Theimilitary power hat

never propose to have an ally in any war not been employed to press any seaman

they sh mid be engaged in ; and even some into the government's service; but at

ef our neighbours, who are not very apt complaints came from several parts of

to have a good opinion of the court of the united kingdom, especially from Scot-

France, may be in doubt, whether the land, where mobs are more dangerous

French have as yet peremptorily refused, and more mischievous than our mobs ita

or unreasonably delayed to do us justice England, that the pretj-gangs were Lrt

upon the present occasion : Nay, as the „ danger of being mim:ered by the mob,

ground of ihe present debates between * upon these complain'? orders were issued

France and us is far remote from Europe, from the War-office for the military to

and but of a late origin, all or most of protect and defend ihc iiress-gangs against

the courts of Europe may have some any moh, and to suppoir them in every

doubt as to the justice of our demands ; place where they were in danger of bung

and it was, and still is prudent, and even lioiously epp' fed in the performance of

in some degree necessary for us, to give their cuty . and this the nririta y were at

them all possible satisfaction before we the king's subject* chl'ged to 1J0, even

declare war, or act in such a manner, as G tho" they had r.o: been lifted as the king's

if there were a declared war between soldiers. Nay, i' was whar any magi-

France and us. (Irate oPthe place might, and ought to

Now, Sir, as tp what may be deemed have required them to do ; and they

acting in such a manner, as if there were would, have betn guilty of a breach of

a declared war between France and ut, it their duty, both as subjects and soldiers.

Appendix, 1756. 4K if
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if they had refused or neglected to do as entering on board of privateers, where

requirid. they may always expect more plunder.

And as to the practice of pressin,' sea- than they can generally expect by being

men into the government's service being on board his majesty's ships of war, efpe-

authorized by law, Sir, when our sove- tially the large ships, which are never, or

reign thinks tlieie is a necessity for it, but rarely, employed in making prize of

the Hon. gentleman who spoke last would the enemy's trading ships, nutlet the

not have questioned it, had he been well effects ot such a proclamation have been

acquainted with our records, or had he what it would, I have shewn, that it

considered the import of some of our would have been absolutely inconsistent

late acts of parliament. The custom of with the design his majesty had in issuing

pressing seamen is, 1 believe, coeval with orders for reprizals, that it was inconsist-

our monarchy : We have press wanants ent with the very nature of reprizals, and

upon record so far back as the reign of that it might not only have involved us in

Edward the Third ; and it is highly pro- an immedia:e war, but also might have

babie, that the glorious naval victory united all, or most of the powers of Eu-

which he obtained over the French in the " rope, in a war against us.

year 1340, was with a fleet chiefly man- I hope every gentleman will now see,

ned with pressed seamen, who neverthe- Sir, the wisdom of his majesty's conduct

less behaved with such courage and rtso- in ordering these reprizals, and in not

lution, that tho' the French fleet was condemning or appropriating the prizes,

much more numerous, they obtained so It was the most effectual method he could

compleat a victory for their sovereign, take for compelling the French court to

that, os 400 ships the French could save subrnit to reasonable terms without in-

but 30, and it was computed, that they (J volving us in an immediate war ; and he-

had at least 30,000 men killed or drowned fides this design, I must suppose, that he

in the engagement. The antiquity es the had another, equally prudent and salutary,

custom of pressing is therefore a plain which was this : He foresaw that these

proof of its being authorized by common reprizals might not perhaps produce the

law ; for the antient customs of the desired effect : The French might persist

kingdom are a pait of our common law j in refusing to do us justice, so as to ren-

and besides this, it is by implication au- der a declaration cf war necessary : If

thorized by our statute law j for by an act _ they did, we should by means of these

passed in the 13th of his present majesty, " repiizals have a considerable value of

entitled, Ar. Ail fir the Increase us Mari- their property in our hands, which would

tters and Seamen to navigate Merchant SLipi, add to our strength, and we should have

And ether Trading Ships and Vtjsch, it is a great number of their sailors in our pos«

enacted, That several sorts of persons session, whrcii would be a diminution to

therein described, (hall not be impressed their naval power. And by thus delaying

into the service of his majesty, his heirs, a declaration of war till after we had

or successors ; and all interpreters allow, tried every other expedient for obtaining

that when a law prohibits any thing to E justice, we should persuade every court of

be done in certain particular cases, it is Europe, that we were not the aggressors

by implication an autliority for doing it in the war. These, Sir, I take to have

\u all other cases. There is not therefore been his majesty's views ; and they are

t'*i least douht of the practice of pressing all agreeable to his wonted pr udence and

seamen into the king's service being au- magnanimity : But the bill now proposed

thorized by law, when there is a necessity would defeat every one of them : It ha*

for it ; and I am sure, no one will pre- been called a preventive measure, and it

tend to say, that there was not a very p may very properly he called so ; for it

great necessity for it upon the present oc- would prevent its being possible for us to

cssion, or that the fame necessity does not avoid a war ; and I am convinced, it

■slill sub/ist. would have little or no effect in prevent-

Sir, the necessity was so great, that I ing the necessity of pressing,

do not believe it would have been in any We must therefore, Sir, continue this

sensible degree lessened, if his majesty method ot p' ovidinrj men for hb majesty's

iiad at first by proclamation declared, navy, untis al! the llilps we have occasion

£aat all prizes taken from the French to fit out, have got their full complement j

sliouid belong to the captors ; for every G and if any act of oppression has been, or

>one knows how apt our seamen are, at ssiall be committed, we have proper ma-

the eve of a war, to keep industriously gistrates for the oppressed to have recourse

out of the government's service, in order .to, where they will certainly meet with

10 embrace the opportunity of having redress, if their complaints appear to be

Jbigh wages from the merchants, or of well founded ; and if the inferior ma

gistrate1
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gistrate should neglect or refuse to give many plausible and false deductions, may

rediesi), the superior courts would cer- be rnswered to the conviction of plain

tainly pnnisll him, as well as give relief reason, without puzzling our minds about

and ample satisfaction to the party thus various and complex ideas, or any of

doubly injured. Such complaints should that metaphysical jargon tliat has raised

never therefore be mentioned in this so many disputes, and done so much hurt

house, unless it were done with a view to in 'he world. Revelation is made as

enquire into the conduit of seme minister, A P'a'n ,0 reason as is necessary for any use-

or superior magistrate, who is above every iul purpose, for the right ordering of our

tribunal but that of che high court of minds, and the obtaining our own happi-

parliament j and if there were now any ness, which is the great end of our crea-

such design, it could be no argument for rion ; to know more, supposing our rea-

bringing in such a bill as is now proposed j son uas augmented, would only serve to

for to agree to such a bill for such a rea- amuse our minds with vain and unprofi-

fon, would be a running the nation into table speculations, and to draw off our

a misfortune, which the parliament could atrer.tion from those important duties of

not rectify, in order to free it from, or to ** life which we ought to practise : To ask

prevent a misfortune, which the parlia- why we have not superior faculties given

merit may rectify whenever it pleases. us, is to wander strangely from reason,

[Tiii Journal to he continued in cur for we may as well ask why we were cre-

Magazine/Vr the Month of January.] »ted at all, or why created mortal ? Be

sides, how can we presume to a(k for

S*S'S*v^8**'S!S8rS>3-S#ft;K';3HJffll more when we already have enough? We

have faculties adequate to our station, and

(J sufficient for our purposes if we would

use them properly ; but if we abuse what

Knnv then thyself j presume not God to f an, we have, we should do the same if we had

Ihe proper study of mankind it man. Pope. more, and by that means increase our er

rors and our guilt : And here in these

"IS, presumptuous reasoners appears a glaring

SELF-Knowledge is the only sure pre- absurdity, they complain of the weakness

. servative against error j and that we of their faculties, and yet attempt to un-

may acquire this knowledge it is necessary ravel incomprehensible mysteries.

«o be informed how far reason extends, ° what wou]t1 this man ; Now upward

and how to make a proper use of it : If would he soar,

we presume too much on the strength of Ap(j |ittle icss ,han angel, would be more ;

our intellectual powers, and endeavour Now looking downwards just as giiev'd

to comprehend and judge of the dispen- appears,

rations of inscrutable and infinite wisdom To waV.t the' strength of bulls, the fur of

by our finite understandings ; if we sec bears. PorE.

Up imperfection for infallibility, our boast

ed reason will deceive us, and subject us E Thus by attempting to rxtend our facul-

to the caprice of paslion, the absurdity of ties beyond the limits of reason, we only

opinion, and the blindness of error. Theie exposcour weakness: The tiuth is, we are

are matters confessedly above the reach of so fat frem being capable of investigating

our capacities, and tbei esore they must be matters which are not designed as objects

considered as objects of faith and not en- of cur enquir y, that we are scarce able

quiry : Nor is there in this assertion any to come to the knowledge of ourselves:

thing that shocks or contradicts our rea- Ler those who presume to set up reason as

son, for faith is an act of reason which „ an infallible test whereby we are to judge

assents to doctrines above our comprehen- * of things divine as w ell as human, give

fion, because they are revelled to us by a us some proof os this bsasted faculty by

bdng omniscient and infallible *. If the their own practise: Let them give us

existence and attributes of the Deiiy are such instances of the strength of reason

allowed, how absurd and unreasonable is by subduing their passions, regulating

it to doubt the truth of what he reveals to their minds, and preserving an uniform

US ? It is no less absurd and unreasonable propriety in their conduct, as may jus.ify

to ask why these inscrutable mysteries are their pretensions to greater abilities and

not reduced to the standard of mortal Q deeper penetration th.m the rest of man-

reason, or to demand why we have not kind. Instead of 'his we sire them sedu-

facuities bestowed upon us sufficient to ced by the same passion' with other men j

investigate them f These presumptuous these mighty reasoneis are often forced

questions, on which atheists enl.irgc so to descend from their airy speculations by

much, and from which they make so the call of some importunate aspetite.

4 K 2 ' Shall

* Faith has lien h firm defined, differently ftom aur urnfpcndtiU, to betfmply, the assent of

the Mind, to the truth if a proposition.
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.Shall then a child of passion, a being tivate reason properly, to consult ants

whose reason and whose faculties are cir- pursue her dictates, is the sure means of

cumsenbed, and who carnot regulate his attaining all that knowledge which can

own life, presume to judge infinite wis- conduce to our profit and happiness in

dom, or censure and correct the decree* the sphere we are placed in j we have no

of Providence ? Shall he pretend to give business to make excursions beyond the

light to others who has wilfully blinded limits marked out for us. We shall find

himself ? ^ sufficient employment for our reason, in

In pride, in reas'ning pride their error lies, subduing our passions, rectifying our mis-

Who quit their sphere, and rustl into the "ken °P»"°i«, and "» arming ourselves

skiet. Popi. against the arrows of adversity. Until we

have done this, it is vain to boast of ac-

It is this predominant and fatal passion, quiring knowledge ; all the books that

this perpetual source of vice and folly, we have read, all the observations that

that makes men form a wrong judgment we have made, are of no use, unless we

of their powers, and endeavour to delude have previously enquired into ourselves,

the rest of the world. But the common That monarch would be deemed a fool,

fense of mankind, and that reason which B who should march out to invade foreign

they pretend to set up for their guide, territories, and leave behind an intestine

baffle their own attempts : Add to this foe, which in his absence might subdue

the authority of the greatest and wisest and overturn his own dominions : Thus

men in all ages : Newton, for instance, if we neglect the study of ourselves,

whose strength of genius, and whose while we are busied in abstruse enquiry,

power of investigating nature have not or curious speculation, some passion that

yet been equalled, confessed his inability lies lurking in our hearts, some unforeseen

to reduce divine mysteries to human com- p even trivial misfortunes which we are not

prehension j after having exalted reason prepared against, may baffle our boasted

and philosophy as high as they could go, wisdom, ai-.d destroy the air-built system

the gieat man wisely stopped. He be- of our philosophy.

lieved and adored those truths which his The sure way to acquire true wisdom is

knowledge, vast as it was, could not ex- to distiust our own abilities, and to make

plain : He saw such a beautiful and wise ourselves sensible of our weakness ; for

regulation in the system of nature, such this will naturally prompt us to employ

a just and good disposition in the order of our faculties upon ourselves, to correct

things, as far as the light of reason could D the imperfections of our minds and to

carry him, that he made not the least regulate those passions which would o»

doubt of the truth of those mysteries therwise obstruct usi When we have

which he could not examine by the fame done this, we stand upon a firm founds-

light, because he knew they proceeded tion, and may then safely suffer our intel-

from the same fountain, and the same lectual powers to take a wider range in

infallible Author, Pope in his admirable the fields of science. For want os know-

essay has, with uncommon penetration and ing themselves, men of great parts often,

solidity of thought, described thetruelimits c mistake the measure and application of

of human reason, and exposed the folly their abilities ; they may be very well ac*

and ignorance of those men who presume quainted with human nature, with all

to explain the divine nature, without the passions, views, and foibles of man-

knowing tlieir own, A:id if these great kind, and may have great experience and

irien, who posscsstd such mighty powers knowledge of the world, and yet be

of reason, were sensible of its weakness, themselves suhject to errors and to vices,

what pretensions can the puny philoso- No man can attain to any degree of right

phers of this age have to boast of its suf- •* knowledge till he has divested himself ot

<i:iency, or to extend it beyond the li. that fjlf-partislity which is the offspring

mits prescribed ? of pride, and which will always produce)

Hope humbly then ; with trembling pi. erroneous sentiments, :
nions soar J What are we then to confine all oor »t-

Wait the great Teacher Death, and God tention to ourselves, and so continue ig.

adore. Pops. norant of the world and mankind ? tar

from it: Self-knowledge is recommended

Altho' the abuse of reason is thus pro. as the beit method to ex'end our ideas

ductive of ignorance and folly j yet it is farther, and with more advantage too 1

certain as Seneca observes, that right reason *J Every victory over our passions adds new

is the perfection of human nature i It is vigour to our minds, and the moie wo

the faculty of distinguishing right from are acquainted with ourselves the better

wt»ng, *nd truth from ujihuod ; To cu<» able Cull we be to judge of others. Exam

ple*
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pics it is true may he produced of men careful not to detach the idea of greatness)

who have given shining proofs of their a- from goodness, and not to pay that la

bilities, and who have even initructed the gard to abilities which vim-e alone can

worM by their writings, and yet whose claim ; we should esleem not'n.ng but what

lives are by no means conformable lo contributes to virtue, and regard r.o

their precepts : But how much more use- knowledge but what begins with our-

ful and amiable might they have been, selves, accordirg to the maxims convey«d

had they illustrated their doctrines by in these admii able line* :

their conduct, and added strength and Th>t v|r(ue onI>. mal(e5 our b|iss hcJow>

authority to their knowledge, by the prac- AnJ M ous knowiei,3e is ourselvcs to

tice of virue. Abilities as well as riches, know Port.

or any of those advantages which make _. . '
some men superior to the rest *f their Birmingham, Dec. 1756.

species, must be accounted for, and ought In mr M„azi„( ror /„« r«,r, p. 571, m

to be used for the good of society 1 They a Melkotj j„ freotTti„ ,hl ttrrilb

who possess them ought to employ them Cotscauwc, cs ihc Silt cf a mad Do* i.
in the cause of virtue, and by conquering H tbtJ]j[ttm 6y Mrrcll.y . „j aS Maiil

their own vices teach other men their du- fmi rml t0 t, hram,t a„d w-.tt t0 lt
ly. The abuse of great parts is one of Jhum t tvtry ^ptixciry w ,b, Cuntry,

the greatest crimes we can commit, for ,ut shallJ»r the S.ihe if M,wh~*,i, rive she

by this we suffer ourselves to be tainted frllwhr E-ctraft from a P*r.,kict laid,

by vicious habits, and then by our exam- pMilhrH, imdrd, An easy, sliorr, a„d

pie we corrupt others. If men would cer(ain Mcthod of (reatine Persons Sit

but endeavour to know themselves, would by mad Animals, by OamU A CUifrl,

they but take pains to exercise their rea- Q of the Society af jesus> Apctl„-caiy to

son, all those false opinions and prejudices the Mission of Pt,„j,cl,[rry in t!le E «.

that blind and mislead them might scon Irdiet.

be removed : Just Providence has bestow-
ed upon every man faculties sufficient to Hp HE author declares that, by the rne-

mike him good and happy in a proper * thod he 8'ves. «* has since 1740.

station. Truth and virtue are attainable treated, with equal success, men, women,

by all ; why then should we envy abilities children, Indians, Portugucze, blacks,

when we fee them so often abused ? Why _ Melattoei, and Armenians, more in

should we admire the intellectual powers D number than 300 persons, without one

of that man who cannot conduct himself of them beinS afflicted with the least

right, or make himself happy? Men create symptom of madness. And his method

their own miseries, by giving those reins be 8,ves us as follows,

to imagination and opinion which reason 1 beS'n w"h rubbing a dram of mer-

sliould hold ; we h*ve the means of hap- cunal ointment upon the wounded part,

pinefs in our own hands, and yet we k«P'ng °P™ *■ wound, as much a>

foolishly place them in the power of o- possible, "> order that the ointment may

thers : What is this but mistaking the sha- R Penetra,e int0 } he next dar 1 rcP"c

dow for the substance, and giving up the the un«'on °n »« the blt,t:n member, and

rights and privileges of reason? And Pur«e m» Patient a dram of tl,e

what is the eternal consequence, but con- mercurial pills. The third day, after

fusion and calamity > rubbing in the ointment only on the bit.

Jt is evident, that all those wrong opi- ten Part' 1 Kivc him a (mM mercurial bo-

nions, and rash conclusions, that lead us ,us- or the four,h Part of ,he dose abov«

into error, proceed from our not knowing P mentioned. I continue thus for ten day*

ourselves ; hence that too much presump- r to rub ,n adracbn> of the ointment every

tion on the strength of our faculties which morning, and to give the laxat.ve bolus,

emboldens us to attempt matters impoffi- wh,ch commonly procures the patient two

ble for reason to solve, and which is the or threc stcols' and hinders the mercury

cause of some infidelity. Hence likewise from affecting the upper parts. At the

for much diffidence and indolence, that cnd of ten da>"> } P"'8e aSa'n w"h the

imbecility of mind which depresses our same P'"s' and d,lm,ss tlle P"ient.

reason, and makes us submit soignomini- H' Mircvkiai Pills.

ously to the tyranny of opinion and cus-G • Three drachms of Crude Mercury, ex

tern. True wisdom consists in preserving tinguished in a drachm of Turpentine,

ourselves from the influence of these per- Choice rhubarb, T
nicious errors, in subduing that pride Colloquintida in powder, > . ?,WO

which will always mislead us, and in ex- Cutta gamba, J drachms.

, erting that reason which teaches us the 1 make up the whole with a sufficient

noble science to be good, We should be quantity of clarified hgney. The dose

cue draclun, Mia
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Mercurial Ointmxht. follows. To relieve the women, to whom

One ounce of Crude Mercury, extin- this misfortune had happened, I ordered

gmfhed in two drachms of turpentine. some of the mercurial ointment to be

Mutton suet, three ounces. rubbed into each of their arms that had

M»ke an ointment of the whole. been bit. The eldest of the two, who as

The quantity to be rubbed in at every she was bitten first, ran the greatest risk,

unction in this disease, is one drachm. was very careful to come every clay for

I make use of mutton suet here, because A my medicines after having bathed herself

the heat of the climate hinders the hog's- in the sea. I treated her in the manner

lard from having the consistence neces- before-mentioned. She was purged the

fary lor an ointment. first and twelfth day with a drachm of the

The method I have described, and the mercurial pills : In the interval she took

Time mentioned, are only proper for daily a small mercurial bolus, and had

those who come to be taken care of im- every day too a drachm of the mercurial

mediately after being bit : For, when two ointment rubbed into the bitten arm.

or three weeks have passed after the bite, _ This woman had three or four stools a

it is evident, we must increase the dose " day, and during the whole time of the

of the medicines, and continue the use cure I observed no other sensible effect

of them for a longer time ; because the of the medicines. She had a good appe-

disefc has taken deeper root. It is not tite, was usually employed in her domes-

necessary to observe, that tin dose must tick affairs, had not the least appearance

be lessened to children in proportion to of a salivation ; and has always enjoyed

their age. For them ; I cause small good health for the two years and a half

quantities of the ointment to be rubbed in since this accident happened. It was not

every day for 15 days, and purge them C ^° with the 1 ther woman who was bit:

once in three dr.ys with syrup of rhubarb. She came to me the t>vo first days, but

I have remarked, that children and did r>t return sftci for thv-e 0: four days :

young people arc, in general, more fus- I sent for her, and upbraided her with it,

ceptiMe of the venom of this disease than acquainted her with tl>a danger which

those of an advanced age. threatened her, if she lest off using the

As to regimen, I forbid my patients the medicines. She submitted to a third unc-

tjse of things tart or acid, and all crude tion. then left off coming ; contenting*

meats, or such as aje hard to digest. For t-. herself with s;oing to bathe in the sea

the rest, I give them entire Iioety to eat twice a day, for 15 or 10 Days. She

what they please. Bathing in the sea has now thought herself free from danger,

hitherto been look' d upon as an infallible by her bath.ogs, because she had been

preservative against the rabies The ex- well cnoue.li in health to the seventh of

perience which I have had os it in nil May, at night, which was the 39th day

those patients who were not trea'c i ac- ir nil vhe bite i But she then began to feel

cording to my new method, has pr .wH a heavy pain in her head, as she informed

to me the falsity of that opinion. Tncy me by message. 1 sent her half a drachm

bathed themselves every day ir, the sea, E of ointment to make a slight unction up-

but to no purpose : Not one of them sur- on the arm that had been bit, defiling (he

vived the bite longer than 30 or 33 Jays. would come to me next morning. She

1 do not, however, disapprove of these came after having bathed in the sea. She

bathings where they serve to quiet the owned she was much afraid she was in*

minda of the patients : Betides, the In- fected with the fame disease as the boy

dians usually bathe themselves every day, who had bit her. I endeavoured to inspire

We are situated here on the lea-shore, her with confidence, tho' I considered

and it is a matter cf indifference whether p. the pain of her head as a symptom of ap-

a few waves of sea-water pass over their proaching madness. It is true that 30

bodies, or they wash themselves in a pond. days is the usual time before the Rabies

In this hot country there is po danger of commonly shews itself, but the delay of

an ouitiuctcd perspiration or plurilics. If nine days might be occasioned by the three

I were at a greater distance from the sea- unctions she made use of at the beginning,

coast, and in a cold country, I would Be that as it will, I made her take a

have nothing to do with such sort of re- drachm of mercurial pills. She vomited

medics, which I look upon as entirely twice, and was purged nine or ten times,

useless in the cure of this disease. (J Next day, having bathed herself well in

After which he gives the cafe of two wo- the sea, (for (he had such a fancy for th'n

men that were bit by a boy, their relation, bathing, that I let her use it as much aa

about five hours btfore he died raving she pleased) she came, and told me, that,

mad of this distemper, one of whom was notwithstanding her being well purged,

•tout 6c years old, and the other 30, as she was not relieved of the pain and hea

viness
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vlness in her head : Thas her head was

become insensible, ard like a piece of

wood (these were her own words). She

added, chat she had pains in her neck,

breast, belly, and particularly all down

her back. I gave her a laxative mercurial

bolus, and ordered three drachms of the

ointment to be rubbed into her back, and

the arm which had been bit. The day

following, May 10, I repeated both those.

A cup of water, which I made them pre

sent to her, raised her stomach, and made

her draw back : Nevertheless, by my

persuasion, she overcame her reluctancy,

and drank a little of it, and threw it up

again by vomit. The Hydrophobia cha

racterised the disease too plainly to doubt

it is being the true rabies. It is usual

for those who have this last symptom to

die the same day, or the day following ;

which I have learned from frequent ex

perience. The business most pressing,

was to procure the sacraments to be ad

ministered to her. After this, without

despairing of a cure, I caused to be rub

bed in, at night, three drachms of mer

curial ointment over her whole body.

Next morning it was repeated : At this

time the patient kept herself in a corner

of the chamber, and would neither eat

nor drink. Under these circumstances a

salivation began, which 1 looked on as a

favourable omen. I repeated the unction

again at night, with three drachms of

ointment: In the night-time she salivated

much, and next day sound her head con

siderably relieved. Two slight unctions,

which were afterwards made with two

drachms of ointment each rime, kept up

a plentiful sal.vation all that day. The

day following, which was Sunday,

May 13, stie found herself so well, that

she went to bathe in the sea : Sh» came

also to hear mass, and to ask medicines of

me. The sight of her, and the change

in her condition, surprised me agreeably.

I had the curiosity td try if the Hydro

phobia was gone : She drank, tho', in

deed with much difficulty, half a cip of

water. I again repeated the unctions,

(but made them slighter) morning and

evening, tor two days longer. The se

cond r'av, at m^r'it, there came on a

dysentericl: purcing. I was not in the

least alarmed at it ■. 1 strengthened the

patient inwardly with a little confection

of Hyacinth. The saliva-ion, purging

and dysentery cm- nued u-;il next day ;

when, not observing any further signs of

illness, and the Hydrophobia being quite

gone, I gave he- an onr.ee of Ca'holicon,

made with a dou'ilr quantity of rhubarb,

\vhich purgvd her rrn'iy, and stopped the

dysentery and purging, occasioned by the

3
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mercury. At night she took a dose of

Diascordium, and next day repeated the

same remedies morning and evening. Last

ly, by means of an astringent gargle, I

fastened the patient's teeth, which had

been a little loosened, and she did not

lose one of them. The cure was, in this

\ manner, happily compleated. She is now

in perfect health.

A Stall of the Chief political Contestt that

have happened thii Tear amongst ut, take*

from some of the Pamphlets lately puvlijbed.

Continuedfrom p. 571.

»"|->0 this the author of the fourth Let-

1 ter replies, That ministers in Eng-

1 land know, that the p 1 may re

quire the papers of their transactions ca

be laid before them ; wherefore the face

of a negotiation is made, by memorials

and orders to ambassadors, to represent

something very different from the secret

springs and secret manner of accomplish

ing the business, as he has reason to be-

-< lieve was done in negotiating this verjr

"affair. First, Because tho' these men had

been in prison almost two years from

their first captivity, and tho' remon

strances had been repeatedly made on that

head f;om America, to the m r in

England, no notice had been taken rf the

imprisonment of our British subjects to

the court of France by that of England.

) Secondly, Because tho' lcrd Albemarle

had the letter from these men, giving an

account of their imprisonment in the

month of November, he never made -my

application for their being released till the

beginning of March. Thirdly, Brcause

no satisfaction was ever m-rfe tor the in

sult, nor the prisoner* effects ever re-

f stored or paid for, tho' no hoflilities

against France were commi'ted for two

years after these men were released. And

Fourthly, Because the French court in

their memorial of justification expressly

fay, that lord Alhemaile snllicited the te-

leastment of these men without any com

plaint as to the cause of their imprison*

^ ment ; and upon their bein^ released,

' returned thanks to the marine minister of

Franc**, as for a personal favour done to

himself; which memorial, tho' delivered

to all the courts, and published in all the

countries of Europe, has nevtr been an

swerer! by our m rs. Fiom all which

the author concludes, that the reieale-

ment of these men was in reality re-

j quested as a savour, and not demanded

as a rif;ht.

To what has been said upon this sub

ject by these two champions, we shall add

a piece us history lately given ut by Dr.

Djuglass, in his iumatutry, hst:r:c.:l and

f,..ticJ,
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fell tic.;?, os our Settlement! in America, as vernmenea. With thi» view the governor

follows. of Pensylvania is labouring with the af-

• " There U a track of valuable land fembly to have some place of strength,

west southerly from Pensylvania : Pensyl- security, or retreat for our Indian traders,

vania, in the grant, extends five degrees under the name of a trading or truck-

W. from Delaware river, and takes a con- house ; the Indians have given their con

siderable (hare of lake Erie, and wiihin sent to this scheme, which they never

which hour.dj, since the late peace, the ^ granted to the French ; it will be a diffi-

French have erected a fortification with a cult matter to persuades quaker- assembly

view of cljiming that country, as for- into any thing, where a military strength

tnerly they r^uih a fort at Crown-point, or security is implied,

to fix a daim to the counrry of lake We may observe, that some part of

Champlain. Our Indian t aders inform these Indian lands W. southerly of Pen-

os, that hc-low lake Erie, upon the river . sylvania, to the quantity of 600,000

Ohio, called by the French La Belle Ri- acres, have, a year or two ago, been

viere, and the great river Ouabache, D granted by the crown to a company of

which jointly i*ll into the grand river of " gentlemen in Virginia, fiee of quit rent

tVIissiff-pi, are the most valuable lands in for twenty-one years ; in the prayer of

all Armric.i. and extend 500 to 600 miles their petition, they propose the settling

in a level rich foil Luckily for us, the and cultivating the f.ime, as well as ta

French, last war, not being capable of carry on trade with the Indians, The)

supplying 'he Indians of those rivers with whole of this affair is now represented ac

gcKx'i sufficient, these Indians dealt with home to the ministry, by the governor of

our rrarie-rs and a numher of them came Pensylvania."

to Philadelphia to treat with the English ; C As to the grant mentioned in this piece

hitherto they have faithfully observed of history, it was n.ade to several gentle*

their new alliance : These Indians are men in London as well as Virginia, at

called the Twichetwhees, a large na'isn, the head of whom was an eminent quaker

mu.h superior in numbers to all our Six of this city ; and this has likewise occa-

Nations, and indep' ndent of them. This fioned a contest between our two cham-

gave the government of Canada much pions j but as their chief difference is

uneasiness, that so considerable a body of only in thtir manner of stating the fact,

Indians with their territory, trade, and we have no occasion to take any further

iP'o the Mississippi, should be lopt notice of it than by observing, that ai the

fro.n them ; accordingly the governor of fact is stated by the advocate for the mi

Canada in the autumn 1750, wrote to nistry, the giant to the company, called

the governors of New-York and Pensyl- the Ohio Company, seems to have been

vania. acquain.ing them, that our Indian defeated by our governor of Virginia"!

traders bad incroached so far on their ter- having made grants to private persons,

ritones by trading with their Indians, which interfere with the grant to the

that if they did not desist, lie should be company, and by claims set up by our

obliged to apprehend them, wherever they E colony of Pensylvania with regard to li-

should be sound within these bounds j mits.

accordingly in the spring 1751, some The author cs the fourth Letter ha*.

French parties with their Indians, seized ing, in that and some of his former,

three of our tiaders. and confined them raised several objections to the methods

in Montreal or Queheck : The Twitches- taken for intercepting the French squa-

whees, our late allies, resented this, and drons that sailed from, and returned to

immediately rendezvoused to the number Brest in 1755, lira antagonist, after re-

of 5C0 or 600, and scoured the woods p marking, that in all very distant expedi-

til) they found three French traders, and tions, the commander in chief is, and

delivered them up to the government of must be intrusted with a 'discretionary

Pensylvania. Here the matter rests, and power to chuse and vary his stations, and

waits for an accommodation betwixt our that whenever an administration makes

governor and the French governor, as to use of means duly proportioned to the

exchange of prisoners ; and as to the end proposed, and chuses for obtaining

main point of the question, in such cases such end, men of acknowledged abilities

the Fi ench never cede rill drubbed into it in their profession, fully instructed and

by a war, and confirmed by a subsequent G empowered to act, they have done their

peace. However, it is probable, that in duty, answers as follows : " If our vice-

si sew years our settlements, if well at- admiral could not intercept the whole

tended to, will be carried thither, if with French fleet, either in its passage to

the protection of the Indians of that na- North-America, or in its return to Eu-

liun, they aic countenanced by our go- rope: Is the Atlantick no wider than the

channel

• Sec Dcvgbjii History of Kir.I- America, f. W], 218. nttt.
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channel between Dover and Calais ? Are

there no storms to vex, no dark nights,

no excessive and continuing fogs to ob

scure that immense ocean, and to render

the taking, or even seeing an enemy's

ships, impossible ? But they did not all

escape his vigilance. Both squadrons saw

and fell in with each other more than

once on the American coast 5 tho' the

fogs, so frequent and thick in that lati

tude, separated them before they could

come near enough to engage. One part,

tiowever, he came up with, and took two

ships, the Alcide and the Lys, of 64.

guns each, the Utter having on board

four companies of the queen's regiment,

four of the regiment of Languedoc ; and,

divided betwixt both, about seven thou

sand six hundred pounds sterling, for the

payment of the troops.

Mr. Boscawen was joined, on the eist

of June, by rear-admiral Holburne. The

fame day he advanced within a mile of

Louisbourg harbour, and seeing there four

large ships and two frigates, he knew

that Monsieur du Perrier had outsailed

him, and was safe in port. He then pro

ceeded to his rendezvous, being the best

adapted for preventing the squadron, un

der Monsieur (de la Motte, from getting

into the Gulph of St. Lawrence ; tho'

this too, under cover of fogs and by hard

gales of wind, had the good fortune to

arrive at the place of its destination. The

ships, under Mr. Boseawen's command,

becoming now very sickly, he went to

Halifax, there to fend on shore and refresh

the sailors that were no longer fit for ser

vice : And he left rear-admiral Holburne,

with five or six ships, cruizing off Louis-

bourg. But the fame distempers began to

discover themselves, and to spread amongst

this part of our fleet likewise ; Mr. Hol

burne burying no less than two hundred

men out of his own ship ; and, in the

whole squadron, we lost upwards of two

thousand. This was owing to the seve

rity of the weather at their first coming

upon the coast, and to the pernicious hu

midity of the fogs, which commonly in

flames and renders mortal the fever at

tending seamen, at the first fitting out of

a fleet.

That part of the Freaerr squadron,

which had gone to Quebec, escaped back

to Europe in the month of September,

thro' the Strcight of Belleifle. By this

flreiglit is to be understood the channel,

which separates Newfoundland from the

continent of America, running north

west and south-west ; an unfrequented

and very hazardous navigation, which

had never before bean attempted by any

fleet or squadron of ships. Whilst Mr,

Appendix, 1756*
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Holburne continued cruizing befare Louis-

bourg, the strong gales of wind at the

fall of the year, often drove him many

leagues fb leeward, which gave the

French an opportunity of coming out aa

they did. On the 10th of September he

came up with three of their ships, one of

a which separated from the rest and waa

chaced, tho' she could not be overtaken

by the Centurion and Litchfield. The

Edinburgh, Dunkirk, and Norwich, pur

sued the other two, and the Dunkirk

came near them, but directly (o wind

ward j so that, as there was no prospect;

of assistance from the rest, (he was called

off by the admiral. The other ship that

B had been left at Louisbourg, I mean that

Esperanee of 74 guns, was taken in bet

return to Brest by some of those under

the command of rear-admiral West."

To the first of the above remarks the

other replies thus t " Now, Sir, no ad

miral is ever intrusted with discretionary

power to chuse his stations, or to vary

q them, but as he receives intelligence from

the Admiralty. All orders are given to

cruize between two specified latitudes and

two longitudes, as near as they can ob

serve the latter ; or so many leagues to

eastward, westward, or some other bear

ing from a cape of land or sea coast ; and

no indulgence is ever given to depart from

the extremes of this station, but on abso-

D lute necessity. Thus there is no distinc

tion to be made between general and par

ticular orders, and all the discretionary

part given to the admiral is the choice be*

tween the extremes. And in this man

ner the orders were given to Mr. Bof«

cawen and to Mr.Hawke j and therefore

you cannot avail yourself of this evasive

£ selfhood to defend the m r : For un.

less you can prove, that either of these

gentlemen have exceeded the limits given

them in their orders, the whole charge

still rests on the m—e m r, who

only has discretionary power, with which

the present head of the A y is re

markably endowed, to chuse their stations,

p and who is supposed best to understand

in what manner the service commanders

are sent upon is to be accomplished."

And to the second remark he replies

thus 1 " Tell me, was Mr. Braddock ac

knowledged to possess abilities for a gene*

ral, who had never commanded at any

one place ; or, as I have been informed,

seen any one action ? Was Mr. S——y,

bred to the law, a proper person to be

put at the head of an army ? Here, at

least, the m -r sailed in his choice of

men } you shall see how he did in means,

immediately."

A little a/ter which he goes on a* so).

4 L lcv.s 1
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low3 : " Had the ocean heen as wide as ships j. But had it not by single (hips ?

the universe, it would have been of no Now let me suppose you saw another rea-

effect to prevent their being taken, is soner as clear-headed as yourself, pass

evident from your own account : Because thro' a door, would not you conclude,

you say, " the two fleet9 saw and fell in that twenty such clever fellows might pass

with each other more than once." That the fame way one after another ? The

storms did not vex bur fleet, or prevent m em r ought to have known, in

theirs from being seen, you and the ac- consequence of the duty of his high corn-

count from the admiral confirm, who miflion, that single ships of war had past

mentions nothing of that nature ; and that way ; and he ought to have had un-

the nights in that part of the world are demanding enough also to have inferred,

so short at that time of the year, that no that twenty mitcht have done it for the

fleet can sail thro' another, between sun- same reason. For ships, tho' in a squa-

set and sun-rising, so as to be out os sight, dron, are not obliged to sail a breast,

or out of reach of it in the morning. But however, the' their ships escaped

Their escape is to be placed to that ac- Mr. Holbourne, you gave us great corn-

count, to which the admiral ascribes it, B fort in assuring us he paid them going in

" the fsg prevented him." A fog contt- another way ; hechaced one that could ntt

Sluing a month, perhaps two, as tfftflu- beovertaktn , and the Edinburgh, Gun-

ally concealing ships as the darkest night : kirk, and Norwich, pursued two others.

These fogs in that pait of the world are which -were not to'be overtaken,

not uncertain meteors, which come and you fay, ** the Dunkirk came near them,

go at no settled time, as in this island ; but directly to windward j" which was to

but as regular in those months in which windward, the Dunkirk, or the French,

the French fleet past those parts, as the q for you do not determine ? If the Dun-

monsoons or trade winds in other lati- kirk, then, had she continued the pursuit

tudes ; and as well known so to be by all with the two others, probably the French

seamen who understand the nature of hid been taken by sailing before the wind j

their profession. Why then was our fleet and if they had been pursued and over

rent to meet that of the enemy in those taken already by turning to windward,

seas ? Was it thro' ignorance, or design in either cafe, why were they called off"

in the m e m r ? Is this becoming by the admiral f If this story be true, I

the knowledge or integrity which ought to am afraid you have brought Mr. Hol-

residu in the head of the A y ? Is " bourne into a more criminal behaviour

there a deience for this behaviour con- than Mr. Byng has been reported to be j

cealed amongst your ivarranlaiU, juji, and because I do not fee how you will clear

reasonable instructions ? And here I can- the admiral's conduct in calling off tbrtt

not avoid remarking your design of saying English men of war from engaging with

what has been already confuted in rela- tvio French, when they were so near as to

tion to the orders given by the A——y be all in fight of each other 4 and the

to the commanding officers ; it was visi- English had overrunned the French in the

h'.y to remove the blame of chusing this ]? chace. Are not three English ships of

mistaken station from the m e m r, war a match for two French ? I hops

and to lay it on the admiral, to save the you will reason the same in the case of

guilty by accusing the innocent. Is this Mr. Byng ; as to be sure this is said for

an action becoming the man, who sets the fake of truth, and not serving any

out with saying, he hat mo Cause to serve cause but that of your Country. The French

tut that of Truth and bil Country f attempts then, were not frustrated by this

After this, you give an account of Expedition ; and now the whole advan-

taking two Fiench ships, and fay nothing _, tage reaped from this expensive equip-

©f losing one of our own ; of taking menr, when it comes to be summed up

eight companies of French soldiers, and together, was taking* two French ships,

seven thousand sis hundred pounds sterl- and losing one of our win ; taking a tbou-

ing of their money. And then instance sand Frenchmen Prisoneri, and turying near

a suor.d Proof of the wrong destination of three thousand Englishmen, taking seven

this fleet, by the fegs saving Monsieur da thousand six hundred pounds of French

la Mothe in his going into the Gulph of money, and spending, perhaps, half a

St. Lawrence ; after which you add, that million of this nation's ; cbacing three

we buried upwards of two thousand Q French men of war, and taking never *

sailors in this well appointed cruize ; you one of them. Ample satisfaction for so

now tells us, that the Fiench squadron expensive an expedition, and a thorough

escaped Mr. Holbourne thro' the Streights justification of the 1

of Belleiflc, an unfrequented and hazar- As to the disappointment which our

dous navigation, which had never before squadron met with, that was sent out in

bier, attempted by any fact or sfuedm el July
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July 17551 under Sir Edward Hawke, thentic accounts also, you have proved

and the invectives which have been thrown your m r even more ignorant than he

out on that head, the advocate for the was conceived to be before, a thing which

ministry answers thus '. most people thought impossible ; because

" The design in sending out this squa- Mr. Hawke being stationed eff Cape Fi-

dron was not only to endeavour the in- nisterre, about the latitude 43, was five

tempting of Du Guay's, but those like- degrees, that is, reckoning only 60 miles

wife of La Motte and Salvert, in cafe A to a degree, 100 leagues south of the

they should escape our fleet in North- course from Louisbourgh to Brest ; if then

America. Du Guay having gone to Lis- the m e m r had suggested a ren-

bon and Cadiz, where he wasted much dezvous of Du Guay and the Louisbourgh

time, rendered the conjecture extremely squadrons, and therefore stationed Mr.

probable, that he was to join those other Hawke off the cape, doc; he imagine that

squadrons in their return, at some fixed Du Guay, who must know ef Hawke'e

rendezvous, and by that means secure station, would not have informed those

their safe entry into the ports of France. „ of it whom he was appointed to meet,

It was therefore judged prudent to fend " and have avoided, as he did alone, that

out a squadron sufficient to intercept them fleet under Mr. Hawke ? You arc excel-

in case of their junction ; and it was left lent in the science of defence. Have not

to the discretion of the admiral to keep you justified this station of Mr. Hawke

in such station as would most effectually to admiration, by this new light you have

prevent their getting into harbour ; un- thrown upon it ? How reasonable it is to

less, from any intelligence he might re- admire both the m e m r and

eeive, he should find it necessary to pro- ymrjtls, the more one is let into the

teed to the southward, as a more proba- C l"°it>tt<tgt of yeu. But I ask pardon for

ble station to meet them. But Du Guay, omitting to take notice that cm ship of

on coming back, kept out in the ocean, the Canada squadron was taken (the irflfi

much to the westward of Cape Finisterre, way) by being mt taken at all, for she

till he came into the latitude of Brest. sunk ; another of greatly superior force

There he continued cruizing till the wind was ingagid by cne.of our cruizingy>;>ar«,

was fair, and gave him an opportunity of the Frenchman was finely paid going I

running down the latitude directly into warrant you ; and a third escaped hy our

port j by which he escaped the vigilance r\ 0>'p that chaced caitj ing aw.iy her top-

of our squadron, then crossing the bay of mast ; and you might have added, so did

Biscay t And the (hips from North- Ame- all the rest by the wrong st.tion of our

rica returning by themselves, one was fleet by the m e m r, and not by

taken ; another, of greatly-superior force, Mr. Hawke ; this would have made a

engaged by one of our cruizing frigate* ; round account of it. Now, pray who

and a third escaped, by our ship that knows most of what he has been talking,

chafed carrying away her topmast." you in this letter, or 1 in the fourth to

To which the author of the Fourth Let- the people of England ?"

ter replies as follows : E The advocate for the ministry then

" You fay, Du Guay went from Lisbon comes to consider what has been said

to Cadiz in order to join La Mothe and about our Mediterranean fquadion under

Salvert j that is, he did as you have done admiral Byng, and from a state of our

in this defence, he went entirely out of navy during the winter 1755 '7i6,

his way. Louisbourgh lies about the la- he endeavours to (hew, that it was not

titude of 46, Brest of 48, the course from possible for us to send out that squadron

Louisbourg then from this last named city sooner, or to increase it, especially as we

is east a little northerly ; Du Guay at p were then threatened with an invasion.

Lisbon, about the latitude 39, 176 leagues But as both the answer and reply upon

distant from the course to Biest from this head depend upon facts which, we

Louisbourgh, not being sufficiently out of believe, no reader will take upon the cre-

the way, however sails to Cadiz, which d it of any pamphlet, we shall not trou-

is more then 10 leagues farther out of the ble our readers with any put ef either,

road in latitude, and almost as much in Our advocate at last comes to consider

longitude, with design to meet La Mothe the sea-fight between admiral Byng and

and Salvert ; Was there ever a man who the French, and after declaring, that

pretended to write upon naval expediti- G whoever puts himself upon his country,

ons so ignorant of the map ? But then to ought to have a fair and equ^I trial, lie

mend this matter, and justify your m—e does what he can to prevent the admiral'*

m .r, you fay, Mr. Hawke was dts- having such a trial, by giving such an ac-

tined to cruize where he did to intercept count of liis behaviour during the engage-

then) all j and if you speaU thit si on- au- ment, as must induce every nun who he-

4 L 1 kevea
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Jievcs it to condemn him. Ai we do not * * * 5 *nd *n Admtiai made a scape-
think that this is either fair or just, we goat, to bear away the offences of a • • ••"*

hope our readers will excuse our not And its conclusion was equally proper,

jng them any thing that has been said up- and equally well expressed thus :

on this head, until we can give them an " Tho' the length of this letter may

authentic!* account of the trial itself. already prove, how much I am inclined

But as this advocate concludes with a to satisfy your euriosity, I should still

justification of those who omitted several ^ proceed to communicate some farther atctr-

parts of the letter from the admiral, dotct of this important affair, and con-

which they caused to be published in the vince you, that disingenuity is the least

Gazette; we shall give some extracts of injury that has been offered the admiral

what has hten said upon that head. In on this occasion ; but as this must neeef-

our Magazine for June last, p. 163, we sarily include facts, essential to his future

gave the admiral's letter as published in defence, honour and justice forbid a pre-

the Gaiette, and in our Magazine for sent discovery of them ; and as they have

October last, p. 483, we gave those partt been intrusted to me under the seal of se-

or words of the letter which had been B crecy, 1 am persuaded I shall not forfeit

omitted to be inserted, together with some your esteem, for not suffering even our

other letters from the admiral ; and we friendship to extort them from me ; yet,

shall now observe, that the little pamphlet, thus far I may venture to hint, that,

by which these mutilations and letter! when you shall view this exploded Sia-

were communicated to the publick, open- Pucx in its original purity, you will find

ed with this very proper and well express- it very different from those fallacious co

ed intr< duction, at follows s pies, which have been palmed upon the

Dear Sir, Q publick, by feme prostitute pencils, as ge-

" In obedience to your request, I take nuine.—You will find there no dastardly

this opportunity of communicating to timidity in the commander, no dissatif.

you, what I have been able to collect faction among the officers at his conduct j

concerning the affair of Mr. Byng, since you will fee the different divilions mutu-

your departure from London ; and which ally assisting each other to the utmost of

I do the more chsarfully, at I perceive by their power {—a fleet, bravely repulsing

your letter, you are one of those, who an enemy of much greater force, and

think, no Englishman ought to be con- _. obliging them to feck for safety, in the ad-

victed, unheard j or executed, uncon- *» vantage of a superior speed ; in short,

victed ; and that every attempt to spirit you will see the British flag (under the

up popular prejudice against the accused, most disadvantageous circumstances, even

previous to a legal determination, it not from its first setting out) performing all

only a breach of common humanity, but that conduct and courage could effect,

a violation of the law of the land, which and then, obliged in prudence, to wait

supposes every man innocent, till by a for those reinforcements, which alone

judicial enquiry he is found to be other- could insure its security, and render itt

wise. Had our countrymen been more E future opposition of any avail.—This, I

generally actuated by these just and hu- presume, would afford you a very sensible

mane sentiments, what reams of paper pleasure, not from any private or partial

had remained unpolluted !—What piles respect to Mr. Byng, but from the satis,

of fuel unconsumed, and been much faction to find, that whatever loss or dis—

tnore usefully applied, than in the pre- honour the nation may have sustained

mature disgrace of a man, who, for from this unfortunate affair, it is not

ought we know to the contrary, may be owing at least to any deficiency of naval

destined rather a martyr to private policy, p spirit, en which the wealth and glory of

than a vifiim to public justice ! this kingdom it> essentially depend.—But

Upon the effects of any fatal mifma- to conclude,

nagement, you are sensible, it is no un- Notwithstanding the present din os de-

usual state-trici, for those in power, to famation, and sanguinary calls (or venge-

devote some sacrifice (however innocent) ance, I need not warn a person of your

to the popular resentment, and thus, by ingenuity, to suspend your sentence till,

a sort of political legerdemain, divert the upon a fair and candid trial, the admiral

publick attention from a real to an ideal shall be found (what at present I have,

offender : How successfully this minisle- G great reason to believe him very invidi-

rial boem-pocut has in former days been oosly misrepresented to be) a sen unwor-

played off, history abundantly evinces; thy of his father,—a native unworthy o(

nor is it impossible, but our suture annalt his country,—and an 'fficcr unworthy of

may afford an instance of a Fliit's be- hj! cmmajtd,"

ing doomed, to expiate the errors of. s

Very
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Very soon after the publication of this We shall now give what the advocate

pamphlet, another upon the fame side of for the ministry seys in excuse for these

the question appeared, which was end- omissions.

tlcdt An Appeal to the People, iec. The " A letter of a very extraordinary ten-

author of this pamphlet entered minutely dency having lately appeared, I think

into a comparison between the strength myself obliged to make some few remark*

of the French squadron and that under upon it. Not for any thing material it

admiral Byng ; bot as this depends upon ^ contains ; not an account of the seditious

(acts, which cannot be proved until the industry with which it has been dispersed

admiral be brought upon his trial, we into every quarter of this great city, and

sliall till then defer any account of them ; circulated thro' every province of the

and give only what this author suggests kingdom ; hut because the admiral hat

to have been the reasons for the mutilati- made himself a party and an accomplice

ons of the admiral's letter. As to the g to it, by furnishing the writer with let-

first, which was a very large one, he fays, ters and papers, which he alone could

that care was taken to omit this part of furnish. Had this libel tended to his own

the admiral's letter with a design, ist. to vindication only, without charging on

prevent all knowledge or inquiry about other people a guilt of the most flagitious

the different force of the two fleets, to nature, he should have enjoyed his whole

keep our belief of superiority on the Eng- benefit of clergy from it, without any

list) side, and to delude us to conclude, censure or even notice on my part. But

from the equality of the number, that this anonymous advocate more than in-

Mr. Byng was extremely delinquent in Cfinuates, than one or two ministers at

not vanquishing the French squadron; least have devoted his client, as the scape*

and, zdly, To prevent its being known goat of their incapacity and iniquity i

here, that if it had been possible for the and that a dark design is formed to mur-

admiral to fend a reinforcement into Fort der him, merely to screen themselves.

St. Philip's, he had no men on hoard to Would it be too much, to demand

spare for that purpose. This author then some little proof of so high a charge ? Of

mentions the omission of the word unfir- a crime so enormous f But, if he has pro-

lur.atily, which was not taken notice of Jjduced none, not the smallest, neither from

by the letter-writer ; for in Mr. Byng'a the letters themselves, nor from his com-

letter he fays, " The Intrepid, msortw ments on them, he stands already convict.

muily in the very beginning, had his fore- ed of the guilt he imputes to others, as a.

topmast shot away." But his letter, at slabber of reputations in the dark : And to

published in the Gazette, leaves out the men, sensible to good fame, such an affas-

word unsortunaitly, to prevent its being sination is worse than the loss of life it-

thought that this was an extraordinary self. Or will he justify himself by saying,

misfortune, which might alleviate the as Italian bravoes do, that it is his irade,

odium designed lo be thrown on the ad- & and he must live hy it : He is sure, be-

miral. sides, that Mr. Byng's character would

The second mutilation or omission men- have stood fairer in the publick eye, had

tioned by the letter-writer, this author his letter from the Mediterranean been

fays, was designed to prevent any man's at first, published entire. Tho' I heartily

excusing the admiral for not engaging a wish it had, and am pleased it is so nowt

second time ; and to conceal from the I yet differ totally in opinion from him,

publick that this squadron was sent out of its utility towards creating, in one

without an hospital ship, &c. p man of unprejudiced sense, the least bet*

The third, he says, was designed to ter opinion of the admiral's understanding,

make people believe, that the council of as a writer, or of his behaviour, as a

war was called to consider the situation commander. Some few strictures on tMe

or condition of the fleet, in order to ren- added parts will be sufficient proof of

tier their opinion or resolution ridiculous i what I now fay.

as by the fame omission the superiority of After seven or eight pages of mere com-

the French fleet, and the many advan- mon-place invective, he proceeds to quote

tages they had over ours were kept con- the first passage omitted in the Gazette,

cealed from every reader of the Gazette. Now I ask, whether this part of his cli-

The fourth and fifth, he fays, were de- ent's letter—when I fay client, I do not

signed to prevent any man's thinking that mean it in the legal sense—can be of

the admiral had the courage to engage the least advantage to his character ? The

the second time, or that he stood in need contrary appears to me most evident. We

of a reinforcement for that purpose'. And find him already—that is before the en,

as to the word cover, we have already, in gagernent—in despair of being able te

our Mag. for October, given iiic sujipcstd do any thing towards the relief of Mi,

reason for omitting it, j note*.
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Boreas—" Every one was of opinion we own squadron not having been suffered to

•ould be of no use to general Blakency, engage, till two of them broke away to

as by all accounts no place was secured keep her from being either sunk or taken,

for a larding." Is this the language of One cannot recal this scene without feel-

courage ? Besides, we know since, that ing some emotions of honest indignation.

Mr. Boyd went out, in an open boat a- Had he beat the French, had he given

bout this very time, in search of him ; the whole British squadron a chance for

and returned to the caftle without harm ^ doing it, Minorca had still been ours 5

or interruption. And if he had then to- and he had brought back to England a

tally forgot, ttbtr irreproachable -witnesses marshal of France, with his army, our

l*rill remember, the cotrverfatisu of eilonel prisoners.**

Kane b:U -xiib him formerly about the Sally

port, and <m the -very ffot -where itstands— Seme Account os THEODORE I. Ut*-

as a place of sure communication, thro* King «s Co a s i c A.

which not inly intelligence but succours FftHE family of Newhoff have long

might be sent into the fort, even when it I been free barons of the county da

fiioutd be actually besieged, B la Marche. The late Theodore Anthony

Page 10th, he fays, " the Captain, In- Newhoff, was born at Metz in 1696,

trepid, and Defiance, were much damaged being the son of Adolphus, baron New-

in their masts, so that they were endan- hoff: He had a sister married to the count

gered of not being able to secure their de Trevoux, and he was educated in the

masts." Now, the omission of this pas- family of Madame the dutchess os Orle-

sage seems no way injurious to Mr. Byng; ans. After a great variety of adventures

for, whatever it may be at sea, it is not in most parts of Europe, where he distin-

Inglifta at land. He goes on, "the squa- Q guiflied himself by his genius for intrigue,

dron in general were very sickly, many in political affairs ; he became secretary

killed and wounded, and no where to to the famous Swedish Baron, Coertz, at

put a third of their number, if I made an the Hague, and, after his unfortunate ca-

hospital of tl)t forty gun ship." What can tastrophe, was successively employed, in

he poffihly mean ? Was an hospital (hip the most secret commissions, by the duke

wanted for the killed ? Or even for the de Riperda, cardinal Alberoni, and by

wounded ? Or does an admiral put the sick count Zinzendorf the imperial minister,

of his squadron into an hospital (hip, un- _ In 1733, after certain stipulations between

less, which is not pretended, there should " him and the chiefs of the Corsican male-

be some epidemical and contagious dis- eontents, at Leghorn, he agreed to be-

remper, the small-poxor sever for instance, come their king, and, arriving in that

spread amongst them? Does there ap- island with the assistance of a large quan-

pear any malice to Mr. Byng, in the omis- tity of military stores, on March 15,

tion of these particulars? And was the 1736, he was elected their monarch, in a

sickly condition of our fleet, supposing his general diet, and crowned April 15, 1736,

account to be true, a secret sit to be trust- instituting at his coronation, a new order

cd at that time, with our domestic!* and £ of knighthood, called the order of the Re-

foreign enemies. demption, of which he named himself

In the next paragraph of the same page, grand master. At the latter end of 1737,

he goes on to fay, " he would make sure after having had many successful conflict!

of protecting Gibraltar, since it was with the Genoese, he left Corsica, in order

found impracticable either to succour or to stickle with certain powers of Europe for

relieve Minorca." How could he pos- assistance ; but was unfortunately arrested

fibly tell ? He had recalled the Phœnix, in Holland for a debt of 5000 florins,

and Chesterfield, before they could get „ Getting clear of this impediment, he was

oit-te so near the harbour as to make sure ^ sent with supplies by a court in the al-

what batteries or guns might be placid to liance against the French, who then had

fri-vent our having any icmmunicaticn with possession of Carsica, at the breaking out

the castle. Then he knew nothing of its of the late war, and arrived there in Ja-

heing either practicable or impracticable nuary 1741. Not being, however, pro-

to succour the castle ; for he never made perly supported, he has obliged again to

a second attempt, not even to send in a leave his faithful subjects, since which ha

letter ! And the garrison of Fort St. Phi- has been a wanderer in most parts of Eu-

lip's never knew that he engaged the (J rope, and, soon after his arrival in Eng-

Frcnch at all, till they were informed of land, was arrested, and detained, some

it forty days afterwards by the French years, a prisoner in the king's bench and

themselves : His advocate goes on to quote fleet prisons, till released by the late act

more.—" For tho' we may justly claim of insolvency. Tho' thus, legally, in

the victary." This victory then was gain- durance, in this land of liberty, many

ad by five (hips cnly ; the other lu o( hit sum*
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sutns of money were raised for him by have been practicable at Oswego, for

the subscriptions, and benefactions of il- want of iron-work, which coole! not be

lustrious, humane, and publick-spirited provided there, because the whole expe-

individuals, which served to soften the dition rested on one pair of bellows. If

latter moments qf this subject of the sport any accident had befallen that, all must

and caprice of fortune. (See p. 612.) have dropt. Smiths they bad enough.

June 7, The Boston (hip-carpenters ar-

Furlber Enquiry hto the Conduct os G ^ rived, and now wdrkmen and all in-

Sh y, continuedfrom f. 602. eluded, they amounted to 320.

THAT the publick may understand June 28, 1755, The first little schooner

how far the general was concerned was launched, and fitted out. She was

in the preservation of Oswego, a short of 40 feet keel, and 14 oars, and mount-

journal of the affairs there will be of ed 12 swivels. This was the first vessel the

service. English had on Lake Ontario. '

Capt. King, now among the happy, This was the force at Oswego, the gar.

who to a perfect humanity and honesty, rison surnislicd with several months pro-

which were natural to him, had added B visions, the opposite hill still unguarded

the accomplishments of a good officer, in the beginning of July, When general

commanded a garrison of loo men at Sh y and his forces had not yet

Oswego, in the beginning of the sum- reached New-York, in the way to Os-

mer. There were no works then but the wego, advice came by the Indians, that

eld fort, which mounted 8 four pounders, near 5C00 men were gathered at Fort

and was incapable of defence, by reason Frontenac, under the command of a gen

es its being commanded by high ground tleman cf great distinction, with a view

right across a narrow river, which had Q to attack Oswego. Some forces being;

all the wood standing upon it, and not afterwards discovered behind a point, four

ene of our forces. In this state was the miles to the eastward of Oswego, the

garrison when, schooner was sent out to reconnoitre

May 24, Thirty French battoes past by them. They were unable to determine

in sisr.hr. their number ; for tho* they discovered

May 26, Eleven more. but a few tents near the shore, they sus-

As these battoes commonly contain pected many more might be in the woods,

each 15 or 16 men, we may reasonably-, out of sight, as the Indians assured the
suppose the forces exceeded fix ITundred. u English, that they amounted to 700 men.

But what might have passed by in the Tho' nothing could exceed the spirit of

night could not be known. This force, capt. Gradstreet, the commanding oifi-

with a single mortar, would have easily cer on this occasion, or the alacrity of

taken Oswego, had they made the at- the soldiers and workmen, which thai

tempt. But a more interesting object, saved the place, if we were truly in dan-

Ohio, was their pursuit. Let us here ger, when the Indian spies came to view

a'fk, What hand had general Sh y in our state ; yet that gentleman's good

the preservation of Oswego at this time. E fense must be convinced, that had the

May 27, Capt. Bradstreet, to whose number of the enemy amounted to seven

conduct the publick is much indebted, hundred, and they had fixed themselvea

arrived with a command of two compa- on the opposite fide of the hUl, acres*

nies, some swivel guns, and the first par- the river, where there was nothing to

eel of workmen. obstruct them, with only a mortar or

May 29, Eleven more Freech battoes two, it would have been impossible to

passed by in sight : But tho' our forces defend the old fort, had a shell or two

and workmen exceeded 300, we could been thrown into it ; or for a man to

not venture to attack them, as they were p shew his head in the (hip-yard without

near four miles in the offing, had large being (hot from behind a sand-bank on

batteaux, wherein the soldiers could stand the further shore, which the cannon of

to fire without danger of oversetting j the fort could not command. The at-

whereas ours, intendedforsmaller streams, tack was expected about the 13th of

will not hold above six or seven men, and July, That it was not attacked we all

are so ticklish, that an inadvertent mo- know. Let us ajain ask, What hands

lion of one man will overset them. Tho" had general Sh yin the preservation

we were sensible thus early of the unfit- of Oswego, who was with all his forces,

ness of our batteaux for the lake, and G two or three hundred miles off? The

that it was impossible for them to bear forces then present were, by order of ge-

the weather, that would suit the bigger neral Braddeck, sent up by governor De

veffils to fail with, no care was taken to Lancy, and victualled at the expence of

provide larger. Ner would ic indeed the province of New- York. And fortu

nate
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date it was, that the colony provision the troops were ordered to embark, the

was there; for so little precaution was very day before that on which they found

taken in getting the king's provisions up, out, that it was too late in the season for

that the forces under general Sh y, an expedition ?

when they arrived there, must have pe- 4. And why was no thought taken of

1, had they not subsisted upon that erecting any works on the east-side of tho

laid up for these commands under Brad- river, where they were so much wanted,

street and King. We have since learnt, or of building barracks, till the time that

that this was only a feint of the enemy. the forces were intended to be otherwise

By the fatal oth of July, general Brad* employed ?

do k, after surmounting a thousand diffi- The command, under capt. Bradstreef,

culties, met his unhappy fate almost un- was well supplied with provisions, and

der the walls of Fort Du Quesne, when they had some months stock in reserve

general Sh y had scarce reached Al- when joined by the other forces. Their

kany. Were I to use arguments with the store was too inconsiderable to serve si»

publick as some have done, I might re- many, without fresh supplies, which re*

present the passage to Albany more diffi- B duced the forces afterwards to greet

cult than to Fort Du Quesne, because his Areights. It could not be expected, that

excellency general Sh y was able to the supplies could be very regular here,

go so little way amongst friends, when when the soldiers, left to secure the car-

general Braddock had gone so far amongst rying- place at Wood Creek, were obliged

enemies. The difference was in the men, to desert it, many of them for want of

the argument will not hold. food.

The first part of the worthy col. Schuy- About the middle of September all the

ler's regiment of New-Jersey provincials, Q four vessels were ready, viz. A deckt

arrived at Oswego the 10th of July, and sloop, 8 guns, four pounder;, 30 swi-

himself with the remainder, and the ar- vels.—A deckt schooner, 8 guns, four

tillery, some few days after. The water pounders, 18 swivels. — An undeckt

began to be so low in the Mohocks River schooner, 14 swivels, 14 oars.—An un-

and Wood Creek, by the dtlayi in getting deckt schooner, n swivels, 14 oars.—

the artillery to Shenectady in time, that With this armament, and a sufficient

the difficulty in getting them to Oswego, number of small battoes, far too little for

grew daily greater and greater. The _ the lake in calm weather, his excellency

C I's arrival at Oswego was the 17th O prepared, as above-mentioned, as it were

or 1 8th of August, and the last of the in earnest, to attack the enemy. But,

troops and artillery under col. Mercer, alas I the fleet had not twelve days pro

file 3 1 ft of the fame month. vision on board, and none to be had

Sept. 18. A council of war was called, within two or three hundred miles of the

when it was agreed to go to Niagara.— place he intended to attack ; and what

And in consequence- of that resolution, they had was not sufficient to carry them

the ammunition, and the little provision, to the fight of the enemy 1 Besides, they

dec. were put on board. £ had not left above three days provisions

—— 16. The troops were ordered to with the remaining garrison at Oswego,

embark, but countermanded upon account Were the publick to ask, was this feint

of bad weather. intended to cause a diversion to friends or

—— 17. At another council it was re- enemies? No doubt some people could

solved mt to go against Niagara, it being let us into the secret,

too late in the season. And it was agreed, After this, when they had got some lit*

that it was necessary to employ as many tie provisions, tho' no way sufficient for

men as could be spared from duty, to p a siege in distant parts, where there could

work at building a fort on the hill on the come n<3 supplies ; and the general made

opposite fide of the river, barracks, Ice. the people believe, that they were to set

lor winter quarters. out the z6th of September ; thro' mercy

Here let me query, a storm arose, which determined him to

1. What was the reason that general unrig, and lay by all thoughts of attack-

Sh y was not at Oswego six weeks ing the enemy. Mercy I seriously esteem

sooner, according to the time appointed ? it, if the general was in earnest. Had it

a. As he was delayed so long before he arose while they were on the lake, or at

came to Oswego, why did he delay a full G a distance from Oswego, great part of the

month longer, before it was determined soldiers had been inevitably drowned, or

to go on the expedition ? have perished with hunger. And a favour

3. When that resolution was taken, it was to the general, to have so honour-

and the vessels ready, why was there a able a reason for closing the campaign, and

Hill further delay of eight; days, before- returning to the settlements.
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—I h«ve already mentioned to whom fect> securing the frontiers, had the

we are obliged for the proposal of a n»- French been disposed to renew the attack

val armament at Oswego ; and this hint as was expected, and in preserving the

will explain the service it was of. The affections of the confederates,

vessels built there were unrigged and laid Let us draw a comparison between the

up, soon after they were compleated, happy consequences of this action, and

while a vessel of the French was cruising what followed that on the Virginia side,

the lake, and carrying supplies to Niagara; A Here reinforcements immediately follow-

and five others, as" the Indians said, as ed the action, while they were yet uncer-

large as ourr, were ready to launch at tain of its being a victory. On the Vir-

Frontenac : And moreover, the greater ginia side, after part of the army was de.

part of the time they were fit for service, seated, the remainder, tho' far superior

they were waiting on the embarkation. to the enemy in number, was ordered

The works on the hill, opposite the immediately away to Albany, 4 or 500

old fort at Osjvego, were not compleated miles off ; when nobody doubted their

when general Shirley came away ; nor „ being able, without any risk, to act on

were they begun, but a little time before : ™ the defensive.

Whereas had his excellency's forces, de- The sudden departure of the army from

tained in the Mohocks country, dissipat- the frontiers, disabled the Virginians from

ing as fast almost as they were recruited, making use of their militia for some time,

been there all the summer, Oswego might In wide-extended thin-settled frontiers,

indeed have been well fortified, and pro- where the enemy skulk about and lye

per aeiommodations for the soldiers pro- concealed, there is great difference be-

vided in time. C tween forming an army and reinforcing

The one. Had Johnson's army, after the ac-

gcc, tion at lake St. Sacrament, been immcdi-

The reader may here observe, that tho' ately sent to Virginia, and all the country

some people may very compendiously about Albany left exposed to the French

point out what the safety of Oswego was and their Indians ; it would not hava

owing to, that there is still reason for been possible to have sent, in six months,

differing from them in opinion. But so many men to that lake, as went in

when they come to consider the strokes r\ balf s° many weeks, under the cover of

in time past levelled at major general the army that remained there. Let the

Johnson, who commanded in chief over reader form to himself the consequences

the American forces near lake St. Sacra- that would have followed the sending a-

ment, when general Sh— y had not six way all the forces we had on the Albany

days provisions at Oswego, they will per- side, and leaving the Indians and the

ceive, the preservation of Oswego was frontiers exposed after Johnson's ac-

truly owing to the happy defeat given by tion, tho' in our favour ; he must ima-

our brave New-England men, September gine, that little less than a massacie of

8, 1755, under that worthy gentleman, E the frontier settlers, and a defection of the

to the French forces, consisting of regu- Indians, must have followed. The sron-

lars, Canadians and Indians, under the tiers of Virginia were so exposed, and in

experienced baron Dieskau. Had the is- far worse circumstances, as the lands a-

sue of that battle been otherwise, the mongst themouniains, fit for culture, were

communicat on with Oswego had been only in remote patches, so were the set-

inevitably cut off. And therefore, con- tlcments also, and no numerous colonies

sidering how short the provisions were at hand to fly to their immediate relief,

there at that time *, the garrison, with- p as would have been the cafe had Albany

out any attack, must have immediately been exposed."

shifted for themselves, or have staid there [Here endeth part of the lid. chapter

to eat one another. of Mr. Evans's Essays, recapitulating

This was truly saving Oswego, as well some of the many worthy actions done

as Albany, and all the upper parts of the by his excellency general Sh-l-y during

colony of New-York, and the affection his generalissimoship in the year 1755,

of the confederate Indians. even of the military kind. Were I to

Sir Charles Hardy, the governor of give myself the trouble, I could recapitu-

New-York, his care, tho' just arrived G late a numberless sight of other sach-like

from England, was such, that he, on the heroic deeds peiformed by Mr. Sh y,

advice of the action at lake St. Sacrament, from the time he took upon him the com-

immediately repaired to Albany, called mand of the forces in N. America, to

in the militia, and ordered up such stores that of his being removed cn the arrival

as were necessary. Such care and dili- here of lord Lo-don : But I am not will-

gence could not byt meet the desired es- ing to annihilate or destroy that great sa-

Appendix, 1756. 4M tiifaJion

• When advice rtjclid Oswrgs as lb!t aRi>n, the armj vims tiling tie loft daft fieri al

lowance ef 4 tx.effour, and » tic, tf park a mm.
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tisfaction hit excellency must have in the A Description i/WOOLW I CH, Kens,

enumeration, or recapitulation of those tvitb a Phospict o/" that Ttwn an&

glorious and heroic deeds himself, (as bit Majesty 's Dock-Yard,

usual) it having never been known (until tTTOOLWICH is seven measured

the present instance) that his excellency VV and nine computed miles from

neglected telling the world his adventure* London, ar.d has been of late years much

in almost all his other expeditions : Wit- improved and beautified, and the parish

ness his long speech in 1754, when he fa church rebuilt as ore of the 50 new

returned from Kennebeck river, and print- churches. The Thames is here near a

ed in all the papers on the Continent ; and mjje over, at high-water, and salt at the

his several others from the gloi ious liege flood ; as the channel lies due east and

of Louifbourg to the beginning only of west for above three miles, the tide runs

the year 55 J very strong and the river is quite free from

'* A chain ot difficulties, fays Mr. shoals and sands, and has seven or eight

Evans, might be enumerated, the first of fathom water ; so that the biggest fhip»

which general Braddock experienced in may ride in safety even at low water,

near three weeks waiting for Mr. Sh-l-y » A guard ship generally rides here in war

at Annapolis, by which the expedition to tjme. It has a market, weekly, on Friday.

Ohio was so much retarded, that the ere- Queen Elizabeth first built her large

my had time to send reinforcements of ships here, there being a greater depth of

French and Indians, and to improve their water and a freer channel than at Dept-

works ac Fort du Quesne j to which, in f01d. The docks, yatds, and all the

all human probability, that gentleman's buildings belonging to them, are encom-

unhappy fate was owing. The others passed with an high wall, and are exceed-

were exactly of the fame number as the (J j„g spacious and convenient, and so pro-

appointments made this summer. (The digiously full of timber, plank, masts,

reader must notice the au-hor writes for pitch, tar, and other naval stores as can

1755.) If any futuie congresses are to scarce be calculated. There is also a large

be held or appointments made, difficul- rope-walk where the largest cables are

ties arising from such delays can only be made for our men of war, and on the

removed by his majesty's removing the e,fl s,ae cf the town is the gun-park, re-

eause of them." plete with amazing quantities of cannon

[And his majesty, out of his abundant _. for the ships of war, every ship's gum

kindness to us, his children in North- Ame- u being placed apart j heavy cannon for

rica, as soon as he had timely notice of batteries, and mortars of all sizes 1 Some-

It, did remove the cause indeed, by being times 7 or 800 pieces of great ordnance

graciously pleased to appoint the earl of are to be seen there, and near it is the

London commander in chief of all his house where the firemen and engineers

forces in America : And did likewise call prepare their fire-works, charge bombs,

Mr. S. home, no doubt to account for carcasses and granadoes, for the public*

such his heroic deeds. And I heartily service. The royal regiment of artillery

wish, with the representatives of Boston E does duty at Woolwich.

in their address, that gov r Sh-l-y Reference to rir Plati.

may meet with grace and favour in his a Cateway. — b Porter's house. — e

mailer's eye. And (as the Boston news Buildets assistants and surgeons apart-

did last week endeavour to make the rnents.—d Clerk of thesurveysapartments.

world believe he was going home to be _e Clock house.—f Builders office.—g Sail

exalted) that he may be exalted indeed and mould lofts.—h North end of the

and double-deed, according as he is found grand storehouse.—i Officers new apart-

to deserve; more especially should Os— go, p ments. —k Cranes. — 1 Rigging house.—

one of the most important posts the Eng- m B03t houses.— n Launching slips. — o

lish ever had (or have) on their frontiers Single dock. — p Double dock.— q A 50

in all N. America, he now in the polteffi- gUri ship building.— r Dunkirk, 60 guns,

on of our common enemy. (Seep. 519.) —f Essex, 70 guns, repairing.—t Royal

And God grant he may have an easy de- George, a first rate, building.—u A 40

liverance out of all his afflictions, and gun (hip repairing. — w The hulk.— x

that all the people, especially the inhabi- Seat of Bewater, Es«;—y The pa-

tants on our back settlements the ensuing rj<h church.— z Shooter's-hill.

winter, may fay, Amen.] G

Accturt f the Act to pfobi/iit tbe Export*-

\(Ve have given tbi above, at a specimen turn i/CORN, fiifc.

ts lit ivay os thinking of people in that part T\ Y this act to prohibit the exportation

«/ Am.nca ] (See our Map of tbi Eastern Jj of coin, malt, meal, flour, bread,

Fan of .Mw-IVi, (t<. p, 416.) biieuit, and starch, (see p. 610.) none of

the
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the said commodities may be exported 6 St. Ann and St. Agnea 1448 o 10

from Great-Britain or Ireland before the 7 St. Andrew's Wardrobe 7060 16 II

C5th of December, 1757. under pain of 8 St. Andrew's Holborn 9000 o o

forfeiting all that shall be so exported, 9 St. Antholin'a 5685 5 ioJ

with the vessel that has it on board, (the 10 St. Austin's 3145 3 10

master and crew being imprisoned fur fix 11 St.Bcnnet'sGrace-churchj^i 9 e\

months) and paying a fine of 20s. for each iz St.Bennet'sPaul's-wharf 3328 18 10

bushel of corn, &c. and izd. for every ^ 13 St. Rennet Fink 4110 16 10

pound of starch ; one moiety of cite pe- 14 St. Brides 11430 5 11

nalty ti the prosecutor. Any officer of 15 St. Bartholomew's 5077 j 1

the customs may seize the vessel and com- 16 Christ's Church "778 9 6

moditics, and lodge the latter in the 17 St. Clement's Easl-Cheip4365 3 4J

Icing's warehouses. Necessary provisions 18 St. Clement's Danes 8786 17 o\

for ships on their voyage, and for the 19 St. Dinnis Back Church 5737 10 S

king's ships, forces, foit>, or garrisons, 20 St. Edmund the King 5207 11 o

and malt made for exportation before _ 21 St. George Botolph-lane 4509 4 to

Dec. 4, 1756, are excepted. The said ■ zz St. James Garlick hill 5357 12 10

commodities may also he carried coast- 13 St. James Westminster 8c.oo o o

wife, or exported to Gibraltar, or the 24 St. Lawrence Jewry 11870 I 9

British islands or colonies in America, or 25 St. Michael Bafing-hall 2822 17 1

to the East-India company's forts and 26 St. Michael Royal 7455 7 9

settlements; and wheat, malt, or bar- 27 St. Michael Queenhithe 43154 3 8

ley, to the amount of 5000 quarters, 28 St. Michael Wood. street 2554 2 II

may be exported from Southampton to 29 St. Michael Crooked-lane454i 511

Jersey and Guernsey, for the use of the C 3° St- Martin's Ludgate 5378 9 7

inhabitants, on giving security ; for the 31 St. Matthew's Friday-

taking of which, and giving certificates, street — 23m 8 2

(returnable for commodities sent to Ame- 32 6t. Michael's Carnhill 4686 18 8

rica in 18 months, to Gibraltar in 12, to 33 St. Margaret * Lothbury 5340 8 1

Jersey, Guernsey, or coastwise in six) no 34 St. Margaret's Pattens 4986 10 4

fee shall be demanded ; and the officer 35 St. Mary Abchurch 4922 2 4}

granting a false certificate shall forfeit 36 St. Mary Magdalene 4291 12 9*

200I. and be cashiered ; and whoever „ 37 St. Mary Somerset 6579 iS 1

counterfeits a certificate shall forfeit 200I. 38 St. Mary At-hill 3980 12 3

The commissioners of the customs are to 39 St. Mary Aldermanbury 5237 3 6

lay before both houses of parliament an 40 St. Mary le Bow 8071 18 1

account of the quantities of corn, &c. The steeple of it 7388 8 y{

exported j and his majesty may, by pro- 41 St. Nicholas Cole-Abby 5042 611

damation, or order in council, at any time 42 St. Olave's Jewry 5580 4 10

before the 25th of December, 1757, per- 43 St. Peter's Cornhill 5647 8 2

mit all persons, but not any particular 44 St. Swithin's Cannon-

person or persons, to export corn, &c. E street — 46S7 4 6

The act, To make provision for the 4; St. Stephen's Walbrook 7652 13 8

quartering of the foreign troops in his 46 St. Stephen's Coleman-

majesty's service, now in this kingdom j street — 4020 16 6

(not any that may hereafter be brought 47 St. Mildred Bread-street 3705 ij 6J

over) fays, they are, during their conti- 48 St. Magnus London-

nuance here, to be quartered, and pro- bridge — 9579 19 10

vided for in quarters, in the fame man- 49 St. Vedast, alias Foster-

ner, to all intents and purposes, as the p lane Church — 1853 15 6

British troops now are. f 50 St. Mildred Poultry 4654 9 j\

The Monument, Filh-

An Estimate of tit Expence of haUif Fifty street Hill — 8856 8 »

new Churches in London, by Sir Chri- _
ftopher Wren, from Mr. Joseph Ames, Description of the Rotunda, or Pantheon,

F. R. S. and Secretary ft the Society cf <" R ° M E> w4,f* *?'

£. t. d. Keysler'i Traveh.

1 St. Paul's cathedral 736752 2 3j G " THE Rotunda, so called from its fi-

2 All Hallows the Great 5641 99 I gure, has withstood the injuries

3 All Hallows Bread -street 3348 7 2 of time beyond any structure 01 arvtient

4 All Hallows Lombard- Rome. It seems sliange that neither this

street — gocS 15 6 remarkable temple. M. Aurelius's .pillar,

< St, Alban't Wood street 3165 • i Adrian's Mausoleum, nor Several's 3ep-

4 M 2 titomutn.
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tizonium, arc to be met with on any an

cient Roman medal. 1 his edifice was

first dedicated by M. Agiippa to Jupiter

Ultor, or the avenger, and afterwards to

all the deities, celestial, terrestrial, and

infernal ; hence it was called Pantheon.

Some authors affirm, that the roof was

at first covered with silver, which they

fay was stripped off by the soldiery in tu

multuous tidies ; and that its most valua

ble statues and other ornaments were car

ried away by Constantius to Constantino

ple. However, in the time of pope Ur

ban VIII. there still remained a vast

quantity of brass about it : But that pope

had it melted down for a superb altar in

the cathedral of St. Peter ; and some

pieces of cannon for the castle of St. An-

jcelo. How he came to spare the large

bronze gates, which aie eighteen feet four

inches broad, and 36 feet high, is some

thing extraordinary, as he had a fair pre

tence for removing them on account cf

their dispiopoi tion to the building , they

being in all appearance, at first deligned

for some other edifice. On this occasion

Pasquin ohservtd. Quod nanfearunt Barbari

Roma-, fecit Barbannt, " That Baitunni

dealt worse with Rome than ever the Bar

barians did." Over the door within this

edifice is the following infciption :

Pantheon,

Ædificium toto terrarum orbe

cclcbei rimum,

Ab Agrippa Auguftt genera

Impie Jtrvi, carttnjauc mendacibus Diis,

a I onefacio 1111. Penlistee

Deiparet, fiS? i'S. Cbrijll MarlyribuS

pte dtcatum*

Vrbar.us Fill. font. Max.

Birds ad campani aris uj'um

Turribus exornavit,

F.t nova contignatione munivil

Anno Dcmim MDCXXXII. Pemif. IX.

" The Pantheon, a structure celebrated

throughout the whole world, first profane

ly dedicated to Jupiter, and all the false

gods, by Agrippa, son- in-law to the em

peror Augustus, and afterwaids conse

crated to the mother of God, and the holy

christian martyrs, by pope Boniface Jill,

is now adorned with towers, Sci. at the

expence of pope Urban VIII. in the year

of Christ 1632, and the ninth of his pon

tificate."

The niches still remaining shew, that

the temple formerly contained the statues

of the gods ; and from Pliny, lib. ix. c.

35. it appears, that the statue of Venus,

in the pantheon, had a pair of car- rings

made of the pearls that Cleopatra had

spared at her extravagant entertainment

with Mark Antony. It was an imprac

ticable thing to build a temple that could

PANTHEON. App.

contain all the gods worshipper! by the

Romans, as they were several thousands

in number ; but temples dedicated to

mere than one god were called Panthe

ons. On the right hand, before the en

trance of the Rotunda (which is its pre

sent name) according to Dio, lib. xxx",

stood an image of Augustus, and en the

left that of Agrippa, she outside is en

tirely of Tivoli fiee-stone, and within it

is incrusted with marble.

The roof of the Pantheon is a round

dome, without pillar* or windows, the

diameter of which is 72 common paces :

This agrees with 144 feet, or ziS J palmi,

as it is computed by others. Some reckon

B the diameter, within to be 132 feet ex

clusive of the wail, which is iS feet

thick : This d.ameter however, exceeds

the height which is ascended by a flair-case

of 190 steps. This church, tho' it has

no windows, but only a round aperture

37 \ in diameter in the center of the

dome, is very light in every part. The

, pavement is made of large square stones

** and poiphyry, Hoping all round towards

the center, where the iain-wat«r, falling

down thro' the apei tuie at the top of the

dome, is conveyed away by a proper

diain, covered with a stone full of holes.

Under Raphael's husto in the Rotunda

are the following lines :

Vt vidcant Vof.t rieres decut & venufiatem,

D Cujus gratiam mentcmquc cœltjian

In piciuris admirantur,

RapbticLs Sanclii Urbinatis,

Vicier um principis ;

In tumulo jpirantem cx martnorc vultuM

Carolis Marattus,

Tarn tximii Vtri memoriam <veneratust

Ad perpetuum •virtutis exemplar

p Et inettamentum

P. Anno MDC1.XXIV.

" That pusttritymaynot be strangers to

the comely and graceful mien of Raphael

d' Urbino, the prince of painters, whose

skill and divine genius they so much ad

mire in his works ; and that a perpetual

pattern of and incitement to virtue might

be here exhibited, Carlo Maratti, who

F revered the memory of so great a man,

set up this resemblance of him in breath

ing marble, in the year 1674."

Frr.m the MONITOR, Dec. 15.

AMONG the many evils, which have

disgraced our administrations for

more than 30 years past, the greatest of

Q all has been, the boundless prodigality of

the publick money, which it will take an

age of (economy to replace ; a peace of

20 years, to the eternal infamy of one

m r, paid off just nothing of the pub.

lick debt : And how the money was squan

dered.
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dered, no man need be told. The loan EPILOGUE to the Misss, (sap. 575.)

appropriated to that use, which ought to «i by Mr. Lockman, Secretary of the

have been sacred, was diverted into other Fru Hritijb Fijhtry, and spoke by Mr.

channels, even by that very mil, who Shuter, in the Cbaraflcr os a Boatswain,

valued himself upon the project j and the accompanied by a corjidtrable Number of

Nobili parfratrea who co -operated with the Boyt.

and succeeded him in power, supported tjITHER we're bound.—Avast!—

their administration upon the same rui- . Inchanting spot !

nous plan. Hence we lie under great dif- [Tarwag about to the audience.

Acuities to raise money to carry on the Strange turn in things !—How whimsical'!

present war ; and carried on it must be, my lot I [sea j

or an inglorious and treacherous peace jt whose rough province is to plough the

must insue ; and in that case our ruin will To bid weigh anchor ; reef ; or helm-a-lee :

be certain, tho' it be a little deferred. Am here turn'd spokesman for our pigmy

That money is to be had, is out of all tars ; [star* :

question; but how to come at it, with- Sent, in their names, to thank these shining

out further loading our trade, and ex- B This choir of beauties, to whose smile they

ports, which have already suffered ex- owe [bestow.—

tremely from our weight of taxes j and Blessings, which none but god-like minds

which have enabled our enemy to supplant Thrice arduous task !—1 scarce know what

us in many branches of our foreign com- to fay j

merce, is not easy to say :—For, suppose yet my brave captain's orders I'd obey,

a system of frugality be adopted (which is [Three huzzas, by the boyt.

absolutely necessary) it cannot answer our Reviving cheers! my little hearts ofgold.—

immediate wants, because it cannot ope- q You're right.—To claim success, we must

rate to any considerable effect, but by be bold.— [face.—

length of time, such a measure neverthe- I'll take the hint.—This splendid audience

less will be a ground of confidence, and, My theme hates flourishes or studied grace,

no doubt, facilitate the raiting of the pre- Ye ladies ! who in patriot acts delight,

sent supplies : And if the new taxes are (Strong contrast tothe Miser of this night !)

laid in the easiest and most equal manner, By whose pleas'd aspect 'tit well under-

if they are made temporary, not eternal stood,

in the way of our late borrowing and _ No joy's so sweet as that of doing good :—

funding, the prudent part of the nation D The gladden'd objects who around me

will not murmur and rebel against the stand,

hand, that immediately imposts the weight, Till lately, were the outcast of our land,

but look back to, and curse the improvi- Sprung from the dregs, a nusance long

dence and extravagance of those, who in they lay ;

time of peace, made no provision or sa- Expos'd, to every vice, an easy prey,

vings to support a war ; which has laid But your indulgence has revera'd the

our new m y under such difadvan. scene j [now serene.

tages-, that there is little cause to envy g Hush'd tile dark storm, their prospect's

their situation 1 For how delightful so- Refcu'd from fhiv'ring want's voracious

ever power may be in calm aud peaceable jaws,

times, it is not very pleasing to sit at the They'll not be tempted toinsringethe laws;

helm in dark and tempestuous weather. But, past some hours, a kind asylum

Amidst such a perplexed state of our meet, [fleet,

affairs, would it no: be unreasonable to Lodg'd in the bosom of great George's

expect more from our rulers than the na- Genius in every class of life is found :

ture and circumstances of things will ad- Now gilds a throne, now creeps along the

mit > Let them but act like men of wif- F ground. [scorn,

dom and integrity, and agreeable to the Among these lads, whoonce were fortune's

principles they have openly avowed, and Some are, perhaps, for great atcliievements

they discharge their duty. Events lie in born : [feat,

a higher hand ; and altho', in a view of fe- May, high advane'd, Britannia's foes de-

cond causes, our condition looks so ill, I And, grateful, lay rich trophies at your

hope we are not arrived to that pitch of feet :

degeneracy, that heaven has cast us off ; May emulate a Benbow, or a Blake ;

and yet such has been the fate of nations, q Equal a Russel, or shine forth a Drake :

as all history attests : Such assuredly will May shield our envied trades beneath each

one day be our fate, if we persevere in sky ; [fly 1

that system of corruption and prodigality; On Gallia's frighted coasts bid thunders

without which, it has been impudently Protect our colonies 'mid fierce alarms ;

asserted, it is impossible to govern this na* Those of our rival crulh, with vengeful

tioe. arms 1

And
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And grasping the proud trident of the

main, [maintain.

Round the vast globe our native right*

PROLOGUE M AMrHlTlYOK, altirtd

and aeled at the Theatre- Royal in Drury-

Lane. Spain hy Mr. Havard.

THIS night let busy man to pleasure

spare : [ing care ;

Far hence be searching thought, and pin-

Tar hence whate'er can agonize the soul,

Chef, terror, rage, the dagger and the

bowl I

The comic muse, a gay propitioui pow'r,

To dimpled laughter gives this mirthful

hour. [we shew

The scenes which Plautus drew, to-night

Touch'd by Moiiere, by Dryden taught to

glow.

Dryden !—in evil dayi his genius rose,

When wit and decency were constant foes:

Wit then deril'd in manners and in mind.

Whene'er he sought topleasedisgrae'd man

kind, [the fair ;

Freed from hit faults, we bring him to

And urge once more his claim to beauty's

care. [bestow'd ;

That thus we court your praise, is praise

Since all our virtue fromyour virtue flow' d.

Sut there are some—no matter where

they fit— [bit.

Who (mack their lips and hope the luscious

These claim regard, deny it they that

can—

" The prince of darkness is a gentleman!"

Yet why apologize, tho' these complain ;

They're free to all the rest of Drury-Lane.

To these bright rows we boast a kind

intent ; [meant.

We sought their plaudit, and their pleasure

Yet no ton what we give ourfame must rise;

In what we take away our merit lies.

On no new force bestow'd we found our

claim ;

To make wit honest was our only aim ■

If we succeed, some praise we boldly a/k—

To make wit honest is no easy task.

A sublime Emtafh exatlly copied from a

Monument in the Church of Solyhull, in

Warwickshire.

For that divers of

His ancestors

Since 15 14

And that many

of his near'st relations

lie here inter'd

to protect henceforth

, the quiet of their bones

that have long unguarded lain

Freely beneath in trust are plac'd

6 guardian figured stones

Thro' debt of honour fitly laid

By J. Holbech of

Whitehal Esq;

*7«

Additioks to December.

TH E colliers, at the beginning of De

cember, entered the towns of Mon-

meuth and Chepstuw, did great damage

to the inhabitants, and carried eff consi

derable quantities of grain, tec. atChep-

Aowone man was killed. (See p. 611.)

M<UIAt,Ii .ti BlKTHI.

Dec. 17. fY ARTHOLOM EW Richard

O Batnehy, of Brockhampton,

in Herefordshire, Esq; to Mis« Freeman.

27. Thomas Dennison, of Leeds, Esq;

to Miss Sunderland.

Dec. 31. The lady of Herbert,

Esq; was delivered of a son.

Dzatbs.

Dec. 10. EORGE Barlow, of Sl*»

VJ bech, in Pembrokeshire, Esq;

17. Margaret, baroness Radeke, daugh

ter of the late gen. Sutton, at Konings-

berg, in Prussia.

11. Sir John Hume, of Manderston,

in North Britain, Bart.

18. Barrington Horfemanden, Esq; a

barrister at law.

19. Thomas Cooke, Esq; the transla

tor of Hesiod. Terence, Arc. Ate.

50. Edward Emmet, Esq; high sheriff

of the county of Essex.

Sir Lawrence Isaac Woollafton, of

Lowesby, in Leicestershire, Bart.

Thomas Churchill, fen. of Poorton, in

Dorsetshire, Esq;

In August last, at Florence, Thomas

Hart, of Hill flies, Esq;

Sept. is. Hon. John Fairchild, of Bar-

badoes, Esq; chief justice of the Common

Pleas for St. Michael's.

Oct. S. Charles Eliott, Esq; attorney-

general of North-Carolina, at Newbem,

in that province.

Foreign Affairs, 1756.

AMsterdam, Dec. 5. Several ship*

having put lately into the Texel,

laden with ship-stores from the Balticlr,

in order to take the benefit of the convoy

to the ports of France, the captain* of

the men of war destined for the convoy

have refused, by order of the lords of the

Admiralty, to take them under their

care : Some of them, however, have set

fail in company.

Utrecht, Dec. t. We hear from Liep-

fic, that the Chevalier de St. George'*

eldest son staid in that town four or five

days, about the middle of last month, in

his return from the Prussian army, going

under the name of count Hamilton. Hit

attendants were only one
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two Swift servants. His passes, we are

fold, were signed by the governor of

Dresden.

From Paris we hear, that towards the

end of last month, his most Christian ma

jesty received a new bull or brief from the

pope, relating to the religious disputes in

that kingdom, a copy of which his ma

jesty sent to all his bishops, and along

with it a letter de cachet, enjoining them

to conform thereto, meaning thereby to

preserve the jurisdiction that belongs to

the church, secure the respect due to reli

gion, and restore peace in his kingdom.

But this bull, which is dated at Rome,

Oct. 16, 1756, unless enforced by a court

of inquisition, will certainly have a quite

contrary effect, as it is thereby laid down

as a fundamental article, that whosoever

docs not submit to the bull Unigtvitvs, is

in the way of damnation, and specifies

several eases wherein the sacraments are

to be denied, which is a direct attack

upon the privileges of the Gallican church.

Accordingly, on the 7th instant, the par

liament of Paris issued an arret for sup

pressing the said bull, and saving to the

court of parliament to provide in a proper

manner against the inconveniences that

might arise therefrom, and against the

abuse that might result from it, and be

made of it with regard to the king's sub

jects ; reserving likewise to the said court

to maintain, in their full force, as it had

always done, the prerogatives and rights

of the crown, the power and jurisdiction

of the bishops of France, the liberties of

the Gallican church, the maxims and

customs of the realm, and the established

rules of the church. This arret was pro

bably foreseen by the French ministers,

for on the Sunday preceedin;, the depu

ties of the parliament having waited on

the king, to receive his commands in re

lation to the matters laid before him by

the parliament's last remonstrances, his

majesty told them, that he would be him

self the bearer of his answer, and would

let them know the day and the hour

when he should go to the palace with the

visual ceremony. Accordingly, on the 12th

at night, the whole body of his majesty's

guards, amounting to about 10,000 men,

came and took post in the city of Paris ;

and next day his majesty repaired, with

the usual ceremony, to the palace, where

he held, what in France is called a Bed of

Justice, that is to fay, a bed where he

may without any controul from his par

liament enact whatever be pleases to be

law ; and one of the edicts, or regula

tions enacted upon this occasion, was for

suppressing the fourth and fifth chambers

of inquests, the members of which, we

may suppose) war* the greatest stickler!
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against the bull Utigenitvt. Several other

regulations were at the fame time enact

ed, relating to the parliament, and for

restoring, as his majesty said, the peaces

of hit kingdom, which had been so long

disturbed by the ecclesiastical disputes.

What effect they may have we shall soon

see ; for these disputes are so warm at

present, that they have occasioned several

duels or rencounters, in which some gen-

tlemt n have been killed, to prevent which,

for the future, his majesty has revived,

and resolved to enforce some old regula

tions against the wearing of swords.

Paris, Nov. 19. They write from Brest,

that on the 23d, in the afternoon, the St.

Michael man of war, of sixty guns, and

the Amethist frigate, of thirty guns, sailed!

from that port with a strong wind, and

extremely favourable for escaping the

English, in case they waited for them.

The next morning the Intrepid, of se

venty-four guns, the Opiniatre, of sixty*

four, the Unicorn, of thirty, and the

Calypso, of sixteen, sailed with the same

wind. The destination of this squadron,

is at present a secret.

By letters from Madrid we find, that

the inquisition, which has made no pub-

lick example of spiritual delinquents for a

long time, has lately delivered over to the

secular power, among others, a French

man and an Italian ; the former, only for

confessing himself a free mason, was, in.

consequence, burnt at the Auto de Fe.

And from Lisbon we hear, that the

court of inquisition has ordered a tract to

be suppressed, entitled, A Relation of

the Earthquake which happened at Lisbon

on the 1st of November, 1755 ; where

in the author had pretended to demon

strate, that the alliance and trade with

England tended greatly to the distress and

ruin of Portugal ; and that, in our present

calamitous situation, we ought to give

up this trade and alliance, that the king's

own subjects miftht enjoy the advantages

which the English appropriated to them

selves, and thereby be enabled to repair

their losses, and rebuild their towns. It

is remarkable, that the inquisition fay in

their edict, that they condemn this piece

because it is seditious, scandalous, and

injurious te a nation in friendship and al

liance with his majesty.

From Florence we hear, that applica

tion having been made to the emperor,

as duke of Tuscany, for admitting some

of our men of war to winter in the ports

of that dutchy, all that could be obtained

was a permission, that sour only cf our

men of war cruizing in those seas for the

protection of our trade, might put in at

one time at Porto Ferrare, in the Island
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of Elba ; but that none but the captains

and principal officers (hail be permitted to

go on shore.

Ratifbon, Nov. 29. A few days ago the

Saxon minister delivered to the diet a

Hew and very ample memorial, setting

forth the lamentable state of Saxony, and

imploring afresh the assistance of the states

Of the empire.

The king of Prussia has also addressed a

letter to the diet, demanding the assist

ance of the several states, agreeable to

their guaranties of the treaties of West

phalia and Dresden. But the minister of

Mentz, as director of the diet, having

refused to lay it before the diet, the Bran-

denburgh minister has ordered it to be

printed j and has sent to his court for

further instructions.

Franckfort, Dec. 11. The aulic council

hath fined our magistrates 160 florins for

boggling for some days about the publica

tion of the emperor's decrees against the

king of Prussia.

The duke of Wirtemberg hath refused

a passage thro' his territories to the Au

strian troops that are marching from the

Netherlands to Bohemia, under pretence

that his country cannot supply them with

a sufficient number of horses and carriages

for their baggage and artillery.

The Prussian and Austrian armies being

both now in winter quarters, nothing has

lately happened but skirmishes between

their out-parties. In the mean time his

Prussian majesty has intimated to the

king, and senate of Poland, that is the

Russians be allowed to march thro' that

kingdom, they may expect to fee their

country made a scene of war. And it is

even said, that his Polish majesty has sent

an officer of distinction to the Russian

court, to sollicit against their troops be

ing ordered to march thro' Poland.

Remainder of the Catalogue of

Books for December, 1756.

ENTIITAIItMmT <H«/P0ZT«Y.

l.HpHE Prudent Jester, pr. is. 6d.

1 Cooke.

2. The Life and surprizing Adven

tures of Crusoe, Richard Davis, a Vols.

Noble.

3. Philosophical Visions, pr. 3s. Grif

fiths.

4. A new Version of the Paradise

Lost, pr. is. Baldwin.

5. Memoirs of a young Lady of Qua

lity, a Platonist, pr. 101. 6d. Baldwin.

6. Taxes, a Dramatkk Entertainment,

pr. is. Owen.

7. Epistles to Lorenzo, pr. is. 6d.

8. Eliza, an English Opera, pr. is.

Franklin.

9. Sophronia, a Poem ; in five Books,

pr. is. 6d. Scott.

10. The 1 5th Ode of Horace imitated,

pr. 6d. Scott.

11. A Collection of select Epigrams.

By Mr. Hackett, pr. is. 6d. Hitch.

12. Ben. Johnson's last Legacy, pr. is.

Corbett.

13. The 10th Epistle of the first Book

of Horace imitated, pr. is. Ross.

14. The Minor, a Dramatick Satire,

pr . is. Scott.

15. The Loss of the Handkerchief,

pr. 6d. Marshall.

16. The Cenius of Britain, an Iam-

bick Ode, pr. 6d. Cooper.

17. Northern Memoirs, or the History

of a Scots Family, pr. 6s. Noble.

18. The Levee, a Poem, pr. 6d. Cooper.

19. Amphytrion, or the Two Socias,

pr. it. Payne. (See p. 644.)

Sermons.

20. A Sermon preached on the Death

ef the Rev. Mr James Fall. By J. Potts,

pr. 6d. Keith.

»i. England's Alarm. In several Dis

courses. By A. Moncrief, M. A. pr. is.

Keith.

21. Several Sermons by R. Kedington,

D. D. pr. 2s. 6d. Beecroft.

23. A Sermon on the true national

Evil, or Cowardice the Cry, but Corrup

tion the Grievance, pr. 6d. Cooper.

24. A Sermon against the bad Custom

of observing the Old Stile, pr. 6d. Trye.

25. A Sermon by W. Romaine, pr. 6d.

Worral.

26. Artificial Dearth ; in two Sermons,

pr. is. Cooper.

A General BILL of all tbe Clrijlenings and

Buruh in London, from Dec. 16, 1755,

lo Dec. 14, 1756.

Christned Buried

Male; 7 -at Males 101S4

Females 7248 Females 10388

14839 20872

Decreased in the Burials this Year 1045.

Died under 2 Years of Age 7466

Between 2 and 5 1973

5 and 10 605

10 and 20 57J

20 and 30 I52S

30 and 40 1982

40 and 50 206 5

50 and 60 1788

60 and 70 1412

70 and 80 97S

in and 90 4-1

00 and 100 j5

20872

INDEX
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ABSTRACT of the militia hill

159. 3«*

Acadia, representation os cur right

to 7, 54, r»i, u3

Acts pissed 14", 19;, :4s, 610

Act., account of, viz. recruiting act 158,

Plate act 159. Victuallers act ibid.

Bridge act '.03, 704. Corn act S40. For

quartering the H. ssians 6*1

Address to the ass>ciatois for the preserva

tion of the game 389—391

Addresses, lords 1+6. C96. Common* 196.

City 187, 365. Merchants 187. Others

194, 449, 507, Dorsetshire 401. So

mersetshire 450* Chester 505, South-

w -"i. Church 01 Scotland 611

A 1, inscription (or (he monument of a

renowned »ne 364

Admirals, lift of 199

Ætna, dreadful eruption of, described 563

Africa, the English in, insulttd b/ the Dutch

43»
Age, corruptions of the present 475

Age, its debilities feelingly described 107,

Diseases of 3*5

Agrippa, W. his speech in the debate on

the militia bill 411—4:4

Air, method of blowing showers of, thro'

distilling sea-water 112—J27

Alexandria, drearisul storms at 195

Algiers, plague at 195

Allen, Anne, her feigned distresses 33.

Proved an impostor 4t

Allimce between church and state, remarks

on 168. Imaginary 166. Contradicted

by history 170. Reply to the remarks 261.

Rej linder to the reply 384

Altrratuns in the lift t-f parliament, fee

nczv memiert, in (he index ol names.

Ambition, folly and m.dntsj of, displayed

»*J
Amrrica, account of (he British plantations

in 7»—75i 137— >39>

187, 219—131, 1-6—179. 33 1

39,_ 3*3' 43°« 43». 494. 495. 49$.
53-— 534. 599—601

America, progress of the war in 42, 4;,

'94. 195. 355. 15*. 561

Americans, their conduct in termer vvirs

215. Debate on a claule of (he militia

bill, in relation 10 them 209, tif sf . 265.

& jtj.

Ames, Mr, his editions ef Eikon Bauiike

69

Amsterdam, christening and burials at, fur

'755 4*
Ancestry, vanity of »6

Ancients, fable of, modernized 317

Anglesey, istand of, described 368

Appendix, 1756.

Angria, hi« Fort of Geriah taken 515, rfit.

Account of him 517

A^gry folks, mad follts 490
Animals, drownec*, experiments on 134,

»3S
Animals, cure for ti e bite of rmd rrc!

6 7—6;a

Annibal, successful device of, to animate

his soldiers 286

Antimony, Dr. Huxham's observations on

14
Antiquarian society, efficers of, cho'en

16,

Antonio, father, his adroit management nf

the Hercubneum manuscripts 478

Applehy's method of freshening sea- water,

considered J 27

Apprentice, a farce, account of it 3. Re

marks on the piece, and the performer!

4, 5
Arc en ciel, a French man of war taken 30s

Armies, how those of England were for-

meily composed ail

Army, a standing one, not sufficient for

our defence 418. Dangerous 46;

Articles of war, too severe 266. King's

power to make them, in peace, doubted

i6t

Assizes 147, 194, 148. 4o*> 450

Associatori, for the preservation of the

game, address to 389—391

Assurance and impudence, distinguished 187

Astronomical proofs of the nativity and

crucifixion 472

Athclstan, account of the tragedy ef, with

remarks 99, 100

Austrian ministry, perfidious designs of

485—481

Austrians defeated at LownscHutz 461

Authors, justice done to them, aftrr death

160. Different speculation! on 17 1. Ideal

haings ibid. Prejudices against them

hurtful ibd.

B.

BAILIFFS, true pictui* of 271

Bank, gen. court of 4,9

Barbejrac's, Puss nJ.-iif illustrated 58; '

Batchelor, acca-unt ol an old humourous

one 333

Battalions, I ; new one! 40*

Battle of Lowofchutz 46 1

Beaver skins, duty on the importation of,

should be abolished , 314.

Bile, sent from the live.- to the bladder aio

Bill for a national militia, abstract of 159,

1J*. 38x

Bill general, of christenings and burials for

1756 644

Birch, Dr. extracts from his history of the

royal society J», 112, J73, 174, 217,

321

4N Bit*
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Bile of mad animals, cure for 617—6*9

Black, fryars stairs, dreadful fire ac 90

Black. fryars, account of the intended bridge

it 160, Account of the act for it 20],

204

Blacksmith, humourous epitaph on one 498

Blakeney, licut. gen. anecdotes of him 307.

fin brave defence of Stirling-castle 308.

His character ibid. Surrenders Fort St.

Philip after a gallant defence 309, 310.

His birth-day celebrated 449. Arrives

in England 56 3. In London ibid.

Bleaching, the whole process of 51, 114

Bodiei, tables of the comparative powers of,

in softening or hardening of water 139

Bceculonius, A. his speech on the Bristol

watch bill 105—no. On a new clause

in the mutiny bill 265—268

Bohemia, battle of Lowosehutz, in 461

Bonetta /bop lost 194

Books and manuscripts dug up near Heicu-

laneum, account of 477

Boseawen, adm. fails 146. Returns from

the Bay 561. Disputes about the station

of his fleet in 175s 631

Boston in New-England, births and burials

at, for 1755 195. Description of 329,

330

Bower, Mr. Archibald, account of him and

the disputes in relation to his imposture

344—346

Bradstreet, col. his bravery 451

Bravery, not encouraged by the militia bill

413. The contrary proved 513. Pro-

pofal for a new order of knighthood to

encourage it 589

Brest, city and haibour of, described 231

Bridge, petition for a new one presen'ed

41. Account of the bridge 160. And

of the bridge act 103, 204

Bridge-town, Barbadoes, dreadful fire at

»94
Bristol, form of government of 9, 10,

M*)e a city by Henry VIII. 13. Eulo-

gium on the magistracy of 14, Danger

of trusting them 57. Difference between

the government of, and London 59,

Partiality of the magistrates of 107, Con

stitution of, different from that of the

nation 163, Government of arbitrary

165

Br.slol election closed 146

Bnftol, nightly watch bill, debates on 9—

15, 57—65, 105—112, 161— 166

British fishery, governor, president, and

council of, cdosen 609

British plantations, account of 29—31, 7a

—75. "37. »38> '86, 187, 119—231,

276—278, 328—331, 391—393, 430,

43r« 494, 495. 496. 53-1—i34» 599

—601

Biitons, ancient, their virtue 16. Sadly de

generated ibid.

Broid wheels, utility ef 157, 262, 434

Brothers, remarks on the tragedy of 433*

Borrowed from a French play ibid.

Brown, capt, his bravery 507

Browne, M. defeated at Lowofchutz 461,

His account of the battle 46a

Brutes, inferiority of 17

Buckhurst, lord, story of $1

Bung, M r, sentenced by a general court of

sailors 336, 337

Burials, menthly account of 48, 96, 187,

tee, 1^6, 311, 408, 456, 511, 578,

612. General bill of 644

Burnet and Belchier governors, their dis

putes with the New-Eoglandassembly 17S

Burrbus, Afranius, his speech on the Bris

tol watch Mil 62—ffs

Burying in churches, pernicious 82

Butler, Mr. Samuel, his life So

Butler, Dr. his way of freshening Sea-water

considered 117

Byng, adm. with adm. West, sets fail from

St. Helen's 193, His famous letter, giv

ing an account of his engagement with

Galrssoniere 263, 264. Advices from

5117, 308. Supeiscded by Hawke 308.

Mock sentence on 336. Arrives at Spit-

head and is put under arrest 355. Impri

soned at Greenwich 431. Letter to a

member of parliament in his defence 4^3

—486. Suppressed passages in his letter

restored 483. Genuine letters from him

484. State of his and the French fleers

486. Cirried to Fcrtsmcu'h to be tried

610. His affair canvassed 634. Of the

mutilations of his letter, pro and con

63s, 636

C.

CADET, a military treatise, extract

from 459

Calculation of men for the navy 189

Cambridge, commencement 353. Statue at

ibid.

Camp, at Csx's-heath 404

C—mp—II, Miss, letters to her 179, 334,

4»4
Canada, scheme to conquer, and how dis

appointed 178, 179, 430, 431

Cape-Breton, expedition agairst 177

Capitulation of Fort St. Philip 310. Of

the Saxcn army 51a

Captures frem the French, list cf 356, 441,

449. S:3» 6oJ

Careless, a g'eat secret keeper 128

Caribbees, first discovered by the English 129

Cassius, Sp. his speech in the debate on

the Bristol watch hill 57—6a

Castlecomber, in Ireland, uncommon coal

at 21—aj

Cato, animated speech of ij

Chandler, bishop, remarks on the repub-'

cation of his charge 54>*~54S

Character of the French £99

Character of a geod lawyer 291

Chaiiublt
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Charitable donations, to the trustees of »jo

Charity whim and caprice of, displayed 75

—77, 167. lrtjuft.ee of some kinds of

ibid.

Charr-frfli in Wales, account of 594,

Charles II. and the prince of Orange, their

designs against the duke of Vcrlt 222

Cherokees, fort building in their country

5*4
Chester address 505

Chesterfield, earl of, an excellent paper

written by him 491

Child, extraordinary cafe of one 504

Children, their natural genius sh uld be

consulted and encouraged 380, 381

Children's bones dug up 40a

China, travelling to, recommended 591

China ink, how made 403

Christiana in the East, credulity and igno-

ranee of 539

Church, corruptions of 475

Churches, burying in, pernicious 8a

Ciudadella, taken possession of by the

French 153

Clergy, their hardships from the marriage

act it. Inferior, hardships of 574

Clergy's sons feast 146

Clergyman, remarkable cafe of one affect

ed with a pruritus . 416

Coal, account of an uncommon one in Ire

land 21—13

Coal-pit takes fire 4 '3

Coasts, proclamation for the better watch

ing them 89

Cockburn, capt, bold action of 198

Colchester and Lime, engage two French

ships of war 348

Collections 193, 245

Colonies, in America, should be support

ed 330, 331

Common- council, courts of 89, 146, 193,

»46» <01

Common swearing exposed 83

Complaint, of a young physician 182— 1S4.

Of a imdish mother 205

Conduct of gen. Sh—ly eon, 637—640

Conference between Sir William Johnson

and the Indians 385—38S, 431, 432

Congrcve, story of. and Voltaire I7»

Connoisseur, essays and extracts from

26, 28, 80, 192, 171, 216, 227, 238,

183, 342, 439. His concluding paper

496

Constantinople, dreadful fires at 125, 406

Plague at ibid. People in, not to be

numbered 537. Not to be known how

mmy die of the plague there ibid. S:ate

of printing in J 39

C institutional (livery, what it is 105

Contests, political, state of 571, 37S, 619

—636

Corallines and Madrepores, remarks and

observations on 1 Ellis, on that fub-
' n 1 r i -» - »
jest defended i,3

Corn, risings on account rf the scarepy of

403, 449, 450, 562, 6 m. Remarks ort

the engrossing of 542. Whence the scar

city arise;, and means to remove tha

causes e62. Embargo on 6^9. Supplied

to the pi>or 61 1. Account of the act

to prohibit the exportation of (40

Corpora Lutea, in women, not uncommon

271
Corruptions of the church and the age 47$

Corsica, taken possession of by the French

567. Life ot the kin*; of 6-5

Coies, idm. arrives from Jimaica 353

Council of war, at Gibraltar, minutes of

4'3—4i4
Country, beautiful feme- in ;o». Dialogue*,

fjtyricalnr.es 228, 2:9, s;j—27$

Country curate, cafe of a worthy one 475

Course ot Exchange 509, ■ .-4

Cox's narrative of the thief. takers 303

C»a.f tsman, essays and extiactsfrom 23,

2»J
Criticism, on king Lear ijaj.

Crucifixion of our Saviour, time of, astro

nomically ascertained 47j

Cumberland, duke of, visits the coasts of

Kent 14 j

Cunningham, capt, his patristic conduct

D'ATJVILM, duke, sid fate of him

and his fleet z %

D'Avaux's negotiations, remarks on 155,

156, 221—223

Daughter, a wife and yet disobedient one 2ce

Dauphiness miscarries thro' grief 567

Debates, in the Political Club, on the

Bristol watch bill 9— tj, 57—65, 10$

—112, 161—166. On a new clause in

the mutiny bill 709—216, 265—268.

On the taking off the duties on the im

portation of foreign yarn 313—320,

369—379. On the militia bill 417—

4*4. 465—168, 521—329, 577—583.

On the 'seamen's bill 583, 584, 617—

624. Letter concerning them 331

Declaimera against the times satirized 492

Declaration of war against France 236,

French king's sgainsl England 19a

Declaration of the motives that obliged the

king of Prussia to prevent the designs of

the court o( Vienna 478—481

Delaware Indians lay down the hatchet

45 »
Denbighshire described 56

Derbyshire quackt, humourous account of

6. 7

Drrelictinn, cafe of, slated 13a

Description, of Flintshire 8. Of Tinmouth.

castle 24. O; Denbighshire 58. Of the

Island of Minorca 103. Of the Cioda

di Cani 173. Of the ci'y and harbour

of B ell 232. Of ih^ Island »f Anglesey

368. Os'WooKvich 640

4 N 2 1." «
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Deserters pardoned 609

Determent,1 hasty, ill effects of Si

Dialogues, satir.cal country ones 118, 229,

171—1-6

Dickinson Marshe, Esq; chosen lord-mayor

506. Sworn in 561

Diogenes, hying of, in regard to a prodigal

125

Dishonesty, allowable degree* of 341

Distress, affecting scene of 32, 33. Provei

to be an imposture 41

Divine mysterxs ab;>ve our comprehension

626

pominichino, Annibal Carracci'i prophecy

of 3S0

Dorsetshire r.cMrtsi 40a

D.uh e Entendre, il$ greit prevalence 534.

Particularly among the lad.es 535. False

modesty ansirg sr"m it 5*6

Dropsy, cured by salt-wafer 41. Of tke

pleura, observation of Haller ttn 184,

Cured by sweet oil 395

Drowning, remarks on T34, Experi

ment! on drowned animals Ij5

Dublin association 394

Durg, uses of, in vegetation 32+

Dutch, French reply to their answer to

M. de Brtuc j 38. ■ Refuse succouis to

EngUnd 19*. Their answer to Mr.

Yorke ;.nd M. D'Arf y 35S. Their po

litick industry 370. Convoy taken 40 1 .

Convtntion proposed to fh-m ^-c6. Re

cent insult from 436. IV-ssia's memo,

rial to 545

Dutch, their previous resolution in relation

to the demand of 6coo men 463

Dutch mt thud of bleaching 51

EARTHQUAKES at Greenock and

other placfS in Scotland 42. In Ire

land ibid. In Africa and America ibid.

In c'ivers rther parti 47. In France 90.

In Neva- scoria 194, At Qui'o in Peru

J95. In Kent .-98. In Argylefh.re 61 1

East, curious account of some customs,

fee. in 537—540

Esst-Indian Nabob, his interview wuh the

admirals Watson and Pococke 53G— 51*

Etsy Will, his happiness 184

Eating-club, orders of one 119

Ebutius Elva, M. his speech in the debate

on the seamen's h,ll 621—614

E*J, prodigious large : ne craghr c6i

Igilii'S, L. his speech in the debate cn the

seamen's bH 617—till

Eik>n Basilike, curious account of the edi

tions of 69

Ellis, of corals, remarks on 135, 136. Re

ply to the remai k' 1 5J

Enib<rg"> on corn, Sec, 609

Emofern queen, her declaration against

Prussia ex-m ned 481

E^f>r< fling coin, laws r>ga'nft 6to

Epitaph on a black nnlh 498

Executions at Tyburn 90, 449, 6ro. In

Hyde. park 41, 147

Exercise of troops in time of peace 460

Experiments on drowned animals 135. On

the penettation of liquors 174. Wits)

op um on the heart 185, 186. On heal

by light i8t

Extravagant neatness satirized 18. Ill ef.

fictsof it ibid,

F.

FABLE of the ancients modernized 317

Fakeer, a tale 144

Fame, strictures on 417. Unequally distri.

buttd ibid. Virtue superior to it 418,

Advice to same-hunters ibid.

Fast.d .y strictly obseived 89. Another

app-ointed 6 10. Also in Scotland and

Ireland 6 1 1

Faiher, story of a cruel one 115

Ferguson, extracts from his astronomy 47a

Fifty new churches in London, estimate of

the expence of building 641

Fires 41, 89, 90, 145, 147, 194, 195,

197, 198, 403, 449, 4C0, 4ci, 506,

507, 5*2, 563, 6cq, 610, 611

Fleeti, Byng's arid GaliiTonieie's, true stats

of . 4*6

Flintshire, description of 8

Floods 194, 195, 148. 149

Florsntine princes, tragical stotyof two :6i

floras, Julius, his spec :li on the Bristol

nightly-watch bill 110— 111

Folly and madness of ambition 224

Fooiman, pedigree of »7

Foreign troops not to be depended on 450,

Foreign yarn, debate on taking off the duties

on the imLonaiion of 3 1 3— 121, 369—

579. Which will in the end deprive us

of our linen trade 320. Free importa

tion of, beneficial 369. Taking off the

duty cannot decrease the number of

soinrers 37*. The con'rary asserted 377.

Relation of the proceedings cn the bill ^.37

Forestalling and regratmg corn, laws against

6 ioj

Fort Geriah, journal of the siege of 515, 561

Fort Cranville taken 563

Fott St. Phil p taken 309. Articles of the

capitulation 3)0

' Foul air lakes fire in a coal- mine 403

Foundling-hospital, visit to I'.o. General

ct>niirurtte and officers of, chosen 147-

Oyentd for a general charity 74S, 197

Fowke, litur. gen. arrives from Gibraltar

3cs. Tried and durn tied the ftrvxe 40s

F-wke, gen. account ot h.s trial 41 1 —4'5»

Remirks therefrom 414,415

Fox, Mr. Secretary, Rouille's letter to him

45. His answer 46

Fiance, advices frt/m 47, 3*9. Pegins

repiiZ'ls 90, 93. War dcclartd ; gainst

237,147. Dtciaies war 199. Miseries

of 555

French
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French ration, character of 599

French kins;, letter by his order 45. His

treaty with the e-T.picfs-quten 199, 3<9»

Hu declaration of w«r ib.d.

French, neutral", transported from Nova-

Scotia 90. Fnz°s sunk 194. Fieeta fall

1 . i. Inv.de Minoica 248. Shew sa

vour to the Dutch 559. Rejoicings for

taking Minorca 406. State of Byn.,'s

and their fleer 486. Shipl fail 6i», 645

Fr»nch reply, in relation to St. Lucia, re

joinder to H7—1 53, Have no light by

pre cription 131. Their pietences re

fused 133

French reply to the Dutch 148. Dutch

answer 3 58, 3 ,-9

French ships taken 366, 1)41, 499, 553, 603

Fulvius, Cn. his speech on a new clause in

the mutiny bill 11^—216

Furniture, cheap and eleg.nt 29

G.

GALBRAITH, capt, hit gallantry 4:3

GaluTbniere, fight between him and

Byng 163, State us their fleets 486

Call- Madder, observations and histories of

stones therein 218—no

Game, addicft to the aficciatois for the

preservation of 389—391

Game act, hardships of 229, Encomium

on it 276

Gardening, the delights of 206

General bill of chnstnings and burials for

1756 644

Genesis i, ii, iii. new version of 70

Genlciicss, mischiefs of, when carried too

far 6;

Cenucius, T. his speech 00 the militia bill

577—58}

Georgians, slate of inoculation amongst 540

Ceriali, Fort, journal of the siege os 51;,

561

Gibraltar, bid slate of naval asfiirs at 485

Glands, acute and chronical obsesses of 325

Gods, tax on, proposed 102

Good-nature, excess of, to be avoided 66

CsKng, Francis, tlq; elected an alder

man 89

Governor, or preceptor, duty of 116.

Faiticularly of the governor to a prince

1*7
Gout, of purging in it 586

C ants for 17 c6 339, 340

Grarv lie, Fort, taken 563

Graves and tombs, ill consequences of

opening too soon 81

Great Hairy, account of the ship so called

188

Greece, subverted by luxury 16

Giotta di Cani, delcription of 173

Guern ry and Je;scy pro'ected «93

Cunp. wdcr prchio.ted exportation 194

H.

H-ULsltrm 246

Hales, Dr. his merhrd of blow.ng

air ll so' tisti.lwg It*. water 11 j— 1:7

Haller of the insensibility of 1

refuted 5, 6, 53, 113, 124. His ob

servations on d.owning 134, 135, On

» diopsy of the pieura, and a pleurisy of

the lung* 184. Ot ftones in [he gall

bladder 218—aso. Of a laceration of

the u<eius 169—272, Whytt of opium,

in reply to him 185,186

Hanover, advices from 93. Troops, ad

dressed for 193. Arrive 247. Return

563, 609. Memorial to the ciet of the

empire 441

Hanoverian soldier, case of joj

Hardships of ihs inferior clergy 4.74.

Harvest, fine one 450

Hawke, Sir Edward, falls to the westward

145. Returns 146. Sails for Gibraltar

297. Supersedes admiral Byng 308, De

mands the release of capt. Wnght 507.

Anecdotes of his life 576. Dispute*

about the station of his fleet in 1755 633

Hazard sloop, her prize 449

Heart, experiments with opium upon 1S5

Heat, experiments on by light 182

Heaven, attempt to describe the joys of 426

Htrculaneum, discoveries at 416, 443.

Books and manuscripts dug up near, ac

count of 477

Herretinius, T. hi) speech on the seamen's

bill <Sj

Hessian mercenaries arrive 247. Refused

quarters by the innkeepers 562. Account

of the act for quartering them 641

Historical account of invasions 1 50—1 52 .

Holbourne, adm. fails 193. Arrives from

the Bay of Biscay 56a

Holland, advices from 93, 358,644

Holmes, enmmodore, his engagement with

the French 451

Home, Dr. of bleaching 51, 114. Of

fos'ening and hardening of water 139

Hospitals, visit to 166. Inquiries and Re

flections thereon ibid.

Houses, scheme for a tax on iS*

How, commodore, taken a French island

and fort 353

Human nature, not degenerated 491

Human reason, sallibillity of 625

Huxham, of antimony 34. His vinum

on/imonii ibid.

Hydrophobia) cured mercurially 618, 6:9,

I.

JAMES II. intrigues against him 221—.

223. Cafe of his army 420, Ac

count of his lying in slate 599

Jesuits bartf, useful remaiks on 54s

Hive, Jaccb, his sentence *97

Imperial decrees against; the king of Prussia,

510

Importance of Minorca 262, 316

Indians, ifreir cruelties 42, 43, 4(1. A

ration of, extnpated 73. Dreadful war

with 74. Actions and deaih of an he

roic Indian king 75. Their advantages

over
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over us in war ibid. Encouraged by the

French, and incited to fall upon us 232.

Conference between, and Sir William

Johnson 385—j88, 43T, 43*

Indigo, imported from South-Carolina 148

Jogrossing of corn, renuikson 54*, 543.

Laws agairst 610

Innkeepers relieved 194, 489

Inoculation in (he East, account of 539, 540

Inquisition in Spain and Portugal, proceed

ings of 645

Inscriptions, for a silver mug 101. Aa a

puzzle to the antiquaries 234. Explained

*qi. On a humourous watch-maker's

sign- board 1.39. On the duke of So

merset's statue at Cambridge 354, For

a hte most renowned ad 1 J94

iNSFZcioa, extracts from 32, 75, 115,

181, ic6, £15, 187, 476

Instructions to members 401, 449, 450,

5«7» 543. 544
Intermediate state, strictures on 347, 383

Invasions ol this kingdom, an historical ac

count of 150— 151

Johnson, Sir William, his conference with

the Indent 38;—3*8, 431. His life

432. Makes peace with the Indians 402

J uinal of a lenmcd and political Club. See

DlBATSS,

Journal of ths siege of Fort Geriah in the

East- Indies 515— s 17

Ireland, uncommon coal in 21. Smple

carriages in 13. Neat and clean fires in

ibid. Address from 90. Method of

bleaching in 11;. Militia of, arrayed

147. Parliament in prorogued 298,40a.

Embargo in 506

Iron-furnaces and soap-pans to restore 42

Iron-ore, mountain of described 592

Island, strange manners and cust.ms of

one 476. 477

Islington >ni Paddington, account of the

new r03d between 3S5

Itinerant fun- posts, propo'alt f ir 216

Judges, their opinion in the cafe of the

prinoe's children 529

K.

KEGWOR.TH, childrens bones dug up

at 402

Kenn:t, Dr. pleasant story of 83

(Ceppel, commodore, laiUon a cruize 193

Keysler'a travels, extracts from 2S4, ^97,

"641

Kino, bis message on a designed invasion

146. Declares war against France 236.

His message for lull power 246. His

speeches 252, 595. H. s . nswers to ad

dresses liy, 193, 365, 596. Removes

to Kensington 193. His birth-day cr-

lebra'cd 562

Kite, Mr.' chosen an alderman 193

Knowlea, adm. pcrnvtted to resign Ins

government of Jamaica qo. Arrive" in

England 449. Sailj foe the Bay of Bif-

«ry ;f.j. Returns tjo

LABOURERS in their several vocation*

34*
Lacerations of the uterus, observations on

209—272

Lady, proposal of a publick-spirited one 8

Last will, on what maxim it should be

made 344

Law-making, method of formerly 468

Laws, defective in regard to slander 24,

Lawyer, character ol a good one 291

Lawyers and bail ffs painted from the life

574.

Lear, critique on the tragedy of 234.

Learned speeches at a quarter sessions

«7S
Learning, state of in the East $49

Leeward island fleet arrives 449

Letter famoua, one cl adm. Byng" 263

Letter, Welch one 3;. From Rouillc to

Mr. Fox 45. From Mr. Fox to RouillJ

4S. To a son, on rhe reeularion of hta

judgment 17;. From M Noailles to

the French king 207. To the prince of

Wales 231. From Titus Livius, sec. to

the political Club 331. From the sai

lors to adm. R— 393. From CamillO

Paderni 416. In defence of Byng 483—•

4? 6. From Fort Geriah 515

Letters, from count Tessin to the prince of

Sweden 79, 116—119, 276—278

Letters ol marque and repr zals issued 247

Letters, genuine cnes from adm. Byng 484

485, 486

Life of Mr. Butler 8a

Light and colours, observations on -So. Pe

netration of ligh: ibid. Bodies heated by

281

Lightning, surprizing effects of 198, 354,

3 55' <49
Lilliput, account of the entertainment so

called 574

Lind, Mr. his analysis and uses of peat

322—324
Linen yarn, fee /"■"/n yrm. Free impor

tation of should be allowed 570, 37r.

How it would he detrimental 376

L'rfuors, experiments on the penetration

of 174

Lisbon, description of the country about

32. Reflections on the fate of 6f

Lists, of the editions of the Eikon Basilike

69. Of sheriff, for 1756 41, ?9 Of

militia forces 208. Of flag . fficers

299. Of French ships taken before the

declaration of war 366, 441, 499, 553,

603- Of the ministers in the Prussian

memorial 550, 551

London, government of, different from

that of Bristol 59. Cast) of the act for

enlightning ibid. A sink of iniquity

61?. Wise form of government of 107,

Opposes th: plate act 146. Instructions

to its members thereon ibid. Addresses
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from 187 365. Hospital, anniversary

feast os 246. Instructions of, to its mem.

bers 543

Lottery begina drawing 563. Endi 610

Loudoun, earl of, arrives at New-York

4S«
Love, by imitation 283

Lovers, various forts of 983, 184

Louifbourgh, dispute about the fleet off, pro

and con 316

Lowoschutz, account of the battle of 461

Lungs, of a pleurisy of 184

Luxury, dreadful effects of 15—17. Mo.

dern, displayed 43 9» 44°

Luxury, humourously satirized ibid.

Lycidas, observations on 13 5

M.

MACBETH, observations on feme pas.

sages in 4*9

Mad animals, cure for the bite of 617—

629

Madness, arising from passion, causes of

490

Madrepcres and Corallines, remarks on

>35.. M°
Maidstone, case of the Hanoverian soldiar

at 505

Man, his superiority to brutes 17. And

the excellency of his make 18

Man, essays and extracts from a paper so

called 17 & scf .

Manners and customs, strange ones, of a

certain island 476, 477

Manufacturers, their hardships from (be

duty on foreign yarn 171, Advantages of

taking it off 372. These arguments an

swered 377, 378, 379. S"/'?.

Map, of that of the eastern parts of New-

York, &e. 416. Of that of Bohemia 464

M e M r, his mistakes 63a

Marine Society, public'* spirit of 449

Marines, 30 new companies of 90

Marriage, old and modern notions of it 1:0

Marriage act, observations on it 18—11.

Difficulties arising from it 20. Hardships

of the clergy from it 21

Martial spirit, how to be revived in Eng

land 470

Massachusetts Bay, proclamation of the

governor of 450

Materials and manufactures, like causes ar,d

effects 375

Match-making and match- makers, satirized

• 38

Mathematical questions and solutions 54,

xoi, 285, 310, 336, 347, 367, 393,

554, 601, 6o«

Maty, Dr. his queries to Mr. Porter about

the Turks and the East 537—540

Meanwell, a timid tell-tale 117

M eanwell, Mr. George, his sufferings from

the quarrels of his servants 573

Medals struck by the Pretender 598

Mediterranean, sea fi<ht in 264. Stare' of

the English and French fleets ibid.

Melvill, of light and coburs ito. Early

death of that gentleman ibid. mrt.

Memorial, of the Polish ministry to the

Dutch 493. Os the Prussian miniate*

345. Of the designs of 'the courts of

Vienna and Sixony against Prussia 547—

Merchants address 187

Mercury a cure for the bite ef mad animate

6zS

Middlesex-hospital, feast of 247

Militia, numbers of for eich county a&3«

Abstract of ihe bill for 159, J32, 3S2.

Remaiks on the bill 415, History of it

487. Queries on the intended one 55s

Militia bill, debate on 417—424, 465—

471, 511—529, 577—5*J
Milton, observations on his Lycidas 235.

Compared w.ih Virgil 236

Minas, English cut off at 278

Mines, cure for suffocation in 17I

Mines Royal, officers of that company,

chosen 2461

Ministers mentioned in the Prussian me

morial, list of 500, 551

Minorca, description of the island of 103,

104. Might have been improved and

secured ibid. Tlveatened with an inva

sion 198, Invaded by the French under

the duke de Richlieu 248, 253. lm«

portance of 262 328. Fort St. Philip taken

4C9, 4>o

M'schiess of »oo great g<ntleness 65

Miser acted, to fit out bo> s fur sea service 610

Modern luxury displayed 125

Modesty distinguished fiom d:ffiiJence 287;

Modish mother, complaint os one 205

Monmouth, duke of, his concert with the

piince cf Orange 22a

Muss, surprizing minuteness of the feeds of

3**
Mo he, M. de la, escapes Boscawen 359,

179. A case npoint 182, State of it JM

Mountain of iron ore described 59s

Murder strangely discovered 89

Mutiny bill, debate on a new claue ia

209—116, 265—26S. It will hir.der

supplies in America 211. Conduct cf

those people in former wars 215

N.

NATIONAL debt, scheme to reduce

178—182. Exceptions answered

1/8, 179

National liberty, in what it consists I6a

Na'ivity and cru:'.f.xici of Christ, astrono

mically proved, as to the tiir.es of them

471

Nature, should be consulted in the desig

nation of children ;So. Surpriz rg in

stance of the force cf, in producing a fin*

painter 3S1

Navier, M. of opening graves tvo scon ti

Navy, calculation os men for 289

Neatness, extravagancy of, humorouufiy

satirized " a?

Ned
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Ned Trudy, a singular kind of tel!- tale 117

Negotiations of count D'Avaux, icmarks

on 155, 156, 221—223

Neutral island; settled by the French 507

New England, settlement of 30, 3*. Re

ligious contentions in 32, 73. Dread

ful Indian war against 74, 7;. Forced

to resign its charters 1 37. Distiactions

there ibid. Conquers Nova Scotia 13 8.

But makes an unfortunate expedition to

Quebec ibid. Obtains a new charter

186. Witchcraft frenzy in 230. Makes

peace with the Indians ibid. Deceived

fjy the ministry at home 130. Makes

another expedition to Quebec 231, Dis

putes in abjut the governor's salary 176.

Expedition from against Cape-Bieton

377. Sidly disappointed 179. Crants

to reimburse the colony cf 179. Ac-

count of the foil and climate of 319,

Its division ib d.

New regiments compleated 145

Newcastle, duke of, his prize medals ad

judged i<34

Newcastle, Sunderland, &c. dreadful storm

at 50S

Newfoundland, discovery of 531, Neg

lected 533. Its history and value 534.

Soil and climate of ibid.

Nicholls, Dr. of worms in animal bodies

59?. <9+
Noailles, M. his letter to the king ot France

• 107

Nonius, A. his speech on the Bristol watch

bill 161—166

Norfolk association 195

Norris, Sir John, ill conduct of, in New

foundland 53]

Nova- Scotia, representation of our tie lit to

7, 54, lit, 113. Subdued by Sir Wil

liam Phips 158. History of 392, 430,

431. French machinations in 495

Number of people in Constantinople rot to

be ascertained 537. Some attempts for

the purpose of knowing ibid. 538

Numisius, C. his speech on the Bristol

watch bill 13—15

OATMEAL-woman, her bequests 561

Ogleth"rpe, gen. made his fold era

good mark1 men 461, unic

Ohio, grant of lands on 630

Old age, its maladies 325

Old batchelors and old maids, tax upon,

proposed Iti

Or.u Maid, extract from tax

Oliver, Dr. his cafe of dropsies cured by

sweet oil 395

Opinion of the ten judges in the prince's

cafe 529. Of Price and Eyre 529, 530,

587. 58*

Opium, experiments with on the heart

185, 186

Orange, prince of (K. William III ) hit

intrigues 1 56. His extensive views 221

Oriental tale for the ladies 425

Ostentation, strange kind of 343

Ofwego, French account of the tsking of

519. Pait of the garrison arrives here 56a

Oviedo, account of the lellcks in the ca

thedral of 28S

Oxford commemoration 354

P.

PAINTER, a fine one, gifted by nature

,8t

Pantheon, or Rotunda, at Rome, falls in

612. Description of it 641, 64a

Paraguay, people of, submit 93. Spa

niards obtain a victory in 45;

Parallel between a thief and a slanderer 178

Partnts should consult the genius of their

children 380

Paris, births, burials, &c. at, 1755 91.

Disputes between the parliament of, and

the king of France 198, 454, 644

Parliament prorogued 353, 401, 449, 561

Parliamentary affairs, summary of. See

Summary.

Parties, state of In England, at the tattef

end of Charles the Second's reign 156

Passion, excellent remarks on the odious-

ness of 489, 490

Peat, analysis and uses of 311—324. Hows

to prepare it for smelting 32]

Pedigree of a footmsn 27

Pemmaquid Fort, basely surrendered 230

Pen, William, mediates between K. JamcS

and the prince of Orange 2*23

Penrith, storm at 506

Pcnsilvania, affairs of 42, 43, 194. Pro

clamation of, against the Delaware In

dians 29S

Pequot Indians extirpated 73

Prrpetual motion discovered 147

Ph:nomena, strarge 90, 91

Philip, an Indian king, his bravery and

death 74, 7J

Philus P. Forius, his speech on the bill to

establish a nightly watch in Bristol 9—11

Phips, Sir William, subdues Nova Scotia]

138. His rife ibid. His unfortunate

expedition to Quebec ibid. Mide go

vernor of New England 187

Physician, complaint of a young one 181.

His necessary apparatus iSj

Pirns, Saxon army at, blocked up by the

Prussians 454. Made prisoners 510. Ca-

pitulat.on of $if

Piss- prophet, ftory of one 6

Pit-coal, bad qualities of 323.

Plague, the numbers that die of it at Con

stantinople, not to be ascertained 537

Plantations, British, account of 29—32,

7l—75. '37, '38< li6> lS7» »*S—

232, 276—279, 328—331, 391—j93,
430—431, 494, 495, 496, 532—534.

599—
Plate
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Plate act, opposed by the city of London

146. Account of the act 159

Pleura, of a dropsy of 184.

Pleurisy of the lungs, observation of Haller

concerning 184

Pliniui Caecilius, C. his speech on the mili

tia bill 468—471

Plot, a sham one 145

Plymouth e >lony, success of 3 1

Polish minister's memorial to the Dutch 49]

Political contest** late, state of 571—571,

610—636

Politicians unrewarded, and authors un-

patronized, great dcclaimeri against the

times 491

Polygamynot favourable to procreation 559

Poor, may live here as cheap as abroad 373.

Cannot lire as cheap as abroad 378

Popilius Lamas, C. his speech for taking off

the duties on foreign yarn 31,—316

Porter, James, Esq; hn answers to Dr.

Mity'a queries ab-ut the Turks, ar.d

some Eastern customs 537— 54°

Portugal, court of, thanks the king and na

tion 41

PoO.boy robbed 6 to

Posthumius, A. his speech in the debueon

the militia bill 465—468

Poverty, general idea of, unsettled 16S

Powis estate, sale of 507

Presbyterians march against the Indians 4*

Prescription, the French have no right by,

to St. Lucia 131

Press for seamen 145, 610. Landmen 14;,

, . 610

Pretender, account of him and hi] court

597. His son in Saxony 644

Price and Eyre, judges, thsir opinion in

the prince's cafe 519, 530, 5^7, 588

Prices of stocks and grain 48, 96, 200,

156, 408, 4:6, jtt, 616

Prince's cafe, opinion of the ten judges in

519. Of Price and Eyre 530, 587, 588

Printing in Turkey, state of 539

Prior- occupancy, in favour of the English,

r with regard to St. Lucia 131

Privateers, success of 401, J«7, 563

Proclamations 89, 450

Pruritus, cafe of 316. How cured ibid.

Prussia, treaty with 55. Treatmtntot the

French ambassador in 93. Tikes um

brage and arms 40s

Prussia, king of, his manifesto upon en

tering Saxony 441. Enters that electo

rate, and takes possflion of the princi

pal cities 45V Blocks up the Saxon

camp at Pirna 454. Defeats the Au

strians in the battle of Lowoschuig 46l.

Account of that heroic m inarch 463,

464. His declaration of the motives

that obliged him to prevent the designs of

she court of Vienna 478 - 483. Makes

the Sax in army prisoners 5 10. Imperial

stecreea against hm ibid. His mmilter's

Appendix; 1756,

memorial to the Dutch 545. Hit me

morial, proving the dangerous designs

of the courts of Vienna and Saxony 146

—5'i. His armies evacuate Bohemia,

and eriter into winter quarters 56S

Prussian minister has an audience 41

Psammenitus, king of Egypt, story of 35

Publick justice, how deluded 5 36

Punishments naturally attached to vice 177

Pythagorean philosophy proved 77—79

a
QUACKS in Derbyshire, humourous ac

count of 6, 7

tarter sessions, true picture of one 173,

■
Quebec, Sis William Phips's unsortuna o

expedition to 1 38. That of Sir Hoven-

den Walker 13 s

Queries and answers relating to the East

537—540

Queries on the intended militia bill 551

Quintius, T. hu speech in fav:ur of the

militia bill 5 1 r —525

Slat vmrrattm, why brought by Cnirles II,

10S

R.

RECEIPTS, to make vinum an'imonii

34. To restore irqn furnaces 41

Recruiting act, account of 15 S. Suspended

'94
Reflections on the fate of Lisbon 67

Rejoinder to the French reply in regard to

St.<Lucia 117— 133

Rehcks at Oviedo, account of 28S

Remarks on count D'Avaux's negotiations

155, rs6, 221—123

Resentment and revenge, difference oi 24

Return of a tything-man to the quarter

sessions 218

Richheu, duke de, his speech to the Mi-

norqmns aj 3. Takes Fort St. Philip

309, 310

Richmond- Park, foot passage thro' allowed

*47
Rioters executed 449

Riots 4»], 449, (07, 561, 611, 64.4,

River, one strangely lost 4s

Roads, improved by b'oad wheels 158, 262,

434. A new one laid out from Old-

street 297. That between Paddingtori

and Islington described 385

Roman armies, what persons were listed

in them 58X

Remans raised to power by virtue ie»

Rome, how subverted ill

RouiUe, Mr. his letter to Mr. Secretary

Fox 4j. Mr. Fox's answer 45

Royal George man of war, dimensions of

208

Royal Society, election of 609

Rum, preparation and making of 389

Rural c.lUquies 128, 219, 27!—176

Russel, Dr. of the a:ute and thfjnical dis

eases of the glands 324— 516

4 O Russia,
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Russia, accedes (o the treaty between the

French and the 'empress-queen 405.

Scnda an ambassador to France 454*

Proofs of the designs of 48s. Declara

tion of. to i he Hates. general 510, fil.

Imposed on and exasperated against the

king of Prussia 5 ;o

Rutowfki, count, his capitulation for the

Saxon army 517

S.

SMLORS, letter from to admiral B—

191
St. Lucia, rejoinder to the French reply in

relation to that island 11;— 133. Proofs

of the English right to it 117, 128.

Pretences of the French refuted 133

St. Olave's par.sh fit out a p ivateer 449

St. Philip** Fort, at Mahon. t*kcn by she

French 309. Articles oi the capitulation

110

Sillust, of the rise and decline of the Ro

man republick 16. Sptc-h of Cato from

him 17

Saxon army blocked up by the Prussian!

4 ',4. Made piiloners 5:0. Their ca

pitulation 517

Saxony, invaded 4;', 454. D.Aresso of

494. Proofs of the designs of the court

ol, and that of Vienna, against the king

of Prussia 547—551

Scheme, to raise two millions 46. To re

duce the national debt 178. Fora tax

on houses 18c, 6f ftf<

Scotland, fast in -555. Address of (lie com

mission of the general assembly of 6 1 r.

Illegal pressing in 618

Sea water, method to freshen 115. Process

of blowing air thro' it when distilling

126, Appleby's and Butler's method]

considered 117

Seamen, press for 14;. F.nc uragement to

j 53. Debate on the b.ll for the encou

ragement of 583, 584, 617—654

Secrecy, admirably kept by many people 126

Seeds of moss, sorpr'zir-e minuteness of 311

Stmpronius Gracchus, T. his speech against

the foreign yarn bill 17^—*79

Sensibility oi the parts of men and other

animals, essay on 5, 53, 123, 124

Servants, spoiled by their superiors 25, In

conveniences from the present race of 26

Sessions at the Old-Bailey 41, 145, 246,

!97» 351. 449. 506, 609

Shi'tcfpear, critique on his Lear 234. On

his Matbeth 429

Shaw, Dr. of coralline* 136

Sheriffs, for 1756, list of 41, 89. Drank

10297. Returned 298. Poll demanded

ibM, Closed 253. Sworn in 449

Ships taken from the French 365, 411,

499. 5<3» 6oJ

Shipwrecks 90, 506

Shirley, gen. eomes to England 56s

Sli—y, gen. his conduct examined 602,

637—540. Did not save Oswego in

1 7 j 5, 638, Hu various delays 639

Essays, &c. 1756.

Shute, governor, his wife conduct 231

Silesia loan paid 298

Silk manufacture, rife and progress of 284

Silver mug, soliloquy of one 101

Six Nations of Indians, conference with

38;—388. 43t, 432

Slanderer, and a thief, pai alitt between 1 7 S

Small pox hospital, feast of >93

Smelt.ng, how to prepare Peat far 313

Soldier, Hin' vcrian, case of e.05

Somerset, duke rf, h.s'statue at Cam

bridge described 353. Its inscription 354

Somersetshire add'ess 453

Son, story of a very unhappy one 115.

Letter to one 17 c

Southwark, address 519. Instructions 544

Sow, farrows thirteen pigs 402

Speech, spurious one burnt, and the printer

prosecuted 609

Spain, adv ce from 93

Spanish, navy, state of 249, Merchants

indemnified 436

Spinners, their cafe considered, pro and con,

in relation to the free importation of fo

reign yarn 372, 373, 374, 377, 378,

& /'?•

Spry, commodore, his success 308, 309

State, of the national debt 367. Of our

late political contests 57 1, 572,629—626

Statical experiments 174

Stationers Company, assistants of, chosen

246. Master and war dens 353

Statorius, Q. his speech on the militia bill

4*7—*2 1

Statute books, why so enormously swelled

468. 460

Steele, Sir Richard, his cafe in the gout (86

Stephenson and Bndgcn, aldermen, elected

sheriffs 353

Stones, in the gall bladde', cafes of 218—

220. Two large ones taken from a wc-

man 507

Storms and inundations 47, 89, 90, 194,

'95. »46. J47> »48. 297, 298, 354,

35'. 449. 451. 506. 5°7

Story, of a piss- prophet 6. From a French

novelist 27. Of Hfammenitus and Cam-

byscs 35. Of a too pliable youth 6;.

Of Tullius ?c, 76. Of Sylvius ibid.

Of Dives and his old steward ibid. 77,

Of lord Buckhurst 81. Of Dr. Kennet

83. Of a cruel father its. Of a cha

ritable old jeentleman and lady 167, Of

Congreve and Voltaire 172. Of the folly

of amb.tion 224. Of match-making 238.

Of the Fakeers in China 244. Of two

Florentine princes 368. Of an angry

gentlenun 490. Of a politician 492

Sugar, process of making 388

Sugar-cane, curious account of the culti

vation and management of 311, 31 a,

388, 389

Summary of the most important affairs in

the last session of parliament 337-^34°,

a6;—j65. 43+—439. 487. 48S

Sunday,
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Sunday, an improper day to discipline ihe

militia 415

Supplies, of railing them 643

Swearing, exposed 83

Sweden, letiers to (he prince royal of 49,

1(6— 119, 176 — 17S. 'she prince's

answeis 1 17, 177. Disputes in, plot

and execution! 405. Mountain 01" iron

ore in, described 591

Swedish and Danish fleets join 253

Sweet oil, dropsies cuied by 39;

SwisTers, h w they preserve their liberties

41S. Their declaration 56X

Sympathy, surprizing effects of 114

T.

TABLE, of the comparative power! of

bodies in hardening and (softening

water 1 3 9

Talmalli, gen. his descent at Cameret Bay

*33
Tipe- worm, in the bladder of a mouse a2o

Tax, on goda proposed 10:. On old

barchelors and old maid! 121. On houses,

scheme for 180

Tell-tales, several species of 227

Teslin, count, his letters to the prince royal

of Sweden 79, 80— 116— 119, 176—17S

Theodore I. king of Corsica, life of 636

Thief and slanderer, parallel between them

178

Thief- takers, their sentence 145. Stand

on the pillory ibid. One of them killed

ibid. Narrative os their enormous prac

tice* 303, 304.

Thomas, the old coachman, his cafe 574

Time, of the divisi n of 252
Times, declamers ■;. .< \ the present, sa

tirized 491

Tinmouth castle described 14

Ti'us Liv.us, secretary to the political

Club, letter from, concerning the de

bates of that society 331

Tombs and graves, ill consequences of

opening too soon 81

Toulouse, remonstrances of the parliament

of 553

Town, Mr. different opinions of 173. His

account of him/elf 497

Townsend, adm. an ives at Jamaica 297

Townshend and Finch, Messrs. their prize

subjects 194

Trade, general remarks on the natu e of 3 1 j

Transmigration humourously proved, from

the jostice and utility cf it 77—So

Travelling, reflections on, and necessary

preparation for 118. To China, recom

mended 591

Treaties, between Great- Britain ar.d Prussia

55. Courts of Vienna and Veisatfles 359

Tr.al of gerv. F-wke 41 1—41 5

Troops, of the exercise of, in time of

peace 459, 460

Tullagee Angria. See A'pit,

Tulhus, his story ~ 55, 56

Tunis, city of, taken by the Algerinet 511

Turk*, queues and answers concerning

them 537

Turtle taken on ihe coast of Cornwall 354

Two millions, subscription to, closed 89

U.

VAMPYRES, accounted for 17!

Vegitatinn, ot ihe uses of dung in 314

Ventilation of sea-water 115—117

Veision of Gen. i, ii, iii. new one 70

Veurius Ph lo, 1-. his speech on a r.ew

clause in the mutiny bill 309—213

Vice, pun fhmtntb natutally attached to 177

Vice- treasurers of Ireland, icmarkable mo

tion in relation to them 48S

Victuallers act, account of 159

Vienna, and Saxony, courts of, proofs of

their dangerous designs against the king

ot Prussia ^46—551. The f01 me r de

mands succours 565

Viper, curious account of 117

Virgil and Milt in compared 136

Virginia, adv ees tiom 41, 43, 194, 45 1,

Dutch pirate on the coast ot 195

Virginius, L. his sptech on Ihe foreign

yarn bill 369—374

Virue superior t.-> fame 4*8

Visit to the hospitals 166

Viturius Philo, L. his speech against taking

eff the duties on fo'eign yarn 319—321

Unknown land discovered 61*

Voltaire's stoiy of Cor.gteve >7»

Uterus, observations on the laceration of

a6a—»7»

Utopian dream lot

W.

WALES, letter to the prince of 233.

Prince ot", removes to town 506

Wampum, whit 385 mete, 386 not*.

War, declaration of, against France 237,

Form of declaring it 247. Against

England by the French 299

Warburton, remarks on his alliance |6S —

17s Queries to him 171. Reply to

the remarks 161. Rejoinder to the re.

Pi)- 3*4

Warwick man of war taken 294

Watchmakei'! sign boaid, merry inscrip

tion on 249

Water, powers of bodies in softening and

haidening 139. Remarks therefrom

ibid

Watson, adm. character of him and the

officers of his squadron 442. Takes

Geriah 515—517, 56 1. His interview

with an Indian Nabob 530—53*

Ways and means for 1756 364

Wcalher at London 48, 96, 100, 256,

408, 456, 511, 616

Welch letter, simple one 31

West, adm.. arrivis from the Mediterrane

an 40'

Whale fishery, account os the method of

113. Success of 353, 4°»

4 0z Whiiby,
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Whitby, damage by stcrm, at 56)

White-witch, recipe of one 7

Whytt, of ihe sensihility of the parts of

mtn, &c %, 53, 11?, 114. Hi« expe-i-

menti wi:hot<ium on the heart 18c. 180

Wife, her complaint of in epicure husband

J q, 440

Wind at Deal 48, 96, ico, 156, 408,

4«6, 511, 616

Witchcraft frenzy, in New-England, ac

count of 7\, 119

Women, not more than mtn, in the East

M8
Woodward, Dr. his remarks on the jesiiirs

hark 541. Oi purging in the gout 586

Wool, exportation of, not forbid till the

restoration 373

Woolen yam, free importation of, bene

ficial 369

Woolwich, description of 640

Would, essays and extracts from 15, 65,

77, 119, no, 160, 166, 104,

317, 341, 489. 49>» 541. 57»» 590

Worms, in animal bodies, account of 593,

594
Wright, capr. Fortunatus, gallant action of

401. Demanded by adm. Hawke 507.

H:» further success 563, 6r f. Threatened

by the French ib.d. His ill usage at

Malta 61%

Wynander-mere, phenomenon in 41

Y.

YARN. See For„gn Yarv.

Yew-tree, poisonous 401

Young physician, complaint of one its—

18?

Young, Dr. remarks on his tragedy of the

Bro hers 433, 434, Proved to be a

plagiary ibid.

Young's Latin-Enelish, and English- Latin

Dictionary, encomium on 497. Account

of it 498

Youth, humourous scheme for their im

provement 590, $g»

Youth, story of a too pliable one 65, 6$

INDEX to the

ABSENCE of a young lady, verses on it

4co

Ackers, Mr. J'hn, nn his death 191. Ver.

se« intended for his mnumert, and thit

of his mother, Mrs. Mary Ackers 9.93

Acrosticks 496, 447

Advice to a new married lady 502

Amsfius, to Miss Moore 190

America, on the present slate of 18a

Amicu., to him, on his monitory add' ess

350

Andrews, capt, epitaph on 306

Apprentice, prologue and epilogue to 40

Aristotle, to him, on the new gilding Ivs

bust 188

AssemMy-room, elegy in an empty one 189

A'lhelstan, prologue and epilogue to 143

Author, advice to 400. Replies 408, 503.

Rejoindera 50 31 567

B.

B—Y, Miss Peggy, to her I91

Bilbd, on a late promotion 361. A

new one 198, The Druid 5i»

Beaufort, ode to the late duke of C57

Beautiful woman, on seing one finely dres

sed 294

Benevolence, hymn to 19a

Birth-day, on a young lady's eo»

Blacklock, Mr. his hymn to benevolence

191. Ode hy him in sickness i hid . On

Euanthe's absence £94. Ode to health

ibid.

Wakeney, gen. an ode 445

B—, Miss M. on her death 399

Braddock, on his defeat i£q

Bridal morn 448

Po e t r y, 1756.

Britannia in tears 397

Biitish revenge, set to musick 55$

Brothers, extract from the tragedy of 433

Butler, epigram on 8t

B—g's letter to C—d 351. Verses on his

exploit 440

C.

CAMBRIDGE, letter from 88

C—pb—II, to Miss »4 +

Canticles i. 7. paraphrased 399

Chloe, to her, with sweetmeats 85

Cibher's New- Year's ode 39. His birth

day ede 510

Cock and a bull, set to musick 348

Cellin and Lucy 14s

Contrast, by Mr. Rider 86

C—, gen. on his drinking the Bath waters

559

Country assembly, elegy on 544

Country dances 85, 1S9, S93, 397, 501,

605

Cr—sp—y. Miss to her 447

Cupid's reply to the disappointed lover 400

D.

DAMON to Sylvia 86. Sylvia to Damon

*4»
Dances 85, 189, 193, 397, 501, 605

Derrick, Mr. his ode to Mr. Spencer 349

Disappointed lover 541. Reply to it 351.

Another 400

Divine goodness, hymn OI) 447

The Double fare 194

The Druid, a new ballad 55*

Dullness, prayer to 607

E.

E—S, Miss Sabina to her, on her regard

for Miltc-n '9a

Elegy in a winter'* day 38, In an empty

assembly
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assembly-room it*. On the death of a

country assembly 244

Englishman from Paris, prologue and epi

logue to 87, 88

Enigmas 400, 443, 448, 552, 608

Epigrams it, 144, 15a, 160, 19a, 35a,

5481 576, 608

Epilogue, to the Apprentice 40. To the

Englishman returned from Paris 88. To

Athelstin 143. To the Miser 643. To

Lilliput 607

Epistle, to a young lady ^01

Epitaphs 19a, 396, 498, 907, 644

, Euanthe's abfence, an it 294

Exiempore letter from Cambridge 88

F.

FABLES, a beautiful woman finely dres

sed 194. On the impott of a favou

rite word 395

Fakeer, a tale 145

Fido, to Miss C—pb—II 144, To a lady

of pleasure 559

Florella, ode to 14a

Friend, to one who asked what God was

»4«
Friend, the only one 242

Friendly caution, to a young lady 501

Friendship, odea to 141, 195

C.

GENTLEMAN, to the memory of a

young one, and his sister 350

Glasgow, St. Mungo'a in 241

Cod, to a friend who asked what he was

'41
H.

HAVARD's ode to the memory of

Shakespear 144

Hiwke, adm. Pindarick ode to 198

Health, an ode 994

Hotv liitU do the laedmen knvw, set to mu

sick 18S

Hymns, to Benevolence 19'. On the Di

vine goodness, tec. 447

Hymnus, pio-frofno-strie emicut 606

I.

JEWS-harp, ode to a young lady's 399

The Incurious, a song set to musick 291

Ingratitude, extempore reflection on 606

Inscription, on a Gothick temple 504

Invitation to a Robin red-breast 60*

John and Betty 608

The Jordan 464

Isabel 39

K.

KIMBER, Rev. Mr. Isaac, on hearing

him preach 56

L.

LADY, ode to her Jew»-harp 399.

Newly married, advice to 50*

Lady of pleasure, verses to one 5,9

Letter from Cambridge 8*

LiSerty, ode to 397

Lilliput, prologue and epilogue to 607

Love, ode to 58

Lycidas, extracts from 23}

M.

MEditation on the scriptures 290, J3J

Memorandum book, to a young

lady with one 39

Milton, to a lady mentioning her regard for

him 19a

Minuets, 37, 141, *40, 349, 415, 556

Miser, prologue to 575. Epilogue to 643

Modern character, verses on 445

Modern English nuptial ode 88

Modern warrior, dressing for the fight 560 •

Moore, Miss, of Angmering in Sussex, to

her 193

Mourn ng Bride, prologue to 140

Mungo's, Sr. in Glasgow 34t

Murphy, Mr, to him 35

N.

NATURE and Garrick S3S

Novice, fct to musick 36

Nuptial odea %%

O.

ODE, to love 38. Cibber'n, on the New.

Year 39. From the OH Maid 85.

Damon to Sylvia 86. Nuptial ones 88.

To friendship 141. To Florella 142. To

Shakespear'a memory 144. To Benevo

lence 192. Sweetness 29]. To health

294. To friendship 29;. To Mr. Spen

cer ^49. To liberty 397. To adm.

Hawke 598. To a Jew's-harp 399. To

gen. Blakeney 445. Cibber't on the

birth-day (20. To the duke of Beaufort

557. On sculpture 558.. The return 560

Old English nuptial ode 88

P.

PASTORAL ode 86

Persee & Demetrius, extracts from 433

P—rs, Miss P—ly, on her 29S

Philomosus, to him 560

Pindarick ode to Sir Edw. Hawke 398

Poetical meditation on the scriptures 290,

335
Pomsret, lady, on her benefaction 400

P -tie—aite. Miss B—y, song to her, set

to musick 1 140

Prayer to Dullness 607

Prologue, to the Apprentice 40. To the

Winter's Tale 87. To the Englishman

from Paris ibid. To Athelftan 143. To

the Mourning Bride 240. To the Miser

575. To Lilliput 607. To Amphitryon

644

Promotion, ballad on a late new one 3<;i

Psalm xcj. version of 85

R.

RA4ISAY, Mr. Allan, to him, on the

publication of his second volume of

poems 60;

Rebus's 83, 152,352,604. Answered 604

Resignation 636

The Return, an ode 560

Rice, George, Esq; on his marriage with

Miss Talbot 446

R'd'ile 104

Solution of a riddle 88

Rider,
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Rider, Mr, his veiscs to Mr. Murphy 59,

Contrast by him 86. Double fare tgf.

Gen. Blakency, an ode 44c

Robin red-breast, invitation lo one 6c 8

Rollot, Mr. G. on hearing Mi. KimUr

preach 56. His only iriend 141

S.

SALUNDA, to j5l

Scriptures, meditation on 190, 13s

Sculpture, ode to J44

Sheep-shearing song, let to musick 84

Soldier's song, sec to musick 14

Solyhull, sublime epitaph in the church

yard of 644

S—n, to Miss, with some swan -quill pens

557
Sornerville, Mr. to Mr. Ramsay 605

Sostg and no song >4j

Songs, set to musick 36, 04, 140, 18!!.

»J», *9*> 348> 3i>6< 444« 5°°» 55*.

604.

Songs, CoHin and Lucy 141. To Sukey 498.

On Mil's Nicholis 504. A new one 509.

The Druid 552

Spencer, Hon. Mr. ode to 349

Strap, ver, Mr. to hit memory 396

Sweetness, an ode 293

Sylvia's bir;h-day 19 1

Syivia to Damon 142

1756.

T.

TEMPLE, Coth.ck, Italian inscription

on one 534

Thr Toast, set to musick 640

1 lie Turncoat 570

V.

VARIETY 144

Vers=s, to ayounglady with a mem >-

morardum bock 39. On hearing Mr,

K mber preach ;si. On ih: death of Mr.

John Ackers 191 On the abier.ee of a

young lady 40^-. On a modern charac

ter, and recent transaction 44;. On a

young lady's birth-day 50a. To a lady

of pleasure 559

W.

WALES, late prince o', to him on hit

muriage, by W. VVhitthead, Esq;

"3
Warrior, a modern one, drefliog for the

fiiht 560

Winter's day, elegy in 38

W n'er's Tale, prologue '© 87

Woman, on a beau'itul one, finely dressed 194

Woid, on 1 he import ot a favourite one 195

Y.

YOUNG lady, v rseson th-. absence of

400. Fner.dly caution to one 531.

Upon the brih-day ot one 50a

INDEX of Names to the Marriages, Births,

DilATIIS, PROMOTIONS, &C, IJ56.

/.shlcy Sjkes

508 Ashton

st.

ABBOT

Ackers

Adair

Adams

Adderly

196 Astlcy

2 ci Atkin

ib d. Atkins

356 Atkyr-s

Admiralty, new loMs Atwcll

of t6i Atwood

Africancomp3ny,coni Aylmer
9*

mittee of

Aguilar

Alcock

AkiVch

Alexander

/Bard ce

ABgood

Amyand

Ancaster

Andover

Anstey

Arhu: hnot

♦Si

3 7 Aytoss

on Ayscough

404 B.

6 1 3 O Adcnck

404 O Bignal

z.;9 Baiighott 3 -7

1 c6 B ker 91,

613 Baldwin 301

564 Binisier

55 - Barton

404.Batem »n

4^i Batliu-lt

30. Bayiey

196 Biynron

301 Beau-lnmp

a ;o

136 Heaufort

4^t Bcavoir

6 1 5 Reckford

613 Ba< kirtgham

Bedwell

196 Bedford

43 Bfll

404. Belvedere

507 Bend
56 ■■ Bennet

coS lisntinck

3 =

613 Bl>the

36 Boddiccate

;c9 B'>ldero

61-. B.lton

Uonham

Proctor Barret

to7 Boscawen

40], 564 Kostmff

507 Bowles

91, 301 Bowry

<o<t B iyle

4;. 5*4

4=3

9«
*<>

4 »
196, 6,3

J49

5* 5
5--S

91, 148

A«mv, late promcr

o.is in 44, 9?, 1 j8,

316 Binkruptcy, eomn-us Bsrkenlnut

43 siore-s of 566 Berkeley

1 ;o Bankrupts 4", 91, 149, Borney

1- 107, 152, 3.5:, 357, Be'enicn

40.;, 453, tog, ,66, Biilingsley

IQ = Brider

30 1 Bnrigen

56 i Bristow

149,197,301,357, 6i4Bngley 301 Brodrep

ec v Barclay 91, 30? Bistjop 3or, eoS liromley

Arran , 150 fiud Harccurt gtBlackctt 147, 611 Brooke

Artliur i; H .rhim 301 Blacket Ztkiel zci Brookes

Arundel ?4, cr 1 l$»rker a t , 4t2, 61 ; Blair 7.5 ', 1,64, ;6; Brooktlbink i 0

Alu'll .-o: lla'nird 193, i;s Brakeney 613, 614 Brotherton J.i8

Ashburnhara 31.6 Mures 149, 197 Bland 50S Brougham • 911

Ashley 565 Barnet g< Bianey 1 9-' Browne 56-, 613^

4 Si Boyle Walsingham 196

97, 6 14 Hr .ddyl 148

301, « e 1 Bradley 613

-6 Brand 9 1

301 Rrandling 451

301, 404 l.'ranihwayt 7, ;o

196 Breadalhsne 6 1 3

i : ■ B ecknock Wragg 91

c66 Brcrcton Sal sbury 14*

'47'
356

1 j 1

61a

*49. 'Si

>05

*°1

Blundeil 404, 61a Biownrigg;

I
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Brownrigg e.6; Cooks

Bryan 91 Cope

Buckinghamshire 4.51 Cornewall

Buckler 404 Cornwall

Buckley 148 Cornwall,:

Bunby s^oCorryn

£urchet ig6 Cwerd]

Burdet 2^1 Coventry

Burrel ig6Cawper

Burton 196, 396, 4C3Cowflade

Bury 56b Cok

Buseck 612 Craig

Buder 147, 150 Cr, (seiner

By.im 41 Cresset

Byrif; 4c 1 Culver

Bi ... .> 565 Cunsffe

C. Cunningham

1 50 Currer

ibid. Curteii

508 Curz in

91 D.

148 pvA Costa

45'.

CALVILLE

Cir11b.il

Cane

Cantillon

Carne

Carter

Casey

Castlecomber

Cathcarc

Cay

Ca) ley

Cham ben

404, 6;4 Ed/rcumbe

403 Edwin

196 Egeiton

ibid Egmont

356 Ejtremont

» 51 Elihanit

ibid. Eliot

404 Elli«

250, 3 <6 Ellison

494 Eltoft

6 12 Emmet

4ot Erflcirio

c64Efcot at]

565 Euston

91 Ewer

19 7 Exeter

44 F.

45 I7>ABER

613 r Fairchild

91 Fair less

Falniouth

56-f!irH!er

3,6 Glasgow

150, 404OI;nn

4 3 Gordon

4 e, 1 Gosling

504 Graham

6 ; 4 Granby

9 1 Grant

>97

41

: -6

43 Great seal, beepers of

451 Fane

301 JL/ Dai ymple 403 Farra'ne

giDalion 147 Faner Hillersdon 45

9
644 Green

357 Greene

508 Gregory

43 Grcnville

9 1 Greyhurst

196 Griffith

Gnffi:h«

• 50 Gri$g»

(4; Grimston

19 7 Guernsey

61 } Gwynn

197

50"

If.

3 56 DanverS

25 1 Djvcy

451 Davis

•49 Davy

9 t Dawkins

Chancery, officers of De Grey

the court of 56* De I'Angie

4r ■!

Clupman 508 Deane

Chappie 301 Delaval

Cheshire 43 Denmfjn

Chester 549 Dinr.y

Chichester 565 Dent

Children: J9 5 Demon

Cholmondeley 196 Deseharnps

Cholwich 403 Devi'me

Church 43, 6iJ Devonshire

Churchill 6;4l)eyc

Cligget 3c 1 Diddir>gtr»n

Clinbrnslil 56; Didier

Covering 564 Diemar

Clinch i4SD gges Latouch

Clutton 6nD-d<e

Cobbe 503 Dolben

Cocksell ibid. Downer

Colby 564 Draper 41, 91 Free

Colebrooke 403 Driimlanrijr, 196, 50? Frtke

301 Frere

356 Farrington

356, 40.J FKtset

507 Fauccnbcrg

508 Fcnton

356 Feveisham

9 1 Filrrer

196 Finley

565 Fustier

foi Fitzherbtrt

644 Fi'zwalier

a^r Fitzw.lliam

196 Fivat

565 F'emming

404 Fletcher,

508

614 Floyer

508 Forbes

44, 611 Forrester

356 Fortune

no Foster

45> Foulis

91 Foxiey

564 Fiammingham

404 Frmkin

7 rjAGAR

1 [I Haggestan

197 Hilea

43 Halcon

30a Hamilton

196, 451 Hammond

564 Hall

249 Hanckett

3 56 Handley

25 1 Handiad

43, 3 (7 Hanway

147 Mai borough

404 Harcourt

512 Harding

(49 Handyman

43, 196 Hare

564 Harrington

250 Harris 91,

6 1 3 Hart

;•

565

"7

<-■ 2

•9:

4oj

19?

3 6

'5'

4 »
■'.

1 iS

<oS

«'S
3 1

,' »
( 1 2

4 ' --

'4«
61.

3°'. 302

56+. 64-4

403.

507

6i3Ha,vey 356, 403, 564

College of physicians, Du QMefne

officers. of 509 Duck

Ccliett

Collier

Collington

Coliingwoijd

Collins

Columbine

C <mbe

147 Dudley

44 Dummer

565 Dunonnon

147 Dundass

91 Djnm >re

613 Dur*nd

91 Duvernet

195 Fiewen

565 Friend

91 Furnele

40; G.

45 r ^AGE

564 Harwich

508 Hawke

611 Hawkesvvorth

613 Hawkins 30T,

613 Hawley

356 Haves

3 56 Hay

564 H»y«ard

451 Heime

149 Heath

2ioHeber

■■ 6 o

_<,5 +

f.i +

-4
/-:»

4='
1,60

'91
■47

6 t-

451 Henley 250, 50S, 565;

Henry 43

356 Hepburn Murray 19s

Commissioners of the Dyke

grtat seal r.66 Dyson

Comm.ffionersofprizes F.

509 T7» \TXLE

C~mpton 251 I_a E.ilon

Cjnynj'um 3 5; Ecen

611 VJT Gilissoniere 565 Herbert 148, 250, 644,

24 q Gallop 151 Herbert Noyes 6i»

14^ Garljnd 564 Herrfng ibid.

4o;Garton 452 Hewctt 91

30c George 45a Heywood ibid.

Gerrard Hamilton 197 Hildr'-pp 43

404 Gibheid 301 Hilifb /rough 19S, (66

356 Gibson ' ibid. Hmckley 3 7, rfis.

43 Gill 611 ' Hinel
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Hitch

Hoare

Hoblyn

Hodgson

Holburne

565 Layton

I48L'Estmge

147 Leach

564., 611 Lee

i4SLeesen

508 Legard

Holland 43, 148,451 Legge
■1.11: et a

I96

z;o Monet

611 Morrii

43 Morton 3

x-o Morton Pitt

451 Muilmao

148 Mufgrave

joi Mylne

oja W.

196 'V TAIRES

196 IN Nares

Hollingi " '356 Leicester

Holm 6i3Leighcon

Holmes 9 1 Leveson Cower

Honeywood 356 Lewis

Hopkins ibid. Liniey

Hotsem.il Jen 644 Lippyatt

Howell 91 Litrlemore

Howes 404 Littleton

Hudson 301 Livesey

Hughes 43, (64 Lloyd

Hume 2^0, 614 Locke

Hungerford ibid. Lockwood

Hyde 301 Lostus

Hynde Cotton 147 Longe

Myndford 611 Louden

I. Lovdy

JACKSON i4S,Lovell

195, 404 Lowe

jefffrys. ic 1, 4> 4, 451 Lowlher

ekyll »5 1 Luxborough 195, 301 Newcastle

Jernegan 91, 615Lyi.il 451 Newhoff

Schefier 301, c^Lypeal 50S Newnham

Inchiquin eriLyfone 3 56 NichoIIs

Jnnys ibid. Lyitelton i;66, 613 Noeil

613 Mi)ward 301

405 Mitchel 148, 149, 45a .

148 Modyford Heywood43 Pcnnington

*5'» 56 r, Molefworth 147, 404 Percy

251 Moltneox 451, 564 Peters

301 Monson - 507 Petre

(65 Moore 91, 147, j5<Phel*n

61a Morgan 196, 151,564 Phillips 43,
_ _ W _ r*l- 1t:_ f

*5'
508

356 Philpot

9 > Phipps

S49 Pine

196 Pinfold

301 Pitman

Pitt 507

43 Plummcr

. 44 Pochin

451 Navy, new commislj. Pococke

357 oners of 30a Ponfonby

250 Nelson 91 Porter

91, i48Nesbitt 149 Potter

507 Nrti) memttfl 44, 149, Powell

•51 «97, 151, 357, 6i4Pownill

45liV«p rtrimmti, effi- Powyi

796, 613 cers of 44,92, 148 Pratt

565" -

6it

»75«-

>47, »9«

•«l

'97
404

5*5
148

250

H»

613

148

cc*

250

92

»47

3°»>

Jocelyn

Johnson

ibid. M.

K'

Jorden

Joyce

Joyces

Ireland

Jukes

K.

'EELING

Kellcy

Kemp

Kcmpston

Kett

Kiidare

Killigrew

Kinderley

Kingsman

Kippax

Kirby

Knevitt

Knight

Knipe

Kncllyes

Kynalion

L.

LADE

Lamb

5°8 \/T'GlB

43, 149, 151 IVl Mackay

250 Mackenfie

ibid Macnamara

356 Madan

50S Major

564 Mnpri grntrtl

Maitland

451 Malyn

196 Mantey

564 Manners

508 Mannock

149 Man field

North

301 Nourfe

404 Nugent

451 Nunes

S«

. 5*5
613, 614

196

"1148

*5»« 35«
196

613

196, 356

565

5°7
43, 508

mge 148

196, 356

452 Prideaux Basset 30 s

5*5i 613 Prince's officers 566

564Pringle 251

43, 149 Prirchard 538

196 Priiet, commissioners

5°4 of

45 > Purlea

Purse

i9ja^AKES joi, 403 Putland

*5« W Oakley

91 O 13onnell

•48 Pyle

35» El.

43.

508 Ostw ifikt lanifirca, tj ADEKE

148 new ones 44, 92, XV Ramsay

250 148, 149, 197, 565 Ranay

$b±Ofji:cri if tbi fn«,/'i Rand

147 teujhtli

56sOssley- <*y -•— j-Ti 3 J /

3 56 Marine , officers of 91, Oglethoree

'95
Lanefborough

Langton 403

Lascelles

Lathbury

Lawrence

148

301 Mislay

349 Martin

ibid. Mason

356 Massarene

196, 150 Masters

251, 45»Maty

403 Maude

195 Mawby

147 Maxwell

Maynard

300 Mendez

452 Metham

2 50 Michell

357 Middleditch

565M1dd.1er.on

9 1 Mildmay

4S»Mill

fiijMilsmgton

566 Randal

197 RawUrn

4cs Raymond

404 Rayner

9 1 Read

451 Reade

309 Reece

250 Reeve

Reeves

43

5°9
250

250

404

644

508

, i96

30a, 56 i Ofborne

3;6 0ssory

148, 45*Overbury

404 Owen

3 57 Oxenden

4,2 p.

302 QAK E N HAM » j 1 Rrid

403 X Palliler 6 1 1 Ridlington

301 Palmer 147 Ridout

1 5 ' Pargiter 451 Rice

9 1 Parker 565 Rich

564 Parmiter 301 Richard

197 Pattison 9 1 Ridge

a;i, 45a Pacolelt 43 Riverfion

14S Payler * 1 i Robertson

'95i *5° Pearca «9& Robinson

i4"Pelham 250 Rochester

i95Pemberlon 4;iRochfort

43

*49. »5<>

357. 45»

»S»

43

»9Si 5°8

565

301

196

9»

3>o508

4<>1
196

6,,

9«
250

43

45*

'47. '9«
196

Roderick
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Roderick ^ojSinclare

Rosebe:ry a^oSkene

Ross 41 Skinner

RowdenBaynham i., S Skipwi;h

Sloper

Rowney 147 Smart

Russel GreenhU

Rutland

Rutkdge

Ryder

S.

SAC KVI LLE

St. Aubyn

«4"

148 Thornhill

451 Tindal

, 613 Toll

301 Tombiflj

613 Tomlins

565 Torrington

613 Smith 1 17* 150, 564Townsend

44 Smithy 196 Townlhend

St. John

St. Leger

St. Leger Douglas

Salter

Sa noby

Sandiby

Sandys

Saville

Saundeii

S:ar

Scarborough

Schutz

Scott

Scudamore

Searte

Sears

Serle

Seymour

Shaftefbury

Shacklcton

Shannon

Sharpe

Shaw

Shepherd

Qi.Snagg

130 Snellgrove

Somerviile

356 Sparks

196, Specote Long

300 Spencer

404 Squires

403 Standish

564 Stanhope

565 Stedman

356 Tracy

147 Wat!ej> lo\

301 Watson 14?, 61 1

91 Webref z;<j

50S Wedderburn 404

io8Wcmyls ,9-

196 West 148, 403

6itWe«by 6n

6i3Weymouth 357

150, 301 Whatley tel

613 of

357 Trelawney

9 1 Trenchfield

g I Tievor

»5oTrieg

613 Tnmnell

453 Tucker

- 451 Turner

508 Stephenson 404, 45i,Turnotir

404 Treasury, new lords White 147, 197, i5i,

301

44 Sterrop

250 Stevens

196, 356 Stewart

45sStockweIi

9 1 Stone

I47 Stonehoofe

91, 147 Strange

403 Strawf-n

56iTyrawley

»?o Tynwhitt

148 V.

,49X7-ANE

611 V VcrePouIett 195 Wilson

565

9 1 Whitehead

6n Whiting

196 Whittmgtoh

91 Whyley

30t Widrington

508 Wifgot Bulwer

• 51 Wilkins 301

1+7 Williams

301 Willes

614 Willis

Wil.'oughby

615 Wilmot

♦51

35«

»49

35!

35"
196

JOS

3S«

iq 5 Stuart Bettesworth 564

451 Verney

151 Vernon

6i» Vertue

148 Viner

43 Windsor

196, 450 Wingfield

403 Wmstanley

301 Wintringham

W. Wittenoom.

*5?, 306

56S

JS«

508

*49. 5°4

•9S

V,

404, 56aSturt

356 Sumner

451 Supple

453 Sv«

*5 r Sympson

148 T.
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